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INDEX TO VOLUME VI.

A.

Aboution, cases of, 370, 383, 403 ;
prevention of, 325,

543; and Dr. Jas. B. Cutter, 181, 277, 356; pro-

duced by quinme, 305 ; remarks on, 379.

Abdomen, puncture of abdomen in gastro-intestinal

pneumatosis. 130; injuries of, 280.

Abdominal abscess, case of, 105.

Absinthe, distillation of, 47!).

Acupressure, new method of, 30().

Addison's disease, case of, 510.

^.sthesiometer, a new (illu.strated), 358.

Air-passages, treatment of diseases of the, by spray, 532.

Albany Hospital and one man jjower, 470.

Albuminuria, in variola, 390 ; Turkish bath in, 143.

Alcohol, the use of, 203, 574.

Allen, Dr. T. F. . notice of work by, 63.

Alnus Incana, haemostatic properties of, 407.

Alumni Association of College Phj'sicians and Surgeons,
94.

Amaurosis, strychnine as a cure for, 173.

American Medical Association, 72, 145, 574.

American Medical Journal Association, 152.

American Otological Society, Report, 308.

Anajmia, raw beef in, 129.

Anaesthesia, inventor of, 552.

Aneurism, treatment of, 127, 140, 179, 201, 270, 347.

419, 459, 497.

Angina pectoris, 382.

Anthrax of face, 322.

Antiphlogistic treatment of women and children, 377.

Anus, artificial, spontaneous formation of, in a ventral

rupture, 109.

Aorta, arterial murmur with disease of, 210.

Aphasia, remarks on, 1, 21.

Appendi.v vermiformis, abscess of, 112.

Apoplexy, conclusions concerning, 488 ; fatal case of, 528.

Army hospitals, construction of, 01.

Arnica, its influence on acute pulmonarj- affections, 200.

Artery constrictor, a description of the (il!u.strated), 49
;

employment of, 270.

Ashhurst, Dr. J. , Jr. , review of work by, 544.

Aspergillus glaucus, remarks on, 200.

Atropia, sulphate, in opium poisoning, 343.
Auditory canal, affections of, 529.

Aural catarrh, chronic, purulent, 401.

Auricle, lecture on diseases of, 70.

B.

Basilar artery, aneurism of, 501.

Bath, warm, efBcacy of, 513.

Beard, Dr. G. M., electricity and sphygraograph, 457.

Bea-sley, Dr. H., notice of work by, 497.
Bebeeria, sulphate, in chronic inflammation of uterus,

297, 573.

Bell, Dr. A. N., yellow fever, 455, 522.
Belladonna in typhoid fever, 179.

Bentley, Prof. Robert, death of. 383.

Benzoic acid in fistula in ano, 429.

Betancourt, Dr. F. A., on scars, 418.

Bibbins, Dr. W. B., death of, 39, 71.

Biliary calculus, intestinal ob.struction from, 417.
Bismuth in Texas, 24.

Blackraan, Dr. George C. , death of, 287.

Bladder, extroversion of, 490; rupture of, 241, 274.

Blepharoplasty, 1 00.

Blindness, partial, temporary (illustrated), 483.
Blood-letting, observations on, 319.

Blumcnthal, Dr. M. , intra-uterine dec.ai>itation, 378;
antiphlogistic treatment, 378.

Boise, Dr. Eugene, carbolic acid in venereal vegetations,

223.

Bones, changes of, in rachitis, 153.

Bone-setting, and its relation to the regular profession,

445.

Brain, rare malformation of, 384 ; cancer of, 498 ; lesion

of, without symptoms, 208, 348.

Bontecou, Dr. R. B., (luinine in variola, 332.

Bougies, medicated, for gonorrhoea (illustrated), 309.

Brea,sts, a female with four, 35.

Briddon, Dr. C. K., ovarian cy.st, 139.

Bright's Disease, clinuitology of, 81 ; diagnosis of, 444.

Bromides in dropsies, 524; in summer complaints of

children, 230.

Bromide of i)otassiura, influence of, on opium, 250
;

pro-

ducing boils, .572.

Bronchocele, succe.ssful removal of, 83.

Bronchitis, capillary, treatment of, 357.

Bronchus, impaction of tooth in, 139.

Brooklyn City Hospit.al, annual report, 143.

Brj'ant, Dr. Joseph D., fracture of thigh (illustr.atccl),

313.

Bubo, subcutaneous injection of, 58.

Buboes, suppurating, treatment of, 344.

Buchser, Dr. .Joseph, transfusion, 100.

Buck, Dr. A. H., unusual forms of ear disease, 302.

Buck. Dr. Gurdou, aneurism treated by suture pins,

140; fatty tumor of scrotum, 390; cicatricial con-

traction of face, 211 ;
operation for hare-lip (Ulus-

tr.ated), 505.

Bull, Dr. Charles S. , inflammation of capsule of tenon,

385 ; trachoma, 121.

Bulkley, Dr. II. U., death of, 524, 575.

Bullets, leaden, fusion of, 515.

Burrall, Dr. F. A., medical treatment of cancer, 188.

Bursa; of wrist and palm of hand. 9. 380.

Byford, Dr. \V. H., review of work by, 110.

C.

Calculus, discharge of, through perinaeum, 223; removed

per urethrara, 284.

Calabar be.an in tetiinus, 107.

Calabar bean in chorea, 408.

Caldwell, Dr. John J., cundurango, 402 ; treatment of

diseases of the air-passages by medicated .spray, 532.

Calkins, Dr. Alonzo, notice of work by. 305.

Cancer, electricity in treatment of, 274 ; microscopical

study of, 128, 183, 274 ; cure of, 499 ;
cutaneous,

280 ; medical cure of, 187 ; notice of work on, 398
;

does there exi.st a virus of, 301.

Capsule of tenon, inflammation of, 385.

Carroll, Dr. A. L., new ajsthesiometer, 358; new vaccina-

tor (illustrated), 573.

Carbolized catgut ligature, 347.

Carlsbad waters in diabetes mellitus, 341.

Caro, Dr. S., quinine as a parturient, 305 ;
neuralgia and

injury of cord, 355 ; a new prostatic catheter, 535.
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Castle, Dr. F. A., report of the Medical Society of State '

of New York. 553.

Caswell, Dr. E. T., repeated OTariotomy, 394.

Cataract. senOe, cases of, 271.

Catarrh, naso-pharyngeal, remarks on, 30.

Cattle disease, report on, 14-1.

Carbolic acid, iu intermittent fever, 234, 487 ; remarks

on, 275 ; reriew of work on, 495 ; for venereal Tege-

tations, 223.

Carbuncle, carbolic acid in. 11, 93.

Catarrh, naso-pharyngeal treatment of, 534.

Cerebellum, tumor of middle lobe of, o45.

Convulsions, puerperal, remarks on, 250.

Copaiba, new mode of admiuktering. 201.

Cerebral effusion, traumatic, 37G.

Cervix femoris. subcutaneous division of, 394.

Chamberlain, Dr. W. 31., acute atrophy of liver, 265
;

antiphlogistic treatment, 377 ; scrofula, syphilis,

115.

Charity Hospital reports, 80, 129, 223, 344.

Cheesy deposit in lung, result of cheesy deposit else-

where, 425.

Chest, pistol-shot wound of. 209.
I

Chicago, relief for suffering medical men from the great

fire, 397, 404, 408, 428, 427, 430, 474. i

Child, boin in 22d week, lives eighteen davs, 309.

Chloral hvdrate. remarks on, 35, 91, 131, 134, 191. 228.

296, 299, 321, 322, 379, 419, 467, 514. 516.

Chloroform, de.iths from. 30 ; medico-legal bearings of.

528 ; tolerance of. 180 ; administration of, by spray,

535 ; as an agent in robbery, 538.

Cholera, influence of. deficient supply of sodium in the

atmosphere upon, 509 ; inhalation of oxygen gas in.

356
;
propagation of. 444 ; nitrate of amyl in, 444 ;

origin of. 359 ; treatment of, 371.

Chorea in children. 409. 447 ; remarks on, 226 ; treat-

ment of. 468 ; caused by phimosis, 15.

Chromic acid for enlarged urethra, 129.

Clark, Dr. C. C. P., on venesection, 319.

Clavicle, fracture, a simple dressing for, 273 ; fracture

from muscular exertion, 155.

Cleborne, Dr. C. J. , medicated bougies (illustrated), 309.

Clergyman and doctor in one, 494,

Climacteric iusanity. treatment, 465.

Clitoris, tumor of. 492.

Club foot from s])inal lesions, 299.

Cod-liver oil. to disguise the taste of, 395.

Cold, external application of, in acute rheumatism, 340.

Colic, spasmodic, treatment of, 309.

Colon, cancer of, 523.

Combe, Dr. A., notice of work by, 471.

Constipation, Calabar bean in. 35.

Conta^jious Diseases and the Health Board. 503.

Convulsions, treatment of, by venesection, 498.

Corwin. Dr. W. A.. Assist. Surg. V. S. X., hyposulphite
of soda in variola. 267.

Coues. Dr. EUiott, aneurism of aorta, 459; rupture of

t€ndo-plantaris, 366.

Coxalgia. 348.

Croup, tracheotomy in, 81,

Cruse, Dr. T. K., on rupture of bladder, 241.

Cundurango, the humbug, 193, 336, 349, 424, 429, 462,

446.

Cutter. Dr. J. B., and the crime of abortion, 181,

Cynauche trachealis, veratrum viride in, 393.

D.

Dalton. Dr. J. C remarks on aphasia, 19; sugar forma-
tion iu liver, 254.

Darwin's theories, 216.

De JIarmon, Dr. P., curability of phthisis, 190.

Dead, combustion of the, 191.

Deafness, sudden case of, 365.

Death, sudden, and adherent pericardium, 283.

Decapitation, intra-uterine. 278.

Decidux. inflammation of, 278.

Delafie'd, Dr. F., on cancer cells. 126.

Deliriu;n tremens, hydrate of chloral in, 240.

Deltoid, inability to use after resections. 497.

Derby, Dr. R. H. , partial temporary blindness illustra-

ted, 483 ; ophthalmic notes, 366.

Diabetes mellitus, Carlsbad waters in, 107, 341 ; milk in,

83 ; remarks on, 25, G3. 276.

Diarrhcea, chronic, compound solution of iodine in, 156.

Dickson. Dr. S. H., bills of mortality, 289.

Digitalis, action of, 178, 200, 321, 363.

Diphtheria, remarks on, 396.

Diplomas, selling of, 423.

Disciphne, novel method of dodging, 373, 229, 431, 561.

Diseases, variability in the types of, 193.

Dismfection, new methods for, 296.

Draper, Dr. W. H. , remarks on diabetes, 63.

Dropsies, bromides in, 524.

Drug-clerk law, the new. 109, 167, 277, 310, 565.

Dysentery, chronic, obstinate, 384; management of, 563.

Ear-speculum, self-illuminating (illustrated), 174.

Echeverria, Dr. 3L G. , notice of work by, 88.

Echoscope. the, an instrument for auscultation (illustra-

ted), 175.

Ecraseur, rectilineal (illustrated), 381.

Eczema cured by strong mental emotions, 516 ; aperi-

ents in, 225.

Editorial articles, 13, 37, 61, 85, 100, 133, 157, 181, 205,

239. 253, 277. 301, 335, 349, 373, 397, 421, 445, 469,
493. 517. 541, 56.5.

Electricity, earliest English advocate of, 240 ; review of

work on, 326 ; and sphygmogTaph, 457.

Electro-therapeutics, cases in. 294, 511.

Electrolvsis. effects of. 298, 499.

ElUot, Dr. Geo. T., death of, 39, 71.

Emmet, Dr. T. A. , prolapsus uteri, 73. 97.

Endometritis, diagnosis and symptomatology of, 837.

Eneuris. nocturnal, and epilepsy. 179.

Enteric fever, intestinal lesions in. 177.

Enteritis, membranous, 464.

Enterolite. case of. 284.

Epididymitis followed by urethritis, 345.

Epilepsy, managment of, 489 ; review of work on, 88
;

ophthalmoscope in, 59.

Epithelioma reappearing thirty years after operations,

307 ; returning for third time, 377.

Ergot in mental diseases, 394 ; in hyperaemia of cord,

353 ; effect of on capillary vessels, 429, 469.

Erotom.ania, remarks on. 398.

EudipUe, and new method of disinfection, 296.

Eye in health and disease, notice of work on. 495.

Favus, treatment of, 540.

Feet, notice of work on. 135.

Felons, abortive treatment of. 324.

Female endurance, extraordinary instance of, 70.

Femur fracture, tre.atment of. 166, 381, 313, 451.

Fergusson. Sir W. . sketch of. 316.

Fibromata uteri causing miscarriage. 285.

Finnell, Dr. T. C, angina pectoris, 382; apoplexy, 136;
arterial murmur with aortic disease, 210 ; chloral hy-
drate, 91 ; cancer of skin, 280, 355 ; fracture of
skull, 328 ;

gunshot wound of spine, 14 ; of heart,

298 ; rupture of uterus, 434.

Fish, poisoned wound from fin of, 287.

Fisher versus Gross, 133.

Fistula iu ano. benzoic acid in, 429 ; electricity in, 512
;

cure of without knife. 35.

Flies, to rid rooms of. 478.

Flint. Dr. Austin, carcinoma of pylorus, 261
;
pathology

of gastric tubules. 40.

Flint. Dr. A., Jr.. notice of work by, 230.

Foetus, influence of the age of the mother upon the size

of, 408.

Folsom. Dr. Norton, on hernia, 21.

Food, human, notice of work on. 471.

Foot, fungus, of India. 331.
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Foot, extensive destruction of, 42().

Foster. Dr. F. P.. treatment of fracture of femur. 451.

FounrlUng hospice of Moscow, 'iii'i.

Foundlings, proper care of, Vd. .')41, o.TO.

Fractures, notice of work on, 37(i.

Fracture of thigh, by plaster-of-Paris splint, 31.^.

Fungus articuli, and a question of diagnosis, 210.

Gall stone, intestinal obstruction from, 417.

Galvano-puncture in abdominal aneurism, 425.

Gangrene, dry, of foot, 211.

Gastric tubules, pathology of, 40.

Gelatine as a vehicle for powerful medicines, 347.

Gelseminura, value of, 156, 564.

Genital organs, malformation of, 198.

Gibbs, Dr. B. F. , benzoic acid in fistula in ano, 429.

Glaucoma, acute, case of, 366.

Glosso-labio-laryngeal paralysis, 298, 563.

Glue bandages in fractures, 563.

Goitre in Minnesota, 382.

Gonorrhoea, warm water Injections in, 297; medicated
bougies in, 309.

Gonorrhoeal lymphatism, 468.

Graham, Dr. A. C, obstnicted Labor, 539.

Gums, hypertrophy of, 466.

Gunn, Dr. A. N. , death of, .551.

Gunshot fractures, intra-articular, 371.

H.

Hackley, Dr. C. E., spr.ay instrument (illustrated), 333.

Ha;moptysis, gaUic acid spray in, 263.

Hamilton, Dr. F. H., amputation of scapula for colloid,

141 ; bursie of wrist, 9 ; notice of work by, 376.

Hammond, Dr. "W. A., on aphasia, 1 ; on the action of
ergot on capillary blood-vessels, 429 ; notice of work
by, 3.53.

Hanging, fracture of the odontoid in, 308.

Hare-lip, operations for ( illustrated i. 505.

Hart, Dr. C. A., dry gangrene of foot, 211.

Hassler scientific exjiedition, 479.

Havana medical students, execution of, 477.

Headaches, treatment of, 309.

Health Board and the medical profession, 46.

Health council, a proposition for a national, 150.

Health Department, report of, 517.

Heart, cases of disease of, 329 ;
disease of, without mur-

murs, 281
;

gunshot wound of, 208 ; opium in dis-

eases of the, 154; pistol-ball in, four days, 15(i;

some points on the pathology and treatment of dis-

eases of, 361 ; rupture of. from external violence, 344.

Hemiopia, cerebral, case of. 366.
Hemorrhage, a new method of arresting, 49.

Henry, Dr. M. H., scrotal forceps, 263.
Hernia, mechanical treatment of, 21 ; strangulated, unu-

sual ca.ses of, 169.

Ilewit, Dr. H. S., deficiency of diaphragm, 427: perineal
urethrotomy, 316; tracheotomy, 54 ; introduction of
needles in knee-joint, 570.

Heywood. Dr. C. F., inhalation of oxygen gas in cholera,
356.

Hibberd, Dr. James 1]. (Richmond, Ind. ), renewal of pre-
scriptions, 330.

Hip, successful case of primary amputation of, 9.

Holden Dr. E.
,
gallic acid in hemoptysis, 26:'..

Hooping-cough, ulceration of fr^num in, 201 ; treatment
of, .532.

Hop pillow, use of, 552.

Horn, cutaneous, from calf of leg, 210.
Hospital appointments, 373.

Hospital gangrene, notice of work on, 207.
Hospital stewards, rank of, 190.

Howard, Dr. B , extensive necrosis of tibia, 350 ; extem-
porized tracheal caniila (illustrated), 391; primary
resection of shaft of humerus. 164.

Humerus, primarj' resection of, 164.

Huse, Dr. Ed. C, cure of fistula in ano without the
knife, 35.

Hutchins, Dr. Alex. , spinal irritation, 339.

Hutchison, Dr. J. C, slate-pencil in bl.adder, 376,
Hydrate chloiiil. remarks on, 57, 95, 164, 320, 330.
Hydrocele, treatment of. 154, 296, 372, 511.

Hydrophobia cured by chloral, 57.

Hypodermic injection, 480.

H\i)odermic .syringe, a new (illustrated), 47.

Hysteria, a test for. 324.
Hyposulphite of soda in variola, 267.

Iliac, ligation of, 24.

Inebriety as a disease, 92.

Infant Life, Society for the Protection of, 313.

Infants, death of new-bom, 208 ; review of work on dis-

eases of, 207.

Injunction against medical discipline, 399. 421, 469, 473.

Insanity, hallucin.atorj% of Wilkes Booth, 119.

Intestinal lesions in enteric fever, 177.

Intracisor forceps for arteries, 35.

Intussusception, rem.arks on, 115.

Invagination of colon and rectum, 275.

Involution, case of, 394.

Ipecac in epistaxis ,404.

Iridotomy, case of, 486.

Iridectomy, its effect on glaucoma, 366.

Jacobi, Dr. A., on rachitis, 153; tumor of brain, without
symptoms, 208.

Janeway, Dr. E. G., impervious stricture, 136; needle in

knee-joint, 54
;
perforating ulcer of stomach, 427.

Jepsou, Dr. S. L. , bur.s;e of wrist and palm, 380.

Joues, Dr. Jos(i>h. malformation of genitals, 198 ; notice

of work by, 207.

Julian, Dr. J. M., suffocative capillarj- bronchitis, 358.

Kessler, Dr. A., Carlsbad waters, 341.

Keyes, Dr. E. L. , opium habit on healing process and an-

aesthesia, 16 ; abdominal aneurism, 425.

Kidneys, tuberculous disease of, 278 ; treatment of al-

bummoid disease of, 29(i.

Kings Co. Med. Society and the Chicago Relief, 400.

Kinney, Dr. Aug. C, chromic acid in enlarged urethra,

129 ; chloral in delirium, 249.

Knapp, Dr. H., aspergillus glaucus, 260 ;
blcpharoplasty,

167.

Knee-joint, loose cartilages in, 347 ; amputation at, 504
;

voluntary introduction of needles in, 570.

Koumiss, use of, 4()(!.

Krackowizer, Dr. E., abdominal abscess, 165 ;
abscess of

appendix, 114.

L.

Labor, management of perineum in, 12
;
pneumo-thorax,

complicating, 322.

Lachrymal catheter, a new (illustrated). 174.

Larynx, review of work on diseases of, 374 ;
fish-bone in,

281; epithelial growth of, 18.

Leaming, Dr. Jiimes R., respiratory murmurs, 548.

Leute, Dr. F. D.. lithotrity, 306.

Leucorrhcea in childrvn, 468.

Life insurance companies, where is the flaw in ? 23
;
lia-

bility of. 285.

Lincoln, Dr. R. S., aneurism of aorta, 127.

Lipoma of scrotum, 390.

Lithotomy, report of cases of, 223, 320.

Lithotrity, cases of, 306.

Little, Dr. J. L. , calculus per urethram ;
areolar sarcoma

of shoulder, 284.

Liver, a case of acute atrophy of, 265 ;
sugar formation

of, 3.54.

Loomis, Dr. A. L., cancer of colon, 523 ;
cases of cardiac

disea,ses, 329; death of new-born, 208; puqwra
hemoiThagica, 17; empyema, 569; aneurism, 5jl.

Lumbar colotom.y. cases of, 37(i.

Lung, foreign bodies four years in, 81.
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M.
Malpractice, case of, 13:3.

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital reports, 177, 192, 199,
271.

Mason, Dr. E. , unusual cases of strangulated hernia (il-

lustrated), Kiy ; lumbar colotomy, 285,370; resec-

tion of shoulder. 4tl7.

Maudsley, Dr. H. , notice of work by, 89.

Maxillary nerve, superior, extirpation of. ?>'.)2.

McCabe, Dr. B. G. (Monticello, X. Y.), placenta jirEEvia,

271.

Measles, mana£;ement of. 204.

Medical Charities, 897.

Medical education, .5.58.

Medical items and news. 23, 47, 71, 94, 117, 141, 168,

191, 214, 239, 204, 280, 310, 334, 358, 382, 407, 430,

4.57, 503.

Medical, profession of U. S. , statistics of, 288
;
progress,

remarks on, 301 ; societies and their jurisiliction,

230 ; stojlies, systematic gradation of, 157 ; a new
thermometer, 190.

Medical and Snrr/icril Eeporter, and partisanship. 46.

Medical Library and Journal Association of New York,
45, 130, 235, 447.

Medical Society of the County of New Y'ork, reports of,

21, 43, 116, 167, 214, 331, 401. 474, .501.

Medical Society of the State of Xew York, report of, 553.

Medicines, composition of some secret. 312.
Meiere, Dr. J. Ernest, treatment of sciatica. 175.

Membrana Tympani. polypoid granulations of, 199.

Menorrhagia, diagnosis and s.ymptomatology of, 337.
Menstruation from infancy, 120.

Mercury, absorption of, through animal membrane, 36.

Meyers, Dr. Joseph, death of, 240.
Micrographia, case of, 514.
Micro-photography by sunlight, 493.
Miner, Dr. Gan\v H., hypertrophy of mucous membrane

of vagina, 572.

Morphine as a parturient, 201.

Mortality, bills of, 289.

Mucous membrane, transplantation of, 370.

Murdock, Dr. J. B. , opium poisoning, 343.
Muscle grafting, 370.

Muscular atrophy, case of, 439.
Morales, Dr. Raphael, on tran.spIant.ation. 80.

Jlorbid growths, new classification of, 184.
Morris, Dr. Moreau, sanitary cure of contagious dis-

eases, 235.

Monster, a bicipital, 402.

X.

Nagle, Prof. A. . strychnine as a cure for amaurosis, 173.
Xaso-pharyngeal catarrh, 30, 45

;
polvpus, avxil.sion of,

498.

Xaval staff rank controversy, 85.

Xavy surgeons, compensation of, 142.

Xausea, bromide of potassium in, 143.
Needles in knee-joint, 56.

Neftel, Dr. W. B., electrolysis in cancer, 499.
New instruments, remarks on. 237, 573.
Newman, Dr. II., secondarj' hemorrhage, 307.
Newspaper advertising. 253.
New Y'ork Academv of Medicine, reports of, 63, 105. 187,

211. 231. 254. 307, 377, 451, 546.
New York Hospital, centennial anniversary, 278; first

surgical operation in, 288.
New York Ophthalmic and Aural Institute, annual re-

port of, 108.

New York State Lunatic Asvlum, notice of report from,
350.

New Y'ork Pathological Society, reports of, 18. 90 141,
211, 261, 285, 307, 329, 3.55, 377, 40.5, 427, .501, .567.

Neuralgia of jaw, in aged, 178; extirpation of nerve for,

392 ; facial electricity in. 294.

Nipples, fissured, electricity in, 513.
Nitrite of amy], 465 ; cholera, 444.
Nocturnal urmation, treatment of, 179.

Noeggerath, Dr. E. . prolapse of uterus, 481.

Nutrition, faults of, due to enteric fever, 346.
Nott, Dr. J. C, rectilineal ecraseur (illustrated), 381

;

types of diseases, 193, 217; yellow fever, 451.
Noyes, Dr. H. D.

,
paralysis of fifth cerebral nerve, 231

;

melanosis of eye, 568.
Nux vomica in heart disease, 303.

0.

Odd hours of a physician. 470.

Odontoid process, fractures and dislocations of, 307.
Odontolithus, a specimen of, 348.
Oidium auranticum, 373.

01 tereljinthinae in chronic ulcerations, 393.
Ophthalmologists, London, 408.

Opium habit, its effects on healing process, 10 ; notice of
work on, 305.

Opium poisoning treated by sulphate of atropia, 343.

Oppolzer, John, death of, 141.

Osteomyelitis, amputation in cases of progressing, 383
;

acute, 137.

Otis, Dr. F. N., onsyphOitic infection, 212.

Ovarian cyst, ca.se of, 139
; in child aged three rears,

539.

Ovaries, diagnosis of malign.ant disease of the, 100.

Ovariotomy in cliDd years and 8 months old, 479 ; Eng-
lish operations of, 200.

Oxalic acid, poisoning by, 260.
O.xygen, inhalation of, in cholera, 356.
Oxytocic, cold wiiter an. 465.

Palpitation, remarks on. :!61

.

Paralysis of fifth cerebna! nerve, 23 1

.

Pardee, Dr. Charles IiLslee, chronic aural catarrh, 461.

Paris, food of, during siege, 406.

Parturition, influence of quinine on, 300.
Pepsine, a new preparation of, 119, ISO.

Pericardium, adherent, and sudden death, 28.3.

Perforating ulcer of stomach, 437.
Perineal urethrotomy, 316.

Peripheral placentitis, 568.

Peters, Dr. J. C. . chorea in children, 187 ; diabetes, 68
;

medical treatment of cancer, 447
;
yellow-fever, 540

;

tuberculous larynx, 569.

Peugnet, Dr. E., letter from, 573.

Pharynx, irrigation of. 348.

Phlegmasia dolens. treatment of, 340.

Phthisis, curability of, 110, 189.
PUes, treatment of, 11.

Pin, swallowing of, 281.

Pinus canadensis, extract of, 406, 573.

Placenta, compression of uterus in expulsion of, 333

;

method of expulsion of, 177.

Placenta praivia, 271, 275.

Plaster-of-Paris b.ondages, 160, 313, 502.

Pleura, blood-sac in, 279.

Polygonum hydropiper as an emmenagogue, 396.

Pomeroy, Er. O. D., treatment of naso-pharyngeal ca-

tarrh. 30
; letter from. 238.

Pooley, Dr. J. H. , urethritis and epididymitis, 406.

Post, Dr. G. E., on lithotomy, 320.

Powel, Dr. Hans, death from stan'ation, 357.

I
Pregnancy, case of early. 487.

Pregnant women and vaccination, 180.

Prescriptions, renewal of, 330.

Professional lampoonery (editorial), 37.

Progress of medical science. 11, 35, 57, 81, 106, 129, 1.53,

177, 200, 224, 250, 373, 296, 320, 345, 368, 393, 418,
444, 464, 487, .538.

Progressive muscular atrophy in child, 156.

Prostate, new catheter for enlargement of (illustrated),

535.

Pneumonia, clinical treatment of, 514.

Pneumonitis, carbonate of ammonia in, 369.

Prolapsus uteri, causes and treatment, 73, 97, 367.

Prostate, function of the, 58.

Prostitution, a novel proposition for licensing, 38 ; regu-
lation of, 117, 228, 251.
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Pseudo-membranous croup, 488.

Pneumo-thorax treated by aspiration. 346.

Puerperal eclampsia, 250. 36ij.

Putnam, Dr. Mary C., thesis of, 335.

Pylorus, carcinoma of, 201.

Q.

Quackery and its results, 90; a proposed act against,
.53(j,"543.

Quinine, substitute for, 34 ; its influence on uterine con-

traction, 200, 306.

R.

Rachitis, mild, diagnosis of, 322
;
changes in osseous sys-

tem as result of, 153.

Rattlesnake, case of poisoning by bite of, 264.

Rectum, rupture of, 2T4 ; remarkable laceration of, 228.

Remittent fever, treatment of, 369.

Respiratory murmurs, remarks on, 548.

Reviews and notices of books, 63, 88, 110. 135, 159, 207,

230. 254, 305, 326, 350, 374, 398, 470, 495.

Rheumatism, acute, treatment of, 294, 346, 418.

Rib, fractures of in insane, 120.

Ringworm, a remedy for, 35.

Roberts, Dr. W. C, antiphlogistic treatment of women
and children, 378 ; vital statistics, 449.

Rockwell, Dr. A. D. , disease supra-renal capsules, 510.
Roosevelt Hospital, inauguration of, 431.

Rogers, Dr. J. D., on carbuncle, 93.

Rogers, Dr. S. , intussusception, 115; cutaneous horn
from calf of leg, 210 ; enterolite, 284

;
peripheral

placentitis, 568
;
periosteal cancer, 568.

Roosa, Dr. D. B. St. John, diseases of auricle, 70 ; affec-

tions of external auditory canal, 529.

Ro.sse, Dr. Irving C, bromides in summer complaints
of children, 332.

Rupture of Wadder depending on stricture of urethra,
241.

Rush Medical College, 494.

Russel, Dr. C. P., vital statistics, 437
;
yellow-fever, 546.

S.

Sands, Dr. H. B. , removal of head of femur, 15 ; osteo-

myelitis, 137 ; medullary .spindle eel) sarcoma, 522.
Sands, Dr. Jerome, amputation of hip, 11.

Sarcoma, spindle cell, 522
; of shoulder, 284.

Hayre, Dr. L. A., pistol-shot wound of chest, 209 ; se-

questra of post-intercoudylic space of femur, 210;
exsection head of the femur, 281 ; necrosis of jaw,
570 ; exsection of humerus, 570.

Scabies, balsam Peru in, 178.

Scarlet fever, tubular nephritis as the only symptom of,

18 ; iron in, 348 ; remarks on. 514.
Scars, physiological phenomena of. 418.

Scapula, amputation of, for colloid. 141.
Sciatica, treatment of, 175.

Scientific courses in our colleges, 398.
Scirrhus of mamma, cured by electricity, 294.
Seirrhus, question of operations for, 204.
Scrofula, remarks on, 115.
Scrofula and tuberculosis. 43.
Scrotal forceps, Henry's (illustrated), 263.
Scrotum, fatty tumor of, 390.
Sebaceous tumors, management of, 297.
Segiiin, Dr. E., medical thermometer, 196 ; on life insur-

ance examinations, 22.

Septum narium, abscess of, 476.
Seton, cure of hydrocele by, 272.
Sewall, Dr. J. G., instance of female endurance, 70; tu-

berculous di9ea,se of kidneys, 278 ; cancer of brain.
498.

Sherman. Dr. B. P., rupture of heart, 344. .

Shoulder, reduction of ancient dislocation of, 107.
Shrady, Dr. George F., the proper care of foundlings, 13,

541
;
professional lampoonery, 37 ; State Medical So-

ciety, 38 ; the social evil, 38 ; the drug-clerk law,
109, 277, 565. Fisher rs. Gross, 133; renewal of pre-
scriptions mthout authority. 134 et seq. ; systematic

gradation of medical studies, 157; medical press
and medical societies, 158 ; the crime of abortion.
181, 543 ; Prof. StiUe's address, 205; how to enforce
discipline, 229 ; newspaper advertising, 253 ; the
case of Dr. Cutter, 277 ; New York Hospital. 278

;

prevention of abortion, 325 ; cnndurango, 349 ; how to
dodge discipline, 373, 421, 469; relief for Chicago.
397, 423 ; selling diplomas, 423 ; bone-setting, 445
et seq. ; micro-photography by suidight, 493; the

! medical profession and ministry, 494
;
publishers as

I

editors, 567.

Skene, Alex. J. C, menorrhagia, 337; iirolapsus uteri

;

367.

Skin, notice of work of, 399, 496; sj'jAilitic ulceration
of, 355.

Slate-pencil from bladder, 376.

Small pox. epidemic of, abroad, 168; means of arresting,

465, 572; to prevent pitting in, 156; remarks on.
551, 576.

Smith, Dr. Gouvemeur M. , on diabetes, 23, 66 ; sugar for-

mation in liver, 257 ; Bright's kidney, 81
;

yellow
I fever, 521.

I Smith, Dr. J. Lewis, chorea in children, 409; .scrofula

and tuberculosis, 43.

Smith, Dr. S , fractures of odontoid process, 307.
Smith, Dr. T. Blanch, on cnndurango, 429.
Social evU, regulation of, 93.

Sosparitel, 347.

Spectral analysis (illustrated), 433.

Sj)eir, S. F., .arterj' constrictor (illustrated), 49; iji pop-
liteal aneurism, 270; cancer cell.s, 183, 414.

Sjiinal cord and neuralgia of extremity, 355.
Sjiinal irritation, remarks on, 339.
Spleen, traumatic rupture of, 280.

Starvation, death from, 356.

Stevens, Dr. A. H., and New York Academy of Medicine.
214.

Stille's, Prof. A. , address before a,ssociation, 205.

Stomach, wounds of, 12.

Stone, Dr. Warren, pathology and treatment of heart
disea-se, 361.

Strabismus, ca.ses of, 176.

Stricture treated by internal rupture, 139 ; impervious.
136.

Strychnine as a cure for amaurosis, 173.

Subclavian murmur, significance of, 6.

Sulpho-carbolates as gynascological agents, 371.

Summer complaints in children, 332, 357.

Supra-renal capsule, disease of, 510.

Surgeon-general, report of, 478.

Sutures, introduction of, in uterus after Ciesarean sec-

tion, lOli.

Syphilis, remarks on, 115, 178, 213, 252, 370.

T.

Teackle, Dr. St. Geo. W. , suppurating buboes, 344.

Ta-nia, medio-canellata, 299 ; in infant, 562.

Tanner, Dr. Thomas Hawkes, death of, 287 ; notice of

work by, 207.

Teeth, notice of work on, 375.

Tendo-plantaris, rupture of, 366.

Tenon, inflammation of capsule of, 385.

Testicle, carcinoma of, in child aged sixteen months,
522 ;

migratory, 273.

Tetanus, chloral hydrate in, 320.

The New York Academy of Medicine and the medical
press, 158.

Thomas, Dr. T. Gaillard, diagnosis of malignant disease
of ovary, 1 fll

.

Thompson. Dr. Bradford S. , reports of New York Aca-
demy of Medicine, 63, 165, 187, 211, 231, 254, 307,

377, 451, 546.

Thomson, Dr. W. H., epithelial growth of larynx, 18.

Thrombosis of bones. 466 ; middle cerebral artery, 201.

Tibia, extensive necrosis of, 356.

Tiemann's stomach-pump (illustrated), 332.

Tobacco as an antidote to malaria, 57.

Tonsils, enlarged, treatment of, 179, 297.
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Trachea, removal of foreign bodies from. 24.

Tracheotomy, canula for. 391 ; cases of, 54.

Trachoma and granulations. 121, 135.

TourteUot. Dr. L. A. . on inebriety. 92.

Tran.sfusion, successful case of, 100.

Transplantation, case of. 80, 370.

Trichimosis, eyes in. 340.

Tympanites treated by puncture of the abdomen, 180.

Tympanum, serum in cavity of, 362.

Tyndale. J. H,. on raricocele, 221.

Types of diseases, variability in the, 193, 217, 263.

Typhoid fever, cold bathing in, 59 ; lesions of, 177 ;
sul-

phurous acid in. 60 ; strychnine in, 274.

Tuberculosis, embolismic origin of, 36.

Tubercular ulceration of mouth and tongue. 322.

U.

Ulcus comese serpens, 468.

United States Sanitary Commission memoirs. 207.

University Medical College, reunion of alumni, 456.

Urethra, enlarged in female, treated by caustic chromic
acid. 129 ; stricture of, cause of rupture, 241.

Urethral forceps, a new (iUustrated) 538.

Urethritis and epididymitis, 406.

Urethrotomy, perineal, cases of, 316.

Urine, sugar in the. 395.

Urticaria, treatment of, 540.

Uterine epithelioina, chlorate of potash in, 491.

Uterus, chronic inversion of, 489 ; treatment of prolapse

of, 367, 481 ; rupture of, 424.

Uva UTsi as an emmenagogue, 368.

V.

Vaccination with secondary lymph, 179.

Vaccinator, a new (illustrated), 573.

Vagina, atresia, congenital, 37G ; hyperaemia of mucous
membrane of, 512 ; treatment of prolapse of, 481.

Van Dyck, Dr. A., death of, 336.

Van Rensselaer. Dr. J. F. , obituary notice of, 71

.

Varicocele, operations for. 221. 393.

Van Gelson. deficiency of diaphragm, 427 ; fish-bone in

larynx. 281.

Varicose veins cured by obliteration, 84.

Variola, contagiousness of, 336, 539; treatment of, 267,

274, 332, 347.

Vegetations, venereal, carbolic acid in, 223.

Veins, ulceration of jugular. 250.

Veratrum viride, new n.se for, 393.

Venesection, remarks on, 319.

Ventilation, remarks on, 393.

Virchow. Dr. Rudolph, war typhus and dysentery, 102.

Vital Statistics, remarks on, 69, 437. 449.

Vitreous humor, detachment of, 139.

A'ulvitis. gangrenous in children. 348.

i

!

w.
Walker, Dr. W. T., biliary calculus, 417; Kennedy '.s ex-

tract of pine, 407.

War tyjihus and dysentery. 102.

Waring. E. J., notice of work by, 470.

Waterman. Dr. S., specti-al analysis, 433, 509.

Water-supply of to«Tis, 311.

Watson, Dr. B. A., extirpation of superior maxillary
nerve. 392.

Waxy degeneration as sequel to operation, 16.

Wayne Co.. Indiana, Medical Society. 330.

Weber, Dr. L.. abscess of appendix. 112.

I

Webster, Dr. D., hospital reports of, 176.
' Weir, Dr. R. F., stricture. 139.

Wens, new treatment for, 490.

West. Dr. H. S., cases of Uthotomy, 223.

;
White. Dr. F. V. , carcinoma testis, 522 ; swallowing of a

I pin. 281.

j

Whitehead. Dr. W. R. , nasopharyngeal polypus, 498.
. ^Tiittall, Dr. S. G.. blood sac in left pleural cavity, 279

;

I
cancer liver, 91.

Whooping-cough, fungus as a cause of, 323 ; hydro-chlo-
rate of quinine in. 59.

,

Winslow. Dr. John, reports of Medical Society of County
I of New York, 21, 43, 116, 167, 214, 331, 401, 471,

501.

Wisconsin State Medical Society, reports of, 860.

Woman question, the, in medicine, 148, 151.

Woman's Medical College, 94.

Wood, Prof. James R., lithotomy and neurotomy, 484.

Wood, Surgeon Wm. Maxwell. U.S.N.. retirement of,

477.

X.

Xylonite, remarks on, 444.

YeUow-fever, natural history of, 451, 519, 546.
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ON APHASIA.

Being the Abstract of Remarks made before the
Medical Society of the CorxTv of Xew

York, December 19, 1870.

By WILLIAM A. HAMMOND, M D.,

PROFESSOR OF DISEASF.S OF MIND AX1> NERVOl'S STSTKM, BELLK\TK
IIOSFITAI. MKUICAL COLLEGE, SEW YORK.

The term Apha-iia, in its bro.idest sense, indicates a
morbid condition in which the ability to express ideas,

whether by word spci'.^en or written, or by gesture, is

impa-red or destroyed, and this, whether the impair-

ment or destruction be due to want of ptwer to recall

and retain in the mind the symbols of tliought. or

to want of control over the muscles which should be
called into action to express them. These two classes

of cases, though at first confounded, are of coarse
widely different f and when they caaie to be distin-

guished, those in which the patient cannot recall at

will the symbols of thought, were designated cases of
amnesic aphasia ; while th'ise in which, though recol-

lecting, he cannot express them, from paralysis or

inco-ordmation of the muscles of articulition or expres-
sion, were called cases of aiaxic aphnsia. At present,

when the word aphasia is used alone, it must be under-
s cod as referring to the amnesic form, and as having
special regard to spoken or writt-n language (or to the
language of gesture, so far as this U arbitrary and con-

ventional rather than instinctive).

Aphakia, then, as defined by the speaker, is " a

coniition produced by an affection of the brain by
which the idea of language, or of its expression, is im-
paired It does not include those ca*es in

which the individuals are able to speak, but will not,

such as are met with among the insane " and the

hysterical "Neither does it embrace cases of
inability to speak from paraUsis of the tongue or other
muscles of articulation." It is al-o to be distinguislied

from aphonia, in which " the idea of speeu'h is undis-
turbed, and articulation is not interfered with except
as regards phonation. Aphonic patients can whisper,
but are unable to speak in full voic», owing to some
laryngeal affection im>airin^ the ton3 of the voc il

cords."

The fact that the faculty of speech may be deranged
independently of the will, of paralysis, or of loss of
voice, attracted early notice, as shown by quotations
from Isaiah, Thucydides, Piiny, and S letonius. Pass-
ing over intermediate writers,'Crichton, in 1798, clearly

describes cases of the affection coming under his own
observation, and cites a number o'' others from Gr^rnian

a'lthors. In 1812, Dr. Rush, of this country {Me-licnl

Inquiries and Observation-i upon Disertxes of the Afind),

refers specihcally to various forms of aphisic aberration
of mem )ry, though his observations seem to have es-

j

Mped notice. He says: " 1. Th'^re is an oblivion of
nanes and vjcahles of all kinds. 2. There is an

oblivion of names and vocable.s, and a substitution of a
word no ways related to them. Thus I knew a gentle-
man afflicted with this disease, who, in calling for a
knif", a<ked for a bushel of wheat. 3. There is an
oblivion of the names of substances in a vernacular
language, and a facility of calling them by their proper
names in a dead or foreign langu ige 4.
There is an obUvion of all foreign and acquired lan-
g-u.iges, and ft recollection only of vernacular language.
Dr. Scandella, an ingenious Italian, who visited this
country a few years ago, was master of the Italian,
French, and English languages. In the beginning of the
yellow fever which terminated his life, in the city of
Sew York, in the autumn of 1798, he spoke English
only

;
in the middle of his disease he spoke French only

upon the day of his death he sp. .ke only in the lan-
guage of his native country. 5. There is an oblivion

,

of the sound of words, but not of the lettrrs which
conpose them. I have heard of a clergyman in New-
buryport, wh ), in conversing with his neighbor,-;, made

I it a practice to .spell every word that he employed to
convey his ideis to them. 6. There is an oblivion of
the mode ol spelling the most familiar words. I once
met with it as a premonitory symptom of palsy. It
occurs in old people, and extends to an inability, in
.some ii:st-m'-es, to remember any more of their names
than their initial letters 9. There is an
oblivion of names and i leas but not of numbers. We
had a citizen of Philadelphia, many years ago, who, in
consequence of a slight paralytic disease, lb-got the
names of all his friends, but coul I designate then cor-
rectly by mentioning their ages, with which he had
previously made himself acquainte I." Dr. Rnsh remarks
of the.se cases, that " there appears to be something
like a palsy of tie mind, qvwd these specific objects."
Thus far there hail been no attempt; to define with

precision the seat of the faculty of lan:?uage, or even
to establish its existence. But early in the present
century Gall was led by his observations to inter tbe
existence of such a faculty, and to locate it in those
convolutions of the brain resting on the posterior part
of the supraorbital plate. This was the beginning of
his system of phrenology.

G-allhadadJuced, in support of the tlieory thit there
isan independent faculty of language, two cases in which
this faculty was lost witho it other imp lirmt-nt of the
memory. In 182.>, Bouillaud b; ought firwird a large
number of such cases

; and upon a basis of si.'tty-four

autopsies of brain-lesions, which in the aphasic cases had
proved to be invariably located in the anterior lobe.s, in
tne non-aphasic, elsewnere—he announced his adhtsion
to the view that the function of articulate lantruage
was, presided over by a separate ficulty of the mind,
and that its organ w.is looa'ed in the anterior lobes of
b:)ih hemispheres. Bouillaud first clearly broua:ht out
tie distinction between amnesic and ataxic aphasia, " di-
viding the faculty of speech into two distinct categories
of phenomena : 1. The faculty of creating words as re-

presentatives of our ideas, and of recollecting them—in-
ternal speech. 2. The power of co-ordinating th-j move-
ments nece.ssa"y for the articulation of the-e words

—

external speech." Many of his patients exhibited
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no othiT symptom of cerL-hral disorder than the loss of

tlie power ol language. They presei-ved their intelli-

gence, compreliended perfectly questions put to them,

and knew the value of words; but, although there was
no par-iilysis of either lougue or lips, they were unable

to utter a word. The lesions in the?e cases were, as

above stated, always in the anterior lobes.

Boui'laud's position was violently a.ss liled by Cru-
veiiliier, Andral, Lallemand, and other.s, who reported

opposing cases. He ^.toutly maintained it, howevo'
;

brought up the total of his cases to one hundred
and three in support of his docirmc ; and offered a

prize for any c se of profound lesion of the anterior

lobes Without troubles of speecli. Further to fort fy

his ground, he performed some exprriraenis upon
dogs, which, however, can hardly be taken as satisfac-

t^iry. '" But unintentional experiuienis have be n p r-

fbrmed upon the luiman subject, which tend to sliow

tliat, though the f.iccdty of language may be located in

one or botl) antetior lo'^es, yet either may be seriously

injured without that faculty's suffering to any appre-

ciable extent."

These cases we have not space to quote in full. One,
now famous, is relat^d by Dr. Harlow, in Boxlon Med.

and Surg. Joiirn., Decemlier, 1849, vo'. xxxix., p. 389;
by Dr. Bigelow, in Am. Jotirn. Med. Sciences, J'tlji

1850 ; and in Catalogue of Warren Anatomical Museum,
Boston, 1870, p. 145. On 13th September, 1848, a

healthy man, twenty-five years old, was ramming down,
with a ta'uping iron, a charge of powder for a blast.

The charge exploded and drove the iron through his

head. The bar (which was upwards of three and a half

feet loiig, by an inch aird a quarter in diameter, and
weighed thirteen and a quirter pounds) entered by its

upper, pointed end, at the left angle of the lower jaw,
and passing upward and inwaid, escaped aboui the

site o: the anterior fontanelle, being thrown to a dis-

tance of several rods. The man recovered and lived

till May 21, 1861, exhibiting fidl command of language
all the while, though changed in disnosition. On his

death, the skull was obtained for the Warren Museum.
It shows tliat the lefi anterior lobe of the biain must
have suffered severely, though the third frontal convo-
lution and the is'and of Reil escaped injury.

Another ease, almost as remarkable, is de-cribed in

the Siime Catalogue, p. 149 : A henhhy, intelligent coal-

miner, by an accident similar to the last. May 11, 1867,

was transfixed through the head by an iron gas-pipe,

wh cli entered at the junction of tiie middle and outer

thirds of the li'.dit >upra-orbital ridge, and emerged near

the junction of the lelt parietal, occipital and temporal
bones. It remained projecting from the front, and back
of the head, and required considerable force for its with-
drawal. In two mouths the man was walking ab .ut.

[ti June, 1868, he was exhibited to the Massachusetts
Medic;il Society, his mind considerably impaireil, but
not so as to exhibit to a stranger any tnarked deficiency

dining a few minutes' conversation. Here the right

'anterior lobe m ist h:ive been seriously injured.

M. Peter (quoted bv Trousseau, 'Clinical Medicine,

Eng. trans , vol. i., p. 256) relates the cise of a eavalry-

raati who f'efl on the ba.-k of his head, fracturing tlie

skull. In his delirium he talked incessantly, shouting the

worst oath-, and holding connected conversations
with the persons of his imagination. On his death,

thirty-six hours af er, both anterior lobes of the brain

were found disorganized in the whole thickness of 'h 'ir

front p.ttt, tioo'^ contre-coup, though the posteiior lobes

had escaped injury.

Other cises quite as conclusively prove the untenable-
ness of Bouillaud's first position. Latterly, however,
be has admitted that the organ of langu ige may occupy.

not the whole of either anterior lobe, but the posterior

part of it.

In 1836, Dr. Marc Dax propounded the view that

the 'faculty of language was seated not, as Gall and
Bouillaud had contended, in both anterior lobes of the

brain, but only in the left anterior lobe. He founded
thi~ opinion on one hundred and forty cases of aphasia

attended with right hemiplegia, in which the lesion

causing the paraliss, and presumably the aphasia also,

must of course have been in the left side of the hrain.

His paper at racted strangely little attention until res-

cued fiom obscurity by his son some twenty-seven
years later.

Pa-sing over, for the present, the many cases confir-

matory of this view, and tlie few which seem to con-

tradict it, we come to the famous discussion in the

Anthropological Society of Paris, in 1861, where Au-
burtin, who stood forth as the ch.impiun of BouiUaud's

view-, was opposed by G-ratiolet and Brooa. In the

course of the discussion reference was made to a case

of aphasia, complicated with right hemijdegia, then

under Bioca's care. Auburtin agreed to renounce

his position if the post-mortem did not reveal dis-

ease of the anterior lobes. This case was the n iw

historical one of Le Borgne, or •' Tan." (See account

of it in Trousseau's Clin. Med., Eng. Transl., vol.

i., p. 243). The man died, and the lesion was found

in the left anterior lobe. More exactly, " it involved

the inferior marginal convolution of the leuiporo-sphe-

noidal lobe,t he convolutions of the island ot Reil, and,

in tue frontal lobe, the frontal transvtrse convolution,

and the posterior half of the second and third fronial

convolutions. The left corpus striatum was also affect-

ed. According to Broca, the disease had in all proba-

bility begun in the third frontal convolution, and gradu-

ally extended to the other parts.—the paralysis mark-
ing the implica'ion of the is and of Reil and the

corpus striatum."

This case determined il. Broca's conversion to the

doctrine of localization in general, and to tliat of the

localization of the faculty of language, in particular,

where Bouillaud had placed it. Another, which occur-

red in his service soon a ter, led him to carry the doc-

trine to a further extreme tlian any of his predecessors

had done. This second case " was that of a man named
Le Long, aged eighty-four years, who had entered the

hospital for a fracture of the neck of the femur.

Eighteen months before, he had been treated in the

medical service for a temporary apoplexy, which had
deprived him of the faculty of speecii, but had caused

no paralysis. Le Long, wllO^e intelligence, facial ex-

pression, and ability to gesticulate were very striking,

made himself perfectly well undei stood, altljough ab e

to pronounce indistinctly a very few words, but which
were nevertheless properly applied. Tliese words
were oui, non, toujours, tois (lor trois), and Lelo for Le
Long. Thus, when asked, 'Can you write?' he an-

swered, 'Oui?' ' Have you any cliilJreu ? ' '(_)ui?' 'How
many 1 ' ' Tois,' but at the same time, as if aware that

he was not answering correctly, he raised four fingers.

' How many boys ? ' ' Tois,' raising two fingers. ' liow

many girls ? ' ' Tois,' holding up two fingers. ' What
time is it by this watch ? ' ' Tois,' at tlie same time

raising ten fingers to signify that it was ten o'clock.

' How old are you?' To this question he replied by
two gestures, the one consisting ol raising eight fiugens,

the oiher of four finger.s, by which he meant that he

was eigh'y-four years old.

" Aside from this application of the word tois to all

numbers, his answers were perfectly correct. The
tongue was neither paralyzed nor thickened o i one
side; the larynx was mohile, and liis limbs possessed
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thoir norinal power for his ige. It wa-. thereOve, a case

of piirt' aphasia, or, as Broca then desigiated the affec-

tiou, aphemia.
"Twelve days after t'le aci-ident, the patient di^'d.

The post-mortem examination revealed the existence

of lesions almost identic;d in situation with those of

the former case. The posterior part of the third

left frontal convolution, and tlie contiguous pirt

of the second, had been absorbed and replaced by a

serous fluid. Two cises can scarcely decide any point

in pathology, but,, without venturing to as.s('rt positively

that the organ of language resides exclusively in the

posterior part of the third frontal convolution. M. Bro-
ca expressed the opinion that the integrity of th s con-

volution, and perhaps of the s.-cond, is indispensable to

the normal opera ion o' tlie function of spc'ch.
" M my cases were adduc d by Charcot, by Falret,

by Perroud of Lyons, by Trous-seau, and others, in

support of the localization of the faculty of aiticida'e

language in the left side of the brain. Mo-t of these
cases were accompanied by riglit heiuiplegiu, and in

several, post-mortem examinations showed the lesion

to exist in the parts designated by Bioca.
•' In the early part of 18(J3, M. (t. Da\-, son of the

M. Dax who liai placed the organ of lan;.;uage in the
left hemisphere, pres -nted, throii;_'h M. Lehit, a memoir
t ) the Academy in wliich lie claim -d with his father

that aphasia was alwavs the result of lesion of I he left

hemisphere; but he as-igned a siill more ri stricted po-
sitim, by limiting it to the anterior and exterior part

of the middle lobe. He cited forty cases of loss of the;

power of speech, coincident witli lesion ofthelefl hemi-
sphere.

" Now, besides these direct cases, tliere are others
which hear with almost as much eSeol on tlie affirma-

tive of the doc'rine in question. Thus, M. Fernet, in

ISG3, presented a case to ihe Soc\6 6 de Biologic, in

which there was left hemiplegia, hut no aphasia. After
d'ath, softening of the right hemisphere f om th' om-
bosis of the riu'ht middle cerebral artery was found to

exist. M. Parrot ad luced anoth/r case in whi.'h there
Wis complete atiophy of the island of Keil, and of the

third convolution of the right side, but in which there

was no trouble of speech. These ca^es go to show
that the or,'aa of ariiculate language is not situated in

the right hemi-phere."
M. Lesiir has reported a very interesting case,

where a child, trephined about an inch and a quarter

above the lelt eye, lost the power of speech whenever
pressure was niaie upon the brain tlirough the opening,
regaining it when the p: e-sure was removed. A simi-
lar case had occurred in Dr. Hammond's own practice.

" Among British writers, Dr. Hughlings Jackson
(f^i'idoa JJuspital Reports, vol.i) has given the histiirie-J

of ihirty-fourcasescpf loss of speech coinciding with right

hemiplegia. He is entitled to the credit of making a
beautiful apidieation of anat >my and physiology to the

patliology of the subject under consideration. The
jiart of the brain designated by Broca as the seat of
the orgin of articulate language is nourshed by the lelt

mid ile cerebral artery. An obstruction of this artery
would of course interfere with the perfect action of that

region, and thus aberrations of speech would be pro-
duced. But the same artery also supplies blool to the
cor; 'US sriatum of the same side. Hence? the frequency
with which aphasia is as-sociaied with right hemijileg a.

The cause of the obstruction is generally, according to

Dr. Jackson, embolis-n ; f>r in twenty of his cases the

heart was more or less aflecied, and in thirte.-n of them
there was valvular disease."

O.her British writers on the suliject a-e Sandi-rs,

•Moxon, Ogle, Bateman, and Bastian. The Germans

Si em 'o have paid little attention t > the matter since
18G1, though before that tine V'ej had p.iblished exce-
lent m nioirs, pre-eminent among which must be men-
tioned ihit of Bergman, in 1849. In our own country,
we have already seen that tlie subj ct early altractcl

attention. Mere recently Prof. Austin Flint (Meiucal
Rkcord, vol. i., p. 4, March 1, I86G) has reported six cases
attended with hemiplegia, in oi.e of which the auiopsy
8 owed extensive softening of the left ai.terior lobe;

ami in f mr, in wiiich t'e sit 'alien of the hemiplegia
was noted, this was upon the right si !e. Dr. H. B.
Wilbur has a m nioir upon aphasia in idiots in Am.
Journ. of Innanitij, July. 1867. Dr. E. C. Si'guin has
an important menioT, giving a historj' of the subject,

reports of forty-eight cases froiti records of the iNew
York Hospital, and valuable statistical tables, in Qiiai-

Journ. Psyrhol. Med., January, 1868. Dr. Roberts Bar-
tholow revi. ws the siil

J,
ct, and reports thre'- cases, in

ihcsaine journal for April, 18G8. Dr. T. W. Fisher
h.is a very philo-ophical paper, and a rep Tt of thirty-

eight posi-motem examinations, in Boston Med. and
Surg.Journ., September 1, 1870, et seq.

"With this outline slatemei.t of the history of the

subject of aphasia, we are in a position to inquire more
fully into the evidence whch locates the or^an of lan-

guage in a particular re^'ion of the brain. A clear idea

of the anat my of the parts fixed upon lat'erly a< the

seat of the (iaculty will ad in the understand ng of the
subject." The following account is condensed hy
Trousseau {Op. rit., p. 245), from Broca's description

in his essay S'tr le SUge de la Faculty du Langwje
ArticuU

:

"The sulcus of Rolando separates the frontal from t lie

parietal lobe, running ohliquely from above downwards
alonjr the outer surface of the hcnsisphere. and beginning at

the median fissure between the two hemispheres, and end-
ing in I he Sylvian lissure. It is limited, anteriorly, by the

transverse frontal convolution, p -.steriorly liy Ihe transverse

parietal convolution. The anterior or frontal lobe comprises,

therefore, lat.rally, all that pnriion of ihe hemisphere wliieii

is siiuattd in front of ihe sulcus of Rolando, and inferiorly

all ihat portion which is in frout of the Sylvian fissure The
lower portion of the fronial lobe consiss of the orbital coii-

voluiions. whilst its upper and lateral portions are constituted

by the frontal convohi ions properly so called. These are

three in nunibor; an upper, or first frontal convolution, a

middle or second convolution, and a lower or third frontal

convolution. They are all directed from before backwards,
and lerininate, af er a more or less tortuous course, in the

transverse frontal convolution, of which they seem to be the

ramiUcaiioMS I'he third frontal convolution is free in its

upper half, and separated from the lemporo-sphenoidal lobe

by ihe Sylvian fissure, of which it forms the upper margin.

It is on account of this relation that the third frontal con-

vohniou is .someiimes termed ihe ujyj^er uiarsiiual convo-
lution, whilst Ihe name It/wer inarKinal eoi.vom ion is re-

s rioted to. he first teniporo-sphenoidal coiivoluiion. When
the two marginal coiivoluiiuns. the upper and lower, are

drawn away from ihe Sylvian fissure, there is seen a lar^e

and slightly prominent eminence from the summit of which
proceed five small simple convolutions, or rather five rectili-

near folds radiating hi a fan like manner. This eminence is

the hbvle of the iiuula, wliich covers ihe ex ra-ventricul r

nucleus of the corpus siriatum, and which, rising from ihe

Viotiom of the Sylvian fissure, is structurally continuous by
its cortical layer witli the deepest portion of tlie two margi-

nal convolutions. The result of these structural relations is

that a lesion which ex' ends by continuity from the frontal

to the temporo-spheuoidal lobe, or the reverse, mus' necessa-

rily pass through the lobule of the insula and then afl'oct

the extra ventricular nucleus of the corpus airiatum."

" The lobe of the insula, or island of Reil, is foun>!

in no other mammal ihan man and the monkey. In

the latter, however, it is very slightly developed, and
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has no trace of convolutions. In abert ations of speech

this part ig very often involved in the lesion."

Now, although several cases on i ecord appear to show
that Ifsion of t!ie third left frontal convolution is sufiB-

cienl to produce derangement of the faculty of speech,

yet the wciglit of evidence is decidedly against Uoiiting

the seat of the organ to this part. Thus, ol five hundred

and fifty-six cases of aphasia talmlated by Scguin, this

convolution was damaged in but iiineietn; moreover,

of fifty-two autopsies, made with special refereme to

this point, only eighteen fa\ored Broca's doctrine while

thirl y-four opposed it. Other cases might be ci ed, but

these are suthcient to decide the quesiion against the

doctrine. Indeed, a single instance of aphasia occurring

without lesion of the third frontal convolut on, would,

of course, invalidate the claim that this part is the ex-

clusive seal of the organ of langi age.

The theory of Marc Dax, a; we have seen, locates

the faculty of speech in the left hemisphere; it is based

upon the association of aphas a almost, il not quite in-

var ably, with rieht hemiplegia, when there is any
paralysis at all. That this is the tact in the vast major-

iiy of cases, there can be no question. In one of Dr.

Seguin's tables we tind two hundred and forty-three

cases of aphasia associated witli r ght liemiplegia, against

seventeen cases of the affection with left hemiplegia.

Another table, of autopsit s in Eve hundred and foity-

five cases of aphasia, shows the lefi anterior lobe to have

been the si'at of the les)cn in five hundred and fourteen,

against thirty-one cases where the ksion was located

elsewhere. Of eighty-two additional cases from other

sources, the left hemisphere was shown, either by post- '

mortem or by the hemiplegia, to have been ti.e one
aifected in eiglity, the right m two.

|

Hi w shall we explain tl.is immense preponderance

of disease of the left hemisfihere, and especially of iis^

anterior lobe, as a concomitant of aphasia? AVe can-

|

I ot admit ihat the organ of language is situated in the

lef anterior lobe, or even in the left hemisphere, to the

ex Imion of the other; for tlse fact remains tliat lesion

,

of ti e right hemisphere is sometimes followed by aber-

rations of speech, the left being perfectly healthy. " One
such case—and ihere are several on record in which the ,

autopsy confirmed the deductions drawn from the

;

syniptoms—is sufficient to overturn tlie theory which
j

restricts the situaii.m to one side of the brain; and one
such as that reported by Dr. Simpson {Med. Times and
Gazette, Dec. 21. 1867), in which there was extensive

ksion of the third left Irontal convolution in its posterior

part, and no epilepsy, paralysis, or aberration of speech,

is of course, utterly destructive of Broca's views.
'' The fact that aphasia is more frequently conjoined

with right hem plegia is undoubtedly due mainly to tiie

fact, that the lelt n:iddle ceiebral artery is mi.ch more
liable to be plugged by an embolus than the right, audit is

by embolism that aphasia is generally caused. Di . Hugh-
lines Jackson (Joe. cit.) has very satisfactorily worked out

the relation, and my own experience .... abun-j

dantly confirms the fact. At the same time it appears

to be clearly shown that the left anter'or lobe, or rath-

er, in accordance with Dr. Jaciison's views, ll ose parts

01 the brain nourished by the left middle cerebral arte-

ry, are more intimately connected with the faculty of

articulate language than any other region of the ence-

phalic m;;ss. It is probably true, as originally advanced
by Dr. Moxon (Brit, and For. Med.- Chii urfj. Rer.,

April, 1866, p. 481), and since urged by Dr. WiUi m
Oi;le {St. George's Ho^p. R'porU, vol. ii., p. 83), that the

orpan of speech is to be foi;nd in both hemispheres, and
that oi:e side is more generally employed thtn the

other, just as we ordinarily gi\e a prele'rence to one

eye or e ne ear or one hand ; and that this side is the

left. Gratiolet's facts, adopted by Broca to support his

view of exchisiveness. will certainly lend force to the

argument in favor of preference. This careful anato-

mist found that the left hemisphere is developed belore

the rigl.t, and that it is better nourished. Both of these

ciicunistances aie owing to the greater supply of blood
which it receives.

' Undoubtedly many of the cases which have been
brought forward as milifciting against the doctrine of

localization of the organ of speech, are not cases of

aphasia at all, but simply insUmces of inability to speak,

Irom paralysis of the muscles concerned in speech. .

-A^o^in, in very many instances the

post-mortem ex;.minaiion has not been preiperly made,
and lesions involving oiie or the other anterior lobe

have been overlooked. It is now a well-recognized
fai t, that the cerebral tissue may be materially diseased,

and the lesion not be detected without microscopical

examination.
" Giving a very full consideration, therefore, to the

facts and arguments which have been urged on all sides

of the quesiion, I am constrained, q-hile rejecting the
'

restricted location of II. M. Dax, and the still more
limited situation contended for by Bioca, to believe

—

" 1. That the organ of language is situated in both
hemispheres, and in that part which is nouii^hed by the
middle cerebral artery.

" 2. That, while the m.ore frequent occurrence of

right hemiplegia, in connection with ai hasia, is in great

part the re-t:lt of the anatomical arrangement of the

arteries, which favors embolism on that side, there is

strong evidence to show that the left side of the brain

is more intimately connected with the faculty of speech
th:in the right."

Dr. Hammond now gave the histories of P urteen

cases of aphas a, which had come under his own obser-

vation. We give some of them, mosily in bare outUne,

referi ing the reader fur the derails, as well as for a moie
con.plete statement of the speaker's views, to his

forthcoming work on Diseases of the Nervous Sys-

tem:

—

Case 1 was one of amnesic aphas'a, without parwly-

sis or incoordination, from a blow on lelt temple. The
ai.topsy showed an ecchxmosed spot the size of a

half-iIoUar, involving the left anterior lobe at its lateral

and po^terior margin. Death was due to subsequent
meningeal hemorrhage.

C.<SE 2.—A sea-captain, wliile giving an order, sud-

denly fell unconscious on the deck. He soon regained

his sense.s, to find that he had lost power over the right

half ol his body, and also the ability to speak. His
aphasia was boih amnesic and ata.xic, and he could

no more wiite than speak. He had iheumat c hea;t-

discase.

Some three months afterwards he had nearly recovered

from the hemiplegia, and had regained his speech,

when he h;{d a .-econd att!.ck, this time without paraly-

sis of motien, but with loss of sensibiliiy on the right

side. " The m( mory for words was entirely destroyed,

though he could pronot^nce distinctly any word he
was told to say, if he did not alluw too long a period

to elapse between the diiection and the response.

''About four months after his last seizure he con-,

suited me. At this time he could say a few words,

and he employed them to express all his ideas, assist-

ing himself %\ ith very i nergetic gestures, which, how-
ever, were rarely expressive of his thoughts. Tl e

words he thus constantly used were •>ifi, which s g-

nified both yes and no, and time of day, which he em-
ployed when he had any other imswer than simple

affirmative or negative to give. Besides these expies-

sions, he Lad an caih, Hell to pay I which he ejacula ed
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whenever he did not succeed in making himself under-
Stood, and sometimes 'without any such exciiing cause.

These were the only exp'-essions he could originate
;

but he could pronounce distinctly any word he was
told to say, and even as m my as three short successive

words. When told to write, he took the pen, and, on
my telhng him to give me his name and address, wrote
' Time of dav,' and then, seeing that that was not the

correct answer, immediately followed it with 'Hell to

pay!' On my remarking to him, that he had given

me wrong information, he immediately wrote ' Sili.'

Any word, however, which I told him to write, he did

without any difficulty, and thus I obtained several

long sentences from him."
T.ie main point of interest about this case is the

occurrence of ataxic aphakia with hemiplegia, as con-
comitants of the first attack, while the second was cha-
racterized by purely amnesic aphesia, and no paralysis."

Case 3 was one ofamnesic aphasia without paralysi*,

from a blow on left temple. Diagnosis of fracture of
the internal table was made ; trephining was practised

a few days afterwards ; a splintiT, found prcs.ving on
the posterior frontal convoluti m, was removed; and
the aphasia was at once and perfectly cured.

Case 4 exhibited both the amnesic and the ataxic

form of aphasia, and was aceornpanied by right hemi-
plegia. Thi'se aflfections, which came on gradually. Were
probably caused by softening, from thrombosis of the
left middle cerebral artery.

Case o was one of purely ataxic aphasia, attended
by profound right hemiplegia, 'and was attributed, like

the last, to thrombo-is of the 1 'ft Sylvian artery.

Case G had a histor}' of five attacks of right hemi-
p'ejia. doubtless from embolism, with partial amnes'C
aphakia, and also with ataxic aphasia, which disap-

peared with the hemiplegia.
Case 7 showed both amnesic and ataxic aphasia,

with right hemiplegia. Diagnosis, eml)oli<:n of left

S^dvian. (Tliis case, which is of much interest, will

be reported in full in the Psycho!. Jour, for April. Cases
5 and 6 maj' be found in the number for January, 1871,

pp. 2, 10.)

Case 11 was one of ataxic aphesia with right hemi-
plegia; diag.iosis, hemorrhage involving the left corpus
striatum.

Case 13.—Vertigo, right hemiplegia, and slight

difficulty of speech, both amnesic and ataxic. S ime
months later, an attack of left hemiplegia with no
difficulty of speech. A third attack is characterized
by right hemiplegia and aphasia ; a fourth and a fifth

by dehrium and hemiplegia—that of the left side unat-
ten<led by aberrations of language ; that of the right

accompanied by ataxic and amnesic aphakia.
" He forgot the names of the most ordinary thinca,

and there were many words that he could not articu-

late at all. Thus, when he wanted a fan, he called it

' a large flat thing to make a wind with.' He forgot
my name, and could not pronounce the words beetle,

general
J
physician, and many others. I sent him to

Newport greatly improved; but he had other attacks
while there, and finally died in the autumn of the
presimt year, of, I presume, cerebral softening,

"The interesting features of this case are tlie con-
c irrence of hemiplegia and ataxic and amnesic aphasia,
and the striking f ict that there was no aphasia when
the paraly.-is involved the left side. Tlius, according
to my views of the case, the patient had repeated
attacks of cerebral embohsm. When the embolus
lodged in the left middle cerebral artery, there was
aphasia acc-ompanied by right hemiplegia ; when the
embolus obstructed the right middle cerebral artery,

there was left hemiplegia but no aphasia."

Case 14 is similar to the last. The patient, with a

history of rhenma:i<m and a bellows-murmur, h'ls

eleven att icks of vertigo, unconsciousness, and hemi-

plegia. When the last is on the left side there is no

aphasia; when on the right, there is well-marked diffi-

cul-y of speech, both amnesic and ataxic. (This ca-e,

also, will appear in the clinical lecture on Aphasia in

the April I'xychological.)

A case resembling the last two is report >d by Stew-
art, in Me.<i. Times and Gazette, July 9, 1834.

" The views which the cases I have observed have
led me to form, have been confirmed by my recent

study of the subject of aphasia. These have already

been given in part, but the detail of the f Tegjoing his-

tories enables me to express the remainder with more
confidence.

" It cannot have failed to strike the hearer that, in

all the cases of which hemiplegia formed a feature, the

a[)hasia was of the ataxic form, while, whiui there was
no hemiplegia, the aphasia was amnesic. In the one, the

individu.d was deprived of speech, because he could

not coordinate the muscles used in articulation ; in the

other, because he had lost the memory of words. This

is a point which has not hitherto been noted. The
[ihenomena indicate, 1 think, very clearly the seat of

th' lesion, and the physiology of the parts involved.

"The gray matter of the lobes presides over the

idea of lau'^uage, and hence over the memory of

words. When it only is involved, there is no hemiple-

gia, and there is no difficulty of articulation. The
trouble is altogether as regards the memory of

words.
" The corpus striatum contains the fibres which come

from the anterior column ifthe spinal cord, and is, besides,

connected with the hemisphere, A lesion, therefore,

of this ganglion, or other part of the motor tract, causes

paralysis o( motion on the opposite side of the body. The
cases I have detailed show, without exception, that the

floss of
I

power of coordinating the muscles of speecli

is directly associated with this hemiplegia. A lesion,

therefore, followed by hemiplegia and ataxic aphasia, in-

dicitesthe mo'or tract as the seat. If amnesic apluisia

is also present, the hemisph re is likewise involved.

An analysis of the cases reported by Ogle, Jackson,

and some other observers, shows that the association

existed in their cases, although they have not noticed

it as of any physiological or pathological bearing.
" Another important feature of the foregoing cases is

the constant association of the aphasia with riglit

hemiplegia when there was any paralysis at ah. This

indicates, perhaps, only the more frequent occurrence

of embolism on the left side ; but the hist two cases, as

well as the one quoted from Dr. Stewart, show that

the left hemisphere is more intimately connected with
the faculty of speech than the right. In fact, it ap-

pears to me impo^silde to avoid this conclusion.

"So much for some of the various theories which
exist relative to the loealizition of the organ of lan-

guage, and for the clinical history of aphasia. I have
not thought it necessary to discuss the view of

Schroeder van der Kolk, that the faculty of articulate

speech resides in the corpora olivaria, because there is

little, if any, physiological or pathological evidence to

sustain it. Kor the hypothesis of Brown-Sdquaid, that

speech is a reflex phenomenon, because there is no evi-

dence in support of that opinion. Neither have I,

though much tempted, ventured into the philosophy

of the suliject to any considerable extent.
" As to the causes, the prognosis, diagnosis, morbid

anatomy, and pathology, they have been sufficiently

considered in the remarks mide ; and the treatment i.s,

of course, that of the pathological condition to which
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it is due, whether this be cerebral hemorrhage, em-
boMsm, thrombosis, sofiening, hysler a, •wounds, the

bites of poisonous serpent'-', or other cans; s. One
["in', ho'svi'ver. should be mentioned in tlj:s connect on,

and t lat is. that con-tant ellbrts should lie maile to

ex 'rci-e the vooul o gans, by at empts to spe.ik, and by
the ap'ilir ati'>n of the g.dvnnic or of tlie fiir.idaic cur-

r nt to the to.igue and other muscles concerned in

arliou'ation.''

©viginal Communtcotiona.

SIGNIFICANCE OF

EXTRA-CARDIAC OR SUBCLAVIAN
BELLOWS MURMUR*
Bv F. G. SNELLING, M.D.

NEW YOUK.

Since my previous paper upon this subject in the
August (1868) nuiTiber of the New York Journal of
Me liciiie, I have met with a number nf additional cases,

and I now present all of whi h I have kei't notes in

a d tailed (and aho tabulale'l) form ; by which it may
be s 'en under wh-it varied circu nsiances it may arise.

It wi'l be imnecessary to recapitulate the pceuliari-

ti -s, varieties, and locations of the raiirmur, as they are
fully given ui the article above referred to (page 414,
Aug. No., 1868, N. Y. Juur. Med.). Suffice v to say,

tnat in none of the cases has the murmur been tiaeeablc

b ick to the lieart; that it is synclu'o lous, or nearly so,

with the heart's action, rising and falling in iutfiisity

and force with inspiration and expiration respectively,

growing faint at ihe c'ose of exiiiration, lut seldom be-
eoining inau liblc, and dist nctly heard while the bri-ath is

held; and that its site is generally beneath the left cla-

vicle, over the upper lobe of the lef^ hmg- in the ax-
illary region, anl at the side of the chest. In some
ca-ies, however, I have heard it over ail poriions of
both Inng^, ui'h the e.xoeption of that portion of the
che-it occupied by the hea-t.

When heard over the clavicle, or just below it. it is

distinct, well marked, and ole .r, but not so strongly
disposed to become taint during expiration as when
heard lower down, and is often audible over a space of
two or th ee inches ii all direction-', but its inlen-ity

dim, niches ss the ear winders from the clavicular re-

gion. In thes' instances it inanifisily arises from the

s ibclavian artery. When heard lower down (the point
of max mum intensity), a< over the first interspace or
npp.-r po t on of second cosal ca tilage, at about, the
junction of cartilage and riii, ii corresponds to the left

u iper bo d 'r of ihe arch of the aur a; and when heard
over the second co'^tal cartilage and .second interspace,

ev n as low as the U[iper portion of the third cnstal

ear il ge. it corresponds to the upper border of the pul-

m mary ^^rtery b 'ueadi.

Cask 1.— A. B.. physician, set 27. He was tall and
well made (5 feet 8 i iches. 140 pounds), but looked
so newhat pale and anaemic, and was suffering from
malar al toxscmia. He dad .••ufrered Iroiu typhoid fe-

* VarioHH terms have been used to dcai^ate ttiis murmur, as " Ar-
tpri.ll muimur," " subclavian mxu-mur," '* exo-uardial bellows murmur,"
' p.ilmonary liellowa murmur," etc.. but they none of them .ire strictly

ctirreot. Fur ins(.ance, *^ arterial" fails to locate it. It is not always
" SMftcitte-'ia/i

;
" "exo-cat'dtnl" bsis reference to another sound ; and we

can scarcely call it ' pulTnoaary" as it does not arise in the pulmonary
tissue, but in the artery. Extra-cardiac, or a bellows murmur not im-
plicating the heart, though near it, seems to me preferable.

ver in 1858, and from lumbago last fall, 1805. The
lunes gave no'evidence of actual disease on auscultation

or percussion, though the respiratory murmur was
somewhat feeble. The heart-sounds were in all respects

normal, thoujih the action of the heart was somewhat
hurried. The pulse varied from 85 to 98 during the

minute, and was easily influenced. A well-marked
subclavian murmur existed, extending under the arm
and over a considerahle portion of the left chest, but

not traceable back to the heart.

Case 2.—C. B., gla--s-stainer, set. G4, 5 feet 9 inches in

heighi ; weight, 155 pounds. He was healthy in ap-

pearance, but was suli'eringfrom boils and had recently

had intermittent fever. The lungs [ireseiited no evi-

dence of disease whatever, nor did the heart ; but there

was present a distinct bellows murmur, be.si heard be-

tween the second and thiid ribs to t!ie left of the mesial

lir.e, in a line wilh the nipple. Pulse 80 and easily in-

fluenced. He was ?een again on tlie 9th of November,
and the murmur was still andible.

Case .3.—J. H, M., bookkeeper, a;t. 32. 5 feet 5J, 123

pounds; erec', butslighlly built andsomewhatslrnmous
looking; previous history not noted. Examination of

his chest disclosed extensive evidences of pulmonary
disease, viz : dulness on percussion, absence of re-

.spiraory innrmur here and there, bronchial respiration,

etc. • Tlie heart sounds were healthy. Pulse 80. A
well-developed subclavian murmur was traceable from
over the upper border of the arch of the aorta, upwards
and outwa ds, over the upper portion of the left lung,

and also downwards upon ihe side under the arm. He
al>o had been ai the South, in malarial districts during

the war, but my notes do not slate whether he was
suffering from malarial influences at the time or not.

Case 4.—A. H., merchant. In this case the age, heii;ht,

and weight were not noted. In peisonal appearance he
was like many others, neither robust nor sickly looking.

Thee ndiiionofthelunes, I regret to say, was not record-

ed, but the heart vras sound. He had a most extensive

bruit de souffle on the riijhts'.Ac, audible away up under
the light clavicle, and over a large portion of the right

chest. His father, mother, and one s ster had all died

of consumption. If my memory is not at fault, there

were present evidences of pht!ii«is in his case also, but

I failed to make a note_of it, unfortunately.

Case 6.—S. Van R, merehant; 29 years of age;

well made and muscular ; active, nervous, vigorous,

but overtasked in busine-s; hue of skin bad. He
looks while and p: sty, with a bistre tint under the eyes.

A most thorough examination of the luni;s revealed no
evidences of disease of an}- kind, as was aho the case

with ihe heart. The pulse was 76. full, even, and regu-

lar. He had a ftiUy developed bellows murmur in the

second interspace, extending outwards and downwards,
not traceable back to the heart, and audible at the side

of the chest below the arm-pits. There was no trace of

pulmonary disease among parents, brothers, or sisters.

Ilis health had been unforml^' good, with the eNce|ition

of over-work at business. He also had been at the

South during the war, and was tainted with malaria.

Case 6.— J. M., eigarmaker; ast. 35, 5 feet 6 inchis;

115 pounds; slightly built, but not unhealthy in ap-

pearance. He is a Cuban by birih, and naturally of a

sallow and bi'ious eemple.Nion. Auscultation and per-

cus.sion revealed no abnormal condition of heart or

lung's. Pulse 85, full, soft, and regular. He had a fully de-

veloped subclavian murmur at the left side of the chest,

under arm, in the second, third, and fourth interspaces,

and extending outwards and downwards, as in previous

cases.

Case 7.—I. G. C, merchant; set. 49; 5 feet 8 inches
;

146 pounds; slender, rather feeble and imperlectly
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nourished ; breath offensive and tongue furred ; evi- '

dently dyspeptic. An examination of his lunss reveals

nothing evidencing an actual & mdition of disease, sjive

here and there some feebleness of respii ation. Heart
sound

;
pulse 86. and excifed. Extensive exti a-ca' diac

murmur over upper lobe of left lun?, not Jraceable bai-k

to the heart, and also heard at side of chest below the

arm. Two members of his immediate family have died

of phthisi.s acuta, and his son now has consumption.

Case S.—W. E. S . clerk ; set. 28, 5 feet 6 inches; 120

pounds: slender, but healthy looking. Heart and lungs,

on auscultation, present no evidences of disease, but

he has a subclavian murmur of the left side, principally

confined to the first and second interspaces. Family
history and previous condition not noted.

Case 9.—I. I. H., merchant : set. 39. 5 feet 8 inches

;

130 pounds; of healthy appearance, though slightly

built. Auscultation and percussion revealed prolonged
expiration over the left apex, dulness on percussion
over both apices, snb-crepitant rales at right apex,

respiratory murmur feeble or wanting here and there,

bronchial respiration, "respiration entrecoupie," and in-

creased vocal fremitus. The heart's impulse was heav-
ing and labored ; there was some cardiac hypertrojihy

;

the pulse was 110. and variable as to rate during the

minute. Rhythm undisturbed. There was a well-

marked subclavian murmur, hea^d extensively over the
unper part of the left lung, and over the upper border
of the arch of the aorta, but not heard anywhere over
the resion of the heart. '

Case 10.—P. F. S., merchant, set. 47, 5 feet 6i inches,

126 pounds, shght in build, but of hearty apiiearance.

Auscultation and percussion reveal no other evidence
of disease than some dulnes-s at the apex of lelt lung.

He has a well marked subclavian murmur, audible on
both sides. Family record free from taint of consump-
tion.

Case U.—C. B.. merchant, jet. 4.3. 5 feet 8 inci es,

125 pounds, pale and unhealthv looking. Auscuha'ion
and percussion reveal extensive evidence of phthisis

;

right ch»st sunken and distorted, wavy and inierruptc'l

respiration at both apices ; bronchial respiration and dul-

ness
; expansion of chest on inspiration barely two

inches. Heart sounds normal ; no hypertrophy. Pulse
78. He has a well-marked bellows murmur over upper
part of 1 ft chest, not traceable back to the heart, and
towards the side, and also hear 1 at side below the
arm. His mother died of consumption, his father of
disease of the heart, and his sister of consumption and
disease of the heart combined.

Case 12.—T. V. S., merchant. Auscultation and
|

percussion disclose no evidence of thoracic disease
whatever, but he has a well-marked subclavian mur-
mur of the left side, extending as in the other cases, but
not traceable back to the heart. I

Case 13.—W. L. W., merchant, aet. 50. German by !

birth. 5 feet 5 inches, 120 pounds ; small and slight.

Auscultation and percussion reveal not the least evi-

dence of disease of the heart or lungs, but he has a
very loud subclavian murmur over the 1st, 2d. and 3d
ribs, from the centre of toe clavicle downwards to the
third rib—also heard at side of chest be'ow the arm,
not traceable back to the heart.

Case 14.—E. B., stock-broker, «t, 39, 5 feet 10 ',

inches, healthy in appearance, active, vigorous and quick.
Auscultation and percussion reveal no evidence of
thoracic disease whatever; but he has the most ex-
tensive exti'a-cardiac murmur I have yet met with. It

is heard with perfect distinctness over every part of
both lungs, except in the region of the heart and over I

tiie lower lobes posteriorly. A careful examination, re-
peated a second time, and then confirmed by a col eague,

precludes the possibility of error. The expansion of

his chest on inspiration was but two inches.

Case 15.— J. B. R.. merchant, Eet.34, 5feet 11 inches

in height, weight 132 pounds. He is "fan unliealthy

aspect, pale, sallow, and cachectic. He has prolonged
expiration at the apices of both lungs, and bronchial

respiration The hver is enlarged, and his digestion

much impaired. He has a loud subclavian murnjur

under the left clavicW. The heart sounds are natural

and liealtliy.

Case 16.— G. B. W., clerk, tet. 27, 5 feet 8i ir.ches,

130 pound.s He looks unhealthy, and is somewliat

feeble and exhausted. He has prolonged expiration at

the apices of the lungs, etc.. and a murmur, not trace-

able back to ihe heart, audible on both sides.

Case 17.—L. B. N., aet. 50. He has wavy respiration

and other physical signs of phthisis. He also has hy-
pertrophy with dilat.iiion of the heart, and an unequal

pulse. He has a well-ni-irked subclavian murmur not

traceable back to the heart.

Case 18.—F. A, gentleman, a;t. 36. A fine-looking,

robust, and thoroughly healthy man in all respects, hut

he has a well-marked subclavian murmur.
Case 19.—H. C. H , merchant, jet. 35. He is not

unheal'hy in appearance. He has a very singular de-

pression of the ribs, of a hand's breadth in extent on the

right side in front, said to be cong"nital. Pulse 74, and
regular. Physical examination reveals the ex'stence

of tubercle. He has a frequent cough. Has had sev-

eral atU'icks of inflammatorj' rheumat'sni. He ha.^ a

well-marked murmur not traceable back to the heart,

and audible here and there on the right side also.

Case 20.—W C. W.. banker, set 48. Pa'e and ex-

hausted in appearance. He was obliged to go to a

sou hem climate, and afterwards ahroad for his health,

S'me four years ago. Had pneumonia at that time,

wh'ch left him with a permanent cough and night
sweats. He now has all the physical signs of tubercle,

and I here is a well-marked subclavian murmur on
the left side under the clavicle, traceable down to the

3d rib in front, and also audible at the side of the chest

over the 4th, 5tb, and 6th ribs.

As regards the sign ficance of this murmur, I am
inclined to think it of more importance than is gene-
rally supposed.

Dr. Richardson, of London, in an able article pub-

lished in the Med. Times and Gazette, gives a large

number of instances in which he found ihe murmur
occurring in mechanics and artisans who are in the

habit of using the arms—and notably in the case of

cabinet-makers. In fact, so convinced did he become
of this fact, that he sent for a number of cabinet-

makers and carpenters at random, and demonstrated
the existence of the murmur to the satisfacri'm of his

cla-ss in each rase. In these ca=es he interred the mur-
mur to arise from pressure of the suhclavius muscle
upi'n the artery.

It may be looked upon as settled that an arteral

bellows murmur may be produced by pressure upon an
arrtry, or by any agency which renders the arteri.il

walls tense and unyielding, as in the foramen in the

diaphragm for the aorta, in the base of the skull for

the carotids, etc., and of course such action of the sub-

c'avius (if demonstrated, and the murmur be confined

to the clavicular region, and there be no diseased

condition to account for it) might well produce it. So
al.so may ansemia produce it. from a too great fluidity

of the blood; but in that case it is heard also in tiie

carotids, and if thus propagated, it is unimportant. In
a great majority ol the instances, however, which have
come under niy observation, it has arisen from actual

disease.
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S U M M A E Y ,

Cuso ^^™^ and Occupation.

1 IB. F. W'., Physician . .

.

2 C. B., Glass Stainer

I

J. H. M., Bookkeei>er....

A. H., Merchant

S. V. R., Merchant..

J. M.. Cigar Maker..

* J. J. C, Merchant.

W. E. S., aerk.....

J. P. H., JeweUer.,

P. F. S., Merchant.

C. B., Grocer

T. V. S.. Merchant...

W. L. W., Merchant.

.

E. B., Merchant..

15 J. B. R.. Merchant..

G. B. W., Clerk....

L. K X., Merchant.

F. A., Gtentleman. .

.

A. C.H.. Merchant.

Age.

37

50

39

an

50

36

35

Lungs.

No .signs of phthisis detected.

Perfectly healthy.

Respiratory sounds feeble ; looks
strumous ; chest deformed.

Looks consumptive ; respiratory
murmur feeble; father, mo-
ther, and sister died of con-
sumption. *

Respiratory murmor healthy:
no indications of disease.

Respiratory murmur feeble,

chest narrow. No STidenue
of ejusiing disease.

Respiration normal ; two deaths
from hasty consumption in

family : his son now has it.

Breath offensive, digestion im-
paired.

No adventitions sounds, save the
bellows murmur.

Respiration feeble, right side.

I'rolonged expiration left apex,
dulness at both apices ; snb-
crepitant rales at right apex.
Bronchial respiratirtn . In
crea,':«d vocal fremitus. Wavy
respiration.

Subclavian, or extra-cardiac

Mnrmor.

Healthy ; pulse feeble and variable. Heard below left clavicle and at side

of chest.

Pulse SO, excited; no adventitious Heard between second and third ribs

soimd. to left of mesial line.

Bruit de souffle, pulse £0, uneqnal
and unsteady.

No evidence of disease ; pulse 6S.

No evidence of disease
;
pulse 76.

Healthy ; pulse S5.

No decided indications of disease

;

pnlie 86, excited.

Normal ; pulse 85, regular.

Heard under left clavicle and in a
line below towards outer part of

cheftu

Extensive bellows murmur on right
side of chest, heard away up under
right clavicle.

A bello^vs murmur heard in second
interspace, near outer end of left

cla\icle.

Murmur heard best under left clavi-

cle, over second, third, and fourth
ribs, in a line below outer end of

clavicle.

Bruit de sonflae over upper part of

left lung, not traceable back to

the heart.

Best heard under left clavicle and
upper part of left lung.

Heaving impulse : variable in rate ;)Bellows murmur imder left clavicle.

no murmur; pulse 110.

At apex of left lung, resonance Normal ; pulse 85.

intit.

Wavy and interrupted "jerky''
respiration at both apices.

Right chest .sunken. Expan-
sion under two inches. Mother
and sister died ofconsumption

Normal.

Feeble, not distinctly altered Normal
;
pidse £0.

from healthy standard.

NormaL

Prolonged expiration. Bronchial NormaL
respiration.

Prolonged expiration at apices.

Wavy respiration.

Sotmd in all respects.

All phj.sical signs of tubercle.

20 W. C. W., Banker JS All physical signs of tubercle.

not traceable back to the heart

:

continued upwards and outwards
towards side of chest.

Well marked subclavian murmur left

side.

Murmur over second, third, and
fourth ribs, and also at ade of

chest, below axiUa.

Subclavian murmur very distinct.

Well marked 5ubcla^ian murmtir
over first, second, and third ribs,

from centre of clavicle and under
arm-pic, not traceable back to the
heart.

Extra-cardiac murmur, most tmusu-
ally distinct from second to sixth

rib Erectly belojc ai-m-pU, not
heard over the heart, also heard
freely over upper part of right

chest.

Extra-cardiac murmur under left

cbivicle.

' Subcla\ian murmurs.Healthy.

Hypertrophy with dilatation ; pulse Marked subclavian mtirmur, not
uneqnaL

,
traceable back to the heart.

Soimd. jMarked subclavian murmur.

Pulse 74 and regular ; four attacks Marked extra-cardiac murmur.
of acute rhemnatism.

Pulse 78: no evidence of cardiac! Marked subclavian murmtu- heard

I

over left chest.

Analyzinsr the.^e cases we find that in 8 cases out of

20 the patients were unmi.^takably consumptive (3, 9,

11, 15, 16, 17, 19 and 20). In thiee others (4, 7, 10)

there was strong presumptive evidence of the ?ame.

Cases 9 and 17 had both disease of the heart ai.d con-

sumption. Three ca.«es (1. 2 and 5) aro?e from anaemia,

compUcated with malarial infection, and in one of them
there was indirect evidence of pulmonary disease.

In six cases (6, 8, 12, 13, 14, 18) no cause whatever
could be assigned; but of ihe^e cases 6 and 8 were
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small, slig:hf, and not particularly bealthy looking.

Tliis leaves ijut 4 cases out of 20 in which no cause for

the murmur existed.

This does not differ very greatly from another table

by Mr. Richardson, viz. It arose from

Chronic Bronchitis in 18 cases.

Plithisis " 12 "

An:i-mia " 10 '|

Dyspepsia '' 7 ''

Disease of Heart " 3 "

Tie fiiils to say, however, in what way it was pro-

duced by the dyspepsia.

.\.s re.ijards the occupation of those individuals whom
I saw there were

Merchants, 10

Banker, 1

Gentleman, 1

Clerks, 2
Book-keeper, 1

Physician, 1 16 of the better class.

Gla^s-stainer,

Cigar-maker,

Jew^eller,

Grocer, 1 4 of the artisan or labor-

iiig class.

Total, 20

It rarely occurs among women.
Its existence, of course, is a matter of but small im-

portance save as a diagnostic sign of phthisis, and here

I think its importance has been somewhat overlooked.

Of course, withouttheco-exi-tence of s«m« other signs it

is almost valueless, still, if there be a suspicion that

tubercle is forming, its presence is a great assistance in

diagnosis. I feel convinced that in certain cases where
the deposition of tubercle is too sliglit to give rise to

physical signs, by auscultation or percussion, if a por-

tion of artery be included within the affected portion

of lung, the murmur, taken in connection with emacia-

tion and cough, may be looked upon almost as pathog-

nomonic.
In order to avoid repetition I would again refer to

my previous article in the Aew York Journal vf Medi-
cine, August 186S, in the latter part of which the

riDtius in quo of its production in plithisis is fully gone
into.

73 II.VDISON AVEXUE, New York.

REMARKS ON

BURS^ IX FRONT OF THE WRIST AND
PALM OF THE HAND

;

WITH .\ REPORT OF CASES,

By FRANK H. HAMILTON, M.D.,

I'llOKESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF SI'HOERY IN BKLLEVCK IIOiiPITAL

MEUICAL COLLEGE.

I HAVE selected this as a representative example from
a number of enlarged bursse or synovial sheaths of ten-

dons which might be enumerated, because it is one of

the most frequent, and at the same time one of the most
troublesome of its clan. Beneath the anterior annular
ligament are two distinct synovial sheaths, one ol

large size, embracing tlie tendons of the flexor sublimis
and profundus, and one for the tendon of the flexor

longus poUicis; the latter is also large, extending from
above the wrist to near the extremity of tlie thumb.
Itt hke manner, the extensor tendons passing under
the posterior annular ligaments have elongated syno-
vial sheaths, of which there are six, more or less sepa-

rated from each other, and which extend fiom above
the wrist to near the insertions of the tendons All of

these synovial sheaths are subject to consideiable

variety, both as to their extent and connections : in

some cases the septa between adjacent sheaths are lost,

and in other cases sacs communicate by small openings.

It is the palmar sac or sacs which are especially

prone to become enlarged, forming an oblong or a

double tumor, one portion of which presents above the

annular ligament, and the lower portion in the p.alni of
the hand, or along the palmar surface of the thumb.
The tumor is u-^ually elastic, and in most cases the

contents may to some extent be pu.shed from one por-

tion of the tumor to the other. Pain, in consequence
of the pressure, is a usual attendant, and the fingers

are apt to become embarrassed in iheir movements, or

contracted toward the palm of the hand. Suppuration
has occurred spontaneously in some of the examples
which hMVe come under my notice, the final result of

which has been a permanent contraction of the fingers.

Small fibrinous bodies like millet-sceils are sometimes
found in these and other similar synovial sacs, and
also small cysts resembling hydatids. I have only once
met with the latter ; but, as in the bur>je patella;, the

contents are usually only a sero-muculent fluid, some-
times stained with blood-corpusi;les. The presence of
the millet-^eed bodies is generally indicated by a pecu-
liar creaking sensation when the sac is pressed upon.

Treatment.—A variety of plans have been suggested
and practised wiih more or I'-ss success by surgeons,

including incision, excision, injections of iodine, acu-
puncture, blisters, etc. I am persuaded, however, from
my own experience, thatno surgical interference is ever
proper, except it be to open the sac freely, whenever
suppuration is imminent or has already talcen place.

Velpeau relates that in 1822 he saw Piof. Rieheraud,

at the Ilopital St. Louis, open a similar tumor in a

girl nineteen years old, of a strong constitution. The
operation was performed with every necessary pre-

caution, but intolerable pain and violent inflammation

ensued, resulting in abscesses, and she wa< not out of

danger until afier six weeks of suflering. He adds that

he has seen the operation of incision, or of passing a

seton ihrough, followed by death in several instances

at Hotel-Dieu. I have seen a patient succumb to spon-
taneous inflammation and .suppuration of the bursae;

and Mr. Tatum, in Holmes's Surgery, has reported a
similar example. Piessure is in some cases serviceable,

but generally it will be best to leave the case entirely

to Nature, only taking care that it shall not be subjected

to injury.

Case 1. Catherine McGuire, .servant girl, consulted

me, with a small red spot in the palm of the hand, and
on the eighth day after its appearance it was opened
at this point by a physician. On the tenth day it wrs
opened again above the wrist. When I saw her the

second time, October 2, 1856, eleven weeks after the

sweUing appeared, the wounds were healed and the

hand was well, except that the fingers were all slightly X

flexed and anchylosed.

Case 2. Mrs. C. L. Avery, Buffalo, N. Y., set. 27.

When twelve years old, she first noticed a fulness in

the palm of the right hand, and when about twenty-
two years of age it began to show itself above the

wrist in front. When seen by me in October, 1860,

the tumefaction or fiilness in the palm of the hand
was situated rather to the radial side, a little under the

thenar eminence, coveting a diameter of about one
inch and a half; it was quite soft and without tender-

ness or discoloration. Above the wrist the tumefaction

was situated in the centre between the radius and
ulna; it was oblong, being one inch in length by half
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an inch in breadth, the longest diameter bein? parallel

witli the axis of the limb. Tlii-s portion of tlie buisa
w.i8 inucli firmer tlian tliat situated in tiie palm, and
tiiore eiioumscribed. Its communication with the lower
portion was easily demonstrated by steady pressure

and gradual displacement of the contents from one
poucli to the other. Using the hand often caused a
pain which extended down to the second or large

linger ; sometimes this finger felt nmnb.
Case 3. P. H. Rhineh^jrdt, set. 25 ; shoemaker

;
con-

sulted me Inly 5, 1856. Five yeais before, when re-

covering from an attai-k oi' small-pox, he first noticed

the fulness in the palm of ihe left hand. When seen
by me there was a broad, difl'used swelling in the palm
of the hand, and above the annular ligament, elastic,

and without tenderness. Piessing upon the palm,
what seemed to be a fluid could be pressed upwards,
increasing the fulness above the wrist-joint, and its

displacement was accompanied with a creaking sound
or sensation. The tumefaction above the wrist was
greatest on the ulnar side. On the palmar surface,

opposite the last joint of the thumb and great finger,

was an indent aticjn, leading me to .suspect that the
.synovial sheaths of the flexor tenlons were involved
to the points of tendinous insei tion. The little fingers

could only be practically flexed. He suffered con-
siderably at times from pain in the arm and hand,
especially in cold weather.

C.\SE. 4. Matthew F.mning, liiborer. about forty-five

years of age, presented himself at the out-door Dispen-
sary, Bellevue, January 14, 1867, with a swelling on
the palmar aspect of the hand and lore-arm, extending
upwards three and a half inches tibove the wiist. and
downwards to about the noddle of the palm, being con-
s!ricied and flattened opposite the annular ligament.
It was tense and el.istic. and accompanied with very
ht le pain or tenderness.

Above the wrist the swelling was the largest, cover-
ing nearly the whole breadth of the arm, and extending
probably foiu- inches upwards; the pulsations of the
radial and ulnar arteries were distinct in front of the
swelling. Tlie swelling below was somewhat smaller,
but equally firm and elastic.

Fanning states that the tiiraefaction commenced
about the first of December, 1865, more than six years
before he came under my notice, soon after lifting a
hogshead of molasses, and that during the first few days
it was very painful, especially along the course of the
tendons of the ring and little finger.s.

I recemminded rest, and moderate pressure applied
by means of a splint and roller.

March 12, 1867, it opened spontaneou-ly above the
wrist, and discharged a thin, glazy flui-l, with some
pus. Previous to opening it had become painful.

Subsequently I found the carpal bones diseased, and
I removed them all by resection, at th-^' Charity Hospi-
tal. Some months later he left the hospital, and I have
reason to beheve that he has died, probably, worn out
by the long-continued irritation.

Case 5. August 5, 1855, I was consulted by Alex.
Cuttle, a carpenter, jet. 23, from Chippewa, C. W.
Eighteen days before, he had felt pain in the palm of
the right hand. Suppuration ensued, and the pus was
evar-uated by an incision. During the last few days,
however, noth ng but a yellow-colored stiingy serum
or mucus had escaped. I enlarged the opening and
dressed the wound with simple cerate. August 12 I

found that a swelling had occurred above the annular
ligament, which was fluctuating and tender. A probe
could be passed from the lower to the tipper cavity,
under the annular ligament. I opened the upper cavity
and evacuated pus with serum.

The palmar sac was about two inches in diameter,
extending under the ball of the thumb somewhat, and
about four lines I'roin the surface; the sac above the
wrist was not -so large, and lay nearer the surface. I

have never seen the patient again, and am unable to

sta'e the final result.

Case 6. Julv 26, 1858 ; consulted by Mrs. Willis, of
Eiie Co., N. T., set. 30. A swelling attended with
pain and soreness commenced in the palm of the hand
&ve weeks before, without any known cause. It soon
extended above the n risf, and when seen by me it had
already been opened both above and below the wrist.

It was still discharging pus and serum. The fingers

were contracted towaids the palm of the hand. 1 have
no farther notes of the case.

Case 7. Dr. J. L. F., of Salem, Ohio, in a letter to

me. dated June 16, 1868, states that when he was twen-
ty-three years of age, a swelling appeared on the front
of his arm, above the annular ligament, containing fluid,

which could be pushed through under the annular liga-

ment apparently along the sheath of one of the tendons
of the little finger. Under the advice of Drs. Ackley,
Del:;mater, and Goldsmith, several plans of treatment
were adopted, hut apparently with no benefit, and at

the end of a year all treatment was relinquished.

After three or four years the fluid seemed to have
been nearly, or quite absorbed, leaving only a slight

swelling at the wrist, and a u.seless little finger, " the play
of the tendons seemin? to be destroved."

The hand remained in this condition, apparently
cured, about ten yeas, when the doctor sprained the
wrist, and the malady was revived. At the date of his

note to me, eighteen months after the sprain, he de-

scribed the condition of his hand as follows :
—" Tiie

malady is not renewed in connection with the little

finger, but it has returned abov the annular ligament;
there is also now added a coufcjtion of fluid in the ball

of the thumb, which can be pressed back and forth

along the flexor tendons, as far as the la-t join'. I can
discover no commun c.ition between the fluid in the

wrist and that in the ball of the thumb. The fluid in

the wrist does not annoy me so much as that in the
thumb, the thumb being much swollen both on its

dorsal and palmar aspect, and 1 am obligi-d to keep it

bandaged to relieve a painful sensation of disten.^ion.

I have applied blisters, bandages, iodine, etc., but it

.

steadily grows more troublesome."
I advised the doctor not to open it, but to continue

the pressure, and patiently wait the result.

In a subsequent letter, dated October 5, 1869, the
doctor states that he h;is now discovered that the fluid

may be pressed from above the wiist along the course
of the flexor tend'ins of the thumb. The swelling on
the back of the thumb has disappeareil. It is seldom
now that it causes any pain, the chief inconvenience
being a degree of weakness in the hand, and an inability

to grasp objects firmly. The treatment which has
given him the most relief of the sense of tension has

I been cold showering and careful bandaging.

i
Case 8. Some years since 1 opened a bursa which

j
had suppurated, siiuated entirely above the annidar

1
ligament, and removed a sero-muculent fluid mingled

i
with pus, and also fifteen or twenty cysts of nearly
uniform size, each being about the size of a large pea.

They were ovoid in sliape, translucent, and contained a
' thin fluid like serum. I huve no further knowledge of
this case.

PERCUTANEors LiGATiox.—Percutancous ligation of
arteries was first mentioned by Ledrau as early as 1720
and since described, first, by Professor Middeldorpf, o
Breslau, in 1856.
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CASE or

SUCCESSFUL PRIMARY AMPUTATION
AT THE HIP-JOIXT

Bt JEROME SANDS, M.D.,

OP PORTCII ESTER, X. T.

Os December 21, 1869, Leo Yernon, a?ed eleven

years, while "stealing a ride" on a car of the Nrw
York and New Haven Railmad at this place, accident-

rIIv lost his hold and was thrown under the car, one
wheel of which passed over his left thigh, from above
downward, and from without inward, crushing the
bone from near the great troclianter lo the junction of
the upper with the middle third, and lacerating the

soft parts from the acetabulum in front nearly to the

knee, and dividing the femoral artery. Restoratives

and stimulanis were admini^ered, and the patient con-
veyed to his home, half a mile distant.

After a careful examination of the injury it was
decided to amputate at the hip-joint. An ansesthetic

wa-s now administered, and 1 proceeded to oper.ite in

the following manner, assisted by Drs. H. Rockwell and
N. J. Sands : Firs', the soft parts in the upper and
anterior part of the wound were carefully pared down
to the aci;tabulum, and the head of the bone exarticii-

hited
; the femoral artery was next lig;it('d, and a large

flap formed from the inner and posterior part of the

thigh. Seven arteries in all required the ligature.

The flap was now adjusted to its place, and the lips of
the wound retained in apposition by sutures and ad- '

hesive straps. The operation required but little time,

and was attended with slight loss of blood. The pa-
tient rallied well from the shock, and went on in every

i

respect to a favorable recovery, a portion of the wound
healing by first intention. •

I

At the present writing, one year after the opera-
tion, the patient is going about on crutches, and in

,

the enjoyment of perfect health ; so that the case
may be fairly recorded as one of the successful pri-

\

mary amputations at the hip-joint. I

progrcsB 0f ifirtical Science.

Di isTASE IN- Dyspepsia.—In Nos. 25 and 27 of the
CfazHle Hebdomadaire for 1870, Dr. Gontaret recom-
mends, in that form of dyspepsia in which there is d.fli- ,

culty in the digestion of starchy articles of food, the
u-e of the nitrogenous substance developed in buds
arid grains during their germination, and known as
diustase or maUiue. This substance, as is generally i

known, induces in hydrated starch the process of
catalysis, by which it is converted into dextrine and

'

glucose—the forms which idl starch and sugar must '

assume before they are fitted for nutrition. The or-
ganic matter contamed in the mixed saliva, and the
fluids of the small intestine, are, in health, sufficient to

j

establish this process; but, in a condition of the alimeu- -

tary tract characterized by alteration or deficiency of
saliva or intestinal juices, this substance promises to
do for starch and sugar in intestinal digestion what
pepsine does for the albuminoid articles of food. He
employs the remedy in doses of 2 to 6 grains after
each nie:d. and says that it never acts prejudicially on
the digestive organs.

Atrophy of the Gastric Tcbules.—In connection
with the above, it is of interest lo note the opinion
expressed by Professor Austin Flint, in the January
number of The American Practitioner, with reference

to disease of the gastric tubules. In commenting upon
a case of this nature, reported by Dr. Feiiwick in the

London Lancet of Julj' last, he says that he thinks it

I may yet be determined that the causative lesions of

the disease known as " idiopathic ansemi-i," embracing
such cases as exhibit the bronze discoloration of the

skin as described by Addison, are degenerative dis-

ease, or atrophy, of the gafiric tubules.

Transfixion of Chest and Lung, with Recovery.—
In yVie Xancff of January 21st ultimo is an interesting

case reported by Professor Longmore. JIhe patent
(a private in a regiment of lancers) was accidentally

transfixed with his own lance, which entered h's chest

in front, between the fifth and sixth ribs, and an inch

to the inner or sternal side of a vertical line through
the right nipple, and, passing backwards and a liti'e

upwards, came out through the scapula below its ^pine.

and about an inch and a quarter from its vertebnd
margin. Although the removal of the lance was ac-

oomphshed with difficulty on account of the fiacture

of its shaft, and the bending of its iron head, there was
not much hemorrhage, and he made an excellent

recovery, and at the time liis case was reported only

complained of pain when lifting any weight above h s

head. No stethoscopic traces of injury to the lung
remained, excepting a loss of respiratoiy murmur over

a limited space near the wound of entrance. The
general expansion of the tight side of the chest on in-

in-piration was equal to th.at of the left side. S<ime of
the movements of the tight shoulder were a little re-

strained owing to adhesions about the scapula, but not
to such an extent as would have prevented the man's
fitness for duty as a lancer.

Carbolic Acid in Carbuncle.—Dr. J. C. Nott, of
New York (Xew York Medical Journal), advocates the

local use of carbolic acid in carbuncle, and publishes

an obstinate case whch was promptly cured after

seven applications. He believes this so-called acid to

be more penetrating in its action, more ^fficient as an
anti.septic, than subsulphate of iion, advocated by Dr.

Blake bf this city, in the treatment of fibt ous tumors
of the uterus.

Management of Hemorrhoids.—Dr. John H. Pack-
ard, Surgeon to the Episcopal Hospital, Phdadelphia
(X. T. Med. Journul), says that one principle should
govern us in all the palhative measures adopted in any
case of piles: namely, to prevent straining. And this

maybe cairied out in various ways. Besides tlie adop-
tion of a proper diet-table, embracing simple but nu-
tritious food, well cooked and not highly seasoned,

there are four points to be attended to. By means of

medicine we keep the bowels easily moved
; | ss. or so

of sulphur, mixed with cream or molas.-es, every morn-
ing before breakfast, will do this; or, by very small

doses of Epsom-salts, by Vichy, Congress, or Bedford
water, we may accomplish the .-ame end. The second
measure is mechanical : the patient is instructed to

have made a hoard, with an opening about five inches

wide by fourteen long, to place over the ordinary privy-

seat, which allows the nates to bulge down too much
;

this will in a great decree pievent the pro rusion of
the relaxed rectum. The third is the use of astringent

suppositories, to be used after each st lol. He has
found the [ erchloride of iron—gr. j.. ij., or iij., made up
with cacao butler—to answer best, unless the piles are

inflamed, wh< n acetate of lead is more soothing. The
fourth element of the treatment is the employment of a
hemispherical block of ivory or vulcanized rubber,

about as large as half a billiard-ball, attached to a spring

of properly-adjusted strength, and this again fastened
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to a be!t. When in place, this supports the parts, and
in cases of gr^-at relaxation prevents their descent in

walking; the comfort thus afforded is very great.

On the Nature and Causes of Htsteeical Phe-
nomena.—The Itahan Oazettn iledica gives the fol-

lowing resume of Dr. Chairoud's observations on the

relation of diseases of the ovary to hysteria. 1.

Where compression or inflammation of one ovary or

of both exists, paralysis of the refle.x movements of the

epiglottis and of the pharynx constantly occurs. 2.

The combination of these two groups of sj'mptoms in

one individual may tie designated the hysterical ca-

chexia. 3. The hysterical paroxysm is only the cm-
seqience of the reflex paralysis. The .suftocating attack

is occasioned by the paralyzed epiglottis narrowing
the orifice of the larynx, and then there follow the

convulsive movements of the extremities and tlie

muscular spasms that collectively constitute the hyster-

ical crisis. 4. The asphyxia proceeding from the fre-

quent recurrence of these symptoms gradually leads

to a c'.iange of the whole physical nature of the patient.

From hence result the various sensorial disturbances and
the anaesthetic conditions that are exhibited by almost

all hysterical patients. The treatment of hysteria should,

if these views are correct, be directed to functional dis-

turbances of the ovaries, and is in consequence purely
local with a view of subduing the oophoritis, as the

primary, if not the only cause of hysteria. {Guzetia

Med. Ital. Lombard., No. 8, 1870, and Tlie Practitioner,

Jan 7.)

Apicm Gtraveoless in Amenorrhcea.—Prof. Pietro

Gamberini, Surgeon-in-Chief of the Hospital of St.

Oriola, writes in tha Bulletin of Medical Sciences of

BologEia, of November. 1870, that he has found that

the essential oil of Apium graveolens (garden celery)

contains highly emmenagogic properties; he finds it to

answer very well in some cases of obstiuate amenor-
rhoea, where all otlier remedies in common use have
failed. He gives it in doses of twenty to thirty diops,

two or three times daily.

Wounds of Stomach. Recovery.—In the same
number of the BuUeiin, Dr. Alphonso Borbieri, Sur-
geon to the OspedaJe Maggiore of Bologna, reports

two cases of wounds, one of the diaphragm and stom-
ach, the other of the stomach only. The first patient

was a young man, twenty-two years of age, and of
delicate constitution. The wound penetrated between
the ninth and tenth ribs of the left side, in the median
line, desrending tbr mgh the cavitj' and perforating the
diajihrngm and stomach. The second patient was a

man of sixty years, and of robust constitution. In
his case, the wound penetrated below the left costal

arch, directly into the stomach. In the first case, the
hemorrhage was internal, a large amount of blood
being vomited. In the second, the hemorrhage was
from the external wound, and more profuse than in

the fir.- 1. The wounds ofthe skin were each about
one and a half inches in'lengih, and were in both
c.ises clo-ed with adhesive [jlaster, and the abdomen
covered with cloths wet with cold water. In both
cases about four ounces of blood were taken by vene-
section on the third day in consequence of the degree
of inflammation. On the fourth day convalescence
commenced, and it progressed without accident in both
cases, t!:e first being discharged cured on the seven-
teenth day, and the second hkewise, on the twentieth
tay.

Management of the PpRiNErM during Labor.—
Dr. Wm. Goodell, CUnical Lecturer in the University
of Pennsylvania lAm. Jutir. of Med. Sciences), believes

that although the vast majority of natuial labors re-

quire no assistance whatever to insure a safe delivery,

provided the woman has escaped frequent touching,

yet cases do undoubtedly arise which demand intelli-

gent a-^sistance, nor can the hne of demarcation be
drawn between natural and morbid cases. The jirud-

ery of obstetric teachers has, he is sure, been the cause

of many undiscovered, and consequently uncured lacer-

ations. But why should a false delicacy interfere with
the freedom of manipulation at a time when a woman's
I'uture health and happiness he at stake, especially since

her organs are then no longer sexual, in the common
acceptation of the word, hnt parturient f

Whenever, therefore, it seems proper to aid nature,

insert one or two fingers of the left hand in o the rec-

tum, the woman lying on her left side, with her

I

knees weU drawn up and separated by a pillow, and
hook up and pull forward the sphincter ani towards
the pubes. The thumb of«the same hand is then to be

I
placed upon the foetal head, scrupulously avoiding all

I

contact with the fourchette. The right hand need
i
not remain idle; it assists the thumb in making the

I head hug the pubes, or in retarding its advance ; alter

I

a pain it presses back the head from the perineum, and

I

thus represses reflex uterine action; it restrains the

movements of the woman; it pushes up thecorruga'ed

;
scalp, so that no folds shall remain beneath the sharp

,
edge of the perineum to increase the circumference of

the child's head; finally, it supports the emerging head
and body, causing them to describe the curve of Carus.

Pigment Induration of the Lungs.—Dr. Francis

Delafield, Cura'or of Bellevue Hospital, N. Y. (Am.
Journ. Med. Sciences), desci ibes a lesion of the lungs

caused by heart disease, which has attracted but liitle

attention, and yet is both of frequent occurrence and of

considerable importance. The first detailed descrip-

tion of this lesion was given by Tirchow, in 1847.

The works which serve as text-bojks for most stu-

dents, either do not mention this affection at all, or

advert to it as a rare disease not to be diagnosticated.

His observations are based on a study of twenty
autopsies of this disease. The lesion is not au uncom-
mon one. During a period of twenty months there

were made, at Bellevue Hospital, sixty autopsies in

which there were marked lesions of the heart. In
twenty of these cases, one-third of the number, pig-

ment induration of the lungs wasf^'und.
When the lungs are cut open, the color and texture

are very characteristic. The texture is dense and re-

sistant, like that of compressed lung. It is very dry,

c intains ver^' little air, hardly any blood or serum
escapes. In some cases the lung tissue is cedematous
but not congested. The color is very marked, uni-

form, bright pink. This pink maj- be mottled with
spots of bi own or black in a very variable degree. The
increase of pigment on which Virchow insists, al-

though present in nearly all the cases, was very seldom
of sufficiefit amount to attract attention with the

naked eye.

Mitral stenosis is almost always accompanied by pig-

ment induration of the lungs ; simple mitral insuffi-

ciency causes it in nearly half the cases ; aortic dis-

ease with mitral insufficiency causes it in one-fourth of

the cases. All the symptoms which indicate an ob-
struction to the passage of blood from the lungs into

the left auricle, point in some measure to this disease.

The existence of dyspnoea, cough with mucous expec-
toration and hemoptysis, without . any evidence of

emphysema, are also evidences of pigment induration.

There is a general loss of resonance over both lungs
;

the respiratory murmur is feeble ; there are coarse

and subcrepitant rales varying in amount from day to

day.
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THE PROPER CARE OF FOUKDLINGS.

The proper raising of abandoned children, and their

subsequent education, are subjects of such interest to

the physician as well as the poUtical economist and

moralist, that they cannot be too often brought to the

notice of the public at large. Prof. A. Jacobi, of this

city, during a recent visit to Europe has, as tlie result

of much pain?taking, succeeded in presenting, in a

pamphlet* lately published, some very interesting

points bearing upon the question at issue. An excel-

lent opportunity is thus offered us to present an old

subiect in a comparatively new light. The report to

which we have alluded is mostly statistical in cliaracter,

and, except for the facts that it intends to substantiate,

is rather dry reading. We shall spare our readers the

mathematical detail of the arguments, and be content

to state the conclusions.

Firstly, It is proven that the mortahty of infants is

very large previous to the sixth year, and that after

this there seems to be greater power lo resist morbific

agencies. Upon this point of fact turns the principal

argument of the paper, viz., that large institutions are

the worst places for foundlings. The death-rate of

these little ones, large in any event, is so greatly in-

creased by their residence in such hospitals, that Dr.

Jacobi is forced to use very strong language :

—

" The worst figures of the European foundling hells
of former centuries are not more fearful than ours ; and
altliough being an officer of that institution myself,
and believing that I and aE the rest of us have con-
scientiously tried to do our duties, I cannot but testifv

and bow down to the truth, that in spite of all the
efforts of the medical staff, and the painstakings of
kind-hearted and self-sacrificing ladies, the probabihty
of the lives of children entru-ted to a pubUc institution
is very slim indeed. The younger the chOdren, and
the larger the institution—the surer is death. Every
story added to an edifice which is meant to be a
temple of love, is an additional hecatomb of the inno-
cent.s. Modern civilization, planning for the be-st, but

• The Haisingr and Education of Abandoned Children in Europe,
with Statistics and General Remarks on the Subject. A report read
before the Infants" Hospital. Eandall's Island, N T., by A. Jacobi.
M.D.. etc. New lork. 1S70.

mistaken about the means, has succeeded in out-herod-

ing Herod."

The causes of this state of things may be summed
up under several heads. First, the increased rate of

mortality of children at an age when their admission

to an institution is granted. To this we have already

referred. Secondly, the inevitable admixture of the

odor of urine and of faces in the atmospheres of wards

in which children are collected, acts most unfavorably

against health. " From this source," says Dr. Jacobi,

" originate the numerous cases of poor sanguification

and of constitutional diseases, such as rickets, scrofula,

even typhoid fever and scurvy ; from this source, also,

is part of the really immense mortality of Foundling

Hospitals." Thirdly, the food and care become very

weighty matters for consideration. Bottle-fed infants

do not thrive as those who are nursed; but the former

will live and do well in a private family, while in a

hospital they will die. Throwing out of consideration

the difficulty of getting the milk pure and of sufficient

quantity: the particular attention which the infants

must receive from the nurses is of such importance,

and, practically speaking, so far short of what it should

be, that " the receiving of a baby in the purely hot tie-fed

department is acknowledged by all of us as amounting

to a sentence of slow death." Farther on, remarking

upon the same topic, he sajs :

—

" This cause of early death cannot be greatly influ-

enced by the mode of raising the infant, either in

asylums or by farming-out. There are ?ome parts of

maternal care that cannot possibly be substituted by
anything in the power of society

A task "that requires all the holy instincts, the self-

immolating restless care of maternal love, left in

the hands of corrupt, lazy, whimsical, or malicious

women, who make it their business to neglect their

business, and are womanly and motherly only as far

as their anatomy classes them. It is much more
probable tliat the poorest countrywoman who takes

charge of a society's child, under the superintendence

of the proper authority, under the eyes of her neighbors,

and with motherly feelings developed in the poorest

one bound in marriage and family lies, will succeed in

saving a nursling from certain death."

The latter clause suggests the prevention of the

mortality in not only having wet-nurses in suitable

numbers, but that these mu'ses should live in the

country ; that the farming-out system, so prevalent in

Europe, is the only one which promises the good re-

sults. Dr. Jacobi has conscientiously investigated

this subject, and has arrived at these conclusions after

a careful study of statistics furnished by the large

Foundling institutions throughout E irope. Facts show

how necessary it is, in view of the large mortality in our

representative Foundling establishment, that our nurs-

Ungs should be farmed out. No better application of

the old saw, " killing with kindness," can be made

than in the case of the little ones cared for in our

metropohtan institutions. With a large-hearted charity

the Commissioners of Charity and the managers of the

Nursery and Child's Hospital respectively have spen
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large sums of money to accomplish an object which,

by the system which I hey adopt, can never be at-

tained. The beautilul buildipgs that have been reared^

and may still be erected, make a praiseworthy show,

and give evidence to such as do not look farther, that

the funds, the appropriations, the subscription money
are expended to some purpose. But what does this

amount to when, as experience and statistics show,

tiiese same handsome buildings are the worst pos-

sible habitations for society's dearest trusts, the little

castaways? It requires a considerable amount of

moral courage, a thorough conviction of being in the

light, for the managers of any of these nurseries to ex-

pend the moneys entrusted to them in a manner that

will make no better exhibit than the saving of extra

lives. But if they discharge their trusts intelligently

and properly, it must in justice come to this. The real

want is in a complete system of farming-out, and not
any extra or enlarged buildings. Let the nurslings

have the best chinces in the power of science and
humanity to give until the pei-iod of greatest lisk to

life is passed, and then if buildings must be erected,

let them be converted, as in Europe, into mere local

agencies to supply fresh breast-milk from women re-

siding in the countrv.

The facihties for supplying homes in the rural dis-

tricts for infants are not the same throughout Europe
;

but in the main, it is surprising to note what a large

number are provided for in spite of many difficulties.

The supply is generally equal to the demand in all

localities where the farming-out system is carried out
to a greater or less degree of perfection. In our own
country there are some obstacles to surmount which,
from the peculiarities of our institutions, etc., do not

exist abroad ; but these, when viewed intelligently and
resolutely met, can be reduced to a minimum. In this

connection we take occasion to quote again from the

pamphlet before us :

—

" With us, the difficulties may be of still another
nature. Our population adjoining the large cities,

especially New York, is not so large as in Europe, and—is not so poor. It is not so much of a vital impor-
tance for a country family to avail themselves of the
trifling subsidy paid for the infant boarder. But, there
are some considerations which are to be taken into
account. The first is, that the infants we have to care
for do not count by six or ten thousands every year;
and the second, that the .sura which is at present spent
for every infant under the charge of the Commissioners
of Cliarities is by no means a trifle. It would be
found, on trying, that the apparent difliculties in pro-
curing proper country homes for our infants would by
no means be so great as they may appear at first sight.
Even if there were some in the beginning, we should
always gain. If, in the first year, we could not do
better than board out those that are bottle-fed, at
present, in our wards of Randall's Island, we should
protect and save a large percentage of lives that are
now lost."

We have refrained from quoting the figures which
are used to substantiate the facts, for reasons already

stated ; but to those who have doubts upon the subject,

or who are prejudiced in favor of the present system,

we commend a careful perusal of the pamphlet. It is

a matter in which every physician should be interested,

and one in which he should use his influence for good,

irre.spective of individuals or parties.

There are other points connected with the general

subject equally interesting and deserving of ventilation,

which we shall leave for a future time.

Ecports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Dec. 28, 1870.

Dr. J. C. Hutchinson, President, in the Chair.

CONGESTION OF THE CEREBELLUM.

Dh. Finnell exhibited a cerebellum removed from a

person who died a few days ago. At the time of re-

moval the cerebellum showed int. n.'e congestion of
all the vessels. The patient was a cabinet-maker, aged
thirty year?. He was first seized with a violent pain

in the back of the head, but worked all day and con-
sulted a physician in the evening. Cathartics were
given, and acted freely. The patient worked all the

next day, but suffered terribly from the pain in the

back of the head. Opium was given that night, and
bromide of potassium the following nii^ht, the niair

working all day. He worked also on the fourth day,

but was too ill that night to call on his physician, who
was accordingly sent for. The toniiue was heavily

coated, and the pulse eighty, and the physician thought
there was very Uttle the matter with him. Fifteen

minutes after the doctor left him the man fell over and
died. The autopsy revealed intense congestion of the

cerebellum in all its parts, with much efl'usion in both
lateral ventricles, there being about four ounces of fluid

in each. Death was caused by sudden effu?ion into

the cavities of the brain. Dr. Finnell remembered only

one other case of the kind. The man was ill only six

days, and except the pain in the head, was seemingly
in the best of health.

Gt'NSHOT WOUND OF SPINE.

The second specimen exhibited by Dr. Finnell was a
portion of the spinal cord taken from the body of a

famous politician, who was shot in the spine seven

months before his death. The ball could be plainly

seen in the specimen. The man weighed 260 pounds
at the time of the injury, and before his death he
weighed very little over 100 pounds. The .nutopsy

showed urinary calculi in the pelvis of both kidneys.

These calculi had caused cystitis, which had been
attributed to the injury. 'The patient suffered the

whole time from obstinate constipation.

Dr. J.\cob[ remarked in regard to the congested
ctTebellum that the central portions were very much
softer than the outer portions, which would show the

process to have been of longer duration than was .sup-

posed. The pons was also much softer than the other

portions of the cerebellum, showing that there had
been encephalitis of some years' standing. The fact that

the large ventricles had been changed to such an extent

showed the effusion to be not very recent.

Dr. Finnell thought it remarkable that the man
should have continued work until the day of his

death.

Dr. Jacobi said that such cases often dropped down
suddenly.
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PHIMOSIS CAUSrSG CHOREA.

Dr. CnAS. A. Hart exhibited a portion of prepuce
removed by circumcision in a case of congenital

phimosis causing chorea minor. The operation was
performed on Monday last. The chorea was re-

Ueved.

Dr. Sands said the effect of such an operation could

not be told at once. Last year he had removed a large

fibrous turner from the axilla, with the effect of re-

lieving for several weeks an inten.^e neuralgia. But
the pain subsequently returned, and the patient left

the hospital very little better than he entered it.

Dr. Hart promised to show the patient to the So-
ciety after a time.

FIBRO-SKROrS CTST OF JAW.

Dr. Satre exhibited a fibro-serous cyst, removed
from the inner angle of the left jaw of a gentleman
aged 35. The tumor had been six years in growth,
but had grown very slowly until last year ; since

then it had grown rapidly. (Two photographs of the

case were exhibited, and the patient himself was also

present.) Dr. Ham'lton had .seen the case in consulta-

tion, and had advised incision, on account of the depth
of tiie tumor and the adhesions. Dr. Sayre decided,

however, to perform excision, if possible. The ad-

hesions were found more firm than had been anticipateil,

and there was some difflcidty in dissecting the sac out.

The jugular vein wa.-; exposed for 1} inch, but not in-

jureil. Thu fluid oozed out of the sac during the opera-
tion, but it was again rendered tense by a silk hgature
passed round it, and at last came out entire. Xo vessels

were wounded, so no ligatures were required. The
operation was performed last Sunday week. The
inci>ion was made parallel to the fibres of the sttrno-
cleido-inastoid muscle. Excision in this case proved
better than incision.

trXDEVELOPED EVE TOOTH.

The second specimen exhibited bj' Dr. Sayre was a
portion of an upjier jaw containing an undeveloped
eye-tooth. The specimen had the following history

:

Nine years ago a woman had presented herself with
supposed cancer of the upper jaw. There was a tense
shining swelling and apparent epulis of the upper jaw-
bone. It was thouglit advisable to make exsection of
the jaw. The tumor broke and blood escaped. There
was considerable sloughing and more or le.«s pain.

Tiie patient was discharged. A week aso she pre-
sented herself with a portion of the jaw still left. This
was removed with a pair of forcep.s, and with it a large
eye-tooth which had not been developed, and'which
was probably the source of aU the irritation.

REPARATION' OF BON'E.

Dr. Satre also exhibited another specimen of re-
markable interest, which he said was probabl}' the
largest specimen of reparation of bone ever presented.
A year and a half ago he had presented a specimen of
bone exsected subperiosteally on account of morbus
coxarius. The disease was of eight years' standing,
and the patient was twenty-seven years of age. All
the femur above the trochanter minor was removed,
and also the acetabulum.
A few days ago the patient died of waxy liver, and

a post-mortem showed that the trochanter major had
been reproduced and was of the normal size. Tlie
neck had been reproduced and was nearly half an inch
longer than the normal neck ; there was a tolerabh'
globular head, covered with cartilage and synovial
membrane. The acetabulum was also reformed higher
man the normal one, and also covered with cartilage.

Some small spicnla of disea'^ed bone had been left, and
there was consequently a sinus froiii which pus was
constantly di.-charged.

Dr. Jacobi said, in regard to Dr. Sayre's first speci-

men—the tumor of the neck—tliat a majority of
cystic ti^mois in the neck wee the result if arrest of
foetal developments. Three or lour ducts not closing,

may remain dormant and develop in after life. He
wished to know whether almost all of these tumors
were not the result of arrested development ?

Dr. Satre s.iid this case might have existed from
birth, but would probably have been discovered earher.

In regard to the last specimen presented by Dr.
Sayre, of repair of bone. Dr. Sands inquired whether
any examination had been made of what was supposed
to be cartilage? It seemed Uke spongy connective
tissue. If true cartilage had been reproduced it would
be a very interesting fact.

The specimen not having been examined microscopi-
cally, was referied to the Microscopic Committee for

their opinion.

Dr. Jacobi said that twenty years ago he had seen
eight inches of the tibia reformed. It was thick and
useful.

REMOVAL OF nEAD OF FE.MrR.

Dr. Sands rela'ed a case in which the head of the

femur had been removed two months ago. The pa-
tient was a boy nine years old. He was healthy up
to a year a>jo. It was said by his parents, who were
both lualthy, that he had a robust constitution. A
year ago last October, while in Europe, he fell ill with
acute rheumatism, most marked in the lower extremi-
ties, affecting both hips, knee.', and ankles. The boy
recovered, and remained well until the spring of the

present year, when he became ill with the same dis-

ease, which was then observed to be more iiitense'in

the left hip-joint. The rheumatic swellings disappear-
ed, but he only partially recovered. Suspicions of hip-
disease were entertained, and he was treated by ex-
tension with weight and puUcy, and subsequently with
plaster of Paris bandage. Abscess was feared, but not
detected piior to his return to New York. Dr. t-auds

saw him in July, just after his arrival from Europe,
and as he seemed comfortable in tlie firm casing he
allowed the apparatus to remain until the 1st of Octo-
ber, when he found him apparently about the same,
and hoped the local disease was arrested, but was dis-

appointed on removing the apparatus to find that the
limb shortened at once an inch and a half, and the foot

became extremely everted. A verj' large abscess ex-
tended down the sides and front of the thigh, nearly
to the capsular ligament of the knee-joint. The boy
was examined under ether, and the head of the bone
was found resting upon the dorsum of the ilium, and
there was a large abscess, but no acetabular disease.

On the 20th of October Dr. Sands opened the abscess,

making excision of the hip-joint simultaneously, and
was rather surprised to find so much of the head of
the bone remaining. It had not suffered much diminu-
tion, but there was complete absorption of a portion
of the rim of the acetabulum, and also some carious

disease of the acetabulum, of which a thin slice was
removed at another section, and the acetabular cavity

thoroughly scraped. Extension apparatus was applied,

with a three-pound weight at the foot. The patient

had a hard time after the operation, but had recently

borne pressure very weU.
Dr. Satre inquired whether the capsular Ugament

was ruptured.

Dr. Sasds thought it was. The case, he said, had
three points of interest; one was, that morbus coxarius
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followed acute rheumatism ; another was, that disloca-
tion was demonstrated at the time of the operation

;

and the third point was, the treatment purs-ued of
putting the limb in an immovable dressing of plaster of
Paris, which, while it gainsi rest, also obstructs the
view, and gives a chance for suppuration. From what
he had seen of the operation in hip-disease, he was more
and more in doubt as to the time when it should be
done. As in croup, those who operate rarely lose all

their patients. If we could teU which would be the
bad cases, the earlier the operation the better. In the
ease j jst described, if the operation had been performed
before there was any abscess, the chances of recovery
would have been increased.

Dr. Sayre thought the hip could not be examined
properly in the plaster casing. It might have been as-

certained whether the bone was diseased. Crepitus
might have been detected.

Dr. S.4:yDS said that was not an accepted axiom in

surgical practice. In regard to the statistics of the
operation, there were no doubt a great many surgical
operations performed and not reported.

W.iXT DEGENERATION- AS SEQUEL TO SURGICAL OPERATION.

Dr. Loomis called attention to the fact, that a great
many of the patients operated upon died of medical
disease. Degeneration was very likely to occur in con-
nection with diseased bones, especially when pus was
retained for any length of time. He was of opinion
that the operation should be resorted to as early as
possible, to relieve the system of accumulations which
might cause waxy degeneration.

Dr. Sands remarked, that patients have waxy
changes after the operations, and not before. Waxy
changes in tlie liver were not ea>ily recognized, and
would coiitraindicate operation. The danger was
rather from a long-continued drain upon the system.

Dr. Sayre said that was exactly the point—long-
continued suppuration. Patients died from waxy liver

when they were not operated upon at all. By early
operation and thorough exsection of bone the period of
suppuration was shortened, and the danger of death
materially lessened.

Dr. Chas. a. Hart questioned whether it was
always possible to distinguish between healthy and
diseased bone at the time of operating.

Dr. Jacobi beUeved that waxy degeneration was not
so much the result of drainage. Where there was '

much drainage there would be hydrsemia, in such
patients as lose pus from large abscesses, for instance.
Q-enerally in bone abscess we saw ansemia and ana-
sarca. 'When we had to deal with bone abscess, whether
an operation has been performed or not, there we were
apt to see waxy degeneration. It is almost an axiom
that caries of the bone is the principal cause of waxy •

degeneration, though I believe it makes no difference
j

whether an operation has been performed or not. As '

to early or late operation, he had seen that children I

operated upon very early did not stand the operation I

very well. At a later period they stand the operation
,

better, and revive immediately afterwards. Therefore i

he beUeved all the views correct, and that every case
had to be treated independently. Rules could liot be I

laid down that would be good for every case. '

Dr. Erskine Mason presented the bladder and kid-
neys taken from a man aged about 50, who died in

!

Charity Hospital. The patient was in a comatose state
when he reached the hospital, and died eight hours
after admission. Sliortly before death the house-sur-
geon introduced a catheter and drew off some bloody
urine, which was strongly ammoniacal. No difficulty

}

was encountered in passing the catheter, though blood
|

flowed freely through the instrument and passed from
the urethra after withdrawal of the catheti-r. The au-

topsy, made 36 hours after death, revealed no disease of
the organs except the heart, pericardium, kidneys, and
bladder. The pericardium was greatly distended with
serum, and its surfaces covered with recent lymph. The
aorta, together with its valves, was the seat of athe-

roma. The bladder was hypertrophied, and contained
several polypi, which were bloody and of a fungous
appearance. The largest of these arose from the pos-
terior surface of the bladder by a thin pedicle, the body
of which was fimbriated and measured two inches in its

longest diameter. On the right s:de, just above the

neck, was another polypus, the size of the thumb-nail,

springing from a very slender pedicle. Directly below
this one, and passing across the neck of the organ, were
two distinct bands, and from the left side of the upper
band hung anotiier polypus, which dropped down in'o

the neck of the bladder, which, together with a smaller

growth from the lower band, must have acted as a bar-

rier to the flow of urine. Several smaller excrescen-
ces were situated in the same region. The left kidney
was very much enlarged and waxy, and its pelvis and
calyces greatly distended. The right kidney was ex-

ceedingly small and lobulated, as in the foetus, with its

pelvis distended with urine to the amount of nearly
three ounces. Both ureters were enlarged, and the right

distended with urine, while no communication could be
found between it and the bladder. The prostate gland
was not enlarged.

The Presihent inquired whether the kidneys were
distendt-d with fluid ?

Dr. Mason said that both ureters were very much dis-

tended, and that the right one had no connection with
the bladder.

Dr. Jacobi remarked that only the pelvis of one
kidney remaining, there had probably been foetal ob-
struction of the artery. The other kidney appeared
waxy.
The Society then went into executive session.

Stated Meeting, January 11, 1S71.

Dr. Jos. C. Hutchison, President, in the Chair.

WOUND OF FEMORAL ARTERT.

Dr. Finnell exhibited a partially divided femoral arte-

ry, the result of a stab, and also a liver removed from the

same individual. In the substance of the latter organ
was imbedded what appeared to be a needle, its point

projecting downwards about the eighth of an inch. As
there seemed to be some doubt as to the true character of

this foreign substance, in the minds of the gentlemen
present at the autopsy, the specimen was referred to

the microscopical committee.

VESICAL CALCULI—THE EFFECTS OF THE OPIUM HABIT OX
THE HEALING PROCESS AND ON AN-ESTHESIA.

Dr. Ketes presented several large calculi removed
from the bladder of a German aged forty-two. He
saw the patient for the first time last spring. At that

time he had been suffering more or less lor fifteen years

with symptoms of stone. He never had his bladder

searched, and had no idea of the nature of his com-
plaint. Early in his troubles he had given him some-

thing to quiet his pains, and as this was all that had been

done for him by several different physicians, and as he

learned that the medicine advised was opium, he became
impressed with the idea that he could use the drug on his

own account. He soon commenced to increase the dose,

so that at the end of a number of years afterwards he

would take seventy grains of solid opium and an ounce
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or so of laudanum during the twenty-four hours. When
he came to Dr. K.'s office he had taken three ounces of

laudanum and a great quantity of whiskey to brace

himself fir the journey. On examining his urine it

was found of the sp. gr. .1002, contained a little blood,

scarcely any pu?, a few letcooytes, but no casts. He
was sent home, and Dr. K. saw him the same after-

noon, introduced a searcher, and at once, along a line

of two inches, detected stones in the bladder. The
lateral operation was advised and performed according-

ly, and tlie stones exhibited were removed. For two
weeks the patient was kept on an average dose of

thirty-five grains opium, but the healthy granulations

failing to appear the amount was rapidly increased to

seventy grains, when the healing process at once took

a start, and the wound soon closed. lie was soon

after completely cured, but he afterwards became a

complete sot, and was, in all probability, at the time of

reporting the case, in his grave.

Several points presemed themselves for considera-

tion in connection with this case. I. Could the opium
aceount for the low specific gravily of the urine kept
up during the whole of the time he was under obser-

vation ? II. Did the opium prevent cystitis by allaying

irritation, for certain it was he had no cystitis after he
recovered from the operation ? III. Another fact was
the small quantity of ether, an ounce and a half, neces-

sary to produce ana;sthesia. The question was, how
much his previous habits of taking opium and whiskey
had to do with this effect. Having experienced great

difficulty in inducing anaesthesia on some Cubans, who
were great smokers, he thought it miglit be necessary
to use a large quantity of ether in the present case, but
was astonished to find the opposite state of tbings.

He took the ether without a struggle, had no nausea,

nor any other bad symptom.
Dr. Janeway suggested that the low specific gravity

did not have much importance if it was not com-
jiared with the whole amount of urine passed in the

twenty-four hours.

Dr. Jacobi remarked that there were two elements in

the case to explain the low specific gravity—first, the

whiskey drinking, and second, the opium habit. The
former, by taking the place of solid food ; the latter, by
retarding the natural metamorphosis of tissue.

Dr. Hl'tciiinso.s thought that the reailiness with which
anajsthesia was produced was due to the opium which
the patient had been in the habit of taking. He was
in the habit of administering opium previous to an
operation for that purpose. He did not use chloio-

form as tin anjesthetic.

Dr. Fixnell stated that, in his experience, persons
addicted to intemperance and to opium were more
susceptible to anaesthesia than others.

Dr. Keyes' experience was to the contrary, especial-

ly so in regard to smokers.
Dr. Briddon.—I present one of Holt's self-retaining

'

catheters; it will be found incrusted with urinary salt,?,
j

which were deposited during a three-weeks' sojourn in

the human bladder, and witli specimen I will give
i

tlie following history :

—

I

Two months ago my friend. Dr. Stephen I. Clark,

was called in consultation by a neighboring practit.on-
j

er to a liad case of retention of six or seven days' stand-
ing, and the result of the consultation was that I was !

requested to relieve the man's bladder. I found him a
man of about 30 yenrs, in the following condition : His 1

bladder was distended to a level with the umbilicus,
'

and he had stillicidium fiom overflow
; the whole

perineal region was distended by a very large urinary
a'jscess, which I relieved by a free incision, reaching
from the scrotum to the verge of the anus. I thought

|

that some urine escaped ft om this opening, and I left

with the expectation that his bladder would be re-

lieved in that direction ; but I was disappointed, and
in the following morning was informed that he was
still unrelieved, and found him with his bladder still

distended and overflowing. Whilst under the influ-

ence of chloroform I endeavored, by aid of every con-

ceivable form of guide and bougie, to enter his bladder,

and desisted only alter about an hour's faithful and
fruitless attempt to do so. I then had him placed in

the usual
f
osition, and performed the opeiation ('f

urethrotomy without a guide, and the greatest diffi-

culty I encountered in that procedure was in securing

the artery of the bulb, which I severed in dividing the

stricture; in that, however, I at last succeeded, and
introduced a full-sized silver catheter, which I secured
" in situ." I had reason to believe that the gentleman

in charge of the case was not familiar with manipu-
lations about the urethia, and determined rather to

adopt the obsolete method of leaving an instrument in

the bladder than risk the future patency of the canal.

I saw no more of the patient after this, but sotno

days after I asked Dr. Clark to see the physiiian in

charge and suggest to him the propriety of substitut-

ing one of Holt's self-retaining catheters for the metal

one, and of further advising the daily injection of

the bladder with water acidulated with nitric aciii. Dr.

Clark was kind enough to introduce the flexible instru-

ment himself, and saw no more of the patient for a

period of three weeks, during which time he was at-

tended by his original adviser, and during the whole of

which time he wi>re the tube without injection or other

treatniQnt. Dr. C. had considerable trouble in remov-

ing the catheter, which was densely incruste<l with

urinary concretion. He said it was truly wonderful

what a strain it bore in removal witliout giving way.

The man now passes a No. 12 sound readily, and hiis

but a slight escape from the perineum, which is rapidly

closing.

I do not wish the members of the Society to sup-

pose that I advocate the retaining of a metal catheter

in the urethra after the operation of urethrotomy as

good practice; the plan was adopted in this case for

obvious reasons.

TUBULAR NEPDRITIS AS THE ONLY SYMPTOM OF SCARLATINA.

Dr. Lewis Smith presented a specimen of urine

showing tubular nephritis, passed by a girl ten years

of age, wlio, after a thorough exposure to the conta-

gion of scat let fever, showed dropsy as the only symp-

tom of the disease. He referred to a somewhat simi-

lar case that occurred to him two years ago.

invagination of ileum.

He also exhibited an invagination of the ileum four

inches above the ileo-c;ecal valve, removed from a child

that died at the age of four months in the Nursery and

Child's Ho.spital. The patient was not known to be

sick until a few hours before its death, when it was
.seized with convulsive attacks, and yet, notwithstanding

this fact, the distinctly congested appearance of the

invaginated portion proved that the lesion must have

existed a considerable length of time.

PURPURA HEMORRHAGICA, TRACHEITIS, LARYNGITIS, AND
BRONCHITIS.

Dr. Loomis exhibited the larynx and trachea of a

man aged forty, who was admitted into Bellevue Hos-
pital December 27, and died twenty-four hours after-

wards. Three or four months before, he noticed that

he was h>sing flesh, and being a hard drinker, thought

his condition an excuse for indulging his appetite

more freely. About a week before^ his entrance he
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took cold, which was accompanied and followed by
couL'h, but no expectoration. Five days before admis-

sion some pinkish spots appeared upon his forehead,

which very soon became of a dark purple und extended
over his whole body. With the ;ippearance of these

spots, he had a good deal of nausea and vomiting,

which continued more or less severely until the time

of his admission. At fliat time his entire surface was
of a dark purplish color, and, .scattered at, different,

points, were blebs of considerable size containing bloody
serum. He presented, in fact, the characteristic ap-

pearances of purpura hemorrhagica. His respiration

was hurried, his cough was s'ridulous, his respiration

was accompanied in inspiration and expiration with a

wheezing sound
;
there was considerable aphonia, and

evidently a great deal more difficulty to the entrance

than exit of air. Physical exaiuinnt'on revealed the

satne dark-colored spots in the back part of his throat.

Tlte noise in the throat obscured the respiratory sounds,

with the exception that at the end of a full inspii ation,

or after coughing, there was heard a fine gurgling over

the poste; ior portion of both lungs, also slight dulness.

During the nijht he coughed, or ratlier vonjited. two
pints of blood, passed into coma, and died the day fol-

lowing.

At the autopsy the purple spots and blebs were
found scattered over the entire surface of the body.

The lungs were intensely congested and oedeniatous.

Heart was healthy, with the exception of a .slight

atheroma upon the tnitral valves
;
the Uver was large

and fatt}', the spleen small and hard, the kidneys were
vi-ry much enlarged, the cortical portions thick and
granula", and tlie pelves filled with fat. The bladder

contained about half a pint of bloody urine. The
pharynx, larynx, trachea, and bronchial tubes weie of

a very dark color, caused by numerous minute punctate
ecchymoses, and in addition there were points of fibri-

nous exudation. It was a case of purpura hemor-
rhagica complicated with acute laryngitis, tracheitis,

and bronchitis, with fibrinous exudation, a very rare

complication of affairs.

Dr. Sayre exliibited a fine micro -iihotograph exe-
cuted by Mr. Arnold, a student of Bellevue Medical
College.

EPITHELIAL GROWTH IN LARYNX, AC, &C.

Dr. Thompson presented a .specimen with the follow-

ing history :—During a brief vacation I was called to

see a gentleman in the country, a resident nf this city,

with the statement that he was suffering from a very

severe disease of the throat. On entering the room I

could perceive from the stridulous breathing that he
had an affection of the larynx. He was breathing
with great difficulty. The throat externally was very
much swollen, and there was an abscess which had be-

gun to discharge through an opening about a quarter

of an inch below the cricoid cartilage. This abscess

extended on the right side, up along the thyroid carti-

lage, and almost reached to the mastoid process. On
opening the mouth pretty widely, pus flowed more
freely from the opening.

A year ago last April, the patient having suffered

for a month from symptoms of sore throat and honrse-
ness, was taken with a chill, followed by swelling,

which burst internally. His throat symptoms in-

creased after that, and were accompanied with a great

deal of coughing and profuse expectoration, with diffi-

cult respiration, at night esper-ially. About six weeks
after this he had a slight chill, increased difficulty of
respiration, and in a few days the expectoration of a

large quantity of foetid matter. He had been under the

care of four gentlemen of our own profession, and had
ultimately drifted into the hands of a homeopath.

During the whnle time had difficult respiration, cough,

and expectoration, all of which were frotii time to

time .nggravated by the reformation of absc-.sses in the
neighborhood of the larynx. He went to Cornwall on
the Hudson in the latter part of June, and there he h;td

an abscess form, of such size as to threaten immediate
suffocation, and for two days w;is in danger of death
from apnoea. That abscess also burst, and was dis-

charged through the trachea. He said that at the time
it did burst it nearly suffijcated him, and that he was
compel'ed to cough violently for an hour, and finally

became insensible. When I saw him I could not make
any thorough examina'ion of his case, but from his pre-

vious history I did not think much if anytliiuL"- could be

done. I recommended the ap])lication of bladders

filled with ice on the right side of ihethyroi i cartilage.

On the 14th of Sept. he retuined to this city, and I

was called to see him laboring under tlie same symp-
toms. -Xnother abscess had formedj and there was great

difficulty of respiration. He sat up in lied, covered with

a cold perspiration, and it seemed that he could not live

many hours without relief I gave my opinion that

another abscess had formed, deeper than the one which
I had seen in the country, and that it was encroaching

so much upon his breathing that probably the resuU

would be fatal unless there was smgical interference. I

accordingly advised tracheotomy, and asked my friend

Dr. Mason to peiforni it. The operation was dune about
an inch and a half below the cricoid cartilage, o i the

15th of September. It wa^ followed by a great expec-
toration of j)us, very fcetid in character, and which con-

tinued fur a number of hours. He recovered from the

operation very well, the swelling about the trachea and
larynx went duvvn, and the larynx could then be ex-

amined. I made repeated examinations of his thioat

with the larvngoscope. Externally there was no swell-

ing of any account, except wh:it appeared to be due to

a thickening of the ti.-sues. His lungs appeared healthy,

except that they were filled with a muco-purulent st-

cretion, which he coughed up incessantly through the

tube. He was able to swallow without much difficulty.

In the course of October, two or tliree more abscesses

formed in the neigliborhood of the larynx. They dis-

charged by fistulous openings, sometimes on one side of

the tube, and sometimes on the other. These fistulaj

led up respectively to what appeared to be a diseased

portion of the thyroid cartilage. By laryngoscopic ex-

amination nothingcould be detected except that the right

vocal cord was destroyed, and below it was a whitish

looking surface which I took to be a sequestrum of

necrosed cartilage.

The abscesses became more and more frequent, while

the discharge through the tube was almost incessant.

The question occurred to our minds whether there

might not be malignant disease. We came to the conclu-

sion, alter repeated examinat,ions, thai there were no
signs of it. It also occurred to me that the disease

might be due to a death of a portion of tlie thyroid

cartilage, and that the sequestrum might be re-

moved by operation. Dr. Mason and myself, in regard

to this point, took the advice of Dr. Smirock, who had
seen the patient in the month of April. He regarded

the operation as justifiable, and confirmed our suspicions.

The operation was accordingl)' performed by Dr. JIason

;

but discovering an epithelial growth attaclied to the

right portion of the thyroid, and diffusimj itself down-
wards along the tracheal mucous membrane, it was
thought advisable to go no fin ther. The patient died

quietly from simple exhaustion fourteen days after-

wards.

The specimen was exhibited.

The Society then went into Executive Session.
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Dr. Abram Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

APHASIA. DISCUSSION ON DR. HAMMOND's PAPER.

Dr. J. C. Dalton.—I have listened to the paper
with unusual interest. It takes up a topic which has
excited much discussion at the hands of ahle writers

on both sides, the theory it propounds having been
debated with varving fortunes for soriiethiiig like

thirty or forty years. It is very certain that if we
could succeed in locating in any particular part of the
brail) so very imporlant and peculiar a function of
mental power as that of speech, it would not only be
of great mument in itself, but it would have a strong
bearing upon the old doctrine of Gall and Spurzheim
concernin;; the location of all the mental faculties in

special parts of the brain. This gives the subject
additional interest.

The paper has traced very satisfactorily and com-
pletely the history of tlie various attempts to localize

the faculty of speech—fiist in the anterior lobes of the

brain ; then in the left anterior lobe ; then in the third

'Uvolution of this lobe ; and, finally, in the whole
region supplied by the left middle cerebral artery. It

has brouglit out very clearly the distinction, of cardinal

importance, between ataxic aphasia, dependent on
inability to co-ordinate the muscles of articulation, and
amnesic, or true, aphasia, dependent on tlie loss of
the mental power to remember words or to repre-
sent ideas by them. A point new to me, and of the
greatest interest, is the iiigcMiious explanation giveu
of the habitual occurrence of aphasia as a result of
lesion of ^lie left hemisphere, taken in coimection
with its occasional occurrence from li sion of the right

—the tlieory that tliis is analogous to right- and lefl-

handedne.ss, and due not to original difference in func-
tion of the two hend-pheres, but to their independent
action, and to the earlier or stronger development of
the left, so that it comes to be used in preference to

the right, and acquires its predominant functional
power by this kind of education.

There is a consideration which strikes me as im-
portant in judging of the value of the very numerous
eases add need in support of the localization of the
l':iculty of language ; that is, to determine exactly what
t le faculty of language is. Is there any di.-itinct mental
endowment whicli we can designate as this faculty,

Uiat is, as the faculty of articulate speech ? For there
are, as it seems to me, two essentially different kinds
of language—one possessed by animals, sometimes
even in greater perfection than by us; the other
peculiar to man. There is a language altogether emo-
tional—springing from the emotions and appealing to
them—which conveys very definite information witliin
its own sphere; this is the language of expression.
When we observe the vocal sounds ol'a dog or cat, for
example, and the postures and movements that accom-
pany them, we know perfectly well whether the animal
is pleasc-d or angry, frightened or feeling at ease. Per-
liaps nearly all the emotions may be thus expressed,
without articulate language, simply by the tones of the
voice, and the m;inner ui which they are emitted.
This language we, of course, possess in common with

{

animals, though not to the same extent as they. 1

But when we come to articulate speech, iliat is a
very different thing. The word which we employ to

|

represent an idea is an entirely arbitraiy symbol ; it

has nothing of the character of the object for which it

'

stands. Articulate language, then, is a series of sounds
arbitrarily determined on to represent our ideas. In
order to use it, or to comprehend it, it is necessary

that the memory should be very highly developed;

and I am not sure but that may be all that is necessary
;

but the "faculty of language" may be simply a very
highly developed function of memory. We know
that a deficii'ncy of memory always produces difficulty

in the use of language. And the oases most interest-

ing to us, in this point of view, are those of pure
amnesic aphasia, where there is no paralysis of the

muscles of voice or of articulation, but simply loss of
memory of words. I think every one has felt more or

less of a transient deficiency in the power of language

from a momentary failure of memory. It requires no
apoplexy or embolism to make us conscious that at

some times we cannot command words as well as at

others. The words we are most apt to forget are

those expressing a rather complicated idea. We never
have any difficulty in recalling words expressing ideas

simple and familiar, as do;/, cat, to-morrom, yesterday ;

but those required to express the exact shade of mean-
ing of ideas perhaps complicated, perhaps unfamiliar, as

reputed, trajisuhstaiitiate, rchahiUtate—these are the

words which now and then elude us. We lose, too,

the names of unfamiliar persons or things. I suppose

every one has gone up to a door, rung the boll, and
then been covered with confusion at his inability to

remember the name of the person he was to see ; or

has been telling a story, and suddenly forgotten the

very word that was to give it point. I was once
relating a humorous incident, the whole gist of which
depended upon the contents of a bottle which a gentle-

man had been handling in careless fashion, and upon
his terror on being told what he was doing. 1 knew,
as soon us 1 had begun the narration, that I had for-

gotten the name of tlie liquid in the bottle, and that if

I did not recall it in time my story woidd fall perfectly

flat. I had in mind all the while the appearance and
character of the liquid, an oily compound, highly

explosive, and by no means to be knocked about in the

rough manner I was describing ; but it was only at the

very instant it was wanted that the name nitro-glycerine

came to me. We see, then, that words are forgotten

by men in perfect health. I do not think we can draw
any sharp line of distinction between the failure of

language in these cases and that observed in the morbid
condition known as complete aphasia. When the

aphasia is complete, I suspect it is nothing but simple

loss of memory.
Now, can we locate this faculty of memory, if you

choose to call it such? Can we place it in the anterior

lobe, or in those parts of the brain in the neighborhood
of the fissure of Sylvius? We have noticed, in review-

ing all the cases reported, that at first there were quite

a number showing the occurrence of aphasia wifh in-

jury of the anterior lobes; after a time there were
others showing injury of these lobes, and even entire

destruction of them, without aphasia, and consequently

the theory which located the faculty of language here

had to be given up. Then, from certain cases exhibit-

ing aphasia with lesion only of the third left frontal

convolution, thc> faculty was located in this more limited

spot; but since that time there have been many cases

in which this convolution has been nearly or quite de-

stroyed, and yet no apha.siahad existed. I fully agree

with Dr. Hammond, that these negative cases are

entirely sufficient to overturn the theory that the

power of language exists exclusively in this part of

the brain. But may it not be questioned whether it

exists exclu-ively in any part of the brain? There is

no distinct line uf demarcation between any two parts
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of the hemispheres. We find the two oppojite sides
fully connected by the transverse commissure, and
fibres from all parts of tlie anterior, mid'lle, and pos-
terior lobes converge to form the cerebral peduncle. If

we were to depend alone upon tlie anatomy of the
fibres of the brain, I do not think we could form any
a priori notion of the pn.ssibility of locating any
faculty in any one part. I think it possible that the
brain may act always as a whole, and that, if the

power of language depends simply upon a highly de-
veloped fa'juify of memory, we may regard the
memory as located in the whole brain, right and left

side alike, both acting together. How. then, have we
loss of memory when a hmited part alone i-; injured ?

I think that is explained by the diminution of the
functional power in an organ which acts a? a whole by
injury of any part of it. Perhaps if we had as many
cases of embolism of the posterior lobes as of the an-
terior, we should have aphasia as often resulting from
lesion of tho^e lobes.

The most curious thing about aphasia is its occur-
rence in such a vast preponderance of cases, in con-
nection with hemiplegia of the right side. I think
the explanation we have heard to-night is the first

which has been oflfered at all satisfactory—Moson's
theory of tlie habitual left-handedness, so to speak, of
the brain. Until this was suggested, there seemed to be
a good deal of force in the argument of Broca's oppo-
nents, that he gave different functional endowments to

corresponding parts of an organ so symmetrical as the
brain. But the new suggestion meets this very happily.
There would seem to be a certain analogy between the
habitual use of the left brain and that of the right
hand, yet the analogy may not be so close as it at first

appears. There is a mechanical necessity for using one
hand or foot rather than both in many cases ; and if the
right happens to be originally a little the stronger, it

gets the preference, and then holds it by virtue of educa-
tion and habit. I think it doubtful, however, whether
we can extend this analogy much further. I do not
know of any reliable facts to show that we use one
eye or one ear rather than the other; certainly there is

no evidence that one lung, or one kidney, or other
symmetrical viscus, has any precedence over its fellow,

as there is no apparent necessity for it. It is ques-
tionable, therefore, whether we can credit the left half

of the brain with greater functional activity than the
right. But if we admit it—and Dr. Hammond has
mentioned that the left side is the earlier developed
and the better nourished—may not this superior ac-
tivity and efficiency aflbrd the explanation of the fact

that aphasia occurs off,enest with lesion of this side ?

If the left hemisphere i^ the stronger and the more
used, it is this which will assist us the most in the use
of language, as in other mental processes. Consequently,
lesion^f this hemisphere will be the most likely to pro-
duce aphasia in all its varieties, from the simple forget-
fulness of particular words to the complete Ibrm
where all power of articulate expression is lo^t. I
think it is possible to explain all the facts in this way.

Although, then, many instances appear to point to
tha location of the faculty of speech in some part of
the brain situated near the fissure of Sylvius, I cloubt

very much whether we can place it exclusively even
in so broadly defined a region as this ; and I am in

still greater doubt whether we can locate this faculty,

or any facility, upon one side of the brain alone.

Dr. Neftel.—I was glad to hear mentioned the
name of Dax, who, I think, must be regarded as the
real discoverer of the centre of speech, though com-
monly ignored by writers on aphasia. This centre is

certainly the most interesting of all those which have

been discovered in the tie^vous system inasmuch as it

is the only one belonging to the intellectual sphce
which has as j'et been localized in the brain. But the

question arises, whether we are justified in a'hnitting

the existence of such a centre. I think we are justified

by analogy. Recent investigations have discovered

several other automatic centre-, some o'' which produce
complicated, co-oi dinabj movements with the regularity

of clockwork. These centres are innervated either di-

rectly by the psychical organ or through reflex action

fi-om the periphery. Such a centre is, for instance,

the well known centre of respiration, situated in the

medulla oblongata, at the origin of the pneumogasiric
and accessory nerves. Its irritation increases the re-

spiratory movements (dyspnoea) ; its section abol-

ishes them, and is therefore fatal. Another centre has

lately been discovered in the medulla oblongata—the

vaso-motor centre. Its irritation produces contraction

of the arteries, and increased blood-pressure in the

heart; its section, on the contrary, paralyzes the vaso-

motor nerves, the arteries become dilated and filled

with blood, and the heart almost empty. The centre

of deglutition and mastication is also in the medulla

oblongata. Nothnagel has discovered the so-caUed

convulsive centre, situated in a limited space on the

floor of the fourth ventricle, in the pons varolii. Its

direct or reflex irriiation produces general epileptic

convulsions. Goltz has discovered the centre of equi-

librium situated in the corpora quadrigemina. Sets-

chenow, a countryman of mine, bus discovered an

inhibitory centre for the reflex activity of the spinal

cord, situated in the th.dami opiici; and Adamiick, an-

other countryman of mine, has quite recently dis-

covered the centre for the co-ordinate movements of

the eyes, situated in the anterior hills of the corpora

quadrigemina. But the centre of speech is certainlj'

the most interesting of all, being at the threshold be-

tween the motor and the intellectual f motions.

The affection of this centre—aphiisia—is generally

produced by embolism of the left ar eria fossae Sylvii,

which is often the seat of embohsm, whilst the right

one is very seldom. The most plausible explanation

of this fact is, that, as the left carotid artery orii.'inati-s

from the aorta, therefore the current of blood in the

left cerebral arteries is more powerful than in the

right ones. This exphiins also the greater weight
of the left cerebral hemisphere, and the greater de-

velopment of the right side of the body. Griesinger

and Sander think that the centre of speech is situated

in the " island of Reil ;
" and, as an anterior branch of

the arteria fossae Sylvii goes to the third frontal con-

volution, the affection of this convolution generally

accompanies embohsm of the arteria fosste Sylvii.

I have seen quite a number of aphasics, both in Eu-
rope and in this country, but I shall mention onl}' two
cases which I have recently had under observation, and

which, I think, are in some respects unique. One was
the wife of a physician. She had had intermittent

fever for many years. Last year she had a febrile dis-

ease, accompanied with severe headache, and was sud-

denly attacked by apoplexy, with loss of conscious-

ness, parsing into coma. The,-e symptoms disappeared

after a few days, but there remained aphasia w'th

right hemipleg'a. Her husband described the symp-
toms, and I gave my opinion that the acute disease,

which preceded the apoplectic attack, must have been
endocarditis, followed by embolism of the left arleiii

fossas Sylvii. But on careful examination I could not

find any trace of endocarditis, and I concluded that

probably the embolism was effected by pigmentary
matter, which is often found in considerable quantities

(melansemi i) in cases of severe and protracted inter-

I
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mil tent fever. I treated the patient with the galvanic

current during suveral months, and she finally re-

covered.

Another patient, a young lad)', presented a peculiar

kind of aphasia, which originated quite suddenly. Slie

called everything by the wrong name, and was sur-

prised that others did not understand her. There was
no paralysis in this lasse, but a considerable degree of

leuchaeniia. As far as I could ascertain, there was one
while blood-corpusL-Ie for fifty red ones, the normal
proportion being as one to three hundred. I suppose
that here a trans tory embolism of the left arteria

fos-» Sylvii was efi'ected by the agglomerated white
blood-corpuscles, for she entirely recovered under a

tonic treatment.

The circumstance so characteristic of aphasia, that

patients, as a rule, will show an object if its name is

given, but are unable to name an object shown to

them, Griesinger expresses m the following manner:
The conduction from the acoustic image (Klangbildj

of an object to its optic image is not affected in apliasia,

while the conduction from the optic image to the

acoustic image is interrupted.

MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF HERNIA.

Dr. Norton Folsom exhibited a truss of his own
invention, and read a paper upon this subject, of which
the following is an abstract:

The mechanical treatment of hernia has of late fallen

into the hands of mechanicians, who lack the know-
ledge of anatomy, physiology, and pathology requisite

for the scientific treatment of a lesion so liable to grave

com|ihca:ions and consequences. Nothing short of a

regular medical education is sufBeie t. The com-
munity has suffered by the abandonment of this fiild

by the surgeon, as many of the truss-vendeis simply

endeavor to sell expensive instruments without refer-

ence to their suitablenes-i. It is tlie duty of the prac-

titioner to insure that his patient us.s efficient appa-
ratus, and above all that it does not aggravate what it

is intended to cure.

Hernia is recognized as a very common disease ; but
besiiles those aware of their infirmity, there are many
in whom it is incipient and fails to attract attention

;

yet it is in these very cases that its efficient mechanical
treatmrnt is especially important, as its prngress may
be arrested by easy and convenient apparatus, and
much danger and disability be avoided. Patients may
disregard tliis ailment, if it gives little inconvenience,
nr even conceal it from th(.ir medical advisers from
ignorance or false shame.

Inguinal hernia which is acquired, not congenital,

exists fir a considerable time, in most ca>es, as bubono-
cele. The surf^eon is aware, however, of the essential-

ly progressive character of the disease, and that there
is no limit to its extension. The stomach itself has
been known to descend to the scrotum, and a heri.ia

has been observed of such size and character as to pre-
vent sexual intercourse. Of course tlie most serious

feature is the liability to strangulation. As the sur-

geon, and not the patient, is lamiiiar with these and
other dangers, and with the possibility of arresting or

even curing the affection, it is the duty of the obstetri-

cian, of the family physician, and of every custodian of

the heahh and bodily integrity of others, to a-certa;n

whether those under his care are subject in any degree to

this ailment, and to see that they are properly informed
regarding it. Its tendency being to increase if ne-
glected, the reverse is true if protrusion be entirely

prevented for a sufficient time. . This is especially true

ol " hernia with congenital sac," where the protrusion

is into the vaginal process of the peiitonKum, which

has failed to close as it should before birth. There is a

sirong natural tendency to recovery in tluse cases, and
this is the reason that the great majority of infmts can
be permanently cured, while a cure is the exception in

adults, in whom the hernia is usually " with acquired

sac." But even in adults the pans have a tendency to

resume their resistant power, so t'.al, after protrusion

has been prevented fur some time, gentle means may
suffice for maintaining the parts in place.

The most successful instrumeut and method for

radical cure, in either variety of hernia, is simply that

which most efficiently keeps the viscera at all times
within the abdomen ; though a special piessure over
portions of the inguinal canal, for limited periods, and
with due precautions, will be of service in certain

cases.

The injury mo.st frequently done by iuju icious treat-

ment is the weakening of the parts by the pressure of

a highly elastic spring on a convex pad, which bores its

way into the body, driving the pillars of the ring far-

ther and farther apart, stretching the intercolumnar

fibres, and causing wasting of the tissues—the same
process being continued from the outside that was be-

fore going on, from within, by tlie action of the disease.

The use of a convex pad should be abandoned when-
ever the hernia can be perfectly retained liy a flat sur-

face. In obese persons more or less convexity is usu-

ally necessary, but the cushion of fat prevents the bor-

ing action to a great extent.

It is desirable that the s|iring of a truss should con-
form accurately to the shape of the body, so as not to

be displaced by the movements of the patient ; the

danger of a misplaced pad being not only the partial

or complete escape of the hernia, but also the various

evils resulting from compression of the spermatic cord

against the pubcs.

The form of truss exhibited, made by Tiemann & Co.,

is a simple one. In order to secure the most accurate

adjustment, each one has been made Ifom measure-
ment, and fitted to the individual before being tem-
pered and finished. It consists of an oval back-plate,

of steel or other metal, about ,^6 inch thick, 5 'inches

long, and 2J inches wide, intended tp rest upon the

Hat surface at the upper part of the sacrum. The edges
are slightly everted all around, to prevent cutting inio

the skin. In tlie middle of this is riveted a piece of

mstal H mch square, portions of which are turned
up to form hinges with the arms of the truss. The
arras aie made of steel, about inch thick, and
wide, with rounded edges. Each of these curves verti-

cally from the hinge about 2 inches upward, the

higliest point being about midway in its course ; and
from t is point curves downward 4 or 5 inches to the

tip in front. This curve is to bring the arm along just

below the crest of the ilium, to avoid the disturbing

action of the glutfei muscles, and carries it between the

anterior superior and the anterior inferior spinous pro-

cess of the ilium. This curve is given in cutting the

arm out from the sheet of metal. The lateral curve is

given by the hand of the surgeon before tempering.

The truss is always made double, whether rupture ex-

ists on both sides or not. The pads are made of wood,
somewhat pear-shaped, about 3^ inches long, 2 inches

wide, and -^ inch thick, peifectly flat, with round, d
edge. The lowt-r edge is straight, and rests against

Poupart's ligament. This is the form recommended
for bubonocele, and, in fact, for every inguinal hernia,

which is perlectly retained by it. The pad is fastened

to the .' rm by two screws, adjustable by sluts if desira-

ble. Tlie upper one in each pad is a stud-screw, and
these two are connected by a leather strap 7 or 8 inches

long. About 6 ii:ches fiom the tip of each arm may be
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placed a small stud for another horizontal strap, to give

additional abdominal support. The pressui'e of this

truss is intended to strike a medium between the very

elastic French model and the much stifFer German
instrument. The exact lateral curve being detennined,

the metal i.s tempered, ond plated with nickrl or silver

to prevent rustmg. No cover is used upon it; a silk

liandkerchief or Uannei bandage being worn under it,

and a compress, or flat sponge softened by glycerine,

being applied beneath the pad if required, lu very
tiiin persons some change of shape ol the back-plate

may be necessary, to avoid pressure on the spinous pro-

cesses. A pad of any shape or kind can oi course be
applied to this frame.

The princ:p:d merits claimed are as follows : 1. Firm-
ness and immobihty. 'I. No thigh or perineal strap is

necessary m most cases. 3. The straps in h'ont sup-

port the abdomen, which is found pr.ictically to be an

advantage. 4. It is more comfortable for being double,

and not only is the hernia better retained in this way,
but protrusion on the other side, to which there is so

often a tendency, is guarded against. .5. Its durability

is very great, wnich makes it economical. 6. It con-
trasts with the terrible olfensiveness of an old padded
truss, covered with material which absorbs the secre-

tions, in being perfectly cleanly, as it can be washed,
and the .-.imple straps renewed, whenever desired. 7.

While it gives as good a chance for radical cure as any
other, it is believed not to have the tendency to aggra-

vate the disorder that makes many of the instruments
in use sources of actual danger.

The paper of Dr. Folsom was accepted, and laid on
the table for further discussion.

The meeting adjourned.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of ChaiKjes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United states Army,
fronj. February ith, 1871, to February Ylth, 1871, in-

clusive.

Sloan, Wm. J., Surgeon, at Louisville, Ky.—Head-
quarters Department of the South, moved from Atlanta,

Ga., to Louisville, Ky. *

WiLHAU, J. J., Surgeon, at Louisville, Ky., Attending
Surgeon.—Head(iuarters Department of the South,

moved from Atlanta, Ga., to Louisville, Ky.

Bill, J. H., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 58, War Depart-

ment, A. G. O., February 9, 1871, so much of S. 0.

385 A. G. O., of December 31, 187U, as discharges this

officer, is revoked.

MioHLER, W. H. H., Assistant Surgeou.—By S. O.

22, C. S., Headquarters Department of the Platte,

assigned to temporary duty at Omaha Barracks, Neb.

CorrespoiiDeitcc.

WHERE IS THE FLaW IN THE LIFE INSUR-
ANCE COMPANIES?

To THE EUITOR OF THK IIEDICAL RECORD.

Sir—Public attention is now attracted by the inse-

cure condition of Life Insurance Companies. The secu-

lar Press, quite unanimously, attributes the present crisis

to the immorality ol their managers. Without denying
this cause, we consider it secondary to a more organic

defect, the mismanagement of the medical department

of the Life Insurance Companies ; mismanagement duo
to a profound ignorance of the resources olfered them
by the recent progress of vital diagnosis. That is it:

in the midst of the progress of all trades and industries,

the Life Insurance Companies have not improved the

medical guarantees devised for their own seeuiiiy half

a century ago. Meanwhile the applicants for policies

have become more and more cralty in the art of insur-

ing death instead of lile. Two such Cii.ses came re-

cently under my observation. A man of 65, after an
attack of apoplexy followed by slight paraplegin, had
his life insured and died within a year. The other,

not over forty, but completely exhausted and worn out,

came to me boasting that a company had insured his

lile, notwithstanding that I had told him that I would
not give two cents lor it; within six months he had
a pneumonia that he hail not the vitality to carry to ihe

seventh day. Moral No. 1.—The wives of both, re-

spectively, pocketed five thousand dollars. Moral No.
2.—In the former case, the s;ihygmographic traces

would have been blunted by senile calcification, and
otherwise distorted by tlie irregularity of the waves of
the circulation. In the latter case, thermometry would
have shown evening ii>es of temperature of moie than
two degrees, both pathological signs forbidding or inva-

lidating any contract of insurance. In this unequal con-
test, the managers of the Life Insurance Companies,
instead of borrowing their protective weapons Irom
science—which always comes to the rescue of.tlio.se

who diligently ask for its assistance—have resorted lo

wicked means of enriching themselves by the ruin or

discredit of their concern ; here their blunder became
the crime before which public opinion is arrayed to-

day.

A kvr words will explain this proposition and the

reform included within it.

True, the Life Insurance Companies secured the help

of pliysicians to ascertain the chances of loniicvity of
the applicants. But (a) they have paid an indifferent

salary or fees, instead of a large pro rata on the bene-
fits accruing from the skill of the diagnostician; ameasure
which would have enlisted in their service all tlie

talent, of the conn ry. (b) They have only a.sked from
their physicians the filling np of a few routine ques-

tions' concerning the family, age, infirmities, etc., and
the bodily examination of the applicant by the means
ofphysical diagnosis, as iu-'pection, auscultation percus-

sion, etc. But in no cnse or place have they intni-

duoed as obligatory the use of the method and instru-

ments of positive diagnosis recently contrived to record
mathematically or graphically the signs of vitality, and
so admirably adapted to test those ot longevity.

This blunder of ignorance brings us to the compari-
son of the practical value, for Life Insurance Companies,
of the instruments and methods ofphysical and of ^os-
itive observation.

(Here is no room for the descriplion of both series,

stethoscope, pleximeier
;
thermometers, dynamograph,

etc., nor of their modes of operation, or their sc entifie

import.)

But practically, and in general, we may say (a) the

results obtained from the instruments and methods
of physical diagnosis, are the expression of individual

sensory impie-sions, rendered in the individual's own
language, two elements which necessarily vary Irom
man to man, and whose conectness cannot be verified

at the central insurance office, (b) On the other hand,

the results obtained by the instruments and methods of

posilioe diagnosis are expressed by figures and dia-

grams which the imagination of the observer cannot alter,

nor his power of rhetoric even color ; which will be iden-

tical in identical conditions, and will sustain among
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them^ielves a concordance that bespeaks truthfulness,

and which moreover could always be controlled, from
whatever distance, by a medical superintendent.

(c) Another practical difference between these

methods and instruments of observation, so widely

and purposely separated by the appellations of physical

and positive, is tlint the former are decidedly best

adapted to the dia^rnosis of actual diseases, apd the

latter moi e pointedly to the pre diagnoS;S (in a certain

sense a prognosis at long range) of the di ficiencies of

vital fiinctions which threaten longevity, not so sud-

denly, but more surely than uiscase itself. And as it

is very seldom that a man actually sick asks for the

benetic of a policy of insurance (for which physical

diagnosis would instantly detect his unworthine.-s), it

i-, on the cont'ary, of common occurrence that, as soon
iiS a man feels, or his relatives suspect, that his vital

powers are imprrcefitibly but steadily declining, he
becomes an ap|ilicant for a policy ; the larger, be-

cause they know he will not live long enough to pay
several annuities. On these cases physical diaguoses

throw Very lit'le light indeed, whilst tlie instruments of
positive diagnosis denounce the fraud with unanswera-
ble evidences.

Let us now meet .squarely two objections made to

the use of the instruments and methods of positive ob-
servation.

(a) It is alleged, mostly by men who like—and
justly too—to rely upon their own superiority, tliat

medical diagnosis is an art, and that the instruments in-

tended to operae in lieu of the senses—however per-

lie t they may be—cannot take the pl.ice of the artist him-
self. This objec: ion is specious. Of course, diagnosis is

an art, but an an broa ler than a few eminent intJividuals

c in conceive. It i<, ab jve all, a useful art which, proud
of its Raphaels, is also nobly represented in the ifield of
labor by its armies of faithful and. intelligent photo-
grapheis ; all phy.sicians cannot be great, all must be
useful, even if they need instruments of precisiun to

give more correctness to their clinical senses:—even
if it was onlj' when t ey are engaged to work for

Life Insurance Companies.
It has been objected, too, to the use of insirumeTitsand

methods of positive observation, that they do not give
signs that couM be considered as pathognomonic. This
criticism, if founded, would be of great weight at the
clinic; but it imports not so much to a Life Insurance
Company to know with what specific disease an
applicant for a policy is threatened, as to be cer-
tain, by positive sij;ns, whether his vital powers and
longevity are threatened or not. But it is not true
that conjectural, rational or physical diagnosis offers
more pathognomonic signs ihan the positive method.
For instance, Sidney Ringer said in his Temperature as
a Means ofDvignosis

:

—" The temperature may be taken
as a measure of the amount of tuberculosis and tuber-
culization, and any fluctuations in it indicate corres-
ponding fluctuations in the severity ol the disease. The
temperature is a more accurate indication ol the amount
of tuberculosis and tuberculization than either the
physical signs and the symptoms. By means of the
thermometer we can diagnose tuberculosis and tuber-
culization long before the physical signs and symptoms
are sufficient to justify such dlignosis." And what is

more pathognomonic of paralysis, for instance, than a
progres-ive difference in the contractility or tactile
sensibility of both sides, as mathematically demon-
st ated by dynamometry and oesthesioraetry ?

Soon the signs given by the method and instru-
ments ofpositive diagnosis will certainly increase in num-
ber, accuracy, value, and importance; but even as they
now are, they offer to the Life Insurance Companies

—without excluding other methods ofobservation—the

sure.-t means of figliting successfiilly the ever-living

demon of cheat, and of fairly and successtuUy managing
their own business.

To sum up these remarks, we advise the Life Insu^

ranee Companie-—(a) To give their medical officers

the* highest rank in their staff, (ft) To remunerate

them, not for their services, but in generous proportion

to the beneflts accruing to the concern from their skill

in vital diagnosis, (c) To make sure that they possess

all the instruments necessary for modern investigations,

as microscope, thermometers, &c. ((/) To submit them
to the most rigid examination in regard to the know-
ledge and manoeuvres ofthe instruments of hothphysical

and positive observation, (e) To refuse no application

lor policy, and to insure every applicant, not only upon
a graduated scale of age, but mostly upon categories

of probable vitality founded on physical and positive

diagnosis.

By so doing, the Life Insurance Companies will be able

to mend their ways, and to substitute, in the war of

commerce, the honorable weapons of science for the

demoralizing tactics which have disgraced them as men,
and threaten their very existence as members of cor-

porate bodies.

Truly yours,

E. Seguin, M.D.
NEW YORK. Fob. 20, lOTl.

58 W. 26th streets

ifte^icftl 3tcms aiili lUvos,

Dr. Meredith Cltmer will deliver a course of lec-

tures " On the Di'^cxses of the Nervous System and of the

Mind." at the ensuing session of the Long Island

College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y. Dr. Clymer is

largely known to the profession of this country, and of

Europe, by his contributions to this department of liter-

ature, and we have no doubt, therefore, that his course
will be of great value to the students of the Long
Island College.

The Medical Library of the late Prof. George
T. Elliot, M.D.—The Medical Library and Journal
Association of New York have purchased the large and
valuable medical library of the late Prof. Elliot.

Dr. W. T. Lusk has been appointed one of the phy-
sicians of Bellevtie Hospital in p!ai,e of the late Dr.

Geo. T. Elliot.

New York Medical Register.—Dr. A. E. M. Purly
has been elected by the Medico-Historical Society editor

of this useful and popular Register. Dr. E. Lee Jones,
the former editor, has been appointed surgeon to the

steamer Alaska.

Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital.—The report of

Dr. D. Webster, in our last number, came from th s in-

stitution, instead of the Manhattan Eye and Ear In-

hrmary, as stated.

Kew York State Inebrute Asylum, Binghamton.
—From the Annual Report of the Superintendent anil

the Secreiaryof this institution for 1870, the following
statistics are gathered: When Dr. Daniel G. Doiige
t lok charge, May 16, 1870, the number ol patients was
5-1; number received since May 16, 135; whole num-
ber treated, 189; discharged, 118; present number of
patients (Dec. 31, 1870J, 71. Of the 118 discharge I,

there were di c'larg'd with ".treat hopes of a permanent
reformation 91 ; discharged unimproved, 27. The
cures in the a.sylum, in the past two and one-half
yeirs, have been s'xty-three per cent, of the patients.

With such facts the Superintendent claims :or the asy-
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lum a favorable comparison with sister asylums that

have made tlie treatment of insanity a specialty.

Of the 220 received during the year, 56 were from

New Toik city and Brooklyn
; other parts of State

of New York, 80. Average age of the patients, 35

years—12 were book-keepers, 49 clerks, 36 merchants,

lawyers 17. Thirty per cent, were free patients.. Of-

ficers : William Parker, M.D., President ; Daniel &.

Dodge, M.D., Supt. and Physician.

Death of an Editor of the Medical Times, Piiii.a.—
Edward Rhoads, M.D., late Physician to the Pliila. Hos-

pital, Clinical Lecturer on Physical Dingnosis in the

University of Pennsylvania, and one of the Editors of

the Medical Times, died in Philadelphia, January 15,

1871, aged 29 years.

Death from Chloroform.—Dr. W. W. Dawson, Sur-

geon to Cincinnati Hospital, publishes in the Cin. Lan-

cet and Observer, twelve unrecorded cases of death from

chloroform.

Dr. Hughes Bennett recently reported the following

sad case : A beautiful daugliter of an Edinburgh barrister,

in perfect health, went to a dentist's office one morning

and had a tooth extracted. Five minutes atterwaids

she was dead. He beHeves this is only one of many
similar cases which occur, and are never published.

Bismuth in Texas.—Bismuth ore, in rich deposits,

has been discovered in Archer County, Texas.

HoMffiOPATHY IN AMERICA.—According to Tlie Xew
England Gazette, theie are in America the following

homoeopathic colleges, journnls, hospitals, &c: Nine col-

leges; eight journals; twenty State societies; Cfty-two

local societies; twenty-one hospitals; twenty-eight

dispensaries; and five thousand physicians, or about

one-sixteeutli of the number of regular physicians in

this country.

A Gift to Prof. James P. Woite.—The late Prof

George T. Elliot presented an elegant silver epergne to

Prof White, in token of appreciation of his services in

Bellevue Hospital IVIedical CoUege during the past

winter. The centre-piece has the following inscription :

"Souvenir of Bellevue Hospital Medical College, 1870.

Professor James P. White, from his friend George T.

Elliot."

Commencement of the Medical College of the Uvi-

VERStTV OF New York.—The Annual Commencement
of this department of the University ofNew York was

held at Association Hall on Tuesday evening, Feb. 21st,

1871. The exercises were of an interesting character,

and were appreciated by the large audience. Chancellor

Crosby opened the exercises with a selection of Scrip-

tures, prayer, and as short address, in which he stated

that the College was never more flourishing than at the

present time. The graduating class numbered ninety,

which was larger than any that had left the Institution

during the past ten years. The Motlgold medal was award-

ed to M. Fernandez, West Indies; the Mott silver medal

to Dr. A. K. Baldwin, N. J. ; the Bndd prize to N. B.

Sizer, N. Y. ; the Loumis prize to Dr. T. S. Sumner,

Ala. ;
the Thumpjson. prize to Dr. E. P. Cooper. N. Y.

;

the Roosa prize to Dr. Tien Hee, Siam ;
and the Weisse

prize to Dr. William Stoddart, Wis. The entertaining

valedictory address to the graduates was delivered by

Prof John C. Draper. Dr. B. F. Preston, of New York,

made the valedictory address of the graduating class.

Ligation of the External Iliac Artery. — Mr.

Abernethy first practised this operation in 1796. In

1806, his efforts were finally crowned with success.

Dr. Dorsey, of Philadelpijia, in 1811, was the first to

perform this operation m this country, in a case of in-

guinal aneurism.

Home for Incurables, West Farms, New York.—
Dr. H. M. Sprague, of Fordham, New York, physician
to this Institution, states in the Fourth Annual Report,
that during the past year there have been fifty-nine

patients under his charge. Of this number, there
were

—

Remaining at last report 29
Admitted during the year 30

Discharged, or removed by friends . . 15
Died 9

Present number 35

The prevailing diseases were :—Cancer of mamma,
5; cancer of uterus, 3 ; debility and old age, 7 ; hemi-
pleg.a, 9; phthisis pnlmonalis, 4; rheumatic gout, 4;
hysteria and paraplegia, each, 3

;
progressive locomotor

aiaxy, 3; epilepsy and chorea, each, 2; elephantiasis

grsecorum. 1.

There were three deaths from cancer of the mamma.
One case each, of fracture of the femur. Pott's disease

of spine, and phthi'i^ pulmonalis, was cured.

The Home origina'ed four years ago at the house of

Mr. Franklin F. Randolph of this city, is in a flourish-

ing condition, and is open to the epileptic, the con-
sumptive, the rheumatic, and other diseases and in-

firmities incident lo old age, without respect of persons,

nationality, religious prelereuce, or the color of their

complexion.

Ligation of the Common Iliac.—Dr. William Gib-
son, of Philadelphia, first liga'ed this artery in 1812, in

a case of gunshot wound. The patient died in thirteen'

days from ligation. Dr. Valentine Mott, in 1827, tied

it for the first time, for aneurism. The man was well

in less than two months.
Dr. S. D. Gioss states that it has been secured alto-

gether about Ibrty' limes.

The Removal of Foreign Bodies from Trachea.—
In the statistics of Dr. Gross, with reference to the re-

moval of foreign bodies, either with or without the

operation of tracheotomy, the percentage of denths

without operation is 16|-; after operation, 18i- Dr.

Doe, of Boston, in his remarks before the Boston Society

for Medical Observation on five successful cases of tia-

cheotomy, says trutlifully that the success of the opera-

t'on depends on forming an artificial opening through

which the foreign body may be expelled by the volun-

tary efi'orts of the patient.

Um publications.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

A Treatise on the Chroxio Inflammation and Displace-

ments OF the Untmphegnated Uterus. By Wm. H.

BvFORD, A.M., M.D , Professor of Obstetrics and the

Diseases of Women and Children, in the Chicago Medical
" College; author of "The Practice of Medicine and Sur-

gery, applied to the Diseases and Accidents incident to

Women," &c., &c. Second Edition, enlarged, with nume-

rous illuslratiODS. Philadelphia; Lindsay & Blakistou,

1871.

The Change of Life in Health and Disease. A Practi-

cal Treatise on the Nervous and other Affections incidental

to Women at the Decline of Life. By Edward John Tilt,

M.D., Senior Physician to the Farringdon General Dis-

pensary and Lying-in Charity ; Vice-President of the

Obstetrical Society of London ;
Fellow of the Eoyal Med-

ical and Chirurgical Society, and of several foreign socie-

ties. From the tliird London edition. Philadelphia

:

Lindsay & Blakiston. 1871.
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C»rii.iuial Commuuitatioua.

ON DIABETES.

Beixg an Abstract of a Paper read before the
New York Academv of Medicine, Feb. 2, 1S71.

Bt GOUVERXEUR M. smith, M.D.,

PItYSiaAN TO THE XEW VOHK IIOSriTAL.

Mr. President and Fellows of the New York
Academy of Medicine : The disease known as diabete?,

though recognizeJ as a distinct disorder for many
years and made a subject of philosophical medical re-

search, Ikis si ill lingering about it many unsolved ques-

tions relating to its etiology, pathology, and treat-

ment. It is therefore a malady almo.-t as attractive for

our study as though it was a new field of inquiry.

Aided by the facts which have been accumulated by
predecessors and contemporaries we are justified in an-

ticipating an early solution of several of the vexed
questions to which I have alluded.

The physiologists have parti.iUy explained the phe-

nomena of glj'cogenesis
;
the pathologists have not as

yet been equally successful in describing the conditions

favoring glycosuria. As clinical observers are to-day

better armed and equipped to investigate the sulject,

it is but becoming that we should at once proceed to

systematically arrange relevant physiological and pa-

thological facts, and, binding them together with an
Ariadnean thread, present an array of truths useful in

their practical bearings.

While tlie term diabetes was employed by the older

medical writers, it did not convey the same significance

of meaning that it does at the present day. Derived
from the Groelc, 5ia, through, and i3aii'u>, to pass, it

simply implied an immoderate flow of urine. A new
importance was attached to the expre,=sion when Dr.

Thomas Willis, of Oxford, about two centuries ago, de-

clared that the urine in diabetes contained saccharine

matter.

The advance made by Dr. Willis in his investigation

of the subject of diabetes was, however, quite insig-

nificant, and his views in regard to the presence of

sugar in the renal secretion were merely presumptive.

More than a century elapsed before further light was
cast upon it, when Dr. Matthew Dobson, of Liverpool,

in 1779, proved the truth of Dr. Willis's hypothesis by
extracting sugar from the urine voided by a patient
Buffering with the disease under consideration.

As excessive diuresis is a prominent symptom in dia-

betes, it is not surprising that our earlier predecessors
attributed the malady to some nephritic lesion ; indeed
comparatively little attention was directed beyond the
kidneys until the year 1835, when Ambtosiani of Mi-
lan, by detecting glucseinia, showed that the distemper
might be either of humoral origin or be the result of
lesions in viscera remote from the renal emunctories.
It has consequently only been within about forty years
that pathologists have been very carefully searching
for the causes of glucosuria beyond the kidneys, and
the reason for their previous remissness in this regard
must be partially attributed to their limited knowledge
of chemistry and physiology.

Dr. Smith here presented a table exhibiting the
classification of diabetes in various nosologies since
the year 1762.

Cullen iu 1785 placed the disorder in question in the
cla-ss neuroses and in the order spasmi. Hosack, in

criticising the nomologists who preceded him, remarked
in regard to CuUeu's classification of diabetes, "I have

excluded many of those retained in that class by Cul-

len as cholera, dian-hcca, and diabetes, which more prop-

erly belong to the class profluvia, or excessive evacua-

tions."

While admitting that Cullen was unfortunate in

this instance in the precise nomenclature employed,

nevertheless his views regarding diabetes were
fivr in advance of his age, and in some respects agree

with those wliich are now held and wliich Hosack
overlooked in his own classification of diseases.

Guided by the inferences of Cullen, Dr. Rollo, Sur-

geon-General to the Royal Artillery, about the com-
mencement of the present century', was induced to re-

strict the diet of diabetic patients, confining them
chieflv to animal food, and forbidding the free use of

vegetables affording .saccharine matter.

It is manifestly impossible op an occasion like the

present to allude to all of those whose labors have con-

tributed to elucidate the subject of diabetes. It must
suffice to give a brief summary of the views of a few

of those plij'siologists who, by explaining normal and ar-

tificially produced glycogenesis, have thus thrown light

upon the processes of diseases favoring the abnormal
production of sugar.

As is well known, Bernard, .since the year 1848, has

from time to time laid his experiments and conclusions

before the medical public, lie has shown that the

liver possessed a glycogenic function ; that the sugar

formed did not pass through the hepatic ducts, but was
carried ofi" by the blood through the hepatic veins, and

could be thence traced to the right side of the heart and

to thehmgs, but there disappeared and could not ordina-

rily be found in the blood of the general circulation. The
liver, he likewise has stated, possesses the property of

forming sugar after removal from the body. The sugar

is not primarily formed, but is the result, ho asserted, of

the metamorphosis of a material known as " amyloid

matter."

Dr. Pavy, of Guy's Hospital, from his experiments

concluded that hepatic sugar generation was apost-mor-

tem phenomenon, and that in life the liver possessed no

such gift.

Dr. A. Flint, Jr., from a careful scries of experi-

ments, has shown that " during life, the liver contains on-

ly the glycogenic matter and no sugar, because the great

mass of blood which is constantly passing through this

organ washes out the sugar as fast as it is formed
;
but

after death, or when the (Jirculation is interfered with,

the transformation of glycogenic matter into sugar goes

on; the sugar is not removed under these conditions,

and can then be detected in the substance of the

liver."

This phenomenon occurs irrespective of the chemical

nature of the food taken, but is the more remarkable

when the aliment Ingested has been of an amylaceous

character.

Dr. William T. Lusk has recently shown

—

" 1st. That the blood of the general system, in car-

nivorous animals confined to a nitrogenous diet, contains

appreciable quantities of glucose, not only during the

period of digestion, as admitted by Bernard, but even

in cases where animals have been deprived of food for

a considerable period of time."

2d. " That the blood of the right side of the heart

contains from a quarter to half a grain of glucose per

fluid ounce, under strictly physiological conditions."

3d. " Th.it, the quantity of glucose in the right side

of the heart is from two to four times greater than

that found under corresponding circumstances in the

jugular vein."

4th. " That this excess argues a by-no-means insig-

nificant amount of sugsr in the pure hepatic blood,
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before it lias become largely diluted -with the com-
paratively non-saccharine fluids of the vence cavse."

5th. " That we are forced to admit the fact of sugar

formation by die liver, though we fail to detect ihe

presence of sugar in the liver-tissue, when alter death

tlie fermentation of the glycogenic matter is pre-

vented."

It seems proven by the experiments of the physi-

ologists above cited, that the liver po?sefrses the pro-

perty of producing sugar
;
but the facts they have pre-

sented will not warrant us in forming a theorem to the

effect that the liver is necessarily or at least primarily

the oflending viscus in diabetes. Cases of the malady

occur in which we can detect no pecuHar lesion in the

hepatic tissue. An increased normal function of a

gland, however, may not be accompanied by serious

organic changes ; but the result of such hyper-action

may prove otherwise d5tastrous.

After alluding to the special attention of Bernard,

in 1S55, to the influence of the nervous system upon

the secretion of urine, etc., the speaker said that there

seems no reason to doubt that irritation applied to

certain parts within the cranial cavity has an influence

upon glycogenesis and upon Taiious secretions and

excretmns. How many instances might also be cited

to illustrate somewhat similar phenomena from reflex

action. By exciting the sahvary secretion the flow of

the gastric juice can be augmented. Bernard and

Pavy have shown that the inhalation of anwsthetics

and various other gases will be followed by melituria,

and attribute such result to the irritation conveyed to

tlie encephalon by the pneumogastric, and thence

reflected. Artificial diabetes can therefore be induced

by the irritation of certain nerves at their terminal

ramifications, as well as at or near their points of origin

within the cranium.

Chnical observation of diabetes confirms the views

of experimental physiologists in relation to the etiology

of the malady. And here allow me to digress for a

moment from my subject, in order, while referring to

reflex influences upon secretion, to suggest a new
theory, viz., a possible increase <>f hepatic glycoyenesis

tinder certain normal conditions.

Sugar is not ordinarily an ingredient of the blood in

quantities sutlicient to be mentioned in the analyses

generally given of that fluid in works on physiology,

and au^ain this proximate principle does not normally

occur in the permanent secretions and excretions.

Milk, however, contains a large amount of this material,

according to Robin 37 in 1000, and according to Pareira

and Lehmann 47 in 1000, all these authorities agreeing

that it is present in the largest proportion of any of its

organic constituents.

JSTow, is all this saccharine matter the result of the

elaboration of the mammary glands? Physiologists

contend that milk, with the exception of i:s water and

other inorganic principles, is the direct result of the

action of tlie secreting tissues of the breasts. As sugar

of milk differs in character from ordinary sugar, a

learned physiologist has ai gued that it is prepared de

novo and is not dependent on the quantity of saccharine

matter in the blood, and as also shown by artificially

introducing sugar into the blood-vessels of a living

animal—under wliich circumstances the saccharine

matter is ehminated by the kidneys. It is admitted,

however, that "caseine is produced in the mammary
glands probably by a catalytic transformation of the

albuminoid constituents of the blood." If this be true

in regard to this quaternary proteine principle, why is

the same rule not tenable in regard to ternary proximate

principles ?

It seems to me that the changes in the uterus and

breasts, towards the close of utero-gestation, and in

the latter during lactation, may excite the liver lo in-

creased glycogenesis by a reflex influence, and the

animal sugar thus naturally tiirown into the circulation,

and which under morbid circumstances would bo mainly
eliminated bj' the kidneys, as in diabetes, is in this in-

stance chiefly appropriated by the mamma; and made to

subserve the important work of aiding in the nutrition

of the nursing infant. To sustain this theory, Dr. S. gave
an analysis which had been made for him of the blood

of ,a healthy nursing woman, drawn for the puipose.

The blood yielded sugar. No saccharine matter was
present in the urine.

Dr. S. also cited a case of diabetes occurring in a

woman. Pregnancy seemed to increase the giavity of

the disorder, and to induce a fatal termination of the

case. (At a subsequent meeting. Dr. Smith stated that

he had since met with an addiiional reason for suppo-
sing that during pregnancy and lactation there was an

increased glucKmia, lor Fardel states that M. Blot has

frequently noted a temporary glycosuria during utero-

gestation, and among nursing women. M. Blot, so far

as Dr. Smith is aware, has not attributed .such phenome-
non to the peculiar reflex influence above described, or

at least not assigned any use for the gluciemia. The
production of sugar under the circumstances desig-

nated appears from this statement to be so liberal

that a part of the sugar is often eliminated as in dia-

betes.)

Artificial injuries of different parts of the brain, quite

adjacent, have different eflccts, as has been shown, upon
the renal secretion. These effects are characterized-^

1st, by an excessive diuresis ; 2d, by an excessive flow

of water containing saccharine matter ; and 3d, by ihe

urine being normal in quantity, but loaded with sugar.

All these iihenomeua have their analogues in idiopathic

diseased conditions, the first of them corresponding

with diabetes insipidus, the second with the ordinary

form of diabetes, and the third with cases more occa-

sionally presenting themselves.

After citing a case in which a post-mortem examina-
tion revealed disease of the fourth ventricle of the brain,

and alluding to other cases in which the lesions were
entirely peripheral. Dr. S. continues :

—

As we do not recognize any constant hepatic lesion

in melituria, as we do recognize cerebral alterations in

some cases, and are aware of instances of sugar forma-

tion by a reflex influence, the foDowing definition and
classification of diabetes is suggested.

Diabetes melHtus, a disease of the nervous system,

depending either upon centric or upon eccentric dis-

turbance; by centric implying cerebral lesion, by ec-

centric referring to peripheral irritation transmitted to

the brain and i-eflected either to the liver or other

parts inducing the formation of sugar, and likewise,

generally, reflected to the kidneys, exciting excessive

diuresis.

Diabetes insipidus, a disease of the nervous system,

depending either upon fCH^f-ic, or upon ecce«f;-i'r disturb-

ance ;
in this malady the morbid influence, whether

reflected or otherwise, being chiefly directed to the

kidneys.

Subsequent statements will distinctly show that

such definition is not meant to include every case pre-

senting the symptoms of glycosuria. Albuminuria
does not necessardy indicate organic disease of the

kidney.s. The etiology of an important group of cases,

however, may be thus satisfactorily explained.

Some such classification of the malady will enable us

to distinguish the milder from the graver cases; the

curable from the incurable ; and qualify us to address

our remedies to the removal of the causes of the disor-
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der, and thus not fruitlessly waste exertions in tempo-
rarily dispelling some prominent symptom.
As illustrative of tliis point, it may be stated that Dr.

Robert T. Edes, in his prize essay on the " physiology

and pathology of the sympathetic or ganglionic nervous

system," informs us " that Dr. Goolden has admitted

every case of epilepsv, paralysis, and chorea that has

applied at his hospital (St. Thomas, London), during

his vreek of admission, and not only has he found

sugar in a large number of cases, but he has found the

sugar to disappear as the symptoms were relieved by
treatment."

Can we not, in many cases of diabetes not thus in-

duced, be equally successful in management, if we
more closely stuily their etiology and pathology? In

our present state of knowledge it is not always possible

to precisely fl.K the original point of irritation. The
liver may, in sime instances, be primarily the offending

vi.scu> ; even i:npaired function in this organ may dis-

turb the cerebrum, which in turn by a reflex action

may augment the hepatic derangement.
I would cot confine the primary irritation to the liver

only. Glycosuria may lollow paro.xysms of pertussis and
asthma. Where, indeed, can we stop in searching for

the initial point of departure from health? The lungs,

stomach, bowels, kidaeys, skin, and various other parts

of the body are so intimately interlinked and so mys-
teriously connects J with the great nervous centre, that

irritation in any of them may occasionally be instru-

mental in inducing the peculiar reflex action to which
I have alluded. The diabetes becomes permanent, for

the reason that we have failed to detect and remove
its cause. In many of these cases, however, the cause

is doubtless irremovable, even though recognized.

There is doubtless a group of cases of glycosuria,

dependent chiefly upon an error of diet, as e.g. an
ingestion of to") bountiful a supply either of saccharine

or of amylaceous materials. Such cases, however, are

not those of confirmed diabetes, but since they can be

entirely relieved by a chemical adjustment of the pabu-
lum, and as permanent melituria can be palliated by
simitar mean=, it has been contended that the disease

is entirely attributable to some defect of vital chemis-

try.

Such a view of the pathology of tlie malady is

scarcely consistent with the apparently well established

facts which show a relationship between glycosuria and
nervous irritation. Nervous excitement will occasion-

ally abmiitly change the chemical composition of the

milk yielded by the nursing mother and render the se-

cretion unsiiit:ible for foo-.l. Similar disturbance may
either arrest the elaboration or modify the character of
the gastric juice; while an analogous influence opera-
ting upon the kiJnej's may induce an elimination differ-

ing very essentially from normal urine.

It is thus seen that nervous influences can disturb

the operations of vital chemistry, and while the con-
verse of this is also true, nevertheless a weight of tes-

timony indicates that in diabetes, the nervous element
of causation has priority in the majority of the confirm-
ed cases of the disease.

Tlie fact is now distinctly recognized that many cases

of melituria are remediable. When the malady is de-
pendent upon an organic centric lesion, or upon an
organic peripheric change exciting sugar formation by
a reflex action, the disorder may prove incurable

;

when, however, the disease is referable simply to a cen-
tric or peripheric irritation, the cause of irritation may
be removed and the patient relieved of the glycosuria.

We have seen that temporary or artificial diabetes

may follnv other conditions besides injuries to the nerv-
ous system and a subsistence on hyper-amylaceous diet.

As impeded or imperfect respiration favors a glucas-

mic condition, the ibllowing thought is suggested: a
considerable number of patients with diabetes perish

from phthisis, or from what is vaguely termed asthenia,

which may include chronic pulmonary disease. In some
sucth cases is not the diabetes induced by the reflex ir-

ritation of the tuberculosis, even in its early stage?
Before attention has been specially directed to the
lungs, the melituria may have attracted notice. The
hectic fever, finally developed, does not entirely arrest

the glycogenosis for the reason that during parts of the
day the patients are comparatively exempt from it.

The accepted view on this subject is to the cftect that

phthisis is a malady ordinarily intercurrent to diabetes.

While not denying this to be a fact, it may be added
as a corollary to what, has been before said, tiiat phthi-

sis may be antecedent to and the exciting cause of
diabetes.

As preliminary to a further exposition of the subject,

it is proper to remark that some physiologists contend
that sugar may be formed by other structures than
thuse of the liver, for it is stated that a glycogenic
principle can be detected in the muscles and lungs of

the foetus, in the muscles of hybernating animifis, and
in ''limbs paralysed by division of the motor nerves."
While not advancing the opinion that the liver is the
only sugar-hou.se of the animal economy, it must be
apparent, from what has been said, that the phenomena
just cited can be satisfactorily explained without seek-
ing further information than we now possess concern-
ing glycogenesis.

It now becomes necessary to attempt to illustrate

practically what has been said preliminarily, and to a

certain extent theoretically, and in doing so I shall briefly

analyze the histories of twenty-six cases of diabetes.

Several of these cases have been under my immediate
care in private practice, the majority of them have oc-

curred in the New York Hospital, and their histories

have been obtained from clinical records, some having
been under my charge, others under that of my col-

leagues or predeces.sors iii the Infirmary. (This table

g.ive the age, occupation, nativity, partial history and
cause, duration, results, &c.)

The average age of the patients was 37 years; the
youngest 22 years, the oldest 75 years—both of these

were somewhat relieved by treatment. All were males.

As respects the nativities: 18 were born in the United
States; 3 in Ireland; 2 in England; 1 in Scotland; not
stated, 2.

Regarding the occupations, there were: sailors 6;
laborers and carpenters, each 2 ;

and shoemaker, coach-
maker, teacher, mouliler, hatter, lawyer, stoker, ll.R.

master, drover, manufacturer, merchant, physician, and
agriculturist, of each 1 ; not stated, 3.

Of the duraiiun of the disease, prior to these cases

coming under annotation : in 20 cases the average
length of time was about one year and eight months

;

in four instances the patients were unaware of the pre-
cise period they had suffered with the dissase

; in

one case the diabetes manifested itself wliile the pa-
tient was under treatment for chronic diarrhoea, and in

one instance the malady was detected on the patient

applying for relief from other difficulties. In the 20
cases above cited, the shortest period was three weeks,
and the longest between six and seven years.

The result of these 26 cases was as foflows : relieved,

l.j; several of these are recorded as cured ; died, 7;
remaining in statu quo, 4.

Of those only partially relieved, it is safe to assert

tliat several of them were rendered so comfortable that

they had simply to conform to tliQ old law laid down
about the year 1097, in the " Code of Health of the
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School of Salernum,'' as translated by our distinguished I

Fellow, Dr. John Ordronaux. viz.

:

*' At least six times in every fleeting day.
Some tribute to the renal function pay."

The means of relief resorted to in the management of

these patients liave varied, but have been chiefly : meat

'

diet, bran cakes (CampUn), baths, opium, bark, prepa- '

rations of iron, creasote, cod liver oil, benzoic acid, al-

kaline salts, mineral waters, aloes, nux voaiica, rest

from mental labor, travelhng, &c.
The data herewith presented are valuable in several

:

particulars, but are not sufficiently extended to show
that either age, S3X, or occupation predisposes to tlie dis- :

ease. In a subsequent table these points will be illus-

trated in a more extended and satisfactory manner.
In relation to the hereditary transmissibility of dia-

beies, comparatively few observations have been made.
Fardel, Bourchardat, Blumenbach, Isenfiamm, Prout,
Pavy, Alquie, Mosler. and others, have reported instan-

ces in which the disorder has descended from parent
;

to offspring. The latter gentleman was consulted by a
peasant, aged 47 years, suffering with the disease,

whose parents had both had the malady ; and in the

course of three months her own son, aged 15 years, fell
j

a victim to the complaint.
i

The only fact enumerated in the table which has a
bearing upon this point relates to cases 22 and 23 re-

|

spectively. The patients were brothers, one a
j

medical man of New England : their cases were de-
scribed at length by Dr. Smith.

They do not appear to have derived from their parents

any tendency to it
;
possibly the predisposition de- '

scended from an antecedent generation, as may occur
with transmitted diathesis.

I

In examining the causes to which the diabetes was
]

attributed in the cases which have been tabulated, it I

is noteworthy that there is scaiceh- one of them which
'

can be regarded as an essential one. Large numbers i

of persons are constantly exposed to the same condi- !

tions without having polyuria as a sequeL and we learn

the important fact that diverse irritations may induce
the disorder. If die malady wa? always dependent upon
centric lesions, such as were found in the five cases

carefully described by Dr. William H. Dickinson, of
London {Lancet, Feb. 19th, 1870), I feel confident i

that such alterations in the nervous structure would be 1

manilested by other phenomena than are usually mani-
fested in melituria. Any observations of this medical
investigator must receive the highest consideration.

The lesions which he has found and which he has so
minutely described, indicate that their delineator posses-

]

ses powers of observation especially fitted for patholo-
gical research. The lesions in question are, doubtless,

i

in a number of instances of primary occurrence, while
in others they may be of secondary incidence; but
whether they are regarded as prodromata or sequelte.

they are scarcely observed in a proportion of cases suffi-

ciently large to be regarded as paihojnorftonic of dia-

betes.

The urine voided by diabetic patients, as is well
known, is generally of high specific gravity, and is

large in quantity. In one instance, the invalid, who
'

was also suft'ering from chronic diarrhoea, passed at
|

most but six pints, and its specific gravity varied from
,

1005 to 1009. It was tested on several occasions

;

" sugar was detected in the first three trials, hj the
fourth a substance resembling gum." That there was
no mistake in the analysis may be inferred from the
fact that the examination was made by Prof. Reid.
This patient gradually failed, and died 20 days after his I

admission to the hospital. Several autopsies of adults
!

were here cited, as made in the New York Hospital.

As diabetes is a rare affection in children, it may be
interesting to insert at this time an account of a post-
mortem of an infant under two years of age, who had
died of the malady. The case is reported by Dr. James
L. Brown, in the Am. Jonr. of OhsMrk.% May, 1S68,
and is a case to which allusion will again be made in a
subsequent table. Dr. B. says :

'" -^ post-mortem ex-
amination of the body was made by Dr. Jacobi, who
saw the child about two weeks before her death. He
found the brain large and well developed, having nume-
rous and deep convolutions. That part of the arach-
noid covering the anterior two-thirds of the hemispheres
was not perfectly transparent, and there was consider-
able injection of the dura mater, and in fact of nearly
the whole encephalon. There was some thickening of.

the arachnoid in the fissure of Sylvius, and a few gran-
ulations having the appearance of very recent miliary
tubercles. Tlie ventricles contained very little fluid

and were entirely normal. The choroid plexus con-
tained hundreds of miliary tubercles. On first inspec-
tion the lungs presented nothing abnormal, but a closer

examination discovered a number of little dots, just

visible, which were evidently newly formed tubercles.

The spleen was found studded with miliary tubercles,

their number and development being mucii greater here
than in anj- other part of the body. Nothing abnormal
was found in the liver or kidneys, except that the right

kidney was somewhat larger than the let\, and that the
cortical substance of the left was more congested than
that of the right. These were the only lesions found,
and being all of recent origin and obviously secondary
to the diabetes, the results of the autopsy, so far as

the primary disease was concerned, were entirely

negative."

It appears to me that these autopsies confirm the
views which have been here expressed in relation to

the pathology of diabetes.

Before proceeding to another division of our subject,

attention is invited for a few moments to the disorder

known as diabetes insipidus. A table is herewith pre-

sented of four cases of the m.ilady occurring in the New
York Hospital In scanning the causes assigned for

the malady, it is noteworthy how aUied they are in

character to those given for diabetes mellitus. As all

the cases were relieved by treatment and did not mani-
fest any evidences of cerebral disease, it would appear
that the disorder did not depend upon any organic
cerebral lesion, although it occasionally may be due to

such condition.

It will be borne in mind that Bernard has shown that

irritation of"certain parts of the brain will induce exces-
sive diuresis, but not mehturia. If this be a fact, it is

presumable, from what has been shown, that diabetes

insipidus may be due either, first, to centric irritation,

or second, to peripheric irritation transmitted to the

brain. In the latter case a morbid influence is re-

flected to the kidneys as chiefly manifested by hyper
secretion.

If we can relieve such cases, are we not warranted

in the hope that in melituria, not dependent on an or-

ganic lesion, we can detect the points of irritation either

centric or peripheric, and by addressing our remedies to

such point.-?, subdue the irritation and the general

disturbances to which it has given rise ?

To the subject of the more immediate causes of death

in diabetes, attention is now invited. In determining

these I have not thought proper to rely on the hmited
experience of a few sohtary observers, but have had
recourse to the Records of the MetropoUtan Board of

Health of this city for a period extending over three

veare and three months. It will be remembered that

in death certificates both the primary and secondary
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causes of decease are required. As the deaths are

reported they are systematically entered, but not class-

ified, tliough a general classiflcatioa is made at the close

of the year. To procure both causes has incurred the

necessity of inspecting the individual entries of 80,016
deaths. For aid rendered in this examination I would
express iudebtedness to Dr. Elisha Harris, Sanitary

Superintendent, to bis successor. Dr. Moreau Morris,

to ifr. John Bowne, Register Clerk of the Board, and
to my pupil, Mr. William Oliver Moore.
Out of this large number of deaths, viz., 80,016, but

58 were recorded from diabetes, either as a proxiinate

or remote cause, or. as it may otherwise be stated, but
one death in every 1379. As an additional interesting

fact, it may be stated that the 58 deaths were reported

by 58 different physicians; in not a single instance
during the time specified has a medical man reported a

second case of death from the disease in question.

Dr. S. here presented a table giving the relative pro-
portion of deaths from diabetes to the total deaths and
to the population of each year.

Can the inaptitude of our citizens to the malady be
traced to favorable meteorological influences ? Our
cUm.ate favors the development of Blight's disease—is

it inimical to melituria? Few reliable data have been
gathered in relation to the relative, frequency of the
disorder in diflerent parts of the world. Fardel states
that it is of common occurrence in France, in Kngland,
in Xorthern and Southern Europe, in the Scandinavian
territory, in Russia, Spain, Italy, and the French colo-
nies. It appears to be on the increase in France, but
Fardel suggests that the disease may be more generally
recognized at the present day than heretofore.
The disorder prevails both in tropical and in arctic

regions. Of its relative frequency, however, among
the inhabitants of these widely separated regions and
of intermediate locahties, we are still in ignorance.
Torrid heat, polar cold and subtile atmospherical condi-
tions may not directly induce, but may indirecfhj pro-
voke the disorder. Facts relating to these points have
yet to be gathered, and we have yet to learn whether
diabetes has its chosen habitats or whether it smites
indiscriminately and ahke the people of every
nation.

(This table gave the age. sex. condition, occupation,
nativity, cause of death, complicating or secondary
cause of death, duration of the diabetes, in fifty-eight
cases occurring in New York city for three years and
three months, as obtained from public records.) In
viewing this table it is noteworthy that neither extreme
of life is exempt from melituria.

" The youngest victim
had attained an age of but one year and eleven
months, while the oldest had reached tlie ripe period of
eighty-five years, five months, and twenty-two days.

The mortality during the several decades of hfe from
twenty to seventy has not varied to any marked ex-
tent, but its acme occurred between tbirtv and
forty.

•'

In reference to the disease in early life. Prout, "West,
and Bouchut speak of its extreme rarity at that period.
Ilanner has given one case of it in an infant of twelve
months. Bird, in his translation of Bouchut, notes
the fact that Prout, out of a total of seven hundred
cases of diabetes, had met with " but one instance of it

in a child five years old, and only twelve in young per-
sons between the ages of eight and Hventy."

There seems to be no valid reason why the disease
should not prevail during early childhood. It has been
already stated that a glycogenic principle can be found
in the tissues of the foetus, but that ordinarily it cannot
be detected after the birth of the child. Is it not
probable that the malady is occasionally overlooked?

In the young infant excessive diuresis may escape tlie

attention of the nurse, and if it attract notice the diffi-

culty in procuring a sufficient quantity of the urine for

examination may preclude the recognition of melituria.

In the mean time the child is gradually dehydrated, its

tii^sues emaciated, its food undigested, and its deatli may
be attributed to some species of marasmus, as atropliia

infantilis, tabes mesenterica, etc., unless some intercur-

rent acute malady has proved the immediate cause of
dissolution.

I would invite special attention to this point, not be-

lieving that the disease is of very common occurrence
during infancy, but that it may more frequently induce

death than we are generally aware. In this city, dur-

ing the year 18G9, more tlian half the deaths, viz.:

12.859, were of children under five years of age, and of

this number 10.311 had not completed their second

year. About 500 of these last are recorded under the

headings of inanition, debility, and atrophy. As the

disorder in question is more liable to be overlooked at

this tender period of life than at other.';, is it not possi-

ble that more deaths occur from dialx'tes among chil-

dren than appear by the records ?

From these statistics and those before given, relating

to diabetes as it appears among our own citizens, can
be derived many interesting facts appertaining to its

etiology, pathology, cause, duration, and termination.

The latter table exhibits the disorders liable to become
intercurrent, and to hasten an unfavorable i.ssue, and
we are thus warned to shield our patients, so far as it

is [lossible, from their invasion.
\^

A final subject whicli remains for consideration is

the m.anagement of the disorder. It is manifestly im-
practicable at this late hour to speak of all the remedies

which have either been employed or suggested in the

treatment of the malady, and my remarks must chiefly

be confined to the philosophical principles which ap-

parently direct a correct plan of therapuusis.

If it is found that the melituria is dependent upon an

orsanic centric lesion, or upon an organic peripheric

lesion, we must usually deplore the fact that we are

incompetent to avert a fatal termination of the case.

At the same time it may be possible to palliate many
unfavorable ,s3'mptoms, and for a season to prolong the

life of the patient. If not caused by intercranial or

distal lesion, the cerebral irritation orperipheric sources

of disturbance may be relieved by treatment. If the

irritation is cerebral, spinal, pulmonary, hepatic, intesti-

nal, cutaneous, nephritic, etc., modify and relieve such

cause, and remove the diabetic sequel. Is sypliilis and
are other dy^crasiae exerting their morbid influences,

our remedies are to be addressed to such diseased

habits.

The alkaline waters of certain German spas have an

enviable reputation in the cure of the disease, but they

are by no means specifics. Alkalies appear to possess

either a retarding influence upon sugar formation, or

the power to cause indirectly the destruction of sugar

in the aninjal economy; it is probable, however, that

in addition to any medicinal effect of the mineral

waters, the surrounding favorable hygienic influences

recuperate diabetic patients in the same manner that

they restore ordinary valetudinarians.

In one of the cases coming under my care the pa-

tient was very much relieved while availing himself of

the hygienic and therapeutical advantages afibrded tiy

the German watering places; but on returning to this

country it was found tliat his disease had not been

eradicated. He died a few months subsequently from

exhaustion, specially induced by gangrene of the foot;

the gangrene having been excited by a slight and acci-

dental puncture of the great toe.— Vide X. Y. Med.
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Journal, July, 1S70, p. 566-67. A species of senile
|

gangrene of the extremities, however, is one of the
i

terminations of diabetes, irrespective of any traumatic
j

cause.

As alkaline preparations are by no means specifics,

several questions of interest arise in this connection : in

the first place, to what cases are they suited ? and in the

second place, in what manner do they prove remedial ?

If the disease is manifestly due to organic lesions,

either centric or peripheric, we cm scarcely expect to

effect a r.idical cure by the medicinal agents referred to.

Nature, however, 'is occasionally tolerant of organic

changes in important viscera ; this phenomenon is par-

ticularly noticeable in the disorder which may be de-

nominated the latent form of Bright's disease.

So, also, when there are other structural changes,

while the tissues may not be restored to their normal

condition, nature can, to a certain extent, accommodate
herself to the abnormal condition if the patient is placed

under otherwise favorable circumstances. It is in cer-

tain of the cases of diabetes dependent upon centric or

peripheric irritation that we may hope for a permanent
cure from the remedies in question ; in others such

means can only palliate.

It is difficult to determine in what manner the alka-

lies prove remedial. Do they prevent sugar formation ?

They have not the property either of oxidizing or other-

wise destroying sugar, though they may indirectly

cause its transformation by correcting an undue acidity

of the blood. They may behave after this manner

—

mineral waters, applicable to chronic disorders, gene-

rally act more efficiently during the warm months of

spring and autumn ; in other words, when their action

is partially directed to the skin. Under alkaline medi-

cation warts may disappear, and various cutaneous dis-

orders be ameliorated. It is well known that carbonic

acid and water are eliminated from the cutaneous sur-

face. If mineral waters favor a determination to the

skin and favorably affect the capillary circulation, it is

presumable that the sugar may be destroyed either in

or near the cuticle, and be eliminated as carbonic acid

and water, besides otherwise favoring diaphoresis. In

health, sugar for the most part disappears from the blood

in passing through the lungs
;
in diabetes, where the pa-

tients are placed upon the use of alkalies, the surplus

sugar is possibly to a great extent eliminated both di-

rectly and indirectly through the skin. This hypoth-

esis is worthy of more extended consideration, and is a

rationale which future observations may prove to be
correct.

The dietetic method of treatment has its disadvan-

tages as well as its advantages. In the desire to pre-

clude ihe use of sugar and of ternary proximate principles

liable to conversion into sugar in the animal economy,
there is danger of relying too exclusively on tlie qua-

ternary or protein bodies, and of inducing thereby a

morbid condition tending to the exhaustion and death

of the patient. This misfortune may partially be avert-

ed by the ingestion of the oils.

It is not a matter of surprise that so large a propor-

tion of patients suffering with diabetes perish from as-

thenia and from disorders induced by a low c jnuition

of the vital powers. There is a natural tendency in

the disease to induce general exhaustion, and when to

this cause of depression is added another in the depri-

vation of proper aliment, dissolution must be expected
. as a necessary sequence. A judicious employment of a

dietetic method of treatment is one of the most potent

adjuvants in the management of melituria ; an injudi-

cious use of it favors a termination which it is our ex-

press purpose to avert.

From what has been said it seems evident that while

different cases of diabetes can to a certain extent be
treated similarly as respects regimen and diet, there are

other particulars of management which must be dissimi-

lar, such diversities being essential in order to overcome
the cause and peculiariiits of each individual ease.

In conclusion, I would repeat tliat by close scrutiny

and skilful care it is possible to detect and correct vari-

ous morbid irritations and conditions capable of exciting

melituria. Some of these may even appear insignificant,

and yet may be the occasion of diabetes by a reflex

influence. As diabetes affords few opportunities of

studying it.s nature, it seems essential, in order that we
can better understand its peculiarities, to closely scruti-

nize the phenomena presented by each instance of the

disease, and to note them for comparison with others.

It has been contended that medical philosophy,

though apparently progressive, often moves in a curvi-

hnear direct'on, and returns in the course of time to the

very point from which it received an impetus from an

early investigator. On a recent occasion in this Acad-
emy, it was stated by the learned Fellow, who is now
our honored President, that though medical philosophy

.

occasionally might revolve in a circle, nevertheless in

its returning strides it did not touch the point from
which it started, but rose to a higher level hke the spi-

ral of a screw, and with each revolution it was nearer

the summit.
Cullen, in bis nosology of 1785, as I have before sta-

ted, placed diabetes in the class neuroses, and his follow-

ers have transplanted it hither and thither, until at the

present day, in the classification adopted by the Royal
College of Physicians of London, the malady appears

among the general diseases, while in our own Board of

Health it ranks among the local disorders.

To-night I have advocated the restoration of diabetes

to the class of nervous affections, as a large proportion

of the confirmed cases of melituria appenr traceable

to neurotic causes. Such conclusion has not been
drawn from the imperfect scientific premises which
guided the Scotch nosologist of the last century, but

has been derived from the more precise trutlis of mod-
ern physiology and pathology. Should such a view pre-

vail, medical philosophy concerning diabetes will have

described a circle, but in a spiral orbit, and will have
risen to a more elevated position.

Many points relating to the disorder are still obscure,

and the difficulties besetting their elucidation are of

such magnitude that we cannot immediately surmount
them. The views, however, now held respecting the

disease, must always be adverted to in the future, and
in seeking to attain the exact truth we must hope that

the geometrical curve, starting from Cullen, may be

continued, and that in our ascent each circle may be

shorter in axis and each cycle nearer the apex of finite

knowledge.

THE TKEATMEN'T OF

NASOPHARYNGEAL CATARRH, IN ITS

RELATION TO DISEASES OF THE EAR.

By 0. D. POMEROT, M.D.,

XKW YORK.

The idea of treatment indicated in the following paper

is based upon the general proposition that a large pro-

portion of diseases of the ear proceed originally from

an inflammation located in the throat and nasal pas-

sages. The throat aftections are v.iriously denominated

pharyngeal catarrh, naso-pharyngeal catarrh, granular

pharyngitis, or a tubal catarrh, which latter extends

tlirough the Eustachian tube into the tympanic cavity,
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damaging all the parts lying within, often extending to

the mastoid cells and labyrinth, and not staying its

progress perhaps until the brain itself is reached. As
thetreatment of the affection is for the most part nn-

arailing when the deeper parts are involved, early

interference when only the tubes or tympanic cavi-

ties are diseased will bs^ unjustly recommended. This

is esfeciallv noticeable in those cases of gradually pro-

greasing deafness, the origin of which is a cold in the

head, witli sore throat, becoming chronic, and con-

stantly liable to an accession of inflammation by a

fresh cold, with an ultimate increase of the original

trouble.

It may be asked why is it that in perhaps twenty
cases of inflammation of the upper part of the throat,

only one ear- complication may result, apparently fur-

nishing negative evidence of the catarrhal causation of

the affection? This is a fiict deserving attention, inas-

much as some foreign authorities ignore this causation

to a very great extent, and strive to make it apparent

that hove the ear is treated largely by applications to

the throat, while across the water tliis is certainly not

a fharacteris'ic phase of the routine treatment. In

answer to the question, it may be said, that in those

cases which escaped aural complications the inflam-

mation did not happen to involve the region of the

Eustachian tubes through a natural limitation to ite

extension. In a very large proportion of ear-troubles,

any careful observer cannot fail to see that an inflamed

throat anteda'ed the ear-affection. Examination of the

membrana tympani usually e.xhibits little or no disease,

while the patient can often /ee' that the trouble is in

tlie throat and faucialend of the tube.

In a good number of cases the mode of invasion may
be accurately detTmined if observed early; if the in-

flammation is external, a reddened swollen canal, wi'h
an injected membrane and absence of throat-trouble,

sufficiently demonstrates the fact; but if with signs

of profound ear- trouble, as pain in the ear, tinnitus,

deafnes«, etc., we have few or no symptoms of trouble

externally, but do find the throat swollen, injected, and
more especially on the side of the affected ear, it is fair

to infer that the throat is the starting-point of the

trouble. In all the exanthematous, febrile, and tubercu-

lous causes of ear-diseases, it is at present for the most
part admitted that the condition of the throat gives rise

to the ear-complications, ami as these causes include the

greater number, it is h*dly necessary to extend this

line of argument. With the exception of two or three
[

books, these general propositions are not admitted
more than to a very limited extent. Wdde"s excellent 1

work contains only a page or two on throat-deafness, or '

anything resembling it. It may be asked. Why not
!

treat the tube and tympanic cavity without regard to
the condition of the "throat? Because the throat trou-
ble in general is at the foundation of the disease, and of
course needs removal, and also because of the tendency
of a throat trouble to relapse on exposure to cold, which
is in a great measure prevented by placing it in an im-
proved condition by treatment. Further, any conges-
tion of the throat, as has been pointed out by Troltsch,

and verified by many in this country, is liable to

induce more or less hvperfemia of the tympanic cavity,

and consequent functional derangement of the hearing.
A relaxation of the tissue of the part causing a too

pervious condition of the Eustachian tube, the reverse
of what usually obtains, is occasionally seen, in which
the lips of the tube fall widely apart, allowing air to be
forced into the tympanic cavity on everv trifling pro-
vocation, as in sneezing, coughing, expiration, etc. It

is induced undoubtedly by the atonic condition of the
mascles which open and close the tube. A very ordi-

nary symptom, observed doubtless by many, present

during an attack of cold in the head, is a crackling

sound heard in the affected ear, and unquestionably due

I

to the cause assigned above.

The treatment is: first, prophylactic; second, consti-

t:itional ; and third, topical.

The first is mainly accomplished by avoiding expos-

ure to cold or harsh winds, selecting an atmosphere
congenial to the patient

;
protection of the body by

suitable clothing, winter and summer, which must in-

clude flannel or silk undergarments. The harsh moun-
tain air of many parts of New England is a source of

irritation to mucous membranes, and mixed sea air

seems to act as an irritant, although a sea-voyage is apt

to act favorably.

Tlic damp, harsh condition of air, caused some years

since by the sprinkling of salt on snow in the streets,

was highly conducive to catarrhal affections. . A ride

in the harsh wintry air of Central Park, New York, has

aggravated a pharyngeal catarrh, and immediately di

minished the hearing of a patient under the writer's

observation, while the air in town produced no unfov-

orable effect.

Nothing is more to be dreaded than the influence of

harsh air on mucous membranes, in ear-patients who
•'take cold" easily. Sometimes, if the tiouble is con-

fined to one nostril more than the other, it may be ad-

visable to plug it with cotton during the night, although

patients as a rule should be taught to breathe through

the nostrils exclusively.

In very cold weather it will be proper to cover the

mouth and nose with a comforter or something of the

kind.

Too hot or too cold drinks are often injurious, al-

though gargles of ice-water are sometimes beneficial.

Most of the cases of inveterate and incurable otorrhoea

in children originate from a scarlatinous sore-throat.

It m.ay be a trivial matter to ask the medical attend-

ant to look after a throat-affection, in view of the life

of the patient hanging in the balance; but the precau-
tion is nevertheless not without reason. A vigorous

exhibition of vital energy and strength of action often

tends more to ward off a threatened catarrh than many
other means. I believe it is now admitted that disease

generally is more subject to this force than formerly.

-V hard-worked clergyman, under observation for

catarrh of the throat and ears, resulting in deafness and
tinnitus aurium, has been more benefited by a few
months' rest and attention to habits than by other treat-

ment.
Sedentary habits, especially in hot and badly-venti-

lated places, should be avoided.

In many of our schools the crowded, unventilated

state of the dormitories is undoubtedly conducive to

catarrhal affections, especially when we contrast the

air within doors with that without, in did or inclement

weather. Abundance of exercise in fresh out-door air

acts as a general Ionic, equalizes the circulation, thereby

preventing a tendency to congestion in a given part,

and inducing a greater activity in the cutaneous circu-

lation.

The consfitutionaJ Ireaiment consists mainly in meas-
ures conducive to improvement of the general health.

As struma is so frequently complicated with these af-

fections, it will be seen at a glance that tonics, stimu-

lants, cod liver oil. the most nourishing food, fresh air,

exercise, sleep, the avoidance of insalubrious occupa-

tions, etc., will be specially indicated. In a confirmed

case of catarrh, however, this alone will do compara-
tively little. If any other diathesis exists, it should be
combated. Iodide of potassium in these conditions

has maintained a good reputation, and may be of some
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service. Later experiences, however, seem to be some-
vrhsxt opposed to tins idea.

Secretions generally sliould be kept in perfect order,

especially the cutaneous. Salt-water bathing is as

serviceable as any application to the skin, although oc-

casionally it, is not well borne. Electricity may be
employed as a tonic. Muriate of ammonia by the

stomach has sometimes acted very satisfactorily as

an alterative. Cod liver oil probably does as much
as any internal agent in this respect. Alcoholic stimu-

lation is occasionally useful, although it is well to re-

member that congestion of the fauces is often thus pro-
duced, and the general tone of the system may be
lowered if the liquor be employed longer than absolutely

necessary, or when not positively indicated on general
principles.

Topical treatment is very appropriate!}' inaugu-
rated by cleansing the naso-pharyngeal space with
tepid salt and water (a teaspoonful to the quart),

and is a very important matter. A Davidson syringe
of soft rubber is undoubtedly the best instrument for

this purpose. It should be provided with a nozzle of
hiird rubber, about six inches in length, the end of

wliich is perforated by numerous holes and bent at

riglit angles, that it may pass readily behind the uvula.

Such a contrivance has been devised by the writer,

and is made by Otto ifc Reynders, ofNew York.
The method of injecting by the nostrils, as practised

by Weber, of Berlin (commonly known as Thudicljum's
method), should be used very cautiously,' as several

cases are on record of inflammation of the cavity of the

tympanum having been induced thereby. Occasionally,

water may be accidentally injected into the tympanic
cavity by the method recommended iiere.

Dr. Agnew described a case where water was in-

jected into the tympanic cavity, by the ordinary catar-

rhal syringe. The requisite gentleness in washing out
the nostrils is easily enough attained by the above
method. Sometimes a great degree of force is needed
to remove masses of impacted mucus, which adhere
to the parts with great tenacity. Especially is this

the case about the septum of the posterior nares.

Rhinoscopy may be necessary to determine whether
the secretion has been wholly removed. Indeed, it is

sometimes as difficult to cleanse this part as to remove
impacted cerumen from the auditory canal. By this

method the patient will be unable to breathe during
the act of syringing, as in Weber's method, and may be
directed to hold the breath until one, two, or three
compressions of the bulb have been made, counting
aloud the number so as to give him an idea of the time
required.

The same syringe applied to the nostrils may be
used, if necessary, alter the method of Weber, l)ut in

the most careful manner, and may be recommended
for the patient's own use, provided that no unpleasant-
ness about the ears is experienced during the opera-
tion.

The number of injections per day may be one or
two, and rarely more than three. If the proper bound
has been passed, symptoms of cold in the head will

supervene, as sneezing, a stufl'ed feeling in the nostrils

and frontal sinus and eyes, with a general sensation of
irritation about the parts. The remedy should always
result in comfort to the patient. This will not be the
case if undue force is used in sending water through
the parts, especially if by the nostrils, with the stream
directed upwards, as it is apt to produce pain in the
frontal sinus, and even in the whole head.
The ordinaiy catarrhal syringe sold in the surgical

instrument shops is objectionable. When the piston is

sent home, the end of the instrument in the throat will

be unavoidably moved, often producing hemorrhage
and pain. To obviate this, the nozzle previously sug-

gested may be attached by a flexible rubber tube to

the syringe. A spoon or small teapot, or sick-feeder,

may also be used to pour the solution into the nostrils

wldle the head is thrown 1-ack, allowing the fluid to

fall into the throat. Snuffing up the water from the

palm of the hand may be useful, but occasionally

causes a strangling feeling, and pain in the head.

The piece appUed to the nostrils should be so blunt as not

to pass further than its fleshy portion; otherwise, when
we reach the more immovable cartilaginous and osseous

parts, the instrument is likely to produce pain. Asraall

camel's-hair brush, or a pledget of cotton wound upon
a stick, or a small sponge attached to a whalebone,
may be moistened in the solution, and any secretion

gently wiped away from the anterior nares. This is

specially indicated whenever the secretion is inclined

to dry upon the part, producing an irritable and feverish

condition.

This procedure certainly helps to unload distended

vessels, as well as to act as a gentle stimulant to a

torpid circulation. Gargles do no good to the superior

pharyngeal space, not reaching it in sufficient quanti-

ties. This may be demonstrated by injecting a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver behind the uvula, and afterwards

water to relieve the unpleasant sensation. This con-

dition will be found to be unaflect^d by gargles. The
warmth of the solution is essential, although cases

occasionally present themselves which demand cold

applications as surely as a conjunctivitis may. The
quantity of water passed through the nostrils is by
some thought to be essential ; ordinarily, a sufficiency

to cteanse the part may suffice, but if other treatment

is not borne well, a large injection may unload blood-

vessels by a prolongation of its gentle stimulating

action, and induce a new and more natural state of the

secretions.

The Topical Treatment.—In what has preceded it may
be inferred that in most cases of catarrh a deficiency

of the "vital energy and strength of .action" of the

parts exists, requiring as a rule stimulation, which
probably acts through the vascular system, correcting

morbific distributions of blood, and rendering secretion

more natural.

At the head of these means undoubtedly stands the

nitrate of silver. Older experience in its use has not

been disproved by more modern practices. It pos-

sesses one property above most remedies of its class, to

wit, eS'ectiveness ; it is, however, an edged tool re-

quiring the use of skilled hands, as it is otherwise sus-

ceptible of doing much mischief A good rule is to

apply it to the parts sufficiently strong to produce a

slough of the epithelial layer of the membrane ;
if the

proper substance is destroyed by the cautery, cicatricial

degenerations result, in which the muciparous gl.inds

are much atrophied, if not entirely destroyed, leaving a

truly sclerosed membrane, unsusceptible of again per-

forming functions natunally, and analogous to what is

often seen in thegranular conjunctiva. If the application

is too weak, a disproportion of pain .and irritation results,

without accomplishing the object. It is difficult to lay

down a rule for the strength of the solution. If a 20-

gr. sol. is injected behind the uvula, in a thorough

manner, as much is done as with a stronger solution,

applied less actively. Ordinarily, a 30 to SO gr. solution

may be used. If the catarrhal syringe is employed, a

few drops only (two to five) may be placed on any
convenient receptacle, and taken up by the syringe, the

piston of which is well drawn back, and when the

parts are reached, suddenly driving it home, when a

spray-like effect is produced. This plan is undoubtedly
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superior to the brush or sponge, and approaches

somewhat the spray-producer in the quality of its

action.

The spray-producer admits of more ready apphcation

of a remedy to the parts than other modes ; it causes

less pain in the injection of a given solution, partly by
the dilation of air, and partly, probably, by the sudden-
ness and lack of violence in the mode of application; its

aeriform state admits of deeper penetration into cavi-

ties difficult of access by fluids ; then again, there is

not necessarily an excess of the application, which in

other methods sometimes is annoying; and exception-

ally, it may reach the tympanic cavity, not, it is true, in

a condition of spray, but more divided by the admix-
ture of air, than results from other methods. Glass

would be the best material from whicli to construct

spray-producers, but that it is too fragile. Metal is too

much acted upon to be used, and we are left the hard
rubber ; this latter is not open to these objections. It

is true a less perfect instrument is constructed ; but it

will, if carefully made, produce a moderately fine spray,

at a low air-tension.

The ordinary Politzer bag with a perforation being
the best means of producing the necessary power, the

thumb or a finger is placed upon the aperture, the in-,

strument applied to the part, and by a sudden compres-
sion the spray is produced. Richardson's double-bulbed
mode is not adapted to the use of agents liable to siain

by falling on tlie parts not indicated, it being too
unmanageable.
An excessively fine spray is only produced by a high

atmospheric pressure, requiring more powerful means
than the rubber bag. The air-pump and receiver,

which is expensive and cumbersome, may be used.
Croton water under pressure, or a reservoir of water at

the house-top, may do more cheaply in the following
manner:—A jug or stout bottle may be used, having a
cork perforated in three places one for the inflowing
water, another for the exit of the compressed air, and a
third for the drawing ofi' of the water by means of a
siphon.

The method by the compressed-air bags undoubtedly
will hold the very popular and satisfactory po.^ition

heretofore maintained. The camel's-hair pencil, for the
back wall of the nharynx, is a very good mode of appli-

cation; but behind the uvula it produces too much
violence

; for the anterior nares it does very well. The
sponge probably is not, on the whole, equal to more
modern methods. If any part needs a more profoundly
cauterizing eflect, the cotton-wool on a small bit of
whalebone, with a saturated solution of nitrate of silver,

nitric acid, saturated tr. iodine, or chromic acid, may
be the best method. Granulations ami ulcerated places,
or occasional spots of more intense redness, or the site
of polypi, may require to be treated in this manner.
A few agents may be used in substance, as alum or

sulphate of copper, attached to an appropriate holder
and passed behind the nvula, touching if need be the
mouths of the Eustachian tubes.

Similar agents may be used to those appropriate to
the treatment of granular conjunctivitis. The frequency
of the applications depends upon the activity of the
part. If the epithelium is thrown oiF in twelve hours,
and a new formation results, the application may be
repeated. Perhaps the best rule can come no nearer
than every one, two, or three days. A second applica-
tion certainly should not be made until all the un-
pleasant effects of the first have passed away.
Very often an intelligent patient will feel the need

of another application about as soon as necessary. If
after an apphcation the part continues to feel disagree-
ably, it is evident that the agent has done harm rather

than good, the epithelial layer of the mucous mem-
brane, perhaps, failing to be properly restored.

A few patients have insisted that one application of

the nitrate of silver has rendered the throat worse for

months afterward ; this, however, must be accepted

with allowance.

A patient vmdcr observation was not benefited by
any means of treatment, so far as could be judged.

The reactive power seemed to be absolutely nil The
rule, however, undoubtedly is, that treatment benefits

the average of ca<es more than in granular conjunc-

tivitis, and nearly to the same extent as in diseases in

general.

The duration of treatment is usually from a few
months to a year or two. Occasionally, one or two ap-

plications will relieve an old case in a most astonishing

manner. A pat lent, the wife of a physician, was cured
of a very excessive and watery discharge from the

nostrils by one application of nitrate of silver. It is

more than a year since, and no relapse has resulted. In

one case nitrate of silver irritated more, with about

the same rehef afforded as a solution of carbolic acid,

3 j to the pint of water. The latter should never be
used strong enough to produce a prolonged sensation

ot dryness or of excessive irritation. It smarts sharply

for a few minutes, and soon subsides; its smell is the

main objection to its use.

Sulphate of copper occa.sionally does well, but it is

more of an astringent and less a stimulant than some
remedies. Alum is valuable, used in strong solution,

even to saturation, if borne, or in substance ; but often

it is inefficient. A patient, thirty-five years of age,

having a catarrh of twenty years' standing, was re-

lieved of a profuse watery discharge by injections of

a saturated solution of alum twice a day into the nos-

trils, which had previously resisted nitrate of silver.

Tannic acid has not proved as serviceal)Ie under the

present observation as might have been expected from
its well-known reputation in granular eyelids.

The glycerine so frequently used as a solvent is some-
times irritating, and may be discarded, although some-
thing of the kind is often u.scful to keep the nostrils

from becoming too dry. For this purpose the oint-

ment of rose-water may be advised.

Tincture of iodine, diluted, and injected in lonsider-

alile quantities, or in saturation less freely applied, is

often of great service. It is not astringent, and
theoretically produces the alterative effect so much de-

sired. Some patieiits, however, will not bear it well.

One case of moderate catarrli, in which the trouble

was mostly located near the posterior nares -on the

floor of the fossa, was relieved by applying to the part,

by means of a bit of cotton on a whalebone, a satu-

rated solution of iodine and tannin in alcohol.

Muriate of ammonia by the three-bottle method, as

suggested by books on the ear, is a harmless remedy,

although not very potent.

The third bottle, in which the agent is formed, is di-

rected generally to be partially filled with water. This

is embarrassing, as regurgitation sometimes ensues,

greatly to the annoyance of the operator; and it is not

necessary, as the muriate forms pure enough for our pur-

po.se without it. The application of the remedy may be

made directly to the nostrils, passing into one and out

at the other, or by the faucial tube ihrou.gh the nares

;

or a smaller tube may be attached to an Eustachian ca-

theter. By Politzer's plan, however, the agent may
readily pass into the middle ear, at the same time medi-

cating the nose and throat. This is one of the few
, successful methods by which agents are injected into

j

the middle ear. It may be useful to add that the muri-

1 atic acid should be of fuU strength, the bottle filled
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to nearly one-half its capacity, and that the aqua am-
monis should be much diluted and less in volume than

the acid. By a little experimenting the proportions

are adjusted so that muriate of ammonia may be form-

ed without excess of ammonia or of acid.

in substance passed behind the uvula against the tube
is very effective.

How far the foregoing plan of treatment is suscep-

tible of affording relief may be determined preity accu-

rately. If the hearing distance is increased by inflating

This agent is mild in its effects, and may be injected the tympanic cavity, it is a proof of an insufficiently

with great freedom, even into the cavity. A warm and pervious tube, and that the same may be rendered per-

slightly irritated sensation only is the result of several
, manently normal op nearly so, provided trea'ment be

minutes of injection. It occasionally is usel'ul in tiuni- I sufficiently persevered in. Relapses will undoubtedly

tus aurium.
|
occur from exposure to cold, but in the end a good

Vapor of warm water, or sieam with admixture of , degree of success may be attained. If there is no im-

air, is a remedy of considerable value. It is held by
;
provement to the hearing from inflation, it cannot cer-

some that inasniiuch a.-; it represei ts moist warmth, it is tainly be stated that treatment will add to the hearing,

serviceable in sclerosed conditions of the mucous mem
brane lining the drum cavity and reflected upon its con-

tents.

It certainlv is beneficial in some of the old cases of

although the hypersmia of the tympanic cavity and of
the more superficial parts of the nerve may be lessened,

and the hearing improved. This last point is not
dwelt upon, as the proposition is well-nigh proven by

deafness dependent on a general catarrhal condition of i experiment to be correct. It seems to the writer that

the parts, including the pharyngeal space. Undoubt- ' there is no doubt but that the nitrate of silver applied

edly it is a valuable stimulant in catarrhal complaints to the mouth of the Eustachian tube produces a power-
generally. It is conceded to be effective in croupous I ful impression upon the tympanic cavity itself Ca-

difficulties, when the subduing of an inliammation of a tarrhal affections of the nasal duct have been relieved

mucous membrane is certainly called for. It has often

opened an impervious Eustachian tube, and occasional-

ly, if the remedy is pushed, it wiU produce so much ir-

ritalion and hypersemia as to close it temporarily. A
good apparatus for this work is one in use at the Man-
hattan Eye and Ear Hospital, constructed of tin, at the

suggestion of the writer. A glass flask is too liable to

break. The steam may be used every day or two, three

to six minutes being occupied at each sitting. A hard

rubber catheter and a catheter-holder are needed to

make the application.

The offensive smell of a catarrh patient, especially

when ozena is present, may need a word. Many time?,

it is true, dead bone exists as a cause of the fetid

smell but frequently this is not the case. Decomposed
secretions certainly have a foul smell, and in some cases,

especially when the discharge is profuse and watery.

by similar treatment of its inferior extremity, proving

this thing possible. Even if no improvement to the

hearing is obtainable, treatment may often be recom-
mended to prevent further development of the disease,

which so frequently results, and which may be measur-
ably hindered. We may hope to cure tinnitus aurium
also, either by the inflation of the tympanic cavity,

thereby relieving deeper parts from pres.^ure, the

results of a coUapsed membrana tympani, or by dimi-

nishing the hyperemia by the means previou.^ly refer-

red to ; but the latter symptom in old cafes very fre-

quently resists treatment. In one case the hearing

distance was gradually increased as a result of inflation,

and accompanied by a tearing sensation in the ear, as

though aflhesions between the drum-membrane and

inner wall of the cavity had been ruptured in the oper-

ation. Another case resisted treatment in one ear,

with a pale and relaxed membrane, the feiid odor is although inflated daily for several weeks, when sud-

well pronounced, without the presence of dead bone
|

denly the hearing was more than doubled. In this

as a causation. To correct this the carbolic acid, Uq. case also perhaps an adhesion was ruptured,

sod. chlo., or permanganate of potass, are usually used.
|

It ma3- be pertinent to remark here that inflation

Some cases under observation have been relieved of the
j
may be overdone. It will be safe to direct the patient

bad odor by nitrate of silver and the salt-and-water j to inflate whenever the hearing is not at its maximum.
wash only
Of the means more especially used to open an im-

pervious tube, the nitrate of silver, strength of forty or

eighty grains to the ounce, apphed to the mouth of the

tube by means of an Eustachian catheter, is perhaps the

best. It may be used in the followirg manner:—The
end of the catheter containing the ring .should be

suppUed with a thimble-shaped piece of rubber, similar

to that used on the atropine-dropper ; the beak of the

instrument is immersed in the solution, and one or

several drops may be drawn up, the end freed from
excess of solution by wiping on blotting-paper, then

passed up to the E-tube, or perhaps a little way within,

and the contents discharged. Or, after loading the

instrument, a bit of cotton may be wound upon the

and to desist when that is reached.

Experiments with Seigel's otoscope, in a healthy ear,

demonstrated that although the drum-membrane may
be drawn outwards, it immediately flies back when-
ever the force is removed, showing that a certain

amount of resiliency exists. This may be destroyed

by too much inflation, preventing the firm holding of

the ossicula against the vestibule. One ol the last

subjects touched upon by the late Mr, Toynbee was the

modus operandi of improvement to hearing by the

artificial membrane, which, in his opinion, involved

this idea—that the ossicula were not in absolute con-

tact at their articulations, thus disturbing the medium
for conducting sound, and that the pressure inwards of

the drum restored this solution of contmuiij'. Quite

end, and when introduced the thimble-shaped bulb
|

likely the diminution to hearing by inflating a normal

may be slightly pressed, so as to moisten the cotton, I ear may be thus explained.

when a swab is extemporised, and being exactly in
|

~

position the remedy is readily applied. Tiie hard rubber
j

spray-producer may be provided with a beak of extra

length, so as to exactly reach the tube ; but this plan is
,

undoubtedly less effective than the former. Irritating
i

the mouth of the tube by means of a catheter thrust :

somewhat harshly against or into it, is a good
|

temporary measure, and probably explains why Po-
I

_ ...
litzer's plan often succeeds after a catheterization, when

j

sea, giddiness, and tinnitus aurium, were attributed to

both had previously failed. The sulphate of copper the use of this remedy.

StTBSTiTUTE FOR QtTixiNE.— It is sta'.cd, in the Lancet,

that M. Pavia, of Italy, has produced an alkaloid from

the leaves and roots of boxwood, which he calls Bus-
sine. In the experience of several Italian physicians this

substance has been found to possess virtues nearly

[

equal to quinine, in the treatment of miasmatic fevers.

In several cases gastric uneasiness, pyrosis, thirst, nau-
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THE RADICAL CURE OF FISTULA IN
ANO WITHOUT THE KNIFE.

By EDWARD C. HUSE, M.D.,

ROCKFORD, II.I.S.

A PROMPT and successful result, in several cases of

anal fistule treated by injection of iodine, lias induced
me to c^ill attention to this subject in the Record.

While disclaiming', of course, any originality for this

plan of treatmeut, the manner in which I have em-
ployed it is probably somewhat new. At all events, it

has thus far been entirely and permanently successful

in my hands ; and the suggestions of M. Henry, as-

sistant to M. Bonnafont, as long ago as 1S58, on this

subject, seem to have met with undeserved neglect.

The iodine should be employed in the form of a, satu-

rated ethereal tincture. Its adv.antages over the officinal

or alcoholic tincture are obvious. It is not only
stronger^ and thereby excites inflammatory adhesion in

the walls of the tube, but the ether evaporates almost
momentaril}', and a pure coating of iodine is left along
the fistulous track, -vyhich doubtless encourages absorp-
tion.

The instrument I have used is an ordinary hypoder-
mic syringe, with small sdver canula, which may be
readily bent to correspond with the direction of the

sinus.

The mode of operation is as follows :—After explor-

ing the fistula with a very small probe (the ordinary

probe of the pocket-case is far too large), after deter-

mining it^ course and extent, the patient is to be placed

in a good light and a glass rectal speculum introduced,

with its fenestrum opposite the internal orifice of the

fistula. The canula is now bent to the required curva-

ture and introduced, when the syringe, filled with
tepid water, is screwed on, and the surface thoroughly
cleansed of all extraneous matter. Tliis step is not

only essential, but serves to allay timidity, or dread of

the subsequent operation.

Next, by pressure, the fistula in its whole extent
should be dried out, and the iodine will thus come in

direct contact with its wall?. Introduce now into the

speculum a quantity of carded cotton. This will ab-

sorb any of the iodine which might otherwise be in-

jected through and injure the mucous membrane, and
l)y its characteristic stain will serve to show the com-
pleteness both of the fistula and of the operation.

The canula may now be re-inserted and the injection

made. It should be done slowhj, and at the same time
the canula gradually withdrawn. Every part of the

surface will thereby be reached.

The operation, which is not very painful, should be
premised with a cathartic and followed with a full ano-
dyne, as ordinarily with the time-honored knife

method. The patient need not be confined to his bed,

or room, even for an hour.
Thus far I have performed this operation four times,

and, as remarked above, with immediate and complete
success. The patients were, all but one, below thirty

years old. One was tuberculous, but no appreciable

injury accrued from thus checking what we were once
told is in phthisis a conservative drain. In my first

case, a clerk, fet. 23, there was a dense and almost car-

tilaginous Slate of the fistulous wall, and the injection

had to be repeated ; but in the others one "sitting"
alone was called for.

•-•-^

A Remedy for Ringworm.—Von Erlach and Sucke
recommend spirits of turpentine, brushed over the sur-

face, as a remedy for common ringworm.

—

Journal of
Cutaneous Medicine.

|)roigtf02 of iJleiical Science.

The Poisonous Dose of CnLORAL.—Dr. Richardson
says of hydrate of chloral: " The largest dose 1 have
known to be tuken is one hundred and twenty grains.

This dose produced a prolonged and dangerous coma,
but recovery nhimately followed. I think we may
consid( r a hundred and twenty grains, as a maximum
dose for an adult, dangerous, but not of necessity fatal.

Beyond a hundred and twenty grains the danger in-

creases, and a hundred and eighty grains may be con-
sidered a dose that would prove, in the majority of
cases, positively fatal."

Calabar Bean in Constipation.'—Dr. Victor Subbotin
(Arch./. Klin. Medicin, vi., 2, 3, 18G9) communicates
cases in which lie obtained remarkably good re-ults from
this remedy. He prescribed a solution of the extract
in glycerine, one to thirty, the dose being four drops
four times daily. A fecal tumor which resisted strong

doses of a cathartic was quickly dispelled in this way.
The cases in which the treatment is most suitable are

those due to atony of the muscular coat of the bowels,

on which the Calabar extract acts powerfully, as is

shown by experiments on animals.

A Woman with ForR Breasts.—A primiparous wo-
man was admitted under M. Lorain, and was delivered

next day of a dead premature child. She was found to

have four breasts, two in the normal position, and with

tlie normal puerperal appearances, and two which,

from their position, might be called axillary, and attain-

ing the size of a small orange. She menstruated at

twelve, and at the periods she experienced pain in the

small breasts. The colostrum also which the.sc contain-

ed w-as small in quantity, and the granular boilies were
less and transparent, while the milk globules were
fewer. The areola; were also very small. In spite of

an attack of fever, the lacteal secretion was regularly

established in all the breasts, but the milk examined
microscopically was found of a much poorer quality in

the supplementary breasts.

—

Revue Photugraphique des

Hnpitaiix.

Intracisor Forceps for Arterie.s, to Supersede

TUE Ligature.— Ccnsidcrable interest has been re-

cently manifested by American surgeons in finding

substitutes for the traditional, well-tried silk ligature

for the closure of arteries. The N. Y. State Medical

Society, in 1869, awarded the " Merritt II. Cash " prize

for a Practicid Treatise on Acupressure. The Ameri-

can Medical Association awarded a prize last year to

the author of an essay on the closure of arteries by a

"Constricting Silver Ligature;" and at the recent

meeting of the State Med. Society, the "Cash" prize

was awarded fur an essay on the use of an " Artery

Constrictor," by w hich it is proposed to close arteries

by dividing and invaginating the internal coats without

injuring the external. The interest manifested in this

subject induces us to reproduce (from the Land. Med.

Times and Gazette, Feb. 12, 1870, p. 189) the account of

another instrument which is also designed as a sub-

stitute for the ligature.

"We are able to place before our readers the en-

graving of the Intracisor, invented by Mr. Webber,

and made by Messrs. Maw, for the purpose of securing

all the advantage of the ordinary ligature without en-

tading any of its strangulating consequences or its in-

convenience—as a foreign body left in a wound which.

it is desirable to heal quickly. Among its recom-

mendations are, it seems, the small wound necessary

in exposing the vessel to be operated upon ; the facility
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with -which the lower blade can be pa!=sed under, and
made to isolate the vessel from its contiguous tissues;

and the complete circumferential division of its inner

friable lining, accompUshed without interfering with its

outer coat when bringing the two blades into close

apposition. We have witnessed the effect of the intra-

cisor on a dead artery ; nothing can be more perfect."

Case of Threatened Suffocation from Infiltration

or the Uvula.—Dr. Waldburg H. Coleman, of Trenton,

N. J., sends us the following :

—

William Pierson, aged 30, who had frequent attacks

of gastritis, sent for me in a great hurry April 16th, at

3 A.M., with word that he was suffocating from some
obstruction in the throat, which had come on in an at^

tempt to vomit.

His symptoms were : countenance very anxious, eyes
protruding, almost complete aplionia, lips of good color,

frequent pulse, and, on first seeing him, breathing nor-

mal. While watching him, he was suddenly seized with
aparoxysm of suffocation. Hishead was thrown forward
upon the chest, body stretched partly out of bed, knees
elevated, voice completely gone, frequent retchings of
frothy nuicus. with Ijlueness of the face and extremities.

Instant death seemed inevitable. I put my finger down
his throat, but could find nothing abnormal in the oeso-

phagus; the epiglottis was not infiltrated or inflamed;

in fact there was notliing detected to indicate any seri-

ous obstruction. I then passed the stomach tube down-
ward into the stomach; it went freely and smoothly.
His stragglings were so severe that my fingers were
badly bitten.

I now examined his throat with a light, and, on de-
pressing the tongue at its base, found the uvula enor-
mously elongated, extending down the pljarynx. The
lower extremity was nothing more than a membranous
sac filled with scrum, which curled round and iri'itated

the epiglottis. Its length was such, that when drawn
forward it reached beyond the lower incisor teeth. At
the upper part of this sac, which was the uvula proper,
there was a constriction. I seized the lower part with
the forceps and cut it off below the point just mention-
ed. All his difiiculty at once subsided, and when I left

he was perfectly composed.
I saw him the next morning; at the place of stric-

ture there was a slight slough of a .small fragment that
remained liehjw. The uvula soon healed, and he has
had no further trouble.

Embolismic Origin of Tuberculosis.—Dr. E. G.
Janeway, of N. T., writes:—Recently in examining
the pia mater in a case of tuburculous meningitis, I

encountered a small artery one-thousandth part of an
inch in diameter, containing an embolus smaller than the
caUbre of the vessel, loose in its channel, and about
one five-hundredth part of an inch in length. It was
tnade up of shrivelled and closely packed cells with
fatty granules. The cellular nature was apparent at

tlie sides and extremities, and was partly open to red
blood globules. There was no obstruction of the larger
arteries by thrombus. The lungs contained cavities and
were in a state of fibrous induration. This is simply
an isolated fact; but in view of the supposed embolismic
origin of tuberculosis is of some importance, and may
serve to make other observers investigate the condition
of the small arteries more carefully in cases of tubercu-
losis.

New Metuod of Deter.mining the Presence of
Albumen.—Mynott Tidy recommends, for determining
the presence of a small quantity of albumen, the use
of phenio acid. Equal volumes acetic and phenic
acids are mixed. Observe if the addition of a drop

of this mixture to water produces a precipitate; if not?

the mixture can be employed to discover albumen ;
ifi

on the contrary, the test succeeds, add to the liquid

acetic acid until it no longer renders water turbid.

This reagent will demonstrate the existence of albumen
in fifteen thousand times its volume of water, while

nitric acid ceases to show albumen when it is diluted

eight thousand times.

—

New York Medical Journal.

Absorption of Mercury through Animal Mem-
branes.—Doctor Rindfleisch, of Bonn, has been mak-
ing experiments on rabbits with reference to the pas-

sage of mercurial ointment through the skin, mucous,

and serous membranes, with negative results. The
ointment was rubbed for some time on the inner sur-

fiice of the ear, and a subsequent microscopic examina-

tion could not detect that a particle of the mercury
had penetrated the epidermis, the .sub-cutaneous net-

work of vessels being entirely free from it. A quantity

of the ointment was retained in contact with the con-

junctival mucous membrane by sewing the eyelids to-

gether, and no mercury ]iassed through the conjunctiva.

The ointment was then administered with their food,

producing inflammation and ulceration of the intestinal

mucous membrane; and in the mesenteric glands corre-

sponding to the ulcerated portion of the intestine, were
found particles of the mercury, but none could be dis-

covered in either the blood, liver, lungs, kidneys, spleen,

brain, or bones. Small pieces of the ointment were
placed in the peritoneal cavity, and the results were
again negative. A few particles were found in the

lymphatics of the diaphragm, but only there.

The doctor, therefore, concludes that quicksilver con-

tained in blue ointment passes neither through the

skin, mucous, nor serous membranes, so long as they

are sound, but may be introduced through open lym-

pliatics and the bases of phagedenic ulcers.

—

London
Med. Press and Circtikir.

Deatu from CnLOROFORM.—111 an article in the Janu-

ary number of Braithwaite's Retro.'pect, by Dr. B. W.
Richardson, on "Death from Chloroform," he describes

four modes by which it occurs, as follows :—In the first,

by tlie immediate influence exerted by the chloroform

on the peripheral nervous system, respiration is for an in-

terval suspended, there is accumulation of carbonic acid

in the-blood, irritation of the vagus, and consequent ar-

rest of the action of the heart. Artificial respiration offers

the best chance of recovery in this form of death, be-

cause the irritability of the heart is unimpaired. Ner-
vous and irritable people are the ones subject to this

form. The second mode of death may be called epilepti-

form syncope : it is instantaneous, and we find the

arteries completely emptied of blood, and the brain

blanched and bloodless. This form of death occurs

during the second stage, or that of excitement. The
third form of death occurs when, from the slow and
continued action of the narcotic, there is paralysis of the

heart. This Ibrm of death is hopeless; artificial respi-

ration has no efl'ect on it. It is always preceded by
intermittent action of the heart. The fourth form of

death is a compound one—there is first depression of

the nervous system from chloroform, and then surgical

shock is superadded.* Ha;morrhage may have aided

the exhaustion of the .system. Death here is by syn-

cope, and is often sudden. It is very liable to occur

from the error of supposing that in small operations it

is only necessary to administer a little narcotic vapor;

and, secondly, from proceeding to operate while the

patient is excited, but not insensible.

Dental Colleges.—There are nine reputable Dental

.
Colleges in the United States.
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PROFESSIONAL LAMPOONERY.

OxE of the Brooklyn daily papers has recently

favored its readers with a leading article on " The low

tone and feeble state of medical literature." In this

effusion some statements are made concerning the state

of medical literature in this country which, unfortu-

nately for the profession, contain many truths. The

scarcity of medical writers, and the paucity of good

medical journals ia deplored, and the necessity of a

remedy urged. But this, after all, is an old story, and

coming as it does from the secular press, would not be

worthy of any special notice, were it not written for

another purpose than the real good of the profession.

Physicians are not accustomed to look to the daily

papers for any sonnd or disinterested advice in matters

pertaining to the'r professional advancement, neither

are they likely to heed it when gratuitously offered.

Writers for the secular journals have never as a rule

been friendly to legitimate medicine; and so firmly

has this conviction been forced upon medical men,

that they have a right to consider suggestions and
advice from these out.siders as not only presumptuous

but insulting. We have a fancy for drinking our water
from a clean cup. Experience has shown us that all

sensational articles concerning the ignorance, want of

energy, proper working spirit in the profession, etc.,

etc., are written with some special object, and the one
in question, as we have before intimated, is in this

respect no exception to the rule.

The feeble state of medical literature is spoken of in

the article in question in a general way, in order to

offer an excuse for some remarks on the utility of

prizes as stimulants for literary effort, and then the

main object of the writer is made apparent from the

following remarks which we quote :

—

" Even the prizes are ineffective. For instance, the
Cash prize of the State Medical Society of New York
is open to all the thousands of doctors in this Common-
wealth, and intended as it is to take in the wliole
question of surgical discoveries, ought to call forth at

\

least hundreds of essays from doctors supposed to be
devoting all their powers and time to the elucidation of
questions, and to the production of appliances calcu-

lated to develop and perfect that supreme science for

the saving of Ufe and suffering. The facts are. that at

the late meeting of the State Society at Albany only
two essays were filed for that prize; one was not un-
original, or weak, but was so absolutely ungrammatical
as to be ruled out of all examination as to its intrinsic

merits, and the other bore off the prize without any

[

virtual competition."

Any one who reads the foregoing paragraph must

j

be convinced of the fact that a deUberate attempt is

I

made to cheat the recipient of the prize of the honor
' which he merits. The attack on its face is transparent,

diabolical, and mean, and bears evidence of the malig-

nant jealousy of a petty soul. But these are not the

worst of its features, for the circumstances which sur-

I

round the case, and the facts referred to in the body of

the article, betray the writer to be a medical man. We
blush to think that any one who bears the name of a

physician should so far stoop below his manhood to

thus sneakingly lampoon a brother before an audience

of outsiders. For the sake of the honor of the profes-

sion we hope we are mistaken.

Every pains is taken to show 'that there was vir-

tually no competition for the prize, but we fail to see

why this should detract from the value of the essay to

which the said prize was awarded. The responsibility

of its bestowal belongs to the Committee on Prize

Essays. This committee is bound in honor to rule out

every essay presented, and award no prize whatever if

in its opinion none are worthy. But this was not the

case with the essay in question, as we shall be happy

to prove to tlie satisfaction of our readers by its pub-

lication in full in a future number. We believe in

the principle that when any one wins distinction by

honest worth he should have it, no matter who he is,

and that no one from envy or m.ilice should be allowed

to assail his rights without being brouglit to account.

If the writer of that newspaper criticism ever tried for

any prize in life and was defeated let him take courage

and try again ; let him strive to win in the race by

fair running, but not by endeavoring to trip up the one

who is outstripping him.

Two gentlemen are spoken of in connection

with the State Society at Albany, as being the only

ones who presented any papers of real worth, leaving

the reader to infer that except for these the meeting

would have been a failure. Now, the truth is, there

were a greater number of really good papers presented

at this meeting than at any other for the past five

years. We should like to know if the author of the

article is wilUng and able to prove to the satisfac-

tion of the profession, that the papers presented by

Emmet, Agxew, Bozemas, Jewett, Satre, E. K. Hun,

and J. G. Piichap.dsox, the Annual Address of Vander-

POEL, the lecture of Noyes, and the remarks of Squire

and others, gave evidences of "the prevalent intellec-

tual dry-rot." Dr. Sqcibb, of Brooklyn, and Dr. J. P,
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Ghat, of TJtica, are the gentlemen particularly men-

tioned by the writer; both presented papers worthy of

their reputations, both are deserving of every encomi-

um, but they have the misfortune in this instance of

being sacrificed on the altar of expediency.

i^ » »

In a recent number, while commenting on the pro-

ceedings of the State Medical Society, we took occasion

to refer to a manifestation of ill-feeling between certain

medical gentlemen in Albany. Our impression theij

was that the cause of the trouble was based upon col-

lege difficulties, and we so stated it. It now appears

to us, from facts which have since come to our know-
ledge, that we were so far in error. We are pleased

to learn that none of the profession of Albany have

taken any stand against the College as such, and that

none desire to have it so considered by the profes-

sion. It is true several of the best known and most
respected medical gentlemen of Albany have resigned

their positions as members of the faculty of that insti-

tution, but they have done it simply as the result of a

conscientious conviction that the other members of the

board have failed to properly appreciate the duties and
responsibilities incident to their positions. Although
now disconnected with the school, they still have its

best interests at heart, and are, in spite of differences of

opinion with the present faculty, unwilling to have a

contrary impression entertained. This is certainly

the proper spirit, and commends itself to the good
judgment of every unprejudiced person. The majority

of the profession of Albany recognize and appreciate

the cause for the resignations, a fact which admits of

but one interpretation. So much then for the medical

school question.

The facts also recently brought to our notice upon
which the discussion before the Society was based, are

worthy of some consideration. A member of the pub-
lishing committee complains of typographical errors in a

recent volume of the Transactions containing the annual

address of another member of the same committee, and
makes this complaint an excuse to criticise the char-

acter of the quotations made in the said address, the

spelling of certain words, the grammatical construction

of certain sentences, covertly charging the whole upon
the proof-reader, and ending with a motion to appoint

an experienced reader.

When we learn that the reasons for these mistakes

and misprints had been previously explained to the at-

tacking party by the gentleman attacked, we are forced

to allow that a simple act of justice rendered the

administration of a severe rebuke necessary. In con-

clusion we simply recall to the minds of our readers

that the motion was deservedly tabled.

«^»- -- ^^

The discussions concerning the expediency of licens-

ing prostitution have brought to the surface many
fact3 of interest to the social economist. It has been

shown that in countries where the licensing system is

as perfect as direct legislation can make it, there is

not such a decrease in venereal disease as one might

be led to expect. Not only is there danger of the

propagation of these maladies through the means of

the licensed inmates of houses of prostitution, but

more especially, and in a very large majority of cases,

by clandestine prostitution, which no registry law can

reach. But there is another side of this question,

which is seldom referred to, but which in reality is

the most important of all for consideration. It is

the control of the male portion of the prostitutes.

Many suggestions have been offered to solve this

problem ; some of them have been more or less prac-

tical, some chimerical, and others ridiculous
;
partaking

of all three of these elements are the suggestions of " a

victim to the social evil," as offered in a Rochester

paper.

She proposes that policemen be stationed at each

house where the " evil " resides, with orders that no

man shall be allowed to come in without delivering a

pass from a magistrate. The magistrate is to issue

passes only to men who present a surgeon's certificate

of their recent examination and freedom from disease
;

and is to keep a record of the passes issued in a book,

open to public inspection. To the objection that the

publicity of such a record might occasion some trouble

in families, as well as to aU other objections, she urges

the evident fairness of the system, as compared with

the regulations proposed, and its equal certainty of

effecting good sanitary results.

Ueports jof ^oc'idies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Slated Meeting, Fehruary 13, 1871.

Dr. Aeram' Jacoei, President, in the Chair.

The President announced the admission to member-
ship of Drs. Eugene Peugnet, 'William E. Fisher, Frede-

rick E. Schwedler, George B. Pomerov, Stephen M.
Roberts, Daniel D. W. Harrington, J. Theus Taylor,

Rudolf Tauszky, and Mary E. Greene.

The Report of the Committee on Intelligence was
read by Dr. Castle, and that of the Committee on
Meteorology by Dr. Goodwillie.

DECEASED MEMBERS—DR. BENJAMIN DRAKE.

Dr. Van Kleek remarked that, since the Society

had last met, death had been busy in its ranks. In one

short month, no less than four of its members, includ-

ing two former Presidents, and its trusted and highly

valued Treasurer, had been called from their labors to

their reward. Of one of these, whom he had intimate-

ly known, he had, at the request of the secretary, pre-

pared a brief sketch.

Dr. Benjamin Drake, a former President of the So-

ciety, died at his residence in this city, January 11th,

1871. He was the tijird son of John Drake, a success-

ful merchant, and was born in New York, February 14,

1805. He early manifested decided literary and scien-
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tific tastes, and his condition in life was happily such as

to enable him to cultivate and gratify them. He gradu-

ated with honor in Arts, at Columbia Cullege in 1825,

and in Medicine at the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons three years later. After two years of hospital

study in Europe, he began practice in Chambers street,

removing subsequenlly to the Bowery, and to East
Broadway. He remained unmarried, but none the less

exercised a liberal hospitality.

Joining this Society in 1832, he was its President in

1848 and '49. In 1853, he was elected permanent mem-
ber of the State Society. He took a prominent pan m
organizing the Academy of Medicine, and in this, as in

the County Society, he was an active member. Ho was
for several years an attending surgeon at the New York
Ophthalmic Ho.-pital (now discontiimed)

;
and alter-

wards gave much attention to the Eastern Dispensary,

especiallv its vaccine department. At one time he enter-

ed ardently into political life, though never seeking po-
litical preferment, and was a devoted champion of Henry
Clay.

Dr. Drake's attainments were those of a man of wide
and varied culture—indeed, the speaker had rarely

known a man who knew so much of almost eveiy-
thing ; and in the circle in which tliey both moved thir-

ty years ago he was esteemed the Admirable Crichton
of his day. Skilled in botany, he gave much time to the

culture of flowert-, of which he was an enthusiastic

lover. To natural history and to comparative anatomy
and pathology he gave much study, making free use of
the facilities and the material afforded by the menage-
rie near his residence. He was said to have at one
time the most exiensivc collection of skulls, human and
Others, in the country.

The Doctor was a man of medium height, but of
commanding presence. In conversation or debate he
had a ready command of language, remarkable rather
for its force and conipactnefs than for its ornatenes?.
Toward the close of his life, failing health and frequent
disappomtinent.':, acting on a temperament extremely
nervous, had rendered him soinewhat reserved in gene-
al society, and some thought had made him misanthro-
pic. But those who knew him knew thai ho had a
warm heart, and loved to do good to all who came
within the circle of its aflections.

It was voted that Dr. Van Kleek's biographical

sketch of Dr. Drake be placed on file in the archives

of the Society; and, on motion, theChair appointed
Dr. Van Kleek a Committee to prepare suitable reso-
lutions upon the subject.

DR. WILLIAM B. B1BDIN3.

TnE Secuetary announced the death of the Trea-
surer, Dh. William B. Bibejns, and read the proceed-
ings of the joint and special meeting of this Society
and the New York Academy of Medicine, touching
the matter, which appeared in the Eecord of February
1st., ult. (vol. v., p. 552).

Dn. Ellsworth Eliot moved that the minutes jnst
read be accepted, and that the resolutions comprised
in them be adopted as the sense of the Society. He
added

:

Perhaps it is right that I should say a few words
with reference to the memory of our deceased friend.

I think his name stands, in the record of our organi-
zation, immediately before my own. He was very
early called to positions of honor and responsibility
in this Society; and with what fidelity and efiaoiency
he always discharged the duties that still continued
to be thrust upon him, we are all too famihar for me
to dwell upon them.

. Pew members of the prol'essioa bad so thoroughly

prepared themselves for all its duties as Dr. Bibbins.

After a course at Yale College, he attended medical
lectures in this very building, receiving the diploma
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons. He then
devoted several years to hospital service, as interve of
the Bellevne Hotipital and of the Nursery Hospital

on Randall's Island. After this he was for more than
ten years one of the visiting physicians to the Demilt
Dispensary. The knowledge and skill acquired in

these various positions were turned to good account in

a large practice, and they inured to the benefit of those

who are too often compelled to forego them ; for Dr.

Bibbins di<l much service among the poor.

It is a wide place which his death has made vacant.

I know of no one dear to a larger number of friends;

of no one to whom more persons were under greater

obligations for fiivors conferred. For he was always
ready to help by his advice or by his work, and often

at great personal sacrifice. He has died m the hey-
day of life. But a year ago. Dr. George T. Elliot,

Dr. Bibbins, and myself were together in the Comitia
Minora, and their prospect of a ripe old age seemed
far better than thatofmcst of us. But they have gone
from their spheres of usefulness

;
the places which

have known them shall know them no more; yet

none hery can doubt that their memory will remain
green wdiile one of those whose lot they have brightened
shall live to cherish it.

The motion of Dr. Eliot was carried.

DR. GEORGE T. ELLIOT.

Dr. Fordyce Barker—In common with all present,

I heartily sympathize with the sentiments to which my
(Wend (Dr. Ellsworth Eliot) has just given utterance

in relation to the loss which the medical profession,

this Society, and the public have sustained by the death

of Doctor Bibbins.

It also becomes my duty to announce the death of

our late President, Dr. (Tcorge T. Elliot ; and it may
he permitted tome, who long held most intimate per-

sonal, professional, and collegiate relations with him, to
.

add a few commemorative words as a tribute to one
whose memory will long be cherished with the warm-
est affection hy those who had the privilege of enjoy-

ing his personal hiend.ship, and with high esteem and
great respect by all those who love our noble profes-

-siou, and who honor those honest and zealous workers

in it who have contributed something to its improve-

ment in practice and its progress in science—for Geo.

T. Elliot was one of this class.

Here, where he was so well known, it is unncces-

.sary for me to speak of the zeal and ardor with which

he cultivated those talents with which he was origin-

ally endowed—not from mere personal ambition and

for selfish ends, but from a high sense of moral respon-

sibility, and an elevated appreciation of the dignity and

importance of his calling. Here 1 need not allude to

his valuable and interesting contributions to the medi-

cal journals of the day, or to the volume which must
ever hold a high phice in the estimation of those who
are actively engaged in obstetric practice. Nor need I

refer to his ability and readiness as a speaker, nor to

the culture and acciuirement with which he brought

out new suggestions or forgotten associations in the

various medical discussions in this and the other medi-

cal societies of which he was an active and a working

member. Nihil tetigit, quod non ornavit.

The zeal and enthusiasm with which he entered up-

on his duties as President of this Society; the grace,

courtesy, and decision with which he presided ; the

stimulus and efficiency which he gave to the work of

the Society, are fresh in the memory of us aU. His
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ability, success, and popularity as a teacher were always
subjects of congratulation with liis colleagues, and will

long remain as a tradition amimg the students of the
college to which he was attaolied.

Here is not the place, and this is not the time, for

those who loved him to recall, with tender recollections,

his warm social aQ'cctious, his hearty geniality, his bright
humor, and sparkling repartee which never left a sting

behind, and the hiippiuess which he enjoyed and dif-

fused in tiie indulgence of an elegant and refined hos-
pitality.

In the active exercise of his profession, which permits
no exemption from the calls of duty—even at those
hours when tlie rest of the world are permitted to

indulge in the needful repose of body and mind—^on

an exceedingly hot Sunday in July, while laboriously
engaged in the practice of his art, the terrible warning
came that his professional mission was ended. Who,
in the profession in tliis city, will ever forget the heart-
felt shock, with which they received the intelligence
that Elliot had been stricken down by apoplexy ? To
many others, as to myself, must have recurred those
strikingly appropriate, but somewhat hackneyed, lines

from Longfellow's Psalm of Life :

Art is long and time is fleeting,

And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Stiil, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.

On a .Sunday morning in the depth of winter, his
spirit broke from its earthly fetter.s, leaving to us, by
the bright example of his life, the lesson to

So live, that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan, which moves
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death.
Thou go not, like the quarry-s'ave at night.
Scourged to his dungeon ; but, sustained and soothed
By an unfeltering trust, approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.

On motion, the Chair appointed Dr?. Barker, -John
C. Peters, and Isa.ac E. T.aylor a committee to prepare
appropriate resolutions.

DR. KICH.\RD T. UXDERIIILL.

Dr. Harwood announced the death of Dr. Richard
T. U.VDERniLL, of Croton Point, a non-resident member
of the Society; and the Chair appointed Drs., Har-
wood, Van Kleek, and Goodwillie a committee to
draw up suitable resolutions and present them at the
next meeting.

PATHOLOGY OF GASTRIC TUBULKS.

Dr. Austin Flint read a paper, of unusual interest
and importance, on The Patholoijical Pelutiims of the
Gastric and Inttstimd TiibnJex. The paper appears in

the current number of the N. T. Medical Journal, and
we here jiresent a full abstract

:

Premising that the histological facts he should pre-
sent had been drawn exclusively from three English
observers, Handfleld Jones, Wilson Fox, and Samuel
Fenwick, and that his own observations had been
made from a clinical and physiological point of view,
the speaker said that for many years he had been firmly
convinced that the secretory glands of the .alimentary
canal constitute a territory where important discoveries
in pathology are to be made ; that it had seemed to
him a rational supposition that destructive lesions of
these glands exist in a class of cases characteiized by
progressive and fatal inanition, taking place without
the evidence of disease existing elsewhere sufficient
to explain the symptoms and tlieir termination. This
view he had often expressed, predicting that the

microscope would ere long be found to establish it. He
would first relate the cases which had fallen under his

observation
; next present the histological facts referred

to; and finally ofler some considerations relative to

the pathological importance of the gastric and intesti-

n,il tubules, not only in the cases where their lesion

might be regarded as essentially constituting the dis-

ease, but also in affections where such lesion might
hold a subordinate place.

Four cases were now related. The first was that of
a strong man, sixty years old, of unexceptionable
habits, free from previous disease except occasional

gout, always a good feeder. With no assignable cause
of disease beyond some domestic annoyances, he began
to lose appetite, and gradually reduced his diet untd it

consisted chiefly of hquids. Without other symptoms
to lead him to consider himself sick, the anorexia
increased till it became complete, and his strength
failed till he had to keep his bed from sheer weakness.
At this point he came under the speaker's care. No
sign of disease could be found in any organ. But the

repugnance to food grew extreme ;
vaiious tonics and

stimul.ants were given with no benefit; and the patient

died, clearly of inanition. There was at no time any
febrile movement. The intellect, naturally powerful,

remained clear until a day or two before death. The
other three cases were in all essential re=pects the

counterparts of this one. In one of them there was
vomiting after food, but without evidence of canoer,

ulcer, or gastritis. In another there was diarrhce.a, but
from intestinal indigestion, not ulceration or inflamma-
tion. All four were males near sixty years of age. The
speaker had also, in consultation with Dr. Barker, seen
two analogous cases in females of about the same age.

The kind of food against which the stomach first or

most strongly rebelled was not recorded in the above
cases ; but in one of them, certainly, animal food was
given up long before the patient took his bed ;

and in

the others the Doctor thought the aversion had been
greatest toward the albuminous articles of diet. The
question was important as bearing on the localization

of the affection, eitlier exclusively or chiefly, in the

gastric or in the intestinal tubules.

The close resemlilance of these cases, in many respects,

to those described by Addison as examples of " idiopa-

thic anEemia," and attributed by him to lesion of the

suprarenal capsules, could hardly fail to be noticed.

The term "Addison's disease" had commonly been re-

stricted to such of the cases as were attendetl by a

bronzed hue of the skin; though Addison himself

reg.arded the melasma as non-essential, considering the

anaemia to be the leading feature. But anajmia alone

would not account for the f:vtal termination in these ca-

ses ; there must be something more than a deficiency of

red corpuscles to explain this; and it seemed reasonable

to seek the explanation in a deficiency of essential

nutritive constituents from non-assimil.ation. Had Ad-
dison's microscopic researches taken the direction of

the gastro-intestinal tubules, he would probably have

found a more satisfactory solution of his perplexing

cases than in the disease of the suprarenal capsules,

which, as he says, he " stumbled upon." These ideas,

the .speaker had advanced in a lecture pubhshed up-

wards of ten years ago {Am. Med. Times. Sept., 1860).

The following summary of the constitutional symp-
toms in -Vddison's disease, quoted from Greenhow's
Clinical Lectures, might be taken as a f.iir epitome of

those which, in the speaker's opinion, characterize de-

struction of the gastro-intestinal tubules.

The constitutional symptoms are: Gradually progressive

asthenia, often originating without any apparent cause, and

seldom dating from any definite period
;
great languor aud
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indisposition for exertion, with, in advanced cases, breath-

lessncss and palpitation, frequent sigliing or yawning, and
general faintness on making any muscular efl'ort, sometimes

even on being raised up in bed. There is almost invari-

ably great weakness of the heart's action, and remarkable

feebleness of the pulse ; loss of appetite ; irritability of

stomach, with nausea ; and. towards the c'ose of the illness.

at least occasional, often persistent, vomiting. The mind
is generally clear to the last ; but so great is the prostration

in the latest stages of the disease that the patient often lies

in a drowsy, apparently semi-comatose state, from which,

however, he can be roused by questions, and to these he

generally gi\es pertinent, though slow and reluctant, an-

swers. The above I should class as the most characteristic

symptoms of the disease ; but there are in many cases pains

in the loins, hypochondria, or epigastrium, and, more rarely,

dimness of sight, vertigo, and, near death, a tendency to in-

coherence or delirium. Death takes place from asthenia,

and often rather suddenly.

Here is evidence, certainly, of something more grave

than anaemia ; but, assuming that Addison's cases real-

ly belong to the clas-s under consideration, the anremic
condition must be noted as a very prominent feature

in this cla.ss. Two cases were cited from the speaker's

hospital experience in New Orleans, essentially similar

to those before related, except that they were charac-

terized by an extreme degree of anaemia, and tliat the

patients, both males, were only about thirty years of
age.

To establish the theory, above set forth, of the pa-
thology of the class of cases described, it was obvious
that " the existence of lesions moie or less extensive
and destructive (of the secretory glands of the alimen-
tary canal) must be demonstrated by microscopical ex-

aminations after death ; the abnormal changes must be
shown to be morbid, that is, not cadaveric; and their

constancy in this class of cases must be established by
a sufficient number of nocroscopical examinations."

In the Lancet of July 16, 1870, Dr. Fenwick had pub-
lished a case, which was probably the first on record,

where the diagnosis of disease of the gastric tubules
had been made, and verified by autopsy. This case

was quoted at length. It; was that of a gentleman,
about forty-five years of age, who presented a train of

symptoms similar to those given above—progressive,
anorexia, with flatulence, and occasional vomijing;
progiesfive muscular weakness and disinclination to

mental efl'ort; not much emaciation, but .extreme
pallor, with the sallow color characteristic of malig-
nant disease; palpitation and breathlessness on exer-
tion; great feebleness of pulse. There was nothing
in the history, the symptoms, or the results of a most
thorough physical exploration, including microscopic ex-
amination of the blood, to explain the anajmia which
seemed to lie at the foundation of all the trouble. As
there had been no disease capable of producing the
ansemia directly, it must be dependent on some fault in

the organs of absorption or of blood-preparation. The
absence of emaciation showed that starch and fat were
well digested and absorbed ;

' we had, therefore, only to
examine the condition of the organs whose office it is

to digest and prepare the albuminous materials of the
food, namely, the stomach and ductless glands. There
was no evidence of any afl'ection of the spleen, thyroid,
thymus, or lymphatic glands ; and the absence of any
dark discoloration of the skin seemed to negative the
supposition that the suprarenal capsules were diseased.
I therefore concluded tliat the stomach must be the
organ in ftult ; and as atrophy is the only morbid condi-
tion which is not accompanied by characteristic local

symptoms, I diagnosed atrophy of the gland-structure
as the only dise;ise present in the case."

The post-mortem examination was negative, except as

regarded the stomach and the upper portion of the small

intestine, which were examined microscopically. The
stomach was empty, excepting a little gas, and showed no
sign of post-mortem digestion. The pits on the mucous
membrane were well defined, rMher larger than usuah
" The whole of the glandular structure of the organ

was in a state of atrophy ; in no part could I succeed

in procuring a section of normal tissue. In the pyloric

and middle regions the secreting tubes seemed to be

converted into a mass of connective tissue ; and it was
oiilv near the cardiac end that a trace of gland structure

could be observed. In this situation the gastric tubes

were represented by scattered flask-like bodies filled

with granular matter and fatty epithelial cells. In
other places the ends of the tubes were expanded.

Each of these was surrounded by fibres, and was lined

internally by a layer of cells, the contents consisting of

fat-cells and granular matters. Brunner's glands were
unusually large. The villi of the upper part of the in-

testine were large, prominent, and contained lat. The
fat, however, was not in the form of an emulsion, but

ajipeared in large drops in the interior of the villi."

All suspicion of post-mortem digestion wiis removed

by the empty slate of the stomach, and the fiict that

the surface of its mucous membrane was healthy. To
guard against errors of observation, the specimens were

submitted also to Dr. Handfield Jones. The results of

the microscopic examination were confirmed by the

experiment of submitting a piece of hard-boiled white

of egg to the action of an infusion of the gastric mu-
cous membrane, with hydrochloric acid, under proper

conditions. At the end of nine hotirs it had not lost in

weight, and was only sliglitly softened on its surface.

'• The post-mortum examination thus explained the

symptoms under which the patient labored. The pro-

gressive atrophy of the stomach had prevented the

digestion of the albuminous materials of the fo.)d, at tlie

same time that the healthy condition of the liver, pan-

creas, and intestines admitted of a free supply of other

constituents of the body. We know tliat the intestines

possess some power of digesting albumen, and in many
instances they no doubt compensate for a diminished

action of the stomach ; but in the present instance they

seem to have been incapable of maintaining life."

Dr. Flint regretted that the tubules of the small

intestine had not been examined throughout. They
were inferred to be healthy horn the absence of emacia-

tion, showing digestion of non-nitrogenous food; but

apart from the desirableness of having this inference

confirmed by direct observation, their normal condition

would have been evidence that the changes in the gas-

tric tubules Were morbid and not cadaveric. Assuming
the appearances to be correctly interpreted, the import-

ance of this case was hardly to be estimated. If a suf-

ficient number of similar observations should establish

the constancy of such lesions in the class of cases which

seemed clinically so well defined, then we should have

discovered a new disease, or rather a group of diseases

;

for probably one set of tubules might be affected with-

out the other, and the lesions might differ in kind as

well as in degree and extent. Moreover, there was
reason to beheve that lesions of these glands are often

associated with other diseases, and that their functional

derangement contributes more largely to the morbid

phenomena of those diseases than has hitherto been

recognized.

Handfield Jones, in a paper published in Med.-

Cliirurg. 2'ransrictions, 1854, and expanded into a

monograph published in London, 185.5, entitled, Pa-
Ihohyical and Clinical Olservations respecling Morbid

Conditions of the Stomach, gives the results of his

examination of one hundred stomachs, healthy and
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diseased, taken without selection. He recognized the i

following different lesions: 1. Atrophy from pressure
upon the tubes by an iutertubular deposit which he
calls ''nuclear." and, also, from a fibroid fornaation.

He considers the latter as similar to the lesion in cir-

rhosis of the liver. 2. Granular and fatty degenera-
tion occurring without intertubular deposit or fibroid

formation. 3. Pigmentary deposit both within and
between the tubes. 4. Cystic formation. 5. Mam-
millation, which he attributes to atrophy limited to

cerl;ain points, and which he regards as analogous to

the granular condition of a wasted kidney. The mam-
niillations are the parts where most of the natural tissue

remains. Dr. Jones does not seem to have realized the

importance of these conditions in determining the phe-
nomena of disease, altliough an examination of his

tables affords some evidence in favor of the views that
have been presented.

Wilson Fox (Contributions to the Pathology of the

Glandular Structures of the Stomach, in ikd.-Chirurg.
Trans., 1858) made a similar series of one hundred
examinations of non-selected stomachs. He considers
the deviations from the normal structure to be of six

kinds, as follows ; 1. Increase of the connective tissue

between the glands, and of the submucous tissue, with
occasional fatty degeneration of the latter. 2. Thick-
ening of the membrana Umitans of the glands. 3. Fatty
degeneration or atrophy and loss of the glandular epi-

thelium. 4. Pigmentary deposit in the tissues. 5.

Cystic degenerations in the glands. 6. Occasional fatty

degeneration of the vessels.

Dr. Fennick {Morbid Chaiiges in the Stomach and
Intestinal Villi present in Persons who have Died of Can-
cer, in Med.-Chirurg. Trans., 1865) found the gastric

tubules frequently diseased and destroyed in cases of
cancer, particularly cancer of the breast. The lesions

were the same as those described by Jones and Fox

—

disappearance of the cells, granulo-fatty degeneration,
and atrophy from pressure of enlarged solitary glands,

or from increased formation of fibrous tissue. He
|

noted also marked thinning of the mucous membrane,
\

and diminution of its digestive power when tested as
;

in the experiment before described. In concluding his

memoir he says that the practitioner " will see in these
alterations in the blood-making organs an explanation
of the anaemia that so often ushers in and accompanies
malignant disease, and he will be encouraged to hope
that means may be discovered to arrest the progress o(

these alterations, or obviate their effects upon the sys-
tem."

In tlie stomachs of patients dead of scarlatina, Dr.
Fenwick {Lancet, July 23, 1864) found that, where
death had occurred in the first week of illness, the

tubes were "greatly distended by granular and fatty

matter, or by small cells intermixed with granules."

After the second or third week the tubes weie less

distended than at an earlier period, " their closed ends
being still loaded with granular matter, obscuring
greatly the gastric cells." In the matters vomited in

one of these cases, in the third week, fibrinous casts of

the tubules were discovered. The contents of the
stomach, after death, were examined in all the cases.

Where death occurred dming the first week, tliey con-
tained " pieces of fine membrane, cells, granules, and
shreds of membrane." " The membranes were of the

shape and size of the stomach tubes, and were covered
with granules and fat." " In the cases of longer

duration the membranes were covered with cells, and
were also of the size and shape of the stomach tubes."

A.S a check upon these appearances, the contents of

the stomachs of forty-five non-scarlatinous patients

were examined, and in only one—a case of acute gas-

tritis—were there any fibrinous casts. In several cases

of non-scarlatinous gastritis casts had been found in the

matters vomited. " In eighteen cases there were either

plugs formed of cells and granules from the s creting

parts of the tubes, or the casts of conical cells were
overlaid with grauular matter; and in all these cases

the stomach was more or less inflamed."

The labors of these observers were considered by Dr.

Flint sufficient to establish the fact that llie gastric

tubules may be found more or less diseased in subjects

dead of various affections, and that the frequency and
extent of their lesion differ widely in different affections.

The concurrence of the results of the three observers,

and their agreement with what we know of renal patho-

logy, were strong proofs of their correctne-s. But
further observations were imperatively demanded to

enable us to discover the relative frequency of occur-

rence of these lesions in different affections, and

especially the clinical phenomena attending theni. It

would seem, from the beginning already made in the

examination of matters vomited, that the microscope

might yet be made as available in the diagnosis of

gastric disorders as it has proved itself in those of the

kidney. The study of the pathology of the intestinal

tubules was as yet hardly begun.

It might seem strange that a subject of so much in-

portance had received so little attention. But it was
only recently that the anatomy and physiology of these

glands had been understood ; and their pathology was
now no more imperfect than was that of the kidney

before the publication of Bright's researches in 1827.

What a large place in pathology had the minute

changes in the kidney come to occupy within the

last twenty-five years, and what might not the next
twenty-five see determined with reference to the patho-

logical relations of the gastiic and intestinal tubules!

The pathological importance of these glands might be

fairly measured by their physiolog'cal activity. The
tubules of the stomach secrete fourteen pounds of gas-

tric juice in the twenty-four hours, and those of the

intestine vastly exceed them in number, though we
have not the data for determining the amount of their

secretion. These, with the other digestive fluids,

standing at the very portals of vegetative hfe, and
taking the initiative in the processes by which aliment

is converted into the blood and the tissues, it is evi-

dent that "the glands which secrete the essential

factors in digestion cannot be extensively diseased

without giving rise to impoverished blood, impaired nu-

trition, diminished muscular strength, weakness of the

mental powers, and various abnormal conditions inci-

dent to these effects." Disease cf these alone may be

sufficient to cause death from inanition, and the dangers

of such disease are of course enhanced by its associ-

ation with other affections.

Doubtless in many fatal cases of other affections,

where the discoverable mischief is insufficient to account

for death, the explanation should be sought in the

glandular lesions here considered. Fenwick had point-

ed this out in cases of cancer, and it was as eminently

probable in some cases of phthisis. Experience had

taught us that in these, as in other chronic affections,

the tolerance of the disease depends, other things being

equal, on the ability to ingest, digest, and appropriate

food.

Witli our present knowledge, the characteristic

symptom of this affection would seem to he persistent

loss of digestive power, with anorexia finally becoming

so great as to make the taking of food impossible—a,«

impossible as in the temporary complete anorexia

of a full stomach. Whether this aversion is commonly
directed against particular classes of food would de-
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mand careful study. It might be conjectured that

where the gastric glands were solely or chiefly aftecled,

it would be the nitrogenous articles which could not be

taken, as in Fenwick's case, and commonly in Addison's

cases of "idiopathic an«aiia ;
" and Ihat wliere the

intestinal glands were mainly involved, it would be

the non-nitrogenous articles, when we sliould probably

find greater emaciation tliaii in the former case.

In conclusion, after calling upon tlie zealous and
competent histologists of our own country and of this

city to aid in cultivating this promising field, the

speaker said: "I shall not lengthen this paper by
deprecating a charge of presumption in predicting great

results to be looked for from labors which others are

called upon to perform. I will only say, if from the per-

turbations of the hcMvenly bodies tlie existence and
situation of undiscovered planets may be deduced, why
may not the student in pathology venture, with a due
regard lo modesty, to reason from morbid phenomena
concerning tlie direction in which new pathological de-

velopments are to be expected ? " -

Staled Meiting, March 6, 1871.

Dr. Abram Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

The Presidkxt announced tlie admission hi member-
ship of Dis. Lucius D. Bulkley, Mark H. Williams, and
Hermann G-uleckc.

The report of the Committee on Intelligence was
read by Dr. Castle; that of the Committee on Meteor-
ology by Dr. Goodwillie; and that of the Committee
on Diseases by Dr. Raborg.

SCROFCLA: its relation to TrBERCULOSIS, ETC.

Dr. J. Lewis Smith read a paper upon this subject,

of which we present a brief abstract:

Scrofulous inflammations difl'er from others in being
attended by greater cell-formation ; in being especially

liable to end in suppuration ; and in being very com-
monly subacute and chronic. Scrofula is a disease of
infancy and cliildhood, though early manhood is not
exempt. The di;ithesis is most active before the age
of fifteen years, and after the age of twenty its mani-
festations are ini'requent.

The scrofulous diathesis may be cither congenital or

acqu red.

Parents who have exhibited its symptoms in early
life, and later have remained cachectic, are apt to beget
scrofulous children. Consanguinity of the parents is

commonly considered as a cause of the aflfection, but
probably upon no solid foundation. There is no doubt
that bad hygienic influences surrounding the mother
during gestation, and especially her insuflicient or im-
proper nourishment, may render the child scrofulou.=.

Acquired scrofula may generally be traced to some
depressing caus« suflicient to produce the peculiar
change in the molecular condition of the tissues. In-
suflicient breast-milk, or milk of poor quality, like tliat

furnislied after protracted lai-tation; poor diet after

weaning, residence in damp and filthy streets or apart-
ment-, or in small and crowded apartmenis, even with
personal cleanliness and good diet, are among the
causes. The various eruptive fevers may eitlier pro-
duce it, or render active the diathesis before latent. In
this city chronic enterocolitis is perhaps the most fre-

quent of all causes affecting infancy.

Is scrofula contagious or communicable ? No one be-
lieves in its infectiousness; but Ihere is a prevalent no-
tion in favor of its communicability by contact, and some
authorities are inclining to support it. It presents no

analogy, however, to the diseases we know to be thus
communicable, ard in all probability it ought not to be
classed among them. It may perhaps be proved, by
and by, to be communicable by inoculation. Vaccin-
ation aflbids the best opportunity of testing this point;

and there is certainly a very widespread popular be-

lief that this is often the vehicle by which the diathesis

is conveyed to the previously healthy. Such a belief,

when it has reference to a diathesis characterized by
clear external manilestations, ought to merit some
respect. Now it is the almost unanimous opinion of

those whose experience entitles them to a hearing

upon this matter, that pure vaccine Ij'mpli never com-
municates anything but vaccinia; and that whenever
anything else is communicated, it is by means of blood
carelessly mixed with the lymph in its removal. This

opinion commends itself by its reasonableness, as well

as by the results of experience. But when scrofulous

subjects are vaccinated, the sore, like any other slight

wound in such subjects, is apt to take on an inflamma-
tory action, to suppurate, and to cause swelling of the

connected lymphatic glands. If the scab irom such a

sore is used to inoculate a healthy child, it may pro-

duce inflammation, from the products of inllamniation

it contains. Again, scrofulous manifestations may
appear for the first time after vaccinia, but not
oltener than after the other eruptive diseases—small-

pox, measles, scarlatina, etc. It is probably the

vaccinia itself, and not the inoculation of scrofu-

lous material, which thus sometimes gives rise to

the affection. We know that where a diathesis ex-

ists, the slightest occasions are often sutlicient to

bring it_to light— a scratch may call forth erysipelas,

a sli<jht exposure rheumatism, etc.

With reference to the anatomical characters of scrofu-

la, but slight changes have been observed in the blood.

Its red corpuscles are diminished in number, and lose a

part of their coloring matter. The white corpuscles

are multiplied, according to Virchow, as long, and only

as long, as the irritated glands retain something of their

fimctional power. Scrofula must be regarded as quite

ilisliiict from Icuchiemia, which Niemeycr tells us is a

disease of adult life.

Tiie chief anatomical change in the glands is an in-

creased production of lymph-cells, that of the stroma

being subordinate. This hyperpla.sia of the glands is

sometimes primary, oftener secondary to inflammation

propagated along their lymphatic vessels—for example,

from a cutaneous eruption. In non-slrumoiis subjects

such an inflammatory swelling of the glands soon

subsides; but in the strumous it is more persistent.

The enlarged glands may become cheesy ; and they are

always liable to become freshly inflamed and to sup-

purate. Or the swellins may disappear, probably by
fatty degeneration, liquefaction, and absorption. Cal-

cification is a rare occurrence.

The diathesis is observed under two widely different

types: the one marked by the tafl, slender /orm ; thin,

transparent, skin ;
bright eye, with clear bluish sclerot-

ic; smafl muscles; quick perceptions and intellect;

the other marked by a torpid habit, with large, flabby

muscles; much adipose tissue
;
prominent belly ;

thick

upper hp; thick, flat nose, etc. Between the two are

all gradations.

The most common strumous inflammations aflect the

skin, mucous membrane, connective tissue, bones, peri-

osteum, eye, and ear. We have no space to follow their

description in detail.

Chronic inflammations of the joints, like morbus
coxa3, etc., while commonly considered strumous, are

by some authorities strenuously denied lo be so.

The difference of opinion would seem to come from a
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different understanding of the nature ofscrofula. Those
who hold hip-disease to be non-strumous, believe scrofula

and tubercle identical If they would define scrofula

as simply a diathesis in which the tissues are easily

wounded, there would be no further conflict about the
scrofulous cliaracter of the joint-affection.

Scrofulous subjects are perhaps no more liable than
others to inflammation of the internal organs, but the

products of inflammation are more apt to become cheesy.

Pneumonia, for example, often involves grave conse-
quences in those decidedly scrofulon.=. Instead of be-
coming resalved aud absorbed, it5 products form cheesy
deposits, ending in consumption and death. This is so

common that cheesy pneumonia has sometimes been
called scrofulous pneumonia.
The relation of scrofula to tuberculosis has attracted

much attention, some holding strongly to their identity,

others as strongly denying it.

We must admit thai the ceUs which we find so mul-
tiplied in scrofulous hyperplasia of the lymphatic glands
are the same in character as the cells of tubercle ; in

other words, the physiological type of the tubercle-cell

is the lymnli-cel!. But in scrofula these cells are found
only in the glands, wliile in tuberculo,-is they appear
not only in these but in various tissues throughout the
system. Moreover, in the gland itself their mode of
production is different in the two cases. In strumous
hyperplasia the lymph-cells are multiplied by segmen-
tation of the cells physiologically belonging to the
gland ; in tubercle they are produced from nuclei in the
connective tissue of the gland.

In the fact that tubercle is often produced by cheesy
matter conveyed to the lungs we find a similarity to
scrofula.

Parents affected with syphilis and other cachexiae
are apt to bequeath scrofula to their children, but not
tubercle. Consanguineous marriages oftener give rise

to scrofula than to tubercle, as they should, since the
former is the m.ore prevalent.

Scrofula appears early in life, tubercle later, as a rule.

Bouchut, indeed, holds that tubercle is only the mani-
festation of the most advanced stage of scrofula, corres-

ponding, for instance, to the tertiary lesions in syphilis.

But we may have tubercle in infants.

Recent investigations t«nd to show that tubercle is

less a diathesis than formerly supposed, and than scro-
fula is admitted to be. Tubercle is often the result of
local causes, where there was no previous diathesis,

while in the causation of scrofulous ailments the dia-

thesis always plays a prominent part.

Scrofula simply modifies ordinary physiological or
pathological processes. In tuberculosis there occurs in

the affected tissue a pathological process quite pecu-
liar

;
there is produced in the connective tissue a cell

"which never otherwise occurs there.

The prognosis in scrofula depends much on the
patient's hygienic conditions; as ihfe diathesis may be
acquired from bad conditions, so it may disappear under
good ones. 'With proper tieatment the prospect is

good in most cases where there are not serious local

troubles ; but where these have reached a certain grade
of intensity or chronicity, they will leave permanent
deformity or impairment of function.

As to treatment, the prophylaxis must begin before
birth. Then the infant must be put under the best hy-
gienic conditions, care being taken to avoid evervthing
which has been mentioned as Uable to produce the
diathesis.

When the disease has become manifest, the same
regimen must be maintained or instituted; the child
must have plenty of good food, fresh air, and sunlight,
•with tonics, if necessary to improve nutrition.

Of special remedies, cod-liver oil is justly lauded in

the erethitic type of the disease, but in the torpid tvpe
it does little or no good. Children commonly hke it.

With adults it may derange digestion and so do harm.
Iodine has much value in the treatment of scrofulous

swellings, etc., but it is questionable whether its effect on
the diathesis itself is not overrated. It is best administer-

ed in its compounds, as iodide of iron, of starch, of potas-

sium, or of sodium, the two former being especially

adapted to children—the first, because they are apt to

be anaemic ; the second, because it is so readily decom-
posed by the digestive and other fluids.

Mercury is harmful, unless where the diathesis is due
to syphilis.

The swollen glands are commonly treated with iodine,

apphed externally as a counterirritant. In the speak-

er's experience such irritation only served to cause

greater proliferation of tlie gland-cells, and to merease,

instead of diminishing, the evil. The mode of applica-

tion should be such as to produce the minimum of

irritation with the maximum of absorption into the

gland. Good formulie were : (1) A drachm of the iodide

of potassium to the ounce of stramonium—to be rubbed
over the gland, but too irritant to be used as a plaster

;

(2) Equal parts of Lugol's solution and glycerine

;

(3) An ounce of Lugol's solution to the pint of water, to

be kept constantly applied on lint
; (4) A solution of

iodine and iodide of ammonium in glycerine and alco-

hol When the glands become actively inflamed the

iodine apphcations should be stopped, as only aggravat-

ing the trouble. There is no longer any prospect of

resolution, and poultices should be applied.

Dr. Stephen Rogers hoped that careful experi-

ments would be made with reference to the devel-

opment, by vaccination with pure lymph, of active

scrofula in persons who had before exhibited only the

signs of the dormant diathesis.

Dr. W. C. Roberts reviewed some of the questions

relating to the connection of scrofula and tubercu-

losis, and suggested l:he course which experiment should

take to determine them. He stated that he had ex-

pressed the same views more fully in a recent paper

before the Academy.
The President being called upon, said he would speak

of a single point. Was scrofula a real diathesis, giving

iTse to a multitude of symptoms; or was it only a name
that we apply to this group of symptoms, which we
know not how else to designate collectively ? The case

of vaccination related by Dr. Smith might illustrate

the point. A healthy boy, of healthy parentage, was
vaccinated at the age of eleven years, and thereupon

developed a sore arm, great and persistent glandular

swellings in the axilla and various other parts of the body,

and all the symptoms of so-called .scrofula. This result

was exactly what we so often see in younger children, as

the effect of other causes. How many a child of the

best stock is perfectly healthy until eight or ten months
old ; then gets a severe attack of enterocolitis ; and then

develops all the scrofulous symptoms just described.

When a child dies after the first two or three days

of a severe diarrhoea, we always find a simple hyperse-

mic swellng of the mesenteric glands, as the result of

the hypersemia of the intestine in their immediate neigh-

borhood. The gland is large, red, and soft. If such

a diarrhcea ceases in a few days, the congestion of the

gland goes off, along with that 'of the intestine, and
there is certainly no change produced in its struc-

ture.

But let the diarrhcea have lasted a long time. Then
the gland is found large, as before; yet it is no longer

soft, but hard ; no longer red. but pale ; and the mi-
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Croscope shows a marked anatomical chanare. The
prolonged congestion has given rise to the production

of new cells, and these have become transformed into

fibres in such abundance as to compress the blood-

vessels. Such a gland can never return to its original

size ; and its nutrition and its I'unctional activity are

permanently impaired. These are the glands we find

in such numbers in the mesentery alter prolonged

diarrhnea, and this condition is that known as tabes

niespnterica.

When cells are accumulated in a gland in large num-
bers, whether mixed with fibres or not, those at the

centre, must distant from the nutrit-nt blood-vessels,

will undergo decomposition, both fiom want of nourish-

ment and from compression by the cells crowding upon
them from all sides ; that i?, we find cheesy degenera-
tion of the gland at its centre. What has been called

tubercular degeneration of the mesenteric glands is

nothing else than this breaking down of their tissue,

con.sequi nt upon irritation, hypencmia, hyperplasia,

compression, and innutrition.

So-called scrofula, then, may originate in a simple
catarrhal inflammation. It behoves us, therefore, when
we see a case of mild diarrhoea, by no means to lot it run
on as of little importance

; for congestion of the intes-

tinal raucous membrane means congestion of the mesen-
teric glands as well, and if allowed to continue it .will

assuredly lay the foundation of hyperpla.'^ia, and, in all

probability, of induration.

One other point I will barely mention. It is an in-

teresting fact that scrofula is seen, apart from the lym-
phatic gland.?, only in the various modifications of one
sort of tissue. Skin, mucous membrane, bone—all the

tissues ill which it appears—are transformations of
what was originally connective tissue. Scrofula, then,

would seem to he a disease of the connective tissue,

rather than of the system generally.

Dr. I'easlek thought it would be well to discard the
term scrofula from our nomenclature, smce it expressed
simply a series of changes with which we were now
familiar under other names—such changes, for example,
as had just been described by the President.
Dk. Stein thought iodine was often of so little ser-

vice because it was employed too late.

Dr. Castle said that the late Dr. Whittlesey, who
had had such a large experience in scrofulous diseases
during his long charge of the Nursery Hospital on Ran-
dall's Inland, was accustomed to exhibit iodine inter-
nally alone, and commonly in the form of Lugol's so-
lution largely diluted. This, with cod-liver "oil and
careful hygiene, constituted his main treatment.

(To be coDtinucd.)

MEDICAL LIBRARY AND JOURXAL
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK.

Stated Reunion, Jamuxry 13, 1871.

Dr. S. T. Hubbard, President, in the Chair.

NASO-PIIARYNGEAL C.\TARRU AND AURAL DISEASES.

Dr. O. D. Pomeroy read the valuable practical paper on
The Treatment of Nasn-pharynrjeal Catarrh in its Re-
lation to Diseases of the Ear, which we present in

another part of this number.
Dr. Roosa Stated that he wished to make a personal

acknowledgment to Dr. Pomeroy for what he had
learned from him in the treatment of throat affections,

and that he wished to hear from him oftener, as the

Doctor had been at vi'ork on this subject longer than
many were aware of.

He would call attention to the fact that very little

use was made by the Doctor of gargles, which bethought
of great benetit even to the catarrh of the throat,

as well as to the muscles of the Eustachian tube,

which were strengthened by the gymnastic exercise

of gargling. A simple experiment would prove that

a gargle passed behind the uvula. Throw a solu-

tion of starch behind the uvula, and directly after-

wards use a gargle containing iodine. The bhwi iodide

of starch found in the superior pharyngeal sp-ice proves
that the gargle has passed to the part.

Dr. Burrall inquired if any authentic cases of
damage to the auditory apparatus had resulted from
the nasal douche.

Dr. Roosa responded that several cases of purulent
inflammation of the tympanic cavity had so resulted,

making it in his opinion a method to be used with great
caution. He had been attacked from several sides for.

publishing his cases, but he still adhered to the con-
clusion drawn from them, that the nasal douche was
a remedy to be used very cautiously.

Dr. Pomeroy stated that he hail repeatedly injected

warm salt and water into the lym])anic cavity by ac-

cident, but without doing serious injury. He in

stanced a case where both nostrils were jiartially stop-

ped by polypi, when a stream pumped into one nostril,

and somewhat impeded in its exit liom the other, had
passed into the ears, producing some pain but no harm.
After the polyfii were removed this did not at all

occur. He thought every patient might be injected

by this method, at first very carefully, and sub-
sequently more harshly if it were well borne.

Dr. Wiiitkiiead said that many were in the habit of
using the spray-producer, and ho wished to know if

there was any danger of the ear's being injected by
this method, for if so it ought to be known.
No member knew of a case where it had done any

harm to the eai'.

Dr. Lincoln had h.ad much experience with throat

diseases for the last two years, and had never observed

an accident from injecting the nares by Thudichum's
method, although he had practised it frequently.

He wished Dr. Sass were here to express his opinion

on the subject. Dr. Sass was in the habit of asking

his patients, previous to an injection, to take a full in-

spiration, so that no fluid was likely to be .sucked into

the lungs by an inspiration if they became frightened
;

and to be very careful not to swallow, which would
open the Eustachian tubes and increase the chances of

the fluid's passing into the tympanic cavity. Dr. Lin-

eohm believed that the danger of doing damage to

the ears, by washing out the throat tind nares, was
overrated.

Dr. Roosa believed that those who only treated

throats were less likely to see ear-coniplications, as

the patient woidd leave them and apply to an ear-

man. This was the case with a patient under his

care.

Dr. Dewes had come in late and was unaware of the

contents of the paper; but ho would like to call atten-

tion to the feasibility of the injection of remedial agents

into the tympanic cavity, and tlie safety of the method.
He had practised it, many years since, successfully. He
believed there was more fear of injecting closed cavi-

j
ties than there was reason for, and cited instances

where he had injected the uterus with safety. He
thought that the pain in the ear, from injections into the

throat or from applications to the Eustachian tube, was
purely reflex, and did not necessarily indicate that ttie

agent had p.a.ssed into the cavity. The same argument
applied to the uterus.

Dr. Folsom spoke at length upon the paper. In the
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course of his remarks he alluded to a hard rubber in-

strument devised by himself, which he had recently
the honor of showing the Society, which was appended
to a glass spray producer in order to hook tlie uvula
forwards, tlie more readily to apply the remedy behind
it. He concurred in the opinion that Tliudichum's
method was less hazardous than had been stated, and
proceeded to remark upon the possibility of removing
secretions from the part without the use of washing to

so great an extent. He thought the application of a

remedy by the spray producer often excited successful

efforts on the part of ihe patients themselves to remove
the secretion.

Correspouticncc.

THE HUDSON COUNTY MEDICAL SOCL
ETY AND THE IMEDICAL AND

SURGICAL REPORTER.
To THE Editor of the Medical Recokd.

Dear Sir—At the regular monthly meeting (Feb.

1871) of the Hudson County (N. J.) Medical Society,

the attention of members was called to an editorial ar-

ticle which appeared in a recent number of the Medical

and Surgical Reporter^ wherein this Society is spoken of

in a defamatory manner ; whereupon it was resolved,

that the editor of the Medic.\l Record be requested to

publish the article, and a reply as follows

:

THE ARTICLE.

"A Tempest in a Teapot.—The Hudson County (New-
Jersey) Medical Society has recently been putting itself on
the record in an unenviable manner. The majority in it have
taken a dislike to a certain medical practitioner in jersey City,

who IS a skilful and successful surgeon {/it?if r7/fe lachrynKe,
we imagine), and reputable member of the American Medical
Association. They attempt not only to frown down any
medical journal wliich publishes articles by him, but even to
ostracize his associates. Of course, their efforts in either of
these directions only serve to display an impotent malignity

;

but we do regret that medical men should thus expose their

weaknesses.

"

REPLY.

The above is taken from the Medical and Surgical

Reporter of Jan. 21sf, 1871—a journal published in

Philadelphia and edited by S. W. Buller, M.D., who, it

would seem, has been and is prostituting his journal,

not only by publishing obscene articles therein, but
afterward, when it is kindly hinted to him that such

intellectual matter is not particularly agreeable to some
of his patrons, he backs the author of said literature

with his own pen, and through the columns of his

journal makes an attack upon a medical society by
statements as false as they are unprofessional.

First, " That the Hud,son County (N. J.) Medical So-
ciety has recently been putting itself on the record in

an unenviable manner." Unenviable to wliom? To him,

we suspect, as it appears he wishes to be considered

on a par with the " reputable member of the American
Medical Association," but with whom the Hudson
County Medical Society decline to associate, because

of often repeated unprofessional acts towards members
of the Society. Within a period of ten years he has
been proposed for membership in the Society, and
balloted for four different times; on the first and last

occasion the vote was a unanimous negative ; the two
other ballots gave two or three affirmative votes only

on each occasion : verily, it looks to us as if there must
be something more than that the " majority have taken

a dislike to a certain medical practitioner in Jersey

City."

Has the editor of the Reporter never heard of any
standard of professional honor by which the profession

is to be governed ? If our advice were asked, we
would advise him to read occasionally the code of
ethics adopted by the Am. Med. Ass. ;—evidently this

code was prepared for the instruction of such as he. It

was the upholding of that principle of professional
honor (which out of the profession is translated to

mean gentlemanly conduct) that rejected the editor's

friend from the Society. During the ten years from the
lime of his first rejection the Society has grown in

membership from eighteen to nearly sixty, and so far

from attempting to ostracize the as.sociatcs of the indi-

vidual, the Society simply propose to select their own.
If the lachrymose Butler desiies to associate with liim,

the Society has not the shadow of an objection ; but,

on the contrary, with the present apparent sympathy
between them, it is thought they will be " hale fellows

well met." The Society is not prepared to say that

the individual in question is not " a .skilful and success-

ful surgeon," though (to their shame be it confessed) the
above-mentioned editor has gained that valuable infor-

mation in advance of the medical profession of Hudson
County. If discontinuing a medical journal because in

it are publi.<:hed articles which disgust medical men, and
notifying the editor of the fact, is an attempt to frown
down the author of such an outrage, then the Society
will be obliged to admit that some of its members hare

been guilty of exercising the right of choosing their

medical journals (''hinc illiB laclirymEe, we imagine")
as well as their associates.

Now, if the efforts of the Society or its members, in

either of these directions (to maintain an unsullied lit-

erature and a high professional standard) " only serve

to display an impotent malignity" in the eyes of the

editor of the Reporter, it is greatly to be regretted that

he ever embarked his feeble manhood in a profession

the honor and character of which he cannot personally
maintain or rc.'ipect. Can it be that sordid motives
govern his actions or direct the words he shall use?
Has he been hired to degrade the profes.sion to the
meanness of a trade ? The Society is informed that

pecuniary considerations have been urged upon some
of its members to influence their votes in favor of the

shining light in the Am. Med. Ass. spoken of by the

Reporler\<: editor, when about to be balloted for.

Does Dr. Butler know how this individual became a

member of the Am. Med. Ass., and ivho or what he
represented in that body? There may be some medi-
cal men in Hudson County who do not know.
Why does Dr. Butler speak so disparagingly of the

Society when a manly stand is taken for the honor of
the profession ? Is it because only a few of its mem-
bers choose to contribute five dollars a year towards
his support, or is it because a consideration has been
offered him too, and this time not rejected ? Did the

editor of the 3fed. and Surg. Reporter sell his birthright

for a mess of pottage ?

By order of the Society.

B. A. Watson, President,

J. H. Co-MFORT, Secretary.

THE HEALTH BOARD AND THE MEDI-
CAL PROFESSION.

To THE Editor of the Medical Recorp.

Sir—As you may be aware, in accordance with a

certain section of a certain code of Sanitary Ordinances

now being enforced by the Health Department of the

city of New York, physicians are required to report

deaths within thirty-tix hours after their occurrence,

under a penalty for non-compliance of fifty dollars.

So far, so good; but why should physicians be held re-

sponsible for the short-comings of undertakers—a class

who, from time immemorial, have constituted the con-
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necting link between the medical profefsion and all

health-boards? As a rule, the proper certificate is duly
signed and delivered to the undertaker within a rea-

sonable time after death at present, and for this we re-

turn '• our most humble and hearty thanks," without
the inevitable and universally demanded services of a
notary pubhe.
We are blandly informed that this ordinance has been

enacted for the purpose of securing accurate statistics.

How satisfactory these statistics are a newspaper para-
graph or two will attest, in the stereotyped phrase-
ology^—" The marri iges during the past week were ,

the births , the deaths , and the stilt-hirths ;

showing a decrease over the correiponding week of last

year, of , &cP Such reports as these, with not a
word regarding ' the movements of epidemics," repre-
sent the result of thd facts furnished by our medical
brethren, "who, by a brilliant stroke of legislation, have
been made undertakers' assistants and unsalaried sani-

tary inspecio:?. The forthcoming (sic^) annual report
to the State Legislature may adjust the balance of in-

debtedness of the Health Board to the profession, at

least to the more fortunate of them, who are adroit

enough to capture from the " circumlocution office " a

stray copy of an always-exhausted edition. In point

of fact, Dr. Harris, in the good old days, with a cleri-

cal force much inferior in point of number.-, and with
powers lesi plenary in their character, contj ived to dis-

pense a varied stock of information to the profession by
a systematic use of his own time, without in the least

disturbing the harmonious relations which he was ever
careful to cultivate.

Yours, &c.,

QriD PRO Quo.

llcu) Justrunients.

A NEW HYPODERMIC SYRINGE.
We present our readers with a new hypodermic

syringe, devised by Tiemann
& Co., which, we think, has
decided advantages over oth-
ers. These advantages con-
sist, for the most part, in the

peculiar construction of the

instrument, which allows of

its being kept clean with
very httle trouble, in the

comparative improbabihty of
its getting out of order, and its

non-liabihty to breakage.

As represented in the cut,

the glass cylinder is enca5ed
in a metal mounting, fenes-

trated to show the graduation
for minims. Xo cement is

used to fasten the parts to

each other, but in its stead
there are washers at each ex-
tremity of the cylinder, which
not only insure the exclusion
of air, but effectually prevent
the annoyance of the glass be-
coming loose.

The instrument can be taken
apart for cleaning by simply
unscrewing the nut through
which the piston plays. The

piston is made longer than the cylinder, to allow of the

washer being pushed through far enough to be fresh-

ened, oiled, etc., without the trouble of getting at it in
the old wa3'.

The two canulated point.s are made of tempered cast-
steel, and much finer than those usually employed, an
advantage in lessening pain on the introduction of the
same.

— -»

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from February ISth, 1871, to March 4th, 1871.

Keenet, C. C, Surgeon.—By S. O. 25, Headquarters
Mil. Division of the Pacific, February 13, 1871, assign-
ed to duty as Attending Surgeon at those Headquar-
ters, and Examining Surgeon at Eecruiting Rendez-
vous at San Francisco, Cal.

Hasson, a. B., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 3.^, Headquarters
Dcpt. of the South, February 20, 1871, assigned to
duty at Charleston, S. C.

Magruder, D. L., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 75, War Dept.
A. G. O., February 24, 1871, ordered to St. Louis, Mo.j

I

to attend officers and their families, examine recruits

!
and give medical attendance at St. Louis Arsenal.

I

MiLHATJ, J. J.,_ Surgeon.—By S. 0. 35, c.s., Head-
;

quarters Dept. of the South, relieved from duty as At-
teniling Surgeon at these Headquarters nnd assi<>ned

to duty as Post Surgeon, Taylor Barracks, Louisville

Ky.

Knickerbocker, B., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 35,
c.s., Hea Iquarters Dept. of the South, assigned to duty
at Savannah, Ga.

Phillips, H. J., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. O. 24, Head-
quai ters Mil. Div. of the Pacific, the leave of absence
granted in S. 0. 5, c.s., is extended thirty days.

Barthoi.f, J. H., Asst. Surgeon,—By S. O. 35, c.s.

Headquarters Dept. of the South, assigned to duty at
Columbia, S. C.

Mrtiical Stems aixb Urns.

The Commencement of tue Collkge or Phtsiciaxs
AND Surgeons.—The Sixty -fourth Annual Commence-
ment of tliis time-honored in>titution was held at
Steinway Hall, March 1, 1S71. The hall was densely
filled with the friends of the students and the college.

Kev. Sullivan H. Weston, Chaplain of Columbia Col-
lege, made the opening prayer. Diplomas were given
to eighty-five graduates, by Edward Delafield, M.D.,
President of the College. Prof Dalton announced the
following prizes: The first prize— Thesis on Pulmo-
nary Consumption and Tuberculosis," to Frank P, Kin-
nicutt, A.B., of Worcester, Mass.
Socond prize—Thesis on ' Dynamics of Life," to John

0. Roe, M.D., of Patchogue, New York.
Charlton T. Lewis, Esq., then delivered an elaborate

and interesting address, followed by the valedictory
address of Edwin A. Goodridge, A.M , M.D., member
of the graduating class.

St. Mary's Hospit.vl for CniLDREx, N. Y.—This
new institution, located at No. 206 West 40th street
is now open and ready to receive patients. It was
founded by the s sters of St. Mary and is under their
sole care, management, and direction. It opens with
only fifteen beds; but more will be added as means
are supplied for the extension of the work. The Visit-

ing Physicians are : Drs, W. H. Carmalt, Robert Watts,
and F. D. Leute.

Stevens's Triennial Prize.—Tlie administration of
this prize of two hundred dollars is entrusted to a com-
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mission consisting of the President of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons N. Y. (ex-officio), the Presi-

dent of the Alumni Association (ex-officio), and the

Professor of Physiology (ex-officio), in the same insti-

tution.

The following subjects have been selected for the

next Triennial Prize under this fund :

I. The Spbygmograph ; its Physiological and Patho-

logical Indications.

"ll. The Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment of

Convulsive Affections.

The competing essays on either of the' above subjects

must be sent in to the President of the College of Phy-

sicians and Surgeons, New York, on or before the first

day of January, 1873. Each essay must be designated

by a device or motto, and must be .ic-iompanied by a

sealed envelope, bearing the same device or motto, and

containing the name and tiddress of the author.
_
The

envelope belonging to the successful essay will be

opened, and the name of the author announced, at the

Annual Commencement of the College, in March, 1873.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.—The com-

mencement of this college took place at the Academy

of Music, on Thursday evening, 2d inst. The graduat-

ing class numbered 134. Dr. Edw.ard S. Bunker, of

New York, was its Valedictorian, .and his address call-

ed forth frequent applause by its humorous allusions

to matters of college experience. The Wood prize of

one hundred dollars, for the best essay, by .an alumnus,

upon some subject connected with surgical practice or

pathology, w.as awarded to Dr. Thomas K. Cruse, for

an essay on " Rupture of the Bladder dependent upon

Stricture of the Lirethr.a." Of the Wood prizes for

anatomical preparations, the second prize was awarded

to Horace G. BidweU. The first prize was not award-

ed.

The adilress to the graduates was given by Dr. Oliver
'

Wendell Holmes. He said that at tliis wedding of the

Class to the Profession, he should address liimself di-

rectly to tlie bridegroom, and the audience must con-

sider themselves merely spectators. He would try to

"•ive the graduates a few hints that might help them to

get patients and to keep them. Their parchments

looked very large to-day, but from this hour they would

begin to shrink. Yet it was only that they might be

furnished with diplomas more enduring and more val-

uable from the hand of father Time himself, the oldest

and the wisest of teachers. The answers so ready on

their tongues to-day would then be many of them fjr-

n-otten. Knowledge not practically w.anted would die

Sut like the eyes of the fishes in the Mammoth Cave,

or like the undergrowth of a forest ; but the compost

of dead knowledge would nourish the roots of a more

vigorous tree, tliat under the culture of experience

would yielil fruits of ripe judgment and practical skill.

True, their education had already united the practi-

cal to the theoretical in no small degree. The great

hospital advantages of large cities were the special

boast of schools. We must not fail to do justice, how-

ever, to the less pretentious merits of siudy with a

country preceptor. There were modest practitioners

in the remote rural districts so gifted by nature, so

trained by experience in what is most essential, so self-

reliant from h.aving been forced to depend only on

themselves, that by conversing with them, watch-

ing their, cases, putting up their prescriptions, li-^ten-

ing to their experience in the long rides, a young

man would find himself better fitted for the work of

his profession than he could become at any school.

But such men were exceptional, and as a rule the great

schools and the hospital wards offered the best oppor-

tunities to the student.

The new-made graduates were indeed safer practi-

tioners to-day than would be many whose names we
hardly mention without a genuflexion. But the

knowledge now only in their brains would be very

different when it had become a part of their very con-

stitutions ;
when it flowed from their fingers as readily

,as the notes of a familiar tune from those of the prac-

tised player. Work-knowledge was not in the brain

only, it w.as in the senses, in the muscles, in thQ gan-

glia of the sympathetic nerve— all over the man, as in-

stinct seems diffused throughout every part of the

brainless radiate.
.

But the young man's senses are quicker; his ideas

are nearer to the latest teaeliings of science
;
he finds

it easier to accept new discoveries and improvements.

New ideas make their nests in young brains. The first

whispers of a new truth are not taught to those who

are beginning to need an ear-trumpet.

The' Doctor now spoke of the constituency which

the physician must expect to find; of the infatuation

of the community, which knew so much more of medi-

cine than the profession ; of its infallible specifics and

its potent charms. Such ideas were by no means con-

fined to the ignorant. How many men were there in

this very audience who were carrying horse-chestnuts

in their breeches-pockets .as amulets against rheuma-

tism ? You could no more reason people out of such

notions than out of their faith in their Bible or their

party
;
you must take them as they are and make the

best of them.

With hints <as to the habits, manners, tact, a physi-

cian must have to enable him to make his way success-

fully in such a community ;
with a consideration of the

higher quahties of character he must possess to fit him

to be the confidant and counsellor of hia patients in

the most delicate relations and the most trying expe-

riences of life ;
and with some rules " how to choose

your physician," addressed to the audience, the speaker

closed a brilliant discourse.

The music w.as furnished by Bergmann's orchestra,

and was of course excellent.

A Lahge Vesical Calculus.-At a late meeting of

the Pathological Society of Dublin, Mr. Morgan exhib-

ited a large vesical calculus, of the size of a large

pear, which nearly filled the hlndder.—British Medical

Journal.

Hydrate of Chloral.—Ten tons of hydrate of chlo-

ral were, we understand, imported during last year from

Germany. About a ye.ar ago it was selling at £5 a

pound, 'its market price is now, we beheve, something

under five shillings; the difference in price being due

solely to the conversion of what was a curiosity of the

laboratory into a commercial article. The only mate-

rials required are chlorine and absolute ak-ohol—Brit-

ish Medical.

Baeon Liebig.—Baron Liebig has so far recovered

from his furunculoid aflection as to be able to resume

his lectures at the University of Munich. He is con-

ducting the present course on experimental chemistry

with all liis old energy and effect.

Death of a Noted Burgeon.—We regret to hear of

the sudden death, on the 5th ult., at the age of .sixty-

eight, of Dr. William Keith, of Aberdeen, who has

probably had the largest experience in lithotomy of any

surgeon of modern times.

—

Lancet.

Diphtheria in Germany.—The Med. Cent. Zeit, of

Berlin, says that this complaint is r.aging extensively

in that capital, attacking both young and old. Many

cases have been observed in the military hospitals.
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CDriginal Communtrations.

A NEW METHOD OF ARRESTING

SURGICAL HEMORRHAGE BY THE
TERY CONSTRICTOR.

AR-

DESIGNED FOR

THE IN-STANTA>T;0US hermetic CLOSrUE OF ARTERIES,
WITHOUT THE USE OF LIGATURE OR OTHER FOREIGN

SUBSTANCE, TO BE LEFT IN THE WOUNT).

As Essay to wnicn was awarded tiie Merrft H.
Casu Prize, bt the Medical Society op the

State of New York, February, 1871.

By S. fleet SPEIR, M.D.,

SCHGKOS TO THE BROOKLYN CITV HOSPITAL : STRQEOS TO TTIE BROOK-
LYN KTK ASn KAR ISFIRMAUY ; SCRGKOS TO THE Tl'MOR AND CAS-
[CER DEPARTMENT OF THE BROOKLYN DISPENSARY; FELLOW OP
THB NEW YORK ACAtlKMV OF HRDICIXB ; UEJIBER OF THE SEW YORK
PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC., ETC.

The arma-nentarium of the profession is already so bur-
dened with Yariety of form and similarity of use that

the introduction of any new instrument can be excused
only on the ground tiiat it enables us to accomplish the

object in view more rapidly or more perfectly than
heretofore.

The arrest of arterial hemorrhage is a subject of in-

tense interest ti CYery surgeon ; it is attended, at time-,

with such hazards to the patient, and with such difficul-

ties to the surgeon, that a new method of accompUshing
it mav not be found unacceptable,—the more especially

as this method claims to haYC fulfilled the indications

which are considered as those most to be desired by
surgeons generally, viz. :—the closure of arteries by
some method which leaves no foreign substance at-

tached to the vessel or in the wound, and is, at the same
time, proof against secondary hemorrhage.

It is claimed in tlie following pages that such a result

can be uniformly arrived at by the use of the ins'.rument

herein described as the Artery Constrictor.

This instrument is offered as a substitute for the liga-

ture, acupressure, and torsion.

It combines the most important principles of them
all, and it is believed that it will be found a more ready
method for the hermetic closure of arteries.

description of tiie artery constrictor.

The artery constrictor consists of a flattened metal
tube, six inches (more or less) in length, open at both
ends, with a sliding steel tongue running its entire
length, and having a vice arrangement at the upper ex-
tremity, by which it can be made to protrude from or
retract within the tube or sheath. The lower end of
the tongue is hook-shapeJ. so as to be adapted to the
artery to be constricted. It is so shaped that, having
grasped an artery, it can be made to contract upon it

by means of the vice at the upper end, which forces it
j

within the sheath. (Fig. 1.)

The hoi'k of the tongue is so shaped and grooved as
,

to form only a compressing surface, by which means
[

the artery, when acted upon by the force of the vice, is

compelled to a.ssume the form of the curve of the tongue,
;

and the artery is constricted in such a way that its in-

ternal and middle coats give way, but the" external coat
is preserved intact. The severed internal and middle
coats contract, retract, curl upon themselves, and are
driven down the artery in the form of a plug by the
continued pressure of the grooved tongue as it pa?ses '

on into its sheath. The artery ma\' now be slipped out
of the instrument, and it will be found that the exter- 1

nal coat has been compressed at the point where it was [

in contact with the instrument, and the internal and mid-

dle coats will be found severed and invaginated on either

side of the constriction. This invagination of the internal

and middle coats is of itself sufficient to arrest the flow

of blood; and as soon as the current of blood is arrested

in the vessel, a coagulum forms upon the invaginated

surface of the internal and middle coats, and this com-
pletes the occlusion of the artery.

It will be seen that the principle upon which the

artery constrictor acts is the same as that which nature

follows in her eflorts to restore the integrity of a divided

artery and arrest hemorrhage. It is based upon the

anatomical structure and peculiar properties of the ar-

teries, and is, in fact, the principle upon which all suc-

coss.'"ul methods for closing arteries are based.

The principal methods at present in use for the

arrest of arterial hemorrhage are three in number, viz.

:

—Ligature, acupressure, and torsion.

\st. The Lii/ature.—This method, which was intro-

duced in the sixteenth century by Ambrose Pare, has ac-

complished all that was expected of it. It still claims

the first place in the list. The hgature is, in general,

safe, practicable, and efficient, and it will doubtless sus-

tain its reputation tlirough all time. Yet there are

occasions when it is not found to be all that is wished
for, and other methods may be found more desirable.

The action of the ligature may be briefly stated as

follows :—A firm ligature, tied around a healthy artery

with considerable force, cuts the brittle structure of the

internal and middle coats, while it leaves the external

and strongest coat of the artery intact, but firmly com-
pres-sed in the knot. The drawing together of the knot
favors the tendency of the internal and middle coats to

contract and retract. The current of blood being ar-

rested in the end of the vessel, a coagulum quickly

forms upon their rough edges, and thus the pro-

cess is complete. The subsequent changes, inflam-

mation, etc., which occur within and around the

vessel, do not concern us at present.

The steps in the process may he summed up thus

:

1st. Division of the internal and middle coats.

2d. Retraction and contraction of the internal and
middle coats.

3d. The internal coagulum.

4th. The support furnished by the external coat and
the ligature. The hgature is finally removed by a

gradual process of sloughing, and is discharged from the

wound.
2d. Acupressure.—Next in importance to the ligature

comes acupressure, originated in 1860 by Professor

Simpson ; it has since been practised successfully by
many surgeons, and is recognized as a re'iable method
of arresting hemorrhage. It can never be universally

applicable, however, and perhaps the same might be
sail! of any method.
The action of acupressure upon the artery is, in the

main, similar to that of the ligature. There are, how-
ever, fewer steps in the process.

Dr. Hutchison, in his admirable e.ssay on Acupres-

sure, says :
—" When acupressure has been employed,

the internal surfaces of the artery have merely been
placed in contact." "The needle, like the hgature,

does the office of the external coagulum which forms

when bleeding ceases spontaneously." " The blood

between the needle and the first branch above becomes
stagnant, and an internal coagulum is allowed to form.''

Adhesive inflammation is also excited by the pressure

of the needles pressing the walls of the vessel together,

and by the irritation resulting' from the division of the

arterv, causing adhesion of the walls of the vessel to

each other, and of the outer cont to the sheath, or other

immediately adjacent tissues."
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The advantages claimed for acupressiire over the

ligature are as follows :

—

1st. It is more simple, efficient, and easy of applica-

tion.

2d. Secondary hemorrhage, phlebitis, etc., are not

BO likely to occur with acupressure as with the Ugature.

3d. Acupressure can be applied in some cases when
the ligature cannot; for example, when the arteries are

diseased or when the artery cannot be reached to apply

the ligature.

4th. The needles can be removed in a few hours

or days, thus leaving the wound free from all foreign

bodies at a comparatively early period, a condition

favorable to the union of the wound by the first inten-

tion.

3d. Torsion.—Torsion has been practised, as a means

of arresting hemorrhage, with more or less success,

for a lone time, and was reintroduced to the notice of

the profession by Thierry, Amussat, Telpeau, and

others.

It is especially applicable to medium or small-sized

arteries, and can never rank with the ligature or acupres-

sure, its chief advantage is its simplicity.

The mechanism of torsion consists in :

—

1st. The rupture of the internal and middle coats.

2d. Contraction and retraction of the internal and

middle coats.

3d. The drawing together and twisting of the exter-

nal coat
4th. The formation of the internal coagulum.

It will be seen that torsion is no mean process. It

can boast of all the advantages of both the other pro-

cesses for closing arteries. Its failure as a haemo-

static process is not due to any inherent weakness, but

rather to the difficulty of eflfecting all the steps of the

operation with accuracy.

It is very difficult to perform the operation of torsion

perfectly ; even experienced operators find that they

frequently fail

The instruments used are very crude,—a pair of for-

ceps! When, however, the operation is performed

with care, and it is complete, the efitct is quite as cer-

tain as that produced by either of the other procedures.

Havino- given this short review ofthe leading methods

of closing arteries, let us see what is the real difference

in their claims, and determine their relative advantages

by a comparison of the mode of action, and the ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Thus

—

Theli{jature ads by

1st. Division of the internal and middle coats.

2d. Contraction and retraction of the internal and

middle coa:s.

3d. Coagulum formed in the interior of the vessel. •

4th. Support furnished by the external coat and

the ligature;

Advantages claimedfor the ligature are:

1st. It is safe.

2d. It is efficient.

3d. It is easly apphed.

4lh. It requires but httle skLU or practice in its appli-

cation.

The disadvantages of the ligature are :

1st. It cannot be always applied to diseased arteries

with safety.

2d. It tends to prevent union by the first intention.

3d. It is liable to cause pysemia and phlebitis.

Acupressure acts by

1st The contact of the internal surfaces of the

artery from pressure of the needles.

2d. Coagulum formed in the interior of the vessel.

3d. Adhesive inflammation excited by the pressure

of the needles.

Advantages claimed for acupressure are :

—

1st. It is efficient

2d. It is safe.

3d. It is easily applied.

4th. There is less risk of pysemia, etc.

5th. It favors union by the first intention.

The disadvantages of acupressure are:

—

1st. It cannot be apphed in all .'ituations.

2d. The danger of secondary hemorrhage should the
clot fail to form, or should the clot break down from
granular degeneration, or the needles be withdrawn too
early.

3d. The time required, necessary instruments, va-
riety of methods, and skill requisite for its proper per-
formance.

Torsion acts by :—
1st. Rupture of the internal and middle coats.

2d. Contraction and retraction of the internal and
middle coats.

3d. The drawing together and twisting of the exter-

nal coat.

4th. The internal coagulum.
Advantages claimed for torsion are :

—

1st It is easily applied.

2d. It favors union by first intention.

3d. There is no risk of pysemia, etc.

4th. In appropriate cases it is efficient and safe.

Disadvantages of torsion are :

—

1st It cannot be apphed to diseased arteries, or to

arteries in their continuity.

2d. It is only apphcahle to arteries of medium size.

3d. The end of the artery is Mable to be strangulated

by too much twisting, and act as a foreign body in the
wound.

4th. The want of a perfect method for its perform-
ance.

In looking over these methods for the arrest of he-
morrhage, we are struck by the simph'city and effi-

ciency of the two last ; and by the fact that in reality

but very little is required of art to arrest hemorrhage,
even from large vessels. The provision for the success

of our eflbrts has been made to a great extent by na-
ture, in the anatomical structure and properties of the

arteries.

The most simple of them all has quite as much to

recommend it as the most complicated.

All of these methods have certain disadvantages
which hmit their application. Xone of them can be
used with the same advantage in all cases, and there is

yet room for improvement in the means at our dis-

posal for the arrest of surgical hemorrhage ; at least

we can see no objection to offering for trial the method
apphed by the artery constrictor.

Based upon the same principles as the other proce-

dures, it includes more of the combined advantages
claimed for them than any one method alone.

The artery constrictor acts by :

—

1st. Rupture of the internal and middle coats.

2d. Contraction, retraction, and curling up of the

internal and middle coats.

3. Drawing together of the external coat over the

internal and middle coats, causing them to become
invaginated, while the external coat is drawn over

them and firmly compressed.

4tli. Formation of an internal coagulum.
5th. Maintaining the integrity of the external coat,

and preserving the continuity of the vessel

Advantages claimed for the artery constrictor are

:

1st It is efficient.

2d. It is safe.

3d. It is easily applied.

4th. Ko internal coagulum is necessary, as the inva-
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ginationof the internal and middle coats is sufficient to

arrest hemorrhage; it is, thereibre, apphcable where
the blood is anjemic, &o.

5th. No foreign body is left in the wound, thus

favoring union by the first intention.

Gth. There is iio risk of pyajmia or phlebitis.

7th. It is applicable to all sizes and to all condi-

tions of the arteries where the external coat is per-

fect.

Stli. It is a mechanical appliance which has a uni-

form effect, and it requires but little skill or practice

in its applit'ation.

These are advantages which can be claimed by no

other method, and if the instrument sustains itself in

the hands of others, as it promises to do, it will be

found ufeful in many ca?es where neither of the pre-

sent modes of closing arteries could be equally well

applied.

I have had occasion to make the following severe

trials of tlie artery constrictor. The instrument has

the same effect upon the dead artery as upon the living,

but it acts more perfectly upon the living vessels.

EXPERIME.STS UPON DEAD ARTERIES.

Applied to the femoral or other large-sized artery of

man fpost-mortem), it had the effect (represented in the

accompanyingcut) of perfectly closing I he vessel, so that

it resisted the flow of water forced into it by means
of a Davison's syringe. This experiment I have re-

peated frequently, and always with the same result.

(Fig. 2.)

EXPERIMENT UPOK A LIVING DOO.

The constrictor applied to the abdominal aorta of a

living dog, closed the vessel perfectly—no blood escaped
from the constricted end—which could be seen pulsating

until the animal died from the combined effects of

chloroform and the operation. (Fig. 3.)

EXPERIMENTS UPON LIVING SHEEP.

In the month of December the following operations

were performed upon the carotid arteries of full-sized

sheep.

The common carotid artery was constricted in its

continuity as rapidly as possible, and the constricted

portion removed at once. This operation was per-
formed to see the immediate effect upon the vessel,

and the rapidity with which the coagnlum would
form. Upon examination of the specimen, a perfect

invagination of the internal and middle coats, at the
point of constriction, and a firm clot on either side of it

(this specimen is represented in the accompanying
cut) closing the vessel perfectly. (Fig. 4.)

OPERATION ON CAROTID ARTERY OF SHEEP, IN SECTION.

After the above operation the artery was, of course,
exposed in such a way that it bled freely from both
ends; the constrictor was applied to them with the
effect of closing them perfectly, and the sheep was
allowed to run in the yard wliile another sheep was
operated upon; and then the animal was killed and the
artery examined. It was found closed by the invagi-
nated internal and middle coal.s, and a firm clot cover-
ing them (represented in cut). (Fig. 5.)

OPERATION ON CAROTID ARTERY OF SHEEP, IN SECTIO.V.

On another sheep the carotid artery was exposed and
cut entirely across. The constrictor was then applied to
both ends of the vessel, with the efiect of perfectly
closing the vessel. The animal was kiUcd soon after,
and the arteries were found occluded by a firm clut
(as represented in the cut).

CAROTID ARTERY OF A HORSE CONSTRICTED IN ITS CON-
TINUITY'.

On the 11th of November, a large-sized horse, in

good condition, was placed at my disposal by the kind-
ness of Drs. A. Large and A. Liautard, of the New
York Veterinary College, and the following operations
were performed in the presence of these gentlemen,
Dr. Eobt. F. Speir, Dr. Robinson, and a class of stu-

dents. Dr. Liautard cut down upon and exposed the
left carotid artery in a very skilful and careful manner.
I applied the constrictor to the arteiy in its middle
third, in its continuity—the constrictor being put
u])(in the artery, and removed as soon as the screw could
be turned to the required extent, which took only one
minute and thirteen seconds.

Dr. Large examined the facial artery after the opera-
tion, and found that there was a diminution in its force,

as much as could be expected considering the extent of
the collateral circulation through the vertebral artery.

The wound was closed by Dr. Liautard, and the hoi se was
led to his stall. No untoward event occurred after tlie

operation, and on the 25t!i the wound had entirely

healed, and the animal was ready for the second opera-
tion, viz. :

—

CONSTRICTION OF THE CAROTID ARTERY OF A HORSE—THE
ARTERY BEING CUT ENTIRELY THROUGH WITH THE
KNIFE—NO IlEMORKHAOK.

On the 25th of November the same horse was ope-
rated upon as follows:—Dr. Liautard exposed the right

common carotid lor about two and a liall' inches in its

middle third. I applied the constrictor at two points,

about one inch and a half apart, and then, with the

knife, divided the vessel between them. The artery

innuediately contracted at each end, the distal end be-

ing drawn up in the neck. The cardiac end retracted

downward, but was at once projected into the wound
again by the force of the heart's action, and it could be
seen pulsating in keeping witli the action of the heart,

rising and falling one half inch with every beat of the

heart. Not one drop of blood escaped from the end of I he
artery. On the contrary, the cardiac extremity, which
was seen beating in the wound, presented the yclluwish-

white color of the inner coats which were exposed by
the operation. The wound was kept open and the

artery exposed, that it might be observed by a class of

veterinary students ; and then Dr. Liautard brought the

Wound together with sutures, and the horse was led to

his stall, looking quite sleep}' from the effects of the ope-

ration. There was no hemorrhage from the wound or

the artery ; and in twenty-two hours the horse died

from the effect of the operation, the other carotid hav-

ing been tied previously.

Dr. Liautard removed the arteries, and we examined
them together.

The first specimen, from the left carotid tied in its

continuity, exhibited the effect of tlie constrictor upon
an artery when applied in its continuity, viz.: division

of the internal and middle coats, with a continuous and
uninjured external coat. The clots in this artery were
small and easily washed out by a current of water.

This operation was such as would be appropriate in the

treatment of aneurism.

The second specimen—right carotid constricted in

section—exhibited the effect of the constrictor upon the

artery when applied to it in section—as would be ap-

propriate in amputations. The divided artery was found
sc]iarated about one and a lialf inch—both ends were
closed and occupied by a firm clot, which, witli the

invaginated internal and middle coats, had effected a

complete occlusion. There had been no hemorrhage
1 from either end of the artery. (Fig. G.)
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Considering the large size of the carotid in the horse,

I tbinli this test may be fairly considered a very severe

one. Tlie appearance of the artery is well shown in

the accompanying cut. (Plate 8.)

I am not aware of any other means by which so large

a vessel could be closed so rapidly and perfectly. The
advantage of leaving the wound free from foreign bodies

was plainly indicated in the rapidity with which the

wound healed after the first operation—a part of the

wound closing by the first intention—a rare occur-

rence in the horse.

AMPUTATION AT THE HIP—CONSTRICTION OF THE FEMORAL
AND PROFUNDA ARTERIES.

On the e\'«ning of Saturday, October 8th, 1870, a boy
was run over by a street car and taken to the Brooklyn

City Hospital. Dr. Cochran, the surgeon then on duty,

being sick, requested me to see the patient for him. I

found the left limb terribly crushed ;
the knee-joint

was disarticulated and the solt parts of the thigh lace-

rated to such an extent as to allow the femur to project

from the wound several inches, the leg being attached to

the thigh by a band of skin and a few shreds of bruised

tissue. The only chance for the boy seemed to be ampu-
tation at tlie hip, which I performed at once. As .soon as

the anterior flap was made, the femoral artery and the

nrofunda artery were taken up and the artery constrictor

applied to them, the eflect of which was to arrest the

hemorrhage from these vessels entirely. They were left

in this condition until the remainder of the operation

—

the formation of the lower flap and tlie disarticulatitm of

the head of the bone—was completed,and the wound
washed and ready for coaptation. All this time the

ends of the arteries constricted could be seen pulsating

in the wound; those present of the resident staff of

the hospital and myself were satisfied with the security

of the vessel. However, considering the circumstances

in this case, 1 was not willing to trust to the constrictor,

feeling that it would be injudicious to do so in the ab-

sence of any of my colleagues, and especially as I

knew of the objections of Dr. George Cocliran, for whom
I operated, to any method of closing arteries other than

by the ligature. This, added to the fact that it was an
accident case which might involve htigation, induced me
to finally apply ligatures and close the wound as

usual in such cases. I removed a portion of the pro-

funda artery which had been constricted, and it will be
seen among the cuts. The femoral artery beiug .short,

I did not leel at liberty to remove a portion of that

vessel.

AMPUTATION OF THE THIGH—CONSTRICTION OF THE FEMO-
RAL ARTERY.

On the 8th of December, C. W., tet. 54, was brought
to the Brooklyn City Hospital with a compound com-
minuted fracture of the leg. Dr. D. E. Kissam, visiting

surgeon then on duty, hoped to save the leg, and treat-

ed it with this end in view ; but symptoms of gangrene
appearing, it was decided to amputate at the thigh. On
the 12th of December this operation was performed by
Dr. Kissam amputating the thigh at its lower third,

after the circular method. At the request of Dr. Kis-
sam I closed the femoral artery with the constrictor,

this vessel being the only artery exposed. The femoral
vein, which bled more than usual, was also closed by
the constrictor. The result gave the same satisfaction

as in the other cases. The wound was then washed and
left open for a few moments to see if all was secure.

Meantime the artery was seen pulsating in the wound
perfectly occluded, not a drop of blood having passed
from it after its constriction. The wound was then
closed by sutures after the usual manner. The condi-

tion of the patient being bad, and reaction after the

operation being difficult, but little hope was entertained

of his recovery, a condition of thiugs which created

considerable anxiety as to whether this might not be

too severe a test for the constricted artery. Finally

gangrene set in in the stump, notwithstanding which, and

the " open " condition of the wound which followed such

a condition, there was no hemorrhage. The patient

died three days and sixteen hours after the amputation.

The artery was removed from the stumi), and it was
found perfectly closed by the invaginated internal

and middle coats, and a firm clot, as represented in

In 1793, Deschamp invented his in.strument for the

'jnmediate compression of arteries, " by which the

artery was to be compressed against a horizontal bar by
the tightening of a ligature, the ends of which were
passed through openings in the bar, and secured at the

top of a vertical stem of the instrument." Since this

time there have been many attempts to produce a relia-

ble substitute for the Ugature. lu the present paper it

is not intended to enumerate these methods, but it may
be stated that they have nearly all been based upon
principles which depend for their success upon a force

applied to the artery for a considerable period of time,

and requiring to Jiie withdrawn subsequently. One of

the methods noticed in this paper—torsion—is an ex-

ception to this statement. Webber's intracisor and

antihgature forceps are also exceptions to this state-

ment ^Vhether or not there are others I am not

aware
;
certainly none have been presented to at all

compare with torsion in this respect.

The fact that such eflorls have been made to secure

the advantages of the ligature without any of its dis-

advantages, shows plainly that the minds of practical

surgeons have long been impressed with the po.ssibility

of closing arteries by some method better than the

ligature. Certainly no unprejudiced surgeon would
deny that the ligature often interferes greatly with the

healing of wounds, maintains suppuration by acting

the part of a seton, increases the chances of pysemia,

and sometimes causes secondary hemorrhage.
The primary eftect of the ligature is so satisfactory,

and it appeals to one's sense of present security to such

a degree, that we are very likely to overlook the acci-

dents which sometimes follow as the direct conse-

quence of its use, but which are often attributed to

other causes. The surgeon is not likely to feel any
great responsibility rest upon him should a patient

upon whom he had operated die of pyaemia or secon-

dary hemorrhage after the amputation of a limb,

although it might be traced directly to the use of the

ligature.

The same surgeon would view his responsibility in

a very difi'erent aspect should he find that by the em-
ployment of some other means of closing the vessels

secondary hemorrhage followed.

Secondary hemorrhage following, with equal fre-

quency, the use of any other method of closing vessels

would be considered sufficient ground for its rejection.

Doubtless itis for this reason that many of the methods
which have been presented to the profession for trial

have failed to sustain themselves as reliable methods,
and it is probable that many or most of them were
worthy of a better fate than that which befel them.
Acupressure and torsion can scarcely meet with the

same fate, and they will probably be supported, not-

withstanding the objections to them, whether better

means are ofl'ered or not.

We have now learned that it requires but very little

force to eflect the closure of arteries. The satisfactory

results sometimes obtained by the use of acupressure
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and torsion have taught us that tlie perfect occlusion '

of arteries may be effected by a much less degree of
j

force thao was foraierly supposed to be necessary.
\

la view of these considerations it seems unreasonable
'

to cling to the ligature with prejudiced tenacity; and
those objections which are common to the ligature, and
other methods also, ought not to be used exclusively to

suppress the claims of the rival method, but ought also .

to be placed to the account of the ligature.

The peculiar effect of the artery constrictor upon the

coats of the artery—rupturing and invaginating the

internal and middle coat-:, while it preserves the inte-

grity of the external coat—appears to offer a more sub-

stantial ground for confidence than any method based
merely upon pressure or an internal coagulum. This,

added to the fact that the inslrumect is instantly with- '

drawn from the vessel, seems to offer all tlie advantages
which can be expected of any method.
The advantage which the artery constrictor offers

for fulfilling the indications necessary for the union of

wounds by the first intention, will be seen when it is

noticed that absolutely nothing is left in the wound to '

act as a foreign body ; although probably the same
apparent objection will be raised against the artery con-
strict jr which has been offered against the operation

of torsion, viz. : that the bruised end of the artery

acts as a foreign substance in the wound, and must be ,

removed by suppuration.
|

It seems to me that those who have raised this ob-
jection to the use of torsion must have had very little

practical experience with it. or else have performed the i

operation very carelessly or imperfectly. From my
own observation of the effects of torsion, and from a I

considerable experience in the crushing of tissues by
the ecraseur, I have concluded that the effect of torsion,

or of crushing the extremitj' of the artery, even to a
|

considerable extent, provided it be done rapidly, is not
I

incompatible with the union of wounds by the first

intention. In order for the crushed portion of an
|

artery, or other tissues left in a wound, to become a

slough, or to act as a foreign body, it is necess.iry that

the pressure should be continued until slouching or

inflammation begins, or else that the portion crushed be
separated from contact -with the other living tissues,

and exposed to the influence of atmospheric air or other
deleterious influences, as inflammation, etc.

None of these conditions are present in the case of
operations as usually performed, for the wound is i

brought together immediately, and any lost vitality is
i

restored by the c'.ose contact with the living tissues and
the blood. Besides, the greatest pressure made by the
artery constrictor is not suflicient to injure the external
coat of the vessel The moment the internal and
middle coats give way. the pressure upon the external
coat is very slight, on account of the groove in the
tongue of the instrument, made on purpose to receive
the external coat and protect it fi om injury. Therefore
this objection to the operation of torsion, even if it

held good, could not be raised against the artery con- .

stridor.

This leads me to mention one of the chief advantages
of the artery constrictor over the ligature and acupres-
sure, viz. :—That provision which it promi-es for the
prevention of secondary hemorrhage. When the ligature

is used a sinus is formed along the track of the ligature,

leading directly to the end of the vessel ; and in case
of aci-ident to the artery from a too speedy separation
of the ligature, or from a failure of the internal coagu-
lum to form, or other ciuse producing secondary he-
morrhage, the blood finds a free and tempting outlet
through the sinus or opening thus provided.

So also with acupressure, the needle being left in the

wound acts temporarily as a foreign body, and also

creates a sinus leading to the artery ; and in case of the
failure of the internal coagnlum to form, or on account
of the breaking down of the clot from a granular degen-
eration, or in case of a failure of the wound to unite
by the first intention, there is always more or less

danger of secondary hemorrhage following the with-
drawal of the needles when any of the above circum-
stances occur.

With the artery constrictor, on the contrary, he-
morrhage is rendered impossible, under any of thes*
conditions, from the fact that the invagination of the
internal and middle coats forms a valve-like projection

in the interior of the vessel, which is of itself sufficient

to protect the artery from liemorrhage.

I desire now to present the artery constrictor to the
profession for trial. I am confident that some such
method will eventually displace the ligature; if this be
not the method, it must be acknowledged that the
principles upon which it is b.ised are those which must
finally succeed. It may be that the experiments which
I have thus far been able to make upon the living hu-
man arteries of large size, are not sufficient to inspire

those not interested in the success of the instrument
with confidence enough to employ it in capital opera-

tions. I trust, however, that any necessary proof of
its merits may soon be forthcoming. To my own
mind the experiments upon the arteries of the horse
have covered the whole ground, the first operation

proving the possibility of rupturing the internal and
middle coats of the artery without injuring the exter-

nal coat; the second operation proving the possibility

of closing a very large artery, in section, without leav-

ing any substance attached to the artery or in the
wound. All the other questions connected with the

occlusion of arteries have been proved over and over
.igain by the advocatesof other methods an i patho-
logical investigations.

In the meantime there (an be no objection to the use
of the instrument in a multitude of ca.ses where the ar-

teries are not of large size, and where there is never
any danger in the use of even the most crude efforts to

arrest hemorrhage.
The artery constrictor will often be found useful to

control the bleeding in amputation of the breast, and
in other operations where it is desirable to secure union
by the first intention, and yet where the arteries are

not of such a size as to create any fear of failure.

If the surgeon has not sufficient confidence in the

instrument for this, then I may venture to recommend
ii; as an aid to the performance of operations in general,

where it is desirable to keep the wound free from blood

after the first incision is made, and yet where the liga-

ture or acupressure needle would be in the way of the

operator, and also require subsequent removal In such

cases there can be no danger, and often a great advan-

tage gained by applying the constrictor to the arteries

as fast as they are cut ; the operation may then go on
with one of the most disagreeable accompaniments of

larger operations overcome, that is, the presence of

blood in the wound. For this purpose a small pocket
case constrictor is to be used. In such instances it may
supply the place of torsion, than which it is more easily

and effectually applied.

The artery constrictor offers encouragement for its

trial in operations to produce the occlusion of arteries

in cases of aneurism. In this use the constrictor is to

be applied to the artery in its continuity, the internal

and middle coats being ruptured and invagiaated on
either side of the instrument, and the external coat is

left as a connecting band to the vessel, preserving its

continuity.
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The great advantage to be gained in the use of the

constrictor in aneurism being the possibility of obtain-

ing union by the first intention, the wound being

brought together immediately after the operation, and
as the constrictor is always to be withdrawn as soon as

it has made its impression upon the artery, there is

nothing left around the artery or in the wound to act

as a foreign body.

The artery constrictor may be found useful also in

cutting off the vascular supply of large tumors, in which
case it should be applied in the continuity of the ves-

sels in the same manner as directed for aneurism.

In the operation of ovariotomy it is very desirable to

have some simple means of arresting the flow of blood

from the small vessels which are opened during the

breaking up of adhesions, etc. Inasmuch as the con-

strictor acts equally as well upon small as upon large

arteries, the same advantage may be gained by its use

in this operation as in those already mentioned, the ab-

domen being left free from ligature or other foreign

substances usually found necessary.

In the application of the constrictor for the closure

of large vessels after amputation, etc., there need be no
fears entertained of immediate hemorrhage, because the

usual pressure which is made upon the artery above the

points of operation (by the tourniquet or otherwise) is

always sufficient to arrest the flow of blood into the ex-

tremity of the artery and cause the formation of a clot.

This pressure is usually made for safety and convenience"

sake ; but should it be made designedly for the object of

obtaining a clot in the artery, of course the eflect would
be more perfect.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE APPLIC.\TION OF THE ARTERY CON-
STRICTOR. (See Figs. 8, 9, 10.)

The application of the constrictor is very simple. The
artery is to be caught up by a tenaculum or a pair of

forceps (which answers better), and the tongue of the

constrictor placed around the vessel ; the tongue is then
drawn tightly upon the artery by means of the vice

arrangement at the upper end of the instrument. As
soon as the screw turns with a considerable degree of

resistance, or the internal and middle coats are seen to

be invaginated, by noticing their movements in the end
of the artery, the instrument is to be detached from
the artery and the operation is completed.

In large arteries the tongue of the constrictor must
be drawn into the sheath further than is necessary for

small arteries. This is the one point which it is neces-

sary to attend to in the closure of large arteries ;—there
can be no harm done to the vessel by being drawn well

into the tube, and a thorough invagination secured. The
invagination of the internal and middle coats may be
made as thorough as it is desired, by drawing the ar-

tery into the tube as far as needed to effect the object.

Some of the instruments have been made with stops, to

indicate when a proper invagination was reached; but
by further experience it was found that the touch was
the best guide for the operator. By a continued trac-

tion upon the external coat of an artery, after the in-

vagination is once commenced, the internal and middle
coats may be peeled up and pushed entirely outof the ex-
ternal coat, and this latter coat be drawn out through the
sheath, entirely freed from its inner coat, so that the
operator has it in his power to produce an invagination
to any desired extent.

It is well always lo permit the blood to flow into the
artery (if it has been controlled by tourniquet or other-
wise during the operation) before removing the con-
strictor; this secures a perfect clot upon the invaginated

coats, which can hardly be displaced afterwards.

Per convenience's ake the constrictor may be made

with three sizes of tongues, to be used with one tube'

so as to be useful in any sized artery.

A pocket case constrictor is also made to be used as

a substitute fir the torsion forceps, than which it is more
easily and effectually applied.

TWO CASES OF

TRACHEOTOMY WITH FAVORABLE
RESULTS.

By henry S. HEWIT, M.D.,

SURGEOS TO CIIAKITT HOSPITAL, LECTURER OS St'RGERY, ETC., ETC.

Case 1 —On a certain evening, about 9 o'clock, in

January, 1860, I was called in consultation by the late

Dr. Robert Johnston to a case supposed to be in ex-

tremity. I found Thomas Fay, aged three and a half

years, dying by suflbcation.

Examinaiion elicited a history of diphtheria, and ex-

ploration revealed patches of lalse membrane extend-

ing over the fauces, soft palate, and tonsils, all the s-igns

of laryngeal obstruction, accompanied by loud bubbUng
rales audible over most of the heaving chest, and asso-

ciated with dulness on percussion posteriorly and in-

feriorly. The countenance was livid, the extremities

cold, the pulse weak and rapid—death was impend-
ing. I gave a discouraging prognosis, but advised

tracheotomy as a last resort, in which I was cordially

sustained by the attending physician. Wit,h much re-

luctance and after considerable delay consent was
given, and at 12 o'clock, assisted by Dr. Thomas Addis
Emmet, Dr. Johnston, and in the presence of several

other medical gentlemen, I performed the operation

upon the almost lifeless child. The light was for-

tunately good, and conveniently placed. Ether was
cautiou.sly given in small quantity. Little blood was
lost, notwithstanding the distension of the thyroid

veins. An immense quantity of viscid, frothy, bloody
mucus and fluid diphtheritic material issued from the

opening into the trachea, and for many seconds respira-

tion was entirely suspended. The trachea was cleared

out by suction, compression of the chest practised, and
finally breathing recommenced, and the tube, a double

one, kindly lent me by Prof. Van Buren, introduced

and secured.

Every vicissitude characterized the subsequent pro-

gress of this case. The temperature of the apartment

was frequently allowed to sink to a level with the ex-

ternal air of a very cold season.

I sometimes found the httie patient sitting up un-

covered in his bed, with the tube choked by laroncliial

excretions, gasping, coughing, and breathing through
the tracheal wound by the sides of the tube in a hissing,

bubbling, and altogether most distressing manner.
In spite of these untoward circumstances, and one or

two occasions of collapse in which life was apparently

extinct, the case made a good recovery, and the boy is

now living and in good health. The tube was worn
about fourteen days. The wound healed on the

twenty-fifth day. Six weeks sufficed for the restora-

tion of natural voice and normal strength and activity.

I attribute the recovery of this apparently hopeless

case, after operation, to an almost unlimited adminis-

tration of stimulants.

Hot whiskey and brandy punch were freely and con-

stantly given, and for days together the tube exhaled

an ethereal odor.

Diminution in quantity or frequency in this respect

was immediately resented by signs of sinking.

My own accidental but most opportune visit at 4
o'clock of an exceedingly cold morning on the occasioa
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of the most dangerous collapse, prompt clearJDg out of
the tube, and liberal administration of hot whiskey and
water, prevented that occurrence from ending fatally.

Case 2.—On the 30ih of December, 1870, 1 was called

to see John Conway, residing at 126 East 51st street I

found a delicat* boy, aged eight years, ofa strumous dia-

thesis, with a suspiciousl}' ringing cough and hoarse arti-

culation, slight fever, fairappetite, and no general or local

distress. I cautioned the father and friends of the
child as to the possibihty of the appearance of more
urgent symptoms, prescribed expectant remedies, and
took my leave. On the day but one after I called and
found a full efflorescence of measles and an almost
ciraplete disappearance of the croupous symptoms. I

renewed my previous cautions, with the injunction to

give immediate notice of any change iu the patient.

On the 4th of January, at 3 p.m., I was summoned in

extreme haste, and found the patient with fully-devel-

oped membranous croup. Tlie paroxysms of breath-

lessness had commenced early in the afternoon.

The return of cough and hoarseness was coincident
with the subsidence of the eruption the day before.

I estimated at this time that the patient without relief

would live from twelve to fifteen hours.

Having explained the circumstances, which were in-

telligently apprehended, I advised consultation and
immediate operation. Consent was given at once, and
I proceeded with all possible speed to make the neces-
sary preparations and obtain the advice and assistance

of my friend and colleague Dr. Erskine llason.

Dr. ilason sustained the diagnosis and opinion, and
at 6 P.M., with the aid of gas-light, we proceeded to

perfoim the operation. Ether was given, the subcuta-
neous divisions made with a blunted scalpel, the trachea

laid bare without bleeding, opened, and a double tube
inserted.

Complete relief immediately followed. The child,

still sleeping, was placed in bed ; the temperature of
the apartment regulated to stand permanently at SO",

and a croup kettle placed in operation at the bedside
with the steam directed towards the mouth of the

tube.

The following excellent formula of Dr. Learning
was directed, a teaspoonful every two hours :

—

* 3 Ammoniae Muriat., 3 ss.

Potas. Chlorat., 3 j.

Syr. Senegas,
" Pruni Virgin., aa 3 iss.

Steady and systematic nutrition by beef tea and milk
punch was hkewise advised as of the utmost impor-
tance.

This case progressed exceptionally well. Ko untoward
event of any kind marred its course. On the third

day I began to interrupt respiration through the tube,
and on the seventh removed it altogether. On the
thirteenth day from the operation, the opening was
completely closed : and on the twenty-first the voice
had begun to recover its natural clearness and force.

At the present date the boy is perfectly well.

These two cases happening at a widely distant inter-

val, and under diverse circumstances, illustrate some of
the most important points ic regard to a surgical proce-
dure, concerning which there is much uncertainty and
diversity of opinion.

The first was the most unfavorable possible, in its

nature and conditions; the second, with allowance for

a naturally dehcate constitution, very happily situated
as to comfort, care, nutrition, temperature, and the pe-
riod selected for operation.

* This prescription frequently requires to be dilated with syrap and
to be given in diminished doges.

The conclusion which I de~ire to draw, and tie one
I am disposed to adopt till better instructed by the
knowledge of others or my own experience, is to advise

tracheotomy in every case of impending suflocation,

whether from diphtheria or fibrous croup; and second-
ly, to insist upon the operation at the earliest moment
at which the condition is recognized with certainty

;

before the brain is poisoned by unoxygenated blood,

and the unstriped fibres paralyzed by interruption, di-

minution, and pravity of nervous force.

RKSIOVAL OF A

PORTION OF A NEEDLE FROM THE
KNEE-JOINT—RECOVERY.

By E. G. JANEWAY, il.D.

XEW VOEK.

Ox Sunday, the 7th of November, 1870, a gentleman
brought his daughter, four years of age, to my office

with a piece of thread hangmg from an opening in the

skin over the outer side of the right knee. Her father

stated that a short time before, while she was playing
on the floor, a needle had run into her knee, leaving the

thread hanging out, as above described. A short ex-
amination convinced me that the threaded needle had
entered the joint, and was imbedded in the bone—the

head of the tibia, 1 supposed ; and that traction on the

thread was useless. 1 sent the child home, giving the

father directions to apply ice to the joint, till I could
arrange for a consultation with a view to the extraction

of the needle. Dr. Gouley and Dr. Loomis met me
three hours later, and we decided that the proper course
would be to follow the thread by careful dissection ;

and to open the capsule of the joint, if that procedure
should be found indispensable to the removal of the
needle. The child was placed under ether, and Dr.
Gouley followed the thread by careful and delicate dis-

section. Occasional traction was made on the thread,

but the needle was so firmly imbedded in its lodging-
place, that this only served to move the leg ; and this

was desisted from for fear of breaking the thread and
thus losing the guide to the needle. Finding it neces-

sary. Dr. Gouley opened the capsule of the joint an
inch to the outside of, and partly below the patella, to

the extent of an inch. On strongly flexing tlie knee
a portion of the needle was seen to protrude from the

cartilaginous surface of the outer condyle of the femur
near its centre at a right angle, whilst the end of the

thread and the eye portion of the needle were hidden
in its substance. This was easily removed by a pair of
forceps. The portion thus removed was less than an
inch long. Not knowing what had become of the
remainder, a search of the floor where the child had
been playing was ordered; and a larger piece, evidently

of the same needle, w-as soon found minus the point.

This we supposed had broken ofi" in the floor, when the

eye portion entered the knee. The lips of the wound
were then brought together by fine silk sutures.

The after-treatment consisted of two elements—rest,

and the continued application of cold. I secured the

first, by placing the child on her back, and tying the

leg in a small pillow, for two days—afterwards, by
means of a plaster of Paris splint reaching from the
upper third of the thigh to the toes. A thin layer of
cotton and a flannel bandage were applied before the

plaster bandages ; and the anterior half of the knee-
joint was left bare.

The cold was obtained by the use of bags filled with
ice. For the first two days the child was restless, and
would complain of her knee on the least movement of
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her leg: but no complaint of this kind was made after 1

the application of the plaster apparatus. 1

The sutures were removed at the end of the third

day, as slight suppuration had then commenced in tlieir

course, and a portion of the Tvound liad healed by the

first intern ion. Tbeir place was supplied by strips of

adhesive plaster, so applied as to cover the wound and
protect it.

The use of the ice was continued uninterruptedly

for two weeks, the joint having become somewhat
swollen at first, and remaining so for ten days, and
being also painful on pressure.

To prevent the eflects of reaction, on suddenly
discontinuing the ice, I ordered gradually increasing

thicknesses of cloth to be interposed between the ice-

bag and the joint.

No granulations formed in the ununited portion of

the wound till the removal of the ice, but in one week
later the healing process was completed. The sphnt
was removed at the end of four weeks, and a slight

membranous adhesion found on bending the knee to a

right angle. I made no attempt to break this up, but
allowed the child for a few days to move the leg, and
then to run around. I

She soon made an apparently complete recovery. [

Two points in connection with the use of ice in dis-

ease were apparent here

:

First. It prevented the granulations from springing

up in the wound after the sutures were removed, but
previously the presence of an irritant, in the form of

sutures, sufficed as usual to produce suppuration.

Secondly. Whenever the ice was suddenly removed,
the effects of reaction threatened to prove injurious

;

and hence I adopted the procedure above described,

with happy results.

I ought to state, that the child was descended from
j

healthy parents ; and that her father's wounds always
healed readily. She had enjoyed good health.

S19 West Twestt-thhuj Stbebt. i

|Jroflrf03 flf illrtical Science.

Novel Mode of Controlltsg Hemorrhage.—Dr. J.

H. H. Burge (A'! Y. Med. Joitr.) contributes the his-

tory of a case of Placenta Praevia attended with pro-
fuse hemorrhage. He found a small margin of the

placenta presenting. The liquor amnii had com-
pletely drained away, so that the outline of the child

could be made out through the abdominal walls. The
examination excited some pain and caused considerable
hemorrhage. Observing that during the pain the
pressure of the child's head upon the placenta con-
trolled the flow, he in the intermission grasped the
uterine tumor and pressed steadily in the direction of
the OS, This was continued with perfect success for

two and a half hours, when a living child was born,
and the placenta followed without loss of time. Dur-
ing all this time, if the pressure was relaxed while the
uterus was inactive, hemorrhajre was sure to follow.

CASTR.iTiON FOR EpiLEPTio Iss.ixiTT.—Dr. Mackenzie
Bacon, in the Practitioner, cites a case of removal of
the testes in a lad who had brought on epilepsy and

,

insanity by self-abuse. The result was an improvement
in every way, including a marked increase of intelli-

gence. He thinks the operation would be useful to
many insane epileptics.

HvPROPHOBLi CURED BT HyDR.VTE OF ChLORAL. Dr'
Thomas Nicholson (N. 0. Times) was called to attend

,

a patient, 12 years old, with hydrophobia. He present-

ed all the symptoms attending that disease. Dr. N.
determined to use chloral thoroughly, and accordingly
administered twenty grains. He was a httle calmer, Ijut

no sleep
;
gave thirty grains half an hour after. The

patient went to sleep in five minutes. Ordered the dose
to be repeated when patient waked: he waked quietly

in two hours. After the medicine he again slept for

seven hours, when he was awaked to take essence of
beef, which he took unconsciously. Was then ordered
to be put in a warm bath every three hours, and every
four hours to have the chloral, if required, and to have
the essence of beef Between the baths the wound
was dressed with warm flax-seed poultices, made up
with equal parts of tincture of opium and arnica. The
patient was kept more or less under the influence of
the chloral for four days. In a week he was well.

New Method of Redttcing Dislocations of the
SHorLDER.—Dr. Samuel Logan, of New Orleans, de-

scribes his method. The patient is placed on the back,

while the surgeon, having removed his boot«, seats

himself so that his legs shall be nearly at right angles

to the patient's body, but pointing rather upwards. He
places the heel of one foot in the armpit, against the

ribs, so as to press a little crosswise; the base of the
great toe of the otiier foot is placed against the acromion
process, and the surgeon pushes with moderate force

while traction is made upon the arm.

—

Transactions

Am. Med. Assoc.

HiccoBGH Cured by Chloral.—Dr. P. F. Wliitehead
has recently prescribed for a patient with hiccough,
which had continued for thirty-six hours. Various
remedies were used with but little good elTect, save a
temporary cessation by the use of morphine hypoderm-
ically. Thirty grains of chloral gave immediate and
permanent relief.

Tobacco as ah Asttdote to Malaria.—Dr. S. P.

Crawford, on this subject, says: " The only assurance of

freedom from all the ills of miasmatic poison, while it

continues in force, is to constantly use some antidote.

I do not say that tobacco is the best ; but I do say, in

my opinion, that it is capable of warding oS' oftentimes

periodic diseases, by in some way counteracting the

causes that produce them. I do not say that it will hold

good in all cases, nor do I believe it would be of much
service where miasm is concentrated and holds its dead-

liest carnivals. It is only in those habituated to the use

of tobacco, who appear to enjoy the usual health of

those who use it, that I have noticed this immunity. I

cannot say there is any difl'erence between the smoker
and the chewer."

—

Nashville Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

Impotence Resulting from Onanism; Cured by
Electro-Magnetism.—Dr. Finstein, of Ohio, reports a

case of this in a man aged 26, who, from ihe age of 15

to 19, was addicted to onanism, but which was relin-

quished after the latter period. At the age of 2.3 he
found himself impotent. Various remedies failing,

electro-magnetism was lesorted to, and after 52 appU-

cations, twice a day, continued from 10 to 30 minutes,

his powers were restored.

—

Medical 2^ews.

INCO^rP.iTIBILITY OF QuiNINE AND VeRATRUM ViRIDE.

—Dr. Bradley, of St. Mary's, Ohio, reports that when a

patient is under the influence of veratrum viride, it is

highly dangerous to administer quinine. The effects

are most alarming : immediate sinking of the pulse,

which, in some instances, reaches collapse. He ran

great risk of losing three patients before he became
aware of the actual cause.— Cincinnaii Lancet and Ob-

server.
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Treatment of Goxorrucea bt Local Means.—Dr.

Thomas Hill (Eii-hmo»d and Louisville Medical Journal)

treats this disease in the following manner:—He in-

jects the urethra every half-hour with cold water for

about twelve hours, keeping a cloth wet with cold

water applied to the parts. After the inflammation

seems to be partially subdued, he uses the following :

—

]J Acid, carbolici, gtts. v. to x.
;

glycoma?, aqua?, aa

I ss. ; Tfl. This to be used three times in tlie twenty-

four hours. He says :
" I have yet to see the patient,

who followed these directions, who vfas not entirely

relieved in three days. I look upon the recumbent
position as absolutely requisite. If any internal

remedy is necessary, a good dose of epsom salts is the

best. If the scalding of urine is very severe, a

teaspoonful of sodai bicarb, will be found very eflfec-

tuaL"

SuBCUTANEors INJECTION OF BuBO.—Dr. Werthheim,
attached to the syphilitic and skin department of the

Rudolph Hospital, Vienna, states that he has given up
all attempts at dispersing buboes by causing their absorp-

tion, and now treats them by subcutaneous injection.

Solutions of morphia, camphor, sulphate of copper,

etc., may be used as circumstances require, but muriate

of ammonia (gr. iv., aquie 3 ij) is that which is usu-

ally preferable. The ripe abscess is punctured by means
of a thick needle, or the tube of a strong Pravaz syringe.

After most of the pus has been gently pressed out, the

injection of eight or ten drops of the solution is prac-

tised, the patient being taught himself to empty, every

three or four hours, the fluid that may have collected.

The injection is at first repeated daily, and afterwards

at longer intervals. Although not essential, it is better

for the patient to keep in bed. The advantages of this

method are that the pain of the abscess almost imme-
diately cease?, and the other inflammatory symptoms
steadily diminish

;
the thickened pus is gradually trans-

formed into a thinner fluid
;

gradually decreases in

quantity; no cicatrix remains; formation of pus ia

confined to the gland, and surrounding inflammation
gradually diminishes. —Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

ilxcisroN OF THE Mamma.—In an article by Joseph
Bell, in the Edinhuryh Medical Journal of February, on
Excision of the Mamma, he gives the following resume
of his views

:

1. We are not bound to an elliptical or oval incision

;

but in many cases a crucial, radiating, or T-shaped one
is more convenient, and renders dissection of the

mamma more complete.

2. There are certain cases where the progress of the

cancer is slow, the skin not infiltrated, and the consti-

tution not affected, in which we are warranted in

operating on axillary glands.

3. That, for such operations to have any chance for

success, we must see that the breast is removed entire;

that the axilla is cleared of its fat as well as glands

;

and that the chain of diseased lymphatics is also re-

moved.

Endemics and tde Soil,—At the last meeting of the
British Association in Liverpool, Dr. Moffat, of Hawar-
den, read an interesting paper on "Geological Systems
and Endemic Diseases," showing that the soil had an
influence on the composition of the cereal plants

grown upon it, and on the diseases to which the in-

habitants are subject. The district in which he prac-
tises consists geologically of the carboniferous and new
red sandstone, or Cheshire sandstone systems.

Anajmia with goitre is prevalent among those living

on the carboniferous systems, whilst it is almost un-
known among those living on the new red sandstone

system; and consumption is also more prevalent
amongst the inhabitants of the former. Dr. Moffat
has found by analysis that the wheat grown on the

soil of the Cheshire sandstone, contains the largest

quantity of ash, and that there is a larger quantity of
phosphoric acid grown on the soils of the carboniferous
and mill-stone grit systems. He has calculated that

each inhabitant of the Cheshire sandstone, if be con-
sumes a pound of wheat daily, takes in nearly five

grains per day of the sesquioxide of iron more than the

inhabitant of the carboniferous system, who seems,
therefore, to he subject to ana?mia in consequence of
deficiency of iron and phosphoric acid in his food.

It is not only in the wheat grown upon the carboni-

ferous system that there is a deficiency in the quantity
of iron and the phosphates, according to Dr. Moffat,

but also in the blood of the animals reared upon it.

He stated that sheep were liable to antemia, which he
attributed to sheep-walks being upon trap and lime-

stone hills, in the soil of which there is but little, if any,
iron.

—

National Medical Journal.

Decline of Vaccination in Great Britain.—Nearly
all the Briti.sh medical journals contain some allusion

to the increase of small-pox, which is generally attrib-

uted to the decline of vaccination, in consequence "of

the senseless and fatal prejudice against protection

brought about by the anti-vaccination agitators.

FcNCTiON OF THE Prostate.—Dr. Kraus, editor of the
Vienna Mediccd Times, says that he beheves that he has
discovered some essential points relating to the function

of the prostate, but will, at present, only make some
preliminary statements that he thinks will be found to

deserve attention.

I. The seminal fluid, as long as it remains within
the testes, vesicles, and other seminal passages, is col-

orless and scentless, being in appearance exactly like

fresh honey while deposited in the comb ; and in reac-

tion it is neutral.

II. Only when it has quitted the passages and ar-

rived in the urethra does it acquire its white color and
its peculiar faint smell.

III. During its pafsnge through the prostatic portion

of the urethra, the prostate empties out its fluid, colors

the semen white, and confers ujion it the faculty of co-

agulating when exposed to the air falkahne reaction).

Semen taken from the seminal vesicles does not coag-

ulate, but remains clear, colorless, and scentless.

IV. The spermatozoa, in the absence of the prostatic

fluid, cannot live in the mucous membrane of the
uterus of mammalia; but with its aid they may live for

a long time in the uterine mucus, often more than
thirty-six hours.

From the above the conclusion may be drawn that

the prostatic fluid exercises an unHmited influence on
the viability of the spermatozoa, sustaining it when
endangered by the secretions of the mucous membrane
of the uterus.

This is undoubtedly the case with those species of

animals which po.ssess a prostate, and he intends next
to extend his investigations to those species which are

destitute of this.

—

Med. Times and Gazette.

The Introduction or Iodine bt means of Elec-
TRiciTT.—M. Briickner has investigated the resistance

that the uninjured skin offers to the introduction of '

iodine when applied by the electro-therapeutic method,
the subject of his experiments being himself and a pa-

tient. The two electrodes were applied opposite to

each other on the flexor and extensor sides of the fore-

arm, and a very strong current transmitted through the

arm, after tincture of iodine had either been painted on
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the skin, or a compress wetted with it had been applied

beneath one or the other of the electrodes. Iodine
and iodide of potassium entered into the cutis at the

cathode, but did not in all probability penetrate much
I'eeper, and a slight inflammation occurred, which how-
ever was subsequently shown to be due to the action,

not of the iodine, but of the electric current alone.

Kg iodine penetrated the skin at the anode. He has
not satisfactorily ascertained whether iodine penetrates

into the deeper tissues or not, when applied by means
of electricity. He recommends that mode of applying
it on account of the slightness of the inflammatory
reaction by which it is accomplished.

—

Deutsche Klimk^
1870, Practitioner.

A Pkothetic Apparatus for the Survivors of
Amputation at the Hip.—Dr. George A. Otis, As-t.

Surg., U.S.A. {Am. Jour. Med, Sciences), states that, by
using a gutla-percha artificial stump nine or ten inches
iu length, firmly strapped to the pelvis by a broad
chamois-lined canvas band, an ordinary artificial limb
lor thigh-stumps can be used. In two cases of ampu-
tation of the hip under his supervision this expedient
has been employed by Dr. E. D. Hudson, New York,
and the mutilated men walked better than most men
witb artificial limbs who had been amputated at mid-
thigh.

Hydroohlorate of Quinia in Whooping- Couon.

—

Dr. Breidenbach speaks of the marked lienefit derived
h-om the use of tlio hydrochlorate of quinia during a
violent, but not widely spread, epidemic of whooping-
cough occurring last year, the dose administered being
governed by the age of the patient and the severity

of the attack, but being relatively large and varying
from one and a half to fifteen and a half grains per
diem in children of from three weeks to eight years.

No other remedy than the quinine was used in the
cases on which he bases his opinion of its merits, and
some of the children, on account of poverty, were freely

exposed to the injurious influences of the weather.
There appear to be no contra-indications to its use,

and no toxic influences were observed.
The action of the drug is prompt. In the most

serious cases, after the use of the remedy for forty-
eight hours, the frequency and violence of the attacks
began to diminish. To prevent relapse, the use of the
remedy was continued for some time in smaller doses.—Practitioner, February.

Cold Bathing in Tvpnoin Fever.—Dr. Fehrsen,
dating from Drfsden, states that he has recently visited
the military ho.^pitals, and seen the numerous cases of
typhoid fever brought from the seat of war in France.
Tlie type now raging among the French and Prussian
troops, is the typhus abdominalis of the Germans, or
•what is here known as typhoid or intestinal fever.

The fever cases are indiscriminately mixed with the
wounded, and those suffering from dysentery. Many
of these were removed to Dresden, and it was deter-
mined to try the effects of cold bathing. The mode I

adopted was, that as soon as possible alter admission i

into the hospital, the temperature of the patient was !

ascertained. If the thermometer showed 104° Fahr,,
'

he was put for fifteen minutes into a bath of 59° Fahr.^
up to the neck; in cases of much headache or delirium,'

i

an additional quantity of cold water was poured over
[

the head, or cold compresses were applied. A meas-
urement, three-quarters of an hour afterwards, uniformly
showed a fall of two or three degrees. The cold bath
was repeated during the first week from four to six
times a day, or as often as the temperature attained to
102° or 103° Fahr., experience having shown that the
rapid cooling down of the febrile heat to a normal tem-

perature is a powerful means of mitigating the symp-
toms, shortening the duration of the disease, and liivor-

ing an early convalescence, besides obviating the
necessity of prolonged bathing at a later period of the
disease.

The most striking benefits derived from this cold
bathing are— firstly, that the delirium is generally
mild or easily subdued ; secondly, an earlier return of
sleep; thirdly, a total absence of bed-sores; fourthly, a
less prostrate state of the system when the patient
leaves the hospital. Women, being more manageable,
bathe more willingly than men. Many cry or give way
to moaning for a few minutes, until, by a little courage
and lying quite still, the body gets accustomed to the

cold. If the water, however, be in any way disturbed,
immediately they commence moaning and crying,

showing, probably, that the stratum of water in im-
mediate cont:ict with the body must have acquired a

higher temperature from the evolution of the febrile

I

heat. After the first bath the sick show less objection

j

to its repetition, and some even like it. Dr. Fehrsen
saw about two hundred cases thus treated. Nothing

,
contra-indicates the use of the bath except very feeble

action of the heart, hemorrhages, or perforation of the

bowels, nor is a little bronchitis considered as an ob-
stacle. The lightest food, with very little claret, is all

that is given. Quinine is administered for llie express
purpose of lowering the febrile heat, sixteen grains

lieing given in two divided doses in the evening. The
statistics of the Stadt-Kr.ankenhaus at the present
time, contrast most favorably with those of a k\y years

I
ago, when the mortality averaged \\\ per cent., as at

I

present it docs not exceed 4 per cent.

—

Lancet, Dec.

31, 1870, and Practitioner, February.

The Ophthalmoscope in Treatment of Epilepsy.—
Dr. Reuben A. Vance, of New Yoik {N. Y. Med.
Journal), in the management of five recorded ca.ses of

j

epilepsy, places great stress on ophthalmoscopic ex-

1
amination. For the last two years he has almost un-

I consciously fallen into the habit of mentally arranging
his patients according to the iulra^ocular appearances

;

observable with the oiihlliahiioscope. In one class of
patients the efficient cause of tiie paroxysms is an ex-

;
cessive amount of blood circulating through the brain

;

while, in other cases, the opposite condition—an anse-

inic state— produces the epile[)tic phenomena. In
concluding his valuable paper, Dr. Vance a.sks, Why is

it that certain cases of epilepsy are cured by the ad-

ministration of the bromide of potassium ? Simply
because they have as their efiicient cau.se a congested
condition of the brain, which this agent, properly ad-

ministered, tends to relieve. Why is it that certain

other cases are made worse by the bromide, and bene-
fited by such remedies as strychnia and belladonna ?

For the reason that their efficient cause is an anfemic
condition of the brain, which the bromide aggravate.?.

The good eflect of the other drugs is to be asoribed to

their power of producing a hyperiemio condition, which
counteracts the preceding anaemia. Why is it that the

bromide relieves for a while, and then, apparently, fails

in its power, the fits returning in an altered form ?

The answer to this is, that the remedy, by its excessive

action, tends to produce an anaemic state of the brain,

which causes the return of the convulsions.

He is fully convinced that even the most unpromis-
ing cases may be relieved, and their unfortunate condi-
tion very much mitigated by systematic and careful

attention.

A Case of Buccal Chancre.—E. Burke Haywood
M.D., Raleigh, N. C. Trans. North Carolina Medical

Society), recently saw a young lady suffering from
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buccal chancre, caused by a kiss given her on the hps
by her engaged lover, who was at that time sufl'ering

from secondary syphilis. The contagion was commu-
nicated by the secretion from a mucous patch on the

upper lip of her lover. He was ignorant of the danger

of contaminating his ladj'-Iove by this manifestation of

his affection. He had been under treatment several

weeks before for primary syphilis, and thought that he

was cured. The young lady, when first seen, had a well-

marked chancre on her upper lip, which had existed for

more than ten days, and was thought by her to have
been caused by a chapped lip. There was much indu-

ration of the upper lip, and the parotid and submaxil-

lary glands were much enlarged and very painful. The
induration continued for several weeks, and was fol-

lowed by well-marked secondary symptoms.

DiFFrsED Cerebral Sclerosis.—Dr. "Wm. A. Ham-
mond, of Xew York (Sew York ifedkal Journal),

thinks that the central lesion in cerebral sclerosis may
occasionally be reached, when it has not had time to be-

come very extensive or profound. He regards the pri-

mary galvanic current passed through the brain, and the

administration of chloride of barium, as the best agents

in the treatment of the lesion. The chloride of barium
may be given in doses of about a grain three times
daily. It is usually administered in solution, according

to tlie following formula .— IJ. Barii chloridi. 3 j ; aquae

dest. M. ft. sol.; dose : gtts. xij three times a day.

Stricture or the Rectum.—Wm. E. Whitehead,
M.D., of New York {American Journal of Medical
/Sciences), beheves that an anti-syphilitic treatment of

stricture of the rectum is worse than useless. This
treatment does harm by increasing the debility of the

patient. When the stricture is fibrous it should be
very thoroughly divided with the knife or scissors, and
kept properly dilated. There should also be made to

the diseased mucous membrane above the stricture

suitable applications, such as the chloride of zinc, or

carbohc acid sufficiently diluted.

The Nox-Actiox of Atropia on Pfgeoxs.—Dr. H.
C Wood, Jr., Philadelphia (American Journal of Medical
Sciences), in a valuable " Contribution to the Physiolo-
gical Action of Atropia," remarks that the causes of the
non-action of atropia on pigeons seem to be three in

number. First and chiefly, absolute obtuseness of the
nerve-centi-es to its action, an obtuseness the cause of
which will be explained just so soon as the action of
atropia on the nerve-centres of man is known. Second,
very rapid elimination of the poison, for he has
noticed that the conjoint urino-fecal discharge becomes
watery and abundant under the action of the drug.
Third, when taken internally, comparatively slow ab-
sorption, so that the poison is removed from the blood
by the kidneys, etc., as fast as it enters it.

Treatment of Orchitis.—Dr. A. Given, of Louis-
ville, Ky. {American Practitioner), has been in the
habit, where he has cases of orchitis early, of directing
cold alum-water to be constantly applied over the
testicles, and the following veratrum mixture to be
given in full doses :—Balsam copaib., sweet spts. nitre,

paregoric, aa one oz. ; Norwood's tr. of veratrum, one
dr. ; M. Dose, a teaspoonful. The best results follow this

practice. AVhere the disea.se has existed for a longer
time, and the testicle is much enlarged and very pain-
ful, the mixture is given : but instead of the alum-
water he uses the following : belladonna leaves, aconite
leaves, muriate of ammonia, aa one oz. ; hot water, a
pint ; mix. This is to be constantly applied by means of
cloths to the parts. Dr. Given has often 'seen this

treatment act promptly.

Subxitrate of Bi.smcth in Cholera Infantum.—
Dr. C. K. Alexander, of Louisville, Ky. {American Prac-
titioner), during the summer of 1870 treated about 40
cases of this affection, a majority of which were not
seen until they had become chronic. Exclusive of the

cases in which complete recovery followed the acute

stage in from three to six days, the bismuth was used
in every instance, and acted beneficially. It was given

as follows:— 3. Bismuth subnit., 3 j. ; syr. zinzib., 3 iij-
J

tr. cinnam., 3 j- ; tr. opii, gtt. xviij. ; syr. acacise, ? i. ; M.
Of this mixture he ordered a teaspoonful four times
daily to children from one to two years old. This was
continued until all disposition to vomiting had disap-

peared, and the fecal dejections had diminished in fre-

quency, and become more consistent, which very
generally obtained in from three days to a week. After
this the remedy was given at longer intervals for a few
days and then discontinued. In some cases pepsin was
added to the prescription with apparent benefit. Qui-
nine was exhibited in those cases where a malarial

element seemed to be present.

Anaemic Amexorrhcea.— Dr. Theophilus Parvin.

IndianapoHs, Ind. {American Practitioner), in an article

on " Emmenagogues," states, that in many cases of
ana?mic amenorrhoea it may be advisable, while im-
proving the general health, to administer remedies

which will produce pelvic congestion. A most useful

combination in these circumstances is the fallowing

favorite prescription of Dr. Isaac Hays, when Surgeon
of Wills' Hospital, Philadelphia :—One grain each of

dried sulphate of iron, aloes, and white turpentine,

made into a pill, and given twice or thiice daily.

Wet Bandages in pRACTrRES.—Guersant (Medical

News and Library), for all forms of infantile fracture,

habitually wets all bandages at the moment of their

application, with a resolvent liquid, such as lead-water

or camphorated brandy diluted with water, provided

the fracture is not complicated with wounds.

He.morrhage Following Extraction of Teeth.—
L. N. Hutchinson, ofBig Rapids, Mich. (Denial Register),

some time ago had a severe case of hemorhage which
resisted all the remedies which were in his possession,

tannin and subsulphate of iron with the rest. Just at

that time he came across a paper of snynr of lead. This

was mixed dry with tannin on cotton, and applied with
a compress, and to his great satisfaction it proved suc-

cessful. Since that time he has had quite a number of

cases, and it has never failed on the first application.

A Severe Case of Epflepst.—Dr. Reuben A. VancQ,
of New Yoi'lc (Netc York Medical Journal), has under
his professional care a little girl from Williamsburgh,

who four years ago sustained a severe injury of the

head, which gave rise to extensive necrosis of the
frontal and parietal bones. A year ago she was having
epileptiform attacks at the rale of a dozen a day. No
one, he says, who then saw the child imagined that any-
thing short of trephining would do her any good. Yet,
under the careful administration of bromide of potas-

sium, she has completely recovered.

Sulphurous Acid in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Wilkes,

of Ashford, Kent (Med. Press and Circular), has been
highly successful in the treatment of typhoid feverwith
minute doses of sulphurous acid. He afiirms that the

acid arrests the further development of the fever-poison,

and thus exterminates the fever. Out of 173 cases of
typhoid fever treated, only two deaths occurred.

Dr. Wilkes administers the remedy with syrup of
oranges, in water, in doses of from two and a half to

twenty minims every four hours, until the patient be-

lieves he is tasting lucifer matches.
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THE COXSTRUCTION" OF ARMY HOS-
PITALS.

Upon European' observers, who attentively and criti-

cally watch from abroad the progress of our new
civilization in this country, the favorable impressions

created by our humanity, our bounteous hberality, and

our extraordinary skill and success in providing for the

comfort, and the medical and surgical alleviation of the

sick and wounded in the late war of the rebellion, are

the source of just pride to Americans. The well-being

ofthe soldier—in hospital, camp, and field—was the pivo-

tal centre towards which gravitated all hearts and hands,

from every corner of our wide land, during that trying

period of our nation's life. It opened a field of noblest

effort to patriotic men and devoted women. Such

prolific lavishment of money and means has never be-

fore, nor since, gilded with redeeming rays the suffer-

ings of war. And the rapidity and efficiency with

which our army medical department expanded, from a

condition appropriate to profound peace, to meet the

tremendous requirements of the war, attested an intel-

ligence among its ofiicers, and a national aptitude and

zealous co-operation on the part of their professional

brethren fi-om civil life, unequalled, in beneficent effects,

even by that clothing of tlie old army with new
military hosts, which ultimately won such world-

famed results. Stupendous military hospitals al-

most magically appeared, which, in means of com-

fort, in skill of professional succor, and in success-

ful remedial results, challenged comparison with the

best ever instituted in the Old World; where, in-

deed, the American pavilion hospital is now generally

commended and followed as a model. An ambulance

system, whose essential features have received the

honorable seal of foreign approbation and adoption,

rose into existence, and grew into perfection, under

our national flag. Our admirably-arranged and com-
fortably-equipped hospital transport ships shared not

in that wail of woe and dirge of death that spread

from the Black Sea during the memorable years of the

allied occupation of the Crimea. The organization of

our army medical corps, especially in its official pos-

ture towards the rest of the service, whereby the sick-

ened or wounded soldier was severed, during treat-

ment, from his purely military relations, and guarded

and protected in a self-governing and appropriate medi-

cal sphere, has been imitated by more than one nation

across the seas. An unrivalled system of medical and

surgical reports and records- has secured to science the

immense professional fruits of our war, which, it is

confidently hoped and expected, some enlightened and

liberal Congress will make available to the world by

further appropriations of money for their publication.

And that sombre succursale of our national battle-fields

and hospitals, the Army Medical Museum at Washing-

ton, contains a collection of scientific treasures that

promises speedily to become, if it be not indeed al-

ready, more interesting and valuable than any of its

kind in the world.

But the- crowning medico-military lesson of our late

rebellion, like that of every protracted war, was the one

taught by the inexorable laws of hygiene : a science

which sometimes dwarfs and thwarts the arbitrament

of arms, and is co-ordinate in importance with military

strategy and state policy. AVhile the public, and even

the members of our profession in civil life, allow their

appreciation of the value of hygienic rules, as applied to

the soldier, to lie dormant in time of peace, and to be

roused into activity only by the actual pressure of war

it is gratifying to learn, as we do, from a recent publi-

cation by the Surgeon-General's office, that we have,

in the medical corps of the army, a silent and unobtru-

sive, yet most intelligent and able body of workers,

constantly engaged, under the inspiration and guidance

of their chief, in testing old or solving new problems

in hygiene, with view to their profitable application to

the improvement of the soldier's physical as well as

mental and moral condition.

We have before us " Circular No. 4, War Depart-

ment, Surgeon-General's Office, December 5, 1870. A
Report on Barracks and Hospitals, with Descriptions

of Mihtary Posts." It is issued from the Government

Printing Office ;
comprises 527 handsome quarto pages

;

is unexceptionable in paper and typography; and is

illustrated with numerous diagrams and plates. Quan-

titatively, this interesting volume owes four hundred and

ninety-two pages of its dimensions to local reports, and

descriptions of posts, contributed by the medical officers

of the army stationed at the various mihtary posts of the

United States, extending from Eastport to Fort Yuma,

and from Key West to Bellingham Bay. Qiialitettivehj,

we are disposed to think that its value to professional

readers, outside of the army, will be found to inhere

principally in the thirty-three succinct, but pregnant,

pages comprised in the exceedingly intelligent, rehable,

and instructive Report on Barracks and Hospitals, by

Assistant-Surgeon John S. Billings, U. S. A. This

officer has discussed his theme with marked ability

—
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in its hvgienic as well as in its purely military relations

—and therefore its careful perusal will profitably repay

tlie sanitary student and hygienist in civil life.

To officers of the army, and especially to military

commanders and represeotatives of the Quartermaster's

Department, charged, under the existing army system,

with the construction and repairs of barracks aud hos-

pitals, we hail this offer of hygienic advice with hope-

fiil pleasure. Such a perspicuous and perfectly trust-

worthy resume of the hygiene of barracks, guard-

rooms, and hospitals as Dr. BiUings has placed within

Xhe portee of his non-professional brothers in the army,

will prore to them an able and reliable guide, if ob-

served in the performance of their responsible duties

;

and may we trust that it will also serve as a ground-

work of harmonious understanding between them and

the post medical officers, and help to smootbe away those

differences which have oftentimes so strongly militated

against the true interests of the service and the best

welfare of the soldier.

Three tables of statistics, collected and presented by

Dr. Biliings in his report, are mainly new, and are unusu-

ally interesting and valuable from a medical point of

view. The first table shows the ratio, per 1,000, of

mean strength, of sickness and mortality (aocidenta

and injuries excluded), occurring in the United States

Army for the calendar years 1868 and 1869; the second

table gives the ratio of mortality in the L". S. Army
as compared with the TJ. S. Navy, and the military ser-

rices of other countries, and with civil life ; and the

third table shows the ratio, per 1,000, of total mortaUty

(exclusive of deaths from epidemics, accidents, and

wounds), due to various classes of diseases, in the I'nited

States army and navy, the EngUsh army and navy, the

French army, the Italian army, aud in civil hfe. Tlie

statistics for the U. S. navy we do not remember to

have seen published before ;
while those for civil life are

here given to the public in advance of the U. S. census

reports.

To Dr. BilUngs, also.'was committed, by the Sur-

geon-General, the duty of collating for publication the

reports by army medical officers above referred to

as embraced in this volume. These reports, based

upon an excellent system, prescribed by the Sur-

geon-General in 1868, of preserving the medical

histories of military posts, furnish, by their present

publication, in addition to a large array of facts bearing

upon the hygiene of posts, upon their atmospheric and
telluric characteristics, and upon a great variety of con-

ditions and causes affecting the sanitary state of their

occupants, much other information which will, doubt-

less, prove interesting and valuable to officers of the

army, and to persona to whom the archives of the Sur-

geon-General's Office may not be convenientlv accessi-

ble. The historical reminiscences of many miUtary

posts, preserved iu.these reports, are interesting ; and
the information given, in nearly all of them, concerning

the fauna and flora, geology, mineralogy, and meteor-

ology of their respective locaUties, evinces a degree of

scientific knowledge on the part of the writers which

it is rare for the busy practitioners of our profession, at

least in civil life, to carry much beyond the curriculum

of their pupilage. All of the members of the com-

missioned medical staff of the army received their

appointments only after rigid competitive examina-

tions for their positions, and, fortunately, without

the aid of political preference. Most of them

have been submitted, during the last decade, to the

most varied and trying military and professional

experience; and after examining their reports upon

]
sanitary and kindred professional topics, contained in

the present volume, we feel confirmed in our confi-

dence in their ample preparation for all national con-

tingencies.

We must return to Dr. Billings' report with a confes-

sion of surprise that on so seemingly appropriate an

occasion, and from so well-informed a source, there

should have come no strong protest, or even moderate

recommendation, looking to the disenthralment, from

the annual Congressional appropriation of funds for the

use of the Quartermaster's Department, of that por-

tion intended for the construction and repairs of hos-

pitals. It may be that by reason of Dr. Billings'

official position there may exist some good reason, un-

appreciable to us, which would render such protest or

recommendation ungracious, or not permissible, in his

report ; or, possibly, the efforts of the Surgeon-Gen-

eral, in his uniformly right and humane direction, have

been temporarily checked by his success in obtaining

the promulgation of "War Department Order No. 118,

of November 23, 1870, which was really a great step in

advance, and which provided that the medical depart-

ment, though not permitted to disburse a definite appro-

priation in its own best way, shall at least prevent such

pittance as may be doled out to it from an appropriation

made for associated purposes, from being expended in

erecting hospitals vpon any other than the Surgeon-

GeneraTs approved plan. And, after all, this order,

instead of giving the medical department authority to

do all that is right, simply enables it to prevent another

department from doing what is wrong! Does it even

accomplish this? Is there anything in it to prevent the

Quartermaster's Department from trenching on and

absorbing the portion of the common appropriation

urgently required by, and undoubtedly intended by the

legislators for, the medical department? So long se the

appropriation for hospitals is mixed up, as it now is,

with that for barracks and stables, so long will the

building of hospitals be a secondary matter. Barracks,

stables, and hospitals being clubbed, and included in

the same grant, whenever the barracks and stables

require a greater expenditure of money, the hospitals

necessarily sufter, under the present system. Unques-

tionably, there should be an analysis, and proper divi-

sion of the common appropriation. There should be a

certain amount of money allotted every year for hos-
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pitals only, and that fund should exist and remain solely

for hospital purposes. It should be a separate item, and

be placed under the Sugeon-General, for his disburse-

ments, through the officers of his own department.

But, say the opponents of this reform, would not a

medical officer be going out of his line if he had to

superintend the erection of a hospital, and to judge

whether the repairs were properly done, or of good

material ? But suppose that medical officers, for the

double purpose of protecting the integrity of the hos-

pital appropriation, and of securing, by their personal

supervision of the construction and the repairs, the best

hygienic conveniences for their patients, elect to per-

form these extra-professional duties. Is there any

conceivable obstacle in the way of their successful

execution of them ? Are they destitute of intelligence,

or of principles of wise economy? Are their garments

any more susceptible to dishonest sully than those of

army quartermasters? But we are so apt to lose our

patience, when reflecting upon the degree to wliich the

efficiency and, usefulness of our army medical depart-

ment are impaired by this neglect to give it an inde-

pendent appropriation for its hospitals,—the same as it

now has for medicines and hospital supphes,—that we
summarily suspend the subject for the present.

The concluding recommendation in Dr. Billings' re-

port, relating to post and barrack construction, is a

point inviting more earnest comment than we have at

present the space to give it. In consideration of the

great importance of this subject, and in order to con-

sult the interests of the different arms of service in-

volved, Dr. Billings suggests the expediency of its re-

ference to a competent board, consisting of engineer,

quartermaster, medical and line officers, for the pre-

paration of plans and regulations, for the approval of

the Secretary of War. To this focus of intelligent

solution and settlement do we believe that the subject

should be promptly brought; for so long as individual

ignorance or caprice is allowed to control the erection

of barrack?, so long shall we probably continue to have

the best fed and best doctored, but the worst sheltered,

army in the world.

Ucuicius antr notices of Soolis.

The Medical Herbarium ; a Coi.lectiox op Dried
Samples op Medicinal Plants. By T. F. Allen,
M. D. Henry M. Smith & Co. , 107 Fourth Ave. , N. Y.

,

Publishers.

Several collections of dried samples of medicinal
plants have been issued abroad in the form of a serial

publication, but this is the first instance of the kind of
which we are aware in America.
The unilertaking could not have fallen into better

hands than those of Dr. Allen, whom we have lonj;
known as one of our most accomplished amateur bot-
anists. The specimens have been carefully selected,
thoroughly poisoned from the attack of insect^, and
glued to stout paper, so that they will last indefinitely.
To instructors of Materia Medica, and to pharmaceu-
tists, tbis collection will prove invaluable ; aud all prac-

titioners, especially those residing in rural districts,

would find both pleasure and profit by avaiUng them-
selves of this means to become familiar with medicinal
plants growing in their neighborhood.
Two numbers of the series are already published,

containing the more common medicinal plants of the
Northern States ; rarer specimens from home and
abroad are promised in the later fasciculi, which may
number twenty or twenty-five. Each fasciculus con-
tains ten specimens.

Ufport0 of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Slated Meeting, February 16, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee in the Chair.

DISCCSSION OF DR.] GOCVERXECR M. SMITu's PAPER OH
DIABETES.

Dr. Wm. H. Draper opened the " Discussion of Dia-
betes " with the following remarks :

—

The elaborate historical review of the pathology of
diabetes wliich was read by Dr. Smith at the last meet^
ing of the Academy, illustrated very forcibly what is

true of so many problems in disease, that what we
sometimes falsely call progress in pathology is only a
.substitution of one theory for another, a change of base
which often involves us in greater difficulties than the

one we abandoned.
When Bernard announced in 1849, that diabetes

melhtus may be artificially produced in animals by
irritation of the floor of the fourth ventricle, the new
pathology took definite shape, and diabetes became a
functional disease of the liver, the consequence of irri-

tation, central or peripheral, of the vaso-motor nerves

that supply this organ. The experiments of Harley
and others, demonstrating that liver - glycogenesis

could be excited by reflex as wed as central irritation,

seemed to confirm tliis view. In stating the serious

objections to the exclusive adoption of this theory of

glycosuria, we desire to suggest some reasons for the

belief that glycosuria is a symptom, not of one, but of

numerous morbid conditions.

The principal objection to the exclusive adoption of

the theory of diabetes which is based upon liver-glyco-

genesis, is a clinical one. It is well known that certain

cases of glycosuria are always controlled and some-
times entirely cured by restriction to animal diet.

These cases, and they are by no means infrequent,

neither require nor admit the glycogenic function of

the liver for their explanation. They are explained

satisfactorily by that delect in the assimilative process

by which the conversion of am3-laceoiis and saccharine

food is checked—and the series of changes by which
the Eon-uitrogenous elements of our food are ultimate-

ly converted into CO2 and water is interrupted at the

formation of glucose. This is the old chemical theory

of Bouchardat, and one which is certainly in accord-

ance with the facts observed in the class of cases to

whijh we have alluded. Again, if glycosuria was the

necessary result of the excessive formation of animal

sugar by the liver, is it not strange that morbid anato-

my should not present us with some constant lesion of

the liver as the result of the long-continued hypenemia
to which the organ must have been subjected ? It is

well known that the most diverse lesions have been found

in this disease in the lungs, liver, kidneys, and ahmen-
tary canal, and that, excepting the nerve-lesions which
have been found in a few cases, paiholo.sical anatomy

has furnished no clue to the seat of the disease.
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It is, moreover, worthy of mention that the records of

cases of lesion of the floor of the fourth ventricle, the

locality iti which it is claimed irritation gives lise to

glycogenosis, do not unilbrmly present the symptom of

glycosuria in their clinical history. My friend, Dr. Se-
guin, has flirnislied me with four such cases, in wliich

nothing is said of tlie occurrence of glycosuria, though
in all there was extensive lesion involving the ventricle

and the upper part of tlie medulla. Again, it may be

objected that the experiments upon which the reflex

origin of diabetes raellitus is predicated prove more
than the exclusive hepatic origin of the disease. Dr.

Harley, in his excellent monograph upon diabetes,

likens the production of sugar in the liver from reflex

irritation, to the muscular contractions which result

in the frog's limbs from the application of the gal-

vanic current to the sensory motor circuit. In the

glycogenic function of tlie liver, he says, " the pneumo-
gastric is the analogue of the sensory, and the spinal

cord and splanchnic of the motory nerves of tlie frog's

limb?, so that an irritation applied to any portion of the

branches of the pneumogastiic nerves, spinal cord, or

sympathetic reflex glycogenic circuit, is as cflfcctually

followed by a secretion of sugar as the application of

galvanism to the sciatic nerves of the frog's limbs is

followed by muscular contraction." Thus, he continues,
" diabetes can be artificially established by applying
the irritation to the extremities of the pneumogaslrio
in the liver, as when stimulants are injected into the

portal vein
;
or by irritating the pulmonary branches

distributed in the lungs, as when chloroform is inhaled

;

or by applying galvanism to the cervical portion cf the
nerves, or by irritating their roots, as when injury is

applied to the floorof the fourth ventricle; or by acting

on the downward chain, as, e. </., when the splanchnics

are divided." Now this analogy is not quite so plain

as it at first appears. The pneumogastiic is a peculiar

nerve, not only in the extensive distribution to some of

the most important vital organs, the heart, lungs, liver,

and stomach, but in its ejidowment with a specific

sensibility by which it ))lays an important part in the
maintenance of the vital functions, so that an irritation

applied anywhere in its course, or in the course of its

numerous and complicated connections, may be fol-

lowed by a variety of effects; and it seems just as pos-
sible that the glycosuria which is said to be produced
through the irritation of its pulmonary, hepatic, or gas-
tric branches, is the result, in some cases at least, of a
disturbance of the pulmonary or gastric functions, as of
the hepatic. And this leads us to speak of the second
point to wliich we wish briefly to call attention, viz., the
interpretation of the neurotic element in the etiology
of diabetes. The generally accepted explanation of the
experimental production of glycogenosis tlirough nerve
irritation is, that it produces dilatation of the hepatic
blood-vessels, a consequent hyperfemia of the liver,

thus increasing its glycogenic function. Dr. Dalton, in

the succinct and clear review which he gave at the last

meeting of the Academy, of the subject of hepatic gly-
cogenosis, described the numerous and diverse conclu-
sions which have been drawn by different experiment-
ers in this field of inquiry. Admitting, however, what
seems to be established by satisfactory evidence, that
sugar is formed in the liver, are we, therefore, justified

in referring glycosuria in all cases to an exaggeration
of this function ?

This certainly has not been satisfactorily proved, and it

has been reasonably suggested that the appearance of su-
gar in the blood of the general circulation, and in the
urine, may be due sometimes to a defect in the pulmon-
ary function, through which the normal sugar production
of the livir escapes oxidation. We think that a ca e-

ful consideration of the physiological experiments, as

well as of the pathological conditions under which gly-

cosuria occurs, will show that quite as marked disturb-

ances wore produced in the pulmonary as in tlic hepatic

circulation by these experiments and lesions; and, there-

fore, that the glycosuria may be reasonably regarded
as the result, in some cases at least, by a disturbance

of tlie pulmonary function. Dr. Brown-Sequaid has
recently called attehtion, in a short paper in the London
Lancet, to the production of hemorrhage, anjemia,

oedema, and emphysema in the lungs, by injuries to the

base of the brain. He states, as the result of a large

number of experiments, "that in almost all cases of in-

juries by crushing or section of the pons varolii, ecchy-
moses were found in the lungs. Sometimes tlie whole
lung was crowded with effused blood, and real pulmon-
ary apoplexy existed. In some instances the efl'usion

took place in the bronchial tubes. Injuries to other

parts of the base of the brain, especially the crura

cerebri and the crura cerebelli, arc sometimes followed

by the same efl:ects on the lung, and it is extremely
probable that a slight pressure upon the pons varolii

by elfuscd blood is sufficient to jiroduce it. Injuries

to the medulla oblongata and to the spinal cord have
but very rarely caused an efi'usion of blood in the lungs."

He further states, that " A hemorrhage is not the only

immediate efl'cct tliat can be observed after an irritation

of the base of the brain by crashing or cutting; an
ana>mic condition, ccdema and emphysema can also be
produced ;

" and M. Ranvier, a distinguished micro-

grapher, who assisted Dr. Brown-Sequard in these

experiments, found " that some small parts of the lungs,

which were found perfectly white, were absolutely

deprived of blood, no doubt tlirough a spasm of the

blood-vessels having emptied them of their contents."

May not this be the explanation of the so-called tuber-

cular lesions which are found to complicate some cases

of diabetes ?

When we consider the fact that the sugar found in

the blood of the right side of the heart disappears in the

passage through tlie lungs, it seems reasonable to sup-

pose tliat the presence of sugar in the general circulation

and in tlie urine, may sometimes depend upon defective

pulmonary function, as well as upon its excessive for-

mation in the liver. It may be objected, that if this

were the case, the presence of sugar in the urine would
be oftener observed, considering the great frequency of

pulmonary lesions; but it is possible, as Roberts ob-

serves, that the existence of pyrexia, in which there is

an excessive degree of oxidation, may account for the

sugar not appearing in the urine.

Dr. Draper alluded very minutely to the large number
of experiments made by the distinguished physiologist,

Schift', in which he succeeded by a variety of mechanical

'

irritations in inducing artificial diabetes. These were
mentioned because they illustrate very remarkably the

numerous varied morbid conditions under which sugar

may make its appearance in the urine.

It is reasonable to infer from the results of Brown-
S(5quard's experiments, which we have quoted, that

there must have been pulmonary lesions in most, if not

all, the cases which Schitf describes. Those experiments,

especially, in which glycosuria was produced by inter-

ference with the circulation, must have caused pulmon-

ary engorgement, and so determined a disturbance of

function, which would manifest itself by the phenomena
of defective oxidation; and among these the pres-

ence of sugar in the blood may surely be reckoned.

As Dr. Smith confined himself mainly to the develop-

ment of the neurotic ]iatliology of diabetes, we propose

briefly to explain the liypothetis which makes the proxi-

mate cause of diabetes the suboxidation of the animal and
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the food sugars. This hypothesis is tased upon the fact,

that every atom of nitrogenous or non-nitrogenous food

that enters the body, passes through a series of changes,

that terminate in the formation of urea, carbonic acid,

and water—these latter being the ashes, so to speak,

that leave the body when the combustion of the food,

through tlie action of oxygen, is complete. Physiologi-

cal chemistry has not yet determined the number or the

nature of the links in the chain of transformation ef-

fected in the food by the action of oxygen, but they are

doubtless analogous, to a certain ex;ent, to the changes

observed in the oxidation of the substances we use as

food, which may be produced by artificial oxidation

outside the body. We know, e. g., that starch is con-

vertible into sugar, and that sugar is convertible into

alcohol and CO2 outside the body, by a process of ox-

idation ; and physiological experiment has demonstrated
that starch, when acted upon by the saliva or pancreatic

fluid, is converted into sugar.

Now we know that certain cases of diabetes are re-

lieved, and in many instances cured, by a withdrawal
of amylaceous and saccharine food. The inabilily to

convert or assimilate this kind of food, seems to consti-

tute in the=e cases the essential cause of the glycosuria.

We are ignorant of the cause of this interruption to the

complete conver?ion of the starch and sugar; we do
not know whether it is that there is an insufficient

amount of proper ferment, supposed to exist in the

saliva and intestinal secretions, or whether there is,

what amounts to the same thing, an excess of non-
nitrogenous food, or whether there are other inexpli-

cable conditions wanting to the thorough oxidation of

this form of food. Whatever may be the cause of the

failure in these cases to convert the non-nitrogenous
food into its ultimate elements, the fact seems incon-

testable that there is a distinct variety of diabetes mel-
litus which is produced solely through this defect in the

process ofdigestion, and is entirely independent of hepa-
tic gl^cogenesis. But there is another class of cases

in which dietetic restrictions are followed by only a par-

tial diminution in the glycosuria—and these are cases

in which the failure to convert the food sugars ex-
tends to the animal sugar also. Here the proximate
cause of the symptoms is the defective oxidation of
the sugar formed in the body. And as we have en-

deavored to show in the first part of tliis paper, it is

impossible for us to determine, in the present state of

I
science, whether the disea.se is in these cases the result

of excessive hepatic function, or of deficient pulmonary
fimction, or of more obscure derangement in process
of nutrition throughout the body. It may be, and it

doubtless is the fact, that the presence of sugar in the

hlood and urine, in the cases where the power to con-
vert the animal sngars is lost, is the result sometimes
of excessive formation, sometimes of a deficient supply
ofoxygen through loss ofpulmonary function, and some-
times through diminished activity in the chemical trans-

formations that take place in the ti.ssues.

This statement brings us naturally to the third point
to which we wish to call attention, viz. : that glycosu-
ria is a symptom not of one, but of numerous morbid
conditions. All that we can infer from the presence of
sugar in the ui ine, is an incomplete combustion ; it may '.

be from excessive ingestion of farinaceous and saccha-
rine food; it may be from excessive formation of ani-

mal sugar ; it may be from insufficient supply of oxy-
gen, or from some yet undiscovered defects in the
process of healthy nutrition.

The hypothesis of suboxidation, as a solution of the
phenomena of diabetes mellitus, becomes exceedingly
interesting when viewed in its relations to the theory
of food as the source of heat and of mechanical power I

developed in the animal body. It is impossible to enter

here upon an explanation of this theory which has been
the subject of experimental inquiry by Frankland and
Houghton in England, and by Bonders, Fick, and
others in Germany. It is sufficient to say that, accord-

ing to this theory, physical force of all kinds is develop-

ed in the body, not from the destruction of tissue, as

was formerly supposed, but entirely from the combus-
tion of the food. If this is the case, we have in the

imperfect combustion of the farinaceous and saccharine

food in diabetes an explanation of some of its most
striking symptoms. We refer to the diminished tem-
perature and the great muscular debility. Dr. Bence
Jones states that some estimate of the loss of power
in those who sutler from diabetes may be obtained by
calculating the amount of carbon which escapes in 24
hours in the sugars unoxidized. In extreme cases fi om
20 to 40 ounces of sugar may be lost in 24 hours.

This is equal to from 8.4 to 16.8 ounces of carbon, and,

if fully oxidized, would generate a force capable of rais-

ing from ten to twenty railliois of pounds one foot hich.

If the proximate cause of the disease lies in defective

oxidation, the manifest indication is to improve by
every possible means the process of oxidation. The
medicinal remedies which of all others may be said to

favor this process most maikedly, are iron and the al-

kalies. The allfalies have long maintained^a repntat on

in the treatment of diabetes. It may be objeeied that

the alkaline treatment fails in some cases, but this lail-

ure can hardly be urged against the utility of ihe alka-

lies in certain cases, for this is incontestable, or the cor-

rectness of the explanation—as regards its action.

It only confirms the idea that diabetes is not always

the same disease, that it varies in ils causes, and until

we have solved all the mysteries of its etiology we can-

not expect unvaried success in its management. The
neurotic pathology of the disease has not as yet sug-

gested any cour.se of therapeutical management which
has met with any jironounced success.

It is a melancholy conclusion, but it is the only con-

clusion to which we can arrive after a fair leview of

the present knowledge of diabetes mellitus. that, how-
ever much the pathology of glycosuria has been eluci-

dated by the discovery of hepatic glycogenesis, we can

hardly claim that, so far as the treatment of the disease

is concerned, we are much better off than our predeces-

sors were fifty years ago.

In closing his interesting remarks, Dr. Draper gave

the following legitimate conclusions in regard to the

present state of knowledge of the pathology and treat-

ment of diabetes :—

•

1st. That diabetes mellitus is clearly a disease of di-

verse origin.

2d. That the presence of sugar in the urine is an

evidence of defective oxidation—suboxidation being

the proximate cause of glyciemia and glycosuria.

3d. That in certain cases the source of the sugar is

the food.

4th. That in those cases where the glycosuria con-

tinues after the withdrawal of all source of sugar from

the food, the disease depends either upon excessive

formation of animal sugar, or upon loss of power to

convert the sugar that is normally produced.

5lh. That the relations of nerve-lesion to glycogen-

esis are as yet imperfectly understood, and that in the

present state of our knowledge we cannot say whether

in diabetes the fault is excessive sugar-production or

defective sugar-destruction.

6lh. That for all practical purposes the recognition of

deficient oxidizing power in diabetes, is the most valu-

able point that has yet been established in the patholo-

gy of this disease.
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At this stage of the discussion the President pre-
sented Dr. Ormsby, of Albany, to the members of the
Academy, and then calle ! on Dr. Alonzo Clarlv for re-
marks concerning the pathology of diabetes. Dr. Clark
stated that after two lectures at College and the usual
professional labor during the day, he was not up to it.

At some future time after the College commencement
he would be happy to enter into the debate. The
speaker was |ileased with the preceding paper, and said
that we could not go farther into the pathology and
treatment of diabetes than Dr. Draper had gone. His
opinion was, that the pathology of the lungs, in con-
nection with diabetes, had not been enough attended to.

Dr. John C. Peters had seen but few cases, but con-
tended that there were two varieties of diabetes mel-
litus :

—

1st. Tliat variety which comes from the destruction
of animal sugar, and is amenable to treatment.

2d. The form which comes from the non-destruction
of animal sugar, and is more serious.
The origin of the affection he believed was the para-

lysis of the vaso-motor nerves, and remedies to obviate
this are caUed for. Dr. Bence Jones advocated iron
and alkalies. Vichy water and alkalies are beneficial,
but better adapted to stout than thin patients.

In answer to the suggestion of the President as to
the geographical limits of the disease. Dr. Abraham
Jacobi replied that, being absent from the discussion of
the subject by Dr. Smith, he did not know how far he
had gone iuto the subject, but in a medical circle in this

city where diabetes melhtus was iatroduced, he related
the only two cases which he had seen in his hfe. One
case of diabetes insipidus had been under his observa-
tion since then.

In looking up the statistics of the disease he found
the following facts, which were unsatisfactory to him :

One author states that it is rare in Germany and
Russia; another puts down only 3 cases in southern
Germany; and another has 7 cases in Padua, Italy.
In London he finds 1 case to 1,400 deaths ; in Geneva
1 to 2,000 deaths. It is rare in East India, and tropi-
cal climates generally. The doctors in Peru do not
know the disease. The islands of Ceylon and Sumatra
are said to contain a large number of cases.

Dr. Jacobi did not know why the affection should
be rare in hot chmates, only that vegetables compose
a large portion of the food; but he had been thinking
it was a nervous disease. There were a number of
vyell-authenticated cases following strong mental emo-
tions, or moral emotions generally. Hard mental work
probaljly produced as many of the cas(-s of diabetes as of
insanity. Professor Sequin, of Vienna, has a list of
140 cases of diabetes, seen at Carlsbad, and a large pro-
portion were Jews—being 35 per cent, of the whole.
The Jews, perhaps, produced it by their way of work-
ing and living. In this country hard work and anxiety
may cause it more and more, as well as insanity.

In order to satisfy himself that it was more frequent
in this country, he examined statistics, and found that
there were in Boston, from 1811 to 1839, 18 deaths from
diabetes; in New York City, from 1805 to 1821, 30
deaths

;
in Philadelphia, from 1831 to 1840, 20 deaths.

The census ofthe State ofNew York, for 1865, exhibited
81 deaths from this disease, out of 37,027 deaths—1 in
457—showing more in our State than abroad. Out of
25,167 deaths recorded by the Metropohtan Board of
Health of New York for 1869, there were 13 ca;,es of
diabetes; of these 7 were native Americans, and 6 of
foreign birth— 1 death in about 2000 cases, as in Geneva.

Dk. Peaslee inquired of Dr. Gouvr. M. Smith as to
the number of deaths in the black race, and of Dr.
Jacobi how early in life diabetes occurred.

Dr. Smith informed him that in his fifty-eight cases

two were found in the black race.

De. Jaoobi believed it was rare under ten years. He
referred to the case mentioned at length by Dr. Smith,
which happened as early as one year arid eleven months.
The average age of Sequin's cases were between 30 and
35 years.

The President called upon Dr. Robert Mcllvaine, late

of Ohio, who responded as follows :—He was inclined

to doubt the diagnosis of some of the cases put down as

diabetes, and thought the difficulty many times was
due to an enlargement of the prostate gland. Phy-
sicians might put down cases as diabetic, because the

patients were told by some one that they had diabetes.

He alluded to a case in point, where a patient told him
that he had this disease. Tlie patient was asked,

"Who told you so?" " A spirituaUstio doctor," was
the reply.

During the five years spent in Paris he only saw two
cases of diabetes—both under 30 years of age. These
were put on cane sugar. Some London practitioners

advocate this mode of treatment.

An allusion was made to the extensive formation of

sugar in uterine life
; and Bernard's recent experiments

upon dogs, in relation to the saccharine supply of sugar.

While visiting the Banks of Newfoundland, in 1859,

he found that cod-livers secrete sugar, and are not un-
like the livers of other fish and animals, notwithstand-
ing the laudation of the medicinal effects of cod-liver oil.

Dr. Aloxzo Clark called attention to the infrequency

of the disease in the country, from statistics, and in

explanation said, they were more frequent in this city,

because patients resorted here for treatment. He
recalled a half dozen of cases : one of 13 years ; another,

a case of Dr. Linsly, of 10 years. All of these were
under 15 years of age.

Dr. Gouvernecr M. Smith remarked : At the last

meeting, Mr. President, I occupied the attention of this

Academy for so long a time in presenting the subject of

diabetes, that it is scarcely incumbent upon me to add
anything further on this occasion. It must suffice to al-

lude to afewpoints which have just been referred to, and
to add a few facts to those given on opening this discus-

sion. I have before said that many questions relating to

diabetes are siill obscure ; but with the information we
now possess, the neurotic theory concerning the origin of

the disease explains more of its peculiarities than any
other which has been offered. Bernard's experiments in

relation to the artificial injuries of different parts of the

fourth ventricle, as inducing either, first, an increased

diuresis ; second, an augmented flow of urine containing

sugar; or third, simply glycosuria without any augment-
ed quantity of urine, have each their analogues in dis-

ease ; the first, corresponding with diabetes insipidus,

the second with diabetes mellitus, and the third with

cases occasionally observed. As centric lesions are often

found in diabett-s, and as we are aware that peripheral

irritation and lesions can also induce mellituria by a re-

flex influence, we are furnished with an explanation of

the patholosy of many cases of the disorder.

The gentleman has stated this evening, that his at-

tention has been called to a report of four cases in which
autopsical examination revealed disease of the fourth

ventricle, but in which there had been no diabetes.

Nature is sometimes tolerant of organic lesions, even
of those occurring in the brain. We may detect by
autopsy that the kidneys are in an advanced stage of

confirmed Bright's disease, and yet the patients may
never have sufl'ered with any symptoms indicative of

such condition, or at least not until within a few days

of their death. In the cases of disease of the brain

alluded to, the urine may not have been carefully ana-
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lyzed. It has been shown that in some instances the

urine is not increased in quantity, and an examination
of the renal secretion lor sugar may have beeo ovei-
looked

; other symptoms maslving the diabetes. Suffi-

ciently numerous observations have been made to prove
that diabetes is sometimes due to ceutric lesions. Dick-
inson, Ogle, Richardson, Lockhart Clarke have en-

countered them, and I have cited a case in* this city,

which also presented them. That such lesions are not

pathofjnomimic of the disease lias been distinctly stated,

and when they are not found the lesions are peripheral,

and may have excited the malady by a reflex influence.

Another group of cases depends on centric or distal

irritation, and these are the ones which yield more
promptly to treatment. Still other case.s, more readil}-

remediable, are those occasioned b}' errors in diet.

These points have been partially illustrated in the ta-

ble of twenty-six cases before presented.

It has been suggested here, that the disease may be
referable to a simple defect in vital chemistry, as cases

may be partially relieved by a diet regulated according
to chemical rules. Every article of food and every
drug which we employ is a chemical agent, either a

compound or an element, and the same reasoning would
attribute every disease .we encounter to some chemical
cause.

It has been said that the sugar may not be morbidly
generated by the Hver in diabetes, but merely not
evolved through the lungs. Such view need not invali-

date the nervous origin of the disorder in certain ca.ses.

In various cerebral diseases, and in artificial injuries of

the brain, the respiratory functions are disturbed.
Melituria may accompany whooping-cough and astlwna;

relief for the latter affords relief for the former. Pul-
monary tuberculosis may be intercurrent to diabetes,

and conversely may occasionally excite polyuria, either

by impairing respiration or by a reflex influence. Fe-
brile excitement, however, has a tendency to prevent
such sequel.

As the relative frequency of ths disease has been
alluded to this evening, it may be interesting to repeat
that out of 80,016 deaths in New York city, for 3 years
and .3 months, but 58 were from diabetes, or 1 death in

1,379. In one year the proportion was 1 case to

45,454 of the population, in another, 1 in about
111,111. Thirty-eight were born in the United States :

twenty-two in foreign countries. Two of the former'
were of African descent.

An additional fact is herewith presented conflrming
a view presented at the last session. Sugar occurs in

the milk in the largest proportion of any of its organic
constituents. Physiologists contend that this lactose
is prepared de novo in the breasts, and is not dependent
upon the quantity of sugar in the blood, as is inferred
hy artificially iniectiug sugar into the veins of animals
which, under such circumstances, is eliminated by tlie

kidneys. It was suggested, it will be remembered,
that the uterus towards the close of gestation, and the
ireasts during lactation, might excite increased hepa-
tic sug.ir formation by a reflex influence, and that the
animal suguv thus naturally thrown into the circulation
might be appropriated by the breasts either per se, or
after having undergone a shght transition. An analvsis
of the blood of a healthy nursing woman, made fortlie
purpose of determining this point, seemed to corrobo-
rate the view. The urine from the same person con-
tained no sug.ir. Since reading my paper, I find that
Fardel states that M. Blot has observed a physiological
glycosuria during lactation, and among about half of
pregnant women, and further, that this phenomenon is

equally to be observed in the cow. He has simply, so
tar as I am aware, noted the coincidence, without ac-

counting for the mellituria by a special reflex influence,

and witho'jt assigning any use for the glucajniia. For
what purpose does an increased amount of sugar in

the blood occur during lactation, if not for the one I

have specified ? In confirmed diabetes sugar appear.s

in several of the secretions; Bernard has detected it in

the saliva, Fletcher and Pary in the perspiration. Na-
ture appears so liberal in the production of sugar during
lactation that the quantity unrequired by the lireasts

is eliminated by the kidneys as in morbid conditions.

Simon, several years ago, noticed that milk was richer

in sugar during the earher months of lactation, than at

later periods. This phenomenon may perhaps now
thus be explained. The breasts, when beginning to

assume activity, are in a condition to induce a sympa-
thetic disturbance of the system, and more apt to ex-

cite increased hepatic sugar-lbrmation by a reflex influ-

ence. When fully developed, they temporarily, to a cer-

tain extent, occupy the ])Osition of glandular orgms,
whose functions are pcrmaneul, and consequently their

tendency to excite any special or general erethism b
diminished.

Dr. W. C. Roberts, Vice-President, remarked :—It is

to be ob.served that diabetes niclhtus is attended with
an enormous quantity of sugar, amounting in some
cases to one, or two, or even 2J pounds in the 24
hours; a quantity far greater than exists in the urine

naturally, or in the blood. The question of vital inj-

portance to the understanding of the phenomena of

diabetes is, as to how this enormous quantity comes to

get into the bloo<i, and whence it is derived. Upon the

knowledge of this, or satisfactory reply to the question,

depends our hope of ultimately attaining to a preven-

tion and cure of the disease.

Aikin calls it a constitutional disease, obviously pro-

duced through error in the process of a-similation,

either in the stomach, in solid organs, or in the blood.

Now, if the term assimilation means, as I understand

it, an absorption of the elements of the blood by the

tissues during the capillar}' circulation, and a conversion

of it into their own substance, I think the definition is

erroneous. Sugar, although formed from the food in

the process of digestion, docs not, so far as I know, at

least directly, contribute to nutrition
;

its use being,

like those of other hydro-carbon.s, chiefly to maintain

the heat of the body, which, however, is not solely

attributable to this cause.

It is certain that all the sugar which in health is

needed for the purposes of the economy, which is found

in the blood, muscles, urine, etc., never sufliciently in

excess to be easily recognizable, or to give rise to

pathological phenomena, and easily disposed of in the

lungs and by decomposition in the animal fluid.s, is de-

rived from the starchy substances of the food and the

juices of sweet-flavored Iruits and vegetables. It was
reserved for M. C. Bernard, of Paris, to throw the

brightest light which has yet been shed upon the patho-

genesis of diabetes mellitus. His experiments, and

those of others, have shown that the animal organism

has the power of forming sugar altogether irrespective

of the nature of the food, and that sugar exists in a

certain part of the circulation, namely, from the hepatic

veins to the pulmonary capillaries. The sugar-produc-

ing organ is the liver. Moreover, it is the only organ

in the body which, in the normal state, is found to be

impregnated with sugar.' Every other organ in the

body may be destitute of sugar; hut the liver always

contains it in considerable quantities, provided the ani-

mal is healthv. The sugar which is found m the liver

alter death, is a normal ingredient of the hepatic tissue.

It is not found in other parts of the body, nor absorbed

from the alimentary canal, but takes its origin in tha
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tissue of the liver itself, produced, as a new formation,

by a secreting process in the tissue of the organ. Thus
the liver has a double secretory function—a bilegenic

and a glycogenic one. The liver-sugar is not produced

in the blood by a direct decomposition of the circulat-

ing fluid ia the vessels of the organ, but takes its origin

in the soUd substance of the hepatic tissue as a natural

ingredient of its organic texture. Thence it is absorbed

by the blood and transported by the circulation to

other parts of the body. This production of sugar, says

Bennett, is due to the transformation of another pecu-

liar substance of anterior formation, also produced in

the substance of the Uver, called glycogene, -which is

transformed into sugar by means of a ferment existing

in the blood.

The speaker referred minutely to the experiments of

Drs. Pavy, of Guy's Hospital. Dalton, Bernard, and
' Bennett, showing the formation of sugar, and said:

Such are the leading facts which seem to be known
in connection with the pathogenesis of diabetes melli-

tus. There seems to be a direct connection between
an irritation of a certain portion of the brain and dia-

betes, and there seems to be an indirect, or reflex one,

which stimul.ite the liver to increased action ; both of
which tend to place this disease under the head of
functional nervous disease, or diseases of disordered in-

nervation, and to localize it in the nervous system, not
as a disease however of the brain, for the floor of the

fourth ventricle, though sometimes, is not always found
diseased. What is the nature— what the cause of
this morbid action ? Morbid anatomy throws no light

upon this inquiry. There is no characteristic lesion.

Cases occur which last for years, in which no evidence
of cerebral irritation is discoverable during life, or on
post-mortem examination. The liver presents no ccn-

stant appreciable lesion. The floor of the fourth ven-
tricle hag been found sometimes diseased and some-
times healthy. Tubercle of the lungs occurs, I beheve,
rather in the course of, than as a cause of diabetes mel-
litus.

If a constitutional disease be one which is developed
under the influence of agencies generated within the
body itself, and acting through continuous exercise of

its fuuclions, then glycosuria is one. If it depend upon
cerebral or cerebro-spinal irritation, direct or reflex,

then it is a neurosis. If under this influence, or in

consequence of the presence of the sugar in the blood
which it is called upon to excrete so profusely, the kid-

ney be stimulated to increased action, the disease does
not originate in the kidney, and is not a local disease

in that organ. Neither, unless it occurs solelv from
direct local irritation of the liver, which it never does,

so far as 1 know, is it a local disease of that organ. It

depends chiefly, at least, upon increased glycogenesisin
the liver, under the influence, in part at least, of what
the French call a '• vice d'innovation," a perversion or
disorder of nervous influence, what we cannot sav ; for

there seems no reason why it should sometimes sud-
denly attack, without appreciable cause, persons in ap-
parently good health and unexposed to morbid influ-

ences, except such as do not ordinarily produce it.

That the stomach is never wholly in fault is certain ; for

although Watson says it may cease to perform its ac-
customed chemistry upon the food, and upon sugar as

an article of food, and secrete from the starchy, and
even the nitrogenous elements of the food, a surplus of
saccharine matter, yet it cannot be eaid to originate in,

or be wholly confined to the stomach; and this morbid
secretion, like the increased glyoogenesis of the Uver,
must have a starting point elsewhere. Abstinence
from starchy and saccharine food, wliile it does lessen,

does not wholly remove the sugar from the urine ; nor

is it well tolerated, nor absolutely indispensable. I
suppose it may be said safely, that a mere perversion
of the gastric nutrition, or assunilation function, is a
sufficient cause of meUturia : and I suppose that the
same may be said, while admitting its influence as a
combined cause with that of the stomach, of the imper-
fect performance of the functions of the lungs, piimary
or secondary. That it is ever a sole cause, I do not
believe. That by faiUng to decompose an excess ot

sugar in the blood, it may aggravate, or perhaps even
assist in stimulating, by a reflex action, the glycogenic
secretion of the liver, is both possible and probable.

Dr. Roberts spoke of the two kinds of blood dis-

eases, viz., those in which the poison is absorbed from
without, as in glanders and syphilis, or in the typhoid
and exauthematous fevers, and those in which the

poisonous agent is generated intra-corporeally, as in

glycohasmia and uraemia.

Glycosuria is to all intents and purposes a disorder

of the nervous system ; but of what kind, and how de-

veloped or superinduced, is unknown.
There would seem to be, in some at least, a predis-

position to the disease, which makes common causes of

disease to take this particular direction. It is a very
rare disease. Many medical men, of long practical

experience, may go through life without meeting with
it; and of 80,000 certificates of death within a few past

years, so laboriously examined by my painstakingfriend,

Dr. Gouverneur M. Smith, 58 only were from this

cause. Nevertheless, something, nay much, has already

been attained. The quantity of sugar supplied to the

blood can be lessened by appropriate diet and regimen,

and by Trousseau and Roberts it is affiimed that we
may hope to cure a few, and to relieve a large number.

The attempt to cure diabetes by confining the patient

to a non-saccharine producing diet, although it may be
useful in an early stage, faUs, because it does not aflect

the starting-point of the disease, and, addressed wholly

to the stomach, it but slightly modifies or interferes

with the glycogenic function, or changes the morbid
action of that part of the Uver.

Dr. J. C. Peters. It is surprising that diabetes is so

rare a disease, for Bence Jones ar,d Professor Brucke
have demonstrated that healthy urine always contains

a small, but appreciable amount of sugar ; ). e., the

amount of sugar derived from the food, or from the

changes going on in the Uver and textures. :s at aU

times more than can be destroyed in the circulation, in

the lungs, and in the tissues.

The ingestion and manufactture of sugar in the sys-

tem is alwavs very great ; for every grain of st.irch that

is taken as food is converted into sugar. Pjnalin alone

will convert 2.000 times its own weight of starch into

sugar; fresh pancreatic juice transforms four times its

weigiit; the mucusof the stomach, and thestrongly alka-

Une intestinal juice wiU do the same. Then, we have

the great amvloid or glycogenic function of the liver, by
which the hepatic cells separate from the bJood a sub-

stance called glycogen, or animal starch, which rapidly

becomes transformed into glucose, or grape-sugar.

All this vast amount of sugar must be oxidized or

destroyed in the circulation, in the respiratory process,

and in the tissues, and should pass out of the body as

carbonic acid and water. The only aid in this process

is that atforded by the b.le. which slowly converts cane-

sugar into lactic acid, and by a healthy and vigorous

state of the vaso-motor nervous system. For debihty

of the sympathetic nervous system causes dilatation

and paralysis of the smaU arteries of the Uver and ab-

dominal system generally, followed by a larger flow of

blood through the portal system and liver, and more
rapid and copious formation of glycogen. This explan-
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ation applies to irritation of the fourth Tentricle, divi-

sion of the sympathetic nerves in tlie neck, irritation of

the cerebro-spina! axis from the cerebral peduncles

down to the roots of the pneumogastric nerves, etc.

etc. ; for all these operations and others cause paralysis

of the va^o-motor nerves, and congestion of the liver.

Ttie indications for treatment are the free use of

oxygen gas ; of those remedies that promote the ox-
idation of sugar, of which iron and the alkalies are

the most energetic; and of those remedies which
promote the healthy secretion of bile, and depress the

glycogenic function of the liver.

Among the alkaline mineral waters, the most useful are

Vichy, more particularly from the Celestin spring, con-
taining 96 grains of alkali ; the Carlsbad water, with

j

one-fourth less alkali than Vichy, but with half a drachm
j

more of sulphate of soda in each quart, thus having an
\

aperient action which Vichy rarely possesses. The car-
j

bonate of xoda has been used successfully by Professor

Alonzo Clark; the bromkle o/"/)otassi'«m, by Dr. Bigbie
; |

lime-water by Kepel, Willis, FothergiU, Watt, Frank,

and others ; mngncsi:i, by Eberlee, Willis, Hufeland,

and Philips ; the phoxphate of soda, by Latham and
Starkey, while Prout considers it an admirable saline

I

purgative; the permanganaie of potash, by Sampson,
Basham, and Bence Jones.

But it luis been noticed that the alkaUes are particu-
|

larly useful when diabetes is associated with obesity,

while thev are useless or injurious in debilitated, ema-
ciated, pale, and nervous subjects. In these latter, the

best alkali is the carbonate of ammonia, which has
been found so useful by Barlow, Golding Bird, and
Boucbardat ; and it may have to be associated with
iron, in the form of the ummonio-ciirate, with an excess

of ammonia. Prout thinks that the citrate of ammonia
is the best diaphoretic we can employ.
Bat in emaciated, debilitated, and anaemic patients

the preparations of iron are the best remedies. The iodide

of iron is a remedy of great promise, but its use should

be persevered in for a long lime ; the peroxide of iron is

praised by Prout; the phosphate of iron by Venables
and Prout.

Next to iron, the best tonic is mix vomica, which may
be aided by astringents—such as alum, creasote, kino,

opium, nitric and phosphoric acids.

The best bilious remedies are rhubarb, which has

been found so useful by Copland, Boglin, Lester, Brock-
lesby, Morton, Buckwald, and Harris; sulphur, v,'h]c\i

has been advised by many German physicians, and by
Copland; ox-gall by Hufeland and Copland; aloes hy
Copland.

Among the palliatives, opium is the most useful, but
its debilitating effects should be obviated by nux vomi-
ca, iron, &c.
Every conceivable remedy has been tried in vain

;

but in this connection I will mention that in the case

of the wife of a physician in this city, who passed 18
ounces of sugar and 3 gallons of urine daily, much ad-

vantage has been gained, and strength and embonpoint
restored, by the use of arsenieum albi, one- tenth of a

grain three times a day, which Legroux thinks he also

derived benefit from. In cases of failure of pulmonary
energy, the use of oxygen by inhalation, now getting
into common use, suggests itself, and has been recom-
mended by Richardson of London, and Berenger and
Feraud in France. So, too, it may be with the use of

cod-liver oil and roasted fats, so grateful to the poor
patient of whom Dr. Smith told us^ who in his delirious

dreams looked forward with rapture to the delicious re-

pasts the angels in heaven were preparing for him.
These, as fuel for combustion in the lungs, may tend to

modify or improve their inefficient or diminished action,

and lessen by so much the quantity of sugar in the
blood.

These thoughts are crude and immature, but I hope
they may stimulate to farther discussion, which I hope
may not cease until our learned President shall have
expressed his \-iews on this obscure but interesting
subject.

The President, in summing up, thought that the
ground gone over in the discussion was not altogether
profitless, although the pathogenesis of the disease could
not be altogether explained. He had used the citrate

of soda, three drachms in 24 hours, for three weeks, and
at the end of that time the sugar had disappeared. Those
articles which act on the nervous system seemed to be
demanded in this affection.

Dr. H. D. Bclklet said that Dr. Alonzo Clark would
furnish, on a future occasion, a paper alluding to a point
in diabetes raellitus which had not been touched upon,
and suggested that it be prepared for a future meeting
of the Academy, to be called up by the President—w-hich
was carried.

Dr. Bulkley referred to three eases of diabetes mel-
litus which came under his observation, the histories of
two of which he had prepared for another occasion. In
one case, the fluid extract of valerian controlled it. In
another case, an unusually large quantity of urine
passed—a quart an horn-.

The announcement was made that Dr. T. Gaillard

Thomas would read a paper, March 2d, on ' Cancer from
Colloid."

The Academy adjourned.

Covrfspoiiticncc.

VITAL STATISTICS AND THE HEALTH
BOARD.

To THE Editor uf tuk Medical Eecop.d.

Sir—An anonymous and somewhat splenetic writer has
just vented in your columns his ill-humor against the
Health Board. Permit me to correct a few of his

statements, not merely for his edification, but for that

also of a small body of medical gentlemen who having
suScred (as he has probably) for non-compliance with
" a certain section of a certain code of sanitary ordi-

nances," entertain no " good opinion of the law," and
endeavor by their reflections upon the Deiiartment to

"give a Roland for an Oliver," or, as your corres-

pondent expresses it, a "Quid pro quo."

The gentleman would seem to imply that the thirty-

six hour section was enacted by the present Board.

Such also is the opinion of many others, who, however,
are mistaken. Said section was a portion of the Sani-

tary Code of the Metropolitan Board of Health "in the

good old days," and was adopted by the succeeding

Board of Health Department. The section is certainly
" now being enforced by the Health Department," and
with the most gratifying results in securing "accurate
statistics "—more accurate, perhaps, than those of any
other city in the world. We are not now embarrassed
by death certificates straggling in weeks, and even
months, after having been intrusted to undertakers. Un-
dertakers are now unable to sequester bodies of strangers

and others in private morgues in order to obtain extor-

tionate sums from relatives. Our books now exliibit the

actual mortality of the city. For these reforms we are

indebted to the prompt and willing response of the great

mass of appreciative and intelhgent physicians to our
requirements, and for this we return " our most humble
and hearty thanks." It is true that when such ener-

getic action of the Board was first taken, some physi-
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cians suffered—less however in money than in time.

There has not been a single instance iu which the

Board has refused to remit the penalty incurred, upon

a valid excuse having been properly offered—such as

i<ynorance of the law and former recognized custom, or

tlie fact of not having become cognizant of a death

within sufficient time to comply with the regulation.

Some gentlemen who have appeared at the office of

the Department in a towering passion, threatening to

" smash the machine," as one elegantly expressed it a

few days since, insulting the officials, and refusing to

offer anv explanation, could scarcely anticipate much
con.sideration. I am luth to suppose " Quid pro Quo "

could have been one of these.

Tliat the ordinance is perfectly practicable may be

iudo-ed from the fact that within the past five weeks

"out of over 2.500 certificates of death received, there

have occurred but 38 instances of violation of the sec-

tion and 18 of those were cases in public institutions,

whose physicians usually render satisfactory excuses.

In regard to the statistics given to the press, " Quid pro

Quo " labors under another error. Every Saturday, at

12A- P.M., the reporters are furnished with the con-

solidated account of births, marriages, and deaths, reg-

istered during the week up to noon of said day. The

"Lightning Calculator" could hardly do better. It is

impossible to have such deaths classified until the fol-

lowing Monday. A report is then prepared and read

to the Board, at its next meeting on Wednesday. That

report also is given to the press. If " Quid pro Quo"
will refer to the proceedings of the Board of Heallh, re-

ported in the Herald, Times, or Tribune of the 9th and

]6th inst., he will find the latest "movements of epi-

demics," both here and in Europe, described by Dr.

Morris and myself.

"Quid pro Quo" takes occasion also to reflect upon

the present "Circumlocution Office" for not dispensing

"information to the profession." I would respectfully

inform him that mortuary reports are printed weekly

and distributed gratuitously by this Bureau to the prin-

cipal medicid journals and societies of New York, to

American and Foreign Health Departments, and to those

physicians who particularly interest themselves in vital

statistics.

Finally, the Health Department is well aware of its

responsibilities to the profession. Its most earnest ef-

forts are constantly directed to the advancement of the

interests of the profession ; but in order to further such

efforts it is essential that the profession itself should re-

cognize its own lesponsibilitie.s, and should co-operate

generously with the department, even to the extent of

occasional individu.il self-sacrifice.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Ch.\s. p. Russel, M.D.,
Register of Records.

BI-RK.VU OV RF.CORnS 01' VlT.U. ST.WISTICS,

Bealth Depcirtmeiu of the City of Xeio York,
March Iti, 1871.

^ —^
EXTRAOEDINAEY INSTANCE OF

FEMALE ENDURANCE.
To THE EnrroR op the Medical Eecord.

Sir—It is reported of Indian women that when on
the march they give birth to a child, no delay is occa-

sioned, but taking up their newlj'-born they resume
their travels as if nothing had occurred.

Tlie following narrative, which I had from the lips of

the actor herself, and whose authenticity I have no
reason for doubting in any of its particulars, goes far to

show that civilization now and then outmatches any
vigor of barbarism.

Mrs. M—— , born in Germany, was married at the

age o."" 14 years and 4 months. About a year after-

wards, when seven months pregnant, one October day
she visited, with a young friend. Greenwood Cemetery.
A funeral procession passing along its avenues attracted

their attention, and they followed it till it halted at a

tomb. They saw the coffin borne within its gloom,

and watched the departing cortege. The iron door of

the vault, through some oversight, was left, aj.ir. Curi-

osity led the loiterers to open it, when Mrs. M en-

tered the narrow passage. She made her way to the

new coffin, and while viewing it, heard the door shut

with a sudden spring, leaving her in total darkness.

This was about half-past two p. m. It being necessary

to go to Jersey City, where the funeral party be-

longed, for the key, it was not till seven p. M- that she

was liberated. In the dreadful interval, her baby was
born, the mother tearing asunder the cord. "Wrapping
the infant, which was alive, in a shawl, afier finding

she could not ride in the cars from their painful jar, she

walked with htr friend very slowly to the South Ferry,

a distance of about two and a half miles— carrying the

child, in her anxiety, the most of the way, herself, and
crossing it made her way. on foot, at least a mile

farther, to her home at No. 211 Elm street. Thence
laying down the babe, she crossed the street to the

opposite corner, her husband being in the country,

aroused her midwife, and did not get fairly to bed till

one o'clock a. m. The next morning, contrary to ad-

vice, she walked to Grand street, three blocks off, for

baby linen, and returned. Four da3-s subsequently, she
was washing clothes at the hydrant in the yard. The
child is now a large, healthy, blooming girl of ten
years, within which time her mother has given b^rth to

three or four other children, besides having had two
miscarriages, and is now strong, robust, and still 3-onng-

looking. She reports a great grandmoiher still living

in Germany at the age of 112 years, who is the mother
of twenty-two children. J. G. Seall, M. D.

No. 351 West 80th street.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from March oth, 1871, to March ISth, 1871, inclu-

sive.

Mills, Madisox, Surgeon.—By S. O. 103, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., March 14, 1871, to report to the
Commanding General, Department of the East, for as-

signment to duty.

Hammond, J. F., Surgeon —By S. 0. 47, Headquar-
ters Department of Texas, March G, 1871, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Ricliardson, Texas.
Smith, J. R., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 107, War Depart-

ment, A. G. O., March 17, 1871, relieved at Jefl'erson

B'ks, Mo., and assigned to duty as Post Surgeon at

Fort Wayne, Mich.

Irwin, B. J. D., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 107, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., March 17, 1871, upon being re-

lieved at Fort Wayne, Mich., to report in person to the
Commanding Officer, Department of the Mi.=souri, for

assignment to duty.

Weeds, J. F. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 45, Headquarters
Department of the South, M:irch 4, 1871, to accompany
detachment of recruits from Nashville, Tetin., to India-
nola, Tex.is, and after completion of this duty to re-

turn to his station—Nashville, Tenn.
Hartsuff, a., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 29, Head-

quarters Department of the Columbia, February 25,

1871, upon being relieved at Sitka, Alaska Ty., to

report in person at these Headquarters, for assignment.
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Phillips, H. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 29,

Headquarters Department of the Columbia, February
25. 1871, assigned to duty at Sitlia, Alasl<a Ty.

OReillt, R. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 40,

Headquarters Department of the Platte, March 10,

1871, assigned to dutj' as Post Surgeon at Fort Laramie,
Wy. Tj'., upon being relieved at Sidney B'ks, Neb.

Hetz.maxn, C. L., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 40,
Headquarters Department of the Plaite, March 10, 1871,
to accompnn^' 4th Infantry from Fort Laramie, Wy.
Ty.. to Sidney B'ks, Nebr., and on arrival report for

duty as Post Surgeon at that post.

©bituarfl.

JEREMIAH YAN RENSSELAER, M.D.,

XEW TOBK.

AxoTHER of the Nestors of our profession, " an old

New Yorker," has just passed away. Dr. Van Rens-
selaer died in this city on the 7th inst., at the advanced
age of 78 years, and was buried from St. Paul's Chapel
on the 11th inst. Drs. Delafield and J. W. Sterling,

fellow-siudents with him in London in 1818, were pres-
ent at his funeral.

Dr. Van Rensselaer was born at the "Old Mansion,"
Greenbush, Rensselaer county, on August 4, 1793. He
was a descendant of the e.irly Dutch settlers who, in

1G37, founded the colony of " Ren.sselaerwyck." After
completing his academical education at Yale College,
Jeremiah came to this city in 1813, and entered the
office of his uncle, Archibald Bruce, M.D., Professor of

Materia Medica and Mineralogy in the University of
New York, and in extensive practice. Here he
acquired and cultivated that taste for the natural
scienci^s for which he, in after life, was distinguished.

After being admitted to the degree of Doctor of ^ledi-
cine in 1817, he went abroad and spent three years in

attendance upon the lectures and hospitals in Edin-
burgh, London, and Paris. In 1819 he, in company
with his friend Dr. Howard, of Baltimore, made the
ascent of Mt. Blanc. As they were the first Ameri-
cans tc make tlie ascent, the account of their trials and
hardships (published in the newspapers) attracted great
attention. On his return to New York he was exten-
sively engaged in the practice of his profession, was
for a long series of years corresponding secretary of
the New York Lyceum of Natural History, and dur-
ing the winter of 1825 he delivered a course of lectures

on geology before the New York Athenaeum with
great success. In 1840 he visited Rome and remained
in Europe for three years. In 1843 he resumed prac-

tice. In 18.52 he retired from active pursuits to the

care of his estates, again occupying the " Old Mansion "

at Greenbush. In 1867 he again visited Europe. In
October last he returned to this city in feeble health.

He succumbed to an attack of pneumonia of a few
days' duration. Dr. V. R. was twice married, and
leaves one son and four grandchildren to deplore his

loss and revere his memory. He was a polished and
eleirant scholar, a beloved physician, an upright citizen.

a Christian gentleman, a man of honor and of noble
aspirations.

MASSACHrsETTsMEDio.\L Society.—Of the eight hun-
dred and fifty deceased members of the Society whose
ages are recorded, the average duration was fifty and a

half years.

Prof. S. Skoda.—This distinguished clinical teacher

has vacated the chair of clinical medicine at Vienna,
on account of ill-health.

iHctiical 3im<5 anlj Urns.

Prof. Geo. T. Elliot, M.D.—At a stated meeting
of the New York Medical and Surgical Society, held
Feb. 25, 1871, the following resolutions were unani-
mously adopted :

—

^Tiereas, Our Heavenly Father' has taken from
among us our late associate Dr. Geo. T. Elliot:—

Resolved, That in the decease of Dr. Elliot, the
members of the New York Medical and Surgical Socie-
ty are called upon to mourn the loss of a genial com-
panion, a good physician, and a true man. In the prime
of his life and usefulness he has been taken.

Resolved, That while ive mourn a dear friend the
profession at large have lost the counselsof a ripe expe-
rience, and the student a teacher of rare abilitv.

Resolved, That although dead, his influencesurvives
him, teaching those who remain that the most endurinc
fame is that won by unremitting diligence, a constant
devotion to the advancement of our noble profession,
and a tender care of the sick, the needy, and the desti-
tute.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be pre-
served in the archives of the Society, and also that a
copy signed by the President and Secretary be sent to
the family of the deceased.

Geo. A. Peters, M.D.,
John T. Metcalfe, M.D.

Committee.
On motion it was resolved that the foregoing resolu-

tions be published in the Medicai. Record and the Xew
York Medical Journal.

Thomas F. Cock, M.D., President.
RoBT. Watts, M.D., Secretary.

Resolved, That the Medical Board of the Nursery
and Child's Hospital have heard with deep sorrow of
the death of Dr. George T. Elliot, who was a member
of the staff from the foundation of the institution,
a period of seventeen years, first as attending, and
subsequently as consulting physician, and contributed
so much to its welfare and prosperity.

Resolved, That we, his former colleagues, hereby
record our high appreciation of the valuable and efficient
services which he so generously gave to the Hosjiital
and to us at all times; our admiration of his splendid
talents, his great practical skill, and his powerful influ-
ence m this and similar institutions.

Resolved, That we ever cherish the memory of our
late esteemed associate, and tender to his bereaved
family our warmest sympathy in their great loss.

T. M. Markoe, M.D
J. J. Hull, M.D.,

Committee. 1
Wm. B. Bibbixs, M.D.—At a regular meeting of the

District Medical Society of the County of Hudson
New Jersey, held at the Jersey City Cliarity Hospital'
February 7, 1871, the following preamble and resolu-
tions were adopted

:

Whereas, It has pleased God to remove from his
earthly labors our esteemed friend and associate
Wm. B. Bibbins, an honorary member of this Society'
therefore be it

'

Resolved, That while we bow in submission to the
Divine will, we deeply deplore the loss of a valued
friend.

Resolved, That in his death we are called upon to
mourn the loss of an active worker in the cause of
medicine, of eminent scholarship, an able adviser, and
a good and conscientious man.
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Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be trans-

mitted to the New York Medical Journals for publica-

tion.

B. A. Watson, M.D., President
3. H. Comfort, M.D., Secretary.

Dr. E. Herman Smith, of St. Paul, JIinn.—At a

meeting of tlie Board of Attending Physicians and
Surgeons of St. .Joseph's Hospital, the following resolu-

tions were adopted :

—

Whereas. It has pleased Divine Providence in its

inscrutable wisdom to remove from our midst our col-

leajrue, Dr. E. Herman Smith, in the plenitude nf his

usefulness, and in the full exercise of his rare abilities

as a scholar and physician.

Resolved, That we, his colleagues, wish in the most
earnest terms to exprefs our recognition of the loss our
profession, and particularly this hospital, has sustained

in his early and sudden removal, and to tender our

warmest sympathy and condolence to the circle of rela-

tives and personal friends who mourn his early death.

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be trans-

mitted to his family, and also that they be published in

the St. Paul papers and in the Medical Record of

New York.
Sam. Willet, M.D., President.

Chas. E. Smith, M.D., Secretary.

American Medical Assochtion.—Tlie Twenty-sec-
ond Annual Se.ssion will be held in San Francisco, Cal.,

May 2d, 1871, at 11 a.m.

Tlie following Committees are expected to report :

—

On Cultivation of the Cinchona Tree. Dr. Lemuel J.

Deal, Pennsylvania, Chairman ; On Inebriate Asylums,
Dr. C. H. Nichols, D. C, Chairman; On Institutions

for Inebriates, Dr. Joseph Parrish, Pennsylvania, Chair-

man ; On the Structure of the While Blood Corpuscles,

Dr. J. G. Richardson, Pa., Chairman ; On Vaccination,

Dr. Henry A. Martin, Mass., Chairman ; On the Com-
parative Merits of Same's and Pifogoff's Operations,

Dr. Geo. A. Otis, U." S. A., Chairman ; On Lithotrity,

Dr. E. M. Moore, New York, Chairman
; On Veterina-

ry Medicine, Dr. Samuel D. Gross, Pa. Chairman; On
Protest of Naval Surgeons, etc.. Dr. ^Y. S ^Y. Rusch-
enbersrer, U.S.N., Chairman ; On National Medical
School, Dr. Francis Gurney Smith, Pa., Chairman

;
On

American Medical Association Journal, Dr. .James P.

White, New York, Chairman ; On Crimin.al Abortion,

Dr. D. A. O'Dunnell, Maryland, Chairman ; On Nomen-
clature of Diseases, Dr. Francis Gurney Smith, Pa.,

Chairman; On National System of Quarantine, Dr. J.

C. Tucker, California, Chairman ; On What, if Any,
Legislative Means are Expedient and Advisable to Pre-
vent the Spread of Contagions Diseases, Dr. M. H.
Henry, New York, Chairman; On Renewal ofPrescrij)-

tions by Apothecaries without Authority, Dr. R. .1.

0'SulIivan,.New York, Chairman
;
On American Medi-

cal Necrology, Dr. C. C. Cox, D. C, Chairman ; On
Medical Education, Dr. Ely Geddings, South Carolina,

Chairman; On Medical Literature, Dr. P. G. Robinson,
Missouri, Chairman ; On Prize Essays, Dr. T. M. Logan,
California, Chairman.

On the Climatology and Epidemics of—Maine, Dr. J.

C. Weston; New Hampshire, Dr. A. P. Stackpole;

Mas=aclmsett*, Dr. II. I. Bowditch ; Rhode Island, Dr.

C. W. Parsons; Connecticut, Dr. J. C. Jackson; New
York, Dr. W. F. Thorns; New Jersey, Dr. C. F. J. Lehl-

bach; Pennsylvania, Dr. D. F. Condie; Maryland, Dr.

C. H. Ohr; Georgia, Dr. Juriah Harriss; Missouii

Dr. F. E. Baumtraiten ; Alabama, Dr. R. F. Michel;
Texas, Dr. S. M. Welsh : Illinoi..;, Dr. R. C. Hamil ; In-
diana, Dr. J. F. Hibberd; District of Columbia, Dr. T.

Antisell; Iowa, Dr. J. C. Hughes; Michigan, Dr. G.

P. Andrews; Ohio, Dr. T. L. Neal; California, Dr. F.

W. Hatch; Tennessee, Dr. B. W. Avent; West Vir-
ginia, Dr. E. A. Hildreth ; Minnesota, Dr. Chas. NT.

Hewitt; Virginia, Dr. W. O. Owen; Delaware, Dr. L.

.B. Bush; Arkansas, Dr. G. W.Lawrence; Mississippi,

Dr. J. P. Moore
; Louisiana, Dr. S. M. Bemiss; Wiscon-

sin, Dr. J. K. Bartlett; Kentucky, Dr. L. P. Yandell,
Sr. ; Oregon, Dr. E. R. Fisk ; North CaroUna, Dr. W.
H. McKee.

Secretaries of all medical organizations are requested
to forward lists of their delegates, as soon as elected, to

the Permanent Secretary.

Any respectable physician who may desire to at-

tend, but cannot do so as a delegate, may be made a
memher by inritation, upon the recommendation of the

Committee of Arrangements.
W. B. Atkinson,

Permanent Secretary.

The O^E Society of New York.—The eleventli an-
nual reunion of this Society took place at the Bellevue
Hospital iledionl College, Feb. 27. Addresses were
made by Dr. E. C. Harwood, the retiring President;
Professors McCready, Barker. Sayre, Dorcmus, and
MacWhinnie. The Ibllowing gentlemen were elected

for the ensuing year :—J. W. MacWhinnie, M.D., Pre-
sident, N. Y. ; John Kinkhead and Robert Taylor, Vice-
Presidents; Geo. F. Bates, Secretary; C. E. Bruer,

Treasurer.

Proportion of Prostitutes to the Popi'lation of
Unlicensed Cities.— Dr. Edmund Andrews, of Chicago,

111. (Chicago Medical E.mminer), furnishes an elaborate

paper on " Prostitution and its Sanitary Management,"
showing, with other facts, that the proportion of regis-

tered prostitutes to the population is greater in cities

adopting the license system than in those not adopting
it. lu Chicago there is one prostitute to 230 in-

habitants; New York, 1 to 518; London, 1 to 544;
Liverpool, Bristol, and Plymouth, 1 to 193

;
Glasgow,

I to 394; Madrid, 1 to 270; Manchester, 1 to 557;
Birmingham and Sheffield, 1 to 709.

Prof. Oppolzer, of Vienna,—A female Vienna cor-

respondent of the JS'ew England Medical Gazette thus

describes this distinguished Professor: The opening
scene of Prof Oppolzer's ward of the Vienna LTniversi-

ty reminds one of a raid of Prussian Uhlans, 250 strong,

each putting forth his energy and strength to gain a
foothold within hearing distance of the teacher. The
out-door patients that thron,g his ward every morning
are a motiey group of all nations; but the most nume-
rous and peculiar of all are the Polish Jews. Among
the fraternity, with their two flowing curls, a pendant
befjre either ear, with their velvet skull-cap, and their

black coats almost tr.ailing, one not unfrequently finds

a brother from Jerusalem, from Turkey, and even from
Arabia. Precisely at nine in winter and seven in sum-
mer. Prof. Oppolzer's slight, tall, and somewhat bent
form is seen entering the hospital, his step a little tot-

tering and feeble. The most important case presented
becomes the theme of the morning lecture, and instead

of remaining an hour, he frequently stays three. And
woe to the student who has taken the case, if he has
not informed himself in regard to all its mimitise.

Electricity is very generally applied in chorea, tabes,

paral3'sis, etc. Cold water applications are very much
advocated there in inflammatory cases.

A Gift to the Presbyterian Hospital.—A donation

of the surgical instruments and apparatus, office-table,

reclining-chair, and medical library ol the late Tliaddeus

M. Ha'.stead, M.D., with a bust of the late J, Kearnj-

Rodgers, has been made to this new hospital in New
York, by Mrs. Halstead.
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©riQinol Cjectuws.

PROLAPSUS UTERI, ITS CHIEF CAUSES
AND TREATMENT.

Br THOMAS ADDIS EMMET, M.D.,

SXniGEOK-lX-CHlEF OF THB WOMAN'S HOSPITAL OF THE STATE OF
NEW YOnK.

(Read before the N. Y. State Medical Society, Feb. 7th, and the
Medical Library and Joumai Association, March 10th, 1871.)

Mr. President—I present for the consideration of

the Society the subject of prolapse of the uterus, with

its chief causes and treatment. So far as this exten-

sive field and the time allotted me will admit, I shall

review the local treatment where the displacement has

resulted from uterine disease. My chief purpose, how-
ever, relates to the application of surgical means under
circumstances where the local treatment would be
likely to fail, if relied upon exclusively.

The term "falling of the womb," as used by the

profession at large, is wiihout meaning; it is but the

expression of a symptom, without conveying the

sHghtest idea as to the cause or true condition. It is

like unto other terms of common use, which do harm
by misleading those who do not think. With many,
as soon as a diagnosis is made of " falling- of the

womb," the dominant idea at once presents itself to

introduce a pessary, without any clear appreciation of

the cause, and with the effect of frequently aggravating

the condition by the means resorted to for relief It is

empirical thus to treat the effect as the cause, and but
little progress can be made in the science until this

error is fully appreciated. Prolapse of the uterus

should mean timply an effect, from some cause, by
which the organ remains persistently lower in the pel-

vis than in a state of health. To estalilish a uniform
standard is impossible, as there is an individuality of
position normal to each female. In other words, we
will sometimes discover, in a perfectly healthy female

witli a large pelvis, a degree of displacement whicli

should be accompanied, were it the dise.ise, with well-

marked symptoms indicative of the condition, and yet

she remains unconscious of any deviation from health.

The position of the uterus, when uninfluenced by
disease, will vary frequently in the same individual.

But as a standard. Savage describes the roof of the

pelvis and normal position of the uterus as follows:—

•

" A plane parsing horizontally backward from just be-

low the subpubic ligament to the attachment of the

utero-sacral ligaments at the sacrum, would indicate

the level where the utcro-vesical peiitoneal reflexions

pass from the pelvic organs to the pelvic walls; this

would also indicate the situation of the vesico-vaginal
septum; that is, the basd of the bladder and compara-
tively unyielding side (upper column) of tbe vagina."
" At the commencement of the posterior third the
finger comes in contact with the os and cervix uteri, the
uterus projecting the whole of its neck downwards
and backwards through a hole as it were, in that part
of the ruof; the remainder of the roof is formed by
the vaginal cul-de-sac, or curved extension of the pos-
terior (dilatable) side of the vagina, the utero-sacral
ligaments completing this structure up to the sacrum."
The uterus is supported in this plane by the utero-
sacral ligaments, the sub-peritoneal pelvic cellular

tissue, the broad ligaments, and lastly, the round liga-

ments. As the uterus descends in the pelvis the strain
is distributed in the order above given, and does not
put the round ligaments on the stretch until it is about
to escape from the vaginal outlet.

The chief causes of prolapse of the uterus may be

grouped under four heads, and it results from one cf
these, or several ombined. First, the uterus may be
crowded down into the pelvis from abdominal pressure
above, by the weight of some extraneous development
in the cavity, from habitual constipation, tight lacing,

&c. Second, the prolapse resuliir.g from increased
size of the organ, from imperfect involution, obstructed
circulation in the organ itseK, or elsewhere, frvtn pa-
thological changes of its tissues, the effect of inflam-
mation, or from the development of tumors intimately
connected. Third, after parturition the vagina may
remain dilated, with a loss of tone in part or through-
out the canal. Fourth, from lacerat on of the peri-
neum, we find rectocele and cystocele resulting, and
with the prolapsing vaginal walls detect the descend-
ing uterus at various points, from a slight displacement
to complete procidentia.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to enter into a
consideration of the first group of causes, acting me-
chanically from the abdominal cavity to depress the
uterus below; I will therefore dismiss tliis subject by
reference only to the effect of constipation, it must
be borne in mind that the rectum in the female is

shorter, much larger in diameter, and straighten- than in

the male, and I think that in regard to size, the colon
in the female is also larger. The rectum is seldom
found empty, except immediately after defecation, and
a-s a sluggish condition of the bowels is the rule with
the va<t proportion of females, fxcal accumulation
sometimes takes place to an enormous extent, even in

individual cases, where more particular attention is

paid to some regularity of habit. Apart from the
mechanical effect directly exerted on the uterus by
this state of habitual constipation, the organ and its

appendages are kept in a state of chronic engorgement
from obstruction to the venous circulation, with con-
.'^equent increase of weight. Savage, in his work on
the female pelvic organs, states that " venous obstruc-
tion in the course of the ascending cava or sperniatio

veins influences immediately the state of the pelvic

venous circulation ; all the pelvic veins soon become
surcharged with blood. In cases where the free return
of blood into the general system has been obstructed
in this way, the pelvic veins become varicose, and the
meshes of the pelvic cellular tissue full of such en-
largements." With a full appreciation of the fact that
within a given space no other portion of the body con-
tains such a vast network of vessels, and from the erec-
tile character of the tissues within which these vessels

are matted, so as to give an almost incredible capacity
for the accumulation of blood, when any obstruction
occurs to tlie venous circulation, we can readily under-
stand how little is to be accomplished by any mechan-
ical support to the uterus, or from local treatment alone.

Farther, these anatomical considerations clearly explain
why, with this condition of habitual constipation, we
so frequently find the uterus too low in the pelvis,

with more or less congestive hypertrophy, and among
a class of patients as the result of an artificial and
indolent life, spent without purpose. Every secretion

of the body has become perverted, the nervous system
shattered, and the c.ipillary circulation feeble, as shown
by cold extremities and frequent headaches.

Menstruation is irregular, either as to time or quan-
tity, but as a rule scanty. They are hypochondriacs,
and have long contracted the habit of being sick, the
most serious complication of all others. It is true that

these symptoms e.xist to a greater or less degree in all

uterine disorders, yet here, with a train of symptoms
pointing most forcibly to the uterus as the main seat

of disease, I can but consider the abnormal local con-
dition as an expression only of that of the whole sys-
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tern. The fact is, on careful investigation of such a

case we are unable to detect a sufficient cause in the

local condition to account for the continual backache

and inability to stand. The neck of the uterus is

usually soft, and may be the seal of a slight erosion
;

it

is frequently tendt-r on pressure, but nearly every por-

tion of I he vagina is lound equally so. A vaginal

leucori hoea may exist with a sligi.t follicular discharge

from the utenne canal. I have found such cases more

frequently among the sterile and the unmarried, be-

tween thirty and forty years of age, where nature has

begun tj enter her protest against a blighted sexual

life, spent in violation of her laws. Local treatment

may be needed, but it is secondary, and futile of relieQ

in comparison with the benefit to he derived from that

instituted by the skilful practitioner who places the

whole field of medicine under contril'Ution. The men-

tal and nervous condition of the patient has become so

perverted frequently, that for the time being she must

be regarded to a certain extent as insane. For her re-

lief her physician must at once attempt to gain her

entire confidence, so as to have her so completely

under his control as to be able to exert every moral

influence, and without it lie will make but little head-

way. She must be inspired with ihe belief of her re-

covery beyond question, and in her desire to carry

out the wishes of her physician, she gradually begins to

think less of herself. So thoroughly impressed are

such cases with the belief that they fully understand

their (own) individual condition better than any one

else, that without this essential relation exi.^ts the

physician will be met at every point with some well-

balanced argument to defeat every effort on his part to

break up the confirmed habits of an invalid. So es-

semial do I regard tins per.-onal influence, that for

many years I have refused to undertake the treatment of

such extreme cases, except in a private hospital where I

can exercise the influence with the feeling, on the part of

the patient, of entire dependence on njy will. The
next thing to be done is to regulate every habit of

life, correct the condition of the bowels, bring about a

proper assimilation of food by a judicious diet, and to

restore a healthy circulation and action of the skin, by

means of Turkish baths. When the patient is too

feeble to take a proper amount of exercise, ihe muscu-

lar development must be brought about by rubbing,

and a proper movement of tlie limb.«. Coffee, opium,

and the indiscriminate use of whiskey and brandy,

must be given up at the beginning, as so much poison

in their condition, while the moderate use of tea in most

cases is advantageous. As the powers of a-similation

are feeble, the food should be given at regular iniei-

vals. simple in character, concentrated in form, and

moderate in quantity. For the same reason, as the

digestion is feeble, all preparations of iron and many
of the tonics, although needed, are worthh ss until this

condition has been improved. In treating females suf-

fering from uterine disease, we should never lose sight

of the condition of the portal system, from its connec-

tion with the pelvic circulation,—but more particularly

in its relation wiih the function of digestion. At din-

ner, taken in the middle of the day, a wineglass of old

sherry, or a stroi g Burgundy claret, will aid digestion,

while all malt liquors, as a rule, are injurious. To
produce a pood night's rest, in such as are unable to

take any exercise during the daj', the use of anodynes
must be avoided if possible, while chloral is the least

objectionable, but the bromide of sodium answers

better in the majority of cases. If possible, the patient

must be made to sleep from fatigue ; she should retire

early, and while in bed be well rubbed from head to

foot, and finally, while lying on the back, with a bed-

pan ui:der her hips, have a basin or more of hot water
slowly pumped into the vagina. This has a most
soothing efl'ect, and so much so, that the patient is fre-

quently asleep before the nurse has finished her dulie=.

The room should be moderately cool and well venti-

lated, the light extinguished, and the patient left alone.

Many are exceedingly nervous and hysterical at the

outset, but while exhibiting every kindness, firmness

must be maintained and no sympathy wasted, with
the result, that soon a healthier tone manifests itself.

There is no better remedy for nervousness or hysteria,

to improve the moral condition, than to leave the

patient entirely to herself. This course is apparently

a harsh one, but it is kindness in the end, for unless

some impression can be made, and none better for the

purpose than to arouse at first a feeling of indignation,

the pa; lent can seldom be taught to control herself,

until she is forced to learn that this can be done in the

beginning of an attack, before self-restraint becomes
impossible. It soon becomes a matter of pride to exert

this conirol; it has a healthy influence, and the result is

that I seldom see any nervous manifestations amorg
my patients after the first struggle.

Every day the patient must take a certain amount of

exercise, be in the open air as much as possible, either

walking or riding, and not, by sparing her complex-

ion, lose the benefit of the sunlight. I have observed

such rapid improvement in the strength of feeble

children produced by exposing the whole body to the

action of the ravs of the sun, that I have often i bought,

were it practicable to institute even partially this treat-

ment in these cases, we would obtain most excellent

results.

I have thus attempted to give a general outline of the

constitutional treatment, as it were, applicable to one

class, but which in fiictmust in a degree have a bearing

on all diseases peculiar to the sex. It is impossible,

with so extensive a subject, to do more, leaving the de-

tails to be supplied by the judicious practitioner. I

have avoided any reference to local treatment, from

the fact that it is necessary to bring the health of tlie

patient up to a certain point before any active means
Can be instiiuted with success. As a means to re'ieve

the local irritability, the congestion, and at the same
time give tone to the parts, the use of large hot-water

injections into the vagina is most valuable. A pint or

two of hot water at 98° or 100° F., thrown into the

vagina, will at first cause a certain amount of conges-

tion of the vessels; if the injection, however, be in-

creased to a gallon or more, and administered slowly

by an attendant, with the hips elevated so that every

poition of the vagina is opened by the Water retained

within the passage, the vessels will contr.act. On pass-

ing the finger into the vagina after an injeciion pro-

perly administered, ihe canal will be found smaller, as

if an astringent injection had been used,—and the

uterus will be higher in the pelvis. It will be noticed

also that the sensitivene's has been diminished. By
the use of cold water the same effect is produced at

first, but when reaction takes place, the vessels will re-

main more engorged than before. All my patients,

without regard to the special local form of disease,

receive one or two such injections a day, only the

quantity and temperature being varied for the individ-

ual case. It is not an empirical or theoretical pro-

cedure, but founded upon sound principle and observa-

tion. Some eleven years ago, when cold water injec-

tions were in general use, I satisfied myself that the

practice was hurtful, and with views of my own, in

private practice substituted hot water. During nearly

nine years past, since I have been at the head of the

Woman's Hospital, the use of hot water for vaginal
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injection has been the practice. To the last pint of

water a certain amount of chlorate of potassa, chloride

of sodium, borax, carbonate of sjda, gUxerine, car-

•bolic acid, or any other remedy applicable may be

added, and if the medicated injection be taken at night,

a large proportion of it will be retained until morning.

Strong astringent injections to check vaginal leucor-

rhoea are hurtful. The discharge is but an evidence of

engorgement, from which the pelvic vessels are at-

tempting to be relieved, as from a safety-valve. The
Booner a leucorrhoea is checked tlie better, to save

the patient's strength, but it can only be done with
safetv by removing the cause.

With iri itability of the vagina it is seldom that any
pessary can be used with advantage, and even when
this symptom is absent an instrument in any form, as

we shall see hereafter, will do harm if the vagina is a

capacious one. It will be of advantage, however, as

soon as it can be borne, to place a support of cotton,

saturated with glycerine, in the vagina every morning
before the patient goes out for exercise, and have it

removed on her return. The best form is in the shape

of a half-grown mus'iroom ; the top should be soft and

large enough, when placed in front of the cervix uteri,

to lift it slightly from the floor of the pelvis. The stem
portion is made by wrapping it with twine, and a part

of the string should be left long enough outside of the

vagina to remove it.

Ifwe exclude the existence of fibroids and the effects

of inflammation, either in the uterus itself or neighbor-

hood, we will find that imperfect involution, from the

increas d weight and enlargement of the uterus, is the

most common cause of prolapse. The enlarged uterus

is indicative of a want of tone in the general system,

and therefore the most careful consiituiional treatment
will be needed. After this course has been instituted,

and all tenderness in the neighborhood of the uterus

has been removed by the hot-water injections, I rely

chiefly upon the use of sponge tents to lessen the size

of the organ. When it has been determined that

sponge tents can be used with safety, I ititroduce one
or more of them, dipped in a solution of glycerine and
carbolic acid, as large in diameter as can be borne, but
less in length than the canaL It is prudent to place

the patient in bed at once and administer afterwards

an opiate enema per rectum if needed. The tent should
remain for twenty-four hours at Kast, if not producing
much irritation ; but after the uterus has become ac-

customed to the use, I often allow them to remain
forty-eight hours for the purpose of obtaining the fullest

amount of beneBt from the profuse discliarge. As soon
as the discharge becomes offensive, the vagina should
be washed out several times a day with a little carbolic

acid added to the tepid water injection. It is well not
to pull the tent out directly, but seize it in the grasp
of a strong pair of forceps, and remove it without trac-

tion by twisting. The fluid on compression escapes
into the vagina by this manoeuvre, si that the sponge
becomes much less in size than the dila'ed canal. As
itislojsened and withdrawn from the cervix, by revers-

ing the twist, all the dischnrge in the vagina will be
again taken up. The advantage gained by removing
it in this manner is to lessen pain and diminish the
quantity of blood which would be lost by withdrawing
it forcibly. I then wash out the ut;rine canal thoroughly
with either hot or tepid water, sponge out the fluid

as far as possible, and either inject or swab out the
canal with Churchill's strong tincture of iodine, using
the precaution to place beforehand a little cotton beneath
the cervix, so that the excess does not run into the
vagina. This form of iodine, when thus freely applied,

constitutes a good antiseptic, and I know of no other

means which will cause a more prompt aciion of the

utertis, for in several cases I have noticed the contrac-
tion so rapid as to eject the excess of fluid from the os
beyond the vaginal outlet I have used this applica-

tion for some eight years past, and always treat the

uterine canal in the same manner alter the removal of
fibroids or other growths wlthn the cavity. Those
who are famihar with the practice at the Woman's
Hospital will bear me out in the statement that the

method is a satisfactory one and free from danger, pro-
vided the same care is taken bf-forehand to prepare the

patient properly, that the full dilatation may be effected

without risk. Churchill's preparation of iodine in these

cases, as well as a temporary a,stringent for arresting

uterine hemorrh.ige, is the best of all styptics, from
the fact that it does not coagulate the blood so as to

leave clots in the canal. Once in ten days is as olten

as it is safe to follow out this practice, even when the

patient is constantly under observation, for a certain

amount of rest is necessary for a few days afterwards,

and pariicularly it must be looked to most carefully

that the patient's general health does not suffer from
the confinement. In some cases cinchona in combina-
tion with the bichloride of mercury acts well as an
alterative; in others arsenic does better, or quinine in

combination with strychnia as a tonic. I will say in

passing, that apart from the effect that quinine may
have in improving the general condition, it certainly at

times in large doses seems to exercise a direct action

on the uterus by increasing its contractile power. I

have seen no beneficial result whatever follow the use
of any preparation of ergot in these cases.

If the vagina has not been too much dilated in its

upper portion, by the descent of the uteru.*, frequently

the organ will decrease now rapidly in size when held

in position by a well-fitting instrument. By this

means the circulation becomes properly established in

the organ. If the vagina is capacious, however, no
permanent benefit will follow the use of any form of
pessary, although in the beginning great relief is some-
times afforded. The anterior vaginal wall, with the
uterus, will crowd to such an extent into the instrn-

inent that the circulation becomes interfered with, the

hypertrophy will be increased, and at the same time
the capacity of the vagina enlarged. If a larger size

instrument is substituted, the prolapse of the vaginal

wall can be prevented by putting the parts on the
stretch, and the uterus held well up in the pelvis, but
the same result takes place in the u:erus from the ob-
structed circulation. It must be borne in mind that

the cervix uteri in health is seldom more than two and
a half inches from the urethra. If an instrument can
he worn of not more than three inches in length, its

use will frequently be followed by benefit ; but should

the vagina be so enlarged as to need a greater length,

I believe it to be the exception if the vagina regains

its normal size unless an operation, to be described

hereafter, is resorted to. The best instrument in my
experience is the block tin ring, which must be moulded
to suit each individual case. The best form is some
modification of the double lever, with the portion en-

tering the cul-de-sac, the larger curve of the two, so

as to throw the fundus of the uterus somewhat forward,

if possible, by elevating the neck. It should be made
pear-shaped, with the larger fenestrated portion above,

and care must be taken to make a proper depression

at the other end to shield the uretfira from pressure.

The chief difficulty, according to my experience, in

shaping an instrument properly, is behind the pubes,

from the fact that one side of the symphysis is often

wider than the other, with a marked difference in the

curve; if this is not looked to, it either causes the in-
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strument to rotate in the vagina, or it will cut into the

tissues. When the patient lies on the back witli the

instrument in place, there must be space enough to

allow of the finger being passed entirely around its

outer circumference, or it will bind at some point

when she stands. As soon as it is ascertained that the

instrument can be worn with benefit, it is well to have
it duplicated in siiver gilt, with the diameter of the

tubing much increased beyond that of the block-tin.

There are two advantages to be gained—a broader rest-

ing place for the tissues, and a most important one, in

allowing the instrument to be removed on retiring at

night without endangering the shape. It is well to

remove the insitrunient frequently when the patient is

quiet, so that the circulation may not be impeded, and
I often give my patients instructions at night to assume
the position on the knees and elbows after taking out
the instrument, and to open with the fingers the outlet

of the vagina in this posture, so that the uterus may
be carried well up into the pelvis by atmospheric
pressure. If the patient is all ready for bed, a large

portion of the air will be retained if she carefully as-

sumes the horizontal position.

A most frequent cause of prolapse fi-om congestive
hypertrophy, and a condition most difficult to relieve, is

found as a result of ill-assorted marriages, and with fe-

males where means have been resorted to with the ob-
ject of guarding against conception by preventing the
escape of semen into the vagina. I believe for a heal-

thy performance of the function, that the stimulating
pre.sence of tlie semen is needed in the vagina to allow
the female organ to be properly relieved of the incident
congestion. This habit is to be classed in the same cat-
egory with self-abuse, and, next to criminal abortion, is

the most serious evil of the day with reference to the
future welfare of the country. It leads frequently to"

mutual disgust and divorce, from the often entire ab-
sence of sexual pleasure on the part of the female, or at
best to great unhappiness at the disappointment in after

life, as the want of children begins to be appreciated
when it has become now desirable or convenient to have
them. The ovaries are often e.xceedingly tender on
pressure, and one or both prolapsed with the uterus.
The organ itself is large, and has a soft, doughy feeling.

Often from the uterine canal there is a profuse follicular

discharge, and I have no doubt that some change takes
place in the fallopian tubes, by which their canals be-
come eventually obstructed or occluded. Menstruation
as a rule, is profuse and painful at first, although from
the same cause, engorgement, it may be even scanty.
My opinion is that the organ gradually undergoes fatty
degeneration, and that atrophy is to be anticipated
earlier in life, with almost entire cessation of the men-
strual flow long before the change of life becomes fully
established. We al.so observe, in some degree, a similar
condition brought about by various otlier means insti-

tuted for the same purpose—to prevent conception

—

illustrating how Nature exacts, with unrelenting justice,
a penalty for every violation of her laws. The phy-
sician's skill will be taxed to the utmost in any case of
long standing, to bring the nervous and constitutional
condition to a healthy standard. With such tonics as
may be indicated, I have used, for a length of time, as
large doses of iodide of potassium as could be borne
without deranging the stomach. It is well frequently
to paint the whole vagina with the strong tincture of
iodine, and I have often been surprised at the great
sense of n lief experienced from this application. Care
must, however, be taken, in consequence of the great
pain produced, that no portion of iodine is allowed to
come in contact with the tissues of the vaginal outlet.
Much benefit results from the frequent application of

carbolic acid to the uterine canal, passed to the fundus.

I have also used freely iodine for the same purpose, but
its action is not so marked. Small and frequent bhs-

ters should be applied over the region of the ovaries'

when much pain is experienced. As the patient has

rarely any strength to lose by keeping up a discharge,

the blister shoidd be at once dressed with a little loose

cotton, which, as it adheres, is to be undisturbed until the

surface beneatli has become healed, when it separates.

Sponge salt- baths in the morning, and a hip-bath in the

middle of the day, or before retiring at niglit, are often

beneficial if the temperature is so regulated that a pro-

per reaction takes place ; where tliey do not have a

marked benefit, however, at the beginning, and if the

ovai ian pain is in the least degree aggravated, positive

harm will result from continuing their use. As soon as

the patient's condition will warrant the move, an en-
tire change of climate and scene is most beneficial.

When acute metritis exists, or cellulitis in the

neighborliood of the uterus, the organ is found low in

the pelvis, but it soon becomes fi.xed in position. To
enter into a treatment of this condition is foreign to my
purpose ; I will merely throw out the hint in regard to

the frequent and prolonged use of hot watiT injections,

administered at as high a temperature as can be borne.

(To he continued.)

A LECTUBE OK

THE DISEASES OF THE AURICLE.
By D. B. ST. JOHN ROOSA, M.D.,

CLINICAL PROFESSOR OP THE DISKASES OF THE EYE AND EAE TV THB
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ETC.

A FINELY formed auricle is justly esteemed one of the
marks of personal beauty. The celebrated physiogno-
mist, Lavater, also attached cons.derable importance to

this part in determining character. A French author,
Dr. Amedee Joux, quoted by von Trolt^ch. goes much
farther than Lavater in his estimation of the significa-

tion of the auricle; and besides the part which it plays
in indicating human character, he claims that, more
than any other organ of the body, does it descend with
its particular form from father to child, and that by the
shape of the auricle we may be assisted in determin-
ing the legitimacy of children, nnd the conjugal fidelity

of a mother. He saj's, " Montre-7noi ton oreille, je te

diraiqui tu ts, ou iu viens, et oil tu ro,s," or as we should
say in English, ''Let me see your ear, and I will tell

you who you are, where you came from, and where
you are going."

I am inclined to think that this view of the importance
of the auricle is Gallic rather than truly physiologi-

cal. Recent Authorities, such as Gniher of Vienna,
believe that the grace and beauty of the auricle have
little influence upon the functions, whatever may be the

physiognomic or other significance of the part. It makes
very little di8"erence as regards the hearing power, how-
ever much it may aflTect personal beauty, whether the
auricle lies exactly at a proper and graceful angle
on the head, or whether it be closely adherent, and
thus simply form an ugly appendage

; and yet the
auricle has function', although, like the muscles which
move it, these functions in man are comparatively un-
important and rudimentary. We all know, however,
that there is some importance attached to this part by
persons with impaired hearing, for we must liave seen
such persons place the hand behind the auricle when
listening intently in order to facilitate the conduction
of sound into the auditory canal. Voltolini'* considers

* Monats-schrift fur Ohrenheilktinde. Jalirgang I. No. 1.

J
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the auricle to be a reflector, condenser, and conductor
of the ware? of sound. As a reflector, the fossa of

the conclia throws the sound-waves against the tragus,

whence they pass into the auditory canal. Tliis author

is iacUned to the belief that when the auricle is small

the conclia is deeper in order to compensate for the

loss.

The auric'e is a condenser of sound, just as is every
other firm and elastic body.

As a conductor of sound, however, according to Vol-

tolini, the auricle has its chief function. " If it were
merely a reflector and condenser, it woidd have done its

work better if formed of bone. It is to be considered

as an external membrana tymp.ini. This outer mem-
brane by reflex action is placed in different degrees of

tension, just as is the true membrana tynipani by the

tensor tympani muscle. Tliis may be illustrated by
observing the operation of syringing the ear. At the

entrance of each stream of water, the auricle moves,
and at times this motion is suflicient to cause a back-
ward current of the water from the ear.

" Again, many parsons with impaired hearing can
hear the watch, if it touch but the oulennost tip of the

auricle, wliile it cannot be heard if held but a line re-

moved from tlie part. ,

" To sura up, the auricle may be considered as the

outer oritice of a hearing or speakini-tube, of which
the external auditory canal is the tube proper—and
since the sound receiver is so large in proportion to

the calibre and length of the tube we may see what
nonseaS3 it is to recommend the so-called invisible

ear-trumpets, which are simply short aural specula."

Having thus considered the functions of the auricle,

we may pass on to the diseases to which it is liable.

A full consideration of these affections belongs rather

to general than to special surgery, innsmucli as diseases

of the auricle rarely cause marked impairment of the
hearing; and yet, for the sake of completeness in this

course, I may call your attention to the principal

symptom:;, with the general pathology and treatment
of malformations and acquire 1 affections of this part.

I think we may conveniently classify them as fol-

lows:
I. Malformations.

IL Tumors.
IIL Malignant Disease.

IV. Injuries.

V. Eczema.
Many of the so-called malformations are the simple

results of ill treatment of the auiicle. Many women
cover their ears so tightly with their hair, cap, and hood,
as you all must have observed among the patients at

the ear cliniques, as finally by the excessive pressure
to obUterate the natural ridges and depres.-;ions which
go to make up a finely shaped ear. Boys often get
into the ba.l habit of pressing their caps down upon '

their ears. They thu' cau^e them to lap over, and '

give them the unsightly appearance known as "' dog
|

ears."
I

All the attention which we as medical advisers may
give to such acquired malformations, is to warn those
who thus improperly treat thus app-ndage of the risk '

they are running of becoming deformed. I

There is a cla-s of malformations which has the same '

pathological interest with other forms of arrested de- I

velopment, such as spina bifida, coloboma irid s, etc., but
unfortunately they are also cases for which our art can
do nothing. I refer to those cases in which the auricle

is conorenitally absent, or where it exists onlv in a rudi-
I

mentary for.ii. In such instances the middle and in- '

ternal ear are usu.ally also in a deficient condition, and !

the auditory canal closed. Cases have been seen, how-

ever, where the auricle was absent, while the other

parts of the ear were in a normal condition, and in

which there was a good hearing power. The descrip-

tion of a case recently reported by Dr, Knapp of this

city, will serve as a description for the whole class :
*

" In a healthy child of three months, the left auricle

consisted of a slightly tortuous ridge, two lines in

height and three quarters of an inch in length. It felt

tough to the touch, hke a healthy auricle, being un-
doubtedly composed of cartilage and skin. It^ shape
represented the rudiments of the helix and lobule;

the other parts of the auricle were not visible. Imme-
diately in front of the middle of the rudimentary auri-

cle, there was a small round depression, indicating the

situation of the external meatus." An incision through
this point showed that the auditory canal was filled up
by bone, or rather that there was no canaL

The experience of the profession is against the at-

tempt to open a canal to an organ which will probably

be found so imperfect that sound cannot be perceived

by it. By means of the tuning fork we may always
determine in the case of any persons of sufficient age
whether the central apparatus be or be not unimpaired.

If the canal be closed, while the labyrinth is intact, the

vibrations of a tuning fork whose handle is placed on
the teeth or forehead will be heard more distinctly

in the affected than in the sound ear. The reflection

of the sound wares is diminished by the stoppage of

the auditorj' passage, just as in cases of inspissated ceru-

men and thickening of the mucous membrane of the

caviiy of the tympanum and the Eustachian tube.

The tumors found in the auricle may be divided into

the following classes :

—

I. Fibro-cartiliiginous.

II. Sebaceous.

III. Va.scular.

The first-named form is a simple hypertrophy of the

normal structure of the auricle.

According to Billroth, these tumors consist chiefly of

fusiform cells and connective tissue, and are nothing

more than hypertrophy of the cicatrix, such as occurs

on other parts of the body after injuries.

They seem to occur much more frequently among
the African than the Caucasian race. I have removed
several of these growths from the auricles of negro wo-
men, while I have but rarely seen them among whites.

I am also informed that they occur very frequently

among the Africans of the East and West Indies, where
they grow to an enormous size.

The etiology of these growths is very simple, if

my own experience may be trusted on this point.

They occur as the result of the irritation of the

lobes produced by the custom, truly barbarous, of

P'ercing the ears in order that ear-rings may be worn.

They are much more apt to be found in the lower class-

es, because these use brass ear-rings much more com-
monly than wealthier persons, although the growths

may occur even if gold ear-rings are used. They some-

times reach an enormous size, and become a very

serious deformity. If these ornaments are considered

indispensable, as no doubt they are, ladies should wear
them by causing them to be clasped around the

auricle by means of a suitable contrivance now sold

by the jewellers and very much used.
" One of the older authors, Frank, gives illustrations

of the proper instruments with which to pierce the

car.s, with a detailed account of the operation ; but the

efforts of the medical adviser should be towards the

prevention of the barbarous custom rather than in-

creasing the facilities for retaining it.

* Transactions of the American Otological Society. Third Te.ir.
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Fibro-cartilaginous tumors should be removed if

they attain such a size as to be at all troublesome.
The removal is readily effected by a V-shnped incision

made wi h strong scissors. The edges of the wound
are then brought together by sutures. The resulting

deformity is usually very slight, and is much less than
that from the tumor.

Sebaceous tumors should be removed by enucleation.

Erectile tumors occurring on the auricle are perhaps
best treated by means of the galvano-caustic appa-
ratus, of which more will be said when we come to the
subject of aural polypi.

The peculiar effusion of blood which quite often

occurs in the auricle and especially among the insane,

and which is known as othsetoma, haematoma auris, or

vascular tumor of the auricle, has caused quite an
amount of discussion among scieniiflc observers. TLr-
chow * and Hun t are the authors who seem to me to

have giren us the clearest and best accounts of this

interesting affection, and I shall avail myself of their

labors in what I am about to say, together with some
experience of my own on this subject.

The so-called othsetomata may be divided into those
of idiopathic and traumatic origin. The idiopathic form
occurs chiefly, though not exclusively,aniongthe insane.

I have seen two cases occurring in people of sound
mind, which corresponded exactly with the descriptions
of those occuiring in the insane as given by Dr. Hun,
whose observations seem to have been confined to this

class. My friend Dr. E. G. Loring has also seen one
idiopathic case in a sane person. The symptoms of the

idiopathic form of the afi'ection are as follows : Before
the tumor appears we find the ear or ears, as the case
may be, red and swollen, and the face and eyes give
evidence of a strong determination of blood ; occa-
sionally, however, there is no redness of the skin,

and there is merely some oedema of the auricle;

among the insane tliere is no manifestation of general
ill health. In a few hours, or it may be davs, an
effusion of blood takes place. The tumor occupies the
concha in the main, but it extends over the auricle so
as to obliterate its ridges and cause the usually beauti-
ful part to appear like a roundish reddened tumor,
varying in size from a bean to a hen's eg^. This tumor
is e\'idently of an inflammatory nature, being hot and
painful. The swelling is usually quite firm, but a
careful examination will detect fluctuation.

The vascular tumor of the auricle, judging from Dr.
Hun's statistics, is much more common among men
than women. He reports twenty-four cases, of which
twenty-three occurred in males. The form of insanity
wa* general paresis in eight cases, melanohoha in six,

acute mania in four, chronic mania in four, and de-
mentia in two. These statements accord with the
views of other authors, so that we may conclude that
htematoma auris, when occurring in the ins;ine, is a
symptom which is highly unfavorable, and which points
to an incurable form of disease of the brain.

The tumor either ruptures spont meously, sometimes
with such violence ns to spirt the blood to a distance of
several ft-et, or is gradually absorbed, unless interfered
with. Spontaneous rupture is more common than ab-
sorption.

Dr. Hun's observations show that the traumatic and
idiopa!hic othEetomata dffer entirely ; for in one case
which he details, an insane person, already suffering
from haematoma of one auricle, received a blow from a
broom-handle on the other, which produced swelling
and ecchymosis, but no haematoma. We must, there-

• Kran]diaft«n Geschwi-lste.—^B<L 1. S. 1.35 et seq.
+ American Journal of [ntanity, yoL i7. No. 1.

fore, I think, strictly distinguish the idiopathic from the
traumatic form.

The etiology of haematoma is deemed by Hun to be
twofold, viz., cerebral congestion and centripetal irri-

tation of the system by the emotions; and he considers
either of these causes sufficient to produce the effusion.

In general pareses there is, according to all authors, a

tendency to repeated ccngestions of the head, and it is

supposed that the bloodvessels of the ears become so
dilated as to favor the effusion. The second factor in

producing hcematoma auris, centripetal imtalion of the
sympathetic fr om strong emotions, is especially active

among the insane, because their emotions are not un-
der the control of the will

Virchow has made the pathology of othaetomata very
plain, both by his words and the excellent illustrations

which he furnishes in his great treatise on tuniois.

The older authors described the affection as erysipelas

of the auricle occurring in the insane. It was sup-

posed that in the hyperaemia and general change in the
system a hemorrhage occurred, which caused a separa-

tion of the perichondrium from the cartilage; but in

true othaetomata, pieces of the cartilage become at-

tached to the perichondrium.
According to the Berlin pathologist, the morbid pro-

cess seems to be primarily a softening or deliquescing

one, induced by general disturbances of nutrition, or
possibJy—although this class of cases seems to belong
to itself—by local injuries of the cartilage. The tumor
disappears either by gradual absorption, spontaneous
rupture, or by the puncture of the surgeon. Coagula
often form, which make a delicate coating over the

separated portions, and these afterwards serve as

means of adhesion. When suppuration does not take
place, great deformity is apt to occur from the thickening

and retraction of the soft parts, especially of the peri-

chondrium.
The authorities differ as to the proper method of

treating idiopathic othaetomata. Dr. Hun says that

puncturing or laying open the sac does more harm
than good. He believes that the least amount of de-

formity is obtained when the effusion is gradually

absorbed. Dr. Gray, of the TTtica Insane Asylum, pro-

poses to ligate the posterior auricular artery. Gruber
advises tlie evacuaiion of the fluid and the coagula,

and the use of a compressive bandage. My own expe-
rience inclines me to Gruber's method of treatment

1 think, as I have just said, that we must classify the

vascular tumors of the auricle caused by violence by
themselves, as being in their nature perfectly distinct

from those occuriing idiopathically. I wiU now speak
of these.

Gudden, a German writer and physician for the
insane, quoted by Virchow, has shown that the auricles

of ancient statues are very frequently ornamented by
tumors resembhng the vascular effusions seen among
the insane. In the gallery at Munich the head of Her-
cules has such ears. These misshapen auricles are the
typical marks of the ancient boxers or pugilists. Such
fighters wrapped their hands in leather, and, thus armed,
struck the ears of their antagonists ; consequently in the

figures of Hercules, Pollux, and other classical fight-

ers a deformed auricle is a regular appearance. Oiher
historical personages, the Trojan Hector for example,
are represented as having othaetomata.

To conclude from these observations that the othaeto-

mata are always the result of traumatic influences, that

they are more frequent among the insane because they

are very apt to injure themselves or be injured by
themselves, seems to me to be manifestly incorrect,

judging both from Dr. Hun's observations and from
the fact that these tumors are uncommon. Even the

J
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English writer?, living in the land pre-eminent for pugi-

lists, do not spfak of their frequenc}'. Wilde describes

and gives an illustration of one case, however, which
seems to have been a hsematoma, but was not recog-

nized as such by the author. It was idiopathic in

origin.

I Sarcoma.—Sarcomatous tumors may occur on the

auricle as well as in the auditory c:in,il, where ihey

arise from the cartilaginous portion. They grow very
' slowly, but they i-.iay extend to tlie auditory cinal,

causing external olitis, to the middle ear, and even to

\
the labyrinth and meninges of the brain. Early re-

Toynbee * describes these cases under the head of moval is the only safe means of treaimeut, and even

cysts, and seems inclined to ascribe to them a traumatic I then the growth may return.

origin, and he states that it is the opinion of Dr. Thur-
|

Eczema.—Eczema of the auricle is not one of the

nam, phy.*ician to one of the County Insane Asylums most fiequent afflictions of the ear, as shown by the

ofEngland, that they are less frequent than formerly on
account of the fact that violence is not so much employ-
ed in ihe management of the insane. Dr. Thurnam evacu-

ated the contents of the tumors and used setons, and
thus claims to have prevented the deformity to some
extent. Toynbee mentions but one case in a boxer

statistics of eye and ear hospitals and writers on
otology, but very many cases never come under the

attention of special observers, and are, consequently,

not found in their statistics. It will be more conve-

nient to consider this affliction as occurring in the ex-

ternal auditory canal as well as on the auricle, and I

which he has seen, but his description is not detailed i shall, therefore, speak of it in that manner.

enou;^h to allow us to judge as to whether it was
identical with those observed in the insane.

'

From all that has been written and from my own
experience I think we m.ny safely affirm

—

First. That there are two distinct varieties of othse-

toniata

:

1. Idiopathic.

2. Traumatic.
Seconii. That the idiopathic is more common among

the insane than among others, but that identically the

same affection does occur among the same.
Thiid. The traumatic form dilFers from the idiopathic

in being a simple extravasation of blood from vessels

ruptured by violence. In such cases the deformity

resulting Irom the sponta'ieous effusions does not

occur, unless among professional pugilists where the

violence is frequently repeated, and the auricle from
repeated hemorrhages assumes a shape like that result-

ing from a true othaetom.i.

MaUgnaiit Diseaxe.—The auricle is sometimes, al-

though not frequently, the seat of malignant disease. I

have observed one case of epithelioma of this part, in

which the whole auricle was destroyed, and the disease

had invaded the auditory canal. I lost sight of the pa-

tient after some weeks, and I can give no account of the

subsequent course of the disease, which was unchecked
by the treatment adopted— the applicati'in of fuming
nitric acid Dr. J. Orne Green, of Boston,t also reports

a case, and quotes one from Velpeau.J
Epithelioma of the auricle usually begins as a small

papule which finally develops into an open ulcer. This

spreads very rapidly, involving finally the auditory

canal and deeper parts unless arrested.

Excision or amputation of the parts is the only pro-

per treatment. When the auricle alone is involved

this is very easily accomplished. In the healing process

Eczema of the ear seems lo occur more frequently

among females than m.ales, but it does occur, of course,

in either sex. The symptoms are the same as those of

eczema in oiher parts of the body, with some peculiar

to the ear. They are redness, swelHng, and the Ibrma-

tion of vesicles w'hicli beronie pustular, and which final-

ly cover the whole region with unsightly crusts, from

which a discharge occurs. The auricle iiecomes a mis-

shapen mas-s, while the swelling and incrustation of

the inleguinenl lining tl e auditory passage and inein-

hrani tympani impair the hearing to a serious extent.

Fulness and noise in the ears are then added to the

patient's other symptoms, and the condition is unpleas-

ant in the highest degree. The disease, when left to

itself, is apt to have a very chronic course, and yet it is

very amenable to proper treatment. The causes of

eczema are not very clear. I have usually observed it

in persons of weak constitutions, and not among the

strong and vigorous. It rarely occurs upon the aur cle

alone, but it is usually found in conjunction with

the same disease on other parts of the body, most fre-

quently in conjunction with eczema of the fice and

head, although it sometimes occurs on the auricle and

in the meatus alone.*

According to A iisspitz, formerly an assistant to Hebra,

the great dermatologist of Vienna, eczema of the ear

differs from the same di-ea.se as it appears in other parts

of the bodv, in occurring with a greater amount of

swelling and secretion of a serous fluid than is usual, to-

gether with the more frequent appearance of fissures

in the tissue.

Treatment —The treatment of eczema is simple, and

I have usually found the results very good. The ad-

vice of Ausspitz, to do as little as possible in the

aetute form, is excellent. The auricle should be kept

from the air. This may be accomplished by the use of

care should be taken, as suggested by Dr. Green, to
}
oils, powders, or even by a plaster-of-Paris bandage. A

prevent the closure of the meatus by the cicatrix,

result which followed in tlie case reported by him, in

consequence of the refusal of the patient to remain un-
der observation until the wound was he.aled.

Vascular iteoplasia.—Angioma, a form of vascular

tumor which, according to Gruber,§ at first siglit

resembles an othsetoma, may occur on the auricle. The
treatment that has been attempted in angioma is, in

general terms, cauterization with various sui stances, or

good application is the formula of Ausspitz.

5 Flor. Zinci 3 ij-

Pulv. Alum,
I

Amyli Pulv., j aa 3J.

M. Ft. pulv.

This powder is dusted over the affected portion with

acamel's-hairbiush. If the auricle be excoriated and

sensitive, astringent solutions of sulphate of zinc may
inoculation wiih vaccine lymph, the application of

: be used.
tartar emetic ointmect, or subcutaneous injeciion of: AttliesnmetimewiththislocaUreatment,asinall other

dilute tincture of the sesquichloride of iron ; but the i diseases, the physician should carefully consider the

simplest and only effectual remedy is thj amputation
of the affected portion.

* P. 5-S, American Edition.
+ fiazetta dea H pitaux, ISW.
X Transactions American Otological Society, 3d year, p. 63.

j Lehr-Budi, p. 409.

eneral state of the patient, and in this a cause for the

eczema may often be found, which being removed by

appropriate management will prevent a relapse of the

affection.

I Archiv fi'.r Ohrentieilkunde, Bd. I.
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Eczema of the auricle and auditory canal is not often

brought to the notice of the surgeon until it has become
chronic. Its treatment then may require the greatest

patience and care. The treatment which I have found

usually successful, is the following ;—The auricle is care-

fully poulticed with flax-.'seed meal until all the crusts

can be removed, and is then anointed with an oint-

ment of the sulphate of iron and simple cerate, in the

proportions of from one to two grains of the former to

a drachm of the latter. This ointment is applied as

often a'i may be necessary to keep the part constantly

anointed until the vesicles have ceased to form.

The local treatment of the auditory canal is often

tinsuccessful from the want of the personal attention of

the physician. No one who is unable to examine the

external opening of the ear down to the membrana
lympani, can tell when it is or is not clean. Without a

thorough removal of the material thrown ofl' in an

eczema, there can be no cure. An eozematous auricle may
perhaps recover spontaneously, an eczematous auditory

canal, probably, never. The material thrown off from the

inflamedintegument collects in the narrow passage, and
by mechanical irritation increases the swelhng, and
produces the most troublesome symptoms of deaf-

ness. The auditory canal should be therefore care-

fully cleansed every day with the syringe and angular

forceps or cotton holder under a good illumination with
the otoscope, and then an appropnate liquid application

be made. A liquid preparation is to be preferred to an

unctuous one, for the simple reason that an ointment will

again block up the passage and thus prevent the patient's

securing the full benefit to his hearing power wliich the

removal of the epidermis, cruets, and pus has produced.

As I shall again have occasion to say, in speaking of the

affections of the auditory canal, you will fail to cure

many a case of disease of the integument lining this

part, if you do not carry out your own advice; never
confide it to the hands of the parents or attendants of

the patient, for they will be incompetent assistants.

The warm-water douche is very valuable in the treat-

ment of chronic eczema of the canal. It aUays itching

sensations, and is usually very grateful to the patient.

The use of the douche may be entrusted to the patient

himself. It is well to use it very often in the early

periods of treatment, say once an hour. The warm
water is a direct antiphlogistic; I have seen its use

alone cure most obstinate cases of inflammation of the

canal.

The only specific remedy for internal use in chronic

eczema of the auricle, as well as that of the same disease

in other parts of the body, is arsenic. In ver_v chronic

cases I usually give Fowler's solution in connection

with the local treatment, and it is usually of great avail

I am aware of various other modes of treating eczema,

and of the almost innumerable apphcations which are

recommended ; but I feel confident that that wliich I have
sketched will serve its purpose so well, as, modified by
your own individual judgment in practice, to fulfil all

reasonable requirements.

Calcareous formations are often found in the auricle,

in persons of a gouty habit, as in other parts of the

body. They require no especial treatment, being mere
symptoms of the general disease.

The Peeservatiox of Snow in Ciiixa.—Rev. Wil-
liam Speer, D.D. {China and the United Stales), says it

is amusing to witness the eagerness of tlie Chinese
when once in many years a sHght snow falls in the
winter, to gather it into bottles, in which they suppose
its precious virtues will be preserved after it melts, and
be an efficacious remedy for fevers.

Heports of sQo&pitftls.

CHARITY HOSPITAL, BLACKWELL'S
ISLAND, X. y.

A SUCCESSFUL CASE OF TRANSPLANTATION.

Bv Eafael Morales, M.D., Resident Surgeoic.

Bridget Connor, age forty-three, a native of Ireland,

single, domestic, was admitted to Charity Ho-pital,

Ward 10, September 22, 1S70. Patient has always
been heahhy, and gives no history of any specific

trouble ; states that seven years ago, she noticed a
redness of the skiu over the internal malleolus of left

leg, extending completely around and to a point halt-

way between the ankle and knee-joint; it was accom-
panied by considerable pain and swelling, but no
varicose veins could be detected at the time. This
condition of things existed for about two years, when
a small ulcer formed over the internal malleolus and
from this point extended gradually in every direction.

At this time was treated by a physician in the coun-
try, but with no beneficial result. The ulcer con-
tinued to increase in size for six months, and she

presented herself for treatment with an abraded
surface about the size of the present one. She re-

mained here for a year and a half, during which time

various methods of treatment were pursued. Among
others, the ulcer was strapped, which reduced it to

the size of two inches in diameter. At that time she

went out and placed herself under the care of another
physician, but at the expiration of ten monllis she re-

turned for the second time, with the ulcer as large as at

the time other first admission. The former treatment
was ]iursued, with the effect of reducing it to the size

of a silver dollar. In about eight month- she went out

again, and three months after (Sept. 22, 1870), she

applied here for the third time, presenting an ulcer

irregular in shape, extending fi-om the internal mal-
leolus upwards lor about ten inches ; also from inter-

nal border of tibia, about four inches in width at the

upper part, and about five or six at the lower, involv-

ing part of the external surface of leg ; very irri-

table and painful. Various remedies were used, but

none gave good resul s. January 4, 1871, 1 took charge

of the case, and ordered it to be pouliiced for two
weeks with the good effect of cleaning it and reliev-

ing it from all pain and discomfort. Now being in a

healthy condition, I transplanted eight pieaes of skin,

each about the size of a pin-head, from the inside of the

left thigh by a method not yet alluded to, and first pro-

posed by Prof. Frank H. Hamilton, which is simply

by laying the small fragments on the ulcer without
scraping, rubbing, or incising the granulations, the frag-

ments being retained by adhesive-plaster, which had
previously been greased at the points of contact with

the new skin. In about eight days the dressings were
removed, and the pieces found adherent and about the

size of the thumb nail. Ten more pieces were again

transplanted by the same method with the hke success

in about the same time. Since then I have transplant-

ed several other pieces on different occasions. At pres-

ent March 10 (only a period of forty-eight days) the

pieces are thoroughly united, and the ulcer completely

healed.

Purification of Water.—Water may be purified by
the addition of chloride of iron, in the proportion of

half a grain to a quart of water. The impurities are in

this manner, to a great extent, separated, and by the fur-

ther addition of soda 1 J grain to a quart, the iron is

precipitated.

—

Boston Journal of Chemistry.
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progress of ilUliical Science.

CuMATOLOGY OF Bright's DISEASE.—Gouvemeur
M. Smith, M.D., New York (Trans. New York Acad-
emy of Medicine), does not doubt that climate is an

element in the causation of Bright's disease—referring

to the form of the malady represented by granular de-

generation. The inhabitants of the poles and of the

tropics are comparatively exempt from the disease,

owing to the lact that the climates to which they are

exposed are either uniformly cold or equably warm.
The annual mean temperature of the city of New York
and vicinity is 61° F., and therefore it is a location

especially favoring the development of Bright's disease.

It is consequently not surprising that here the malady
is so frequently encountered. During the year 186"

the deaths in New York city numbered 23,441, of

which number 425 were from Bright's disease. Ro-
chester and Providence, with climates cooler than

that of New York, have a considerably less mortality

from Bright's disease. This comparative immunity
may be partially attributed to the fact that these places

are nearest the outskirts of the Biightian tract, and
partially to the reason that intemperance is less pre-

valent in those cities than in this locality. ' Dr. Smith
believes that the hability to this disease is diiniui.shed

where the vicissitudes of the weather are less abrupt
than in this locality ; in other words, that the climatic

element of causation decreases both in more northern
and more southern latitudes. The southern part of our
Union seems to p^o^ellt a place of refuge to one threat-

ened with Bright's disease, or to one who has recovered
from its more .serious symptoms, and appears to offer a
residence in which he is less exposed to excite irritation

in parts of the kidneys which may be unaffected, or

which may be but partially diseased. In following the

isothermal line of 60" F., we find it commencing near
the northern part of North Carolina, running through
Chapel HiU and Raleigh, thence along the northern
part of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and
Texas; tlience crossing the continent and running
northward on the Pacific coast, north of Sacramento,
to about the 40'' of latitude. In conclusion, he siys :—

•

"It behooves all, therefore, who reside in this metropolis

during the wintor months, to maintain a constantly
uniform and normal temperature ; an object which can
only be attained by suitable diet, warm clothing, and a

due attention to the warming of apartments."

Tracheotomy in Croup.— Dr. Guersant {Medical
News and Library) gives the subjoined indications ne-
ce-i.»itating the operation of tracheotomy. The first

indication is, that the suffocation and asphyxia from
which the patient suffers, shall be permanent and with-
out intermission. The second indication is, that the
disease shall be local and not general. In the former
state the patient is in the most favorable condition ; in

the latter there is but little chance of success. In tact,

if false membranes exist in the nose or behind the ears,

or, as is frequently the case, there is ulceratioi even in

the vulva ; if there are many enlarged glands under
the jaw, and if the urine is albuminous, it is necessary
for the operator to know that he has very little or no
chance of success. The third indication is, that the
patient shall be at least two years old. The number
ofsuccessful operations performed prior to that period
has been very small, and the cases are only exceptional
in which tracheotomy has succeeded in children of six
months, a year, and eighteen months; and yet the
successful result achieved by M. Scouttetten on a child
of sii months, and that of M. Masheurat La<remar, in-

duce him not always to decline operating on children

under a year old.

HypoDER.«ic Injections of Strychnia.—Dr. Reu-
ben A. Vance, of New York {Journal of Psychological

Medicine), refers to thirteen cases of paralysis, which,

with the exception of three cases, were either greatly

improved or completely cured by hypodermic injections

of strychnia. Its speedy action and greater efficacy,

the power it possesses of unmasking organic disease of

the cord, in doubtful cases, makes it a valuable diag-

nostic aid in certain cases of paraplegia. Too great

care cannot be exercised upon the solution intended

for subcutaneous injection. The solution made with
dilute phosphoric acid is better than with sulphuric

acid. With the former a smaller quantity is required

to dissolve the strychnia, and the solution, upon stand-

ing, does not become filled withflocculi, as in the latter

case. No stated quantity will serve as a dose in all

instances, and in this respect each ca~e will require

separate study. For an adult it is perfectly safe to

administer as much as the one-tenth of a grain ;
but so

large a dose is rarely necessary. The safest plan is to

commence with a minimum quantity—say, the si.xlieth

of a grain—and increase it gradually as the patient

becomes accustomed to the effects of the drug and the

necessities of the case require. This mctliod of treat-

ment is far from being applicable lo all forms of paraly-

sis. Its employment in cases of organic disc.ise of the

spinal cord, such as meningitis, myelitis, congestion of

tlie cord, or tumors, is radically wrong, and can result

in nothing but injury to the patient.

Ready Method of CRANiAt, Comparison.—It occur-

red to Dr. T. W. Fisher, of Boston {Boston Medical and
Surgical Journal), not long since, to utilize the outline

patterns taken by hatters with the formatoir, and to

obtain from them a standard of comparison for certain

dimensions of the head. The following results are

offered :—Out of one hundred miniature outlines taken

by the instrument by Klous & Co., the extremes of size,

by length, were 8 n; and 6 ,",; inches ; by breadth, 6,V
and b'fs inches. The actual area of an aver.nge head
is 36 inches. The difference in shape gives rise to four

principal forms: the rectangular, the ellipsoidal, the

round, and the ovoid. Of these, the latter is by far the

more common type. The left side preponderates slightly

in the averiiges, and the most maiked ca^es of a.sym-

metry are of the left side. Eighty-five male adult

heads were carefully measured with the formateur, at

the Boston Hospital for the Insane. It was evident

that the average insane head is considerably smaller in

all the dimensions than the sane. There were, in fact,

(our heads among the eighty-five insane ones too narrow

to be accurately measured by the instrument. Cases of

congenital deficiency, in which the history should be

vi-anting or withheld, might perhaps by this means be

detected.

Case of a Foreign Body Remaining Four Years
IN the Lung.—Dr. G. H. \V. Herrick {Boston Medical

and Surgical Journal) relates the case of a boy, fourteen

months old, who swallowed a shawl-pin two inches

long, with a head as large as a small pea, and four years

afterwards was seized with a severe attack of coughing,

and spat out the pin. It was very brittle, being easily

broken ; the head was still united to about two-thirds

of the stem. Some small pieces came up with it at the

same time, making up the full length of the pin. The
spasmodic cough ceased.

Functional Nervous Disorders.-—Wm. R. Fisher,

M.D., New York, in a monograph on " THie Application

of Localized Movements to the Treatment of Certain
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Functional Disorders," states that persons wlio are bed-
ridden I'rom functional disorders are not usually weak-
minded wiimen, naturally predisposed to an ascendency
of the emoiioiis; but, on the contrary, the intelligent,

the cultivated, and those who are accustomed to devote

much of th'-ir time to works of benevolence and charity,

with too little regard for self-interest in matters of com-
fort, occupation, and health, make up in large proportion

the bulk of sufferers from this variety of nervous dis-

tubrance. Excessive mental or physical labor in con-

nection with our charitable assorialions, or in individual

efforts to contribute to the slender means of a strug-

gling family, ave prolific agents in producing this condi-

tion among our women ; while the influence in the

same directi^ n of sudden shocks upon a person in feeble

health, as Ijy physical injury, unexpected reverses in

fortune, domestic affliction, and the like, may readily

be appreciated. An acute disease may in its subsidence
leave the patient in a state of utter helplessness, from
which recovery does not take place because the mind
remains unconscious ofreturning strength. It may be as-

sociated with a chronic disease of some particular organ,

or the determining cause may act so insidiously as to

elude the notii-e of the patient and physician. But it is

probable that the majority of cases which arise between
the ages of twi-nty-five and thirty-five have their oiigin

in the peculiar relation which exists between the female
organization and the proper gratification of the mater-
nal instinct. The state of marriage is well-nigh an
absolute essential to the perfect health and happiness of
a woman, since by entering it at a suitable age, not
only is the se.xual appetite turned from channels of
imtnoral thought and practice to the peifurmance of its

physiological function, but occupation and ao aim in

life are supplied for mind and body, as by nature for

the maintenance of the necessary equilibrium between
her vital forces.

The PnENOMENA or De.*th by Drowxi.vo and Cold
•—Dr. Richardson has shown, amongst other ex-
periments, that fish which would be p-'esumed to be
dead from what he called " glacial death," were easily

recoverable. His view as to the suddenness of the
collap.se of the body in water at freezing-point is, that

the exhaustion follows on peripheral nervous shock,

due to the cold, and quick succeeding exhaustion
of the neivous centres. Thus the temperature of
the brain was reduced to 56° F., in an animal drowned
in freezing water, while the temperature of the
chest and abdomen was at 76' F. Death from
drowning under ice i^. Dr. Richardson stales, one
of the most rapid of deaths, and is completed, he be-
lieves, with so quick an extinction of consciousness
as to be actually painless. The heart retains its power
of action, the blood remains fluid, and the muscles keep
up their irritability for a long time after apparent dis-

solution
;
and so favorable are all the conditions for re-

newal of living action, even for two hours, that a con-
siderable advance in the practice of resuscitation must
follow upon further careful and laborious experimental
research.

—

Lancet.

Unity of Syphilitic Poison.—Mr. Morgan made a
communicat'on to the Surgical Society of Ireland,

in which he advanced arguments which went to
prove the unity of the s3-philitic poison, as opposed
to the generally received theory of its duality. In
his experience of cases at the Westmoreland Lock
Hospital, Dublin, such a thing as a hard chancre is

scarcely known, whereas this form of sore is by no
means so rare among the men who are infected by the
same class of women as is received into that Hospital
.Mr. Morgan also mentioned several individual instances

in which he was enabled to trace the communication
of the disease, showing itself by ihehard chancie in

the male, from that manifestng itself by the soft chancre

the female. The author's views weie also borne out

by the result of his investigations as to the effects of

the inoculation of .syphilitic discharge upon patients

previously diseased^^niisA Med. Journal.

Iodide of AjiMONirM Preferred to Iodide of Potas-
sium.—Dr. J. W. Curran (Medical Press arid Circular)

is confirmed in the belief that iodide of ammonium is

more potent in therapeutics than iodide of potassium.

He gives it the preference in the treatment of glandu-

lar affections, and extols it highly in cutaneous erysip-

elas. His method of applying it in erysipelas is in the

form of ointment spread on lint, as well as internally.

The ointment is composed of 30 grains of the iodide

to an ounce of simple cerate. He says it rapidly pro-

motes absorption of the effusion underneath the skin,

and has been uniformly successful in 16 cases. He also

gives internally four grains three times a day, with in-

fusi(m of cinchona. " I am proud to say," he continues,
" that the rash has never spread beyond the anointed
hnt."

The Size of the Drop of Different Fluids.—Dr.

'

Cotting recently presented to the Obstetrical Society of
Boston, the subjoined results of experiments made for

him by a reliable apothecary, the object being to ascer-

tain the size of the drop of different fluids; tlie ex-

periment consisted simply in letting thirty drops fall

into a minim glass, and measuring the number of
minims.

/ When dropped from a ,

Shop-bottle. 1 oz. -vial. 4 oz. viaL

30 gtt. tinct. opii = 15 min. 20 min. 15 min.
(2d trial) = 15 " 15 " 15 "

30 gtt. tr. aconit. rad. = 15 " 17 " 17 "

(2d trial) = 14 " 12 " 15 "

30 gtt. vin. colch. rad. = 20 " 20 " 20 "

(2d trial) = 20 " 20 " 17 "

30 gtt. filt. rain water = 30 " 30 " 30 "

—Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

Hysterical Arthralgia.— Sir Benjamin Brodie
found that a fifth part of all the women who consulted

him on account of pains in the joints were suffering

from what he considered to be hysterical arthralgia.

Maggots in the Ear.—Dr. C. Robertson, of Albany,
N. T. (Buffalo Med. and Surg. Journal), at the Decem-
ber meeting of the Albany County Medical Society,

spoke of the case of a lady, who, while on a picnic,

heard a fly buzzing about her ears, but did net think of

the circumstance again until after the lapse of a few
days, when she felt some irritation in one ear. When
consulted. Dr. R removed some parasites with
aural forceps, which had penetrated beyond the mem-
brana tympani. Sweet oil was poured into the ear,

which was retained for awhile; shortly, one came to

the surface, apparently searching for breath ; this gave
relief for ten minutes. More were observed, which
were extracted with the forceps. The after-treatment

consisted in syringing the ear with warm water. The
opening in the tympanum closed, and her hearing

became perfect.

A Case of Elepfantiasis Arabum.—Probably as

perfect a specimen of elephantiasis as is to be found in

any country, is illustrated in the Buffalo Medical and
Surgical Journal, and described by Dr. H. D. Ingraham,
of Kennedy, N. Y. The patient, m.ile, born in this

State in 1838, noticed in 1858 an enlargement of the

left leg, which has continued to increase ever since,
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with the exception of three or four weeks in the fall of

1859, when Prof. Frank H. Hamilton succeeded in the

reduction of the enlarged limb to about its normal size.

The skin of the foot closely resembles that of the ele-

phant. The limb now measures at its principal points
of variation, fifty-seven, twenty-nine, thirty-six, and
thirty inches ; the measurement of the instep is twenty-
two inches; that of tbe foot sixteen. The nates are of

the natural size, as also the right testicle, while the

scrotum is fourteen inches iu circumference. The
patient is the eldest of seven children. Ilis weight
was formerly from 135 to HO pounds, while he now
weighs from 280 to 300 pounds.

Torsion in Hip-Joint Amput.ition.—Dr. Wni. Mac-
Cormac, Surg, to the General Hospital, Belfast (British

Med. Journal), refers to the first hip-joint amputation
made by him at Balan, in the late Franco-Pru3?;ian
war, where the patient survived the operation only four

days. The femoral artery was twisted, and no hem-
orrhage occurred. He supposes tliis is the largest

arterial trunk to which torsion has ever been applied.

SuLPHFR IN Croup.—Dr. Lanini, in Lo SperimentaJe,
of Florence, of December, 1870, writes that he has
treated membranous croup successfully with powdered
sulphur in doses of a .scruple every two hours. He
reports a case occurring in a girl of eight years, where

i

all other remedies with which he was acquainted had
faded to give relief. After the second do.se of the
sulphur, the dr3' cough was diminished, and she soon

!

began to expectorate casts of the bronchial tubes, some
of which were nearly an inch in length. The treat- I

ment was continued two days, and the patient did well,
j

The doctor was induced to try the remedy in conse-
quence of the experiments and recommendations of

jDoctor Banieri Bellini, Professor of Toxicology in the '

Royal Institute at Florence, published in the Septem-
ber number of the Sperimtntale of 1869.

Three Cases of Bronchocele Sccoessfully Removep.
—In 1866, Dr. Wm. Warren Greene, of Maine, pub-
lished in the Medical Record the report of a case of
large bronchocele successfully removed, and advocated
the propriety of an operation in similar cases.
He (Am. Jourii. Med. Sciences) lias now the satis-

iaction to add two other successful ca^^es, and believes
that a careful examination of them w.U convince his
professional brethren that excision of an enlarged
thyroid gland is a legitimate operation. The two
latter patients were females, aged 40 and 35 years.
The steps of the operation, as he performed it, are

,

briefly these : 1st. Exposure of the tumor by linear !

incision of ample length, avoiding most sedulously any
\

\vounding of the tumor or its fascia propria. 2d. Di-
vision of the fascia propria upon the director. 3d.
Its reflection and the enucleation of the tumor with
the fingers and handle of tlie scalpel, paying no attention
to hemorrhage, however profuse, but going as rapidly as
possible to the base of the gland and compressing the
thyroid arteries. 4th. Transfixion of the pedicle from
below upward with a hlunt curved needle armed with
a double ligature, and tying each half, or, when prac-
ticable, dividing the pedicle into as many portions as
there are main arterial trunks and tying each portion
separately. 5th. Excision of the gland and subsequent
dressing of the wound as in ordinary cashes.

In conclusion, he remarks that it "is and always will
be exceedingly rare that this operation is warrantable

;

never, for relief of deformity or discomfort merely;
only, to save life.

Chloroform Vapor in Tenesmus.—Dr. G. Kaiser has

used with much benefit the vapor of chloroform to re-
lieve the tenesmus of acute and chronic dysentery. He
puts a drachm of chloroform in a three-ounce bottle, at-

taching over the neck a rubber, and attaching to the
other end a bard rubber or metallic canula. The canula
is inserted in the rectum, and the bottle placed in warm
water until the chloroform has evaporated. This is to

be repeated two or three times a day until the tenes-
mus subsides.

—

Nashville. i Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

Sulphate of Iron in Suppuration.—A child burned
nearly over the whole body was recently brought to

the Child's Hospital at Lausanne. The suppuration was
so abundant that the ward in which the patient lay
became uninhabitable. The child was then placed in a
bath containing two handfuls of sulphate of iron. The
cessation of pain was almost immediate. After repeat-
ing the bath twice a day, for fifteen or twenty minutes
at a time, the suppuration moderated, the fetid odor
disappeared, and the patient rapidly recovered.

—

Bost.

Jour, of Chemistry.

The SpHYGMOGRAPn Ts Epilepsy.—M. Voisin, in the
Scalpel, says that epileptic fits or vertigo produce— 1st,

a broken curve; 2d, a more than ordinary length of

ascending lines; and 3d, dicrotism, wh'cli persists one
or more hours after the fit. These characters are

observed only at the time of the fit, and are noticed in

healthy individuals whose circulation is disturbed by a
long march or by a prolonged muscular eflbrt. These
sphygmographic signs are absent iu simulated epilepsy.

Milk in Diabetes Mellitus.—A. S. Duncan, M.D.
(Lancet), strongly advocates the treatment of diabetes

with skim-milk exclusively. In tbe first place the milk
diet is not objected to by the patient, but is relished,

especially at the outset, when the thirst is excessive.

The milk is as far superior to the meat diet as this was
to any previously used ; but it must be persevered in

methodically and exclusively until convalescence is

established. The use of milk for twenty-four hours
will produce marked improvement; the quantity and
density of the urine will fall, thirst and voracious appe-
tite Will disappear, the skin becomes moist and per-

spiration is re-established, the troublesome nervous
symptoms are abated, and refreshing sleep succeeds to

the previous sleepless, restless condition rendered intol-

erable by the incessant thirst. In two cases recorded
this rapid improvement was noted. In another case, on
the same treatment, at the end of three days, and with
no other remedy, the urine fell from twenty-three pints

sp. gr. 1038, to .six pints. The other prominent symp-
toms of the disease also underwent a like rapid change
for the better. The sugar of milk is altogether inno-

cuous in the disease, as has been shown by experiment.
It supplies the system with a saccharine, proximate,
elementaiy principle, equivalent to such as vegetable

food affords. The sugar of milk is destined to supply,

for the nutrition of the young, an equivalent for the

amylaceous and saccharine principles of the food of
adults. Sugar in moderate quantities is not injurious

in diabetes. It cannot be again converted into sugar
by any morbid process in the liver or elsewhere, and
hence cannot furnish a pabulum for the elaboration of
diabetic sugar. The success of the milk treatment
shows that in this disease it is not necessary to restrict

the amount of fluid taken by the patient; the thirst

bears a definite relation to the quantity of sugar void-

ed, and subsides as the latter is reduced. AU the

patients Dr. D. has treated were left wholly on the use
of skim-milk until convalescence had been for some time
established, when lean meat and green vegetables wer«
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added for dinner. Two cafes of Bright's disease were
also recorded, in which the skim-milk treatment was
used with excellent results.

Varicose Ulcer of Twelte Years' Standikg Cured
BY Obliteration of Veins.—M. A. McClelland, M.D.,
Knoxville, 111., writes : "Patient an Irish laborer aged
55 years. Was under treatment five weeks for vari-

cose ulcer of right leg. The ulcer first manifested

itself twelve years ago and had been subjected to

various methods of treatment, among which may be
mentioned bandaging, blistering, &c. The treatment
instituted at this time was merely calculated to put

patient in a good condition for obliteraiioc of the vari-

cose veins. On Nov. 7th, patient being in excellent

health, I placed and secured compresses over external

and internal saphena veins and injt'Cted into the veins

below the compresses 30 rn, of g SoL Persulphate of

iron nixx, Aq. Pur. Hlxl. I introduced the injections

at six diHerent points. Left the compresses in situ

to prevent escape of coagula into the circulation.

Xov. 8. Considerable pain in the course of the veins.

Firm clots have formed in the saphenous trunks
and anastomosing branches. Compresses loosened a

little and the whole lower limb covered with water
dressing. Pulse normal. Skin cool. Nov. 9. A good
deal of soreness in the limb especially near the punc-
tures, also tenderness and a slight superficial redness.

Patient did not sleep any last night. Pulse slightly

accelerated. Directed magnesia sulph. | ss. et cream
tartar 3 ij

, to be followed as soon as bowels moved
by morph. gr. ^ every 4 or 6 hours. 7. p.m. P. ex-
presses himself as much better. The soreness not
near so great. Ordered continuance of the water
dressing and morphine. The isinglass strips with
which the points of punctures were covered were re-

moved in the morning, which had, perhaps;, something
to do with the subsidence of the soreness. Nor: 12.

There has been considerable redness and tenderness
about the limb the past three days, and at one of the

points, a point at which I have had doubts about the

injection being thrown into the vein, there has been
some discharge of an unhealthy-looking pus. Gave
Tr. Ferri Chloridi git, xxx. ter die. Also Pil. Opii

comp. (i gr. opii) night and morning. The ulcer is

filling up and healing nicely. Removed compresses
and bandage. Have had water dressing constantly

applied. Patient sleeps well and expresses himself as

feeling well. Noi: 16. There has been considerable

discharge of pus from several points. The pus from
the first point is of a more healthy character. The
limb is losing its bronzed hue. The pain and heat are

also subsiding. P. continues his soap and opimn pills,

and Tr. ofIron, with nutritious diet. Xov. 30. The patient

has continued iron and nutritious food, with opium
pills. He now leaves off the iron and takes instead

. Liq. Pot. Arsenitis and bathes leg with an inftision

of oak bark. Ulcer healed. The leg troubled with ex-
foliation of epidermis and pruritus. Dec. 15. Leg well
and patient at work.

" Too hirge a quantity of the iron solution was used.

Two minims of the above solution at points two inches

apart is sufficient and would obviate suppuration. The
operation is a safe one by observing to have patient

in good condition, using a solution of proper strength
and in proper quantity, and by having compresses
firmly secured to prevent escape of coagula into the
circulation."

The CoNSTRicxrKG Silver Ligature.—In the prize es-

say on the " Treatment of Aneurism, with Experiments
for the Closure of Arteries by a New Method," by Benj.
Howard, M.D., of New York, published in the Trans-

actions of the American Medical Association, it is stated

;

1st, That the constricting silver ligature is sufficient to

induce permanent closure of an artery. 2d, That its

use is free from deitructive inflammation. 3d, That the

looseness of the ligature, as described, is essential io its

permanence. As far as he can ascertain, closure of arte-

ries by his method has never befure been accomplished

nor sugge-ted. After careful search he tails to End a

recorded instance of ligature in which equal permanence
has been demonstrated. Dr. Howard calls our atten-

tion to the following important typographical error in

the Transactions: The fourth paragraph, page 566,

should read destructive inflammation, instead of " disiinct-

ii'e' infl.mmation, as printed.

Treatment of Sciatica.—Dr. J. Waring Curran {Med.

Press and Circular) usually treats this affection as fol-

lows: In a small porcelain vessel one grain of morphia
and three grains of extract of belladonna are mixed
with six drops of creasote. He gets the patient out

of bed, standing as erect as the nature of the disease

will permit, and begins making small incisions half

an inch long, with an intervening space of three

inchi s between each incision, cutting only through

the skin and subcutaneous cellular tis.sues. The inci-

sions aie made alternate on each side of the nerve,

bepinning unilerneath the fold of the gluteus maximus.
Having wiped ofi' the effused blood, the composition is

quickly rubbed in. The morphia and belladonna allay

the pain, and the creasote sets up, if properly appUed,

a certain amount of local irritation, which is very

desirable.

To every patient suffering from sciatica he exhibits

iodide of ammonium, believing that its therapeutic

power is superior to the iodide of potassium ; but in

no complaint will this be appreciated more than in the

eruptive stages of syphilis and in diseases of the gland-

ular system. The patient bent double with acute pain,

will be found, after the incisions are made and the

morphine composition rubbed in, able to move his leg

freely in any direction.

Carbolic Acid in Obstinate LEucoRRntEA.— Dr.

Whitaker, of Cin. ( Cin. Lancet and Observer), speaks

highly of carbohc acid in the treatment of obstinate

leucoirhcea. The application is made upon the cotton-

wrapped sound. The instrument, so enveloped, is first

introduced and the uterine surface cleansed ; a new
layer of cotton is substituted, medicated by immersion
in a solution of proper strength, and appUed to every

portion of the uterine cavity.

Cardiac Hypertrophy.—Of 506 cases of granular

kidney, reported by Carnael, cardiac hypertrophy was
present in 177, while in 93 of these there was no val-

vular lesion.

Abstinence from Purgattves in Cases of Operative
Surgery.—Dr. Theodore A. MGraw, of Detroit (De-

troit Review of Medicine and Pliarmacy), reports a

favorable case of excision of the elbow-joint, and
alludes to one point in the treatment which he would
specially insist upon, as well as in all cases of operative

surgery, viz. : the abstinence from all purgatives until

the fever resulting from the injury has subsided. Mr.
Skey first called the attention of the profession to the

injurious effects of purgation immediately after the

loss of blood, asserting correctly that Nature refused to

allow the fluids of the body to pass by the bowels until

the vital fluid had recovered its proper volume. The
same rule should be observed when great injuries have
occurred with but little loss of blood. The shock to the

nervous system, and the surgical fever following, alike

contra-indicate purgative medicine.
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THE NAVAL STAFF RANK CON-
TROVERSY.

In the good old days when the whole country was

more finiple in its habits and tastes, when wealth was
more limited, and shoddy had not planted its aristocra-

cy, when naval officers knew each other as naval offi-

cers only, and not as repellant corps ; in those early

days, when these men of the sea were banded into one

family by the sympathies of poverty and patriotism

with almost a common purse and a mess wardrobe ; in

those days, the grand old heroes of the navy, Hull,

Jones, Bainbridgo, Warrington, Eodgers, and others,

in the magnanimity and generosity of their hearts,

came up to the authorities of their country, and in the

following clear and simple language asked that their

medical associates should share the honors enjoyed by

themselves. In a letter of May, 1816, to the Secretary

of the Navy, they say :

—

"We feel it, therefore, as a duty incumbent on ns to

state, that we consider ihe Medical Department ofsuch
great importance to the navy of our country, that no
reasonable measures ought to be omitted which could 1

have a tendency to retain in the service the profession-
al ability of those gentlemen who, by their experience,
knowledge, zeal, and humanity, have procured the
esteem and confidence of those with whom they have
been associated

;
and we also beg leave to express our

beUef that no reasonable inducements would be ob- !

jected to by Congre,-s to procure for those who are
'

engaged in a perilous service, and who are constantly
exposed to the diseases of all climates, the best medical
aid which the country afiords. To eflect this, it must
be obvious that tiie rank and pecuniary emolument of
medical officers ought to bear some proportion to what
gentlemen of professional eminence would be entitled in

private life
; and we consider that justice requires they

should, at all events, receive a compensation and rank
equal to wliat has been enjoyed by the medical officers

of the army."

Together they had lieard the roar of battle, and
\

shared the glories of tho.se victories which gave the

United States Navy its early fame. These old officers,

both of line and staff, it is worthy of note, were fresh

from the people, neither coming through any schools of

special training to imbibe false notions of narrow and

offensive cxclusiveness. The war of 1812, with a na-

tion of our own blood and race, was the baptism of the

U. S. Navy, which had its birth and influicy in the

revolutionary and Tripolitan contests.

These fraternal sympathies maintained their influ-

ences for some years after the conflicts in which they

were born, and probably never were obliterated be-

tween the officers who had been personally associated

in those conflicts. But as we necessarily came to station

squadrons on tlic coasts of foreign powers, their natu-

ral and most intimate association was with those of the

same race, language,and usages—those of Great Britain,

upon whose navy ours was clumsily modelled. The

fact of recent hostile relations tended to make closer

those of social intercourse between British and Ameri-

can naval officers, from the fact that warriors of magna-

nimity feel an affection for antagonists whom they have

been taught to respect by honorable coiiflict, and wil-

lingly dispelled its clouds in the sunshine of festive asso-

ciation. But in this intercourse a prominent distinction

between the two services was observed, growing out of

the very different social conditions of the two countries.

The one a nation of classes broadly separated, legally

recognized, and admitted by all as normal ; the other

a people without legalized social distinctions, and with

all its citizens equal before the law. The existing

national distinction controlled in officering the Royal

Navy
;

the military branch being, as a rule, officered

from the aristocratic or governing class, unknown to

our political organization, and the allied corps officered

from the body of the people, there was brought into

the naval service the home distinctions, with every-

tliing to mark the inferior social position of the staff

officers. With the general similarity between the two

services, with an absence of years from the healthful

influences of home institutions, the dying out of the

war fraternization, and that tendency natural to men
entrusted with authority to assume everywhere and at

all times personal superiority, our line or military offi-

cers began to assume a social, inherent, and aristocratic

superiority over their staff brethren of equal citizenship

at home, and sometimes of the same family. An
assumption the more offensive and incongruous, because

at home the social position (as determined by local

society) of the staff might be superior to that of the

line officer.

It could not be olherwise than that such unnatural as-

sumptions would beget continued and increasing dis-

content on the part of the staff, which, though slum-

bering for a time, must finally assume the form of open

protest. The essential differences between the two

services was shown in another apparently paradoxical

iilu.stration. The legalized aristocratic position of the

British naval hne placed them, from their own stand-

point, equally above all our officers, line and staff. In

this respect all tlie Republic officers were, nautically, in

one boat ; and this organic high elevation of the British

officer placed him above jealousy of his learned plebeian
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associate. And hence, to secure able men in the medi-

cal corps, the British Government did not hesitate to

give it a liigher rank than any known to the line corps

of the IT. S. Navy. But the continually unsettled and

unfixedpositionof the American officer, losing at home

whatever pretence of social superiority he had assumed

over the stuff-officer abroad, begat a vigilant jealousy

of every advantage, every right, every claim to justice

asked for by tlie staff; and this, perhaps, has been the

source of the incomprehensible energy of the persist-

ent opposition given to the claims of medical and other

staff officers in the U. S. Navy. In the whole U. S.

Navy, there being no capital of aristocracy on the Bri-

tish system, those who had the shadow of a resemblance

to it thought the sliadow worth contending for.

By Act of Congress in 1828, the "Surgeon's Mate,"

who was appointed by favor and without any standard

of qualilieation, gave place to the "Assistant Surgeon,"

whose qualifications were strictly scrutinized by a

Board of Medical Examiners. Under the new system,

a body of well-educated and honorably ambitious

young men entered the service, who soon found their

condition inconsistent with their position as commis-
sioned officers, and were httle disposed to submit un-

complainingly to the pretensions of their line associates.

They were, by the usages of the service, placed in the

same apartments and associated with the midshipmen,

whose juvenile habits were not favorable to professional

study or preparation for the second examination re-

quired before being made full Surgeon. This was in im-

itation of the Brilisli usages as regarded medical officers.

The first public protest against this state of affairs,

known to us, was an article in the Madmonian—the

Government organ at Washington during the adminis-

tration of President Tyler, in 1841—called the " Social

Relations of Medical Officers in the U. S. Navy." Tliis

was soon followed, in 1842, by a pamphlet, " E.xposi-

tioa of the unjust and injurious relations of Medical

Officers in the IT. S. Navy." It may well be supposed

that a literary body, such as that of the medical corps of

the navy, with so much to stimulate their pens, would
not rest idle under any convictions of wrong and injus-

tice
;
and down to the late settlement of the question

by Act of Congress 'Jaring a period of thirty years,

the energies of the press have been engaged in discuss-

ing this reform, generally on the side of the staff

through the whole contest, and towards its close

almost unanimously so. The oldest and most volumi-

noiif, .jy-nters in the medical corps have been Surgeons

Clymer, Rusehenberger, and Wood. In addition to

the labors of their own corps, the medical officers of

the navy have had the aid of their professional

brethren throughout the country, individually, and
in county and State societies. The American
Medical Apsociation has repeatedly thrown its weight
upon their side, and some of the most dislinguLshed

literary men and able newspaper writers of these many
years have given their pens to the cause. It has had

that endorsement of right and that assurance of success

which is given by this earnest sympathy of the people,

the press, and the intelUgence of the country. These

influences have been generally effective down to the

present time. Although secretaries of the navy, when
they first enter the department, are almost exclusively

in contact with the most powerful influences of the

line, attention to this subject has, in almost every in-

stance, caused them to favor the interests, first of the

medical, and then of the other staff-corps. In 1843,

the Hon. Judge Upshur ordered a board of the senior

surgeons in the navy to prepare a plan of rank,

and of rules and regulations for the government of

the medical corps, and the administration of all medi-

cal charges. This Board, by its action, showed its

interest in the discipline of the service; for although

exclusively of medical officers, it first made the provi-

sion that commanding officers of any grade should have

rank and seniority over all medical officers, thus refu-

ting the charge brought against them of seeking by

their rank to interfere with military command and

discipline. The report of this Board, proposing a better

code of regulations for the medical department of the

navy than any before or since suggested, was printed

and lay unnoticed in the Bureau of Medicine and Sur-

gery. As another step of progress, in 1844, the follow-

ing general order very much improved the condition

of assistant surgeons, especially as it gave them a right

to a small private apartment:

—

" NAVY DEPARTjrEST, Dcc. 16, 1844.

" Assistant Surgeons on board all national vessels are

entitled to mess and have quarters with ward-room
officers, and to receive the usual courtesies of such

oflicers. J. Y. Mason."

This little revolutionary order of Judge Mason was

accepted most cheerfully by our whole navy, for all

had .seen the false position of the assistant surgeon, and

before its promulgation it was much the custom to

invite assistant surgeons into the ward-room mess.

This courtesy assistant surgeons, at great personal dis-

comfort, sometimes declined, not willing to be in a

position as guests on sufferance, which as commissioned

officers they felt to be their right. Upon one occasion,

in 1829, Commodore Jesse Duncan Elliott, of Lake

Erie fame, anticipated Judge Upshur's order fifteen

years, by ordering the assistant surgeon into the ward-

room. But a progressive innovation like this, so

cheerfully, to its credit, accepted by oifr own navy, was

the cause of great commotion in that of Great Britain

and in the medical profession of England. A like ad-

vance was demanded there, the Admiralty opposed it,

the ministry followed the Admiralty, until it found that

such was the temper of Parliament, it must either fol-

low our example or resign on the power of a large

majority vote against its course. It avoided the neces-

sity by ordering, for their own service, the improve-

ment niade in ours,—being the first instance in which

our navy set an example to that of Great Britain, in-

stead of being its imitator.
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In 1846, the Hon. George Bancroft, being Secretary

of the Navy, took a warm interest in the subject of

rank for medical officers, as did also the U. S. Senate, '

under the influence of the Hon. John Fairfield, of
j

Maine. But a difference of opinion existed as to

whether the regulation of this rank was an executive

or legislative right, ilr. Bancroft claimed it as belong- !

ing to the executive, in which view many members of

the national legislature sustained him. He determined
'

to anticipate legislative action by a general order, and

disinterring the report of the Board of 1843, he based

his order upon its propositions with the following mo-

difications : He struck out all rank proposed for the

Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, saying

that he " wanted no military rank in the Departnjent.

All who came into it were for the time civilians, and

surrendered their military position." He added two

years to the time which the Board proposed before '

medical oflScers reached their highest rank (next to the

highest in the navy), and, unfortunately, was persuaded

to interpolate the "executive" officer as a participant

in the reserved rights of the commander—an error of

principle which has been fruitful of evil to tlie service,

really making a double and divided command. This :

order of the Navy Department met with violent op-
|

position from the line of the navy ; some took upon

themselves to disregard the superior authority of the

department, upon the pretext that it had no legislative

sanction. An official protest was made against it by

a large body of hne officers, but which was conclusive-

ly answered by the Hon. Walter Jones, of Washington

City, in an argument consistent with his reputation as

one of the first and most learned legal minds of his

time. This settled, at that time, the question of

executive prerogative, and in 1854, the regulation,

having been in force as such for eight years, was

enacted into law by Congress. With the exception of

certain regulations by the Hon. J. C. Dobbin and the

Hon. Gideon WfUes, defining and limiting the privi-

leges of the " executive " officer, no change was made '

in the position of staff officers until 1863, when four

new and higher grades having been established for

the Une of the navy—leaving the staff officers the fifth

instead of the second grade—Mr. Welles, following the

example of Mr. Bancroft, sustained by the argument of

Walter Jones, and the official opinion of Attorney-

General Bates, issued a general order raising the staff

corps (many officers of which had distinguished them-

selves in the rebellion) one grade. This remained the

rule of the service for six years, when, upon the advent

of the present administration, the Hon. Mr. Borie, on

the first of April. 1869, issued the celebrated order. No.

120, annulling the regulation of Mr. Welles. The staff

corps had no " reason to apprehend such a deed of sud-

den violence, because they stood in a position faith-

fully earned amid the hazards of a great war, in which

a large proportion of their number fell ; assured in that

position by six years of unmolested occupation, their

right sustained by the arguments and opinions of the

most eminent and learned legal minds, sanctioned by

four Attorneys-General and two administrations. The

act, so humiliating and startling to its victims, was not

intended by its authors to be permanent, or to result

so disastrously to tlie navy and to individuals. It

would be unjust to those who struck the blow to be-

lieve they foresaw its consequences. Such an assump-

tion would be inconsistent with the declarations and

known generous chnracter of those who at the time

controlled the Navy Department.

"There is every assurance that Mr. Borie deeply re-

gretted the result, and was most desirous to see it done
away with. Believing in a good to be accomplished

by the order, he issued it in full confidence that these

lower depths into which the staff corps were forced

were so unjust and so dramatically conspicuous, that

Congress would immediately redress a wrong so mark-

ed and so generally admitted."

Congress, however, failed to do so for nearly two

years, and during all this time the staff corps remained

in a most humiliating position, until they were re-

stored to their former grade, with added improve-

ments, by the bill which passed the third session of the

Forty-second Congress, on the last night of its session,

March 3d, 1871, as the result of this thirty years' naval

intestine war.

In conclusion, it may be remarked as surprising that

a question which every military service in the world

has long settled should be such a difficulty with that of

the U. S. Navy. But the reason is apparent. All

other services belong to more military governments,

the authorities of which understand the absolute ne-

cessity of a fixed rank for every military agent. But,

as a body, our national legislature could never under-

stand its significance or necessity. Each member of

Congress has been free to make his position and estab-

lish his rank by a free and open contest, with no legal

disabilities to hamper him, and hence could not recog-

nize the difficulties of those who, placed in an artificial

institution, had neither the right nor the opportunity

of determining their position, but must accept that

which the law gives them.*

To place any one in a military service without a de-

fined rank proportioned to his services and value, is to

thrust him, dressed in rags and tatters, into an exclusive

and polished society, to meetils forbearance or encoun-

ter its sneers; even worse, it is to send him naked into

a world of clothes, costumes, and ceremonies ; to send

him to the wedding without the wedding garment.

It would be doing the great body of the navy injus-

tice to infer that a subject which has now the interest

and the favor of the intelligence of the whole country,

should have received none from the line officers of the

navy. Upon the contrary, that good sense in the navy

which is not aggressive upon, orjealous of, others' rights

has been with the staff officers, and those naval heroes

• Even the civilian legislators, with the Jndees of the Supreme Conrt,

Consale, ajid Ministers, all have a military rant with military honora

when they come into ossociatian with mililary and naval iastitBUoas. _
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who are most honorably known to fame hare been the

friends and advocates of naval staff rights. There can

scarcely be named one officer who has earned an hon-

orable reputation before the country and the world,

who was an opponent of justice to the staff corps
;

and the best apology for the opposition which was made,

is in the hope that it came from those who did not un-

derstand the true principles of military organization,

and the best interests of the naval service.

UcDtcn)0 aitti notices of SooKs.

Os EpaEPST: Axatomo-Pathological SoTES. With origi-

nal Plates and Engravings. Bv if. Gon'Zales Ecuevee-
|

RIA. M.D.. etc. eta New York : William Wood & Co., '

Publishers. Gl Walker street. 1S70. 8vo. pp. 3S6. 1

The title of this work indicates its contents. The '

author " does not claim to offer any new discovery," i

though he intimates he may " shed some light on sub-
'

jects not well established." The cases of epilepsy which
Dr. Echeverria has observed during the past ten years,

in hospital and private practice, form the groundwork
of the volume. A preliminary chapter treats of the

modern doctrines respecting the nature or pathogeny of

'

epilepsy. Alter this review the question occurs. What
is epilepsy? and the answer is a reproduction, slightly

modified in language, but not imprjved, of Schroeder
van der Kolk's definition, which is as pood a one,

probably, as could have been selected. The adoption
of this definition necessarily carries with it an expres-
sion of opinion of the anatomo-physiological doctrine
held by tlie Dutch physician, namely, that the medulla
oblongata is ''the original ssjat of epilepsy," and the

author adds, that he believes besides, " the disease pri-

marily involves the vaso-motor nerves." To these views
we should be warranted in supposing Dr. Echeverria
committed if in the following chapter, on the pathologi-
cal anatomy of epilepsy, we did not find him expressing
the opinion, that degeneration of the cervical ganglion
of the sympathetic, which he has noticed in the autop-
sies of some of his cases, is " proper to the disease."

In his preface, written more than a year after the print-

ing of the book, he ^vrites: "Further opportunities of

inquiry have occurred in the meantime, giving greater
strength to my conclusions. Five additional autopsies

of epileptics have regularly displayed the alterations I

have pointed out in the sympathetic. The lesion is

constituted mainly by a proliferation of the connective
elements, and their subsequent substitution to the
nerve-cells and fibres, finally undergoing retrograde
degeneration. The change exhibited itself in various
stages, throughout the nervous plexus around the cere-
bral and vertebral arteries, and in the cervical sympa-
thetic. It operates essentially in the operations of
the capillaries in the brain and medulla, and I am
not aware of any mention made of such a lesion of
the sympathetic as proper to epilepsy." Here we
have described all the nistjlogical characters of sclerosis

of the nervous tissue, and its course to regressive meta-
morphosis

; in other words those nutritional changes
which have long been under the name of chronic inflam-
mation of these tissues. We are inclined still to look
upon them as secondary, occasional, and accidental,

and no wise as constituting an essential anatomical char-
acter of epilepsy, or as throwing light upon its patho-
geny. More observations and better evidence are re-
quired to establish the author's thesis.

Chapter III. contains an analysis of 306 cases of epi-

lepsy, and has much interesting matter concerning sex,

age, and hereditary influence in connection with the

disease.

Chapter lY. is devoted to Acfidental Causes, and
Chapter V. to the Frequency and Nature of the Epilep-

tic Attacks, Aura, Paralytic Symptoms, Appearance of

the Retina, State of the Circulation and Respiration,

and Changes of the Urine. A large mass of clinical

facts is used in valuable illustration.

With regard to the treatment of Epilepsy, the subject

of Chapter VI., nothing new or verj' satisfying is said.

Chief rehance is placed on the bromide of potassium,

but no new facts are brought forward as evidence of

its curative power. The violence of ihe paroxysms
was lessened in many of the cases in which the author

used it, and the intervals between the fits were often

much lengthened. We find it slated, "as an acknow-
ledg.'d fact, that any hydrotherapic (-peutic?) course

which will render more regular and active the peri-

pheral circulation will prove beneficial in epilepsy." an
assertion we do not doubt. The doctor adds :

'" I could

not tell of what great advantage packing in a wet
sheet may be in epilepsy to induce quietness and sleep."

But why does he not if he has the data, that a means,
which we believe is but too little known and understood,

may have its measure of credit, and the professional in-

formation warrant a resort to it. The propriety of a

generous diet and the importance of bodily exercise

are very properly insisted on. "'Of the various drugs

praised for the cure of epilepsy," Dr. E-heverria seems

to have but litde liking ; and his faith in their specific

action is less. As a nervine tonic cod-liver oil is

praised, as well as turpentine, the latter particularly

for removing the irritable state succeeding to the fits,

and in uterine epilepsy it is asserted to be especially

valuable. Cauterization—setons to the nape of the neck
are said to go a great way towards hastening recovery

;

but here we have a general statement unsupported by
proof. Our own experience is that neither are bene-

ficial, and, indeed, are olten harmful. Three cases are

related where trephining was done for the relief of

epilepsy. Two of them died subsequently, without

any marked benefit after the operation, and in the

third a cessation of the attacks is stated to have fol-

lowed and to have lasted up to the time of the report,

some time subsequently. In commenting on these

three cases and their ending, the author writes: "I
need not assert that judging fron my own experience

in the matter, and from the analysis of cases reported

by different authors, I am in favor of trephining the

skull for the relief of epilepsy due to local injury of the

head." The terms of the proposition would be more
correct, we think, if worded somewhat in this way,

—

In certain ca«es of epilepsy following injury to the

skull, we are warranted in resorting to trepliining.

Epilep'.ic Insanity is very briefly considered, the

author promising a work devoted to this subject.

The chromo-lithographs and helibgraphic engraving
are well executed. The book is well printed and very

attractive in appearance, but is disfigured by innumer-

able typographical errors. We would advise the author

to have the second edition carefully revised by some
one familiar with the language, for in the present one,

sentences of impossible English are constantly occur-

ring, in which it is difficult to guess at the meaning,

and which materially lessen the usefulness of the book,

and probably do injustice to the author.

Physics axd Phtsiologt op SpiBirrAnsM. By W.
A. Hammond, M.D. Xew York, D. Appleton & Co.

1871.

Tnis little treatise deals with phenomena that have

made much noise in the world, and the history of whitih
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is not yet completed. The object of Dr. Hammond is

to show that the performances of the so-styled spiritu-

alists can he explained by well known and well recog-

nized p!iy^ic;il and physiological lawi!. The question

whether he has fully succeeded in this attempt will be

variously answered according to the views of the

reader. Those to whom Spiritualism is a religion will

only be confirmed in tlieir faith hy such works as

these ; for faith, when it is strong and dominant, does not

ask the aid of reason, and will not listen to its sugges-

tions, and other conditions being the same, prefers a

religion that is opposed to reason, and clings to it with

all the more tenacity the more clearly and the more
frequently its inconsistencies are pointed out.

" You can't presume too much on the stupidity of

people," s:ud President Walker, of Harvard, to a young
pastor at his ordination. There is, therefore, little rea-

son for hope that this work, valuable as it is, and con-
vincing as it is in many features, will have much
influence to stay the march of Spiritnalism, though it

certainly .would be of service to doubting and candid
inquirers.

Again, this work does not fully answer the broad
question tiiat Spiritualism suggests, whether there is

not in organized beings a force, or a manifestation of a

force, of which we as yet know little or nothing, and
which, if understood, might perhaps explain a thousand
mysteries. The dark and strange phenomena of mag-
netism, of clairvoyance, of trance, of somn.arabnlism, of

impressions, and of personal presence, are the opprobria
of science.

SPERMATORRIItE.A. : ITS CAUSES, StMPTOMS, RESULTS,
AND Treatment. By Roberts Bartholow, A.M.,
M. D. , Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in

the Medical College of Ohio ; Lecturer on Clinical

Medicine, and Physician to the Hospital of the Good
Samaritan ; Lecturer on Morbid Anatomy, and Path-
ologist to the Cincinnati Hospital, etc. New York

:

William Wood & Co., 61 Walker Street. 1870.
'

Tnis is the third edition of Profes.sor Bartholow's
little treatise on spermatorrhoea. The material has

been rewritten and rearranged, and an appendix of

formulie added, rendering the work the -most prac-

tically useful one extant for the purposes of the general

practitioner. The author has not seen cause, in his
;

enlarged experience, to amend any of bis views in re- :

gard to spermatorrhoea, but is more than ever con- I

vinced that it is a neurosis, and that the treatment
must be based on this pathological basis. The recep-
tion given to the two previous editions is sufiicient

^

proof that the work contains some valuable matter not
to be obtained elsewhere.

TnE GYK.F.roLOGiCAi. Record. A Book of Blank
Forms, intended as an Aid to the Busy Practitioner in

recording Gynaecological Cases ; with an Appendix of
Blank Leaves and Tables for the Ready Analy.sis of the
Contents of the Book. Prepared by Joseph G. Pink-
ham, A.M., M.D., Corresponding Member of the

j

Gynecological Society of Boston, Fellow of the Mass.
Medical Society. Approved by the Gynascological

[

Society. Boston : James Campbell, 18 Treinont Street.
1870.

TnE object of this volume is sufficiently indicated by its !

title. The blank forms have evidently been prepared
with much care, and will greatly facilitate a uniform I

and systematic record of gyr.secological cases. Many
j

points of interest that might otherwise be overlooked
will of necessity receive due attention by the prac-
titioner, who avails himself of the printed forms, wliieli

will also eflVct a very material saving of time and
labor. An excellent feature of each blank is the out-

j

line of the anterior aspect of the body, on which may
i

be readily pencilled the area of tenderness or of tumor.

An outline of a median section of the body is also

given, so that the relative position of the uterus and
other orgims may- be noted with the least possible

trouble. Plenty of blank pages are loft at the end of

the book, so that details may be written to any desired

extent. An analytical table is furnished for summing
up results, and an index for convenient reference. The
pnper is of the best quality, and tlie style of binding is

substantial and elegant. The aut'.ior takes very little

credit to himself for his labor, bot he has really done
the profession a very material service, and we hope to

see his Record come into general use.

Body and Mind. An Inquiry into their Connection and
Mutual Influence, specially in reference to Blental Dis-

orders, etc.. etc. By Henry Maudslev, M.D., Lond.,

F.R.C.P., Prof. Med. Jurisprudence, University Col-

lege, London, etc. London : Macmillau ik Co. 1870.

The lectures forming the principal part of this volume
appeared in the Lancet at the time of their delivery,

and present the author's views on the physical condi-

tion of mental functions in health ; on the causes of

certain forms of degeneracy of mind and tlieir rela-

tions to other disorders of the nervous system ;
and on

the relations of morbid bodily states to disordered

mental functions. In the first lecture the author de-

clares physiology and pathology of mind to be two
branches of one science. Heuce he who would study

tlie one wisely and well must study the other also, and

hence the deplorable results of the study of insanity

as an art '.nysteriously separated from general medicine.

The author is of opinion that the inductive method
should be applied as rigidly in tlie investigation of

mind as of other natural phenomena, and that our

inquiries -should begin with the observation of the

simplest physiological manifestations in animals, child-

ren, idiots, and savages. He then proceeds to detail

various experiments with frogs and other animals,

made with a view of distinguishing between voluntary

and automatic motions. Tiiese considerations lead

naturally to the nervous system of man, and to the

multiform operations of the great nerve centres. Mem-
ory, vohtion, muscular expression, organic sympathy,

and the influence of mind on body, are a few of the

topics fully discussed.

The second lecture takes up mental disorders, in-

cluding idiocy, cerebral development, the weight of the

brain, the moral sense, insane neuroses, aura epileptica,

and the tyranny of organization. In the third lecture

we find much about hysterical, pubescent, sexual,

periodic, puerperal, and other forms of insanity ;
about

tubercle aud the relations of phthisis to mania, de-

lirium, vitiated blood, and the unity of body and mind.

To Set forth this unity is the chief aim of these lectures,

and certainly the author's life-long devotion to the

study of the mental and physiological functions renders

his opinions weU worthy the attention of all who are

interested in such studies, and what physician is not?

It has been thought by some that the teachings of

Professor Maudsley lead toward materialism, and that

he unduly exalts the importance of the body in its re-

lations to mind. Referring to this supposed tendency

in his writings, he says: "I know not why the Power
which created matter and its properties should be

thought not to have endowed it with the functions of

reason, feeling, and will, seeing that whether we dis-

cover it to be so endowed or not, the mystery is

equally incomprehensible to us, equally simple and

easy to the Power which created matter and its pro-

per! ies."

The appendix contains a paper on the Limits of
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Philosophical Inquiry, and one on the Theory of
Vitality. The foiraer is a remarkably able reply to an
address on the same subject by the Archbishop of
York. The author protests a<2;ainst the assumption by
the Archbishop that all .scientific inquirers are neces-
sarily identified with the so-called positive philoso-

phers, and shows how grossly the purposes of such
inquirers have b.'en misrepresented. The inconsistency
and lameness of the reverend gentleman's arguments
are e.xposed, and the fallacy of his deductions made
glaringly apparent. Disdaining the arbitrary limits
that he would set to scientific investigation, Professor
Maudsley says of science: " A calm acquiescence in
ignorance unt:l light comes is its attitude. It must be
borne clearly in mind, however, thut tliis scrupulous
care to abstain from presumptuous assertions does not
warrant the imposition of any arbitrary barrier to the
reach of itspjwers; but is quite consistent with the
conviction of the possibility of an invasion and a
subjugation of the unknown to a practically unliuiited
extent, and with the most strenuous efforts to lessen
its domain." Again, " The calm observer and sincere
interpr.;ter of nature cannot set capricious or arbitrary
limits to his inquiries at any point where anotlier may
assert that he ought to do so

;
he cannot choose but

claim and maintain the right to search and try what
every man, Jew or Gentile, Mussulman or Brahmin,
hcas declared ^^acred, and to see if it be true. And if it

be not true to him, what matters it how true it be ?

The theologian tells him that the limits of philosophical
inquiry are where faith begins; but he is concerned to
find out where faith does begin, and to examine what
sort of evidence the evidence of things unseen is.

And if this right of free inquiry be denied him, then
is denied him the right to doubt what any vi.sionarv,
or fanatic, or madman, or impostor, may choose to
proclaim as a revelation from the spiiitual world."
The essay on the Theory of Vitahty is a review of

the opinions of others on that subject, with queries
and suggestions by the author. The author strikes us
as being a little abstruse in some of his expressions;
but the subject is still so much in the dark that it is
difBcult to discuss it clearly, and it is gratifying to find it

treated of without dogmatism or assumption. The
high reputation of Professor Maudsley in tiie depart-
ments wliicii he has made the subject of special studv
and investigation, give a deep inteiest to everything he
has to say about the relations of body and mind.

Teaxsactioxs op the Setenteexth Annual Meeting of
THE Medical Societt of the State of North Cabo-
LINA. Pp. 144. 1870.

The book opens with a happy address by C. Tate Mur-
phy, M.D., in which the portraiture of the true heroic
physician is truthfully given ; andiu closing, the fraternal
regard which should exist between the physician and
clergyman is referred to in no unmeaning terms. He
aho adds these apt remarks :

—"Is it not passing strange
that clergymen, who go hand in hand with physicians
to the house of suffering and sorrow, will lend their
names and influence to such unworthy objects as to
the testifying, through tlie daily press and numberless
cheap and worthless almanacs, of the wonderfid residts
o( patent piUs, powders, syrups, ointments, hitters, and
liniments, each having its own high-sounding title to
deceive the ignorant and unwary ? " The example of
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, who lately reproached with
such withering sarcasm a notorious truss-humbug, is

commended to these clerical gentlemen. The progress
of medical s nenoe, medical scholarship, and the flourish-
ing state of the societv, are mentioned by Chas. J.

O'Hagan, M.D., the retiring President.

Dr. E. Burke Haywood, of Raleigh, records the first

successful case of ligation of the external iliac artery m
Nortli Carolina, that he is aware of. The remainder of

the volume is taken up with essays on " The Topogra-

phy and Prevailing Diseases of New Hanover County,"

by S. S. Satchwell, M.D., and " Diarrhoea of Children,"

by Will Geo. Thomas, M.D.
The paper of Dr. Satchwell, although containing many

interesting facts relative to the prevailing diseases, to-

pography, etc., of that section of country, is too much
drawn out in his laudation of the employment of calo-

mel, general blood-letting, and other depletants and
lowering remedies; and in his desire to condemn the

teachings of " Todd, Bennett & Co.," he unwarrantably

assails—perhaps unintentionally—Dr. Win. A. B. Nor-

com, of Edenton, N. C, whose annual address in 1868

represented the views of Anstie, Chambers, Flint,

Thomas, Hewitt, and others, who are honored at home
and abroad.

It argues well for the future prosperity of the profes-

sion in that State, when we find that a few earnest and

devoted men, wiihin the space of a few years, have ad-

vanced the Society to such a prosperous condition.

Upon the vigor and strength of our State medical socie-

ties depend the influence and status of the medical pro-

fession in this country.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meetiny, Jan. 25, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Rogers, on behalf of the Microscopical Committee,
reported the supposed needle in the substance of a

liver presented by Dr. Finnell to be really such—it

having been broken about its middle.

quackery and its results.

Dr Fixxeli. exhibited several specimens taken from
the same individual, consisting of the stomach, two
kidneys, portions of the liver and lungs, and a few cal-

culi found in the bladder. The patient was a female,

aged thirty, who died of phthisis. For a year past she

lost confidence in the ability of the profession to

understand her case, and had been persuaded to trust

herself to the skill of a carpenter, who possessed a work
on domestic medicine. He studied into her symptoms
carefully and found that they corresponded in the book
with what was called " retrocessent (?) gout complicated

with ndUary fever." He commenced his treatment by
ordering fifteen drops of tincture of iodine three times

a day. Finding that in a few days she vomited im-

mediately after taking the medicine, he substituted

purgatives. But the purulent expectoration, hectic,

and night sweats continued notwithstanding. Being
somewhat discouraged after a fair and determined .'sys-

tem of purga:ion, he resorted to emetics " to empty
the chest." These, however, proved to be unproduc-
tive of good, and the patient finidly sank and died.

The neighbors believing thai the patient's death had
been hastened by the carpenter, an autopsy was made
at the instance of the coroner. The lungs were found

loaded with tuberculous matter, the liver was fatty, as

were also the kidneys, the stomach was intensely con-

gested—due probably to the larpe quantities of stimu-

lants taken before the carpenter had the case—and
there were calculi found in the gall-bhidder.

The verdict was, death from phthisis; and although

it was evident that the carpenter had hastened her
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deatli, it was thought best, in view of other evidences

of mental unsoundness on his part, not to push the

case.

DEATH FROM A BLOW UPOS A DISTENDED STOMACH.

Dr. Finnell exhibited also a heart taken from a man,

thirty years of iige, who, while wrestling with another

in a quarrel, rolled over on the floor, was picked up and

placed in a wajon, dying witliin an hour alter the

fracas.

Dr. Finnell made the autopsy, in company with Dr.

Cu.shman, and failed to find anything in the shape of

a le^ion, save the insignificant ones in the heart. This

organ weighed fifteen ounces, the left side was dilated,

and there was an atheromatous condition of the aorta

extending some distance along the tube. Every other

vital organ was examined and found in a perfectly

healthy condition. In view of this state of afi'airs, and
taking into account that at the time of the quarrel the

stomach was loaded with food, it was believed that

death had been caused by a blow on the epigastrium,

paralyzing the great sympathetic. The lieart was
empty at the time of the autop.'j-.

There being no other specimens the Society went
into executive session.

Stated Meeting, February 8, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted

.

PLACENTA PR.SVIA.

Dr. Finnell presented a uterus with placenta com-
pletely attached, except for a square incli or so of its

edge at the internal o.a. The specimen was of interest

from the rarity of finding so slight a detachment. The
woman, who was in the eighth month of her first preg-

nancy, had been seized with sudden hemorrhage while
walking about the house, and sent for a physician. On
his arrival the hemorrhage had ceased, and she declined

an examination. She was strictly cautioned to keep
her bed, but paid no hoed to the advice. A few days
later, after some unusually hard work, the flooding

recurred with such violence, that before aid could be
summoned she was dead.

The case came under the coroner's supervision, and
the speaker had made the autopsy in conjunction with
Dr. Cushman, finding an eight months' foetus and the

condition of placenta above described. The wom'in was
twenty-two or twenty-three years old, a model of grace
and strength, and had been in perfect health. Could
assistance have been rendered, and delivery promptly
eBected by version, no doubt the child might have
been saved, and probably the mother also.

death from chloral hydrate (?)

Dr. Finnell presented a second uterus. The patient
was a ballet-girl, about twenty-three years of age, who
had continued to follow her vocation in the sixth month
of pregnancy. She was takt'n with labor-pains at the
theatre one evening, and delivered of a dead foetus in

the course of the night. There was little hemorrhage
;

the uterus contracted weli, as seen in the specimen,
and everything about the case appeared very favorable.
The patient was somewhat restless, however, and to

procure sleep the attending physician gave a dose of
chloral hydrate— half a drachm, as pearly as could be
ascertained— at ten o'clock in tlie ni'orning. At twelve
she was sleeping quietly and easily

; the pulse was reg-
ular; there was no tympanitis, no sign of post-mortem
hemorrhage-—nothing, indeed, to cause the slightest

]

ansiety. The physician, therefore, said he would not cal
|

1

again that day, but left directions for the dose of chloral

hydrate to be repeated at eight o'clock in the evenrng,

if necessary. At that hour it was administered by the

husband; half an hour later the woman died. The

friends had noticed that she became very cold after the

first dose; alter the second, the coldness suddenly be-

came alirming; she sank rapidly to her death, which

they considered due to the medicine. That was also the

opinion of the speaker, as well as of the coroner's jury,

summoned at the request of the attending physician,

who could conceive no probable cause for the lalal re-

sult. There had been no untoward symptom whatever

up to the time of his leaving her, and there was no

reason to suppose that she had taken anything else than

the drug prescribed.

At the autopsv, fourteen hours after death, the

weather being intensely cold, and the body having

been kept in a cold room, what first cnmmanded notice

was the evidence of rapid decomposit'on—more rapid

than the speaker had ever seen, even in the victims of

sun-stroke last summer. The whole surface was cov-

ered with blotches of all sizes and, coloi-s, indicating

profound blood-poisoning ; and Dr.' V. believed that

hypnosis was one of the eflects of chloral hydrate in

l.i'rge doses. Owing to the strong opposition of friends

and relatives, the examination made was very imper-

fect, and confined to a partial investigation of the ab-

dominal and pelvic viscera. This discovered no lesion

whatever, not even a sign of inflammation.

In reference to a question. Dr. Finnell staled that

neither the heart nor the stomach was examined, nor

had there yet been any investigation of the quality of

the drug employed. "He supposed it was pure, and

ho had not the least doubt that it was the cause of

death. He had been, hitherto, in the habit of using

the chloral hydrate quite freely, but he should hesitate

to do so again.

Dr. Janewat had given the chloral hydrate in

drachm doses, without ill-effects. In delirium tremens

it was the rule, at Charity Hospital, to exhibit it in large

doses, pretty often repealed. He had seen a drachm

of this repeated within three hours, though it was not

his own habit to allow so short an interval. Half-

drachm doses were not thought much of; they pro-

duced very little effect.

Dr. Whitall had employed the remedy a good

deal among the patients at "the Colored Home, gener-

ally in doses of half a drachm, sometimes in those of a

drachm, and only with benefit.

Dr. Finnell had an insane patient, very difficult to

manage, especially in the day-time, whom a ten-grain

dose would commonly quiet; and he always yielded

to fifteen grains.

The President had used the drug very freely, and in

a great variety of cases, carrying the dose sometimes

to forty-five grains. He had seen nothing in its action

that would lead him to fear it.

It seemed to be the general opinion of those present

that no conclusions could be drawn from the case re-

ported, owing to the imperfection of the autopsy and

the uncertainly about the drug administered.

cancer of liver.

Dr. Whitail presented the liver, with gall-bladder,

a portion of colon, and two biliary calculi, from the

body of a colored woman, forty-six years of age. She

was admitted to the Colored Home Hospital in the

latter part of November ;
was born in Maryland

;
was

a servant, unmarried, had never borne children. No
special family history, except that her mother was the

subject of paralysis. Save two attacks of hscmoptysis

and several of rheumatism, her general health had been
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good up to September last, when her legs began to
swell, her eyes got yellow, and she found herself los-
ing strength, but complained of nothing else. On
admission, puUe 78, respiration 23, temperature 100.5°.
She was deeply jaundiced. Careful physical examina-
tion revealed no disease of heart or lungs, but consid-
erable enlargement of liver, which reached the level of
the umbihcu?. No pain or tenderness; no ascites or
oedema. She simply grew weaker and weaker, and
died, conscious to the last.

The autopsy showed no change in any organ except
the liver, which was enlarged, and studded throughout
with little cancerous masses. At the transverse fissure
there was an excess of fibrous tissue. The gall-l)ladder
was firmly adherent to ihe transverse colon. It con-
tained two calculi, weighing about a drachm each, and
exhibiting facets, which showed that others must at
some time have been present. These had probably es-
caped into the colon, though no cicatrix could be dis-
covered.

Dr. J.anewat wished to know whether the stomach
was healthy, since the small cancerous nodules, all of
about the same size, so evenly distributed throughout
the liver, would seem to indicate secondary carcinoma.
Such deposits in this organ were usually found second-
ary to carcinoma of the pyloric end of the stomach.
He had recently examined a hver containing several
small cancerous masses, and one, two inches in either
diameter, near the free border and just above the colic
flexure, where the disease had probably originated in
the omentum. The cancerous omentum, with its

glands, was so intimately united with the adjacent can-
cerous part of the liver that it was impossible to say
wliere one ended and the other began.

Dr. Whitall was certain there was nothing of the
kind in this case. All the viscera were carefully ex-
amined, and the liver alone was diseased.

LUNG-CAVITY FRICTIOS-SOUXD SYNCHKONOTTS WITH
heart's ACTION.

Dr. AVniTALL presented also the thoracic viscera and
the intestines of a colored man, 31 years of age,
dead from phthisis pulmonali.s. He had been troubfed
for a year or two with a paroxysmal couah. In Sep-
tember last this grew much worse, and he beijan to
sufler from hectic

;
pulse 146 ; respiration 40 ; temper-

ature 103.5'. Physical examination showed extensive
tuberculous disease of the right lung, with signs of a
cavity under the clavicle. Under the middle" of the
clavicle, upon the second rib, could be heard a distinct
friction-murmur, synchronous with the heart's pulsa-
tions. It was loudest at the close of expiration and
just before inspiration, when it was double, there being
a strong systolic and an exceedingly faint diastolic
sound. Upon inspiration the second sound was lost
entirt-ly, and the first became much less distinct. At
the distance of perhaps half an inch from the point of
greatest mtensity, the murmur disappeared, and over
the heart tliere was no abnormal sound wliatever.
This murmur continued during the time the patient re-
mained in ho.spital, tliough gradually becoming less
marked, and the day before death it could still be de-
tected.

The post-mortem disclosed no important lesion in
any organ except the lungs and the iufesiines. In the
latter tliere was extensive ulceration of Peyer's gland.s,
tliough the patient had had no diarrhoea. The right
lung had unusually firm pleuritic adhesions, in some
places a quarter of an inch thick. It was solidifi.'d
from top to bottom by cheesy deposits, except that
there was a large cavity at the apex. The cavity did
not quite reach the surface of the lung, there being in-

durated lung-ti.ssue between it and the thoracic wall.

The heart was normal.
The case was of interest in connection with one pre-

sented by the President at the meeting of October 26,
1870 (See Med, Record, vol, v,, p, 471, Dec. 15, 1870).
It would seem to confirm the view then advanced,
that the sound was produced in the cavity iiself, and
was not due to any pleural or pericardial fric-

tion.

The meeting adjourned.

CotrejsjronDcncf.

INEBRIETY AS A DISEASE.
To TuE Editor of the Medical Eecoiid.

Sir—In a recent issue I find a statement of principles

adoptf-d by the American Association lor the Cure of

Inebriates, at its late meeting in New York. This

statement declares that " inebriety is a disease, curable

in the same sense as other diseases are," and that ' the

sreat dem^md of the age is the establishment of asy-

lums for the cure of inebriates."

It is a very common form of begging the question

as to the nature of obscure symptoms, bodily or men-
tal, to define them as "disease." It must also be con-

fessed that medical men, as well as memliers of the

other learned professions, sometimes impose a technical

meaning upon common terms, for reasons not always
the best. But no one can say that either of these fal-

lacies is contained in the statement referred to. In-

ebriety is plainly used in the sense of intoxication, the

disease is irankly described as alcoholic poisoning, and
its cause as "a constitutional tendency, which may be

inherited or acquired."

Now, whatever else may he said of it, this is at least

intelligible. The disease of inebriates h.as been held

to consist in an irresistible tendency to alcoholic pota-

tions; whence it has received the name of dipsomania

or olnomania. Upon this definition the reality of a

cure nii.yht perhaps be disputed in cases where a fit

of drunkenness came on shortly alterwards. l>ut we
may ni«v hold the cure to be complete as soon as the

patient is no longer drunk. And who shall say that

this is not a cure "in the same sense that other dis-

eases may be held to be curable ? " The best remedy
for rheumatism has been declared to be " six weeks."

May not "six hours" be considered a cure for in-

ebriety, as much more certain as it is more speedy?

In this sense, too, it will be possible to have faith in

the statistics of inebriate asylums in which more than

ninety per cent, of the cases are reported cured.

But the serious question is, how these principles are

likely to bear upon the usetulne.=s of asylums for in-

ebriates. The experiment of special inst tutions for

this class has not, I admit, been so thoroughly tried as

it deserves to be. In its favor is the fact that removal

from temptation can be made more complete, and con-

tinue for a longer time, than in any other way. The
impersonal restraint of an institution is also more readily

submitted to titan the interlerence of relatives and

friends. On the other hand, a strong tendency of the

bringing together of inebriates, as of other like classes

of persons, is to still further demoralize them. The prin-

ciple of se<;regatiori, as opposed to aggregation, which

is surely gaining ground in all our charitable and re-

formatory schemes, should be adopted, as far as pos-

sible, in the cure of this class. Moreover, the question

of the employment of time in inebriate asylums is still

very far from a satisfactory solution. But the success
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of tliese asylums must depend, above all, upon their

ability to preserve and strengthen in iheir patients the

power of selt-restraiiit. To this end, the feelings of

guilt and shame, \vhich remain with all but the most
hopeless casts, are a most important aid. Xow, the

doctrine that inebriety is a disease leaves no place for

such feelings. The drunkard, as the subject of morbid
tendencies, 'constitutional or acquired," is helpless and
irresponsible. I do not believe it possible to contrive

a theory mire fatal to the success of their work than

this primary assumption of the Association.

This conclus:on is the result of many years' personal

experience of inebriates in an asylum for tlie insane,

and it seems to me justified by the history of inebriaie

asylums. Fifteen years ago, the well-known Dr. Tur-

ner explained to me his theory of inebriety and its

cure. I need not say it was precisely that of the Asso-

ciation. Three vears later, I listened to the addresses

of Rev. Dr. Bellows, Edward Everett, Dr. John W.
Francis, and others, at the laying of the corner-stone of

the a'vlum at Binghamption. In these addresses the

idea of the institution as a practical charily, simply,

was most prominent. Some vague distinction was
attempted between intemperance and inebriety, as be-

tween a vice and a disease, but this was spoken of by
Dr. Bellows as merely •' a convenience of moral nomen-
clature." The purpose of the asylum was declared not

to be based upon any theory of inebriety as a disease.

Yet how this theory was still made all-imporlant by
Dr. Turner in his administration, and how financial

fraud grew naturally out of medical charlatanism, to

the temporary ruin of a noble charity, is known to all.

Let me conclude with offering the following prac-

tical " principle," as a substitute for the final ones of

the Association :

—

Inebriates who exhibit a mental impairment, not the

proximate eflfect of spirituous liquors, should be pro-
vided for in local or State asylums for the insane.

Wilful drunkards should be placed, with other classes

of the "morally insane," in reformatories, where steady

labor and strict disciphne are enforced.

Faithfully yours,

L. A. TOURTELLOT, M.D.
TJTICA, N. T., 1871.

REGULATION OF THE SOCIAL EVIL.
To THB EdITOB or THE MEDICAL KeCOBD.

Sir—It has been on my mind for some time past to

drop the Record a hne on the subject of the ''social

evil," (or the purpose of suggesting to the profession,

and all others interested, that the most practical and
humane way of arresting one, at least, of the bad fruits

of it would be that of not admitting any diseased man
into houses of prostitution. But I am anticipated or

preceded by some remarks of your own in your last

number, based on an article in a Rochester paper.
That " victim of the evil " is certainly correct in her

propositions, for no other way can so well save the
inmates of such houses from their pecuhar diseases, as

>vell as the wives of faithless husbands and the victims
of seducers. No legislation that I have yet seen on
the subject reaches the root of the evil like that here
proposed. The moral effect, too, would be a hundred-
fold greater than the plan of subjecting to examination
and licensing the prostitutes only. That affords no
exemption to themselves, but merely gives a guaranty
to their vi.-itors that they (the visitors) will contract no
disease from them.

If any reformation can be hoped for from discussion
of the subject, I trust the medical journals, and the pro-
fession generally, will take it up with a view to the

welfare of both sexes and of society in every way. Our
relations in life as physicians make it, I feel, an imper-
ative duty with us. Zenith, M.D.
BROOKLVX, March 31st.

CARBOLIC ACID IN CARBUNCLE.
To THE EDrroR of the Medicu, Record.

Sir—Tour notice of Dr. J. C. Nott's advocacy of local

iipplieations of carbolic acid in c.irbuncle (Vol. 5, No.
J4) led me to try its efficacy in a severe case under my
care, in which other remedies had tailed. The axilla
was the part affected, the inflammaiion being quite
violent and extensive. I ordered a solution of the acid
(1 part to 40 of water), a sponge moistened in the solu-
tion to be applied to the part and renewed every two
or three hour.s. During the first dav the .symptoms
were much modified, and after the second dav all appli-

cations were discontinued ; resolution, complete and
rapid, being the result of the treatment,

J. D, Rogers, M.D.
226 E. 48lh street. Nevf York.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of SUilions and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from March 10th to April 4th, 1871, inclusive.

By S. 0. No. 109, War Dept., A. G. 0., March 18,

1871, the following officers are relieved from duty in

the Department they are serving, and ordered to

report in person for assignment to duty to the Gen-
eral Commanding the Department they are transferred

to:—
GmsELix, Jas. T., Surgeon.—From the Department

of the Columbia to the Department of the East.

Byrne. C, C, Surgeon.—From the Department of
the Missouri to the Department of ihe East.

Town, F. L., Surgeon.—From the Department of
Dakota to the Department of the East.

Hartscff, a., Assistant Surgeon.—From the De-
partment of th6 Columbia to the Department of the
Lakes.

Janewav, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—From the De-
partment of the East to the Department of the Mis-
souri.

Happersett, J. C. G., Assistant Surgeon.—From the
Department of the East to the Department of the
Missouri.

Brooke, Jno., Assistant Surgeon.—From the De-
partment of the East to the Department of the
Columbia.

Miller, G. McC, Assistant Surgeon.—From the
Department of the Missouri to the Department of the

South.

LippiNCOTT, H., Assistant Surgeon.—From the De-
partment of the Missouri to the Department of the

East.

The officers serving in the Department of the East,

named in this order, will be relieved from duty when
those assigned to that Department shall have reported
for duty.

WiNNE, C. K., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. No. 23,

Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, March
25, 1871, granted leave of absence for CO days, with
permis.sion to apply for an extension of 60 days to the
Adjutant-General of the Army.

TiLTON, H. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 56, Head-
quarters Department of the East, March 20, 1871, as-

signed to duty as Post Surgeon at David's Island, New
York Harbor.
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McMiLLiN, Thos., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 52,

Headquart.TS Department of California. March 18,

1871, assigned to duty at Angel Island, San Francisco

Harbor, California.

HoFF, Alex. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 52,

C. S., Department of California, assigned to duty at

Ak-atraz Island, California.

Hf.iz.nhxn, C. L., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 48,

Headquarters Department of the Platte, March 22,

1871, 10 acL'ompany detachment of 4th Infantry from

Omaha, Nebraska, to Louisville, Kentucky, and, upon

completion of this duty, return to these Headquarters;

and by S. 0. 49, C. S., Department of the Platte,

granted leave of absence for 20 days.

^cliical Jtcms antr Xltws.

Dr. J. G. Sewall is the gentleman who reported the

" Extraordinary Instance of Female Endurance " in our

last issue, and not " J. G. Seall " as printed. This is an

instance of one of those unaccountable occurrences in

which, before a journal goes to pre=s, the Editor is

satisfied that everything is as it should be, and is

surprised to find that gross errors exist due only to the

traditional carelessness of the printer. The remark

will apply alsL) to the arrangement of the plates of Dr.

Speir, which .should have appeared on a preceding page

instead of dividing the interesting article of Dr. Hewit.

Under the circumstances the Editor does not hold him-

self responsible for such stupidity.

A DisPENSART FOR SiCK CHILDREN has been opened

at 406 East 15th St. Dr. B. F. Dawson is the Presi-

dent of the Board, David Magin, M.D., Secretary, and

John C. Jay, M.D., Treasurer.

PiCTDRES FOR Bellevce Hospital.—Mrs. Virginia D.

Atwood recently presented through Dr. S.ayre a collec-

tion of forty-one .splendid lithographs and chromos to

be placed in the Surgical Ward of Bellevue Hospital.

This is an instance of far-sighied benevolence which
deserves emulation.

Female Medical Students.—Twenty women are

studying medicine in the Zurich (Switzerland) College.

Opium Eating.—Fifty-one dollars were paid for

opium for one pauper on the St. Johnsbury (Vt.) Poor
Farm last year.

Medical War Obituary in France.—M. Blain lately

died of pyemia in consequence of a wound on his fin-

ger whiUt taking care of a German soldier. Dr. Ehr-
mann, son of Professor Ehrmann, of Strasburg, died of

his wounds, received whilst tending the fallen in one of

the engagements on the Loire. Dr. Bardinet, Director

of the Medical School of Limoges, has lost his son

killed in battle. Dr. Damicourt, who had joined the

Army of the West, found a glorious death during the

campaign. Dr. Milliot was killed whilst returning to

wounded lying on the field of battle at Froeschviller.

He had walked some distance to get a supply of linen,

and was hit by a piece of a bursting shell.

—

Lancet.

A Warning.—Several cases of poisoning by chloral

hydrate have been mentioned. They were people who
took the drug without the directions of medical men.—ifed. Press and Circular.

A Good Example.—Her Majesty the Queen of
England has been vaccinated, and hopes her example
will be generally followed.

Calabar Bean.—Dr. Campbell Black, of Glasgow,

treated a case of tetanus by calabar bean, and although

the patient died, he still thinks the physiological action

of the drug places its use in tetanus beyond the pale

of empiricism.

—

Xfed. Pre^s and Circular.

Blood-Letting.—Dr. Swayne is convinced of the

great power of blood-letting over puerperal convul-

sions.

The Alumni Association of the College of Phtsi-

ciANS AND Surgeons, N. Y., held their thirteenth

annual meeting in the lower hall of the College, Febru-
ary 2Sth, Dr. George A. Peters in the chair. The
minutes of the previous meeting were read and ap-

proved, after which the following deaths were reported

by the secretary, with the class vear prefixed :

—

(1823) Galen Carter. April 2, 1870, New York ; (1824)

Rich'd Titus Underbill, February 1, 1871, Croton Point,

N. Y.
;

(1828) Benjamin Drake, January 11, 1870,

New York; (1831) James Harcourt, July 31, 1870,

Tompkinsville, S. L; (1838) Thaddeus M. Halsted,

July 26, 1870. New York; (1842) James Hyslop,
May 'J, 1870, New York; (1845) Israel Moses, October
4. 1870, New York

;
(1849) William B. Bibbins, Janu-

ary 16, 1871, New York; (1854) Sylvester J. Sawver,
November 25, 1870, New York; (1858) Andrew- J.

Willetts, May 23, 1870, Brooklyn, N. Y.; (1864)
William S. Willis, January 29, 1870, Port au Prince

;

(1866) Lewis Appletrale, December 4, 1870, New York
;

(1866) Edward Frothingham, January 24, 1870, near
Yokohama, lost with the Oneida.

The Trustees of the Prize Fund reported as follows:

Amount paid in as reported at last meeting, $3380.00,

since which time twelve contributors have added
$127.00, and a former contributor $25.00, making the

total amount of funds contributed by seventy-five

members; 83,.532.00.

The Committee on Prize Essays (Drs. E. Eliot and
C. E. Agnew) reported that they had received two
essays, one with the motto " A(7 sine labore" and the

other with the motto " Lo I all grow old and die, hid see

again how on the faltering footsteps of decay Youth
presses!" hut advised no award. Their recommenda-
tion that the $200 offered should be added to the fund,

and a prize of $400 be offered for the ensuing year,

was unanimously adopted.
The Councillors reported the following nominations,

which were adopted : President, Ezra M. Hunt ; Vice-

President, Cornelius R. Agnew ; Secretar;/, John Shrady
;'

Assistant Secretary, A. Norton Brockway ; Treasurer,

James L. Banks; Committee on Prize Essays, Gurdon
Buck, Francis Delafield, Ellsworth Eliot. Councillors,

Robert A. Barry, Harvey H. Gregory, Fred'k A. Bur-
rail, George A. Peter.s. Alexander N. Dougherty, John
J. Milhau, George Peck, Gouverneur M. Smith, T. M.
Cheesman, John R. Vankleek, Desault Guernsey,
Foster Swift, Alanson S. Jones, John L. Leconte,

William Lee, P. B. Mauran, Nathan S. King, J. K.
Merritt, Henry K. Olmstead, Joseph E. Culver, A. E,

M. Purdy, Edwin A. Goodridge, James O. Smith,
George Wdkes, Abraham Dubois, Edwin H. Van Dusen,
Joseph M. Cleaveland, Albert Smith, John J. Crane,
Willard Parker, Jr., E. Barry Dalton, Oliver W. Gibbs,
John J. Ketchum.
The retiring president. Dr. Peters, then read an en-

tertaining and suggestive address which, on motion,

was ordered to he printed for circulation among the

members. The meetirg then adjourned.

Wo.man's Medical College of the New York
Infirmary.—The first annual meeting of the Alumnse
Association of this college was held at the parlors of
the Infirmary, 128 Second avenue, on Friday evening,

24th March. Dr. Celestia A. Loring presided. After

J
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salutatcry remarks by Prof. Lewis, a piquant chronicle

of the class of 70, the first graduated at the college,

was read by its Secretary, Db. Eliza B. Phelps.

Dr. Emma C. Warp, of the same class, dehvered an
address charactenzed by mature and comprehensive
thought and logical clearness of expression, now and
then reUeved hy a touch of humor. It discussed the

principles that should guide the early education of
girls, S.1 as best to fit them for attaining the two great

purposes of life—self-development and help of others.

If from the very beginning of a girl's education, we
were to sdure proper cultivation of the .»^pecial senses

and of mechanical skili, together with the acquisit.on

of such mental habits as observation, judgment, and
originality, we should prepare her both to choose the

vacation best suited to her and to succeed in it. In
our present system all tiiese faculties were tJO often

sacrificed to mere memory. Let the child's questiuns

hi respected and her curiosity encoura;;ed ; let her be
taught botany in the field and geology at the river-

bank ; let her be expected to distinguish the bird-

songs, and to report the habits of the singers ; let the
hand be taught to follow the eye in drawing, and ear

and voice be made sensitive and sure by siiigmg; and
before reaching her teens she would have a training

worth the whole curriculum of the boarding-school.

She would then use her books not blindly, but intelli-

gently, with interpretition and comment Irom her own
observation and reflection. Coming more particularly

to the study and practice of medicine, the speaker
showed how, in its various branches, it made the
largest demands upon the delicacy and skill of eye, ear,

and hand, the quickness and clearness ofjudgment, the
self-reliance and readiness of resource, which only some
such training as she had sketched could give. Tlie same
principles wo.ild apply to tlie education of boys ; and
only when both sexes should receive an eJucation,

general and technical, equally wise and thorough,
could it be determined whether or not the standard of
attainment is the same for women as for men.
The aldress was followed by some i:pa;kling verses

from Prof. Edwards, showing more music in (chemical)
cymbals than the uninitiated would ever have im-
agined.

The second annual Commencement of the college
took place on the evening of the 2Sth, at the Uni n
League Hall, which was filled, to the aisles and the
lobbies, by a very intelligent audience. The degree of
M.D. was conferred, by the President, Samuel Wii.lbts,
upon Miss Annie A. Angell, of Xew York, and Miss
Mary A Wattles, of Kansas. Miss Ellen F. Hammond,
of Connecticut, received a certiticate of having passed
satisfactorily tlie fir^t examination. (The course at
this college requires three years' lectures. The exami-
nation in Anatjmy, Physiology, Chemistry, and Ma-
teria Medica is held at the close of theseconi year;
that in Practice, Surgery, Obstetrics, and Hygiene at
the end of the course.) Mr. Maolox Sands, one of
the managers, spoke of the work which the College
aimed to accomplish, and of its means for doing °t
thoroughly. Rev. Thomas S. Hastings, D.D., earnestly
enforced the principle that woman's true enfranchise-
ment is not to be sought as a concession from man, by
speeches and resolutions, but to be co:iquered by such
genuine worth and wo: k as have everywhere proved
that they can command opportunity aud success.
JtTDGE Daly took the audience back to antiquity and
Athens, and showed how, in spite of custom and even
positive law, a woman's knowledge and skill in mid-
wifery had so approved themselves by their results as
to compel the admiration of her censors and judges,
and to force a repeal of the law which forbade their

exercise. The Valedictory Address was gracefully de-
livered by Dr. Wattles, who told why \oung women
study mediciue. It won frequent and just applause'
now for its playful wit, and now for its noble expres-
sion of earnest purpose.

Management of Scabies.— Dr. M'Call Anderson
(Richardson's Hand-Book of Microscojjy) greatly pre-
fers in the treatment of scabies, in private practice, the
f^.llowing formula:—B Styracis liquidi, 3J. ; adipi.»,

3 ij. Melt and strain. This is a clean-looking oint-
ment, has a pleasant aroma, kills the acari, and does
not irritate the skin in the least, but. on the contrary
raher soothes it.

'

German Medical Officers.—According to the Bi-i-
tish Medical Journal, the German army has lost above
one hundred and fitly medical officers.

Prof. Elliot's Library.—The medical librarv of the
lite Dr. George T. Elliot has been secured 'for the
Medical Library and Journal Association of this city
a proceeding which reflects great credit upon the
energy and tlie generosity of some of its leading mem-
bers. The library is a large and exceediiifily valuable
one, complete in almost all ihe departments of medi-
cine, surgery, and obstetrics, many of the books being
of the latest date, with a large number of valuable
me licaljjurnals, both domestic and foreign.

The Gastric Douche.—Dr. Plos,', of Leipsic, has
invented an apparatus called '• the gastric douche,"
and similar in design to a nasal douche. He believes
it may be useful in cases of poisoning, and in diseased
conditions of the stomach.

A Growing Medical Library.—The Library of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Xew York C.ty
contains 15,000 volumes.

Vox Graefe's Library.—Hirschwald, a Berlin book-
seller, has the library of the late Professor Von Graefe.

Prof. Chas. A. Lee.—This distinguished teacher has
re-igned the Chair of Materia Medica and Hvo-iene in
the Medical Department of the University of Buflalo.
His resignation was only accepted in consideration of
enfeebled health.

Purification op Chloral Hydrate.—Professor F.
A. Flueckiger states (Phar. Ce»t. Hall) that much of
the commercial chloral hydrate is impure, and unfit
for use until purified. It is usually met with in irreoTi-
lar masses containing moisture, and having a sharp
pungent odor, indicating partial decomposition. The
s lit may be readily purified by diss Iving it in pure
bisulphide of carbon (soluble in forty-five parts of the
menstruum at 18' C.) and allowing the salt to re-
cystallize by the spontaneous evaporation of the solvent.
The product appears in colorless prismatic crystals
not hygroscopic, and free from acid reaction.

The Aborigines of Alaska.—Dr. D. F. Lincoln
Boston, Mass., in h's "Medical Notes upon the Abori-
gines of Alaska " {Boston Medical and Surg. Journal)
gives ihe following interesting facts:—The largest
Indian family Mr. W. H. DaU, of Alaska, ever knew
comprised six children. It is a universal rule both
with Indian and Innnit, that the family is small • it

generally numbers from one to three children, and an
extraordinary proportion of their women are barren.
The Innuit woman sometimes causes expulsion of

the foetus at about the fourth month, by forcibly knead-
ing and compressing the uterus between the hands.
He has known of two or three such cai^es. As to the
use of instruments;, such as bodkins or wires the
Indians are entirely too timid to venture upon such
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experiments. A woman's confinement is not a reason

for excluding any visitor, male or female, who may
choose to look on. A wooden trough, stuffed with

moss, stands between the mother's knees, all ready to

receive the baby. It is taken up, washed with their

invariable suVj^titute for soap—stale urine—aud wrapt

in a rabbit sliia. Disagreeable as is tliis liquid soap,

it certainly does its cleansing work as well as that

manufactured by civilized men. The woman always

gets up in a veiy short time ; this observer has known
but one who lay in as long as two days.

They do not suffer from uterine complaints after

childbearing. India s generally are destitute of forti-

tude in bearing even sUa;ht pain. But in confinement

there does not seem to be any actual pain to complain

of.

ARILiSGEMI2."TS FOR THE MeETIXG OF THE AilERICUi

Medic.\l Association- os Tcesd-^t, Mat 2, at Sax Fras-

cisco. Cal.—Union and Central Pacific Raih-oa J—From
Omaha to San Francisco and return, $125. Tickets

good f >r sixty days, and sold onty to holders of certificate

firom Permanent Secretary. This includes the wives

and families of all who desire to participata in this

eseureion. Each per?on must be named in the certifi-

cate. From Harrisburg to Omaha, and return, $49.

From Philadelphia, $53.20. Tickets sold onJy to hold-

ers of certificate a* above. To Omaha fi-om Cincinnati,

Louisville, Na.«hville, one fare for the round trip. From
Washini^ton, $59.30. Local arrangements have been

made with otlier roads; hence application should be

made at startin,' for excursion tickets. Time—From
Omaha to San Francisco, nearly four days ; to Omaha
firom Boston, 6-t hours ; Kew York, 62 hours ; Phila-

delphia, 58 hours; Washington, 60 hours; Chicago, 22

hours. Meals—At convenient points, and good, 75

cents to $1.00. Skeping Cars—Each double berth,

Omaha to Og-len, $8; Ogden to San Francisco, $6.

Passengers wiU be taken by the Pacific Mail Steamship

line, via Panama, at one-third less fare, either way.

Tickets sold only to holders of certificate. Those de-

siring certificates should apply immediately, inclosing

stamp. Wsr. B. .^tkisson, M. D.

Permanent Secretary American Medical Association.

I^.B.—It is suggested that as many as possible should

be at Omaha by "April 2Gth or 27th, at the latest, reach-

ing San Francisco the day before the meeting.

Catalogce of Medical Departmest of the Csiver-

SITT OF the Citv of Xew Tork.—The Esecu:ive Com-
mittee of the Alumni Association of the Medical De-

partment of the University of the City of New York
purpose the publication, at the earliest possible date, of

a complete catalogue of the graduates from that insti-

tution since its foundation. The records of ihe faculty

having been destroyed in the burning of the college

building some years ago, this project is one tiiat should

be seconded by every one of the alumni, of whom
between two and three thousand are scattered through-

out the United States. It is earnestly requested that

each of these will without delay, forward for enrolment

his full name and post-ofi5ce address, with his profes-

sional hist !ry, including date of graduation, posts of

honor and trust held, etc., and also any information

which he may possess concerning former classmates
'

•who have since died or retired from practice. Com-
munications should be addressed to the Secretary, Chas. '

Inslee Pardee, M.D., 72 West Thirty-fifth street, New
\

York.
j

The Relations of the Braix and Nervous System
;

TO THE Viscera.—Dr. Brown-Sequard will deliver two
i

lectures on the above subject at the College of Physi-
j

cians and Surgeons on the 15th and 28th of April, at 8-

P.M. The profession are invited to attend.

Mr. Paget's Hf_vlth.—It is no secret, in London
professional circles at least, that for some weeks Mr.
Paget has been hors de combat, and even in a somewhat
criiical condition of health, the result of an inoculation

wiih poisonous matter from a post-mortem examina-
tion. We regret to hear that abscesses, both in the

shoulder and loins, have greatly reduced the strength of

Mr. Paget ; and that he is now suffering from an erratic

erysipelas of a low type, under which his strength has

not as j'ct enabled him to rally satisfactorily.

—

Itancei.

Deaths or Professors Wagn"er asd Niemeter.—
Among the victims whom the medical profession has
furnished, in connection with the recent Franco-German
war, have been two men of more than common note

—

Professor Albrecht Wagner of Konigsberg, who died at

Dole on February 15th ; and Professor Felix von
Niemeyer of Tubingen, who has died lat^^-ly at Nancy.
The cause of death in both cases was typhoid fever, con-

tracted in the discharge of dnty. Dr. Wagner w;.s well

and favorably known in Germany for his works on the

Resection and Regereration of Bones (translated a few
years ago by the New Sydenham Society), on Hydro-
phobia, Diabetes in connection with Carbuncle, Resec-
tion of Nerves, etc. He had been attached to the army
of General von Manteuffel as surgeon-generaL The
name of Dr. Felix von Niemeyer has become well

known among us through the translations of his excel-

lent Text-Buok of Practical Medicine and his Lectures on
Phtliisis. He was Director of the Field Ambulance at

Nancy.

—

British Medical Journal. March 25.

As Axecdote of a New Exglaxd Phtsiciax.—Old
Dr. Stearns, of New London, Ct., in his latter years

kept a drug-store. A gentleman one day purchased

a cigar of the di^ctor, and lighting it began to smoke.
" Please do not smcke in the store," said Dr. S.,

politely, ' it is against our rule." " But you sell

cigars," rejoined the gentleman, •' sell them to smoke,
don"t you ? " " Yes, sir, we sell cigars," replied the

doctor a little sharply, "and we sell physic; but we
don't allow it to operate in the store."

A CoMMox Source of Lead ix Drixkixg Water.—
Mr. Danna Hayes, State Assayer and Chemist, Mass.,

calls attention (Am. Chemist) to the u=e of ice-pitchers

composed of ditl'crent metals as a fruitful source of lead

poisoning.

The Initials " J. G. A." should have appeared at

the end of the obituary of Dr. Van Rsnsselaer in our

last issue.

tienj |Jublirations.

Books Received.

SiTRGiCAi. Memoirs op the War op the Rebellion.
Collected and published by the United States Sanitary

Commission. Vol. IL Edited by Prof. Fbank H.
Hamiltok. XewYork: Hurd & Houghton. 1871. ,

Ixs-tsmr A?rD rrs Treatment ; Lectures on the Treat-

ment. Medical and Legal, of Insane Patients. By 6.

FiELDiSG Blaxdford. M.D., Oxon.. Fellow of the

^ Eoyal College of Physicians in London, ic. With a
Summary of the Laws in force in the United States

on the Confinement of the Insane. By Isaac R.\t,

M.D. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea. 18'71.

Trassactioxe op St.^te Medical Societt of Michi-
gan. 1871.
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©rightal Cccturcs.

PROLAPSUS TJTERI, ITS CHIEF CAUSES
AND TREATMENT.

Br THOMAS ADDIS EMMET, M.D.,

SURGEOS-IX-CIIIEF OF TIIE WOMAN'S HOSPITAL OF TlIE STATE OP
NEW YORK.

(Reail before the N. T. Smte STeclical Society, Fob. Tth, nnd the

Medical Library and .Toumal Ajssociation, March lUth, 1871.)

(Concluded from page 76.)

We mav uext briefly consider lacerations of the cer-

vix during parturition, and I may also class the lateral

operation for dysmenorrhoea when extended to the va-

ginal junction, as frequent causes of hypertrophy of (he

uterus, and consequent prolapse of the organ. In pro-

portion to the amount of gaping do we recognize the

resulting effects of the injury. Laceration in the medi-

an line, from before backward, is attended with com-
paratively the least of the evil consequences, unless the

fissure has become the seat of chronic inflammation

consequent upon retarded healing of the surface?. The
bad effects are less marked from the fact that the lateral

walls of the vagina keep the sides of the laceration in

contact. The reverse is the consequence of lateral

laceration or division; and, in proportion as the uterus

descends into the pelvis from this cau-^e of irritation,

will the gaping be increased, owing to the posterior flap

catching on the recto-vaginal septum, while the anterior

one is forced forward in the axis of the vagina, towards
its outlet. Gradually, from this forcing apart of the

flaps, chronic follicular inflanmiation is set up, which
e.xtends upwards within the canal, and in proportion to

the extent will the mucous membrane be rolled out,

from above, to become the seat of an intractable erosion.

These follicles, thus inflamed, gradually undergo cystic

degeneration, with fatty degeneration of the neighbor-

ing tissues. At first the neck is unusu.illy soft and hy-
pertrophied, as well as the remaining portion of the or-

gan. As the little cysts burst and empty themselves of

a clear, serous fluid, the tissues become indurated, es-

pecially if nitrate of silver has been used to heal the

supposed ulceration. Ultimately, however, as the emp-
tied cysts contract, atrophy of the neck, as well as the

whole organ, takes place. Without a familiarity with
the true condition, the previous existence of laceration

may be readily overlooked, and is to be recognized by
drawing together opposite edges of the cervix by.means
of a tenaculum in each hand, when the fact will be fully

appreciated, and that, in comparison with the size of

the entire uterus, a less amount of hypertrophy of the

cervix exists. After denuding the lacerated surfaces

the flaps must be brought together and united by deep
silver sutures. This is necessary, for, as often as the

erosion is healed by any application, will it recur from
the constant spreading apart of the flaps on exercising.

This operation is the only means of relief, for, after thus
removing the exciting cause, the hypertrophy will

gradually diminish, and with it the prolapsus.

We recognize, also, a cause of h3'pertrophy, with
prolapse, in long-existing and neglected disease from
the too frequent or injudicious use of nitrate of silver

and other means resorted to for healing a supposed ul-

ceration. The cervix has been not only hypertrophied,
but indurated to such a degree as to entirely change
the normal condition of the tissues. To bring about a
healthy change in the condition of the mucous mem-
brane is impossible, but the induration and weight of
the uterus may be lessened by the use of sponge tents,

were it not that great risk always attends the dilatation

of an indurated cicatricial cervix. Sometimes much can

be accomplished by tlie frequent use of the acetic sohi-

tion of cantharides, for the purpose of blistering the

cervix. If the disease has not become too extreme,
from the counter-irritation and profuse watery" dis-

charge produced by its use, a healthy change may be
brought about. Asa rule, however, it will be necessary

to denude to the submucous tissue the entire cervix

with a pair of scissors, and then slide a sufficient

amount of the vaginal tissue over tlie stump to cover it,

and secure the flaps by silver sutures, leaving a sufficient

gap in the line over the os uteri. It is an operation

very readily performed, from the great ease with which
the flaps can be formed from the vaginal tissues. By
thus removing tissues bearing a close analogy to that

existing in a tonsil which has long been the seat of

chronic inflammation, and transplanting in its place a

fresh set of healthy mucous follicles, we gain a con-
dition by which the absorbents remove rapidly the in-

duration and hypertrophy. This operation was intro-

duced by Dr. Sims a number of years ago, and has
proved a most valuable procedure.

We may now consider briefly the hypertrophy and
consequent prolapse of tlie uterus due to disease of tlie

lining membrane of tlie canal. The term chronic in-

flammation should not be used, from the fact that we
so rarelj' meet any product, except in the acute form.

With so-called ulceration there is no loss of tissue, and
after death, when the capillary vessels have been emp-
tied, Ve may look in vain for any evidence of the pre-

vious disease. When the disease is confined to the

lining membrane and the submucous tissues, the con-

dition is due to perverted nutrition, or, in other words,
imperfect circulation. We may have hypertrophy
of the papilUe or mucous follicles of the membrane lin-

ing the organ, from chronic engorgement, with enlarge-

ment of the uterus, or atrophy from the reverse cause.

W^ith the means at our command, we are seldom
able to form an accurate idea as to the extent of the

disease involving the canal. From the greater number
of follicles below the internal os this portion of the canal

is the most liable to disease, but extending gradually to

the fundus and submucous tissue, according to its dura-

tion. When an erosion exists on the cervix I beheve
that it is, almost without .an exception, but a cropping
out of the diseased condition above, or an excoria-

tion from the uterine discharge constantly bathing the

parts. As such, it should be treated by applications to

the disease above, when it will be found to he.al r.apidly

under the use of hot water vaginal injections and by
keeping the surface clean. Of all remedies, none would
be 80 serviceable as frequent uterine injections of hot
water for contracting the capillary vessels, and above
all keeping the parts free from irritating discharges.

Unfortunately, however, we have no means of doing this

properly, except in such cases where we may deem it

safe to fully dilate the canal with sponge tents. W'hen
used, the pressure thus exerted is often beneficial,

especially when the discharge is transparent and of a
gleety character. After the canal has been fully dilated,

the nozzle of a Davidson syringe may be introduced

with safety in the canal, and a large quantity of hot
water injected with great benefit, a bed-pan being
used and the water thrown in with care. Unless the
canal is dilated sufficiently to introduce the index fin-

ger readily, any uterine injections must be attended
with great risk of serious consequences and should
never be used. In the application of remedies to the

uterine canal, we must necessarily include healthy tis-

sue from our inability to define accurately the extent
of the diseise. Therefore we must be careful in not

doing too much and in selecting agents of a charac-

ter as free from risks as possible. To the use of all
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caustics and to the nitrate of silver, I am unqualified in

my opposition. Applications of an astringent character

are most serviccahle, and I know of none answering
better for this pui'pose ihan the nitrate of silver, were
it not for its after-effects. Induration and contraction

of the canal is certain to follow its use, in the vast pro-
portion of cases. Erosions readily disappear under
the use of potassa cum calce and otlier caustics, but it is

only done by destroying the integrity of the mucous
folhcles by pi educing cicatricial tissue, wliile the evil

consequences are not always in proportion to the

strengtl) or frequency of use. Chromic acid, diluted

with equal parts of water, Churchill's tincture of iodine,

solution of the persulphate of iron, acetic acid, when in-

duration exists, chlorate of potash and glycerine, tannin

and glycerine, and carbolic acid with equal parts of

glycerine, are the agents which experience has taught

me are attended with the least risk. The cliromic acid

answers better when there e.xists a muco-puriform
discharge, and should be apphed a few days after each
menstrual period. It is necessary that the patient

should be confined to bed for a week at least and care-

fully guarded from exposure to cold. It is not safe to

apply this remedy, or any other, to the uterine canal,

if there is any indication of lurking cellulitis or tender-

ness on pressure. We must rely on constitutional

means, hot-water injections, and daily vaginal dressings

of glycerine, until the case is in a proper condition.

Chromic acid, when diluted as above mentioned, does

not seem to have more affect on healthy tissue in the

uterine canal than is produced by the use of iodine. It,

however, does not answer for office practice, and in many
respects carbolic acid is preferable. The latter remedy can

be applied with advantage once a week, and has the merit

of safety, when the patient is not directly under control.

Some years ago, I introduced an instrument called an
applicator, which is a flattened flexible silver sound.

After ascertaining the exact curve of the canal by
means of the silver uterine probe, a portion of cot-

ton is twisted around the applicator ; tiie latter is then

bent to the proper curve, and having saturated the cotton

with the agent to be applied, it is passed to the fundus.

Before making the application, the canal must be freed

as much as pcssible iK^m the accumulated discharge by
means of a proper syringe, or the effects of the remedy
will be, to a great extent, neutralized. It is necessary

that the cotton should be only well moistened, as an

excess of fluid will often give unnecessary pain and
excoriate the vagina.

We will now consider the surgical procedures to be
instituted when the case has become a hopeless one,

either through neglect or failure after resorting to all

other means applicable. After labor either imperfect in-

volution remains, and as the heavy organ settles in the

pelvis, the upper portion of the vagina becomes gradually

dilated, or this portion of the passage having been over-

stretched and notrecoveriugits (one, allows the organ to

rest on the floor of the pelvis until hypertrophy results

from obstructed circulation. Gradually the cervix is

pressed downward and forward in the v.nginal axis, so

as to produce a degree of retroversion of tlie fundus
according to the advance made in the prolapse. If

the perineum has not been lacerated, and the vesico-

vaginal septum, the least yielding portion of the canal,

maintains its integrity, the advance towards procidentia

is very graduaL By degrees a rectocele is formed
which in time dilates the vaginal outlet ; a cystocele

may then follow, with the cervi.x uteri protruding at

the vulva. More frequently the integrity of the vesico-

vaginal septum remains unimpaired, while the uterus

escapes over the fourchette in consequence of the

greatly dilated vaginal outlet, while the relative dis-

tance between the ceivix and neck of the bladder has
remained unchanged.

Lastly, laceration of the perineum may have occurred
in labor, sliort of involving the sphincter ani. The
vaginal column being thus deprived of a proper support,

it will prolapse from below upwards, forming both
a rectocele and cystocele, dragging the uterus down to

appear externally when complete inversion of the va-
gina has taken place. In rare instances, a cystocele

will first form, dragging down the uterus to the vaginal

outlet, with only a prolapse of the upper portion of the

recto-vaginal septum, and the occurrence of a rectocele

does not take place until, after long standing, the vagi-

nal outlet becomes sufficiently enlarged, by absorption,

to offer it no longer a support.

For the relief of procidentia. Marshall Hall many
years ago suggested, but did not I believe put in prac-

tice, the plan of uniting two denuded strips running
parallel on each side from near the cervix uteri to

the vaginal outlet, thus making a double vagina as it

were. The procedure was Ibund, however, to fiiil in

practice, as the anterior wall would prola[ise and gradu-

ally press back the septum, or by absorption separate

the recently united surfaces until sufficient space was
produced for the escape of the uterus.

December 20, 18G4, I read a paper on Procidentia

Uteri before the New York Obstetrical Society, which
was published in the Xeiv Yo}-k Medical Jourixil, April,

18G5. From this paper I quote:—" This fact" (relier-

ring to the failure of Marshall Hall's method) " led Dr.

Sims, in February, 1858, to commence the scarification

near the neck of the bladder, with two denuded sur-

faces, from a common point, diverging in tlie form of a

triangle to each side of the cervi-x uteri. These surfaces

were brought together and secured with interrupted

silver sutures in the median line. By so doing, the

neck was crowded towards the cul-de-sac, and the fold

of vaginal tissue thus formed in front of the cervix

effectually prevented any prohipse of the uterus. Pre-
vious to the time of Dr. Sims' removal to Europe, in

the summer of 1862, we both had frequently operated

in this manner without the necessity of any modification

occurring. In September, 18G2, after three months of

great suffering, one of the first patients operated on by
Dr. Sims in this manner, presented herself at the Wo-
man's Hospital for relief. She stated that during four

years she had been entirely relieved by the operation,

when suddenly, while in the act of lifting, she was
seized with a persistent tenesmus, greatly aggravated

in the upright position. On examination the line of

union was found peifect, with no prolapse of tlie vagi-

nal wall. But the neck of the uterus had slipped

behind the septum into the pouch, thus throwing the

fundus into the hollow of the sacrum and fixing the

organ in this position. With great difiiculty the neck
was disengaged. After returning the uterus to its nor-

mal position, immediate relief was obtained. On re-

flection it became evident that the occurrence of this

accident would be in ratio to the extent of the previous

procidentia. The more complete the procidentia from
relaxation of the vaginal vvalls the greater the pouch
resulting from the amount of tissue folded in. From
malposition, the whole organ (but more especially the

cervix) is always greatly hypertrophied. After resto-

ration to its normal size, as the neck is no longer grasp-

ed by the fold, the latter would naturally in time

override the cervix, and force it into the pouch. Nor
could this result be guarded against, although the line

of union be extended at the time of operating so as to

crowd the cervix uteri fully into the cul-de-sac of the

vagina. Impressed with these views, I succeeded in

obtaining an examination of two cases operated on by
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me some eighteen months before. In both the neck
was found behind the septum, but producing no incon-

venience beyond a backache following any undue exer-

tion. Both had experienced entire relief for a long

time, but feared that they were gradually relapsing

into their old condition."

On the 10th of October, 1862, I operated on one of

these cases, to overcome this difficulty, by closing the

triangle. In other words, I connected the two diverg-

ing lines by a continuous denuded strip from the ex-

tremity of one side of the triangle to the other, running

across in front of the cervix uteri, thus effectuall}' pre-

venting the possibilitj' of an entrance into the pouch.

Dr. Sims subsequently followed the same plan, leaving,

however, a small opening in the cross section, immedi-
ately in front of the cervix, which, from its position, is

to a certain degree objectionable. During some six or

seven years I operated frequently without making any
particular change, but fu'ly appreciated, from the many
difficulties to be overcome and constant practice neces-

sary for its proper performance, that the operation

could never come into general use. Half an liouf at

least was occupied in denuding the surfaces, the whole
having to be completed before any portion could, with

advantage, be brouglit together, while during this

time quite a serious loss of blood frequently occurred.

Throughout the whole operation the hand of an assist-

ant, occupied in holding an instrument for tlie purpose
of keeping the cervix in the cul-de-sac, obstructed the

light and was in the way. From the mobility of the parts

it was exceedingly difficult to keep the proper line of

scarification so as to bring the freshened surfaces exact-

ly in tlie median line. A failure in the column of a di-

rect line of support allows the uterus ultimately to

increase the curve and prolapse on the concave side of

the line. Above all, to pass the continuous sutures

through the cross section in front of the uterus, and to

fold over properly these surfaces, the one on the other,

without drawing them together as with a running
string, was exceedingly difficult.

Some two years ago I attempted to simplify the

operation. After anteverting the uterus the patient

was placed on the left side, Sims' speculum or some
modification of the inslrument introduced, and the neck
of the uterus kept crowded up into the cul-de-sac by a

sponge probang, in the hand of an assistant. I then
endeavored to find some point about half an inch to

ejich side of the cervix and a little behind tiie line of its

anterior lip, from which I could draw, with a tenacu-
lum in each hand, a triangular-shaped fold up to a com-
mon point directly in front of the uterus. When two
points were found which could be thus brought togeth-
er without undue tension, one of the tenacula securely
hooked in the tissues, to indicate the point, was released
from the hand for the purpose of freshening a surface

about half an inch ?quare, at that designated by the
other tenaculum. Tlien a similar surface was freshened
around the first tenaculum, and a strip removed from
the vaginal surface in front of the uterus, about an inch
long by half the width. Having passed a needle armed
with a silk loop beneath each of these freshened sur-

faces, a silver wire was attached io the loop, drawn
through, and secured by twisting, thus bringing togeth-
er, it will be seen, these three points in front of the
cervix uteri, with the effect of forming a like but some-
what smaller fold than that produced" by Sims' method
with the cross section. The chief advantages gained
are tliese : with the loss of only a few drops of blood,

the neck of the uterus, at the beginning of the opera-
tion, can be secured in the cul-de-sac out of the way,
and thus dispensing at the same time with the hand of

an assistant. By the old operation the tissues to form

the fold were drawn from behind, as it were, and
wrapped around in front of the cervix, while the chief

support was from the column formed in the median line,

by turning in the redundant tissues below. By the last

method a direct lateral support is gained from the pel-

vic fascia above, giving, in many cases, by this means
alone, a sufficient support entirely independent of the

column to be formed afterwards from the tissues turned
in along the base of the bladder. The completing of the
operation, after having fixed by this means the position

of the cervix, is very simple. Two fold-; on the base of
the bladder, in the shape of an ellipse, will have been
formed, extending from the points secured in front of
the uterus nearly to the vaginal outlet. This excess of
tissue is to be turned in by finding, from time to time,

opposite points near the crests of each fold, which can
be brought together free from tension. With the view
of preventing a loss of blood, but half an inch need be
denuded at a time on each side, the sutures then intro-

duced and secured, thus advancing step by step until

the operation has been completed by turning in the

folds until lost on the vaginal surface. From four to

five sutures should be inserted to the inch, a silk loop
being passed first, to which the silver suture is to be
aflerwards attached, for the purpose of drawing it

through. The needle should be introduced so as to in-

clude a liberal amount of tissue, and the sutures twisted
only just sufficiently to bring the raw surfaces in con-
tact, or the tissues included will become strangulated
from the swelling of the parts. They can be removed
on the eighth to the tenth day. No special after-treat-

ment is needed beyond keeping a self-retaining sigmoid
catheter in the bladder, as after the operation of vesico-

vaginal fistula, until the parts have become well united,

and at the same time confining the patient to the re-

cumbent position for two or three weeks. AVhere the
upper portion of the vagina is only dilated, so as to let

the enlarged uterus rest on the floor of the pelvis, I per-

form the same operation in principle, but the line is ex-
tended only for a short distance until a point has been
reached where the fold can be terminated on a common
level with the vaginal surface.

Beyond doubt many cases can be relieved, so far as

local means are in question, by rest, astringent injec-

tions, and a properly fitting pessary. But beyond a

certain point these means are futile, and a pessary in

any form will prove but of temporary benefit and in

the end positively detrimental. When the vaginal

walls are very much relaxed, it is impossible to pre-

vent them from crowding down within the circum-
ference of any fenestrated form of pessary to an extent
producing almost strangulation, unless it is of a suf-

ficient length to put the passage on the stretch. In
either case, however, the result is the same by increas-

ing the capacity of the vaginal canal and enlargement
of the uterus from obstructed circulation. When a

solid instrumeut is used, hke a globe pessary, the capa-

city of the canal is also increased by the walls crowd-
ing in around it and pressing it forward as a dilator.

One instrument after another will be resorted to, with
the necessity for increased size for relief, until the

canal may be dilated to the full extent of the pelvic

passage, and ultimately the patient becomes bed-ridden
or the procidentia remains complete. When there is

no laceration of the perineum, or dilatation of the
vaginal outlet from rectocele, tlie operation described

as applicable for the anterior wall may be of itself suf-

ficient for relief If, however, the posterior portion of

the canal has been involved, the uterus will gradually

advance and ultimately escape from the vagina, even
after the anterior operation has been performed, but
the relative distance between the cervix uteri and neck
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of the bladder gained by the operation will remain un-
changed, as we liave seen. While the radial distance

between these two jioints is preserved, the base of

tlic bladder will swing as a trap-door, were the

hinge placed under the pubes, and advances with the

uterus as it is dragged down by the prolapsing pos-

terior wall, to pass tlirough the vaginal outlet as soon

as it has been dilated sufKciently. This condition has

lieon frequently overlooked, and the operative pro-

cedure consequently unjustly condemned. After the

first operation it is impossible for the uterus to pro-

lap.'^e in consequence of the increased radius gained in

the position of the cervix from the symphysis pubis as

a common centre, provided the lower portion of

the canal is in a state of integrity. AVhen such is not

tlie case, it will be necessary either to close the peri-

neum alone, or in addition perform the operation for

rectocele. The operation on the posterior wall for

rectocele resembles closely, in general principle, the

one already described. The denuded surfaces are to

extend from the fourchette upward in the form of an
ellipse toward the cul-de-sac, until the protruding tis-

sues have been turned in to the vaginal level. It is

necessary to operate with the patient on the back,

with Sims' speculum introduced under the arch of the

pubcs. The operation is a very difficult one to perforin

from the want of room, and the venous hemorrhage is

frequently excessive. The superabundant tissue should

be pressed back upon the rectum by a stiff soimd,

curved in conformity with the vaginal canal, and held

in the median line by the hand of an assistant. Along
the edge of the sulcus thus formed as the tissues lie in

contact on the vaginal plane, the line of union must be

extended. As the tissues are brought together, with

a tenaculum in each hand, to judge of the proper de-

gree of tension, it is well to snip out a small portion of

mucous membrane at opposite points to serve as a

guide to indicate the hne to bo freshened. Although
we have the disadvantage of an obstructed view from

the flow of blood when the operation is commenced
from above, this plan is attended with the least incon-

venience. A limited portion of tissue only should be

freshened at a time, the sutures introduced and twisted

as the operation is advanced. As it is necessary that

the sutures shoidd lie perfectly flat, seize the extremity

with a pair of forceps and place a tenaculum under the

wire close to the vaginal surface to act as a fulcrum

over which the suture is bent downward, then remove
the tenaculum and make pressure about the middle, at

the same time that the extremity in the grasp of the for-

ceps is bent up in the opposite direction, cut off the end,

and if th^ manoeuvre is done properly tlie suture will

remain in close contact with the vaginal surface. In

the operation for closing the perineum, the denuded
surface should be extended for half an inch or so on

the recto-vaginal septum, so that a firm support to the

canal shall be given. Five interrupted sutures are

generally needed, three of which should include at the

same time the denuded space on the rectal septum, and
the other two the labia alone. I leave each suture

about three inches in length, and when the operation

has been completed, secure the whole number together,

like the radii of an open fan, by a loop of wire around
their ends. There is less risk of labial abscess or acci-

dental irritation of any individual suture by adopting

this plan.

The urine must be drawn with great care, lor if a

small quantity is allowed to come in contact with the

surfaces brought together, or to run back into tlie va-

gina, the success of the operation will be endangered.

The patient must be kept in bed with her knees tied to-

gether, and opium administered from time to time per

Phe>Qii
^

rectum, if needed. The pQiineal sutures should be re-

moved on the sixth or sevctith day, for they become
sources of irritation if allowed to remaiii longer, and
the knees must be kept tied afterward, until the

parts have united firmly. The sutures for the rec-

tocele m-iy be allowed to remain for two weeks or
more, until it is safe to introduce the small size specu-

lum under the arch of the pubes.

By the various operations described the vagina will be
restored to its original size and condition, with no other

change than the fold formed in front of the cervix,

which even will disappear in the cour.se of time. I

wish to impress partioularl}' this fact, that the natural

capacity of the vagina is not lessened, nor can it be by
these operations. The object is simply to relieve the

overstretched tissues from strain, that they may re-

tract, and this is done by taking in a plait, by which
means the tissues thus turned in, if so reheved, regain

their tone so far that in a few months all trace of the

operation disappears. The greater proportion of the

profession is impressed with the erroneous idea that the

object is to narrow the vagina, and so the operative

procedure is persistently termed. Hence the common
prejudice existing calculated to defeat an unbiassed in-

vestigation. The vagina can be easily shortened by
uniting denuded surfaces transverse to its axis, but to

narrow the canal in its diameter, to a less degree than
existed in the virgin state after puberty, is impossible

by any surgical pioccdure, and it is never accoiuplished

except as a result of inflammatory action. If by any
chance the denuded surfaces brought together we're so

far apart that when approximated an undue degree of

tension existed, the sutures are certain to cut out,

leaving the parts in the original condition. This is due
to the unyielding line formed along the vaginal sulcus

on each side, from the cellular tissue connected with
the pelvic fascia; it can be stretched to a certain de-

gree, but no suture can stand more than a few days its

persistent tenacity. I speak from an experience based

on some sixty cases, upon which number I have ope-

rated by different methods duiing the past ten years.

My facilities have been unusually great lor watching the

after effects, for in nearly every case of failure in any
particular feature, I believe that sooner or later the

patient has returned, giving me the opportunity of

studying the cause, rectifying the difficulty, and guard-

ing against a repetition of the same error. Having had
the advantage of assisting Dr. Sims in his first cases

some fifteen years ago, and afterwards watching the

gradual development of every progressive stage of the

operation to its present degree of perfection, I feel as

if I may speak with authority.

I must apologize for having occupied so long the

valuable time of the Society, but I have found it im-

possible, even in a most superficial manner, to con-

dense within a reasonable space a.subject of such gen-
eral interest and of so extensive a bearing.

A SUCCESSFUL CASE OF TRANSFUSION.

Br JOSEPH BUCHSER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In October, 1869, I reported in the Medical Record
(vol. iv., p. 337) a successful case of transfusion. I have
now the pleasure of placing anotlier on record. The
patient was a German girl, aged seventeen, who
came to this country about a year ago. She was left

at Castle Garden because her parents did not have
enough money to pay her passage West. She engaged
herself as servant in the German Hospital of this city,

and was soon after transferred to the medical ward of
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the institution for treatment. She was very poorly

nourished. Her food wliile in Germany had been prin-

cipally potatoes. SIjc had never menstruated. Sev-

eral members of her family had suftered like herself

from epistaxis, and her motiier died in an attack. At
the time of her transfer to the wards she complained
principally of faintness, headache, and vertigo. After

a few days a slight measly eruption appeared, with
slow fever. This lasted for three or four days, at the

end of which time slie was able to be up and about.

On the ni?ht of September 5th, sli.e was seized with
epistaxis from the left nostril. The ordinary remedies

were of no avail, and Dr. Klotz, the assistant, physician,

arrested the hemorrhage by Belloque's tube. On the

morning following, purpuric spots, varying in size from
a lentil to a pea, appeared on her face, neck, and body.

Her pulse was 126, temperature 38.4° C. Quinine and
beef-tea were administered. On the following day her

general condition remained about the same until about
4 P.M., when she vomited enormous quantities of blood.

Her pul.se was afterwards quickly reduced to 140, and
was scarcely perceptible.

In the evening I received a note from Dr. Klotz
stating that Dr. Bopp and himself thought that the

only hope of the life of the patient rested in transfusion.

He urged me to come at once and perform the opera-

tion.

I answered the summons at once, and soon arrived

with a young friend who was in robust health.

I was surprised to find the patient in such a hopeless

condition. Her face, skin, and mucous membranes
were literally snow-white iu appearance, and her nose,

ears, hands, arms, and feet were cold. The respiration

was 30, radial pulsations only at times perceptible

;

the carotids beat at 158 per minute ; the sounds of the

heart were extremely weak, and no sounds could be
detected in the jugulars. She l.ay in an apathetic state

and answered questions with difficulty.

I explained to her hurriedly that her condition was
desperate, and obtained her consent to transfusion. 1

bound her left arm, and did the game to my young
friend. Some water at 38' C. was brought, with some
stimulants.

During the venesection of the young man, patient

vomited enormous quantities of blood, partly fluid,

partly coagulated; the floor for a considerable dis-

tance was covered with it, and still a large quantity was
visible on the bed.

The venesected blood was received in a cup, beaten
and defibrinated with a piece of whalebone, because
tliere was nothing better at hand. Six or seven
ounces were taken, and the whole strained through
fine and soft linen. Only a small coagulum remained
on the filter.

The blood, which by this proceeding had lost a good
deal of its temperature, was brought in a bain a marin
of 38-40 C, in the same way as the transfusion syringe,

j

and a waiter was charged to keep it at this tempera-
ture,

i

The veins of the patient did not get prominent. I
|

then made the bandage looser, but without result.
]

Only the median cephalic vein was visible, but not
at all tense. I made an incision of about three-fourths I

of an inch long through the skin and cellular tissue.

The cellular tissue of the vein was opened in both di-

rections, and the vessel was free. A curved needle,
'

provided with two silk-threads, was pushed under the
vein, separated at a distance of about half an inch.

Both threads were raised, and in the intermediate
space a V-shaped incision was made with a small
scissors, from which a small discharge of blood took
place.

I

The syringe was immediately filled, but the tempera-
ture of the blood was not over 27" C. The canule was
introduced in the vein—the air being before expelled

—

and at a distance of about 12-14'" pushed forward, and
the injection w-as slowly made. At least three ounces
were itijected. The patient stood the operation with
great resignation ; only once she said I hurt her, but
never moved her arm.

After an injection of about two ounces she fainted

away.
The face took an ominous gray color. She did not

breathe at all. There was then not the slightest pulsa-

tion of theradials. The sounds of the heart were weak,
but still to be heard.

No time was lost in making artificial respiration,

cold water was sprinkled in her face, and her breath-

ing returned. Tlio breath was cold as in the collapse

of cholera. At once large pearls of perspiration

were visible on the cold forehead and on the face

;

she then began to breathe very quickly, and to rat-

tle in the throat; r.alial pulsation on both sides not

to be felt ; carotid pulsation very weak ifnd irregular.

I felt very uneasy myself, and was prepared for the

worst.

Soon the patient opened her eyes, and began to

cough with gre.it vigor; thrusting her index in the

month and trying to take something out; she coughed
a long while, and succeeded in bringing out a large

piece of coagulated blood.

Patient then spoke again. She received brandy,

which was thrown up, mixed with a small quantity of

coagulated blood. She received also injections of

brandy and beef-tea, which remained. About ten

minutes after the operation very strong chills set in,

which lasted five or six minutes, the whole body, and
especially the extremities, entirely cold, the same as

the breath.

The hands were bathed in tepid water, and thighs

and feet were rubbed, and the whole body covered
with several blankets. Brandy and beef-tea, which she

took afterwards, were retained.

At 9.40 the operation began, and some minutes after

ten it was finished. I left the patient at midnight.

The pulse of the radials was only from time to lime

to be felt. Pulse of the carotids 138. Respiration 25.

Temperature of the body very low, but was not meas-
ured. In the night from the 7th to 8th, patient slept

very little. She was exceedingly thir.stv.

8ih. P. 150; T. 39.2°. Evening: P. 120; T. 39'.

9th. P. 120-126; resp. 26; T. 38.8.

After the operation, vomiting ceased entirely. Pa-
tient took light food and some claret, and was trans-

ferred to a private room.
Until the 15th of September, temperature was vary-

ing from 38.4-39°; pulse 114-122; resp. 22-24.

iOth. Patient is coughing a good deal; expectora-

tion frothy, mixed with some clear blood. Resp. 33

;

temp. 39-39.4'
;
pulse 124.

Examination shows pneumonia in the lower pos-

terior lobe of the right lung. Shortly after the exami-
nation her attendant informed me with much anxiety

that the patient bled again from the nose.

Cold water arrested the bleeding. She had only

lost a few drops. Patient took quinine with digitaUs,

and the examination during several days was sus-

pended in fear of loss ofblood. She improved, however,
and the appetite from day to day grew better.

Respiration was varying from the 17th till the 22d
from 24-33; pulse 122; temp. 39.2°-37.8°.

After tliis time patient recovered very rapidly. In

the middle of October she entered again on her service,

and she looks now better than ever.
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I hope nobody will blame rae tbat I transfused blood
of only 27° C. There was no time to be lost, and
water at a higher temperature was not at hand. Xo
doubt chills, and probably even fainting, would have
been avoided by transfusionof blood of normal temper-
ature.

The syringe which I used was made after my own
direction, and is of metal, silver-plated, containing tour

ounces. The cauule is rectangularly bent, which allows

the syringe during the operation a vertical position and
lateral movements, thus facilitating the introduction of
the canule in the vein. In the same time it is impos-
sible that air can be injected. I believe this syringe
answers all purposes.

In conclusion, I take ploasure in acknowledging the
kindness of Dr. Klotz for his assistance in the trying

emergency.

WAR TYPHUS AND DYSENTERY.

By RUDOLF VIRCHOW.

(Kriegstyphns und Ruhr. Von R. Virchow. Virchow's A)-chiv. Bd.
LII. S. 1. January 16, 1S71.)

The January number of Virchow's Archiv. contains
an e=say by the editor, on the f.'ver and dysentery of
the German army in France last fall and winter. Aside
from tlie fact that everything relating to this wonder-
ful campaign is just now of interest, this paper con-
tains so much matter for consideration that we h.ave

thought a rather full abstract of the contents would be
acceptable.

The author begins by relating that at the commence-
ment of the war a series of great and apparently deci-

sive battles rapidly carried the victorious army into the
interior of the enemy's country. Numerous dead and
wounded were left behind, but the general health of the
invaders remained good, until siege operations succeed-
ed the battles in the open fields, and great numbers
of men were shut up in Metz and Paris, by vast invest-
ing armies. Then pestilence broke out. First around
Metz, where dysentery soon appeared, followed by ty-
phus. The improvised hospitals in schools and halLs

as well as the newly-built barracks, became encum-
bered with the sick, and endless railroad trains car-

ried them to the rear. By the middle of October fifty

thousand had been sent. The besieged, too, suffered
greatly. When the fortress surrendered, twenty-five
thousand sick and wounded were found.

The news from Paris at the time of writing was less

detailed, but dysentery and typhus had already ap-
peared.

These two chief war diseases, therefore, demand at-

tention at the present time ; and first, of typhus. Spot-
ted typhus (the typhus of English and American wri-
ters) must be distinguished from abdominal typhus (the

typhoid fever of Engh.sh and American writers). The
Napoleonic wars weie followed by terrible epidemics
of .>-potted typhus, but two generations suflSced to throw
the old knowledge into the background ; and although
in France, and especially in England and Ireland, re-

peated sad experiences maintained a knowledge of the
distinction between the two forma, in Germany it be-
came the general practice to call abdominal typhus
shortly typhus, and to regard behef in any other
form as a mere superstition. The hunger typhus in

Upper Silesia first checked this error, the characteristic

lesions of abdominal typhus being absent, and the Cri-

mean war produced a general reaction of opinion. It

was then clearly shown that petechial or spotted typhus

was not merely the hunger epidemic, but the true pro-

totype of field and camp typhus. Hence, when news
of typhus first came from Metz, it was natural to fear

the disease might be of this formidably contagious

character.

But although on former occasions war typhus has
generally been spotted typhus, yet this has been re-

placed by the abdominal form in certain epidemics, as

for example in that of Mayence, 1813-14. In a little

pamphlet, onliis recent journey to Metz with a sanitary

train of the Berhn Hiilfsverein, Virchow stated abdo-
minal typhus to be the pievaihng form there. Later
observations, especially since the surrender of Metz,
have confirmed this opinion. At Giessen, it is true, a

few cases supposed to be spotted typhus were reported

among the female nurses ; but abdominal typhus shows
so many varieties, that we must be careful in judging
with regard to single cases ; and " especially the admix-
ture of the malarial element, which has shown itself ac-

tively during this war by numerous cases of intermit-

tent fever, confuses the picture of the so-called normal
course of typhus in a manner which is sometimes quite

deceptive."

Considerable confusion of ideas exists in certain quar-

ters with regard to the eruption of spotted typhus.

The name petechial typhus has led some to regard
" true petechite ' as the characteristic eruption. This
word petechia, as used at present, has no longer the

same meaning as when first introduced into scientific

terminology by Fracastoro. The comparison with flea-

bites, which gave origin to the name, readily led to

confusion of idea=, for a recent flea-bite, in the midst of

the little red spot due to capillary hypera^mia, presents

a small, dark, central area of hemorrhage around the

point of puncture. The first disappears after a few
hours, the latter remains longer ; so that a recent flea-

bite resembles the spots of roseola, and this was the
sense in which the name petechia was originally em-
ployed ; an older flea-bite resembles the hemorrhagic
spots called petechia; in modern times. These resem-
blances are so great that they may even complicate diag-

nosis ;
though the fact that roseola spots have not the

central dot of hemorrhage seen in recent flea-bites, and
that older ones are smaller and have more abrupt edges
than is usual with petechise, will generally enable them
to be distinguished.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the
notion that hemorrhagic spots were characterisiic of

typhus gained ground. They were supposed to be the
expression of a putrid condition of the blood, and the

name putrid fever was employed to designate all the

forms of typhus. But in fact these hemorrhagic
spots occur not only in both spotted and abdomi-
nal typhus, but also in numerous other diseases, and
there is nothing either in their character or the
time of their appeairance which is significant for diag-

nosis.

The eruption of merely hyperajmic spots has much
more diagnostic value. These may be scattered and
isolated, in the form of roseola, or more numerous,
larger and closer together, resembling measles, with
which tliey may even be confounded. Virchow de-

scribed this eruption in connection with the epidemic
in Upper Silesia (Virchow's Archiv., Vol. II., p. 187

;

VoL III., p. 1G5), but protests, that with all his oppor-
tunities for the observation of fevers, he is unable to

admit any such constant differences between the roseo-

lar eruption of abdominal typhus and that of spotted

typhus, as are laid down by many writers.
' lu both cases we have essentially a roseolar exan-

them, consisting of multiple spots of capillary hy-
persemia in the skin, and not limited to the hair bulls
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At first the redness disappears entirely on pressure,

but at a later period the color becomes darker, prob-
ably through a partial escape of tiie hiematin of the

blood-globules, and its imbibition by the tissues ; it

then no longer disappears under the pressure of tlie

finger. In spotted typhus tlie exantheni is well marked
and wide-spread. In connection with the diagnosis, I

would expressly remark that in our recent epidemics
I have often seen it on the face, even on the forehead,

as well as on the palms of the hands and the sole? of

the feet, so that a limitation of the eruption to the

trunk and the adjoining portions of the extremities

cannot be regarded as a constant diagnostic mark from
measles."

' In abdominal typhus the exanthem is usually les?

marked, the spots are scattered, and limited to certain

regions, especially the upper portion of the abdomen
and the lower part of the chest. But there are also

unmistakable ca^es of abdominal typhus in which the

exanthem is much more decided; the single spots are

then larger, more strongly colored, and spread more
widely over the body. If we consider, finally, that

it not unfrequently happens that in spotted typhus the

exanthem is slight, and the spots scattered, it will be

understood, in the first place, that both abdominal
typhus and spotted typhus are alike entitled to be con-
sidered as exanthematous diseases ; and in the second
place, it will be seen that the exanthem alone, without
taking the otfier symptoms into consideration, is not
decisive, and cannot be strictly regarded as a patho-
gnomonic symptom."

Virchow next mentions that some eases of recurrent

fever have been reported among the German troops in

France; states that though he has seen petechiip, he
has never seen a roseolar or measle-like eruption in

this disease ; and discusses at some length the question

of the occurrence of recurrent fever during the hunger
epidemic of 1847-8 in Upper Silesia.

He then proceeds to suggest, that as the pathologi-

cal changes in the intestine and the mesenteric glaniU,

which are characteristic of abdominal typlius, can only

be distinguished with certiinty after death, autopsies

are always of great importance in deciding the char-

acter of any epidemic. This has been done during the

present war in the cases of a number of soldiers who
died after their return to Berlin. " Extensive medul-
lary infiltration of the lymphatic apparatus of the

ileum, and to some extent of the colon, ulcers, and cica-

trices, were found. We have during life no indisput-

able signs of these alterations. Tlie diarrhoea, and the

development of gas in the intestines, are certainly note-
worthy, especially when fluid and gas occur at the
point chiefly affected, the lower ileum and the coeeum,
developing the well known ileo-csecal gurgling. But
this gurgling is not specific, and may occur in the same
way in spotted typhus."

It is his opinion that the notion that the diarrhoea of
abdominal typhus is chiefly dependent on the forma-
tion of ulcers is erroneous. Both in this disease and in

tubercular ulceration of the intestine, the diarrhoea is

dependent upon the co-existent intestinal catarrh,

traces of which are found in the autopsies far beyond
the portions of the intestines which are ulcerated, and
no connection can be .shown to exist between the
severity of the di.arrhoea and the extent of tlie ulcera-
tion. In abdominal typhus, then, we must consider
two independent affections. " The catarrhal affection

of the mucous membrane, which often involves the

whole small intestine as far as the stomach, and the
progressive alteration of the lymphatic apparatus,
which involves the solitary follicles and the patches of
Peyer, as well as the mesenteric glands."

' In the spotted typhus of Upper Silesia, Virchow ob-
served in some cases severe intestinal catarrh attended

by simple swelling of the follicle?. He has also observed

diarrhoeas of great severity in the recent epidemics of

spotted typhus in Berlin. In some of these cases the

discharges were found to contain large quantities of

well-preserved intestin.al epithelium adliering in shreds,

just as in cholera. In the cholera epidemic of 18'i6,

the presence of epithelial cells in the discharges was
questioned. Virchow, however, has seen them in great

abundance in cholera (Medicinisehe Reform, 1848, p.

28), and explains tlieir absence in many cases by sup-

posing them to be decomposed in the large intestine,

a circumstance which would be still more apt to occur

in either abdominal or spotted typhus.

But not merely is it important to separate the ques-

tion of the diarrhoea from that of ulceration; the ul-era-

tion itself is not to be looked upon as an invariable

concomitant of abdominal typhus. Virchow mentioned
as early as 1848 (Virchow's Archiv., Vol. II., p, 244),

that " a resorption of the exudate in the stage of me-
dullary infiltration is possible." He is now disposed

to believe that resolution is tlie normal termination of

the affection of the intestinal follicles in alidominal

typhus, and that it is an error to suppose that ulcera-

tion is of regular or necessary occurrence.

Not as he thought in 1848 that we have to do with

a simple exudation ; he has since shown that the me-
dullary infiltration of Beyer's patches, and the solitary

follicles, consists from the first in an increasing number
of lymph cells quite like the normal gland cells of the

lymphatic apparatus. This accumulation of elements

takes place at first in the follicles, afterwards in the

tissues which surround them. The alteration is there-

fore quite similar to that which occurs in the mesen-
teric glands, where it has long been known that resolu-

tion takes place. The precise mechanism of the process

of resolution is not fully made out. "Certainly, fatty

metamorphosis may be oliserved, but it seldom ob-

tains a considerable height, anil it is therefore ques-

tionable, whether besides this change, or even without
its occurrence, the swelling is not simply reheved
by one coll after another being carried off in the

lymph stream." But whatever the details, the pro-

cess occurs in the glands of Peyer and ihe sohtary

follicles, as well as in the mesenteric glands.

If resolution does not take place, the medullary in-

filtrat'on passes into the cheesy metamorphosis. The
product is the well-known typhus slough, not an ulcer;

the ulcer only originates on the separation of the slough.

The typhus slough is original!}' dry, firm, and of a yel-

lowish-white color; but it rapidly alters, partly by de-

composition, partly by the action of the intestinal

contents. Bile pigment may tinge it yellowish or

brownish; iron given as medicine may stain it black.

In the mesenteric glands the formation of the typhus
slough is rarer. When it occurs, the cheesy mass re-

mains longer unaltered than in the intestinal follicles.

The condition, in fact, resembles what may be seen

in scrofulous or tubercular lymphatic glands. The

I

whole gland does not usually become cheesy, and
even in the more severe cases the process is usually

limited to a few glands near the junction of the ilium

with the eoecum. After a time suppuration occurs

around the slough, and a furuncle-like gland-abscess

results, which may open into an adjacent knuckle of

intestine or may become encapsuled.

In the case of the intestinal follicles, the slough may
be as extensive as the original medullary swelling,

whether in the solitary glands or the patches of Peyer

;

but in the latter case the ulcers are usually smaller than

the patch, so that there may only be one or several
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small ulcers in a single patcli. In a general way it may
be said, that the number and size of the patches in

wliich the medullary swelling occurs, bears no pro-

portion to the number and size of the ulcers. The ul-

cers are most frequent in the patches of the lower part

of the ilium ; but even these sometimes escape, and
higher up the intestine this is still more frequent. If

this is true even in fatal cases, may we not infer that

in the non-fatal cases, especially in those in which
speedy recovery takes place, resolution of all the patches

frequently happens? Is it wise to assume that ulcera-

tion followed by cicatrization is the usual mode of cure ?

Autopsies of the so-called walking cases show that it

would not always be safe to assume that no ulceration

has taken place because the caSe appears to be mild

;

but is it not probable that the resolution which we know
occurs in some patches in almost every case, more fre-

quently occurs in all than has been hitherto believed?
At tlie seat of war there lias been repeated mention

of transitions between abdominal typhus and dysen-
tery. Such expressions originate in a misunderstand-
ing. We must not confound the names of diseases

based on a clinical experience with those which are

founded on pathological anatomy. Dysentery, like

apoplexy and pertussis, is a clinical designation. It

implies discharges from the bowels accompanied by
tenesmus. It has been referred to inflammation of colon

and rectum, but sometimes a large part of the ileum is

involved also, and it is not every colitis or proctitis

that is dysenteric.

Schonlein grouped dysentery with angina gangrenosa,
croup, hospital gangrene, and seplio metritis. Roki-
tansky went so far as to speak of a puerperal uterine

dysentery. Here we see anatomical notions confusing
the clinical. Eokitansky only meant that in these

cases the lesion of the mucous membrane of the uterus
was similar to that observed in the dysenteric intestine.

Virchow taiiglit a long time ago that the intestinal

lesion in dysentery was in many cases similar to that

which Bretonneau called diphtheritis when the mucous
membrane of the throat was allected, and that a similar

process occurred also in cholera, as well as in the enter-

itis which sets in above intestinal strictures. Since
then many speak as if every dysentery were due to

diphtheritic inflammation—as if diphtheritis of the colon
or rectum was the correct anatomical expression for

what the clinicists call dysentery. He protests tliat he
feels free from the blame of having originated this

error. In fact, he began his account of dysentery by
stating (Virchow's Archiv., Vol. V., p. 348) that a

catarrhal dysentery may, under certain influences, be
aggravated into a diphtheritic dysentery. For simple
catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membrane, often

of great extent, occurs in dysentery as well as in

typhus. In typlius it affects chiefly the small, in dys-
entery the large intestine.

The discharges produced by the dysenteric catarrh

contain commonly, besides mere fluid matter, those
thick glairy masses called,mucous when they are trans-

j)arent, croupous or fibrinous when they are opaque.
This is the so-called ''white dy.sentery ;" in the "red
dysentery " the discharges only differ by containing more
or less blood. Both kinds of stools may occur without
any ulceration or erosion of the mucous membrane, and
the hemorrhage may be simply due to the rupture of
congested eajiillary vessels during the spasmodic con-
tractions of tenesmus. Hence, the amount of blood
discharged is often closely related to the degree of
tenesmus.

The subacute and chronic forms of catarrhal dysen-
tery readdy become complicated with follicular ulcera-

tion of the colon. Bamberger is right in distinguish-

ing this form of ulcerative colitis from diphtheritic

inflammation. But he shares an old error of the School
of Prague when he speaks of the swollen follicles as

exhibiting at times clear transparent contents, for such

cysts, which belong only to the later stages of chronic

dysentery, originate in the coalescence of the follicles

of Liebekiihn. Tliey are described in Virchow's book
on tumors (Vol. I., p. 243).

The primary lesion in the follicular ulceration of dys-

entery is the conversion of the solitary follicles into

little abscesses ; these on their rupture leave small cavi-

ties which manifest a tendency to burrow, and thus to

coalesce, forming often large ulcers, and sometimes
causing the separation of portions of mucous membrane
of considerable dimensions.

Bamberger adheres to another error of the School of

Prague. He regards those little lumps in the stools,

which resemble cooked sago or frogs'-eggs, as the se-

cretion of the diseased solitary follicles. A^iiehow,

however, has shown (Virchow's Archiv., Vol. V., p.

329) that the iodine reaction generally di monstrates
these lumps to consist of undigested starchy mattets.

Where they are truly mucous masses, however, they
must proceed from the glands of Lieberkiihn, not
from the solitary follicles.

It must be added that follicular ulceration is not pe-

culiar to dysentery ; it occurs also in other forms of in-

testinal catarrh, as, for example, in that of phthisis.

We have next to consider the diphtlieritic process

already mentioned as occurring in dysentery. The
pseudo-membranous patches are grayish-white, or gray
if they occur on portions of the mucous membrane
affected simply by catarrhal inflammation. If they oc-

cur on portions of mucous membrane iuto which
haemorrhagic effusions have taken place they are brown-
ish-red, blackish, or greenish-black. In either case tliey

may be stained variously by the intestinal contents.

The diphtheritic layer may be superficial, or may ex-
tend deeply into the mucous membrane. Its depth
will determine the depth of the subseciuent ulcer. Ul-
ceration is the constant result, the diphtheritic layer be-

ing separated as a slough by a suppurative process.

These ulcers are unlike the foUieular ulcers of catarrhal

dysentery, and they do not burrow. Yet it is to be
noted that the diphtheritic process sometimes involves

the follicles, producing follicular ulcers, along with the

diphtheritic destruction of tissue.

From the foregoing sketch it will be understood
that we cannot substitute the anatomical designations

of either of the above lesions for the clinical term
dysentery, which is based on symptoms and etiology,

and embraces both the catarrhal and the diphtheritic

form. The former is the less severe variety, and it is

probable that the diphtheritic process only sets in in

portions of tlie mucous membrane which are already

affected by catarrh. Moreover, simple catandial inflam-

mation of some portion of the intestine always
coexists with diphtheritic alteration of others.

This is shown by the fact tViat the discharges

from the bowels continue, for the diphtheritic patches
secrete nothing, and only discharge a little pus after the

sloughs begin to separate.

It will now be understood that there is no reason

why abdominal typhus and dysentery may not coexist

in the same person ; the diphtheritic form of dy-sentery

is most apt to occur in such cases, just as diphtheritic

sore-throat sometimes sets in during abdominal typhus.

In fact, all three processes may coexist. Usually the
dysenteric proce.ss sets in during the latter stages of
abdominal typhus. Such cases are, however, com-
paratively rare, and Virchow declares he does not

know of a single instance in which abdominal typhus
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has developed itself in a patient already suffering -nath

dysentery.

He next proceeds to compare what he has learned of

the fever and dysentery of the German armies in

France with what occurred during the late war in

America.
" It is worth while to state, in the interests of the

comparative pathology of war epidemics, that the

conditions observed in the present war approximate
in many particulars those of the late American war.

There also spotted typhus was almost never observed,

and the reporter of the medical staff, Woodward,
was even inclined to refer the few cases reported un-

der this designation to inaccurate diagnosis. (Out-

lines of the Chief Camp Diseases of the United States

-Armies, Philadelphia, 1803, p. 153.) In his later re-

port, which forms a part of the contents of the re-

nowned Circular No. C of the Surgeon-General's

Office (p. 113), he admits a limited number of cases of

true typhus, especially among prisoners of war.
This number, however, was so small that Bartholow,
who contributed the report on camp fevers in the

medical section of the Sanitary Memoirs of the war
of the rebellion, collected by the United States

Sanitary Commission, expresses his opinion that it is

questionable whether mere over-crowding and insuffi-

cient ventilation are sufficient in themselves to gen-
erate typhus. He insists particularly upon the ab-

sence of typhus in the notorious Andersonville prison.

For the rest, cases of 'spotted fever ' occurred, it is

true, in many regions in America, but the report of
Hunt (Contributions, p. 300) states that those were
really cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis." While
spotted typhus was rare, abdominal typhus and dysen-
tery were wide-spread in the American army. In Cir-

cular No. 6 the number of cases of abdominal typlius

for the first year of the ''war is reported as 21,977,
with 5,608 deaths; for the second year, 31,374
cases and 10,467 deaths; the total being 53,3,'jl

cases and 16,075 deaths. During the first year 215,-
214 cases of acute and chronic diarrhoea and dysen-
tery were reported, with 1,194 deaths. Since the
limits between diarrha?a and dysentery cannot
be very sharply' drawn in medical reports made
otten from different points of view, and since it appears
from the statements of American physicians, and
particularly from the pathologico-anatomical reports
of Woodward, that a large part of the cases of so-

called diarrhcea were really dysenteries, we may as-
sume that in spite of the enormous number of diar-

rhoea cases reported, dysentery was nevertheless an
exceedingly prevalent affection. During the second
year of the war the number of cases of diarrhoea and
dysentery amounted to 510,461, with 10,366 deatl)s.

The total for the two years was therefore 725,675
cases and 11,560 deaths. More than one-fourth of all

the cases of sickness belonged to this category. On
the other hand the mortality from abdominal typhus
was absolutely greater, although the number of cases
was about fourteen times less."

" The Secession wfir also showed a siipilarity to
that of Germany with France, in the gradual manner
in which abdominal typhus increased in frequency
and severity. It is important to the future solution
of etiological questions to draw the attention of
physicians now to this agreement."

Next, with regard to the etiology of the diseases un-
der consideration. Hippocrates has mentioned the
prevalence of dysenteric diarrhcea and protracted
quartan fevers during the summer. Observers ofevery
age, especially in hot countries, have laid stress on the
connection of dysentery and diarrhcea with malaria.

" This has perhaps nowhere occurred to such an ex-
tent as in North America, where the medical historian

of the war has even gone further, and established a

special group of fevers, first described by Woodward
(Outhnes, p. 74) under the name of typho-nialarial

fever. But it seems to me that we should be very
cautious in this direction. Certainly malaria, as I

formerly mentioned, exercises a predisposing influence

on the development of dysentery, since nearly all

febrile conditions occurring in the warm or mild
seasons, in swampy regions, or during the prevalence of

intermittents, are complicated with " catarrhal affections

of the mucous membrane of the intestines. But the
determining must be distinguislied from the pre-

disposing influence. That mere exhalations from the
soil—and as such malaria must be considered—are

capable of generating dysentery or typhoid disease,

is exceedingly questionable."—Virchow's Archiv., Vol.

v., S. 354).

More importance is attached by Yirchow to the in-

fluence of impure drinking water in producing these

disorders. His opinions as to its relations to typhus are

given in a recent paper (Virchow's Archiv., Vol. XLV.,
p. 294). Witli regard to dy.sentery, too, it is important.

In 1770, a hundred years ago, an epidemic of dysentery
occurred in a regiment stationed at Metz, wliich was
clearly traced to the use of water from wells contam-
inated by adjacent latrines (Guilhaumon. La guerre et

les Ppidfmies, p. 64). The Romans supplied Metz with
pure water from a distance, by means of a great aque-

duct, the ruins of wliich are still seen. A new aque-

duct performing the sime functions was interrupted

during the recent siege by the German troops. The
notion that the soil and water around Metz are favorable

to the development of fever and dysentery is not with-

out support from history.

Just before Metz was taken from Germany, in 1552,

the Emperor Charles V. besieged the place with 80,000

men. During the months of November and December
a third of his army melted away, chiefly from dysen-

tery, scurvy, hospital gangrene, and camp fever. In

the city things grew so bad, that it was commonly
supposed that the surgeons had poisoned the bandages,

till Ambrose PariS, who visited both the imperial camp
and the city, dissipated the suspicion. After the siege

was raised, a terrible epidemic of typhus broke out in

Metz, and devastated the already desolated valley of

tlie Moselle, from Pont-i-Mousson to ThionviUe (Guil-

haumon, loe. cit., p. 36).

Again, after the battle ofValmy, September 20, 1792,

when the allied German armies retreated before the

French, a very contagious epidemic of dysentery broke

out among them, and involved also the French army
and population. It was known as the " Courrfe Prus-

sienne." The retreat commenced in Champagne, and
lasted twenty-two days. The first cases, 'however,

filled the hospitals of Verdun and Longwy, not those

of Metz. Typhus followed, but appeared first in the

Department of the Maas, and the districts of the Mo-
selle, the Meurthe, and the Ardennes; everywhere the

hospitals were crowded. In the sequel, typhus pre-

vailed for two years in Metz, 64,413 men being received

into hospital there; 4,870 died.

But these accounts hardly furnish the details for an

exact investigation into the causes of the pestilence.

They show, however, that at least no one place can be

held responsible for their origin, and this is doubtless

one reason why some investigators give prominence
rather to the supposed influence of season.

" Nearly all the epidemics of typhus in or near

Metz commenced late in the summer or in the fall.

Woodward (Circular No. 6, p. 112) mentions the
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' autumnal ' character of the Xorth American camp
fever, as a corroboration of his view of the prevalence
ot a malarial element among the causes ; and diar-

rhoea acd dysentery were so much more frequent in

the Union armies during the summer and autumn,
that tlie definite influence of the time of year seemed
indisputable. (Circular No. G, p. 120.) In the pres-

ent campaign the appearance of dysentery was not con-
fined to any special malarial region. The first news
of it came from Saarbruck. The hospitals of Saar-

Louis and along the line of raihoad from Eemilly soon
filled, and the army was already suffering from dysen-
tery when it came before Metz. After the disease made
its appearance, contagion may have played a consid-

erable part ; but its first appearance must be referred

to other circumstances. Z^othing, then, is left, but to

admit the effect of injurious alimentary and thermal
conditions."

Virchow then proceeds to sketch the irregular and
often iujproper food and drink of the troops, their

exposure to cold nights after hot days, to inclement
weather without shelter, repose en the damp ground,
and the like. But he suggests, tliat besides all such
causes, some local influence acting on particular parts
of the intestines appears probable, and thinks this may
perhaps he found in constipation with foecal accumu-
lations. He refers to the local diphtheritic processes, and
the deep and numerous follicular ulcers often seen just

above strictures of the intestines. Perhaps the ammo-
nia evolved by the decomposition of the fcecal matters
is the immediate iiritant. (See Virchow's Archiv., Vol.
v., p. 356). In Bright's disease, where considerable
quantities of urea occur in the inteslinal secretions, and
rapidly decompose, extensive intestinal diphtheritis is

common. Ammoniacal decomposition of the urine is

known to produce catarrh of the bladder, ureters and
pelves of the kidneys. In vesico-vaginal fistula diph-
theritis of the vagina is common.
He docs not insist upon this view to the exclusion of

all co-operating influences; malaiia, bad water, the
cachectic condition which the Americans name "the
scorbutic taint,' doubtless all exert their influence;
but he thinks it improbable that true dysentery' ever
arises, unless besides these either contagion or foecal

retention exists as the immediate cause.

In abdominal tvphus. conta^on is probably of less

significance, but it« possibility cannot be excluded. The
contamination of the soil hy decomposing animal mat-
ters, and the emanation thence of a peculiar poison
acting either through the aii' or the drinking water, is

generally regarded as the cause. Over-crowding of
habitations, deficient nourishment, season, place, etc.,

may co-operate, but are probably of secondary import-
ance, though in a general wuy whatever can evoke an
intestinal catarrh may act as an accessory cause.

. ," The casu.!! momenta are nowhere more readily

brought together than in a besieging army, especially

where the siege is of long duration. The scanty and
irregular nourishment, the want of shelter, the ex-
hausting service—above aU, the uncleanliness which
necessaril}' increases from week to week, affect the be-
siegers much more severely than they do the besieged."

It is not surprising, then, that this was the case at Metz
in 1552 as well as in 1870. But in protracted sieges the
condition of the besieged becomes the worse in the
sequel, especially if the place is over-crowded, or occu-
pies an unhealthy site. Under such circumstances de-
vastating pe- tilences may break out, as happened at

Dantzic, at Torgau, and at .Saragossa.

So Uttle is known positively about the causes of

:abdominal typhus, that our prophylaxis is uncertain.

Among the personnel of tliree of the sanitary trains

from Berhn to Metz, of which only Virchow knew the

particulars, cases of abdominal typhus of a severe form
occurred. The circumstances are recounted in detail,

and the conclusion drawn that tbey warrant the infer-

ence of contagion.

The influence of contagion in the production of spot-

ted typhus and of recurrent fever is clearer. Every
time these diseases have become epidemic in Berlin, of

late years, thej- appear to have been imported from the

Provinces, and the circumstances have not been such as

to show clearly the influence of either famine or over-

crowding, v\ hile they have rendered contagion highly

probable. It is true that typhus has often occurred in

prisons and fortresses; but the case of AndersonvUle
shows that we must not reason too hastily with regard

to such instances. Moreover, in the majority of those

cases in which war typhus has occtxrred in camps and
fortresses on the continent of Europe, it can be traced

directly to contagion, and over-crowding has served

rather to favor the spread of the poison than to origi-

nate it.

It can no longer be disputed, at the present time, that

the Sclavonic countries are the ever overflowiug source

of spotted typhus, as they are also of the rinderpest.

This is the secret of the supposed intimate connection

between the two diseases. The present war has dis-

abused our minds with regard to such a supposition.

The rinderpest was carried everywhere by the cattle

brought for the army from Podolia and Galicia ; it spread

through Pomerania and Mecklenburg, through Mark
and Saxony, until it reached France. Yet there has
been no appreciable number of cases of spotted typhus.

On the other hand, in modern times spotted typhus has
followed everj' army which has moved out of the east

into Central Europe. The severest epidemic which has
recently visited Germany was brought with the French
army in its retreat from Eussia ; tire next pestdence of

the sort which attacked a French army occurred, when
on the soil of the Crimea they came into new contact

with Sclavonic troops. The hunger pestilence ofUpper
Silesia in ISiS, and of East Prussia in 186S, stood re-

lated in many respects to Sclavonic populations. Even
in our province of Posen, there have been since 1828
a number of small epidemics of recurrent fever and
spotted typhus. " Poland appears to have as danger-
ous a significance for us as Ireland for Great Britain

;

and much as I was formerly opposed to admitting con-
tagion as the common means of the development of
typhus-epidemics, I must confess that, like so many
earlier observers, continued experience impels me
more and more to go over to tlie camp of the conta-
gionists."

The paper closes with the hope that the war may
find scientific and well-instructed historians. " Every
war is a heavy evil, and the re.il gain lies often enough
in a very different direction from material acquisitions."

progress of iHebiral Science.

The TsTRODrciiox of Sctcres ixto the Uterus after
CssARiAN Section.—In au interesting article on this

subject, by Charles F. Eodenstein, M.D., "Westchester,

N. Y. {Am. Journ. of Obstetrics), the subjoined conclu-

sions may be legitimately drawn :

1st. The introduction of sutures is positively indi-

cated when the uterine wound is not closed by the

conti^ctions of the womb.
2d. The closing of the uterine wound by sutures does

not interfere with the success of the Ctesarian sec-

tion.
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3d. The application of uterine sutures after every
Ciesarian section will probably diminish the rate of
mortality attending that operation.

The Halo Round the Macula Lutea.—At the last

meeting- of the Neiv York Ophthalmological Society,

Dr. E. G-. Loring read a paper on the nature of the
bright circular ring or halo seen with the ophthalmo-
scope round the Macula Lutea, in the normal eye. The
views heretofore given by Liebreich, Schweigger,
Schirmir, and many other?, have never been considered

satisfactory, or sufficient in themselves to account for

this peculiar phenomenon. Dr. Loring's explanation
of it was based on the anatomical conditions of the

part, and principally from the fact that the region of
the Macula, from the absence of or great reduction in

thickness of all the layers except the cones, represents

a shallow cup or vase-hke depression, the rim of which
pre.sents a convex, and the bowl a concave, surface.

The bright ring in question was shown to be the

product of reflection and refraction of the rays of light

striking upon this curved rim. The glittering stripes

sometimes seen along the vessels and in other parts of

the retina were attributed to the same cause, mainly a

difference in level and curvature.

These views were illustrated by diagrams on the
board, and practically demonstrated by a camera repre-

senting a pair of normal eyes.

A Small Ivory Exostosis.—ilr. Spencer Watson,
of London {British Med. Journal), lately exhibited at

the Pathological Society of London, a small ivory ex-
ostosis, which he had removed from the outer side of

the left eye-ball. It had all the microscopical charac-
ters of very dense bone. No other similar case had, he
believed, been recorded.

Ought Cossumptites to Marrt ?—Dr. Robert
Barnes, in his Gynaecological Notes (British Medical
Journal), expresses a very decided opinion on this sub-
ject. He beUeves that when consumption is either

latent, stationary, or slowly progressing, marriage very
commonly precipitates the fatal issue of the disease both
in men and women. He says there never was a greater
fallacy than that which affirms that pregnancy is anta-
gonistic to phthisis ; therefore, although consumptives
seem at least a.s apt in procreation as other people, he
believes tliat they ought not to marry, especially since

their children almost invariably inherit the tubercular
diathesis, and repeat the sad history of their parents,

scattering mental and physical distress around them.

Calabar Bean in Tetanus.—Dr. Campbell Black, of
Glasgow, has treated a case of tetanus by Calabar bean,
and is convinced that the physiological action of that
drug places its use in tetanus beyond the pale of em-
piricism.

Diabetes Mellitus.—Prof. Alnaldo Cantani, of Na-
ples (British Medical Journal), is firmly convinced that
in diabetes it is not a question of an increased production
of sugar, but, on the contrary, It is one of deficient
combustion, owing to there not having taken place the
progressive transformation into lactic acid or fats, of the
sugar which has been eaten, or formed from amylaceous
substances. He suspects, therefore, that the diabetic
sugar is not true glucose, although it presents the same
chemical reactions, but that it is a modification of
normal glucose less easy to be oxidized ; whence he
calls it, pararflucose.

Another important fact consists in his observations
on the low temperature of diabetic patients, and the
generally small number of their respiratory movements.
Prof. Cantani has demonstrated from many cases that
the temperature of diabetic patients oscillates regularly

between 35° and 36° Celsius (95° to 96.8° Fahr.) and
sometimes descends below 35" when they suffer from
tuberculosis.

The profes.sor administers lactic acid, and limits his

patients to an exclusively meat diet in diabetes. The
lactic acid appears to take the place of the sugar as a
combustible, by representing in itself that chemical
transformation of the saccharines, which, having passed
over the condition of glucose, are decomposable by ulte-

rior oxidation into carbonic acid and water. The meat
diet has the object of reducing to a minimum the intro-

duction of saccharine and sugar-producing substances,

and of thus leaving to repose the liver, whose aflcc-

tion, certainly curable in the beginning, is the cause of
that alteration in the saccliarines which renders them
incombustible. Of lactic acid, he gives every day from
5 to 10 grammes, diluted in from 200 to 300 grammes
(75 to 150 grains in from S to 10 fluid ounces of plain

water), and without any corrective.

Ozone developed by Flowers.-—Prof Mantegazza
reports in the Proceedings of the Institute of Lombardy
that the essences of mint, cloves, lavender, bergamot,
anise, laurel, &c.. in contact with atmospheric oxygen
in the sunlight, develop a very large quantity of ozone,

equal, if not superior, in amount to that produced by
phosphorus, by electricity, and by the decomposition
of permanganate of potash.

The flowers of the narci-ssus, hyacinth, mignonette,

heliotrope, lily of the valley, &c., develop ozone in

closed vessels. Flowers destitute of perfume do not

develop it, and those which have but slight perfume
develop it only in small quantities. As a corollary from
these facts, the professor recommends the use of flowers

in marshy districts and in places affected with animal
emanations, as the powerful oxidizing influence of
ozone may destroy them. The inhabitants of such
regions should surround their houses with beds of the
most odorous flowers. In support of these views. Dr.
Caro, of tliis city, stales that in Northern Italy it is

common to plant the sunflower around houses as a pro-

tection against malaria, and that in the province of

llomagna, where the chamomile is very extensively

cultivated for the sake of its flowers, the intermittent

and remittent fevers disappear during the season when
it is in blossom.

Vaccination.—Dr. Robert Ellis, of London, recom-
mends vaccination by means of vesicating liquid.

Three httle spots, the size of a pin's head, are touched
with the blistering fluid, and the next day the lymph
is placed beneath the cuticle thus raised. It is claimed
that only the minute particles of true virus can obtain

access to the system in vaccination by this means, so

that greater safety and greater certainty of success are

iu.sured at the same time.

In the London Hospital very satisfactory results have
been obtained from vaccination with lymph diluted

with pure glycerine, in the proportion of twenty drops
of glycerine to one capillary tube of lymph.

Reduction of an Ancient Dislocation or the
Shoulder by Prolonged Extension and Manipula-
tion.—M. A. McClelland, M.D., of Knoxville, III.,

writes :

—

Pierre Lindeau, Swede, laborer, aged 52 years,

struck on the right shoulder, while the arm was in an
extended position above his head, by a heavy pole,

which dislocated humerus downward. Accident oc-

curred September 4, 1870. Was seen by a doctor

within five hours, who pronounced the injury a contu-

sion and prescribed a liniment. No other doctor saw
him till November 9. The injury was then diagnosed
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by non-professionals as a dislocation, and a homoeopath
of a neighboring city endeavored to reduce the humerus
with heel in axilla. After making two efforts as forci-

bly as be dared, he advised that patient be sent to

Chicago. Was called to fee patient the next day.

Found the dislocation to be at present sub-coracoid.

On the next day, it being the seventieth of the disloca-

tion, assisted by four able-bodied men, I attempted the

reduction. Feeling that it would require a protracted

effort, and not wishing to keep patient for so long a

time under the influence of an anassthetic, I thought I

would endeavor to relax muscles and mitigate pain

somewhat, and also gain a more decided result from the

anaesthetic, when I should use it, and I injected into the

right fore-arm one-eightli grain morphine. Two pieces

of cotton roller were laid tilong radial and ulnar sides

of humerus, and secured immediately above the

condyles by a roller, the ends of wliich were sewn
rather than pinned. The upper extremities of the

strips were then brouglit down and sewed to the op-

posite ends, thus forming two loops, through which
was passed the corner of a sheet, which, being tied to

the diagonal corner, made a large loop to pass over the

shoulder, by whicli to make extension. A broad band-'

age was passed around the body of the patient, under
the axilla, and attaclied to an iron pillar at his left side.

The patient being seated in a chair, an assistant was
directed to sit on the opposite side of the pillar, and
embracing it, fix the scapula by hooking over the

acromion with the clasped hands. Extension was
then made very gradually, at almost a right angle with

the body. At the end of five minutes the extending

force was increased and the arm carried a little higher.

For the next fifteen minutes the extension was gradu-

ally increased, the arm being carried higher and some-
what more across the chest. The pain becoming
severe, the patient was laid on a comforter on the floor,

and while the assistants continued the extension and
counter-extension, I administered ether. This acting

very slowly, I used about half an ounce of chloroform.

Stertor coming on, I ceased the administration of the

anaesthetic and took charge of the extension. Draw-
ing my boots, I fixed the scapula more firmly with my
right foot against the anterior bordt-r of scapula, and
the left against tlie acromion. Shifting my seat more
and more towards the head, I finally made the exten-

sion directly upward, making counter-extension with

my left foot pressing firmly on top of scapula. The
lower part of scapula was partially fixed by the foot of

an assistant and the broad bandage around the body.

Extension was continued in this direction, and gradu-

ally increased for thirty minutes. The fore-arm and
hand becoming highly discolored and very cold, the

roller above condyles having cut off the circulation, I

loosed the roller, making such extension as I could

with my left hand. Bending the fore-arm to a right

angle with the arm, I carried both upward and inward
toward the head ; then gently rotating the arm and car-

rying it downward and across the chest, we had the

satisfaction of liearing. upon pushing slightly upward
as the elbow passed below the level of the shoulder,

an audible snap as the head slipped into place. Time
employed in the extension, one hour and thirtj--five

minutes. The lesson to be drawn is the necessity of

making our extension very gradual, in breaking up the

adhesions in ancient dislocations. I had the pleasure

of exhibiting the shoulder, after all swelling had sub-

sided, to my friends Drs. Reece and Hinsley, both of

whom were well satisfied that the shoulder was prop-

erly reduced. Our homosopathic contemporary claims

that the shoulder is in same condition as when it left

his office.

GoSORKHffiA 5I.\NAGED BY TaJOJIN AXD GlTCERISE.

—Dr. Schuster, of Aix-la-ChapeUe Ofedical and Surgi- ,

cal Reporter), in the treatment of gonorrhoea, in all its

stages, uses rods three or four inches long, consisting

of tannin, two parts, powdered opium, 0.12 part, with

a sufficiency of glycerine. These are soft in the sum-
mer, but become very brittle in the winter. The rod,

moistened with hot water, is introduced into the urethra,

and a piece about an inch and a half long is left in : it

melts down and forms a whitish mass with the mucous
secretion from the canal. The rod may, after remain-

ing five to ten minutes, either be removed by the finger

or be expelled by the stream of urine. The remedy is

applied twice or thrice daily. A cure follows, he says,

in a period varying from seven to eighteen days.

Grcx-SHOT "Bounds.—Dr. "Wm. ilacCormac, Belfast

{British ifediccd Journal), tliinks of no rule in mihtary
practice can there be less doubt than that immediate
amputation should always be practised in gun-shot

wounds of the knee clearly implicating the articulation.

When amputation has, however, been delayed through
any cause, the efforts of Nature should generally be al-

lowed free scope, since secondary amputations of the

thigh are exceedingly fatal. Cases where the knee-joint

is really opened require to be discriminated from those

in which a ball, deflected by the strong fibrous capsule

of the articulation, passes more or less completely round
it without penetration. Seventeen such instances oc-

curred at Balan, in the late foreign war, one only of

which proved fatal.

Of twenty cases of gun-shot fracture of the femur,

twelve died. Those whicli were not amputated were
treated by the long splint to steady the limb, and exten-

sion by means of a weight attached to the foot ; the

weight of the body, and its friction against the bed,

afl'ording sufficient counter-extending power. In a

few cases there ensued very considerable deformity

and shortening; but in some, on the other hand, the

result was as good as good could be.

Syphilitic Rekal Dropsy.—Dr. S. Messenger Brad-
ley, of Manchester {British Med. JournaT), refers to a

case of renal dropsy occurring in a child four months
old, covered with syphilitic psoriasis. Hydrargyrum
cum creta was given in two-grains doses twice daily,

and a httle unguentum hydrargyri rubbed into the ab-

domen each night, and at the end of three weeks the

albumen in the urine and eruption on the skin had en-

tirely disappeared, the cellular tissue was free from
dropsy, and the microscope failed to reveal the presence

of any abnormal element in the urine.

The deduction which he draws from this case is that

the syphilitic poison, floating about in the circulatory

system, is capable of bringing about those renal changes
which result in the granular or waxy kidney ; that

chronic albuminuria very often means the presence of
syphilis in the blood, and that therefore, as a matter of

course, the therapeutical indication follows, that the

disease depending on such a cause is to be combated
with mercury rather than with diaphoretics and diu-

retics.

lonoFORM OisTMEKT.—In the Boston City Hospital,

iodoform ointment, in connection with iodide of potassi-

um, is extensively and successfiilly used in the treat-

ment of syphilitic ulcers and rupia. Dr. William In-

galls, attending surgeon, advocates this formula in two
obstinate cases under his care :

!g . lodoformi 3 ss

;

Spts. vini. rect q.s.

;

Adipis suilla 3 vijss.

M. —Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.
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THE DRUG-CLERK LAW.

With the ostensible object of protecting the people

ot' the city of New York from wholesale poisoning

and other terrible things which may be caused by dis-

pensing druggists, the Legislature has given us a new
law. This law, known as the Irving Drug Bill, would

seem, on its face, to contain many excellent proyisions,

and in so far it has satisfied the framers. It is, how-

ever, well enough understood that political capital

is all that our legislators care for, and' if it can he

gained by blinding the people intc a behef that their

best interests are served, there is no particular need

to respect the rights of a respectable minority.

In order that the letter and spirit of the law may be un-

derstood,we shall quote its most important provisions :

—

" Section 1. The Mayer of the city of New York is

hereby authorized to appoint, within ninety days after

the passage of this act, a board, to consist of one
skilled pharmaceutist, one practical druggist, and two
regular physicians of the city of New York, to hold
office during the pleasure of said Mayor, to act as an
examining board for the examination and licensing of

all druggists and persons now employed, or hereafter

to be employed, as clerks by any druggist, keeper, pro-
prietor, or superintendent of any drug store in said
city, who shall be engaged in preparing and putting up
physicians' prescriptions or dispensing medicine. On
and after six months from the date of the organization
of such board, any person who shall not have passed
an examination before and received a certificate from
said board, who shall make up, or attempt to make up,
a prescription—any physician's prescription—shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon con-
viction thereof, be fined not more than $500, or impris-
oned not longer than six months, or both, at the dis-

cretion of the Court.

"Sec 4. It shall be the duty of said board to
examine, on application, all persons employed, or here-
after to be employed, in putting up prescriptions or
dispensing medicine in the city of New York, and
give a certificate of such examination to the persons so
examined, if found competent to act in such capacity,
and which certificate shall be deemed as a license
for such person to engage in such employment.

" Sec 5. Said board shall, with the approval of the
Mayor, fix the sum to be paid for such certificates

by the persons to whom they shall be issued, and all

sums or fees for certificates raised by said board shall

be appropriated to the payment of the expenses and
saL-u-ies of the members of said board, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, the balance, if any, to be
paid into the city treasury. Said board shall cause a

I

true and accurate account of its receipts and disburse-

ments to be kept, and shall, once in three months,

make a return of the amount received and expended
to the Comptroller of tlie city of New York."

No one can object to the justice of an examination

for any place of trust In fact, the more rigid and

I

exacting such an examination may be, the better

guarantee is there that the trust will be faithfully

fulfilled. So far, then, sp good. A law, however,

which provides for an examination, should also pro-

vide for suitable educational advantages. But this is

not done. The only calculation is to separate the good

from the bad, and while the former may be rewarded

with place, the latter suffers total neglect The trouble

with the whole law is, that our political jobbers at

Albany have commenced at the wrong end. Wise

legislation foresees the advantages of liberal invest-

ments in the cause of education. The history of civil-

ization, from the earliest times to the present, proves

the feasibility of raising the qualifications of a people

up to any fanciful standard which any particular law of

a country may demand. It is policy first to cultivate

the ground \>y education, and then we can with more

certainty and satisfaction pluck the fruit by an exami-

, nation. In the law in question, the truth is the reform

proposed is so radical, so absolute, and so impracticable

I
in its ultimate results, that it cannot be sprung upon

the community with any hopes of meeting lis require-

\ ments. All those now employed in dispensing med-

,
icines are within a certain specified time to present

I themselves before a board, doubtless thoroughly politi-

' cal in character, submit themselves to examiualion,

I

and, if found wanting, thrown out of place. What
must be the result ? Many worthy men may fail to

pass such an examination as the Board may institute,

I and yet be qualified to dispense prescriptions. No
board can positively decide upon an individual's know-

ledge by one sitting. Again : The number of drug

clerks will be inevitably lessened, and the prescription

business of our city will be crowded upon the few.

This, certainly, is not one of the means to insure accu-

racy. One of the greatest faults of our present dis-

pensing system is, that there is too much hurry in the

putting up of prescription*. Mistakes occur almost as

frequently from this cause as from all others combined.

We can certainly have a demand for good men created
;

but how, under present regulations, can that demand

be supplied ?

While we admit that the reform proposed is a good

one, as far as it may go, it is, as before intimated, pre-

mature. The status of our clerks must be improved

;

there are a great many who are dispensing prescrip-

tions who should never be trusted with such a respon-

sible office. If we would begin in the right way

we should render it obligatory that all these should be
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properly educated. We have no right, as a common-

wealth, to use the authority of law to establish a

proscription—however just such a proscription may
appear—without giving a reasonable opportunity in

return for the parties who shall be affected by the

measure to protect themselves. Would it not be

good poUcy to follow up such a law, by enacting

that alter a certain time such and such a thing will

be required of those who may wish to perform the

duties of compounders ? Would it not be true wisdom

to foster our pharmaceutical colleges, and to encourage

them by legislative sanction and by liberal endow-

ments to undertake the education of men who are

to be intrusted with the handling of medicines ? Far

from doing this, there is no mention made in the bill

that a diploma from any of these institutions will be

considered a suSicient evidence of fitness. The sole

qualification rests upon tlie result of the examination

of a board, and tliat board to be appointed under

pohtical pressure. Judging from past experience in this '

matter, the profession hare a right to feel a solicitude as

to the entire freedom with which such a board can act.

If one-half of what will be paid for the expenses of

these Commissioners, etc., were given to our College

of Pharmacy, the results would be in time far more

satisfactory to the pharmaceutist and the physician

than all the enactments contained in this slupid bilL

And yet a modest request for an appropriation was

flatly refused by the very parties who had the Irving

bill in charge. This very law may tend to stimulate

the study of pharmacy in a proper way ; but how can

the pharmaceutists be able to help themselves before

the coming generation, who may take advantage of

extra means of study, be available ? Again : Are they

morally bound to accept any and every one who may
present a license from the board ? How much more
prudent would it have been to trust to the judgment
of each pharmaceutist to procure the best educated

men possible, and wait patiently until the time should

come when he could get better ; when the provisions

of a prospective law should act as a stimulant for all

interested in obtaining appointments to acquire the

necessary knowledge to hold their appointments.

But it may well strike one with astonishment to

know that the law, which seems to watch so diligently

over the interests of the community, has no provision

for qualification of wholesale dealers. These parties

can seemingly do as they please; hire any one to

handle their drugs, sort, or sell them. It is a notorious

fact that many cases of poisoning charged upon the

drug clerk are, in reality, due to the carelessness of the

wholesalers. Many articles are wrongly labelled by
them, and the labels, being accepted as true, are duly

honored. From the- cask the medicines find their way
. into the shop-bottle, and from the shop-bottle to the

prescription. It is idle to suppose that every pharma-
ceutist should be compelled to rectify such mistakes by
a careful analysis of everything he buys.

The law is an experiment, and nothing more, and

time will tell how impracticable, unjust, and stupid it

will prove itself to be.

HcDicras nitti lloticcs of Ooolis.

A Treatise on the CnROXic Inflammation j\nb Dis-
placement OF the Unimpregnated Uterus. By
Wm. H. Byford, A.M., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics

and the Diseases of Women and Children, in the Chicago
Medical College ; author' of

'

' The Practice of Medicine
and Surgery, applied to the Diseases and Accidents in-

cident to Women. " &c. , &c. Second Edition, enlarged,

with numerous illustrations. Philadelphia : Lindsay &
Blakiston. 1871.

We find in this volume many things to approve, and
not a few to endorse. The author has hardly done
himselfjustice in the revision and enlargement of his

treatise, though he claims in the preface to have repre-

sented the experience of the profession for the last six

years, in the branches of which he treats. In the first

place, the subject is too comprehensive in all its

bearings to be satisfactorily disposed of within so small

a compass. In the second place, whatever may have
been the author's experience, we do not believe his

opinions on therapeutics coincide with those of the most
advanced gynecologists of the day. He seems to ad-

here to the old regime, and a young practitioner who
should take this manual as his guide, would very often

do liis patients more harm than good. Many of his

views, however, are excellent, and, to a certain extent,

original; and the chapters on general treatment, and
on the sympathies of the system with the uterus, strike

us very favorabl}'. The remarks on the management
of constipation are also very good. There is a wise

suggestion made under the head of "nervous prostra-

tion," which will admit of a much wider application.

The author Siiys, " There is no question, I think, but

that complicated formula often nullify themselves by
containing ingredients intended for the liver, kidneys,

and skin, which ought all to act about the same time;

we should act upon each of these alternately, in quick

succession, if we think best ; but let each organ feel

the full impression of its remedy before the blood and
nervous energies are directed to another."

Professor Byford's remarks upon local treatment con-

tain little that is new and much that is very old. The
use of strong nitrate of silver and of caustic potassa is too

freely recommended, .ind sufficient warning i? not given

of the dangerous consequences known to follow these

powerful agents, especially the potassa. Hyalism is ap-

proved of in the treatment of enlargement and indura-

tion of the cervix, inducing, the author says, "Such a
state of comparative comfort that the patients believed

themselves cured."

In the chapter on displacements we are surprised to

find the use of the stem pessary advised, as correcting

"All sorts of deviations," and as the most perfect me-
chanical support we can make use of" The author

also says of the elastic ring pessary, that, " It may be

made to replace the uterus in retroversion or prolapse

better, perhaps, than any others. It is not so likely to

produce intolerable irritation as the stem pessary." It

is precisely this "intolerable irritation" which renders

the stem pessary worthy only of a place .imong medieval
instruments of torture. When we add that Professor

Byford also approves of the inflated rubber bag as a

pessary, we have said enough to prove that, in regard

at least to the means of supporting a displaced uterus,

the author is a very dangerous guide to the inexperi-

enced.
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If there be any truth in the theory of the plirenolo-

gists, that the power of constructing sentences bears

some relation to tlie mechanical talents of the writer,

then must these tnlents stand at zero in Professor By ford,

for of all the writers we have ever attempted to follow, he

is pre-eminently awkward and ungrammatical. A few
pages of the volume before us would furnish enough ex-

amples of faulty construction to supply all the grammars
in Christendom for all time to come. He even exiiibits a

special ingenuity in entangling his ideas in wordy laby-

rinths, that sorely puzzle even a patient reader. He
says, for instance, speaking of uterine sympathies,
'• When an organ has been the subject of irritation

or functional derangement for a long time, in conse-

quence of sympathy with the uterus, it may become
the subject of organic disease, and then continue as an
independent affection of perhaps a dangerous character,

etc." Here we have an unofl'ending organ transformed

into " an independent affection, of perhaps a dangerous
character." It is needless to multiply examples of this

sort, for the book is full of them, and this is one of the

least complicated.

The illustrations are, for the most part, badly drawn
and very coarsely executed, but they convey tolerably

well the ideas intended by the author, which is more
than we can say truthfully of his efforts with the pen.

Galvaxo-Therapeutics. The Physiological and Thera-
peutical Action of the Galvanic Current upon the
Acoustic, Optic, Sympathetic, and Pneumogastric
Nerves. By Wm. B. Neftel, M.D. N. Y. : D. Apple-
ton & Co. 1871.

This monograph contains many important truths and
many misleading errors. It is true that the acoustic

nerve reacts to the galvanic current in accordance
with a physiological law ; it is not true that the results

of phj'siological investigations afford any reliable guide
for the electro-therapeutics of the diseases of the ear.

It is ti ue that galvanization of the acoustic nerve
oftentimes favorably affects the general health of the
patient as well as relieves the tinnitus, or perhaps the

deafness ; it is not true that these results are due en-
tirely to the action of the current on the acoustic nerve,

or on the brain, since the sympathetic and the spinal cord
are also more or less affected in all such applications.

It is true that galvanization of the sympathetic
through the neck and down the spine is a therapeutic
measure of wide and sometimes wonderful efficacy; it

is not true that the effect of such treatment is due to

the action of the current on the sympathetic alone,
since the spinal cord and the peripheral nerves are
always and necessarily affected. It is true that the
application of the galvanic current in such a way as to

most nearly reach tlie pneumogastric is of temporary
and permanent benefit in cases of asthma; it is not
true that such benefit is due to the effect of the current
on the pneumogastric alone, since the sympathetic, the
spinal cord, and the periplieral nerve are all more or less

affected by the current, when it is directed through the
track of the pneumogastric, and no man can differ-

entiate entirely or even approximately the part which
the sympathetic, the pneumogastric, or the spinal cord
bears in the result of such treatment.

It is true that attacks of sick headache may be re-
lieved, and the intervals between the attacks greatly
lengthened by galvanization of the cerebro-spinal region

;

it is not true, as the author would imply, that there is

any uniformity in these results.

It is true that electro-physiology has been of service
to electro-therapeutics; it is not true that scientific

electro-therapeutics should be based on electro-physi-
ology, or that it is dependent upon it, since some of the

most remarkable results in electro-therapeutics have
been obtained by those who had never heard of the

term ele(?tro-physiology. Throughout this little treatise

there runs the idea, which is nowhere distinctly stated,

that therapeutics is or can be an exact science, and
that we should treat disease as we should solve a pro-

blem in mathematics.

This idea is not new ; it is older than Hippocrates,

who devoted his lifetime to its refutation. From time

to time it has been revived by various theories, and
though often repelled, it has never been entirely or per-

manently vanquished. Science, though often relieved,

has never been absolutely delivered of iis presence.

Like certain metastatic diseases, when driven from one
point it appears in another, and gathers reinforcement

on the way.
In the earlier part of this century this idea became

dominant—especially under the influence of the quater-

nion of German transcendental philosophers—Kant,

Fichle. Schelling, and Hegel ; and for a long time Ger-

many was the land of fog and d priori reasoning. But
within the past twenty years a vast change lias been
coining over Germany. ..1 priori reasoning has been
giving way to reasoning d ^Msteriori, and those of

whom Madame de Stael, ever so justly, said ' their

province is the air," are becoming the most prac-

tical people on the globe. De<luction is giving way to

induction; theory to fact; experiment to experience.

At the present time all the leaders in science, in

Germany or out of it, whose opinions are of the weight
[of a snow-flake, however greatly they may differ in

other matters, agree in thi.s, that all or nearly all oui

sciences, and especially those which are allied to medi-

{

cine, are just in their infancy : and that not until very

I

distant ages, if ever, will they be reduced to comple-
tion or exactitude.

They therefore misrepresent Germany of the present

j

day who charge that it is now the home of mere specu-

lation. Not only her best autliorities in general thera-

I
pcutics, as Niemeyer, &c., but the best authorities in

i electro-therapeutics, as Benedikt, Bruns, &c., with

! united voice protest against the delusion that thera-

peutics can be reduced to an exact science on the

j

basis of physiology, physics, or pathology, and appeal

to clinical observation as the true guide for medical

{

practice.

In this respect, therefore, this work is either twenty
years behind the times or twenty million years ahead

\
of them.

If the time should ever come when our knowledge

I

of the hnman system in health and disease, of ma-
teria medica, of hygiene, should be so completed as

1 to enable us to mathematically map out the right

course of treatment for every or any morbid condition,

I
and precisely predict the result, then we shall be gods,

and not men, and shall need no treatment, either by
anelectrotonos or catalectrotonos.

Elements of Medical Chemistry. By B. How.\bd
R.t^ND, M.D., Professor of Chemistry in Jefferson Medi-

cal College. Philadelphia : J. B. Lipiiincott & Co.

Second edition. 1871. 12mo., pp. 420.

Tnis handy hltle volume is issued by the author as a

full set of notes to his Course of Lectures on Chemistry

in Jefferson Medical College, and though discussing in

a slight measure the entire subject of chemistry and
physics, is confined chiefly to an exposition of their

appHcation to medicine. The new chemical nomencla-

ture has not been adopted, and doubts of its general

acceptation are expressed. It is certainly very annoy-

ing for the practitioner to unlearn the names with

wh'ch he has been familiar and learn new ones ; and
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though the latter may come easy enough to the stu-
'

dent, it cannot but produce confusion in his subsequent

intercourse with professional brethren. In'the work
before u?, a great deal of assiduous care has been be-

stowed in the arrangement of subjects, particularly in

that portion devoted to organic chemistry, in which we
are glad to see an admirable little exposition of the chem-

ical and microscopical examination of the urine, with

some of Da Costa's illustrations. A list of minerals and

their chemical composition, a glossary, and the introduc-

tion of an index, add to the value of the book. In view

of the present rapid mode of instruction adopted in our

American colleges, this conspectus of the domain of
|

medical chemistry is perhaps more suited to induct the

student in the alphabet of tlie science than a more copi-
I

ous treatise. As far as we have been able to judge,

the information given is accurate, and in strict conform-

ity to the terms employed in the V. S. Pharmacopoeia.
:

Type, paper, and binding are aU attractive.

Tbansactioxs of tite Americas OpnTHALMOLOGiCAL
Society. Seventh Annual Meeting. Newport,
July, 1870. Pp. 151.

This flourishing organization contains forty-eight active

members and several honorary members, who represent

the principal workers, in this country, in this depart-

ment of medical science. Ophthalmologists from St.

Louis to Boston are represented—showing it to be, as

the name indicates, a truly American Society.

Fifty-one pages of the " Transactions " are devoted

to a " Report on the Progress of Ophthalmology," by
Dr. B. Joy Jeffries, Boston, which the author consid-

ers as a suoplement to Dr. Noyes' excellent report in

the y. Y. Ued. Journal, Feb., 1870.

Since Dr. Jeffries' able paper was presented to the

members of the Society, Dr. Noyes has recorded in the

N. T. Med. Journal, Feb., 1871, an elaborate report on
the progress of Ophthalmology down to the present

date.

Dr. Chas. il. Allin, of New York, reports the three

following papers on :
" Cyst of the Iris cured by Opera-

tion," ''A Case of Supposed Glioma," and " Cantho-
plasty in the Treatment of Diphtheritic Conjunctivitis."

Dr. AlUn states that the latter operation was for the first

time performed by him in the acute stage of diphther-

itic conjunctivitis. He adds a note to the original

paper, informing the profession that Dr. Althof, since

his operation, has succe.ssfuUy treated five cases of

diphtheritic conjunctivitis by the author's method.
Dr H. D. Noyes contributes two unusual cases of

"Foreign Bodies in the Vitreous Humor," and relates

his procedure (extirpation and plastic operation) in a
case of "Extropium with Exophthalmus." Three
wood-cuts accompany the latter paper, and exliibit

the marked improvement resulting from the operation.

The left eye, which, when first seen, was revolting and
distressing, though not attractive after the operation,

was far less repellent than before surgical interference.
" A Peculiar Case of Conjunctival and Corneal In-

flammation " is submitted by Dr. D. B. St. John Ropsa.

He.states that the case has caused no little embarrass-
ment in diagnosis and treatment by two members of
the Society who saw it in consultation. Dr. Roosa
thought at one time that it should be clas.sed with
cases of intermittent ophthalmia; but it is believed

he has now given the correct interpretation of the case.

Five peculiarities are noted which entitle the case to be
considered an uncommon one.

The '• Contribution to the Subject of Strabismus,"

with excellent plates, by C. R. Agnew, M.D., is well

worth the attention of medical men.
Interesting and valuable cases, of which we have not

space for more than a mention, are given by Drs. H.
Knapp, N. Y., Francis Simrock, N. Y., B. Joy Jeffries,

Boston, Francis Delafield, N. Y., G. Ha}', Boston, Wm.
Thompson, Philadelphia, Thomas R. Pooley, N. Y.,

Charles A. Robertson, Albany, J. S. Protit, Brooklyn,

E. G. Loring, N. Y., and John Green, St Louis.

Those interested in ophthalmology will do well to

consult this collection of rare cases and reports, if they

have not already done so, as it contains the essence of

what is known in this department of medical science.

We look upon the volume as one of the most valua-

ble that has ever been issued by the Society, and it

cannot fail to prove an important addition to every

medical library.

The officers of the Society are as follows : President,

H. W. Williams, M.D., Boston ; Vice-President, C. R.

Agnew, M.D., N. Y. ; Recording Secretary and Treas-

urer. H. D. Noyes, M.D., N. Y. ; Corresponding Secre-

tary, H. Althof M.D., N. Y. ; Publishing Committee, E.

G. Loring, M.D., N. Y., D. B. St. John Roosa, N. Y.

The next place of meeting is at the Ocean House,

Newport, R. I., Thursday, July 22, 1871.

Ueports of Societies!.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, April 3, 1871.

Dr. Abraham Jacob:, President, in the Chair.

The President announced the admission to membership
of Dr. J. Lewis Smith.

The report of the Committee on Intelligence was
read by Dr. Castle, and that of the Committee on
Meteorology by Dr. Goodwillie.

ABSCESS OP APPENDIX VERMITORMIS CiECI.

Dr. Leonard Weber read an extended paper upon
this subject. After a full bibliography and an account

of the anatomy and relations of the vermiform process,

the paper considered the pathology and causation of

abscess of the region adjoining it.

It is usually due to perforation of the appendix, from

inflammation and ulceration dependent on a fiecal

concretion, or much more rarely a foreign body im-

pacted within it. In the process of ulcL-ration, local

peritonitis may be set up, forming adhesions, and so

separating the affected part from the general peritoneal

cavity, and averting general peritonitis at the time of

perforation. Thus an abscess may be formed as large

as the first; its contents destined either to undergo

disintegration and absorption, or to point and discharge

through the abdominal parietes, or into any of the ad-

jacent hollow viscera, or, with fatal result, into the

peritoneal cavity. Among the predisposing causes,

sex exerts an unexplained influence, the affection

being at least four times as common in males as in

females. Four-fifths of the cases occur between the

ages of ten and thirty-five. All intestinal diseases

interfering with normal secretion or with peristaltic

action seem also to predispose to it.

The most prominent signs and symptoms are the

deep-seated tumor, tender and painful, in right iliac

fossa; tympanites; obstinate const^ation with, some-

times, transient diarrhoea; vomiting, which may be

stercoraceous, indicating intestinal oVjstruction from

pressure; oedema of right lower extremity from pres-

sure on ihac vein, and pain from pressure on nervous

trunks ; and evidences, local and constitutional, of

cerforation and peritonitis.
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The diagnosis from typhlitis and perityphlitis, and
from intussusception in the ilio-cseeal region, is diffi-

cult, and sometimes impossible to make with certainty,

but it can be rendered eminently probable by con-

siderations into -which lack of space forbids us to

enter. ^Ve barely mention, also, psoas-abscess, tumor
of right kidney, perinephritic abscess, and cancer of

caecum, from which the affection is more easily dis-

tinguished.

After perforation has occurred spontaneous recovery

is rare, death commonly re>ulting from peritonitis or

from other complications. While the abscess remains
there is always grave danger of its rupture into the

peritoneal cavity, or of its pointing in some untoward
direction near at hand; or, after burrowing so extensively

in the areolar tissue, pyaemia is a not infrequent con-

sequence.
The medical treatment is that of peritonitis by opium.

In the statistics of Volz, we find that 8 cases so treated

all recovered, while of 38 treated antiphlogistically

only one recovered. Bamberger lost but 10 out of 30
cases treated by opium. No successful surgical treat-

ment seems to have been practised until the opera-
tion of incision, instituted by Dr. Willard Parker, of

this city, and described by him in Medical Record,
vol. ii., p. 25 (March 15, 1867).*

In his own practice, the speaker had met with nine
cases of abscess in the ileo-caecal region. He related

two of the most interesting, in one of which Parker's

operation was performed witli success.

Dr. S.tNDs had seen Dr. Parker operate in two cases.

In the first, related in the article above referred to, the

diagnosis had been undoubted ; but in the second it

was obscured by .the absence of any circumscribed
swelHng, the feeling being that of deep-seated oedema
of the parietes of the iliac fossa; yet Dr. Parker's

experience enabled him to dispel the uncertainty, and
to operate as successfully as in the former case. In the

case under Dr. Parker's care, where the abscess had
broken into the intestine, the patient had reached, an
extreme degree of prostration, and seemed on the
verge of collapse ; but with the evacuation of the

abscess he began at once to mend.
In several of the ca^es which the speaker had seen

he could not be sure whether the abscess was due to

ulceration and perforation of the appendix or to inflam-

mation of the loose areolar tissue surrounding the
caecum. He supposed there was no doubt that abscess
occurs from the last-named cause, and that the diag-

nosis must always be difiicult. In one case to which
he had recently been called in consultation, the diag-
nosis of perforation was rendered probable by the ver}'

marked gurgling felt in the abscess, and the large
amount of fetid gas which rushed out when the inci-

sion was made. No foreign body was found.
Within the last eighteen months he had seen two

cases of much interest. The first he had examined in

consultation, A boy was taken sick with what was
supposed to be some form of fever. The speaker had
found him feverish, with a very prominent swellinj in

right iliac fossa. The tumor was very firm to the
touch, and gave no sign of fluctuation. There was no
vomiting, and no evidence whatever of intestinal ob-
struction. On examination by the rectum, a prominent
swelling was found crowding this bowel over to the
left side. Dr. Parker was called in consultation, and
thought that he detected fluctuation ; and it was decided
to explore, the next day, perhaps through the rectum.

* See also succepgful case of Parker's operation, by Burge, JIeijical
Record, vol. ii., p. 169, and account of post-mortem appearances in
one of I'arker's case-s two years after the operation, by WjTikoop,
Medical Record, toL Ui., p, 2,—

But the next day the patient was more comfortable,

and the exploration was postponed. The day follow-

ing he continued to improve, and so on, until all idea

of interference was abandoned.
The other case was in Dr. Parker's practice, A man,

twenty-one years of age, had a nonfluctnating tumor,

painful on pressure, in right iliac fossa. The symptoms
were of no great severity, and it was decided to await
their development, and with the same result as in the

last-named case. There were at no lime any more
positive signs of ab.scess; the tumor and the symptoms
gradually disappeared, and the patient recovered. Such
cases as these would seem to make it exceedingly difii-

cult to decide whether operation is demanded or not.

Dr, Hanbtjrt Smith had treated several cases of
typhlitis, one of which he thought of sufiicient interest

to relate, translating and condensing from the Transac-

tions of the Swedish Medical Society

:

M. C, LindstrOm, fifty-three years of age, of athletic

frame, and previously in perfect health, sickened on the

28th of February, 1S43, with shivering, followed by
fever and sweating; but, so far as she can remember,
unaccompanied by pain. The next day, after having
taken an emetic and a powerful cathartic, she was sud-

denly seized with violent pain in the right iliac region,

and vomiting of everything swallowed. The pain in-

creased, .extended towards the back, and was particu-

larly severe deep in the riglit groin.

Called to the patient on the 4th of March, I found

the following symptoms: Decubitus half on the back,

half on the right side—could bear no other position

;

knees drawn up, trunk curved to meet them. The
countenance much sunk, expressed intense sufl'ering.

Skin covered with a cold, clammy sweat; feet cold.

The respiratory act short, incomplete, performed solely

by the aid of the thoracic muscles. Pulse somewhat
accelerated, small and weak ; tongue loaded and dry;

but little thirst. Obstinate vomiting; no action of

bowels since she was taken sick. Abdomen tender on
pressure, distended and tympanitic, with the exception

of the right ihac region, where the sound on percussion

was dull. On a minute examination of this part one
could distinctly feel a swelling, exquisitely sensitive

to pressure, in which the patient felt a continued dull

p:iin, with now and then a sense of cutting and stabbing.

When she attempted to lie altogether on the right side

the suffering was unbearably increased, while she could

bear to lie on the left side a few seconds, although

that position occasioned a very painful dragging in the

right groin and whole iliac region. She could not

straighten out the right leg, the attempt occasioned so

much pain in the same region. Urine very scanty,

deep reddish brown in color. No sleep since the com-
mencement of her illness.

This group of symptoms, some of them pointing un-

mistakably to their cause, could only be referred to

typhlitis, with probable abscess of the vermilbrm ap-

pendix.

The treatment was the well-known opiate, and need

not be particularized.

After several verv severe exacerbations the symp-
toms began to ameliorate, appetite to return, and on
the 21st, the patient still taking opium, a mild diarrhcea

set in. On the 22d she voided at stool a false mem-
brane, forming a perfect cast of the inside of the caecum

and appendix, and bringing with it, from the bottom

of the latter, a concretion of the si7<e of a large pea—as

tar .is could be determined without injuring the pre-

paration, an enterolith or intestinal concretion. The
patient continued to pass portions of pseudo-membrane
for several davs, after which she slowly recovered,

though it was four months before she could move her
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right leg iVefly—some evidence of the extent of disease

ill the periciBCal tissues. When I saw her last, in the

spring of 1847, she had continued to enjoy excellent

hf-alth.

The preparation is now in the Museum of the Caro-
linian Mfdico-Chirurgical Institute, at Stockholm,
Sweden.

Dr. Krackowizer.— I may mention a symptom
which I did not liear described in the paper, and-which,

1 think, I have noticed in a couple of ca'^es ; that i.s a

little difticuliy in voiding the urine while the tumor is

on tlie increase', showing evidently that parts near the

bladder arc involved in the adhesions and false mem-
branes which wall up the matter.

Among a number of fatal cases of this affection, in

my practice, I can relate but one of perfect recovery.

A young man was taken wilh the symptoms which
have been described, in the practice of a gentleman in

Brooklyn. After a time Dr. Post was called in consul-

tation
;
and, fniding an evident abscess in the iliac fossa,

he cut into it, with great relief to the patient. During
the formation of the tumor very general and serious

peritonitis had occurred, which was controlled by
opium. The patient soon recovered, and the wound
healed; wlien, without known cause, unless too much
exercise, the pain recurred, and peritonitis was lighted

up afresh. Four or six weeks later, the same scene

was re-enacted. At this point I was called to see the

patient, in consultation, and found general peritonitis,

well controlled under the opium-treatment. There
was a fluctuating swelling in the right iliac fossa, and
I had only to follow the cicatrix of the previous inci-

sions to give the matter exit. The patient was
removed to this city, and the wound had nearly

healed, when, as he was looking out of window, a mad
bull rushed through the street. Suddenly throwing up
bis hands, he felt a sharp pain in the old place ; was
taken down iu the same way as before ; and a new
abscess formed, again to be discharged by incision.

One morning, when he had for the fourth time nearly

recovered, he noticed, as he threw the wet compress
from the wound into the basin, a click which arrested

his attention. It proved to be due to tlie seed of a

pear or an apjde. From that time the healing was very
rapid, and there was no recurrence of the trouble.

This was some thirteen years ago. I have since been
in the habit of .seeing the gentleman from time to time,

and not the least trace of any tumor or tenderness can
be found.

The most peculiar case I have had was that of a boy,

in whom, without any symptoms that could be a.scer-

tained, an adhesion had formed, in early infancy, be-

tween the vermiform appendix and the bladder, result-

ing in a CEeco-vesical fistula. The first-noticed evidence
of this was the voidance of an ascaris lumbriccides by
the urethra, which occurred two or three times. After-

wards the child was in the habit of passing liquid faecal

matter with the urine. From the liquid character of

the matters so voided, and from the short period after

taking food at which the voidance occurred, it was
judged that the adhesion could not be in the lower
part of the colon. The patient died after an operation
for stone, and the post-mortem examination revealed

the condition just described.

Another case was somewhat curious. A microce-
phahc idiot, perfectly helpless, was the object of the
tendercst care on the part of his parents. He was fed

exclusively on milk up to his seventh year, only once
in his life being given a few strawberries. He died
with .symptoms of ulceration of the vermiform appen-
dix, in which the autopsy discovered two concretions,

each having as its nucleus a strawberry seed.

A point concerning the aetiology of the affection ha«
oflen occurred to me. Seeking the first of the series of

pathologic.'d changes that led finally to the fatal result,

we frequently find, in the post-mortem examination of
these cases, not only the recent exudations which had
walled up the matter until finally it broke through
them into the peritoneal cavity; not only the ulcera-

tion and perforation of the appendix ; but, besides

these, adhesions apparently much older, binding down
theappendi.x to the surrounding parts. My impression is

that these first adhesions of tlie appendix, by their trac-

tion, render patulous its opening into the csccum, and
thus expose it to intrusion of seeds or other foreign

bodies, about which form the fsecal concretions that

lead to ulceration. This point seems to me worthy of

further investigation, to ascertain whether or not it is

customary to find such adhesions of older date than the

ulcerative process.

Dr. Weekr thought that the apparently old adhesions
of the appendi.K might be simply the fir.st of those ex-
cited by the foreign body in the earlier stages of the

ulceration. He was the more inclined to this view,
since, in the majority of case.s, there was no history of
previous trouble in the iliac region.

Dr. S. Rogers, referring to one of Dr. Sands' cases,

said that he had once been much alarmed, on introduc-

ing an exploring needle into what he supposed to be an
abscess of the abdominal wall, at the profuse escape of

gas of a thoroughly stercoraoeous odor. His first

thought was that the intestine might have been punc-
tured ; but pus soon followed, and incision gave vent
to some two pints of it. He wished to inquire whether
the condition of the iliac region for years after the affec-

tion had been noted in the paper. Dr. Krackowizer
had related one case in which there were no subse-
quent .-igns or symptoms.

Dr. Weber said that he had mentioned the pos-
sibility of the disajjpearance of the abscess by ab-
sorption, and the possibility, and even frequency, of
its evacuation into tlie intestine, leaving adhesions and
thickening.

Dr. Rogers had been watching two cases with much
interest at intervals for about five years. One, a gen-
tleman of GO,- had had all the sytnptoms of the affection,

but had recovered. Up to the time when last seen,

several years later, he still had a tumor at the site of
tlie old trotdjle, with an occasional twinge of pain there,

though there had, been no recurrence of the abscess.

The other patient had acute and pretty general peri-

tonitis. When first seen by the si:)eaker, he had a red
flush like that seen over a forming abscess, covering a
space some three inches in diameter in the right iliac

fossa. Among the several physicians who had seen
him, one of much eminence was said to have diagnos-
ticated perforation of the appendix. The patient's

suflering was great, and all the symptoms were very
grave. Half a dozen leeches were applied over the

red spot above mentioned; semi-narcotism was in-

duced by morphia; and in the course of six hours
there occurred a large spontaneous passage from the
bowels, the first in six days. There were no untoward
.symptoms after this; but the man had had a tumor at

that point ever since, which now and then would be
painful and tender.

DEATH or DR. U.NDERHILL.

Dr. E. C. IIarwood, from the committee appointed
Feb. 1.3ili. to prepare resolutions on the death of Dr.
Richard T. Underbill, reported the following, which
were adopted

:

Whereas, Through the dispensation of an all-wise

I Providence, Dr. Richard T. Underbill's fellowship with
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lis has been severed by death ; and whereas we desire

to express the high esteem and regard in which we
hold his memory,

Resolred, That in his private, professional, and pub-
lic life, the late Dr. Underbill exemplified many of the

highest attributes of human nature ; that his sterliu;;

integrity, noble character, and genial temperament
endeared him to all who knew him well.

Jiesoh-ed, That while we feel sorrow at our loss, we
realize that tlie deepest grief saddens the hearts that

were bound to his by the closer t'es of relationship

;

and that we extend to the bereaved family and rela-

tives our sincere sympathy and condolence.

Resohed, That an autlienticated copy of the fore-

going be sent to the family of the late Dr. UnderhiU,
and that the same be furnished to the medical journals

of this city for publication.

The meeting adjourned.

Adjourned Meeting, March 20, 1871.

Dr. Adraha.m J.vcobi, President, in the Chair.

Pending the arrival of the speaker announced, the

President called upon Dr. Chamberlain to continue the

discussion of the last meeting, and to give his views on
the connection of

SCROFULA, STPniLIS, ASn RACHITIS.

Dr. Chamberlain had understood the President and
Dr. Peaslee to recommend the dropping of the term
scrofula, as being of vague import, and tending, per-

haps, to prevent minute inquiry- into the specific condi-

tions of the cases to which it was appli.d. AVhile he
could not but welcome the attempt to rescue any sub-

ject of medical inquiry from vague gen/!ralities, still he
thought we were not yet prepared to renounce the

doctrine of diatheses, and should find it difficult to get

along without this particular notion of a strumous
diathesis.

With reference to the .special topic indicated by the

President, the speaker Eupposed the connection be-

tween scrofula and syphilis was generally understood
to be about this : that syphilis which has passed its ac-

tive stage in the parent is very likely to be productive

of what is called the scrofulous diathesis in the child—

a

condition marked by the " predominance of the non-
vital over the vital tissues.'' i.e., by predominance of

the skin, connective tissue, hair, nails, cartilages ; and
that these tissues, thus in exees', are prone to irritative

disorder, inflammation, and ulcerative disease. This

opinion was an old as well as a very general one. He
had himself accepted it on the strength of authoritj', and
he had gathered many facts, in the course of his own
observation, which seemed to support it. He thought
he was safe in saying that, while he had often failed to

find in the children of parents whom he knew to be, or

to have been, syphilitic, any manifestations of constitu-

tional syphilis, yet he had very often found those mani-
festations which we class as scrofulous.

As to rachitis, he had repeatedly seen that form of it

known as craniotabes in the families of syphiUtic pa-

rents.

The President.—I certainly did not mean, when 1

spoke of cases where scrofula was the result of local

disease rather than the cause of local disease, to say

that the word ought to be done away with. At all

events, it is a convenient term, and until we find a

better one we may use it. But we should understand,

at the same time, that we know of no condition of the

blood that is uniformly found in all those cases we call

scrofulous.

So far as the connection between scroiulaand syphi-

lis is concerned, I think Dr. Chamberlain is perfectly

right. We certainly do find, in the families of syphihtic

parents, a number of the children, from the oldest to the

youngest, syphilitic, and a number of them scrofulous

;

the tendency to scrofula or to syphilis in the children

depending upon the time that has elapsed since the last

attack of syphilis in the parent, or upon a return to ac-

tivity of syphilis that has been for some time latent.

With regard to a connection between scro'ula and
rachitis, I would like to say a word. Dr. Smith denied
it, but I am convinced that he is mistaken, at least in

some particulars. We have more than a mere pre-

sumption of the connection between syphilis and rachi-

tis. At all events, microscopical profif has been given
that many of the bones of the new-born syphilitic ex-

actly resemble rachiiical bones. This has been shown
of the epiphyses, and more especially of the costal car-

tilages. There can be no doubt that congenital syphilis

and congenital rachitis cannot be distinguished under
the microscope in many instances ; and so long as that

is the case, I believe that we ought to conclude that

congenital rachitis may be the result of hereditary

syphilis. Coming now to the connection of rachitis

with scrofula, we know that rachitis in early life will

develop chronic bronchial catarrh, and enlargement at

least of the bronchial and tracheal glands. We know
that enlargement of these glands is one of the first and
principal .symptoms of general scroliila. In rachitis

this catarrh, lasting say half a year, together with the

glandular affection, is due to a stasis of the blood ; and
this peculiar slow circulation in the rachitical child

would tend to general enlargement of the lymphatic

glands, and be the first step in the development of

scrofula. Thus I think some degree of connection be-

tween the two could be proved.

Intussusception.

Dr. Stephen Rogers read a paper on this affection,

narrating a case in his own practice, with comments
and references to the literature of the subject. The
chief points in the case were the following:

A healthy boy, seven years old, had, on a Sunday,

four diarrhoeal dejections, without pain, treated with

paregoric; and on Monday the same number, also

painless, treated same way. On Tuesday a similar

movement at 4 a.m., and again at 6 a.m. At 8 a.m.

he went to the breakfast-table, quite comfortable; but

was hardly seated before a severe attack of colic sent

him to bed. With the pain there was great tenesmus,

but nothing whatever passed the bowels until this had
continued about an hour, when there came a little

mucus tinged with blood. Several similar passages

soon followed, the amount of blood increa-sing. There

was as yet no sickness at stomach. At this point Dr.

Rogers saw the case, and, thinking it one of dysen-

tery, administered by rectum one-tenth grain sulphate

of morphia, directing it repeated hourly till relief

was given. At 1 p.m. he found it had been twice

repeated. The boy had continued to pass ialoody

mucus, though the pain was mitigated, and at the

last passage he had vomited. The vomiting was attrib-

uted to the morphia. Skin cool; pulse about 70;
moderate tenderness over left hypochondrium, where
was a tumor about shape and size of a large hen's egg.

This tumor, at first supposed to be splenic, was later

found to change its position and its form during the

paroxysms of tormina. Dr. Chamberlain was called

m consultation ; thought the diagnosis doubtful ; and
advised the continuance of the morphia-treatment till

next morning.
Wednesday morning Dr. Jacobi .ilso was brought in.

There had been no important change in symptoms,
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except that the paroxysms were far less frequent.

The diagnosis made was that of intussusception

involving more or less of the large intestine. The
treatment decided on was : to keep the patient under
morphia sufficiently to control peristaltic action ; to

distend the intestine by injections, either liquid or

aeriform; to keep the pelvis raised by placing the
patient on his knees and elbows, or even with his

breast on a low pillow, so as to get the aid of gravity

in redncing the invagination; and <3uring the applica-

tion of tlie injection to knead the abdomen, so as to

facilitate the reduction.

The patient being already decidedly under the influ-

ence of morphia, it seemed unnecessary to give more,
either then or afterwards. The injection of air caused
such pain that it was abandoned after a single trial,

and tepid salt water was selected, as least irritating to

mucous membranes, and so least likely to counteract
its own mechanical action by exciting peristalsis. At
first but four ounces could be introduced, owing to the
pain it gave, and that was gradually expelled within a

few minutes. After this, however, the injection exci-
ted no pain or tenesmus, and the boy said it was doing
him good. By evening twelve ounces could be intro-

duced at once.

Thursday morning pulse 100 ; tenderness on pressure
over tumor extending lower down; complete ano-
rexia; as yet no ftecal odor of fluid escaping from rec-

tum. Same treatment continued, and in evening an
injection of sixteen ounces was tolerated. Tumor
thought to be slightly diminished, but some tympanites
rendered this doubtful.

Friday morning, patient had slept most of night
withont desire to go to stool; pulse 70; tumor smaller
and less tender ; water from bowel occasionally brought
with it small shreds of mucus tinged with blood; boy
in good spirits, asking for food, and evidently better.

At 10 A.M. an injeclion of eighteen ounces. At 1

P.M. a small evacuation, consisting of remains of this

enema, and a litlle moulded fasces—the first since Tues-
day morning. Two hours later, after another injec-

tion, a similar passage. Examination now failed to

find any tumor. The child declared himself well, and
wanted to get up. He was kept in bed for a few days,
but required no further treatment. This was fourteen
months ago, and there had been no trouble since.

Our space compels but the briefest allusion to the
remainder of the paper. It quoted authorities to prove
that intussusception is much less rare than commonly
supposed; spoke of its causes; and gave a detailed

account of the symptoms and diagnostic points, insist-

ing especially upon tenesmus as indicating that the large
intestine is involved, though it may be only in its upper
portion. The main principles of treatment advocated have
been indicated in our report ofthe case. Belladonna was
thought to be a valuable adjunct to morphia in con
trolling peristalsis. The speaker had not Ibund, in his

reading, any mention of kneading the bowel, or of
utihzing the weight of the liquid injected by keeping
the pelvis high, which he regarded as of the greatest
importance. It had been suggested to employ for in-

jection glycerine more or less diluted, in order to get
its osmotic action in depleting the congested bowel at

the point of invagination. Experiments made by the
speaker on the cadaver had shown that the ileum,' arti-

ficially protruded through the ileo-cajcal valve, could
be pushed back by the force of the breath. The at-

tempt to force fluid through the valve, so as to reduce
an invagination of the small intestine higher up, suc-
ceeded in two or three experiments on the cadaver
without difficulty; in others it was impossible to send
the fluid past the valve until a little manipulation re-

moved the obstruction. In conclusion, the p.aper dis-

cussed and advocated the propriety of opening the
peritoneal cavity in extreme cases, and applying taxis

directly to the bowel aCTected.

Dr. Cooke had, winter beloro last, been called to a pa-
tient suffering from three or four days' constipation, with
tenesmus and mucous discharges, though, he believed,

without blood. On introducing his finger into the rectum,
preparatory to giving an injection, he felt the opening of
an invaginated portion of bowel, much like the os uteri

He pushed it up as far as he could ; and then, placing

the patient on his knees and elbows, forced it further by
injection. This position had seemed to him a matter
of course under the circumstances. The next morning
the patient had no further tenesmus. Another injection

was given, and in about twenty minutes he had a
natural evacuation,

IRREGDL.4RS AS PENSION-EXAMINERS.

On motion of Dr. Chamberlain, the following resolu-

tions, received from the Sufiblk District Medical So-
ciety, of Boston, as passed at its meeting of 25th Feb-
ruary, were read, and bj' vote indorsed as expressing
the sense of this County Society.

Wiereas, the Honorable Commissioner of the United
States Aimy and Navy Pensions has recently dropped
from the list of examining pension-surgeons ,ill irregu-

lar practitioners; and whereas strenuous efforts have
been made, both through the executive departments and
through Congress, for their reinstatement, and much
illfeeling has been excited toward the Honorable Com-
missioner; and whereas a large number of the present
examining surgeons served in the medical corps of
the volunteer forces during the late war; and where-
as none but regular physicians were admitted to that

corps, or to the medical corps of the regular army

;

therefore,

liesolved, That this Society approves the action of
the Honorable Commissioner of Pensions, in relieving

from further duty as examining surgeons all except
regular physicians; and respectfully requests the Hon-
orable Secretary of the Interior to sustain the Hon-
orable Commissioner in his action in this respect.

Resolved, That an oflicial copy of the foregoing be
transmitted to the Honorable Secretary of the Interior.

(Signed) Geo. C. SnATTOCK, M D., I'rest.

H. H. Hayden, M.D., S<:c7j.

The meeting adjourned.

€orrc3jJonIicncc.

PULMONARY PHTHISIS AND ITS
CURABILITY.

To THE EDITOK of THE MEDICAL RF.CORH.

Sir—In your issues of September 1 and 1.5, October
15 and December 15, 1S(!8, appeared four arti-

cles upon Tuberculosis, which, although original and
varying absolutely from the opinions then held by the
profession, did not create any comments or crilicisms.

The views there advanced were refused publication in

Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, when you
published them, nevertheless. I am glad to be able to

support them somewhat by authorities abroad now I

In my first and third article you will find mentioned the
obstruction of the capillary vessels, with .subsequent

dilatation of their walls, thus allowing fibrin to pass

through, and finally the escape of blood-cells into the

tissue by rupture. This process I have observed my-
self as early as 1857, and before I came to America.
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The method of observing capiUary blood circulation La., to assume the duties as Acting Assistant Medical
I learned of Prof. Rud. Wagner, in Gottiugen

;
he

taught me to put frogs' feet and the lungs of newts

under the microscope. In 1857 I was engaged to as-

certain the final ending of the filum terniinale in all

classes of animals and man. Although I spent nine

months upon this difficult and time-costing subject, I

was not able to exhaust it, because of my sudden de-

parture for America. My attention to it wes awa-

kened by Dr. Stilling in Cassel, who assisted me much
with h'S world-renowned accuracy and experience. As
I had on hand for this object a variety of frogs, newts,

fishes, birds .ind animals, I often amu-ed myself in re-

peating the observations of Rud. Wagner, and by mak-
ing ali .sorts of experiments. I noticed the escapeof

blood-cells which now has secured for Dr. Cohnheim
in Berlin a world's reputation. Of meshes or stomataof

capillaries, I have, however, kno%vn nothing ; but did,

and consider now the buds of Cohnheim for meshes

of the connective tissue surrounding such vessel, and

which show some resistance to the escaping blood-cells,

thus forming a kind of bud before rupture. This

process I have applied to the formation of tubercles

88 early as 18-59, but have been totally unable to in-

duce others to accept my views. Prof Schieppel of

Tubingen, Prof Petioflf'of Rasan, and Dr. Walden-
burg of Berlin, nou.' sustain the same views, and have

actually observed red blood-cells in newly formed
tubercles.

The non-existence of any contagion, advanced by
me in my article No. II., is proved now by the experi-

ments of Waldenburg, and a host of other?. The abso-

lute impossibility of direct inheritance is now shown and
admitted by all modern authors (-ee Walilenburg, Die

Tuberculose, Berlin, 1860). The curability is likewise

admitted by all a\ilhors in Europe; even the self-cure

of acute miliary tuberculosis (secondary tuberculo.sis) is

proved on animals, and maintained to exist also in

man (empis). In fact all the modern investigations

made correspond exactly with what I have shortly

given in those four articles. The discovery that the

lung capillaries do not lie, as Rolliker states, in the

Purveyor and Medical Storekeeper.
Clements, B. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 62, Headquar-

ters Department of Texas, March 30th, 1871 : the tele-

graphic instructions of 21st inst., granting him SO days'
leave of absence, with permission to leave the limits of
the Department, are confirmed.

Davis, P. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 71, Headquarters
Department of the Dakuta, April Cth, 1871 : relieved
at Fort Benton, Montana Ty., to accompany battalion

of 7th Infantry from that post to Foi t Shaw, Mon.
Ty., and, on arrival, report for duty as Post Surgeon.
Brooke, Jno., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 73, c. s.,

Department of the East, on being relieved by Assistant
Surgeon Lippincott, to comply with S. O. 109, c. s.,

from A. G. Office, transferring him to the Department
of the Columbia.

LippiNxoTT, H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 73,
Headquarters Department of the Eait, April 11th,

1871: assigned to duty as Post Surgeon at Raleigh,

N. C. ,

CuEEBOssiEB, A. V., Medical Storekeeper.—By S. 0.
13G, c. s., A. G. Office, as soon as the Medical Purvey-
ing Depot at Santa Fe, N. M., is closed, to repair to
Washington, D. C, and report to the Surgeon General
for orders.

O'DoNNOGiirE, F., Medical Storekeeper.- - By S. 0.
13C, c. s., A. G. Oflice, relieved at New Orleans, La.,

and to report in person to Lieutenant-Colonel Chas.
Sutherland, Acting Chief Medical Purveyor, New
York City, relieving Captain Geo. \Vi ight, as iledical

Storekeeper.

iHrtical Jtcmg ant) Mms.

Effects of Regulating toe Social Evil in St.

Louis.—A committee recently appointed by the Board
of Health to examine into the workings of the " Social

Evil Law,'' made an elaborate report to the Board,
April 3, from which the following facts are taken:

Whole number of prostitutes registered when the
walls of the alveoles, but free in the elostic tissue; the me- i j^.^ ^y^nt into operation, 718 ; number now registered,
chanism of resjiiration, briefly mentioneii in my first ar-

1 4gQ. decrease, 238. Number of houses of ill-fame in
ticle; the explanation of the '• vulnerabilit}' to tuber

culofis, etc," of Virchow and Niemeyer, by infantile

atelectasis (article No. II.) ;
the theory of the formation

of primary tubercles by collapse of the alveoles of the

lungs; the anatomical classification of lung diseases

mentioned in article III., now in the hands of a com-
mittee of the Gynoecological Societ}' in Boston ; the

artificial calcification of both primary and secondary

tubercles (embolism), are advances wliich stand as yet

unsupported by any one except myself Should these

remarks, which I send more from gratitude to the Re-
CORO than for self-illumination, appear fit for publica-

tion, you will please make such alterations as you think

proper.

I have the honor to subscribe your most obedient

servant

C. Both, M.D.
BOSTOK, April, 1871.

the city when the law went into eflfect, 119; number
now in the city, 90 ; number of inmates diseased at

first, 58 ; number now, 18. Since the registration 229
women have been added to the registry list, making
tlie total registry 947 ; actu.il decrease of this class

of women, 468. The report further states that the

general sanitary condition of these women has been
greatly improved under the operation of tlie law. Of
the total number of women registered, it has been

ascertained that 702 of them became prostitutes from

choice, 101 because they were seduced, 87 because

their husbands treated them badly, and 57 I'rom neces-

sitv. The number of mea seeking the society of

these women has decreased since the law went into

effect, notwithftanding the increased chances of im-

munity from disease. This is attributed, however,

mainly to the fact that the men seeking such society

are taken more notice of by the officers of the law.

The report also states that the whole number of cases

of private diseases treated at the hospital and charita-

ble institutions of the city, for eight months previous

to the passage of the Social Evil Law. was 539, and

~cers of the 'Medical Department, United States Army, I

the number treated in the same institutions for the

from April oth to April mh, 1871, iyidusive,
|

eight months the law has been m operation wa.s only

^ ^ ^ ,„„ „^ 174, showmg a decrease of 71 per cent.—A. i. Tri-
RA.vnorpH, Jno. F., Surgeon.—By S. O. 136, War j^^;^

Department, A. G. 0., April 5Ui, 1871: in addition to
'

x i. r, tt -.r r^ c. t^ •

his pres.nt duty as Attendiiig Surgeon at New Orleans, [
Vaccikaiios.—John C. Hnpp, M.D., State Vaccine

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Ofi-
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Agent, West Virginia, in his interesting report on " vac-

cination and its protective powers," says that vaccine

virus distributed from his office to all tlie physicians in

Wheeling, and to every county in the State, has been

the matured crust removed from the arm about the

fourteenth day after the vaccination.

For distribution and for constant use in vaccinating,

he prefers vaccine virus in this form : First, because of

greater convenience, and second, on account of its

certain and eflectual prophylactic powers. He adds,

that the matured scab or crust is generally preferred

and used by the most experienced vaccinators in our

country, who may be regarded as standard authority.

To corroborate his views, the names of the following

well-known writers and practitioners are mentioned:

—Edwin M. Snow, Superintendent of Health, Provi-

dence, R. I. ; Drs. J. F. Meigs, Wm. Pepper, and Geo.

B. Wood, of Philadelphia ;
Profs. Austin Flint, and J.

Lewis Smith, of New Yorli; Dr. D. Francis Condie, of

Philadelphia ; and Dr. Chas. C. Lee, late Asst. Surg.

U.S.A.

Ikkegular Oi!Stetric.\l Cases.—Dr. L. G. Harley, of

Wooster, Ohio (Med. and Surg. lieporter), has col-

lected tlie preternatural cases of labor, with other ir-

regularities, occurring in about 2,000 cases in a practice

of thirty years, at Dalton, Wayne Co., Ohio.

Forceps cases, 15
;
perforator and crotchet, 8 ;' placen-

ta prasvia, 2 ;
convulsions, 7 ;

arm presentation, 3
;
pro-

lapsed cord, 2; twins (cases), 21; triplets (eases), 2;

acephalous, 2 ;
noseless, 1 ; hare-lip, 1 ; club-foot, 1

;

spina bifida, 2 ; albino, 1.

DuR.\TiON OF Life.—Mr. Nelson, an English actuary,

shows that a temperate person's chance of living is, at

20—44.2 years ; at 30—36.5 years; at 40—28.8 years.

An intemperate person's chance of living is, at 20

—

15.6 years ; at 30—13.8 years ; and at 40—11.6 years

Deaths from Alcohol in Cities.—Dr. Elisha Harris, of

N. Y., states it as his beUef, that the annual number of

deaths from alcohol, in cities, is in the proportion of 100

to every 100,000 inhabitants. Of the deaths from disease

of the brain, liver and kidneys in Kew York City, in

1869 (1309), twenty per cent., or 273 of these cases,

were behevedto be the immediate results of alcoholism.

{Proceedings of American Assucicdion for Cure of Ine-

hriaies.)

Pennsylv.ini.^ Hospital for the Insane.—The sta-

tistical tables of the Thirtieth Annual Report show that

5,796 patients have been received into the hospital

since its opening in 1841. Males, 3,079 ; females, 2,717

;

Males discharged, 2,910; females discharged, 2,542.

The total number of patients at present in the Institu-

tion is 344, of which 169 are males, and 475 females.

Of the patients discharged during the year 1870, were

cured, 94; much improved, 11 ; improved, 51 ; station-

ary, 39 ; died, 35—Total, 230.

Of the patients who died—28 were admitted for

mania, 9 for melancholia, 2 for monomania, and 6 for

dementia. Of the 3,079 male patients admitted during

thirty years, there were 386 farmers; merchants, 300;

clerks, 263 ; laborers, 240
;
physicians, 62

;
lawyers, 60

;

clergymen, 35 ; and students of medicine, law, and di-

vinity, 91. Of the 2,617 female patients, there were

—

seamstresses, 2G0 ; domestics, 268 ; teachers, 73. Of
the single females, not pursuing a regular occupation,

were

—

daughters of farmers, 127; of merchants, 174.

Of the married similarly situated, were

—

icires of clerks,

71; of farmers, 215; of merchants, 174 ; laborers, 157;

of physicians, 17; and of lawyers and judges, 35. The
forms of disease were as follows: Mania in 2,646

cases; melancholia in 1,569; monomania in 792; de-

mentia in 772; and delirium in 17ca,ses.

The medical officers are as follows : Phijsirian-in-

Chief and Superintendent, Thomas S. Kirkbride, M.D.
Assistant Physicians, Drs. S. Preston Jones, William P.

Moon, N. Roe Bradner.

Insanity.—Dr. Willard Parker, of N. Y., states that

eighty per cent, of the cases of acute insanity treated

are restored to health and usefulness.

The Anterior Splint.—The London correspondent

of the Baltimore Medical Journal writes that Smith's

anterior splint has been quite extensively introduced

in practice in the military hospitals in France, since

the commencement of the late war, by Drs. Tilghman

j
and May, of Baltimore, who were connected with the
" Anglo-American Ambulance Corps," and have been
in constant service since the battle of Sedan. It has

been most favorably received, and these surgeons have
furnished a number to the Prussian surgeons.

The Carbolic Acid Treatment in the London Hos-
pitals.— In these liospitals the carbolic acid treatment,

more or less modified, is employed after surgical opera-

tions. Mr. Erichsen, of the University College Hospi-

tal, washes out the stumps with earbolized water, and
applies a very simple dressing of lint wet with it. In
a Chopart's operation recently at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, Mr. Paget closed the stump, after his opera-

tion, accurately, with dressings soaked in a solution of

carbolic acid in oil, and said, if all did well he should

allow it to remain so for a week

—

Correspondent Bait.

Med. Journal.

Medical Society of the County of Kings.—At the

fiftieth Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of the

County of Kings, held on the 10th day of April, 1871,

the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year :

—

President—J. H. Hobart Burge, M.D. ; Vice-

President—Jno. S. Young, M D. ; Secretary—Rich'd

M. Wyckoff, M.D. ; Assistant Secretary— Geo. K. Smith,

M.D. ; Treasurer—J. S. Prout, M.D. ; Librarian—W.
W. Reese, M.D. ; Orator—Chas. H. Giberson, M.D;
Alter7iate—B. A. Segur, M.D.

Plaster-of-Paris-Dre=sings. •— The Belgian and
Dutch surgeons have largely employed plaster-of-Paris

to put up broken limbs. We are told that in some
cases the shortening was very great. It is to be sup-

posed that in the hasty setting brought about by the

large numbers, many such cases must have occurred.

The German surgeons use plaster-of-Paris bandages to

a large extent. They put up fractures in this way at a

very early date, and that in the simplest mode. The
bandages are merely soaked in the liquid plaster, and
applied to the limb without anything underneath.

Occasionally a piece of pasteboard is used to give more
support.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

Skin Plaster.—Tiemann <fc Co., of this city, prepare

an excellent skin plaster, or prepared peritoneum of

the bullock, for closing the eyelids after extraction of

cataract. Prof. Agnew, of Philadelphia, has used satis-

factorily this organic substance in the ligation of seve-

ral large arteries, cutting ofl" the ends of the organic

ligature close to the vessel, and closing the wound over

it.

Velpeau's Mixtcre.—The subjoined formula is the

original Velpeau's Mixture : IJ . Tinct. opii, tiuct.

camph. CO., tinct. ihei, aa. 3J; ess. menth. pip., 3 x;

tinct. capsici, 3 vj. Misce.

New Polyscope.—M. Trouve's new polyscope serves

for a laryngoscope, ophthalmoscope, and urethroscope,

and represents, when closed, a case seven inches long,
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by one inch and a quarter in diameter. The two parts

composing it carry each a lens at their opposile ex-

tremities ; tlie one two and a half inches, and the other

three and a half. In the lids which close the case, two
mirrors are placed, the one plane, the other concave,

both being pierced in the centre. The case contains

two larynx mii rors with handle, three ear speculums, a

photophor, or candlestick, with three branches, terini-

naling on the side of the light by a vent, which at the

same time does for a reflector, the photophor can

ascend to the height of 15J inches.
I

Angin.v Pectoris.—To the Briiish school belongs

the honor of having enriched our knowledge of thoracic

diseases by this addition. Dr. Heberden, of London, '

was the first to give an account of angina pectoris, in

1768. The best writings on angina pectoris have come

to us from Great Britain. Most prominent among
them are those of Drs. Heberden, Parry, Jenner, Forbes,

Hope, Latham, Stokes, and "SValshe; and in our own
country. Dr. Austin Flint. Canstadt gives tlie fullest

[

account of the bibliography of angina up to this time.

It is a rare affection. Dr. Flint found only seven

of angin.i among over one hundred and fifty cases of

organic diseases of the heart which he analyzed.

J. A. Octerlony, M.D., of Lousville, Ky. (liichmond'

and Louisville Med. Journ.), during a shorter and far
,

less exten?ive experience, has met with three typical

cases. The ages of his cases were respectively o2, 65,

and 84. It is a disease of middle life. Of 88 cases col-

lected by Sir John Forbes, 72 were past fifty years.

Of these cases 80 were m.iles, and only 8 females. It

is suppo.«ed to be more common among persons in the i

higher walks of life.

A New Prkp.\ratios of Pepsise.—Emil Scheffer,

pharmaceutical chemist, of Louisville, Ky. (Rich, and
Louis. Med. Journal), asserts that no effects can be ex-

pected from a solution of pepsine in a solvent contain-

ing alcohol. Neither has he much faith in the dry

pepsine, owing to its being mixed with half starch,

which is apt to turn musty by the lea^t altraclion of

moisture. The gastric juice containing hydrochloric

acid, induced Mr. Scheffer to adopt the moie rational

plan of preparing his hquid pepsine by using that acid

and glycerine. The glycerine in this case not only

acts as a preservative, but uudoubtedly also produces a
• soothing effect on the irritated mucous membrane of

the stomach. The dose is from one to two teaspoon-

fuls, after each meal, in cases of dyspepsia, indigestion,

and vomiting of pregnant women.
Dr. E. S. Gaillard, of Louisville, adds, that this

chemist is worthy of entire confidence, and his prepa-

ration is the most valuable that he has u-ed. It has

also given entire satisfaction to many of the Louisville

physicians who have prescribed it.

A Case or Voutstart Starvation for Forty Days,
FOLLOWED BT Death.—Dr. Frederick Dorsey, Hagers-
town, Md. (Rich, and Louis. Med. Journal), relates a

cise of this character occurring in a young man, 22
years of age, who, about six weeks before his death,

became possessed with the idea that he must imitate

the example of his Saviour, to {ait forty days and forty
nighti, after which, like Him, he would be an hungered.

He began his fast July 12th, at 10 o'clock a.m., and

weighed at that time 13.3 pounds. He continued walk-

ing about the house until the evening of the thirty-

ninth day, when he went to his bed, complaining of

nausea produced from the odor of his own breath,

which was very offensive. Up to this time no one saw
him professionally . Dr. Dorsey is perfectly confident, as

were a!l who were in attendance, that he ate nothing

during the forty days and nights. In three weeks he
lo.-it thirty-lhree pounds, and at his death, Sept. 2d, he
could not have weighed more than seventy pounds.
His state of mind was evidently produced by- Onanism,
as was acknowledged by himself to several of Ids most
intimate fi-iends.

M0RT.\LITY OF CniLDRES IN NeW YoRK CiTY. Prof.
Abraham Jacobi, M. D., in his monograph on " The
Raising and Education of Abandoned Children in

Europe," puts down the mortality of children in this

city as follows: Of all the deaths there were —
Under 1 year. 1-2. 2-3. .3-4. 4-5. Total midcr 5 years.

p. c. p. c. p. c. p. c p. C. J), c.

1866 28.97 10.1.5 4.07 1.65 1.65 47.17

1867 32.23 12.06 4.56 2.03 1.61 52,99
1S68 32.77 11.60 4.22 2.41 1.49 52.50

1869 29.42 11.55 5.14 2.91 2.07 51.09

123.39 45.36

The relations of percentages of the first and second
years of life are, for 4 succeeding years, 123.39 and
45.36—45.36 belonging to the second year; in other
words, of 100 children born in New Yorl' and dying
before the end of the second year, 26.9 percent, have
died in their second year, and 73.1 per cent, in their

first year.

The Ass.kssis of tbe late President Lincoln.—Dr
A. Briei re de Boismont (A m. Journal ofInsan ity), thinks

that J. Wilkes Booth, actor, the assas-sin of our late

President, must be classed among the dangerous and
hallucinatory insane, as also Jacques Clement, who at-

tempted to murder Louis XV. ; the young German who
designed to stab Napoleon I., at Schoenhrun; and the

three would-be assassins of George 111. This writer

gives this account of Booth:—From the history given

of him, no doubt can remain as to his mental derange-
ment, and the two following anecdotes are conclusive

proofs :—Oh one occasion, while on a voyage in the ship

Xeptune, he seemed much depressed, and spoke fre-

quently of Conway, an actor, who committed suicide

by juiniiing into the sea. When the vessel neared the

spot where the unfortunate man perished, Booth, no
doubt by some delusion or hallucination, rushed from
the cabin, saj-ing he had a message for Conway, and
jumped into the sea. He was immediately rescued, but

gave no explanation of his mad act. On another oc-

casion, when he was expected to appear before a crowd-
ed audience at the Park Theatre, the time for the cur-

tain to rise came, and he was nowhere to be found.

Messengers were sent in all directions, and he was
finally discovered at a fire in an adjoining street, work-
ing with all his strength at an engine. ITpon being

asked what he was doing there, he rephed with the

most childish naivete, that be was helping to save the

property of unfortunate people.

De Boismont is in error in ascribing the above anec-

dotes to J. Wilkes Booth, the assassin. This personage

never crossed in the ship Neptune, and never set foot

on the stage of the old Park Theatre. His father, Ju-

uins Brutus Booth, was at the fire spoken of, and acted

at the Park Theatre when Wilkes was a mere lad. In

all probability he was a passenger in the Xeptune bound
for Liverpooh Booth the elder was a confirmed drunk-

ard, and on one occasion pawned himself for a glass

of gin, and was liberated by Purdy, the man.iger of

the old Chatham, afterwards the National Theatre of

New York.

The Criminal Insane of England.—According to

Dr. Boismont (Am. Journal of Insanity) tlie criminal
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and dangerous insane number about 700 out of 64,658

insane and idiots.

This observer's ideas upon the difference in the na-

ture of crime, of moral perversity, of vice in tlie un-

healthy, of strange criminal attehipts, when tliey have

for fouiulation the degeneracy of the organization, are

worthy of careful study.

Wno ARE RESrONSIBLE FOR THE RiB-FrACTURES AMONG
THE Insane.—W. Lauder Lindsay, M.D., Physieian to

the Murray Royal Institute for tlie Insane, Perth (Edin-

hurgh ]\M. Jour7ia}), in relation to the causation of rib-

fractures in insane hospitals, regards as the real offen-

ders, not the poor defenceless attendants, who are at

present saddled with the whole of the guilt, but the

following categories of persons or institutions, viz. :

—

First, Such men as ConoUy and Gardiner Hill, who
have promulgated the absurd and mischievous dogma,

that in all cases mechanical restraint is unnecessary and

improper. Second, All who have adopted tliis dogma
of non-restraint, who have imbibed the extreme views

of ConoUy and Hill, constituting them their creed quoad

the management of the insane ; including especially

—

(a.) The general public, (i.) The general newspaper

press, with certain exceptions; (c.) A section, at least,

of the medical press, such as the Journal of Mental

Science and the Lancet. (In favorable contrast are the

ideas of iha MeJicnl Times and Gazette.) (d.) The Board

of Lunacy.—Dr. Lindsay adds, in conclusion, that the

narrow views of the Journal of Menial Science, on this

subject, are in marked contrast to the more liberal and

enlightened ideas of its predecessor and rival, the

Journal of Psychological Medicine, as edited by Dr.

Forbes Winslow.

Philadelphia ConNTT Medical Society.—The offi-

cers of this Society lor the ensuing year are : President,

J. Aitken iloigs, M.D. ; Vice-Presidents, A. H. Fish,

M.D. W. B. Atkinson, M.D. Recording Secretary, L.

S. Bolles, M.D. ;
Assistant Recording Secretary, N. Hat-

field, M.D. ;
Corresponding Secretary, T. J. Yarrow,

M.D. Treasurer, \\m. W. Welch, M.D. Censors, Drs.

H. St. Clair Ash, Chas. S. Boker, Alfred Stille, Andrew
Nebinger, and H. Y. Evans.

Nursery and Child's Hospital, New York.—The
Seventeenth Annual Meeting of this Institution was
held in the chapel of the building, corner Fifty-first

Street and Lexington Avenue, March 1, 1871. Rev.

John Hall, D.D., presided. Mrs. Mary M. Sullivan's

Report exhibited the following facts :—From March 1,

1870, to March 1, 1871, there were admitted 358 chil-

dren ; children bom during that time, 122. Adults Ad-
mitted: women for confinement, 139; women with chil-

dren, 125. There are now in the hospital 205 children

and 127 adults. Through the exertions, in a great degree,

of the late Dr. Geo. T. Elliot, a country branch of the

Nursery has been established on Staten Island, which

is in good working order. The Attending Physicians

are :—Drs. J. J. Hull, J. B. Reynolds, W. T. Lusk, and

J. W. McLean. Ophthalmic Surgeon, Dr. H. C. Eno.

Comultiiig Physicians, Drs. Edward Delafield, H. D.

Bulkley, T. M. Markoe, and T. G. Thomas.

Menstruation from Infancy.—Dr. J. H. Ashton,

of Norfolk, England, in a letter to the Lancet, relates

the following extraordinary case:

—

L. J. M , aged seven years, a fine healthy girl,

well developed and of ruddy complexion, has been

under my care fir the last year. Her mother states that

she first noticed a discharge two weeks after birth, red

in color and small in quantity. This occurred some-

times every month, sometimes at intervals of two or

three months, until the child was four years old. Since

then the discharge has been quite regular, of good
color, and sufiicient in quantity to soil one diaper. It

is accompanied with pain in the back and loins, and
enlargement of the breasts. On examination, nothing
abnormal can be discovered about the genital organs.

Her mother first menstruated when nine years of age,

and has been regular ever since. Her mother's aunt

when seven
;
she continued regular till the climacteric

period.

One of the Horrors of War.—The mortality of

new-born children in France during the war has been

recently caleulated by M. Berlhillon, and the result is

frightful. The author shows that for every 1,000 infants

under one year of age there died in the Department of

the Marne, 288 ; in the Department of the Oise, 295 ; in

the Seine-et-Marne, 307 ; in Seine Inferieure, 318 ; and
in Eure-et-Loire no less than 370. This terrible mor-
tality is, undoubtedly, one of the principal causes of the

depopulation of France.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

State Honors to Medical Men.—Dr. Mattel, Pro-

fessor of Obstetrics at Pisa ;
Dr. Marcacci, Professor of

Pathological Anatomy in the same place ; Dr. Fallani,

Assistant Clinical Pliysician of the S. Maria Nuova
Hospital at Florence, and Dr. D'Ancona, have been
made Knights of the Order of the Crown of Italy.

Professor Michelacci, Professor Pellezzari, and Dr.

Giacometti (chief of the army sanitary stafl'), have been
promoted to the rank of officer of the same order ; and
Professor Vannoni, of Florence, has been made com-
mander.

Removal of a Musket Ball from the Frontal
Sinus.—Dr. Preston Peter, of Louisville, Ky. (American
Practitioner'), recently successfully removed a musket
ball from the frontal sinus of a soldier who was wound-
ed at the battle of Fair Garden, East Tennessee, in

1864.

Before the operation, when the wound would be-

come temporarily closed, or fail to discharge freely, he
would become sleepy, approaching an apoplectic coma.
Two months after the operation, he looked hearty, was
driving a team, suffered no more from headache, neu-

ralgia, or dimness of vision. The region of the wound
was somewhat tender when touched forcibly, but

otherwise gave him no pain or inconvenience.

American Doctors.—According to the present cen-

sus there are seventy-four thousand doctors in this

country.

Lying-in-Hospitals.—Dr. Hervieux, Physician of the

Materniict (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences), lays down the fol-
'

lowing general principles for guidance in the construc-

tion of lying-in-hospitals:

—

Erect establishments destined to contain not more
than from forty to sixty inmates. Let them consist of

three separate buildings, one to be appropriated to the

pregnant women, one to the lying-in, and one to the

lying-in who are sick. Connect these buildings by
galleries, and dispose them in such a way as to inter-

cept neither air, light, nor the salutary action of winds

and rain. Divide each building into wards for six or

eight beds; eight for the pregnant, six for the ac-

conchees. Separate the beds of the enceintes by a space

of a metre and a half, and of the lying-in by two me-
ters (6-56 feetj at least. Tlie wards should be so

built as to insure a natural ventilation as far as possi-

ble. Each ward should have two exposures, and an

equal number of windows in each of them. Each
building should have but two stories, the upper one to

be occupied by the nurses.
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©rigiual Cccturcs.

TRACHO:HA AND GRANULATIONS.
Remarks before the ilEDiCAL Library axd Jocrxal

Association of Xew York.

Br CHARLES S. BULL, M.D.,

SEW YORK.

SiKCE the -word trachoma was first made use of by
Maitre-Jan, in 1740, there has prevailed the greatest

confusion among ophthalmologists as to the extent of

its application, and also as to tlie real nature of the af-

fections which it was supposed to designate. Some
authors liave applied it indiscriminately to all varieties

of granulaiions of the conjunctiva ; while others, taking

the opposite extreme, and contining it to a too narrow
limit, have sought to simplify matters by creating divi-

sions and subdivisions, but have only succeeded in

making more confused the labyrinth already exist-

ing.

As just stated, the word "trachoma" was intro-

duced by Maitre-Jan, of Paris, in 1740, and was em-
ploj'eJ to designate everything which corresponded to

its orij;inal etymological definition, as '" asperitae in in-

terna palpebrarum superficie."

Bufore proceeding to consider its proper application,

it may not be amiss to turn our attention to the minute
structure of the conjunctiva.

According to the investigations of Henle,* the con-
junctiva, from the border ot the lids to the commence-
ment of the retro-tarsal folds, consists of a basement
membrane, or mucosa, which is the piolongaiion of the

cutis proper, and of a stratified epithelium, disposed in

three or four layers; the superficial ones being flattened,

the deeper ones approachiug tlje columnar in shape.

The surface is flat, perforated by a number of small

openings, which are the mouths of bhnd intrstinal-l;ke

glands or culs-de-sae, which are imbedded in the sub-

stance of the conjunctiva. The walls of these glands
are formed by convolutions of the basement membrane,
and they are lined by cylindrical epithelium. These
glands are arranged closely together, the distance be-

tween any two being rarely greater than their dia-

meter.

At tlie commencement of the retro-tarsal fold the

pavement epithelium becom-s changed into the cyhn-
drical form, and the papillae, which are rarely found
upon the tarsal portion, become prominent, pushing up
the epithelium above the surrounding surface, and thus
form wart-like projections, which are visible to the

naked eye. The glandular culs-de-sac become larger,

and beside these, we now meet with tivo new species

of glands. The one kind is comparatively constant, and
belongs to the "acini" variety; they may be regarded
as accessory lachrymal glands. They lie in the sub-

mucous connective tissue, and are most numerous in the

neighborhood of the openings of the lachrymal glands
and iu the fornix of the upper lid. They are in shape
lenticular, flattened from above downwards, and are

lined with pavement epithelium.

The second variety of glands found in this portion

of the conjunctiva, are the so-called '• trachoma glands,"

conglomerate, tubercular in shape, and exist singly or

in groups, sometimes being arranged in rows along the

fornix or convex border of the tarsal cartilage.

As the conjunctiva passes fro.m the retro-tarsal fold

into that covering the globe, the epithelium again be-

comes changed, and assumes the squamous form, and

* Hexle : Anatomle deamen^chl. Auges. Braunschweig, 1866. |

the whole conjunctiva gradually grows thinner as it

approaches the margin of the cornea. Upon this por-
tion of the conjunctiva there exist no papilla;, and but
few glands of any kind.

In oxen and goats the conjunctiva of the globe pos-
6e»ses coil-like glands with external openings, and in
pigs there exist small globular sacs with a fine open-
ing and clear contents, in which nuclei, small cells, and
fine granules are suspended ; nnd these glands are
called Manz' glands, after the anatomist who discovered
them. No anatomists have ever been able to discover
these glands in man, with the exception of Stromeyer.
Manz* ascr.bes to the " limbus conjunctiva;" of man

a peculiar structure. He says that the connective
tissue fibres of the conjunctiva are raised in vascular
bands at regular distances towards the epithelial surface,

and thus spaces arise in the epithelial layer which cov-
ers the limbus, which are filled with round cells, which
are the middle layer of epithelial cells. The probability
is that Manz has been deceived by a folding in of the
conjunctiva.

Thus we see that the conjunctival structure consists
of the so-called adenoid tissue, that is of a meshwork
of connective tissue fibres, with a large number of cells

similar in appearance to lymph corpuscles.

According to von Recklinghausen and others, the
meshes of the reticular connective tissue of the con-
junctiva communicate with the vessels of the lympha-
tic system in such. a way that the commencement of
the lymphatic system is to be found in the meshes of
the connective tissue. Now if it happen that the pres-
sure from the centre towards the periphery in the
lymphatic vessels is greater than the pressure existing

in the reticular structure, a large number of lymph-
corpuscles is poured out from the vessels; by pressure
they cause atrophy of the neighboring tissues, and thus
we have a kind of circumscribed hyperplasia, which we
call a trachoma follicle. This connection between the

reticular structure of the conjunctiva and the lymphatic
.system is denied by His and Frey, and the former
thinks that a circuinscribed inflammation here is always
preceded by an effusion from the blood-vessels into

the surrounding tissue, causing globular aggregations

and inducing secondary atrophy by expansive pressure

upon the neighboring parts.

Dr. Kleinschmidtt has published an exceedingly in-

teresting article in the Archives for Ophthalmology,
upon the glands of the conjunctiva, in which he arrives

at very nearly the same results as Henle. He distin-

guishes four species of glands, viz.

:

1st. The acinous glands.

2d. " sweat glands.

3d. " glands of Manz.
4th. " lymph foUicles.

1st. The acinous glands, first described by Krause
and called by him " glandulse aggregatse muciformes,"

and by Sappey " glandes muqueuses ou sous-conjoncti-

vales," are situated iu the deep structure of the con-

junctiva and are regarded as the analogues of Haider's

glands, found upon the posterior surface of the third

eyelid of some mammals. They occur const;mtly in man,
their favorite seat being the retro-tarsal fold of the

upper lid, the lower lid containing but few. They are

visible by very slight magnifying power, and resemble

in structure the lachrymal gland.

2d. The sweat glands, considered by Meissner to be
analogues of the sweat glands of the skin, never occur

in man and only in a few of the herbivora, and there-

fore do not interest us particularly.

* Zeitschr. t rat. Med. 3, B. v. 186.

t Arcbiv t Ophth. is., 3, 145.
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3d. The glands of Manz are the ordinary mucous
follicles or "cryptze muciparje," resembliug somewhat
the mucous follicles of the intestinal tract. Stromeyer*

has found them in man as well as in some of the do-

mestic animals, and regards them as the seat of the

phlyctenular deposit. According to him, they occur

most Irequontiy in the neighborhood of the corneal

margin. But we know that these phlyctenute also

occur upon ihe cornea itself, and hence some doubt

may well be entertained of this latter view, since these

glands do not occur upon the cornea. Kleinschmidt

has never been able to find them in man, and aflirms

that they only occur in the pig, their place being taken

in the other animals by papillary projections of the

connective tissue.
'

4;h. The lymph follicles are by some anatomists re-

garded as physiological structures, by others as patho-

logical. They are closed, glandular sacs, anakigues of

the solitary glands of the intestine. Brucht describes

them as occurring in groups in the lower lid. Bendz
regards them as the seat ol granular ophthalmia or con-

junctivitis. Stromeyer found them in most of the do-

mestic animals, presenting an elevated, granular appear-

ance like primary trachoma, and considered them to be

pathological because almost always giving rise to in-

flammatory symptoms.
Krause J found them almost constant in man, and

thus describes them: They are cystiform glands, mi-

croscopic in size, without either entrance or exit. They

are round or ovoid, white, and consist of a very delicate,

pellucid, amorphous membrane, and cellular or gran-

ular contents. They do not occur in the tarsal region,

where they are confounded with hypertrophied papillae,

but have their favorite seat in the retio-tarsal fold.

Attacked by an inflammation, they appear as granula-

tions in and" upon the conjunctival surface, whence he

calls them " glandular granulations," to distinguish

them from papillary enlargements. To this afiection

of the conjunctiva he gives the name of " trachoma."

Furthermore. Krause considers Stromeyer mistaken in

comparing them to the abnormally increased intesiinal

follicles occurring in typhus fever; and regards them

as seats of formation of lymph-corpuscles, and hence

physiological in nature.

In my own investigations pursued at Vienna, under

the instructions of Prof Strieker, I found the simple

mucous follicles, or at least structures resembling them

very closely, in the tarsal portion of the conjunctiva as

well as in that covering the globe. The lymph follicles

described by Krause I found generally in the retro-

tarsal fold, and occasionally in the tarsal portion of the

conjimctiva.

Having now disposed of the anatomy of the conjunc-

tiva as far as is necessary for our purposes, let us now
turn to the disease itself.

The older writers seem to have had very vague ideas

of the difierences between the various affections of the

lining membrane of the lids.

Hinilys has a very curious classification. In his

treatise upon the Diseases and Malformations of the

Human Eye, published at Berlin in 1843, he make< but a

slight distinction between sarcoma, tylosis, and trachoma.

He says: ''Sometimes there arLse upon the border and

inner surface of the eyelid several spots, over-nour-

ished, which represent here what the warts or cutane-

ous growths do upon the outer surface. Such 'sarco-

mata' are not the consequences of malignant cancerous

• Stromeyer : Beiir'ige zur Lehre der granvlotm AvgentraniheUen.
+ Zeitsch. fur wi&^nscti. Zoologie. Band v., 227.

J KRArsE: Handbuch der metischl. Anat. Band I., 514.

§ HniLT : Krankhetttn u. Minabtldungen da mtnachl. Auges.

Berlin, 1843.

cachexia, but merely of a continuous loosening of the

tissue, or of too rapid nourishment. The sarcoma is

often polypoid in foim, provided with a narrow pedicle
;

sometimes it is a ses^ile growth with broad baeC. Al-

though as a rule small, it sometimes grows to great

size, and then pulls down the eyelid, causing a ptosis

;

or displaces the conjunctiva of the lid, everts the pal-

pebral border, and forms an ectropion. If it pushes the

eyeUd upward and away from the globe, lasophthal-

mos results, especiallj- if by this means the musiulus
levator palpebraB superioris is excited to contraction.

By pressure and rubbing it can produce inflammation,

andby its continued growth, eventually a narrowing of

the lachrymal ducts.

"If, on the contrary, the borders of the lids are swollen

and hard, in which the meibomian glands are generally

involved, causing their ducts to resemble hard, knotty
cords, the evil has been called tylosis. This is some-
times partial, someUmes involves the whole lid. The
hard border is often entirely bald. By pressure and
rubbing against the globe it often gives rise to inflam-

mation, and may eventu:illy cause ectropion and entro-

pion. Considerable disfigurement, continual irritation,

inflammation, formation of pannus or ulcer of the cornea,

are the consequences.
" If the borders or the inner surface of the eyelids are

very tubercular and uneven, this symptom has received

still another name, trachoma, threatening the same dan-

gers to the globe as the two preceding. Either there

are in this case groups of several sarcomata or callous

processes lying near one another (trachoma caruncu-

losum), or it is the commencement of a carcinoma of the

lid."

Euele.* in his Hand-book of Ophthalmology, pub-
lished at Brunswick in 1845, makes no difl'erence between
trachoma and the various granular inflammations of the

conjunctiva, but classes tbem all under the same head
as " luxuriant growths of the conjunctiva with increased

purulent secretion." He says:

"First there are formed by influence of the inflamma-

tion upon the surface of the conjunctiva, particularly

on the palpebral portion, small, yellowish-white or red-

dish-white, bladder-like bodies, generally in large num-
ber. These contain a white amorphous blastema, and
resemble highly developed mucous follicles. These vesi-

cles gradually become reddish-white, and finally entire-

ly red, as the blastema contained in them becomes more
organized. They are particularly numerous in the retro-

taisal fold. They project above the level of the con-

junctiva and give to it a red velvet-like appearance.

They become redder, project more and more like papil-

lae, and assume a similarity to granulations upon a sup-

purating surface. At first they are very sensitive, soft,

and bleed easily, but in time become fungoid, cauliflow-

er-like, and even almost cartilaginous. The conjunctiva

of the globe is traversed by numerous dark vessels.

The secretion of a turbid fluid lasts but a short time,

and soon passes into pus. As the granulations increase

in size, the pain, photophobia, and secretion all become
more considerable. The conjunctiva of the globe is

filled with a thick, red, vascular network, frequently

reaching to the middle of the cornea; after a time the

granulations begin to grow very rapidly and even cover

the cornea itself (sarcosis cornese). Xow these inflam-

mations of the conjunctiva, in which is shown a ten-

dency to the production of granulations, possess the

peculiarity of attacking the papillary body by preft-r-

ence, but leave the mucous Ibilicles and meibomian
glands more or less intact : and this peculiarity is com-
mon to all varieties of granulations.

*rcei:e: Uandbvchfur Qpfuhalmologie. Braonschweig, 1846.
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"The histological identity of the various forms of gran-
ulations, if satisfactorily proven, would go to show that

an inrtammation united witli the formation of granula-

tions and the secretion of pus, is always one and the same
disL-ase, which presents it,-elf under different forms ac-

cordiiig to a difference in the individuals attacked, and
in the surrounding circumstances; sometimes attacking

only the palpebral conjunctiva, sometimes that of the

globe; is sometimes more, sometimes less violent ; but

granulations of one and the same histological nature

can be developed under the influence of the most vary-

ing inflammations, though some favor tlieir growth more
than others." This view of Riiete's I am inclined to

think is the correct one, for altliough the microscopic

structure of all granulations is diff.-rfnt in some points,

yet thpy may be considered on the whole as similar

structures.

-4.rlt* says that the trachomatous inflammation of the

conjunctiva is characterized by the deposit of a brawny
exudation in the form of isolated, independent gran-

ules or elevations, not only under the epithelium of the

conjunctiva of the lids and (in higher degrees) even of

the globe, but also in the parenchyma of the conjunctiva

and in the deeper structures of the lid, and by the pro-

duc:iou of shrinking of the inflltrati-d tissues. It does
not consist in primary disease of the papillary body

;

does not necessarily appear in tlie beginning with swel-

ling of the whole conjunctiva and exudation of a fluid

upon the free surface, and is not contagious like blennor-

rhcea, with which it has until recently so frequently

been confounded. The cause of the deposition of this

circumscribed, yellowish, brawny exudation under the

uninjured epithelium and in the dei'per structures, must
finally he sought in a general disease, in disease of the

whole organism. The presence here of increased and
unchanged secretion is not essential to the disease, and
only takes place under peculiar conditions. A certain

roughness or unevenness of the palpi-bral conjunctiva,

which is signified by the name ''trachoma," remains
ever a prominent symptom of the disease in all its forms
and stagi'S, even if it does not also belong exclusively

to it. This roughness is caused b}' the exudations,
which in relation to their form (glohidar) and situation

(independent of a fixed element of the conjunctiva,

papillary body, or mucous follicle) present a certain in-

dependent existence, and by the changes which the

structures infiltrated by these exudations and metamor-
phoses undergo. The deposition of these^ exudations
can proceed without perceptible redness, swelling, or

change of secretion of the conjunctiva. It begins usu-

ally in the lower lid, and can from here pass to the up-
per lid. The disease runs no distinct course; can last

lor year?, forming from time to time fresh exacerbations.

It occurs frequently with scrofulous conjunctivitis, still

more so with the catarrhal form of inflammation, and ex-
cluiles the appearances of blennorrhoea only so far as

that" this latter, by rapid development and violence of

the inflammatory process, induces resorption of the exu-
dation characterizing the trachoma.

Seitzt declares that the old name trachoma or con-
junctival roughness announces to us nothing more than
a rough, granular, or granulated condition of the con-
junctiva, and so far as we have learned to distinguish in

recent times between various similar conditions of the

conjunctiva, has become insufficient, or at least presup-
poses a comprehension of the peculiar kind of conjunc-
tival roughness so named. He understands by tracho-

ma that form of disease of the conjunctiva which is

charaitterized by the deposit of an exudation, sometimes

* ARt.T : KrankheUen des Anges. Prag. 1860.

t SEirz ; SandtiucA der Augetiheilkunde. Erlangen, 1869.

very fluid, sometimes thick and brawn-like, in the form
of more or less circumscribed, roundish, transparent
granules of the size of poppy or henipseed, in the tissue

of this membrane. The existence of these so-called
' trachoma grannies," characterized by a high degree of
firmness, by virtue of which they are enabled to resist

absorption lor a considerable time, are the only figns
which we regard as belonging to the diseased process
undt-r all conditions, and applicable for a strict defini-

tion. The trachoma granules present an exceptional
variety in regard to their contents, situation, color, and
immber.

Sti-Uwag,* speaking of trachoma, says: " This affec-

tion is characterized by a peculiar roughness, hj'per-

annia, and swelling of the conjunctiva. These changes
are seen upon the tarsal portion, sometimes as hyper-
trophied papillw, again as diffuse vascular excrescences,
deeply rooted in the conjunctival tissue itself like condy-
lomata, but which are arranged in rows on the palpebral
fold, and resemble roundifh granules. They are some-
times of the same color as the conjunctiva and only
slightly prominent, but again are greatly elevated

above its surface, and, from their shape and gelatinous

translucency, resemble the spawn of fish or frogs."

The appearance of the disease is greatly modified by
the greater or less development of the irregularities of
the conjunctiva, and hence Stellwag distinguishes four

different varieties of the disease, viz. :

—

1st. Orannlar.—Here the base of the palpebral fold

is strewn with small bodies like the spawn of frogs,

traversed by a coarse, vascular network, with some-
times considerable conjunctival swelling. The tarsal

conjunctiva is generally smooth, relaxed, and more or

less injected.

2d. Papillary.—This is always confined to the papil-

lary region of the conjunctiva, and is an ' ophthalmia
granulosa " of a low degree of development. The
tarsal conjunctiva is thickly strewn with fine granula-

tions, beginning about a line from the inner bonier of

t!ie lid, increasing in size as we approach the palpebral

fold.

3d. Mixed.—This variety, which is called by Seitz

"catarrhal or blennorrhceal inflammatory trachoma," is

by far the most frequent form of the disease ; the symp-
toms being those of granular and papillary trachoma
combined. The granulations cover the whole conjunc-

tiva, even encroaching upon that covering the globe,

are very large, and show a disposition to coalesce at

their bases, and thus entirely conceal from view the

original trachomatous deposits.

4th. Diffuse.—This represents a higher grade of devel-

opment than any of the previous forms, and is distin-

guished by the large amount of neoplastic formations in

and upon the conjunciiva, as well as by the participa-

tion of the remaining tissues of tlie lids in the diseased

.

process. Here the granulations are very irregular

tbrmations, separated from each other by deep fossEe.

They are real villosities, and occasionally resemble

broad condylomata.
In all these four forms the ocular conjunctiva is

usually but slightly affected.

Weckert recognizes three of Stellwag's varieties of

trachoma with some slight modifications, viz. :—Jst.

Granular trachoma or simple granulations. 2d. Mixed
trachoma. 3d. Diffu.se trachoma. He omits the pap-

illary forms, which be regards as nothing more than

liypertrophied papilloe.

Having thus seen what are the views of ophthal-

mologists, past and present, concerning trachoma, we

* S>TRLl.w\G: Le/irliitcAderpraktUchenAutfetthetlkuntie. Wien. 1867.

+ Wecker : T)-aite pratique des Maladies den 1 ettx. Paris, 1667.
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must now come to some conclusion ourselves upon
the siibjeet ; and first, we ask ourselves the question,

"What is trachoma? What is its nature ? Is it a neo-

plasm in the strictest sense of the word ? Is it distinct

from granulations, and can a line of demarcation be

drawn, showing where trachoma leaves off and granu-

lations commence?
Some pathological anatomists regard the trachoma-

tous deposit as similar to tubercle—others to the cheesy

deposits, syphilitic in origin, which occur in some of the

abdominal viscera. A microscopic examination of these

small yellow granules has ^hown them to consist of a

considerable amount of amorphous matter, with occa-

sionally a cell, resembling a lymph-corpuscle or pus-

cell, also finely granular. I suppose it is a settled fact,

that these small granules are to be regarded as patho-

logical formations, though, from the entire absence of

inflammation in many cases, some might be inchned to

doubt this.

Now, are these yellow granules neoplastic forma-

tions in the strictest sense of the word—heterologous

deposits unlike any other structures in the body? I

believe they are not. I believe that originally, owing
to a stoppage of circulation in the lymphatic vessels,

some of their contents become dammed up in these same
lymph I'ollicles, and there undergo transformation which

leads to a death of the cells, and tlien, if you please,

they can be called neoplastic formations. In this state

they may remain for some time without cau-ing any

irritation and inflammation in the surrounding tissues.

After a varying length of time, either entirely depen-

dent upon the constitution of the p.itient, or perhaps

influenced by surrounding circumstances, they begin

to cau?e irritation. The vessels originally existing in

the neighboring parts grow larger, a portion of their

contents exude through their wa'ls into the connet;-

tive tissue and upon the truchomatou3 deposits, which
become larger, and take on the peculiar translucent

appear.nnce which has been dt-nominated "frog-spawn."

In this stage they have lost all resemblance to the origi-

nal deposit, and I think should not be called '' tracho-

ma." I would confine this word, originally signifying

nothing but roughness, to the fiist stage of the deposit,

before any inflammatory action has commenced. Even
now, in the second or " frog-spawn" stage, the accom-
panying inflammation is but slight, but generally pro-

gressive. The vessels become larger and pour out

more exudation, new vessels are formed, and the

spawn-like growth? become larger and redder in color.

The surrounding connective tissue becomes infiltrated,

the elevations become more and more prominent, villous

in character, pus begins to be excreted, and now we
have the popular "granulations," or that much derided

term of " granular lids." All signs of the originally ex-

isting disease have disappeared, have been covered up
from view, if you choose, by the plastic exudation

thrown out into the surrounding connective tissue. We
have now granulations and not trachom.T, and I firmly

believe that a diagnosis of trachoma cannot be made,
except in the first or non-inflammatory stage, where
these small, yelhiw granules are visible in the conjunctiva.

We rarely have the good fortune to see a case of tracho-

ma in the first stage, simply because it does not trouble

the patient. I believe that trachoma " per se " is not

nearly ao frequent an affection as has been repre-

sented ; and I think that by far the greater number of

cases of granular lids have been originally caused by
an exudation from the blood-vessels into the connec-

tive tissue of the conjunctiva, and have no connection

with the lymphatic system.

Whether Arlt's view of trachoma is the true one

—

viz. : that it depends upon some constitutional taint,

that it is a manifestation of a disease of the wlio'e

organism—I am not prepared to say. I should be in-

clined to doubt it, utjless a stoppage of the circulation

in the lymphatic system may be regarded as due to

some general constitutional Iroubie. I do not believe

that trachoma is connected with a tubercular diathesis

any more than with a.ny other diathesis.

We now must ask ourselves, is tracljoraa contagious?
and it seems to me that the answer is very easy if we
agree to confine the name trachoma to the first stage.

There being no inflammation present, there is no secre-

tion. The conjunctival secretion is not increased, and
remains normal in this stage, and hence there can be
no contagion. But the moment a secretion appears
upon the fee surface of the conjunctiva, contagion be-

comes possible. Beheving in the nature of the affec-

tion as I have given it, I do not believe that the secre-

tion from granular lids will cause trachoma, though it

will set up a conjimciivitis, always simple at first, but
going on to the formation of granulations, and in the
blennorrhceal form of inflammation the development of

granulations is very rapid.

In most of the epidemics of so-called trachoma, oc-

curring among large bodies of men as in camps or bar-

racks, or among children in schools and asylums, the

disease in its first stage has never been recognized un-
til the lids of the healthy were examined as wi 11 as

those of the ill, and then the little yellow granulations
were seen and described, and hence arose the theory
of contagion. The fact of the disease prevailing as an
epidemic does not necessarily prove the existence of

contagious properties, for it is brought about by the
same circumstances of life which cause a gradual dete-
rioration in constitutional vigor, such as a crowding
together of large numbers of persons in a confined
space, bad air, and in many an insufficiency of tood.

All of the epidemics which have been described, have
prevailed in the form of granulations with increased pur-
ulent secretion, and especially has this been the case

of epidem'cs of " ophthalmia m.ilitaris," so well de-
scribed and summed up by Dr. Max Peltzer.* In the
ophthalmological congress of 1857, where the nature of
the " ophthalmia militaris sive granulosa, .^Egvptiaca

contagiosa" excited considerable discu.ssion, the Dani-h
professor Bendz affirmed that this " ophthalmia mili-

taris " was in no respect to be regarded as a separate,

distinct disease, but united in itself the various forms
of catarrhal, blennorrhceal, and trachomatous conditions
of the conjunctiva, and that granulations only occurred
where the two latter forms predominated. He says
further that the papillary bo'ly is not nLCessarily to be
regarded as t!ie seat of granulations.

In a very carefully written and interesting disserta-

tion upon the anatomy of the eyelids of some of the
domestic animals. Dr. Blumbergt asserts that the
trachoma-follicles are neither glands nor congenital
structures, but are circumscribed hyperplasia of the con-
junctiva caused by inflammatory increase (f the pre-
existing lymphoid cells. He regards Henle's views
concerning the formation of the trachoma-follicle, viz.:

by extravasations from the lymph vessels, as improbable
for two reasons : fir»t, because the fjrm of the follicle

is too regular; and second, because after wounds, which
are the most frequent source of extravasations, we
rarely see a granular conjunctivitis produced.

Convinced as I atn that the earliest formation of this

peculiar deposit takes place in the lymph follicles, it

seems to me an interesting question to determine

* Max Peltzer: Ophthalmia militarU aire granuto&a. Eerlin<
1870.

t Pact. Bi.i'MBERq : Veber die Augenlieder einiffer Hauathlere mit
betfonderer Berilcktichtlgung deti Trachom«. Dorpat, 18t)7.
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whether, after oedema or chemosis of the conjunctiva,

thf Ijinph-lollicle.a, originally existinjr in the tissue, ure

increa-ed in number and size, and whether trachoma
occurs after such chemosis has subsided ; for tlie asser-

tion hns been made and confirmed that in the profuse

transudations into the mucosa accompanying some in-

testinal affections, the number and size of tlie follicles

have been considerably increased.

The consequences of trachoma and granulations are

too well known to require much to be said about tliem.

But granulations sometimes progress in a very curious

manner, and assume peculiar f Tm^. One of the most
obstinaje varieties of granulations, which seem to resist

all means of cure, are those whicli have their seat along
the ciliary border of the lid, generally the upper one,

arranged generally in a single row, though occasionally

in two rows; and, as a rule, but slightly prominent above
the surrounding tissue. They generally have a broad
base, and do not sliow any tendency to coalesce until

some caustic agent has been applied t>) them for their

cure, when the spaces between the granulations become
infiltrated and indurated, swell up to the level of tlie

original elevations, and we then have a hard, indurated
rid.'e before us, which by its contraction renders the

tarsal cartilage more convex, pulling upon it and bend-
ing the ends backward as a bow is bent. With tliis

there is generally some degree of entropion, though
scarcely enough to cause injury to the cornea by any
pressure from the cilia.

Another very rare form of granulations, I had lately

an opportunity of seeing in a patient und'-r the care of

Dr. 0. D. Pomeroy. The patient had originally been
tre:ited for a simple conjunctivit's which had gone on
to the production of moderate granulations in the neigh-
borhood of the retro-tarsal fold. Some of these had
taken on an exiraorihnary development, projecting from
one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch above the sur-

roim ling surface. They had a broad base, were shaped
like a truncated cone, and very rough a'.d warty in ap-
pearance. The growths were removed by the scissors,

and the cut surface bled very freely, but they returned
again as large as ever and were again removed by the
doctor. Dr. Pomeroy considers them to resemble the
polypoid growths of the lining membrane of the middle
ear. Under the microscope these growths are seen to

be composed largely of amorphous granular matter and
blood-corpusch'S, with a varying number of irregularly

round or ovoid cells, containing a nucleus and granular
matter. Occasionally some fibres of connective tissue

are met with. Dr. Pomeroy has seen one other case
s;milar to this, and I have since learned that Dr. Agnew
has seen sever.d.

As is well known, one of the most common results of
chronic granular lids is inflnmmation of the cornea. In
most of the cases of keratitis caused by granulations,
the inflamniation is set up by the mechanical rubbing of
the growths against the surface of the cornea. In gen- i

eral the corneal inflammation is diffuse in character, oc-
cupying the entire cornea. The development of vessels

reaches from the periphery well up towards the centre
;

but I have iieen two cases in which the keratitis was
circumscribed and occupieJ the centre of the cornea, '

though ve-sels could be traced to the periphery. Sj
!

long as the granulations remain to keep up the irritation,

the keratitis will rem:iin ; and as the disease of the con-
junctiva recedes under the influence of applications to

its granulations, it is sometimes surprising to see with
what rapidity tlie corneal op.Tcity clears up. Occasion-
ally, however, we meet with cases, in which, after all

disease of the lids has disappeared, the corneal inflam-

mation still remains in spite of all treatment, and in

these cases a perilomy of the conjunctiva around the

cornea brings on a favorable result. A strip of conjunc-
tiva from two to three lines in breadth is removed from
the globe all round the cornea, and then the subjacent
tissue down to the sclerotic coat is thoroughly scarified.

A bandage may be employed for two or three days,
though I do not think it is absolutely necessary.

Whether granulations would disappear if left to

themselves, and whether there would re ult less de-
formity to the iid than after the employment of cans-
ties, are two questions which admit of considerable dis-

cussion.

It seems to me not impo?sible that the granulations
might from their own lu.xuriance choke off the supply
of blood to them and shiink by contracti<>n, or else

drop off like parts that have been ligated from the
effects of the same contraction. Whether the con-
traction in the tissues, which results in all cases alter

local treatmtnt, is produced entirely by the caustics

used, I am inclined to doubt, though I think that a
good part of it is.

Some lids present to us the most curious appearances
after long-continued treatment. I recollect the case

of a young girl who attends regularl_y at the Manhat-
tan Eye and Ear Hospital, who previouslj' to her ap-

pearance there, had undergone treatment for her eyes
for a year or two. Tlie lower lid presents the peculiar
" frog-spawn" appeajance, the granulations being very
exuberant. The upper lid has been infiltrated through-
out by plastic deposit, affecting the deep structures,

which has contracted in a direction parallel to the
palpebral slit, and is almost entirely devascularized.

At irregular intervals in this dense wliite cicatrix are

small, irre:;ular ulcers looking like sunken rosettes,

filled with granulations, which occasionally project

above the surrounding surface. These ulcers liave

been touched with the solid nitrate of silver, sharpened
to a point, and the whole inner surface of the lid brushed
over with the sulphate of copper. This treatment has

been continued for some weeks, and under it tiie ulcers

are slowly but surely contracting in size, and tlie whole
conjunctival surface is gradually assuming the white
cicatricial appearance. The corneas of this girl have
presented the most obstinate kind of diffuse keratitis,

the epithelial surface being almost trachomatous or
granular in appearance.

One of the greatest errors made in our treatment of

granular Uds, is the changing too quickly from one
caustic to another, and not really allowing any one
remedy time to work. As most of the cases are very
chronic in character, we should not expect to cure

thern in a day or a week. Perhaps the best caustic

for general appUcation to granulations is the sulphate

of copper in substance, and I would not employ the

nitrate of silver save in exceptional cases, where the

copper had already been tried.

Ip those mild cases of sliglitly-developed granula-

tions occurring occasionally with simple conjunctivitis

of an obstinate cliar.acter, where the whole surface of

the palpebral conjunctiva presents a velvety ap-

pearance, a good result is often produced by the ap-

plication of alum in substance, or of a solution of nitrate

of silver, grs. xx.-xl, to the ounce of distilled water.

A fivorite application in Berlin and Wiesbaden is an
ointment of the acetate of lead, made up with glycer-

ine ointment instead of simple cerate. A piece of this

about the size of a pea is placed within the eyelids and
allowed to dissolve.

Within a comparatively recent period, a new method
of treatment has been brought into practice in those

cases of obstinate keratitis following granulations.

The constant pressure of the roughened inflamed lids

upon the cornea, naturally keeps up the inflamed cou-
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dition of the latter, in spite of all applications made to

the conjunctival surface of the lids. The opcralion I

refer to is that of canthoplast}-. An incision is made
with a scalpel, commencing at the external commissure
and exiending horizontally outwards upon the temple

for a varying distance, the incision including integu-

ment and all tissues down to the orbital layer of

adipose tissue. Then with a pair of scissors the ex-

ternal canthal ligament, which hinds the tarsus to the

bony edge of the orbit, is cut through, the l:d having
previously been put upun the stretch by pulling upon
the cilia. This relaxes all pressure upon the globe,

and does away with a good deal of irritation. The
canthal ligament of the lower lid is not cut, as it i? not
necessary. The raw conjunciival edges are tlien united

by sutures to the corresponding edges of integument,
and tlnis the palpebral opening is lengthened horizon-

tally to the amount of three or four lines. It has been
proposed to divide the external canthal ligament sub-

cutaneously, and thus do away with the external in-

cision, which sometimes occasions considerable de-

formity, and I heheve that one at least of the gentlemen
present has already so performed the operation several

times.

I see no reason why the desired result cannot be
secured fully as well in this manner, and if so, it cer-

tainly is to be preferred to the either method.
5 West 46tll street.

(DriiVtiml Comimmications.

ON CANCER AND CANCER CELLS.

By FRANCIS DELAFIELD, M.D.,

CURATOR TO BELLEVUE UOSrjTAL.

On April Gth, 1871, Dr. S. Fleet Speir read before the
Academy of Medicine a paper with the following title:

"The use of the microscope in the differenlial dingnosis
of morbid growths, with a new method for determin-
ing the diagnosis, prognos's, and treatment of tumors
and cancers." The paper was published and set down
for discussion at a succeeding meeting of the Academy.
Both from the interest of the subject treated of, and its

own intrinsic merits, the paper warrants more than a
passing notice.

Dr. Speir states that, for ten years, his opportunities
for the study of morbid growths have been considerable.
He has fek the need ot sometliing more than the cur-
rent theories of the day to solve the proldems which
arise before the practical microscopist in the study of
cancer, and has, therefore, evolved Irom his own obser-
vations a new method.

" It is probable," he says, " that there are two
methods for the development of morbid growths: that
of exudation, and that of continuous development from
pre-existing cellular elements

; but the cell is the ulti-

mate element by which we must determine the char-
acter of morbid growths.

" The oljjeet, therefore, of all microscopic examina-
tions of tumors, is to discover the peculiar kind of cells

whicli compose them.
" There are certain cells, which, when found in

morbid growths, are diagnostic of cancer. These cells

are of two kinds. One is the 'mother cell,' or 'com-
pound cancer cell.' When we see this cell, there is no
longer any doubt that the specimen is a cancer. The
other has for its parent type the connective tissue cor-
puscle—the embryo plastic cell. This cell is fjund in
all cancers, and is a specific cancer cell.

"All normal tissues are heterologous, and have a

tendency to continue so.

"The embryo, in its earliest stages, is composed only

of one kind of cells— the embryo plastic. Tumors,
which are composed of cells of the same kind, are

homologous growths. The malignity of a growth is in

direct propoition to its homology.
"To deiermine whether a tumor is malignant we

must answer two questions: 1st. Is the tumor heterolo-

gous or homologous, ennsidered in its relations to the

original or parent type of the tissue in which it is

located ?

" 2d. Is the specimen of cell heterologous or homolo-
gous, considered as regards the intimate structure of

the tumor itself That is, are all the cells of the same
kind, or are they mixed with other cells and elements?

"A tumor may be heterologous in its relations to it-

self and to the other tissues of the body, and in both
cases be benign.

"But a tumor which is heterologous as to the other

tissues, and homologous as to its own cells, is merely
malignant.

" Again, a tumor which is homologous as to the other

tissues and also homologous as to its own cells, is also

malignant.

"But a growth which is homologous as to the other

tissues and heterologous as to its own elements, is

usually benign.
" Classification of the morbid growths:

Mahgcant, ]
Encephaloid,

" '
I Scnrlius.

( Epithelioma, '

Semi-Malignant,
-J

Myoma,
( Enehondroma.

T3 . \ Glandular tumors, etc., tubercle,
Uenign, { , „ n » i i'° '

I
anil some forms of hypertrophy.

In the study of morbid growth.';, therefore, to de-

termine the malignancy of a tumor we must first ascer-

tain whether there are any " compound cancer cells"

or " any simple caneer cells." If we are not fortunate

enough to discover tl ese specific elements, we have
then to decide whether the tumor is homologous or

heterologous as regards itself and the tissues in which
it is situated.

This new method commends itself at once by its

shortness and simplicity. Any person provided with a

microscope, a drawing of the compound and simple

cancer cells, and a clear idea of homology and heter-

ology, is abundantly competent to diagnosticate and
prognosticate the character of any tumor.

This is certainly a very great gain. For several

years past, a very considerable number of misguided
men have tlioupht that tumors required the same care-

ful and tliorough studv» as the normal ti-sues and
organs of the body. With this, false idea, they have
employed laborious and elaborate methods of prepara-

tion, and nndtitudes of reagents and preservative fluids.

They have supposed that new growths were organized

bodies with a well-defined structure, by which they
could be arranged in classes. Growths composed of

simple tissues, of conjposite tissues, and of tissues in

which cells are abnormally predominant, have all been
carefully studied in their anatomical and clinical relations.

All thislabor, it appears, has been wasted. Itisofno con-

sequence to determine whether a new growth is com-
pcsed of fibrous tissue, or cartilage, or muscle; whether
its cells are scattered indiscriminately, or are arranged
in regular forms; whether the colls themselves are

epithelial or connective tissue. Ifwe find a cancer cell

or a heterology or homolocry, further labor is useless.

Such a method as this demands our most careful

study. Let us, then, consider separately the two con-
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stituQpIs of the method: the specific cancer cells and the

homologous heterology. 1st. The specific cancer cells.

This doctrine, although of great value, is not new.
About twenty-five years ago specific elements of

tumors were gravely studied and held in hi:;h repute.

Succeeding generations, with a vain seeking after

novelty, have discarded this ancient and honorable doc-
trine, and have held th.it all the cells to be found in

tumors have their types in normal cells, and have no
specific character whatever. The ancient idea of a

specific cell was simple : a cell that was peculiar to

morbid growths, and that w.is to be found nowhere else.

iDr. Speir's idea of specific cells is more complicated.

He admits two kinds:—the compound and the simple

cancer cell. The compound cell is pccuUar to cancer,

hut is not always present in cancers. The simple cell

is found in all cancers. It has for its parent type the

connective tissue corpuscle, which is found sparsely in

the adult, abundantly in the foetus.
'

" The ' compound cancer cell ' is not always present

in cancers, but Ls pecnliar to them." Is this true ? I

regret that the opinion of most observers, and my
own observations, do not correspond with Dr. Speir's

'

considerable experience. Tiie cells which he figures as
'" compound cancer cells " are examples of malformed

j

epithe!i;d, connective ti.ssue. and glandular cells, and are

to be found both in morbid growths and in a variety of

inflammatory processes.

This form of specific cancer cell i.s, therefore, some-
what difficult of diagnosis, for it is absent in some can-

cers and present in many infl xraed tissue-s.

The ' simple cancer cell " presents still greater

difficullies. According to Dr. Speir it is present in

largo numbers in the foetus, and any observer will find

that it is a constant anatomical element in most forms
of productive inflammation. And yet this is a specific

cancer cell upon which we can rely with great certainty.

I am afraid that an ordinary observer would be led into

great uncertainty to determine whether the specific

cells belonged to a foetus, a granulating wound, or a

tumor.
Let us, then, see if the doctrine of homology and he-

terology can assist us.

For most pathologists, the words heterologous and
homologous have a definite meaning. If a new
growth is formed of the same tissue as the part from
which it grow.s, it is called homologous; if it is formed
of a different tissue it is heterologous. That i.s, ifa bony
tumor grows from bone, it is homologous; if from
fibrous tissue, it is heterologous, etc.

Dr. Speir gives to these words a new and curious

meaning. He says that new growths are homologous
or heterologous not only to other tissues, but to them-
selves. By this he means that a new growth is com-
posed only of one kind of anatomical elements (homo-
logous), or of different kinds of anatomical elements

(heterologous). That is, a myoma, if it is composed
only of muscle cells, is homologous to itself ; if of muscle

cells and fibrous tissue, it is heterologous to itself. If

it grows from the uterus, it is homologous as to its

situation ; if from connective tissue, it is heterologous, i

On this basis Dr. Speir lays d >wn these rules

:

j

To be malignant, a growth must be either homolo- !

gous as to the other tissues, and homologous as to its

own cells ; or, heterologous as to the other tissues, and I

homologous as to its own cells. i

A seini-maligcant growth is heterologous as to the

other tissues, and heterologous as to its own cells.

A benign growth is homologous as to the other tis-

sues, and heterologous as to its own cells.

Let us select a few illustrations of thes& laws. I

The lymphatic glands are not infrequently found hy-
J

pertrophied. This hypertrophy depends on a simple
increase in number of the gland cells. Here is a growth
homologous to itself and to the tissue from which it

springs ; in other words a cancer. Fortunately these

cancers sometimes disappear under the use of iodine.

After an amputation a stump is often covered with
exuberant granulations. These granulations are com-
posed of small round oval cells (specific cancer cells).

They form a growth heterologous to the other tissues,

and homologous to itself This form of cancer also

fortunately sometimes ends in recovery.

The foetus in utero at an early stage is composed en-

tirely of '' simple cancer cells." It is then homologous
as to itseff, and heterologous as to its surroundings.

At this stage it is very malignant. After it is further

developed into tissues it becomes heterologous as to

itself also, and is then only semi-malignant.

In persons affected with constitutional syphilis, we
find tumors composed of " simple cancer cells " and of

fusiform cells (aborted cancer cells) in various parts of

the body. These homologous, heterologous cancers are

frequently benefited by the use of iodide of potassium.

Again, when we examine tumors, we fii;d that a

large number of those whose clinical history is the most
malignant, have a regular and composite (heterologous)

structure. The ordinary c.incer of the breast does not
consist merely of an aggregation of cells, but of follicles

or tubules of various shapes, and filled with cells, which
are neither compound nor simple cancer cells.

Epithelial cancer of the conjunctiva is formed of

regular papillae, covered with well-foimed epithelium

(a heterologous growth), and I have seen it destroy

life within a year.

Such illustrations could be multiplied indefinitely.

It seems, then, that Dr. Speir's new method loses in

certainty what it gains in simplicity. Perhaps, until

the method is more fully elaborated by introducing a

more specific cancer cell, or a more compHcated defini-

tion of heterology and homology, it will be better for

most of us to try and find out all the elements of every

tumor and what their arrangement is.

The process will, indeed, be more laborious to our-

selves, but more satisfactory to our patients.

A CASE OF AXEUEISM OF THE ARCH OF
THE AORTA, TREATED BY ELEC-

TROLYSIS.

By R. S. LIXCOLX, M.D.,

>'F.W rORK.

Feb. 6th.—ilr. H., a miner, was brought to me for

consultation by his physician, Dr. Stearns, of Buffalo.

The history of the patient was as follows :

—

He was 37 years of age, born in Yermont. For several

vears he followed the sea as a common sailor, but for

the past five years he had worked in the mines of Cali-

fornia. 'His general appearance was that of an active,

robust man. He had never suffered from illness other

than intermittent fever; there was no history of syphi-

lis or rheumatism, he was not conscious of ever having

overtaxed his strength in lifting or otherwise. On the

loth of last June, while leisurely wfilking, he fell,

and on rising found he did not have perfect control of

the right haff of the body, and that there was some
numbness throughout the same side. During the suc-

ceeding twenty-four hours he sustained six of these

shocks, losing consciousness during only the last two,

which continued but ten or fifteen minutes, though the

impairment of sensation and motion persisted from the

first, and was never wholly recovered from. Immedi-
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ately following those attacks, he suflered pain in the
right shoulder, extending up the side of the neck and
head, and two or three weeks later in the left also, 'in

both ofwhich it had continued with increasing severity.

About Dec. 1st, a small pulsative tumor was discovered
in the peri-sternal notch, which has steadily increased
in size ; within the two weeks previous to my seeing
him it had doubled. He could swallow only liqviid food,

breathed rather loudly, and within a few days had
some cough, the cause of which was not removed by
the e9brt. His radial pulse was 112, regular and equal
in both wrists, but weak ; there was no pulsation in the
left carotid.* The laryngoscope revealed nothing of
"importacce.

To inspection there was presented a uniformly
rounded tumor situated in the median line, and extend-
ing from the pomum Adami to one inch below the nor-
mal situation of the upper margin of the ma tilr'u,
the latter having been absorbed to that extent. The
sternal ends of the clavicles were dislocated forwards.
The larynx and trachea were crowded slightly to the
right, but the prominence of the tumor was equal on
either side of the median line, and measured over ifc;

apex, either transversely or vertically, four inches and a
half The apex of neither lung seemed to be encroach-
ed upon, percussion of these being normal both in front
and behind, and respiratory murmur natural. The
pulsation and sounds of the heart were both natural.
To palpation the tumor was elastic and pulsating, with
a distinct thrill, and on applying the stethoscope, a dis-

tinct whiz with each pulsation over the whole tumor
that could be traced as far as the heart. I diagnosed
an aneurism of the arch of the aorta, and advised as the
only means of relief; electrolysis combined with a
modification of the method known as Valsalva's. The
patient was seen at this time by Dr. Sass, and also by
Prof ilarkoe, who approved of the course recommend-
ed, the latter thinking it probable, from the position
and size of the tumor, that the iunominate artery was
involved at its origin.

The patient lelt the city, but returned, so that the
first operation was made Feb. 20th.

During the time (two weeks) that had elapsed, the
tumor had apparently doubled its size, and measured
six and one-half inches, where it measured but
four and one-half before. The pain in the shoulders
was now so great as to prevent more than two or three
hours' sleep at night, and he was weaker in every re-
spect. For four days previous to the first operation the
patient was kept in bed, and iron, quinine, and digitalis
administered by day, and morphine at night. At the
time of the operation all the symptoms were aggravated
except the pulse, which was 104.

The method t practiced by CiniseUi was followed in
the operation so far as practicable, and was only-mod-
ified as the nature of the case seemed to demand.
Seven steel needles, insulated to within one and a half
inch of their points, were introduced into the prominent
parts of the tumor, one inch and three-fourths below
the surface of the integument, and three-fourths of an
inch from each other. The cathode and anode were
each subdivided into two, and the positive pole preceded
the negative as the current passed through eacL Every
time the poles were changed the number of elements
was increased from one to ten, the battery used being a
modification of Stohrer's. No ansesthetio was used in

• To my letter ol inqairy. Prot Miner, of BnfFalo. who examined the
patient aboat the middle of December, repUed that at that time the
polsatioQ in the left carotid iTas indistmct, but he did not think it was
entirely obhterated.

+ Vide X. r. ilcd. Jonr., May, 1669. BnL Gen. de Thtrapentie, Jnne
15th, ISTO.

,

this or the following operation, and the increase of the

pain forbade the use of a larger number of elements.

The current was closed forty minutes in all.

During the operation the diminution of the distinct-

ness of the pulsation was very marked, and the patient

complained only of a burning pain, which becime
greater with the increase of the number of elements.

On removing the needles, gas escnped for a few seconds
from each puncture, and with the gas small pieces of
clotted blood. The pulsation had almost entirely ceased,

and the tumor had a hard feel and was somewhat dis-

tended. The integument over the tumor was red. An
ice-bag and a wet compress were ordered to be kept
on the tumor, and perfect quiet enjoined. The amount
of food was restricted—fluids withheld so far as possi-

ble ; there was prescribed ten drops of the tincture of

digitalis every three hours, and one-fourth of a grain

of the sulphate of mori'hia at night.

21st. Pulse 104. He pa.ssed a comfortable night
Pulsation of the tu-nor is more marked than after the

operation, but not to t!ie degree that obtained before,

and the thrill was less distinct. Eight ounces of blood
were taken from the arm—other treatment unchanged.

22d. 9 A. M., pulse IfiO ; comfortable. At 9 .*.M. his

pulse began to increase in frequency and he complained
of faintness. Wine was administered, but these un-
pleasant symptoms continued till I saw him at 3 p.m.,

when I found him much excited and nervous, with a

pulse that could hardly be detected at the wrist, and
with a fluttering heart. Fifl-^en drops of the digitalis

with wine was given at once, and ten drops ordered to

be repeated every hour, after which he quickly returned
to his former condition.

25th. Pulse 93, less than for weeks ; feels better every
way, though weak firom confinement and restricted

diet. The operation was repeated as befure. Eleven
elements were used, the current allowed to flow fifty

minutes. The immediate results were the same as

before, but more marked, all pulsation in the tumor
being arreted for the lime, though it partially returned
during the following twenty-four hours.

March 2d. Electrolysis was again repeated, the

patient taking ether, which Dr. J. O. Stone was kind
enough to administer. The number of elements was
increased to fifteen and the time to sixty minutes.

The following gentlemen witnessed one or more of

these operations : Dr.<. ilarkoe. Stone, Bunistead, Sass,

Famham, Noyes, Burrall, Slurgiss, Godwillie, and
Stevens.

Circumstances rendered it necessary for the patient

to leave the city, though further repetitions of ihe

electrolysis were advised, and arrangements were made
to have this done, and the principles of this method of

treatment carried out after leaving the city.

On the 9th of March, when I last saw him, his con-
dition, compared with that before treatment began, was
as follows :—I could not discover that the tumor had
increa=ed in size; its pulsation, thrill, and murmur,
were much less distinct, and its fluid contents evi-

dently contained within a thicker and firmer walL
The pulse, which before the operation averaged 112,

was reduced to 90 per minute. The pain in the
shoulders, though still considerable, was much less

acute and more bearable, so that he was able to get
more sleep at night There was no injury to the in-

tegument from the needles, their insulation acting per-
fectly satisfactorily, all the inflammation at the points

of introduction and its neighborhood having entirely

subsided before the next operation. To Dr. Stevens,
for his unwearied attend^ince upon the patient while
under my care, I wish to make acknowledgment.
March 21st, Dr. Stevens wrote :—I am not able to
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discover any change in his condition since you save

him; pulse 90; inflammation subsided; pain less, and

strength greater.

Remarks.—If it should not be possible to follow this

case fui ther, there are certain points of sufficient inter-

est and importance to call for its pnblic.ition. The
satisfactory result, so far as the treatment was carried

out, taken in connection with other well-authenticated

cases of aneurism treated by electrolysis, shows the

possibility of producing a clot within the sac, that may
become consolidated and organized, and thus imitate

Nature's only way of curing an aneurism; a'so the

harmlessness with which the operation, if properly con-

ducted, can be carried out—there being no other action

at the point of introduction of the needles, than would be

experienced from merely puncturing the skin with the

same-sized need'es, and the congestion of the surround-

ing integument having entirely subsided in f ur or five

days. The action of the positive pole upon the needles

is shown by a degree of oxidation and disintegration

throughout the uninsulated portion, the amount de-

pending on the strength of the currunt and the time it

was closed. That but little if any harm could be ap-

prehended from the disintegration, may be inferred from

the result in the last operation, when one of the needles

had entirely disappeared up to the point of insulation,

and some of the others to the finenes-; of a hair. To
electrolysis must be given at least a high position as an
auxiliary in the treaiment of these affections ; and, com-
bined with the method practised by Valsalva, in the

seventeenth century, and strongly advocated by Chal-

mers in England, and Bowditch in this country (re-

peated venesection, rest in the horizontal posture, a

restricted diet, abstinence from fluiiis, and remedies
internally administered to control the circulation), we
have grounds for encouragement that promise a measure
of success where formerly a speedy death seemed in-

evitable.

32 West TniRTY-FmsT Street.

Ufvort0 of ijospitaU

CHAEITY HOSPITAL, BLACKWELL'S
ISLAND, N. Y.

ISCOSTINENCE OF URINE OF FEMALES DUE TO ENLARGED
URETHRA TREATED BY CAUSTIC SOLUTION

OF CHROMIC ACID.

By AUG. C. KINNY, M.D.,

nOUSE SCROEON.

I HEREWITH submit short notes of three cases of in-

continence of urine, due to enlarged urethra, treated by
caustic solution of chromic acid,—two of the cases

being completely cured, the third case very much im-
proved,—the three cases being the only ones treated in

this manner.
The solution used was that of chromic acid and

water, equal parts, and was applied by means of a small

tightly wrapped cotton swab. The manner of applying

it was as follows : Having wiped the parts dry, and ap-

plied sweet-oil over the tissues surrounding those desired

to be touched, the swab, dipped in the solution, is passed

over the meatus urinarius, over the mucous membrane
surrounding it for one-fourth to one-third of an inch

each way, and down into the urethra at least three-

fourths of an inch from the njeatns, thoroughly cauter-

izing the mucous membrane.
A thin slough comes away in a few days, and the ure-

thra begins to contract rapidly. As the canal becomes
contracted, and the uretliritis occasioned passes away,
the patient improves, and is finally cured.

In the first two cases, where the incontinence of urine

was due entirely to enlarged urethras, the cure was
perfect. In the third case, where there was in addition

a vascular tumor of the urethra, there was great im-

provement.
Case I.— M. II, Wd. 16 F. Admitted Feb. 14, 1S71.

Found incontinence of urine, which had existed for

many months. Could not retain her urine in the least,

either by day or night ; excoriations of vulva and nates

from urinary irritation. Could not find any other cause

for the incontinence but an enlarged urethra—so very

large that the forefinger could be easily introduced into

bladder. Patient's general comlition pretty fair. Feb.

20th, applied chromic acid to the urethra, and in a few

days afterwards slough came away. On examination

about one week afterward Ibund urethritis, and urethra

very much contracted. March 7th, appbed chromic

acid again. March 17, urethra has contracted down to

one-third of its former calibre. Healthy appearance.

Passes but little urine involuntarily at night, and none

in daytime. April 6th. Patient does not now pass

her urine involuntaiily either by day or night. Urethra

now somewhat below normal si^e, but still large

enough to allow her urine to pass freely. No urethri-

tis. Discharged cured.

Case IL—A. W., aged 40, widow. Ward 16 F. Was
troubled with complete incontinence of urine for sev-

er.al years. Iiicontincce was almost entirely due to an

enlarged urctlu-a. First applied pure nitrate of silver

to same parts as applied chromic acid in last case. She

was somewhat benefited, but becoming disorderly was
discharged, and treatment discontinued Ibi- awhile.

Returned March 25th, still complaining of former

trouble. Applied chromic acid as in la-t eas.'.

April Glh. Boes not pass her urine involuntarily

cither by day or nisht. She was examined before

being discharged by Dr. Morales, wh^j says that she has

entire control over the act of micturition. Urethra

about normal size.

Case III.—S., aged 40. widow. Ward 12 F. Had ter-

tiary syphili?. Had very troublesome incontinence

of urine, due partly to enlarged urethra, and partly

to fungous growth at meatus.

Cauterized with cliromic acid as in Case I., one

month since, and cutoS' portion of tumor, since which

time she has gradually improved, and is now able to

retain her urine by day, but not during sleep.

progress of illcDical Science.

Raw Beef in An.emia.—James S. Bailey, M.D., Al-

bany, N. Y., writes :—In the ancemia of young girls

just verging into womanhood, there is nothing that so

speedily relieves this condition as lean raw beef.

There is usually an aversion to any food, at this period,

of a solid nature ;
but upon the contrary, a craving for

pastry, pickles and knicknacks, &c.

Upon many occasions I have insisteil strenuously

upon a change in the mode of living in this respect, and

placed patients, if not upon raw beef, upon beef under-

done, for a diet, and have invariably experienced marked

improvement. It imparts tone to the organs of diges-

tion ; by it tiie blood made is improved in quality.

I am quite certain, in tardy menstruatioti, if instead

of administering ferruginous mixtures, should the

diet alone be changed as suggested, and the meals

served regulai ly, with an abundance of exercise in the
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open air, many females, instead of dying prematurely,

would be restored to usefulness.

Many women acquire the habit of abstaining from
food at breakfast, and soon, if food is taken, the

stomach rebel?. Experience has proved that the

healthy stomach requires a supply of food every six
\

hours during vvukefulness. Any departure from this
J

established kw produces derangement in digestion,

and the system must necessarily suffer the penalty for

this infringement upon the laws of health. I

Skin Transpl.\xt.\tiox.—At an informal meeting of

the Academy, held March 2, 1871, Dr. Benjamin How-
ard presented a case of skin transplantation by Rever-
dius' method, which showed different stages of the

process in successful progress.

The patient, sent to Dr. Howard by Dr. Hammond, I

had been a major in the army, and while leading his

command at Grettysburgh about seven years aud a

half ago, a cannon ball passed through his horse and
carried away the calf of the right leg of the patient,

and so grazed the bones as to cause considerable sub-

sequent exfoliation. Since the accident the patient

has been under constant treatment by various surgeons

in this country and Europe ; but the cicatrization, on
reaching a certain point, always lagged and stopped
short. Haying by the kindness of his friend, Prof.

Hamilton, been invited to witness his early operations

for skin-grafiing. Dr. Howard resolved twenty-three
days before the presentation of this case to try this

mode of skin-transplantation. The size of the wound
then was about four and a half inches in length and
one and a quarter inches in width. Five pieces of
skin removed by the knife were at different dates fitted

into little beds cut out for them, and sealed in with
transparent adhesive plaster. The edges of the wound
have crept towards each other at a remarkably pleas-

ing rate, which, if continued, will result in complete
cicatrization in a few days. The most noticeable

points in the case are : That though all the germs ad-

hered completely and at once, those which were less

than a grain of rice in size have slowly sloughed their

surface ; the two latter grafts, which were larger than

a grain of wheat and of the whole thickness of the

skin, have shown no such disposition—and this, he ob-
serves, agrees with the results in the hands of his friend,

Mr. Lawson, of London.
Neither of the grafts increased much in size ; the

healing has been almost exclusively from the circum-
ference of the sore, which the grafts seem to have at-

tracted towards themselves, acting as central piers for

the arches of pellicle by which the wound was seen at

places to be bridged over.

The exceedingly good result in this case was attri-

buted by the operator, in no small measure, to the

sound health of the patient, and the good condition of
the base of the ulcer.

In regard to the theory of this operation, it has not
yet appeared whether the result was chiefly due to the

quality of the tissue engrafted, or to the process set up
in the establishment of a new centre of vital action by
the adhesion of the part engrafted—the tissue thus in-

grown being of any sort whatsoever.

Dr. J. F. Miner, of the Buffalo Hospital of the Sisters

of Charity (Buffalo Med. and Surg. JournaJ), in a case
of severe injury of the foot, causing considerable sup-
puration of the parts surrounding the os calcis and the

ankle-joint, with entire destitution of skin at the heel,

has tried the method of skin transplantation, and finds

that the germs have remained adherent and maintained
their growtli. His result is belter than those who

have written on the subject state to be generaUy ob-

tained.

PCNCTURE OF THE AbDOMEN IN GaSTEO-ISTESTINAL
PxECMATosis.—The relief of obstinate meteorism, or

tympanites, by puncturing the gut with a fine trocar to

give vent to the gas, has been occasionally resorted to

with great benefit, and, as would appear, without seri-

ous danger. Dr. JuLirs Stein publishes in the

Deutsches Archiv fiir Klin. Med., it. Band, 4 He/t,

1869, two casis in which this operation was performed
several times. The first patient was a young woman
with enormous double ovarian tumor, which exercised

such conipre-sion as to prevent the passage of faeces or

gas. The meteorism was so great that death was to

be apprehended from compression of the lung. An
explorative trocar was plunged into ihe caecal region,

and gave egress to a great deal of wind. The ope-

ration was repealed once or twice a day until at least

fifty such punctures had been made. They were
eagerly desired by the patient. After death, hardly

any trace of the punctures was discernible in the mu-
cous membrane, aud there was no evidence of inflam-

mation having been produced by them. The second

case was a gardener, a man of sixty, who for years

had had double inguinal hernia, and was subject to ob-

stinate attacks of colic. In a very severe attack, re-

sisting remedies, and which had produced compression

of the lung, with oedema of the lung, inability to take

nourishment, etc., it was determined to employ the

trocar, which was plunged into the epigastric region

just below the xiphoid cartilage, this place being se-

lected on account of its prominence and freedom from
pain on pressure. A fine stream of wind issued with
ibrce, blowing out alight held before it. Its smell was
disagreeable, but was not that of sulphuretted hydrogen,

nor that of Iteces. In five minutes the patient was
greatly relieved, to his intense delight. The meteorism
again recurred, and upon the third day compressed the

lung to such extent that the patient lay in agony. In

all eight punctures were made in the space of fourteen

days, seven being within the circumference of a three-

kreutzer piece, and one a little below. No untoward
reaction followed any of these punctures, but always
such relief that the patient begged for their repetition.

Three months afterwards the patient died, and an
examination of the corpse revealed the eight points of

puncture distinctly visible beneath the cartilage. The
subcutaneous connective tissue showed ecchymoses
along the line of puncture, but they could not be detected

in the abdominal muscles. The punctures led directly

to the transverse colon, but neither on its serous nor
mucous membrane could the site of more than two
punctures be seen. These looked like pinhead dark-red

spots, but no hypersemia nor exudation was to be seen

in their immediate vicinity.

Similar cases of puncture have been reported by
Oppolzer, Schub, and Streubel, in Germany ; by Fons-
sagrives (Bull, de Thirap., Ixj^., Arril, 1866). Piorry

in 18.35 employed the puncture in a typhus case, but
with unfortunate result from the production of exuda-
tion. Friedrich {die Paracente-se des Unferleibs bet

Darmperforation in Abdominal-typhus. Berlin, 1867),

strongly recommends this puncture in certain cases.

He recommends the gradual withdrawal of the gas, so

as to hinder the too rapid return of the condition.

Fatal Result from the IxTBA-rTERisE Injection or
A SoLtrrioN OF the Sesqiichloride op Iron.—Dr. Kern
reports ( ^Viirie7nherg. Med. Curresp. Blatter Xo. 7, 1870)

a case of uterine hemorrhage after four successive con-

ceptions and abortions, in a thin, weak, ansemic, and
somewhat rachitic woman of thirty-six years of age.
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Various styptics were employed, among others an in-

jection of a draL-hm of the Uquor ferri sesquichlorati in

ten ounces of chamomile water. A third injection of

this sohition, further diluted with tepid water, was very

painful, induced uterine colic, followed next day by
veritable metroperitonitis, which terminated fitally,

thirty hours after the injection, in spite of the most ap-

propriate treatment, such as leeches, cataplasms, ice,

cold enemas, opium internally and subcutaneously,

etc.

On Cataract.—Haynes Walton, Esq., Surgeon to St.

Mary's Hospital {/irciillnvaite's Retrospect), does not

consider advanced age in itself an objection to opera-

ting if nothing else forbid. The best attainable results

have followed extraction after ninety, in the hands of

Sir W. Lawrence. The late Mr. Scott did the same
operation on a female between ninety and one hun-

dred. Dr. Walton has several times performed it to his

complete satisfaction, after the eightieth year, and once

as late as the eighty-sixth. Two cases of success are

published after the patients have turned one hundred

years each. Of course, after the seventieth year a

person is less favorable for the ordeal of extraction,

from a variety of circumstances and from contingencies

inseparable from long Ufe.

CoNGESIT.U, OCCLCSION OF THE RiMA GlOTTIDIS.—Dr-

Louis Elsberg, of New York {Traiii:. Am. Med. Assoc),

presented to the Am. Med. Association a wax model of

an interesting case of congenital occlusion of the rima

glottidis, occurring in a young lady, 17 years of age.

Ttiere is, as far as he has been able to discover, but a

single other case of this character on record, and this

was not published until after the present case had
come under his observation. The latter case, a boy 11

years of age, was seen by Dr. Zurhelle, of Aix-la-

Chapelle, in 1869, and published in the Berliner Kli-

nische Wochenschrift.

The Value of Chloride of Ammonhtm.—Dr. Wil-
liam Cholmeley {St. Andrew's Medical Graduates^ As-
socialion Trans.) is impressed with the value of this

agent, in doses of from 15 to 2o grs., as a remedy in

various forms of neuralgia, tic douloureux, hemicrania,

nervous headache, myalgia, lumbago, dysmenorrhoea,

and amenorrhoea. It is more effective in combination

with iron in the last two diseases. Dr. Cholmeley
thinks it dots primarily on the sympathetic nervous

system, on the ganglia, and on the vaso-motor nerves,

and that through them it affects the sensitive nerves, the

spinal cord, and the brain, as well as the other struc-

tures and organs of the body.

Is Imperforate Hymen ever Hereditary?—In an-

swering this query affirmatively. Dr. Horatio Yates,

Surgeon to the Kingston General Hospital, Canada
(Braithwaite's Retrospect), mentions a family where
two sisters and two children by a brother's wife had

imperforate hymens. He regards these cases as too

much to be called a coincidence, but clearly an exam-
ple of an hereditary peculiarity.

Vesico-Vagin-al Fistula.—Dr. R. M. Hodges, of

Boston, Mass. {Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), reports

twenty-five cases of vesico-vaginal fistula, of which

twenty-two were cured by operation. In some of

them the opening was by no means large, but the in-

continence was total, no urine passing by the urethra.

In every instance, a catheter was kept in the bladder

until alter the sutures were removed. Either Sims'

self-retaining silver catheter, with a short piece of rubbe r

tubing attached, or a gum-elastio catheter, leading into

a urinal between the thighs, was found more com-

fortable than a long tube conducting the urine to a
vessel outside the bed. With two exceptions, the
operations were performed at the Massacluisetts Gen-
eral Hospital. Fifteen cases were cured by a single

operation ; five by two, and two by three operations.

Of the fifteen cases cured by a single operation, the

duration of treatment ranged from 10 to 17 days. The
smallest number of sutures used in any case was three,

the largest was twenty-two. Until twenty-four pa-
tients had been operated on, not a single death had
followed the procedure.

Removal of a Pessary from the Bladder.—Dr.

Levin J. Woolen, of Moorefield, Indiana {Am. Practi-

tioner), reports the removal of a 'horseshoe" pessary

from a female, at the expense of a vesico-vaginal fistula

and partial incontinence of urine.

Dr. Theophilus Parvin states that this is the fifth re-

corded case of introduction of the open-lever pessary

into the bladder; Dr. H. R. Storer having reported

two, Drs. T. 0. Edwards and Byford one each.

Frequent Tapping of Suppurating Glands of the

Neck.— Dr. Lawson Tait, of l^irminghani {British Med.
JotirnaV), remarks, that the objectionable neck-marks
following suppurating glands of the neck may be avoid-

ed by the careful perseverance in the plan of treatment

which he'has employed for some years. It consists

simply in tapping a gland as soon as he has determined

that it contains pus, and in continuing this treatment

until the cavity no longer secretes. The means by
which he effects this is the little instrument known as

Dr. Alexander Wood's morphia syringe. Only two
precautions are necessary ; and these, never to intro-

duce the needle twice at the same spot, and to introduce

it very obliquely into the abscess, entering it at least

half an inch from the margin of the tumor.

Dr. Tait h.is had to persevere, in some cases, till he

made as many as fifty punctures, at intervals of from one

to ten days, before the treatment was successful, the

success being constituted by the complete dis.'vppearance

of the tumor, without the skin ever breaking.

Hydrate of Chloral in Incontinence of Urine.—
Dr. Bradbury, of Aldenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge
{British Med. Journal), recently successfully treated a

gill, who had been troubled with incontinence of urine

for nine years, with one dose of fifteen grains of chloral

hydrate. She was ordered this dose every night, but

after the first dose there was no return of the complaint.

Nature of Addison's Disease.—In a very exhaus-

tive paper on this subject in Virchow's Archii; in which

the author appears to have carefully collated and studied

almost every case recorded both at home and abroad.

Dr. Rossbach, of Wiirzburg, arrives at the following

conclusion :—Addison's disease is a neurosis—that is

to say, an affection not at present anatomically demon-
strable, but a functional disturbance of the whole

nervous system, which stands in close but not in abso-

lutely essential relation with the suprarenal capsules,

and is characterized by serious perturbations of the

psychical powers, very strongly marked antemia, ex-

traordinary debility, and very frequently also by a dark

pigmentation of the integument (bronzed skin).

—

Lan-

cet.

The Abrogation OF Perineal Support in Labor.—
One argument in favor of giving up all direct support

to the perinseura lies in the unfortunate statistics of

those who advocate the contrary measure. T. Snow
Beck declares tliat, if the parts were examined by the

eye after labor, more lacerations would be discovered

than are generally reported. He further states, that
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out of 112 primiparse whom he attended in labor, 57
experienced laceration " through the whole extent of
the perinteum." la England the first incidental men-
tion of perinteal support is by Giffoid in 1734, ;ind next
by Smellie in 1764. In 1767. John Harvie advocated
"support" as a novelty in his " Practical Directions,

showing a method of preserving the Perina^um at

Birth." Tilled years later, Tolver showed that this

was the practice in Paris. But it was o.nly through the
influence of Ilamilton in 1775, of Foster in 1781, and
of Dea-se in 1783, that " support to the perinseum

"

became an established canon in midwifery.^ Goode?/
(Am. Journ. Med. Sciences).

The Admi.mstration of Steychxia in Typhoid Fever.
—When the muscular contraction of the heart becomes
weak, and the .sphincter muscles give indication of re-

laxation in the advanced stage cf typhoid fever. Dr. N.
S. Davi.s, of Chicago, 111. (Chicago Medical Examiner),
resorts to the use of strychnia. He gives it with
nitric acid, and when the bowels move frequently,
tincture of opium is added. In one patient this foi mula
was ordtred:— IJ Strychnia, gr. i.; nitric acid, 3 i.

;

tinct. opii., 3 iij. ; water, 3 iij. ; of which he directed
one teaspoonlul to be given every four hours, and the
turpentine and laudanum emulsion to be given between.

Renal Calcclt.—In a recent discussion at Ann
Arbor, Mich. (Muh. U7iiv. Medical Journal), on renal
calculi, Dr. Palmer asked whether they were more often
phosphatic or oxalic. He said that his experience led

him to think that renal calculi were very generally
oxalic. In those cases where there was evidently
renal colic, but where the concretion was not found, he
had ascertained the presence of oxalates in the urine.

Dr. Crosby agreed witli Dr. Palmer, stating that the
phosphatic, owing to its friable nature, would be less

likely to form in the kidney, but would be broken up
and washed away by the stream of urine.

Fracture of the Larynx.—Dr. L. Redman Preston,
Minn. {Xortliwcitern Med. and Svrg. Journal), publishes
the case of an Irish laborer who came to his death at

the hands cf his wife, and in the examination of his

body everything was negative until the larynx was
reached. Here was found a fracture of the left ala of
the thyroid cartilage, ranging from before, backward
and upward across the entire wing. This case is refer-

red to, he s:iy.s, that it may go on record as another
instance of this very rare fracture.

A New Disinfectant.—The hydrated chloride of
aluminum, long known to chenjists, has lately been
extensively used as a disinfecting agent. It is readily
made by dissolving alumina in hydrochloric acid. The
solution, on evaporating, leaves ciystals of what was
formerly called the sesquichloride of aluminum in com-
bination with three molecules of water. The atomic
weight of aluminum having been doubled by agree-
ment of advanced chemists, the sesquichloride becomes
the trichloride of aluminum. The hydrated compound
has all the virtues of chloride of zinc without any of
its dangerous qualities. It arrests decomposition and
destroys disease germs, and still is not injurious or
dangerous when applied as a wash for the body or a
gargle in cases of sore throat, diphtheria, hooping-cough,
or scarlet fever. It has a sweetish, astringent, or alumi-
nous taste. Its virtues are derived fiom the chlorine
contained in it being more highly charged with that
element than common salt. It has been successfully

used as an antiseptic and in the preservation of food.

Effects of Ozone Ixhalation.—In the course of

remarks before the Library and Journal Association,

supporting and amplifjing the views reported in the
Record of December 15, 1870 (vol. v., p. 478), Dr.

Dewees related a case of pulmonary phthisis of four

years' standing, which seemed much relieved by the

daily inhahition of ozone, while simple oxygen failed to

produce the same effect. The Doctor thought the
ozone would prove especially serviceable, by its disin-

fecting action, in the ' putrescent forms '' of phthisis.

In a case of asthma, complicated with renal disease,

similar benefit was obtained.

Change of Color in the Human Hair.—At a re-

cent mee:ing of the Boston Society of Medical Sciences,

Dr. Jeffries exhibited some specimens of Imman hair

which had suddenly turned white. The lock of hair

suddenly showed some hairs neaily black and some al-

most white. The young lady, aged twenty-two, from
whom the hair was taken, died of dysentery on the
tenth day of the disease, and during "the last twenty-
four hours of hfe her hair was noticed to change and
become .erray. This case is a well authenticated one,

.

and confirms the observations of Yirchow.

—

Boston
Med. and Surg. Journal.

A Case of Poisoning with Gelsemfnum Seiipervi-

RENS.'—Josei h Gr. Pinkham, M.D., of Lynn, Mass.

(Boston Medical and Surgical Journal), reports the case

of a married woman, who, after an abortion, had taken

40 drops of the fluid extract of gelseminum semperrirens

as an anodyne, and was found in a dying condition.

Stimulants were given, brandy, am. carb., etc.. in con-

nection withfiiction, and in about one hour and a half

consciousness began to return, but recovery was not
complete for several days. Dr. P. says, if another

patient similaily affected should come under his care,

he should pursue the same course, with the addition of

the use of galvanism, if possible.

Medicated Bougies in Gonorrhcea.—Dr. Schuster

states that tannin mixed with glycerine at first forms

a soil waxy substance, which soon becomes hard and
brown, and melts in a moist atmosphere at the tempera-

ture of the body. Dr. Schusier has formed small pencils

of this compound, which be inserts into the urethra

of patients sufiering from gonorrhoea. He has found

the treatment by means of caustic injections (the abor-

tive method) frequently fail, and that it occasionally

produces violent pain, inflammation, and hemorrhage.

On the other hand, the treatment with slightly astrin-

gent solutions cures the gonorrhoea within a period

varying from four to seven weeks, but is often followed

by a troublesome gleet. The tannin-glycerine rods

employed by Dr. Schuster are from three to four inches

in length, well rounded at the extremities, and consist

of thirty grains of tannin, one grain of powdered opium,

and a sufficient quantity of glycerine to form a pastile.

These rods are liard in winter and soft in summer.
Before thtir introduction they should be dipped in

warm water. They are to be left for from five to ten

minutes in the urethra, and then withdrawn. As a

rule they produce no pain. If, however, they be left in

for an liour, or over night, more or less pain is caused,'

and this appears to be due to a combination occurring

between the tannin and the mucus or pus, which be-

comes hard and acts hke a foreign body. Dr. Schuster

has had no ca=e of orchitis following the use of these

pencils, though he has thought it advisable to recom-

mend the employment of a suspensory band.nge, nor has

he noticed any irritation of the bladder or prostate. In

case 01 gleet, a rod may be left in for a few minutes,

and a speedy cure usuallj' results.

—

Movimenio Medico-

Chirurgicodi Xapoli—Xational Med. Jour.
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FISHER vs. GROSS.

AKOTnER suit for malpractice Las lately taken place in

whicli Prof. Samuel D. Gross of Phil.idtlpliia, and his

son, Dr. S. W. Gros.=, were the defendants. The plaintiff

was Henrietta Fither, the wife of a colored man who
lost his leg during the war. The limb was amputated

through the upper third. In the course of time he sus-

tained a severe fall upon the end of the stump, which

injury resulted in an aneurifm. The patient applied to

Prof. Gross for the purpose of having an operation per-

formed. Ligation was done at the clinic of the Jef-

ferson Medical College by Prof Gross, assisted by

Drs. S. W. Grcss, Andrews, Newcomb, Saunders,

Johnson, and AUis. There was no special difficulty at-

tending the operation, and, barring the ordinary com-

plication of secondary hemorrhagp, the prognosis was

favorable. Secondary hemorrhage did, however, occur,

and the patient finally died. There is nothing unusual

in the case until we learn that the dying man requested

a Mr. Jermoii to have tlie " matter investigated and see

that Prof. Gross was sued for heavy damages."

The patient was faithfully attended by Prof. Gross

and his assistants, and every pains taken to guard

against any accident. Medical students were in almost

constant attendance, and had received directions, in

case of sudden hemorrhage, to send for the nearest phy-

sician. All these services were rendered gratuitously.

An accident happens, and, despite every effort on the

part of the surgeon, the man dies, and the surgeon is

sued for malpractice. The coroner's jury acquitted

the surgeons. Here the matter rested for awhile, until

Mr. Jermoa ordered the body to be disinterred and

to be re-examined by Dr. Duffie. The latter was,

however, unable to discover, from his examinations,

any evidence of malpractice ; in fact, as the vessels

of the, stump had been removed by the coroner's phy-

sician, no cause for death was apparent. A suit was

then instituted by Mr. Jermon, according, as he said,

to the dying request of Fisher, but in direct opposition

to the wishes of the mother of the deceased.

As might have been anticipated, the plaintiff had

no case ; all the physicians and surgeons who were ex-

amined sustained the course of Dr. Gross. The very

evidence offered by the plaintiff made out a case for

the defendant, and Judge Lynd ruled to that effect,

by entering a nonsuit against the former.

The facte brought out in the evidence proved that

this was a most deliberate attempt to extract money

under false pretences. The attorney who undertook

the case agreed to pay all expenses and to give his

services besides, the consideration being a certain per-

centage of the damages, and persisted in his endeavors

to work up the case despite the disapproval of the

widow, and of the mother of the deceased. An effort

was made to comprcmise the matter by the payment

of a certain sum, but this Dr. Gross scornfully refused to

do, deeming it but just to himself and to the profession

to defy the threats of the friends of the plaintiff.

Conscious that the case could stand on its own merits,

he" insisted upon its going to trial, and the severest re-

buke which the legal adventurer could have received

was administered by the j^dge. The profession should

be grateful to Prof. Gross- and to Judge Lynd for the

result of this disgraceful attack upon its honor. No
victim for such an attack could have been selected,

better qualified by reputation and experience to de-

fend himself in any suit where professional knowledge

and professional skill are called in question, and this of

itself is a cause for congratulation. The ruling in this

case as a point of law cannot fail to have its effect up-

on similar suits in prospective. It is here shown that

suits for malpractice must have suCficient evidence in

fact to prove that there is something more upon which

to ground a complaint against medical men than a

love for damages. The community are beginning to

w.ike up to the fact that the defendant is generally the

injured party, and are willing to weigh the evidence of

professional skill in its proper balance. The plaintiffs

will also learn that the time has come when the medi-

cal man is not to be tempted into any compromise for

the sake of avoiding an annoying suit or of saving time

by a non-attendanoe at court. Within the past few

months we have had two other instances in which the

profession have triumphed over annoying suits, and in

which important matters in medical jurisprudence

have been definitely settled ; but the suit against Prof.

Gross will, in point of principle, have an equal

effect upon the intelligent and discriminating public.

A few more such victories will put an end to the

trumped-up charges of malpractice. It is seldom, if

ever, that the idea of such a suit originates in the brain

of the plaintiff. There are always one or two elements

which are the means necessary to the end—a petti-

fogging attorney and an irregular and unprincipled med-

ical practitioner. They generally work hand in hand

to defraud the surgeon of his means and of his reputation.

The plaintiff is but the tool in their hands, and, stimu-

lated by the chances of large damages, is ever ready

and willing to have the facts perverted to suit the
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emergencies. If every one of such attacks were as

defiantly met as in this instance, anJ if medical wit-

nesses on the part of the defendant would be as ready

and as wilhng to testify to professional knowledge,

skill, and experience, the results would be as gratifying

and as triumphant.

We beheve that one of the rea.sons why medical men

dread suits of malpractice is that they do not appre-

ciate the proper relations in which they stand to the

community. The law is so framed that every possible

protection is atlbrded them, and no educated medical

man need fear to have his professional acts criticised in

any court of justice. If he can prove that he has been

dutiful to his patient, and has conducted his treatment

to the best of his ability, as an educated medical man,

he is sure to have the law on his side; but if, f:om any

desire to dodge an investigation, he is coaxed into a

compromise, his prudence degenerates into cowardice,

and his modesty into an acknowledgment of incapaoity

Recentlt a gentleman of Brooklyn, being much worn

by the attendance on his father, who died, sent to a

pharmaceutist in that city to have a certain vial re-

newed which had contained an anodyne that he had

administered to his father, and which had been pre-

scribed for that purpose by the family piiysician. The

vial was labelled " hydrate choral," and was duly

marked to be taken in doses of two teaspoonfuls at

certain periods. The messenger complied with the re-

quest, and bringing the bottle to the druggist who had

originally compounded the prescription, had it filled.

The gentleman, without consulting his physician as to

the propriety of his course, took a teaspoonful and a

half of the anodyne, and shortly thereafter lapsed into

unconsciousness, in which condition he remained, defy-

ing the efforts of the medical men who were summoned
to his aid, until ten o'clock that night, when life be-

came extinct. Deceased was twenty-seven years of

age and unmarried. The Coroner's jury returned the

following verdict, which will be found interesting to

druggists and others:—"We find that the deceased,

Henry JI. Bragg, came to his death by taking an over-

dose of lij'drate cl'loral, unintentionally, he not under-

standing the effect of the medicine. And we, the jury,

strongly condemn the practice of druggists dispensing

dangerous medicines without an order from a physician

for each prescription of its renewal." This is one of

the evils of the renewal of prescriptions without au-

thority, but after all only one life is lost in con=equence.

What is the toss of one life compared with the estab-

lishment of a principle ?

—The number of accidents occurring to those who
attempted to ride upon the front platform of New
York street cars, in 1S70, and admitted to Bellevue

Hospital, was 18. Of these. 6 died, or 33J per cent.

The nature of the injuries was as follows : Fracture of

the thigh and leg, wit'j laceration of the soft parts, 6

;

injuries of foot, 4; injury of hand and arm, 2: disloca-

tion of hip, 1 ; dislocation of elbow, 1 ; injuries, 4.

The accidents occurred, in 11 cases, while the person

was getting off" the front platform; in 3 instances the

victims were pushed off by conductors; 1 fell while

getting on ; 3 were pushed or crowded off by passen-

gers. The victims of these accidents are very fre-

quently children, or laborers in a state of semi-intoxi-

cation. In view of these occurrences it is proposed

that gates be attached to the front platforms. We
doubt if the perversity of human nature would even

allow such measures to be of service.

Dr. D. W. Yandei.l, of Kentucky, has been elected

President of the American Medical Association for the

ensuing year. As a faithful and conscientious worker
in the profession, as a skilled writer and an able

speaker, he is a representative man. We congratulate

the Association on its choice.

The inhabitants of Worcester, Mass., have sent a

petition to the school commissioners, which petition

very properly containing the signatures of a number

of medical men, sets forth the necessity of curtailing

the time for study in the younger children. Let this

example be followed by other communities. The chil-

dren of the public schools in this city require a great

deal of looking after in this respect. Would it not be

worth the while of the newly appointed medical super-

intendent of the Board of Education to inquire into the

damage which the little ones of this city suffer as the

result of the prevalent crowding system ?

We are pleased to see that the advantage of a length-

ened term of study has impressed itself upon the

Alumni of the Medical Department of the New York

University. Witness tlie following, adopted at their re-

cent meeting in this city :

—

Whereas, The Alumni of the Medical Department
of the University recall with pride the labors of the

founders of-their Alma Mater, who changed the position

of New York, in the medical profession, by making it

a centre of medical instruction, and gathered to it stu-

dents from all points of our Union and the world,

and

—

Whereas, They also remember movements made by
the same Faculty in chnical instruction and increase of

the term of study, by inaugurating spring, summer, and
autumn courses, therefore

;

Resolved, That we respectfully submit to the Faculty

the qrestions of the expediency of still further advan-
cing the course of medical education by an increase in

the length of the regular winter session and the divi-

sion of the students into junior and senior classes.

Resolved, That we will heartily sustain our Alma
Mater \n any movement of this kind.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be trans-

mitted to the Faculty.

PADCi Medical SonooL.—This medical school still

enjoys a high repute. Here tlie first anatomical theatre

was T)pened.
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HcDtctus auD notices of OooKs.

Dress and Care op tiie Feet, showing their natural

perfect shape and construction ; their present deformed
condition ; and how Hat-foot, distorted toes, and other

defects are to be prevented or corrected ; with direc-

tions for dressing them elegantly, yet comfortably
;

and hints upon various matters relating to the general

subject. With illustrations. New York : Sa.muel R.

Wells, publisher, No. 389 Broadway. 1871.

The purpose of this manual is to impress on the

public the necessity of having boots and shoes pro-

perly fitted, in order to avoid the many painful disor-

ders to which the feet are subject. The author claims

to liave had much experience as a practical shoemaker,
and gives some useful suggestions as to the shape and
size of shoes and their manufacture on common-sense
principles. The chapter on the treatment of corns and
bunions is made up of extracts from surgical works,
and is very well as far as it goes, but greater siress is

very properly laid upon prevention than cure. No
fashions in dress are productive of more actual discom-
fort than those which prescribe a form of shoe at

variance with ihe shape and requirements of the foot.

The author points out, in homely but vigorous style,

the follies of the prevailing fashion in this particular,

and urges the necessity of a reform.

Transactions or the Michigan State Medical
Society.—This creditable volume contains interesting
reports on excision of the hip-joint for morbus cox-
ariu«. State care of the insane, registration of physi-
cian.s, conlagiousne?s of typhoid fever, on remedial
substitutes lor blood-letting, and various other pnpers
on praciical subject'', among which one on "Amputa-
tions and the Treatment of Stump.s," by Prof Theodore
A, McGraw, of Detroit; and another on "Sympathetic
Ophtlialmia," by Prof J. P. Noye.s, of Detroit, deserve
particular mention. The State Medical Society has a
membership of 122, and is in a flourishing condition.
Its otticers are as follows: President, Dr. J. H. Bar-
tholomew, Lansing; First Vice-President, Dr. Wm,
Brodie, Delroit; Second Vice-President, Dr, Moses
Porter, Kalamazoo; Third Vice-President, Dr, Wm.
Parmenter, Vcrmontville ; Fourth Vice-President, Dr.
H. B, Barnes, Ionia; Recording Secretary, Dr, Geo, E.
Ranney, Lansing; Treasurer, Dr, D. O.Farrand, De-
troit; Corresponding Secretary, Dr. G. W. Topping,
Dewitt.

Ucports of Socictic3.

MEDICAL LIBRARY AND JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK.

Stated Reunion, February 10, 1871,

Dr, S, T, HtTBBARD, President, in the Chair.

TRACHOMA AND GRANULATIONS,

Dr, C, S. Bull read the paper upon the above sub-

ject, which we pub! sh in another part of this number,
Dr, Roosa thought that clinical experience taught

the necessity of making the distinction, so clearly

brought out by Dr, Bull, between trachoma and granu-
lations. Take, for example, the granulations wliich

came on so rapidly in suppurative conjunctivitis, and
attained such a condylomatous size,—any classification

must be defective which confounded these with the

trachomatous granulations occurring in chronic con-
junctivitis.

The Doctor had not spoken particularly of granula-
tions upon the ocular conjunctiva. Although this seat

for them was rare, yet tlie speaker had seen several cases

where they had seemed confined to this portion; and
he had found some timidity among his professional

bretliren about removing them with the scissors. But
tlie patients had been so urgent that he had always
snipped them ofl' as often as tliey appeared, and applied

strong caustics
; and in spite of the warnings, and of the

apparently malignant character of the growl lis under
the microscope, Ihe cases had done well. Polypoid
granuhitions upon the palpebral conjunctiva, so large

as to constitute a deformity, thorouglily removed with
the scissors and touched with sulphate of copper, had
not returned,

Dr, F. H. Hamilton thouglit that all specialists were
loo apt, in iheir teachings, to ignore the constitutional

causes and the constitutional treatment of the afl'eciions

to which they were devoted, ihougli he had no doubt
that they recognized these in their practice. He had a
pet theory that all chronic maladies depend upon some
constitutional fault ; and granular ophthalmia would be

found far most frequent among children of broken-
down constitutions, and especially of the scrofulous

diathesis.

As to local treatment, he had used sulphate of cop-

per, the scissors, and also scarification. The objection

10 both of the latter was that they gave rise to cicatri-

cial tissue ; but sometimes we could do nothing else

than substitule this for the abnormal growth.

Dr. R. H. Derby, in confirmation of Ihe statement

that the granulation originates as a simple obstruction of

alymph-vossci, would mention a rare case he had seen,

where the lymph-vessel could be observed overlying a

blood-vessel and terminating in a granulation.

In the employment of scarification, it was necessary

to insist that it should not be carried more than one-

third, or, at most, one-half, around the cornea, which
else might suifer seriously. In some complicated cases

iridectomy had produced the happiest efl'ect where
every oilier means had proved useless.

Dr. Pomehoy was sure that ophthalmologists were
keenly and painfully alive to the constitutional causes

at work to produce the troubles Ihey had to deal with,

and to the desirableness of proper hygienic treatment.

But what could be done with the bulk of the dispensary

ca^es from such regions as Baxter street? You might
tell them to eat good food, but they could not get

it; to breathe fresh air, but. they were crowded, a

dozen together, in stifling rooms. You would give

them iron, perhaps, or cod-livcr oil, but in the main you
could only treat them locally ; and the local treatment

approved itself by its effects.

It was true that cicatricial tissue might be the result

of treatment by caustic?, etc., but it might as often oc-

cur independently. He had seen cases that had never

been treated at all, where it was abundantly developed

and produced tlie characteristic incurving of the lids.

Scarification he regarded as only of temporary value,

for the relief of acute cases. One of the greatest ad-

vances in treatment was in the introduction of the

canthoplastic operation, to relieve the globe from ihe

constant pressure exerted by the orbicularis.

Dr. Noyes would only say that ten years' pretty con-

stant management of these cases had taught him that

we do well not to over-treat them. Extremely various

measures of treatment were more likely to do harm
than good.

As to the relative merits of constitutional and local

treatment, it would be a long st»p backward if we
were to be limited to the former, as was almost the case

only a few years ago. Doubtless the special attention
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now bestowed on local treatment was in some degree

a reaction from lliis. And a strong reaction was certain-

ly needed, for even now it was not so rare a thing to

find a patient, with simple inflammation of the cornea,

who had been treated for it with mercuiy—than which
nothing could be more fatal to recovery.

The meeting aiijourned.

Special Reunion. March 17, 1S71.

Dr. Alfred Underhill, Vice-President, in tlie Chair.

THE ELLIOT LIBRARY

Was opened to inspection. A few remarks were made
by the Chairman, after which

Dr. John C. Peters, who had borne the chief burden
of the work of obtaining subscriptions, etc., submitted
a report of the chief matters of inteiest connected wi;h
the transfer of the library to the Association.

The amount paid for the Hbrary was $2, .500.00,

which was distributed among upward? of one hundred
subscribers. The list of these included all the trustees

and officers of tlie Library and Journal Association and
84 of its members; the President and 70 members of

the C'unty Society; the President, Vice-Presi lent,

and 63 members of the Academy ; the President and
46 members of the Pathological Society; the Ophthal-
mological Society and the Obstetrical Society, which
had each contributed liberally in its collective capacity;

the Faculty of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College;

and 8 non-professional individuals, two of whom were
arnong the heaviest contributors. The subscriptions

ranged from $5.00 to $100,00, the greater part of

them being between §20.00 and $50.00.

The speaker had found the duty of begging by no means
an onerous one, in proof of which he read extracts

from letters expressing cordial sympathy with the move-
ment, and inclosln;,' substantial evidences of good will.

Some were ready to meet further calls it needed;
others wished to double their subscriptions. No one
had been asked to subscribe whose means did not
amply warrant it ; and the doctor was happy to say
that of those who could and should have contributed,

there were but one or two who failed to do so. On
these he confessed that he had used every appliance to

extract the money; he had tried the lon>r and the
short forceps, external, int'jiual, and bimanual version,

all without success, but with the result, he hoped, of

leaving the patients pretty sore, and more to be pitied

than the Association which failed of their contributions.

Dr. Elliot had been one of the founders of the As-
sociation and one of its active supporters, both by his

influence and by his purse, often coming to its aid

when it needed funds. It was eminently fitting that
this library should stand as a monument at once of his

scholarship and of his public-spirited beneficence, to

be consulted by all who were emulous of the former,
and to serve as a nucleus around which might cluster

the gifts of those who would imitate the latter.

The Licrarun (Dr. Purdy) said that the hbrary was
now very rich in works on Operative Midwiiery and
the Diseases of Women and Children.

It was voted that the thanks of the Association be
tendered to Dr. Peters for his efforts; and that its

thanks be presented in writing to those non-medical
gentlemen who had contributed.

The Assiciation adjourned, to examine, over its coffee

and creams, the varied treasures of its new acquisition.

Hip Amputation!—This operation was first per-
formed by Guthrie in 1812, and has since been repeated
about twenty times.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, February 22, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Looms, President, in the Chair.

APOPLEXY.

Dr. Finnell presented a specimen of apoplexy removed
from a woman thirty-six years of age, who died a few
hours after having been found insensible in her room.

At tlie autopsy some lacerated blood-vessels were dis-

covered in the left hemisphere of the brain, the effused

blood filling both ventricles, tearing through the septum
lucidum, thence into the fourth ventricle and into (he

spinal cord. The lesions were almost identical with

those found in the late Prof Efliot. Aside from this,

there was a simple hypertrophy of the uterus, resem-

bling very much a condition found after recent miscar-

riage. The woman, however, was menstruating at the

time of doth. Her youngest child was fifteen years of

age. There were small fibrous tumors in the anterior

wall, which in a measure accounted for the hypertro-

phied appearance. About a month before her death,

she had fallen do.vn a flight of stairs, since which time

her neighbors stated she had never been well.

Dr. Janeway believed that the hypertrophied tissue

of the uterus was due almost entirely to the incorpora-

tion of fibrous tissue in its substance.

GANGRENOUS TOES AND CAPILLARY BROXCHITIS.

Dr. Finnell exhibited also five or six gangrenous

toes which separated themselves from the foot of a child

three years of age while she was suflering from bron-

chiti.s. There was nothing unusual in the severity or

duration of the attack to account for the lesion of the

toes.

Dr. Lewis Smith asked if the heart had been ex-

amined, and being answered in the negative, thought

that an embolus might have been the cause.

I.MPERVIOUS STRICTURE.

Dr. Janeway presented the genito-urinary appara-

tus of a male patient admitted in the Charity Hospital

in October last for nrremic coma. The previous history

of the case was only partially ascertained by Dr. Mas-
well. The patient had had several attacks of gonor-

rhoea at different times, and in August last began first

to complain of difficult urination. After his admission

an attempt was made to pass a catheter and failed.

At the autopsy, there were found in the lungs small

lobular pneumoniis, and in the centre of these small

spots of gangrene. The kidneys were the seats of

pyro-neplirosis, dilated ureters, and acute interstitial ne-

phritis. The bladder contained but little urine, and
was sacculated, one large narrow pouch being .situated

at the posterior part of the bladder. There was also

an abscess of the prostate with gangrenous walls, and
about the size of a walnut. The penis was quite

long, six inches from the orifice of the urethra, and in

the commencement of its spongy portion there was di.s-

corered an annular stricture, and within this was a

thin but firm fibrous membrane, which, stretching from

one side to the other, completely occluded tlie urethra

at that point. Just above this, there was a small open-

ing which led downwards an inch and a half, and was
possibly one of the ducts of Cowper's glands. Although
the posterior portion of this duct was quite dilated,

there was no communication between it and the rectum

or perineum. The points of interest in this case were,

gangrenous processes in the lungs secondary to a gan-

grenotts focus in the prostate, and a stricture completely

impervious after death.
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Dr. Janewat also exhibited a specimen of hemato-
cele of the tunica vaginalis, an inch and a half in one
direction and an inch and an eighth in another, and,

lastly, he presented a specimen of typhlitis from an
alms-hou5e patient who had probably died of brain

trouble. There were well-marked ulcers of the csBCum,

and all the other usual signs of the inlianiniaticm in

that local;t_y. As the patient had considerable motor-
paraly.sis, with the attendant defective sensibilities, it

was presumed that the accumulation of the faeces was
the exciting cause of the lesion.

ACUTE SPONTAJTEOUS OSTEO-MTELITIS.

Dr. Sands exhibited a specimen of osteo-myelitis,

and remarked upon it as follows:

—

Tiie specimen is one of rare pathological interest,

and, so far as my recollection goes, is the only one of

its kind that has been presented to this Society, It

illustrates what is called acute spontaneous osteo-my-
elitis of the femur. It was obt:iined at post-mortem
examination from a boy 9 years old, one of five child-

ren, all healthy, lie himself being remarkable for his

activity. He had last August received a fall in the

street, striking upon the buttocks. It is not known on
which side tiie injury was received, but it appeared to

be trifling; lie was not laid up by it. and in the course
of a day or two the lameness pa>sed away. About a

week preceding his illness he was very busy playing in

the snow, building a snow Ibrt, in which, after it was
finished, he would remain for an hour at a time. On
Saturday, Feb, 11th, while in the street with his

mother, he fell suddenly upon his knees on the side-

walk, but not with muih force; he recovered himpelf
at once, and no special complaint was made afterwards.
He was well up to the middle of the day following
(12th), when he complained of pain in his left knee,
and after dinner the pain increased in severity, but
without being very intense. lie was stripped and the

knee rubbed, and he said it felt better. He passed a

restless night, however, and on Sunday he complained
still of pain in hi-! knee, and on Monday Dr. Tucker,
the family pliy>ician. was sent for. He saw him on
that day. At that time the piominent symptom was
still pain in the knee, and Dr, Tucker took this a? the
po-sible indication of acute inflammation of the hip-
joint, and examined the patient very carefully with
that end in view. The result was, however, negative.
Passive movements of the limb could be made without
pain, but the boy from the fir.-^t was disinclined to make
them of his own accord. Dr. Tucker from this felt

suspicions that there might be some disease of the
bones of the pelvis, as he detected some tenderness at

tlie sacro-iliac junction of the left side, or that the
great sciatic nerve might be involved. A dose of sul-

phate of magnesia was given and had its desired effect,

after which morphine was administered during the
night in -,^f of a grain doses, procuring sleep.

On Tuesday the patient was rather worse than bet-

ter. The boy said the knee hurt him still, and lo the

symptoms already mentioned were added a somewhat
rapid pulse (132), and a temperature of 103°. The boy
was also exceedingly restless. Morphine was used on
Tuesday and through Tuesday night, and as it appeared
that the attacks of pain and general symptoms were
aggravated at night, Dr. Tucker added quinine lo the

morphine.

On Wednesday the boy was about the same, per-

haps a little worse, the tenderness being more diffused.

Still there was no diagnosis made.
On Thutsday morning Dr. Tucker was told that the

boy had been delirious through the night. The tem-
perature was 103, tongue a little dry, the pulse began to

lose it? force, was 140, and Dr. Tucker felt certain that

there was grave mischief going on somewhere in the

femur, hip-joint, or pelvis.

I saw the boy on Tluirsday night, four days after the

attack commenced. At that time the general symp-
toms were much as I have already stated ; temperature .

103, pulse 132, quick, forcible and feeble, and the skin

was moist, though not at that time nor during his whole
illness was there any profuse sweating. The patient

was then wandering in liis mind, although his attention

could be easily, fixed. He complained at that time, and
had for twelve hours previously complained of pain

not only in the knee but also in the thigh. My atten-

tion was therefore directed to the thigh as the principal

seat of ihe disease, I examined the case with great

care, because of the almost total absence of physical

signs. I examined the hip-joint and found there no
signs of disease. I examined his pelvis, but there the

tenderness ofer the sacro-iliac symphysis had disap-

peared ; there was no sign of trouble in the iliac fossa;

I examined the knee-joint, and there was no effusion or

tenderness to be found. On examination of the thigh,

while it seemed to be sensitive in all paits of the integu-

ment, moderate- pressure caused him to wince, and very

firm pressure caused him to cry out with pain. I

asked him to move his limb. This he did. I'mention

this fact, because it is stated that a very significant

symptom of osieo-myelitis is that the patient cannot

raise the limb. The thigh was fixed and slightly

rotated inwards. I could discover no sensible heat,

and there was no tumor either of the leg or any part of

the inferior extremity. There was some redness over

the gluteal region caused by the previous application of

iodine, I then resorted to the tape measure, and found

on very careful measurement along the line of greatest

circumference that the left thigh was an inch larger

than the right. The pain was very intense and par-

oxysmal, and altogether was making very serious de-

mands on the little patient's nervous system. The
conclusion arrived at was that the phenomena were

very evidently of a symptomatic character, and putting

the facts together and comparing them with a know-
ledge of the disease from my reading, I expressed the

opinion that it was a case of acute osteo-myelitis of the

femur of a spontaneous origin. This was not a very

positive diagnosis, but I was willing to trust its yerili-

cation to the future development of the .symptoms.

On Friday the temperature rose, the pulse fell in

force still more and became more rapid, the delirium

became incessant, and it was difficult to fix his atten-

tion, I was asked to see the patient again, and

Dr, Parker was added to the consultation. At this

time the local symptoms had changed somewhat ; al-

though the thigh was not cedematous, it was consider-

ably swollen. 'We all agreed that the child's chances

of life were exceedingly small, and the prognosis was

unhappily verified in a very short time,_ as death oc-

curred at six o'clock on Sunday morning. He was
conscious a few minutes before his death, and was able

to recognize his mother. He did not die then of coma,

neither did he have any of the signs of pya;mia, but the

nervous system became completely ovei whelmed.

At the autopsy the only part of the body examined

was the femur, but the appearances of this bone suffi-

ciently explained the nature of the trouble. The left

thigh was not measured just before death, but after

death it w.is found to be two inches more in circum-

ference than its fellow. The dissection was made by

an incision on the outer aspect of the hmb. The mus-

cles were somewhat infiltrated, but were otherwise

healthy. There were no appearances of inflammation

until the periobteum was reached. The outer surface
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of tl:is membrane, throughout nearly the entire length

of the shaft of the femur, was surrounded -n-ilh puf, ac-

cumulated in greatest quantity at a point below, and a

point above on tiie outer aspect, and behind the superior

extremity ofthe bone underneath the quadriceps femoris.

So far as could be ascertained, there was no perforation

of the periosteum. This membrane was the seat of an
aoute oedema, and separated more readily from the sub-
jacent bone than it should. On raising it from the

bone there were small deposits here and there of pus,

lying between wliat should be the attached surface and
the bone, but these deposits were not so much in

quantity as those on the external aspect of the mem-
brane. The hip and knete - joints were perfectly

healthy.

On section of the bone it was at once seen that the
focus of the disease was in the interior. The whole of
the marrow was found to be hyperitmic. In some
places it appeared verj' soft and intermingled with patch-
es of a whitish-yellow color, which were due to diffluent

purulent material. It appears that this infiltration ex-
tended up towards the epiphyses, though it was not
traced through the epiphysial line in either direction.

There is no evidence to show that the extension of the
disease from within outwards has been one ofcontinuity.
There are no openings in the bone or periosteum. So
far as I have examined, the inflammation seemed to have
occurred by contiguity.

I took the specimen to Dr. Edward Curtis, who care-
fully examined it by the microscope, and sent me the
foUowiuff note in regard to the appearances

:

" On section of the bone the mavrow tliroughout its

who'e extent appeared redder than normal; that in the
medullary canal of the shaft being of a darker shade than
the marrow of tlie cancellated tissue of the extremities.
In the medulla of the shaft, especially in the upper half,

were numerous foci where the substance was of a pale
cream-yellow color, like pus. This material, on micro-
scopic examination, was found to be mainly composed
of closely-aggregated, small, roundish cells, smaller than
pus-corpuscles, pale and very finely granular, without
visible nvicl 'i. imbedded in an extremely viscid granular
substance. Very little of the usual fat ofthe medulla was
present in this yellow material. The bright red pulp
of the marrow of the shaft presented a much smaller
proportion of similar cells to those just desciibod—

a

greater amount of fat and granular matter, and was
gorged with blood. In the cancellated tissue of the
extremities the marrow was hyper^mic, but the exam-
ination failed to detect any abnormal cellular elements."

In conclusion, he remarked that he had never met
witb a case of spoijtaneous osteo-myelitis before, bat
from the writings of Chassaignac and others he had al-

ways regarded it a well-recognized disease.

Dr. BfCK asked if in those cases where amputation
could not be performed, it would not be well to make
a deep longitudinal incision into the periosteum of the
affected bone.

Dr. Sands thought that such a procedure would tend
to add to the intensity of an already severe inflammation,
without the hope of any relief to the origin and seat of
the disease. At the time when the disea-e was at its

height the products of inflammation had hardly ac-
cumulated in the cancellous structure.

Dr. Buck imagined that the hemorrhage might help
materially to modify the force of the internal inflamma-
tion of the bone.
Dr. S.vxds remarked that the disease sometimes

terminated by perforation of the bone, and a discharge
of the marrow contents—but in the majority of severe
cases the intensity of the pain wore out the patient.

Dr. Messisger remarked that the horn distemper

among the domestic animals, which he thought re-

sembled osteo-myehtis, was relieved by boring to the

pulp. He had quite frequently witnessed the operation
when a boy in the country.

Dr. S.iSDs stated that the local treatment in his cases

consisted of the free application of iodine, as recom-
mended by the authorities. It had no effect in arresting

the progress of the disease.

Dr. V.\s Geisox thought that ii;asmuch as nature

sometimes cured these cases bj- perforation of the bone,

it miglit not be amiss to take a hint in the direction of

such a practice.

Dr. H.\miltox was not willing to accept the diagnosis

without question. He was inclined, from the history of

the case and the appearances of the bone, to differ from
Dr. Sands, in that it was j>rimarily a case of osteo-my-
elitis. Tlie degree of briUianc}-, as shown in the speci-

men, was not infrequent in the bones of children. Here
was no suppuration, carnification, or gangrene of the

medullary tissue, and the case seemed to him to be one
in which death was principally the result of diffuse

periostitis.

Dr. Sands replied that the two morbid conditions,

periostitis and osteo-myelitis, were almost always found
conjoined, the inflammatory process beingseldom, if ever,

limited to the marrow. The point to be settled in this

case was the starting-point of the morbid process. The
degree of redness in the specimen, in consequence of

the time that had elapsed since its removal, was not so

marked a? at first. There was pus removed from the shaft

in quantities of three or four drops at the time, and the

absence oi' pus-corpuscles in the microscopical examina-
tion did not invalidate the fact that there was pus.

The appearances of the marrow had changed considera-

bly with the age of the specimen, but still the differ-

ence between certain portions was quite marked. The
distinction in symptoms as to the primary cause of the

disease depended mainly upon the presence or absence

of swelhng in the early period of the disease. Pain
exists in both cases, but it is peculiar in osteo-myelitis.

In the latter the pain precedes the swelling for many
days, and in the present case it was observed that pain

had existed from Sunday until the following Thursday,
before an appreciable swelling was noticed.

Dr. Hamilton thought that the suppurative action in

a case of primary osteo-myelitis should have preceded
the same action in the periosteum, in which case the

marrow, notoriously obnoxious to such an action, should

have shown a proportionately greater amount of pus.

On the contrary, the predominance of the suppurative

action was shown in the periosteum.

Dr. Buck beheved that the absence of sweUing at the

outset was the element in the case upon which the

diagnosis of Dr. Sands was founded. In acute perios-

titis of the femur, for instance, when it is seen early,

the swelling is a verv' marked symptom.
Dr. Hamilton asked if Dr. Sands had not seen sup-

puration, carnification, and gangrene well marked much
earlier in the disease than in the case presented.

Dr. Sands replied that he had in the cases of exposed

ends of stumps, but under such circumstances the con-

ditions were pecuharly in favor of rapid pathological

changes.

Dr. Hamh-ton recollected founding the diagnosis of

a case upon the presence of the abruptl3- outlined oede-

ma of the limb as described by some authors. In Dr.

Sands' case no marked oedema seems to have existed.

Dr. Sands was doubtful if this oedema in any shape

was a sign of osteo-myelitis. It was only an acciden-

tal compUcation, and met with in those cases in which
the disease had passed from the medullary canal to the

more yielding tissues surrounding the bone.
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DETACDMEST OF VITREOCS HCMOE.

Dr. Notes showed two cases of detachment of the

vitreous humor—one of traumatic origin, the other

without a history. The first had tlie fol.owing
history :— A young man, aged 20, in firing a

gun, felt that his right eye was wounded, and that the

injury occurred from a fragment of exploded cap. Soon
after indammation developed, the eye became cataract-

0"d=,the lens underwent considerable absorpiion, and the

capsule became perforated and ragged. This state of

things continued until the other eye sufiered by sym-
pathy, and being unable to use either, he presented

himself to Dr. Noyes for treatment On inspec;ion the

place where the cornea was perforated was found not

more than a line and a half from its margin on the

inner side. The iris was adherent to the cap^ule of the

len.', and only an indistinct illumination of the interior

of the eye could be obtained by the mirror of the oph-

thalmoscope. Upon careful examination there was to

be found in the interior a membrane stretching across

the cavity of the fundus, in away which suggested the

occurrence ofsub-retinal efl'usion ; and when the patient

looked strongly downwards. Dr. N. could catch,

through one of the ril'ts in the capsule, the reflection of

a bright surface, which seemed to be th.it of a cap. He
called the attention of several of his colleagues to this

condition, but they could not convince themselves that

what had been seen was a foreign body, and the matter
was left to the responsibility of Dr. Xoyes, whose opi-

nion as to the necessity of extirpation was endorsed,

and the operation advised in case he was sure of his

point. The operation was accordingly performed. The
specimen proved that the cap entered the cornea and
lens, struck the fundus of the eye posteriorly, bounded
forward, and lodged just behind, and to the left of the

lens. The vitreous was separated from the fundus,

except at a point where the cap struck, being adherent

there, and then radiated in the form of an umbrella-hke

expansion toward the ciliary body. The suts'ance of

the vitreous had changed from a delicate jelly-like body
to a quantity of membranous connective tissue. The
retina was intact, except where it had separated from
the choroid as the result of post-mortem changes.

Tlie foreign body was readily perceived in the situation

abeady referred to.

Dr. Notes presented the second specimen, which had
seemingly been the result of a totally different cause.

There was a staphyloma of the cornea, and the vitreous

humor had been absorbed in the posterior two-thirds.

a degenerated mass only remaining attached to tlie

ciliary body.

OV.iRl.lX CYST.

Dr. Briddos presented a multilocnlar ovarian cyst,

for wh:ch he was indebted to Prof. C. A. Budd. It

was removed on the Monday previous by Dr. Marion
Sims. The patient was thirty years of age, unmarried,

and the tumor was diagnosed by Prof Budd four yea'S

ago. It was then quite small, occupying the pelvic

cavity to the left of the uterus, and had not been inter-

fered with from that time until the operation, with the

exception of the introduction of a fine explorative canula.

It was removed by a short incision (four i;:ches). There

were no adhesions ; Spencer Wells' trocar was intro-

duced; three quarts of viscid fluid drawn off. The
hand was then introduced into the abdominal cavity,

the anterior cysts broken down, and the pedicle,

which was a long one, was secured by a clamp on the

outside of the wound, and at its lower margin. The
wound was closed with silver wire sutures. Since the

operation the patient has done well, suffering only from

irritation of the bladder, caused, in all probabihty, by

the traction of the pedicle upon that organ. He also

exhibited a specimen of marked calcification of the

aorta, removed from a coroner's case, by Dr. Beach.

STRICTURE TREATED BT IXTERyAl RUPTURE.

Dr. Weir exhibited a specimen showing the effect

of the rupture treatment of stricture of the urethra.

A man, aged thirty-six, had stricture for an indefinite

number of years, and also several attacks of rett-ntion.

On his entrance into St. Luke's Hospital recently, a

stricture was discovered of an inflammatory nature in

the sub-pubic curve, and complicated by several false

passages. These latter being discovered on the intro-

duction of an insrument, the penis was drawn upwards
over the staff, when its extremity was eng.iged without
difficulty. The operation of divulsion w;is then perform-

ed by Voillemier's instrument. When the standard was
being forced home, the patient jumped, and at the same
time complained of pain at the seat of the stricture.

He died in the course of twenty-four hours, comatose,

the result of an over-dose of opium, he having been a

confirmed opium eater. The bulb of the urethra, on
post-mortem examination, was found much distended

with blood, while the membrane of the tube was rup-

tured at two distinct points. The guide, by the sudden
jerk of the patient, was bent to one side.

Dr. Saxds remarked that the instrument had evident-

ly produced a good deal of extravasation and laceration.

Dr. Weir thought that the reason for tl.is was, that,

in accordance with the suggestion of authorities, he had
used a very laige instrument. From his experience

in this case he was in favor, as heretofore, of employing

the smaller ones.

Dr. Sasds referred to a case occurring in a neighbor-

ing hospital where a stricture was ruptured by a No. 3

Holt's dilator. The patient died comatose on the second

day, caused by the existence of kidney disease.

Dr. Briddon remarked that the operation of divul-

sion was generally thought to be unjustifiable when
there was kidney disease present.

Dr. Jaxeway had seen pytemia, after this operation,

cause death in one ease in which there were only slight

lacerations of tie ure:hra.

Dr. Mason remarked that he had used Holt's dilator

very frequently, and he had seen it used in a number of

cases besides, and in only one instance did he know of

any injury as the result, and that was a slight urinary

infiltration.

Dr. Briddos had employed it in a number of cases,

and had always found it attended with more or less

hemorrhage.
Dr. Weir had examined a number with the micros-

cope, and had found that there had been more or less

of a rupture in every case, principally on the inferior

portion, but very seldom at the sides. This statement

was made to rebut the oft-repeated one across the

watei, that the instrument dilates simply.

Dr. Mason remarked that hemorrhaee was a very

frequent attendant of the operation, and he had seen

one ca.se in which it was necessary to inject a solution

of persulphate of iron to arrest it.

IMPACTION OF MOLAR TOOTH IN LEFT BRONCHUS, ETC.

Dr. AVeir presented a second specimen, showing

the impaction of a greater portion of the molar tooth

in the first division of the left bronchus. The pa-

tient from whom it was removed was an inmate of

St. Luke's Hospital Some months ago, he sustained

a compound fracture of the lower jaw, the result of a

blow from an axe. The ordinary treatment was em-

ployed, but the union was very imperfect, owing to the

impaction of some dead bone. It being thought neces-
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sary to remove the dead bone referred to, the patient,

a stout pale Irishmati aged fovt}-, was etherized Jan. 3.

He t )ok the ether very badly. Enlarging the fistula

which led to the dead bone, it was discovered that a
sequestrum was attached to a molar tooth. The tooth
was s.ized, and, in the attempt to withdraw it, the pa-
tient was seized with a vomiting-fit, and in tlie struggle
the foo:h being diilodged, disappeared. The material
vomited was in the confusion thrown away by the at-

tendant. Not being satisfied as to the whereabouts of
the tooth, t!ie house-surgeon was directed to watch the
patient, and to have the fceces thoroughly examined.
This was done and with no result. There was no marked
coughing, or evidL-nce of irritation about the chest when
the tooth disappeared. For some days after, the patient
did not do very well, but I his circumstance was attribut-
ed to the amount of blood lost. In the course of two
or three days he had a slight attack of bronchitis, but
on examination nothing was" found. Under the usual
treatment t'.ie symptoms abated. Nothing of special
note occurred in the ca.se until the tenth day after the
operation, when tlie house-surgeon reported "that with a
persistent bronchial irritation, the patient had very fee-
ble respiration of the left side. At times the in-pira-
tion over the left lung would appear to be suddenly
checked, although expiration seemed at all times easy.
A consultation having been called on another case, the
g^ntlemi'n present saw this one also. On examination
no satisfactory results were obtained, save that the ex-
istence of pneumonia was recognized, the only thing
peculiar about the case being a heaving effort at respi-
ra:ion to whioli attention was called by Dr. Sands. It
was deemed advisable to perform tracheotomy as an
explorative operation, and then attempt to dislodge
the tooth if it could be reachei farther down, thus re-
peating an operation of a similar nature so successfully
performed by Dr. Buck. The patient, however, refused
to have the attempt made, and died unreUeved.
At the autopsy the left, lung was found the seat of

red hepatization, and in the first division of the bronchial
tube was found a decayed molar, the upper portion of
which was hooked into tlie mucous membrane iu such
a manner as to preclude the possibility of its extraction
from above in case the operation had been performed.
About an inch below the point where the tooth was
found, and adjoining the pleura, was an abscess filled
Ti-ith broki-n-dowji tissue, the whole being about the
size of an En::lish walnut ; another, also of the same
size, was found deeper in the substance of the lung.

ANEURIS.H OF ASCENDING AORTA—THE SAC TRAVERSED BY
SUTURE PINS, ETC.

Dr. Buck exhibited a specimen of aneurism of the
ascending aorta, which presented itself externally,
emerging from the thorax, between the cartilages of the
SiconJ and third ribs, near the right margin of the
sternum. The patient was an Irish laborer, thirty-seven
years old. He was admitted into St. Luke's Hos-
pital, February 1, and his statement was, that in the
month of November previous, the tumor appeared upon
the surfac, and that his attention was particularly
directed to it at first, from the fact that he had sua'ered
for several weeks from palpitation, particularly after
making any exertions. He had, however, continued at
his work to within a month of his admission. He was
gener.dly iu a fair condition ; his respiration was, to a
certain extent, difficult, and his pulse ranged from 80 to
90. A tumor wa? found in the situation previously
described. It did not, as is usual, present itself directly
forward at a right angle with the surface upon which
it rested, but obliquely; it seemed to have emerged in
a slanting direction from right to left, the long axis of

the tumor being in a hne drawn from the left sterno-

clavicular articulation, while the left side was gradurdly

sloping ofFin the surrounding parts, the riglit side being
shelving and abrupt. The pulsation was very marked
and forcible, but no abnormal sound could be heard, nor
was there any difference in the pulsations of the radiuls.

The skin was freely movable over the whole tumor,

and could be gathered up in folds between the thumb
and finger. The patient was directed to keep his bed,

which he did, up to the "th of February, when an
operation was performed for his relief. Having, in a

previous case, inserted some silk ligatures into an
aneurism in a similar locality, with the idea of bringing

about coagulation, etc., and having failed to produce
the desired result. Dr. B. thought that the same prin-

ciple of treatment might be carried out by the use of

different means. Accordingly, in the present case, in-

stead of threads, he, on the occasion referred to, intro-

duced four suture pins, two and five-eighths in length.

These were inser'ed through the circumference of the

tumor, in an oblique direction, so as to occupy at least

a full inch and a half, perhaps nearly two inches of the

cavity, and being about that distance ap.irt in the in-

terior. On inS'.Tting the upper pin rough bone was
encountered, which was, however, readily avoided by
changing the direction of the pin.

On the following day no perceptible change had taken

place—no discoloration of the surface. But with a

view of avoiding suppuration of the tracks of the pins,

the first (jins were withdrawn, and an equal numlier

inserted at intermediate points. No hemorrhage fol-

lowed the withdrawal of the first pins. The second set

of pins were left in twenty-four hours ; then a slight

blush of redness appeared over the summit of the

tumor. The second set of pins were then removed.
At the time the first pins were inserted the tumor was
increasing, and he had occasional attacks of coughing

and dvspnoea. Aconite was administered, which had
the eflFect of markedly decreasing the pulse. On the

14th of February, five days after the removal of the

second pins, athiid set were introduced in precisely the

same manner, only they traversed the tumor in its long

axis. The.se remained in place until the IGth, when
they were removed. There was no hemorrhage on
their removal, except from one opening. The tumor,

by this time, had considerabl}' increased iu size, the

redness had spr/ci^ over the whole surface, causing it

to assume more and more a condition of inflammation.

On the 17th the tumor had, besides increasing gradually,

presented a bulging prolongation, which seemed to

threaten rupture externally. This, however, fortu-

nately did not occur; but on the afternoon of that day
the patient complained of a sudden feeling, as if some-
thing had given way icside of him, and described the

sensation as that of blood trickling in his chest. From
this time he gradually sank, and died on the 18th. At
the autopsy, in cutting through the peo:oral muscle, a
large collection of clotted blood was encountered.
Everything connected with the aneurism, including

ribs and sternum, as well as the heart and lungs, was
removed, and the specimen carefully dissected. The
heart was found much dilated

;
the aorta throughout its

whole extent was also dilated, and its inner surface

was everywhere coaled with atheromatous patches.

The communication between the artery and the aneu-
rism was by a button-hole slit on the anterior aspect
of the ascending aorta. The cavity had not been ex-
posed, inasmuch as it was the intention of Dr. Buck to

have it carefully prepared, but as far as could be seen
there were no fibrinated clots.

(The conclusion to which Dr. Buck had arrived, from
a study of the operations on this case, and the one ia
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which simple silk sutures were employed, was that
|

such procedures, in riewof the Uability to inflammation,

were inadmissible, especially in the arteries near the I

heart. He referred, in this connection, to a case of
aneurism the size of half an egir, situated in the temporal

]

region, which was treated by suture pius, without effect, 1

but afterwards effectually cureJ by galvaiio-puncture.

AMPtrrATIOS or ARM ASD SCAPCXA FOR COLLOID OF
SCAPULA.

Dr. Hamilton exhibited a scapu'a, which he hail

removed by opfration, in connection with an arm. The
following was the history of the case :

—

In September, 1S64, George Hanna was hit upon
the back, near the lower angle of the right scapula, hy
a hard lump of earth, cans ng severe pain for several

hours. Two wt-eks later the same point was again in-

jured by the chafing of a rope in supporting a bale of

hay, and on the following morning he noticed a very
hard swelling at the point of injury, of t;ie size of a

hen's egg. 'i'he tumor continued to increase in size,

unaccompanied with discoloration, uniil the loth of

February, I860, when it was as large as a quart bowl.

At this time the tumor, with a portion of tlie anterior

border of the scapula, was removed by the knife. The
wound healed in 2S days, and his health remained as

good as before the operation. Janu:iry, 1868, after ex-
posure during very inclement weather, the tumor be-

gan to appear again, and on the 12th of February fol-

lowing, it was again removed by the knife, with a

small portion of the scapula. Before this wound had
closed a swelling occurred upon the upper arm, which
being opened, gave exit to a large quantity of gelatin-

ous matter; and at the same time tlie tumor began to

reappear over the scapula. From September, 1868, to

July. 1869, the tumor was treated by setons and by
esctiarotics, such as nitric acid, chloride of zinc, carbolic

acii, etc. In July, 1869, another attempt was maOe to

remove the tumor with the knife, but the bleeding was
so free as to cause an apprehension tijat the patient

would die in t!ie operation, and no portion of the

tumor was removed. From this time the mass con-
tinued to grow and to extend along the back and arm :

occasionally elevated points would open sr>ontane>'Usly

and discharge a gelatinous matt-rial, sometimes a serous
fluid, and along the margin there were points where
the fluid discharged appeared like pus.

I operated upon Air. Hanna at his residence, at

Barton, N. T., December 12th, 1870, assisted by Dr.

Dama nville, of this city, Dr. Johnson, of Waverley,
and others.

As simple exsection of the scapula was out of the
question, it was necessary to amputate the arm as well,

the disease extensively involving the latter. The opera-
tion was accompanied by no extraordinary difficultv.

and he was surprised to find how completely the arte-

ries were controlled by pressure made by the finger

upon the subclavian. He removed at first a large por-
tion of the mass situa'ed upon the posterior and upper
portion of the arm, then carrying the incision npwards
and along the base of the scapula, it was necessary to

remove all the integuments at the base of that bone.
There was no difficulty in getting under it. He then
discovered a mass of disease underneath the subscapu-

laris muscle, which was dissected and removed. The
large wound of the back was covered by a flap from the

anterior and inner aspects of the arm as far as its mid-
dle. The Doctor heard from the patient a few days
ago ; the wound hal closed, except at a small point, and
he was able to walk about. There had been no
sloughing along the fine of the flap. Dr. H. beUeved
the tumor to be colloid in character.

There being no other specimens, the Society went
into Executive Session.

ARMY AND NAVY ^'EW'S.

OJirial List of Changes of Stntions and Duties of Offi-

cers of the JJedical Department, United Statfs Ai-mt/j

from April \9th, 1871, to Hay ith, 1871, inclusive.

Mills. Madisox. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 86, Headquar-
ters Dept. of the East, April 26, 1871, ass gned to duty
as Post Surgeon at Fort Columbus, New York Harbor.

Irwis. B. J. D.^ Surgeon.—By S. 0. 77, Headquarters
Dept. of the Mi-souri, April 27. 1871, assigned to duty
at Fort Riley. Kansas, as Post Surgeon.

Stersbebg, G. M., a?St. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 86, C. S.,

Headquarters Dept. of the East, relieved at Foit Co-
lumbus, New Tork Harbor, and to report for duty to

the commanding officer, Fort Hamilton, X. T. H.

WiN-VE, C. K., As=t. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 90, Head-
quarters Dept. of Dakota. April 27, 1S71. when re-

lieved at Fort Ripley, Minn., by A. A. Surgeon Lord.

U. S. A., aulhoiized to avail himself of the leave of
absence granted him in S. 0. 23, C. S., Headquarters
Mil. Division of the Missouri.

Brewer, Jno. "W., Asst. Surgeon —By S. 0. 68,

Headquarters Dept. of the Missouri. April 15, 1871,
assigned to duty at Fort Larned, Kansas.

MiDDLETOx, p., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. O. 86, Head-
quarters Dept. of the South, April 20. 1871, assigned

to duty at Elizabethtown, Ky., as Post Surgeon.

Miller, G. McC, Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 88,

Headquarters Dept. of the South, April 21, 1871, as-

signed to duty at Montgomery, Ala.

iHctiical Stents aiiti llcius.

JoHS Oppolzer, the famous surgeon of Vienna, died

on the 16th ult. He was horn at Gratzen, in Bohemia,
in 1808. In 1838. after completing his medical studies

in the University of Prague, he entered on private

practice in the town with extraordinary success. In
1841 he was appointi-d physician to the Prague Hos-
pital. After acting lor some time, at the request of the

King of Saxony, as director of the hospital at Leipsic,

he accepted the professorship in the University of

Vienna, which he retained till his death.

Dr. a. K. Hoffmax.—Died at Sing Sing, 'West-

chester Countv. May 5th, Dr. Adrian K. Hoffman, aged

74 years. Dr. Hoffman was the father of the present

Governor of t'.iis State. He was a successful and dis-

tinguished physician, and enjoyed, during a long hfe

of usefulness and devotion to his profession, the esteem

and respect of his fellow-men to a most eminent de-

gree.

ilEDicAL Department of the Uxtversitt of Ver-
mont.—Dr. A. F. A King, Assistant Lee urer on Ob-
stetrics in the National Medical College, at Washington,

D. C, fills for this year the chair of Prof Dtmster, in

this inGtitutioii. The department of Surgery will be

filled for the first three weeks by Dr. Benjamin How-
ward, of New York, and for the last thr^e by Dr. A.

B. Crosby.

The Americas Medical Association.—The Associ-

ation, at the late meeting held at San Francisco, CaL,
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awarded the first prize to Dr. T. R. Taylor, of Sacra-

mento, for an esisay on the "Chemical Constitution of

Bile." 'The second prize to Dr. Benjamin Howard, of

New York, for au essay on "A Direct Method of Arti-

ficial Respiration for the Treatment of Persons Appar-

ently Dead from Suffocation by Drownintr, or from ether

Causes." Dr. D. \V. Yaudell, of Kentucky, was elected

president for the en.suing year. Dr. Hbnry A. Martin,

of Boston, Chairman of the Committee on Vaccination,

was removed for usin? insulting langunge towards the

Association, in an article on vaccination which he had

published in a homoeopathic journal.

A Museum of PATnoLOGicAL Anatomy.—Dartmouth
College has been presented with $10,000 by E. W.
Stonghton, Esq., of New York city, to found a Museum
of Pathological Anatomy in the Medical Deparlment.

DE.A.TH OF .\x Aged Indian Wo.van.—Me-no-see-how,

an Indian woman, aged 115 years, died in Michigan

April 1st. She, with her three sons, was at the battle

of Tippecanoe.

Pkof. Geo. T. Elliot.—The Faculty of the Bellevue

Hospital Medical College have put up, in the room of

the Medical Board of Bellevue Hospital, a life-like por-

trait of the late Prof. George T. Elliot, M.D.

The Use of Carbolic Acid.—Dr. J. R. Wolf, Oph-
thalmic Surgeon to the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary,

claims priority in the use abroad of carbolic acid as a

dressing for wounds.

Ligature of Right Subclavian Artery.—Mr. John

Gay tied the right subclavian artery, March 28 h, 1871,

at the Great Northern Hospital, London, for double .sub-

clavian aneurism in a man about 40 years of age. The
artery was tied in the third part of its com se, at the

outer border of the scalenus iinticus muscle. No diffi-

culty whatever occurred during the operation. Among
the visitors, there were present Mr. Skey (the consult-

ing surgeon to the hospital). Sir \V Fergusson, Mr.

Henry Smith, Mr. Mason, Mr. Savoy, Mr. Poland, Dr.

C. Smith, of New York, and others.

—

British Medical

Journal.

An Old Living Man.—The oldest man in Indiana

lives nc.ir Gosport, in Owen County. His name is Ross,

and he is between 110 and 111 years old, hale, hearty,

and vigorous, and in fuU possession of his mental facul-

ties.

St. TnOMA.s' Hospit.\l, London.—Dr. Liebrich, the

distinguished ophthalmologist, of Paris, has been ap-

pointed ophthalmic surgeon and lecturer at St. Thomas'
Hospital.

The Effects of the Siege of Paris.—Dr. Brierre de

Boismont, in charge of an Insane Asylum at tlie further

end of the Fraubourg St. Antoine, Paris (British Med.

Journal) writes to Dr. Forbes Winslow. of Loudon, as

follows, as to the efiect of the siege on the getjeral mor-
tality of Paris; The death rate rose from 1,300 to 1,400

(the ordinary weekly average), to 4,670, for this num-
ber of persons died in Paris during the last week of the

siege.

Death of the Vice-President op tbe British Medical
Assoc'n.—John Addiugton Syraonds, M.D., F. R. S. E.,

Vice-President of the British Medical Association, died

Feb. 25, 1871, at the age of sixty-three.

A New Southern Medical Journal.—A new monthly
medical journal was started in January last, at Atlanta,

Georgi:i, by Drs. T. S. Powell and \V. T. Goldsmith.—
The March number is creditably got up, wiih lead-

ing articles by the following practitioners_^of that State

:

Drs. Charles Pinckney, R. B. Anderson, and Robert
Battey.

New York Dispen'S.\ry for Diseases of the Skin.—
This Dispensary, located at 101 East 30th Street, cor.

Fourth avenue, is in good working order, and under
the immediate supervision of Drs. Henry G. Piffardand

Louis J\ Sass, attending surgeons. The First Annual
Report gives the following exhibit: During the year
1870 there was received and p'aced under treatment a

total of 315 cases, exclusive of the 19 treated during

the previous year.—Of the.se, 183 were mnles, and 129
females

; 98 were natives of the United States, and 217
were of foreign birth. The ConsnUinr; Surgeons are :

Drs. Henry D. Bnlkley, Austin Flint, F. J. Bumstead,
Wm. H. Draper, John T. Metcalf, and Willard Parker.

John Hunter's Death.—Dr. John Chapman, Phys.
to the F:u'ringdon Dispensary (London Medical Mirror),

while alluding to mental emotion as a notorious excit-

ing cause of angina pectoris, mentions the fact that

John Hunter lost his life, as is well known, by an
attack of the affection brought on by a fit of anger
when he was at St. George's Hospital, where he ex-
pired.

Something about Teas.—The difi'erence in the qua-
lity of the teas depends partly on the district in which
they are grown, and partly on the season when they
are gathered, as the young leaves of the spring are of
much finer flavor than the fuh-grown leaves of the

summer, or the still coarser ones of the autumn. The
plants produce each, on an average, about half a pound
of the dried leaves in the course of the year.

—

Dr.
Speers, China and United States.

Abuse of Alcohol among Women.—The Practitioner,

for February, in an article on the use and abuse of

alcohol by women, reckons up the amount of spirits

habitually consumed by English girls of the middle and
upper classes, and finds that in the forms of beer, sher-

ry, champagne, &c., the daily average is from two to

three ounces of absolute alcohol. The disastrous con-
sequences of this excess are dwelt upon at length, and
the writer concludes by a suggestion that all alcoholic

beverages be avoided at evening parties, where, it ap-

pears, ladies are at present in the habit of drinking

more champagne than the gentlemen.

Compensation of N.\vy Surgeons.—The pay of As-
sistant Surgeons and Surgeons is established by Act of

Congress, approved on the loth of July, 1870, and is as

follows :

—

Fleet Surgeons. $4,400.

Surgeons—On duty at Sea—For first five years after

date of commission as surgeon, $2,800; for second five

years after date of commission as surgeon, $3,200; for

third five years after date of commission as surgeon,

$3,500 ; for fourth five years after date of commission
as surgeon, $3,700; for twenty years and upwards
after date of commission as surgeon, $4,200. On other

duty—For first five years after date of commission as

surgeon, $2,400 ; for second five years after date of

commission as surgeon, $2,800 ; for third five years

after date of commission as surgeon, $3,200 ;
for fourth

five years after date of commission as surgeon, .$3,600

;

for twenty years and upwards after date of commission
as surgeon, $4,000. On leave or waiting orders—For
first five years after date of commission as surgeon,

$2,000; for second five years after date of commission
as surgeon, $2,400 ; for third five years after date of

commission as surgeon, $2,600 ; for fourth five years

after date of commission as surgeon, §2,800; for

twenty years and upwards after date of commission as

surgeon, $3,000.
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Passed Asxistant- Surgeons.—On duty at Sea—For
first five years afier date of appointment, $2,000; for

second five years after date of appointment, §2,'200.

On other duty—For first five years after date of ap-

pointment, $1,800 ; for second five years after date of

appointment, $'2,000. On leave or vraiting orders—For

first five years after date of appointment, $1,500; for

second five years after date of appointment, $1,700.

Assistant Surgeons—On duty at Sea—F. ir first five

years alter date of appointment, $1,700; for second

five years after dateof appointmeni, $1,900. On other

duty—For first five years after date of appointment,

$1,800; for second five years after date of appoint-

ment, $2,000. On leave or waiting orders—For first

five j'cars after date of appointment, $1,000; for sec-

ond five years after date of appointment, $1,200.

The Use of the Turkish Bath in Albuminuria.—
Edwin Morris, M.D. (British Med. Journal), says that

his expeiience in the treatment of Bright's disease is,

that no medical agent we employ has so great power
of arresting the complaint or of prolonging life as the

Turkish bath during the progress of this intractable

disease of the kidneys. The only objection raised

against iis use by the patient is the length of time

required for a complete bath— at least two hours being

necessary for this process ; and when this has to be

repeated two, or even three times during the day, it

becomes a heavy tax upon means and shortens busi-

ness hours. This objection may, however, be overcome
in some measure, by taking the bath early in the morn-
ing and the last tiling at night.

If it were necessary he could give the details of

many cases similar to the case published, wherein the

daily use of the Turkish bath was equally efficacious.

Transactions of the American Ophthalmological
Society.—Dr. Henry D. Noyes, Recording Secretary

of this Society, has copies of the Transaciions of the

Seventh Annual Meeting, which may be procured at

his residence. No. 73 Madison Avenue. Those inter-

ested iu ophthalmology will do well lo get this valua-

ble volume.

New York Academy of Medicine.—Drs. Thomas
K. Chambers and \V. H. Dickinson of London, Carl

Rokitansky of Vieuna, Virchow of Tubingen, and
Nelalon of Paris, were elected corresponding Fellows

of the Academy. Drs. Henry I. Bowditch of Boston,

Geo. B. Wood and Alfred StiUe of Philadelphia, were
elected Honorary Fellows.

New York Patrological Society.—Dr. R. C. M.
Page has been elected a member of the New York
Pathological Society.

The New York Dispensary, corner of White and
Centre Streets, has recently enlarged its sphere of use-

fulness by establishing separate departments for the

treatment of diseases of the eye and ear. The class of

eye-diseases is under the care of Dr. Richard H. Derby
and Dr. Charles S. Bull, the former of whom is on duty

every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 2 till 3

o'clock, P.M., and the latter every Tuesday, Thursday,

and Saturday, at the same hour. The ear-class, also at

the same hour, is in charge of Dr. George B. Pomeroy.

Medic.\l Graduates in the United States.—The
number of medical gradu:ites in the medical colleges of

this country for 1871 amounts to about one thousand

and fifty, of which New York City gives between three

and four hundred.

Chloroform Consumed in this Country.—Dr. Edward
R. Squibb, Brooklyn, N. Y. (iV. Y. Medical Joiirna!),

estimates the total quantity of chloroform sold for con-
sumption ill the United States, during 1870, at eighty
ihousand pounds. About one-third of this amount, say
twenty-si.\ thousand pounds, is used for aniesthetic pur-
poses by inhalation. Next, it may be estimated that two
avoirdupids ounces, or one and a ha'f fluid ounce*, are
used and wasted for each administration, and this would
give two hundred thousand administrations as a very
extravagantly safe estimate fur the whole country dur-
ing 1870.

This writer puts down one death in five thousand
eight hundred and eighty-two administrations in Ihis
country. No chloroform has been im]iorteJ into this
country, or exported from it, within several years past,
and there are but about four original sources of supply.

The First Resection of the Hip-'3"oint.—To An-
thony White, of Westminster Hospital, is due the merit
of having really made the first resection upon the living

subject. The head of the bone was carious, and rested
upon the dorsum ilii, and was removed, together with
the trochanter. The patient, a boy of eight years of
age, recovered. Dr. Hewson, of Dublin, repeated this

operation in 1S23, losing his palient. After this date
the operation for coxo-femoral resection was disre-

garded until Fergusson, of King's College Hospital
(1845), brought it into notice again.

The Brooklyn City Hospital.—The Report of
this Ho.'^pital for the year 1870 gives the following ex-
hibit. Eight hundred and fifty-eight cases were treat-

ed in themediciil department, of winch 530 were cured
and 110 relieved. In the surgical department 1073
cnses were treated, and 696 cured

;
124 were relieved.

There were 113 cases of intermittent fever, 20 cases
of pneumonia, 31 of acute rheumatism, 23 of chronic
rheumntism, 29 of remittent fever, 14 of relap.sing

and 10 of typhoid fevers. In the surgical section
there were 38 cases of bubo-chancruid:il, 19 of
epididymitis, 66 of chancroid, 14 of chancre, 51 of
gonorrhoea, 23 of stricture, 34 of contusion, 11 of
tracture of the tibia, and 6 of compound fracture of
the tibia. The total number of patients treated in the
Orthopasdic Infirmary connected with the Hospital,

since its foundation June 15, 1868, amounts to 466.

The medical officers are as follows : I'hysicians,

Drs. James Crane, Robert Ormiston, H. S. Smith, and
A. Nelson Bell. Surgeons, Drs. James M. Minor,
Daniel E. Kissam, J. C. Hutchison, George Cochran,
and S. Fleet Spier. Uesident Physirians and Surgeons,
Drs. Lewis Balch, Joseph R. Raymond, William Burt,

and John D. Rushmore. The Trustees hope, at no dis-

tant day, to be able to erect a Woman's and Child's

Hospital, and a Hospital for Invalids and Incurables, in

connection with the main hopsital.

A New Use for Bromide of Potassium.—Dr. J. Y.
Dale, of Lemont, Pa. (The Georgia Mediral Com-
panion), finds that bromide of potassium will prevent
the nausea following the use of opium.

Dilution of Lymph.—Dr. J. P. Baker, in a com-
munication to the British Medical Journal on vaccina-

ation, observes that the vaccine lymph is preierved by
glycerine, and that it may be diluted much more
than ten times without perceptible loss of energy.

New Books.—During the year 1870 there were
3.377 new books and 1,279 new editions issued in Great
Britain alone, besides 426 of American origin

; of these

medicine and surgery supplied 106 new books, 49 new
editions, and 38 American importations; in all 193 new
professional works.

—

Med. Press and Circular.

Treatment or Acute Rheumatism.—Dr. J. T. Davis,
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Laconia, Ind. (Cin. Med. Repertory), asserts that rheu-

matism is successfully managed in our western countr}'

by resorting to quiiua sulpli. as the basis of treatment.

Stricture of Rectum.—Dr. S. S. Cartwright, of

KosUury, Delaware County, N.Y., reports a case of

stricture of the rectum, in which, for fifty-six days

previous to death, there had been no passajre from the

bowels. The patient was a widow, aged sixty. The

stricture was cancerous.

Puerperal Diseases.—Of 190 fatal cases of iiuerperal

diseases, occurring under the observation of Hervieux,

119 were primiparse, and 71 multipara.

Laceeation of the PEniNM:uM.^Dr. Wm. Goodell,

PhiLcdelphia (Am. Journ. Med. Sciences), remarks that

Denman, Vc-lpeau, and Leishman contend that the first

allusion to this accident is found in a fragment attri-

buted to Eros,who flourished in the thirteenth century.

He adds that the arguments of these medical men fall

to the ground, because Hippocrates, Aristotle—350

years B.C.—Rufus Ephesu?, and Celsus, who lived in the

first century, allude to tliis laceration. Galen— 150 a.d.

—besides editing the works of Hippocrates, recom-

mended a plaster composed of bulls' testes, saffron,

and roses ' whenever through labor the pudendum is

torn."

The German Laxgcage.—Dr. James C. White, Ad-
junct Prof of Chemistry, Harvard University, in an
' Introductory Lecture before the Madical and Dental

Schools," advises the student to study the German
language on account of its importance. Nine-tenths

of all tiiat is new and important in phy.'iology, path-

ology, and medical chemistry is the work of German
haiiils and brains. If the studint wishes to keep up

with the progress of his art, he must learn German.

A Prolific Mother.—There is now living in Daniel-

EonviUe, Conn., a woman of French exti action, who
has borne twenty-five children.

Relative Number of White Corpuscles to Red.—
Welcker states that there is one white corpuscle to 335

red, and on the authority of Moleschott, one to 357.

Boys have one colorless to ^26 colored; men, one to

346; old men, one to 381. Girls, one to 38ii; young
women who are menstruiling, one to 247 ; the same
women when not menstruating, one to 405; pregnant

women, one to 281.

Local Applicatio.v of Carbolic Acin in Diphtheria.

—Dr. C. G. Rothe {Berliner Klin. Woeh.) applies car-

bolic acid to the seat of disease by means of a hair-

penoil. The patient is to use at the same time, as a

gargle, ten or fifteen drops of this agent to a tumbler of

water.

Bologna Universitt.— The anatomical theatre in

the medii'al department of this university, the second

in Europe in date, is the finest and most appropriate in

style that could be conceived. Its walls and ceilings

are alorned with carvings that ilhistrate anatomy,
while the lecturer's chair is beneath a canopy sup-

ported by two exquisite carvings of the human figure,

exhibiting all the tendons and muscles.

—

Bellows' Old
World.

London Milk.—A very diligent and impartial inves-

tigation into the quality of milk sold by London dairy-

men, by the Milk Journal, reveals that out of fifty firms

only thirteen sell genuine milk ; eight are in a doubtful

list, and twenty-nine supplied their customers with
skimmed, watered, or skimmed and watered milk, in-

stead of fresh milk. In other words, so far as our inqui-

ry goes, it demonstrates that twenly-six per cent, of the

milk-dealers of the metropolis sell what they profess to

sell, sixteen do not alwaj'sadhire to the rule, and fifty-

eight per cent, deal in a deteriorated article which in

many cases is wortli less than half the price chat ged.

—

Med. Press and Circular.

AiKiN, S. C.—A Place for Consumptives.—Drs.

Amory Coffin and W. H. Geddings, of Charleston,

South Carolina, show the advantages of Aikin, S. C,
as a residence adapted to persons sufl'eiing with pul-

monary tuberculosis, or prec.isposed to it. This town
has the subjoined climatic conditions which are adapted

to arrest the progress of this di.-;ease: First. Dryness

is the/cs/attiibute of a good climate for consumptives.

Second. Elevated positians are much to be prelerred to

low levels. Third. Fresh and pure air is indispensable

to the consumptive; consequently that climate is best

in which the patient is able without discomfort to

spend the greater portion of his time in the open air.

Westminster College Hospital, London.—Dr. Bash-

am having resigned the chair of medicine in this medi-

cal school, Dr. Francis E. Anstie has been appointed in

his place.

Encephaloid Tusior of the Neck.—Profe=sor Pan-
coast, of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,

lately removed an encephaloid tumor from the neck of

a male, by occupation a blacksmith, aged 37 years. Its

measurements were as follows: Circumfeience of base,

14 inches; circumference taken antero-posteriorly, 11

inches; circumference taken vertically, 9 inches. The
patient returned to his home, cured, two weeks after the

operation.

—

Medical Times.

Excisions of Joints.—Mr. Grant, Surgeon to the

Royal Free Hospital (Med. Times), communicates twenty
cases of excision of joints for disease, without a death.

Nine were of the knee, of which six were successful,

and three were subjected lo amputation, in one case

after a second excision. Six cases were of the hip, and
five of the elbow, and all made good recoveries. In

one of the elbow cases a repetition of the operation was
required.

Report oh the Cattle Disease.—Edwin M. Snow,
M.D., of Providence, R. I., Chairman of the Board of

Cattle Commissioners, in his" Report to the General

Assembly," regards the foot and mouth disease of cattle

as highly contagious, and as taken by a contact of the

feet, or of the mucous membrane of the mouth and nose

of the animals, with the saliva or other secretions, or the

manuie of other animals that have disease. It seems
probable that the disease cannot be communicated from

one animal to another through the air, but only by
actual contact with the secretions. In regard to the

treatment, the suhjoined recommendations are noted:

First of all, the animals should be kept in a dry and clear

place. Second, in the early stiiges of the d.sease, the

animals must.be fed with potatoes, chopped fine, lo re-

live the constipation. Third, for the sore mouth, powder-
ed alum, or fine salt, has been recommended. A table-

spoonful of either, or of a mixture of the two, may be

thrown as far as convenient into the mouth of the ani-

mal two or three times daily. Powdered chlorate of

potash may be used in the same way, and Dr. Snow is

inclined to think that this is the best of all.

A Snug Medical Fee.—When the Crown Prince of

Russia lay dying at Nice, Prof Oppolzer, of A'ienna,

was summoned by telegraph, but arrived loo late—the

Pj'ince was dead. But the Emperor met him with his

carriage at the station, and besides paying him the

honor due a prince, gave him the sum of twenty-five

thousand guldens, or $13,887.50.
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'vlmcricaii iHrtical dissociation.

TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING,

HELD r\ PACIFIC HUT,
. SAS FRANCISCO, CAL.

First Day—Mat 2, 1871.

Prof. Alfred Stille, of Philadelphia, President, in

the Chair.

The meeting was called to order pursuant to previous
[

adjournment by Dr. Arthur Stout of San Francisco,

who introduced the President, Dr. Alfred Stills.

The Eight Rev. Bishop Kip offered a prayer, after

which the report of the Committee on Credentials was
called for.

ADDRESS or WELCOME.

Dr. Stoct, after extending to those present a hea: ty

welcome, proceeded to illustrate certain improve-

ments that had been made during the last few yeari:.

and in that connection exhibited a picture of New Vork
city, painted in IVTO. Through the centre of the city

could be traced the road to Boston—a road which then

occupied .-xs much attention as the great trans-couti-

r.eutal railroad, over which the visitors had just passed.

What elements of knowledge had been evolved since

that period ! What food for reflection was afforded by
that picture ! The speaker had the honor of being a

delegate to the first meeting held for the organization

of the Association ; was a delegate from Blackwell's

Island in 1846. He assisted in driving the first nail in

the splendid structure there created, and was happy
when he thought of the many improvements which had
since been secured. He had cast his fortunes with Cal-

ifornia—and now he felt proud of her achievements.

She had pressed forward, step by step—not without
difficulties and embarrassments—and now stood in the

foremost rank—and San Francisco held the post of

honor. The visitors would have ample proof of the

statement he had made. They would see the Toland
and other private Medical Colleges; they would see the

University ofCallfornia^a free institution, where oppor-

tunities lor securing a medical education, with all the

embeUishraents, were abundant. He would point with

pride to the Lunatic Asylum at Stockton as a model
institution, and would show them many other sights of

interest to med'cal men. And when they had seen all

the points and fully digested them, they could return to

the East and disseminate information among the people.

The profession on tins coast had many obstacles to

overcome—hence its triumphs were all the more credi-

table. They had been assailed from all sides, and now
that the Association met, it was appropriate that a de-

fence should be made. The profession had been as-

sailed by one of the most brilliant intellects of the bar.

That gentleman had remarked in effect, during a recent

criminal trial, that medicine was not a science. Not a

science! Could the gentleman in question teach him
science ? The speaker thought not—and proceeded to

demonstrate his ideas upon this question. The profes-

sion had also been assailed by poets and writers, who
insisted that the investigations by physicians had de-

prived them of the fancifiil and beautiful structures out

of which brilliant ideal images might be created; that

physicians had left nothing for the imagination, an<l

wronged the science of medicine; in truth, it opened
new fields for literary rambles. Theologians were op-

posed to the science of medicine, because, as they said,

the physician came between the patient and his spiri-

tual adviser. But a better day was dawning, when all

scoflers would be converted. In conclusion, the speaker
again extended a cordial welcome to the gentlemen
bom. the East

registration.

While the business of the Convention was in progress,

Dr. Joseph Tucker, ofthe Marine Hospital, was engaged
in registering the names of delegates. Dr. Stout reported

that the registration would not be complete until to-

morrow, hence the report of the Committee on Creden-
tials could not be submitted.

A motion to postpone the consideration of the report

on credentials until to-morrow prevailed.

A communication,

received from Prof. S. D. Gross, a former President of

the Association, was read and placed on file. The writer

expressed liis regrets at not being able lo be in

attendance.

INVITATIONS accepted.

A letter from the California Pioneers, inviting the

members of the Association to avail themselves of the

privilege of the Pioneers' rooms, was read and filed.

Also a letter from A. L. Bancroft, inviting the Asso-
ciation to inspect his publishing house. Filed.

And from the Board of Health, inviting the members
of the Association to visit the rooms of the Board of

Health, County JaU, City Pason, City Hospitals, Alms-
house, etc. Filed.

the annual address

of the President was next delivered. It was learned,

elaborate, and scholarly. Ailer touching in a general

way upon the progress of our science, he preceded to

discuss the merits of the education question. He took
the ground that a higher standard was rcqnired, but
experience had taught him that the main impediment
was the want of a general agreement among the col-

leges as to what particular course should be pursued.

It was necessary that some agreement, some general

platform should be adopted, else the pecuniary interests

of certain schools, who might not see fit to enter upon
the radical reforms, might be damaged.
The medical rights ofwomen were also alluded to, and

after advocating their claims to recognition, he was con-
tent to leave the whole matter to time and experience.

He did not think that the Association was ready to de-

cide upon the merits of the case as yet. In regard to

the question of colored medical men, the same advice

was judiciously offered. These, together with other

points made in the address, were made with such

elaboration that it is impossible to do more than refer

to them here. At a future time we may present tliem

at more length to our readers, with such comments as

may seem to be demanded.
After the transaction of some routine business, the

Association adjourned until the morrow.

Second Day—Mat 3.

The Association met in Pacific Hall, at 10:30 a. m.,

vesterday, pursuant to adjournment. Prof. Alfred
Stille in the chair.

The minutes of Tuesday's session were read and

approved.

report of COMMiTTEE ON CREDENTHL3

was next offered. The names of the accredited mem-
bers were next read, and the following were also de-

clared members bv invitation : Utah, J. W. Graham
;

Costa liica (C. A-K C. H. Van Patten; California,

G. H.Evans, T. B. Ha'ch.

On motion of Mr. McAithur. the four gentlemen
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named above were elected permanent members of the

Association.

COSSIDERATIOS OF THE REPORT.—A DELEGATE FROM THE

woman's medical COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHJA.

Dr. Ames, of Minnesota, moved that the report, with

the exception of that portion referring to the members
by invitation, be accepted.

Dr. Storer, of Boston, moved to amend the motion,

in that the report be accepted as a whole, and not as

at present adopted.

Dr. Tojter desired to have defined the relations of

Dr. Thomas (of Philadelphia) to the Association—

a

delegate from the Woman's Medical College.

Dr. Henry Gibbons doubted the propriety of cate-

chizing members, after the Committee had accepted

their names. It would establish a bad precedent, aside

from creating u.jhealthy wrangles. He suggested the

reference of the Thomas case to the Committee on
Ethics—but he believed such a committee did not exist.

Dr. Pikkset attempted to define his position, etc,

and was declared out of order.

Dr. Pancks moved that the case of Dr. Thomas be
referred to the Committee on Ethics ; if none existed

—holding over from last year—one might be appointed.

The President stated that Dr. Thomas was in fiiU

communion with the Association; no case for con-

sideration existed.

Dr. Toner moved that the vote whereby the report

of the Committee on Credentials was accepted, be re-

considered.

Declared out of order.

Dr. Thomas arose to a question of privilege, and
enumerated the Medical Societies in Philadelphia with

which he was connected.

Dr. Storer remarked that Dr. Thomas's explanation

did not satisfy him. It showed that the gentleman was
in better standing than he had supposed, but he favored

the reference of the matter to the Committee on Et'.iics.

A delegate suggested that Dr. Pearson, ofWoodland,
occupied questionable relations with the Association.

Dr. Johnson', of Missouri, endorsed Dr. Pearson as a

highly educated physician and able practitioner.

The Dr. Thomas case was finally referred to the Com-
mittee on Ethics by a vote of 85 to 15.

Dr. H. Gibbons stated that there was no Committee
on Ethics in existence.

The President, by a vote of the AKOciation, was
authorized to appoint a Committee on Ethics at an early

day.

ALL PHYSICIANS IS GOOD STANDING INVITED T) ATTEND.

Dr. Logan presented a list of members of the San
Francisco Medical Society, and moved that they be
declared members of the Association by invitation.

Dr. Stout favored the motion, and recited cagent

reasons for his action. California, situated on the verge

of the continent, and yet in her infancy, failed to afford

some of the facihties for progress found in the East.

Medical societies were not numerous here, and chances

for physicians to become ehgible for membership to the

National Society were comparatively few. It was for

this reason that he supported the motion.

DkI Simmons, as one of the Committee on Creden-
tials, would have been pleased to recommend the gen-

tlemen for membership, but found the Constitution

prohibited such action.

Dr. Davis, of Boston, said that there were other

medical gentlemen, outside of those in the list read by
Dr. Logan, who were desirous of becoming members of

the Association. The speaker did not favor excluding

the gentlemen—by no means. Let them come in and
witness our proceedings ; extend cordial invitations to

them to mingle with members of the Association ; but
they cannot be admitted as members. The Constitu-

tion would not permit the passage of the motion oflered

by Dr. Logan, and the Association must cling to the

Constitution.

Dr. LoGAs's motion was lost, and a motion to invite

the applicants to visit the meetings of the Association

prevailed.

MEDICAL education MATTERS.

Dr. Tandel, of Kentucky, read a report of the Com-
mittee on Medical Education, prepared by E. Geddings,
M.D., of South Carolina. In a private letter Dr. Gred-

dings notified the Association that the entire report

was written by himself, without consulting other mem-
bers of the Committee—G. M. Forrest-, Egbert B.
Johnson, and W. 0. Ayres.
On motion, the report was accepted and referred to

the Committee on Publication.

In the discussion of the report, considerable time
was occupied by appeals from the decisions of the

Chair, etc.

invitations asd advertisements.

Dr. Hen-rt Gibbons informed the Association that

he had pleasing intelUgence to communicate. When
the expectation of the meeting liad tieen sufficiently

aroused, he reported the receipt of additional invita-

tions.

Landsberger, the famons champagne manufacturer,

had extended an invitation to members of the Associa-

tion to visit his establishment.

On Thursday, at recess, the members of the Associa-

tion were invited to inspect the Toland Medical Col-

lege, and partake of a collation.

Immediately after the adjournment, the members
would visit Oakland, by invitation, and inspect her in-

stitutions of learning.

The Association would probably conclude its busi-

ness on Friday afternoon, and Saturday might be de-

voted to a trip around the Bay.
On Monday Woodward's Gardens would be thrown

open to the members of the Association. The Speaker
dilated upon the numerous attractions at the Gardens.

A letter from the proprietor of the Geysers was read.

The writer invited the Association to visit his summer
resort—he agreeing to pay the expenses of one out of
every twenty of the members.

All the invitations were accepted.

HOMCEOPATHY AND DR. H. A. MARTIN.

Dr. Gibbons read an article on vaccination, published

in a homoeopathic journal by Henry A. Martin, chair-

man of the Committee on Vaccination. When he had
finished reading the article. Dr. Gibbons moved for a
reconsideration of the vote whereby Dr. Martin was
continued chairman of the said Committee for another

year. The gentleman had insulted each and every

member of the Association by the publication, and in

justice to themselves immediate action should be taken

in the matter.

Dr. Storer was unacquainted with the circumstances

of the case, and felt that the Association should suspend
judgment until Dr. Martin could be heard.

Members called for a second reading of the article.

Dr. Gibbons read the first few hnes.

Members— "Thai's enough."
Dr. Dawson moved that the erring disciple be ex-

pelled.
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Dr. Bibb moved that a committee be appointed to

prepare charges against Dr. Martin.

Dk. Davis suggested the reference of the matter to

the Massachusetts State Medical Society, to which Dr.

Martin belonged.

Dr. Johnson gave Massachusetts a shot for lier delin-

quencies; many of the regulars consorted with ho-

mceopathists in that State, hence nothing would be ac-

complished by referring the matter to the local society.

Dr. Stout offered an amendment to Dr. Bibb's mo-
tion—that the matter be referred to the Committee on
Ethics.

Dr. Gibbons' mStion to remove prevailed. Dr.

Stout's amendment to refer the matter to the Commit-
tee on Ethics was also passed.

THE COMMITTEE ON ETHICS

was appointed by the Chair, and consists of Dr. Henry
Gibbons, Dr. Davis of Boston, Dr. F. S. Smith, Dr.

Parsons, and Dr. Toner.

A motion to refer all questions of membership and
character to the Committee on Ethics, prevailed.

Several protests from Connecticut, Massachusetts,

and New York were referred to the Committee on
Ethics.

PRIZE ESSAYS.

Dr. T. M. Logan, of Sacramento, Chairman of the

Committee on Prize Essays, reported in favor of award-
ing prizes as follows: First piize to E. R. Taylor, of
Sacramento, for essay upon the " Chemical Constitution
of the Bile." Second prize to Benj. Howard, M.D., of
New York; subject, "The direct method of artificial

respiration lor the treatment ot persons apparently dead
from suffocation from drowning, or from other causes."

Several other essays were received and considered.

On motion, the Committee on Prize E.?says were in-

structed to return essays to writers when desired.

A BOARD OF CENSORS FOR DETERMINING EDtTCATIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS.

Dr. Davis, of Boston, member of the Committee on
Resolutions, appointed at the meeting of the Associa-
tion in 1869, submitted an elaborate report, closing with
the following resolutions

:

Rcsoh'ed, That each State and local Medical Society be re-
quested to provide, as a permanent part of the organization,
a Board of Censors for determining the educational quahfica-
tions of such young men as propose to commence the study of
medicine, and that no memlDer of such societies be permitted
to receive a student into his office until such student presents
a certiticate of proper preliminary education from the Censors
Committee appointed for that purpose, or a degree from some
literary college of known good standing.
liemhed. That a more complete organfzation of the profes-

.•>ion in each State is greatly needed for the purpose of afford-
ing a more efficient basis, both for educational and scientific
purposes.

liexolvcd. That a committee of three be appointed for the
purpose of continuing the correspondence n-ith the State Medi-
cal Societies, and of asking their earnest attention to the fore-
going resolutions, in addition to those submitted for their
action in 1809.

The resolutions were discussed at considerable
length.

The Committee resolutions, together with a resolu-
tion offered by Dr. J. S. Moore, of St. Loui.s, relative
to the prize of moiiioal scholarship, were tabled.
The Association next adjourned to Landsberger's

wine manufactory on Jackson street, between Sansome
and Montgomery. It is almost needless to remark that
they were hospitably entertnined, and that the article

sampled was not condemned.

MISCELLANEOUS COURTESIES.

The Eastern gentlemen were hospitably entertained

by their California brethren. Receptions were held
every evening, when pleasant intercourse was enjoyed,
and rides to the ClLff House were indulged in daily.

Third Dat—Mat 4.

The Association assembled yesterday, pursuant to
adjournment. In the absence of Dr. Stills, Dr. Henry
Gibbons assumed the chair.

Professor Carr, of the State University, was intro-

duced, and referred to the acceptancs of tlie Oak-
land invitation by the Association, and stated that it

was extended by the Mayor and the citizens. He fe-

lieitously described the programme for the occasion,

which would consist in visiting the prominent educa-
tional institutions, and the partaking of a collation—the
latter to consist solely of California productions. Q'he
approximate number of visitors to tlie " Cambridge
of California " was ascertained, after which the Pro-
fes.'^or retired amid applause. The excursion party
would leave on the 11:10 a. m. boat.

REPORT OF committee ON PUBLICATION.

The Committee on Publication respectfully reported
that the copy of Vol. XXI. was put into the hands of
the printer on May 2()th, 1870, but in consequence of
the necessity of ascertaining definitely, by means of
circulars distributed to the members of the Association,
how many copies it would be necessary or safe to print,
the volume was not fairly started until the 1st of July.
Tliey then went to press, and 650 copies were printed.
The report is accompanied by a table, exhibiting the
number of copies of each volume, and the number dis-

posed of since the last report. Submitted by F. G. Smith,
Chairman of the Committee; read by the Secretary.

Received and referred to the Committee on Publi-
cation.

treasurer's REPORT.

The Treasurer's report was read by the Secretary,
from which we learn that the balance on hand is §704.32.
The Treasurer reiterates the hope that the Association
will not refer any matter to the Committee on Publica-
tion not of real value, as all the matter lims referred
mustbepubhshed, at times causing the volume of Trans-
actions to cost more than the sum fixed for its purchase
by members.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

THE librarian's report.

The report of the Librarian, F. A. Ashford, M.D.,
of Washington, was received and read. He reported
that the books entrusted to hi:,< custody by his prede-
cessors had been well preserved at the Smithsonian
Institution, through the kindne.ss of Prof Henry and its

Regents. Three Imndred and thirty-nine volumes, in-
cluding pamphlets, monographs, etc., composed the
collection at the date of the last repoit, and the addi-
tional matter received during the past year has been
chiefly a continuation of the ikdical and Suiy/icalJour-
nti/. The report is replete with important suggestions.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

ASSOCIATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF INSANE ASYLUMS.

John C. Atlee, M.D., delegate to the Association of
Medical Superintendents of American Institutions tor
the Insane, reported that he had attended the twenty-
fourth annua! meeting at Hartford, Conn., in June last,

and was cordially received, etc. The Association, formed
in 1844 by thirteen Superintendents, has been steadily
increasing in the number of its members, and now era-
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braces more than sixty, representing institutions in

almost every Stat.- in the Union. Reports embracing a

variety of subjects relating to insanity, were read and

ably discussed ;
and four days were profitably occupied.

The report was submitted to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

Dn. KiRWAN, delegate from tlie Association above

mentioned, to the American Medical Association, ad-

dressed (he meeting at great length, urging closer rela^

tions between tlie Associations. His remarks came in

the form of a report, and were relerred to the Com-
mittee on Publication.

Dr. Storer said tliat at a previous meeting the ques-

tion of having the Association devoted specially to the

treatment of "the insane meet in closer relations with the

American Medical Association, was presented. And
the sense of the meeting always favored the "close re-

lations." He would then oflVr the following resolution :

Mesoh'ril, That the Association of Superintendents of Insti-

tutions for the Treatment of the Insane and the American iMed-

ical Association should be more closely united, and that the

meetings of the two Associations should be held at about the

same time and at the same place.

Adopted.

THE PINKNET EEPORT.

Dr. Yaxdell, of the special committee, to whom
was referred the report of Dr. Pinkaey on Foreign

Naval Medical Affairs, submitted at the session of the

Association in 1870, presented the said report, and

moved its reference to the Committee on Education.

The motion prevailed.

FRACTURE OP CERVIX FE.M0RIS.

Dr. E. T. Barber, of Yreka, submitted a report

upon a case of fraoiure of the neck of the femur in a

child seven years of age.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

THE botany of the PACIFIC COAST.

The Chairman of the Section on Materia Medica

and Chemistry, Dr. Gandell, reported having received a

valuable paper from Dr. Gibbons, of Alameda, entitled

Tlie Botany of the Pacific Coast. The paper was accom-

panied by one hundred and eighty specimens of indi-

genous plants, etc., and would certainly be considered

a valuable contribution to the science of medicine.

The committee moved that the paper be referred to

the Committee on Publication.

Dr. Gibbons arose and requested that the recom-
mendation of the committee be withdrawn. The paper

was not complete—not as perfect as he could make it

by additional work.

On motion, a vote of thanks was passed, and the paper

returned to its author for completion.

the CANADI.tN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Dr. H. R. Storer, delegate from the American Medi-
cal Association, to the Canadian Medical Association,

submitted a verbal report in behalfof himself and asso-

ciates—Dr. SnUivan, of Boston, and Dr. Uerrish, of

New York. He eulogized the Canadian A.ssociation.

Its members were far above the members of the Ameri-
can Association in point of medical education—almost

all of them having graduated from European colleges

of note.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE.

Alabama, J. S. Weatherby ; California, J. M. Logan;
Colorado, G. R. Bilib ; Connecticut, E. K. Hunt;
Washington, J. M. Toner; Illinois, A. L. McArlhur
Indiana, G. W. Mears; Iowa, S. B. Thall ; Kansas, d!

AV. Stormont; Kentucky, T. N. Wise; Maryland, J.

Morris; Massachusetts, E. Cutter; Michigan, Dr.

Douglass; Missouri, Dr. Golding; lilinnesota, N. B.

Still ; Nebraska, John Black ; New Hampshire, J. L.

Swett ; New Jersey, W. Elmer ; New York, B. P.

Dawson; Ohio. R. S. Gilchrist; Oregon, Daniel Pay-
ton; Pcnn.sylvania, F. G. Smith; Rhode Island, G. L.

Collins; Vermont, Harvey Janes; West Virginia, R.
H. Cummins ; Wisconsin, J. K. Bartlett ; TJ. S. Navy,
Philip Lansdale.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The Committee on Nominations made the following

report: We recommend for officers. President, Dr. D.

W.-.Yandell, of Kentucky ; First Vice-President, Thos.

M. Logan, of Cahfornia ; Second Vice-President, C. L.

Ives of Alabama; Third Vice-President, R. M. Mitch-

ell, of Alabama; Fourth Vice-President. J. K. Bartlett,

of Wisconsin
;
Assistant Secretary, D. Murray, Chester;

Librarian, F. A. Ashford, Philadelphia; Treasurer, G.

Weston, Philadelphia. Next place of meeting, Phila-

delphia.

On motion of Dr. Davis, the report was accepted,

and the officers unanimously elected.

THE committee ON ETHICS

submitted a partial report, recommending some remov-
als, etc., and asking time in the case of Dr. Thomas, the

delegate from the Female College of Philadelphia.

The report was accepted.

THE FEMALE PHYSICIAN QrESTION.

Under the head of unfinished business, an amend-
ment to the Constitution, offered at the last meeting of

the Association by Dr. H. Hutchinson, of Philadelpliia,

was taken up for consideration.

The proposed amendment is embodied in the follow-

ing resolution

:

Jirsotvcil^ That the Constitution shall be so construed as not
to exclude delegates from Female Colleges.

Dr. Harding, of Indiana—I move the adoption of

that r&olution, and would like to make a few remarks

pertinent to the question which is termed vexatious.

It has been before this Association repeatedly, year

after j'ear, and the time has now arrived when it

should be definitely settled. I can see no good reason

why females should not be allowed to practise as phy-
sicians—can see no good reason why, when practising

ph3'sicians, they should not be admitted to this Asso-
ciation as delegates—when quahfied. They have ar-

rived at that point when their professional abihty and
zeal cannot be ignored, even by those who claim to

have the least respect for them. You all realize the

necessity for taking action in this matter, and that

speedily; for your professional duties have brought
you more or less in contact with female physicians.

These women have combated against all oppcsilion

;

have overcome nearly every obstacle thrown in their

path, and now simply ask a recognition from us—

a

mere recognition of them as physicians and not inter-

lopers. Gentlemen, you cannot give them the cold

shonlder; such a course would be entirely inconsistent

with the profession in the estimation of intelligent,

right-minded people. You cannot shift the responsi-

biUty of the occasion by placing the question in a false

position, even were any of you so disposed ; but must
consider it impartially. With me it is not simply
"Shall we admit the women as delegate.?," but "Is it

not for the interest of the profession to aid them in

every possible manner ? " Suppose that we refuse their

applications, what may be the result? Instead of har-

mony in the profession we shall have strife, and the
legitimate pract ce of medicine will be endangered. If
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we refuse the womea admission, we shall drive them
into homosopathy, etc. Let the women come in, open
the Colleges to them, dash down the barriers, and all

will be welL
Dr. Davis, of Illinois—I hope that the question will

not be disposed of until the Association understand its

full meaning. What does the proposed amendment
mean? Gentlemen, it means that the delegates from
female colleges—whether male or female—are eligible

to become members of this Association. Thus far they
have sent a male representative, but if we adopt this

proposed amendment the door will then be thrown
open to females, and these females will undoubtedly
come in. But pause, and think for a moment. Has the

time come when you are willing to throw aside all dis-

tinctions as to sex ? Will that time ever come ? Is

there no difference between the sexes ? And are we to

forget all distinction, because of popular clamor? I

make no comparisons as to the relative merits of the

sexes for the medical profession; but I say, gentlemen,
'' Let the female remain in her sphere, and I will

remain in mine." I will say to her, "You can no
more do the work designed for me than I can do the
work designed for you." Woman has her sphere ; m.in
has his sphere ; and the assumption that woman rises

when she unsexes herself I claim to be erroneous. But
if we are to admit of the change ; if woman is to step
into every profession, then she will take the shape, the
plan and the rough work of man. Who will admit such
work to be within her sphere ? The Creator has given
the sexes distinctive features, and intended us for differ-

ent spheres. This faci is unmistakable. Woman, pure
woman, may be a power in the land—in her sphere.
Then let her not mistake her sacred mission as wife ami
mother, as the light of the household. Lefus not yield
to the cry of " Woman's right.s," as now construed.
I have had women at the clinical basin, stripped a patient
before them, made examinations and remarks, con-
ducted myself with the same freedom which character-
izes the ordinary clinic, conversing about the case and
explaining all its important points. But, gentlemen,
after all my experience, I am more firmly convinced
than ever that it would be better for these women if

they remained in their sphere.
Dr. Do.sahue, of Ohio—I move that the resolution

be tabled.

The motion was withdrawn.
Dr. Kixo, of Pennsylvania, made an able, elaborate

address in behalf of the amendment. Not being a
speaker, he did not propose to say much, but he wanted
the question settled. In his own local society, the
question had been defeated and defeated year after
year, and it was getting troublesome. It was be-
neath the dignity of an association of learned scientific

men to war with women. If they must exercise
their bellicose propensitie.s, they should enlist under
General Crook, to fight the Apaches. Gentlemen had
talked about the sphere of woman. Would these gen-
tlemen be a little more exphcit in their definition of
the meaning of the word sphere. Pejhaps they would
take India for their standard—where the women were
treated as brute animals

—

" Doomeil by the law of man to toil

;

Yoked to the plow and fettered to the soil."

Let them assist in lifting up woman—if they considered
her degraded. Some gifted mind had handsomely
termed her " the ministering angel." That sounded
well, smacked of euphony, but, according to their defi-

nition, it was not practical enough. Could she not be
a ministering angel and also a pliys'cian ? " Oh, no,

she lacks the intellectual capacity for such a purpose.
She is weak and silly, and cannot grasp with the science

of medicine. We have the intellect ; we can grasp,"
said the speaker. Why, he had examined the records
of the Female College of Philadelphia, and knew what
he was talking about ; knew that the women had made
rapid strides in the profession, and that many of them
were skilful practitioners. If it was consistent with
the code of ethics, and he believed such to be the case,

the women should certainly be admitted to the Asso-
ciation. As the case now stood, a member of the
Medical Association could not recognize a female as a
member of the profession

; could not consult with her.

If he was summoned, and found a woman had charge
of a case, what could he do ? According to the law
of the Association, he must say to her, " Walk out of
this house, and let me take exclusive charge of this

case." The speaker wouM rather remove his right arm
than perform so mean an act. As the case now stands,

he could not consult with the President of the Asso-
ciation, the eminent Dr. Stille, and this because the

Doctor was consulting physician in the Pliiladclphia

Female Medical College. Under the present regime,

if the Association consulted witli its President, it stul-

tified itself.

Dr. Henry Gibbons made a brief speech upon the
question. He favored the amendment ; believed that

women had a perfect right to practise mediiine, but did

not think mixed colleges healthy. He believed that his

residence upon the verge of the continent, away from
the turmoil and strife over the woman question in the

Fast, qualified him to consider the matier dispassion-

ately. He was astonished at the course of his old

friend Dr. Davis, and the ml captundiim argument he
presented. The question, being one of vital importance,

demanded serious consideration at the hands of the

members.
Dr. Johnsom, of Missouri, opposed the amendment.

He contendi'd that the women should org.inize their

own associations and manage their own alTairs. His
remarks were listened to with attention, and warmly
applauded.

Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia, favored the amendment,
making an able speech in its behalf.

Dr. a. L. McArthur, of Illinois, favored the education
of women for physicians, but was opposed to the

amendment. The idea of the two sexes operating at

the same dissecting table was revolting. The speaker
also opposed the mixture of the sexes in colleges.

Dr. Thomas, the representative of the Philadelphia

Female Medical College, was called upon the stand, and
made an eloquent appeal in behalf of the women. He
did not place them in the posture of supplicant.', but
gave a logical, comprehensive statement of their rights

and qualifications.

INDEFISITELY POSTPONED.

A vote was taken, and the question indefinitely post-

poned.

The Convention then adjourned to

THE TOLAND MEDICAL COLLEGE,

where' they passed a few hours pleasantly in inspecting

the institution and partaking of a collation.

Fourth Dat- -Mat 5.

at 9 AM. PresidentThe Association assembled

Still! in the chair.

A number of the delegates having departed for the

interior, the attendance did not equal that of previous

sessions.

The minutes of preceding meetings were read and
approved.
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The Secretary, Dr. Atkinson, read the following

vote of thanks.

Office of California State Medical Society, )

San Francisco, May .'ith, ]8T1. )

To llu Members of the Ameriean ilalieal Axsneialinii.

Gentlemen ;—Allow me, in the name of the medical men
of the Pacific Coast, to tender our thanks to the Association

for the honor conferred upon us by the assembling of members
of this Association in the city of San Francisco, whereby so

many of our brethren, who for years have been isolated froin

the association of their more favored Eastern brethren, have

had an opportunity of attending the deliberations of this hon-

ored and national body.
George Hueston,

Corresponding Secretary of the State Medical Association.

Accepied and entered on the minutes.

A national health council.

Dr. T. M. Logan, of Sacramento, submitted the fol-

lowing preamble and resolutions

:

Wherens, The science of hygiene and its corollary preven-

tive, a state medicine, are subjects eminently congenial with

the purposes of this Association, inasmuch as they have for

their objects the preservation of human life, and the removal

of those causes of disease and death which it is in the power of

legislation to ameliorate, if not eradicate ; and irherefv^^ the

great fundamental idea that was made the prominent element
for medical association, and that led eventually to our na-

tional organization, was a higher standard of medical educa-

tion ; and, ivherea.-i, the present system adopted by our col-

leges provides more and more satisfactorily for the thorough
qualification of the graduate, as regards the principles and
practice of his art, but does not provide at all adequately for

the special study and cultivation of questions of state medi-
cine, therefore be it

Hi solved^ That this Association recommends a distinct and
separate chair of hygiene, independent of physiology, to be es-

tablished in all our medical schools, and constituted a requisite

curriculum preliminary to that diploma which confers one of

the highest honors of the profession.

Jiesoh'cd, That the inauguration of the enlarged philanthro-

pic policy of state medicine in Massachusetts and California is

worthy of our special approbation, and commends itself to

other States for imitation ; and therefore the President of this

Association is hereby authorized to nominate at this session, a
committee, consisting of one physician from each State in the

Union, to memorialize the legislatures of all the other States >

to follow the example of one of the oldest, most enlightened
and conservative, as well as of one of the youngest, most pro-

gressive and enterprising members of our glorious confeder-

acy, who have led off in the right way, and at the right time,

for the prevention of disease and the correction of "those
multitudinous agencies, whether physical, wliether moral,
whether born of earth, of air, or of society, which are either

openly or insidiously degenerating the human race."

liesolved^ That this association further recommends that
initiative steps be taken, as soon as six States shall engraft
state medicine upon their statute-books, for the formation of

a "National Health Council," whose objects shall be the
prosecution of the comparative study of international hygienic
statistics, and the diffusion and utilizing of sanitary knowl-
edge ; and that said council shall be aided and assisted by this

association in using whatever influence may legitimately lie in

their power, ^vith foreign states, as well as with the medical
profession and the people generally, in securing co-operation
in the ends and oljjects of public hygiene.

RemJiH'd^ That said National Health Council, although thus
organized as a branch per S(?, shall be auxiliary to this Asso-
ciation, and shall constitute a special section on hygiene, to
which all questions germane to this department of medicine
shall be referred. "Only," to use the language of the great
Virchow, " by thus working harmoniously together, by thus
mutually enlightening each other, will the state gain an organ
to which may be safely entrusted the solution of the great
question of our time, viz. ; bodily and mental health, and de-
velopment of future generations.

"

Adopted, and referred to the Committee on Publica-

tion.

Dr. Logan moved that the State of Pennsylvania be
represented by the President, Dr. Stille. Carried.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT.

Balance of the report of the Nominating Committee.

Time of meeting, first Tuesday in May, 1872. The
Committee have selected as

Committee on Puhlimiion—Dr. F. G. Smith of Pa..

Chairman; W. B. Atkinson, Pa.; D. Murray, Chester,

Pa.; F. A. Ashford, D. C; Caspar Wistar, Pa.; H. F.

Askew, Del.; I. Aitkin Meigs, Pa.

Committee on Prize Fssch/s—'Dt. A. Stille, Chairman,

Phila.; F. G. Smith, Phil'a. ; D. A. O'Donnell, Bait.;

B. F. Dawson, N. Y.; L. P. Bush, Del.

'Committee on Medieal Education—J. S. Weatherbey,

Alabama, Chairman; L. Cooper Lane, S. F.; J. M.

Toner, Washington; Samuel VVilley, Minnesota; W.
0. Baldwin, Alabama.

Committee on Medical Literature—T. Parvin, Indiana,

Chairman; —Carpenter, Oregon; J. P. Witney, San

Francisco; Y. Mendenhall, Cincinnati; L. P. Garvin,

R. I.

Committee on American Medical Necrology—Chairman,

John D. Jackson, Ky.; Chas. W. Parsons, R. I.; B. A.

Hildretli, West Va.; Wm. Lee, Washington, D. C; T.

M. Logan, California; W. C. Warrener, Oregon; H. D.

Holton, Vermont; W. J. Scott, Ohio; W.^ D. Buck,

New Hampshire; A. Sager, Michigan; V. Karsey, In-

diana; A. B. Ames, Minnesota; H. K. Steele, Colorado;

— Mason, Wisconsin; S. D. Gross, Phila.; D. W.
Stormont, Kansas: J. B. Johnson, Missouri; H. R.

Storer, Mass.; H. W. Rushenburger, U. S. Navy; I.

W. H. Baker, Iowa; O. J. Hamilton, Illinois; — Pea-

body, Nebraska; L. P. Bush', Delawar.= ; G. W. Russell,

Conn. ; Paul C. Chew, Md.
Committee of Arrangements—Dr. E. Hartshorne,

Chairman ;. Drs. S. W. Gross, Murray Cheston, J. F.

Maury, James Tyson, S. W. Mitchell, John H. Pack-

ard, Wilham Pepper, Richard Townsend.

officers for THE SECTIONS.

Chemistry and Materia Medica—Prof R. E. Rogers,

Philadelphia, President; E. Cutler, Mass., Secretary.

Practical Medicine and Obstetrics—D. A. O'Donnell,

Baltimore, President; B. F. Dawson, N. Y., Secretary.

Surgery—John T. Hodgen, Missouri, President; W.
F. Peck, Davenport, Iowa, Secretary.

Meteorology and Epidemic Diseases—George Sutton,

Indiana, President; Elisha Harris, N. Y., Secretary.

Medical Jurisprudence—S. C. Buscy, Washington,
President; E. L. Howard, Baltimore, Secretary.

PhysiologyS. C. Dalton, N. Y., President ;"D. Pay-
ton, Oregon, Secretary.

Psychology—Isaac Ray, Phila., President; John W.
Kirwan, Pa., Secretary.

Library Committee at Washington—Dr. J. M. Toner.

On the Climatology and Epidemics of—Maine, Dr.

Wood, Portland ; New Hampshire. A. B. Crosby

;

Massachusetts, E. Cutter ; Rhode Island, ' Edward T.

Caswell; Connecticut, I. C. Jackson; New York, Dr.

W. F. Thorns; New Jersey, E. M. Hunt; Pennsylva-

nia, W. S. Wells; Maryland, C. H. Ohr; Georgia, A.

I. Seniraes; Missouri, W. S. Edgar; Alabama, Dr. R.

T. Mitchell; Te.xas, S. M. Welch; Illinois, D. Prince;

Indiana, D. Clark
; District of Columbia, Dr. J. W. H.

Lovejoy ; Iowa, I. Williamson
;
Michigan,— Douglas;

Ohio,J. A. Murphy; California, Dr. F. W. Hatch ; Ten-

nessee, B. K. Bowling ; West Virginia, E. A. Hildreth
;

Minnesota, Chas. N. Hewitt ; Virginia, — Worth-
ham ; Delaware, L. B. Bush ; Arkan.sas, Dr. Sinks

;

Mississippi, J. P. Moore; Louisiana, S. M. Benitss;

Wisconsin, J. K. Rantell ; Kentucky, S. P. Yandell,

Sr. ;
Oregon, E. R. Fisk ; North Carolina, F. J. Hey-

wood ; Colorado, R. G. Buckingham
;
South Carolina,

M. Simmotis.
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Special Committees—'Dr. A. L. McArthur, Chicago,

111. On the nature and process of the restoration of

bone.

George Sutin, Indiana— Comparative Pathology

and the effects which diseases of inferior animals have

upon the human system.

Dr. Antisell, Cliairman of the Committee on the Cul-

tivation of the Cinchona Tree.

Taca"Ha<iofi—Chairman, Dr. T. il. Wise, Kentucky.
Anatomy and Disease of the Retina—R. F. Michel,

Alabama.
Some Diseases peculiar to Colorado—John Eisner,

Denver, Colorado.

Skin Transplantation—Z. -Ford Thompson, Washing-
ton, D. C.

J. K. B.\RTi.ETT, Secretary.

SECnOSAL MATTERS.

The Secretary read the minutes of the Committee on

Obstetrics and Medical Jurisprudence. Referred to

the Committee on Publication.

Dr. O'Donnell offered a resolution condemning crim-

inal abortion, and urging stringent measures for its

prevention. Adopted.
The Section of Meteorology and Epidemics also sub-

mitted statements, which were received and listened to

with marked attention.

TOE LINE AND STAFF IMBROGLIO.

Surgeon J. M. Brown, of the United States Navy,
returned the thanks of the medical gentlemen of tlie

department of the public service for the hearty co-

operation of the Association in the recent contest

between Une and staff; a contest to define the position

and rights of the latter, and acknowledge the dignity

of the profession. The law now recognized the use-

fulness of the staff, and regulated the rank of staff

officers; it did not give them all they were" entitled to,

but enough on which to make an honorable concession

and fair compromise. Dr. Brown then read a length}-

document, containing the acknowledgments of medi-
cal gentlemen in the Navy for the assistance received

from the American Medical Association.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

DISSEMINATION OF ETHICAL KNOWLEDGE.

Dr. Montgomery, of Sacramento, offered a resolu-

tion to the effect that a Chair of Ethics should be es-

tablished in all the Medical Colleges in the United
States, either as an independent chair or in connection
with some other department.

Withdrawn.

THE NUMBER OF LICENSED PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES

has been ascertained by Dr. T. M. Toner, "after consid-

erable labor, according to the statement of Dr. McAr-
thur, of Illinois There are some 60,000 physicians;

only 3,000 of them homoeopaths. In view of the im-

portance of these statistic?, it was moved that the

statistics be referred to the Committee on Publica-

tion.

The motion prevailed.

A MEMORIAL TO SIR J.4MES Y. SIMPSON

having been inaugurated by the physicians of Europe
and Canada, and in view of the fact that the co-opera-

tion of the American Medical Association was desired.

Dr. Storer moved that the Association take necessary

steps in the matter, as an evidence of their apprecia-

tion of the deceased.

Carried.

DR. MARTIN, THE ERRING DISCIPLE,

who presumed to write an article for a homoeopathic

magazine, was not expelled from the Association ; but

his case was referred to the local society by the Na-
tional Association Committee on Ethics.

THE FEMALE QUESTION AGAIN.

Dr. Atlee, of Philadelphia, offered the following

resolution

:

Jfcsotvcd^ That the American Medical Association acknowl-
edges the right of its members to meet in consultation the

graduates and teachers of Women's Medical Colleges, provided
the code of ethics of the Association is observed.

Dr. Storer hoped that no action would be taken on

the resolution. Inasmuch as the question was discuss-

ed fully yesterday, he would protest against the ques-

tion coming up again. He thought tljat the sense of

the Association was fully ascertained by the votes al-

ready taken.

Dr. Johnson, of Missouri, had a few words to say in

behalf of the resolution. He hoped it would pass.

Tliis was not a question as to the admission of women
into the Association ; it was merely a resolution to

protect medical science. He would regret to have

the women assailed by the Association ;
any honorable

man would agree with him on that proposition. Let

the women have their own associations and manage
their own affairs—but when it comes to consulting, all

barriers should be removed. Gentlemen

—

Dr. Gibbons called for the reading of the resolution.

The Secretary complied with the request.

Dr. Storer—I move to lay the resolution on the

table.

Dr. Johnson—Can a motion be made while I have

the floor?

President—^No, sir.

Dr. Johnson continued his remarks, showing the

peculiar position in which the President was placed as

consulting physician of a Female Medical College in

Philadelphia. According to the existing state of af-

fa'rs, even members of the Association could not con-

sult with the President, without violating its laws.

When Dr. Johnson concluded, cries of " Question !

"

" Question ! " "Dr. Atlee !
" " Dr. Atlee !

" were heard.

Dr. Atlee—Gentlemen, we only ask from this As-
sociation a certain endorsement on the course pursued.

The pecuhar position we of Philadelphia occupy, com-
pels us to demand the attention of the Association ;

all

we ask is a definition of the cour.se we are to pursue.

Cries of " Question !

" " Question !

"

Dr. McArthur, of Illinois, suggested the settlement

of the question by the local society
;

if that became im-

possible, then it might be appealed to the National

Association. In the present case there was no necessity

for the Association to decide the question—it would not

change the condition of affairs.

Dr. Gibbons—Then, why not vote upon the question

at once ?

Dr. McArthur—It would simply be a work of super-

erogation.

Dr. Gibbons—Does the gentleman mean to say that

it is wrong for this Association to make a declaration

of truth ? Am I to understand that the Association

will shirk its duty, and leave so important a matter in

a chaotic state? Speaking for many of the intelligent

faces before me, I may answer in the negative.

"Question," again, from all quarters.

Dr. Toner—I have

AN amendment

to offer : "Provided, That they are supported and re-

cognized by the local and State Medical Societies."
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Dr. Stoker—I call for another reading of tlie resolu-

tion.

Request complied with.

Dr. Storkr—One word, Mr. Chairman. [Cries of

"Go on!" "Question!"]
A vote taken on the amendment offered by Dr. To-

ner resulted as follows: Ayes, 53; noes, 61. Lost.
(In voting, delegates arose and were counted by the
Secretary.)

Dr. Storer—I call for the ayes and noes on this
question.

The Association, by a vote taken, decided against
the calling of tlie ayes and noes.

Dr. Stoct— Unless we adjourn, the Oakland excur-
sion project will be defeated.

A Deleg.ate—I have some resolutions to offer.

The PRrstDEXT—You are out of order, sir.

A Delegate—I call for the reading of Dr. Atlee's
resolution.

The Secretary again read the resolution.

Dr. Storer—One word. [Cries of " Question."]
Dr. Storer—I will state, with all respect to the

honored President—and I esteem him highly—that if

we endorse him in his capacity as consulting physician
of the Philadelphia Female College, we stultify our-
selves. And if he had been consulting physician a year
ago, he would not occupy his present position.

Dr. Gibbons—I call the gentleman to order.
Dr. Storer—I accept the call, and would proceed

to state that our President himself has expressed bis

views on this question—and he has had experience.
[Cries of '-Question." "Question."]
The question recurred upon the original resolution.

Dr. J. M. Brow.v moved that the subject-matter be
indefinitely postponed.

Dr. Toner moved to lay ihe resolution upon the
table.

The President called for an expression of opinion by
the Association.

Misunderstanding the question before the house,
many delegates arose ; then became seated, and con-
tinued to give evidence of indecision, until the body of
the house recalled reminiscences of the fishing experi-
ences by the incessant bobbing in progress.

Finally a delegate called upon the President to state
the question.

Dr. Atlee called for a vote upon his original propo-
sition.

.
Dr. Davis desired to know if the Association would

falsify its record of yesterday, and continue to wrangle
until it was too late to go over the bay. The question
under consideration did not amount tu any more than
tweedledee and tweedledum at best.

A motion to adjourn until 8 p. .m. then prevailed.
The evening session was occupied by another char-

acteristic discussion of the woman question, with the
result of laying it on the table ; and after the trans-
action of minor business the Association adjourned
sine die.

THE OAKLAND EXCURSIOK.

The members of the Association, together with other
invited guests, proceeded to the Oakland boat under the
escort of Professor Carr, and paid the promised visit to
the '• city over the bay." They were hospitably enter-
tained by the citizens of Oakland, the Mayor, and gen-
tlemen connected with the State University and other
prominent institutions.

AMERICAN MEDICAL JOURNAL ASSO-
CIATION.

TniRD Annual Meeting—San Francisco, Mat 1.

Dr. H. R. Storer, of Boston, President of the So-
ciety, assumed the chair, greeting his associates with
appropriate welcoming remarks.

Dr. Henry Gibbons, Jr., was elected Secretary ^ro
tern.

In the absence of records, the reading minutes of
previous meetings was postponed.

Dr. Davis, of Chicago, read an extract from the Con-
stitution of the Society, from which it appears that the

editors of medical journals have thus associated them-
selves tor many good reasons ; among others, to culti-

vate fraternal relations among members of the medical
profession, to urge a liigher standard of preliminary

education of persons proposing to enter the profession,

and to collate vital statistics.

Several committee reports were called for, and, owing
to absence of members, elicited no response.

The following journals were represented in the Con-
vention: Journal of the Gynecological Society of Boston^

Dr. H. R. Storer; Chicago Examiner, Di-. Davis; Amer-
ican Practitioner, Dr. Yandell ; National Medical Jour-
nal, Dr. Toner; Pacific Journal, Dr. Henry Gibbons.

Dr. Davis, of tlie Committee on Constitution and
By-laws, submitted the following resolutions :

Hesolvcd, That the social, educational, and scientific inter-

ests of the profession would be greatly promoted by a more
complete organization in every State aud district in onr coun-
try, such organization being calculated not only to direct and
diffuse knowledge, but also to afford the most efficient means
for procuring concerted and efficient action on all important
questions of medical education and progress.

Resolved, That deficiency in the general education of yonng
men entering upon the study of medicine in this country is an
event of great magnitude, not only constituting a Ixirrier to
individual progress in professional life, but greatly lessening
the general reputation and usefulness of the profession.

Besolvtd, That the members of this As.sociation be requested
to use their respective medical periodicals as agencies for call-

ing the special attention of the profession to the topics men-
tioned in the foregoing resolutions, until such a professional
sentiment is created, that no regular practitioner will feel at
liberty to receive a student into his office who does not present
testimonials from some competent source that he has, at least,

a competent knowledge of the ordinary branches of education,
including the lower mathematics and the natural sciences, and
the several organizations are so far complete that the several

State Societies become the real and authoritative representa-
tives of the profession in each State.

Held over until the evening session, at the suggestion

of Dr. Davis.

A communication was received from Dr. Thomas M.
Logan, President of the State Medical Society, extend-
ing an invitation to the editors to be present at the ses-

sion of the Society, at noon that day.

The invitation was accepted, and the editors recipro-

cated by inviting the State Society to visit the Y. M.
C. A. Hall, and hear Dr. Storer's lecture. The subject

of the lecture is as follows:

—

The Reciprocal Relations

of the ilediral Profession, its Press, and the Community.
The Committee on Curiosities of American Medical

Literature were not prepared to report.

Dr. Davis offered a resolution to the effect that the
officers henceforward shall be the President, Vice-Presi-

dent, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, and Treasurer

;

and that the Assistant Secretary be appointed by the

President, annually, to reside at the place where the
meeting of the Society is held.

Adopted.
The Comm'ttee on Registry of the Profession was

discharged.
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Dr. Dawson-, of New Tork, and Dr. Jones, of New-

Orleans, were added to the Committee on Foreign Ex-

changes.

President Stoker stated that he had corresponded

with Professor Henry of the Smithsonian Institution,

and communication between the Institution and the

Society would be maintained. This gentleman also in-

formed the meeting that about forty of the forty-three

medical journals in the country were represented in the

Society.

After the transaction of some unimportant business

the Convention adjourned.

|Jr00rcs3 of iHrticol Science.

Changes in the Osseous System as the Result of

RiiAcniTis.—Prof Abraham Jacobi, of New York {Am.

Journ. of Ob.iietrics), in his elaborate discourse on
" Craniotabes," notes the following changes in the os-

seous system as the result of rhachitis: 1st. Infraction

is the effect of the bones getting thinner, inasmuch as

absorption goes on regularly from the inside, while

new normal bone is not formed on the outside. To
what extent, in such case, the compression, and per-

haps laoi'ration of the inclosed medullary substance,

may influence the general system, is a question which
has not yet been studied. It is not perhaps impossible

that, from the connection which has been found between
the cells of the medulla and the lymphoid corpuscles,

such an infraction of a rhacliitical bone may have a

great influence upon the organism. 2d. Tumefadinn
of the cartilaginous layer between the epiphyses and
diaphyses, and rhacliitical swelling of the costal carti-

lages at their junction with the bones. 3d. Pectus car-

inaliim, in consequence of the sternal ends of the ribs

being drawn inward by the inspiration, the sternum being

pressed outward, and the cartilages being bent at a right

angle. 4th. A j'^cnUar //roove around the ribs, caused

by the traction of the diaphragm. 5th. MobiUty of the

sacro-iUac tii/nchondroses. The weight of the body
will push the promontory downwards, and give the

pelvis a compressed, kidney-form shape. 6th. Ciirva-

tuTPs of the long bones, resulting from their softening,

from their direct increase in size, and from periosteal

growth. 7th. Thickening of the fiat bones of the cra-

nium. The deposits are, usually, not very extensive,

because absorption takes place at a very rapid rate, in

consequence both of the pressure of the brain inside

and of the pressure of the pillow outside. Dr. Jacobi
regards rhachitis as a constitutional disease, and one of

the grave and frequent nutritive disorders of infancy,

nnd remarks that seldom, if ever, do we recognize a

single or a few symptoms; as a rule, we find a large

number of symptoms in the same patients. Believing

that craniotabes has not found its proper share of

attention in our own, the English, and even the French
literature, he points out the most important clinical facts

in regard to the subject. The softened spots, the results

of rhachitical softening, thickening, and rapid absorption,

are very frequently found at a great distance from the

sutures. The periosteal deposits will not always be
found in the same places ; in fact very seldom near the

sutures. They will take place where circulation is most
rapid and copious, and favorable to normal or abnormal
nutrition. As a rule, bones have very few blood-ves-

sels; but infant bones, and especially cranial bones, are

excepted from this rule. Absorption will take place at

a number of spots which fuKil the following conditions:

1st. Rhachitical deposits must have taken place very

copiously. 2d. The weight of the brain must fall on
the softened spot. 3d. And the pressure of the pillow

must form a third factor. The majority of the soltened

spots are found on that flattened right side. The chem-
istry of craniotabic bones is by no means different from

that of other rhachitic bones. The large amount of

water, the increased proportion of organic gluten mat-

ter, and the diminution of earthy salts, are characteris-

tic of rhachitic bones in general. The symptoms in

connection with cranial rhachitis are: The face, in the

heginnins, is generally fat, pale, rounded, expression-

less because of it^ rotundity
;

it only gets smaller when
the general nutrition gets impaired. Until then, and
sometimes not at all, is the relation of the size of cra-

nium and face disturbed. As a rule, in craniotabic pa-

tients there are no teeth, the large majority of them
being not over half a year old. Besides, teeth will ap-

pear later, as a rule, than at their normal time of seven

or eight months. The cranial sutures and fontanels

will remain patent for a protracted period. Copious

local perspiration, and baldness, mostly confined to the

occiput, are frequently met with, not only in well de-

veloped craniotabes, but also in general rhachitis. Al-

though the rest of the surface may not be liable to

perspire, the head is moist. The pillow is always wet,

frequently drenched. Particularly the occiput is suf-

fering, as evaporation is less free. Convulsions are

more frequent than paralysis, total or partial, temporary

or permanent. One of the most peculiar complexes of

symptoms belonging to this little category of paralytic

diseases, depending on a diseased condition of the

brain in general, and craniotabes in particular, is laiyn-

gismus stridulus, the crowing inspiration of children.

The prognosis in each case of craniotabes will depend
very m>ich upon the original course of the disease, when-
ever such course can be made out. It will depend great-

ly on the duration of the disease at the time the case is

first noticed; and, furthermore, upon the number and
the character of the complications which have shown
themselves. When the case is seen at a tolerably early

stage, the prognosis is rather favorable ; when seen

late, after a certain amount of meningeal effusion has

taken place, it is less so. There is only one condition

attended by effusion where the prognosis is absolutely

fatal—that is, the case of acute tubercular meningitis,

otherwise acute hydrocephalus, with the symptoms of

general paralyses, attended with increase<l heat and in-

numerable pulse. So far as the shape of the cranium

is concerned, it is almost always restored to its normal

symmetry, or nearly so ; only the traces of rhachitical

deposits, especially on the forehead, will remain during

lifetime.

-As a rule, it will be found that craniotabes not only

tolerates, but requires the use of cod-liver oil. The
passages are dry and white, and commonly contain a

great deal of casein ; and the first step in the right di-

rection will be to prevent the solid coagulation of the

milk in the stomach. To that end it is important not to

give the milk unmixed, but to mix it either with simple

gum, or, better, with a decoction of barley or oatmeal,

these agents preventing the sudden contact of the gas-

tric acid wiih the milk, and so preventing its firm

coagulation as soon as it reaches the stomach. The
general anti-rhachitic treatment— cold bathinc, salt

bathing, friction, the administration of iron, of phos-

phate of lime, of quinine—holds good for craniotabes,

just as for general rhachitis. Concerning the adminis-

tration of phosphates, Prof Jacobi says that it is not

improbable that phosphate of lime may be given with

much advantage, even if a large portion of it is elimi-

nated without having ever undergone assimilation. A
great many cases of rhachitis are developed in conse-
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quence of nothing but protracted nursing. In those

cases where there is a good deal of passive congestion,

he has seen a good effect from the constant use of

ergot. Chloroform should be resorted to immediately

whenever convulsions set in. Irritability of infants,

and their tendency to go into convulsions, has been

checked by an occasional dose of one-fiftieth of a grain

of morphia. Tlie attacks of laryngismus stridulus re-

quire very little treatment indeed. It will do good,

however, to bring on the second stage—thestage of re-

action—by changing the position of the child, and by
sprinkling or pouring cold water over the face or head

Cure of Hydrocele.—The following is the operation

of Prof E. A. Clark, as reported in the Medical Archives:

The operation consists in making an incision about two
inches in length over the region ofthe cord,and extending

for the most part into the tumor, by which the fluid of

the sac is evacuated, and the cord with its contents is

left exposed, so that in the subsequent steps of the op-

eration there is no possible danger of including the vas

deferens in the wire ligature, which is then thrown
around the cord by means of a needle armed with a

wire. The needle is then detached, and the two ends

of the wire are passed into and through the canula, and,

after being tightened sufficiently to arrest the circula-

tion of the vessels of the cord, is then fastened around

the cylinder at the other end ; but the loop should not

be drawn so tight as to cut the vessels or nerves.

This appliance is allowed to remain 36 or 48 hours,

when the wire is snipped and removed without dis-

turbing the wound, which should be previously closed

by sutures.

The advantages of the operation are these: 1st, The
certain obliteration of the blood-vessels, and the im-

possibility of the hydrocele returning, while the col-

lateral circulation is quite sufficient to maintain the

nutrition of the testicle, which we have never known
to atrophy after I he operation; 2d, An inflammatory

process is not necessary to effect a cure, and by
this metliod is avoided, with all its dangers ; 3d, The
cure is eSected more speedily, only requiring the pa-

tient to be confined for five or six days, during which
time he suffers no pain after the removal of the ecraseur;

4th, There is less danger of doing injury to the testicle

than when stimulating injections are used.

Case of Distended Abdomen.—Dr. A. C. White re-

ports the following case for the Richmond and Louis-

ville Med. Jour. He was called to see a girl, aged 17,

and found her suffering with an enormously distended

abdomen. Her friends thought her to be pregnant, al-

though she had never menstruated. She had a cough, with
dyspnoea and an excited pulse. Upon attempting to

explore the vagina the hymen was found to be imper-

forate, a fluctuating tumor being felt between the

labia. She was placed on the floor, and an incision

was made through the hymen, i of an inch long, when
the retained menstrual fluid was ejected with greatforce,

to the distance often feet, the flow continuing for several

minute-. He estimates the quantity escaping at five

or six gallons. The abdomen immediately became round,

smooth, and symmetrical, no unfavorable symptoms
following. She has since menstruated with perfect

regularity.

Bee Stings.—A writer in the Scieidific American says

that a good absorbent will ease the pain of stings of

bees. The best absorbing substance seems to be lean

fresh meat. This will relieve the pain of a wasp sting

almost instantly, and has been recommended in the

cure of rattle-snake bites. It has also been used with
marked effect in erysipelas.

/ Inc
'Wm.

Temperature in Tetanos.—Dr. Ogle thinks that it

may be found that in tetanus the temperature always
increases in the evening, and that a guide may thus be

given for diagnosticating true tetanus from certain

affections of the spinal cord and its membranes, certain

cases of hysteria, and poisoning by strychnia, and other

substances.

—

Medical Gazette.

continence Treated by Chloral-Hydrate.—Dr.

Thompson {Lancet) reports two cases of this.

One, a girl twelve years old, had suffered for two years

with incontinence at night and frequent desire to pass

urine during daytime. Fifteen grs. of chloral, given at

bed-time for two nights, relieved her, and the medicine

was continued in ten-grain doses for a fortnight, at the

end of which time she was cured. The second case was
that of a boy, aged thirteen, who had suffered for seven

years. Fifteen grains of chloral, given at bedtime,

at once relieved him
; but the medicine was continued

for a fortnight, when he wis quite well, and continued

so when last seen, three weeks afterwards.

—

Amer.

Journal of Medical Sciences.

Sulphate of Nickel in Neuralgia.—A case of

obstinate neuralgia is related, which was cured by sul-

phate of nickel, in doses of half a grain, three times a

day. At the end of a week one grain was given. Its

relative action was speedily manifested in reducing the

pulse and procuring sleep ; all symptoms of the parox-

ysm disappeared.— Oregon Medical and Surgical Reper-

tory.

Tincture of Iron in Acute Rheumatism.—Dr. J. R.

Reynolds reports eight cases of acute rheumatism suc-

cessfully treated by the tinct. ferri chloridi. The pain

was quickly relieved, and convalescence speedily es-

tablished. In some of the cases the heart was impli-

cated. The quantity given was fifty or sixty drops

every six hours.— Chicago Medical Examiner.

Opium Treatment in Diseases or the Heart.—
Dr. J. P. Webb, in a review of an article on this sub-

ject (Practitioner), confirms the author, Dr. Clifford

Allibutt's views, and concludes by saying :
'' My ex-

perience of what I shall take the liberty of calling

the ' opium treatment of heart disease' has been limited

as compared with Dr. Allibutt's ; but I do not look

upon it as limited any longer, for I consider his ex-

perience as simply confirmatory of mine ; and I respect-

fully submit that it is neither to opium alone to the

exclusion of morphia, nor to morphia alone to the ex-

clusion of opium, nor to morphia and a syringe to the

exclusion of both, but to the ' opium treatment,' in

the fullest sense of tlie term, that we are to look for a
suflieiently broad and liberal foundation upon which
the further experience of the profession shall plant se-

curely this important extension of the already numer-
ous and valuable uses of opium.

—

Pacific Med. cfc Surg.

Journal.

A mixture of pulv. steatite (soapstone), two parts,

and hyd. chlor. mitis, one part, is the most elegant and
effective dry application to the chafed skin of infants.

Dry hyd. ch. mitis, applied once or twice a day to

tumid and tender hemorrhoids situated about the

anus, rarely fails to cure them in a few days.

—

Dr. A. S.

Hudson, ill tlie T^acific Med. tt Surg. Jomnul.

Treatment of Chilblains.—Mr. Fergus recommends
sulphurous acid in this affection. It should be applied

with a 'camel's hair brush, or by means of a spray pro-

ducer. One application of this usually effects a cure.

Tlie acid should be used pure. A good wash for hands
or feet affected with chilblains is sulphurous acid, 3
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parts
;
glycerine, 1 part ; and water, 1 part. The acid

will be found particularly useful in the irritating, tor-

menting stage of chilblains.— Cinn. Med. Repertory.

Belladonna in the Treatment of Spermatorrhcea.

—Mr. R. M. Jones recommends the employment of

belladonna in so-eaUed cases of spermatorrhoea conse-

quent upon loss of tone and irritable state of the gener-

ative organs, as having accomplislled very beneficial

results in his hands, even in extreme cases. He gen-

erally prescribes it alone, in gradually increasing

doses, until the desired effect is produced. He gives it,

occasionally, in combination with quinine, or the tinc-

ture of the muriate of iron, but not with better results,

as he has reason to believe that in some instances the

iron has a tendency to neutralize the efficacy of the bel-

ladonna. He thinks the belladonna seems to possess a

decided superiority over the iron in soothing the irri-

table state of the (generative organs that is generally

present in, these cases. It also seems to possess some
slight aphrodisiac qualities.

—

Cinn. Med. Repertory.

Fatal Case of Metastasis to the Brain during Ac-
PTE Rbecmatism.—Dr. H. Priestley was called to visit a

patient suffering from what at first seemed synovitis of

the knee-joiut. In a day or two well-marked rheuma-
tism developed itself. The patient was seen daily up
to the fifth day, and no unfavorable symptoms
manifesting themsdve?, a favorable prognosis was
given. On the sixth day he was hastily summoned to

the patient, whom he found in articulo mortis. The
patient had seemed restless for some hours, and the pain

had suddenly left the joints, which she had moved
freely. She became comatose and died.— Cincinnati

Medical Repertory.

Milk the Propagator of Typhoid and Scarlet
Fevers.—Drs. Ballard, of Islington, Bell, of St. An-
drews, and Taylor, of Penrith (//«)icei), have attempted

to show that these diseases were propagated through
the medium of milk—in one case a dairyman died of

typhoid.

Hypodermic Injections of Quinine in Hemorrha-
gic Malarial Fever.—J. S. Weatherly, M.D., Mont-
gomery, Ala. (Rich, and Louisville Med. Journal)^ writes

that it is always preferable in this disease to give it

under the skin. The patient soon gets under its influ-

ence, and nausea and vomiting are not increased. He
lias given as much as 24 grains hypodermically within
24 hours. It is important to have as near a neutral so-

lution of the quinine as possible.

Painful Crepitation or the Tendons.— Dr. Francis

H. Brown, of Boston, Mass. (Boston Med. and Surg.
Jour.), alludes to the occurrence in his practice of several

cases of inflammation of the sheath of the tendons,

with crepitation, an affection mentioned in 1834, by
Velpeau, in a clinical lecture given at la Piti^. Yel-
peau ascribes the crepitus to the friction of the tendon
against the dry synovial shealh ; its fluid being defi-

cient from the inflammation of the part. The disease

terminates by resolution. In the seven cases under
his observation it has disappeared on prescribing rest

and the use of evaporating lotions, or warm fomenta-
tions, or by the use of an external stimulant, such as

the application of iodine. Its usual duration is ten

days or a fortnight ; but, in the cases he has noticed,

want of normal power in the limb and a certain amount
of tenderness about the part have continued much
longer.

Test for Blood Stains.—J. W. G-unning (Jour, of
Applied Chemistry) has discovered tliat acetate of zinc

will completely precipitate the coloring matter of blood

from solutions. The flocculent precipitate must be
washed by decantation, left to evaporate and dry on a

watch glass, and if blood is |)resent the microscope
will reveal delicate and beautiful haemin crystals.

Carbolic Acid as a Local An.esthetic.—Dr. C. Du
Hadway, of Jerseyville, 111. (Med. Archives), has been
using carbolic acid for tlie last two years as an anaes-

thetic in the removal of ingrowing toe-nails, also in

abscesses, etc. He regards it as one of the best anaes-

thetics for these purposes, and uses the crystal in a state

of deliquescence, full strength.

To Prevent Pitting in Small-Pox.—In a case

recently treated, in which the eruption so completely
covered the face that it was almost impossible to place

the point of the finger on it, without touching it in one
or more places, Dr. J. C. Whitehill, of St Louis, Mo.
(Med. Archives), succeeded in ahsorhing the "pocks"
completely, by anointing the face freely with a soli.tion

of carbolic acid, 3j, and soda bisulph. 3 ij, in an ounce
of pure fresh glycerine, and causing each vesicle, as soon
as formed, to be punctured with a finely pointed hard

wood, and some of the solution introduced. At the

same time light was excluded, as far as possible, from
the room, and a liniment of croton oil used over the

chest as a revulsive. Not a "pit" was formed on the

face.

Case of Fracture of Clavicle from Muscular Ex-
ertion.—Dr. W. iJ. Whitehead, Asst Surg. U. S. N.

(Pacific Med. and Surg. Jotirn.), reports the case of a

German, aged 28, who, while attempting to raise him-
self to the top of a platform, about eight feet high, felt

something snap near his left shoulder-joint. The clav-

icle was found to be fractured, just at the edge of the

trapezius muscle. In this case the trapezius muscle
only extended to about the junction of the outer

with the middle third of the . clavicle. The frac-

ture was transverse, and involved the entire

bone. Crepitation was easily obtained by fixirg the

inner two-thirds of the clavicle, and moving tne

shoulder up and down by seizing the arm and making
the motion. There was scarcely any swelling, and no
discoloration of the tissues at the seat of fracture. The
patient had a very large, muscular system, in a measure
disproportioned to his bony skeleton; for his tones
were small, and he had small hands and feet.

Excision of the Hip-Joint for Morbus Coxarius.

—Henry F. Lyster, M. D., of Detroit, Mich. {Trnns.

Mich. Med. Soc.)^ reports 280 cases of this operation

—

being those recorded by Dr. Ashurst, Jr. (202), Dr.

Richard Good (4G), and 32 additional cases compiled

by a committee appointed by the Michigan Medical

Society. In those published by Dr. Ashurst, Jr., 113

recovered and 89 died; in Dr. Good's cases, 17 re-

covered and 29 died
;

in the Committee's tables, there

were 16 recoveries and 16 deaths. The per cent, of

recoveries from aggregated tables were as follows :

—

under 5 years, 58 per cent. ; 5 to 10 years, 68 per cent.

;

10 to 15 years, 60 per cent ; 15 to 20 years, 38 per

cent ; 20 to 30 years, 31 per cent ; over 30 years, 16

per cent ; not stated, 33 per cent One hundred and
ninety-eight were males and eighty-eight females

;

not stated, 34. 72 operations were performed on the

right side, and 74 on the left; not stated, 134. In re-

gard to the utility of the limb, 103 proved useful, and
3 useless; not stated, 33 ;

doubtful, 7.

A New Property of Ca.mphor-Liniment.—J. Weich-
selbaum, of Savannah, Ga. (Am. Jour, of Pharmacy),
finds that camphor liniment is an effective antidote to

the itching of cowhage.
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Injection into Hip-Joints.—M. llaisonnenve, of

Hopital de la Pitie (Trans. Mich. Med. Soc), prefer?,

rather than excision of the hip-joint for morbus cox-

arius, fixing the joint by apparatus and using injections

of tincture of iodine or of the liquor de Villate, for the

purpose of obtaining anchylosis. The latter is prepared

as follows:

—

I? Liquor plumbi subacetas 3 iv.

Zinci sulphas (crystals),

Cupri ' " aa. . . . ; ij.

Acetum vini albi, lb. ij. M.

Sdxstroke.—The Frem'denblatt contains a corre-

spondence from a traveller "who, on March 23, 1866,

was near the Bead Sea with a party of eighteen, one

of whom fell from his horse overcome by the excessive

heat of 42' R. (126.5" F.). One of the Bedouin guides

bathed his hands, head, and face with lemon juice, after

which the suflerer was able to ride two hours to the

Jordan, where he could rest for several hours, and then

completely recovered.

Compound Solution of Iodine in Chronic Diar-
RHCEA.—Dr. E. L. Shurly, Manistee, Mich. {Buffalo Med.

and Surg. Juum.). writes that of all diseases abounding
in that region he has found none more intractable or

formidable than chronic diarrhoea, which is always of

malarial origin. In the treatment of these ca?es all

of the astringents and tonics of reputed efficiency,

in connection with cjuinia, have been tried in vain.

Driven by these unsatisfactory resints to some new
mode of action, he prescribed, in several cases with ef-

fect, five drops of Lugol's solution in one-half tumbler

of water, four times daily. The diarrhoea was entirely

controlled by its use, and hepatic and splenic enlarge-

ments relieved.

The Determining Cause of Labor at Pull Term.—
Prof A. F. A. King, National Medical College, Wash-
ington, D. C. {Am. Johrn. of Obstetrics), discusses this

subject, which has long been a matter of dispute with
obstetricians, and states that the first determining cause

of labor—the cause of " inherent," " insensible," peri-

staltic contractions—is distension of the uterus ; this

distension taking place as a necessary consequence of

the womb having ceased to augiuent its capacity, wliile

its contents still continue to increase.

Progressive Muscular Atrophy in a Child.—Dr. S.

C. Busey, Washington, D. C. {Am. Jonm. of Obstetrics),

reports the case of a mulatto girl, aged S years, with
progressive muscular atrophy, presenting the subjoined

characteristic phenomena: Ist.The progressive muscular
atrophy, probably supervening upon an attack of diar-

rhoea during the second summer. 2d. The very gra-

dual loss of power, first exhibited positively ni the

tendency to i:dl forwards when walking. oil. The
regular development, in form, of the osseous ."system,

and of the intellectual faculties. 4th. The total absence
of electro-sensibility, except in a few muscles, and the

retention of motiUty. Not only is this affection rare in

females, but also in children. Meryon reports eight

cases, four being brothers in the same family, and the

other four belonging to only two families ; Adams,
one; and Hillier, three, two being females, one being
three and a half years old.

Infantile Puberty.—Eobt. P. Harris, M.D., Phila.

(Am. Jour. Obstetrics), in an interesting article on
'• Early Puberty " observes that, from an examination
of numerous reported cases of infantile puberty, the

following conclusions may be drawn;
1st. With very rare exceptions, no matter how

young the infant may be in whom the menses have

made their first appearance, the mammae are found un-
usually developed, and the pubes shaded with hair.

2d. Tlie subjects have, in almost all instances, men-
struated regularly, grown rapidly and vigorously, been
somewhat inclined to obesity, and have not presented

any signs of weakness resulting from the menstrual

loss.

3d. This form of precocity appears to be little, if at

all, dependent upon any climatic influence ; the latter

variety is undoubtedly accelerated by heat.

4lh. The maturity of the uterine system is generally

independent of any marked precocity of development
in the mental faculties.

5th. Sexu.'il passion, so general with precociously

developed male infants, is seldom a marked character-

istic in females of corresponding years.

6th. The first appearance of the menses is more com-
mon during the first, second, and third years of infantile

life than it is in the fourth, fifth, and sixth.

7th. Infantile puberty is fnore common in the female

than in the male sex. although in the latter there are

cases which are quite as remarkable as any in the >

former.

To Prf.vent Pitting in S.mall-Pox.—I. H. Bird,,

M.D., Sioux City, Iowa {Med. & Surg. Reporter), uses an

ointment made of charcoal and lard to prevent pitting

in small-pox. This is applied freely over tha surface of

the face, neck, and hands, as soon as the disease is dis-

tinguished, and continued until all symptoms of sup-

purative fever have ceased. Tiie apphcation allays the

itching, and seems to shorten the duration of the dis-

ease, and leaves the patient without a blemish, the

eruption protected by the ointment not even showing
signs of pustulation ; the charcoal preventing the action

of light, and lard that of air.

Tincture of Calendula in Phagecena.—Thomas
Kennard, of St. Louis, Mo. {Med. Archires), advocates

the use of the tincture of calendula (garden marigold)

as a local application in phagedsena. He has used it in

preference 10 aromatic wine as a dressing for syphilitic

sores for many years. It is also recommended as a
stimulant and healing application for lacerated wounds,
ulcers, or any breach of continuity of the surface.

Pistol Ball in the Heart Four Days.—Dr. G. F.

Dudley, of St. Louis, Mo. {Med. Archives), reports the

following interesting case : A male, aged 38, was
wounded by a bullet from a small foui -barrelled pistol,

the ball entering the left chest about an inch to the

left of the nipple. Four days after the accident the pa-

tient died. A post-mortem revealed that the bullet

had passed between the fifth and sixth ribs through
the lower lobe of the left lung, through the pericar-

dium, and penetrating the left ventricle of the heart at

about two-thirds way from the base to the apex, had
passed through the cavity of the ventricle and lodged in

the base of the heart at the junction of the ventricle with
the auricle. There had been a small amount of he-
morrhage into the pericardial sac.

The TuERArEUTic Value of Gelsemenum.—Dr. Philip

C. Williams, Baltimore, Md. {Baltimore Med. .lour.),

in an extended paper on the value of "Gelseminum,"
believes that it will cure all pure, simple neuralgias of
the cerebral s3-sttm with promptness and efficiency

;

that it will relieve cerebral congestion ; that it controls

maniacal excitement, and a variety of conditions re-

sulting from derangements of the central nervous sys-

tem. For these and analogous disorders he recom-
mends gelseminum as a most powerful and efficient

remedy.
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THE SYSTEMATIC GRADATION OF
MEDICAL STUDIES.

For the past five years the profession has taken more

than the usual interest in discussing the subject of

medical education. The American Medical Association,

as the exponent of the professional view of the country,

gave the whole matter a very serious consideration ; but

failing in any tangible results, it sanctioned the forma-

tion of an auxiliary body, the Convention of Medical

Teachers. After three years of hard worls and much

discussion, this Teachers' Convention could go no

further than moke some suggestions to the schools as

to the proper course which should be pursued. With

these views our readers are already suflSciently familiar.

Although nothing more than a pretty thorough ventila-

tion of the whole subject was gained at the time, still

the agitation and discussion have not been barren of

tangible result?. The extension of the lecture term

was one of the points particularly urged. The medical

pres?!, echoing the opinion of the profession at large,

proved that the faculties of our colleges were, for some

reason or another, slow to appreciate the advantages

which might grow out of such a change. After a

while, however, we find that the colleges wake up to

their interests, and lengthen their terms by spring and

summer courses. The.se, with the regular sessions, are

now made to extend over a period of seven or eight

months. So far, then, a step has been taken in the

right direction, and the action of such schools deserves,

as an acknowledgment, the liberal patronage of the

profession. But the taking of any of the extra courses

is not obligatory on the students, although every in-

ducement is otherwise offered to those wlio may avail

themselves of the extra advantages. In some cases

the fees paid for the extra course are deducted from

those of the regular, in other cases the matriculation

and dissecting tickets are good for both sessions, and

in all the extra certificates of attendance on the sum-

mer and preliminary terms are counted as so much time

spent in the study of medicine under the direction of a

practitioner. All this is exceedingly gratifying to the

friends of educational progress, and gives an earnest

that our representative colleges at least are alive «to

the real interests of the rising medical generation.

Take, for instance, our three New York medical col-

leges. Every one has increased its term of Study, and

each one vies with the other in ofiering the best ad-

vantages of medical education to its matriculant?. As

the particular friend of neither of these schools, but as

the well-wisher of all, we would that they would go

further in the good work.

This, in our opinion, they can do, in common with

the other representative colleges of the country, by

taking advantage of their extended lecture terra in

grading the studies to suit respectively the first, second,

and third course students. A great deal has been said

upon the practieabOity of this course, some favoring it.

and others condemning it. To tlie former class we un-

qualifiedly belong. Five years ago (vide Med. Record,

vol. 1, page 237) we took occasion to urge the feasibil-

ity of dividing medical classes into three grades. This

was done before any definite action had been taken

upon the subject, or any recommendation made either

by the American Medical Association or tlia Conven-

tion of Medical Teachers. We do not mention the fact

in this connection for the purpose of proving that we
led professional opinion, but simply as. a reminder

tliat we thus early took what may eventually prove to

be the strong side. It may not be out of place to

quote what we then said upon the subject:—
"Next in importance to the extension of the lecture

term, and naturally growing out of it, is the system-

atic division of the medical class into grades that will

respectively meet the requirements of the first, second,

aud third-course student. At present lectures upon

any subject are given promiscuously to one class, and

the student of the first year sits beside the one who is

receiving his third course ;
and each has to choose for

himself what he thinks he can appropriate. The begin-

ner bewilders himself with terms the meaning of which

he is not prepared to appreciate, while the second

and third-course students vainly strive to confine their

attention to the most elementary subjects. Viewing

tlie lectures as a whole, they are of great benefit to the

(lass ;
for what will not .suit one is sure to be just wha,t

tlie other may want. But this lack of system is most

ruinous not ordy to the student's habits of thought, but

to the disposition he may have to confine his attention

strictly to those subjects which are fitted to his capaci-

ty. He is virtually left to himself to choose his o^wn

course
;
and without being under any special restraint

from the faculty, can just as well take up the study of

midwifery before he has a knowledge of the bones oi

the pelvis, as waste his misdirected energies upon sur-

gical operations before he has grounded -liiniself in

anatomy. Such students, and these are very much in

tlie majority, have a strange perversity for commencing

at the tail of their studies and working up. They can

liardly be blamed for this either, as the subjects which

they are led to prefer offer many more attractions for

them than those which properly form the groundwork of

their studies. The elementary branches are uninterest-

ing to tliem, because they cannot see their practical

application ; and they place them aside ' for a more

convenient season,' when, they persuade themselves,

they shall be better able to relish them, really looking
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upon their studies as amusement rather than actual

werk.
" This desultory mode of study is directly attributable

to the want of a proper division of the work by the

professors. It is true that the recommendations which
each professor gives to the members of his class, as to

the course that they should pursue, are sometimes
heeded ; but from the want of strict regulations to en-

force such precepts, thorough instruction is shorn of

one of its chief advantages.
" There should be more than a mere recommendation

to study such and such a branch, such and such years;

the college should insist upon its enforcement.
" The only way they can do this is to divide up the

class into three separate ones ; each class having its

own branches for study, and no other. The element-

ary class should be composed of first-course students,

the next highest of second-course, and the senior class

of the third-course students. In order that each class

should be fitted for a higher grade, they should be
examined at the end of each term, and if not quali-

fied, should be thrown back, to go over the course

again."

There are many leading minds of the profession who
condemn this plan, affirming in the main that medi-

cal studies are of such a peculiar character that they re-

quire to be constantly reviewed in order to be impressed

upon the mind. In that view the promiscuous attend-

ance of students upon the usual courses serves a better

purpose in the end than any systematic division can

do. It has been also urged that such a radical change

would damage the patronage of the schools. These,

with other reasons, more or less familiar to every

one who has studied the subject, have created a back-

wardness among our colleges in taking the initiative.

It strikes us that the promises for the success of such

a feature in college iustruction are sufficiently good to

invite a fair trial The initiative has, in fact, been al-

ready taken. The Woman's Medical College of tins

city, as we are at present informed, has the credit of

being the pioneer in such a movement. For a year or

more it has so arranged the plan of instruction as to

secure a gradation of studies through three years of

the student's course. The class in attendance is divided

into three grades, corresponding respectively to the

three years of study. An examination is held at the

end of each term for promotion.

As a young, though worthy institution, the results

which may attend its laudable endeavors to solve the

problem of medical education must carry with them a

certain amount of weight. More significant, however, of

good results to the schools at large, is the recent action

of the Medical Department of Harvard University,

which has likewise changed its plan of study. The
Harvard Medical School now requires the regular

course of study to occupy three years, and to be divided

into three grades respectively, as follows

:

Anatomy, Physiology, and General Chemistry, for the
first year.

Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological An-
atomy, Theory and Practice of Medicine^ Clinical
Medicine, Surgery and Clmical Surgery, for the sec-
ond year.

Pathology, Anatomy, Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory
and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery
and Clinical Surgery, for the third year.

Examinations on aU the subjects are to be held at the

beginning, middle, and end of each year, and unless

these are passed the student cannot take a higher

grade. The plan goes into effect the coming fall, but

win not interfere with students who have already en-

tered the school, unless by their choice. By way of a

compromise, students are allowed to take a partial

course without an examination, in which case they re-

ceive only a certificate of attendance. Those, however,

who desire to enter the second or third classes, are re-

quired to pass the requisite examinations. The fees are

slightly in advance of the other schools, that is for the

year, but the course is proportionately extended.

It is true the new plan is but an experiment, but we
hope, in the interests of medical education, that it may
prove to be such a success that our large and represen-

tative schools in this and other cities may not only prac-

tically endorse it, but be ready with improvements. In

any event the results of the innovation will be eagerly

watched, not only by those specially interested in the

welfare and prosperity of our schools, but by aU who
advocate a higher standard of medical education.

Not long since we had occasion to commend the ac-

tion of the State Society in allowing authors to pub-

lish their papers before the same appeared in the

Transactions. The Kew York Academy of Medicine

has recently endorsed the expediency of such a meas-

ure by following the example. There was a time when
this same Academy of Medicine absolutely refused to

allow reports of its proceedings to appear in medical

journals before they had been officially pubUshed in the

" Bulletin." Any medical periodical that chose to

print the proceedings had either to wait for two or

three months until " a form " of the Bulletin had been

filled and published, or dispense with them altogether.

The latter course was chosen in view of a persistent

and punctilious iUiberality on the part of a few of the

trustees. The consequence was that the Society was

content to bury its light under a bushel, and outside of

the immediate circle of its membership nothing was

known of its proceedings; the members, aware that

their audience was restricted, lost interest in the meet-

ings, and for a long time it was difficult to bring to-

gether a quorum. Finally, with a change of adminis-

tration more Hberahty crept into its counsels, and the

publication of its meetings was tacitly allowed ; the

members came out with interesting papers, and now
the Academy 'nas its benches well filled by most active

workers. We shall only relate facts, leaving their in-

terpretation to such as have become practically fa-

miliar with the benefits of publication in a periodical.

The medical press made the reputation of the New
York Pathological Society by stimulating its members

to appear creditably before large medical audiences ; it
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was the medical press that placed the County Society

of New York and the Medical Library and Journal

Association in their present positions; and the New
York Academy of Medicine, though the last among

our great institutions to acknowledge its benefits, will

not be too late to re-establish her ancient prestige.

We present, in accordance with our custom, a full re-

port of the meeting of the American Medical Asso-
;

elation. It has been prepared from the papers of that
j

city, principally the Daily Morning Bulkiin. Wc take
j

this occasion to thank Messrs. George P. Rowell & Co.,
i

advertising agents, of this city, for complete files of the

California journals.

Ucoicius antj Uoticcs of 6ooks.

Letters to "the Times" on Small-pox Enc.\mp-

MENTS, and a word on the Contagious Diseases Acts.

By Surgeon-Major T. Atchison. London : T. Richard.s,

37 Great Queen street, W.C. 1871.

The author of these letters, having had much ex-

perience with contagious diseases in India, is a strenuous

advocate of the plan of establishing encampments of

tents or huts, for the complete isolation of patients

suffering from small-pox. He claims that by this means
the spread of the disease might be entirely checked.

His recommendations are evidently those ofa thoroughly

practical physician, and we understand they have been

favorably received, and partially carried out by the

authorities of many towns in England.

Clinical Report of the Rotunda Lying-in Hospi-

tal (Dublin), for the year ending 5th November, 1870.

By George Johnson, M.D., Edin., Fellow of the

King and Queen's College of Physicians, Master of

the Rotunda Lying-in Hospital, etc., etc. Dublin:

John Falconer. 1871.

This elaborate clinical report is reprinted from the

Dublin Quarterhj Joto-nal of Medical Science. It has

the great value of being at the same time full and au-

thentic, and embodies the actual results of clinical

observations in a large series of cases, many of them ex-

ceedingly interesting. Several carefully prepared tables

accompany the report.

General Surgical Pathology and Therapetittcs,
in fifty Lectures. A Text-book for Students and Phy-
sicians. By Dr. Theodor Billroth, Professor of

Surgery in Vienna. Translated from the fourth Ger-

man edition, with the special permission of tho

author, by Charles E. Hackley, A.M., M.D.,
Surgeon to the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, Phy-
sician to the New York Hospital, Fellow of the New
York Academy of Medicine, etc. , etc. New York : D.

Appleton & Co., 549 and 551 Broadway. 1871.

Very few medical works have had the good fortune

to attain, in so short a time, the universal popularity

enjoyed by Dr. Billroth's volume on Surgical Pathology.

The intrinsic value of the work is abundantly guar-

anteed by the fact that it has already reached its fourth

edition in Germany ; and Dr. Hackley, the able trans-

lator, has conferrred a boon on the English-reading

members of the profession in this country and Great

Britain, by placing within their reach tiie latest views

and opinions of one of the most progressive pathclo-

gists of the age. Indeed we cannot be too thankful for

the accuracy and elegance of the translation, remem-

bering, as we must, how grievously some writers have

suftered at the hands of their translators.

To give a critical review of the teachings of Dr.

Billroth would be to review in detail the whole sub-

ject of surgical pathology. We have not space for

this, norisit at all necessary. We shall content ourselves

with pointing out the general scheme and scope of the

work, feeling sure that every member of the profession

will desire to read and judge it for himself As a text-

book', for students it will be found eminently complete

and satisfactory, representing, as it does, the latest

views of the leading pathologists of the day.

The introduction treats of the relation of surgery to

medicine, and points out the necessity to the physician

of an acquaintance with both branches. A very in-

teresting historical sketch is given of tho origin of

surgery, and the methods which have been adopted in

its study. The author pays a tribute, in passing, to the

discoverers of the anaesthetic efiects of ether, Drs. Mor-

ton and Jackson, and to Dr. Simson, for the introduc-

tion of chloroform. He regards Gorman surgery, ai

tlie present day, as standing equal to that of other

nations, and " perhaps even superior to that of France."

He then proceeds to take up, in succession, the treat-

ment of incised wounds of the soft parts, and of punc-

tured, contused, and lacerated wounds, with their

various modes of heaUng, and the changes in the tissues

incidental to those processes. A very extensive clini-

cal experience is evidently brought to bear on the dis-

cussion of these important subjects, and no undue pro-

minence is given to theoretical over practical considera-

tions. Speaking of constitutional treatment in fevers

following surgical injuries, he impresses on the physi-

cian the great importance of giving personal attention

to the diet and management of the patient. "The
physician," he says, "should know as much about the

cellar and kitchen as about the apothecary shop, and it

is even well for him to have the reputation of being a

gourmand." . .

Several chapters are devoted to fractures, injuries

of the joints, gunshot wounds, and acute inflamma-

tion of the bones, periosteum, and joints. The subject

of gangrene is treated exhaustively. The author's ad-

vice in regard to amputation is emphatic. He recom-

mends no operation until the line of demarkation is

distinct. It the patient dies before this hne is formed,

he says, we may rest assured he would have died even

'ooner if amputation had been performed. As an an-

tiseptic, he has found permanganate of potassa far m-

ferior to other remedies—as creasote, carbolic acid, oil

of turpentine, etc. The subjects of septicjcmia and

pyaemia receive, as might be expected, a full share oi

tlie author's attention, and we find nothing to criticise

in his therapeutic recommendations. We shall hardly

judge, however, from his remarks on hygiene, ventila-

tion, and hospital management generally, that the

autlior has yet had the opportunity of reviewing the

surgery and hospital practice pertaining to our late

war.
We regret that our space allows us to do no more

than refer to the admirable articles on deformities and

diseases of the nerves, muscles, tendons, fasciae and

ligaments, varices and aneurisms, and especially to the

chapters on tumors. Suffice it to say, that the pro-

fession will find in this volume, not only much that is

original, but also a critical resume of a vast amount ot

valuable matter that is scattered throughout the medi-

cal literature of several nations. The value of the work

is greatly enhanced by the illustrations. There are one

hundred and fifty-two wood-cuts, most of them show-

ing microscopic appearances, executed in a style highly

creditable to the publishers. We anticipate for Dr.
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Billroth's work a liigb and permanent position among
our standard medical books.

CnEMisTRT : General, Medical, and Piiakmaceuti-
CAL, including the Chemistry of the United States
Pharmacopoeia, a manual of the general principles of
the science and their application to medicine and phar-
macy. By JoiTN Atfield, Ph.D., F.C.S., Professor of
Practical Chemistry to the Pharmaceutical Society of
Great Britain, Honorary Corresponding Member of the
Society of Pharmacy of Paris, etc., etc. Proa the
second and enlarged English edition. Revised by the
author. Philadelphia : Henry C. Lea. 1871.

There are already so many test-books in chemistry
that it would seem difficult to introduce anything new
in the method of teaching that branch of medicine, yet
we find much to commend in Mr. Atfield's manual,
which differs materially from other text-books. In the
first place, much matter relating to compounds of in-

terest only to the scientific chemist is excluded. In the
second place, it contains " the chemistry of every sub-
stance recognized officially, or in general practice, as a
remedial agent." The introductory chapter is very
brief, and deals with the leading properties of the ele-

ments. Then follows the consideration of elementary
and compound radicals in their synthetical and analyti-
cal bearings. The chemistry pertaining to animal and
vegetable substances is then taken up, and is followed
by practical toxicology, and the chemical and microsco-
pical characters of morbid urine. Considerable space
is devoted to the study of quantitative analysis. In
the appendix we find a long table of tests for impu-
rities in medicinal preparations. The arrangement of
the matter is such that the same classes of facts and
principles are brought several times under considera-
tion, each time from a diflerent point of view, thus ma-
terially aiding the memory in retaining the most im-
portant facts. The metric system of weights and
measures is used only in the sections on quantitative
analysis. Each chapter is followed by a series of qiies-

I

tions designed to test the knowledge of the student.
I

The author has taken pains to revise his work with
special reference to the wants of American students,
introducing the materia medica of the United States
Pharmacopoeia, and making sundry other additions,

which altogether render it one of the most desirable
text-books on the subject of chemistry that the student
can obtain. Having spoken well of the contents of the
book, we are sorry we cannot compliment the publish-
ers on its appearance, for it is issued in very homely
fashion, and presents an exterior worthy of the last

century.

Insanity and its Treatment : Lectures on the Treat-
ment, Medical and Legal, of Insane Patients. By G.
Fielding Blandford. M.D., Oxon., Fellow of the
Uoyal College of Physicians in London, &c. With a
Summary of the Laws in force in the United States on
the Confinement of the Insane. By Isaac Ray, M.D.
Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea. 1871.

The author does not claim for this volume that it is a
complete treatise on Psychology, but believes that it

may serve as a convenient hand-book of insanilj'. The
basis of the work was a course of lectures delivered
before the school of St. George's Hospital; but the
matter of the lectures has been thoroughly revised and
considerably amplified, so as to render the book really
something more thrm is claimed for it, though the easy
style of the lecturer is preserved. The author declares,
in the preface, his conviction that •'' the only method by
which we sh;ill obtain an insight into the my.sterious
phenomena of unsound mind, is to keep ever liefore

U6 the fact that disorder of the mind means disorder
of the brain, and that the latter is an organ liable to

disease and disturbance like other organs of the body,
to be investigated by the same method, and subject to

the same laws."

The great importance to the physician of some defi-

nite knowledge on the subject of insanity is ably pre-

sented in the opening chapter, and the method of study
is clearly pointed out. The author then proceeds to

discuss the phenomena of mind, and the conditions ne-
cessary for their healthy manifestation

;
passing thence

to tlie pathology of insanity in all its varieties, and the

morbid appearances of the brain and other organs after

death. In regard to the classification of insanity. Dr.

Blandford would rever.se the order adopted by the

Medico-Psychological Association, and " note in the

first place the mental symptoms observable at the time

of inspection, and afterwards assign to these their

pathological significance, if the history or symptoms
enable us to do so." After treating of the causes of

insanity, the author expresses his belief that lunacy is

upon the increase among the lower classes of Great
Britain, but not among the upper classes. In support
of this view, he gives abundant statistics, and he thinks

the increase of insanity largely due to the abuse of

alcohol. He says : " It is to be feared that our lower
orders are in no degree reformed in the matter of drink.

Notwithstanding the exertions of temperance societies.

the amount of drunkenness still prevalent is enormous,
and is almost confined to the lower orders—the work-
ing men—below the shopkeeper class. Jlaking all

allowance for the highly-colored pictures drawn by the

advocates of total abstinence, it is probable that in-

temperance is on the increase rather than decreasing.

Hence, I believe, springs the ever-renewed insanity of

our lower classes." Again the author says: If we
could ascertain accurately the statistics of insanity in

other countries, civilized, semi-civilized, or barbarous, I

think it is probable that we should find insanity in pro-

portion to the use of intoxicating liquors or sub-

stances.'' Masturb.ition is not regarded as a frequent

cause of insanity, though it may light up the disorder

where there is a predisposition to it. Generally, mas-
turbation is only a concomitant of insanity.

Two of the lectures deal with the paralysis of the in-

sane, its varieties, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment,

and are full of valuable information. The author de-

votes much space to the care and treatment of insane

persons, and the moral duties of the physician in his

dealings with this unhappy class of patients and their

friends. In regard to treatment, the recommendations
are evidently dictated by large experience and careful

observation. Like stress is laid on the importance of

early treatment by the family practitioner, and the

adoption, where necessary, of a prudent system of

restraint or surveillance. Much valuable advice is

given in the closing lecture on the examination of pa-

tients, and the means of estimating insanity. In mak-
ing statements concerning such patients, the author
inculcates the use of plain and definite language, and
the avoidance of such vague terms as incoherence, ex-

citement, fatuity, etc.

The value of the work to the profession in the United
States is enhanced by the Appendix, which furnishes

a summary of the laws in force in all the States. If

we were asked to name the most useful volume on in-

sanity, for the purposes of the student and general

practitioner, we should unhesitatingly give our prefer-

ence to that of Dr. Blandford.

Synthesis of Coniin.—H. Schiff (Jour, of Applied

Chemistry) has succeeded in preparing artificially the

alkaloid coniin.
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Uf^jorts of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, March IGth, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, in the Chair.

DI.VGNOSIS OF MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE OVARIES.

A CERTIFICATE of membership was irranted to William
B. Neael, M.D.
The resolution adopted by the Suffolk District

Medical Society, approving the course of the United
States Commissioner of Pensions in rejecting irregular

practitioners as pension-examiners, was indorsed by
the Academy, with tlie suggestion that the Hon.
Secretary of the Interior sustain the Commissioner in

his course. This resolution is to be accompanied
with a petition signed by the Fellows of the Aca-
demy. ,

T. GrAiLLARD TnoMAS, M.D., then read the following

paper, entiiled "A CHnical Contribution to the
Diagnosis of Malignant Disease of the Ovaries," of
which the following is an abstract:

—

In arriving at a just estimate of the results of the

affections will often present themselves in which the
most experienced diagnostician will be able to arrive
at a positive conclusion only by the aid of para-
centesis or an explorative incision, and a certain

number will be met with in which even with these
means at his disposal the most cautious operator will

be led into error.

Nothing will so powerfully tend to give the opera-
tion of ovarian extirpation its proper and legitimate
position among the resources of surgery, and thus en-
large its sphere of usefulness, a^ tlie acquirement of a
skill in diagnosis on the part of those who are called

upon to perform it, which will serve to point otit with
system and certainty the cases to which it is peculiarly

appHcable, as well as those for the relief of which it

holds out scarcely a forlorn hope. It is with the de-
sire of aiding in the accomplishment of this result that

I now appear before the Academy of Medicine.

The essay which I present this evening has for its

object the presentation of clinical facts bearing upon
the diagnosis of malignant diseases of the ovaries, and
offering themselves as means for the differentiation of
these affections from benign growths. I recognize the
great difficulties attending such differential diagnosis,

and desire carefully to avoid all dogmatic statements
and positive conclusions concerning it, and to confine
mvself stricllv to deductions which mav be drawn fromoperation of ovariotomy two focts should alwa\'S be

borne in mind; first, that many cases of g.istrotomy
|

the histories of cases which I shall present

have been reported under the name of ovariotomy;
and second, that a large number of true ovarian oper-
ations have been undertaken in entirely inappropriate
cases in consequence of erroneous diagnosis. By
every one who examines the records of this subject,

even superficially, these two facts must be recognized
as depreciating very markedly the statistics of ovari-

otomy.

[After faking a rapid survey of the existing views of
pathologists as to cancer of the ovaries in general, and
colloid cancer. Dr. Thomas proceeded with the patho-
logical anatomy of the cancerous diseases which affect

the ovaries.]

I shall make an attempt at classification of the most
common forms of the disease, based upon the descrip-

tions of some of our most respected modern authors,

The true and only meaning which should attach to ' ns for example, Klob, Favre, Scanzoni, Rokitansky,
the term ovariotomy is the removal of one or both

j

Kiwisch, and Courty.
ovaries. Gastrotomy is a kindred, but not identical

procedure, and should never be confounded with it,

either as to its indications or results.

At present no progressive gynaecologist will

question the propriety of performing gastrotomy for

1st. The ovary may be affected by true scirrhous de-
generation. This form of cancer is decidedly rare;

occurs usually in advanced life, and generally creates a
tumor not larger than a large orange. It develops
slowly, and presents the physical appearance of scir-

the removal of other than ovarian tumors when they I rhous disease in other organs. It may be a primary
threaten life, and when operative interference promises
a prolongation of existence and diminution of suffer-

ing. I am not considering this question now, how-
ever, but merely stating what all will admit, that
gastrotomy thus performed should no more be clas-

sified with ovariotomy than should the Caesarian
section.

Solid tumors of the ovary are very rare, and
although ovariotomy may be occasionally indicated for

their removal, it may, I think, with propriety be stated
that the tndy legitimate field for this operation—the
crowning surgical achievement of our country—is the

malignant development, or it may occur in the ovary
secondarily, its primary development having been pre-

viously recognized in some other part of the system.

[2d. The ovary may be the seat of medullary cancer-

ous deposit, which may originate in the vesicles of
Degraaf, in a corpus luteum, as Rokitansky once saw
it do, or in the stroma of the organ. Distension

sometimes causes rupture of the tunica albuginea of the

ovary, and then exuberant medullary growth develops

in contact with the peritoneum and abdominal viscera.

3d. Scirrhus or medullary cancer may alone or
united attack the wall of a cyst and develop either as

removal of one or both ovaries when affected by cystic an endogenous or exogenous production. The can-
degeneration, cerous matter so completely invades the cyst walls in

The diseases which have been most commonly con- some cases as to make it appear that cystic degenera-
-_ 1 ,1 _:ii, :-_ ._^ , . tion had occurred secondarily to its deposit.]

4th. From the wall of a cyst vascular arborescent

founded with ovarian cyst, and induced a resort to
ovariotomy by reason of erroneous diagnosis, are the
following: Fibro-cystic tumors of the uterus, abdominal
dropsy, colloid degeneration, having for its base the
peritoneum and abdominal viscera, of the ovaries, or,

as I have seen in two cases, the uterus, and ma-
hgnant disease of the ovaries. Instances are not
wanting ii which pregnancy, phantom tumors,
uterine fibroids, cystic degeneration of the kidneys,
and other conditions have given rise to errors of diag-
nosis; but these have rarely done so, while those which
I have just enumerated have frequently misled oper-
ators of skill and experience. Instances of these

villi may project, lining the cavity, and in time filling

and distending it so as to cause the rupture of its walls.

Then the exuberant cancerous element develops and
secretes in immediate contact with the peritoneum,

and produces either a dangerous peritonitis or abun-
dant abdominal dropsv.

With this form of cancer colloid degeneration is

often associated, when it constitutes that variety

which has been described by Cruveilhier as alveolar

cancer.

The mere presence of villous projections from a cyst
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wall must not be regarded as necessarily stamping the
growth with malignancy, for it is not rare to see be-

nign papillomatous projection arising from such
localities. Dr. Peaslee informs us that fifteen or eigh-

teen years ago he removed an ovarian cyst which was
thus studded with arborescent villi, which at the time
he strongly suspected of malignancy. The patient,

however, not only entirely recovered from the opera-

tion, but is living at the present time, never having had
any development of kindred degeneration elsewhere.
The recognition of the fact that the ovarian disease

which affects a patient partakes of the character of any
one of the forms of cancer just enumerated, must ever
be a matter of great moment, for upon it must depend
not only our prognosis but the determination to adopt
or reject the operation of ovariotomy. If the case be

one of true cancer, operative procedure will accomphsh
little if any good, while it exposes the unfortunate
sufferer to pain, prolonged sickness, and the danger of

death.

[Before entering upon the relation of illustrative

cases, Dr. Thomas then went on to point out the doubt
existing as to the true pathological nature of ovarian

tumors, such as he described, and which were ordina-

rily termed cancerous. Those with which lie had
met had resembled cauliflower excrescence of the

uterus rather than true carcinoma of scirrhus or

medullary character, and had appeared to partake of

the nature of vegetating epithelioma.]

The cases which I shall now proceed to relate will

serve to show the difficulties surrounding diagnosis,

and the symptoms which point to the character of the

affection.

Case I. Malignant Disease of the Right Ovary.—Mary
M., aged 21 years, single, a cook by occupation, was
sent to me bj' her employer, on account of an abdomi-
nal enlargement. Upon examination I found her sal-

low, almost jaundiced in appearance, very large about
the abdomen, and exceedingly weak. She informed
me that just one year before that time she had noticed

a slight abdominal enlargement, which had steadily

and rapidly increased. At the same time she had
undergone rapid emaciation, grown very weak and
low-spirited, and now felt that, unless relieved very
soon, she would die from exhaustion. Physical explo-
ration revealed a large accumulation of fluid in the

peritoneum, and, in addition, a round movable tumor
occupying the whole of the left side of the abdomen.

Although tlie case was not looked upon as a favorable

one for operation, it was determined that extirpation

should be resorted to. Accordingly, in the presence of

Drs. Otis, Swift, Reynolds, Finnell, and Hull, I under-
took the operation.

The patient having been anaisthetized with ether,

I cut down slowly through the abdominal walls into

the peritoneum. Instantly a large amount of peritoneal

fluid escaped, a much larger amount, indeed, than had
been computed in the diagnosis. After its escape I

found in the left side of the abdomen a solid mass about
the size of a large cabbage, and resembling in feel and
appearance an ordinary cauliflower. This was attached
to the broad ligament at about the point ordinarily occu-
pied by the ovary. It was too large for removal through
the small opening which I had made, but this being
enlarged it was readily turned out. Securing the
pedicle, which was short, by two strong hempen liga-

tures passed through its centre, it was returned, after

removal of the growth, to the abdomen, and the abdom-
inal incision closed by interrupted silver sutures. The
patient ralhed well alter the operation. On the morn-
ing of the eighth day I succeeded in getting near
enough to her to find that the pulse was beating at 160

to the minute, and that the breath yielded a sweetish
odor like sugar-cane. I was now convinced tliat she
was suflering from septicaemia, and 'that the mania
which had supervened was due to it. But even with
this knowledge nothing could be done in the excited

state of the patient. She remained in the maniacal
state which I have described till evening, when she
sank into coma and died. No post-mortem examination
could be obtained.

This case presented all the most striking features of

malignant disease of the ovary. The development of a
solid tumor, soon followed by immense accumulation
of abdominal fluid, decadence of strength, cachectic ap-
pearance, all coming on in one only 21 years of age,

pointed as plainly as symptoms ever pointed to the
probability of the existence of malignant ovarian dis-

ease._ This was, however, the first case with which I

had met, and this fact must plead my excuse for not
euspecting its nature.

Of the gentlemen who saw it with me, none supposed
it to be other than an ovarian cyst accompanied by a
certain amount of abdominal dropsy.

The features of the case, which should have excited
our su.spicions, were the excessive amount of ascites

with a small tumor, the great and rapid enfeeblement
of one previously in good health, and the marked ap-
pearance of cachexia.

Case II. Malignant Disease of the Left Ovary.—This
was the case of a multipara, aged 28 years, under the

care of Dr. Noeggerath,who first performed paracentesis

and then ovariotomy upon her. The patient died on
the sixth day. No post-mortem examination was made.
Dr. Noeggerath felt satisfied that the case presented an
example of the alveolar cancer of Cruveilhier.

While I consider this case as one of true alveolar

cancer, I cannot but admit a doubt as to the fact. Con-
sidering it as malignant it presents a very good illus-

tration of the great diflficulties which attend diagnosis

under these circuraotances. Here no abdominal dropsy,
cachexia, marked depreciation of strength, or decided
emaciation existed ; and neither paracentesis nor ex-
plorative incision would have thrown light upon the

nature of the disease, since all the morbid growth was
endogenous.
Were the counterpart of the first case which I have

reported to come before me with my present experience,

I feel confident that I should not again err in diagnosis.

Were the counterpart of the second to present itself, I

fear that its nature would escape detection.

Case III. Malignant Disease of hoth Ovaries.—The
patient, aged 27 years, presented herself on account of
what she supposed to be ascites, due to some disease of

the liver. About three months afterwards Dr. Thomas
operated upon her and found attached to each ovary
soft fungous growths, which were removed. On the

fifth day after the operation she died. Portions of the
growths removed were examined microscopically by
Prof. H. B. Sands, who desoiibed their appearance

thus :
" Sections of the tumor, when examined under

the microscope, exliibited the following elements: 1st.

Connective tissue slightly vascular, arranged in the

form of villi, either club-shaped or conical. 2d. Flat

epithelium, in several layers, covering the villi, but not

present in their interior. The appearances observed

were those commonly seen in epithelial or cauliflower

growth."
In this case, although the facility of diagnosis was

much impaired by the great thickness of the abdominal
walls, a strong suspicion, at least, of the nature of the

disease existed. This was not strong enough to make
me feel authorized to dissuade the patient from availing

herself of the possible advantages of extirpation, and
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hence I style the opinion entertained a "suspicion"

rather than a " diagnosis."

Th(! nature of the disease was predicated upon these

three facts: First, the great rapidity of development;

second, the immense amount of peritoneal eflusion

which crowded aside the abdominal viscera so ns to

cause a disappearance of resonance over the anterior

abdominal wall; and third, the existence of two hard

masses obscurely discoverable in the iliac fossae after

evacuation of ihe fluid. It may be said that this evi-

dence was not sufficient for a diagno.-is. I so fully

a^ee in this view that I have alluded to my deduc-

tion from the evidence as a suspicion only.

C.\SE IV. Jlalignani Disease of one Ovary, being al-

most a repetition of Ca?e V., is omitted.

Case V.—On the 24th of Nov., 1870, I was called

by Dr. W. K. Brown, of Brooklyn, to see with him
Mrs. G , aged 48 years, the mother of a large

family. About five or six months before the date

which I have given the patient noticed a general de-

preciation of strength, and was alarmed by the dis-

covery of a hard and painful lump in the right iUac

fossa. A prominent obstetrician of this city was
called upon to examine this growth, and pronounced it

a fibrous tumor of the uterus. In spite of a tonic and
sustaining course, the patient grew more and more
feeble, and the abdomen became greatly distended by
accumulation of fluid. In this case, as in Case IV., I

was struck by the fact that in the dorsal decubitus no
point of resonance could be discovered upon percus-

sion over the abdomen, which I attributed to the ex-
cessive amount of effusion. To make more certain a

diagnosis at which I had even now partially arrived, I

drew off several large pailfuls of straw-colored serum.
I found in the right iliac fossa a round, hard, somewhat
sensitive tumor, the size of the head of an infant at

birth. This could be pushed about in the pelvis, and
w^as, Dr. Brown assured me, larger than it was when
discovered some months before. I ventured a positive

diagnosis of malignant disease of the ovary.

The patient has been tapped three times since Dr.

Thomas first performed paracentesis, and Dr. Brown,
writing on the 11th of March, says that in two or three

weeks paracentesis nlust be repeated for the fourth

time in as many months. The strength, appetite, and
digestion are now good, and the tumor, though larger,

is not the source of much pain.

As to his impressions of the diagnosis. Dr. Brown
courteously defers to my opinion

; but evidently feels

in doubt about it, as his experience, he says, has fur-

nished him with no similar cases.

In this case the diagnosis, which of course is as yet
doubtful, was based upon these facts : Here is a lady
who becomes rapidly enfeebled and puts on a cachectic

appearance at tbe same time that she discovers a solid

tumor over the site of one ovary ; this is sensitive,

movable, and, to my appreciation, not attached to the
uterus. I know of no disease which is likely to exist,

and by its existence explain the phenomena of this

case as malignant disease of the ovary.

The circumstances which more prominently point to

the development of the disease are

:

1st. The rapid development of a solid tumor in an
ovary, with

—

2d. Marked depreciation of the strength, vital forces,

spirits, and general condition of the patient.

3d. The occurrence of oedema pedum and spanaemia
at an early period, and, consequently, dependent upon
a general blood state and not the consequence of pres-

sure by the tumor.
4th. Lancinating and burning pains through the tu-

mor.

5th. Cachectic appearance.

I

6th. The occurrence of ascites without evidences of
cirrhosis or other hepatic disease, organic disease of the

kidney or heart, or chronic peritonitis, the fluid accu-

mulating in such large amounts as to force aside the

supernatant intestines and produce dulness in place of

resonance on percussion in dorsal decubitus.

Cystic degeneration of the ovary sometimes advances
with great rapidity, and is accompanied in its course

by rapid emaciation, marked physical prostration, as-

cites, and a cachectic appearance.

I

It may be asked whether a case thus complicated

I
would not present the very conditions which have

I
besn pointed out in this essay as furnishing grounds
for the diagnosis of malignant disease. Unquestionably
it would ; but let it be remembered that while these

s\"mptoms are mentioned as valuable aids to diagnosis,

I do not pretend to maintain that they will always
enable the diagnostician to avoid error. Again, in citing

ascites with a small tumor as a most important symp-
tom of malignant ovarian disease, I do not allude to

slight or even moderate effusion with a large growth,

but a markedly disproportionate amount of fluid, a

great deal of abdominal effusion with a very small

tumor
Besides the condition just mentioned there are two

others which may create difficulty in differentiation from

ovarian cancer,—one is pregnancy in the middle or

latter months, complicated by peritoneal effusion; the

other, a uterine fibroid existence with cirihosis of the

Hver, with its attendant dropsy. The first may gener-

ally be known by its characteristic symptoms ; while

the second, although it might be recognized by the

physical and natural signs of uterine fibroids and of

cirrhosis, would very likely give considerable trouble

in diagnosis.

When difficult and obscure cases present themselves

in which a positive diagnosis becomes impossible by
ordinary means, paracentesis or explorative incision

should be resorted to rather than that the patient

should be deprived of the prospect for cure held out

to her by ovariotomy. Very often the most doubt-

ful case may be satisfactorily settled by evacuating

the abdominal effusion and passing the index finger

through a sm.iU opening in the peritoneum so as to

touch the morbid growth. In certain rare cases, snch

an one for example as Case II. of this essay, even
this wovdd not suffice to remove all doubt.

In concluding this paper it may not be without

interest to allude more particularly to the great amount
of abdominal effusion which in cases of ovarian cancer

constitutes such an important symptom. It is probably

to a certain degree the result of peritoneal secretion

stimulated to excess by the irritation established by con-

tact with the exuberant morbid growth, which having

burst its ovarian bounds crops out into the peritoneal

cavity. To a certain extent the accumulation is proba-

bly also due to a secretion from the free surface of the

cancer itself.

I
Dr. Emil Noeggerath regarded the paper of Dr.

Thomas as one of great importance, and thought it

time to fill up the gap now existing in the diagnosis of

tumors, thereby avoiding unnecessary operations. It

was difficult to add anything to the paper, as the six

I cases which came under his observation corroborated
'

all that had been presented ; but he would suggest

ttco more symptoms in the diagnosis of cancer of the

, ovary.

1st. Infiltration or hardening of the recto-vaginal

septum, which had been met with in three instances

—

and in all of these cases he was convinced at the time

of the nature of the disease.
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2d. Infiltration of the glands of the abdomen, and
especially of the omentum.
When infiltration of the vesico-vaginal septum ex-

isted, there were extensive adhesions of the lower part

of the cyst to the pelvic cavity, and these could gene-

rally be made out. All of these symptoms mentioned
had reference to malignant cancer of the ovary.

Dr. Noeggerath referred to three cases of oidinary

cyst of the ovary which did not come under the head
of malignant cancer of the ovary, and spoke at length

on the second case recorded by Dr. Thomas, which he
considered a doubtful one. He also alluded to the

glandular and papillary varieties of ovarian cysts; and
said that occasionally benign ovarian cysts and cancer

of the ovary are developed in the same tissue, and in

the.se cases a diagnosis could hardly be made out.

Dr. S. Fleet Speir, of Brooklyn, having received a
negative answer from Dr. Thomas, whether there were
any microscopical examinations, after a trocaral explo-

ration made in his cases, thought that the microscope
would come into play here, and cited the case of Dr.

Sands as one in point.

Dr. Chas. a. Hart related a fatal case which was
under the observation of Dr. Robert Nelson of this

city. A . tumor of rapid growth, resembling liver-

structm-e, weighing eleven pounds, was removed from
an emaciated cachectic woman. There was no dropsy,

but much pain. The pedicle was three inches in length.

He inquired of Dr. Thomas if he believed it was
malignant.

Dr. Thomas, from the description, replied that he did

not think it was malignant, but it might have been an

ovarian tumor. The microscope only could settle the

question.

Dr. Wm. M. Chamberlain said that he would like to

inquire of Dr. Noeggerath if there was much hemor-
rhaje in those cases resembling sausage-meat.

His reply was that there was not much in his three

cases.

Dr. Wm. C. Roberts, Vice-President, spoke of the

subject as certainly one of the deepest importance in a

diagnostic point of view—especially in cases of ovarian

tumors. Before calling upon the worthy President of

the Academy for his views, he added, that if medical

men could diagnosticate between these diseases of the

ovary, censure, many times, would be done away
with.

Dr. Peaslee stated that no attempt had been made
to point out accurately the symptoms of cancer of

the ovary before this one by Dr. Thomas. Cancer of

the ovary is very uncommon. Keith, after operating
103 times, saw only three cases. Spencer Wells in his

first 11-t cases of ovariotomy detected only three cases;

in his next 100 cases none were discovered. In regard
to two of these cases, it was not believed that there

was cancer at the time of the operation. The third

case he thought could not be put down as cancer.

In a case under his care several years ago, where he
removed both ovaries, one was as large as a mug, and
the other larger. The form recognized as encephaloid
cancer, and involving both ovaries, may not lie recog-
nized as cancer at all. He has seen only four cases of

real cancer of the ovary.

The symptoms he would attach the most importance
to are— a large amount of fluid, a certain failure of

health, iCud a deposit in the vesico-vaginal septum.
In concluding his remarks, he believed that Dr.

Thomas could give more observations on the subject

and stdl further narrow down the disease.

De. Hart alluded to the value of Dr. Speir's artery-

constrictor in two recent cases. In one case of leg am-
putation the instrument was successfully appUed to the

two tibial arteries, at the junction of the middle and
lower thirds of the leg, without the loss of one drop of

blood. Portions of the tibial and peroneal arteries

were exhibited, in a complete state of calcification.

In the case of a male infant, of thirteen months,
with a pulsating nsevus at the angle of the jaw, the

constrictor was apphed to the external carotid artery

at the middle of the neck. The wound partly united

by primary intention. Since the operation the n2evus

has decreased in size one-half.

The President announced that Dr. Speir would read

a paper on "Morbid Growths, Diagnosis, Treatment,"

etc , April 6th.

On motion, the Academy then adjourned.

Stated Meeting, April 20, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, in the Chair.

primary resection of shaft of hcmerus.

Dr. Benjamin Howard presented a case of perfect pri-

mary resection of the shaft of the right humerus, for gun-

shot fr<icture, with a perfect line of continuity, showing
that the operation may be done, although Dr. Holmea,
in his work on Surgery, states that there has not beea
a successful case of this kind. The patient, aged about

35 years, a lumberman and sailor, was wounded at the

battle of the Wilderness. To secure apposition and
rest. Dr. H. removed an inch and a half of bone, and,

with the assistance of a drill made by Tiemann, at-

tached to a bow, the ends of the bone were properly

secured by annealed iron wire ; but little of the perios-

teum was saved. The arm was then placed in a bark
splint aud suspended to the top of an ambulance. The
patient was treated for three months at Washington,

and discharged with a useful arm. A shortening of the

arm of about an inch and a half is perceptible. The
speaker stated that he knew of two other successful

operations of this character, but he regretted to say

that it is not generally applicable for private practice,

THE academy waking UP TO ITS INTERESTS.

Dr. Gouverneur M. Smith announced that the Coun-
cil had decided to recommand to the Academy for their

action the following changes with reference to the pub-
lication of papers, etc.: That members may have the

privilege of publishing their papers in medical journals,

without being precluded from the publications of the

Society; that the title of" Bulletin" be abohshed, and
the word "Proceedings" substituted therefor; and
that selected papers may be printed in the " Transac-

tions."

The discussion of the paper delivered April 6th by
Dr. S. Fleet Speir. on " The Use of the Microscope in

the Difl:erential Diagnosis of Morbid Growths, etc.,"

was called up by the President, but, on motion of Dr.

Krackowizer, the discussion was postponed until May
4th.

hydrate of chloral ^no its uses.

Dr. J. G. Adams alluded to the importance of the

new remedy, hydrate of chloral, and suggested that

the members give their experience in regard to its

use.

Dr. S. T. Hubbard said that he had used it in three

ca.ses successfully. In a case of hysteria fifteen giain-s

were given at first, and increased to thirty grains.

Chloral was given every two hours, in the first case,

until sleep ensued, which lasted eight hours.

Dr. Joel Foster gave as much as ninety grains to a

patient with delirium tremens ; tBe first dose was
twenty grains, and the second thirty grains. The
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remedy did not produc; sleep the first night, but tran-
quillity followed. During ihe afternoon of the next
day he slept, and awoke refreshed. Dr. Foster inquired
if ninety grains was too much to give a patient. In
his case quinine and porter had to be administered to re-

vive him.

In answer to t!ii^ question, Dr. J. Foster Jeskiss
stated that he was in the habit of giving small doses.

Seven and a half grains were given to a female, an
habitual opium-cater, which gave her sleep for twelve
hours. Five grain? afterwards gave her a quiet sleep,

with no int^rmittence of pulse. It is claimed by
some that it poisons when administered in syrup, but
not when given in water ; but this has not been his

experience.

In answer to Dr. Farnham, whether the chloral was
prepared in Ameriija or abroad. Dr. Jenkins replied

that his wa^ manufactured in Berlin.

Dr. Ch.\s. a. Hart reported a fatal case of neuralgia,

where one dose of twenty grains produced death in

thirty minutes.
The President informed the members of the Acade-

my that he had administere 1 it, without any evil result,

as often as once a day during the last year and a half.

His dose at first is generally from 10 to 15 grains.

In the case of a lady, a habitual opinm eater, chloral

was substituted for the opium, and at the present time
she takes thirty grains at night, which causes sleep.

The opium has been reduced down to one-fourth of the
original quantity.

Dr. V.\k Kleek referred to a case where as much
as seventy grains had been given in one day without
effect. He did not believe that chloral was necessarily

dangerous, even if chloroform is liberated by its decom-
position in the blood, as had been contended by
liiebreich and others; for he occasionally gave from ten
to twenty drops of chloroform internally, with good
results.

Dr. Alfred C. Post said he was called to a case of
attempted suicide, where as much as a teaspoonful of

chloroform had been taken internally. \Vhen he ar-
rived the patient was hvid, and in a state of coma, but
he afterwards rallied.

Dr. J. G. APAJis mentioned the case of a man with
hay-astlima, which was cured by one dose of hydrate
of chloral.

Dr. W. C. Roberts inquired if he could vouch for the

accuracy of the case, and receiving an afljrmative reply,

said that he should be tempted to try it, as he was a
sufferer from this obstinate affection.

Dr. Caro stated that, after Dr. Jacobi's return from
Europe some time ago, he gave from seventeen to

twenty grains to a man with strangulated hernia, aftir

using unsuccessfully chloroform and tobacco, and the
effect was magic-hke—the hernia being easily reduced.
As the pat ent was in a low condition, milk and beef
tea were ijected. He has also used it in from fifteen

to twenty grain doses, with happy results, in cases of
rigidity of the os uteri.

Dr. J, H. PooLEY, Jr,, of Yonkers, in answer to Dr.
Van Kleek, whether any attention had been paid to the
heart before giving chloral, remarked that he had order-
ed thirty grains of it every night to a patient with a
weak and irritable heart. The patient is not less sus-

ceptible now than at first. If attention had been paid
at first to the condition of the heart in this case, he said

that the chloral would not have been given. What as-

tonishes him is the good eftect of small doses. At first

he gave as much as sixty grains, and in one case sixty-

seven and a half grains were administered. His ordin-

ary dose now is thirty grains given in tolu. Intermit-
tence of the pulse has been noticed, but not to an

alarming extent. His attention had been called to
itching of the eyelids in some cases, which had not been
referred to by any member of the Academy.

Dr, a. N. Bell finds that bromide of potassium is

an aid to hydrate of cliloraL and alluded to a case of
paralysis, where sixty grains of the former, followed by
two doses of twenty grains each of the latter, pro-
cured the necessary sleep. In delirium tremens his
rule is to give chloral in doses of fifteen grains every
three hours until three doses have been given, and then
stop. Chloral acts much better when combined with
bromide of potassium. He has never been unfortunate
enough to notice any bad effects, or intermittence of
the pulse. In concluding, he remarked that if chloral
acts at all it will act quickly, and within twenty minutes
from the first dcse.

Dr John C. Peters spoke of a case of enlargement
of the heart which had been under his care, in which
chloral had acted well. The angina pectoris had been
removed by its use.

Dr. Vak Kleek reminded the members that Dr.
Squibb, who was an excellent authority, had announced
that chloral became decomposed when suspended in

syrup.

Dr. Post stated that the la.s;t time he had occasion to
use chloral was in a case where the patient would groan
and start in her sleep. Fifteen grains were given, and
in two hours twenty grains more were ordered ; the
paroxysms did not return during the latter part of the
night

The President alluded to its usefulness in a case of
.scarlet fever attended with spasms. The child was
kept under its influence for twelve days and nights.

The chloral was given in doses of three and a half grains.

The remedy acts well in spasmodic cases.

cnoREA following wound of occiput.

Dr. Post also related the case of a child who was
struck by a billet of wood over the occiput, chorea fol-

lowing without necrosis. He regarded this case as an
unique one, and was not aware of one on record
where chorea followed a traumatic injury without
necrosis, Dr, Markoe, he said, had remarked that he
never knew a case of this character which was not fol-

lowed by necrosis.

On motion the Academy adjourned.

jMedical society of the county
of new york.

Stated Mettinij, May 1st, 1871.

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

ABDOMINAL ABSCESS.

After the reading of the minutes and the reports of
the Committee on Intelligence by Dr. Castle, and the

Committee on Meteorology by Dr. Goodwillie, Dr,
Krackowizer presented to the society a specimen re-

moved from a patient to whom he had referred in a

previous meeting as having died of disease of the appen-
dix vermiformis, without a diagnosis having been made.
He gave in connection with the specimen the following

history :

—

A boy, aged between 11 and 12, strong and healthy,

went, on the 12th of August last, n ith his parents to

Furt Lee. On his return to the city he appeared to be
as well as usual, but was very soon attacked with vom-
iting and purging. The immediate symptoms were re-

lieved by medicines prescribed by a neighboring physi-

cian, and the next day he took a dose of caslor-oiL

For a week following, his bowek were irregular in
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movement and character of discharges, his motlier stat-

ing that he occasionally passed a glairy, ropy matter.

He complained of pain in the abdomen, which, how-
ever, disappeared vrhen he had been kept quiet for a

time, but returned again with exercise.

On the 29th of August Dr. Krackowizer was called

iu, and prescribed for the immediate symptoms, and he
was thereafter free from the vomiting and purging. It

was not long, however, before he had occasion to visit

the patient again, and found him in bed, with high
fever, and tenderness in the right side of the abdomen,
where there Was also more dulness on percussion tlian

on the opposite side. He had then had no slool for

two days. Chills followed by fever and profuse sweat-
ing were of daily occurrence. His diet had not been
particularly observed or attended to. The doctor
thought he had to deal with a case of catarrhal inflam-

mation of the intestine, and again prescribed castor-oil.

On the following day there was some tenderness re-

maining, but there was no fever. On the next day,

however, the fever recurred, and he passed more matter
of the character above mentioned. Dr. K. began now
to suspect that the boy might have contracted malarial

poi.soning during the trip to Fort Lee, and accordingly

directed to be given him three grains of quinine, four

times daily. For a week there was no change in the

symptoms, the patient taking, during this period, another
dose of castor-oil. The pain in the right side of the

abdomen increased somewhat, and dulness on percus-

sion was more distinct. The fever continued so irreg-

ularly that the doctor began to doubt the correctness
of his diagnosis, and about the end of the week his at-

tention was first directed to the appendix vermifonnis.
On the 9th of September the patient became so much
worse that he suspected the influence of improper diet,

but was not able to verify it. Another dose of castor-

oil brought away the pulp and seeds of an orange.
September 10th.—No fever, tendernes.s, or tympanitis,

and the doctor was disposed to believe his first diagnosis
of catarrhal colitis correct. He had then occasion to be
absent from the city for two days, and on the evening
of his return found the patient again worse, having be-
come jaundiced, and passing clay-colored stools ; an ex-
amination of his urine showed the presence of bile.

The next day, more clay-colored stools ; extension of

the pain as far up as the margins of the lower ribs
; in-

crease of tenderness on pressure. In consultation with
Dr. Ziessner it was concluded that the patient was suf-

fering from inflammation of the mucous and submucous
membranes of the colon, which had extended to the
peritonasal covering, .ind showed a disposition to sudden
outbreaks and spreading of inflammation in the latter.

Accordingly the plan of treatment by opium was pur-
sued.

On the 13 tb of September a tumor, sharply defined
and a little smaller than a hon's egg, was detected in

the region of the pylorus. It was hard and tender, and
from these and other symptoms the doctor feared
that the tumor was due to inflammation caused by
-some foreign body which, having been swallowed, had
forced its way thus far into the duodenum, and was in

danger of penetrating into the cavity of the peritonaeum.
The administration of opium was imperative, as a sus-
pension caused worsening of the symptoms. Moderate
fever continued, the patient became progressively
emaciated, and finally died, tympanitis and vomiting
supervening during the last day. .

An examination post mortem disclosed no general
peritonitis, but there was a considerable amount on the
right side toward which the mesentery was drawn, a por-
tion being adherent. An attempt to detach it by pull-

ing laid open a large abscess. Numerous small abscesses

were also found in the tissue of the liver, especially

along its upper surface and outer edge, dependent upon
embolisms ; but the blood-vessels were not followed out
to the points where this took place. There were ex-
tensive adhesions between the mesentery and the trans-

verse colon. The abscess above mentioned was the
tumor observed before death, and had formed behind the

ascending colon where it is not covered by the perito-

naeum and high up, just before it becomes transverse.

The caput coli and a portion of the small intestine

and colon were removed. The abscess was found to com-
municate with the cavity of the latter, and shredsof mu-
cous membrane were found hanging to the edges of the

opening, proving that the abscess formed externally and
ruptured into the intestine, and was not the result of
disease originating in the mucous membrane. The
venniform process was only discovered after considerable

search, and then only aftermaking a slit through the wall
of the caput coli, fi om whence a small probe was passed
into its mouth. The appendix had become displaced

from its normal relationship, and lay rather behind
the ascending colon and directed upward.s. It had
become involved in the abscess, and only about one-half
of it, so it was thought, was remaining. It was owing
to its situation that it could not be detected through the
walls of the hypogastrium before death. A portion of
the small intestine was adherent to the ascending colon.

A pouch-like process from the colon was not, as was
first supposed, the caput coli, but was a dilatation of the
colon itself.

PLASTER OF PARIS BANDAGES.

Dr. Henry B. Sands then read a paper On ths Use
of the Plaster- of-Paris Bandage in the Treatment of
Simple Fracture, especially Fracture of the Femur,
after which specimens of the bandages and apparatus
used, and a man to whose arm and shoulder the dress-

ing had been applied for the sake of illustration, were
shown to the Society.

Dr. Buck complimented the doctor on the admirable
manner and exactness with which the paper had been
prepared, and expressed his surprise at the small average
amount of shortening, especially in fiacture of the fe-

mur, which he thought surpassed the results of any
other mode of treatment with which he was acquainted,

including that to which his name was commonly given.

In the report of one hundred and forty-nine cases,

which he had made as the results of the latter mode,
some of which resulted absolutely without shortening,

the average shortening in patients over fifieen years of

age was I of an inch, and in those under fifteen years

I, but Dr. Sands' results were superior to these.

He had always supposed this method, with the plas-

ter bandage, as better adapted to such fractures as had
no great disposition to become displaced, such as the

humerus, leg, etc., and it had not been his custom to ap-

ply it in recent cases. He had never used it in a case of
fractured femur. He thought that the method of first

enveloping the limb in cotton batting or flannel had
the recommendation that it admitted of a certain yet
limited amount of swelling, while maintaining support

and rest. lie wished toa.sk the doctor if c.ises offracture

ofthe cervix femoris, in which the shortening falls short

of one inch, were not likely to be impacted fractures. In
such cases it was, in the judgment of experienced sur-

geons, inexpedient to attempt forcible extension, as it

tends to separate the fragments. He had known this to

be done in some instances, but in his own pi-acticc

he had never aimed to do more than exert a moderate
degree offeree. He had noticed in the doctor's report

that one such case had no shortening. There was one
danger which he thought attendant upon this mode of
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treatment—it was that the patient might be negligent,

and attempt to go about without his crutches, and thus

run the risk of injuring himselfand displacing the frag-

ments. He hoped to be able to try the method soon

for himself.

Dr. Sands supposed that Dr. Buck referred to the

case of the man of GO years, in which case, however, the

fracture was not impacted.

Dr. Buck considered a fracture of the cervix from a

fall on the greater trochanter of necessity an impacted

one, the fracture taking place through the axis of the

cervix, which would be driven into the cellular struc-

ture ofihe trochanter ; the shortening which commonly
results being from + to IJ inches, generally less than 1

inch. Rotation outwards is fr^e, rotation inwards is

painful and difficult. Crepitus is not generally detected,

nor shortening. He recalled a case in which at first

he found neither crepitus nor shortening, but shortening

occurred subsequently.

Dr. Sands by no means advocated reduction of an
impacted fracture, but recognized two varieties ofextra-

capsular fracture of the cervix femoris, and thought the

impacted to be the least common. The signs of the

unimpacted variety are well marked by shortening,

eversion, crepitus, and helplessness. In the impacted
variety thepatientcan use the limb to a cerlain extent;

in the unimpacted, he cannot do so, also in the latter the

degree of shortening is greater than in any other form

of fracture of the femur.

Dr. Post confessed himself surprised at the results

stated by Dr. Sands, and would not have been dis-

posed to place confidence in their correctness, had they

been reported by a less accurate and trustworthy

observer. An introduction of this method into general

practice, wilh equally good results, would constitute an
era in the treatment of fractures. He considered this

method of applying the plaster bandage a great im-
provement on the one heretofore used.

Dr. Sands, he thought, was correct in his views
respecting impacted and unimpacted fractures of the

cervix femori.s. The opinion of Robert Smith, of Eng-
land, was, that theoretically they are all impacted at the

outset, but in a large proportion of cases the surplus

of force splits the trochanter and liberates the fragments.

Dr. Krackowizer had no experience wilh this

method in fracture of the femur, having had good suc-

cess with Buck's method, but was desirous of making
a trial of it, and would do so on the first occasion that

offered.

BLEPHAROPLASTr.

Dr. Knapp then presented three patients upon whom
he had performed very successful operations of ble-

pharoplasty. In the first case, the disease commenced
sixteen years ago, and at the time of the operation

consisted in a flat, circular, rodent ulcer at the inner

corner of the right eye, the eyelids being pretty well

preserved. Two flaps were formed from tlie forehead
and cheek and stretched towards each other, being
made to unite at about the site of the inner canthus.

Care was taken to attach the inner end of the lower

lid to the middle of the flaps, and to stitch the latter to

the periosteum. The lids can now be opened' and
closed without difficulty, and there is no lachrymation.

Formerly he could use but one eye at his work, whereas
he can now u.se both ; and considering the value of bin-

ocular vision in aiding him to measure distances, this

is of great importance to him.

Case No. 2 was one of epithelioma of the lower lid

involving the cheek. Great care was taken to remove
everything which might be diseased, including the

cleaning of the wall of the orbit and the removal of the

membranous portion of the lachrymal sac. The flap

was taken from the forehead, was tifteen lines broad,

and was united to its new site by a large number of

stitches and suture-pins. Union took place by first

intention. The eye lachrymates, of course, owing to the

removal of the lachrymal sac, and the flap has con-

tracted considerably. To relieve the lachrymation, the

lachrymal gland might be extirpated, an operation

unattended with danger, but which will probably be
unnecessary in the present instance. The eye is per-

fL'Ct, and he can close the lids during sleep. There is

but little mucous membrane on the lower lid.

The 3d case was the most extensive successful case

of blepharoplasty Dr. Knapp had known recorded. It

had been a case of epithelioma of both lids, which, with
the inner canthus, were gone, and the disease was
extending to the nose.

Three flaps were used, the first from the forehead

was twisted, the second from the cheek was slid into

position, and the third was taken from the nose.

If necessary to secure adhesion of the flaps, the

doctor said he would close the eye entirely, depend-
ing on a subsequent operation for the formation of a

palpebral fissure. The patient can see pretty well

with this eye, and there is mucous membrane on both

lids.

Corresponlrence.

THE DRUG CLERK LAW.
To THE EDITOn OF THE MEDICAL RECORP.

Sir :—In your able editorial on the " Drug Clerk

Law," in your issue of the 1st inst., every word of

which I heartily (endorse, it seems to me that you
have overlooked two very serious defects in it.

1st. That its operation is confined to the city of New
York, leaving all other cities, towns, and villages in the

State unprotected.

2d. That owners or proprietors of stores are not

amenable to the law
;
only clerks !

If strictly enforced it will in lime drive all the in-

competent clerks out of NeV York cily into other parts

of the State, or other States; and the question presents

itself, " Why should the city of New York be favored

thus at the expense of the whole State ?" As regards

the second defect, it is a fact well known to most phy-
sicians, that many persons more or less ignorant of

chemistry and pharmacy are engaged in the drug busi-

ness as owners of stores who rely almost entirely on

the knowledge and ability of their clerks, but do not

hesitate, in their absence, to sell drug.<:, dispense medi-

cines, and compound prescriptions. And the question

is why should they be exempted from the operation of

this law ?

I have the honor to be, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

Henry Saunders,
Act. A-s't Surg. U. S. A.

Laurensville, S. C, May 12th, 1871.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.^

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Mediail Department of the United States

Army, from May bth, 1871, to May 18th, 1871, in-

clusive.

McLaren, A. N., Surgeon.—By S. O. 103, Head-

quarters Department of the East, May 17th, 1871,

granted leave of absence for thirty days.
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Btkne, C. C, Sur£;eoii.—By S. 0. 99, Headquarters

Department of the East, May 12tb, 1871, granted leave

of absence for thirty days.

WooDHULL, Alfred A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

S3, Headquarters Department of the Missouri, May 8tli,

1871, granted leave of absence for thirty days, with

permission to apply at Headquarters Military Division

of the Missouri, for an extension of thirty days.

Gibson, J. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 190,

War Department, A. G. 0., May 13tb, 1871, relieved

from duty in the Department of the Missouri (District,

of New Mexico), and to report in person to the Sur-

geon-General for assignment to duty.

MiDDLETON, P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 97,

Headquarters Department of the South, May 10th,

1871, granted leave of absence for thirty days, on con-

dition that he provide proper medical attendance for

the command during his absence.

Carvallo, Carlos, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 89,

Headquarters Department of Texas, May 6th, 1871, to

accompany troops from Jeflerson, Texas, to Fort

Richardson, Texas, and, on his arrival there, to proceed

to Fort Griffin, Texas, "and report for duty as Post

Surgeon.
LoRiSG, L. T., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 85,

Headquarters Department of the Missouri, May lOtli,

1871, assigned to duty in the field with 6th United

States Cavalry, near Fort Hayes, Kansas.

Dickson, J. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 79,

Headquarters Department of the Platte, May 11th,

1871, relieved at Fort Sedgwick, Colorado Territory,

and assigned to temporary duly at Omaha Barracks,

Nebraska.

iHctJtcal 3tnns antf Wtxos.

Iowa State Medical Society.—The nineteenth

annual meeting of the Iowa State Medical Society

was held in Des Moines, April 19th or 20th, 1871. The
attendance was unusually large, representatives being

present from nearly all parts of the State. The session

was harmonious, and the best of feeling prevailed.

Many papers of general interest were read and referred

to the Committee on Publication. Some interesting

verbal reports of special cases were also made. Dr. S.

B. Thrall, of Ottumwa, was president pro tern., and Dr.

G. P. Hanawalt, of Des Moines, secretary.

The following persons were elected officers for the

ensuing year :—President, Dr. A. G. Field, Des Moines

;

Vice-President, Dr. J. M. Robertson, Muscatine ; Sec-

retary, Dr. Geo. P. Hanawalt ; Corresponding Secreta-

ries, Dr. J. F. Ely, Cedar Rapids, and Dr. G. W. Gustine.

Panora. The next meeting of the Society will be held

at Des Moines, the first Wednesday of May, 1872.

The Epidemic of Sm.vll-Pox Abroad.—Dr. Ed-
ward Seaton, Senior Medical Inspector to the Privy
Council, London {British Med. JonrnaT)^ has com-
piled a table showing the frightful prevalence and
fataUty of small-pox in the towns of Rotterdam. The
Hague, Utrecht, and Amsterdam, from January 7,

1871, to April 1, 1871—a mortality which, in propor-
tion to population, reduces to insignificance the mor-
tality in London or in Liverpool In ihe firat town,
with a population of 121,027, there were 985 deaths;

in the second, with a poijulation of 92,021, there were
952 deaths; in the tliird, with a population of 00,428,
there were 529 deaths; and in i\\e fourth, with a popu-
lation of 274,931, there were 332 deaths. The mor-

tality from small-pox in London (population consider-

ably above 3,200,000) for the same period was 2,710.

Dr. Ballot, of Rotterdam, writes that the mortality

has been chiefly among the poorer children, whd have

been left unvaccinated through a sort of puritanism and

nonchalance. In The Hague and in LTtrecbt the epi-

demic has apparently culminated ; but there is no evi-

dence of this being the case as yet in Rotterdam, while

in Amsterdam it is evidently advancing.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.—.\t a meet-

ing of the Faculty of this Institution, Dr. W. T. LusW
was elected I'rofessor of Obstetrics and Diseases of

Women and Infancy. Dr. E. L. Keyes was also made
Lecturer on Dermatology.

Medical Library and JottRNAL Association.—At
the meeting of May 12th, Dr. T. R. Pooley reported

several interesting cases of gunshot injur}' to the eye,

presenting also one of the patients. In cases like

these everything depends upon the minute details, so

that no abstract would do them justice, or even serve

to render fully intelligible the valuable remarks upon
them by Dr. Knapp.
At the meeting of May 19th, Dr. Peaslee read a

carefully prepared paper upon the early history of

ovariotomy, its main object being to vindicate the

claims of Dr. Ephraim McDowell, of Danville, Ky.,

who first performed the operation in December, 1809.

The speaker fairly considered, and completely disposed

of, the claims to priority set up for other surgeons, and
the attempts to rob Dr. McDowell even of the credit

of his own operations. He recognized, however, that

Dr. Nathan Smith, of Conn., had independently origi-

nated- the operation in July, 1821, being ignorant of

its previous performance. In conclusion. Dr. Peaslee

gave a short biographical sketch of Dr. McDowell, and
paid him the tribute of warm admiration for his char-

acter as a surgeon and as a man. " To inaugurate the

operation of ovariotomy was worthy of any man, and
the man was worthy of the operation."

New York OpnTHALSiic and Aural Institute,—The
Board of Trustees of the New York Ophthalmic and
Aural Institute, No. 46 East Twelfth Street, held its

second annual session May 15th, and listened to the re-

ports of the officers as follows

:

The Dispensary has been conducted purely as a

charity. The number treated was 3,115, of whom
2,466 had diseases of the eye, and C46 diseases of the

ear, showing an increase over the first year of 70 per

cent. In the In-door Department, which is not exclu-

sively a charity, 256 patients were treated for severe

diseases, the majority of which required surgical opera-

tions. The total number of operations was unexpect-
edly large, being 422 for diseases of the eye, and
34 for diseases of the ear—an increase over the pre-

ceding year of 100 per cent. Medical lectures have
been given by the surgeon in charge, free to physicians

and the students of all the medical colleges. The
financial report shows a deficit of §5,000, which had
been liquidated by Dr. Ivnapp from his private re-

sources. The average attendance was 125, the number
of new patients on some days reaching 30.

The report was adopted, with a vote of thanks to

Dr. Knapp, surgeon in charge. Nelson J. Waterburj'
stated that he had secured from the State an ap-

propriation of $2,000, and from the city a similar sum,
making $4,000 in all—double the bequests of last year.

The officers of the Institute were re-elected for the

coming year as follows: Frederick S. Winston, Presi-

dent; Dr. Gurdon Buck, Tice-Prcsident; Eugene S.

Ballin, Treasurer, Philip Bissinger, Secretary.
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©ricitnal Communications.

THREE

UNUSUAL CASES OF STRANGULATED
HERNIA.

TOGETHER WITH A CASE OF SPOXTAXEOUS
FORJIATIOX OF AX ARTIFICIAL .\XUS

IX A TEXTRAL RVPTURE.

By ERSKIXE MASON, M.D.,

SURGEON TO THE CUAniTY AND R(_K>SEVELT nOSPITAT^

Case I.

—

Straxgclated Obuqce Ingcixal Herxia
(Scrotal), caused by Great Thickening of the Sac
IS A Recently Acqiired Hersia—Operation.

While making my visit at Charily Hospital to-ilay

(Oct. 2-lr. 1870), I was requested to see John M., St. SO,

•who liad just been sent down from the almshouse, suf-

fering from strangulated inguinal hernia. The rupture

first made its appearance the beginning of last July,

while doing some heavy lifting. He then applied to

the house physician, who sent him to the Institution

for the Relief of the Ruptured and Crippled, where a

truss was provided for him, and he returned to the isl-

and. He wore his truss constantly, and no trouble is

reported to have followed from that time until the after-

noon of Oct. 22, when his hernia " came down " .ind gave
him so much pain that he applied to the house physician.

Dr. Kinney, for relief. The doctor reduced it easily at

that time, and all pain ceased. On the morning of the

24th it again descended, and all the doctor's efforts at re-

duction proving futile he was removed to the hospital.

At the hospital he was placed under ether, and
efforts at reduction were made by the house surgeon.

Dr. Hall, and also by Dr. Janeway, but without any
success. When I saw the patient (about eight hours
after the symptoms of strangulation appeare'') he was
very much exhausted, with an intermittent pulse, sin-

gultus, cold extremities, and bathed in a cold sweat

:

pressure over the abdomen caused but little pain ; he evi-

dently was fast passing into a moribund condition. The
appearance of the tumor was as follows : There was
coasi'!erable fulness of the right inguinal canal, togeth-

er with fulness of the scrotum, while just outside the

external ring and extending over the pubic bone was
an oval tumor about two inches in length, and very

hard. The fulness of the canal and scrotum, which

I entered the canal of the sac, which was extremely con-
stricted, causing the strangulation of the intestine.

The sac now being opened, and the gut being found in

1 favorable condition, it was readily returned, and the
I wound dressed as usual in these cases. During the

j

night the patient remained in a very prostrated condi-
I tion, with a pulse of 140' and intermittent, temperature
I 99'. He was unable to pass his water for the first four

\
days, except by the aid of a catheter, this being due in a

greatmeasure to an enlarged prostate. For the first three

days he was troubled greatly with vomiting and con-
siderable pain in the abdomen. The scrotum became

!
Very much swollen and inflamed, which gave rise to an
abscess. These symptoms gradually improved, and on
the eighth day I liad his bowels moved bj' an enema of

' warm water. His convalescence, however, was very
slow, he being confined to bed for nearly a month

;

• but by careful attention on the part of the house sur-

;
seon he made a good recoverv.

a. External ring ; fr, sac : c, scrotum ; d, tumor.

Remarks.—This thickened condition of the sac, which
gave rise to the strangulation, was evidently brought

were observed, was evidently due to the presence of
;

about by inflammation caused by the truss, and which
intestine. This hard tumor could be pushed up a little

,
almost resulted in complete closure of the sac at this

Way through the ring, but in a moment resumed its po- I locality. Had complete closure taken place even at

sition again outside the canal. The exact nature of this
'

tumor I could not satisfactorily make out. but supposed
it might be due to thickened omentum, which had he-

come adherent to the sac. Had the patient been a fe-

male 1 should have suppo.sed it due to the presence of

the ovary, so much did it resemble it in feeling. I

had the patient again placed under ether (a stimulant

being first administered), and taken into the theatre,

and in the presence of Dr. Budd's medical clas-, with
the assistance of Drs. Budd. Janeway, and Shift', pro-

ceeded to operate, after making myself one more ef-

fort at reduction by taxis. I exposed the parts carefully,

and found the stricture was evidently not outside the

sac. and the sac seemed pe: fectly free below the tumor.

this point, the patient could not have been said to have
been radically cured, for above the location of this

tumor, viz., between the extern.il and intern.il rings,

the sac was open and of large dimensions. This state

of affairs appears to us to go far towards showing
that the pressure exerted by the truss should be at

the point of emergence of the hernia from the abdomi-
nal cavity; thus in oblique inguinal hernia at the inter-

nal ring, not between the external ring and the pubic

bone, the locality in which we have often known the

pad of a truss to rest, when applied by instrument-
makers. Tliis thickening of the sac has been noticed, as

far as I have been able to discover, only in old ruptures,

and then chiefly at the neck of the sac, and the perito-

I divided l.tyer after layer of this tumor, which was very I neum then often observed to have undergone considera-

vascular, believing now that it was due principally to : ble changes ; here, however, this serous membrane, as far

a tliickcned sac, though not altogether positive on
j

as the eye and touch could discover, was perfectly nor-

that matter. I proceeded thus cautiously, not knowing ' nial, and the thickening was due entirely to adventi-

what I might come down upon, until 1 had passed I tious coverings outside the serous sac, the products of

through Ihis thickened mass fitily half an inch, when
(
comparative recent inflammation, and thus we may ac-
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count for the vascularity of the parts. The only case we
find mentioned in the literature we have looked over

on the subject where so much thickening of the sac has

been noticed, is one mentioned by Arnaud, Miinoires

de Cliinn-gie, vol. i. p. 53, and referred to by Lawrence

in his work on ruptures ; in this case the sac was si.x

lines in thickness, but neither the locality nor the age of

the rupture is stated.

Cask 11.

—

Strangulated Femoral Hernia.—Opera-

tion WITHOUT OpKNING THE SaC.—ARTIFICIAL AnUS.

Eecovery.—On the morning of November IG, 1870, I

was asked by Dr. J. Lewis Smith to see Mrs. 15. with

liim, who was suffering from a strangulated hernia.

This patient was an e.xtremely thin, feeble woman,
in her 56th year, though from her appearance she

would be regarded as nmch older. She had always

enjoyed good lieallh till the past two years, during

which time she had been quite feeble. Tlie hernia

she first noticed in her right groin last July, but it

disappeared in a few days of its own accord and gave

her no trouble. She knows of no cause that produced

it. Symptoms of strangidation appeared on the morn-

ing of the 14th, about S o'clock, just after rising. For

the relief of lier symptoms she had only resorted to the

usual domestic remedies, such as c.ithartic pills (her

bowels having been constipated for a day or two
before) and mustard plasters. These not aflbrding her

relief Dr. Smith was sent for, and he at once requested

me to come prepared to operate. I saw her about 11

o'clock, and found a hanl tumor situated in the right

crural region, about the size of a large hen's egg,

which was painful upon pressure, as was also the lower

portion of the abdomen upon that side. She also com-

plained of great pain in the region of the umbilicus, and
of "cramps in tlie bowels." She had no hiccough or

tympanitis, but vomited every little while ; her skin

WMS warm, pulse 100 and of good quality. She was at

once placed under ether, and after a faithful, though

fruitless, effort to reduce by taxis, I proceeded at once

to operate, assisted by Drs. Smith and H. T. Strong.

The operation was performed just 5Ii hours after the

symptoms of trouble began. After dividing the super-

ficial coverings, the sac was found protruding tlirough

the saphenous opening, and adherent on its outer side

to a large inguinal gland. This attachment had caused

the sac to be twisted upon itself, and drawn downwards
and outwards. The appearance of the intestine, as

seen through the sac, though congested, appeared to

warrant the attempt at reduction without laying open

the sac. I therefore nicked Gimbernat's ligament, and

divided some bands which passed over the neck of the

tumor ; this, liowever, did not admit of reduction. I

then freed the sac I'rom its attachment to the gland,

when the intestine pas.sed rapidly into the abdomen.
The sao was now carefully examined, and finding it

thoroughly evacuated of its former contents it was
pushed up into the femoral aperture, hoping that there-

by adhesion would take place and the femoral ring

become closed, and thus, as in some other cases where 1

have pursued this practice, I should succeed in obtain-

ing a radical cure. No vessel required a ligature save one
small one at the uppei' portion of the wound—indeed,

it was as bloodless an operation of this kind as I ever

saw. The wound was brought together by several

sutures and a compress, and bandage applied. A dose

of morphia was then administered, and milk and lime

water ordered ad libitum. I saw the patient again at

five o'clock that afternoon, and found she had come from

under the influence of ether very pleasantly, and all

nausea had ceased; her skin felt natural and pulse 100.

Complaining still of pain in the bowels, I proceeded to

examine the abdomen, thinking the bandage might be

too tight and require to be loosened
;
when, to my

surprise, I discovered the compress soaked with blood.

Removing the bandage and compress we were
greatly astonished to find a hard tumor beneath
the integument, extending upwards for an inch or

so above Poupart's ligament, and outwards to the

anterior superior spine of the ilium; this was evidently

due to the presence of a blood-clot. A little blood was
a'so trickling from the lower angle of the wound. So
great was the tension of the parts, that the two lower
sutures were nearly torn out. These sutures 1 removed,
when there followed a large spurt of blood

;
passing my

finger into the wound and holding it there a few mo-
ments all bleeding ceased. I then introduced two more
sutures and had ice applied to the parts, preferring, as

there was now no hemorrhage, to wait a little, and
then, should bleeding recur, to open the wound and
search for the open vessel, believing that as there was
now no immediate necessity for further action, it would
be better than to disturb the clot at present. Upon close-

ly questioning the patient, we discovered that shortly

after the operation, feeling so much better, she had
risen from her bed to pass water, and sat down in her

chair while her bed was made. This act of impru-
dence on the p.art of the patient had perhaps removed
the ligature from the vessel we had tied, or else sturteil

bleeiling from some other source. We saw the pa-

tient two hours after this last visit, but there was no
return of bleeding. A third of a grain of morphia was
given, and ice-water kept over the wound. The fol-

lowing morning her condition was very good, though
she had vomited several times during the night. Her
pulse was now 88. Skin comfortable, and she had had
a movement from the bowels. On the second day after

the operation, her bowels had been moved again, this

time very freely ; nausea and vomiting still continued.

Mu.stard to the epigastrium and carbonic acid water
as a drink relieved her but little. In the evening she
was relieved by bismuth sub. c.arb. grs. x., and mor-
phia one-twelfth of a grain. While straining at stool

she had some little bleeding from the wound, which
ceased of itself without any trouble. The parts about
the wound, indeed the whole groin, were greatly ecchy-

mosed. The two lower sutures were removed, and a

bladder of ice applied over the parts to prevent a return

of the bleeding. November 21.—The vomiting return-

ed, but was checked by a grain of opium every six hours,

and she passed a comfortable night. The vomiting
appeared to be caused by taking freely of beel'-tea.

Milk ]iimch did not appear to disturb her stomach, and
was therefore substituted for the tea. This day she
had two free movements from the bowels. The wound
discharges somewhat, principally bloody serum. Nov.
24.—Since the last note, the vomiting has been more or

less troublesome in spite of all the usual remedies

employed. To-day she complained of great prostra-

tion, and her pulse had risen to 12S. Her bowels not
having moved for two days, a warm water enema
was given, winch acted well. Her stomach was so irri-

table that all nourishment and medication by the mouih
was discontinued, and enemas of beef-tea wiih a table-

spoonful of whiskey were given every two hours, to-

getlier with ten grains of quinia, night and morning,
administered in the same manner. The following morn-
ing her pulse was down to 100, and her condition some-
what better. The tongue, which had been quite furred

and dry for the past few da3's, was now moist. Wound
discharging freely, and portions of blood-clots coming
awa)'. November 27.

—
'The vomiting had ceased. Milk

and lime-water were now given by the mouth cautiou.sly,

and retained. The injections were stopped, and stimu-

lants and beef-tea together with cj^uinia were again
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given by the mouth without causing any nausea. The
patient found she coulJ take Liebig's extract of beef

in small pieces, and seemed to relish it. It was tliere-

fore given to her in this way, in considerable quantities.

The bowels now move more naturally, and the wound
is poulticed with flax-seed made up with sol. Labarraque.

Considerable ecchymosis still exists, especially on llie

outer portion of the thigh. The urioe being examined,
a slight trace of albumen was discovered, but no casts.

On the evening of the 28th, Dr. Smith I'ound her pulse

140, and was told by her daughter that she thought

while dres.sing the wound that night, air had escaped

fiom it. While examining the wound the following,

morning, fecal matter was found flowing from it freely.

Tills was the ihiyteenth daij after the nperntion. Her
pulse had diminished in frequency since last evening, and

her general condition was much better. The wound
was ordered to be kept perfectly clean, and owing
to the ofl'ensive discharge, bals. of Peru was u?ed as a

dressing. This order was faithfully carried out, and on
December C the condition of our patient was very

gooJ, her appetite had improved, and she really appear-

ed to relish her food. Tlie bowels moved almost en-

tirely through this artificial opening, and so frequently,

that it was almost impossible to keep her at all comfort-

able. Never except when an enema was administered

did fecal matter pass per anura, and then only in small

quantities. An enema was ordered to be given daily

so as to solicit the discharge from the bowels as much
as possible through their natural channel. The artificial

anus is an inch below Poupart's ligament, and halfan inch

in width by actual measurement. Shortly after this two
small bed-.sores appeared over the region of the sacrum,

which added greatly to her discomfort, and compli-

cated the management of her case in no small degree.

My next note of the case is on January lltli. The
condition of the patient has been slowly but steadily im-
proving; the artificial opening had been closed by com-
presses ofoakum during the interval between the move-
ment of the bowels, for several days, but thes3 caused
so much pain, and the integument around the wound
becoming inflamed and tlireatening erysipelatous ac-

tion, they were abandoned. The edges of the opening
have been touched from time to time with the stick of
nitrate of silver, which is causing a contrai'tion of the

orifice; the injections of warm water have been kept
up daily until to-day, when for the first time since the

appearance of the artificial anus, she had a natural

movement from the bowels. The bed-.sores are healing
nicely, and to-day she is able to sit up on her chair.

From this time tlie opening began to close rapidly. On
the .3d of February I called on her, and found she was
feeling quite well and able to move about a little. No
fecal discharge had taken place from what was now
but a small opening just sufficient to admit a probe, for

some time. She informed me that since I last saw her
she had a small abscess form in the groin, which dis-

charged through this small opening ; but for a few
day.s, not more than a drop or two of a "yellowish
fluid thin as water" has been noticed. During all

this period she had no pain over the abdomen afer the

first twetity-lour hours subsequent to the operation.

March Gth. CaiUng on Mrs. B. to-day, I found her
up and moving about as well as ever. She says she
feels perfectly well ; that there remains still a small

opening about the size of a pin, but it gives her no incon-

venience. Sometimes she will have a feeling of pain

and numbness in the thigh, when there will be a slight

yellowish discharge thin as water from the opening,

and all unpleasant feelings about the limb cease. Her
bowels move regularly every day ; and the hernia has
thown uo tendency to return.

It is not at all an unusual event to have an artificial

anus form when the gut is almost gangrenous and left

at the mouth of the sac. Indeed, a case has been re-

ported by Mr. Cooper where this event did not occur

until the ninth day after the operation, the patient

during all this period having natural evacuations. For
this result to happen as in this case, w'here the whole
contents of the sac were returned at once as soon as all

obstructions were removed, and the patient's bowels
moved freely until the fourteenth day, when this acci-

dent took place, must be extremely rare, to say the

le.ist. That the contents of the sac were fully returned
into the cavity of the abdomen we feel quite positive,

as the sac was carefully examined in regard to this

point. The intestine, if it again fairly entered the sac,

must have done so during one of the paroxysms of

vomiting, which the patient experienced during the

first four d.iys subsequent to the operation. Nor even

at this late time could this portion of intestine, if con-

stricted, have been very great. For we hail a patent

intestinal canal, otherwise the bowels w-ould not have

acted so freely, and again no pain in the abdomen was
complained of shortly after the operation for the relief

of the constriction. My own view of the case is that

a portion of the constricted gut became adherent to the

abdominal wall close to, or at the femoral aperture, and
the resulting inflammation which ensued and was due
to the presence of the enormous clot, the result of the

secondary hemorrhage, caused the intestine to give

way at -this weak point; for the ulceration and suppu-

ration of the tissues beneath the tegumentary coverings

were considerable. As to the operation which was
done, we have to congratulate ourselves that the sac was
not opened ; for, had the old mode of operating been

pursued, and the sac been freely opened, we certainly

should have failed in saving our patient; for the copi-

ous secondary hemorrhage, which was due, we firmly

believe, to tlie great imprudence on the part of the

patient, would have passed into the cavity of the peri-

tonasum, thereby giving rise, especially in one whose
condition was so feeble, to fiital peritonitis. The re-

sult of this case only gives additional proof of one of

the iidvantages claimed by the advocates of this opera-

tion, and proves, as do other cases wiiich have been

reported, that should the coats of the intestine give

way from the separation of a slough, the not opening

of the sac bv operation is no barrier to the successful

formation of an artificial anus.

Case III. — Str.^ngulated Ventral Hernia, to-

gether WITU A STRANGfLATIOM OF THE INTESTINE

WITUIN THE Abdomen.—Operatiok.—Death.— On tlio

morning of January 5, 1871, I was requested by
Dr. Alexander HacJden to see a patient with Dr.

Cremiu and himself, who was suffering fi-om stran-

gulated ventral hernia. I found the patient—

a

Frenchwoman, aged 62 years, mother of several

children, who had been the subject of the above variety

of hernia for the past nineteen years—the hernia mak-

ing its appearance after the birth of her last child. As
a rule, she had always been in the enjoyment of good
he:dih, her only ailment being constipation, for the

rehef of which she had long been in the habit of using

Seidlitz powders. For the relief of her rupture she has

prettv constantly, for the last year at least, worn a

truss." Twice she has had great trouble in effecting its

reduction, and the last time, about a year ago, after a

freat deal of trouble, Dr. Cremin succeeded in reducing

it; after which she had an attack of peritonitis. The
patient was a very large corpulent woman, with an

immense pendulous abdomen, so that w hen lying down
the upper portion of her thighs was covered by it.

The abdomen was tympanitic, and over every portion
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great pain Tvas complained of when touched, more I

particularly in the neighborhood of tlie rupture. The
\

pulse was rapid and intermittent, though resp-ration was '

not accelerated, nor seemingly interfered wiih, nor did

lier countenance assume the anxious expression so com-
mon in these cases. Projecting from the median line, a

little above the umbilicus (all traces of which, by the by,
|

were eflaced by the swelling), was a tumor considerably
1

larger than my fist. The integument covering it was
]

extremely thin, of a vermilion color, with the exception
,

of the base, which at portions was of a leaden hue, and
over a portion of the surface were a few blebs, some of

|

which had opened and were discharging serum. Just
\

above this tumor was a somewhat crescentic swelling,
j

which, from its appearance, I thought might be due to
[

a distended transverse colon. The hernia had pro-

truded during the previous night while in bed, and at

eleven o'clock that night she was seized with pain,

hiccough, and vomiting ; failing to reduce the mass
herself. Dr. Cremin was sent for early in the morning.

After considerable manipulation the doctor reduced the

external tumor, but upon removing his hand it soon
|

afterwards reappeared, and he was unable to restore it as

before. Her bowels had moved just previous to his

visit.

I saw the patient about half-past nine the same morn-
ing, and certainly never encountered a more desperate

case, and one for which our remedial art held out such

small chances for averting a fatal ifsue. Placing the

patient fully under the influence of ether, I resorted

once more to a gentle effort at taxis, but without any
result. I considered, therefore, that her only chance,

slight as this was, was in the division of the stricture,

rather than covering the tumor with a poultice, and
leaving it to slough ; in the hope that, as in a case reported

in Mr. Cooper's work on hernia, an artificial anus
wotild form, without the patient succumbing to such an
enormous tax upon her already prostrated condition.

Taking this view of the case I proceeded with tlie opera-

tion. A small incision was made through the integu-

ment in the median line, at the lower portion of the tu-

mor. Ko sooner had this been done, when, so great was
the pressure from within that the wound gaped
open, the sac ruptured, and a coil or two of intes-

tine, black as a coal, emerged from the opening;
fluid of a dark color, considerable in quantity, and
of offen.<ive odor, also escaped from the abdomen.
Introducing my finger into the wound, and pass-

ing the knife along it as a guide, I divided tlie hard,

almost cartilaginous ring which surrounded the

mass, I imagined now the impediment to reduction
would be removed, when to my surprise, upon with-
drawing the fingers, the small intestines began rapidly

to protrude from above downwards. Holding one hand
over the wound to pi event farther protrusion if possible,

I endeavored with the other to return that wliich had
escaped, but failed to accomplish this. Thinking per-
haps this failure might be due to the great distension of
the gut by flatus; I pricked the intestine with a fine

needle, but with no further result than the giving exit

to offensive gas. In spite of all precautions the intes-

tine continued to protrude until several feet remained
outside the abdomen. Again introducing my finger

into the wound, and passing it downwards into the ab-

dominal cavity and sweeping it around, I could detect
no cause to prevent the reduction. The intestine had
now receded from the ventral protrusion, and this tumor
had subsided. I again introduced the finger, and this

time was enabled to pass it upwards, when the finger
entered a cavity which appeared to be between the
peritoneum and abdominal walls, and constituted the
creseentic swelling before spoken of as being just above

the ventral protrusion. This cavity was filled with in-

testines, and heie I detected two tliick transverse bands,

which evidently were producing an internal constriction.

These bands were also felt by Drs. Iladden and Cremin,
after which, introducing two fingers, and passing the

hernia knife between them, thus protecting the viscera

from injury, I divided both bands, when all ob.stacle to

the return of the intestine vanished. It was from this

cavity that the intestine emerged, and we evidently in

this case had to deal with an internal stricture as well
as the hard ring through which the ventral hernia pro-

truded. After division of these bands some hemor-
rhage made its appearance at the wound, but soon
ceased. The intestine which was outside the wound
recovered its color in a great measure, though to the

feel it was quite cold, this being due, I presume, to the

quantity of ice whicli had been applied over the tumor
in the hope that thereby reduction by taxis would be
facilitated. Another feature in the case was also a
matter of surprise to me—that, in spite of the great

quantity of intestine which escaped, there was no col-

lapse of the abdominal walls.

The wound being brought together by several sutures,

broad strips of adhesive plaster were used to support the

abdominal walls, and a large dose of morphia adminis-
tered as soon as she came somewhat from under the ef-

fects of the ether. To my surprise, soon after the ope-
ration her pulse was good and without any intermission.

She began to fail, however, an hour afterwards, and
died four hours after the operation.

Xo post-mortem could be obtained. The exact na-
ture of the condition of affairs in this case I am at a loss

to comprehend. The internal bands which were di-

vided were the result, I presume, of the attack of peri-

tonitis which ensued upon the reduction of her her-

nia a year ago, and now apparently at this late day
hastened, if they were not the chief cause of her death.

As to the cavity between the abdominal walls, which
contained so much of the small intestines, we are en-
tirely at a loss to account for it ; nor have we met with
a case which resembles this one, in any of the works
upon this subject to which we have referred.

Case IT.

—

Ventral Hernia.—Spontaxeocs Forsl4-
Tiox OF AX Artificial Axrs,—The following case is one
ofconsiderable interest, and occurs so rarely, that I record
it witlrthe above cases. On Feb, 6, 1871, through the

kindness ofmy friend, Dr,'W, B, Eager, Jr., I saw Mrs, T,,

set. 76, who has been the subject of ventral hernia since

1S32. This rupture was caused by the exertion she made
while shaking a carpet. Since this occurrence she has
borne two children, and neither during her gestation nor
confinement did this tumor cause her much trouble. For
some time she wore a truss, but as " it never kept back
the tumor entirely '' she laid it aside. The rupture is a

little to the left of the median Une, and about an inch

below the umbilicus; it measures nine inches from
above downwards, and eight inches from side to side.

The lower surface of this tumor (which is pendulous),

from rubbing against the abdomen, became excoria-

ted over a space about three inches square. This con-
dition of aflairs had existed for a long time, when it

took on decided ulceration, and on the first of last June
the ulceration opened into the intestine. At the pres-

ent time there are two distinct openings, one of which
is situated on a small projection about hidf an inch long

and one inch wide, and resembles somewhat a pro-

lapsed rectum. The evacuations take place almost en-
tirely through these artificial openings ; she seldom, and
then only after a cathartic, having a movement per anum.
She is well nourished and quite active ; indeed, one
would never suspect her of having arrived at her time

of Ufe, from her appearance. Besides this great infirmity.
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she suffers from complete blindness. She is extremely
oaroful of her person, and is enabled to make herself

tolerably comfortable by wearing an india-rubber bag
over the tumor.
From tlie character of the discharges, and t!ie fact that

fluids are inclined to pass soon afier they are taken, it

appears that the communications are with the small in-

testine, and not the large. Since the occurrence of

these artificial openings she has lost both in flesh and
strength.

113 West .Mtu St.

STRYCHNINE AS A CURE FOR AMAU-
ROSIS.

By Prof. A. NAGBL,
OK TUBIKOEN.

•(Translated by UiciiAnn H. Duunv, M.D., of New York, Ophthalmic
Surgeon to the Demilt and New York Dispensaries.

)

Nii.K voMic.\ and strychnine have been used by various

snrgeons in the treatment of amaurosis. Especial-

ly in the hands of English surgeons (Shortt, Middel-
more, Henderson, etc.^ since 1830, who usud these

agents by the endermic method, were good results ob-
tained in cases of the so-called torpid and paralytic

amaurosis. Verlegh reported a remarkable case of cure
effected by the inoculation of strychnine. In Germany,
too, during the la«t tliirty or forty years, there have
been reports of the cure of amaurosis by means of
strychnine. Still the autliorities of the profession have
spoken unfavorably of the new remedy, which, through
numerous failures, seems to have lost its reputation and
been forgotten. Since the introduction of hypodermic
injections, several encouraging results have been pub-
lished, one by Fremineau and Saemann, and two by
Talko. NotwitlistaniUng t!u>, strychnine has to-day a
very questionable reputation as a cure for amaurosis,
and the isolated cases of recovery seem to be regarded
rather as unexplained literary curiosities.

In the course of the last kw years I have acquired
a mucli more favorable impression; a methodical, al-

thougli to be sure not entirely exhaustive, series of
experiments has furnished me with repeated proofs
that strychnine is a most useful, naij, an invaluable, reme-
rly in t/ie treatment of amaurosis; that, when it is

judiciously and properly applied, it leads to very satis-

factory, and sometimes to wonderful, results. Its effect

upon the deranged sight is so peculiar that a closer

study of it may be of advantage in explaining the
theory of the general action of strychnine. For this

reason, the subject has more than a merely ophthalmo-
logical interest.

The following brief resume of a few cases I have
selected from a large numljer of successful applications

of strychnine.

A boy, eight years of age, after an attack of measles,
awoke from a long, profound sopor, blind in both eyes.

There was almost no perception of light or pupillary

reaction ; ophthalmoscopically nothing to be seen.

There was no trace of neuritis optici. The blindness
lasted several weeks, then slowly a little vision re-

turned. Speedy complete cure by strychnine. The ac-

tion of each injection, consisting in a marked improve-
ment of the acuteness of vision (sever.al numbers of the

test-types), appeared at the end of half an hour. Only
four injections were necessary to complete the cure,

and only one-niuth of a grain of strychniae nitr. was
used in all.

In anotlier case of incomplete monocular amaurosis
with pronounced concentric limitation of the visual field.

where the optic disk appeared normal, occurring in a bnv,
fifreen years of age, who from birth had been partially

color-blind, two subcutaneous injections of strychnine
produced a complete and lasting cure in the course of
a few hours. The very first injection raised the acute-
ness of vision at once to almost its normal condition

; and
the contracted visual field became enlarged by the gra-
dual recovery of small concentric zones." Scarcely one-
fourteenth of a grain of the preparation was used in all.

In this case, too, the eftect followed a few 7ninales after
the injection, and reached its maximum in less than an
hour.

In cases of less pronounced amblyopia, of the charac-
ter of retinal paresis, and arising from a variety of
causes, strychnine produced a distinct improvement of
central, and in some cases of the eccentric, virion—an
effect which, when the dose had been rightly applied,

usually became apparent in the course of one-fourth or
one-half hour after tlie injection.

In cases of commencing, and even in advanced, atrophy
of the optic disk, inhere the ophthalmoscope revealed dis-

coloration and sUyht excavation, strychnine proved often

of service—a result which has never before been re-

corded in the literature of the subject. It is natural
that, in some of the c:'ses that were formerly regarded
as incurable, we should be sati^fied with partial success;
happy, indeed, if total blindness can be warded off.

The earlier the treatment is commenced the better the result.

In desperate cases of progressive amaurosis, not only
was the advance of the disease stayed, but a marked
improvement, in some cases temporary and in others
permanent, was secured. In one case of amaurosis, that
presented all thecharaoteristicsof malignity and speedy
advance, the destructive process was suddenly stopped,
a portion of the sight was saved, and the disease re-

mained for years stationary. To-day, more than five
years after the treatment ivith strychnine, the patient

walks about alone, and can read print, notwithstanding
a perfectly white papilla.

In certain cases of intensely white discoloration of the

papilla I have observed a markei improvement in its ap-
pearance, and a partial return of its lost capillary red-

ness.

It is a matter of physiological interest that strych-

nine was of service in amblyopia of a high degree,

caused by years of non-use, and associated with marked
functional deterioration of the outer half of the retina.

In one ca.se where with one eye the patient could only
count fingers at a distance of a few fl^et, at the end of
fourteen days he could read a fine type (Jaeger
No. 3).

In cases of traumatic amaurosis the results were re-

peatedly ver}? striking. I have now in my clinique a

case, in many respects very interesting, of this kind,

where, in the course of a few days, a useful .amount of
vision was secured, .although the optic nerve appeared
ansemic and discolored.

The present war brings us, unfortunately, only too

many cases of traumatic amaurosis. Grazing shots, and
contusions of every kind, produce sometimes simple and
sometimes complicated paralj-sis of the retina, that is

amenable to treatment. Let us not forget what strych-
nine may accomplish in these cases, where no other

remedy offers hope.
In view of my previous experience, I am justified in

advising the cautious use and careful examination of
the curative action of strychnine in the treatment of

amaurosis. A positive prognosis, and all the indica-

tions for its use, cannot as yet with certainty be laid

down.
Cases of the so-called pure antesthesia retinro give the

most perfect results. Most of the ca,ses of essential
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amaurosis, where the changes in the optic nerve are

not too pronounced, are fit cases for treatment ; so are

a limiteil number of the cases of symptomaiic cerebral

and spinal amaurosi?, and especially cases of amblyopia

and amaurosis dependent upon toxical and traumatic

causes. Where there is pronounced degeneration of the

optic nerve, %vitii formation of connective tissue, it is

useless to make experiments which would only com-
promise the remedy. Cases of intra- ocular neuritis op-

tici and its consequences are not fit for this treatment.

Symptoms of cerebral irritation and tabes are to be re-

garded as contra-indications to the use of strychnine.

It is hardly necessary for me to add that, wliile I ad-

vise the use of strychnine, I would by no means neglect

the usual rational treatment, especially that directed

against the cause of the affection.

Hydrate ot chloral I have found of service in coun-

teracting the sleeplessness that is so injurious in

amaurosis, and as an antidote to the slight secondary

action of the strychnine, without in the least impairing

its action upon the impaired vision.

Finally, encouraged by an observation of my own
and one printed case, I would recommend to aural

surgeons the consideration of strychnine as a remedy in

cases of nervous deafness.

I hope soon to publish more complete communica-
tions upon this subject.

AIDS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREAT-
MENT OF CERTAIN DISEASES.*

Br S. FLEET SPEIK, M.D.,

SURGEON TO THE BROOKLYX CITY IIOSPnAL, TO THE BROOELTX EYR
AND E-\R INFIRMARY, ETC. ETC,

The armamentarium of the profession is already so

burdened with variety of form and similarity of use,

that the introduction of any new instrument can be
excused only on the ground that it enables us to ac-

complish the object in view more rapidly or more per-

fectly than heretofore.

The instruments which I here present have seemed
to me to fulfil certain indications, and to aid in diag-

nosis to such an extent as to make them not unworthy
the attention of this Society.

SELF-RETAINING AND SELF-ILLUSnNATING EAR-SPECtlLUM.

The first instrument to which I invite your attention

is a self-retaining ear-speeulura.

It is simple in its construction, and leaves the opera-
tor free to use both hands. The instrument is a funnel-

• A paper read before the Kings County Medical Society,

shaped bivalve, fastened by a pivot in the centre, and
separated at the top by a sliding screw, which opens
or shuts the valves at will, by moving in one direction

or the other the little nut attached to the screw.
By its use many of the operations upon the ear can

be performed without the aid of an assistant, for the

operator can use the reflector in one hand, while the
other employs an instrument; or if sunli-ht be used for

illumination, botli hands are left free to the operator.

If it is found necessary to change hands, or lay aside

one instrument and take up another, or change the
position, it can be done without trouble. The speculum
is easily adjusted, and can be modified so as to fit any
sized canal, avoiding thus the need of a series of sizes.

Another advantage of this form of speculum is, that
it admits of a more perfect illumination of the ear, and
brings into view a much wider field ; at the same time
it allows of the use of instruments for removing wax or
for operations on the ear through tlie speculum.

It al>^o has the advantage of being capable of illumi-

nation by indirect rays of light. All tliat is necessary to

secure a lull illumination is, that the rays of
light shall stiike upon the interior of the funnel

a short distance inwards, when it will follow

on until it reaches the tympanum. This
allows of the head of the observer being
placed in front of the speculum, and the

light upon the side—no special form of

light being necessary, and in this sense it

may be said to be sell-illuminating. When
sun-light is used, the strong rays are dif-

fused before they reach the inteiior

—

thus affording a belter light than can be
obtained from its direct rays.

The claims to originahty in this instru-

ment are based upon the adaptation of
the principle of the bivalve speculum to

a convenient form of self-retaining ear-

speculum.
Fig, 2 is a convenient form of ear-

scoop, intended for use in extracting wax
or foreign bodies from the ear. It is

made of rather soft metal, which allows
of its being bent to any desired curve or

angle. It has the advantage of removing
wax, etc, without pressure upon the

tympanum. By the curve given to the

spoon and the shape of the handle, a

rutatory movement can be given to it by
rolling the handle between the thumb
and forefinger, so that the instrument
passes between the foreign substance and
the wall of the canal without pressure
from without, and wax will be removed
in the form of a cone. The handle being
long and thin, this curette may be used 1 1 r'

through the self-retaining ear-speculum m|"S
with the great advantage of perfect illu- 2 SS
mination while the operation is being

^'-'^

Fig 2. performed. The operation of removing wax
from the ear is rendered less painful by the

instrument detaching the wax from a few only of the
hairs in the ear at a time.

The treatment of fistula lachrymalis, dacryocystili,s,

mucocele, strictures, inflammation, and abscess of the
lachrymal passages, has always been a source of annoy-
ance to the surgeon, I have shared in this annoyance
to such an extent as to lead me to add a new instru-
ment for the treatment of lachrymal diseases. It may
be called a lachrymal catheter, (Fig, 3,)

It is made of silver tubing—having the general form
and outhne of the lachrymal probe, the diUerence being
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that the lachrymal catheter is a tube—closed and

roumied at the end and opened or slit up the centre, to

allow of the passage of liquid throu;;h it. It is intend-

ed, when introduced into the lachrymal sac or nasal

canal, to discharge any accumulation of pus or mucus
which may have collected there. The lachrymal cathe-

ter is to bo introduced in the same manner as the

lachrymal probe—after which a sliglit pressure with

the finger upon the sac will speedily evacuate its con-

tents through the catheter. Medicated or simple in-

jections of the lachrymal passages can be made through

this instrument without the eflect of distending those

passages. The use of the lachrymal catheter renders

the treatment of the above diseases much more simple

than any other procedure wilh wliich I am acquaint-

ed. The catheter is made of four sizes—two sizes

on one instrument, after the fashion of the lachrymal

probe.

Usually the smaller sizes number 1 or 2—one large

enough for the purpose of discharging the contents of

the sac ; although when the collection of pus or mucus
is thick, or when it is desirable to produce a very free

injection, a larger size is more eflfective.

There are three ways of using the lachrymal catheter

:

I. For simply discharging the contents of the sac, in

which case it aOFords a free exit to the pus or mucus in

a way which is less painful and less injurious than press-

ing upon the distended .'^ac ami tru^ting to the natural

openings alone for the discharge of

its contents. In using the catheter

for this purpose, it is only necessary

to introduce the instrument through

the inferior punctuni and canaliculus,

and to press gently upon the sac,

when the pus or mucus will be at

once freely discharged. II. To dis-

charge the contents of the sac and
to inject it with simple or medicated

injections. In this ca,se the instru-

ment is to be introduced into the

sac through the inferior punctum
and canaliculus, and the injection is

to be passed through the upper

canaliculus by means of an .Inel's

syringe. By this operation the in-

jection can be passed through the

superior punctuni and out again

through the catheter lying in the

in^-rior canaliculus, thus affording

a means of thoroughly cleansing the

sac, and at the same time applying

medicated or simple injections.

III. To apply medicated injections

to the nasal canal. In this applica-

tion of the catheter the instrument
is passed into the nasal canal in the

same manner as is directed for the

lachrymal probe, after which the in-

jection is to be passed through the

catheter by means of Anel's syringe,

the nozzle of which is introduced at

the upper part of the slit in the ca-

theter, and the injection is made
through its entire length. A great

advantage is obtained by the use of

the lachrymal catheter for injecting

, „^ ^ ^ the lachrymal passages, as by means
Fia. 4. The Echoscope. c--^ , . i i .

01 it a tree current may be made to

flow through these passages, which, wliile it medicates

their surface, also cleanses them. By turning the

catheter round in the canal while the injection is being

made to pass, all sides are easily reached.

TUE ECnoscorE.

The special study which diseases of the chest have re-

ceived at the hands of many of the profession has ren-

dered diagnosis in this department well-nigh perfect.

Nevertheless, accurate diagnosis is quite as much de-

pendent upon the perfection of the auditory faculties of

tiie observer, as upon the actual, state of the science.

When hearing is imperfect, or when the sounds

emanating from the chest are not well-pronounced, or

wlien slight degrees of difference are to be detected,

the unaided organs of hearing are not always capable

of delining them.

Ill auscultation we may increase our hearing faculties

to a great advantage by the use of the stethoscope.

Why may we not equally well avail ourselves of addi-

tional hearing power in percussion? I suggest for this

purpose an instrument similar in some respects to the

stethoscope, but so modified as to be used to intensify

the sounds produced by percussion. The instrument

may be called the Echoscope. (Fig. 4.) It is composed of

two tubes curved in such a way tliat their freecAtremi-

ties may be adjusted to the ears of the observer, an(i

the other ends are connected with a truinpet-shaped

sounil-receiver, which is supported, when in use, by a

rest from the chin of the operator. This conti ivance is

easily kept in position while the operator is percussing

the chest of the patient. The fingers may be used

alone, or ple.\imeter and hammer—the latter is better,

as it gives a more uniform strength of sound.

By this instrument the sounds produced by percus-

sion" are greatly intensified; sounds which would be

very obscure to unaided hearing become quite distinct,

and' shades of difference are easily detected.

It affords an excellent means of determining by per-

cussion any atrophy or enlargement of the alulominal

organs, as well as effusions into the serous cavities, and

also the e.Ktent of tumors or aneurisms, etc. The in-

strument has been kept as much as possible in the

form of the double stethoscope, so that liy removing

thi^ trumpet or sound-receiver, and sulistitiiting one

snitalile for the stethoscope, we may combine the two

instruments, so as to make one instrument answer the

purpose of two.

I believe that such an instrument may be found use-

ful in some obscure oases, and also as an aid in oidi-

nary percussion.

Besides intensifying the percussion sounds, the Echo-

scope exclude,', to a great extent, any extraneous noise,

and concentrates the whole attention on the part ex-

amined.

TREATMENT OF SCIATICA.

Bv J. ERNEST MEIERE, M.D.,

The following treatment which I have adopted in

three cases of sciatica of several years' standing, with

the most gratifying results, I publish to the profession,

believing by its strict observance we have the means

of controlling and of eradicating this disease.

I shall give the history and its treatment of one case,

it being the most .severe.

Thomas Browning, aged 4.5, a farmer of western

Maryland, presenteifhimself at my office for treatment,

having for the eighteen months previous suffered from

sciatic^!. The entire right lower limb was afropJned,

and he said he could span it at the largest part of the

thi'/h with one hand. He was entirely incapacitated from

attending to the duties of his farm, and could baiely

'• hobble " about with the aid of a stick. He was very
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much discouraged, having previously to my seeing him

been under the treatment of several physicians " with-

out much benefit." On my giving him assurance that

I could benefit him, he placed himself under my care

on the 4th of April, 1870, and continued under treat-

ment, at intervals, until July, when I saw him profes-

sionally for the last time.

The treatment was as follows:

He was cupped along the course of the sciatic nerve

to the ancle, taking about eight ounces of blood.

He was then ordered :

5 . 01. tiglii gtt. iii.

Fiat in pil. Ko. 3.

Sig., one each night.

Should the pills operate too frequently their action can

be easily checked with tinct. opii.

The following mixture was then given him, which I

am confident has a very great controlling influence on

the disease.

*^. Quiniai sulph. 3iss
Potassje iodidi, | ss.

Vini colch. sen. tl. § i

Aqu£e dest. ? vi.

Sig., teaspoonful three times daily.

The cupping was repeated on the 8th and 23d of the

same month, taking about the same quantity of blood

as at tlie first operation.

The mixture was continued at intervals up to July,

but I should advise that there be no interruption in its

administration until the termination of the treatment.

The result of tha treatment in Mr. Browning's case

I will give in his own words

:

" Doctor, I am now able to attend to the duties of my
farm, having myself ploughed a large field, and my leg

has regained its former size and strength, and I am en-

tirely free froin pain."

Before concluding this report I would recommend
that the limb be subjected to a cold water douche for

five or ten minutes, morning and night, both in winter

and sumirier, for several months after complete restora-

tion, and strict attention be paid to the bowels, not per-

mitting a day to pass without an operation.

6B WEST 36th STREET.

lUports of j^ospitals.

MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.
SEVERAL CASES OF SQUINT.

EEroRTED i!Y D. WEBSTER, M.D.,

HOUSE SURGEON TO TFIE KOSI'ITAL.

DiVERGKNT Squint.— Cane I. Service of Dr. Roosa.

Jane C, iet. 1.5, entered hospital Dec. 15, 1870, on
account of the unsightly appearance of her eyes.

Diagnosis:—Myopia of both eyes and insufficiency of
both internal recti. At the distance of twenty feet

one eye turned out and binocular vision was absent.

Eight eye with glass concave -,^f vision =- i. Left eye
wiin glass concave, \ vision = f . With left eye letters

appeared inclined.

Dec. 17.—Tenotomy ofthe external rectus of the left

eye was performed.

Dec. 20.—There was a divergence of sixteen degrees
at the ordinary reading distance.

* To prevent floccult-nt solution, the quinine and iodide of po-
tassa should be dissolved in different veB.sels, or else a precipitate of
the insoluble iodide of quinine will be thrown down and the medicine
be of no effect.

Jan. 9, 1871.—The patient had nine degrees ofinsuf-

ficiency in the left eye for reading, and eight degrees

for the distance.

Jan. 19.—Tenotomy of the right external rectus was
performed.

Jan. 30.—There was no insufBciency at reading dis-

tance, and, April 17, no insufficiency at any point. The
patient was discharged with a pair of spectacles con-

cave one-tenlh.

In testing lor insufficiency, the prism, colored glass,

and candle flame were used. A prism of eight or ten

degrees placed base upwards before one eye, always

produces diplopia where there is binocular vision. In

normal eyes, where the power of the opposing muscles

is evenly balanced, the images are seen one above the

other iu a vertical hne ; but if insufficiency of either

or both of the internal or external recti e.\ists, the

images are displaced laterally as wcU as vertically.

A plane red glass placed before one eye causes the

image seen by that eye to appear red. If, while the

red glass is held before the right eye of the patient, he

sees tlie red flume at his right hand, the images are

said to be homonymous, and one eye turns in ;
but if,

on the other hand, the red flame is seen at his left, the

images are said to be crossed, and one eye turns out.

The degree is easily determined by means of a prism

sufficiently strong to cause both images to appear in

the same vertical line. If the images be homonymous
the prism must be held with its base outwards ; if

crossed, with its base towards the nose.

It is necessary in this experiment to use the prism

with the base upwards, and thus produce displacement

of the images vertically, because without it the in-

stinctive desire for single vision will render moderate
degrees of insufficiency latent. In measuring the in-

sufficiency for the near, the candle is held at the ordi-

nary reading distance
;
for the far, at about twenty feet.

A similar test, consisting of a vertical line with a

dot ih the centre of it, is frequently used. The paper

with line and dot being held before the patient's eyes

at ordinary reading distance, a prism is placed before

one eye, base upwards. If the patient sees but one

line and two dots, one above the other, the opposing

muscular forces are properly balanced ; but if two lines

as well as two dots are seen, insufficiency of one or

both of the interni or externi is evident. The amount
of insufficiency may be measured as in the other ex-

periment.

Convergent Squint.— Case II. Service of Dr. Roosa.

Kate McC, aet. 16, entered hospital April 9, 1870.

Diagnosis ;—Convergent, concomitant squint, with
latent hypermetropia -3^;. Vision = j in each eye.

April 14.—Both internal recti were divided at one
sitting.

April 21.—Right eye vision = J ; left eye vision = 1.

June 4—Vision = -^, each eye. Nearer than seven

inches the patient has crossed images ; beyond that

point the images are homon3'mou.s, and about one inch

apart.

Nov. 10.—The patient lias single binocular vision at

fourteen and a half inches, and eight degrees of in-

suflSciency at eight inches.

Jan. 7, 1871.—The squint is completely removed
;

there is no insufficiency at any point, and vision = 1

in each eye.

Convergent Squint.— Case III. Service of Dr. Roosa.

Hiram B., £et. 17, entered hospital June 4, 1870.

Diagnosis:—Convergent squint, with latent hyper-

metropia .1,,. Tenotomy of the internal rectus of the

right eye was performed, and the conjunctival wound
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united by one vertical suture. This being the fourtli

operation, the previous ones having been performed

outside by Dr. Roosa, the muscle was found bound
down by adhesions to the globe.

June 9. Single binocular vision at eight inches, ho-

monymous double images beyond.

DivBRGEsT Squint.— Case IV. Service of Dr. Agnew.
L. McC, aet. 2S, entered hospital Feb. 2, 1870.

Diagnosis:—Divergent squint of right eye. Left

eye, vision = 1. Right eye, with glass concave i,

vision = i.

Feb. 17.—Tenotomy of both external recti and ad-

vancement of internal rectus of riglit eye by Dr. Ag-
new's method.

Feb. 22.—Divergence corrected; asthenopia and

headache, which had been previously persistent for

eiglit months, cured.

Convergent Squint.— Case V. Service of Dr. Agnew.

B. G., set. 24, entered hospital March 1, 1871.

Diagnosis:—Convergent, concomitant squint (of

nearly four lines)

Right eye vision = \ ; left eye vision = h ; refrac-

tion. HjV
March 3.—Tenotomy of both internal recti and con-

junctival suture over right.

March 13.—Range of accommodation normal. Reads
Snellen No. II. from five to fifteen inches.

Right eye vision = j ; left eye vision |.

progress of illrtical Science.

The Use of Raw Meat in the treatment of disease

is objected to by Dr. M. R. Levi {Giornale Ve»eto)

unless the said meat be other than that of the ox or

the pig. He recommends the use of chicken, pigeon,

or turkey meat for this purpose, as the others are apt

to produce the taenia.

Bromide of PoTAssir.M for Congestive Headaciies.

—Dr. J. J. BrinkerholT, Jr., of Auburn, N. Y., has al-

ways succeeded in preventing or in curing the so-called
" sick headache" by fifteen-grain doses of bromide of

potassium as often as m.iy be required.

Intestinal Lesions in Enteric Fever.—In a paper
read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Eilin-

burgh fon the 15th of March ultimo), by Dr. J. T. Mac-
lagan, on the Nature of Intestinal Lesions in Enteric
Fever, the writer gives, as a synopsis of his views, the

following :

—

1. The intestinal lesion of enteric fever is specific in

character.

2. It may terminate in either resolution or ulcera-

tion.

3. When it goes on to ulceration there are two sets

of lesions, primary and secondary.

4. The former are an essential part of the disease.

5. The latter are accidental, and the result of the

inoculation of healthy glands by the discharges com-
ing from the former.

6. The recognition of these two forms of lesion is

necessary to the explanation of the diverse phenomena
of the disease.

7. Their relative frequency varies in different cases.

8. The extent of the primary lesion bears a direct

relation to the severity of the attack.

9. That of the secondary bears no such relation,

they being more likely to predominate in cases in

which the general symptoms are mild, and the primary
lesions few.

10. One primary lesion is sufficient to produce, di-

recily or indirectly, many secondary.

11. The discharges do not necessarily inoculate every

gland over which they pass.

12. The longer they remain in contact with a gland

the more likely it is to suffer.

13. The higher up in the intestine the primary

lesions are situated, tlie more numerous, cceteris pari-

bus^ will be the secondary.

14. Fatal abdominal .symptoms are more often the

result of secondary than of primary lesions.

15. Relapses are caused by reabsorption of the poi-

son into the system, probably by one or more of the

absorbent glands which escaped during the primary

attack.

16. Constipation is to be regarded as a source of

ultimate danger.

17. No one suffering from enteric fever should go
more than two days without a stool.— Edhihunjh

iledical Journal.

Method of Expulsion of the Placenta.—Dr. J.

Matthews Duncan contributes an article to the Edin-

burgh Medical Journal on the Mechanism of the Ex-
pulsion of the Placenta, in which he says that the ar-

rangement of the membranes which is commonly
observed, viz., the fcetal surface instead of the mater-

nal surface of the placenta being presented, is the

result of traction on the coid, and is attended with

consequences which he describes in the following man-
ner. In the normal mechanism of expulsion, '' if the

placenta comes edgewise, its uterine surface glides

along the surface of the uterus ; its foldings, parallel

to the length of the maternal passages, are well squeezed

together, and little space is offered for the reception of

blood flowing from the uterine sinuses. The uterine

wall keeps close to the folded placenta. The uterus

contracts, forces the placenta downwards, and at last its

body is nearly globular and empty. There is no hem-
orrhage worthy of the name." But if traction has

been made, " the insertion of the cord comes first, as

is so frequently represented in woodcuts. The pla-

centa is transversely bent upon itself, and puckered up,"

and, having a certain amount of rigidity, the " cup-like

shape cannot be effected without a hollow space being

offered for the reception of blood, or indeed without a

certain degree of force being exerted to produce the

folding—which force will also tend to draw the bloed

into this hollow from the open uterine sinuses which
were in apposition to the part. The inverted mass
forms a firm plug, closely filling the vagina. Traction

on this plug is exactly like traction on the piston of a

pump. If hemorrhage does not naturally take place

to fill up the void which tends to be formed beyond
the placenta, then it is powerfully induced by the pis-

ton-hke action of the placenta pulled by the cord.

The interior of the uterus, already scarified by the

separation of the placenta, requires but this pulling at

the cord to be effectually cupped." From this, then,

follows the corollary, that in practice, the third stage of

labor should be left to nature, and that when interfe-

rence is required, the natural mechanism should be as

closely imitated as circumstances will admit.

Arnica in Pneumonia.—A writer in the Lancet re-

commends strongly the use of arnica in pneumonia, in

doses of ten minims of the strong tincture every two
hours. The pulse should be reduced by it to 60 or 70,

and it descends at times as low as 40 per minute. The
relief is immediate and marked.

Use or Iodoform.—The use of this compound, first
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brought prominently into notice by Bouchardat, is now
employed extensively, not only for glandular enlarge-

ments, but also, owing to its anaesthetic properties, in

skin diseases accompanied with intense pruritus. Its

odor is much more agreeable than that of chloroform,

resembling that of saffron. Moretin and Humbert
recommend it for internal use as possessing all the ad-

vantages of iodine, of which it contains 90 per cent,

without any of iti inconveniences. It exercises upon

the sphincters a local anfesthetic effect so powerful, that

defecation is sometimes performed unconsciously after

its use ; it therefore forms an admirable suppository in

cases of hemorrhoids, etc. Muutre's formula is. Iodo-

form, powdered, 20 grains; cocoa butter, one ounce;

melt, mix, and divide into six suppositories. For fric-

tions, the ointment is used in the strength of one drachm

to the ounce of simple ointment.

—

Med. Times & Gazelle.

Bals.^m of Peru in Scabies.—This remedy has lately

been spoken of as a substitute for storax in itch, and it

is claimed that it is equally efficacious and more easily

applied. Though more expensive than storax, it is ac-

tually cheaper in practice, as much less is u.sed. Among
the advantages claimed for it is, that there is no neces-

s'ty for detention in hospital The patient is stripped

and rubbed firmly from head to foot, but not so roughly

as to chafe him. It is absorbed into the burrows and

destroys the eggs, and the whole parasiticide process

may be accoraplislied in an hour. A second nibbing

may be instituted in about ten days, as some stray

acari may infest the body from the clothes, but there is

no necessity for baking or disinfecting the latter.

—

Edin-
burgh Med. Jour., and Anier. Jour, of Derm, and Syph.

SiGMUND ON Syphilis.—In the Centralblatt f. d. Med.
Wisseyi. Dr. Sigmund says that the first stage of syphilis

embraces the time of the eruption on the skin and mu-
cous membranes. The bearing of this time he explains

as follows :

—

1. It is not correct to say that in some cases the skin

affection is wanting, and lljat furtlier on forms of more
developed syphilis appear without secondaries.

2. In about half of the cases of syphilis the disease is

completely at an end after the first stage is past.

There is no such thing as latent syphilis: the dyscra-
sia is recognizable, or does not exist. Clinical expe-
rience now shows us that the dyscrasia sometimes gets

cured without any therapeutic remedy ; and also that

there is no existing treatment which can hinder the

appearance of the first stage of the disease. He thinks,

however, that internal remedies may prevent the ap-

pearance of the tertiary symptoms, or at any rate make
them appear more rarely. He admits that this is de-
nied by many persons, but his experience of many
years makes him believe that he is correct in sayingso.

He uses mercurial ointment for some time in the erup-
tive period, Tlie value of iodide of potassium, says
Sigmund, consists in its antiphlogistic action on tiie

lymphatic glands, in the ease it thus gives to all pains,

whether in the head, limbs, or in whatever part of the

body they occur. During the use of this remedy fiT

several months the appearances of the first stage of
syphilis fade away, as indeed takes place when no in

ternal remedy is made use of Chlorate of potash is of
no use in syphilis, says Sigmund, and chromate of pot-
ash also is worse than useless. The "decoctions" are

useless also. And as syphilis is a chronic disease let us
not omit hygienic remedies.

Digitalis, Aconite, and Opktm, as External Appli-
cations.—Dr. Fussell writes to the Brilixh Medical
Journal that he has no doubt but that the efficacy of

employing certain drugs externa'ly depends on the

mode of application, and gives a case where no good
result followed the internal administration of medicines,

and having advised the application of one ounce of the

tincture of digitalis sprinkled over a piece ol' spongio-

piline wrung out of boiling water, vomiting and occa-

sional syncope followed, but after the administration of

brandy the patient rallied. He considers the symptoms
arose from the digitalis. Cases are reported by Drs.

Reynolds and Jenkins, where poultices of digitalis

leaves applied over the abdomen in suppression of urine

gave satisfactory results. In severe abdominal pain.

Dr. Fussell is using, with benefit to his patient, a

spongio-piline bandage sprinkled with tincture of aco-

nite and solution of opium.

—

The Doctor.

Neuralgia of Jaw.—W. J. Sneed, Nashville, Teun.

{Xashville Journ. Medicine and Surgery), describes, oc-

curring in a farmer set. G3, a case of neuralgia of the jaw-
bone, first specifically noticed by Prof Gross of Phila-

delphia; a disease due to compression of the branches

of nerves distributed through the wasted alveolar pro-

cess dependmg on the encroachment of osseous matter

upon the walls of the canals in which they are inclosed,

in elderly, edentulous persons. Although a year ago

he performed Carnociian's operation of exsecting the

second branch of the fifth nerve of the left side, with
great relief, the neuralgia recently returned, and located

itself in the left alveolar process of the upper jaw. The
affected, hard, and eburnated alveolar process was re-

moved by an incision along its ridge, from the incisor

to the second molar tooth, turning a?ide the soft parts

and cutting off the affected bone with bone forceps and
gouge. There was but little hemorrhage, and very

little sufl'eriiig afterwards. On the third day the pa-

tient left the hospital and has not been heard from

since.

Resection of the Humerus.—Five cases of resection

of humerus are reported by Dr. J. "W. Tliompson,

Paducah, Ky. (Xashville Journ. Medicine and Sur-

gery). In the Jirst, 4 inches of the middle of the shaft

of the bone were removed. There was a shortening

of 3 inches and no bony union. It was not regarded as

a very successful result.

Three inclies of the upper portion of the bone, in-

cluding the head, were resected in the second case.

There was shortening of 2i inches, with a rather good
use of the forearm. In the thi7-d case, 5i inches were
removed, including the head. A shortening of 3-i inches

was exhibited; no bony union. The limb is quite use-

ful The operation in this case was performed by Dr.

J. S. Gilmore, Mobile, Ala. The fonrth operation was
performed by Dr. Schmidt, of New Orleans, La., and 5
inches of the upper third were removed. There exists

3f inches shortening ; no bony union. The patient

can write with it, and use a knife.

Two inches of shaft were removed from the fifth

patient ; the exact .shortening was one inch. The
patient can attend to all kinds of work on a farm,

though the wounded aim is not cjuite so strong as the

other.

The two first patients were Federal soldiers, wounded
in 1862-4. The three last were Confederate soldiers,

wounded at the battles of the Wilderness, Chancellors-

villc, and New Hope Church, respectively.

Similarity between Nocturnal Enuresis and Epi-

lepsy.—Dr. J. B. Bradbury, Physician to Adden-
brooke's Hospital, Cambridge {British Med. Journ.),

says there is one point in connection with nocturnal

enuresis which has interested him very much, and that

is the close similarity between this affection and epi-

lep.sy: indeed, nocturnal enuresis might, without any
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great error, be called epilepsy of the bladder. The
points in which the analogy holds are : 1st. Enuresis

and epilepsy are both markedly hereditary, and one
neurosis may be transformed into the other; patients

who have had incontinence of urine in youth some-
times becoming epileptic after puberty. 2d. Botli af-

fections are influenced by the same system of nerves—
the sympaihetic, whicli mav, under certain circumstan-

ces, induce spasm in the muscular fibres of the small

arteries of the brain, as it does in the unstriped mus-
cular fibres of the detrusor vesicae muscle. 3d. Bella-

donna is of service in the treatment of both these affec-

tions, and probably acts by its influence on the sympa-
thetic. 4th. Epilepsy may be either essential or due
to reffex irritation, and so may nocturnal enuresis.

He is of opinion that hydrate of chloral will be found
useful iq the treatment of some forms of this allection.

Treat.mext of E.vi.augf.d Tonsils.—Dr. Rumbold,
St. Louis, Mo. (AfeJ. Archives), has treated successfully

a number of cases of enlarged tonsils by injecting the

glands, by means of a hypodermic syringe, with a solu-

tion of iodine—iodine gr. ij., potass, iod. 3 ij., aquae 3 j.

Generally a slight inflammation followed tlie injection,

but soon subsided. From 12 to 17 injections—ordina-
rily two a week—were sufficient to reduce the gland
to its normal condition. The advantage claimed for

this mode of treatment was, saring the substance and
function of the gland.

Dressing for Sti^mps.—Dr. George Buchanan, of
the Gla-sgow Infirmary, advocates the following dress-
ing for stumps. A few strips of lint dipped in carbo-
lized oil—with a free opening for discharge to drain
away—changed once or twice in twenty-four hours,

according to the amount and nature of the discharge.

Belladons.a in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Lewis S. Pil-

cher. Passed Asst. Surgeon U. S. N. (Mich. Univ. Med.
Journ.), having been attracted by the positive and
warm terms in which the effects of belladonna, given in

typiioid fever, are stated by Dr. B. Kelly, of Dublin,
finds that under its influence, within from 24-48 hours
after the first administration of the drug, delirium,
com;i, and subsultiis quickly vanish, and are succeeded
by calmness and clearness of the intellect, by natural
sleep, and complete control of all the voluntary muscles.
Diarrhoea is checked, and healthy, consistent evacua-
tions are established.

CilLOBAL IN Delirium Tremens.—In the Centralblall
fiir die ^fed. ]Visse>i. Dr. Curschmann relates some
experiments in the treatment of delirium tremens
by chloral hydrate. There were twenty-four males
thus treated from the age of twenty-lour to fifty.

Two cases were complicated by pneumonia, four 1

with surgical diseases, and the rest without com-
'

plication. All were treated by chloral hydrate in
wine, and in two instances by subcutaneous in-

\

jection, which is not to be recommended. Clysters
j

cannot be used in D. T. The dose given was 3 to 4
grammes—one drachm at first, afterwards more. The

j

smallest quantity which caused sleep was five grammes, ;

but one patient had as much as 25 grammes in 22
hours. The remedy was more successful in beer drink-
ers than in spirit drinkers. The pulse and respirations 1

frequently sank soon after the administration of the
drug. The duration of the sleep was 8 to 21 hours, and

I

the patients awoke cured. He considers that the cure
by chloral is much more rapid in D. T. than when any
other remedy is made use of.

Influence of Alcohol on the Sionr.—M. Galezowski
recently, at a sitting of the Paris Academy of Medicine,

pointed out how many cases he had seen among the

poorer classes recently, of loss of vision from chronic use
of alcohol. The form of loss of sight is that of amblyopia.

He also mentions tliat intemperate persons do not do
well when operated on for diseases of the eye.

Vaccinating with Secondary Lymph.—Our Man-
chester correspondent writes:—-There is no doubt that

much lymph from revaceinated persons is being used
in A[anchester, and at least one public vaccinator is in

the habit of indiscriminately employing virgin lymph
and the lymph of revaccination. The li priori argu-

ment which this gentleman adduces for the practice is

tliat the production of a typical vesicle ("a drop of dew
upon a rose-leaf) points to the fact that the original

j vaccine virus is quite worn out, and the individual is

tlierefore as though he had never been vaccinated.

1
The d posteriori argument which he urges is, that he

j

obtains typical vesicles from tliis lym|ih, and that in all

cases when it has taken eflect the vaccinated persons

i resist the influence of fresh vaccine matter as decidedly

[

as they do when virgin lymph has been employed
;

and, by parity of reasoning, he maintains that if they

resist vaccinia, they will equally resist variola.

—

/Irif-

ish Med. Journal.

Life-Like in Death.—Rossbach, in a late number of

Virchow's Archiv (Band 51), has given an interesting

aci-ount of numerous cases of sudden death on the

fields of Beaumont and Sedan, in which the bodies of

those killed retained the position and the expression of

face present just before death. In one case, a group of

six French soldiers were killed by the explosion of a sin-

gle shell as they were breakfasting in a slight hollow.

;
The shell had struck one of them sitting in the middle

j

full in tlic back, where it was partly lodged ; the frag-

ments had torn away his thighs and buttocks, and
killed his comrades. From one of them the skull was
carried ofi", while the face still retained the expression

of laughter at the joke of a companion. The next one
to him still held delicately raised to his lips, between
the forefinger and thumb, a tin cup from which he
was about to drink when the explosion had taken off

the whole of the upper part of tlie face and head. The
close manner in which they were seated togellier had

prevented the bodies from falling after the lapse of

twenty-four hours. In another case a soldier shot

through the breast lay half reclining on one side, with

the photograph of his wife or lover held up straight

before him. Rossbach cannot admit that in such cases

the nervous centres must necessarily be injured, nor

that death must have been instantaneous. Rigor

mortis must have set in between tlie last moment of

life and the first of death.

—

Lancet.

Treatment of Aneurism by Manipulation.—There

are at present in the General Hospital at Birmingham
two most interesting cases under the care of Mr. Oliver

Pembe'rton, which illustrate the marked success which
sometimes fdiows the adoption of Sir W. Fergusson's

treatment of aneurismal sacs.

Tlie first is the case of a comparatively young man
with a popliteal aneurism, which was accidentally cured

by the manipulation which Mr. Pemberton employed
in the examination of tlie case.

The second is one of subclavian aneurism, where,

encouraged by his accidental success, Mr. Pemberton
kneaded the tumor, and with the most brilliant results.

The sac was consolidated, the artery has become blocked

up, and the collateral circulation has become completely

established. Shortly afterthe symptoms of obliteration

were evident, the suprascapular artery could be felt

crossing the sac, and day by day its increase has beer.
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marked. The sac probably originated from behind the

scalenus anticus.

—

Lancet.

A New Test for the PnosPHATES.—Dr. Heisch
found that sugar was a very delicate test for water
contaminated with sewage, its addition showing in a

short time, with the aid of the microscope, some very
characteristic fungoid growth. Dr. Frankland corrobo-

rates Dr. Heisch's results. But he has found that the

presence of sewage matter alone in water is not suffi-

cient to produce this singular result. It must lie ac-

companied by the presence of some of the phosphates.

He also finds that germs from the atmosphere iu com-
pany with phosphates yield similarly formed cells. The
conclusion therefore is, that though sugar is not a re-

liable test for sewage matter, it is likely to prove a won-
derfully delicate indication of the existence of phos-
phates.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

The Preservation of Pepsine.—Dr. Lionel Beale
writes to Nature to the effect that the means hitherto

adopted for preparing pepsine for medical purposes are

clumsy and inefficient. Dr. Beale, however, claims

one exception, a process described by himself in 1858.

It simply consists in quickly drying the mucus ex-
pressed iiom the pig's stomach glands upon glass plates.

The dried mucus is then powdered, and kept in stop-

pered bottles. It retains its properties for years. Eight-
tenths of a grain will dissolve one hundred grains of co-

agulated white of egg. From this powder is easily

prepared, by solution in distilled water, a perfectly clear

and colorless digestive fluid of great activity, which can
be readily filtered.—Med. Press and Circular.

PtJNCTCrRE OP THE AbDOMEN FOR THE ReLIKF OF TYM-
PANITIS.

—

The Dublin Quar. Jour. ofJ\fed. Science men-
tions three cases in which marked relief was afforded

by this operation. In one the distension was caused
by the pressure of an ovarian tumor on the intestine.

The puncture was made in the coecal region, and was
repeated daily, more than fifty times, at the request of

the patient. At the autopsy no traces of the punctures
could be oliserved. The second case was that of a man
61 years old. Eight punctures were made in 14 days,

with great relief and no unpleasant results. In another
case, reported in the Practitioner, the operation was
performed upon a patient with double pneumonia. The
punctures, two in number, were made over the trans-
verse and descending colon, and gave great relief The
patient, however, died of pneumonia, but no traces of
t'le puncture could be found after death, except on the
surface of the body. The instrument used was an ex-
ploring trochar (m. 1 Weiss).

The Tolerance of Chloroform.—Dr. Edward R.
Squibb, of Brooklyn, N. Y. (Metu York Med. Journal),
remarks tliat the greatest consumption of chloroform
he ever met witli was in a patient of Dr. Guslave
Morelli, of New York City. This patient was the
widow of an Italian physician ; her age 48, and her
appearance healthy. She was subject to hereditary
migratory gout, the sudden pain of which was so severe
that she finally gave up all slower means of temporary
alleviation for the prompt action of chloroform.
Between the 31st of March and the 16th of December,
1865, a record was kept, and during this time, by
Dr. Morelli's direction, slie was supplied by Dr. Squibb
with fifty- three pounds of purified chloroform. Dur-
ing her acute attacks she not unfrequeiitly used two
pounds each day.

Tracueotomy.—Dr. George Buchanan, Lecturer on
Clinical Surgery, Glasgow Royal Infirmary, in a recent
chnical lecture on "Tracheotomy," states that he has

performed this operation in thirty-nine hopeless cases

;

of these thirteen recovered, or one out of every three

operated on.

Is IT Right to Vaccinate or Revaccinate Preg-
nant Women ?—Dr. Robert Barnes, of London (British

Medical Journal), in answer to this question, stales that

so far is vaccination from causing abortion, cases are

known in which the foetus has gone safely through the

vaccine disease in utero, so that it has subsequently
been proof against vaccination. He believes we may
conclude, in the absence of decisive evidence of special

danger, that pregnant women are entitled to equal
protection against smallpox with the rest of the com-
munity

; and that vaccination or revaccination should

be practised on pregnant women, in their own interest

as well as in that of the community of which they
form a jiart.

Clitoridectomt.—Dr. J. P. White, of Buffalo, N. Y.
(Am. Jour, of Insanity), extirpated the clitoris in an
epileptic girl, aged 20 years, who was addicted to onan-

ism. The habit was broken up entirely. It is now
about three years since the operation

;
the habit has

not returned, nor have the epileptic paroxysms reap-

peared. He has operated in two other instances. In

one case the paroxysms were postponed a month or

two, but the epilepsy was not interrupted. Two of the

cases were young girls, where the habit of masturba-
tion was established at boarding school. Dr. White
would suggest the substitution of the division of the

pubic nerves subcutaneously for the more offensive

mutilation of cUtoridectomy. This operation would be
far less disgusting, and may afford equal relief. In
some instances, which have come under his observa-

tion, the patients were wonderfully susceptible to the

influence of this peculiar excitement; and upon apply-

ing the finger to the clitoris, it acted almost hke a gal-

vanic shock.

Nostalgia a Cause of Insanity.—Dr. Ralph L.

Parsons, N. Y. City Lunatic Asylum (Am. Jour. In-

sanity), holds that nostalgia is an important cause of

insanity in our foreign population, and in his opinion

tends to render the prognosis of those insane from this

cause unfavorable. Again, the majority of our Irish

patients are of a low order of intelligence, and very

many of them have imperfectly developed brains.

When such persons become insane, he is inclined to

think that the prognosis is peculiarly unfavorable.

It is not improbable that an undue proportion of this

class of the Irish emigrate to this country.

The Local and Superficial Anaesthetic Effects of
THE Phenols.—According to Dr. Edward R. Squibb,
of Brooklyn, N. Y. (Netu York Med. Journal), the best
of these is eresol or cresylic acid, and next phenol or

the crystallized carbolic acid. But practically the

cheap mixture of the two, called coal-tar creasote or
imjiure carbolic acid, is as good as either. The prompt
and complete effect of very dilute aqueous solutions of
tljis creasote upon the pain of burns, erysipelas, etc.,

led him to infer peculiar anaesthetic properties many
years ago, and the numbness or insensibihty produced
upon the hands by handling it confirmed the idea.

Syphilitic Contagion.—Dr. Alfred Fournier (jl/«(f.

Times and Gazette), the successor of M. Ricord in the

Hupital du Midi—the venereal hospital for males in

Paris—in a thesis on syphilitic contagion, has, in con-
junction with M. Puohe, carefully traced the disease to

its source in 873 cases. Out of the 873 cases coming
promiscuously under their care, 625 contracted syphilis

from women registered by the police and carefully and
frequently examined by the police surgeon.
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CONCEENIXG THE CRIME OF ABORTION.

From the time the Hippocratic oath was first admin-

istered, from the time that the first follower of the

great father of medicine was made to swear that he

would " give no deadly medicine to any one if asked,

nor suggest any such counsel ; and in like manner

would not give to a woman a pessary to produce abor-

tion," the profession of medicine has striven, by precept

and by example, to be true to its trusts. From time

immemorial the crime of abortion has been held in spe-

cial abhorrence. No matter what class of individuals,

whether statesmen, political economists, philosophers,

or divines have been engaged in the discussion of the

enormity of the crime, the physician as a radical has

always led the van. With him there has been no ex-

cuse, no extenuation for the dreadful abuse of nature's

most sacred law. He has always been proud to think

that the profession of his choice was above the suspicion

of even an accessory to the production of an abortion.

All over the civilized world wherever a medical man
is to be fuund, and wherever legitimate medicine is re-

spected, the same noble and honorable sentiment is

entertained. No language has been deemed too pointed

or too severe to express the just abhorrence of one of

the most dreadful of crimes, one for the performance of

which there is the least excuse, one for which the pun-

ishment should be proporlionably severe. The discus-

sions which have filled the pages of the medical and

other scientific journals of the past century have

breathed but one sentiment, and have refused to com-

promise the question in any shape or degree.

Within the past few years the views of the profes-

sion have, if possible, been more positive than hereto-

fore, and their opinions have been entertained by every

class of thinkers. The secular press has taken up the

su!»ject, and with its scathing pen has anathematized

the evil-doers ; the pulpit has thundered its maledic-

tions against the criminals—has thrown aside prudery

and presented the naked facts to a sinning community
;

and lastly, the bar has striven to do its part in punish-

ment, and from the judge's bench of this city we have

had charges to the jury which, in moral tone, equal in

liighmindedness what the verdict does in justice.

The profession cannot fail to congratulate itself on

such a state of things, neither can they fail to recognize

the claims which every one of the philanthropists has

upon the esteem, the respect, and the good will of the

profession. All have aided in the good work ; but no

one can fail to see that the crime can be best stayed by

severe and just punishment. For this latter, the courses

of Judge Gunning S. Bedford and District-Attorney

Garvin of this city, merit especially the hearty approv-

al of every medical man. Every member of our profes-

sion acquainted with the manner in which the District-

Attorney has prosecuted the cases and the Judge has

measured out justice to the convicted criminals, will be

ready with a hearty endorsement of the recent action

of the New York Academy of Medicine. In order that

such an action may stand upon record to the credit of

Judge Bedford and Mr. Garvin on the one hand, and

the profession on the other, we present the following

preamble and resolutions adopted at the meeting held

May 18, 1871:—
' IFAei-ea.?, The pervading crime of abortion as a

regularly advertised business has, in this city and
county, been hitherto opposed by the medical profes-

sion without the uniform and efficient cooperation of

the State officers and the courts which has been de-

sired and reasonably expected

:

'^Resoh-ed, That the profession hail the advent of any
administration which will secure it such long-desired

support as shall enable it to successfully contend against

this wide-spread crime, practised, in too many instances,

by malefactors possessing or pretending to possess

medical diplomas.

"Besolved, That Judge Gunning S. Bedford, by his

manner of conducting the trials of those notorious

abortionists and enemies of mankind, Wo'tflfand Thomas
Lookup, by the high moral tone of his addresses to,

and by his clear and specific instructions given to the

juries, and finally, by his prompt and just sentences,,

eminently honored the name he bears, has done infi-

nite service to societ}', has merited the commendation
and shall have the most cordial approval of the New
York Academy of Medicine, as he doubtless will of

every member of the profession who properly estimates

his duty and moraUty.
"Resolved, That an official copy of this expression of

the Academy, and the minutes pertaining to it, be sent

to Judge Bedford, to our efficient District-Attorney

Garvin, to the President of the New York Bar Asso-

ciation, and to the daily papers of this citv."

W. T. White, M.D.,
Secretary.

This, certainly, is one of the fruits of labor in the right

direction, and as such is a cause for encouragement.

But at the very time we are congratulating ourselves,

a circumstance makes it necessary to mingle our joy

with sorrow. From what has been said, considering

the views of our profession upon abortion, it might

be thought impossible for any member in good stand-

ing to have been found guilty of the crime. But the

fact is that such a crime has been committed, and that

Dr. James B. Cutter, of Newark, N J., is the crim-

inal. We rejoice that a prominent member, of the
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legal profession is interested in seconding the views of

the profession, but at the same time are compelled to

bow our heads in shame that one of our own number
has proved to be an apostate. This melancholy case

occurs so shortly after the action of the Academy of

Medicine that it seems as if circumstances conspired to

mingle our congratulation with mortification. We are,

however, compelled to accept the conclusion, and com-

mon justice demands that the facts of the one be stated

with those of the other. It seems that a young woman
came by accident into Dr. Cutter's office, told him a

pitiful tale of systematic seduction, and urged him to

produce an abortion. The situation of the girl is said

to have been trying in the extreme, poor, unprotected,

and, if exposed, utterly ruined. She did not appeal in

vain, and Dr. Cutter by manual interference produced

abortion. Becoming subsequently very ill, and fearing

death, the patient sent for the county physician, and

charged Cutter with the crime. He was arretted, but

liberated on one thousand dollars bail to await the

sitting of the Grand Jury. Before the Grand Jury

he pleaded not guilty, was indicted, and the bail was
raised to five thousand dollars. Being unable to raise

the amount, and apparently deserted by his friends, he

is remanded to the County Jail. On the day fixed for

the trial. May 23, he pleads guilty, and is immediately

remanded for sentence. The following remarks, with

the accompanying sentence, pronounced May 27, 1871,

by Judge David A. Depue (Essex Co., N. J., Oyer and

Terminer), complete the history of the case :

"James B. Cutter—You are indicted for misdemean-
or—what is known in law as criminal abortion. On
being charged you acknowledged your guilt and plead-

ed guilty. The Court has been very much perplexed
to know what disposition to make of your cnse. The
oflence with which you are charged is a serious one

—

one which the Legislature regards as a high crime, and
fixes a punishment in the State prison for a term not
exceeding seven years. The Court, regarding the na-
ture and eflect of the plea, the dignity of your profes-
sion, your education and intelligence—being aware not
only of the legal consequences of the act, but also the
moral guilt, felt called upon to make an exa'iiple in

your case, and proposed to punish to some extent, to

answer what the law seems to require in cases of this

kind. There are in your cass many circumstances to

influence us to mitigate the penally. Since the time
)'ou pleaded guilty you have openly acknowledged the
offence, and have also professed that contritiun and
sorrow which every one ought to feel in your position.

We have also had laid before us a certificate signed by
your own medical brethren of this State and the State
of New York—gentlemen well known for respectability

and high standing in your profession—names known
everywhere where fame can carry their names. These
persons have spoken of you in the higliest possible
manner

; and your medical brethren of New York have
certified to your previous good character, bearing wit-
ness to your scientific attainments and high standing
previous to this offence. We have also a certificate

signed by numerous of the most prominent business

men of the city of Newark, asking the Court to save you
from imprisonment, and punish you by a fine instead of
subjecting you to punishment that would be ignomin-

ious. Your high standing, deserving a good name by
your skill in your profession, the request by your medi-
cal brethren—one the chairman of the Grand Jury—the

fact that you have already been confined in the county
jail and must have suffered very considerably personallv

from the publicity of the charge— all these circumstan-

ces the Court take into consideration, and to heed them
the Court will inflict a punishment, not by imprison-
ment, but by fine. The statute under which the pun-
ishment is inflicted provides that it is not to exceed
$.500, and we feel called upon to give the extrirme pen-
alty. The sentence of the Court is that you pay a fine

of $500, and stand committed until the fine and costs

of prosecution are paid."

It is claimed that mixed up with this case there are

some mitigating circumstances, but in reality associated

with it is a great deal of sentimentality, if not romance.

A pleading, unprotected, distracted girl, and a compas-

sionate physician who must assist her without fee and

against all odds, may do well enough as the basis of a

plot for a sentimental novel, but it is altogether another

thing when the said compassionate ph}'sician deliber-

ately violates the most sacred duty of his profession.

This Dr. Cutter has unquestionably done, and before

the bar of professional opinion he must stand con-

demned. There is hardly a physician in this or any

other country who has not been urged by .some dis-

tracted female to bring on abortion, and yet if we are

aU to be compassionate, and have not resolution enough

to follow the dictates of duty, what a race of cowardly

murderers we would be ! Dr. Cutter cannot be classed,

in a moral sense, with the professional abortionist, but

as an educated and skilful gynEecologist he is, in truth,

more culpable. No one knew better than he the risks

of such an operation to the mother. It is true the

mother recovered, but no one can deny that under

the circumstances such a result was due more to -good

fortune than anything else. The destruction of what

would have been a human being has associated with it,

not only in a professional but in a moral sense, no miti-

gating circumstances. If the profession must admit it,

then a precedent is established for deliberate crime

from which even a heathen would recoil.

The question may come up in this case, whether

Dr. Cutter would have acknowledged his guilt if he

were not forced to do so—whether, if the girl had not

become alarmed, the crime would have ever come to

light. From the fact that he at first pleaded not guilty,

it would seem that, even for the sake of repenting, he

had no desire to criminate himself. How many similar

cases are possibly hidden in the dark doings of some of

our brethren, simply because the perpetrators of the

crime are fortunate in not killing more than the infant

!

In Dr. Cutter's case it might be inferred that after com-

pulsory confession, contrition was a virtue of necessity.

The responsibility of the sentence of the Court rests

entirely with the Judge, and concerning its justice

each has the privilege of determining for himself Com-

pared with the sentences inflicted upon similar crimi-

nals by Judge Bedford, it is merely nominal. Although
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Dr. Cutter would have been a greater sufferer by a sen-

tence of sevea years' imprisonment, and althougli,

personally, we may be glad that he escaped such an

ignominious punishment, still, had such a penalty

been inflicted, its general effect ^Y0uld have been

most salutary. In reality, as to the crime itself he is

not less guilty than Wolff, or Ttiomas Lookup, both of

whom are serving their full time in State Prison.

But the sentence has been pronounced ; Dr. Cutter has

paid his fine, and is, in the eye of the law, once more a

free man. In a legal sense he has been punished for his

crime. No matter what may have been the induce-

ments to acknowledge his guilt, it is certain that he is

now penitent. We believe him to be sincere as to his

promises for the future, but he still owes it to the pro-

fession, for the disgrace which he has voluntarily in-

flicted upon it, to atone for the past with bowed head

and bended knee. He has dishonored, degraded, and

humiliated his calling, and no penance is too severe for

him ; but if he shows the right sort of contrition forgive-

ness should not be denied him, and the profession should

strive to forget the past and trust to the future.

We have made the foregoing remarks in the belief that

they will be sanctioned by the profession at large, and

that in the matter of abortions i t will be ready to aid the

efforts of Judge Bedford and District-Attorney Garvin

on the one hand, and to condemn the crime of Cutter

on the other hand. If our opinions are ill-founded, and

if our interpretations of the right are not impartial, the

facts in the respective cases may servo to add some

items of interest to the general history of the subject of

criminal abortions.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW FORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, May 4th, 1871.

Dn. E. R. Peaslee, in the Chair.

THE MICROSCOPE AND THE STCDY OF CANCER CELLS.

Dr. S. Fleet Speir's paper on " The Use of the

Microscope in the Differential Diagnosis of Morbid
Growths, with a Xew Method for Determining the
Diagnosis, Prognosis, and Treatment of Tumors and
Cancers," read April 6tli, was discussed.

After describing the molecular and exudation theo-
ries. Dr. Speir says that the cell is, after all, the ulti-

mate element by which we must determine the charac-
ter of morbid growths. The object, then, of all micro-
scopic examinations of tumors is, to discover the pecu-
liar kinds of cells which compose the specimen under
examination. This is readily done ; and the profession
has already a great accumulation of material of this

kind. Observations of this character h.ive been made
in sufficient number to establish thoroughly the pecu-
liar varieties of cellular growths. This being done, the

only question which remains is : Have we a specific

cancer cell, and is it diagnostic ? Can we determine
with certainty that one tumor is cancerous and
another benign in its nature, by the character of its

cells ?

For his own part, the author is willing to count him-
self among those who have a positive and firm convic-

tion of the existence of certain cells, which, when found
in morbid growths, are diagnostic of cancer.

He believes we have two such cells. One is the

"mother cell," or "compound cancer cell," long recog-

nized by authors as the " cancer cell." When we see

this cell, there is no longer any doubt that the specimen
under consideration is a cancer.

If we are to render the best service to the patient at-

tacked with this disease, we must know early in the

case with what we have to deal; for this would influ-

ence to a great extent the treatment of a tumor. This

cannot be told in the majority of cases, if tlie presence

of the " compound cancer cell " is relied upon.

Dr. Speir thinks that what have been called '' free

nuclei " by authors, in their descriptions of cancer, are

the elements upon which we can rely witli great cer-

tainty, and are in reality as specific cancer cells as the

mother cell. This is no nucleus, but a complete cell.

The peculiar cell to which he refers is found, to a

greater or less extent, in all cancers
;
and in the early

as well as in the later stages of their development. It

has for its parent type the connective tissue corpuscle

—

the embryoplastic cell. It is, doubtless, from tliis phys-

iological type that all the other cells which compose
the body have their origin. It is sparsely scattered about

in the tissues of the adult, but it is found in great

abundance in the foetus. It is best studied in the early

development of the embryo, wliere, quickly changing its

form, it passes readily into the fusiform caudate, epi-

thelial or fibre cell, etc. It was after a careful study of

the cells and their development in the embryo, that the

doctrine of heterology was found to be untenable, as it

related to the division of tumors.

According to the author, most pathologists have

abandoned the use of the term lieterohf/ons, as it was
first used to indicate malignity ; and now it is generally

restricted in its use to indicate only the abnormal man-

ner in which tumors sometimes arise, viz. : such a

growth as is at variance with the typical formation of

the body. It is thought that by a careful search into

the early elements of the tissues, a physiological type

has been found for every pathological formation.

Heterology now means an error in the arrangement of

the elements composing a tumor as to place or situation.

Homology means an error as regards the quantity

of elements in the structure—an hypertrophy.

He desires to use the.se as thus defined, and to add

to them another signification.

At one time tumors were divided into heterologous

and homologous growths, the idea of malignity being

attached to heterologous ones, and a benign character

attributed to the homologous growths. These terms

are good to retain, but their application, as it was
formerly understood, must be changed ; for what were
supposed to be heterologous growths are in reality not

so, if considered in the relation of the growth, as a

tissue, to the other tissues of the body ; and if the use

of the word heterologous is restricted to the growth

itself, or rather to the tissue from which it has sprung,

the cancer cell is not found to be heterohgov.'i \mihomo~
hxjous—that is to say, the tendency of cell development

in a cancer is to reproduce cells of one kind, and in a

cancer; the microscope shows that those tumors are

the most malignant winch are composed of a large num-
ber of cells of the same kind, each cell reproducing its

own kind, and having no tendency to take part in the

support and normal growth of the tissue in which
they are found. They have no natural limitation

—

influencing the cells in the neighboring parts to follow

in the morbid process, and in the tendency which
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they have to reproduce cells of a like kind Tvith thera-

selves ; and if it were possible for the patient to live

long enoujrh, and the process to continue, the whole
structure of the body would become in the end one
mass of homologous cells.

In the examination of a given tumor, to determine
its character as to malignity, there are two questions to

be answered by the microscope : 1st. Is the speci-

men of the tumor heterologous or homologous, con-

sidered in its relations to the original or parent type of

the tissue in which it is located ? 2d. Is the speci-

men of cell found upon microscopic examination
heterologous or homologous, considered as regards the

intimate structure of the tumor itself, in the relation of

cell to cell ; that is, do the cells in the specimen present

any decided variety of form ?

A tumor may be heterologous as considered in its

relation to itself as an individual structure, or hetero-

logous ia its relations to the other tissues of the body;
and in both cases be benign in its character.

But a tumor which is heterologous as to the other

tissues, and homologous as to it^ own cells, is surely

malignant. Again, a tumor which is homologous as to

the other tisues, and also homologous as to its own
cells, is also malignant. But a growth which is homo-
logous as to the other tissues of the body, and hetero-

logous as to its own elements is in almost aU cases

benign. These are the rules which may be applied to

all kinds of tumors
; and if the specimens for exami-

nation are taken in the stage of actual development of
the tumor, and before its retrograde metamorphosis,
they will usually be sufficient to determine with great

accuracy the quality and degree of malignityrof morbid
growths.

It has been supposed that great irregularity of form
was one of the characteristics of cancer cells. This is

not necessarily so ; but it is usual to find in tumors
which come beween the class of pure encephaloid and
soirrhus tumors, an admixture of cells ; and these cells

will present a great variety of form. They are appa-
rently the last efforts of nature to maintain the original

tissue as a heterologous structure. In this sense, then,

the great variety of cells found in some cancers is an
accidental characteristic, which may or may not be
present, and sliould be valued accordingly. Doubtless,

industrious observers will hereafter find many varieties

of such cells; but he thinks it matters very little

whether they be cells having one spine or two spines

—

tails or cilia;—they belong aU to this class of aborted
cells.

The following are the varieties of cancer in the order
of their maUgnity—encephaloid cancer, scirrhus cancer,

epithelioma, enchondroma. Encephaloid must be ac-

knowledged as the type of cancer and malignity, and,

examined according to the preceding rules, presents the

following varieties : It may be
1st. Heterologous as to the other

J
tissues, and homologous as to its own > MaUgnant.
cells.

)

Again—2d. Homologous as to the S

other tissues, and homologous as to its > Malignant,
own cells.

)
Encephaloid only occurs in these two forms. AVhen

a tumor passes the limits, it must be classed with one
of the other forms of growth.

Scirrhus is subject to degenerate into encephaloid,
and is a grade higher in the scale of pathological tissues

as to structure.

The structure of an epithelioma is not composed al-

ways of epithelial cells throughout its entire extent,

and it is usually only towards the extreme surface that

an abundance of well-formed epithelial cells is found.

When an epithelioma is seated upon the skin, it usually

extends itself by spreading to the surrounding surface

and deeper pans, and is seldom found as a growth or
tumor. True cancer-cells, when they exist in an epithe-

lioma, are to be found below the surface. Epithelioma
remains benign so long as there is any heterology of

structure as concerns the cellular elements ; for exam-
ple, presenting the connective tissue corpuscles, fusi-

form cells, and epithelial cells together. As soon as

the cells considered as parts of tlie tumor, as a whole
(cell to cell), become homologous, then maUgnity be-

gins. In this way an epithelial growth may become
as thorouglil}' malignant as the worst form of encepha-
loid.

Enchondroma presents the same qualities with re-

gard to malignity as epithelioma. They are both most
frequently benign in tiieir nature.

These and all the other subdivisions of cancerous

growths depend so much upon retrograde changes
(homologous changes'), in the form of their cellular

elements, for the malignant type which they sometimes
assume, that it is doubtful whether they ought to be
classed with the encephaloid or scirrhus forms. Myoma
and osteoma, which come next in the scale, are subj ct

to the same degeneration, and might equally be denomi-
nated cancer. A pure epithelioma or enchondroma can-

not be maUgnant, so long as they sustain their structure

perfect, as such enchondroma belongs really to the semi-

malignant group.

Classification of the Subdivisions of Morbid Growths.

Malignant. S Encephaloid.

] Scirrhus.

(Epithelioma.
Semi-malignant. < Myoma.

(Enchondroma.
( Glandular tumors, etc., tubercle,

Benign. < and some kinds of hypertroph}-,

( etc.

This classification is intended to represent well-de-

fined forms of growth. Thej' may all vary, however,
sooner or later in their course ; and may even pass

from one into the other. To be malignant, a growth
must be either homologous as to the other tissues, and
homologous as to its own cells ; or, heterologous as to

the other tissues, and homologous as to its own cells.

A semi-malignant growth is heterologous as to tlie

other tissues, and heterologous as to its own cells.

A benign growth is homologous as to J,he other tis-

sues, and heterologous as to its own cell-.

Dr. Speir adds that, to determine the character of a

morbid growth or tumor by the aid of the microscope,

the specimen of tissue used for examination must be
taken from the part of the tumor which is either in

the earlier stage of growth, or at its height, and which
is not undergoing any retrograde metamorphosis. The
examination must be carefully made, and several por-

tions from different parts of the same growth must be
examined. The cancerous tissue must not be confound-

ed with any of the remaining normal structure of the

part in which the growth may have lodged itself.

"When the two varieties of cancer cell e.^ist in the

same tumor they are to be regarded as similar cells,

and are not to interfere with the idea of homology ; for

they are in reality the same, in so far as one is capable

of passing into the other, and neither has any ten-

dency to further development—that is, to form fibre,

etc. One is tlie " simple cancer cell," and the other

the " compound cancer cell.'' The simple cancer cell is

often found alone ; but the compound cancer cell is

never found without the simple cancer cell being also
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present. Strictly speaking, therefore, tlie simple can-
'

cer cell is, par ej-cellenre, the cancer ceU.

The combined causes of cancer may be enumerated
thus:—1st. Heredity as a cause. 2d. The blood as a

cause. 3d. The nervous system as a cause. -Ith. In-

jury as a cause. 5th. Accidental errors of cell develop-

ment, followed by a kind of contagion by cell contact.

6th. A retrograde tendency to cell growth, in wliich

the whole system and all the tissues partake, and which
is manifested locally in the form of cancerous tumors,

and constitutionally in the form of cachexia.

Dr. E. Kr.^ckowizer remarked as follows

:

Knowing as I do the author as one of the most
skilful and reliable microscopists of this country, and
much inferior as I feel myself to be in this branch of

[

medical science, I should never have undertaken to ex-

press an opinion on the memoir before us, had it not
^

devolved on me by your direct summons, Mr. President.

But I console and fortify myseh' w ith this behef, that

one need not be a master to criticize the works of a

master.

Before entering on the task, I will try to reproduce

the leading ideas of the author as I understand them.
If I have misunderstood him, it does not necessarily fol-

low that he is right, although my arguments have been
misdirected.

[

I understand the author to be in accord with .^ll the
|

modern writei's in stilting, that from the fructification

of the germ formation and growth are tlie result of
multiplication of pre-existing cells, branching off in dif-

ferent forms and assuming different relations. In this

way different systems of tissues, and, by their combina-
tion, organs are formed, wliich being harmoniously ar-

ranged according to a certain type constitute what
we call the normal human frame.

i

Ignoring, as is right, as not pertaining to the question
|

at issue, the inflammatory process, he states that in
'

such tissues and organs the physiological act of nutrition

can become so misdirected, that cells are formed so
[

abnormal in number, shape, and relations, that they
constitute what we call a morbid growth, a tumor.

Be.terology, Dr. Speir calls an error in the arrange- ,

ment of the elements composing a tumor as to a place

or situation ; homology, as regards the quantity of ele-

ments in the structure. But the author does not stop
here ; he enlarges the definition of heterologous and
homologous in a sense which is original with him in

this—that he applies the terms heterology and homolo-
gy to the condition of the elementary constituents of ',

tumors, taken as not connected with their site, but with
their individual, innermost structure.

To him in this sense heterologous is a tumor which
[

contains cells and derivations of cells oi different types:
homologous, a tumor in which all elements are oi one
type.

I think the author would have been more easily under-
stood by selecting for one kind the word " compound"
and for the other the word " uniform." The idea of or-
ganization of course includes the idea of difference;

but differentiation and heterolog}-, if not by etymology
certainly by usage, are not the same in our "mode of
thinking. Still this, in my view, unhappy choice of
words does not vitiate the author's tlieory of classifi- '

cation of tumors, which he divides into malignant and
benign, better called non-malignant.

I

As he claims to have delected a higher, unerring
principle, by which to distinguish anatomically malig-
nant from non-malignant growths, I accord to him the
perfect right to ignore propositions from other sides.

If he can maintain his ground, it is lor him to establish

the nomenclature of tumors, and for others to adopt
it.

Making use of his thorough knowledge of embryolo-

gy and of normal and paihological anatomy, the author
lays down his leading ideas, which are somewhat ob-
scured by ontological and teleological reveries, into

which even very strong intellects, possessing higlily

imaginative powers and a brilliant style of writing, are

sometimes drawn.
The essence of the author's idea is :—That the ho-

mogeneous, indifferent, embryoplastic cell is the only
one from which all the varied cells of the perfect and
staple structures are formed ; that in the production of
morbid growths there is a departure from this standard,

by the cells producing either more elaborate or more
.simple specimens in the scale of cell developnient ; that

such cells acquire abnormal relations to each other or
to the parts of the body in which they germinate, or to

both ; that the more different the individual cells in one
morbid growth are to each other (heterologous in the

new tense), and at the same time the more extraneous
to the parts from which they develop (heterologous in

the old sense), the more certain it is that the new
growth is not malignant : that with this condition of
the cells of a tumor which as a whole is more germane
to the seat from which it springs (homologous in the

old sense), the new growth is hardly ever mahgnant

;

that if all the cells composing a tumor are of one
type (homologous in the new sense), yet, if the tumor
springs from a tissue or organ ha\'ing a structure not
related to the elementary structure of the tumor itself

(heterologous in the old sense), it is malignant ; that if

the type of the cells composing a tumor is uniform
(homologous in the new sense) and related to the tissue

or organ of its growth (homologous in the old sense), it

is certainly mahgnant ; that the uniformity (homolo-

gy in the new sense) of the cells composing a tu-

mor is the greater, the more the cells iu the depend-
ing scale from tlie staple structures approach or coin-

cide with the embryoplastic cell, and that such growths
are never otherwise than malignant ; that therefore

the presence of the embryoplastic cell in a tumor
stamps it with the indelible brand of malignity

;
that

what authors describe as free nuclei in uv rbid growths
are indeed embryoplastic cells ; that from these embryo-
plastic cells of a tumor, to which cells of a higher type
of a once normal tissue or organ have been degraded,

are developed in the tumor it?elf, and at a subsequent
period, the ''simple cancer cell," and the "compound
cancer cell " (mother cell) ; that this latter, although an
unerring sign of the cancerous nature of a tumor, does

not make it more malignant than the embryoplastic

cell ; that indeed its value, in the estimation of the na-

ture of a tumor, is only so highly prized, because it

speaks unmistakably even to those who are not so very
well versed in the use of the microscope.

I believe these are the main theses of the author's

theory. They are mere assertions, either fully errone-

ous, or partially true, if we should find that they are

not in consonance with the facts.

To begin with, I hardly know that any such growths
exist for which the author vindicates the quality of

honiogeneitv (in his sense) except enchondroraa and
cholesteatoma of Johann ilueller and Virchow's Perl-

gtschwtilst—pearly tumor. I think these two growths
alone come up to the point of what he calls " homolo-
gous to its own cells." In enchondroma (and more par-

ticularly in its hyaline variety) there are none but carti-

lage cells in a structureless intercellular substance ; in

cliolesteatonia there are only epithelial cells arranged

in globes, embedded in alveoh, composed of epithelial

cells, too, with no intercellular substance whatsoever.

All the other tumors in the author's own sense are

heterologous as to their own element?. Even his en-
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cephaloid tumor, which I take it comprises soft carci-

noma aad the round cell—sarcoma of the German
authors—has its Celh (very uniform in type indeed,

and in the sarcoma, representing the most indifferent

connective tissue cell) embedded in a more or less

marked stroma of tibrillous or structureless connective

tissue, and they are richly provided with arteries,

lymphatics, perhaps with nerves, forming in fact a very
complicated tissue—very heterologous in the author's

sense.

Or does he claim that such adventitious elements as

connective tissue, vessels, and so on, must be excluded
from the consideration as accidentals, when there is no
doubt that they are not merely remnants of the tissues

once healthy in which the tumor developed, but that

they are new formations, built up pari passu with the

cells ?

But let the author choose this ground, he cannot do
it without weakening his [position in another direc-

tion.

Exclude connective tissue, vessels, nerves, as not un-
derstood to be counted in wlien the question of hete-
rology or homology in both senses is to be decided; is

there anything more "homologous as to its own cells

and to the mother tissue " than lipoma, originating in

the adipose tissue, and composed of fat cells ?

The same with exostis, myoma of the womb; again,

take simple hyperplasia of the lymphatic glands, lenromk
enlargement of the same (certainly not malignant in the
author's sense), and lymphoma (hardly outranked for

mahgnity in a clinical sense by any tumor)
;
yet all

three are homologous as to their own cells, and homo-
logous to the tissue which is their seat.

Take, for example, enchondronia. It is certainly ho-
mologous " as to its own cells." You find it in the par-

otid gland, certainly heterologous " as to tlie other
tissues." When yon do find it malignant just in this

region, v/hile not very rarely developing in bony struc-

tures, it becomes malignant.
Tiiese examples might be multiplied, and the incon-

sistency and fallacy of the theory made more apparent.
In the examples just cited tlie histological character

of tumors alone is considered. But the erroneousness
of the author's theory becomes even more prominent
when we criticise it from the histogenetic stand-point.
The author's paper, in several parts, gives evidence

that he has not paid that very strict attention to the
histogenesis of tumors which is so indispensable when
the discussion refers to the primary starting-point of
tumors.

I do not think that the " simple cancer cell," as de-
scribed and delineated by him, is the return of a higher
type of cells to the original type of the embryoplastic
cell. His drawing gives to me the most decided im-
pression that they are drawings of free nuclei, indeed
never occurring free in the tumor while yet connected
with the living body, but merely artificial, through the
specimen losing its freshness, or by the use of an un-
suitable menstruum under the microscope.

The author's theory, in that part in which it is origi-

nal, is inconsistent, full of contradiction, and it does not
advance us a single step in the better knowledge of
morbid growths. It conld result in nothing better,
starting as it did from an entirely wrong principle.

The extensive knowledge and the great experience
of the author have been misdirected in the futile at-
tempt to call on the microscope for the solution of a
problem, to do which the microscope should never be
appealed to, because it cannot do it.

Tlie question of malif/nity or non-malignity is one of
clinical estimation entirely.

r would not that the student of morbid anatomy

should ignore it, not because he is a student of morbid
anatomy, but because no physician ought to be a student

of morbid anatomy only.

In the practice of medicine as an art, even empiricism

is perfectly legitimate, where science does not furnish

any light. But at least so much we must do, that

before a rationale has been found we have ever to keep
before us, that our mode of explanation, and even our

designations, are purely provisional. In this manner
many very difi'erent objects may be grouped together

with practical profit, only in their relation to a certain

purpose to be attained.

But in the cultivation of medicine as a science, it is

not permitted to depart from the method inexorably

required by the study of physical and natural sciences,

of which medicine only forms a branch.

When we see that with ever so many well-observed

facts the way of induction rarely permits us more than

to find the laws which govern the occurrences, but

hardly ever to detect even the proximate causes; when
we reflect that, even when it seems almost beyond
doubt that wc have detected a cause, it is quite the

exception, that in the corroborative and controlling

way of deduction the phenomena can be developed

from its cause, I think we ought to be very careful

in attempting too soon to establish theories from incom-

plete premises.

The ideas of malignity and non-mahgnity are tran.s-

mitted to us from a time when of the more intimate

structure of morbid growths, and the manner in which
they originate, nothing was known ; from a time in

which tlie clinical stand-point was supreme in theory as

well as in practice.

Pathologists have respected the latter claim, but, in

investigating the structure and natural history of

morbid growths, they became aware, not merely that

they had to learn everything from the foundation, but

that they had to clear away a good deal of rubbish of

previous times, merely to come to an understanding

among themselves what it was they wanted to ac-

complish by common work.
Of all this rubbish the old ideas of malignity and

non-malignity still e.xert the most baleful dominion.

They are entirely theological and inadmissible; they

are to be cast aside mercilessly when it comes to writ-

ing the natural history of morbid growths. They are

subordinate, one-sided idea.s, and therefore not tit to

estabhsh the supreme principle by which to classify

tumors. They are utilitarian, and as such foreign to

the study of natural science.

We would deride botanists if they' attempted to

classify the vegetable kingdom into three large groups

—nutritious, indifferent, and poisonous plants. We
would scoff at zoologists if they classified t!ie animal

kingdom into domestic and wild animals. But with-

out hesitation we waste our precious time and our best

efforts to find out by the microscope whether a tumor
is malignant or non-malignant, when all that is required

and is possible at present is to decide how it is consti-

tuted, how it originates, how it exists, and how it dif-

fers from others.

With all the progress we have made in the study of

tumors, what we have yet to learn will be better and
quicker reached by tracing histolof/ical differences than

by hunting after some common sign—call it cancer-

cell or otherwise.

If no more division is possible, then what is

common will be apparent, and the relative values

of the common qualities will range themselves in

natural orders. It may be that a never-wanting
element of the minute structure, or a pecuhar

[ mode of development, will be found, which will give
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rise to similar growths in other parts of the body. But
so far we can only say that no specific cell or derivation

of cell is the carrier or representative of the peculiari-

ties just mentioned of some tumors ; and yet the field

as at present cultivated is full of promise.

I would feel happy to see the author bend his great

talents and his great proficiency in microscopic inves-

tigation to the selection of this field, rather than that of

barren theological speculation. It is worthy of his

notice to study and to criticize, to refute if he can, why
such eminent students as Virchow, Tiersch, Billroth,

Luecke, Waldeyer, Recklinghausen, Klebs, Rhidfleisch,

Koester, and many more, retain the name " cancer " for a

certain group of tumors, for which they vindicate an un-

mistakably epithelial character ; it is worth his wliile to

investigate whether epithelial cells of morbid growths

are produced by pre-existing epithelial cells only, or

whether connective tissue cells can assume that pecu-

liar atactic energy to produce them ; whether the well-

known difference of the three layers of the germinative

membrane of the ovum remains persistent tlirough

life (His, Aeby, Tiersch) in this, that the inner and outer

layers can only produce epithelial (epidermic) structure

in the way of repair of daily waste or in the way of

abnormal growth, whereas from the middle layer are

derived the connective tissue with the systems and

organs derived from its transmutations, and vice I'ersd

all the morbid growths which have no epithelial char-

acter; whether in epithelioma and carcinoma the first

departure from the normal character is seen in the rete

Malpighii, the follicles of the skin, the epithelium of the

mucous membranes, its own glands and the other large

glands which are derivatives of the inner layer of

the germinative membrane, as Tiersch and others

maintain
; or whether the endothelium of the lym-

phatics is the primary seat of that morbid produc-

tion of cells that finally constitutes cancer, as Koes-

ter ha.s it; whether the newly-detected and well-

studied qualities of some cells to migrate (first hinted

at, by Viichow, tlien demonstrated by Recklinghausen,

Conheim, and others), is or is not the cause why tumors

that seemingly are completely eradicated are followed

by a reappearance near the field of operation
;
whether,

when such cells or even larger particles of neoplasms

(emboli) get into the lymphatics or veins, and when
they are arrested in other parts of the circulatory sys-

tem, they are able to retain their vitality, and conse-

quently the ability to multiply and produce growths
identical with the mother tissue.

T/ifse are the questions that at present occupy the

best observers and thinkers, enlisted in furthering the

knowledge about morbid growths.
That the author may range himself with them,

and help to push the common work, is my sincere wish.

Solitary labor seldom builds something lasting; co-

operation should not be eschewed by the best talents

and by I he most original minds, if the danger would
be avoided of being led astray.

I have extended my remarks far beyond what I

originally intended, and yet they are only crude and

fragmentary. I must plead the extensiveness of the

subject for an excuse, and more even the consideration

that it would require one far better informed and far

more acute in reasoning, to bring out the salient points

in the author's memoir, as well as in the doctrine of

tumors as it stands at present.

Prof. J. C. Dalton, after a careful reading of Dr.

Speir's paper, was pleased with many parts of if, but

thou;;ht that Dr. Krackowizer's objections were well

founded. The microscopy of to-day he thouglit was
very different from twenty years ago, when Velpeau

then said to him that more could be gained by observa-

tion than by the microscope. This belief holds good
now among many men.

In regard to the development of tumors, he believed

that the term was used diiJerently by the hislologist

and the surgeon. When the physiologist sees so many
different classes of cells he wishes to ascertain where
they belong; and while many points in Cell grow'tli

have not yet been cleared up, Dr. Dalton thought that

too little credit has been given to physiologists, as

much has been discovered in the advantenient of

science. The cancer cell cannot be described in all its

forms, but when we come to the nucleus—from —/"irth

to iii^ruth of an inch in diameter—it is marked. The
cell may be large, small, and compound. The nucleus

of an epithelial cell is not more than from ^ to i of the

size of the cancer cell; and the fibroplastic cell is about

ith of the size of the cancer cell; consequently, the

epithelial and fibroplastic tumors must not be confound-

ed with malignant tumors.

The speaker entered fully into cell-formal ion, and

said, in concluding, that there was a nucleus of a gan-

glionic nerve cell which resembled cancer cell—whether

it was a hj'pertrophy of the nerve he was not prepared

to state. There was no resemblance to it in homolo-

gous tumors (in the old sense). At one time there

was a tendency to develop cells out of other classes of

colls, but he was glad that Dr. Speir had abrogated

that plan.

Dr. a. N. Bell thought that no one could doubt

that the author's paper was a capital one—establishing

as it does the metamorphosis of one cancer cell. That

cells are metamorphosed from oue kind to another was
clear to him—whether they were pathological or phys-

iological. The author's paper he considered a valua-

ble contribution, and on further investigation it was

one which will attract attention.

REMARKS ON THE MEDICAL TREATMENT OF CANCER BY

JOHN C. PETERS, M.D.

Mr. President and Fellows of the Academy :—I did

not expect to be called upon to say anything to-night,

and can add httle or nothing to the able remarks of

Drs. Krackowizer and Dalton on the cell questioii, ex-

cept that I prefer their opinions, and those of Strieker,

Billroth, Weter, Virchow, etc., to those of Dr. Speir.

I can also add but little to the surgical diagnosis or

prognosis of tumors, but would like to say a few words

upon their medical treatment as based upon the teach-

ings of the microscope, and upon the moJcrn cell doc-

trines.

We know that the development of many tumors is

accompanied by considerable distension of vessels, and

by new formation of cells and tissues. In the youngest

parts of the new formation there are numerous fine

vessels and networks of vessels ; in the older parts,

the vessels grow still wider, and then are thrombosed

or destroyed, so that about points of softening in

tumors similar networks of dilated vessels are formed as

are developed in the formation of abscesses (Billroth).

Again, we know that in the formation of tumors we
have an 'exudation or effusion of plasma from the en-

larged and dilated capillaries.

Since the discoveries of Conheim and others, we
know that lymphoid and other so-called indifierent

cells pa=s through the walls of the capillaries, and

that while the so-called emigrating and indifferent

g'.obules abound even in connective and other tissues,

there is every probability that emigrant or wander-

ing cells escaping from the capillaries very materially aid

in the formation of tumors; while we are also almost
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forced to admit that spralle cells, connective tissue cor-

puscles, and some others, may be formed by modifica-

tions of the lymphoid cells which have exuded through
the capillaries.

Hence, in one respect, the principles of the treatment

of sooie tumors, especially the soft, vascular, and rapid-

ly growing and even medullary tumors, may be very
positive and certain, although far from always success-

ful. The first great therapeutical endeavor should be
to compress and constringe the capillaries, and limit the

outpouring of serum, plasma, myosine. and cells which
so vigorously aid the growth of tumors. The ergot is

a very likely remedy to accomplish this, and may have
to be given iu as large doses as the system will bear,

aided perhaps by some other astringent tonic like the

muriated tincture of iron, or even quinine, which it is

well known prevents the exudation and emigration of
white blood cells, lymph cells, etc.

The cannabis indica is almost as much of a contrac-

tor of the capillaries as the ergot, which prevents con-

gestions and hemorrhages, while it allays pain and im-
proves the digestion far more than any otiier anodyne.
Tannin and cannabis indica is a good combination, and
gallic acid is often useful ; with them and the above
remedies fiingous and even medullary growths may be
kept somewhat in check at least.

Again, we shotdd bear in mind that the major part

of the so-called maUgnant growths are not poisonous,

bat merely destructive, and that much of their compo-
nent parts may be safely reabsorbed ; the tissues are

often infiltrated with simple serum, or permeated
with young, fresh, and harmless cells. The bromides
and iodides of potash may come in play here, and often

accomphsh more than we would be apt to dream of;

for I am sure that I have seen formidable myo-fibroid
tumors of the ovaries and uterus disappear under the

long-continued, conjoined, and alternate use (say for two
or three years) of bromide of potash and cannabis indica.

We regard tumors and cancer as having a local

origin, but if we prefer to take the constitutional

method as our guide we may follow the experience of
Thomas Weeden Cooke, of the London Cancer HcsoitaL
He says, '" It is obvious (?) that all our remedial eJorts
should be directed to get at the back of the tumor, as it

were, by so improving the quality of the blood that it

shall no longer create (?) imperfectly developed cells.

The supply being thus cut off the tumor becomes an
overt body, the fluid part of which is absorbed and
ejected as effete matter. As this goes on the solid

skeleton of the tumor contracts, forming that condition
known a? atropyic cancer." He has found arsenic use-
less : iron quite usefiil : conium useless, and more apt to

produce stomach derangement and headache than any
other sedative. Iodine useless, also ammonia and
soda. He speaks in the highest terms of gaUum
aparine, or chva grass, which he has seen used for years,

and keeping cancer in abeyance all that tin;e. The
preparations of gold and manganese are useless. The
mineral acids deserve far more favorable notice than
they have received, and he thinks there are few cases
ofcancer which will not be benefited by them, giving
the preference to the phosphoric and hydrochloric,
especially when combined with the compound tincture

of bark, or orange peeL They may be continued for a
long time, and often afford the most remarkable re-
sults.

Cod-liver oil administered in the occult stage of
Ecirrhus of the heart, he thinks has approached more
nearly the character of a specific than any other agent,
possibly by favoring normal fatty degeneration of the
morbid parts and cells.

Among the local applications Cooke says the liquor

plumbi certainly has an influence, doubtless by con-

I
stringing the vessels and preventing congestion and cell-

growth. An ounce of liquor plumbi to a pint of water,
applied by means of two layers of lint, covered in with
oiled silk; it is generally grateful to the patient, and
undoubtedly relieves the pain. In winter it is more

I desirable to cover the tumor with a leather plaster,

I
composed of equal parts of emp. plumbi, emplast. sa-

ponis, and emp. adhsesivum in equal proportions.

Of all the local anaesthetics he has derived most benefit

I

from belladonna. 3 ij. of theext. to 3 yj. ofcera saponis;

!
or three grains of atropine to 3J. of zinc ointment.

I
We have seen ulcerated scirrhus heal entirely under

the influence of a lotion containing eight grains of
chlorate of potash to two minims of strong hydro-
chloric acid in one ounce of distilled water. This same
lotion is the best deodorizer ; oxide of zinc and glycer-

ine is a useful application, as is two grains of chloride

of zinc to 3 j. of water. For the removal of slough, a
combination of manganate and permanganate of

potassa is best ; it does not generally cause much pain,

and the whole slough is otten turned out after the

first application. To control hemorrhage a small piece

of lint soaked in the tincture of the sesquichloride of
iron, sUghtly pressed upon the bleeding poibt, wiU
almost invariably effect the desired end.

Adenoid and fibrotis tumors of the breast may gener-
ally be dispersed by treatment.

De. BiTRRALL remarked that Dr. Peters had spoken of
the treatment of cancer. Xow, we know that the

most satisfactory and scientific method of treating any
disea.se is first to discover the nature of it, and then
apply those remedies which would seem to meet the

necessities of the ca=e. At the same time it must be
remembered that our knowledge of some valued reme-
dies now in use, has been obtained by accident or em-
pirically. A treatment of symptoms leads us to a
knowledge of disease by watching the effect which
medicines produce. Of course the microscope is a
valuable aid in the study of morbid processes.

Two prominent features of cancer, as it is usually

observed, are, a process characterized by the formation

of cells which do not develop into healthy tissue but

tend to destroy it, and we also find an impoverished
condition of the blood, shown more decidedly as the dis-

ease progresses. Theoretically, therefore, the indica-

tions would seem to be, to hmit ceU-growth and
strengthen the system.
Remedies which would meet such indications may

be classed under a toxic antiseptic head, the essential

nature of tonics and antiseptics being, in accordance
with the studies of modern investigators, to retard tis-

sue metamorphosis or retrograde ceU-growth.

It is a great gain in treatment to know that cancer

does not require diminished diet or depletion, but full

support. And at the same time an examination of the

remedies which are now most trusted in the treatment

of cancer shows them to be those which are belicTed

to retard cell changes.

Arsenic, which is a powerful antiseptic, is still regard-

ed with favor by many inteUigent physicians, and so

are remedies which contain chlorine and bromine, as

chlorate of potash, hydrochloric acid, and bromide of

potassium. There are other antiseptics in the same
category.

At the same time there are local applications which
coagulate albumen and which may be reasonably sup-

posed to interfere with cell changes, either by actual cell

destruction, which process may be observed under the

microscope, or by interfering with the free passage of

plasma to the cell. Such are chloride of zinc, tannin,

and carbolic acid.
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It is said of carbolic add that it is in high repute
with its friends, which implies that its eneiuies have
not very much to say in its favor. There have
been, however, some cases of cancerous disease in

which the. use of this remedy has been accompanied
with decided improvement, and at the meeting of

the International Medical Association held last year
in Florence, Parenta called attention to the use of

this remedy in cancer. That it has no effect in some
cases would corroborate the statement in Dr. Speir's

valuable paper that some forms of the disease are amen-
able to remedies and some are not.

We have no remedy wliich can be called a cure for

cancer, yet the progress of certain forms of the disease

can be retarded, pain lessened, and foetor diminished.

Dr. Barrall has had two cases of scirrhus, one after oper-

ation and one in which no operation had been perform-

ed, in which cicatrization occurred during treatment.

In both ulceration subsequentl}- ensued, yet the disease

S'^emed to have been modified by the treatment. These
patients are both in tolerable health at present. Tlie

treatment consisted mainly in the use of a mixture
of carbolic acid and sulphate of quinine internally with
the external use of a watery solution of carbolic acid

and glycerine. This treatment seems of use in scirrhus,

but of doubtful value in encephalon. The tincture ot'

the muriate of iron is a useful remedy, and the external

use of the liquor ferri persnlphatis seems not only to

check hemorrhage but to improve the appearance of a

cancerous ulcer.

Cases of cancer present themselves in which, from the

unwillingness of tlie patient or the unfavorable nature

of the disease, an operation is impracticable.

The course of such eases can sometimes be favor-

ably modified by treatment. Where a part, as the breast,

is removed, the removal should be considered as only

one step in the treatment, and be accompanied by the

use of hygienic and remedial measures, and a subsequent
watch of the patient when this is practicable. The
fact that we liave no cure for cancer, as that expression
is usually understood, should not discourage us from
the use of remedies which afford even slight relief.

Dr. B. S. TnoMPSoy, in confirmation of Prof
Dalton's remark with reference to microscopy twenty
years ago, and its abrogation by some noted men at

the present day, alluded to the views of Dr. Stokes,

uttered at a recent meeting of the Pathological Society
of Dublin, when he said that we have no scientific

means of detecting any characteristic, microscopical or

chemical, of cancer.

The successful treatment of cancer by caustic arrows
and carbolic acid, in conjunction and separately, as

noted especially by Dr. J. R. Wolfe, Ophthalmic Sur-

geon to the Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, and by Dr.

Burrall of this city, was referred to
;
and, in conclusion,

two plates of unique tumors, with description, were
exhibited—one being a congenital tumor (osteo-sar-

coma probably) in a child, three years old, measuring
twenty mches in circumference ; the other a fatty

tumor, with a bone-Uke degeneration, hanging from the

left inguinal region of a Canadian lumberman, weigh-
ing before removal about six pounds, and measuring
sixteen inches in circumference, seven and a half

inches in diameter, and eleven and a half inches from

its point of attachment to its pendant extremity.

The President, before calling upon the author of the

paper for the closing remarks, stated that the term de-

sti-uciive was a better term than malignant, in its ap-

plication to a class of tumors.

Dr. Speir, adhering to his ideas advanced in his

paper, referred to the removal of an epithelioma from

the lip, which was homologous and heterologous in its

nature, by the solid stick of the nitrate of silver and
powdered sulphate of zinc ; and a second case, which
was maliguaut (heterologous and homologous), was
extirpated, as local applications would not answer. In
the latter case the epithelioma was developed from
tissues outside of the natural place.

He regards his clas.<ification of tumors as a good one,
and does not believe in the cell-development of Vir-
chow. The only way that a malignant cell can be pro-
pagated is by contact. He was astonished when some
state that we must fall back on clinical experience, with
reference to the diagnosis of tumors.

In closing the discussion, the author said that his
drawings were faithfully made, after a microscopical
experience of ten years, and not always alone. As Dr.
Burrall had remarked, we must find out what the tumor
is, and bring iuto play the microscope, as we cannot yet
fall back on chemistry for assistance in the diagnosis.

Dr. W. C. Roberts had supposed that more time was
to have been allowed for the discussion, but as the hour
was so late he would not ofler any further remarks.
The President announced that the next paper would

be read May 18ih, by Dr. GurJon Buck, on "The
Treatment of Cicatrix and Contraction from Burns."
On motion the Academy adjourned.

€orre3}Jonticnc£.

PULMONARY PHTHISIS AND ITS CURA-
BILITY.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—In a previous issue, and under the above title,

I read a letter fiom C. Both, if.D., of Boston, in which
this gentleman seems to complain bitterly that he has
published in your estimable journal " four articles upon
tuberculosis, which, although original and varying abso-

lutely from the opinions then held by tlie profession,

did not create any comments or criticisms." I will

not, Mr. Editor, encroach too much on your valuable

paper in commenting on the four articles in question,

and which have probably been lost sight of by your
readers. They treat of questions which are exposed at

length by Staid, Rush, Fuller, Carmichael Smith, Tous-
sagrives, and many others, but I feel it my duty to pro-

test, in the name of those whom it concerns, against the

following oW^i'no? idea of your correspondent, that " the

artificial calcification of both primary and secondary tu-

hercles (emholisni) are advances which stand as yet tinsiip-

ported by any one except myself." Let me call his atten-

tion to Grisolle, "Traile de Pathologic Interne" last

edition, pages 491 and 521 ; Clymer's edition of Aitken's
" Science and Practice of Medicine," vol. 11, page 222, or

Herard & Cornil, "de la Phlhisie Puhnonaire," page 1C5,

and many others, also to the following paragraph of a

paper published by myself* in the " Medical Gazette,"

July 2, 1870, that

"Phosphate of lime is found in every organized body,

either animal or vegetable, except when in a process of

disorganization ;
its use, therefore, is indicated when-

ever there is any animal disorganization in fractures,

rachitism, or osteo-malacia as well as in tuberculosis,

for we know that one of the processes followed by
nature in the cure of tuberculosis is the concretion of

the tubercle. When in autopsies we find calcifiad tu-

bercle in subjects dead from some other disease, these

concretions are always found to contain phosphate of

lime in excess, whilst, on the contrary, when we exam-

* Treatment of Phthisis, a paper read before the Yonkers Medical
Association, June 3, 1&7U.
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ine crude tubercles or soft ones, we find that they do

not contain any or very little phosphates."

We would also refer your correspondent to a paper

by Dr. Dusart, Du Lacto-Phosphate de Chaiix, in ^' Ar-
cfiives de Medicine" for October, 1S69, and also a paper

by Dr. Sandras in AbeiUe Medicah, 21 Mars, 1864.
" We hope the above data (which could be much more

extended) will be sufficient to show Dr. B. that al-

thouffh the idea of calcification may have originated in

his own mind, it has nevertheless been known and ad-

vocated for a long time by a host of other;:.

Yours very respectfullv.

P. De Marmos,' M.D.

f KiXGSBRlDGB, X. T., Jane, 1S71.

THE RANK OF HOSPITAL STEWARDS IN
THE ARMY.

To TiiE Editor of the Medical Kecord,

Sir:—The article in The Record of April 1.5th, 1871,

on the " Naval Staff Controversy," suggests the pro-

priety of claiming your indulgence on a somewhat sim-

ilar inatter. I refer to the position of hospital stewards

in the U. S. Army.
To be brief, hospital stewards are required to possess

a sufficient knowledge of pharmacy to prepare all medi-

cines required for the use of sick officers and soldiers,

and their families ; to be fair clerks ; to possess suf-

ficient executive ability to manage the different parts of

a hospital ; to be intelhgent and to be trustworthy,

as they have the control sometimes of government
property and stores amounting to hundreds of thousands

of dollar.5.

They are required before appointment to pass an ex-

amination, and for their instruction a book called the
' Hospital Steward's Manual " is issued^ conditions not

required in the case of any other enlisted men. Yet
the hospital steward is only an " enlisted man."
Many hospital stewards possesss good praclicil and

even classical education, yet no distinction is made by
officers in the treatment of hospital stewards and sol-

diers; and I believe I am perfectly truthful in saying

that hospital stewards hold a lower position in the

U. S. Army than the incumbents of a similar grade in

any other civilized service.

The Prussian military service is proverbial for its

economy, yet there the '• apothecary " ranks witli the

surgeon. Of course he is thoroughly educated. Very
well. " What is worth doing at all is worth doing

weU," is an axiom of acknowledged soundness ; there-

fire, if the government desires the services of apotheca-

ries, let it have skilful ones, and treat them accord-

ingly. An ignorant, stupid feUow cannot perform the

duties of a hospital steward, and an intelhgent and
capable one cannot fail to lose his self-respect by the
treatment accorded him as an " enhsted man."

Strenuous efforts were made by the hospital stsw-

ards of the army during two sessions of Congress, in

1862 and 1863, to have their rank raised to Brevet-

SeconJ Lieutenants, without avail, though we had

tlie support of many eminent members of the medical

profession and others.

"The laborer is worthy of his hire," and every hu-
man being has a right to look for reward and promotion
for services faithfijUy rendered ; but there is neither

reward nor promotion for the hospital steward: if he
has performed his duty faithfully for forty years, at the

end of the forty years he is still a hospital steward.

Why not give us a position consistent with self-

respect ? We do not ask to rank with medical officers,

nor do we ask for increase of pay ; we only desire such

a position as will raise us above the grade of " enUsted

men," and enable us to receive the treatment from of-

ficers and civilians to which our abilities entitle us.

Very respectfully, j-ours,

Theo. V. Brown,
HospL Stew'd U. S. A.

C.UIP HalLECK, Xevada, Mar, 1871.

A SUGGESTION TO THE HEALTH BOARD.
To THE Editor of tiie Medicaj. Eecoed.

Sib :—It has occurred to me that our Health Board
might confer an especial favor upon the profession, by
issuing their " certificates of death " in the same style

as the " registry of birth " adopted by their predeces-

sors in office. But little more time would be required

to make the entries upon the accompanying ft>(//)&i(S, and
the physician could then have a record for future refer-

ence. I have often felt the need of some such device

as that above suggested as an aid to the memory, and
think that in view of the many " forms" now wasted,
it would be a real economy on the part of our city

authorities to make the experiment.
Yours, etc.,

E.
Kew York, May 10, ISTl.

ARMY AND NA^TT NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department of the United Slates

Army, from May 19, 1871, to June 4. 1871, in-

clusive.

Cooper, Geo. E., Surgeon and Medical Director.

—

By S. O. 61, Headquarters Dept. of the Columbia,

May 6, 1871, to inspect the affairs of the Medical De-
partment and sanitary condition at Fort Hall, Idaho
Territory ; and upon completion of this duty, rejoin his

proper station.

Campbell, J.vo., Surgeon.—By S. O. 109, Headquar-
ters Dept. of Dakota, May 19, 1871, granted

leave of absence for 30 days, with permission to apply

for an extension of 40 days; to take effect when
relieved by another medical officer.

GmsELix, J. T ,
Surgeon.—By S. 0. 112, Headquar-

ters Dept. of the East, May 31, 1871, granted leave

of absence for 30 daj-s.

Bill, J. H., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 61, C. S., Headquar-
ters Dept. of the Columbia, to take charge of office of

Medical Director, and perform duties of Attending

Surgeon during Dr. Cooper's absence.

Town, F. L., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 202, Headquarters

of the Army, A. G. 0., May 23, 1871, granted leave of

absence for three months.

Sternberg, G. W., Asst Surgeon.—By S. 0. 110,

Headquarters Dept. of the East, May 26, 1871, assigned

to temporary duty at Fort Adams, R. I, during absence

of Assistant Surgeon Waters, U.S.A., and on return of

Dr. Waters to rejoin his proper station, Fort Hamilton,

N. T. H.

Hartsitff, a., Assi. Surgeon.—By par. 1, S. 0. 49,

Headquarters Dept. of the Lakes, "May 20. 1871, as-

signed to duty as Attending Surgeon and Examining
Surgeon of recruits at Detroit, Mich.; and by par. 2,

same order, granted leave of absence for 30 days, with
permission to apply for an extension of two months.

WooDHULL. Alfred A.. Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0.

36, Headquarters Mil. Div. of the Mo., May 22, 1871,

granted an extension of his leave of absence for 30

days.
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McElderrt, n., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 100, He:

qiiartiTS Dept. of Texas, May 20, 1871, relieved at Fv^.„

Mcintosh, Tex., and to report in person lo the Medical

Diiector at San Antonio, Tex.

M.vcKiN, Chas., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 87, Ilead-

quaiters Dept. of the Platte, May 22, 1871, assigned to

duty with troo; s on the Republican River.

Me.\ch.\m, Fr.\nk, Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 92,

Headquarters Dept. of the Platte, May 27, 1871, granted

leave of absence for 30 days.

DeWitt, Calvin, Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 22, Head-

quarters Dept. of Arizona, March 15, 1871, assigned to

duty at Fort Wliipple, A. T, (April 30th, Camp McDow-
ell, A. T.j, awaiting transportation.

GiRARD, Jos. B., A^st. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 210, War
Dept,, A. G. O., May 31, 1871, relieved from duty in tlie

Dept. of the Platte, and granted leave of absence for

lour niuuth.s, with permission to go beyond the sea.

NiLSON, A. D., Asst, Surgeon,—By S. O. 90, Head-
quarters Dept. of the Platte, May 25, 1871, assigned to

temporary duty at Camp Douglas, U. T.

iHctiical Jtcms ant) Ucids.

Cholera at St. Petepsburo.—The cholera has ap-

peared at St. Petersburg in a very virulent form, and
its ravages are not confined to the lower classes. Tlie

correspondent of the London Standard writes, that the

nature of tlie food used during Lent is pointed out as

being a very probable cause of the increase of the

disease.

—

British Medical Jmirnal.

The American Amrilance.—Dr. Herbert Cooper,

of Woolton Bassett, Wilt.s, writes, in the British Medi-

cal Joiirtial, as follows, in regard to the a<lvantages of

the American system of ambulance in the late Franco-

Prussian war. Ill the Ambulance de la Plainedes Ma-
noeuvres, built after the American system, and situated

about two miles out of Brussels, he saw many cases of

compound comminuted fractures of thighs, legs, and
arms, the results of injuries from rille-bullets and pieces

of shell, and for the most part of a healthy appearance.

The dressing consisted principally in the application of

lemon-juice. The death-rate varied considerably. In

the ambulance inside the town, situated in Rue du
Progr&s, forty were lost out of three hundred and fifty

wounded. In the American ambulance outside the town,
ten only died out of three hundred and fifty wounded.

The American system of ambulance, he says, has

proved by far the best in every way.

According to the Presse Mi'dicale Beige for March 26,

there were in Paris 10,000 wounded treated in 700

ambulances. The statistics of these ambulances amply
exhibit the fact, so easily demonstrated at Brussels, of

the great superiority of the " American " system. Thus,

we may compare the ambulance under the direction of

NClaton, a:, the Grand Hotel, with the American ambu-
lance established in the Avenue Uhich, which, as re-

gards the number of wounded, were of equal impor-

tance. At the Grand Hotel not a single subject of am-
putation was saved ; while, in the American ambulance,

two, only in ten were lost in the worst cases. In the

former the mortality was SO per cent.; and in the

latter, at first, only 4'70 per cent. After the " nffaire dn

B'jurgef," the wounded suffered from cold, and greatly

from bad diet, and then the mean mortality mounte<l up

to 13 per cent. As the siege became more and more dis-

tressing, the sick felt its effects in an increased degree,

and the mortality attained its maximum of 20 per cent.

Thus, between these two ambulances, there was the

enormous difl"erence of 75 per cent. This difference

was chiefly attributable to the differences in the hy-

gienic conditions of the two establishments. The venti-

lation was excellent in the American araliulance, while

in the rooms of the Grand Hotel it was quite insuffi-

cient. Moreover, there the great imprudence had been

committed of leaving tlie carpets and curtains, and

hospital gangrene furnished a large contingent to the

mortality.

—

Medical Times and Gacetle, April 8, '71.

Enormous Tumor of the Scrotu.m.—Mr. Bickersteth,

of the Liverpool Royal Infirmary, recently removed a

solid fibro-cellular tumor of the scrotum, of extra-

ordinary magnitude, its estimated weight being about

thirty pounds. The patient, a tailor, 49 years old, first

noticed its ap]iearance 19 years before, in the form of a

small, hard lump of the size of a horse-bean.

—

British

Medical Journal.

Chloral Htdr.\te.—Several cases of nocturnal in-

continence of urine and semen, successfully treated

with chloral hydrate, have recently been reported, and

a correspondent of the British Medical Journal recom-

mends a trial of this remedy in epilcp.sy, on the ground

of its known power in controlling spasm. In a recent

number of the Kdinhnrgh Medical Journal there is re-

ported a case of epilepsy in which the paroxysms oc-

curred, sometimes, as frequently as several in a day.

Tlie administration of chloral hydrate was commenced
in Feb. 1870, and between that time and the following

May she hail nine fits. From May to January last she

had but three.

Combustion of tue Deah.-In a late number of the

Presse Medicale Beige appears a letter irom Sedan, dated

March 19th, in which the combustion of the bodies, as

conducted by the Commissioners of the Belgian govern-

ment, is described. They employed very simple mea-

sures for preventing any ill effects from the deleterious

miasmata that might arise when the heat became great.

The pits having been opened and the bodies uncovered

without deran^'ing them, tar was poured in iir projior-

tion to the number of bodies buried, po as to cover them

with a very thick layer of this liquid. When this had

infiltrated in every direction, petroleum oil was poured

over the bodies and set on fire, the flames being ren-

dered more intense by larch wood. They spread in

every direction, penetrating even to the bottom of the

pits,"so that at the end of three hours nothing remain-

ed of the bodies but the bones in a state of complete

reduction. While aU this was going on, fumes of

chlorine were abundantly disengaged, and the work-

men declared that they did not perceive the slightest

cadaver. c odor.

After the calcination of the bodies, a soliil layer of

dried tar had formed over the pits, which was quite capa-

ble of preventing any exhalations ; but in addition to

this, dry chloride of lime was tlirown into the pits, and

they were filled up with earth and lime so as to form

very good tumvli. According to the commissioners,

witli the exception of those which had been conducted

under the surveillance of the French authorities, the in-

terments had been made in the most detestable man-

ner, pitscontnining 160 bodies having been covered with

only 10 centimetres of earth.

—

Med. Times & Oazette.

Dr. R. p. Lincoln's article, "Aneurism of the An h

of the Aorta treated by Electrolysis," published in the

RixoRD for May 15th, contains errors which are too

important to be overlooked. In the first place the ini-

tials of the writer are not correct. Dr. " Stevens'
"

name first appears as " Stearns." On page 128, first

column, filth line, "pulsative" appears for "pukating,"

and in the eighteenth line the final " m" of " manu-

brium" is omitted. In the twenty-seventh line the
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article '" the " should have preceded " respiratory." lu
the second column, fifteenth line, ''being" should have

preceded '' withheld." In the thirty-first line " was
given" should have read " were given ;" and in the

thirty-seventh hue there should have been an '"and"

before " the current."

Gebmas Hospital, X. T.—Seven hundred and forty

patients were treated in this hospital, of whom 330
were paupers. The capital of the institution amounts
to $42,800, the interest of which, together with nine
subscriptions, yields an annual revenue of §5.790. The
receipts during the past year, inclusive of a balance of

$1,547 last year, amounted to $40,740.51. The ex-

penses were $40,585.60. leaving .§154.91 in the hands
of the treasurer. Drs. Krackowizer, Jacobi, and Zinsser

are members of the board of directors, as well as at^

tending physiciacs and surgeons. The House Physi-

cians appointed during the past year are Drs. Frank
and Tyndale.

Out of 740 patients treated at the Hospital during

the y£ar, 429 were cured, 119 were relieved, and 88
died. The percentage of the cured is 66|; of deaths,

74.

5lA>"nATTAX Eye Asn Ear Hospital.—From the

First Annual Report of the Board of Directors the fol-

lowing facts are gleaned. The temporary building

located at Xo. 233 East Thirty-fourth street, has
thirteen beds for such cases as require surgical oper-

ations, or other in-door treatment; besides a daily

clinic is held there. Its income has been derived

entirely from the gifts of one hundred and twenty
benefactors; these amount to $26,839.35. An ele-

gant site has been secured for a permanent building

on the south-east corner of Park avenue and Forty-first

street.

The Medical and Surgical Staff is composed of Drs.

C. B. Agnew. E. G. Loring, and D. B. St. John Roosa.

assisted by Drs. P. D. Pomeroy, C. J. Pardee. F. R.
Sturgis, and C. S. BulL Dr. Edward Curtis, Microsco-

pkt. The present house sur?eon is Dr. D. R. Ambrose.
From Oct. 15th, 1869, to Dec. 31st, 1870, 1,717 cases of

diseases of the Eye and Ear were treated. Number of
surgical operations, 294.

Statistics of Rhode Islaxd. — The Rhode Island

Seventeenth Registration Report for 1869, prepared by
Dr. Edward T. Caswell, of Providence, gives the follow-

ing particulars: There were 5,245 births—males, 2,685,

females, 2,500—in a population of 217,319, of which
2,355 were of foreign birth. The marriases numbered
2'289. The deaths amounted to 3,3S2, of which 1,696
were males, and 1,636 females. The average age of all

was 30.25; the male average 28.62, and the female
31.29. Consumption carried off 519; apoplexy, 69;
cholera infantum, 151 ; convulsions, 71 ; dysentery, 74;
croup, 41 ; cancer (various), 66 ; typhoid fever, 101

;

disea-es of the heart, 128 ; hooping-cough, 48 ; hydro-
cephalus, 76 ; marasmus, 42 ; old age, 217

;
paralysis,

48 ;
pneumonia, 168 ; scarlatina, 286

;
suicides, 15. Of

the deaihs, the average age of agriculturists was 06.05;
of mechanics and artisan.s, 51.34; of laborers, 50.08; of
business men. 47.37 ; of professional men. 51.37 : of sea-

faring men, 50.00 ; of soldiers, 34.00; and females, 32.87.

There were 48 cases of plura'ity births ; of these,

22 were in the city of Providence, with a popu-
lation of 68,870. Of these 48 cases, 21 were of Ameri-
can and 15 of Irish parentage. The number of still-

born children was 220. Of 185 applications for divorce.

162 were granted, showing one divorce to every 14
marriages. In Connecticut, in 1867, it was even more
appalling—one divorce to every 10.4 marriages.

Dr. Caswe'.l remarks that cholera infantum was

more fatal among children of American than those of
foreign parentage. The deaths from consumption were
37 more than in 1868. and 10 less than in 1867. The
majority of these deathswas among women, and among
those of American parentage.

The Climate of Kxoxville, Tekk.—Dr. F. K. Bailey,

of Knoxville, Tenn. (Chicago iled. Examiner), in an-
swer to inquiries made upon this subject, says that

many asthmatical patients, from Maine to Ohio, come to

that section of East Tennessee, and after a residence of

one or two years are materially benefited. To suffer-

ers from malarial diseases, in whatever region of our
common country they may reside, it may be said with
certainty the equable mountain air will prove a cure.

Of this he speaks with assurance, fi-om its influence upon
his own health and the assertions of others.

Fibroid Growths.—Dr. Tliorbum, of the Manches-
ter Southern Hospital for ^omen and Children (Brit-

ish Medical Journal), has no faith in the efficacy of any
internal remedy to diminish the actual bulk of a fibroid

growth. Where sudden increase, however, takes

place, he finds that the iodide of potassium—especially

in conjunction with ergot—has a powerful influence in

restoring the status quo. The same is the case with
Kreuznach water, and the result would appear to be
due to the diminution of intercurrent congestion.

A Xew Remedy for Canxer.—Hon. Hamilton
Fish, Secretary of State, has received from Mr. Flores,

the Washington minister of the republic of Ecuador, a
sample of the vegetable called " cundurango." recently

discovered in that country, which is extolled by Doc-
tors Casares, Equiguren, and others of Quito, as an
eflicient remedy for cancer and other kindred diseases.

E. Rumsey Wing, Secretary of Legation at Quito,

Ecuador, writes tbat, from information given him by
these distinguished gentlemen, he is more than ever

convinced of the great value of the discovery, and the
necessity for immediate scientific experiments with the

wood.

Dr. J. G. Adams delivered an interesting address

upon the Life and Character of Dr. Alexander H.
Stevens, before the N. T. Academy of Medicine, May
25, 1871. At the conclusion of the address he pre-

sented an excellent portrait of the deceased to the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons of Jf. T.

RrLOFF's Braix.—The brain of Ruloff the murderer
weighed fifty-nine ounces. His skuE averaged half

an inch in thickness.

M. LoxGET, the distinguished physiologist, died at

Bordeaux, France, in May. aged 68.

Hfiu publications.

Books Ekceited.

A Treatise ox Diseases of the Kekvous System,
by W". A. Hajdigxd, M.D., Prof, of Diseases of the
Jlind and Xervous System and of Clim'cal Medicine, in

the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, X, Y., etc.,

etc XewYork: D. Appleton it Co. 1S71.

A Pkacticvl Treatise ox the Diseases of Ixf.vxcy
AXD Childhood, by Thomas Hawkes Tax>t;r. M.D.,
F.L.S., etc. Third American Edition. Revised and
Enlarged by Alfred JlE.iDows. M.D., London, etc.

Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1871

.

Report of Ixspectors of St.4.te Prisons fob 1871.

PaR-ALYSIS .AND OTHER AFFECTIOSS OF THE ISERVES,
thelr Cure by Vibratory .\xd Special Mo%'e-
mests. Bv Geo. H. Taylor. M.D. Xew York : S.

K. Wells. 1871.
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VARIABILITY IN THE TYI'ES OF
DISEASES:

REMARKS BEFORE THE MEDICAL LIBRARY AND JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK.

Br J. 0. NOTT, M.D.,

KKW YORK.

Part L

The subject of which I propose to treat is far too wide
for the Hmits of a lecture, as it opens the whole field of

epidemic and endemic influences, in addition to the

vexed question of bloodletting, which has lately been
exciting much interest in tliis city.

I have been more than forty years in the profession

—have had an opportunity of seeing the diseases of

New York and Philadelphia during six years—prac-

tised about the same length of time in my native State,

South Carolina—then passed about thirty years in Mo-
bile and New Orleans previously to my removal to

New York. This varied life, through a long sprics of

years, enables me to speak a.s an eye-witness of things

which have not been written, and which may aQ'ord

some material for thought to the younger members of

the profession. I shall not encumber my remarks with
thj literature of the subject, but confine myself maiidy
to my own reflections and reminiscences.

Every age has its fashions, its follies, and its vagaries,

and we have no reason to hope that posterity will not
criticise us as harshly as we are now criticising our pre-

decessors. While kicking out from our halls of science

the pathology and therapeutics of our forefathers, it

remains to be seen whether we are as wise as we seem,
and whether we are not now in one of those transition

stages so often seen in our profession, passing from
one extreme to the other. There may be ajtiste milieu

to whic!i sober second thought will bring the ne.xt

generation.

What a change has come over us in the last half
century I Wlien we look back upon the abuse of
bloodletting, purgatives, mercury, tartar emetic, diet,

&c., even through the brief period of my recollection,

is it not enough to make one doubt human sanity?
Look over the writings of Sydenham, Rush, the Edin-
burgh school, of Robert .Jackson, Sir James Johnson,
Cleghorn, Hillary, Lind,Bamfie!d, Wardrop, Lawrence,
Marshall Hnll, and other luminaries of tlieir day, and
compare their teachings with those of Hughes Bennett,
Todd, Chambers, and other teachers of our day!
When we thus see hundreds of educated, intelligent,

painstaking, conscientious men in the same places, or

in similar climates, at intervals of time so little removed
from each other, teaching such different doctrines,

both as to the nature and treatment of diseases, we are
forced to ask the question. Has there not been snmegreit
change in the nature of mankind, or in the types of dis-

eises, tdhich may reconcile these conflicting opinions?
The question of permanence of types of diseases has

caused much discussion, and is surrounded by great
difficulties. While it is admitted on all hands that idiopa-

thic fevers do a=sume different forms and grades in dif-

ferent times and places, it is contended by Bennett and
his school that inflimmati'm never clianges character,
and must always be treated on the same principles.

Even if we admit that inflammation is a unit, when
once established, it is by no means proven that blood-
letting and other antiphlogistic remedies are in many

cases of no value in moderating and arresting its on-
ward course—its further development—before it has
done its worst.

The antiphlogistic treatment half a century ago was
certainly pushed to an unwarrantable extreme

;
but, on

the other hand, are we justifiable in proscribing antiplilo-

gistics in ioio ? The statistics of hospitals, where pa-
tients are placed under the depressing influence of
vitiated air, bad diet, &c., are not always satisfactory

guides for the private practitioner. Many oases demand
stimulants in hospitals that would not in clean, well-ven-
tilated private houses ; and many cases that would toler-

ate large depletion in piivato practice, would succumb
under it in liospitals. This was demonstrated on a large
scale during our late civil war. In military hospitals,

North and South, alcohol was the leading remedy in all

affections, whether medical or surgical. A very large

portion, to say the least, of such affections, in private life,

might have been as well or better treated without
stimulants.

I will merely remark in passing, that if the unity of
the human race bo admitted, the negro aQbrds a curious
example of change in the type of man from climatic

influences. If Hughes Bennett had to treat negroes,

he would soon learn two facts— First, That inflamma
tiou (pneumonia for example) cannot be treated in the

negro as in the white man. Second, That negroes
enjoy almost entire exemption from certain diseases to

which the white race is very susceptible. This fact of

dilf rent constitutions in the blacks, compared with the
white.i, opens a curious field in connection with epi-

demic " constitutions " of the atmosphere, which I

must pass over without comment.
It would be a bold assertion to say that any man

of the present day is a more faithful and competent
o'lserver of disease than was Sydenham, who perhaps
thought more and wrote more oa the tgprs of diseases,

and tlie influence of atmospheric causes, than any of
his contemporaries.

The following maxims of his are well worthy of be-

ing remembered :—

•

" In the first place," he says, " it is necessary to re-

duce all diseases to precis; and determined species, with
the same care and the same exactness that the botanists

have displayed in their treatises on plants. In the

second place, whoever desires to give a history of a

disease should renounce every philosophic system, and
every hypothesis, and mark exactly the smallest morbid
phenomena which are clear and natural; imitating tlms

the painters, who in their portraits have greafi care

to express even the slightest maiks of the persons

whom they desire to represent. In the third place,

it is necessary in the description of a disease to ex-
pose separately tlie proper or essential, and the acci-

dental and foreign symptoms. In fine, the seasons

that favor most each order of symptoms must be care-

fully marked. These arc not the only things neces-

sary to observe in wufng the history of diseases, but

they are the principal."

After having studied for fifteen years with admi-

ralile patience" the influence of epidemic constitutions,

he thought he coul 1 emit on that subject the following

theory :
—" There are various constitutions of the year,

which come neither from heat, cold, drouth, nor hu-
midity, but rather from a concealed and inexplicable

alteration which occurs in the bowels of the earih.

Tlien the air is found aii'ected with pernicious exhala-

tions, which cause special diseases, as long as the same
con.'^titution is predominant. In fine, at the end of a

few years, this constitution ceases, and gives place to

another. Each general constitution produces a fever

which is proper to it, and which, outside ot that, never
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appears. For tliis reason I cair these sorts of fevers

stationary or fixed."

Eenouaril, ill his " History of Medicine," says : "The
stationary is embraced in a certain niimher of years ; it

gradually incieaJes until it attains its height, then it de-

clines, giving place to another stationary, which suc-

ceeds it. Do tlie-e same siationarits return in a fixed

and certain order, after a certain number of years ?

Are they limited in number ? or do they sometimes

produce 1U1V ones f These questions cannot be deter-

mined, on account of the absence of observations made
during a long course of years by slcilful physicians in

one locahty, and compared with similar observations

made by otliers. Thus we are ignorant, up to this

time, of the number, nature, extent, and period of sta-

tionary fevers. Solely it is estabHslied, after the

observations of Syilenham, and my own, that a sta-

tionary fever extends its influence on all absolutely

febrile diseases, and that it controls them, whether they

are independent of the changes of the season or proceed

from any isolate 1 cause. Jt is no less certain that (he

stationary fever exercises a (jrcat influence on chronic

diseases, wti ether febrile nr not."

There are, I imagine, few men of experience in our

profession that will not indorse to some extent the

above opinions of Sydenham and Renouard. Seasons,

climates, epidemic and endemic influences make their

impress on all intercurrent diseases, and the main dis-

pute would be as to the lenrjth of time that such influ-

ences might last.

The problem is a perplexing one, and constantly

made more difficult by the multiplication of disturbing

causes. Besides the causes just enumerated, may be

mentioned changes in the physical condition of countries

from felling fortsts, drainage, increase of towns and

population, changes in food, customs, the more rapid

and enlarged communication in wars and commerce,

the frequent introduction ofnew diseases from one coun-

try into another, the incresse of manufactures, etc.

Epidemic and contagious diseases are almost invaria-

bly asthenic in character; and the more dense the popu-

lation the more rapid is the intercourse and the greater

are the chances for the introduction of diseases of other

countries.

Small-pox was unknown in Europe for many centu-

ries after the Christian era, though common in China

long before. Scarlet-fever is of still later date in

Europe, and was so rare in the United States that

Dr. Rush, about the beginning of the present century,

makes the remark that no physician here would be

likely to see it more than once in a lifetime

!

S.nce that time diphtheria has also become a common
disease. The cholera has several times spread widely

over our country. Typhoid, typhus, relapsing, are

ever in motion. Yellow-fever is common along the

Gulf and Atlantic seaboards, and to all these may be

added the pro:eau forms of marsh malarial diseases,

whii'h prevail more or less over the whole of our Mid-

dle, Soulhcr-.i, and E.istern States.

All the d-se: ses which have been imported are still

lurking in the land—lying dormant for a time and then

waking into activity, and thus showing that asthenic

influences not only live but have been multiplied. It

may or ma}' not be that this constant presence of the

causes of asthenic diseases produces an abiding modifi-

cation in the types of those of simple inflammatory

character.

From the mass of evidence to be found in llie history

of medicine, bearing on the point, it would seem pretty

well settled that epidemic causes do influence for a

time all other diseases with which they come in con-

tact ; and the question next arises, as to how long a

town or country may remain under such influences?

Sydenham says "a few years." Some of the old

practitioners in Great Britain and the United States

assert confidently that a change has come over the

type of our inflammatory diseases since tlie visita-

tions of Asiatic cliolera, and that bloodletting is not
now as well borne as it used to be. Some of the

practitioners of our Gulf States go so far as to assert

that the congestive fever of that region is a hybrid

offspring of marsh malaria and the poison of cholera,

dift'erent from any endemic fever there known before.

Without expressing any opinion on this latter point, I

must say that the coUapse, the cold clammy skin,

absence of pul.se, cyanotic condition of skin, sunken
eye, altered voice, diarihcea, emaciation, all coming on
in a few hours, present a picture resembling much
more cholera than any of the ordinary forms of biliou.«,

remitting, or intermitting fever.

That circumscribed local inflammation (as Dr. Hughes
Bennett asserts), when once eitahlished, is always the

same,' and that depletion will have no influence in re-

solving it, is a point I do not propose to discuss, although

I am not yet prepared to admit it without any qualifi-

cation ; but I must say that in certain cases of acute in-

flammation, in subjects of full habit where the heart' .s

action is above its normal standard, I feel assureil that

bloodletting and the antiphlogistic regimen generally

will often moderate its course and limit its extent. I tliink

this conclusion is as demonstrable as the fact that in-

flammatory action in a foot is moderated by elevating

the limb, and thus diminishing the supply of blood.

The lieart, in this case, has to struggle against gravity,

and the part becomes paler and less painful.

Whether pneumonia and other acute inflammations

be or be not at all times the same, and are in all cases

to be treated by feeding and stimulants in Edinburgh, I

leave to Dr. Bennett and oihers to determine ; but that

pneumonia in Mobile and New Orleans wiU run its

course independently of atmospheric and other modi-
fying influences, and always require the same principles

of treatment, I must be permitted to doubt.

In one year I have seen pneumonia present itself in

its simple uncomplicated form, requiring little treat-

ment beyond good nursing and proper attention to diet.

In anotlierthe disease would a.ssumea decided typhoid

type, characterized by great debihty, rapid, feeble pulse,

dry, brown tongue, tendency to stupor or delirium, not
unfrequently diarrhoea and tympanitis, and calling

loudly for brandy and ammonia from the beginning.

In a third year the marsh malarial influence would be
strongly engrafted on the pneumonic symptoms—chil's,

bilious vomiting, paroxysms of fever following the
chills, and passing oft'with sweats, jaundiced skin, &c.

—

all the symptoms indicating the free use of quinine, and
the cases recovering well under it.

Now all these types of pneumonia were recognized

and discussed among the Jlobile physicians—Drs. Mor-
dicai, Fearn, Crawford, Levert, and others—sensible

and judicious practitioners. None of us, thirty years ago,

thought or cared what Hughes Bennett and others were
to teach in after times. We had sense enough to recog-

nize the types of diseases that would not tolerate bleed-

ing and purging. None of the physicians of that day
ever drew blood ; everybody fed and stimulated their

patients; and even Rush himself would not liave dared to

deplete such diseases as we then saw in Mobile, and
which were the same types that have prevailed ever since.

My notes of cases were destroyed by fire ; but I recollect

very distinctly an epidemic of the malarial or intermit-

tent type, about the year 1855, of which Dr. P. E. Gor-
don and myself had, during the spring months, in our

priva'e hospital, upwards of thirty crses. Not only did
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they have intermittent fever, wiih yellow skin and eyes,

but the sputa were strongly tinged willi bile, as was
the urine. Tellow-fever is another disturbing cau?e in

the types of diseases along the Gulf and South Atlantic

States. Whether it be imported or indigenous to the soil

is stiU a matter of dispute, though I think the argument
is in favor of foreign origin, even in our Gulf States.

Admitting that yellow-fever is imported from the trop-

ics, the climate of Mobile, New Orleans, and other Gulf

towns is so nearly tropical that there is no reason why
this disease sliould not there become domesticated, and
preserve all the habits which characterize it in the trop-

ics. Small-pox, scarlet-fever, and other imported diseases

liave preserved among us the same characler and habits

they broiiglit from Asia, like many of their animals,

plants, and even insects. Though properly a disease ot'

the tropics, and countries bordering them, it will occa-

sionally break over its accustomed limits and travel

on along the Atlantic coast as far north as New
York.
Typhoid fever, on the other hand, belongs to the colder

climates
; but from time to time migrates southward,

even as far as the Gulf of Mexico. Wherever these

diseases go they make their mark on all other inter-

current diseases. From 1793, during a series of ten

years, Philadelphia was never clear of yellow-fever, and
its influence was doubtless felt through the whole of

that time on the endemic fevers of that city. When-
ever typhoid fever invades the Southern States, it lin-

gers for several years, and gives its type to all the local

diseases, whether zymotic or inflammatory. Yellow-
fever being a permanent resident in our Gulf cities, its

influence on the local malarial fevers is never absent.

Yellow-fever is a disease of short duration, running to

a crisis, characterized by great prostration, about the

fifth day, and demanding the early use of stimulants to

guard against fatal collapse. There is a marked ten-

dency in the malarial remittent fevers in Mobile to

early prostration, and this peculiarity cannot be appre-

ciated by a physician who has not practised in the inte-

rior of the Southern States, where the bilious fevers run-

ning nine, fourteen, and twenty days (as described by
Fordyce, Armstrong, and other authors of their day) are

a common type. This was the type of disease I used

to treat in South Carolina, which was called •' high

bilious fever," and characterized by great heat of skin

and tension of pulse. Some physicians drew pounds
of blood, and still the pulse would retain its force and
the skin its high temperature. To my astonishment,

when, in 1836, I removed to Mjbile and met the bilious

fevers of that locahty, I found that the type was entirely

new to me. The transition was so sudden that I could

not be mistaken, and to make surety doubly sure, when
I went back on a vi-iit to Columbia, South Carolina, Dr.

Trezevant and Dr. R. W. Gibbes, my contemporaries,

informed me that the sthenic type of fever which I

left there ten years before had disappeared from that

locality. That this change of type had occurred is cer-

tain, but I am unable to assign any cause, as there was
no change in the physical condition of the country from
drainage, <kc., at all appreciable. Although the type

in South Carolina had changed, it still had no resem-

blance to the fevers of itobile, which are characterized

by early collapse and demand for stimulants.

Yellow-fever travels from place to place by epid.-mic

laws. Intermittent .and remittent fevers are endemic.

and arise from local causes Yellow-fever is a disease of

towns and ships, but will travel from towns into the

surrounding country. Intermittents and remittents be-

long to rural districtP, and do not originate in the heart

of densely built cities. Whenever the two diseases

come together, their types are blended in every possi- I

ble degree, so as to defy clear diagnosis either in the

living or dead subject.

Zymotic diseases differ greatly in their habits, and
in nothing more than in degrees of contagiousness, dif-

ferent modes of generation, and communicability. The
poison or germ in some cases is multiplied in one ani-

mal body (as syphilis), and communicable only by
contact. Others, as small-pox, may, in like manner, be
inoculated, and also disseminated through the air to a

certain distance, and thus affect other persons. Next
we have a class of diseases which are only occasionally

contagious, and even then under unknown circumstan-

ces, such as measles, scarlet-fever, &c., the contagious-

ness of which is even still denied by some. We then

have another class, of whicli I will select yellow-fever

as a type, in which the germ originates independently

of the human body, propagates by unknown laws, and
spreads from point to point, much after the manner that

certain insects travel over agricultural districts, attack-

ing here and there certain plants. The germ of such

diseases may unquestionably be carried in vessels,

trunksof clothing, &c., from infected districts, and turned

loose to do its work of destruction in distant places.

Now, in what form the germs of zymotic diseases ex-

ist is at the present day a m.itter of mere speculation.

There are many strong reasons for adopting the very

prevalent theory of the present day, that many, if not

all, epidemic diseases, such as cholera, influenza, yellow-

fever, and others, originate in some organism or animal

cell ; but the subject opens too wide a field for our

proscnt limits. Many of this class of diseases corre-

spond more closely in their habits, mode of propaga-

tion, &c., with the known habits of insect life, than

with any theory which derives them from gaseous or

malarial emanations caused by animal or vegetable de-

composition. Yellow-fever, for example, which I

have lived with and studied for thirty years, is never

influenced in the slightest degree by currents of wind.

It will often commence near the wharves of a city, and

go slowly and steadily on in a certain direction for

weeks in spite of constant changes of land and sea

breezes. As Dr. Warren Stone remarked, it sometimes
goes, like a tax-collector, along a street for two or three

weeks, and patients taken from the infected street to

other parts of a city never carry the disease with them.

It stems to have its own powers of propagation and

locomotion, by which it extends from point to point

independently of any laws which belong to gases.

There are other arguments which favor this animalcu-

lar theory, connected with the curious manner in which
certain types of zymotic diseases become blended when
brought together. If such diseases originate in organic

forms, these microscopic organisms, it is reasonable to

suppose, may obev the same general laws in iheir mode
of propagation which belong to more highly developed

or larger animal and vegetable organisms. They may
in lik-e manner have ih-ir se.tes, their families, genera,

species, and varieties.

The origin of species has long" been a battle-field

among naturalists. Although the writings of Lamarck,

Geoffrey St. Hilaire, the " Vestiges of Creation," and

others, long kept the development theory before the

world, it had been losing ground for some years, when
Darwin came out with his remarkable book on the
'' Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection,"

which at once produced a turn in the tide of opinion

amongmen of science, that has been running strongly in

the opposite direction ever since. The boundaries which

hut a few years ago had been placed between -species,

both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, are no

longer recognized, and even the law of hijhridity, whii-h

was long regarded as the test par excellence, is daily
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losing its supporters. It is now contended that not only
may one species, in a long seiies of ages, be transformed
into anotlier, but one genus into another, and the doc-

trine is carried so far by many (and among others by a

distinguished naluralist of this city) as to assert the
identity of the ultimate cell or molecule of animals and
vegetables. The ultimate cell being the same, the
vegetable cell may be developed into the animal of

lowest type, and development ma}' go on through all

grades fmrn the -worm to man himself. If we admit
but a link or two in the chain, we can place no bounds
to thi.s doctrine o( development on scientific grounds. A
species has been defined to be a primordial, or original

organic form, which has been handed down through
successive generations without change of type. For
example, all tl;e hor.ses now in existence are derived
from one original pair. When two species, according

to this school, ave bred together they produce a hybrid,

or unproUfic oDVpring, a lamiliar example of which is

seen in the common mule from the ass and mare. This
test of specific difference is now stouily denied by
Darwin and his followers ; .even such men as Sir Charles
Lyell and Owen abandon the test of hybridity.

To make myself more clearly understood, I give one
or two illustrations from the animal kingdom. As a
general rule, each genus has several or many species,

and the?e species vary much in type, some being more
closely allied, or resembling each other more closely in

physical characters than others. For example, the genus
eqiitis (horse) comprises, according to most naturalists,

six species, which have been regarded as of distinct

origin, viz. :—the horse, ass, hemionus, couagga, daw,
and Zebra.

The law of hybiidity applied to these species does
not hold good throughout. The ass and horse bredto-
getlier produce a ti ue hybrid which is unproUfic. though
there are some exceptional cases where the mule has
bred when crossed back on one of the parent stocks, but
here the prolificacy stops. If, however, the ass be crossed
on the hemione—another species of the same genus—

a

different result follows, the offspring continues to be
prolific through successive generations, as has been
proven by experiments made in the Garden of Plants
in Paris.

Again, the Canidm, or genus to which the dog belongs,
comprises also several species, as the dog. vsulf jackal,

fox, and hyena, and there is good reason (as the law of
hybridity is no test) to believe that our domes:ic dogs
are derived from several original species instead of one.
The djg for a long time was supposed to be a des-

cendant of the common wolf, but the law of hybridity,
if of any value, seems to negative this conclusion. Ex-
periments in the Garden of Plants have shown that
wben the cross-breeds from the wolf and dog are bred
together they cease to be prolific ofler ihe third genera-
tion ; and the cross between the dog and jackal becomes
sterile after the fourth generation. These "facts upset the
opinion that prolificacy inter se is a test of species, and
go to show that there is a sliding scale, or different
degrees of prolificacy among the species of genera,
running from perfect sterility to peifect prohficacy.
The dog would seem to afford a striking example of
unlimited prolificacy among species of a genus, and
those who advocate the diversity of origin ol the human
i-aces regard mankind as an equally strong example.

It is conceded, then, that there Is a wiiJespread min-
gling of types in the animal kingdom, extending from
the highest to the lowest; and this blending of types is

even more common in the vegetable kingdom, as every
botanist c;in attest,

(To be continacd.)

©ria'tnal Cominunicntions.

A JIEDICAL THERMOMETER.

By E. SEGUIN, M.D.,

KEW TOBK.

KEiD BEFORE THE KE\V TORE MEDICAL LIBRARY .USD JOVRXAL
ASSOCIATIOX, 16TU JUNE, Ib'l.

It is no secret that we have a medical thermometry, and,
as yet, no medical thermometer. So far, physicians have
borrowed their instruments from physicists, and with
them, and an indomitable perseverance, have extracted
the elements and principles of the new science from the
chaos of figures juxtaposed as equivalents from Fah-
renheit, ECaumur, and Centigrade. As on a battle-field,

many Uvcs have been sacrificed since five-and-twenty

I

years, so in taking temperatures, reducing one scale into

I another, writing ligures, drawing curves and diagrams,

]

summing up the products of the most intricate traces

I

into general laws of thermo-physiology, and special

laws of thernio-path.ology, which will pass, Uke so many
victories, to posterity under the name of General Wun-
derlich and others, who evolved the truth from tlie

I

million of observations of the thousand nameless ob-

I

servers.

I

This was good to begin with, in the heroic times of
' thermometry. But since this mode of diagnosis has be-
come popular, we shall have to simplify its instruments
and method of recording observations, to lower it to the

i

vulgar heroism—heroism yet, after all—of the daily

laborers in physic, who are willing to use the new
method of diagnosis, provided it is made as expeditious
as it already is effective. Let us, therefore, admire the
monuments of the Titanic period of thermometry, like

the Treatise of Wunderlich ' On the Temperature in

Disease," etc. ; but entertain no illusion as to its fate.

If its instruments and procedures are not simplified,

i it will remain the privilege of a few hospital dictators,

instead of extending its benefits to the whole profession.

The simphfication must bear upon the instruments
and upon the method of recording the data, and I

would, unless better advice prevai's, express the want
of the profession in the matter thus :

—

A. Medical thermometers; B. Medical scale of tem-
perature, with plain writing, instead of drawings of the
records of temperature ; at least in private practice.

Inseparability of the records of the three vital signs,

temperature, pulse, breathing. These records written
en suite, like any other form of observation, collected in

septenary groups.

(o) Thermometers cannot be called medical so long
as they do not fit the requirements of the profession.

For one of these requirements we want to take the
general and local temperature, therefore we must have
a thermometer adaptable to cavities, and another to
surfaces.—have not surgeons more than one knife ?

(b) For another requirement,—can thermometers
really be called medical whose scale is not based upon
the thermal status of man ? In other words, what has
the freezing point of mercury, or the melting point of
ice, to do with our own caloricity ? The second pro-
position enunciates the absurdity of the present situa-

tion.

Thermo-physiology has found the temperature of a
healthy man to be at the axilla (a convenient and
decent place, too) 98.6° Fahr. = 37° Cent., with due
reg:ird to the oscillations integral to life itself Practi-
cally this is the 0' temperature of medical thermome-
try.—the norme.

Objections may be raised against taking this njrme
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as the standarJ measure of the medical thermometer

on account of the diurnal variations, the idiosyncrasies,

or the differences between the results obtained by the

fever thermometer in several cavities, and by the sur-

face thermometer at distant points of the periphery;

but they have less weight than those raised against

taking the pulse at the wrist as the standard measure of

the general circulation.

The only possible objection to ihU standard would
be the eventuality of a future displacement of the

1 hernial point of health.

This olijection is serious, but not formidable. Indeed,

sjch a displacement has already taken place, at least

theoretically ; since, in 1835, Brechet announced it to

be 36.9' Centigrade = 98.5' Fahr. ; and in 1871 we ac-

cept, on the authority of Wunderiich, 9S.G' F. = 37°

Centigrade as the basis of medical thermometry. (Are

calendars less useful since their errors have been cor-

rected?) Now, supposing the German calculation to be

proved incorrect in its turn, what of it ? The error could

have come in two ways: Either Wunderiich, whom
we trusted, did err, and his calculations in rejard to

the mean temperature of the human body and his con-

clusions would be quashed (as were those of the Julian

calendar) ; or the thermal conditions of man would Iwve

undergone some alteration which would have displaced

our mean temperature lower or higher than the norme
of Wunderlicli, 98 6' F. = 37' C. If such possible al-

teration, ever so inseasiblo in i:s march, s'.iould happen,

the discrepancy between Nature and the standard

measure would soon be detecteJ. A new standard

measure would be established, by transferring the

norme

—

zero health—lower or higher on tlie thermal

scale; and eventually, by repeating this transference,

to meet the changes of human temperature in the

course of ages.

These succsssive normes of human temperature would
stand, like the pylones ofEgyptian hydrometry, instead

of impediments to progress—as the landmarks of the

gradual decalorification of our race—a series of physi-

ological monuments, unequalled by any other discovery

for its importance upon the "Natural History of

Man."
There is a deal more to say on Physiological Ther-

mometry, but I make haste to contract this note to

the present engrossing topic, " thermometry rendered

accessible to any conscientious physician, and through
him to mothers and medical attendants." For it is of no
use to preach thermometry to the great mass of practi-

tioners, whose time is mortgaged for bread to their fam-
ilies and charity to the needy, if, to apply the instru-

ments, read, understand, and transfer their results from
arithmetical scales to drawn traces, exacts aii expendi-

j

ture of hout^ to be found nowhere in their twenty-lour.

Therefore, the question of taking and registering the
|

products of clinical thermometvy in no time contains in

reahty the to he or not to fee of medical thermometry!
itself.

IAnd it is almost equally useless for the family physi-

cian to ask a mother cr nurse to take and note the

temperature at stated hours, when his experience tells
|

him that, in spiie of the nio-t minute expl.ma'.ions and '

directions, the minds of nine-tenths of them wi'l not \

comprehend, what their senses cannot perceive, viz.,
'

the correlation of a scale of temperature calculated upon
the thermal condiiions of water or mercury, with the

|

scile of temperature of the human blood.
j

Therefore, the question of putting in the hands of

mothers and nurses thermometers whose scale cO! re-

sponds with that of human temperature, implies that of

the possibility for the physician of having assistants or

substitutes, wherever the study cf temperature helps to

solve the problems of life or death : that, too, is the to he

or not to be of medical thermometry.
Under the pressure of this double dilemma, and in

the faith that " anything good must be possible,' I have

cau.sed a meter of human heat to be made, which is

neitherFahrenheit's, Reaumur's, nor Celsius' instrument.

Let it be called by its destination, '• The Medical Ther-

mometer," whose zero temperature corresponds to the

average health-point of the human body, whoss (centi-

grade) degrees ru:i up lor fever, and donn for depres-

sion of vitdity, with minor divisions of a fifth of a

degree, themselves easily divisible by sight in tenths.

Let U3 now see how it work,«.

The physician, having warmed it in his hand or pocket

almost to zero (more if it is the fever, less if it is the

surface * instrument), sees either mark the temperature

looked for in two or three minutes, two more being

added to make sure of the result.

Or if he leaves it to an attendant, with instructions

to use it at stated places and times, he first makts him

fiimiliar with the zero standard of health; then with

the fever significance of a rise above zero ; then

with the warning of depression expressed by the fdl

of the mercury below zero ; and finally with the writ-

nig of the temperature Jits* as it reads on the stem of the

instrument.

With mothers it is difierent ; I think it our duty to

teach every one of them among our patients who can be

taught, not only the use, but the philosophy of prophy-

lactic thermometry ; by which they would be rendered

competent to foresee, and often to ward off, perils that

the thermometer predicts a1w;iys sever.il hours in ad-

v,nnce, as the barometer does the storms. Then let the

hour of family trials come, zymotic or contagious dis-

e.ises invade the home circle, and by your side you have

the faithful woman. Neighbors, quaiks, and mediums
proffer in vain their nostrums, she stands by her ther-

mometer, knowing that a calm record of a day's fever

brings more hope than a dishevelled therapeusis.

B. After a medical thermometer, the next desidera-

tum was ' amode of recording the temperature, so sim-

ple that almost anybody could write it as it passes on

the instrument." The mode of recording the tempera-

ture by waves of lines may remain the favorite for hos-

pital records, but for private practice and for the study

of isolated cases it is desirable to have a direct trans-

fer of the figures of t!ie thermometer written en suite

like book-matter. This is what 1 have aimed at. It

is no invention; a simple arrangement of the symptoms

in their chronological order, susceptible of irnprove-

ment at the hand t>i any one desirous of spreading the

art and practice of medical thermometry. There it is

ia blank forms. (See page 198.)

The first line is given to number, name, age, sex, and

septenary. The second is divided in seven cells for the

numeration of the septenarics, beginning with the

first of the disease. The third line is divided into four-

teen cells for the morning (M) and evening (E) observa-

tions, besides a supplementary cell for the sum of the

temperature of this septenary ; each record is written

under the day of the disease it belongs to, eventually

leaving blank .several of the first days of the disease

which have not been observed.

These records run up and down the zero Une of

health, which si?parates horizontally in two this third

division, exactly as the temperature pa-ses up and

down the zero point in the thomometer itseU". On
this double line can be read, at one g'.ance. the daily

remissions and exacerb.itions, the acme or the collapse,

* See the lecture "on Surface Thfrmometnj.'^ delivered before the Xew
York Medical Library and journal .\saociation, the 16tb December. 1S70,

anil published in the' Xew York Medicu, Ri:coru. January 1. 1871.
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the efferTescence and the defervescence, besides the pos-

1

fible relation of the latter phenomena to the doctrine

!

of the crisis. (To use tlrs line to record the surface

thermometry, the M and E are altered into the initials
j

of the two points of the surface under comparison.) ,

The fourth line, divided in eight cells, gives the daily

average of the observations recorded in the third, plus
the septenary averag?. The fifth line records the

pulse, and the sixth the respiration. Every new sep-

tenary comes en suite of this, without repetition of the

headings, of course.

The plan of this diagram, which embraces (a) the

temperature, (6) the pulse, (c) the respiration, (rf)

the critical periods, will be found acceptable : but \ti

,

material arrangement may and must be improved by

'

practical men ; I know it and wish it.

However, leaving the details to take care of them-
selves, I conclude : Thermometry is the question of the

present hour : towards it all foreseeing eyes are turned.

It is irrevocably wedde.i to medicine by its force of
prognosis and diagnosis. By the mathematics of its

data, and the positivism of its method of observation,

it has already discovered the normal point of human

health, some laws of general pathology, and not a few
of special diseases. Higher, it has identified physi' lo^y

w ith the other phy.sieal sciences, by reiidering mathe-
maticaUy demonstrable the degagement of heat by
muscular movement, the influence of the nervous sys-

tem on the production of wa- mth, and the convertibil-

ity o( human heat in physical and intellectual activity.

This and more has been done, in a few years, by a

few men, with instruments made for another kind of

work. But who knows what medical (human must I

say) thermometry could do, when the simplicity of its

procedure, the adaptability of its instruments, the num-
ber of its devotees, will permit its application, not only

to the treatment, but to the prevention of disease, and
especially to the high supervision of the training of

the youth, in reference to the dosing of air, moisture,

heat light, food, exercise, studies, in the sickly condi-

tions of the growing stage. Then we will begin to

understand that, for physicians, thermometry is not

only knowledge, but social power.
But I must end here, just where the subject-matter

of thermometry begins to assume its grandeur.

Sew Yoek, 5S W. 96tli etie*

No. KjiMF Age. Set. Disease.
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woman and married. The remaining children were
three boys ami tliree girls ; and of this number one
girl and two boj-s have died ; one boy, 13 years of age,

well-formed, living; two sisters, aged respectively 10

and 2 years, living.

The sulvject, J. II. Allen, has always been called

Johnny, and was dressed as a boy from early childhood.

Was not aware that there was anything peculiar in his

organization until after the age cf 12 years had been
attained ; upon one occasion, when swimming with a
number of boys, it was discovered that he was not
formed like a boy, and was called by his companions,
"a half boy and halfgiil." Attended school up to the

age of 17. and since this time hns followed the occupa-

tion of " bar-tender." Has been taken up by the police

upon several occasions as a woman in man's elothii'g,

and after beingcxamined, has been released as a "non-
descript," but has always been compelled by the

authorities to wear male clothing.

Prefers the male sex
;
never loved a woman, regards

women as sisters; has loved a man devotedly, but
always feared to divulge the passion. Loves the dress

of a woman and despises tliat of a man. When insulted

feel; like crying, as is common with women. Wlieu
travelling on tlie Mississippi boats has several times been
approached by rough men, who threatened rape,

declaring that Johnny was a woman iu man's clothing.

Upon one or more occasions has excited the jealousy

of women, on account of the supposed attentions of
their husbands. When acting with a stock ompany,
in the character of a woman, the wife of one of the

actors who played the part of lover to Johnny, was
excited to violent jealousy.

When dressed in women's clothing neither men nor
women ever suspect Johnny to be auythin'; but what
the dress and general appearance would indicate.

The condition of Jolinny is most distressing; it is

with great diflieulty that a position or work of any
kind can be secure.lor retained, on account of being
suspected as a woman in man's clothing; and when
travelling in strange place.J, or when walking upon the
streets at night, is liable to insult and arrest. His
most earnest wish is to be allowed to wear women's
clothing, and to enter the stage as an actress.

As far as my inquiries extended, there has not as

yet been any periodic discharge of blood from the
urethra, rectum, stomach,, or nostrils, wliicli could be
considered as connected with the menstrual function,
although the patient described certain vague and un-
comfortable feelings in tlie abdomen and certain peri-
odic changes of the complexion and features.

Quinine in Pnepmonia.—Dr. A. J. Terrell, of Henrico
County, Va. (Virginia Clinical Record), is in the habit
of treating pneumonia with large doses of quinine, and
says that he has seen as much benefit (in a curative
way) from this plan of treatment as from any medicine
in any disease. It shortens the attack, and "the earlier

it is resorted to the better. He regarJs quinine as a
great equalizer of the circulation, and, acting upon the
nerves which control the circulation, it is necessarily
anti-congestive. Some pliysicians, he remarks, admit
its benelieial effects in typhoid pneumoni.i, or when
there is a remittent tendency, or malarial compUcation
in any form

;
but he makes no discrimination, giving it

in all case^, in large doses, for its sedative and anti-eon-
gestive powers. For the diarrhoea which sometimes
supervenes in the progress of an attack of pneumonia
he has found nothing better than a few grains of tannin,
in combination with the qu'nine, for arresting it.

Ucpovts of tjOGpitl\l£

MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.

A CASE OF POLTPOin GRAN0LATIOJIS OF TIIE MEMBRANA
TYMPANf, OF TEN TEARS' STANDING, CURED BY FODR

APPLICATIONS OF A FORTY-GRAIN SOLU-
TION OF NITRATE OF SILVER.

Eeported by D. WEBSTER, M.D.,

HOUSE SUnOEOX.

Mary B , American, aged 25, ha^ had an affection

of the ears, dating back to an attack of scarlatina fifteen

years since.

Left ear has discharged constantly for ten years, with
occasional attacks of pain of a s'ight character.

Hearing-distance, voice, about eight inches.

On examination, a raspberry-looking polypus was
found, filling the whole breadth of the canal, overlying

the drum membrane, not sufficiently salient to catch

with forceps or snare; exajt point of attachment not
diagnosticated.

With Siegle's otoscope, traction by the breath caused
it to move slightly outwards, giving the impression that

it was on the membrana, or was even a polypoid degen-
eration of the membrana itself

A forty-grain solution of the nitrate of silver was
dropped upon the part by means of an instrument anal-

ogous to the atropine dropper; the liead being thrown
into a horizontal position, and so maintained for a min-
ute, that thorough cauterization should rcsu.t; then the

remains of tlie agent well washed aw.ay by .syringing

with warm water. ,

This proces? was repeated for four successive times,

at intervals of two days, wdien the whole of the polypus
was found to be removed.
The hearing-distance was now four feet for the voice,

which could be still improved by inflating the tympanic
cavity by means of Politzer's plan.

The drum membrane is mostly intact. The manu-
brium and tubetele are both demonstrable, the mem-
brane in the upper portion is in a good state of preser-

vation, somewhat opake, with the dermoid layer par-

tially exfoliated. The lower part of the membrane is

somewhat cicatricial, with one or two minute fissure-

like perforations, hardly demonstrable except by infla-

tion, which causes excessive movement of this part of

the membrane. The discharge has totally ceased ; the

doctor had some doubt on this head, and so directed

patient to abstain from syringe for two or three days,

when, on examination, the parts were absolutely dry,

not even moistening a bit of cotton on a probe passed

ill. The above plan of treatment is, as far as I know,
somewhat peculiar to Dr. 0. D. Pomeroy, in whose
care the patient remained during treatment. He holds,

I believe, tliat the nitrate of silver is practically not a

caustic to the integument which covers, as we are

aware, the outer surfiice of the drum membrane and the

external auditory canal, hence the great freedom of its

use by the doctor.

Touching the granulations with the solid stick or with

a solution only causes the application to reach the more
salient parts of a granulation, whereas by inundating

the polypus every part must, be tliorou,:,dily cauterized

without doing harm to neighboring parts.

The remarkable success of the treatment in th's case

would have made me doubt the coirectness of the ob-

servations but that I verified them by veiy careiul

examiaatons durin ' t!;e treatment.
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Profitfss of illctiical Science.

Will Quinine -Originate Uterine Contractions?—
In answer to the query in the Amerkan Practitioner,

"Will quinine originate contraoiions in the .aravid

uterus?'' Dr. Lewis A. Sa3're, of New York, pubhshes

a case in tha same journal, in which quinine was
given to produce pjemature delivery on account

of a deformed pelvis. Its administration was followed,

in a very short time, by rigorous and continued con-

traction of tliat organ. This case was one of more
than ordinary interest in its clinical history, as

serious complications attended the first confine-

ment, and this was the second time that labor had
been successfully induced before the eighth month, and
in both instances with a living child.

In this case it may be very properly questioned

whether the quinine was the active agent in inducing

contractions, or whether it was a mere coinc dent, as

other means had already been employed to induce labor.

But as the contractions did not occur until after its

administration. Dr. Sayre thought it of sufficient im-
portance to note the fact.

In the Giurnnh Veneto of Medical Sciences of last month
Dr. Angelo Monteverdi has found the Peruvian bark
and its preparations to contain highly emmenagogue pro-

perties .superior to the ergot. The sulphate of qumine, at

doses of five grains every half hour, administered to

jiregnant women, will produce—first, the simple ten-

sion of the fibres of the uterus ; second, flight contrac-

tions
; and lastly, strong and expulsive contractions, so

as to cause miscarriage and premature birth. He has

used the sulphate of quinine as above in cases of pro-

tracted labor without regular or long pains, and flac-

cidity of the'uteru.t, where the ergot should have been
used, even where rigidity of the os has existed, or

where the placenta has not been successfully e.xpelled,

and he has found the first dose of quinine to revive the

already inefficient pains and contractions, and success-

fully carry to an end, in less than an hour, the long-
desired labor.

English Operations for Ovariotomy.—In a paper
on " Ovariotomy in England," read before the Louis-
ville Obstetrical Society, by S. Brandeis, M.D., Louis-
vdle, Ky. (Rich, and Louisvil'e Med. Jour.), it is noted
that Dr. Paul Greuser, the publisher of the latest edi-

tion of Professor Naegele's Hand-book on Midwifery,
during a sojourn of si.x months in England witnessed
20 operations for ovarian tumors, of wliich IG were
conjpleted, while 4 remained uncompleted. Of that

number, 5 were made by Thomas Ktitb, 1 by James
Y. Simpson

; Spencer Well?, 12 (6 in Samaritan Hos-
pital and G in private practice) ; Murray, 1 ; and Graily

Hewitt, \. From the 16 completed cases 4 died
; from

the non-completed cases 2 died.

Dr. Brahdeis, in conclusion, presented the subjoined
statistics in regard to English operations for ovaiioto-

my, with their results :

—

Xamea of Surgeom

.

1. Clay
2. Baker Brown .

.

3. Spencer Welh .

4. Thomas Keith.,
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short the ligature of the pedicle and adhesions in both

cases, and returned them into the abdomen ;
one is com-

pletely well, and the other walks about the house; one

of the patients required deven ligatures to the adhe-

sions, the other six.

Maxagemest of Iscoxtinenxe of Urixe.—John Bar-

clay, M.D., of Aberdeen (:tye(/. Times and Gazette), dur-

in,^' the past two years and a half has successfully

treated twenty ca?es of incontinence of urine by the

syrup of the iodide of iron alone. The improvement

in several of the cases followed so closely on the ad-

ministration of the remedy as to leave no doubt but

that the good effect was due to the syrup. Dr. Man-
son, of Baniff, and Dr. Smith, of Kinnaiidy, have both

found the medicine equally satisfactory.

Tea Leaves to Burns and Scalds.—Dr. W. H.

Searles of Warsaw, Wis. {Clucaqo Med. Examiner), some
few years since, accidentally found that a poultice of

tea-leaves applied to small burns and scalds, afforded

immediate relief. He has giveu it a more extended

trial since then, and has come to prefer it above all

other remedies in the first stage of burns and scalds.

The leaves are softened with hot water, and, while

quite warm, applied upon cotton over the entire burned

surface. This application discolors and apparently tans

the parts, and removes the acute sensibihty and tender-

ness.

Morphia as a Partcriext.—Dr. George H. Vance,

of Swedona, 111. {Chicago Med. Kcaminer), coincides

with Dr. Robson in the belief that the action of the sul-

phate of morphia is similar to the secale cornutum,

whether given in a state of natural or unnatural parlu-

riency. In all his cases where t!]reatened abortion has

occurred and he has administered this salt, the parturi-

ent throes were immediately increased, and delivery

was the result. The same contractile efforts of the

womb have been brought about in cases of natural la-

bor, where cessation of action had taken place.

Ulceration of the Fr.esu.m Lixgtj-e ix Pertcssis is

referred to, by a writer in the Glcsijow Medicaljournal,

as a diagnostic sign of this disease. This lesion has

been before noticed by a few writers, who have consid-

ered it a specific form of ulceration. The writer quoted
considers it to depend upon friction of the frasnum

against the lower incisors during the spasmodic expira-

tory efforts, and it was discovered by him in 111 out
of 252 cases of children in whom the disease was well

marked
; its location being in front of the frsenum, ex-

cepting when there was absence or malformation of the

lower incisors. It never occurred before dentition had
taken place, nor in such children as did not protrude the

tongue during the cough.

A New Mode or Administerixg Copaiba.—The Lan-
cet for April 29th ult. contains some remarks by Mr.
Berkley Hill on the treatment of gonorrhoea, in which
he recommends a form in which this remedy cm be
taken very ea'-ily. It resembles a jelly, is not

repulsive to the taste, and if a piece the size of a hazel-

nut be rolled in wafer paper, it can be swallowed with-

out being tasted at all. Tlie after-effects, of derange-

ment of the digestive organs, he thinks to be rather less

from this than from most other forms of administering

the remedy.
Take of thick copaiva, eight ounces

;
powdered

sugar, four ounces ; honey (not crystallized), four

ounces; distilled water, five drachms; oil of pepper-
mint, one drachm ; roseine (one of the aniline pig-

ments), one-tenth of a grain dissolved in twenty min-

ims of watsr. Put the honey, sugar, copaiva, and

water into an evaporating dish, keeping it well stirred.

Heat the mixture gently till it boils, and continue the

agitation and ebullition about five minutes.

'^la the first part of the operation, two distinct strata

are formed ; the upper the copaiva, the lower the

honey, etc. As the water is evaporated, numerous

bubbles of steam are given off, just as the whole be-

comes a homogeneous jelly. When it has partly cooled,

stir in the roseine and the oil of peppermint. When
well made, it should resemble raspberry jelly. Should

tliis very minute quantity of roseine be objected to, an

ammoniacal solution of carmine gives a very good color.

Treatment of Pertussis—Dr. John J. Caldwell, ol

Brooklyn, contributes to the li'Kton Med. and Sury.

Juurnal the description of a method of treating whoop-
ing-cough by the application of atomized fluids to the

air-passages, in accordance with the theory of Nie-

meyer, that the disease is a catarrh of the respiratory

mucous membrane, attended with intense hyperassthc-

s'a. The result of this treatment, in his own practice,

has been that the whooping inspirations have ceased

wiihin a week, and the catarrhal inflammation Las rap-

idly subsided.

He recommends the following mixture :

—

Vp Ext. Belladonna; fl gtt. v. aJ x.

Potassas bromidi Dj.

Ammoniaj bromidi 3 ij.

Aquse destill | ij.

M. Ft. solutio.

Of this about a tablespoonful is to be appUed once

daily.

Diet of Parturient Women.—Dr. Hugh Miller of-

fers, in the British Med. Jour., a reason why a partu-

rient woman should not, as has been so long the cus-

tom, be confined, for some time after her labor, to a diet

composed wholly or in part of farinaceous articles of

food. It being probable that the source of the tat-glo-

bules present in milk during the early period of lacta-

tion is the muscular tissue of the uterus, which is un-

dergoing fatty degeneration and absorption, the intro-

duction into the circulation of any considerable amount

of fatty or siarchy food mi;,'ht tend to retard these

changes taking place in the uterus, in the case of

a feeble patient, or overwork the powers of the mammary
slandsin others. He recommends, therefore, nitrogenous

forms of food as more proper at first, as they will not, by

their assimilation, give rise to the above objection, and,

moreover, they are better calculated to repair the muscu-

lar waste and the exhaustion consequent upon the labor.

He feels certain that since adopting this course he has

seen, in his own practice, fewer affections of the breasis,

and these were more amenable to treatment than for-

merly.

Tendency of Sponges to Excite Suppuration ix

Wounds.—A writer in the February number of the

Glasgow Med. Jour, questions, if tlje use of sponges

in cleansing wounds may not be a fertile source of

subsequent suppuration on account of minute frag-

ments of the sponge being left behind, and also the

introduction, by means of them, of decaying organic

matter derived from previous use on wounds and sup-

purating surfaces. He suggests that many of the

results claimed to be proofs of the value of the anti-

septic mode of treatment, might be better attributable

to the fact that the nature of the injuries did not re-

quire the introduction of a sponge into the wound.

He thinks that pieces of ice and the wash-bottle might

be made to do all thdt the sponge accomplishes.

Arrest of Variola by Quinine has been spoken of in

a recent note addressed by ex-Professor Coze, of Stras-
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burg, to Dr. Lacour, of Lyons {Presse Beige), in which he

claims to have derived excellent results from its use

during the present epidemic in cutting short this disease.

As soon as an individual experiences the precursory

symptoms of variola (such as headache, soreness of the

limbs, cervical and lumbar pain, etc.), he should be con-

fined to the bed, and quinine sliould be given him every

half hour until three or four doses of four grains each

have been taken. On the following day, it the symp-
toms continue, the same treatment should be followed,

and almost always the disease will abate, or, if the

eruption does appear, it will be extremely di.serete. The
diet of the patient should, meanwhile, continue as usual.

Dr. Coze states that he was led to try the remedy from

a knowledge of its marked eflects in the relief of head-

ache depending upon over-exertion of the menial facul-

ties, and its influence upon ramollissement of the brain

wlien administered during its early stages. He recom-
mends also the use of quinine as a gargle during the

progress of variola.

Quinine Biscuits.—One of the London b.akers has

introduced a dietetic novelty in the shape of quinine

biscuits. They are small, extremely well made, and
have a pleasant and delicately bitter flavor, not too

strongly pronounced, which is exactly what a club man
seeks in his sherry and bitters. Each biscuit is esti-

mated to contain one-fourth of a grain of quinine, and
for delicate stomachs, or where it is desirable to dis-

guise medicine as much as possible, or to comliine food

with medicine in a perfectly agreeable form, these bis-

cuits are likely to become very popular.

—

English Jovr-
nal.

GoNOitnncEAL Peritonitis.—A correspondent of the

Bntish Med. Journal calls attention to gonorrhoea as a

cause of peritonitis in the female, and believes the

Fallopian tubes to be the avenues through which the

inflammation reaches the peritonaeum. In his experi-

ence, the disease diifers from puerperal peritonitis in

being less severe and of shorter duration, in mani-
festing improvement upon the removal of as much
of the canse as is possdjle by means of injeclions of

warm water, and upon treating the inflainmaiion by
the usual means. No cnse, he says, has proved fatal in

his practice; but he fails to state the number which he
has had under observation.

Torticollis.—New Method of Operating.—Prof.

Wood, of King's College Hospital {iled. Pi-ess and Cir-

cular), has devised a new operation for wry-neck, in-

s'ead of the subcutaneous tenotomy of the origins of the

affected sterno-cleiJo-mastoideus muscle. It is the

substitution of the subcutaneous tenotomy of the

insertion of the muscle at tlie mastoid process, instead

of the former operaiion, which is generally pmctised.

In reporting a case, the Professor stated that it was the

third of the kind on which he had successfully operat-

ed, by substituting division of the insertion of the sterno-

mastoid nmscle, in preference to its origin.

Stricture of the L'retura.—A reviewer in the Med.
Press and ('ircnlar, in speaking of the great reputation
gained by Mr. Holt, of Westminster Ho-^^pital, London,
says that there cannot be any doubt that his dilator is

the very instrument invented by Perreve many years
ago in Pari.-i. Mr. J. D. Hill, surgeon to the Royal
Free Hospital of London, has recently added to the

fame of Mr. Holt's operation by relating the history of

120 cases of stricture thus treated. Of tliese 120
patients operated on by Mr. HiU, by Holt's method,
118 recovered, and there were two deatlis; and of

these 118, all except one cou'd have No. 11 passed be-
fore leaving the ward^.

In cases attended wiih complications, Mr. Hill, before
using Holt's dilator, advocates the washing out of the

bladder by means of a lotion composed of twenty
drops of strong nitric acid in a pint of water, to which
half an ounce of liquor opii sedativus is added.

This surgeon thinks that Holt's operation is the most
satisfactory metliod of treating any form of organic

urethral stricture which is amenable to dilatation, and
that, with careful attention to preliminary treatment,

there is no more risk to run in its employment than in

ordinary dilatation. He affirms that t'.ie rate of mor-
tality is probably less than in gradual dilatation, when
it is considered that a certain proportion of patients die

from extravasation of urine, and from complications

following ordinary catheterism.

LiTnoToMT

—

the Lateral Operation.—Prof. J. B.

McCaw, of Richmond, Va.
(
Va. Clin. Record), advo-

cates the lateral opeiation, and has uniformly selected

it in the thirty cases which in the last five years he has
cut for stone in the city of Richmond. This surgeon
recently removed from the bladder of a laboring man,
40 years old, who was accidentally shot three years and
a half ago, a bullet with a large quantity of stone. The
stone (triple phosphates) and ball weighed 580 grains.

Pt.e.mic Fever.—Dr. J. C. Warren, of Boston (Bos-

ton Mid. and S'irgicaljovrnal), in a translation of Prof.

Podrazki's resume of Septicemic and Pyemic Fever,

mentions potash and n.trate of soda, the mixtura
nilrosa and the mineral acids, and says iheir

value as anti-pyretica is very doubtful. The sulphates

are recommended by Rolli both for septicasmia and
pysemia. AVhether quinine does any good in large

doses, beyond a slight depression of the temperature an d
retardation of the chills, he should be inclined to doubt.

The author adds that it will nevertheless, probably,

maintain its position in the treatment of pyaemia for a

long time, fur we have no other remedy, and yet we
must give the patient something. The narcotics are

undoubtedly useful in relieving symptoms, particularly

subcutaneous injections of morphine. It relieves ihe

patient from pain, and enables him to forget his troubles

in sleep.

Injected Placent-e.—Dr. J. B. S. Jackson, of Bos-
ton (Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), showed, at a

meeting of the Suffolk District Medical Society, two
placenta; very beautifully injected by Hyrtl, of Vienna.
He remarked, incidentally, that the general rule laid

down by Hyrtl, that when twins are contained in a

single amniotic sac their sex is the same, and when
in separate sacs their sex is different, had been refuted

by numerous observations to the contrary in his section

of the country.

Diagkostication of Bright's Disease.—At a recent
meeting of the Suffolk District Medical Society (Bo.s-

ion Med. and Surg. Jo^lrnal), Dr. H. W. Williams refer-

red to four eases, occurring lately, in which he had diag-

nosticated Bright's disease of the kidneys by the char-

acteristic changes in the retina, as discovered by the

ophthalmoscope. Dr. Williams did not regard the de-

generation of the retina as especially belonging to the

early stages of the disease, yet it was not infrequently

the first symptom discovered.

Transverse Fracture of the Tenth Rib from
Coughing.—Dr. Miall (British Med. JournaT) mentions
the case of a woman who, in the seventh month of
pregnancy, duiing a violent fit of coughing, fractured

the tenth rib transversely, a little anterior to the tuber-
cle.

I

Bromide of Potassium in Epilepsy.—B. W. Stone,
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M.D., Asst. Physician Western Lunatic Asylum, Ken- I

tucky (Richmond and Louisville Med. Journal), remarks
that, although he has not effected any cures with ihe ^

bromide of potassium in epilepsy, the efficiency of this
t

drug in prolonging, in some cases indefinitely, the inter-

val between the attacks, in often warding oil' inime-
;

diateiy threatening attacks, in procuring sleep and relief
j

from the terrible cephalalgia so often preceding or sue- !

ceeding convulsions, in moderating the convulsive
I

movements (during spells), in shortening their duration,

certainly makes it an invaluable bdon to the epileptic.
,

In the selection of a prescription for general use he

defers to the experienced judgment of Brown-Sequard,
j

who combines with the bromide the iodide of potas-
[

sium, the bicarbonate of potassa, and the bromide of

ammonium, in about the following proportions: Jf.

Potassaj bicarbonatis, 3 ij. ; ammonii bromidi, 3 vij.

;

Potassii iodidi, 3 iij.
;

Potassii bromidi, § iij. ; Infus.

calumbae (British), Oj.
j

Give a teaspoonful before each meal, and three tea-

spoonfuls at bedtime, to be taken in water.

Br.^ik-wastin'g.—An interesting and practical course

of clinical lectures on mental and cerebral diseases has

been delivered by J. Crichton Browne, M.D., Lecturer

on Mental Diseases to the Leeds School of Medicine
;

and in one on Brain-wasting, he slates that: 1st.

Women recover from this diseasa more frequently and
rapidly than men. 2d. The earlier the ace at which
brain-wasting occurs, the better is the prospect of re-

covery. 3d. The more decided the paralytic symp-
toms, the worse is the prospect of recovery. He also

says we owe a debt of gratitude to Dr. Radcliffe for

pointing out the value of cod-liver oil and the hypo-
phosphites in debilitating nervous diseases. They sup-

ply the essential elements of nerve-nutrition in an
easily assimilable form, and are unmistakably benefi-

cial in cases of brain-wasting. A t.iblespoonlul of cod-
liver oil, and 15 grs. of tlie hypophosphite of soda,

given twice or three times daily, at the outset of such

a case, often arrest at once the downward tendency,

and induce restoration of mental and nni.soular power.
Sometimes, when these remedies seem ineft'ectual,

doses of from 5 to 15 drops of tincture of opium and
sulphuric ether, twice a day, expedite their action, be-

sides conferring independent benefits. The 0[iium

gives, as it were, a fillip to cerebral nutrition, and
thus difi"use8 a favorable influence through the whole
economy.— SWiisA Medical Journal.

Peritonitis Meretriccm.—Dr. R. W. Egan, Dublin
(British Med. Journal), referring to a paper by ilr.

Giles, in the same journal, on the association of gonor-
rhoea with peritonitis, suggests that a not uncommon
cause of peritonitis among females of that class is found
in the pievalence of a practice of interfering with the
menstrual discharge just at its inception, or during iis

course. He has on several occasions attended women
for ovaritis and peritonitis, resulting, as he believed,

from the application of cold to repress, or the intro-

duction of sponge to conceal, the existence of the
citamenia. This latter practice he discovered in mak-

j

ing a vaginal examination in a case, and finding what
certainly was a foreign body. All those cases were
obstinate and slow of recovery.

Digitalis as a Topical Remedy.—In a paper read
before the Clinical Society of London, by Dr. Royston
Fairbank, of Lynton (British Med. Journal), on the
" Use of Digitahs as a Topical Remedy," he thus de-

scribes his mode of preparation and application : Make
a decoction of the dried leaves in the proportion of a

small teaspoonful to half a pint of boiling water, or a

drachm of the tincture may be used in the place of the
leaves. Flannels wrung out in the decoction are ap-
plied around the inflamed parts in the usual way.
Another mode of applying the drug is to foment the
part affected with hot water, and afterwards gently
rub in a little of the tincture.

Dr. Fairbank has used with great success these local

applications of digitalis to cases of acute inflammation
of the elbow and knee-joints, and also to a patient
suffering from severe inflammation of the breast.

The Use of Alcohol.—Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chica-
go. 111. (Chicago Med. Examiner), in an interesting
paper on the " Effect of Alcohol on the Human Sys-
tem," says that the subjoined propositions appear to be
fully established :— 1st. Numerous chemical analyses of
the blood and dillerent tissues, by different experimen-
ters, show that when alcoholic drinks are taken the al-

cohol enters the blood and permeates with it every part
of the body. 2d. An equally reliable series of experi-
ments have shown that the alcohol undergoes no
chemical change in the system, but is eliminated through
the excretory organs, more especially the lungs and
kidneys, generally within a few hours after it Ls taken.
This position has long been disputed, but it was finallv

fully established by the results of the well-devised anrl

carefully executed experiments of Lallemand, Perrin,

and Duroy. 3d. While the blootl is circulating through
the system, the alcohol diminishes the sensibility of
the brain and nervous system in the same manner as

other ansesthetics, and also retards the active changes
in all the tissues; and consequently diminishes the
sum total of eliminations or excretions in a given
period of time. The nuiijerous and patient experimen-
tal investigations of Prout, Sandras, and Bouchardel,
Boker, Hammond, and others, have removed all doubts
as to the ti uth of this proposition. 4th. By diminishing
the atomic changes in the tissues of the body, and the

sensibility of the nervous system, the alcohol by its

presence also diminishes the temperature, the strength,

and the power of endurance. That its presence in the

system reduces the temperature, was fully established

by the results of a series of experiments performed by
himself in 1850, some of which were repeated in 1867.

These experiments consisted in testing the actual tem-
perature of the body every half hour, with a delicately

griuiuatcd thermometer, for three hours after a moder-
ate drink of alcoholic liquor. The tests were applied

to both wine and whiskey. These results are confirm-

ed by the observations of Magnus and others in Eu-
rope.

He is compelled to designate alcoholic drinks as

ana-sthetic and sedative,—amesthetic to the nervous
sy-tem, and sedative to the properties of the tissues.

As such they are capable of being used to fill a limitel

number of indications in the treatment ofdiseases. And
yet there are other well-known agents in the materia
inedica that will meet the same indications equally

wi'll, or even better. So true does he deem this asser-

tion, that for twenty years he has not prescribed f^r

internal use the amount of one pint of alcoholic drinks

annually, including both hospital and private practice.

The Climate of Nebraska.—Dr. Noble Holton, of

Falls City, Nebraska (Chicago Med. Examiner), on ac-

count of the dry, bracing, and slightly alkaline air from
ofl" the plains, considers the climate well adapted to

asthmatic and catarrhal diseases. He has known a

number of persons subject to these complaints entirely

relieved by a residence there.

ExopnTnALMic Goitre. —Dr. P. S. Greenamyer, of

Smithville, Ohio (Med. and Surg. Reporter), reports a
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case of this disease which was reduced by a tonic of

quinine, iron, strychnine, and phosphorus, with an

alterative of the extract of dandelion, extract of May-
apple, and syrup of rheum, and digitalis with aconite,

continued for 18 days. From the history of the case he

concludes that bronchocele and exophthalmic goitre are

synonymous diseases, diflering in form only as they

represent diflerent stages of a disease
;

if not so, the

former resolved into the latter, or the latter supplanting

the former. Th'S pal lent lias five sisters, who have

ordinary bronchocele, the youngest being born with it.

The patient and mother are analogous cases. Heart

and congestive diseases are common on the father's

S'de, and phthisis pulmonalis and scrofulous diseases on

the mother's side.

Contraindications to Surgical Interference in

SciRRHUS.—The following contraindications to surgical

interference in scirrhus are noted by Prof. S. D. Gross,

of Phila : 1st. When the disease is congenital or arises

soon after birth. 2d. When it e.Kists in several parts

of the body, as the mamma or uterus. 3d. When
there is extensive glandular involvement or marked
evidence of carcinomatous cachexy. 4th. When the

disease is rapidly advancing, leaping suddenly into

.surrounding tissues, and constituting, as it were, an

acute form of malignant action. 5th. A quickened

state of tlie pulse, arising from local irritation, augurs

unfavorably. 6th. Latent cancer should not be tam-

pered with ; and finally, where serious disease of an

important internal organ coexists with cancer, the im-

propriety of an operation is obvious.

A SrSSTITCTE FOR THE COMPOUND CaTHARTIC PiLL.

A writer in the Chirar/o Medical Jonrnal suggests the

following formula, which ho would substitute for the

ordinary compound cathartic pill : IJ Aqueous extract

of aloes, podophyllin, gamboge, aS gr. xxx. ; oil of

caraway, m. vj. M. Ft. pil. no. Ix. He has had the

pills made up and sugar-coated in a very satisfactory

manner by J. W. Elirman, a Chicago pharmaceutist.

The pill is small, weighing only three grains after

being sugar-coated. One taken at bedtime will usu-

ally cause an evacuation from the bowels in the morn-
ing, and without occasioning either pain or nausea

;

but should one fail or be thought insufficient, another

may then be taken.

The aqueous extract of aloes seems to contain the

more cathartic principles of the drug, while it is the

least irritant to the bowels, and the amount adminis-

tered being so small, it does not appear to act injurious-

ly, even in cases in whicli the eft'ect of the ordinary

close of aloes is unpleasant.

Treatment of Infantile Paralysis.—Dr. Brodliurst,

of London {St. Thomas' Hcsjntal Reports), recommends
galvanism, as furnishing the most important remedy in

the treatment of this disease. The induced current is

useless. A galvanic battery of great tension, but of

small quantity, is needed—one having not less than fifty

cells. There is little hope of recovery if the treatment
is delayed six or eight weeks. When the muscles re-

gain sensitiveness to faradization, even in a slight de-

gree, recovery is a mere matter of patience and perse-

verance. Strychnia is used hypodermically to the dis-

eased part, in addition to the local treatment by gal-

vanism. He uses a solution of one grain of the alkaloid

to fifty of fluid. The solution, aided by a little hydro-
chloric acid and spirit, is very dense; and if it falls be-
low a temperature of about 70°, the alkaloid crystaUizes

out. It should always be warmed before use. This
solution may be einployr-d with much more freedom
th?,n a weaker one. He has frequently injected in quite

young children—in fact, in babies—five and even seven
minims ; that is to say, one-twentieth or one- fourteenth

('05 or '07) of a grain, at a first commencement.

O.v ArMosPHEnic Germs.—Dr. Frank H. Davis, of

Chicago, 111. (Chicago M'.d. Examiner), has made some
observations with the microscope, in tlie way of collect-

ing organic matter or germs, in the presence of seven

cases of typhoid and typho-malarial fevers, and cases of

erysipelas, sc.nrlalina, rubeola, and diphtheria; and is

forced to conclude, either that the disease-pi educing

poisons have eluded all the various contrivances devised

for the purpose of bringing them under observation, or

else that these influences emanate from some of the

normal excretory products in which certain changes
are supposed to have taken place ; changes which pre,

however, neither apparent to the eye nor appreciable

by any means yet discovered.

Management of Measles.—Dr. N. S. Davis, of

Chicago, 111. (Chicago Med. Examiner), considers the

following formula one of the best preparations in the

first stage of severe cases of meask-s : IJ . Syrup scillae

comp., 3 ifs; vinum antimonii, 3 ss ; tinct. opii camph.,

3 ij ; tinct. ver.nt. viride, 3j- M. Dose, one teaspoon-

ful every three hours in a tablespoonful of water.

This will, usually, in the course of twenty-four hours,

lessen the fever and modify the cough, while the pain

in the head will at the same time be greatly relieved.

He is not in the habit of giving cathartics until the

eruption is faiily out; when, if the bowels have not
moved for a couple of days, he directs a mild laxative

like the following: IJ . Hydrarg. cM. m. gr. v.; lep-

tandrin, gr. ij.
;
sodae bicarb, gr. v. M. One important

thing to guard against is, extension of the irritation

from the bronchial tubes to the lobules of the lungs

;

making it complicated with lobular pneumonia. When
symptoms of pneumonia occur in connection with
measles, the best remedy in children is a combination
like the following: IJ. Liq. ammon. acetas, 5'^'-!

syrup ipecac, 3 ss. ; tinct. opii camph., 3J. ; tinct.

verat. viride, 3j. Dose—proportioned to the age of the

child: for a child two years old, al^out twenty drops,

though it is best to begin with ten drops ; fur an adult

one teaspoonful. It should be given every two, three,

or four houis, till the fever is controlled. In the active

stage of the disease, while using this mixture, cover the

chest externally with fomentations.

Dr. Davis has considerable faith in the popular notion

about onions; they certainly aflbrd more relief to the

breathing tlian any other thing. He attributes it to

the impregnation of the air which is inhaled, with the

volatile oil, more than to any absorption from the surface

of the chest, and thinks this application preferable to

blistering.

Hypodermic Injection.—The discovery of the useful

method known now as the hypodermic method—

a

name first given it by Mr. Charles Hunter, of St.

George's Hospital—is justly due to Dr. Alexander
Wood, of Edinburgh. Dr. Thos. J. Gallaher, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa. (N. Y. Med. Journal), records the fact that

Prof. Nussbaum, ofMunich, was injected 2,000 times be-

fore an accident happened, and this not a fatal one
;

and a physician in Pittsburgh, laboring under a painful

affection of the heart, has been operated upon over

1,400 times, without the occurrence of an unpleasant

symptom, beyond the production oftwo small abscesses,

or rather pustule,', on the arm. The accident to Prof.

Nussbaum was [ robably due to the result either of an
overdose having been employed, or the injection of a

portion of th3 lluid into a vein.
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PROF. ALFRED STILLE'S ADDRESS BEFORE

THE ASSOCIATION.

The address of Prof. Alfred SlillC before the American

Medical Association at San Francisco, dcseives to be

ranked above the ordinary efforts usually made on simi-

lar occasions. It was elaborate, scholarly, and digni-

Ced. In the latter respect it contrasted markedly

with the discussions which took place during the ses-

sion. If the same spirit had taken possession of the

Association as pervaded the addres.s, there would not

have been the disgraceful scene which the discussion of

the woman question has presented to the medical world.

But this is by the way. The remarks contained in Prof

Still6's address, in our opinion, call for more than an

ordinary comment.

It would be impossible for us to refer to all the points

discussed, but we shall content ourselves by presenting

such as more particularly interest the profession. First

in importance is the subject of iledical Education.

After giving its general history, the actions of the

Association in former times, and the recommendations of

the Convention of Medical Teachers, he states his con-

viction that the profession and the schools have substan-

tially agreed as to the necessity of a change in our sys-

tem, and more than this, that almost insensibly there

has been a great improvement in the manner in which

medical studies are pursued compared with what was

the case forty years ago.

Alluding particularly to our progress in this respect,

he presents us with the following truthful picture :

—

"Let it not, therefore, be supposed that the time

which has elapsed since the first public expression of

professional opinion in favor of an improved system of

medical education has been fruitless of results ; that the

labor spent in demonstrating the manifold defects of

the present system has been in vain ; that the constant-

ly renewed pictures of the better plan which have been

presented to you have made no impression, awakened

no ambition, effected no improvements. The very op-

posite of this is the fact. Whoever is acquainte^jnth

the medical students of thirty or forty years ago sffl

their opportunities of gaining knowledge, must admit

that both have greatly risen in the intellectual scale.

Even within the limits of the official curriculum, although

the courses of lectures may bear the same name,ihey no

longer reprjsent the same things. Who that recalls the

scanty illustrations used in those da)'s, or the absence

of any whatever, in connei-tion with the didactic lec-

tures, and is acquainted with the profuseness with which

every form of illustration is now employed by means

of apparatus, preparations,models,drawings, the ordinary

and the oxy-hydrogen microscope, etc., will doubt or

deny that progress has been made? Who that remem-

bers the informal and misnamed clinics then held twice

a week by teachers who possessed but little skill in

clinical investigation and analysis, and compares them

with the daily lectures of the present day, delivered by

gentlemen of the highest accomplishment in this diffi-

cult art, can doubt the reality of the advancement? Or

who that knows what materials medical classes were

then too often composed of, and compares ihcra with

the studious, attentive, and earnest workers of to-day,

whom it is an honor to teach and a pleasure to know,

will remain incredulous of the superiority of the gradu-

ates of the present time ? Have we not, also, within

that period, extended the course of winter lectures by

nearly a month?"

Then the establishment of summer courses is referred

to as a progressive movement, and is cited as an evi-

dence of better things to come.

Although the speaker, in common with other of his

brethren, believes in an improvement in medical edu-

cation, he hkcwise is of the opinion that the profession

of America is not yet ready to practically endorse such

a movement. And he gives the Ibllowing reasons for

his convictions :

—

"The minute, extensive, and prolonged studies which

are made necessary for the exercise of a profession in

Europe, are just as natural to the European state of so-

ciety as the brief apprenticeship and superficial attain-

ments which we require are in harmony with the rapid

development and the instability of our social sphere.

Even in our oldest cities, where a certain degree of

permanence exists in the constitution of society, the

establishment of an University upon the European

model would be simply impossible. The very first con-

dition of its success would be wanting, for no candi-

dates for admission to its classes could be found suffi-

ciently skilled in science and letters to enter at once the

higher departments of culture in these branches of

knowledge. Such an institution abruptly transplanted

into our midst would be oddly out of place."

Humiliating as may be these assertions, they are, on

general principles, well founded, but, while we acknowl-

edge the fact, the greatest encouragement is offered to

us for the future. If real progress is the result of the

natural development of our institutions, we must, de-
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spite th3 difficulties whicli may now surround us, even-

tually stand, as regards educational requirements, side

by side with the most exacting European;. The only

question which conies up here is, whether the profession

is not ready and willing to advance a step ahead. The

changes which have lately been urged are, in compari-

son wiih what might be recommended, far from being

radical. The advocates for reform are satisfied to ad-

vance gradually—to be conteirt with small gains.

About the time this lecture was dehvered, one of the

representative schools made the long asked for change

in its curriculum, by the establishment of systematic

grades. If the profession fail to appreciate this move-

ment, it will be apparent that Harvard is too far ahead

of the time; but if, on the contrary, the change proves
|

a success, that institution deserves tlie credit of taking

the initiative. But, if Ilarv.ird's effort is premature, its

failure will be only a temporary one; the time, if not at

hand, must shortly come when not only one but every

first-class institution in our land shall adopt the true

course. Prof Stilledoes not believe that this time has

come. In the first place our medical schools, compared
with the population, are in the proportion of ten to one

of similar institutions abroad. Here is a large number
of schools which, in the absence of any law to compel

them to agree upon a plan, are, in proportion to tlieir

number, prone to disagree. " The interests of the

greater number forbid it imperatively," says Prof. S.

This we must admit. But the fact, of itself, should not

seriously affect the practical working of the plan. The
representative colleges must make the move ; they, as

the reputed leaders, cannot afford to wait for the

consent of those whom they must lead. Alreadv one
of our colleges has done this, and, as we have
on a former occasion remarked, upon the success or

failure of the new plan of study very much de-

pends.

The female physician question wa? another subject

treated of in Prof. S,ill6's address. We confess our-

selves agreeably surprised at the opinions he holds.

Instead of a partisan, as we were led to suspect he
was, we find him a noble and liberal conservative. He
cannot oppose females entering the profession, and is

content to allow the problem to work out its own
solution. But he agrees with the majority of his breth-

ren, tljat females should be educated apart from the

males; that each institution has the privilege ofmakin"
its own rules as to the promiscuous mixing of sexes

;

that the male physician has no absolute right to refuse

meeting the well-educated female physician in consul-
tation; and that the time has not yet arrived in which
to decide whether a male teacher in a female medical
college should or should not be admitted as a delegate
to the Association. That he was right, especially in

regard to the latter point, the results of the disgraceful

discussion on the woman question fully attest. His
conservatism regarding the colored physician question
was eminently proper and becoming.

The indiscriminate use of alcoholic stimulants in

medicine was also referred to :

—

"To exclude so precious a medicine as alcohol from

the treatment of disease, so excellent a cordial from the

dietary of average health, has been found in the one

case dangerous and in the other unnecessary ; but to

any one who knows the human heart, and its propen-

sity to seek palliation and excuse for conscious wrong,

no reason need be given to prove that the utmost vigi-

lance should be used to avoid placing the feet of our

patients upon slippery places, and giving to others who
seek rather than shun tlie opportunity to err, at least a

plausible reason for laying their temptation and its

consequences at the physician's door."

Lastly, two very interesting questions were brought

to the notice of the Association regarding medical di-

plomas. These are best presented in the speaker's

own words :

—

" Every thoughtful teacher must have asked himself

what logical reason exists for the rule under which a can-

didate for the doctor's degree is entitled to a diploma, al-

though he may be ignorant of two branches of medicine ?

He may completeh' fail to prove his acquaintance with

the practice of medicine and of surgery, and may never-

theless graduate, provided he do not fail in the remain-

ing branches which are taught in all the colleges. A
provision so absurd, not to say so iniquitous, ought no

longer to stand among our college rules, nor would it

have done so until now, had it not become so familiar

that its true features were no longer recognized. No
argument against it could be more forcible than the

simple statement of its existence.

"Another point is this: It is well known that some

who have received the medical degree apostatize fronr

the profession, and seek fortune in the base and crimi-

nal paths of quackery. Ought not medical colleges to

possess the right to revoke the diplomas of these un-

principled men ? And ought not diplomas hereafte;

to contain a condition ofrevocation if their holders abjurt

the laws of the profession ? The unworthy clergyman

is deposed by an ecclesiastical tribunal; the knavish

lawyer has his name stricken from the rolls of Court

but the physician may continue to enjoy his title and

pursue his practice although he may have violated every

rule of professional honor and every principle of mo-
rality. It is surely time that this anomaly were recti-

fied."

There were many other points in this admirable and

well-timed address to which reference might be made,

but we think we have quoted sufficiently to prove that,

as the President of the Association, the speaker echoed

the opinions of tlie profession at large—opinions to

which each and all are ready to agree. It would have

been well if the meeting of the Association had been

of a character to reflect with equal credit upon our com-

mon calling.
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UcDtcius aiit) notices of Oooks.

United States Sanhtart Commission Memoirs.—
Surgical, VoL ii.—I. Analysis of four hundred and
thirty-nine recorded Amputations in the continuity of

the lower extremity, by Stephen- Smith, M.D.—II. In-

vestigations upon the nature, causes, and treatment of

Hospital Gangrene, as it prevailed in the Confederate

Armies, 1861-1865, by Joseph Jones, M.D., Profes-

sor of Chemistry in the Medical Department of the

University of Louisiana, Kew Orleans ; formerly Surgeon
of the Provisional Army of the Confederate States.

Edited by Professor Hastings Hamilton, N. Y. Pub-
lished for the United States Sanitary Commission by
Hurd & Houghton, Cambridge Riverside Press. 1871.

8vo. pp. 711.

This is the second surgical volume of the Sanitary Com-
mission and the third of the seiies. It is in reality two
volumes in one, the first comprising one hundred and
forty-one pages, by Professor Stephen Smith, and the

second five hundred an'l seventy, by Profes?or Joseph
Jones, ofNew Orleans. So far the Commission have been
singularly fortunate, not only in tlie selection ofsubjects,

but in the choice of their contributions. The topics of

the pres.MU volume, amputations and hospital gangrene,

are perhaps two of tlie most interesting and important
that could have been selected in the whole domain of

military surgery, and no two gentlemen could have
been selected whose ability to perform their respective

tasks is better acknowledged by the profession at

large.

Professor Smith contributes three papers : one on re-

covered amputations of thigh, one hundred and fifty-

eight in number ; one on recovered amputations of the

leg, two hundred and eighty-seven in number; and one
on ankle-joint amputations;—each set of cases being ac-

companied by a carefully prepared analytical table.

Most of the cases were from the records of Dr. E. D.
Hudson, the well-known and accomplished artificial leg-

maker of this city. All the measurements taken by Dr.
Hudson were made at tlie bedside of the patient, with
unquestioned accuracy, and, asProfessor Smith truly re-

marks, they may be '' relied upon as nearly ab;olutely

correct.'' The majority of theca.ses were treated at the
U. S. General Hospital, Central Park. The tables are
so arranged as to trive, among other data, the point of
operation, the method, length of time after the injury,

cause and description of injury, length of time from am-
putation to examination, time after amputation when
artificial limb was applied, length of stump, atrophy ol

prosimd and distal portion, and remarks made at the
time of application of the artificial limb. Under the
respective heads remarks are presented of great practi-

cal bearing, especially as to the period when amputation
is most advantageously perlormed, the methods to be
preferred, the circumstances which govern the choice,
and the influence ofthedififerent methods upon atrophy
of the stump. His chapter on amputations at the ankle-
joint in military surgery is complete as far as it goes,
but the data are not sufficient to found upon them any
line of argument that may lead to well-balanced conclu-
sions. The latter applies more particularly to a set'le-

ment of the respective merits of Syme"s and Pirrgoff's

operations. Professor Smith has done his best, how-
ever, to present the facts bearing upon the questions
which of late have presented themselves, not only con-
cerning these particular operation^, but ankle-joint am-
putations in general, and has added another to his valu-
able contributions to the literature of operative surgery.

Prof Jones writes us a volume upon Hospital Gan-
grene, embodying the results of a personal observa'ion

and careful study of the disease in the Confederate

armies. The work is thoroughly characteristic of the

author. He has already established his rejiutation as

one of the most tliorough, pains-taking, and conscien-

lio:is medic.ll writers, and his present effort adds to

such a reputation. He commences in his discu-sion

with the opinions of the ancients, and with an industry

more than remarkable has presented a mass of facts

never before accumulated under the same heading.

The accuracy with which the cases have been reported,

the care in the sta'emint of all points bearing for or

against the author's personal views, give the labors of

this pains-taking gentleman a peculiar value. He has

proved that bad ventilation, insufficient food, fatigue,

and the other circumstances inseparably' connected with

a hard-worked, crowded, and poorly led army, are the

prolific predisposers to the scourge ; and that the

disease '"is due to the action of an irrit.mt organic

poison, which, after the manner of a ferment, is capable

of inducing such decomposition in the tissues and the

blood that all development of the cellular elements of

the liquor sanguinis into cells or fibres, or into pus, is

arrested." Q'he latter conclusions were reached as the

results of careful microscopicnl examinations. Taking
the lesson of tieatnieut from the cau.ses of the disease,

he advises free ventilation, good food, clean dressings,

avoidance of all chances of contagion, etc., etc. In tiie

way of medical treatment he is in f.ivor of fiee stimu-

lation, and the local applications of nitric acid, tincture

of sesqui-chloride of iron, with the disinfectant stim-

ulating apphcations of chlorinated soda, permanganate
of polassa, nitro-muriatic, acetic, or carbolic acids. No
mention is made of the beneficial eflects of the local

application of bromine. This does not seem to have

been used by the Southern surgeons. We believe that

the experiences of surgeons of the Union army who
have given this remedy a fair trial would sanction its

use to the preference of even nitric acid. Prof. Jones
adds some admirable chromo-lithosrraph representations

of the different appearances of Hospital Gangrene, in

gross and under the microscope. In conclusion we
would state tliat, in our opinion, this volume as a

whole is the most creditable of any yet issued by the

Commission; that Profs. Smith and Jones have so well

performed their respective tasks as to merit the con-

gra'ulations and thanks of every military surgeon.

The work is hatidsomely printed and substantially

boui:d.

A Practicai, Tre.\tise on the Diseases op Ixf.«\CY
AND CniLDnooD. By TnoM.\sHawkes T.vsser, 31. D.

,

F.L.S., Author of Practice of Medicine, etc. Third
American Edition. From the last London Edition.' Re-

vised and Enlarged by Alfred Meadows, M.D.

,

London. Member of Royal College of Physicians, etc.

Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston, 1871. 8vo. pp.

559.

Those who have become acqu'ainte 1 with the other

works of Dr. Tanner, need not be told that the present

on 3 is of a thoroughly practical character. The sub-

stance of the present volume is essentially the same as

the previous edition, but has been subjected to a re-ar-

rangement by Dr. Meadows, which may enhance its

value for systematic reference. It is divided into four

parts. The first treats of the Physiology and Pathology

of Childhood ; the second of General Diseases; third of

Special Diseases; fourth, Injuries, Malformations, and
Deformities; and lastly, the Appendix of formulae has

been much enlarged and re-arranged.

The descriptions of the different physiologcal and

pathological conditions of childhood are admirably

and clearly given, and the deductions bearing upon
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treatment are sound, conservative, and philosophioal.

Despile the array of formulse in the appendix, poly-
pharmacy is not advocated, but tbe choice of a
given prescription is left to the discretion of the reader.

The error, if there be any, is rather on the side of ex-
pectancy. Dr. Tanner would seem to say :

" When
yon are not sure what is best for a sick child, give noth-
ing but fresh air, good food, cod-liver oil, and iron,

and you will seldom go wrong." Throughout the
whole treatise one thing seems to be held in view, the
desire to establish sound principles concerning the phi-
losophy of infantile therapeutics

; and the practitioner

who studies well its pages insensibly finds hims?lf a ra-

tional interpreter of indications and a consistent and
careful prescriber.

The views of Dr. Meadows in regard to diatheses,

their controlling influences on the cause of the vaiious
acute diseases, and ^^icc rersa, are of immense value to

the thoughtful and discriminating physician as afford-

ing tlie clue to successful treatment. The article on
Skin Disease has been revised by Dr. Tilbury Fox,
while Jlr. E. B. Carter has entirely re-written the
chapter on Diseases of the Eye ; each of these addi-
tions, with those made by Dr. Meadows on diatheses,

enhances very much the value of the work.
To such as are in want of a thoroughly trustworthy

guide for the treatment of Infantile Diseases we would
unqualifiedly recommend this work.

Minnesota as a Home for Is^-ai.ids. By Brewer
Mattocks, M.D., President Board of Health, St. Paul;
Physician to St. Joseph's Hospital. Philadelphia. J. B.
Lippincott & Co. St. Paul, Minnesota, D. D. Merrih,
EandaU & Co. 1871. 12mo., pp. 300.

This little work is written by a conscientious and
competent physician (long a resident of St. Paul), for

the purpose of showing the advantages and likewise
the disadvantages of Minnesota as a h'ome for invalids.

Intended more for the general than the professional
reader, it is written in a lively, pleasant, and entertain-
ing style. The facts concerning the character cf the
climate, etc., deserve the consideration of every physi-
cian whose advice may be sought by a consumptive
having the disposition and the means to change his re-
sidence.

tleport0 of Socictifs.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

March 8, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Looms, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Rogers remarked that he had examined the
tumor of scapula presented by Dr. Hamilton at the last

meeting, and found it to be soft enchondroma.

GUNSHOT WOUND OP HEART.

Dr. Finnell exhibited a specimen of gunshot wound
of the heart. The missile, which was a bullet, entered
the chest at the fifth intercostal cartilage, one inch to
the left of the median line, passed through the cartilage,
pericardium, diaphragm, left lobe of liver, lodging in
the intervertebral cartilage between the eleventh and
twelfth dorsal vertebraj. The pericardium was filled

with blood. Death was almost "instantaneous.

FIBROMA or SCROTUM.

Dr. Post presented a small fibroma removed from
the subcellular tissue of the scrotum. The patient was
thirty-nine years of age, and was married. The tumor

first made its appearance about eight or nine years
ago. It had the feel and shape of a small testicle.

Ee.'erred to the Microscopic.il Committee.

FIBRO-CELLULAR TUMOR OF UTERUS.

Dr. Nol.^n exhibited portions of what appeared to be
a large fibrous tumor of tbe uteru?, which he removed
by operation frobia woman three weeks after a miscar-

riage at the fourth month. The specimens were, on
motion, referred to the Committee on Microscopy.

TUMOR OF BRAIN WITHOUT SYMPTOMS.

Dr. Jacobi presented specimens on behalf of Dr.

Rodenstein, of Fordbam, removed from the body of a

boy, aged 9 years, who had died suddenly. It was
stated that the boy had been quite well up to the

evening before his death. He was then taken ill, and
wanted to go to bed. He complained simply of a
chill, which, after he was put to bed, relapsed into a
chilliness. He wished to be taken to the bed of his

brother to get warm, and in the morning was found

dead. The attending physician, on inquiry, was able to

ascertain that at times the patient suffered from what
was considered fainting spells, but which might have
been chills, or might have been convulsive attacks.

This was all that could be learned of his previous

history.

At the autopsy, when the abdominal cavity was
opened. Dr. Rodenstein found very strong attachments

between a number of intestinal convolutions, between
them and the liver, and between the liver and the dia-

phragm. He also discovered a number of tumors be-

tween the diaphragm and liver, which proved, as did

others of a similar nature around the renal artery, to

be transformed glands. The right kidney, which was
the only one found, was disproportionately large and
was much congested. I.mbedded in the kidney tissue

were numerous hard and discolored masses, mostly con-

fined to the tubular substance, the larger ones being

softened in their interiors. These softened portions

were made up of broken-down material and pus, the

harder portions were composed mostly of fibrous tissue,

with a few spindle-shaped cells. Pressing upon the

pons varolii and the medulla oblongata was a tumor
of similar formation to those already described. Dr.

Jacobi was inclined to the opinion, from the situation

of the growths, their general character, etc., that they

were syphilomata. One point of interest was the ex-

istence of the tumor of the brain for an apparently

long time without symptoms.

DEATH OF NEW-BOKN INFANTS.

Dr. Loomis presented the heart and lungs of a well-

formed, fully developed child that died fifty-seven hours

after birth. For thirty-six hours after its birth nothing

abnormal could be delected. The mother who bore it

had a perfectly easy and natural labor, lasting about six

hours. During the second night of its life the mother
noticed that the infant began to moan, that its respira-

tion had changed, becoming short and spasmodic. The
second morning, when Dr. L. saw tbe patient, its color

was deeply tinged with yellow, there was a good deal of

capillary congestion of the extremities, and a slight dus-

kiness of the lips. The respiration was moaning and
spasmodic. Whenever the position of the child was
changed it would cry out as if in pain.

After birth Dr. Loomis examined the lungs, heart,

and abdomen of the child during the first day, and found

nothing abnormah This examination was repeated by

Dr. Metcalfe with the same result. During the first

twenty-four hours it vomited occasionally, and once or

twice there was a darkish color in the matter vomited
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resembling somewhat the change which blood under-

goes after being in the stomach.

The parents of this child were fine specimens ofhealth. I

The father is about tliirty-eight, the inotlier twenty-
'

eight They have no hereditary taints, and both belong

to a long hved and very robust race. They liave been

married five years. During the first two years of her

married hfe the mother of the child had three miscar-

liages, eacj at three mont'.is. Two years ago she gave

birth to a full-terra and apparently healthy child.

Twenty-four hours after the birth of this child it began

to vomit blood in large quantities, and continued to do

so for six hours, when it died. Blood also pa.'sed per

auum. Eight months after the birth of this second

child the mother miscarried again at three months.

During the time she was carrying the child from which
the specimen was taken she had more than the usual

amount of nausea and vomiting. So severe was this

latter symptom that during the last month she was
compelled to reraaia in a recumbent posture. The father

denies ever having had syphilis. The mother has no
orsanic disease. Her urine had been examined repeat-

edly, hut no albumen nor change in specific gravity had
j

been found.
j

The autopsy was ma-le fifteen hours after death.
j

On opening the chest, t!ie right pleural cavity was
filled with six ounces of coagulated blood. . Both lungs

were the seats of extensive pulmonary apoplexy. Tlie

hemorrhage was int.rlobidar. These hemorrliages oc-

cupied more or less of both lungs ; and along the edges
of the hcmorrhagts, and in tlie rej;ion of them, were
found points of vascular emboli, and there were, besides,

numerous subpleural air sacculi. On the under surface
j

of the middle lobe of the ripht lung was the opening
in the pleura through which the hemorrhage occurred.

A little distance from this was to be seen a larg3 cavity. •

Tlie heart was perfectly norma!, as were all the other i

organs save the lungs.

In conclusion. Dr. Loomis remarked that the case ;

was a very rare one to him, he never having seen the i

like before. In hunting up the Enghsh literature of the
j

subject, he had succeeded in finding but one similar case
[

on recor J, that was related by Walsh.

PCLMONWRT APOPLEXY AS A CAUSE OF DE.tXn IN THE
NEW-BORN. FATTY DEGENERATION OF PULMONARY VES-

Db.Jacobi, in connection with that case, remarked that
he had seen a similar one about fifteen years ago. It

was the first child of a family which in quick succession
in the course of six or seven years, lost their first four
children. This child had been born apparently well,

but six hours afterwards mucous rales showed them-
selves, and very soon an oedematous fluid, colored with
a bloody admixture, was thrown up. By and by there
was a very little white admixture and more and more
bloody, and the child died pretty suddenly about twelve
or fourteen hours after the first symptoms ofhemorrhage.
At the autopsy the bronchi were filled with bloody froth,

and a number of apoplectic effusions were dispersed
through the lungs. There were no hemorrhages in any
other part of the body.
In children who died within three or four days after

birth, it was common to find punctate ecchymoses in

the pleura and peritoneum, and especially that covering
the liver. These were unconnected with the causes of
death, and were believed to be the results of the sudden
change in the circulation caused by the tying of the

cord. But in the large hemorrhages, such as occurred
in pulmonary and cerebral apoplexies, he believed that

the cause was to be sought in a fatty degeneration of
the blood-vessels of the part. This fatty degeneration

had its origin, in turn, in an endometritis in the

mother.

Dh. Loomis remarked that previous to the last time

this woman became pregnant he had examined her, and
found the uterus perfectly normal, with the exception,

perhaps, of a trifling cervical catarrh.

Dr. Jacobi referred to the frequency with which
fatty degeneration of the placenta accompanied endo-

metritis, and in regard to a marked effect which this

condition had upon the child. He referred to the case

presented ten years ago to the Society by the late Dr.

Elliot. In that case the child was the subject of such

complete fatty degeneration that it could only with the

greatest care be dehvered piecemeal.

Dr. Weir presented the results of lithotripsy in the

shape of seventy-six grains of fragments of a urinary

calculus. The patient, aged fifty-eight, had suffered

from stone for a period of eight months.

The several operations extended over a period of five

weeks. After the first operation the patient was con-

fined to his bed for a week. At the subsequent sittings

even this precautionary step was not deemed necessary.

The case in itselfwas not particularly remarkable, and

the specimens were presented more for the purpose of

exhibiting in connection with them Sir Henry Thomp-
son's new lithotrite. This instrument had been con-

structed for the purpose of grasping the small fragments

left in the bladder, and causing their discharge through

a canal formed by the two jaws.

PISTOL WOU.VD OF THE CHEST.—PY.EMIA, ETC.

Dr. Sayre exhibited a pistol bullet which he had re-

moved by operation from the eighth rib of the right

side of a gentleman, a resident of Pennsylvania, acci-

dentally shot on the 22d of Feb. The missile entered

one inch to the left of the median line, about four inches

above the umbilicus, and was lost. The patient vomited

a good deal of blood, and some of the contents of the

stomach escaped through the wound. His friends

thought him dying, and it was not until he had lasted

four days that" Dr. Sayre was telegraphed for. When
he arrived on the morning of the fifth day, he dis-

covered a dark fluctuating track from the lower margin

of the pectoral muscle to the crest of the ilium. A free

incision was made into this, discharging a large quantity

of pus and gas. The bullet was picked out of its bed

in the eighth rib. The patient hved until March 3d,

when he died from exhaustion, the result of pyaemia.

The post-mortem examination was made by the at-

tending physician, who stated by letter that the track

of the ball was through the stomach and liver.

Dr. Sayre thought that this case illustrated the ne-

cessity of early surgical interference under such cir-

cumstances. He was convinced that the pyaemia might

have been prevented if the missile had not been left so

long in its place of lodgement. There was very Uttle

peritonitis in the neighborhood.

Dr. Hart referred to a case of similar wound, in which

the ball entered to the left of the median line, passed

through the stomach, and lodged over the kidney of the

same side. The patient vomited blood. The ball was
extracted half an hour afler the injury. A speedy re-

covery was the result.

The Society went into executive session.

Stated Meeting, March 22, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Rogers reported the uterine tumors presented by
Dr. Nolan to be fibro-cellular in character.

Dr. Loomis stated that the specimen of pulmoaary
apoplexy presented by him at the last meeting, had
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been examined by Dr. Janew.iT, who stated that fatty

degeneration of tlie walls of the capillaries existed, but

not to a sufficient degree to account for the hemor-
rhage.

THE RESCLTS OF TREPHIXETG.

Dk. Bah.\n presented fragments of the frontal

bone removed by the trephine from a male aged 28
years, who had received, September, 1S6S, a severe

compound complicated fracture of the skull from the

kick of a horse. The line of depression was little over

an inch. The patient recovered without a bad symptom.

ARTERTAI, MUHMTTR WITH FIRST SOrsD AXD DISEASE OP
THE AORTA.

Dr. FixNELL exhibited a heart taken from the body
of a colored man aged thirty-five. In the course of the

last few years of his lite he had had several very
severe attacks of acute articular rheumatism, each of

which w.-xs attended with marked precordial pain.

Although he recovered from the rheumatisms, he was
constantly subject to pain around his heart. He ap-
plied to Dr. Finnell about two years ago, when auscul-

tation detected an aortic regurgi:ative murmur. Being
in active employment as a hotel attendant, the pain
and palpitation annoyed him so much that he took to

gin-drinking as a palliative measure, and soon became a
confirmed sot, losing his situation and becoming very
much reduced. A few weeks ago, while passing
through the streets, he was taken ill, and acting
strangely, was picked up by a policeman and locked up
in a dark celL In the morning he was found dead.

Dr. Finnell made the autopsy the day following, and
was sirprised to find that the valves' were perfectly
healthy, nothing abnormal being found save an ather-
omatous deposit in the aorta immediately above the
valves. There was no calcification of the coronary
arteries. The brain was not examined. The case was
interesting in that, notwiih^tandiug the existence of a
well-marked organic murmur, no disease of the valres
was discovered.

Dr. Sands thought it possible that the murmur might
have been anjemic in character.

Dr. LooMis thought that the change in the artery
was sufficient to give rise to the murmur. He believed
that many of the murmurs heard with the first sound
were produced in the artery rather than in the valvular
orifice. In almost all these cases there was a tremu-
lous impulse in the right side of the sternum.

Dr. Finnell remarked that such a tremulousness was
very distinct in this ca^e, and constituted one of its

peculiarities.

CUTANEOUS nORN FRO.M C.iLF OF LEG.

Dr. Rogers presented a specimen of cutaneous horn
removed by operation from the calf of the leg of an old
man who had thirty years ago received an injury of
the part. At first a black, hardened speck appeared,
and slowly increased. It was from time to time re-
moved, when it would obstinately reproduce itself. At
the time Dr. R. saw it, it was nearly two inches in
diameter, and its hard base was causing so much irrita-
tion in the surrounding parts that it was thought ad-
visable to remoTe it along with the follicle in which it

had been produced. Its appearance after removal was
in every respect characteristic. The wound healed
without much trouble.

A second specimen by Dr. Rogers was a well-marked
case of epithelioma of {he penis removed by operation
from a patient sixty -five years of age.

SEQUESTRA OF POST.-INTER-CONDTLIC SPACE OF FEMUR.
Dr. S.iTRE presented a portion ofsequestrum removed

by operation from the right femur of a boy aged five

years. About .^ix years ago. when Dr. Rayre was in

San Francisco, he was asked to assist in an ampula-

j

tion of the thigh for serious disease of the knee-joint.

]

The patient, the boy referred to, had previously injured

the lower portion of his femur by filling head first

through a ladder. In his descent he was arrested by the
expanded portion of the condyles of the lemur, which
engaged itself after the manner of a button in a button-
hole between two of the rounds of the ladder. Serious

inflammation followed, and eventually it was concluded,

I
in the belief that serious disease of the joint existed,

' that amputation of the thigh was the only means to

j
save lifo. On examining the case Dr. Sayre was of the

opinion that no disease of the joint existed, and that

there was an exfoliation of that portion of tlie femur
between the two diverging lineEe asperse. An explora-

tive operation was made, in the shape of a free incision

in the outer aspect of the thigh, and the sequestrum
was removed. The child made a perfect recovery, and
was exhibited to the Society. He could walk without
a halt, and the motions of the knee-joint were almost
perfect.

He had seen four similar cases in which the exfolia-

tion was confined to this portion of the femur, and in

which the cause was uniformly the same, viz. : the

buttoning of the condyles of the femur between two
rigid points, thus arresting a headlong fall. In all he
believed that the pressure of the muscles upon the pe-
riosteum of the sharp edges of the bony ridges either

tore or so bru'sed the membrane at those points as to

induce a destructive inflammation. The first case oc-

curred to him eleven years ago, and was in the practice

of Dr. Clark of Staten Island, The patient was a boy
aged fourteen. The injury was received by falling off

a haystack, and in his descent catching the condyles
between the two prongs of a hay fork. A sacond case

was caused by the condyles being caught in a narrow
hole. The other two cases were similarly injured. In
all these a sequestrum more or less triangular in shape
was removed from the posterior surface of tlie expanded
condyes, and in all recovery with a useful limb was the
result.

He also presented the amputated leg of a child thir-

teen years of age, an inmate of the Randall's Island

Hospital. He was called to see the patient by Dr.

Dunster. Six weeks previous to admission the little

fellow had fallen and produced a diastasis of the upper
extremity of the tibia. Inflammation of the part in-

volving the joint had occurred, for which poultices

were kept assiduously applied, by ignorant parties,

converting the limb from the knee downward into a

bag of pus. This was opened when the case was ad-
mitted, discharging a large quantity of broken down
material.

Dr. Sands could not understand how it was pos-
sible for a surgeon to mis:ake such a common disease

as necrosis ofthe lower end of the fimur for seriousjoint

disease requiring amputation. In cases of necrosis

there were no physical symptoms which corresponded
to disease of the joint in even the earlier stages, much
less when the morbid action had been supposed to have
progressed to that alarming extent as to make ampu-
tation iTiperative.

Dr. Satre agreed with Dr. Sands in reference to

the points of diagnosis, but i!nagined it might in some
instances in which the disease was in its incipiency, with
the attendant diffuse swelling of the joint, be mistaken
by an inexperienced observer for morbus articuli.

Dr. Post in this connection referred to a cise which
occurred upon the banks of the Hudson, The physi-
cian in attendance had sent for a surgeon to amputate
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the thigh for disease of the knee-joint, but on the ar-

rival of the surgeon it was discovered that the knee

was only painf..! from disease in the hip above.

FIDROMA OF EXTEEXAL LABIUM.

Dr. Post exhibited a fibroma of the external labium

of a fem;.le, vi-hich he by a strange coincidence re-

moved three days after the one presented at the last

meeting, wl.ich had been taken from the scrotum of a

male.

Dr. Vax GrEifOS referred to a c.is^ of similar tumor

removed from a similar locality, in which secondary

hemorrhage occurred from one of the labial arteries.

DRY GAXGRESE OF FOOT—AMPITTATIOS—THE AHTERT COX-

STRICTOR.

Dr. Hart presented a specimen with the following

history :

J. T.. aged 5.5, a Quaker. About Feb. 1st received

a contused wound on the crown of the head, about
two inches long, extending down to the bone, from a

stake in a bale of hay which fell on him. Tiie wound
was dres^ed by a druggist, who hermetieall}' sealed it

by straps of adhesive plaster. The dressing was un-
disturbed for four days, when Le began to experience

pain in the wound, and called in his family attendant,

who found that erysipelas had invaded the entire

cellular tissue of the scalp,converting it into a large bag
of pus. He removed (he plaster from the wound to

evacuate the collection, and also made an inciiion over
the right zygoma to facilitate drainage. On the evening
of the sixth day intense pain began in the right foot,

which lasted about ten liours and then abated. The
following morning, when his|.hysician6awhim,he found
that the tissues of the top of the foot were attacked

by dry gangrene. Two days after an abscess containing

about two ounces of pus formed below the left malle-

olus. Three days after, when I was called in consulta-

tion, I found the hue of demarcation established, and
removed the slough, which was two and a half inches
wide by seven and a half long, and was composed
of all the tissues down to the bones, leaving the first

range of metatarsal bones exposed and necrotic. All

the extensor tendons of the toes were sloughy. (The
ankle and joints of the toes subsequently opened.)
The skull at the seat of injury was found bared of
periosteum to the e.^tent of about the size of a silver

quarter." To afford the bone a chance to rtcover with-
out exfoliation, I made two counter openings low
down on the back of the head, and closed the ori-

ginal wound by paring the edges and uniting them
by silver-wire sutures. Feeling confident that
the destruction of the foot depended on some other
cause than the injury of the head, I inquired about
any antecedent illness he might have had, and was
assured by him that he had never been ill a day since

the age of 18, when he had had a slight attack of
variola. He had never had either rheumatism or gout.
On March 9th, his head being almost entirely healed,
and his general condition favorable, I amputated the
leg at the junction cf the lower and middle third by
the modified circular method. Some httle difficulty

was experienced in compriessing the artery in the groin
with the tourniquet, so the thumb of an assistant wa^
substituted. In closiug the vessels of the stump 1 ap-

phed Dr. Speir's artery compressor to the two tibial

arteries, wliich sealed them effectually, and should have
used it on the peroneal, but the artery and vein were
so closely adhered together that they could not be
separated. To this vessel 1 applied a silk ligature, the
first of which cut through, but the second, which
included some muscular fibres and the vein, arrested

the bleeding. The arteries here shown were removed

from the amputated portion, and exhibit a very exten-

sive calcareous disease. No accident so far in the

progress of the case has occurred.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeiiiii/, May \8th, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee in the Chair.

ScBJECT :
" Treatment of Cic.itricial Contractions

after Burns of the Face," by Gurdon Buck, M.D.

Pending a quorum, the President called upon Dr.

Truehart, of Galveston, Texas, for tlie exhibition of the

following instruments, recently made in Vienna and

Berlin, Germany, after a plan of his own devising : 1st.

An ingenious instrument, mostly of glass, for transfusion

of blood. 2d. An apparatus for producing artificial

respiration, the motive power being the lungs of the

operator. It can be inserted into the nostril or glottis

of the patient, and would be also a valuable stomach-

pump. 3d. The 3C.5th modification of the obstetrical

forceps, rendering the rotation of the blades to the

short axis an easy procedure. The locking of the instru-

ment is made expeditiously by the peculiar construction

of its lock. The steel handles being covered with hard

rubber, infection thus is avoided. -Ith. A trepan, the

teeth of which cut right and left, instead of the old

method. 5th. An effective and well-curved cranio-

cla^t, combining lightness and strength.

Dr. Adams, the Correspondins Secretary, read letters

from Drs. George B. Wood, of Philadelphia, and Thomas
J. Bowditch, of Boston, thanking the Academy for

their election as Honorary Fellows.

Tlie President acknowledged the receipt of copie.<s of

the Proceedings of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical

Society, Edinburgh Medical Journal, and a Catalogue of

L'seful Books.
Dr. Charles P. Russell was elected a Resident Fellow

of the Academy.
Dr. Gurdox Bcck then offered some remarks on the

treatment of cicatricial contractions after burns of the face,

and exhibited the patient, a boy about four years old,

who had been under his care since November last. Dr.

Post also saw the patient in consultation. Tiie child

was severely burned, when about two years of age,

about the lower lip, chin, neck, and breast. Contraction

ensued, which brought the chin down near the ster-

num, and to the left side. Saliva constantly flowed from

the mouth when first seen. Four ingenious operations

were made while the chid was in a state of etherization,

and a brace was applied to keep up a constant outward

cjnt,raction. A stiff padded leathur stock, or band, was
attached to the upper portion of the contrivance, and

graduated by means of a screw ;
another great advan-

tage of the instrument being the free play of the chin,

the patient being compelled to raise the head to

avoid the stock. The patient had worn the brace con-

stantly, with the exception of at night, and the speak-

er proposed to keep it on part of the time this summer,

when out of bed, thus maintaining the parts until all

contraction is avoided.

The contour of the chin is now restored to its former

character, the cicatricial surface is smooth and flat, and

the saliva no longer flows involuntarily from the mouth.

Dr. Bcck observed that the free division of all cica-

tricial formation was advocated by Dupuytren and Dr.

Earle. Dr. J. H. Janes, of Exeter, has also used an in-

strument in the treatment of these C3ses, and in most of

them a permanent cure was effected. (Vol xiii'.

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions.)

The speaker s apparatus was thought to be bette
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than Dr. Janes's brace. For the promotion of an arti-

ficial scab collodion ^yas recommended; thus avoidhig

the great inflammation -which generally follows the

ordinary treatment.

A cliil 1 two and a half years old, with acontraction of

the ring and little fingers, is now under the care of Dr.

Buck. The bands were divided and the wounds covered

with collodion. He thought that the hand would be

restored to its original functions.

In concluding his remarks, the author stated that the

operation for removing these deformities wns held in

too low repute, and for that reason Dr. Janes had issued

his pamphlet to raise it in the estimation of surgeons.

Dr. Truehart being called upon, remarked that, in

the late Franco-Prussian war, he had made some sixty-

three or sixty-four transplantations of skin in cases of

gangrene and much loss of substance from gunshot
wound.s, and had met with considerable success.

Dr. Book, in answer to the query of the President,

whether transplantation would have been advantageous
in his case, replied negatively.

Dr. J. C. Peters said that Dr. Buck's case was a

peculiarly interesting one to him, as tlie patient was
first attended by him, an instrument being apphed soon
after the injury. The instrument was thrown aside

aftsrw-ards by the parents, contrary to his advice, and
their friends advised that the patient should be taken
to Europe

; but he recommended a consultation of Drs.

Buck, Post, and Van Buren. The speaker added that

the child was properly treated when under his care, as

he applied the instrument himself; and the patient

would have done better at first, if his contrivance had
been allowed to remain on.

In regard to the application of the instrument, Dr.

Buck stated that energetic action was required, and
the brace should be put on early, as that was the time
to watc!i the patient.

Dr. .1. C. HuTciusoN inquired of the author of the

paper, if it was his plan to incise the cicatrix entirely.

He recollected in a ca?e of Dr. Janes' that the chin
was brought down to within an inch of the sternum.

Dr. Buck replied that in his case he desired to save
the cicatrix; but in those cases reported by Dr. Janes
he should remove everything.

Dr. Hutchison' asked him what preparation of collo-

dion he used in his operations.

Dr. Buck said he applied the ordinary collodion.

An allusion having been made to the very successful
operations of club-foot reported by Dr. Muter, of
Philadelphia, the speaker stated that he wislied he
could have more confidence as to the results in those
cases. It was one thing to exhibit nice cuts of this

class of cases, and quite another thing to view the
results on the patients.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, June 5th, 1871.

Dr. Abraham Jacodi, President, in the Chair.

The President announced the admission to member-
ship of Drs. Milo A. Wilson, Charles E. Simmons, R.
C. M. Page, P. Brynberg Porter, Richard To>c.ino, E.
Darwin Hudson. John R. Cypert, Wm. H. Jolinston,
Emily Blackwell, Augustus' Wolilfarth, Patrick W.
Cremin, Jacob D. Rogers, and Erskine Mason.
The Report of the Committee on Intelligence was

read by Dr. Castle
; that of the Committee on Meteor-

ology by Dr. Goo.lwillie; and that of the Committee
on Diseases by Dr. Raborg. The last gave a compari-

son of the statistics of contagious diseases for April and
May, showing a decrease in the number and violence

of the cases of small- pox, scarlatina, and measles. It

noted also the important fact that, in upwards of fifty

thousand vaccinations performed by officers of the

Health Board this season, three-fifths of all the secon-

dary vaccinations had proved successful.

A NEW THEORY OF SYPHILITIC INFECTION.

Dr. P. N. Otis read a valuable paper with the above
title, illustrating it by diagrams. The writer's sketch

of the clinical history, of sypliili.s, as well as his

resume of the views of prominent syphilographers,

from the earliest discussion of the subject to the pres-

ent time, regarding the nature of the virus, and the

mode of its introduction into the system, our limits

compel us to omit, referring the reader to the full

paper in the Medical Gazette of June 10th. Summa-
rizing these views he says:

" 1. That, in regard to the origin of syphilid, the

accumulated learning of centuries affords but the most
unsatisfictory speculations.

"2. That nothing is yet positively known of its

nature. Accepted as a virus, with a power to con-

taminate the blood, it is known only by its efTocts.

"3. That nothing is yet positively known of the

mode by which the human system is infected by it.

We may accept, as the generally received opinion,

the expression of Lancereaux, that ' the agents of the

absorption of the syphilitic poison are those of other

substances, namely, the venous capillaries, and, more
especially perhaps, the lymphatic vessels.'

"

But, while giving this as the received opinion, the

writer states h's own very decidedly, that the virus

consists essentially of disease-germs similar to those

described byBealein the secretions of vaccinia, variola,

etc., and that it is absorbed exclusively by the lym-
phatics.

The disease-germ of Beale, which is so minute as to

require a magnifying power of one or two thousand
diameters, is held by its discoverer to " consist of a pe-

culiar kind of living germinal matter, the smallest par-

ticle of which, when supplied with its proper pabulum,
will grow and multiply, giving rise to millions of little

particles hke itself, each having similar properties and
powers." It is "living matter which has descended
from the living matter of health, but which has acquir-

ed tlie properly of retaining its life under new condi-

tions," and has become possessed of such energy that

it will grow and reproduce its like even when removed
from the seat of its development and transferred to an-

other situation, provided only it find the proper nutri-

ment. Besides these properties, it has the power of

amoeboid movement like that demonstrated by Cohn-
heim in the white corpuscles of the blood.

Turning now to the lymphatic vessels, the writer

adopts Robert Willis's theory, that one of their essential

functions is to abstract from the blood its more fluid por-

tions, thereby rendering it thicker in the veins than in the

arteries, and enabling the venous radicles to fulfil their

office of absorption by endosmosis. This a'osorption of

ibe watery part of the blood by the lymphatics takes

place, however, as pointed out by Von Recklinghausen,

not directly from the blood-capillaries, but through the

medium of the tissues these supply ; and this in order

not onl}' to diminisli the pressure, and increase the con-

sistency, of the blood in the veins, but also to diminish

the pressure of the serous fluid bathing and nourishing

the tissues, by constantly abstractmg a certain portion

of it, and so making room for its constant renewal
through the transudation of a fresh supply from the

blood-capillaries. To this end, the ultimate ramifica-
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tions of the lymphatic system arc always separated
from those of the blood-system by interTeninu; ti-sue

—tissue in which the current of serous fluid must
evidently be setting from the blood-vessels toward the

lymphatics.

Suppose the syphilitic secretion applied to an abrad-
ed surface of skin or mucous membrane. '• We liave

now two separate influences, which may act separately

or conjointly, to carry the disease-germ into tlie lym-
phatic circulation: 1. The current of tissue-fluid

which constantly sets towards the lymphatic vessels.

2. The power of amoeboid movement of the germ it-

self." If these be deemed insufficient, we may bring
in the aid of the nomadic white blood-corpuscle, which
can entrap in its extending arms, and incorporate with
itsjlf, not only germinal matter but even foreign sub-
stances, and thus carry them along with it in its wan-
derings. The paper argues that tiie disease-germ,

whether by itself or in connection with the white cor-

puscle, will, in its amoeboid progress, choose its course
only toward the lymphatics, and not toward the veins,

because it would not (ind in the latter its proper pabulum.
The probable local action at the point of inoculation is

given as follows

:

' IsL A coagulation of the superficial tissue-fluids.

A dilatation of the superficial blood-vessels. A conse-
quent slowing of the circulation. The coincident at-

traction of a variable number of wandering white blood-

corpuscles—phenomena associated with any irritation

of living tissue.

"2d. An entrapment of the syphilitic disease-germ
by the wandering white blood-corpuscle (through its

amoeboid movement), and the incorporation of the

dis;asc-germ into the substance of the white corpuscle.
" 3d. An appropriation (as pabidum) by the disease-

germ, of the substance of the white corpuscle, and the

consequent development and multiplication of the dis-

ease-germ I'n the white corpuscle.
" 4th. A consequent necessity of the white corpuscle

for an increased supply of pabulum from the tissue-

fluids, the absorption of which produces a rapid in-

crease in size, and an abnormal tendency to fission or
multiplication, of the white corpuscle, through whose
substance the multiplied disease germs are now dis-

Eeminated.

"5th. Through the multiplication of the white corpus-
cle, thus impregnated by the syphilitic disease-germs,
the spread of tlie syphilitic influence at the point of in-

oculation, and thence into the adjacent natural chan-
cels of the white corpuscle, namely, the lymphatic
canals, through which, by aid of the lymphatic current,

they are carried along until arrested in the substance
j

of the nearest lymphatic gland.
" While, however, certain of thewandering white cor-

puscles, incorporated with the syphilitic disease-germs, '

are stimulated to abnormal proliferation, and go on to
j

spread their influence beyond the sphere of this imme- ,

diate action, certain others, whose predestined olfice is

that of connective-tissue cells, become arrested in the

coagulated albuminous medium at the point of inocula-
]

lion ; become fixed, and develop into connective-tissue

fibrilla?, after the manner, described by Billroth, of the
]

formation of normal cicatricial tissue, between which,
and the indurati n associated with and considered pe-
culiar to the primary syphilitic lesion, there appears

to be but the difference of exaggerated formative
power."*****

" The influence of the disease germ, as it eventually
comes'to be felt in the lymphatic vessels underlying
the inoculated point, is in acct'rdance with its accepted

power to separate and organize the fibrin contained in

the lymph, and thus to add rapidly to the induration
previously inaugurated in the connective-tissue corpus-
cles outside the lymphatic canals and underlying the
abraded surface."

'In the foregoing plan or theory of syphilitic infec-

tion, it will be observed that an important feature of

syphilis, accepted and insisted on by all authorities, is

entirely omitted, namely the period of incuhation. This

period of incubation is defined as ' the interval of ap-

parent rest,' occurring between the inoculation of the

syphilitic virus in a given subject, and the appearance
of the specific local lesion at the inoculated point;

which lesion is stated to be the result of a local reac-

tion consequent upon a general infection of the system
— this occurring at the point of inocu'ation alone."

The writer reasons that, as there is such utter want
of uniformity in the length of this so-called period of in-

cubation—there being recorded differences of thirty-

six days in cases of experimental inoculation, and of

even seventy days in carefully observed chnical cases

— it cannot be compared with the period of incuba-

tion of the exanthemata, for example, and cannot be
regarded as indicating constitutional infection at the

moment of inoculation. Moreover, in certam cases

showing a very brief period (one of them only Ihirty-

six hours) the lesion was found at the frcnum. '• Now,
it is at just this point that the superficial lymphatics

of the glans penis approach nearest to the surface, ris-

ing, in this especial locality, in some instances, accord-

ing to Belaieff, to a point just underneath the epithe-

lium.
" Farther observations, which shall result in connect-

ing a brief period of incubation with the occurrence of the

initial lesion at the anterior and inferior extremity of the

glans penis, may yet be made, and afford a corrobora-

tion of my own view of the incubative period of

syphilis, viz., that it is the period required for the

syphilitic disease-germ to traverse the distance from
the point of inoculation to the interior of a lymphatic

vessel, by the processes described in a previous part of

this paper. Consequently, according to this view,

syphilis is a local disease up to the period of the en-

trance of the disease-germ into a lymphatic canal; and

I am also of the opinion that, instead of infecting the

system at large, even at this time, it passes on, through
the lymphatic vessel, into the parenchyma of the lym-

phatic gland with which this is connected, whtre it isre-

t^iined by conditions arising from the character of the

parenchyma of the gland, and the coagulation of its tis-

sue-fluids, for a period corresponding to the so-called

secondary incubation of syphilis, recognized by all au-

thorities as taking place before the constitutional evi-

dences of the disease are ever manifested.
" In conclusion, I would state my belief in the possi-

bility of a satisfactory explanation of some of the latei

manifestations of syphilis, through causes wholly de-

pendent upon interference with the lymphatic circula-

tion ; and that further researches in the direction I

have indicated will corroborate my claim, that it is the

germinal element of the hlood and tissues alone that fs

primarily affected in syphililic disease; that it is through

the lymphatic system alone that the syphilitic influence

is propagated to parts remote from the point of inocu-

lation ; and, finally, that it is to deposits of fibrin,

organized through the syphilitic influence in and around

the lymph-vessels and lymph-sacs, in the earher stages

of the disease, and to its subsequent contraction, that the

lymphatic obstructions, resulting in various external

and internal lesions, in the later stages of the disease,

are chiefly due."
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Dr. L. Weber thought that, if the disease were, as

Dr. Otis had maintained, a strictly local one for a cer-

tain period afier inoculation, then it should be possible

to extirpate the chancre successfully, and so prevent

constitutional infection. But in the British army this

had been tried extensively without any such happy re-

sult

Dr. Otis did hold the position that extirpation of

the part inoculated, if performed early enough, would
effectually prevent any infection of the general system.

Quite a number of cases were recorded by Lance-

reaux, where experimental inoculation with virus un-
questionably sypliilitic had been made, and the sores

thus produced extirpated ; and in a certain proportion

of these cases the disease never appeared.

Dr. Weber wished to make a slight contribution to

the question of the duality of the virus in chancre and

chancroid, and related four or five cases in which
secondary and tertiary symptoms of syphilis had ap-

peared, while the primary sore had failed to exhibit the

characteristic induration. In some of these cases the

interval between the primary infection and the occur-

rence of the constitutional .symptoms was very great

In others, he had not himself examined the seat of the

lesion until the secondary symptoms brought the pa-

tient to consult him.

Dr. K. W. Tatlor related two cases having a very

short primary incubation. In the 6rst, a married man,

who had been some time absent from his wife, had his

only connection with a woman of the town on a Sun-

day. The next day he came to the speaker's dispen-

sary-class, showing, just at the meatus, a spot twice

the size of a pin's head, where the mucous membrane
was not torn at all, but its epithelium had assumed a

somewhat silvery aspect. It had not been touched

with caustic. Prof Boeck, who was present, recog-

nized the appearance as one which he had several times

seen in the initial lesion of syphilis especially on the

mouths of infants infected by the nurse. A simple' lint

dressing was applied. By Wednesday the spot was
slightly indurated. Within a week the induration had
become very marked ; the epithelial scales had been
shed ; and there was a well-developed hard chancre.

In six weeks appeared a syphilitic roseola. The wife

was examined, and found to be, and to have been, free

from any sign of syphilis.

The other case was that of a young lad who had his

first and only coitus one Sunday. Being tlie subject

of congenital phymosis, he had, during the act, torn

down the prepuce at the insertion of the frenum.

On the Sunday following he presented himself with a
well-marked indurated nodule upon the frenum, the

induration appearing to be then, seven days after

inoculation, at least four days old. The surface of the

sore was somewhat rough, from the tearing, but it

soon smoothed off and became a typical chancre.

THE JACOBI PRIZE.

The Secretary, Dr. Purdy, reported, from the Comi-
tia Minora, that the President of the Society, Dr.

Abraham Jacobi, had established a prize of two hun-
dred and fifty dollars (§250.00), to be awarded under
ihe direction of the Society, and open for competition

to the profession of the United States, for the best thesis

on The History of the Diseases of Infanaj and Childhood

in the United States, and of their Pathology and Thera-
peutics. The above amount had been placed in the

hands of the Treasurer of the Society, to be paid to the

successful candidate, as determined by a committee to

be appointed by the Society for that purpose.

On motion of Dr. Castle, it was voted that the

Comitia Minora appoint the committee, with instruc-

! tions to publish the terms unler which essays would
be received, and to decide upon their meriis, and with
power to withhold the prize in case none of the essays

presented should be deemed sufficiently meritorious.

,
The Society then aJjourned to the fiist Monday in

I September.

AEMY AXD NA^T XEWS.

. Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of OJi-
cers of the Medical Department U. S. Army, from

I

June oth, 1S71, to Jane ISth, 1871, inclusive.

GiBSOs, Jos. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 62,

Headquarters District of New Mexico. Jane 1, 1871,

relieved from duty at Fort Stanton, N. M., and directed

to comply with requirements of S. 0. 190, C. S. War
Department
Brooke, Jxo., Assistant Surgeon.— By S. 0. No. 71,

Headquarters Department of *.ne Columbia, May 27,

1871. assigned to duty at Camp San Juan Island, Wash-
ington Ty.

CowLES. EowARn. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 224,

A. Gr. O.. June 8, 1871, granted leave of absence for 6
months, to take effect when his services can be spared.

KixsMAX, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 25
Headquarters Mil. Div. of the Atlant'C, June 1, 1871,

granted an extension of his leave of absence for 30

J

davs.

Wilson-, A. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 100,

Headquarters Department of the Platte, June 8. 1871,

directed to proceed to Fort Fred. Steele, Wy. Ty., for

temporary duty at that post.

Ewes, Clarence, As-istant Surgeon.—By S. O. 114,

C. S., Headquarters Department of Dakota, granted

leave of absence for 30 days.

Ulctiical 3tcms an^ ttftus.

New York Academy of Medicine.—Dr. John G.
Adams, in his " Discourse, Commemorative of the Life

and Character of Alexander HodgJon Stevens, M.D.,

LL.D.," gives the subjoined particulars concerning the

Academy :—" During the .short period of twenty-three

years since its organization, death has been busy in

the ranks of the Academy. Out of a fellowship of

five hundred and eighty, of various ages, one hundred
and forty-three have been removed by death (a propor-

tion of more than one-fourth), certainly a very large

mortality. The ancient and honorable, the rich and
the poor, the learned and unlearned, the young and the

old, have alike been numbered among his victims.

Many have fallen by pestilence, contracted in the dis-

charge of duty ; a few from the indulgence of the appe-

tites ; many more, worn out by the arduous labors of

a self-denying profession. Of the fourteen presidents,

during the same period, only five survive. The fathers

!

where are they ! Mott! Wood! Stevens! the founders

of the Academy ? The triumvirate ; the man who con-

ceived, and who, with his associates, brought it forth,

and nurtured it, until it attained strength, have gone

—

gone, with Stearns and B'.i=s, Beck and Bachelder,

Franci-:, Minor, and J. M. Smith, with Swett and
Watson, MacDonald and James Stewart, Kearney,
Rodgers and Johnston, with Watts, Drake, Carter, and,

so recently, the accomplished Elliot. Such is human
life—a dream, a shadow, a watch in the night. What
is there of reali'y in it, but the duties of life, and its

hopes and aspirations for the Ufe to cc-ne ? " So soon
passeth it away, and we are gone."
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The Cobra.—Dr. Joha Sbortt, General Superintend-

ent of Vaccination (Madras Journal of Medical Science),

says that Hindoo women venerate the cobra, as it is

.supposed to possess the power to confer the blessings

of maternity by opening the barren womb; consequent-
ly it stands in high repute among them, notwithstand-

ing its deadly power of destroying hie. The figure of a

serpent is often singly represented, but when two ser-

pents are made to intertwine, the act and position

represent the subject of the prayer or vow made by
childless women, and indicate a desire for dose sexual

embrace, with a view to eventual pregnancy. When
the union of the sexes is described by Tamil poets as

particularly loving, it is represented to be like the inter-

twining of snakes during the act of copulation, for

then the male and female snakes are said to twine

around so closely and firmly together for the purpose,

that they are scarcely to be distinguished as two dis-

tinct anima's.

American' Mcsecm of X.\tcrai. IIistorv, X. Y.

—

This association, incorporated two years ago, has made
excellent progress in establishing a museum in the

Arsenal building in the Central Park. The cases are

said to contain nearly 1.000 mammals, 10,000 biids, and
2,000 fishes and reptiles. There are also nearly 400
mounted skeletons of the various orders. The insects

number more than 10,000, and shells about that number.
The insects were presented by Baron Osten Sacken,

R. A. AVitthaus, and Coleman T. Robinson. The shells

are the gift of Albert S. Bickmore and William A.
Haines. The remainder of the collection was obtained
by purchjBe in this country.

AxALYSis OF Chloral-Hydrate.—K. MuUer {Am.
Chemist), in the analysis of chloral-hydrate, recom-
mends that 25 grammes of it be placed in a burette,

graduated from the bottom, and covered by a layer of

dilute solution of caustic potash. This should be
shaken, and after several hours the cubic centimetres of

chloroform, produced by the reaction, may be read off.

This number is multiplied by 1,.525, the sp. gr. of chlo-

roform at 30" F., and from the resulting figures, which
is the weight of the chloroform, the percentage is calcu-

lated.

Female Students im Edixburch.—The female stu-

dents have been disappointed in their application to

the diieclorsofthe Leitli Hospital for admission to pur-

sue their clinical studies in that institution. The
directors have unanimously adopted the report of the
medical committee, •' That it is inexpedient to alter the

present arrangement of the hospital, or to convert it

into a medical and surgical hospital tor the clinical in-

struction of ladies." In order to adapt the hospital

for the purpose, thirty additional beds would have been
necessnry, an arrangement which circumstances ren-

dered inexpedient.

—

Med. Press and Circular.

New York Medical Journal.—With the current
number of the Xew York Medical Journal, Dr. E. S.

Dunster, its accomplished editor, retires. During the

five years he has been connected with this periodical he
has successfully labored to place it in its present posi-

tion, and his retirement from the office which he showed
such rare capabilities for filling will be regretted by a

host of readers. His successors are Drs. W. T. Lusk
and James B. Hunter.

Inebriate Asylum.—The Trustees of this institution

appointed by Gov. Hoffman, in pursuance to a law passed

by the Legislature last winter, held their first meet-
ing at Binghamton, N. Y., June 9.

The following were the Trustees present, being the

full board, with the exception of Henry R. Pierson, of

Brooklyn :—Dr. AViUard Parker, New York; W. H.
Bristol, Owego ; Aushurn Birdsall, Binghamton ; P. S.

Danforth, iMiddleburgh ; Dr. J. G. Orton, Binghamton;
Pearson Munday, Watertown ; Abel Bennett, Bingham-
ton; Wm. W. Gordon, Delhi; John Conklin, Port
Jcrvis ; Perry G. Ellsworth, Ithaca ; Asher P. Nichols,

Buffalo; Dr. Wm. C. Wey, Elraira; Dr. George Burr,

Binghamton; Dr. G. A. iDayton, Mexico.

A temporary organization was eftected by calling Dr.

Wm. C. Wey, of Elmira, to the chair, and Dr. George
Burr, of Binghamton, was made Secretary. A" com-
mittee was appointed to report plan of proceedings and
order of business ;

who after consultation 'made a report

which was adopted, when the board proceeded to elect

officers by ballot as follows :—
President—Dr. AVillard Parker.

First Vice-President—Dr. Wm. C. Wey.
Second Vice-President—Dr. Geo. Burr.

Treasurer—Abel Bennett.

Registrar—Samuel W. Bush.

Superintendent—Dr. D. G. Dodge.
Consulting Physicians—Doctors Willard Parker, Geo.

Burr, J. G. Orton. G.llson A. Dayton, John ConkUng,
and AVm. C. Weyl
Committee of Finance—W. W. Gordon, P. S. Dan-

forth, W. H. Bristol, Abel Bennett, Ausburu Birdsall.

Committee of Management and Discipline—J. G.
Orto3, W. C. Wey, G. A. Dayton, George Burr, P. G.
Ellsworth.

Executive Committee—W. H. Bristol, W. W. Gordon,
J. G. Ortou, P. Munday, J. Conkling.

Medical asd Surgical Memoirs.—Prof. Joseph
Jones, M.D., of New Orleans, who is well known to our
readers, proposes to publish a work to be entitled Med-
ical and Surgical Memoirs, which shall embrace the in-

vestigations of fifteen years into the causes, geographical

distribution, natural history and treatment of intermit-

tent, remittent, and congestive malarial fevers, yellow

fever, typhoid and typhus fevers, small-pox, spurious

vaccination, measles, pneumonia, diarrhoea, dysentery,

scurvy, tetanus, cerebro-sp nal-meningitis, diseases su-

pervening upon gun-shot wounds, pyaemia, hospital

gangrene, erysipelas, etc. The results of the investi-

gation of the diseases of the Confederate Army during

the American civil war, 1861-05, will occupy a promi-

nent portion of the work. These invest gations have
been prosecuted unremittingly during the past fifteen

years; and the author proposes to lay the results before

the medical profession as soon as a sufficient number of

subscribers have been obtained. The address of Prof.

Jones is glass-box 1542, New Orleans, La.

LoTALTY TO SciEscE.—The Paris Academy of Med-
icine have refused to strike off the names of their

eminent German colleagues from the roll of members,
as they have been commanded to do.

A Collection of Surgical Instru.mexts.—Sir Wil-

liam Fergusson has proposed to form a national collec-

tion of surgical instruments, (o be placed in the museum
of the College of Surgeons, London.

The Chair of Ophthalmology in Berlin.—-This

chair, made vac.int by the death of the late Ptofessor

Albrecht von Graefe, has been lately filled by the

appointment of Professor Schweigger, formerly one of

von Graefe's assistants. He has already made a high

reputation as an original investigator, and has had
great experience in teaching. He will have the direc-

tion of an ophthalmic department in the ChavitG, con-

taining eighty beds.

Prof. E. A. Clark, of St. Louis, Mo., the successor

to Prof. Paul F. Eve in the Missouri Medical College,
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died suddenly April 16tli, at Paris, 111., while on his

way to Europe.

Washington University at Baltimore, Md.—Prof.

Edward Warren has resigned the chair of surgery in

this institution.

New York Physicians Abroad.—Drs. John Gr.

Adams, B. F. Barker, Henry D. Bulkley, D. B. St.

John Roosa, Geo. A. Peters, Lewis A. Sayre, and other

medical men of New York City, will spend the next

three months in Europe.

Royalty Afflicted.—The Empresses of Austria,

Russia, and Germany are suffering from pulmonary
tuberculosis.

The ex-Empress Charlotte has recovered her physical

health, and will probably recover her reason.

The American Chemist.—Professors C. F. and W.
H. Chandler, the editors of this valuable journal, have

purchased of William Baldwin & Co. their entire in-

terest in its publication.

The Scientific American.—Mr. Salem H. Wales, for

about a quarter of a century the principal editor of the

Scientific American, has decided to withdrawfrom the

active managemeDt of this paper.

Medical JonRNALS.—The Western Medical Advance
and Progress of Pharmacy is a new quarterly, hailing

from Detroit, Mich. It wiU be the design of this

journal to present a resume of the progress of medicine

and pharmacy. The first number is adorned with a

full-page chromo of eight narcotic plants.

The Medical Cosmos, Phila., is to be a monthly ab-

stract of medical science and art, and an exponent of

practical medicine as indicated by principle, science, or

law, rather than a record of blind experiment. This

journal is published by the editor and proprietor, Geo.

J. Ziegler, M.D., of Phila., Pa.

Dr. Krackowizer's remarks (upon Dr. Speir's paper)

before the Academy of Medicine contain a rather awk-
ward typographical error. The word theological, page

186, second column, sixth paragraph, third line; and
on page 187, first column, line nine, appears instead of

teteological.

Rhode Island Medical Society.—The Sixtieth An-
nual Meeting of this Society was held at Providence,

June 14. Dr. Geo. L. Collins, of Providence, was re-

elected President, and Dr. C. W. Parsons, Secretary.

The following subjects are proposed by the Trustees

of the Fiske Prize Fund, for the year 1871 :

—

1st. Hydrate of Chloral: Its Physiological Effects

and Therapeutic Uses. For the best essay on this sub-

ject the trustees will pay the premium of $100. 2d.

Cundurango : Its History and Medical Properties. For
the best essay on this subject the trustees will pay the

premium of §200.

Death from Bichloride of Methylene.—At the

Charing Cro-ss Hospital, London, another death under
bichloride of methylene has occurred in a case of ampu-
tation of the finger.

—

Med. Press and Circidar.

A Hospital Corps.—In a recent discussion in the
House of Commons, London, on the vote of £218,300
for the English army medical estabhshments, Sir H.
Stokes said that the Secretary of War had ordered a
certain number of men to be trained for hospital duties

and for looking after the wounded on the field of bat-

tle, thereby removing the pretext for soldiers leavin?
the ranks or skulking from their duties. About 850
men will be trained as members of the hospital corps.

The Virginia Clinical Record.—This is the lille of
a new monthly journal of medicine, surgery, and the
collateral sciences, pubhshed at Richmond, Va., by M.

W. Hazlewood. Profs. Manson, Terrell, McCaw, Mc-
Guire, Cunningham, and CuUen, of tiie Mtdical College

of Virginia, contribute interesting articles. The journal
has already been received with general favor and en-
couragement by its patrons, and by the physicians of
the States of Virginia and North Carolina especially.

Belladonna Plaster.—Thomas E. .Jenkins, M.D.
(Rich. & Louis. Med. Jour.), says that a plaster made
from the resinous extract of belladonna root i^ superior
to that made from the spirituous extract of the leaf in

the following respects : It adheres closely to the sur-

face, requires no adhesive, margins, and neither runs,

exudes, nor stains the linen.

Darwin's Theories.—In the first number of the
Zeitschriftfar Ethnologic of this year, is a very valuable

list of works bearing on Mr. Darwin's theories, com-
piled by Spengel, which occupies twelve closely-printed

octavo pages. First comes a list of translations into

German of " The Origin of Species,"' of " Fertilization

of Orchids," and of " Variation of Animals and Plants;"
next, forty-three original German works, criticising and
carrying out the Darwinian theory. These are follow-

ed by about an equal number of books which refer to

the same subject incidentally, though sometimes at con-
siderable length. Among these we find Kupffer's " Es-
say on the Relation of Vertebrata to Ascidians," Von
Baer's lectures, Carus's " Natur und Idee," and Riiti-

meyer's •' Herkunftunserer Thierwelt." The fourth list

is a most valuable one of reviews, magazine articles,

and other scattered papers published in Germany on
Natural S..dection and the Descent of Man. Books de-
voteil to the latter subject are next enumerated sepa-
rately; and then translations into German of the kin-

dred writings of Huxley, Lyell, Wallace, Aga'siz, and
Bates. Last comes a classified catalogue of all the

works on Darwinism which have been published outside

Germany, in England, France, Holland, and Italy. This
list may be advantageously compared with that given

by Mr. Darwin himself, in the fifth edition of the " Ori-

gin of Species." It will be invaluable to every student

of the theory of evolution, and is a remarkable proof of

the amount of scientific thought and work (as well

as of some that is not scientific) which the great natu-
ral'st's writings have called forth.—Vi Y. Tribune.

King's College Hospital, London.—A London cor-

respondent of the American Practitioner writes as fol-

lows with reference to this Hospital—the favorite place

for operations:—It boasts of having the first surgeon in

London, Sir William Fergusson; and while the number
of its beds is not so large as Guy's or Bartholomew's,
tfte fame of this surgeon keeps them full of operative

cases. Mr. Henry Smith and Mr. Wood are its other
surgeons, and Soelberg Weils its oculist. The f.ime of

Sir William, especially as an operator, is great. Mr.
Paget, of St. B.irtholomew's, is his great rival in Lon-
don practice and in the schools. Sir William's appear-
ance is in keeping with his reputation. Though nea^y
seventy, he is still firm, vigorous, and erect, standing
over six feet, with a powerful frame and massive head.

He resembles very much Prof Gross, of Philadelphia,

and handles his knife as if it were one of his fingers, so

readily does it obey him, and so gracefully is it used.

The writer says: ''What a 'swell' surgeon he is, in-

deed, and how pleasant it is to think that it is in the

power of a scalpel to carve one's road to a baronetcy
and £12,000 a year!"

The Prevalency of Neuralgia in Northern Indi-

ana.—Dr. Robert Robson, of New Harmony, Indiana
(Chicago Med. Examiner), Vfihes XhM facial neuralgia,

of undoubted miasmatic origin, is very prevalent in the

Wabash bottoms, and especially among females.
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©rigiiml Cccturcs.

VARIABILITY IN THE TYPES OF
DISEASES.

nEMARKS BEFORE THE MEDICAL LIBRARY AND JOURNAL

ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK.

By J. C. NOTT, M.D.,

N'KW YOUK.

(Conclnded from p:iKc in6.)

Part II.

Now you will naturally ask. What lias this dissertation

on specie?, hybridity, &c.. to do with tlie types of zymo-
tic disease's? I frankly admit tliat I am dealing witli a

ln/j>otliesis ; but if we can succeed in disproving a popu-

lar false theory, and in putting sonieihiiig more plausible

in its place to direct thought, we gain an important step

in the path of truth.

It is admitted on all hands that diseases do mingle

their types. Although wanting proof, the germ theory

has many supporters, and the minds of able investiga-

tors are now actively engaged in that direction. If

such microscopic organisms do exist as germs of dis-

eases, it is easy to conceive that, when brought in con-

tact, their types should blend in various degrees, and

cross-breeds arise, just as they do in those organic

forms which come more within the reach of our vision.

Wc have already alluded to the well-known fact that

prevailing epidemics produce a pc'culiar "constitution"

of the atmosphere, which makes its impress on all inter-

current diseases, whether zymotic or simple inflamma-

tory, and this constitution Sydenham tells us may last

" for several years ;" but the durat ion mu=t vary accord-

ing to a variety of circumstances. Some epidemics

seem to pass on after a few months, leaving little or no

traces, while others, as is often the ease with typhoid

fever, may linger about a locality for several years.

There is reason to hope that at some future day the

great family of zymotic diseases may be divided into

genera, species, and varieties, with as much precision

as the animal kingdom. Typhus, typhoid, relapsing,

the fevers of armies and crowded vessels, and others of

kindred nature, might be regarded as belonging to one
genus, and when they come together they mingle and
form hybrids of every degree. Yellow-fever, by many
writer.*, h.as been described under at least two tj'pes,

and it is difficult to believe that the endless variety of

marsh malarial fevers ari.se from a single morbid poison

or germ. These might be grouped together as species

of another genus. They all mingle wlien brought to-

gether in every possible degree. The forms of these

diseases differ greatly in dill'erent localities and different

countries.

Skin-diseases seem to obey the same law. AVhen
vanola and varicella come together, they mingle so as

to defy diagnosis, and what are called very mihl cases

of small-po.N; may perhaps in some instances be hybrids.

We know that the vaccine modifies, in an extraordiniiry

way, small-fiox in the human subject, though no expla-

nation can be given of the f ct. Scarlet-fever may
be regarded as a species of another genus. I have
seen it so amalgamated with measles as to embarrass me
very much in making up an opinion with regard to the

nature of the c<a.ses. A case, for example, would com-
mence with the catarrhal .symptoms of measles, go on
to the fourth da}', and throw the measly rash out freely.

In a day or two more the throat symptoms of scarlet-

fever would supervene, followed by the desquamation

of scarlatina, renal dropsy, suppuration of internal ear.

Yellow and bilious remittent fevers, wlien uncompli-

cated, are as distinct as any two febrile diseases can be,

and yet when they come together, which they often do,

they are blended in every possible degree, just as inter-

mittents and remittents are. These diseases all occur

in the same season and same locality, and so confused

do they become that I have often .'een a simple tertian

intermittent (when 3'ellow-fever was prevailing) termi-

nate suddenly in fatal collapse and black-vomit in its

second or third paroxysm.
In those cities where yellow-fever is endemic, or in

which it has taken up its abode, as in New Orleans and
Mobile, its inllnence upon other febrde diseases is

probably never absent, though the di.sease is not always
apparent to the eye. I can account in no other way
lor the peculiar types of malarial fevers in these towns
(luring seasons when j'ellow-fever is not prevailing.

The marked difference between those hybrid fevers, as

I would call them, and the uncomplicated malarial

fevers of interior rural districts where yellow-fever

never goes, is very striking to one who is suddenly
transferred from the interior of Sonili Carolina to one
of those yellow-fever cities. Tho-e practitioners who
have spent their lives in Mobile or New Orleans alone

will find it difficult to comprehend my me.ining.

It is a common occurrence for yellow- fver-, when
epidemic in Mobile or New Orleans, to travel up the

water-courses leading to those cities several hundred
miles, to points visited by steamboats running from the

cities. The country practitioners along those streams,

for two or three hundred miles, tell us that even in

those years which are exoin]it from yellow-fever in the

seaports, they frequently mei't cnses of bilious fevers

pi-esentiiig many of the characteristics of yellow-fever

—

\ellow skin, early coll.apse, black-vomit, &c. I will

now give a lew additional facts from my own observa-

tion connected with the types of malarial fevers:

—

After graduating at the University of PennsylvaiUM,
1 remained in Philadelpliia three years in connection
with the almshouse as interne, and as demonstrator of
an.atoniy in the university, during which time I a.ssis-

ted my distinguished preceptors, Profe.s.sors Samuel
Jackson and Horner, in nearly all their post-mortem
examinations. During this lime I had an opportnnitv
of seeing a considerable number of remittent fevers

from the banks of the Schuylkill and Delaware livers.

1 recollect well the type of those fevers; tliey were
characterized by great heat of skin and tliirst, strong
frequent pulse, slight morning remissions, .severe pain

in the head, back, and limb.s, and the usual duration

was from seven to nine days. We sometimes bled

them, alwaj's cupped and leeched freely, gave mercu-
I'ial purges and quinine, and they made good recover-

ies. These cases were such as we would expect in

northern latitudes, and sueli as are called mild remiltenls

in our Southern States.

Ftom Philadelphia I went to Columbia, South Caro-
lina, and commenced private practice ; and here I was
at once brought in contact with remittent fevers of a

higher gr-ade, which were ther-e denominated " high
bilious fever." The symptoms of these fevers were
more violent than those I had seen in Philadelphia,

rarely terminated under nine, and frequently ran to

fourteen or twenty one-days. Intei-inittent fevers

were common, and yielded readily to quinine ; but the
remittents almost invariably ran to one of the above
critical days. Quinine, I should remark, was not as

boldly given then as now, and this may be a reason
why more of the eases did not termin.ate in less time.

I well remember the intense heat ofskin, the determi-
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nation of blood to the head, and the full, incompressible,

almost apoplectic pulse. Many physicians ;ised the

lancet freely, and continued to draw blood in the sec-

ond and even third week, so persistent was the

tension of the pulse. Mercury and purgatives were
freely used also. I have no doubt that tlie antiphlo-

gistic treatment was pushed much too far; but still the

mortality was very light and the patients made good
recoveries. The diet was always rigid. I allude par-

ticularly to this tyjie of disease, and its tulei-ution of

antiph'ogistic treatment, in order to contrast it with

otlier types seen in the Gulf States, of which I shall

speak, and whirh do not tolerate depletion. Nay more,

tlie fevers of the same locality, a few years later, lost

their sthenic type.

When alter an absence of ten years I returned to

South Carolina on a visit, in conversing with two of

my old medical friends, Drs. R. W Gritibe? and Trezevant,

aliout the type of fever I found in Mobile, I was muck
surprised at their assert inn that the " high bilious fever

"

I used to see with tliem had disappeared, and that a

mi;ch milder and loss sthenic type, which no longer

called for the lancet, had taken its place.

This conclusion (nearly thirty years ago) as to tlie

change in the type of fevers in and around Columbia,

cannot be attributed to any change in theory, but was
the result of the observation of two sensible, well-

iiil'ormed, ex[ierienced physicians.

From Columbia, where I had practised about seven
years, and had been familiar with the high bilious fevers

above mentioned (the hame fevers described by For-

dyce, Armstrong, and oiher.s), I was suddenly trans-

ferred to the (j-ulf of Mexico. The town of Mobile
was rapidly developing and extending into its marshy
malarial suburbs, where intermittents and remittents

abounded. I was at once placed in a position to ob-

serve tlie endemic fever.^, and was greatly astonished

to see a type of disease so different from those of Caro-
lina.

The fevers I was here called on to treat in the sum-
mer of 1806 were all of asthenic type, with little heat

of skin eom|)ared to what 1 had been accustomed to

—

tendency to sweating through the whole course—pulse

not rapid, and very compressible—prostration by
the fifth day so marked as to call for stimulants; and
so palpable was tlie indication that every physician in

tl'.e town proscribed the lancet and resorted freely

to brandy, quinine, aud nouri^hment.
At that time 1 had never seen a case of yellow-fever,

from whioli Mobile had been exempt for eight years.

The next year, however (1837), yellow-fever reappear-

ed as an epidemic. I then had an opportunity for

studying it, and at once recognized a disease of type
kindred to the Mobile remittents above described, but

presenting both a history and symptoms which marked
it as a distinct disease—a disease sui generis. The re-

mittents had a strong tendency to prostration and
crisis about the fifth day—yellow-fever iuvariabl}' has

—

and if the patient lives a week he is almost certa'n to

recover.

Whether yellow-fever in Mobile be an endemic, or,

like scarlet-fever, an imported and acclimatized disease,

is still a point of di.spute; but while yellow-fever in

Southern seaports is only occasional, intermittents and
remittents are never absent in the autumn. The germ of

yellow-fever, like that of scarlet-fever, may lie dormant
for a time, but always lingers behind, ready to be
brought into activity by unknown causes. It produces
a peculiar ' constitution'' of atmosphere that makes a

permanent impression on the endemic marsh fevers of
their common habitat.

New Orleans, Mobile, Savannah, Charleston, and

Norfolk, are all built in fenny districts, where inter-

mittents and remittents prevail. When towns of large

size are built in such districts, the endemic malarial

fevers are expelled from the cities, while they still e.'i-

ist in iuU vigor in the environs. These fevers rarely

creep into the heart of cities—probably never originate

in the cit}'—but when yellow-fever breaks furtli it is

either within the city or in the shipping, and gradually

extending to the suburbs it creeps into the country lor

several miles, and becomes fo mingled with the inter-

mittents and remittents as to confuse types and defy

a'-l attempts to separate them.

An incontrovertible proof of the distinctness of

yellow-fever and bilious fever is the fact that one attack

of yellow-fever affords perfect immunity against a

second, but none against any form of malarial fever;

while, on the other hand, the same subject may be at-

tacked any number of times by malarial fever, and

at the same lime receive no protection against yellow-

fever.

So infinite are tlie types of endemic malarial fevers

scattered over the globe, that it is difficult for me to

believe that they are all produced by one and the same
poison, differing merely in degree ; that simple inter-

mittents, the terrible Ibrms of congestive fevers of our

Gulf States, the jungle fevers of Africa, are all produced

by a single cause is an assumption. No mineral,

vegetable, or animal poison, wluLh has been isnlated

and experimented upon, has produced such varied and
contradictory results. Is it not more rational to sun-

pose that, like the plants and insects in the same locali-

ties, they may be divided into innumerable species of a

common genus ?

Knowing that yellow-fever was the great disease

with which I should have to battle on my removal to

Mobile, I procured every book of note that I could lay

my hands upon, and made it a careful study. Most of

these works -had been written during the last cen-

tury and the first quarter of the present century.

I could come to no other conclusion, from the ch.aracter

and number of the authorities, than that yellow-fever

was a highly sthenic disease demanding bloodletting.

My ndnd was made up to bleed, purge, and give riier-

cury freely wlen the disease presented itselll On the

20lh September, 1837, I was called to my first two
cases, in consultation with Mordicai, a remarkably sen-

sible, well-educaied physician. One of the patients

was a vigorous Vermonter, weigiiing 200 pounds; the

other a rather spare, wiry, nervous man—both of them
between 30 and 40 years of age, and sick about 24
hours. In neither was the pulse strong—about 100

—

and so com) ressible that I thought it did not call for

the lancet. Dr. Mordicai asked what we should do.

I rejilied the pulse does not indicate it, but the books
all say bleed, and therefore I say bleed. I recollected

the "oppressed ^j/./.sc " spoken of by Rush and others,

which developeil under bleeding. The doctor agreed

to my suggestion. I corded up the arms of one after

the other, and opened a vein in the sitting posture.

The Vermonter fainted at 10, and the other man, who
had more prominent head symptoms, at 12 ounces. I

was much astonished at the depressing influence of

sucli small bleedings, and determined that 1 would
never draw blood again in yellow-fever patients with
such pulses. This asthenia continued, in spite of stimu-

lants, and they both collapsed and died on the filth day
with blao-k-Vdinit. Nor would Rush, Robert Jackson,

or any sensible man of the old bleeding school have
dared to bleed, unless in a few exceptional cases,

in any yellow-fever epidemic that has visited Mobile

in the last thirty years. The conclusion that Dr. Mor-
dicai and mvself arrived at with regard to bloodletting
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w;is a'iopted from observation by Drs. Levert, Fearn,
Crawford, and all the other physicians, long before

Hughes Bennett and Todd had propagated their doc-
trines. Not only had the physicians of Mobile, thirty

years ago, almost entirely abandoned bloodletting in

endemic and epidemic fevers, but in pneumonia. Dr.

Mordicai, a brother of Capt. llorJicai of the United
States Army, a man of exceedingly sound judgment, re-

marked to me that since his residence in ilobile, vrhich

commenced about 1825, "my lancet has nisteJ in my
X'Orket.'"

I had been taught to bleed, in Philadelphia, under
the teachings of Physick, Ch.apman, Dewees, Hodge,
Jackson, Mitchell, and others, and while interne in

Philadelphia Almshouse the most arduous part of my
duty was bleeding and cupping about twenty patients

daily ; and yet when I came to Mobile the fact soon
lorced itself upon me that thj diseases of that place

and time would not tolerate bleed ng, and called loud-
ly for brandy. I saw epidemics of yellow fever in

1837-'39-'42-'-43-'i7, '53, '57, during which more than
twenty thousand cases must have occurred, and during
the whole of this time the doctors pios:ribedthe lancet

and res')rted t > the supporting treatment.
I will here give a few quotations, by way of contrast,

from old English writers on the diseases of hot climates,

to which a hundred other names might be added.
And first let us hear what Robert Jackson, the Sur-

geon-General of the British army, the " Ulysses of

Medicine," says of bloodletting in fevers. " The end
is not attained in manj' cases, particularly in the more
concentrated forms of fever that appear among the
military in tropical climates, at a less expense tlian

eighty or ninety ounces of blood drawn at once."
" Such quan;i:ies may appear unsafe to sone readers,
but I am warranted to say from t!ie whole proceeding,
that no accident occurred in any instance fram the moat
excesfii-e bleediiigs that were made ; and I may add that
the strength was so little impairel by this apparently
revolting practice, that the greater number of persons
who were treated in this manner returned to duty
within a fortnight, in the full vigor of health."

In some cases of fever attendeJ by cerebral inflam-
mation, Jackson sometimes abstracted a hundred and
seventy ounces of blood, or ten pounds in a daj-, and
remarks, " instead of danger at the time, or debility as a
consequence of such extraordinary depletion, fainting

did not always occur, and the patient, in most cases, re-

tjrned to duty within eight days."
Bamfield says: " Venesoc'.ion is our sheet-anchor in

yellon-fever," and " has been astonished and shucked
to find bloodletting in hot climates conJemned. '

The experience of ilosley corresponds with that of
Jackson, and wliere the remedy has apparently been,
of ample extent, he remarks: '• It has trequenily hap-
pened in the fevers of the West Indies that accidental
bleeding from the orifice, when the patient had fallen

asleep, to far greater quantities than has ever been di-

rected to be taken away, has carried ofi' the fever en-
tirely, and the surprise on discovering a profusion of
blood in the bed, has been changed to joy for the altera-

tion produced in the patient." Rush "' always ob-
serve 1 that the cure of malignant fever is most com-
plete, and the convalescence most rapid, when the
bleeding has been continued until a paleness is induced
in the face, and until the patient is able to sit up
without feeling fainty."

I might thu; go on and quote from Pringle, Gleg-
horn, Hillary, Stevens, Baker, and a host of other
writers on the diseases of tropical climates.

Now I do not quote a'l these authorities on blood-
letting to indorse their practice, but simply to show

that bloodletting has been tohraied far beyond the
point which teachers of the present day regard as either

admissible or possible without prostration and fatality.

How can any fair-minded man believe that the yel-
low-fever which has prevailed in Mobile and New
Orleans during the last thirty years, and which would
not tolerate bleeding, is the same disease that Rush and
the English army and navy surgeons bled to such
enormous exttnt? I do not believe that those authors
would have been so stupid and blind as to persist in

drawing blood by pounds from patients who fainted
from ounces.

How tlien are we to explain this discrepancy in

practice on any other ground than that of difference of
type ?

The yellow-fiver epidemic in Mobile, of 1837, the
first I saw, had not run half its course before I was
taken down with it, and barely escaped with life. I
therefore had to take the reports of my confreres for

the type and c )nrse of that epidemic. It was agreed
by all to be asthenic, and not to bear the lancet. Two
years after came the terrible epidemic of 1839, which
left a strong impression on the minds of all who sur-

vived it. The type was the same as that of 1837. But
while I insist upon the asthenic type of these epidemics,
and alt ti)0se which have followed them, I wi.sh to

bring out prominently tlie fact that there are in all

these epidemics exceptional cases complicated with
delirium (which is not a common symptom of the epi-

dimics I have seen) and characterizeii by excessively

high action. And here let me ask an important ques-
tion:—Did these inflammatory cases, which are so ex-
ceptional in the fevers of Mobile, characterize the pre-
dominant type of the writers above refeirod to ? The
results of bloodletting would seem to determine the
question in the affirmative. I will give a typical case
of the inflammatory type. During the epidemic in

Mobile of 1839, my friend Dr. William B. Crawford,
about thirty years of age, 5 feet 11 inches high,

weighing about 130 lbs., spare built, of nervous excit-

able temperament, very active intellect, and rather

free drinker, after a hard day's professional work went
to bed perfectly well about eleven o'clock, and while
fji-st asleep was aroused by a chill, muscular pains, and
violent pain in the forehead about two o'clock. At
five in the morning, three hours after the attack, I saw
and found him wildly and furiously delirious, face

flushed, eyes injected, pulse between 120 and 130. full

and incompressible, with the resistance of an apoplectic

pulse. All the symptoms called for bleeding. It re-

quired two men to hold him while I corded his arm
and opened a vein. I took a quart of blood without
producing any satisfactory inipression on the force of

the pulse. I then ordered thirty leeches to be applied

to the temples and epigastrium, the stomach being
irritable. The leeches bled well ; but still the pulse,

delirium, and fever were unabated, and he continued to

resist us with all his force. I next put him in a warm
bath; in fifteen minutes he fainted while in the bath.

was then taken out and laid on his bed, and when lie

recovered from the s3'ncope he looked around at us
like one waking from a dream. With an inquiring

look, he asked what was the meaning of all this ? His
pulse was quiet, his skin cool and perspiring, his mind
clear, and he asked and answered questions clearly. The
violence of the disease was broken by one decisive

blow, and ran its course out mildly, with little discom-
fort to him and without fijrther anxiety to me.

Dr. R. Lee Fearn, another of my person.al friends, h.nd

a similar attack, and was relieved by the lancet and
warm bath. He was about forty years of age, about 5 leet

8 inches, weighing 200 lbs., very nervous and excitable.
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He })ad also brain sj'mptoms, with stronjr pulse, and
would have died without bleeding. I could enumerate
other cases of this inflammatory type, but they are

few and far between in the fevers of Mobile, certainly

not more than three or four per cent.

A striking characteristic of yellow-fever is the clear-

ness of the intellect up to the very hour of death. It is

ushered in by a sUght chill, followed immediately by
reaction, accompanied by intense muscular pains

throughout body and limbs, and also violent pain in

the frontal region. These pains all subside within forty-

eight hours, together with the febrile excitement, leav-

ing the pulse about its normal standard of frequency.

The exceptional case.^ in which there was delirium were
those in which the vigorous action of the heart and
toleration of free bloodletting were witnessed. Such
cases, from the descriptions of tropical writers, formed
the predominant type of the diseases they treated,

and there can be no question that a large portion of

such cases may be cured by the lancet that would
prove fatal without it.

All the common-sense of the human race has not
been reserved for our generation. "When we go back
and read the graphic descriptions of fevers by the old

authors—feveis which tolerated bloodletting to an ex-
tent which yellow-fever has not for half a century in the

United States ami the tropics—can we come to any
other conclusion than that these fevers have not now
the sthenic type the}' formerly had ? We know that
measles, scarlet-fever, typhoid fever, malarial fevers,

and even pneumonias, do differ in type and in

fataUty in different years and places, and it is still a
question how long these atmospheric " constitutions"
may continue.

That bleeding, purging, and starving, I repeat, were
abused by our ancestors I freely admit ; but that we
are not now running to tlie other extreme I am by no
means sure. Over-feeding and over-stimulation are no
les5 fatal than excessive antiphlogistic treatment. I
have treated cases of typhoid fever where the patient
alisolutely required a bottle of brandy every twenty-
four hours, and I have treated others that would have
been killed by one-fourth that quantity; and yet it is a
common prac;ice to see stimulants and food forced
upon the system beyond its power of toleration. The
same remark applies to pneumonia and other inflamma-
tory diseases.

The subject of yellow-fever, Mr. President, is not one
of idle curiosity in the city of Xew York. This fear-
ful disease has knocked at our gates several times of
late years, and no man can assign a reason why, at no
distant day, it may not burst through the quarantine
and appear in our mitlst. On the fourteenth day of
last August yellow-fever appeared on Governors Is-
land in maUgnant form, and had it entered this city
might have cost fifty thousand lives in ninety days. It
is by far the most destructive of all epidemic diseases.
In Barcelona, in the early part of the present century,
it carried off one-third of the entire population, and
when it appears in an unacclimated population like
that of New York, there is no setting bounds to its

ravages.

I was requested by the Board of Health, last Septem-
ber, to visit Governor's Island and report on the tvpe of
disease, which I did with great interest. The disease
could not be mistaken by one famihar with it. I lound
the troops and employes on the island dying of genuine
yellow-fever, of the asthenic type I had been famihar
with at the South, and no physician of any school or
any age would have been so "mad as to bleed in this
type of disease. The pulse and all the symptoms
forbade bleeding, and if the lancet had been tried, the

murderous hand would have soon recoiled from its

work.
Ko one of my hearers is more conscious than myself

of the shortcomings of this lecture, both from want of

time and want of facts to illustrate the various points

toucVied upon. I will conclude by laying down the

following propositions, as showing the conclusions

towards which my mind has been drifting :

—

1st. All zymotic diseases, whether endemic or epi-

demic, vary in type in different years and different

places.

2d. Epidemic and endemic diseases produce a peculiar
" constitution " of atmosphere, or agency of some kind,

which influences all int-.-rcurrent diseases.

3d. Yellow-fever, the great endemic and epidemic of

the tropics and bordering countrie.s, affords a striking

example o( variuhiliiy of type. It sometimes assumes a

highly sthenic form, deminding active antiphlogistic

treatment ; at others it appears in the opposite extreme,

not only not tolerating depletion, but demanding stimu-

lants.

4th. In southern cities, like Mobile and New Orleans,

where yellow-fever is rarely absent more than two or

three years, there is reason to beheve that it leaves its

permanent impress upon the local malarial fevers. It

creates a peculiar atmospheric 'constitution," which
never dies out, and manifests its presence in the types

of the remittent fevers, even in the apparent absence

of yellow-fever.

5th. Xo disease varies more in type, or is more in-

fluenced by atmospheric " constitutions," than epidemic

pneumonia. Sometimes it is simple, at others malarial

or typhoid in type, and requiring corresponding modi-
fications in tre.itment ; at one time bearing depletion

well, at another requiring quinine, or tonics and diffusi-

ble stimulants,

6th. Statistics taken from large hospitals, where the

tendency of all disease is to asthenia, are not always
safe guiles in private practice, where the conditions

are widely different.

7th. In resaid to the indications for bloodletting, I

would lay down the following general rules: In cases

where blood accumulates in the right side of the heart

faster than it can escape, producing dyspnoea ;
in cases

of oedema or engorgement of the lungs, threatening

suffocation, and in cederaa of the brain or hemorrh^e
leading to ccma. In simple inflammatory diseases, in

certain idiopathic fever,-, and brain affections, where the

action of the hort is strong and the pulse above par,

bleeding, by removing the vis a tergo, will do good
service in relieving congestions, and in moderating or

arresting the progress of inflammation.

8. Our best-directed efforts may never reach any
satisfactory explanation of so-called atmospheric '' con-

stitutions;" but it is not unreasonable to indulge a

hope that the microscope may some day discover living

germs as causes of certain zymotic diseases, and if so

analogy would lead us to expect that such organisms

obey the same general laws in their geographical dis-

tribution, manner of propagation, &c., which govern
those forms which are now better known to us.

LoxDO.v IN' 1871.—The population of this great me-
tropolis is estimated for the middle of the year 1871, at

3,2.58,469. The city extends over 422 square miles

;

and on an average there are 2,6C9 persons to a square
mile.

The increas" of the population in the ten years,

1861-71, was 447.815. Not many cities in the world
have a population equal to this increase of the metropo-
lis of the British Empire in ten years.
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©rigiital Commumcatioirs.

THE OPERATIONS FOR VARICOCELE.

By J. II. TYNDALE, M.D.,

noL'SE srnGF.os, gkrmax hospitau n. y.

The various operations in vogue and practised for tlie

rrure of varicocele have for their object either the per-

manent occlusion or destruction of the oBending blood-

vessels, or more or less permanent support of the scro-

tum.

Before reviewing each operation in detail, and endea-

voring to point out their respective merits and defects,

and the utter futility of ali so-c:illed " operations for the

radical cure of varicocele," it will be well to call to mind
the e.xisting condition, as also to refer briefly tj the

anatomy of the parts in question.

Varicocele now signifies a dilatation and consequent

tortuosity of the veins of the spermatic cord, sometimes

accompanied by a like condition of the veins of the

scrotum. In former times the latter condition alone

was known as varicocele, while the former was denom-
inated circocele. The fact of its occurring in nearly all

casesontheleftside, has been variously a.scribed to three

causes :

—

First. The left spermatic vein empties into the left

renal, thus supporting a longer and heavier column of

blood than the right spermatic, which empties into the

inferior vena cava.

Second. The explanation offered by Dr. Brinton, of

Philadelphia, according to which the right spermatic

vein is supplied with a valve at its entrance into the

vena cava, whereas no arrangement of this sort is to be

found on the left side.

Third. The position of the sigmoid flexure to the left

of the median line, and the consequent pressure upon
the hemorrhoidal and spermatic plexuses when faeces

are present. The temporary relief of the distension of

ves.sels, and the accompanying pain afforded by an evac-

uation of the bowels, gives strength to this latter ex-

planation.

The spermatic veins for the nio.st part accompany the

spermatic artery immediately upon their exit from the

testicle. Several smaller ones, however, reach the

spermatic plexus by a circuitous route, first descending
at the posterior portion of the te?ticle and turning up-
wards, accompany the vas deferens, lying on the out-

side of the .same, a fact which I have frequently noticed

in dissections, and not without bearing in the consider-

ation of the various destructive operations. Moreover,
two or tiiree dimiimlive branches, arising from the in-

ferior portion of the testicle, accompany the spermatic
artery, but empty into the epigastric vein at the in-

ternal ab Jominal ring.

Passing to the operations themselves, those having
for their object the obliteration of vessels will fii st be
considered :—

•

1. Ligature of the veins of the spermatic cord, as

practised in ancient times by Celsus, and again recom-
mended by Delpech.

2. Excision of the parts included between the liga-

tures, a modification of the above by Petit, and now
mostly effected by the forafeur and including the skin

and dartos.

3. Subcutaneous hgature of the spermatic vt-ins, as

recommended by Velpeau, Fianc, Rieord, and others.

4. Compression by means of peculiar forceps, origin-

ally Brechet's, grasping the vein or veins, inclusive of

the scrotum, at various point.?, in order to cause occlu-

sion of the vessel by adhesion of the walls.

5. G-alvano-punctnre, strrngly recommended by
Schuh, Bertaui, and otliers.

The objection to all of the above methods i?, first, the

undisputed fact that they atl'ord but very temporary
relief, and their defects may be classified as follows:

—

Firstly. It is utterly impossible to obliterate all the

veins of the testicle and scrotum, or everi those of the

testicle alone. Even with the exercise of great care,

the comparatively large vein accompanying the vas

deferens (referred to above) is certain to be overlooked,

and when found (which when the scrotum is left intact

is an impossibility) cannot be excised or compressed

inithout including the vas deferens. Of this fact any sur-

geon can satisfy himself by careful dissection.

Secondly. As a consequence of the impossibility of

including all the veins, the remaining ones will dilate still

more, owing to the increased quantity of lilood forced

into them ; the weight of the column will find no sup-

port in the loo-e connective tissue surrounding the ves-

sels, and their tortuosity will become more pronounced
than that of the original varicocele.

Thirdly. If it were possible to obliterate all the

veins, the natural result would be the formation of a

thrombus in the spermatic artery, and atrophy or gan-

grene of the testes.

Fourthly. The danger of phlebitis is quite imminent
after the excision of any part of the cord.

G. Ligature of the internal spermatic artery, intro-

duced by Maunoir and recommended by Sir Charles

Hell, Araussat, and Jameson. This operation is open to

a very patent objection on anatomical grounds also.

There are two intern.'d spermatic arteries on each side,

which frequently divide into two or three branches im-

mediately below the external ring. Moreover, I find it

stated in several works on anatomy, that the internal

epigastric artery gives off an external .spermatic branch.

It, follows, therefore, that ligature of the internal sper-

matic will cause 7io change whatever in the existing con-

dition.

7. Opening of several veins with the lancet, credited

to Sel., is a mere phlebotomy, productive of no re-

sults.

8. The appl'cation of caustics for the purpose of ob-

literation, sueh as the red-hot iron and mineral caus-

tics. This is an ancient method, but has been revived

hy Schuh, Bertani, and Milani. Aside from the great

danger of subsequent phlebitis, it is to be remembered
that cauterization is applicable only to veins of the

scrotum, not only not relieving but augmenting the

varicosity of the internal veins.

9. Davat's method by the introduction of needles,

and Fricke's, that of a thread passed through the body
of the vessel, in order to cause adhesive inflammation.

Phlebitis is more to be dreaded after this operation than

any other, not to mention again the impossibUity of

singling out each individual vein.

Another class of operations which commend them-

selves to our notice, are those calculated to give more
or less permanent support to the scrotum. The most

important of these are :

—

1. Excision of a redundant portion of the scrotum,

as practised by Sir Astley Cooper, who intended the

cicatrix formed to act as a permanent suspensory.

Since the scrotum and adjoining skin and connective

tis.sue will admit of very considerable stretching, the

remaining portion will in a short time regain the origi-

nal length, as I have had occasion to observe in several

cases.

2. Invagination of the scrotum into the inguinal canal

with a view to adhesive inflammation and retraction of

the scrotum. This is es.sentially the same proceeding

as those practised for the radical cure of hernia, and
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known respectively as Gerdy"s and Wutzer's methods,
•svith the acknowledged result of a return of the invagi-

nated scrolum (no adhesive inflammation being accom-
plished in tlie inguinal canal), on tlie one hand, and the

natural elongation of the remaining portion of scrotum
in a short while on the other.

3. The winding-up suboutaneously of the veins by
means of silver "A'ires, as described by Vidal de Cassis,

is based upon the falje presumption that the chief cause
of varicocele is to be found in the length of the spermatic

veins. Moreover, it is more corophcated and painful

than other methods of pressure, and presents no ad-

vantage over them.
4. Other metliods of supporting the scrotum and

exercising pressure upon the veins are Wormald's of

wearing a silver ring to support the scrotum during the

day, and Thompson's " braoherium" for tlie same pur-

pose.

The objectionable features of these methods of sup-

port are not to be found in the principle, but in its ap-

plication. Since none of the operations for the radical

cure of varicocele promise anything but temporary re-

lief, the methods tending to permanently jxilUate the

evil are to be preferred. But the application of support
in the various ways spoken of is inadequate. Eefer-
ring again to the cause of varicocele, it will be found
that the chief hindraners to free circulation are:— 1st.

The existence of the spermatic plexus, pressed upon
by the accumulation of ilecesin the sigmoid flexure and
aggravated by constipation. 2d. The absence of a

valve on the left side. 3d. The emptying of a part of

the veins of the testicle into the epigastric vein at

the internal abdominal ring. This anatomical fact

alone will deijionslrate, that support of the sci'Otum
will not accomplish the desired object.

In view of all the facts mentioned, we are justified in

making the following deductions:

—

First. The operations for the obliteration of the sper-

matic vessels aflbrd but very temporary relief. In the
few successful cases on record of subcutaneous ligature,

the history of the case would doubtless show that only
one vein was involved

; hence the cure.

Second. Of the methods now in vogue, those at-

tempting a support of the parts affected are alone ad-
missible.

Third. The cause of varicocele being ascribable not
to the veins of the scrotum, but to the pressure upon
the spermatic' plexus, the absence of a valve, and the
emptying of several vessels into the epigastric vein at

the internal abdominal ring, the indication is to apply
the support in the neighborhood of, or immediately at,

the external abdominal ring.

Fourth. Any method of support (as by Evans' truss)

at or near the external ring, aided perhaps by proper
support of the scrotum and contents, is the only rational

treatment for varicocele.

FEACTUEE OF SUEGICAL
HUMEEUS.

NECK OF

A CASE VMTH SUGGESTIONS OF TREATJIENT.

By J. W. GROSVENOR, M.D.,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.

R. P., a gjirlaged 12 years, on Oct. 22, 1SG9, fell fiora

a tree a distance of ttn or twelve feet, stiiking on her
right shoulder. Examination disclosed an oblique frac-

ture of surgical neck of tight humerus, the direction of
the frac'ure being downward and backward. The upper
end of the lower li-.-igmcnt, sharp and prominent, could
be easily detected above the coracoid process. The
lower fragment was reduced to its normal position by a

moderate force of extension. Exten.=ion being removed,
it slid back towards, though not so far as, its former po-

sition.

Dressings consisted of a roller bandage, pasteboard
splint, and sling fcr the forearm. The splint was wide
enough to surround the arm, and the upper end was
hollowed out sufficiently to make two long horns. It

was placed under the arm, pressed up firmly into the

axilla, and the two horns made to cross each other over

the shoulder and press upon the upper end of the lower
fragment. The splint was kept in position by a roller

bandage, which p.nssed also arcund the body. At the

end of one week dressings were removed. The upper
end of the lower fragment was found quite prominent.

The frajiments being readjusted, a Welch's woodtn
shoulder splint was substituted for the extemporized
pasteboard one. At the end of the second week the

prominence of the upper end of the lower fragment

continued. The lower fragment when drawn down
into its normal position would slide upwaid into its

former situation. A weight was then attached to the

lower fragment by means of adhesive plaster, and a

cord passing over a pulley, according to Buck's method
for fractured femur. Ordered the patient to be kept
constantly in bed. At the end of the third week union

had occurred, with a prominence of upper end of lower

fragment. Contiaiy to orders, the patient had been al-

lowed to leave her bed every day during the third week.
On the thirtieth day after the accident movements of

the arm were nearly normal, and the same prominence
mentioned heretofoie continued. Five weeks after the

accident measurement showed a shortening of one-half

an inch. The patient at that time had almost complete

control over all normal movements of the arm.

After reflecting upon the treatment of this case, I

caused to be made a straight wooden splint, to be used

in similar cases at a future lime. The upper end was
hollowed out and padded to fit the axilla

;
the lower

end extending below the elbow was furnished with a

screw, for the purpose of lengthening and shortening

the splint at pleasure. The objects of the splint thus

constructed were to produce exte sion and counter-

extension, the former at the low'er end of the splint,

the latter at the axilla.

After hearing oljections to my splint from some
medical friends, I concluded that any splint which de-

pended upon the axilla, at a point at which to make
counter-extension, would defeat the object for which
the counter-extension would be made. This results

from the relation which the point of fracture bears to

the points of attachnent of a few muscles in its im-

media'e vicinity. Three muscles, pectoralis major, la-

tissimus dorsi, and teres major, are inserted into the

bicipital groove immediately Mow this fracture ; hence,

any force in the axilla pressing these muscles upward
will also carry upward the lower fragment to which
they are attached ; whereas the upper fragment, not
the lower one, sliould he carried upward.

I can think of no apparatus so well adapted to draw
the fractured surfaces into normal apposition, and retain

them there, as the weight and pulley recommended by
Dr, Buck for fractures of the thigh. The weight at-

tached to the lower fragment, and passing over a pulley

at the foot of the bed, would act as an extending force
;

for counter-extension acting on the upper fragment,

strong and wide strips of adhesive plaster could be ap-

plied to the back and chest, and then fastened to some
firm support at the head of the bed. Of course it

would be absolutely necessary for the patient to remain
constantly confined to the I ed. A disobedience of ad-

vice in this regard on the part of my patient rendered

this treatment fu:ile in her case.
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I have never seen thi-? method of treatment pro-

posed for difl'icalt ca^es of Fiacture of Surgical Neck
of Humerus, but, should another case as obstinate a':

the one detailed above occur in my practice, I should
not he=itate to use this method, although unsanctioned

\

by authority.

REPORT OF NINETEEN CASES OF LITHO-
TOJIY.

By henry S. VFEST, M.D.,

PIIVSICI.VX OF THE AMKRICAS BOARD OF COMXnSSIONERS FOR FOR-
EIGN MISSIONS, SIVAS, TURKEY.

These cases have occurred in my practice since my last

report in your Journal, making in all eighty-eight.

Of these nineteen patients, si.vteen were from three
tT ten year.^ of age, and the remaining three from
seventeen to twenty.

Fourteen operations were lateral, five median.
Fifteen of the stones removed were lithic, two ox-

alic, two phospliatio, and one mixed, the central portion
being lithic, and the cortical, which was the main por-
tion, being phosphatio.

All the patients recovered but one, a child five years
of age, of feeble health, on whom at first I declined to

operate, hoping for improvement by deferring the

operation. This was found to be impracticable. The
child bore the operation well, went to sleep after-

wards under the influence of an anodj-ne, and died the
following night in a stupor. The urine was full of
phosphatio deposit and alkidine. The stone, which
was phosphatio, weighed nearly four drachms.
Another case had been operated upon the year be-

fore by a surgeon who had had some experience in

lithotomy; but in thi-; instance failed after his incisions

to find the stone. Some days before I operated I

sounded this patient and (ailed to find the stone. The
day of the operation I detected it by a second sound-
ing. On introducing the staff for the operation, I again
missed it. After carefrl search I withdrew the staff,

introduced a smaller one, which at once struck the
stone, and keeping the point upon it I proceeded with
the operation, and removed a stone weighing about
three drachms.

I think in this case there must have been a pocket
made by a fold of the bladder into which, at times, the
stone slipped. Had I not kept the staff upon it, I

ndght have failed to find it.

Another case deserves especial notice. The patient,
who was a boy ten years of age, and had suffered
much for ei-ht year?, iiad been Ion? in tiie habit, dur-
ing defecation, of introducing hU finger into the rec-
tum and pressing the stone upwards and forwards as
the only means of obtaining relief

In sounding I was obliged to resort to the same
procedure to bring the stone in contact with the in-

strument.

From this patient I removed, first, an oxalic stone,

which was lodged in a sort of pouch in the base of the
bladder and ensheathed in a coat of mucus, which had
become a membranous covering. I then removed a
second smaller stone, which was lithic. The weight
of the two was nearly three drachms.

Oxalic stones are .«aid to be always solitary. This is

a unique case, so far as I know, in this respect. The
ensheathed condition of the oxalic stone probably ad-

mitted of the formation of the second.

Another case is worthy of note from the fact that it

was the second operation by myself on the same
patient. Three 3'ears before I had removed a stone

weighing a drachm. The child was well for a year.

For two years before the last operation he had been
a great sufferer, and was so reduced as to require medi-
cal treatment for a month preliminary to the opera*

tion.

The second stone wa-s rough, and weighed five

drachms. They were both lithic. It is now about eigh-

teen months since the second operation, and thus far he

has been well.

I will add a brief record from my notes of a case

of what has been termed spontaneous lithotomy, which
it^U under mv care.

SiVAS, Ju"ly ISth, 1S69.—Was called to see an
American, aged fifty-five years, suffering from a very
painful tumor in the perineum, which had first appear-

ed three or four months before, and had confined him
to the bed for some weeks. Has suffered from dysuria

for the past three or four years.

On careful examination I lound the tumor to be
caused by a stone, which by exciting ulceration had
worked its way out of the bladder, and was near the

integument. I proposed to remove it the next day.

20th.—On the night after my visit the integument
had given way, dislodging the stone into the bed of

the patient.

Aug. 24th,—This patient brought the stone to me
to-day. It was lithic, and weighed one ounce. He is

suffering from valvular disease of the heart, and is

dropsical.

This man's occupation kept him cmstantly ori horse-

back, which may have been the exciting cause of the

ulcerative process by which nature achieved this rare

delivery.

Ucports of ijospitaU

CHARITY HOSPITAL, N. Y.

carbolic acid for vesereal vegetations (cacli-

flowek).

Br EUGENE BOISE, M,D.

ITaving tried carbolic acid, locally applied, in the treat-

ment of venereal vegetations of the cauliflower varielj',

I have been led to publish the results in a few of the

cases.

Whether it po?.sesses any great advantages over other

modes of treatment I will not attempt to alfirni ; but in

no case in which it has been thoroughly applied have I

known it to prove other than satisfactory.

In the first and third cases recorded below, a mix-

ture of camphor grs, xv. to carbolic acid | j. was used
;

but the pure liquid acid acts more efficiently, and witli

little or no more p.iin. When applied, it seems quickly

to penetrate through the entire .substance of the vege-

tation, which shrinks in size and becomes white. Af-

ter one or more applications the vegetations fall off,

leaving no ulcer remaining.

Some of its principal advantages are:— I. The acid

may be applied in a liquid state by means of a camel's-

hair brusli ; If, It docs not appear to have any tfn-

dency to spread beyond the point of application ;
III.

It causes no perceptible inflammation of the surround-

ing tissues ifcarefully applied
;
IV. It causes very liltle

pain, and finally, V. It seems to be effectual ; the vege-

t,'itions disappearing, and, as far as ray observation has

extended, not reappearing.

The number of applications necessary varies, of

course, with the size of the vegetations. I have never
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used it in those of large size, preferring to treat such

by absoi?sion, followed by tlie actual cautery.

Case I.—G. B., male, ast. 36, S. Eng., adnvtted to

Hospital Nov. 17, 1870.

Patient gave no history or evidence of syphilid, but

stated that he had "warts "under the fore.-^kin of liis

penis. On examination, I found the prepuce drawn
forward over the glans, and tlie parts somewhat swol-

len, so that the prepuce could not be retracted. Order-

ed cleanliness and emollient applications. After three

days the swelling subsided, and the prepuce could be

retracted, but wiih difficulty. Surrounding the glans at

the corona wa.s a group of vegetations raised from the

surface from 4 to J of an inch.

Applied for a few days tinct. thuja, but with no ap-

preciable result. Then I applied by means of a camel's-

hair brush

—

Ty. Camfihor grs. xv.

Acid c:irbol 3 j.

M. Heat to deliquescence.

This was applied thoroughly to the surface of the

vegetations in the morning, and once more at night.

Next morning, part of them were gone, and the prepuce

could be quite easily retracted.

Made one more application, and after twenty-four

hours the vegetations were gone, leaving only slight

traces of two or three, and no traces of inflammation.

Nov. 29. Patient discharged well.

Case II.—E. H., male, ret. 18, S. U. S. Admitted to

Hospital, Jan. 3, 1871.

On admission showed several large vegetations on

glans penis and inner surface of prepuce. Applied the

actual cautery and destroyed them. After the con-

sequent inflammation had subsided numerous smaller

ones were seen. To these was applied pure liquid

carbolic acid. In forty-eight hours they were entirely

gone, leaving the surrounding tissues unaffected. Diy-

charged, Feb. IG, cured.

Case III.—Wm. S., male, set. 28, S. U. S. Admitted
to Hospital, Feb. 8, 1871.

Had several vegetations of various sizes around glans

penis.

Immediately applied the mixture of caibolic acid

and camphor. One application caused the disappear-

ance of only part of them, but the second application,

made after an interval of three days, proved entirely

successful.

Feb. 15. Discharged cured.

Cask IV.—J. B., mnle, ajt. 20, S. Scotland. Admit-
ted to Hospital, Feb. 22, 1871.

Patient had vegetations around glans penis, unaccom-
panied by any other venereal disease. Were from i
to J incii in size. Soon after admission, pure liquid

carbolic acid was thoroughly applied, causing the disap-

pearance of nearly all.

A second application removed them entirely, and
caused tio consequent inflammation.

March 12. Discharged well.

Saw the patient two months after date of discharge.

No reappearance of the vegetations.

|)roc|rcss of iHctiical Science.

Graefe's " Peripheric Linear Extraction."—In
an interesting article on " The Modern Operation for

Cataract," by Haskett Derby, M.D., Boston, Ma.ss.

(Boston Med. and Sunj. Jijunial), a full description of

the " Peripheric Linear Extraction " in senile cataract,

devised by the late Prof. Von Graefe, is noted ; also,

the importance of the after-treatment.

Dr. Derby says that too much stress cannot be laid

on the importance of a good night's sleep following the

opera'ion. It is well to give the patient a dose of cas-

tor-oil the day before, the effect of subsequent narcotics

being thereby rendered more uniform as well as sure.

The evening of the operation chloral may be adminis-

tered, care being taken that a German preparation, by
preference Liebreich's, be used. The best veliiide for its

administration is the syrnp of allspice, syrupns pimentse.

Graefe was in the habit of giving from 72 to 9G grains at

a dose in ordinary cases; while wiih people of intem-
perate habits he found at least two drachnjs necessary.

Should the first dose prove ineffectual, he would give

to the former class twenty-four, to the latter forty-eight

grains more, four hours later. If injections of morphine
had already been made to relieve local pain (from one-

sixth to one-fifth of a grain in amount) with good
effect, except as far as inducing sleep was concerned, he

would give onlinary patients f.'rty-eight grains, drink-

ers from seventy-two to ninety-six grains of chloral in

addition.

An analysis of sixty-one cases of cataract, operated

on by the method of Graefe, will appear in a future

number of the Boston Journal.

A Disinfecting Solution.—Dr. Frank Wells, Cleve-

land, Ohio (Boston Med. and Stiri/. Journal)^ late Master
of Obstetrics of the University of A^ienna, gives the

following formula for a disinfecting solution, used by all

students and surgeons in the Vienna Hospital, who
have examined any patient with a djubtful vaginal

discharge :

—

R. Potass, hypermag., 3ss; aquse desli!lata3, lb. ij.

M. The following solution is required to remove the

stains of potash :—5. Acidi muriatici, 3 vj. ;
aquae des-

tillatffi, lb. xiv. M.

Craniotomy.—^Melvin Ehorer, M.D., of Louisville,

Ky., the Vienna correspondent of the Ameriam Prac-

titioner, writes that he witnessed three interesting cases

of craniotomy occurring in the clinique of Prof. C.

Br.um, at Vienna. The instruments used by Prof.

Braun in these operations were the curved trepan,

cephalotribe, and cranioclast, the latter a modification

of Simpson's instrument. In all the cases, perforation

of the head with the curved trepan preceded the ex-

traction ; and this instrument has been used by Prof.

Braun for this purpose for the last twenty years.

Carbolic Acid in Intermittent Fever.—Dr. Freu-

lioh, of Mehiik (American Practitioner), recommends
this remedy in the treatment of obstinate intermittent

fever, and especially in those cases where quinine has

been unsuccesslully tried. He reports eight cases, and
the results in all were satisfactory. In six eases a

three-grain dose of carbolic acid was sufficient; in one
case six grains ; and in a particularly obstinate case nine

grains were given. In none of the eight cases has the

paroxysm returned, and the remedy has had no injurious

afier-eflects. The carbolic acid was administered in

about the following form :—5. Infusion gentian, 3 iv
;

carbolic acid, gr. iij ; simple syrup, 3!. Signa : Take
a tablespoonful three times daily. Dr. Melvin Rhorer,

of Louisville, Ky., the translator of the author's paper,

states that from the above-mentioned facts we may
learn the following :—1st. Carbo'ic acid is a remedy for

intermittent fever notwithstanding the length of time the

patient has labored under the disease, and also in those

cases which pi-oved refractory to treatment with quinine.

2d. It requires only such doses to secure this result as

are by no means dangerous or injurious. 3d. The ne-

cessary doses which have effected the cures amount, on
an average, to four and a half grains. Th's remedy
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may be partipularty recommended to the dispensary

practice, as it is about ten times cheaper than quinine.

4th. The succefs of the carbolic acid justifies the con-

clusion that the specific action of quinine in intermittent

fever is also an anti-parasitic. 5lh. And finally, it sup-

ports the supposition that all malarial fevers are due to

a parasitic poisoning of the blood.

Overstrain of the Heart.—In an interesting clini-

cal lecture on " Overstrain of the Heart, the conse-

quence of physical exertion," by T. Clifl^ord Allbut,

M.D. (Med. Times and Gazette), stress is laid upon digi-

talis as one of the chief means of encouraging com-
pensatory hypertrophy, and by means of nutritious

diet (nitrogenous, Parkes), iron, and rest, a good deal

may be done in the way of comforting these sufferers,

if not to enable them to return to some light occupa-

tion.

Aperients in Eczema.—Dr. J. L. Nilton, Surg, to

St. Jolin's Hospital for Skin Diseases (^fed. Press and
Circ), says that of all the aperients in Eczema, those

containing magnesia seem to answer be.*t. Henry's
calcined magnesia is an excellent preparation ; a tea-

spoonful taken in milk before breakfast will produce an
action on the bowels whichfew other agents can effect.

If the patient happens to be suffering from acidity, the

beneficial action of the remedy is twofold. The efficacy

of calcined magnesia is, however, very decidedly in-

creased by the addition of a drug which is as unpleas-

ant as it is valuable—the sulphate of magnesia.

The Chemical N.^tcre of Tannic Acid.—Dr. Hugo
Schiff (Journ. Applied Chemisti-y) recently presented

to the Chemical Society of Berlin a paper upon the

properties and composition of tannic acid, and brought
forward some novel features. The subject of the true

nature of tannic acid has occupied chemists for a long

time. It is evident that crude tannic acid contains glu-

cose, and that this is not an accidental mixture. Some
chemists class tannin among the sugars, while others

deny its claim to such a position, and hence the ques-
tion, " What is the true nature of tannic acid ? " still

remains unsolved. Dr. Schiff thinks he has settled the

point, by removing all the sugar, then transforming the

tannin into gallic acid, and afterward reconverting it

into tannic acid. He says that tannic acid is the an-
hydrous alcohol of gallic acid, and that the least puri-

fied tannic acid is the best. If we know the true

chemical nature of tannic acid, some method may be de-

vised of preventing this change into gallic acid, and thus
be enabled to make extracts of bark in the forests that

will bear transportation and preservation any length
of time ; hence the value of the purely theoretical

observations of this author.

To Remove Xitrate or Silver Stains from Cloth.
—Nitrate of silver stains are most effectually removed
from white cotton or linen cloth, by applying to it a

dilute solution of permanganate of potash and hydro-
chloric acid, which is to be followed by washing with
hypophosphite of soda and plain water. This process
renders the use of the highly poisonous cyanide of po-
tassium unnecessary.

—

Journ. of Applied Chemistry.

Poisoning bt Nitr.\te of Silver.—Dr. Ernest Hart,
of London (British Med. Journal), says that milk is an
excellent antidote to nitrate of silver, in virtue of its

large proportion of suspended albumen. He uses it in

lieu of salt and water, for neutralizing the excessive
effects of even the mitigated caustic, when employing
it locally on the mucous membrane of the eyelids.

Pelvic Abscess Eesclting from Gonorrh(ea.—
Dr. W. H. Lathrop, Detroit, Mich. ( Western Medical

Advance), publishes a case of this character, occurring

in a married lady about 22 years of a;;e. In the treat-

ment, great benefit was derived from the use of clJoral.

It was given in doses of from 10 to 15 grains. The
local application of carbolated oil was attended with
great relief to the external parts which were the seat

of great inflammation, and were very sensitive to the

touch.

Bleeding from the Ear as a Sign of FRAcrrRED
Base of the Skcll,—Mr. Rivington, of the London

1 Hospital (Med. Press, and Circ), states that several

j
cases of bleeding from the ear after falls and blows on
the head have been recently in the hospital, and illus-

trate the fact that little reliance can be placed on this

symptom as a sign of fractured base of the skull, unless

it be contended that fractures of a limited nature take

place, implicating little more than the petrous portion

of the temporal bone. The bleeding in these cases is

sometimes profuse, and great difficulty exists in ascer-

taining its exact source.

The Estimation of Scoar in Diabetic UniNE.—Dr.

Meymott Tidj', of London (Med. Pre.is and Circ), pro-

poses, for estimating sugar, Vogel's method : A potash
solution, containing one grain of potash to every sep-

tem (7 gr.) of water, having been made, take ten sep-

tems of the urine, add ten septems of the solution
; boil

for one minute, dilute with distilled water in a 4-oz.

vial, similar to those used for the test solutions, and
then compare with the test solutions labelled as con-

taining known quantities, until the exact tint is found.

The small quaniiiy of urine employed does not color

the water so as to interfere with the test. If any pre-

cipitate is produced by boiling, it must be filtered. If

tiic tint is more than that indicated by a two-grain
standard bottle, it must be halved and dduted.

Dr. Tidy proposes to get rid of the trouble of the

standard solulions by using gelatine colored of different

tints as standards for comparison.

Impotence.—William Acton, M.R.C.S., inhisworkon
" The Functions and Disorders of the Reproductive Or-
gans in Childhood, Youth, &c.," speaks wiih some favor

of cantharides and of phosphoric acid in the treatment
of impotence. Strychnia, also, he considers to be a good
tonic, and he much approves of electricity, occasionally,

applied under the direction of a medical man. Bands
worn promiscuously round the neck, etc., are worse
than useless : they are often injurious.

Cauterization of the Urethra.—Wm. Acton, M.R.
C.S. (Functions and Disorders of the Reproductive Or-
ijans), thus performs cauterization of the urethra : He
employs a syringe made of stout glass, and with it in-

jects a ten-grain-to-the-ounce solution of nitrate of sil-

ver. The instrument is passed down the urethra, the

patient standing against the wall. Within half an hour
the patient may return home. Relapses do not often

take place after this treatment, and he never employs
any other plan. His instrument is obtainable at Fer-

gusson's, Giltspur street, London. Tea, coffee, and
tobacco, he looks on as so many poisons for persons

suffering from nervous depression from emissions. In
his work, Mr. Acton quotes from a letter of the late

Sir B. Brodie to a patient who consulted him, "You
must not expect to be free from nocturnal emissions

until you are married," without any comments.

Thermal Baths of High Temperature.—Prof. J. L.

Cabell, of the University of Virginia (Rich, and Louis-

ville Med. Journal), refers to the statement ofDr. k. Kess-

ler, in the N. Y. Med. Journal, that baths of tempera-

ture above 100' Fahr. often injure the treatment of
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rheumatic and arthiitic affections by checking the dis-

cbarKes from the kidneys and alimentary canal,'' and

i-tates that at the Hot Springs of Virginia rheumatic

and arthritic cases are treated annually with tlie best

results, by the hot spout chiefly,and some by the alter-

nate use of spout and immersion baths of 106° Fahr.

He also states that the statement that the "boiler

bath" (106= Fahr.) could injure the treatment of rheu-

matic affections, or do harm to any except a few special

classes of cases, would excite a smile of incredulity at

the Hot Springs, when the residents and liabituis have

seen so many invalids take this bath daily for four or

five weeks, or longer, not only without injury, but

wiih marked and wonderful benefit.

It would be well to prohibit its employment in the

case of persons liable to either cerebral or pulmonary

congestions, or afflicted with cardiac trouble, and in

any case to recommend it to be used with great pre-

cautions, under the supervision of a medical adviser.

Change of Life is He.alth and Disease.—The re-

viewer of Dr. Tilt's work on " Change of Life in Health

and Disease" (^-Im. Pmctitiotier) rekrs to the gangli-

onic system as a very common seat of those nervous

affections which are incident to the change of life. In

500 women treated by Dr. Tilt for various affections at

tliis period of lili^, this system bore the onus of the

disease in 406 instance?, in the greater number taking

the form of epigastric faintness and sinking. The

brain rarely escapes disorder in women who suffer at

the changt- of life. In .500 women treated by Dr. Tilt,

nervous debility was encountered 459 timts, headache

in 208, and various other symptoms of brain disturb-

ance 594 times; or, in other words, 500 women di-

vided 1,261 forms of cere'oral disease. In his thirty-

first table he gives the proportion of cases in which the

gastro-intestinal organs were affected, and shows that

they were in the proportion of 354 to 500. The ob-

stinacy of the bUiary symptoms was the chief feature

in many of the casts.

Dr. Trlt asserts that debihty underlies chlorosis, pal-

pitations, and hysterical asthma. The remedies are

sedatives, alkalies, diaphoretics, and, above all, tonics.

He cannot sufficiently praise the utility of sedatives

applied at the pit of the stomach. Belladonna or opium,

oratropia very cautiously, or chloroform, may be rubbed

over the epigastrium or used in the form of a plaster.

Opium, hyoscyamu?, laurel-water, or some other ano-

dyne, is demanded internally, and respect must be con-

stantly had to the state' of the bowels.

Pregnancy without Menstrd.\tiox.—Dr. James
Young (Edinhiirijh Med. Journal) lately read to the

Obstetrical Society of Edinburgh somestatistic=, show-
ing how fiequently pregnancy had occurred where the

woman had never menstruated more than once or twice

during ten or twelve years, and when six or eight chil-

dren had been born. Dr. Pridie said he had attended

a girl in her first confinement who was fifteen years of

age, and had never menstruated ; and he knew of a

lady who had been married for twelve years, had seven

children, and had only been seven or eight times un-

well.

Carbolic Acid in Vasculau Kkr.^titis.—Dr. C.

. Hixon {Chicago Med. Examiner) lias successfully treated

a ca?e of vascular keratitis in a female aged twenty-

three years, of delicate frame and rheumatic diathesis,

by applying locally, for three weeks, two drops of a

solution of carbolic acid in glyccine, of the strength of

sixty grains to the ounce of glycerine. This he had
frequently used before in ulcers of the cornea that were
indolent and very painful, and with the very best effect.

He believes this practice originated with Dr. 'Williams,

of Cincinnati.

The genera! treatment consisted of iron, nitric acid,

and quinia; and to meet the rheumatic elemeni in the

case the following formula was used:— g. Vin. colch.

sem., ext. phytolac. aa f 3 ijss. ; tr. stramonium, f 3 j.

;

tr. aconit. ibl., f 3 ss. Sig. : A teaspoonful three limes

daily. He reports this case, believing it to be the fir-st

case where carbolic acid has been used in the treatment

of vascular keratitis.

Management of Acute Dysentery.— Dr. N. S. Davis,

Chicago, III. {Cliicayo Med. Examiner), recommends the

subjoined treatment in acute dysenter-y :— g. 01. tere-

binth, tinct. opium, acacia, sacch. alb., aqua mentha,
aa 3 iij. M. One teaspoonful every four houi.s. And
a Solution of carbolic, as follows:— B. Carbolic acid,

cryst. gr. vj. ; tinct. opii camph., |iss; gUcerine,

3 ss; water, 3 rj. M. One teaspoonliil every four hours,

alternately with the emulsion.

Bromides in the Su.mmer Complaints or Cuilpren—
Dr. F. G. Williams, of Watertown, Wis., writes to the

Chicago ifedical Examiner that he has as much confi-

dence in the use of bromide of potassium in the sum-
mer complaints of children as Dr. Caro, of 'Sew York,
who has long advocated its use. At first Dr. W. used
the bromide alone in simple solution, gr. sx. to gr. xxx.
to tire 3 j. Now he is in the habit of using syrp. rhu-
barb as a menstruum. IJ- Syrp. rhubarb, 3 ij, potass,

brom., 3 ij. M. S. gtt. x. to xx. every one, two, or

three hours. If there is much pain or restlessness,

from one-half to one grain mor|ili. sulph. is added.

One of the most reliable stimulants is this :— IJ . Hoff-

man's anodyn. paregoric, tinct. camphor, aa 3 ij. Dose
—from 3jto 3 iij, moderately diluted.

When the case proves rebellious, the vomiting and
purging resisting the treatment just described, the
following formula i.s a valuable auxiliary stimulant:

—

g. Tinct. lavend. comp. ; tinct. cantharid., aa 3 iij
;

tinct. nuc. vomic. (alcohol), 3ijss; diospyros virgin,

(fruct. immat.) 3 iijss
;

tinct. capsic, 3 irj ; tinct. opii

(laudanum), 3 iss ; tinct. rhubar b. Dose—from half an
ounce to one and a half, mixed with a small quantity of

water.

Chorea.—Dr. A. J. Gupton, Kew Providence, Tenn.
(XashriUe Journ. Med. and Surgery), reports a case of

obstinate chorea in a woman, when four months enceinle,

who was relieved by the following treatment :—B • Que-
vennes iron, gr. xxiv; extr. hyoscyamus, gr. xij ; extr.

cannab. indica, gr. vj. Ft. mass, and divide into 12

pills. S—one three times a day. This treatment was
continued for thirty days, at the end of which she was
entirely well. She went her full lerni, and was deliv-

ered of a sound, healthy child of 04 lbs. Her general

health kept good, with no symptoms of returning

chorea until the next year, when being again pregnant,

of about the same length of time, slie was suddenly
seized with chorea again. He was firmly persuaded
that the exciting cause of the first attack was the
gravid uterus. Another coming on just at the same
time in pregnancy, convinced him that his conjectures

were correct. He therefore reasoned that the nerves
which supply the uterus were excited by the growth of

that organ, and, consequently, took on inordinate ac-

tion, producing unusual activity in the sympathetic
system, thus involving the brain and the whole nervous
tissue, and chorea was the result.

He put her upon the treatment as before, with the

addition of strychnia. On the fifteenth day of her

treatment she went home nearly well. The treatment

was ordered to be continued for thirty days longer.
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Atheroma ly the Akteries.—Dr. Mozon (Guy's I

Hospital Reports) shows, that what is called atheroma
of the arteries is sub-inflammation of various degrees,

|

of which the lower degrees end in fatty degeneration

of the coals, along with the inflammatory products, and
that the determining cause of the occurrence of this

change is mechanical strain. This, he considers, by no
means interferes with any belief that a general altered

condition in gout, syphilis, etc.. may lay the coats of

the vessels more open to suflfer fiom the said strain,

and he is disposed to think, though no one has yet

shown it to be true, that they do so.

The Properties of Horse-Mist.—Dr. W. C. Buck-
ley states that the oil of this variety of mint is a

powerful rubefacient. During the prevalence of the

epidemic typhus in Philadelphia, which occurred

several years a^o. Dr. E. A. Atlee was much pleased

with the effects of the oil. applied in the form of a

liniment, in the treatment of that malady. His formula
was as follows: IJ. Oil of horse-mint, 3 ss; tincture of

camphor, 3 ij : laudanum, 3 ij. M. During the sinking

stage, the arms, legs, and breast were bathed, and,

sliortly, a comfortable glow succeeded.

TTPHo-MAL.tRiAL Fever.—Dr. D. W. Hand, of St.

Paul Minn. (XortliKesitrn Med. Jk Surg. Journal), re-

gards the fever which has been so prevalent in St. Paul,

during the past six months, of a typho-malarial charac-

ter. The fatality was not great, although the epidemic

was widespread. In his own practice he states that

be saw at least 100 cases, with only three deaths. It

was found that quinine, as an anti-periodic, was use-

less; as a tonic and stimulant, however, it was useful

;

and the treatment found best adapted to most of these

cases was quinine, one grain twice daily ; dilute hy-
drochloric acid, ten to twenty drops every four to six

hours; wicb an opiate at night to produce sleep and
control the di.irrhces. Tiie necessity of keeping up nu-

trition by milk, beef t<~a, oatmeal or flour gruel, etc.,

was insisted on, and wa; an important part of the treat-

ment. Stimulants were rarely required.

Amaurosis Absolcte from Intra-Cerebral Toior.
—A case of this character, occurring in a youth aged
seventeen years, who early contracted the habit of mas-
turbation, is published by Prof. J. F. Noyes, of Detroit,

Mich., in the Detroit Review of Medicine and Pharmactj.

At the autopsy, five hours after death, on cutting away
a very thin slice of brain, a large tumor was discovered,

directly over and resting upon and springing from
the right lateral ventricle. The tumor was easily enu-

cleated with the finger, the brain substance immediately
around it being softened to the consistency of thick

cream. The tumor w.is darker than gray substance,

and quite vascular. It measured four inches in diame-
ter, and weighed five Troy ounces. His mother died

of cancer.

Examisatioss for Life Insitrasce.—Dr. S. M. Bemiss,

of New Orleans, La. {Am. Practitioner), publishes a

unique cas? of sudden death of an applicant for hfe in-

surance. The patient, aged 61, was examined three

days before his death, and in a letter to the home office

of the St. Louis Mutual Life Insurance Co., Dr. Bemiss
wrote that he had discovered an abnormal sound ac-

companying the heart's systole. It was very distinct

over the apex and upward over the uncovered portion

ofthe heart. The murmur was somewhat rough in char-

acter. The lesion was thought to be a mere roughening
of the endocardial surface, without valvular insufficiency.

The applicant retired at night to his state-room on
[

board the steamship, while at sea, and not making his
j

appearance in the morning, his friend found that he

was dead. No post-mortem was made, and the body
was buried at sea.

Dr. Bemiss believes that the following conclusions

appear to him to be fairly deducible: First, that innccu-

ous and tolerated cardiac muimurs cannot be discrim-

inated from those which are mischievous and danger-

ous, except in rare instances, and then only after long-

continued and most careful observation. Second, these

''rare instances," in which, even after the most satisfac-

tory observation, we may venture a favorable prognosis

with any feeling of confidence, are restricted to that

class of patients whose youth and healih exclude any
liability to degenerative changes in the heart's tissue.

Third, tliat in any event or under any circumstances

the medical examiner for an insurance company is

obliged to give his employers the benefit of his doubts,

and therefore to disapprove all applications from par-

ties who are found to have organic heart-murmurs, al-

though by such a course he may occasionally do an &^-

plicant injustice.

Treatmest of Varicose Veins.—Mr. Henry Smith,

of King's College Hospital, London {Am. Practitioner),

adopts the old plan of obliterating varicose veins by
acupressure with many pins. As many as ten perhaps

are passed well under the vein, at distances of two or

three inches apart, with a hare-lip suture placed above.

The operation is quite painless, and such cases are treat-

ed as out-patients.

The Operation for Ovariotomt.—Dr. Meadows and
Mr. Christopher Heath, of the Hospital fur '^Vomen

in Soho square, London, have been very successful with

this operation. The practice at Suho square is to lie

the pedicle with whipcord, to cut short, and return. Silk

sutures are used to the wound in the abdomen, and a

linseed poultice immeJiately applied.

—

Am. Practitioner.

PrLMOSARv CoxscMPiiox.—Dr. Thomas B. Peacock
of London (St. Thomas Hospital Reports), in his excel-

lent '• Remarks on the Diflerent Forms of Pulmonary
Consumption," states that those cases do best which
improve only slowly, and he has learned by experience

to distrust a coo rapid amendment, and that it is better

in such cases to reduce the diet and other tonic measures.

Nitrate of Silver is Epilepsy and Chorea.—In

1802, Dr. Sims, of London, read a paper before the

Med. Soc. of London, on the great value of this

remedy in epilepsy and chorea. This paper, it is

believed, contains the earliest notice of the efficacy of

this salt in these diseases.

The value of elaterium as a purgative in drop.sy was
mentioned by Dr. Sims as early as 179S.

Qy the Capillart Circcl.ation.—Dr. J. Burdon
Sanderson, of London (Med. Times and Gmette), has

discovered that the maintenance of the capillary cir-

culation is wonderfully dependent on temperature ;
and

in particular, that any rise of temperature above the

normal is in the hig'iiest degree injurious, partly, per-

haps, from its direct influence on the blood corpuscles,

but mainly because it produces changes similar to those

he has alreadv noticed as occurring in batrachians after

long exposure, viz.. arrest of the capillary blood-

stream, and escape of the liquor sanguinis and corpus-

cles into the surrounding tissue.

A Large EscEPHALOin Tc.vor.—Dr. C. C F. Gay, of

Buffalo, N. T. (Buffalo Med. S S'lrg. Jour.), reports the

case of a male child, 8i years old, with an encephaloid

tumor weighing 36i pounds. Its growth commenced
at the age of 2i years. If. was firmly attached to the

left lumbar region. Dr. Gray believes this abdominal
tumor to be the largest growth in a child of this age, of
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which there is any record. That life coulJ be sustained

in a child of this tender age for a period of years, em-
barrassed by this immense growth, which never even

interfered, by its pressure upon the intestines, with the

regular perfurmance of their function, he considers re-

markable.

Large Doses of Chloral.—Instances have been re-

corded in wliich large doses of hydrate of chloral have

been taken with no bad permanent effect, particularly

the following : One related in the Lancet, in which no
less than seven drachms were taken, with only the

inconvenience of a temporary loss of power in the legs.

The patient in this case was a singularly sleepless man,
to whom chloral at first was a delightful remedy, until

it began to lose its effect, when he took dose after dose

in the dark until on this occasion he took seven

drachms.
Another case of poisoning by chloral is reported by

Dr. P. C. AVilliams, of Baltimore (Bait. Med. Juur. and
Bulletin). It was supposed that the patient took about
six hundred grains, the only appreciable effect of which
was to produce most profound coma lasting eighteen

hours, and ending in complete recovery without any
medical treatment whatever during tlie state of coma.
Dr. Arnold, of Baltimore, regarded the favorable re-

sult of Dr. Williams's case as due to the slowness of

absorption by the stomach, and to the rapid elimination

of tlie poison from the lungs and skin. He thought it

probable that the chloral remained inert in the stomach,
only enough being absorbed to keep the patient in a

state of stupor.

Cancer of the Livek.—Dr. iST. S. Davis, of Chicago,

IlL (Chicago Med. Examiner), has realized, in the treat-

ment of this disease, the most benefit from some of the

arsenical preparations with conium. The following is

a good formula: E Arsenite of soda, gr. iv. ; ext. co-

nium, 3 iss. Make a mass and divide into sixty pills,

one three or four times daily. Among the best ano-
dynes to relieve pain .ire fluid ext. hops and lettuce.

In this way the fatal result may be del.iyed.

On Tixctdre of Hyoscyamus.—Dr. M. Donovan
(Med. P7-ess and Circidar) is convinced that the medi-
cinal properties of hyoscyamus reside exclusively in

the plant of two years old, and that the plant of one
year's growth is useless, and gives the following easy
test by wliich the age of the plant from which a given
tincture is to be prepared can be determined : Add a
little of the tincture to a glass of water; if the mixture
becomes slightly milky, the tincture was made from a
two years' old plant; if it remains transparent, the plant
was in its first year.

Lacer.\tion of the Rectum.—M. T. Tayior, M.D., of
Fishersville, Jefferson county, Ky. (Rich, and Louis.

Med. Journat), reports a serious case of this character, in

which a faimer, in attempting to descend from a slack
of grain, sUpped down upon the handle or blunt end
of a pitchlbrk, one and a half inch in diameter, it

entering the body about one-half an inch behind the
anus, and passing upward to perhaps an inch from the
point of entrance, where it struck the posterior portion
of the rectum, lacerating the bowel up to a point near
the sigmoid flexure. The depth to which the fork
penetrated, as evidenced by the blood and shreds of
areolar tissue on the handle, measured nearly eight
inches. On a subsequent exploration with the probe
and finger, the bowel was found to be ruptured to a
point near the sigmoid flexure, or as far as the course
of the gut corresponded to the general direction of the
wound.

There was no loss of sensation in the lower extremi-
ties

;
pa=sive motion gave considerable pain, but there

was but a little while the patient was perfectly at rest.

From the second to the twentieth day the patient con-
tinued to improve uninterruptedly, at whicli time he
was able to walk around, and by using a pillow could

sit on a chair. It is now more than a j'ear .<ince he
was discharged, and he experiences no inconvenience
from the wound, except tliat he has but little power
in controlling his rectum when it is filled with liquid

faecal matter. Flatus passes fiom his bowels without
his having any control of it whatever.

This ca.se is remarkable as terminating in complete

recovery where the wound was so extensive, tlie rec-

tum being lacerated nearly its entire length.

The Average Height and Weight of Mex.—Dr.

Beddoe, President of the British Anthropological

Society, states, as the result of .several thousand carefiil

measurements, that the average height of adult English-

men, and also of adult Irishmen, is between five feet

six and five feet seven inches, while Scotchmen are,

on the average, half an inch taller. The average height

of Germans is about the same as that of Englishmen, and
the average of native Americans will not surp.iss that

of Scotchmen. The average weight is not much aboTe
140 pounds.— Western Monthly.

A Case of Triplets.—Dr. T. G. Comstock. of St.

Louis, Mo. (American Observer), recently delivered two
male and a female infant, from a multipara, in the

eighth month of pregnancy. The three children

weighed altogether about 18 pounds. At the present

time they are all, together with the mother, perfecily

well. The peculiar feature of this case was the absence

of all regular labor pains for nearly si.x hours after the

birth of the first child.

On Suppression of Prostitution.—In an able paper

on the " Regulation and Suppression of Prostitution,"

by George Andrews, Esq , late Judge of the Supreme
Court of Tennessee (Chicago Medical E.raminer), he
believes that the right to arrest suspected pro.stitutes

and make physical examination, or enforce medical

treatment, does not exist. His opinion is, that the

license system, as applied to our large cities, and to be
enforced by our municipal authorities and political

police, will be found to be not only a humbug, but a

nuisance.

One word as to the rights of the citizen and property

holder. A bawdy-house is a nuisance at common law,

as well as in fact. It is a nuisance which aflects the

comfort and well-being of the neighborhood in which
it is located, and the value of all the neighboring

property. By licensing such a nuisance, the Legisla-

ture cannot deprive the citizens who are injured by it

of their i ight to have the nuisance abated or enjoined,

or to recover damages against the party maintaining it.

The Legislature, by granting a license, may deprive the

act of keeping a bawdy-house of its ci iminal character,

but does not tliereby deprive the citizen of his lemedy,
doue to him or his property.

Sarcoma vert seldom Infects the Lvmphatio
Glands.—Dr. Billroth, the eminent pathologist of
Vienna, was one of the first t> draw attention to the

fact that sarcoma, in its spread, very seldom infects the

lymphatic glands.

Dr. Henry Arnott, Assistant Surgeon to the Middle-

sex Hoiipital, London (Medical Times and Gazette), has

examined a large number of cases of malignant growths
with special reference to this point, and his observa-

tions, so fur, accord entirely with this view.
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HOW TO ENFORCE DISCIPLINE.

.

Next in importance to determining where a line

between the regulars and irregulars should be, is the

question what authority shall draw this line. It would

seem very easy at first to settle the point, did we not

acquaint ourselves practically with the difBculties in

the way. The answer would be that the interpretation

of the spirit of tlie code should be entrusted to the

societies. This is a perfectly natural conclusion, and

one which should be backed up by experience. But

that this has not been so we have too many proofs.

The degree of discipline which should be maintained

by the respective societies varies in dififerent localities.

In some it amounts to no discipline at all. For in-

stance, at a late meeting of the American Medical

Association, it was deemed advisable by a county ,

society to propound the question, whether its members

should consult with one who openly affiliated with

quacks ! In other places, with a pretension to keep up

strict discipline, tliere is a seeming powerlessness to do

so : witness the Niagara County Society of the State, the

majority of whose accredited members vote down any

disposition on the part of the right-minded minority to

investigate charges, and purge the association of

quacks. But this state of things is not alone peculiar

to that section. We have it in a less marked degree in

almost all the medical societies of the land.the reasons

for which are not well explained in accordance with

justice and right. In such associations there are

always individuals who boldly defy the ordinary rules

of discipline and still hold good tlieir membership. For

fear of offending these parties certain members of the

association decline to take the initiative, and the

matter goes by default, the offender taking advantage

of this delicacy in every covert way imaginable. If,

on the other hand, the plaintiffs make their charges,

the defendant at once as.sumes the role of a martyr,

and makes the most of his assumed position by calling

to his aid the secular press. We may refer, in this

connection, to the case of Gardner and the New York

Academy of Medicine. The martyrdom cf this gentle-

man paid so well in the shape of a newspaper notoriety

that others were ready to follow in the wake, more

especially as it appeared from the ruling in the case in

question, that nothing more than a temporary suspen-

sion was to be dreaded. One member in particular,

rising to a question of privilege, voluntarily threw

himself upon the altar, stiU warm with the fires kindled

for his predecessor. He did not wait for charges, but

was conscientious enough to make them for himself.

He stated in substance that he had noticed a certain

coolness of members of the Academy towards him, but

as he was in good and regular standing, paid his dues

dutifully, was a partaker in the discussions, struggled

hard in his profession elect, he could not understand the

reason for the said coldness unless it was that he was

in the habit of consulting with honceopaths. If this

were true, he would state that he did it in accordance

with the dictates of his conscience, etc., etc., and that

he should continue to go on as he had begun. The trick

succeeded in so far that he had a paragrapli in the daily

papers, proving him to be a member in good standing, a

partaker in the discussions, and one who labored hard in

ills profession ; but the Academy took no notice of his

communication, and, as far as we can recollect, he was

not even treated to temporary suspension. All this occur-

red some time ago, but the same spirit is still being fos-

tered by certain ambitious aspirants for notoriet}-. These

gentlemen are well enough known to their associates,

and it has become a rule, more for the sake of avoiding

unpleasantness than for the sake of justice, to let them

alone. But what must be the result of this course in

ihe end ? We are constantly in the way of hearing, that

this man advertises himself in the newspapers ; that thi.s

one takes patients from his professional brother; that

this one has been known to misrepresent his cases ; and

this one to peddle falsehoods concerning another. All

these offences are acknowledged to be intentionally and

openly committed, and yet in many of our societies

these members hold their places in good and full stand-

ing. In view of these facts, can any one acknowledge,

taking many of our societies as criteria, that the pro-

fession is unable to draw the line between the regular

and the irregular ?

All other things being equal, the local societies are

the only proper tribunals before which all doubtful

cases should be adjudicated. If these institutions are

unwilling to have the Unes sharply and definitely

drawn, we cannot see how the open violations of the

code are to be punished, and how those at a distance

are to know who can be trusted, and who cannot.

This indisposition to bring members to account, prop-

agates itself from local societies to general ones. Many
members in questionable standing at home, because

there are no specific charges made against them, are

allowed to represent, away from home, their local as-

sociations. Thus a number of persons, not at all enti-

tled to the distinction, crowd themselves into the mem-
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bership of the American Medical Association, and

parade their connection with the same, in a Tvay that

is not onlr offensive, but defiant. What is the result ?

The American Medical Association, in view of this fact,

has lost the confidence of the profession in its ability

to settle the status of its individual members. It has

gone so far as this, that a membership of the American

Medical Association means little or nothing.

The proper starting point for disciphne being in the

local societies, those identified with the county are,

perhaps, the most suitable and available. When these

societies throughout the country can guarantee that

every member is what he should be, we can have the

means of drawing our line and of keeping it straight

It is not enough to know that a practitioner has this or

that suspicion entertained of his character, but specific

charges should be openly made, and as openly met
If the members of the society are afraid of offending

this or that party, in bringing cha'-ges which they can

substantiate, they are not only false to the society to

which they belong, false to the best interests of the pro-

fession, but false to their own sense of honor and

justice.

We are constrained to make the foregoing remarks,

because we are often appealed to by parties in different

sections of the country, as to whether this or that be

professionaL Some of these questions are simple

enough, the flagrancy of the offences showing only

the degree of professional accountability in a particular

region ; others are of more difficult solution, but all

could be properly answered if the local societies had

backbone enough to take hold of them. We have

spoken advisedly upon the subject of disciphne, because

we are kept informed, in one way and another, of the

tricks that are played by the various individuals who
straddle the fence of propriety. It is needless to enu-

merate them here, as they are not peculiar to any local-

ity, but, in the aggregate, they present a sorry picture

for the conscientious and thoroughly straightforward

practitioner to contemplate.

'Upon the capability which the respective societies

have for grappUng with the numerous questions of

ethics which may come up, depends the int''grity, the

trustworthiness of a medical registration. The success

of the registration of the physicians of New Tork and

vicinity, is due almost entirely to the manner in which

the Medico-Historical Society has drawn the line ; and

so authoritative has this register become, that when a

name is omitted, tiie inference is that such a partv has,

in some way or other, violated either the spirit or let-

ter of the code. If each county society throughout the

Union could take cur own county society. anJ the

Medico-Historical, as its models, and as fearlessly stand

up for justice to such as desire to be irregular, there

would be no question either as U> how, or by whom,
discipline should be enforced.

If we show our power and oar disposition to

decide who are regulars ard who are quacks, and

promptly and fearlessly punish every breach of disci-

pline, we can obtain a truly reliable medical registra-

tion. It might be argued, that there are many worthy

practitioners who do not belongto any medical organiza-

tion in their vicinity, and who aie, in consequence, not

subject to this special jurisdiction. This must be ad-

mitted ; there may be reasons, peculiar to themselves,

which prevent their joining, and there is no moral law

which can compel them to act conlmry to such convic-

tions. There is but one way to reach such, in deter-

mining their right to be numbered among the respec-

table portion of the medical community, and that

is, the endorsement of the Secretary of said county

society. If the outsider cannot obtain such a guaran-

tee, we fail to see how he can prove that he enjoys the

confidence of his associates A much better way,

generally speaking, would be to overcome any diffi-

culty by becoming a member of a local society, as, by

a failure so to do, there is always more suspicion that

there is something wrong with the individual, rather

than with the association.

UfDicro0 antr notices of Oooks.

Ox THE PHTSrOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SEVERE AXD PrO-
TR.\cTED Muscular Exercise; with Special Hef-
ERESCE TO ITS LSFLtTENXE UPOX THE EXCRETION OF
Nitrogen. By ArsTix Flint, Jr., M.D.. Professor

of Physiology in the Bellevue iHospital Medical College,

Xew York. Reprinted from the Xew York Medical
Joum., June. 1!^T1. XewYork: D. Appleton & Co.

,

ISTl. Svo, pp. 91.

This monograph is an account of olservations made
upon Mr. Weston, the ct-lebrateJ pedestrian, with a

view of determining the amount of nitrogen excreted

in urine and fseces, as the result of severe muscular ex-

ercise. ThesiB observations extended over a period of
fifteen days, which were divided into three distinct pe-

riods: the first of five days of ordinary and moderate
exercise belbre a walk ; the second of five days during

which Mr. Weston walked three hundred and seven-

teen and a half miles : and a third period of five days
of almost complete repose. It was the intention of

the pedestrian to walk four hundred miles in five con-

secut ve days, but he broke down during the night of

the fourth day, completing the number of miles pre-

viously slated. Every care was taken, assisted by Profs.

Daltoii, Doremus, Hammond, A. B. Mott. Yan Buren,

and others, to weigh the food and to take into accotmt

its quality, to note modifying influences of sleep, exer-

cise, etc, and tJ analyze the lasi-al and uiinary dis-

charges, etc., etc. The results of these labors are pre-

sented in every detail, and many of the conclusions

are of great interest to the physiologists We cannot
present more than a few of these, leaving such of our
readers as are specially interested in the subject to

study it in all its bearings. We shall simply give the

conclusions more especially arrived at as the result of a
study of the five days of the walk :

"' First : The abso-

lute discharge of nitrogen by the urea and iieces for

each day, without considerin.g the nitrogen of the food,

is in a nearly uniform proportion to the number of miles

walked. This proportion is but little disturbed if it be

assumed that the influence of the ingestion of ni-

trogen is prolonged for a period of from twenty-four to
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forty-eight hours. Second: Dining the walk of three

hundred and seventeen and a half miles in five con-

secutive days, for every one hundred parts of niti'ogen

taken in with the food there were diseliarged in the

urea and faeces 174.81 parts, against 95.53 parts per

hundred for the five days before the walk, and 91.93

parts per 100 for the five days after the walk. Third:
|

The actual loss of weight during the five days of the
,

walk was 3.450 lbs. * * * The total quantity of

nitrogen discharged in the urea and fseces during this

period iu excess of tlie nitrogen taken in with I he
food, was 633.80 grains. Assuming that three parts

of this nitrogen represent the waste of 100 parts of

muscular tissue, the loss of muscular tissue, calculated

from the nitrogen excreted, would amount to 3.018

lbs., leaving oniy 0.43 of a pound unaccounted for,

which might be fat or water." i

P.\R.\LTSIS AXD OTHEK AfFECTIOXS OF THE XeRVES,
THErR CrUE BY VlnR.\TOUY .\XD SPECUL MOVE-
MENTS. By Geo. H. Taylou, 5I.D. New York: Sam-
uel R.WeUs. 1871. 12mo. pp. 149.

This little book, wliich tlic author is pleased to call a

treatise, has been written for the purposes of showing
"the uses and importance of motion in the living body
as contributing to its evolution of power; to explain
the methods and ration.ile of the direct application of

force, as in the form of vibratory motion, lur curative '

purposes
;

to point out the uses and limitations of other
exercises on diseases of the nervous system, and to rep-

resent the success of the lemedial metliod, based on
tlie direct use of force, in cases of paralysis and other
forms of disease of tlie nerves that have been prolonged
and proved intract ble to other means." 'Ihe above !

quotation is from the author. Every practical man is

prepared to appreciate the value uf motion in all cases of
paralysis, and the author has done nothing more than

j

tell an old story in a new and peculiar way, the pi in-
i

cipal object appearing to be to prove that it is very
necessary to treat all diseases of the nervous system
by motion, that motion can only be effectively applied

by an app.iratns, and (hat the afijiaratus devised by the
author is the onlj' kind constructed on sound philosoph-
ical principles.

Ucports of Socictifs.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.
Slated Meeting, June 1, 1S71.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee in the Cliair.

The following gentlemen were elected Resident Fel-

lows :—Drs. J. Aekerman Coles, Josiah C. Nott, James
V. S. Wooley, and Edward J. Hogan.

Dr. E. R. SyniBB was appointed Anniversary Orator
for November next.

PARALYSIS OF TFE FIFTH CEREBRAL NERVE.

Dr. Henrv D. Noves then read a paper on " Paraly-
sis of tlie Fifth Cerebral Nerve, and its Effects," of
which the following is an abstract:

—

The lesions which accompany paralysis of the fifth

or trifacial nerve, and which were first carefully studied

by Magendie, still attract the attention of physiologists.

His experiments on animals were repeated by Bernard,
Snellen, Meissner, Buttner, and others ; and the same
phenomena have been repeatedly observed in the human
subject. These symptoms are, in brief, loss of sensibility

on the cheek, the side of the head and upper part of
the neck, on the corresponding half of the buccal and
nasal cavities and on the eye-ball and conjunctiva, and

in addition, loss of power in the muscles of mastica-

tion. As a consequence of the impaired innervation,

the side of the tongue siunetimcs loses its epithelium

and the gums may ulcerate, an olfensive discharge

takes place from the nose, and tlie cornea often under-

goes suppuration and destruction.

The injury to the cornea has been the feature which
has excited the greatest interest. The precise reason

why it occurs has not been uniformly agreed upon.
By some it has been thotight to depend upon the intru-

sion of foreign bodies wliich are not perc.ived by the

p/.tient, but may irritate the eye and excite keratitis.

tJtliers claim that the lesion is the simple result of the

nerve injury. Others assent to the neural explanation,

but do not admit that the sensitive fibres of the nerve
.nre at fiiult, but that the cornea is damaged only when
fibres of the sympathetic contained within the nerve
have been destroyed.

Again, the cornea, it has been asserted, would be in-

fiamed only when the injury included the Gasscrian gan-

glion. It would a['pear from some cases thut a nioi bid

process in the peduncle of the cerebrum was compe-
lent to cause the trouble when the ganglion of Gasser
was intact.

My attention has been called to this subject by hav-

ing had some experience with these case.s, and at the

present time I have one under observation which I

propose to relate in detail. To other cases I sliall brief-

ly allude.

Before narr.ating the case, Prof. Noyes called atten-

tion to an interesting article by Dr. Rosenthal, in the

ifedizinischer ,/uhrhiicher, Band xi.x., He/t ii. iind iii. S.

1G3, 1870, on " Symptomatology and Diagnosis of

Tumors at the Base of tlie Brain and of the redunculus
Cerebri." Two cases are given and their autop.sics

—

and the title of the one appropriate to his present pur-

po.^e is :
" Clironic head.iehe and vertigo

;
paralysis of

the right trigeminus nerve (amcsthesia dolorosa), of

the ocular muscles, o( the right fucial nerve (loss of

farado-muscular contractility, and preservation of gal-

vano-muscular contractility) ; sloughing of the cornea
;

slight paresis of the left leg ;
carcinoma at the base of

the brain
;
lesion of the ganglion of Gasser."

The cornea may preserve its integrit)' fur a long

time after paraly.sis has taken place. Some .special dis-

turbing cause seems necessary to induce the inflamma-

tory process. An instance of this kind was a youth

about fourteen years old, who came to the New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary, and was under the care of Dr.

H. B. Sands. He had had paralysis of the fifth nerve for

several year.s. At the time when I saw him the cornea

was suppurating. The reason for this occurrence seemed
to be that he had been out of doors during extreme
cold weather, for the thermometer at that time ranged

about 20' below zero of Fahr. Possibly if his eye had
been bound up, he might have successfully resisted the

depressing effect of the cold.

If the disease has made considerable advance, pro-

tection of the eye does not sulhce to arrest it. In

truth, prognosis then is highly unfavorable. I have

seen, it may be, five or s'x cases of tliis kind, and in all

but one the eye was destroyed.

I will relate the history of two cases, one of which
shows how unavailing was the effort to save the ej-e

by various protective devices, and the other which I

exhibit to your notice has a more cheerful interest, be-

cause the treatment has |U'oved of signal benefit.

Case I.—Paralysis of the fifth and [lartially of the

seventh nerve. Suppuration of cornea, loss of eye

—

death, April, 1869. Michael McC, a;t. 33, Ireland, a

robust, rather plethoric man, who never had syphilis

nor rlieumatism. Is a milk-dealer, and is engaged at
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his business from 2 to 8 o'clock in the morning. For
a year had severe and per.-istent headache on the right

side, sometimes a httle dizzy, had no nausea. Eight
months ago, after a severe attack of pain running from
the right ear to the top of the head, found the right

half of tiie face numb. Three months ago right ear

became deaf, had tinnitus; within a month hearing is a

little better. Within a moath noticed that lids did not
shut so perfectly' over right eye as before. Within two
weeks this eye became sore.

About two years ago had a tumor called cancerous

removed from the right half of the lower lip by means
of caustic paste. There is now a deep notch, but no
sign of morbid iniiltration.

There is complete insensibiUty to touch on the right

side of the scalp as far back as ihe coronal suture: on
the right half of the forehead and temple to about the

middle of the zygoma ; on the cheek in front of this

region as well as on the side of the nose and the lips.

The side of the chin has been in the same condition,

but has in part recovered. The right auricle and the

neck for two inches below were insensible, but have
within three weeks recovered. The conjunctiva is

reddened and slightly edematous^-can be touched with
entire impunity ; the cornea equally obtuse, and for al-

most its eutire surface denuded of epithe'ium ; the tis-

sue hazy, the pupil active, perception of light quick, a
purulent discharge come? from the eye. there is no pain
and no intolerance of light. The right h.ilf of the

tongue, roof of the mouth, gums, and interior of the
nostriL are anesthetic. The senses of taste and smell
are much impaired. A bad o lor, as of ozoena, comes
from the nose. For six months the right half of the

tongue has felt as if it had been burnt. Is able to

chew, but I find the right masseter extremely small

;

when he forcibly shuts his jaws the contrast is very
strong between the full, hard belly of the left masseter
and flatness of the right.

Such are the symptoms of lesion of the fifth nerve,
and they indicate the comprehension of all three of its

subdivisions, as well as of at least part of its motor-
root.

The signs of impairment of the facial nerve are, en-
feeblement of the orbicularis muscle, that in laughing
the right side does not draw up as much as the left. He
can twist the fice in some degree to the right side, and
can make the tarsal edges of the eyelids meet, but the
effort needful to do it wrinkles the eyeUds of the other
eye extremely. When not making special effort, the
lower lid droops so that its border falls away from the
globe and to a lower level than that of the other eye.
In the right ear the membrana tympani is trans-

parent, the light spot normal; can see the inner wall of
the middle ear, and that it has a deep-red color. Hear-
ing damaged so that a watch is heard only when it

touches. Eustachian tube was not explored. Has no
difficulty in swallowing, nor in speaking. There is no
impairment of sensation or motion on either side of
the body. Vision of the left eye, 20-20 ; to the oph-
thalmoscope the optic nerve shows some hyperemia
and swelling; its edges are pretty clear.

The usual treatment for suppurative keratitis was
employed, viz. :—atropia, hot fomentations, and para-
centesis, besides the constant use of the bandage. On
the third day of treatment, as the cornea was more
deeply involved, I thought the progress of the malady
might be promoted by the falling away of the lower
lid from the globe, because of the paralysis of the orbi-
cularis muscle. To counteract tiiis, I excised a V-sliaped
piece of skin from the lower hd, to shorten its tarsal
margin, and united the wound by three sutures. There
was no flinching by the patient in doing the operation,

but he gave me assistance in using the sponge, and suf-

fered no inconvenience. So, too, paracentesis cornese

was in nowise disagreeable to him. Fur twenty-four
hours alter the operation on the lid atropia was discon-

tinued, and then the pupil, which had been fully dilated,

became small.

After three days I took the stitches out of the woimd

:

the union was complete, and the lower fourth of the

cornea coveted by the margin of the lower lid, and the

bandage now kept the Uds perfectly over the cornea.

For a day or two there was some regeneration of the

corneal epithelium, but the suppurative process went
on until it reached an intensity which rendered de-

struction of the eye certain. For one day the eye was
kept hermetically sealed by plasters and a bandage ;

but
the disease then made more rapid progress than under
the usual regime of hot water for h:df an hour every
two hours, and atropise sulphat. sol. gr. ij. ad 3 i. every

two hours. For ten days the patient continued under
my care, and then went under the observation of Dr.

Agnew, and was also seen by Prof Hammond. In
June— that is, six weeks afterwards—I again saW him,

and made the following notes: Tlie cornea is cicatrized

and flat, having been entirely destroyed, and sight lost,

as I had predicted to the patietit. He says he has for

several weeks had continu.il giddiness, and sometimes
feels as if drunk—has unnatural sensations in the left

arm and hand. I find the right masseter mu=cle much
atrophied ; but above it, near the jugum, is a hard, firm

swelling about the size of a smaU hickory-nut. Occa-
sionally has sharp pain in the back of the neck.

Jly diagnosis of this case is, that a tumor was grow-
ing in the middle fossa of the right si'de of the skuU,

involving the root of the fifth nerve and the ganglion

of G-asscr with the facial and auditory nerves.

Since writing the above I have learned that the

patient died more than a year after the ab"Ve date.

His fiiends say that a cancerous growth formed on the

side of the mouth alongside of the place which had
once been destroyed by caustic, and spread over the

cheek and down the neck. That he had gi eat difficulty

in swallowing ; that he had no additional pai alys's, no
convulsions, no disturbance of mind, but sufl"ered

greatly from headache, and died from exhaustion. Un-
fortunately there was no autopsy.

Case II.—The following case is one of paralysis of

the upper two branches of the fiftli nerve, and only

partial affection of the third or submaxillary division.

It has a special interest because of the striking benefit

which has been derived from tlie galvanic current.

Ameha ilcC, set. 17, came to the New York Eye
and Ear In6rmary, October 14, 1870. The right eye
had for five days been inflamed, and while there was
moderately intense injection of the conjunctival and
scleral vessels and ulceration of the whole cornea, there

was no expression of pain nor intolerance of light. I

at once, from this passive behavior, suspected the fifth

nerve to be at fault, and found such to be the fact. I

could put my finger on the cornea and the conjunctiva

without causing the patient to shrink.

On inquiry, I learned that in August preceding, a

numbness had befallen this side of the face and head
after she had suffered from a severe headache—an attack

much worse than any she had had before. There had
been no other special symptoms, and the matter was
considered unimportant. The inflammation of the eye
came on spontaneou.sly. I carefully examined the

region of insensibility, and found it was terminated

accurately by the median line of the face, tliat it inclu-

ded the upper lip, side of the nose, eyeball, and lids,

forehead and scalp nearly to the vertex, temple, and

anterior two-thirds of the cheek. The chin, the cheek
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in front of the ear, the auricle and neck, had pen-

sibihty, though in slightly diriiiiiishod degree. The
'left side of thy face was perfectly natural. Tliere was
loss of sensibiliiy on the right side of the tongue, the

upper lip, gum, and inside of t!ie cheek, and die an-

terior pillar of the fauces Sense of taste she did not

perceive to be impaired. The right nostril could be

tickled with impunity, and a Eustachian catheter did

not excite resista:ice until it arrived at ilie soft palate.

Contractii)n of the palatine muscles normal, and the

nias^eter on the right side seemed as vigorous as on
the left.

The nature of the corneal inflammation being clearly

indicated, I determined to try the benefit of the gal-

vanic battery, and sent the girl to Dr. Gnleke, of

Thirty-lburth street, wlio kindly consented to conduct
this part of the treatment. 1 directed, in addition, the

use of sulph. alropia;, ofhot fomentations, and occlusion

of the eye by a bandage.
The .surface of the cornea was entirely stripped of

epithelium to its margin, altliough its deeper tissue

was almost transparent—iris and pupil could be dis-

tinctl)' seen. After three applications of the constant

current I was surprised at the improvement in the

cornea. Alihough the inflammatory redness continued
about the sane, the epithelimn had been regenerated
all around its rim, making a circle of at least one-tenth
of an inch wide, and having a central bared portion

about two lines acros.s. During the following week
the growth of epiihelium continued, but le.ss rapidly,

and the injection of tlie eyeball diniinislied. The
sensibility of (he cheek improved, the pusterior limit

of the numb region coming a little foi-\vard. After
this time t'.ie keratitis grew worse, the Cimtral ulcer

widened, and the ti.ssue of the cornea became infiltrated

wilh pus, ami hypopion appeared. Two .sniaU abscesfses

formed in the cornea and burst, leaving deep ulcers—the
superficial erosion extended. The worst condition was
reached in about the fifth week of the disea.se, and
thereafter there was slow, though interrupted, im-
provement. Perforation of the cornea never took
place, though it seemed imminent. There was for

some time pus in the anterior chamber, but p.aracen-

tesis was not resorted to. By the first of January the

repair had gone so far that the lower half of the cornea
was covered with whitish, opaque, tliiek epithelimn,

upon which ran a number of vessels from the linibus

—the upper half of the cornea quite clear. This dense
opacity has subsequently grown thinner and more
transparent, so that now (April 8tli) one can easily

see the pupil, and sight begins to return. The safety

of the cornea can now be considered sure.

During the progress of the acute inflammation atten-

tion was directed to the state of tension of the globe.
. During the period of acuie inflammation, the eye was
perceptibly softer than normal, but not to a striking

degree. After recovery the globe returned to the same
state of tension as the fellow eye, so far as the finger,

carefuUy applied, could decide.

Wiiile the eye was improving, the sensibility of tlie

face equally increased. The dividing line between tlie

numb and sensitive region ran from the middle of the

zygoma to the angle of the mouth ; this advanced far-

tiier upon the malar bone, so as to come within half an
inch of the outer palpebral commissure; but the side

of the nose and upper lip remain insensible. The fore-

head also recovered down to the eyebrow, but the lids

aud conjunctiva are antesthetic. But it must be noted
that the patient is always aware when firm pressure is

made, although so indifferent to pain that she once
bhstered the cheek by applying scalding water, and did

not know it. In examining the right ear I found the

membrana lympani opaque, its epidermoid layer thick-

ened, and the apfiearances such as belong to subacute

otitis media; watch he.ard only when it touched the

auricle. The membrana tympani could be touched

more roughly than the normal drum membrane, al-

though it" had sensibility. The meatus anditorius

showed a diminished though mcderate degree of sen-

sation in all parts, except on a spot about the middle

of the anterior wall nearly half an inch in length, which
was entirely devoid of sensation. I was struck by this

circumstance, and tested the fact several limes to be

sure of it. I am at a hiss to give any anatomical ex-

jilaiiation for it. The impaired hearing is evidently due
to catarrhal inflammation of the middle ear.

The treatment by galvaniz.ation has been steadily kept

up by Dr. Gnleke. For the first three or four months
the electricity was daily u-ed ; later the patient came
about every other day. The length of each application

was from three to four minutes.

The success which h.as attended the treatment in tliis

case is worthy of note, bec^anse the tissue changes in

the cornea are so easily observed.

Among some of the other cfleets of par.alysis of the

fifth nerve are, tliat the retinal and iritic vos.sels are

enlarged, as seen by Marfel and by Schifi'. In t lie ease

of Amelia McC, I do not find this .symptom. Tt certainly

does not exist in the diseased eye, nor is the circulation

of the other eye abnormal. During the active keratites

the lachrymal secretion is almost ab.sent. Yet pa-

tients thus affected are able to weep co| iouslv, as i.s

stated by Mr. Square, in Ophthalmic Hospital Reports,

Vol. 5, page .!.j3. In my second case this is also true.

I have alluded to the fact that the eyeball in many
cases loses tension—while physiological exiierinicnts

have shown th.at irritation of the nerve greatly aug-

ments tension of the globe. A case of paralysis is re-

lated by Hipptl in wliieh the eye was hard to ihe touch,

and he was able to detect constriction of the visual

field.

Dr. W. B. Neftef,.—The physiology of the nervous

system is of high importance in the diagnosis and treat-

ment of nervous diseases. Tlie effects of irritation or

paralysis of nerves which we obtain in experimenting

I in animals are analogous to some pathological condi-

tions, which, cons'.'quently, must be traced to the same

causes. We are therefore able to study the di.seases of

the nervous system on a physiological basis.

In studying the cerebral nerves, we have to bear in

mind that the cranial bones are analogous to the verte-

bra, a cirumstance which explains several facts. For

instance, Deiters has shown that the sensitive portion of

the trigeminus originates in the medulla oblongata, from

a jiart which corresponds exactly to the sen.sitive horn

of the spinal cord. Therefore, the sensitive portion ofthe

fifth cerebral nerve, according to Deiters, is a dircctcon-

tinuation of the sensitive spinal nerves, -\gain, it is ad-

mitted by anatomists and physiologists that the sensitive

and motor roots of the spinal cord are connected with

the ganglia of the sympathetic, by the so-called rami

cominunicantes. In a similar way many important

ganglia, in the head are to be considered as being

ganglia of the sympathetic, inasmuch as they ai-e

connected by rami communicantes with sensitive and

motor nerves. Thus the ganglion ciliare must be con-

sidered as a ganglion of the sympathetic, connecting

.sensitive nerves of the first branch of the trigeminus

with motor nerves of the third pair. In the same way
is Meckel's ganglion a sympathetic ganglion connecting

the sensitive nerves of the second branch of the trige-

minus with the motor nerves of the seventh pair. The
ganglion oticum likewise is a sympathetic ganglion,

connected with sensitive and motor nerves of the
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third branch of ihe trigeminus through rami communi-
cantes. The sublingual ganglion belongs also to the
sympathetic, and is connected with the lingual branch of
the trigeminus and the chorda t3'mpani of the facial

nerve. The neuro-paralylio ophthalmia accompanying
affections of the trigeminus has been ascribed to the cir-

cumstance that the insensible conjunctiva does not call

forth the reflex activity of tlie lids which protect the
eyes from external injuries. This theory, however,
has been given up, since Samuel has experimentally
shown that parah'sis of the facial nerve does not call

forth neuro-paralytic ophthalmia, though the eye is

equally or still more exposed to injuries. When Me'ss-
ner discovered trophic nerves in tbe first branch of the
trigeminus, the neuro-paralytic ophthalmia found an
easy explanation.

I had recently under observation a very remarkable
case wiih neuro-paralytic ophthalmia, which could not
be attributed to an affection ofthe trigeminu.s, and which
clearly shows that the paralysis of the facial nerve
plays an important part in causing the alFecdon of the
eye. The patient, over seventy years old, had a large

tumor in the region of the right parotis, which caused
paralysis of the right side of tlie face. This was accom-
panied by ophthalmia, though the fifth cerebral nerve
was not affected. Possibly in this case pressure was pro-,

duced upon the auriculo-temporal nerve of the third

branch of the trigeminus, which passes through the pa-
rotis; but this could not explain the ophthalmia, which,
according to Mei.-sner an'l others, is caused only by
affection of trophic nerves contained in the first branch
of the trigeminus.

It has been observed that glaucoma sometimes ac-
companies affections of the trigeminus, and experi-
ments on animals have shown that irritation of the
medulla oblongata at the origin of the trigeminus in-

creases the intra- ocular tension.

In reply to Dr. Neft*?!, whether glaucoma had been
noticed in connection with disease of the trigeminus
nerve. Dr. Noyes stated that it was a cause, but not an
invariable one.

The President asked if the last patient had any in-

tercranial trouble.

Dr. Xoyes s lid she only had headache, but that idea
could not be excluded.

In answer to Dr. Stephen Rogers, if he could state

when the paralysis was first noticed, Dr. Xoyes replied
that the date of the numbness could not be stated. The
patient first noticed it in connection with inflammation
of the eye.

Jons C. Peters.—Although somewhat late, I may
perhaps be permitted not only to compliment Dr. Noyes
upon the clearness «-ith winch he has presented his
subject and the able manner in which he has detailed
his interesting cases, but also to make a few remarks,
which are more suggestive, perhaps, than precise.

Dr. Noyes seems somewhat inclined to admit that all

his cases were connected with tumors of the brain;
but some maj- have arisen from localized apoplexies in
the neighborhood of the origin of the fifth pair of nerves.
I have a case at present under my observation, in the
person of a gentleman aged 46, who had had headaches
for six months, attended with constipation, tendency
to flushing of the face, and fulness about the head, who,
after taking a long, cold drive, suddenly found himself
attacked with paralysis of all the branches of the fifth

pair of nerves en the left side; he was unable to close
the left eye, the left buccinator was paralyzed, he could
not whistle or completely close his mouth, there was
great thickness and clumsiness of the tongue, the mouth
was drawn to the right, the sensibility of the face was
impaired. His intellect was clear, but there was some

little confusion of the mental faculties, slight numbness
and weakness of the left arm and leg, all of which
quickly passed away. The diagnosis lay between par- '

alysis of the fifth pair and some of the spinal nerves,

from exposure to cold, and a small apoplectic effusion

near the origin of the fifth pair, and was finally decided
in favor of the latter supposition.

The treatment consisted in the use of purgatives and
small quantities of ergot, to prevent further effusion of

blood and gently stimulate the nerves, followed by
iodide of potash, to promote absorption of the more
fluid portions of the clot, or any serous effusion, cere-

bral or spinal, which may have occurred. The recovery
was rapid and satisfactory, although still not quite com-
plete; for every hot day or return of consiipation, re-

produces slight signs of the original complaint.

Dr. Noyes has naturally turned most of his attention

to the effects of paralysis of the fifth pair upon the

eyes ; but we should recollect that the ophthalmic
branch also sends twigs to the mucous membrane of

the nose and adjacent sinuses, as al^o does the second
branch, or superior maxillary

;
paralysis of these twigs

causes congestion of the nasal raucous membrane, with
more or less hemorrhage, and a copious and almost
catarrhal-like secretion of the nostrils, attended with
severe headache, while irritation of the sympathetic
nerve-fibres which unite with the fifth pair causes

contraction of the blood-vessels of the mucous mem-
brane of the nose, with great dryness of the nostril^,

or a scanty and viscid secretion, also attended with a
peculiarly .severe and obstinate form of headache. Nux
vomica and ergot will often relieve the paralytic

variety, and iodide of potash will sometimes relieve the

irritative form.

While giving full credit to the excellent effects of

electricity, I have seen a reasonably large number of

cases of paralysis of the fifth pair, and even of other

cerebral and spinal nerves, probably arising from serous

or hoemorrhagic eftusion, which have been successfully

combated with iodide of potash to produce absorption,

and ergot and strychnine to cause subsequent stimula-

tion of the nerves, and to prevent further effusion of

blood, serum, or other fluids.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from Dr.

Alfred Stille, of Philadelphia, thanking the Ac.idemy
for electing him an Honorary Fellow.

A letter was also read fiom Dr. John W. Sterling, a

life-long friend, and prospctor (in the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, in Barclay street)- of the late Dr.

Alexander H. Stevens, in which additional particulars

were given concerning his surgical operations. Dr.

Stevens was the first to perform the operation of sta-

phyloma in this country.

Dr. Rogers read a courteous communication from
Judge Gunning S. Bedford, in reply to the resolutio" s

passed at the lest meeting of the Academy, in relation

to the prompt and just sentences of recently convicted

abortionists. He also introduced some amendments to

the By-Laws.
The President announced that Prof. John C. Dalton

would deliver a p.iper on "Sugar Formation in the

Liver," on June L5.

The Academy then adjourned.

Alexakher DrsLOP Axderson', M.D., of Glasgow.—
Dr. A. D. Anderson, one of the ohlest and most hon-
ored of Glasc'ow physicians, ha^ died recently at the

age of 77. He was a nephew of the late Dr. Ander-
son, founder of the Andersonian L'r.iversity. One of

h's' sons. Dr. MeCall Anderson, is now Professor of

Practice of Medicine in the Andersonian Universitv.
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SANITARY CARE OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

Dr. JIoreau Morris read an interesting paper up-

on tliis subject. After speaking of the great import-

ance of sanitary science ; of its wide fcope and mani-
fold alliliations; of the contributions it ha.s levied, not

only upon physiology and pathology, but as well upon
chemisiry, geology, meteorology, and many other sci-

ences and arts ; and of the store of practical knowledge
it has accumulated from these various sources, and ar-

ranged in serviceable shape imder trustworthy statis-

tical tables—the author came to treat more particularly

of its application to the prevention and eradication of

contagions and infectious diseases, and of the special

means adopted fir this purpose by the Board of Health
of this city (of whose Bureau of Saiiiiary Inspection

he is chief).

Though we are still ignorant of the origin and of the

essential nature of most contagions, yet we know
enough of their laws of progression to give us a base of

operaiions, and determine our course for their arrest

and destruction. We may accept, provisionally, the

theory that those contagions which are as yet unde-
monstrated by the microscope, consist of minute living

boilies, capable of resisting, for longer or shorter peri-
^

ods, many of the influences that would ciuse the decom-
position of dead organic matter; of being difl'used and
transported in various ways ; and of germination or

development, and rapid reproduction, whenever they
find the proper soil and the proper conditions, whether
within the body of an infected individual or elsewhere.

This theory seems, at least, to meet the ])ractical neces-

sities of the case, and points out two ways in wh-ich we
may check the progress of a contagion : we may prevent
the development of its germs, or we may destroy
them.
Our agencies for disinfection, then, resolve them-

;

selves into two classes : The first includes cleanliness,

ventilation, sunlight, etc., which may be supposed to

remove the soil or the conditions necessary to germinal
development, together with the antizyniotics, such as

C:>rbolic acid. Here belongs, also, the isolation of in-

fected cases and fomites. The second class embraces
extreme lieat and cold, and chemically destructive sub-
stances, like chlorine or the permanganates. 1

The importance of isolation, of cleanliness, air, and
light, is so well understood that we shall not follow the
author in his remarks upon it ; though it is unfortu-
nately so often disregarded that there was strong need
of its being insisted on. But the thorough efficiency of
the methods of disinfection now pursued, and the prac-

tical details of their application, are less generally known.
With regard to their efiiciency, Dr. Morris considers
it a settled fact that the spread of contagious diseases

may be completely controlled—controlled, it is true, at

the cost of the most rigorous care in every instance
;

but this is a burden that should be willingly assumed
by the private physician or the public officer, and as will-

ingly submitted toby the patient and his friends, when
the immense interests at stake for the community are

considei-ed.
|

The principal disinfectants in use by the Health !

Board are the following: ]. Of those which .nrrest

fermentation, carbolic acid and its various preparations,

sulphate of zinc, sulphate of iron, sesquichloride of

iron. 2. Of those which effect chemical decomposition, I

chlorinated lime, clilorinated soda, sesquichloride of
iron, chlorine, lime, sulphurous acid.

(1.) The antifermentativcs are used either separately

or in combination one with another. Carbolic acid is

employed of good quality for purifying the air of sick-

rooin.s, and for disinfecting clothing, etc. ; for disinfect-

ing cellars, privies, etc., a cheaper quality serves

(containing about seventy per cent, of the pure
phenol).

Among the combinations that have been well tested

are these

:

Take of Sulphate of zinc 8 oz.

Carbolic acid 1 oz.

Water 3 galls.

Mix.

"Has been found efl'ectual in arresting or destroying

the infection upon bedding and clothing in scarlet fever

and small-pox, and probably will be found efficient in

other contagious fevers."

Take of Solution of sesquichloride of iron (sp. gr.

1.3) 10 parts.

Carbolic acid (impure) 1 part.

Mi.v, and dilute largely with water at the time of
u^ing. Tliis is the " Metropolitan Disinfecting Fluid,"

and is employed for purifying priyie.", cesspools, and the

like.

For damp cellars and yards a concentrated solution of
protosiilphate of iron is mixed with a low grade of car-

boUc acid.

(2.) Chloride of lime requires to be used liberally. It

may be sprinkled dry, or used in solution as a wa^h for

floors, walls, etc. To keep it dry in damp places car-

bonate of soda may be added. This has proved of great

use in cleansing the haunts of relapsing fever. Of the

virtues of free chlorine in eradicating the germs of this

di-ease we quote a remarkable instance :

The house No. 281 Mott street " had become thorough-

ly infected with the poison of relapsing fever. During
a period of sever.d months, twenty-three eases of this

fever had been developed therein. Patients were re-

moved to the fever-hospital as rapidly as they became
affecteil, but new victims succi eded whenevernew occu-

pants replaced those taken away ; until, becoming satis-

fied that we had a permanent fever-nest, the Board
caused the entire vacation of the premises in the early

part of May, 1870. The house was then thoroughly

disinfected in the following manner : All the floors and
wood-work were washed with a solution of chloride of
lime; a sort of plaster of the same was left upon the

fli ors for twenty-four hours. It was then fumigated
with chlorine gas, thoroughly, by adding inur'atij acid

to the chloride of lime. Finally, the walls and ceifngs

were whitewashed—chloride of lime and carbolic acid

being added in small quantities to the hme-wash. After

the end of ten days the house was reoceupied by the

same ela.ss of tenants, yet not a single case of this fever

has appeared upon these premises since."

Sulphurous acid has been found one of tlie most val-

u.-ible agents for the fumigation of rooms or clothing,

and has been especially used to destroy the contagions

of small-pox, scarlatina, and yellow-fever. Two pounds
of sulphur are sufficient lor an ordinary room. Alco-

hol is poured over it and set fire to, and the room tightly

closed for several hours.

Extreme heat and cold (which may be applied by
means of superheated steam, or air cooled by power-
fully refrigerant processes) are highly valuable in disin-

frcting vessels charged with the poison of yellow-fever

or cholera, and would doubtless prove equally certain in

destroying the vitality of nearly all kinds of d sease-
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germs ; but their practical application in ordinary

cases would be too inconvenient and expensive, while

the means above cited are found sufficient.

This thorough destruction of the contagion can of

course only be effected after the patieut's removal, and
during his is ilation other and less complete means must
be continuously employed. These are thus described :

" For the sanitary care of patients sick with small-

pox, scarlatina, measles, diplitlieria, yellow-fever, the

general directions would be as follows : The sick-room
should always be chosen on the upper floor if possible.

It sliould be kept well ventilated, with such precau-

tions as not to expose the patient to direct draughts
of air, occasionally covering him entirely, and throw-
ing wide open all doors (?) and windows for a few
minutes, thus replacing the impure atmosphere with a

pure one. Frequent slight fumigation of the room, by
throwing a few drops of carbolic acid upon a hot sur-

face. Suspending in the room small pieces of cloth

soaked in a dilute solution of carbolic acid, one part to

two hundred parts of water; also in the hallways ad-

joining. These to be occasionally renewed. The
strength of the solution can be regulated according to

tlie effects upon tlie patient; if irritating to the bron-
chial or nasal passages, it should be still more diluted.

All vessels for receiving discharges of any kind should
contain some disinfecting fluid, such as before men-
tioneJ as suitable for clothing; and immediately after

use be em]it:ed and cleansed by boding water. Water-
closets and privies should also be kept clean, alid fre-

quently disinfected, for which the Metropolitan Disin-

fecting Fluid or carbolic acid may be used. . . . All

articles of clothing or bedding, handkerchiefs or rags,

used by or around the patient, should be placed in the

disinfecting solution before mentioned (of sulphate of

zinc, carbolic acid, and water), for an hour before they
are removed from the room ; then be thoroughly boiled,

and hung in the open air to dry.

"When convalescence has taken place, the patient

should be thorouglily washed with warm soap-and-
water, and if some mild alkali is added, the better;

fresh clean clothes throughout are put on ; and he then
leaves the ruom or floor entirely. The room should
then be immediately closed, and undergo a thorough
fumigation " as above described. All ils contents should
be thus fully disinfected, and the bed should afterwards
be burned. " During attendance upon the patient, the
nurse, and all persons wlio may necessarily be in the sick-

room, should have a change of clothing, and not be
allowed to paiss to other rooms before they change

;

and such c'otliing as has been worn in the room should
be fumigated and disinfected, the same as that used by
the patient."

With reference to the sanitary care of small-pox
especially, vaccination (with revaccinatioii) as a pre-
ventive measure stands of course before all others.

Dr. Morris thought its preventive power had perhaps
suffered discredit from the imperfect manner in which
it was often performed, especially before the recent dis-

cussions had awakened attention to the necessity of
care in the selection of the virus and the mode of its

employment. The Health Inspectors, using only fresh
and well-selected virus, had found about three-fifths

of their secondarj' vaccinations successful. They
had vaccinated or revaccinated upwar.ls of sixty
thousand persons since March last ; and had yet to learn

. of any attack of small-pox or varioloid where re vacci-
nation had been successfully accomplished before ex-
posure. Next in protective importance came isolation;

and in many cases this could only be secured by the
removal of the patient to hospital, under legislative
authority.

Dr. a. C. Post thought that infection was often car-

ried in tlie long, thick hair of women. His attention

had been particularly drawn to this point by a case

which occurred in liis own practice in 185-t. In a fami-

ly at Manhattanville, under his charge, there were two
children in care of a nurse. This nurse was summoned
to tiie city to see her own child, who proved to be sick

with a mild type of scarlatina. Slie remained and
nursed the child until its recovery, when the Doctor
was consulted with reference to the safety of lier return-

ing to her old place. He saw the child; found desqua-

mation complete ; and advised that the mother take a

thorough ablution
;
put on fresh clothes throughout, to

be sent by the family from Manhattanville ; and ride

thither in an open vehicle. This was done ; and, by
way of extra piecaution, she was kept apart from the

children the first night; and only the next morning, after

another bath, and another fresh suit of clothes, did she

resume her special charge of the younger child, the

older being less in her company. After the normal
period of incubation, soraethmg less than a fortnight,

this younger child was attacked with scarlatina in a

severe form. And within another fortnight the other

child broke out with the disease, evidently contracted

from this one. It seemed impossible, after all the care

taken, that the nurse, who had herself had the affec-

tion in childhood, could have carried the contagion upon
her skin, and it certainly was not conveyed by fomites.

But no special attention had been given to thoroughly

purifying her hair, wliich was very luxuriant ; and the

conclusion seemed irresistible that it was in this the

poisonous material had been retained and conveyed.

Dr. a. L. Carroll stated that several of the

foreign journals had lately insisted on the importance

of thoroughly cleansing the hair of the convalescent

patients themselves, before allowing them to leave

their isolation. He had been led, by his own observa-

tions, to believe that the material of the garments worn
by visitors to the sick had much to do with their liabi-

lity to carry away infection. From dresses of silk, or

other firm, glossy fabric, there was comparatively

little danger; but woollen garments, especially those

loosely woven, with a long nap, were very apt to catch

the poisonous matter and hold it for a long time.

Dr. Stephe.m Rogers asked whether Dr. Morris had
known any instance of a physician's conveying small-

pox from house to house in his practice, and was
informed that lie had not.

Dr. Post and others concurred in the opinion that

if the sick-room were properly ventilated, and the phy-
sician made short visits and used reasonable precaution,

there was little or no chance of his spreading the di.s-

ease.

Dr. Rogers thought circulating libraries might be a

frequent means of scattering infection among the better

classes. He had once found a book from one of them
upon the bed of a variolous patient ; and though in

this instance it was doubtless burned as he had ordered,

yet such books might often be thoughtlessly or reck-

lessly returned.

Dr. Morris had traced one case ofsmall-pox directly

to a package of money. The cashier of a western bank
had counted the money on the very day that he was
forced to quit business by the appearance of the vario-

lous eruption. Returning to his work after convales-

cence, he sent on the money to a cashier in this city,

who was taken down with the disease .about a fortnight

after receiving it. In paying off those employes of the

Board having anything to do with small-pox patients,

it was the speaker's habit to sprinkle all the money with
carbolic acid, to prevent its possible contamination

while in their hands.
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Asked whether he had known any instances

of a second attack of small-pOi, Dr. Morris rephed that

a number of such cases had been reported by the In-

spectors. A sea-captain, whom he had himself attended,

had not only a second, but even a third attache, at inter-

Tals, respectively, of two and five years.

Dr. Post had a sister who, before the days of custom-
ary vaccination, had been successfully inocidated with

small-po.x. Two years later she took it again by infec-

tion ; snSercd \ery severely ; and was left deeply pitted

and with a shattered constitution.

Dr. Morris said that the recent epidemic had opened
anew in his mind the old question of the identity of

the virus in variola and varicella. The Inspectors had
reported several cases of chicken-pox, sometimes so

severe as at first to be thought varioloid, occurring in

houses where small-pox had been present shortly

before. Some of these cases he had himself examined,
and they were unmistakably varicella, the vesicles dry-

ing up in four or five days, and none of them being

umbilicated.

The Doctor related a curious case of special suscepti-

bility to vaccinia, where it would seem, fiom the im-

mtmity on exposure, that there was none to small-pox.

A man who liad suffered from the latter when a child

—how severely, his face bore evidence—was selected

to drive the small-pox ambulance. When he had been

thus employed for two months he began to pet ncrvou-,

and at his own request was vaccinated. Contrary to

expectation, the vaccination was perfectlj- successful.

On the eighth d.iy the vesicle was found characteristic,

and bj' way of experiment the operation was immedi-
ately repeated. Another eight days showed another

well-developed vesicle; after which the man declined

further trials.

Dr. F. p. Foster inquired whether the vaccination

was reneateil upon the same arm. (It was.) He had
noticed, in Prof. Boeck's practice of syphilization. so-

called, tliat when a series of inoculations had been
made upon the chest, for instance, until they would no
longer take there, some other part, as the arm, was
selected, and the process repeated ; and when the sus-

ceptibility of this part failed, the leg might still be tried

successfully. This seemed to indicate a local receptivity

for some morbid poisons different from the constitu-

tional receptivity. It had occurred to him that it might

be true of vaccinia, and he had published the suggestion

that when suci.'css in secondary vaccination was parti-

cularly desired, the operation should not be made upon
the arm already marked. Some facts in the recent

elaborate report by Penoud, of Lyons, on the public

vaccinations of that city, seemed to bear out the idea

;

and he hoped medical men here might test it by obser-

vation and experiment.

Dr. Joel Foster, Dr. Underhill, and others defend-

ed the profession against the charge of careless vaccina-

tion.

Dr. Janes had seen many cases of small-pox in

young children whose vaccination had apparently been
very successful. It went to show, not that the vacci-

nation was badly done, but that a single vesicle, or a

single vaccination, was often insufficient to afford pro-

tection.

Dr. Morris had revaccinated himself every year for

twenty-three 3-ears, without success until last year,

when it took, and this year, when it took again.

Dr. Post, in illustration of the protective power of

revaccination, related the case of a family exposed to

small-pox, where all were revaccinated except the

father, who refused to be. He was shortly prostrated

by the disease, barely saving his life, while the rest

escaped.

Dr. Carroll said that the experience of the recent

epidemic in England accorded with that of the present

one here, as given by Dr. Morris. AVhile the majoiity

of the small-pox cases were found among those who
had once been vaccinated, there had not, up to a late

date, been discovered a single instance of a person re-

cently and successful!}' revaccinated taking the disease.

The meeting adjourned.

Cortfsjjonlicntc.

CONCERNING NEW INSTRUMENTS.
To TiiK Editor of the Medical nEcom).

In your issue of June 15th, 1871, I notice an article

by S. Fleet Speir, M.D., entitled "Aids (or the Diag-

nosis and Treatment of Certain Diseases," which was
stated in the foot-note to have been read before the

Kings County Medical Society. The paper opens with
the statement that " the armamentarium of the pro-

feision is already so burdened with variety' of form and
similarity of use, that the introduction of ,iny new in-

strument can be excu.sed only on the ground that it

enables us to accomplish the object in view more
ra]iidly or more perfectly than heretofore," which
statement seems almost incomprehensible, from the

fact that the first instrument introduced is an old appli-

ance, a "self-retaining and self-illuminating car-specu-

lum." It is essentially a bivalve ear-.«peculum, adjusted

by means of a screw.

A number of our most experienced practitioners

are unable to remember when this form of specu-

lum was nvt in use. It is mentioned by Weber, of

Berlin, in the Monalscliri/t fiir Ohreiilieilhunile. for

December, 1SG7, and by Lincke in 1830, and by Kra-
mer many 3'cais since. Kramer'.-? instrument was
bivalve by means of a handle. This mollification cer-

tainly makes an instrument having "v.irieiy of foini

and similarity of use," as the doctor has so happily

said in his prefatory apology ; hut whether it entitles

it to the high-sounding name of "a self-reiaining and
self-illuminating .speculum " may be doubted, e.-pecially

as there is a Ho.se-.speculum in existence which is identi-

cal with Dr. Speir's appliance for the ear.

The doctor claims that by the use of this speculum
many of the operations upon the ear can be performed
without the aid of an as.sistant, (or the operator can

use the reflector in one hand, while the other employs
an instrument; or if sunlight be used for illumina-

tion, both hands are left free to the 0[ erator. Some
experience in the use of the bivalve ear-speculum has

convinced me that the self-retaining quality is much
overrated, for in order to dilate tlie speculum, so as

to cause it to remain firmly in place, necessitates so

considerable a pressure on the unyielding middle or

inner part of the auditory canal as to cause unbearable

p:iin in many instances, without at all dilating that

part of the canal, ibr two good reasons ;—one is

that it does not reach, and the other that it is a

bony and hence unyielding canal. An assistant cer-

tainly is not often needed in operations about the

ear, unless it be for the steadying of the head, which
has no bearing upon the form of speculum used. No
mention is made of tlie forehead mirror, an omission

of very gieat moment, as it is believed no surgeon
can operate upon the ear in the best manner with-

out its aid or that of some appliance to remove the

mirror from the operator's hands. Other arguments
are used in favor of the bivalve speculum, which liave
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been urged and answered from the days of Kramer and
Wilde.

I ajrain quote :
" It also has the advantage of being

capable of illumination by indirect rays of light. All

that is necessary to secure a full illumination is, that the

raj's of light shall strike upon the interior of the funnel

a short distance inwards, when it will follow on until

it reaches the tympanum. This allows of the head of

the observer being placed in front of the speculum, and
the light upon the side—no special form of light being
necessary, and in this sense it may be said to be self-il-

luiniuating. When sunlight is used, the strong rays are

diffused before they reach the interior, thus affording a

better light than can be obtained from its direct rays."
" The claims to originality in this instrument are based
upon the adaptatiou of the principle of tlie bivalve

speculum to a convenient form of self-retaining ear-

S|jecu'um." As to the last sentence, it is undoubtedly
true that no speculum can be self-retained in the ext.

auditory canal in the best position for work or inspec-

tion of the parts. If the doctor should be called upon
to examine the ear of one of the Pennsylvania miners,

"while at a remote portion of the mine, it would un-
doubtedly be admitted that a Davy's safety lamp would
assist his-speeulum in its self-illuminating function.

In regard to the mode in which the light enters the

ear, it seems that some other course is pursued than
that ordinarily laid down by the laws of optics.

Certain it is that light will not enter the ear, from any
source whatever, as readil}' as water would, it prefer-

ring to move in straight lines; and how it contrives to

be so refracted or reflected by this '' self-illuminating

speculum" as to violate all law, and enter when an
opaque substance—that is, a surgeon's head—is in/ront
of it. is beyond ordinary comprehension.

It seems to nie a highly pernicious practice at this

day to encour.age examinations of the raembrana tym-
pani by direct liglit. The recent great advance in

otology is due as much to the invention of the concave
ear-mirror as to any other cause. Not that it is iinpos-

sibh to observe the drum membrane by indirect light,

but that it is very difficult to do it well.

Again, we have an ear-scoop, figured in the same
article, for " extracting wax or foreign bodies from the

ear. It iias the advantage of removing wax, etc., with-
out pressure upon the tympanum." Probably by
"tympanum" is meant the membrana tympani, for it

is hardl}' possible that even the iUuminatiug power of

this instrument is sufficient to see through an iraper-

fjrate drum membrane into the tympanum.
It might reasonably have been supposed that the in-

vention of ear-scoops had received a check from what has
been said and written upon the subject. In the Amer-
ican Juurnal of Medical iSciences for 18GI, vol. 48, page
394, is an article entitled " Hints Respecting the Extrac-
tion of Foreign Bodies from the Ear and Nose, with an
Engraving, by S. D. G.-oss, M.D., Professor of Surgery
in the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia," in

which an instrument closely resembling Dr. Speir's, be-
ing a spoon on one end and a small tooth-like process
on the other, for the removal of foreign bodies, ceru-
men, etc., f. oin the ear and nose is figured.

This article was replied to by Dr. Roosa, of this city,

in the next number of the same journal, vol. 49, for 1865,
page 103, in an article entitled "Remarks on the
Extraction of Foreign Bodies from the Ear," in which
Dr. Gross's plan was very justly criticized in several of
its details. The operating on the ear with insufficient

illumination, and the ignoring of the violence quite
likely to result from this procedure, and the necessary
chloroforming of the patient, was objected to. In re-
gard to impacted cerumen, Dr. Roosa states in this

article that in the removal of cerumen from twenty-
eight cases at the infirmary, and a large number at his

office, warm water was amply suffieient. Dr. Hinton
is also quoted as removing cerunn n from forty-five

patients by means of the syringe and warm water only.

It is difficult to see what there is in the construction

of this instrument which enables cerumen to be re-

moved by it without producing pressure on the drum
membrane, as is asserted.

The statement is made that " the operation of re-

moving wax from the ear is rendered less painful b}' the

instrument detaching the wax from a few only of the

hairs in the ear at a time." It seems exceedingly
strange that an ear-spoon is recommended on account
of the small amount of pain caused by its use. Of all

the means for the removal of cerumen the mining or

digging of it out would seem the most painful.

It must needs require no argument to convince any
one that a stream of warm water will remove cerumen
or any foreign body in the least violent manner. The
experience of the writer in removing impacted cerumen
fully concuis with the authorities quoted and with
that of all the authorities except Dr. Gross and Dr.

Speir.

The doctor has been so much annoyed in the treat-

ment of hichrymal diseases as to have been led to the
adding of " a new instrument " which he calls a lachry-
mal catheter. It consists of a Bowman's probe, hollow,

and slit up on one side its whole lengtli, except thi
very end, which is closed and rounded olf so as to allow
of free introduction. The intrument is similar to one
suggested by X. Galezuwski, in his Traite des Maladies
des Yeux, for 1870, p.art first, page 141, fig. 04; but is

quite inferior to it.

Galezowski's instrument is perforated in sever.d places

for the passage of the fluid, and is, moreover, attached to

a syringe—a great convenience. This affords another
example of the "variety offjrm and similarity of use"
already alluded to. The usefulness of this instrument
may well be called in question, it having been thoroughly
tried by a number of surgeons in this city, and found
of less utility than has been claimed for it. It seems
to tlie writer that this whole subject of new inventions
in medical and surgical appliances needs overhauling.
There is a natural tendency to the multiplication of

surgical instruments, etc , which should be resisted.

A new instrument may be suggested if it is less expen-
sive than an old one ; if it is new and really useful ; if it

combines the functions of two or more old ones; if it

is moderately simple and inexpensive, for we may
sometimes suspect that the inst: ument-makers show a
tendency to prey to a certain extent upon the profes-

sion ; or if any improvement on an old instrument is

made, and it claims to be only a modification, no
person will object; but fair play demands that due care
should be exercised in the distinction between really

new instruments and those only exhibiting " vari'jty of
form and similarity of use."

Respectfully vours,

0. D. POMEROT, M.D.

ARMY AXD NAVY NEWS.

Official List nf Change.i of Stations and Duties of Offi-
cers of the Medical Department U. S. Army, from
June 19, ISVl, to July 3, 1871, inclusire.

Webster, Warres, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 129, Head-
quarters Department of the East, June 20, 1871,
assigned to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Independ-
ence, Mass.

Byrne, C. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 129, C. S., Depart-
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ment of the East, a-siiined to duty as Post Surgeon at i

AVilktts Pouit. X. T. H.
I

Sternberg, G. il.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 129, i

C. S , Dep:.rimont of the East, assigned to duty as Post

Surgeon at Fon Warren, Mass.
AVisxE, C. K.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 240,

A. G. 0.. June ]y, 1871, leave of absence extended CO

davs.
"Jaxewat, J. H.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 129,

C. S., Depariment of the East, when relieved by Sur-

geon Byine. to i-oiiiply with order from the War iJe-

partnient in his case.

n.Ai'PERSETT. J. C. G., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.
|

129. C. S.. De]>ar:ment of the East, when relieved by
Assistant Surg> on Gardner, to comply with order of

the War Department in his case.
i

Gardner, W. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 129.

C. S., Depaitment nf tlie East, assigned to dutj- as Post

Surgeon at Fort Washington, Md.
Pope. B. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 237, War

Department, A. G. O., June l7, 1S71, par. 30 of S. 0.

3S5, A. G. 0., December 31, 1870, honorably discharging

him, is revoked.
H.\LL, Jno. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 247,

;

War Department, A. G. 0., June 23, 1871, relieved

from duty in Department of Arizona and ordered to re-

port to Comin;.nding General Department of Dakota
for .issignment to duty.

Grxv, G. H.. Assistant Surgeon—Died at Fort Quit- I

man. Te.xas, Mav 29, 1S71.

MicHLER, W. H. H., Assistant Surgeon.-By G. CM. '

Orders, No. 10, War Department, A. G. 0., June 19, i

1871, cashiered. '

ittciiiral Sterns ano llfius. i

The Best Place Abroad for Conscmptites.—Dr. J.

Henry Benne'. of England, is fairly warranted, on his

own personal experience, in stating that there is no
summer climate in Europe so good for consumptives as

the British insular climate, where the inhabitants are

constanily screened from the rays of the midsnmmer
sun by an atmosphere full of waiery vajjor. He at-

tributes in a great measure his own recovery to his

having withstood the temptations of summer travel,

and 10 his having returned home year after year.

—

British iledical Journal.

AiBRECHT vox Graefe.—It was Graefe's wont to

visit each one of his hospital patients twice a day

—

morning and evening. His private patients occupied
fifiy separate rooms, and the poor patients had fifty or

sixty beJs arranged in wards. The poor and the rich

received equal care from Graefe. When engaged with

the strabismus operation, he made notes o! over eight

hundred cases on which he had operated, from which
to draw his deiluctiuns ; and some months before his

death lie had completed the notes of a thousand cases

of cataract operation performed by his own method.

Abscess of the Breast.—Out of 7,860 patients de-

livered in the Vienna Lying-in Hospital in 1867, 14 only
suffered from abscess of the breast.

Dr. Edward Friedrich Weber, Professor of Ana-
tomy at Leipzig, died May 19th. In conjunction with

his brother, Dr. Wilhelm Weber, he wrote a treaiise

well known to anatomists, called Mechanik der mensc/i-

lichen Geln'iriveiLseut/e.

Clatt IN" the Lcn'g.—Dr. E. Ton Gorup-Besanez {A n-

nalen der Chemie ttitd Pharmacie) finds in the lungs of

a workman, who had worked during lifetime in a fac-

tory, and had been exposed to the inhalation of min-
eral dust, no less than 19.91 parts of mixed sand, clay,

and silica in 1,000 pa:ts.

A Memorial to Professor OppoLZER.^Tlie subscrip-

tions for a memorial of the late Professor Oppolzer

already amouut to 4,130 florins, or over $2,000.

A Parisian Sctrgeox Killed.—Dr. Moreau was killed

by a shell while attending to the wounded near the

Porte Maillot, during the last siege of Paris.

Medical Association of Dei„\wake.—The following

gentlemen were elected as officers to serve for the en-

suing year: President, Dr. J. E. Clawson, Smyrna;
Vice-President. Dr. Samuel D. Marshall, Dover ; Secre-

tary, Dr. D. Hall. Lewes; Treasurer, Dr. Henry F.

Askew, Wilmington. The next meeting will be held

in Lewes.

The Height of LirsATics — Dr. Beddbe has ascer-

tained that the adult male inmates of lunatic asylums

in England are one inch shorter than their rational

brethren.

The Kansas City Medical Joctisal.—The Medical

Journal Association of Kansas C.ty, Mo., have staried

a bi-monthly medical journal, under the above title.

The April number contains creditable leading articles

on Lilhotomv. Svphilis, Typhlitis, and Measles, bv Drs.

Jos. M. Wood, J. T. Wilson, Geo. Ilalley, and' J. C.

Bernard, all of Missouri. The jo-.irnal is under the

supervision of A. P. Lankford, SI.D.

Xatioxal Medical Jocrsal, WAsniscTos, D.C.

—

Dr. Chris. C. Cox, in retiring from the editorial chair

of this journal, announces that it will pass into the

liands of Drs. S. C. Busey and Wm. Lee of Washing-
ton. In future it will be issued montldy instead of

quarterly, as heretofore.

New York Ete .\n"d Ear Infirmary.— Tlie Semi-
centennial Report of the Xew York Eye and Ear
Infirmary, for 1870, gives interesting facts concerning

the management of this venerable institution, founded

in August, 1820, at 45 Chatham street, by Drs. Edward
DelaSeld and J. Kearney Rodgers. Of those who com-
posed its first board of directors, not one survives

;
of

its four surgical officers. Dr. Edward Delafield is the

only living representative. There have been treated

during the year 9,290 patients ; the average attendance

was about 120 daily, making the number of visits paid

during the year over 36,000. The number of indoor

patients was 41.5, of whom 203 were at the charge of

the infirmary. There were 6-55 operations performed, to

restore sight and relieve deformities and pain. During

its whole career, 147,000 patients have enjoyed its ben-

efits. Formerly, the institution was open three days

in the week for one or two hour.s. Now it is open
daily, and from three to five hours.

The Massachusetts CliaritableEye and Ear Infirmary

of Boston, and the Wills Hospital of Philadelphia,

were started soon after the beginning of the Infirmary,

and upon much the same plan. The following sur-

geons compose the Surgical Staff: Cojisiillintf Surgeons,

Drs. Geo. Wilkes and Abram Dubois. Ophthalmic De-

\parlment—Surgenns, Drs. Henry D. Noye?, Hermann
Althof, Charles M. Allin. and Wm, H. Carmalt ; Assist-

ant Surgeons, Drs. Fiancis Delafield, Robert Walts, and
Erskine Mason; Clinical Assistants, Drs. J. H. Emer-
son, Thomas R. Pooler, Charles T. Poore. Henrv C.

I

Eno, C. M. Bell, R. J. McKay, S. if. Roberts, and'Ed-
ward Curtis. Aural Department—Surgeons, Robert F.

Weir. Chas. E. Rackley, Francis Simrook ; Assistant
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Surgeon, YiT. Albert H. Buck ; Clinical Assistants, Dts.

Howard Pinkiiey, Wm. S. Ludlum, J. N. Beekman, 8.

F. Morris. Cunitor, Dr. Francis Delalield. Resident

Surgeon, Alex. G. Sinclc.ir.

The First Female C.\ndid.\te for the Gold Medal
OF THE Medical Society of London.—The records of

the meetings of this Socit'ty since 1773 show, that in

1775 a dissertation on "Fevers" was received by the

Council from a lady by the name of Dorothea Anna
Maria Lucia Ilogan Horick van Lobrccht. William

Choimeley, M.D., F.R.C.P., states that the disserta-

tion was returned to her, with a request, " to be wrote

in Latin." It was afterwards written in Latin, but the

Conncil decided " that the Society cannot properly take

cognizance of it, it being calculated to introduce some
empirical nostrum of the authoress, whicli is to cure

fevers in general." Dr. Choimeley inquires whether
the said Dorothea Anna Maria, etc., was a forerunner, a

type, of the medical ladies of the present day ? If so,

then, ' appearing ere the times were ripe," she seems

to have disappeared into the darkness and oblivion

that envelop many another aportle of progress.

—

Med.

2'inies and Gazette.

Accident Statistics in England.-—A medical writer

in the Engineer states that ninety-nine times as many
people die of cancer in England as are killed on rail-

ways there. Excluding the element of carelessness,

2,lti5 persons will die of cancer to one killed on a rail-

way. In England, during five years, 333 accidents

occurred— 200 from collision, 77 from getting off the

line, 36 from damage to machinery, and 20 from other

causes. For fourteen years, from 1855 to 1869, one

person was killed to 7,161,301 transported.

Early English Advocatis of Electricity.—Dr. Wm.
Choimeley, of London, in his annual oration before the

Medical S'jciety of London, states that he finds very

early in the records of the Society many instances of

the value of electricity in the cure of disease. In 1777

Mr. Robt. Sherson reported " a case of severe rheuma-
tism of the arm, cured by electricity after other reme-

d es had failed." He said, also, that " he had found

electricity singularly benelicial in spasms, and various

ob.structions, particularly of the menses." In Novem-
ber, 1779, Jlr. Ford read a paper " On tlie Loss of

Voice cured by Electricity." In 1783 and 17S7 Mr.

Hooper reported " Cases of Periodical Headache cured

by Electricity." In 1789 Dr. Thos. Fowler, of Stafford,

reported '' A Case of Obstinate Quartan Ague, of five

months' continuance, cured by Electricity." Towards
the end of 1792 another case of the cure of aphonia by
elect'icity was reported, and a letter was read from Dr.

Jameson on animal electricity, " showing the existence

of such a power in flie nerves of animal bodies." The
next notice of the therapeutical value of electricity is

in November, 1816, when Dr. Clutterbuck related a

case of profuse hsematcmesis with amenorrhoea, in

which nothing did good till repeated slight shocks of

electricity, passed through the pelvis, brought on the

catamenia. After that date medical electrization was
not brought before the Society, until we come to our
own days, when the subject is being ably treated by
Dr. Althaus and o:her existing Fellows.

—

ikd. Timis
and Gazette.

Death from Sulphuric Ether.—At a recent meet-
ing of the Gyiuxcological Society of Boston. Dr. Sto-
rer read extracts from a letter of Dr. Davis, of Fall

River, detaihng a recent death from .sulphuric ether, the

anaesthetic being employed during an amputation of

the thigh.

Insane Hospitals in America.—There are sixty-six

hospitals for the insane in thirty-three of the United

Stales Of this number the State of New York has
twelve, Pennsylvania seven, and Massachusetts six.

The Association or Medical Editors.—Dr. Horatio
R. Storer, of Boston, Ma.>;s., late President of this asso-

ciation, stated in his address delivered at the annual
meeting of the Association, held at San Francisco, May
1, 1871. that thirty-eight medical journals are repre-

sented in the Association, out of the forty-one so-called

regular at present existing in this country. But three

American journals have not entered the organization,

viz.: The Philadelphia Medical and Surgical Reporter,

The American Journal of Medical Sciences, and The
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

The Boylston Prize.—This prize of one hundred
and fifty dollars, awarded by the President and Fellows
of Harvard University, has been given to Dr. B. Joy
Jeffries, of Boston, Mass., for the best dissertation on
" Recent Advances in the Pathology and Treatment of

Cutaneous Diseases."

C. C. F. Gay.—An article on " Varicose Veins," go-
ing the rounds of the journals, copied from the Record,
is credited to C. C. P. Gray, M.D., which should be
credited to C. C. F. Gay, M.D.—The uiistake is not ours.

Dr. Joseph Meters died at Charity Hospital, July

6, 1871, xt. twenty-two yenrs.

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God to remove
from us, in the full vigor of his manhood, our late asso-

ciate and co-lahorer. Dr. Joseph Meyers, by disease con-

tracted while in the performance of his duties at the

hospital

;

Resoh-ed, That reverencing his purity of character,

and respecting the ambition that guided him in his pro-

fessional pursuits, we shall ever cherish his memory
and sincerely mourn the loss of so frank and niauly a

friend and professional brother.

Resotvrd, That while we mourn our own loss, we
tender the bereaved fiimily our dee|)est sympathies.

Re^oh-ed, That we attend the funeral, and wear as a

mark of respect the usual badge of mourning for thiity

days.

Resolved, That we transmit a copy of these Resolu-
tions to the family of the deceased, the Commissioners
of Charities and Corrections, and the Medical Board of
Charity Hospital, and that they be published in the

New York World, Tribune, Medical Record, and Medi-
cal Gazette.

Aug. C. Kinney, M.D.,

Fkedk. R. S. Drake, M.D.,

Raphael De J. Flores, M.D.,

Committee of the House Staff.
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(DruVmal Commuuications.

RUPTURE OF THE BLADDER
DEPENDENT ON

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA AS A
PRIMARY CAUSE.

A CONSIDERATION OF THE PATHOLOGY, SYMPTOMS, AND

TREATMENT OF THIS LESION, WITH CASES.

By THOS. K. cruse, M.D.,

HOUSE SURGEON TO BFr.T.FVL'E HOSPITAL.

(Prize Essav for the Wood Ahmm Prize of 1S71.)

'*I.'imtcnr se tue h allonger ce que lo lecteur se tue a abrtjcer."

—

D'Alembert.

Great labor often makes the smallest show. Reason-

ing and ilieorizing fill whole pages, whilst ponderous
stati-tics and masses of fact are thrust into parentlieses.

This is asii should be. Clinical records mver made popu-
lar te.\t books; and if ail author wants to be read, lei him
give his deductions, not his cases. But such a metliod

ha8 iis limits; it must be used only in matti-rs that

have bneii made exact science bv Ion;; observation.

The subject of tliis paper, by reason of its rarity and
fatality, is a he'd so little attractive, that i;s coiisid-

eratiiiii is ignored in professedly exhaustive treatises

on disea es of the genito-urinary system. Hence the

excuse lor treating it clinically.

From time to time have been publi-hed cases of

ruptured blailder occurring in different conditions and
from various causes. Wilkinson King reported a case

in which tie accident fuUowed retention of urine from
impervious urethra in the foetus.* Similar instances

are r. ported by How^hip, Malgaigne, and Dr. Robert
Lee.t

Mr. LynnJ published a case in which the cause of

the rupture was a retroverted pregnant uterus, giving

rise to retention of seven days' standing; Mr. Kams-
botluim cites two cases of rupture occurring during
dehvery;§ and a most interesting case hanpened at

Bellevue Hospital, in which the f .rci-ps had been ap-

plied for a contracted antero-posterior diaiiie(er.||

Boyer tells of a man ninety years old, who, after

cotnpl lining of pains " au col de la ve.ssie," commenced
urinating by the umbiliius, and continued so to do for

six months, when he died of old age.T At the Edin-
burgh Royal Infirmary Mr. Liston had charge of a fa'al

case, in which the rupture was caused by the sharp
fragment of a fractured os pubis**—a case that was the

inspiration of the advice of Liston's enthusiastic ad-
mirer, Mr. Erichsen: In treating fractures of the pelvis,

" the first tiling to be done is to pnss a catheter into the

hlorldei:"

The largest collection of instances of the lesion is to

be found in a labored and highly valuable paper publish-

ed by Dr. Stephen Smith in the Xeio York Journal of
Medicine for May, 1851. In this essay, which received

the honor of a German reprint, there are collected no
less than seventy-eight cases, illustrating every known
cause and every variety of sympto ns of the accident.

As a possible consequence of stricture, rupture of

the bl.iduer is so very rare, that Sir Henry Thompson

Gay's Hoep. Reports, voL iL, p. SOS.

+ Med.-Chir. Ti-ans.. vol. six., p. S^iS.

t Medical Obs. and Inquiries, \ol. iv.

J I'rait. Obs. in Midwifery.

g C;kse of Celia Ford, ciife Dead House R*-'Cords. 1S67.

"V Traite dc-s Malaities Chinirg. Quatri^me cd., turn, is., 'p. 41.
*• London Jletitcat Gazette, vol. vii., p. 3i».

h IS never seen a case r.or specimen, and takes his de-

scription of the syniptoms f om Sir Everard Home.*
It may he remark jd parentlietically : —Although he

does not state it, S r Henry is cognizant of a case of

rupture from violence, for at a li.eeting of the Paiho-

1 gical Society of London, held M irch 6, 1855, lie tciok

part in the discussion evoked by an illustrative speci-

men presented by Mr. Partridge. Fu ther testimony to

its extreme infrequeucy is Ibund in the f ict, that in a

faithful study of the case-books of the New York Hos-
pitals, not a siuj;le instance was di-covered, whilst in

the same there ae records of nearly twenty cases of

rupture from violence. Of the seventy-eight cases of

rupture given by Dr. Smith, but threj acknowledge

the etiology of stricture.

Spite of a diliLiCnt search of the journals and of other

sources, the total number of coll cted cases is but six.

The history of each is append -d.

Case First.—A man aged twenty-two had been
laboring under symptoms of urethral stricture conse-

quent to gonorrhoea. A fortnight after the inception of

these trouliles he was knocked down \y a horse, the

animal falUiig on the lower portion of the patient's alxlo-

men. Pain in hypogastrium lolowed the injury, togeth-

er with fiequent desire to urina e, the act being aci om-
piished with dillieulty. Eight hours after the ac id. nt

tlie difSculty increa-ed. and soonreli-ntion became com-
plete. This Was at 12 o'llock on a Saturday niglit.

Ketenti m continued till Monday evening, when by

[latient's own elforts some urine wa.s passed, pain being

rel eved tlureby. Tuesday morning, while straining, the

man felt a "' crack," accompanied l.y a sensation ofcold

in the pubic region. There were nosignsofe.ttr.ivasa-

tion. The evening of thesame day a catheter was passed,

and two quarts of bloody u ine diawn. Catheter passed

at intervals during tlie next two days.

Spite of many bleedings, and dos s of calomel and

autiinouy, the fiatient speedily recovered.t

llemarl;s.—Tliis case is justly regarded as an instance

of a lupture not involving all the coats of the bladder.

This diagno.sis,—being fourideil on the presence ofmost

of the symptoms of ruptured bla Ider, and the absence

of signs of extravasation.—though not certain, is most

probable. Inasmuch as the accident received was not

the direct cause of the lesion of the bladder, the case

properly falls under the cla.ss we are consider.ng.

Case Seconii.—A man forty-four yeais old had been

suffering from symptoms of stiicture, the result of gon-

orrhoea, for twenly-three year.s. In tlie twentieth year

of the disease there was complete retention ofurine for

two days. Patient put himself under the charge ol Sir

Everard Home for the cure of his stricture. After a

few days' course ol tiie application of armed'bougiesan

attack of retention ensued, which, after lasting twenty-

four hours, was followed by a " ru^h from upper part of

tlie bladder," and patient tiiought tlie organ was rup-

tured. Great pain, and no iiielmation to urinate, were the

next symptoms, and then a large tumor appeared in the

region of tue bladder. Treated by fomentati.ms and laud-

anum. The second day puhe small and frequent
;

;
tongue dry; has slept a great deal; passed no water,

I

and has no inclination to do so ;
abdomen much dislend-

' ed. A rectal puncture was made, f 3 iij. urine flow-

; ing from the canula, but no relief was given, and ilie

' tumor ofthe belly continued. Patient died on the fourth
^ day, no urine having passed per urethram or otherwise

since the puncture by the rectum.

Autopsy.—Large quantity of urine in the abdomen
;

intestines covered by lymph. Bladder ruptured at

* The Pathology and Treatment of Slrictnre of the Urethra, by

Sir Henry Thompson. F.R.C.S. Philadelphia, ISSII, p. 290.

t Mr. W. T. Keal, London Med. Gazette,, ISST, p. 021.
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anterior part of fundus; and tlie urine passing between
ibe " cellular memlirane'' aud periloneum as high a^ the

umbilicus, bad ruptured the serous membrane at that

point.

The openinw in the mucous coat of the bladder was
circular and the size of a goo-e-quill, the muscul.ir coat

was lorn to the extent oi' an inch, whilst tlie cellular

covering was sloughy. Bladder much tuiekeneil. A
stricture, admitting a fine iMobe, was found at the mem-
branous por.'ion of tiie uiethra.*

Case Third —An nftiijer of the navy applied for the

relief of a stricture that had been tioubling him for ten

or twelve years. The caustic being used, brought on
"strangury," whio'.i lasted Irom the evening until the

next morning. The reconl does not ^tate the amount
of uiine passed at this latter time, nor whether any
was voided from the same time until the next day,

when tlie accident took place.

Tlie third day after the application of the caustic, the

patient was consi-ious of something having given way
interna'ly, and the bladder could not be I'elt by the

finger in tlie rectum. Great pain was felt in tlie left

side. Pifty d ops laudanum were given every four

hours. Pulse 130. Passed some water by penis.

The fourih day the pain continued, and there was
constant vomiting and purging. Fluctuation apparent

in left side. The fi'th day less vomiting and hiceuugh
;

has delusions. Laudanum continued; catheter not used,

because the urine comes freely. The sixth day has

maniacal delirium, wounding a woman in the street,

and calling the watch, believing himself assaulted by
everybody. After six hours, became more manageable.
Has great internal distress. Urine comes Ireely. The
seventh day there is much less distress, urine coming
even more fre<;ly than the day before. In the evening
the flow ceasid, and bladder became much distended.

The eighth day the bladder, still coniinuing distended,

was punctured through the rectum, and one cjuait

urine drawn. Patient composed after the operation.

In the evening there was vomiting and great restless-

ness. Tiie morning of the ninth day patient died in

great agony.
Autiipsij.- A quantity of fluid resembling urine found

in the abdomen. There was a tumor on the left side

of bladder, below peritoneum. In the roof of tlie tumor,
through the peritoneum, there is an orifice o^ie inch
long. The suiface of the intestines had lost their

natural polish. The bladder contained a pint of water,

and midway between the fundus and (irostate there

was a rent two inches long lead ng into the above-men-
tioned tumor. Wiien the laiter was opened it was
found to contain urine and coagulable ly:iipli.

Memarks.f—In this cas- tlie distension of the bladder
during life is explained by the coiiferva'ive ceilu'itis

around the rupture discovered after death,—a method
of repair that seems the most probable in cases of

ruptured bladder.

Case Fourth.—John Sheehan, widower, Ireland, la-

borer, vet. GO. Admitted to Bel'evue Hospi al, June
13, 1870.

Patient is a large, muscular man. Denies ever
having bad gonorrhoea or syphilis, or ever having re-

ceived an injury about ihe genitals. States that twelve
years ago be bad retention of urine for thiriy-six hours,

that no instrument cuuld be passed into his bladder at

that time, and that he relieved himself by his own
effor:s. On admist,ion, the patient is aide lo walk up-
stairs to his ward. Says he has pasfied no water for

* Practical Obaen-ations on the Treatment of Strictures in the Urethra
and in the CEsophagns, by Everard Home, Esq., F.R.S. Vol. ii.. p. 241.
London. ISOo.

t Practical Observations on the Treatment of Strictnrea in the
Urethra, by Sir Everaid Home, Bart. London, ISSl, p. 245.

ilie last three days, and on waking in the morning after

the first twelve hous of retention, he (ound the scro-

tum greatly swollen and reddened. Exaniinaiion re-

veals a well-marked indurated cicatrix on the outer as-

pect of the glans penis. Scrotum and penis are ex-
tensively infiltrated, and the integument covering them
is of a dark-red color. The bladder has risen as high as

the umbilieu.s. Patient's countenance is not anxious, he
complains of no pain, and his pulse is 9i and full.

Soon after admission the urethra was explored with
the Ibllowing results:—Flexible catheter No. 8 is

arrested at seven inches from the meatus; No. 2
bulbous bougie stops at six and three-quarters inches;

whiKt No. 4 meets a constriction at seven inches, and
pa-ses three-quaiters of an inch beyond. Fililorm

bougie is stopped at the same point as the last instru-

ment.

Tw'O hours after the examination, while patient was
being anfesiiietized, the aljdominal tumor suddenly
di-appetired, and tlie former area of dulness fecame
tymp.initic. No symptom of collapse, and the pulse

remained as good as befote. Patient was greatly ex-
cited b}' the ether. Another attempt is made to pass a

guide, but without success. Four hours later the in-

tegument of I he penis and scrotum were freely incised,

a poultice being applied, and a small dose of an opiate

administered. Puls^' 104 and somewhat feeble. From
this time patient made no motion or sound lo attract

the atient.on of bis watchers, and was lound dead in

a few houis after the incisions had been made.
At the autopsy 2| quarts bloody fluid were found

in the abdomen; a li tie fibrinous exudation on the

visceral peritoneum. The bladder is large, its walls of

oidinary thickness, and its cavity contains a little fluid.

At the apex there is a laceration one-half inch in

length, which involves the peritoneum, and is surround-
ed by no signs of ulceration. The pen s, scrotum, and
tissues in and around ihe perineum are infil; rated with

bloody urine. At the junction of the bulbous and
membranous portions of the urethra there is a slight

contraciiou ot the cahbre of the canal, and just behind
this point the urethra is torn complelely across, the

ragged edge of the bulb looking upwards and arresting

any instrument passed through the meatus. The tubes

of ihe kidneys were granular and fatty.*

Hemarks.—There can be no question but that in the

above case immediate operation should have relieved

tl.e bladder ol its contents. The faial delay w;is caused
by the difficulty incident to obtaining the attendance

of the \isiting sutgeon. The extraordinary circum-

stances under which the accident occurred suggest the

employment of chloroform rather than -ether, and nu-
merous assistants to confine the patient when an an-

ffisthet c becomes neee.ssary in a similar crisis. The
pust-rnortem appearance of the rent in the bladder will

sustain ti.e position advanced farther on, ol the absurdity

of referring all cases of rupture to a previous process

of ulceration.

Case Fiftu.—Alex. Bruce, set. 38, while at sea suf-

fered Irom retention of three days' standing, the result

of a stricture. At the end of that time he ex|Hrienced
a sudden and severe pain in the region of the bladder

and prostate, the pain being Ibllowed by great pros-

tration. He was treated with large doses of laudanum
by the ship's captain. Four days later the cellular tis-

sue sui rounding the rectum came away as a slough. At
this time he was received into the Staten Island Retreat,

where he was seen by Dr. Ward, who repotted the fol-

lowing conilition :

—
"Tne hand could be parsed up the

sacrum and surround the rectum. Two and one-half

* Records of the Ttiird Surgical Division, Bellevue Hospital. 1870.
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inches above the anus was a large opening in the ante-

rior part of the rectum, through which opening all the

urine was passed.

This patifiit made a rapid and complete recovery.

The opening in the rectum did not perlVctly close, but

wheth'T lie passed his water subs> quently by this or

by the naturiU way, the record do s not state.*

Heinarks.— ll is'needless to say that the chief point

of int-rest in the above recital is the fact of recov, ry.

If a favorable result cnuld occur in spite of such extei.-

sive comi'lications, a like issue should be expect«d in

cases preseniing svmptoms not so grave. That this is

not exttavagant language will be illisrateil by the

next case. It must be remembered that ihos>- who
consider riittu e from stricture a< necessar ly fatal, have

been infl leiiced by the history of rupture from external

violence, in which latter case the depressing eflfecls of

the s'lo k of the injury are to be added to those of the

local 1. sion.

Case Sixth.—Charles Dajer, set. 36, single, butcher.

Admitted to Bellevue, October 31, 1870. P..tient

has b en a comparatively healthy and temperate man.

Had his first clap ten years ago, and last one two and
one-half years betbre admission. For two years has

passed water with difficulty, and the stream has been

small, forked, twisted, and interiuittent. Has had s<al 1-

ing m ciur tion. and pain in the perineum before, dur-

ing, and after the act. At times water has eontaintd

blood; o'herwi'^e clear and without sediment.

Ma ie his water without help at 6 o'clock A. M.,

October 2i)th, at 10 of the morning of the same day.

While straining he felt something give way, and expe-

rieiiC'd a severe pain all over the abdomen. Xo othfr

symptoms. He was able to walk, and at 3 o'clock

he called on a doctor, who drew from him six ounccs

of urin;-.

Received no further treatment until his admission to

Bellevue.

Oil Admission.—Patient has retained his water forty-

two hours. Abdomen tender, painful, and tympanitic
;

pulse "2; lies with his kni es drawn up. Bu'bous

bougie No. 13 is retained two and one lialf inches from

the meatus ; No. 10 at three and one-half; and Nos. 2

and 3 at si.x inchL-s. A filiform bougie was passfd, and
over it a tunnelled catheter. Six ounces clear urite

flowel w.thoiit affording much relief. Is oideied a

txirpentine stup', and to take 3 'j sol. niorph. (U. S.)

every two ho irs.

Nov. 1. — Pat'ent passed a sleepless night. This

mornin,' is found m apparently good general con lition

;

tongue m .ist, pulse 108. There is considei able bal-

looning of abjornen, and percus-ion tympanitic evey-
whe-e. Tenderness not great, but is most marked in

the inguinal regions. A filiform bou.'ie entered the

blad ler, and the instrument being withdrawn, a No.
7 gum-el istic catheter was passed. ai;d six ounces
limpid u ine drawn. The passage of the catheter was
difficult, the point entering a false passage on the left

side of the roof of the urethra. Catheter was with-

drawn just short of a point where the urine ce:ised to

flow. The cat.ieter was left in situ, being fixed by adhe-

sive straps passin.^ from it to the pen's, p. m.—Water
flows freely from the retained cathe'er. General .symp-

toms tlie same
;

pulse 104 and fall. Morphine con-

tinued.

Nov. 2.— This morning there is great distension of

the abdomen, and an appreciable redness with exqui-

site tenderness in right iUac fossa. Pulse 108 and
rather weak. Catheter found as it was left, but patient

says that no water has passed throjgh it for seven

* Dr. Ward's Art., S. T. Lancet, 1812, p. 78.

hours. Dried crus's of some .secretion from the ure-

thra found at the means. Catheter witiidrawn, wash-
ed, and an attempt made to reintiodnce it; but patience

was tixed and a varieiy of manoeuvres practised before

a No. 6 coi;ld be made to enter the bladder. All this

was caused by the before-ment oned false passage.

Eight ounces urine were drawn, and the catheter re-

tained as before. Mi rphine continued, and patient is

enjoined to take all the milk-punch he can swallow.
P.M.—No pain; water comes freely. To relieve ten-

sion, th ee or four incisions extending through the su-

perficial I'a-sc a a e made in the hvpogastiic and inguinal

regions. dered a poul ice.

Nov. 3.— General condition good, and there is no
pain. Pulse 108; respiraiion 20. The cellulitis has
been relieved by the incisions, and to-day several more
are made at a point where there is still some tension.

Poultice and morphine continued. Takes his miik and
whiskey well. The Ciithetrr is withdrawn daily, wash-
ed, and replaced. To-day it is found coated with pus,

and having a phosphatic deposit about the eye. Ure-
tlira syr nged daily with olive o 1.

Nov. 4—Bowels moved last night
;
passage watery

and small. Redness m the iliac fos-ae has entirely dis-

appeared. Pulse is 104, and constitutional disturb-

ance but little marked. No. 6 catheter replaced by
No. 9. Thirteen ounces of urine have flowed during
tie past twelve hours. Th.'re is slight oedema of the

lower portion of the scrotum, hut no cede na of penis.

P.M.—Pulse 102; resjriraiion 25. Pupils much con-
tracted. Another passa,:;e f om bowels to-day.

Nov. 5, A. M.— Pulse 96 ; respiration 18. There
has been considerable discharge of flatus, p. m.—Pulse
9:t. Six een oun.es of urine flowed in the past twelve
hours. Urine slight'y alkaline, but clear.

' Nov. 6.—Patient in fine condition, and very hopeful.

Notable diminution in the s.ze of ab lomen since yes-

terday. A. M.— Pulse 84; respiration 24. Twen y-
four ounces urine in last twelve hours. Incisions

suppurating. Urethritis still bail. Several p;issages of
w nd and water last night, p. M.—Pul-e 108, full and
soft. Scrotum still shghtly oedematous, for which a
suspensory ban 1 age is ordered. A No. 9 catheter is

leta neJ, and morphine continued.

Nov. 7, A. M— I'ulse 90. No pain nor tenderness.

P.isses a goo I deal of wind. p. m.—Pulse 95. Appe-
tite much better to-day. Q lantity of mor|ihine redticd.

Nov. 8, A. M.—Pulse 95, full and regular. Urine
fl iws freely, but is intensely alkaline and turbid, p.m.

— Pulse 98.

Nov. 9, A. M.—Pulse 84. Incisions in abdomen cica-

trizing nicely, p. m.—Pulse 86. Appetite good. Mor-
phine suspended.
Nov. 10. .4. M.—Pulse 76. By a Ivice of Dr. Smith,

catheter was withdrawn, and ord' red to be passed every

two hours, p. M.—On introducing the catheter this

evening, patient experienced a sudden pain in the blad-

der, and on withdrawing afew d:ops of blood followed.

On the occurrence of this accident the catheter was re-

tained as before.

Nov. 11, A. M.—Pulse 96. Has had a free move-
ment of the boivels. Water passes freely. Tympa litis

again increasing. There is a hard cyl.ndrical ma-s, two
mi:hes in diameter, ext- nding transverstly across the

abdomen in the rCLrion of the incisions. Tliis mass is

very sightly pain ul on pressure, and over it percussion

is dull. Is given 3 iij sol. morph. sulph. (U. S.) every
Hvo houts. Says he had a recurrence of the pain from
which he suffered yesterday, and that it atiackeii him
in straining to pass some wind. p. m.—Pulsc; 96. Has
a s'ight diarrhoea.

I
Nov. 12, A.M.—Last night patient thought no water
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was parsing, and liepuslied the catheter farther in, at the

same time straining a good deal; water pas-ed between
tlie callieter and meatus. Soon after this water ceased

flowintr, and a severe riuor occuired, during which the

pulse was 130. Chill, followed by fever and sweating.

This morning, catheter be'ng withdrawn and washed, is

reintroduced, and eight ounces urine drawn. Is ordered

one ounce whiskey every hour, and the following me-
dicine :

—

J{. Tr. Ferri Chlor., 3 ij.

Sol. Quin. Sulph. (gr. sv : aq. 3 j) 3 ij.

M. S. 3j t. i. d.

Also:—
5 Qiiin. Sulph., gr-.. Ix.

Aqu;e, 3 iv.

M. S. 3 ss t. i. d. Morphine as before.

p. M.—Pulse 90. No more chills. Flow of wat^r free.

Nov. 13.—Feels easy. Tympanitis has greatly dimin-

ished. Catheter withdrawn, and is to he pass, d every

two hours. Urine c^'utains a good deal of gelatinous

pus, which renjains by itself, leaving the rest of the

liquid comparatively clear. This phenominon is noticed

only when tlie uiine is drawn at intei vals; when the

catheter is retained, the whole is uniformly turbid.

Nov. 14.—Same treatment continued. Patient and

attendants conlident that he is on the road to recovery.

Nov. 15.—Is anxious to pass water by his own efforts,

which yet he is not allowed to do.

Nov. 16.—Tumor in abdomen presents the same char-

acteristics. Is ordered a poult, ce over tlie same.

Nov. 17.—Is allowed to pass water by his own efforts.

Water flows in a good-sized stream, and there is no

pain.

Nov. 18.— Micturition is accompanied by a slight pain

in bladder, felt immediately after the act. Is su eating

profusely. Tumor of abdomen mucli softer.

Nov. 19, A. M.—Says he passed w.iter as often as

every five minutes duiing the night. Pain during mic-

turition, felt especially in the bladder, and to a less ex-

tent tlirougl.out the whole course of the urethra. Ca-

theter reiiitioihieed and retained.

Nov. 20.—Great relief experienced from the presence

of the catheter. No more pain nor straining.

Nov. 21.—Left epididymis moderately enlarged,

hardened, and tender.

Nov. 22.—Celiuhtis of abdomen—which has been
poulticed constantly—seems approaching the surface.

Nov. 23.—Last night, water having stopped passing

by catheter, the latter was removed by paiieut, who
urinated tr.ereafter without assistance.

Nov. 24.—Passes water himself, but has to .^train at

the last few drops, the flow of which is accompanied

by pain referred to li^ht ihac fossa.

Nov. 25.—Water passed without pain or straining.

Epididymitis well declared. Ordered a poultice and
suspensory bandage.

Nov. 2{J.—The locality mentioned on the 24th instant

as the seat of pain presents the characteristics of an

acute abscess.

Nov. 27.—Abscess pointing just above the situation

cf the right external abdominal ring.

Nov. :;8.—Last night had a pulse of 132, and acute

pain on mictuiiiion. Catheter tied in, through which
the urijie comes freely. Tins morning the pulse is 96,

and he has no more pain. Catheter withdrawn.

Nov. 29.^—After an exploring needle had been passed

into its cavity, the abscess was opened this day by a

free incision. A quantity of fetid pus, mixed with a

hquid having a urinous odor, escaped, p. m.—All day
long urine has dribbled from the incision, and none has

been passed by way of the meatus. Caiheter tied in.

Nov. 30.—ITrine has continued to come from the in-

cision. Stiict cleanliness enjoined. Patient looks very
badly, and is much disheartmed.
Dec 1.—Edges of the incision look ragged. Urine

passed in the same way.
Di'C. 2.—Same state.

Deo. 3.—As no urine has passed by the catheter since

its introduction, it is removed. A few drops of bloody
urine fl^w from the meatus on withdrawal.

Dec. 4.— Is troubled by constant vesical tenesmus,

which he cannot control.

Dec. 5.— Patient is rapidly emaciating.

Dec. 6.—Patient sweats much, and the body evolves a

disgusting urinous odor.

Dec. 7.—There is stony hardness surrounding the in-

cision | water passed the same way.
Dec. 8 —Lot. plumb, et opii has been kept over the

limits of the cellulitis, with relief to the pain.

Dec. 9.—Patient has hiccough, and gags much. Re-
fuses all nourislmient.

Dec. 10.—Ve:y low. Complainsof constant and pain-

ful straining.

Dec. 11.—Sinking fast. Attempt made to nourish

per rectum, by throwing up beef-tea and egg-nogg.

Dec. 12.—Has obstinate hiccough. If as delusions, re-

sisting w.tli all his power the attempt to administer a

h3-p. .dermic injection, and having the idea that the ther-

mometer is an instrument of torture. Extremities cold,

pulse faint, pupils dilate 1.

Dec. 13.—2 A. Ji., died.

BECORD OF PULSE. TEMPERATUBE, AXD RESPIRATIOX.
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in length. A probe passed through the laceration moves
freely in all directions, and on cutting down on the in-

strument thiough tlie alidoniiiial wa!l, a cavity is seen

which, commencing in front of the bladder and to the

right side, extends around beneath the piTitoneum ami

between the bladder and rectum, to the lelt. The
walls of the cavity are tense, and in it is contained the

same urinous flu d found in the bladder. Probe passed

through the external opening in the hypogastrium,

ent«rs the bladder through the la^-eration.*

Remark's.—No apology is needed for the length ofthe

history of the above ca>e, inasnjuch as from the great

rarity of the accident there is no fully detailed case (in

record. In this, as in L'r. W;ird's patient, the interest

lies in the possibility and probability of a recovery fioin

rupture from stricture. Before the op^-ning from which
the urine coniinued to discharge was made, it was the

common opinion of the attending surgeons that the

patient was on the high road to recovery. The progn's-

sive sinking, and the death from exhaustion which fol-

lowed the inci-ion, are totally inexplicable.

/•(iMo/o^y.— Ulceration of the bluMer sometimes oc-

curs as a consequence of chronic catarrhiil cy.<titi?. In

the old man with striciuie or an enlarged third lobe,

the bladder becomes like a badly-washed chamber-pot.
Stinking masse-i of grayish gelatinous pus continue to

form until the cell production—no longer confined lo

the surface—attacks the nmscuhirand cellular coats, and
the ulcer- is formed. As was pointed out by Mr. Listen,

the ulcer becomes perforating, the more readily the mu-
cous Coat forces itself between the muscular fasciculi to

form saccidations.t The symptoms of a vesical ulcer

are hectic fever and the pass;ige of an increased quan-
tity of the products of inflammation. This much has

been said about ulci-raiion, to disprove the general im-
pression that rupture of the bladder occurs only through
a precedent process of ulciTation.

Mr. Guthrie says :
" When the obstruction to the pas-

sage of urine is neaily complete, the violent efforts made
to discharge it bring on ulceration, and some parts yield.

The bladder has been said to burst, but this is of very
rare occurrence indeed. " In the same breath Mr.
Guthrie stul tides him.self by confessing that he has never
seen a case of the accident, about the pathology of which
he speaks so confidently. " I have known the bladder
ruptured by a fall from a height when a quantity of
urine was contained in it, but not solely from its own
action or from over-ilistension." J Mr. Devvar says:
" Wlien the bladder gives way in consequence of reten-
tion of urine, there is, as every one knows, no rupture
of the coats nor rent in the bladder

;
the fluid escapes

by one or more sma'l opening-i, generally not larger than
the point of a probe, wliich have been produced by in-

flammation an dulceration." J
This author, likewise, has no reasons to give for what

" every one knows." Gross has the following :
" When

the laceration takes place as a consequence of the inor-

dinate accumulation of urine from paralysis of the mus-
cular fibres of the bladder, hypertro|)hy of the prostate
gland, or obstruction of the urethra, there is almost
always some degree of softening of the ditferent co:its of
the organ, thus predisposing them to ihi-s occunence."
* * * " A similar predisposition is sometimes estab-

lished by the ulcerative process, and by excessive inflam-

matory action eventuating in partial gangrene."
||

Sir

* Rcconls of the First Sureical Division, Betlevue Hospitnl,
+ Practical Siirj^ery. l».v Kob*tListon. F-tnrth E'l. Lonrlon. l^fi. p. 481.

J On the ,\nat. and Diseases of the Xeck of the Bladder, by G. G. Guth-
rie. Lon.l.. 1834. p. 109.

§ Edinburgh Mediciil and Sor^cnl Journal, vol. xxxi., 1829, p. 8fl,

I A Practical Treatise on the Disea.ses and Injuries of the Urinary
Bladder, the Prostate Gland, and the Urethra, by S. D. Gross, AI.d".

PhU., 1851.

Henry Thompson says: "Rupture from retention takes
plice rather by ulceration than mechanical extension of
its coats,"—the bladder's"* It is evident that this is a bor-

rowed opinion, for this authority ackiiowl' diies that he
never had a ca«e under ob>ervaiion. Mr. Syme writes:
" When retention of urine, from whatever cause it may
proceed, is not remedied, the pressure occ isioned by the

confine I fluidat lengihinduces ulcerative absor|)tion, and
forms a breach which allows the urine to esc;ipe into the

.•^urroiinding cellular substance." 1 For the reason that the

error has become wide-spread by e:ich man's adopting
the opinion of his predecessor, it will be refuted the

more readily by an appi'al to facts. It has been main-
tained that when tlie bladder is ruptured by direct or

indirect violence, even in such a case there mu-t have
been precede;) t ulceration. The absurdity of such a
view is evident both clinically and by post-mortem evi-

dence, for the great propi^rtion of the- sulijects never had
.any bladder trouble previous to the injury, and the
autopsies always showed clean rents in the organ.

Stricture as the cause for rupture lends some a priori

support to the ulceration theory ; but such an argument
is negatived by the facts—first, that the foregoing cases

were all comparatively young men, wdiose condition

gave no evidcn(re of the formation of a vesical ulcer;-

and second, on dissection no such disease of the bladder
was found in Sheehan or Dager; and had it existed in

Sir Everard Home's cases, that writer unquesiionably
would have mentioned it. In the case of Dager, the

circular peifoiation in the mucous coal is to l)i- explain-

ed by the conti-action consequi-nt lo the well-marked
concentric hypertrophy of the bladder, there being no
doubt that such hypertrophy was developed subse-
quently to the rupture. This is the true state of the

case ; for it is not to be supposed that any force, whether
external or internal, could rupture a viscus the walls of

which were as thici and stiong as those of the left ven-
tricle.

Without reference to the cause, authorities differ as

to the most frequent se.it of rupture. Smith, who has
formulated the results of lii-i large number of cases, places

it at the superior fundus through the peritoneum.

J

Birkett, who is the next best authority, agrees with Dr.

Smith so far as regards the im]dicai ion of the peritoneum,

and adds that tlie rent generally comm(;iices at the

attachment of the urachus, and pursues a vertical, trans-

verse, or oblique course through the posterior wall of
the bladder. §
Whether this localization suffers any modification

when stricture is the cause of the rupture, cannot be
determined by rea.son of the paucity of the recorded
case-i. S ich a consideration is no hindrance to Mr.
Syme's dogma' ism. According to him, " when the blad-

der gives w.ay in such cireums'ances " (in straining

from stricture), " it does so most frequently near the

neck, where there is no covering of peritoneum." The
fact may be taken for what it is worih, tliat the necrops^ies

of Dager and of Home's patients confirm Mr. Syme's re-

mark; for in the former the rupture was in the anterior

w.dl of the bladder near the neek, .and in the latter the

rent in the peritoneum oecurred suhsequently to the

effusion into the cellular ti-sue. If we regard the dif-

ference of the seat of rupture to be dependent on the

etiology, the opinion may be sustained by the supjiosed

complicity of the prominent sacro-vertebral angle in

causing the accident when a distended bladder is driven

• Op. cit.

+ The Piinciples of Siircery. Contributions to the Path, and Practice
of Surgerv, by Janice Svme. F.E.S.E. Edited by Donald ilcLean, M.D.,
L.K.C.S.E. Phil., ISHti, p. 3&3.

t Op. cit.

i.S Art- hy Mr. Birkett, in Home's Surgery. S. Y., 1870.
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against the bone by a fall, these conditions not being
present when sTicture is the cause.

Autlioiities are agreed tliat the appearance of the

laceration in each of the three coals is what would be
expected froili the physical chaincters of the respec-

tive membrane^, the peritoneum exhibiting a cl;an rent,

the muscular coat the ragged appearance of torn raus-

cilar fibre, and the mucous a somewhat oedematous
opening that is not always easy to find.

To the extravasation of urine are due the abscesses

that form around the bladder, the periioniis. and the

cellulitis; to the combined i-ffcts of the irritable Hai-
der, and the interference with the free discharge of urine,

ave due the hypertrophy rif the receiving or<;an, the in-

flammation of ihe ureters and pelves, and the changes in

the k dney. of which changes none is more co mon
than in'erstitial nephritis. The method of repair de-

mands a short consideration.

There is no evi lence—either from analogy or o' serva-

tion—that union occur s between the edges of the lacera-

tion. Nevertheless, the i'lea that the wound mny be
closed in the usual way, is the foundation tf Mr. B.rk< tt's

recommendation—to keep the bladder empty, and of

Dr. Bliindell's advice—to sew up the rent, accurate

'apposition being accomplished in both ways.
It is more rational to sup[iose that a tissue constantly

b.ithed by urine, and subjected to frequent contraciions,

is not repaired after the manner of surface wounds.
The cellular and peritoneal inllamniMtion which result

from the irritation of ex ravasated urine, must be re-

garded as partly conseivative. This opinion is ^up-

ported by the appearances f -und after death. Dupuytren

even believed that in a case under his charge a new
bladder was in process of formation, for on jwxt-mortem

section there were found firm bands of adhesion be-
tween the abdominal pariet s and lateral parts of the

bladder completely surrounding a lent in the superior

fundus, whi'st other adhesions formed a pouch behind the

bladder, which pouch contained a urinous fluid. This
process is illustrated stiU belter in the ca^e of Dager,
with the difference of cellular tissue instead of peri-

toneum, and Sir Everard Home's specimens instance

an attempt at the same thing.

One more illustra'ion : At a meeting of tlie Dublin
Pathological Society, held December 6, 184.5, Mr. Ham-
ilton presented a specimen of a bladder luptured by
injury. The inte.-tines had become glued by peritoneal

inflammation around a large rent in the bas-fond, thus

forming a reservoir for urine and preventing the difiu-

sion of the fluid.

Symptoms—The symptoms of ruptured bladder are:

painful distension relieved wthout the appearr.nce

of urine at the meatus, the subjective sensation that

something has given away internally, inabiitv to urinate

in spite of frequent str.dn ng, and the constitutional

symptoms of shock followed by tho-e of peritoneal or

cellular inflammation. The local signs are those of ex-
t-avasation of urine, and the presence of blood in the
fluiii drawn by the catherer.

Without going over ground that has been so well
tr:ivelled before in discussing these symptoms, it is suf-

ficient to remark that all except the first—pre-exi>ting
retention suddeuly relieved without the pa-ssage of
water—are inconstant. There are well-ant henticated
reports of patients with bladders ruptured by injury,

who walked m les after the injury, who pas-e 1 water
naturally, who suffered no imiiiC iiate pain, and who
had no cotistilutional symptoms of shock, nor local signs
of extravasation. From the cases, it does not appear
that when stricture is the cause of the rupture, these
symptoms suffer any important modifiea'iop.

For the purpose of immediate diagnosis, it may be

well to remember that we expect and find less con-
stitutional disturbance with a rupture fiom stricture

than with the sime lesion from injury. No absolute

rule cm be given for the difierentiation of rupture
above from rupture below the peritoneum. Dr. Thorp
thinks that if the catheter can be passed throuiih the

lacerat on, a valuable conclusion may be drawn from the

relative freedom with which ihe urine escapes; for, if

the urine be free in the peritoneal cavity, it will flow as

reailily as if it came from the bladder itself, whilst

extravasation into the cellular tissue would be attended
with a proportionately tardy flow.* If one is fortunate

enough to direct tlie point of an instrument in the

necessarv manner, an inference may be drawn from the

result ; but as such success must be excepional, it may
bee me necessary to establish a probable diagnosis from
other consideration.'.

In looking over the h'slory of cajses of rupture from
injury, it will be found that the general pros ration was
much greater, and the fatal result occurred much sooner,

when the rupture was into the peritoneal cavity, than
when the cellular ti.-isue was invaded. La'er in the

disease a reliable inference may be drawn from the

predominance of inflammation in one tissue or in the

01 her. There is no reason why these data should not
be appl ed lo st:icture causing the same accident. In
certain rare examples there has been extravrsHion
sufficient to produce marked fluctuation of the abdomen.
In such a case the diagnosis would be plain enough.

Pror/nosis.—Boyer,t Lawrence,! and Thompson §

regai d a recovery fi om ruptured bladder as an impos-
sible thing.

As has been seen, this'opinion is now disproved, and
the possibli y of lecovery eftabli.-hed. The chance- of a
favorable result are supposed to depend on two things:

the seat of the rupture, and the amount of urine ex:ra-

vasaied. As to the first^when the rupture is below
the peritoneum, that membrane is parti.dly protected

against a most intense inflammation; as to the .second

—

the greater the effusion, the less ths probability of its

capsulation by a conservative inflammation. It is al-

most Si perflu'ius to add, that a case may present the

most favorable aspect, but prove r.ipidly fatal through
inefficient management.

Treatment.—The first concern of the surgeon is the

management of the extravasation. First principles are

not to be followed in all instances, and it may become
a question whether the effused fluid shall be allowed

to remain, or means be taken for its removal. Before
any cutting is done let it be remembered that the ob-
noxious fluid is constantly reproduced, and tliat when
its discharge is provided for by an artificial opening,

the flow per urethram may wholly cease—a >tate of

things that resulted most disastrously in the case of
Dager. In the before-cited paper by Dr Tl.orp there

is the history of a patient whose bhdder was ruptured

by a fall Irom a horse. A catheter was passed through

the lacera ion, the urine drained off, and the peritoneal

sac washed out with tepid water injected through the

catheter.] The patient lecuvered. The method cer-

tainly deserves a trial. Its oljection Hes in the diffi-

culty of determining whether the catheter has really

passed through the rent, or has been coiled up in the

bladder instead; its advantage hes in its applicabihty

* Ot>s<^n-ation5 on Rupture of the XTrinarr Bladder, bv Henley Thorp,
M.D.,F.R.C.S.I.. Dublin Quarterly Jouiual. 18K8, p. .SC6.

t Boyer lecommends a oitheter to be passed, and incifnons to be
made, but s.iys these measures are of no use, a.s the accident is al>so-

tntely fatal.

—

TntiU rft* Maladiet Chirurg., Atne ed.

{ " I ara not aware of any case where the accident ha.« happened in
which the patient has recovered."

—

Ltftulon Med. Gazette. ISill. |p. i^t^.

S
** In any ca=e a recovery has never been known to happen, and can

not be regarded as possible."

—

Op. tit., p. 289.

I Op. cit.
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to rupture either above or below tlie peritoneum. For
the reliefer the extravasation, the folluwing operation.-;

have been proposed : Dr. Blundell would inalie an
incision above the pubes, wash out the abdcimen,
draw lip tlie bladder, and .sew the rent. Dr. WalKer
performed the lateral operation of lithotomy for a case

in which a fractured pelvis complicated the lesinn of the

bladder. The patient recovered.* Here the extiava-
Baliiin was into the pelvic connective tissue. Dr.

Harrison's o;)iTation—which he never pet formed—con-
sists in punctuiing the vesico-rertal cnl-de-sac ihrouph
the rectum, and inserting a cmula. Paracentesis

through the linea-alba was performed for the condition

uiidi-r discussion, by Bonetus,t and subsequently by
Dr. Cu=ack-.{

Dr. Blundell's proposal is evidently borrowed from
ovariotomy. It lias not lieen practiced, and probably
never will be ; for, although the .L'ravity of tlie acvident

for which it is inlen<li'd would justify anythin;; that

promi-ed a chance of life, yet since the extravasated
urine may be removed by puncture, it wnuld be wrung
1 1 subject to incision and handling a tissue that should
be treated witli the same considera'ion as the cornea.

If, on pa'pation. the abdomen pre.-:ent'-d unmistakable
signs of fluctuation, or if the signs of fluid cmiM he

felt by passing the finger high up in the rectum, then,

as the sensation was more evident in one quarter or in

the other, would either the operation of Ilarri.son or
that of Bonetns and Ciisaik be indicated. In the case
related by Bonetus, blooil only followed the puncture,

a ciri-nmstance whicii the jiost-mortetti sliowed to be
due to the rupture of a large vein. The operation a<

performed by Cus.ack, and related in the words of that

great man, has everything to recommend it. A putient

in whom the bladder had been ruptured liy a fi»ll, was
suffering sucli agony from the distension of the abdo
men, that the puncture was made more for the relief of

pain than for anything else. An inci-ion two inches

in length was made miilway between the umbilicus and
symphisis, and extended ilown to the peritoneum. The
serous sac protruding throiigli the incision, and pre-

senting evident signs of fluctuation, wa.s opened by a

lancet, and exit given to a large quantity of normal
urine. The patient felt complete and instantaneous
relief.

Again.st Dr. Harrison's operation are urged the ob-

jections: First, the depth of the peritoneal reflection

from the surface, rendering it difficult to reach the re-

quired situation with atroear; se-ond, the danger of

hemorrhage from the superior hemorrhoidal artery;
third, the liability of wounding some coiU of small in-

testine. These oljections will have little wei-ht
when we consider the impunity with wh ch ovarian
tumors are tapped through the rectum and vagina.

Harrison's operation must not be confmnded with
Flurant'.s—puncture of the bladder thioughthe rectum.
The latter may liecome necessary for the same indica-

tion that demanded its employment in Sir Everard
Home's patients.

With the exception of that of Dr. Walker, the above
operations are applicable only when the rupture is be-

low the peritoneum. When the effusion is wholly into

the cellular tissue, although the danger of fatal peritoni-

tis is grea'ly lessened, the fact that there are no elii-

cieni means tor removing the extiavasiition, ranst modi-
fy the oth-rwis' favoralde prognosis. Waiker's method
would best fulfil the indications.

In performing the operation, care mu^t be taken th.-it

the deep layer of the deep perineal fascia, as well as the

* Sepul. Anat., Lib. .5, sec. 24, obs. 12.

+ Dillilin HuB|). n.-ports v.jl. ii., p. 315. 1818.

i iled. Comin. of Mass. Med. Soc., Art. IV., Case VI., vol. iii.

pelvic fascia, is properly divided. The wound being
kept patent, a free drain thu-^ would be seemed. The
gr- ater the extrava^at on, the more urgently this meth-
od iri called for; but as the amount of fluid civnnot be
estimated, and as there are lew smgeons who would
care to perform the operation imnn-diately after the oc-

currence of the accident, it would be better to wait un-

til the supervention of diffuse cellulitis demands the re-

moval of the cause.

Coincidenily with or after attending to the extrava-

sation, the urine is to be drawn oil' ;is soon as it reaches

the bladder. This is lo guard against further escape of

urine, and to secure a contracted state of the bladder.

For these piirp0:<es a medium-sized gum-elastic ca-

theter is to he passed as far as the neck of the liladder

—-but no farther—and tied in. The instrument may
he fixed and retained in po-ition by adhesive straps

passed from it to the peni.s. The retention of a cathe-

ter after the external division of a Mrltiire has been

abindoried by a'l good surgeons for the following rea-

sons, for the working-up of whieli the |)rofession is

chiefly indebted to the labors of Dr. (Jouley, of New
York: First, the experiments of Prof. Sunon demon-
strated that the contact of fre.sh urine with tissues not

possessed of epithelium, is followe 1 by no bad result.

The same tiling has long been shown in the treatment

of the wound of lithotomy. Second, the following

consequences may ensue from retention of a catheter :

urethral fever, ureth' iti.-i, ulceration of the bladder

and urethra, phosphatic deposits, and peritonitis. It

is frankly admitted that this use of the catheter in

the treatment of ruptureil bladder is open to the

above-mentioned weighty objections. Tho chills,

fever, and suppression of urine which oc'urred so often

after tne operations of Mr. Synie and of other surgeons,

when this line of practice has been followed, have

brought happily into di-favor a useless and injurious

custom.

It is well known that a catheter retained for several

hours will hive its point encrusted by pho-phates, and
a portion of this deposit remaining in the bladder may
Ijeeome the nucleus of a good-sized c-alculns.

Prof Van Buren has kixiwn lat:d peritonitis follow

the retention of a catheter after external uieMirotomy,

the probability of such an occurrence being ime of the

reixsons wliioli indueed that distinguished surgeon to

abandon the measure.

Hunter says :^" If it is necessary to keep in the

catheter a considera'nle time, it will be the cause of a

great deal of slime and mucus being formed in tlje ure-

thra and b'adder."

Ulceration of the urethra has been known to occur,

taking place at the junction of the penis and scrotum,

the instrument being visible through the fistulous open-

ing.

Prof. Bumstead tells of a ca.se in which death resulted

from ulceration of the Idiidder caused by a ret lined

catheter.* Sir Henry Thompson cites a si i.ilar in-

siiince which occurred in the practice of Prof. Spence, of

Edmhurgh.t
In advocating the retention of a catheter in the

treatment of rupture of the bladder, spite of the well-

establshed ill-consequences of the measure, the least of

several necessary evils is recommended. Being alive

to the nece-sity of securing a c infracted and quiescent

bladder, chi Is, fever, and a smart urethritis must not

be considered as contra-indicating the same. Rules

deduced fr.)in the after-treatment of an operation must
be modified wnen applied to the treatment of a grave

accident. Ulceration of the bladder with subsequent

* BnmRtearl on Venereal. N. Y., 18t»fi. p. 310.

t Thompson on Stricture._lS58, p. 273.
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peritoiiilis demands more consiileration. When instru-

ments are used witli ordinary care, and especially in the

manner recommendrd. the occu'rence of such an acci-

dent is somewhat visionary. Without doubt a preju-

diced eye m:iy believe the obnoxious cause to have

produced an ulceration, wliich lesion in reality might

have had a very d.fi'erent etiology. A case in point

happened at Bellevue during the past year. An old

man, with what proved to be medullary sarcnma of the

prostate, had liad vesical trouble from the cummence-
ment of the grow h, and on his admission atony of the

bladder \va> complete. The caiheter was cons;ani!y

used, being sometimes retaine 1 ; and when passed, it

seemed that ihe point of the instrument touched the

vesical wall. The autopsy revealed a circular perforation

in Ihe bladder, for the occurrence of which it appeared

certain that the c.itheter must be answerable ; but

a closer examination .showed a rare form of croupous

cysiitis, a perfect cast of the bladder having been

formed by a tenacious false membrane, and it was
against this that the catheter had so oiten impinged, the

proper mucous coat never havine been readied at all.*

}ioyer records a similar case, in which it is not stated

that the catheter was used at all.

Speaking ol perforating ulceration of the bladder, he

says :
'• Chopart lias opened the body of a man to

whom this accident uccuired as a consequence ol a re-

tention of urine caused by tumefic'ion t^f the prostate.

A part of this liquid was extiavasated

in the pelvis, and came from the giving way of a gan-

grenous eschar situated on the left s de of the bladder,

and which was about six lines in diameier. This viscus

contained besides a good deal of very foetid urine ; its in-

ternal coat was livid, Idackish : t different points, and so

pu'rehed that it could be readily detached with the fin-

gers." t

To sum up—the retention of a catheter for rupture of

the bladder is a measure attended wiih ceriain evils;

but it is equally true ih it the occurrence of the greatest

of these evils is rare, and can be avoitied by care in

managing the instrument.

If the stricture of the urethra be too small to admit a

Ko. 6 catheter, the calibre of the canal must he in-

creased. If other means fail, there is no time to tem-
porize, but Syme's operation must be perlbrmcd at

once. When the sunreon is confr'Uited by that most
embarrassing of all difficulties—an impa-sable stricture,

the necessity for external ureihroioniy without a guide

is apparent. To ihose who, under circumstanci-s re-

quiring this operation, have known the anxious, weary
search for a urethra deeply bui ied in a cicatricial tis-ue,

it is needle-s to point out how peculiarly uninviting it

would be when undertaken for ruptured bladder. Un-
fortunately, in the supposed case it would become a

matter of absolute necessity.

The catheter should be i-emoved daily for careful

cleansing. The time during which it should be employed
cannut be stated in days, but must be determined by the

complete subsidence of inflammation in thn tissues with
which the urine his come in conact," as indicating that

no more of the irritant is escaping.

Of the rest of tiie treatment there is little to say ; it

compri.ses a judicious management of the shock, the

continued depressing efi'ects of the accident, the peri-

tonitis, and the cellulitis.

Teeth Replaxt.\tion.— Mr. Coleman, an English
dentist, out of fourteen cases has been successful in

nine ; operating on bicuspids and molars.

* Rccoris of First Siirir. Div. 1870.
t Traitt- des Mai. Ctiinirg. Quatn6ine 6d., torn, is., p. -11.

CASE OF SUDDEN DEATH AFTER LABOR.

Br THOMAS F. COCK, M.D.

NEW YORK.

A. AT., prim
i

para, set. 36. Confinement' was expected

in the latter part of April. She enjoyed good health

during her pregnancy, being free from most of the dis-

comforts atieiiijiiig that condit'on, and was actively en-

gaged in household duties. She was free from oedema,

headache, nausea, or dyspnoea.

Oil the '2Gth of March .she had some hemorrhage,

not the result of exertion, and so shght as to have

ceased before mv arrival. No examination was made.

On the 3d of May I was summoned early in the

morning on account of hemorrhage, which had taken

place soon af er rising. I saw the vessel containing

the blood, and also ihe cloths; the whole quanity was
less than a quart, and no efiect on the pulse was no-

ticeable.

Supposing that the placenta was presenting, an ex-

amination was now made. The os uteri wa-; undilated,

and no evidence of the presentation could be ascer-

tained, only the foetal head was obscurely felt through

a thick cei vix uteri. The hemorrhage was trifling, but it

was deemed advisable to insert an alum plug, which was
suffered to remain for twenty-four hours. There was no
flow alter this, except dark-colored serum. I stayed

all night, expecting labor to come on ; but there was
no dilatation of the os uteri when the alum was re-

moved in the morning (May 4th). About 12 mid-

night, under the influence of moderate pains, the os

uteri was found in size about half a dollar; no placen-

tal edge could be felt, nor was there any hemorrhage.

About 5 A. M. (M.iy 5th) the os had fully d.lated, and

I ruptured the mem.branes. After rather prolonged,

but not very severe expulsive efforts, ihe foetus was
born still, a little after 7 a. m. The cord was pulseless,

and the umbilical vein had a black streak ; it did not bear

tension, but tore off at the placental attachment when
put on stretch. There was no hemorrhage, but the

pulse had risen somewhat in frequency. The patient

now asked for brandy, which was given. On making
the examination for the placenta, it was found entirely

in utero ; and, pursuing it still farther, was found ad-

herent throughout.

I noticed the patient did not complain as much as

usual on the introduction of the hand, nor in fact

during all the manipulation necessary for detaching the

placenta. By persevering, but not prolonged elibrts,

the placenta was peeled off and wiihdrawn. The uterus

did not act energetically, but there ivcis no hemorrhage.

Ergot was now given to insure contraction, and manual
compre.s.sion was continued; but the uierus did not re-

spond to these efforts. The pulse became more fre-

quent and more feeble, and the patient more inanimate,

without jactitation. Brandy was given as freely as

she could take it. but without response in the pulse.

Fearing there might be internal heroorihai;e, I re-

introduced my hand into the uteius, and found about

two ounces of clot. A bit of the placenta about an
inch square was removed.
The patient continued sinking— the face was not

ansemic but rather flu.shed, and the lips purple; there

was no jactitation, no marked dyspnoea— the intelli-

gence was c'ear. The pulse faded gradually, the ex-

tremities became cold, and the patient expired about

two and a half hours after delivery.

Neither ana;sthetics nor instruments were used dur-

ing the labor.

Autopsij—Twenty-six hours after death. The body
had been kept on ice. The uteius was voluminous in
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size, its muscular structure apparently normal, its

tonicity very feeble. The mucous surface was deeply

stained with dark-colored blood ; there were no clot-;

in utero, and, with the exception of a small shved of

membrane, the secundines hud been entirely removed.
The kidneys were large, estimated about eight

ounces each.

Liver fatty to a moderate degree.

L'mgs exhibited only post-mortem congestion.

Heart rather large (about ten ounce-), with a very

considerable depo it of fat over its surface; but the

walls were not softened, and there was no appearance
of interstitial fatty deposit. Valves normal. In the

right ventricle was a clot, which extended from the

apex through the tricuspid valves, and into the ramifi-

cations of the pulmonary artery as far as the second
division. Its thickest part was near the apex, where
it was lightest in color. Above it became more att^'n-

uated in size, but daiker in color as far as it was fol-

lowed.
Remarkt.—Painful as is the conclusion of such a case,

it is not clear to my mind how the issue Cuuld have
been averted. The labor was not prolonged nor severe.

No ana?sthetic was used to impair the action of the

heart. The hemorrhage from beginning to close did

not exceed a quart; and previous to labor the pulse
was normal The mode of death was not by anaemia,

|

but more by apnoea.

The heart clot was the only really abnormal result of

the autopsy. i

Nbw Tor£ 13 W. 36th St
I

Ucvorts of ijospitals.

HYDRATE OF CHLORAL IN DELIRIUM
TREMENS.

Br Arc. C. KIXXEY, M.D.

nOUSE STRGEOS CH.UUTT DOSPrTAL, >". T.

Havixg served recently at the Work-house on Black-
well's Island, where a considerable number of cjses of
delirium tremens are constantly being sent for treat-

ment, I improved the opportunity thus presented of
testing the comparative values of hydrate of chloral,

bromide of potassium, and sulphate of morphia in this
I

disease.

To be sure of the doses given, I wetghed the salts
!

carefully and prepared the solutions myself. Of t 'C

hydrate of clJoral the strength of the solution was 60
grains to the ounce of water. I made it well diluted '

purposely, as a strong solution is excessively irritating. '

The cases to be treated were divisible into two dis-

tinct classes. The first class comprised those who, hav-
ing been used to considerable alcoholic stimulus either
habitually or at times, were attai-ked with delirium
tremens from a few days to a week after admission, on
account of the withdrawal from use of their accustomed
stimulus.

The second class of cases was to be found amongst
those sent here to be treated especially for their deli-

rium tremens. They were inveterate drunkards, and
had been attacked with this complaint during or im-
mediately a'ler a long debauch. It is this class of cases
in which it is most difficult to produce sleep and appe-
tite, and in which dangerous complications are most
apt to arise.

Bromide of po'assium was given at first to many case -

of both classes. Under the use of60 grains given everv
two hours, the patients of the first class would become
quiet, go to sleep, take nourishment, and hallucinations

would usually pa=s away within from 24 to 48 hours.

Hydrate of chloral produced sleep much more quickly,

for which a dose given every two ho'irs of 30 grains was
usually suffic'ent. My own impression, however, is that

it does not remove the nervousness as efBciently as the

bromide.

In the spcond class of cases delay in producing sleep

I

has even proved fatal. 'While trying to get the patient

quiet and asleep under use of broniile or sulphate" of
morphine, he is attacked with pneumonia or uraemia

and dies. VTith this second class of cases I have given
as high as 120 grains of bromide every two hours for

two days without producing sleep, and I believe it to be
impossible to get them quiet by this means with a s.ife

dose. Sulphate of morphia I have also given in very
lariie doses by hypodermic injection, and though more
efficient than the bromide it requires to be given in

larger doses than are always safe.

Thase of this second class of cas^s which I treated

with hydrate of chloral, in sufficient doses to produce
sleep at once, recovered in the shortest lime. In
obstinate cases a dose of 60 grains of hyd ate of chloral

w.is given, but other cases required 90 grains; in no case

more. In less than two hours the patient usually went
to sleep, and slept from four lo live hours; and on
awakening another dose of 60 grains was given with
liquid food, nd k or beef-tea. The patient would then
go lo sleep again, and on awakening the second time

would probably be free from hallucinations and take

food with a relish. During convalescence the bromide
was frequently substituted for chloral, with good re-

sults. In many cases I gave the chloral after the in-

effectual use of both bromide and morphine, with suc-

cess ; and in one inst^ance succeeded with 90 grains of
chloral in producing sleep, when I had g ven the bro-

mide for 48 hours previously, in doses of 120 grains re-

peated every two hours. In no case have I observed
any si-rious symotoras in consequence of the Larger dose
of chloral mentioned, but beheve it should be given I

cautiously. Sihaller doses often repeated do not have
the effect of larger doses.

I believe that too much care cannot be taken in •

protecting the patient from irregularities of lemperaure.
The sooner we get the patient to sleep and quiet the

l-'ss liable he is to be a' tacked with complication-:. The
blood and kidneys are already in such a condition,

that the slightest causes will produce pneumonia, urae-

mia, or other troables. We should be constantly looking

for them and guarding against them. The piienmonia
accompanying delirium tremens is the more dangerous
since it IS m >st likely to attack two or more lobes, and
is apt to be often overlooked by the physician on ac-

count of no accompanying cough.

Out of 40 cases treated by various methods as above
stated 5 died. Post-m'irtems were made on 4 out
of 5 deaths. Of these lour, three had pneumonia (one

with pachymeningitis and pneumonia) and one had
unemia (acute conffest'on of kidneys and albuminuria),

<fcc. Pneumonia was diagnosed in the casein which no
post-mortem examination was made, so that four out of

the five cases which died had pneumonia; outofthe
tliree cases in which pneumonia was found in post-

mortem examination, in two cases the pneumonia was
found to hive involved two or more lobes. In two
cases also out of three, fibrinous clots of the heart were
found.

ToRS'ON.—Dr. Duncan, of Glasgo'^, recently inform-

ed Dr. Fraser, of Montreal, that he had employed tor-

sion twice on the femoral artery, and once in the bra-

chial, successfully.
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progress of iHctiical Science.

Ulceration or the Jcgular Yeins.— S. "VV. Gross,

M.D., riiiladil[liia {Am. Joiirn. Med. Sciences), reports

thirteen cases of ulceration of tlie jugular veins, com-
municaiing witli an abscess or an open sore, fiom which
the subjoined practical lessons are de uced

:

Fust. That acute, destructive inflanimaiion of the tis-

sues of the neck, and deeply seated alscess, which lias

existed for some lime, and suddenly takes on acute ac-

tion, may, if unchecked in their progress, lay bare and
perforate blood-vessels, and tliat ih)S result is to be

feared more particularly when diffuse cellulitis follows

grave forms ofscarlatiiia, or other acute specific diseases.

Seco>idIi/. That scrofulous abscesses and ulcers are not

always ir;dolent, but may under favoralle circumstan-

ces, that is, in an enleebled, broken-down condition of

the system, rapidly assume phagedenic action, and lead

to the sanie complication; and
Third'y. That the large arterial and venous trunks are

more liable to be involved than their branches.

Ovarian Cysts.— G. D. Beebee, M.D., of Chicacro, III.

{Am. Journ. Med. Sriences), observe?, in regard to ovari-

an cysts, what he does not ren^ember to have seen

stated, viz.: that besides the well-known tendency of

monocysts to become polycysis with advanced growth,

there e.'cists the further tendency to a cancerous degen-
eration. While the fluid found in the piimary cyst con-

tains more or le-s coagulable material, the fluid obtain-

ed from the secondaiy cysts is much more hishh* charg-

ed, and in s^ me instances will, upon the a|'plication

of heat, coagulate to solidity. This has suggested the

probability that, .ns a larger amount of plasma is here

produdd than attains the full development of normal
tissue, degeneration of the e.\udat:on corpuscle and
medullary carcinoma results. This view of the cancer-

ous tendi-ncy of polycysts has given force to the rec-

ommendation of an early extirpation.

Influexce of Bromide of Potassif-m on Opium.—J.

M. Da Costa, M.D., of Philadelphia [Am. Juurn. Med.
Science.i), calls attention to the happy influence of bro-

mide of potassium on opinm. It does not destroy either

the anodyne or the hypnotic effects of the opiate ; on the

contrary, it rather heightens both, and mnre particular-

ly the laiter. To quote from a patient's letter, "The
more bromide I t:ike the sooner do I get sleep af er a

dose of opium. Two doses of bromide (20 grs. each)
are not usually enough to counteract the exciting ef-

fects, and piocure sleep under five or si.x hours !rom
the time of taking." The faintness from opium is the
phenomenon most markedly preventei; liext in the
readiness of being influenced stand tlie headache, verti-

go, and nausea; then the itching of the surface, and dry
mouth. The bromide has seemed to act best wlien it is

given some hours before the opium, and 40 to 60
grains—generally 40 grains—prove sufficient.

Hydrate of Chloral in SixonLTus.—T. L. Leavitt,

M.D., of Germantown, Pa. (.4m. Journ. Med. S'--ieiire.t),

records a distressing case of singultus which was reliev-

ed by five-gn.in doses of chloral hydrate in solut on.
The affection was alnKist iunnediately arrested bv it,

and never afterwards failed to contiol the spasm in a
most satisfactory manner, proving of the greatest com-
fort to the last remaining hours of the sick man.

TuBERcrLAR PxEUMONiA.—D. Fr.incis Cond'e, M.D.. of
Philadelphia (.Im. Juurn. Met!. Sriences), believes that the
term '• tubercular pneumonia " is adapted to the fb'lowing
class of cases: Wi en a patient, affected with tuberculo-

sis, is, from exposure to cold or d.'imp, or to sudden tran-

sitions of atmospheric ti mperature, or frcm deficient

clothing, attacked with bronchitis or pnei.monia, the
course of the disease towards a fatal termination is very
rapid, as well on account of the ciippled condition of
the tuterculated lung, rendeyng it incapable of sustain-

ing tlie inflammatory process set up in its tissues, until

a favorable close occurs, as from the depres-td vitahty
of the entire system, which is invariably attendant up-
on tuberculosis, precluding a resort to the therapeut'C

means adopted to arrest the inflammation of the lung
tis=ues previously to their entire disorganization. The
profession almost universally recognize the convenience
of the term tubercular meningitis, tubercular peritonitis,

etc. ; why not also, then, tubercular pneumonia ? indica-

ting, respectively, inflammation seated in the tubercu-
losed meninges ol'the brain, in a tuberculosed peritone-

um, in tubercular lungs, etc.

A New Clamp in Ovariotomy.—'Wasliineton L.

Atlee, M.D., of Philadelpliia (.4m. Jour. Med. Sci-

ences), states that in his numerous operations for the
removal of the ovary lie has tiied every method of se-

curing the pedicle, except that of pochetiny it, and he
has arrived at the conclusion diat the clamp is the
.safest, best, and most successful in its results. This ac-

cords with the experience of Mr. T. Spencer Wells, of
London. It is, therefore, of some importance to select

that form of instrument which will best meet the ob-
jects to be attained. Until recently he has used the
one employed by Mr. Wells in his earlier operations,

simplified in its mechanism, but essentiallj' the same in

action. Still, the results are not quite satis'actory, par-
ticulaily wiih a large pedicle, as the lips of the wound
are not sufiiciently approximated.
To overcome these objection.s, he has modified the

form of the clamp so that the pedicle may be com-
pressed in the linear direction of the wound, and at

the same time to limit, within certain points, the ex-
pansion or spreading of the pedicle when the blades of
the clamp are screwed together.

Case of Anosmia.—Dr. Hamilton, of Philadelphia
(Am. Jour. Med. Sciences'), related at a meeting of the
Co!lei;e of Phy.sirians and Surgeons, a case of the loss

of the sense of smeU following a blow on the occiput.

Puerperal Eclampsia.—From an extended review of
this snlject in the American Juurnal of Medical ScienceSj

the following conclusiuns are drawn : 1st- That convul-

sions are centric or eccentric
;
2d. That determination

of blood to the head, a'.though productive of a comatose
state, is not the cause of convulsions; 3d. That con-
vulsions follow directly the loss of blood on stoppage
of the circulation of the brain

; 4th. That the whole
motor nervous tract is involved in the production of
convulsions, and tliat other portions of the brain are

not directly instrumental in producing them
;

otli. Con-
vu'sions are consequent to the abstraction of nutrition

in the motor portion of the brain; 6th. Ana;mia pre-
disposes to convulsions

; 7th. That anaemia is produced
by albiiminuiia, and connected with this is dropsy;
8lh. That the blood in albuminuria and dropsy is de-
prived of its nutrient elements, and becomes hydropic

;

9th. That the constitution of the urine corresponds to

the constitution of the blood, and ihe amount of urea
in it is in accordance with that found in the blood

;

10th. That neither urea nor carbonate of ammonia in

the blood constitutes the cause of convulsions; 11th.

That in albuminuria the predominant S3'inptoms are

sopor and coma; 12th. That albuminuria is to be re-

sarded in the same category of diseases as haemorrhage

;

13th. That from the constitution of the blood iu preg-
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nancy, and especially when its hydrop'c condition is in-

creased by albiim-nuria, there is en^ndered an espei ial

aptitude to the occurrence of convulsive attack^, which
has been called cnnvuhihVity. This depenis upon
altered nutrition in the nerve centres; 14th. That
puerperal eclampsia and epilepsy are analogous affec-

tions ; loth. That the mechanism of convulsions in-

volves the production of syncope, which depends upon
the suspension of the heart's aciion. and that this oc-

curs through the instrumentality of reflex action, by
shock, or by loss of blood; 16th. That the carbonic

acid of Venous blood is not the originatin? cause of

convulsion.":; 17th. Tiiat the ordtT of convulsive move-
ments is progressive, from above downwards. Syn-
cope and loss of consciousness coni-titute the first

symptoms; secondly, convulsions begin in ihe inusi'les

of the eyes and fice, and then occur in those of the

larynx, throat, chest, and extremities ; thirdly, wlien '

laryngismus or complete asphyxia is produced, the

convulsions are suspended by coma ; 18th. That if air
'

be gradually introduced into the veins of an animal,
'

asphyxia is produced and no convulsions occur; but il

introduced sudd -nly, so as to distend the right .side of

the heart and p-event its contractions, convulsions im-
\

mediately follow. Ihe same is the case with oxygen,
,

carbonic acid, «nd other gases; 19. h. When air and!
other gases are introduced into the c^irot'd arteries, in !

amount sufficient to produce pressu-e, apoplectic symp- i

toms are the consequence ; but if air or carbonic acid, '

in quantity capable of being absorbed by the blood, be
j

introduced, its presence is tolerated by the brain ; 20th.

That carbonic acid is irrespir.-ible. and positively smpe- '

fying when inhaled, hence asphyxia can be produced
by it ; 21st. That when asphyxia is produced in the

course of convulsions by the impediment to respiration,

and the b'ood btcomes completely venous in the lun;;s

and circulation, it, in connection with the pressure in-
j

duced by impeded respiration, terminates the attack

by a species of narcotism. In this way convulsions are '

self-limited. I

A Xew Vesicant.—The Dutch physicians of Java
have for some time used a vesicating tincture which is

described by a contributor to Thf A'l.slralian il'.d. Juur.

as follows : Like Cantharides, Tiuct. Andol Andol is

obtained fiom a fly which is found in great abund inoe

in China, and is of a dull, leaden, dirty color, and
about twice the size of the Spanish fly ; in general

appeara'ice being not unUke thela'ge Australian blow-
fly. The tincture, which is the only preparation which
the writer had seen, is prepared by the Dutch apothe-
caries, who import c msidrable quantities of the flies

for this purpose from the Celestial Empire. The tinc-

ture is p linted on to the surface of the part to be vesi-

cated and dries in a few seconds, its effect being pro-

duced in from three to four hours. Before applying it,

the skin should be washed with soap and water, and
then with common vinegar.

COSVETASCE OF DISEASE BY DiSORDERKD XeRVES.
Dr. Moxon, of Guy's Hospital, reports, in The Lancet of
June 17th, the pathological appearatices in three cases,

which are evidence of this singular power which is

thought by some to reside in the nervotis svstem. In
one, symmetrical bands of pleuritic adhesion were found
to follow the course of the third and fourth dorsal

nerves of both sides so exactly, that an examination of
the spinal cord was instituted, and at the origin of these

nerves was discovered an old dilatation of the ventricular

cavity, sutBcienily large to admit a Xo. 4 catheter, and
two inches long. This was the only abnormal appear-
ance in any ot' th^; nervous centres. Another case,

which died of paraplegia, was discovered to have oppo-

site to the eleventh and twelfth dorsal cartilage, a tu-

bercle which occupied, and had nearly destroyed, the

co.rd at that point. In the abdom^ n a crowded zone of
miliary tuber les exten ied around the cavity of the peri-

toncutn, lining the hypogastrium and false pelvis. It

W.15 remarka'de that no tubercle was found ou the dia-

phragm, omentum, or other viscera.

Another patient, who during life had had painful

paraplegia with headache, aplionia, and paralysis of the

left side of the tongue, revealed, after death, a free

scattering of soft, ruund sarcoma cells in the course of

the spine, in the bones. A mass of this cancer germ in

tlie basilar portion of the temporal bone had destroyed
the eighth and ninth cranial nerves on the lelt s de. No
visceral cancer was found. The muscles and nerves
were atrophied, and the greater part of the cricoid

cartilage of the lefi side was in a pulpy condition. It

was not well determined if this degeneration was
cancerous, but the coincidence of the location of the

cancerous mass at the root of the eighth nerve, and the

liegeneration of tissues at its distribution, was too re-

markable to pass without notice.

StnciDE BT SwALLOwixc CHLOROFORM.—A case of

suicide by sw.-dlowing an ounce of chloroform is report-

ed in Australia, which presents some points of inte-

rest. The deceased man was suffering from dehrium
tremens, brought on by a long course of drinking, and
in this state procured and swallowed the chloroform.

He immediately became insensible. His eyeUds could
be opened and pupils touched without the slightest

proof of sensihiiity being manifested. When things

were at the worst, and the man apparently dying, ilr.

GiUbee and Dr. Nei!d, the medical men in attendance,

determined to try the injection of ammonia, according

to Professor Halford's plan of treating snake-bites.

Ammonia, in the proportion of one pa^t to two parts

of water, was injected fiiur times into the veins of the

arms. T«o draihms were injected altogether. The
effects were most promising : sensibility returned, and
after five hours the patient could sit up and talk. He
died, however, suddenly next day, apparently from
syncope. Tiie brain was found to be highly congested,

and smelted of alcohol. The hver was diseased.

—

Med.
Times and Gaztite.

Pathologt of the Prostate Glaxo.— Dr. Kraus
states that it may now be laid down -as a ru'c, a Imitting

of but few exceptions, that all diseases of the prostate

take their origin in catarrh of the urethra or bladder.

In consequence of the entrance of large quant'ties of the

catarrhal secret'on, the gland becomes grealy swollen

and enl.irged. The entrance of the secretion is at-

tributed to the loss of tone in the bladder, and the

secretion being ar'ested in the prostatic portion of the

urethra and subjected to pressure, is forced into the

d icts. The cavity of the caput gallinaginis also be-

comes filed with the secreti in, and from thence the

catarrhal inflammation spreads along the ejaculatory

ilucts 10 the ves'cute and epiilidymis. In some cases

copulative power becomes lost by the aggluiination or

entire adhe ion of the ejaculatory ducts. Bloody semen
occurs when, in hsmorrhagia or vesical catarrh, the

semen is forcibly expelled through the adherent ducts.

Muscidar tissue is so prevalent in its texture that the

formation in its substance of abscess is of very rare

occurrence.

Strictures of the urethra from enlargement of the

prostate are also of extreme rarity.^7Ae Practitioner.

The Bromid.".s of Qitixint:, Morphixe, axd Strtch-
xixE are ixx niioned in the la-t num'ier of The Prac-
titioner, in connection with soiqe remarks by Dr. B. W.
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Richardson on their therapeutic effect?. These organic

bromides, as he terms them, are made by tlie action of

hydrobromic acid upon the all<aloids of these substances,

or of the bromide of potassium upon their salts. All

of them are soluble, and he lias found it mcst conve-

nient to employ them in the form of syrups made in tlie

proportidn of one jirain of the quinia i^alt, one-fourth

of a grain of the morphia sab, and one-tbirly-second

of a grain of the strychnia salt to the drachm of .syrup.

They may also be combined in couples or all together

in the same proportiuns, one drachm of the syrup

being the dose.

Spe.-iking generally of all these salts, he says: The
bromide throughout, in fo far as its action is indicated,

is eliminative and sedative. He is satisfied that tlie bro-

mide of quinme can be administered fred}-,where quinia

itself or other of its salts cannot be tolerated. He
thinks it pbssible to give much larger doses without

producing cincliouism, than with any other of the

compounds of this sutstance, and is of the belitf that

its use in the early stages of eruptive diseases would

do very much to allay the severe nervous s\"mptoms

which usher them in. He has satisfied himself by ex-

periment, that the bromide reduces, or rather subdues

and prolongs, the action of strychnia on muscular

motion ; and lastly, a s-maller dose of this salt of mor-
phia is, in his opinion, n quired than is effective in the

case of the other morphia salts, and its repeated admin-

istration is not followed so certainly or qux-kly by
tliose after effects which sometimes preclude their use.

This combination has had the mi^st happy effect when
administered for the purpose of calming neuralgic pain.

The bromide of strychnia has been of most marked
service in cases of what we sometimes call "'nervous

dyspepsia." He remarks that none of these remedies

are admissible, however, in cases where there is much
dryness and irritability of the mucous membrane of the

pharynx and larynx, on account of the long-continued

cough and spasm which they induce.

Grafting of Mccors Epitbei.iu.m upom a Granu-
lating Wound.—On tlie 13th of February last. Dr. V.

Czerny {CfntralhJ. f. d. Aled. Wissensih.) cut off a long

uvula; half an hour afterwards several small pieces of

the mucous membrane were, with the aid of adhesive

plaster, fastened upon the .surface of a couple ol' healthy

ulcers remaining atter an operation for the removal of

breasts. In one the grafts failed, while on the other,

on the '20th of February, two of the grafts appeared as

tender islets ofepithelium witli bright red borders, which
became confluent on the 25tli. Notwithstanding the

islets grew rapidly to the size of a thaler (1, 5-16 in.),

the centres did not become white and opaque, as oc-

curs in the case of grafis of epidermis, but the surface

remained pale- red, smooth, and glistening, as if covered
with a pellicle of collodion. The formatiun of epider-

mis soon advanced from the margins of the ulcers,

and blended with the islets of epithelium, and the

wound became gradually reduced to a very small cir-

cumference. A microscopic examination on the 21st

of February showed large flat cells with very plain

nuclei, such as are to be seen in the mucous membrane
of the mouth. Later were to be seen in the deeper
layers, caudate cells, which could not be distinguished

microscopically from cells taken from the edges of the

cicatrix.

—

Allyem. Medic. Central Zeitung.

A Woman with Four Mamm^.—Dr. Lorain was
called to attend a primipara who was delivered on the

following day of a child before time, and whcm he
found to have four breasts, two in the normal positions

and two otliers nearer the axillary .spaces, the latter

being about the size of small oranges. Her menstrua-

tion had been regular, and at the time of her periods she

felt pain in the small mammae. The colostrum secreted

by these was scanty and the milk corpuscles less

abundant. Notwithstanding an attack ol fever, the

secretion of milk was regular in all four of the brea?t«,

but the milk from the supplementary breasts proved, on
microscopic examina'ion, to be very poor in quality.

—

Allgem. Med. Central Zeitung.

The Influence of Sypuilis up5n Pregnancy.—Ac-
cording to Dr. Julius Lowy, from January. 1868, to the

end of April, 1S69, there were treated in the General

Hospital of Vienna 99 pregnant women tainted with

syphilis; of this numbi-r, 37 were treated by inunc-

tions of raercnr}', 5 by hypodermic injections of the bi-

chloride, and 58 were not treated.

Of the 4 who were subjected to the hypodermic mode
of treatment, one was discharged from the hospital as

cured. Another aborted a living foetus. In the case of

the remaining two, tlie viability of the foetus could never

be established, as they both aborted a putrefying mass.

In the cases of treatment by inunctions, from 1 to 50
weie used, and in 33 of these women the viability of

the foeius was established beyond doubt, and the treat-

ment was commonly undertiken during the earhest

months olpregnancy. Abortion took pl.ice in this class

in the proportion of 13.5 per cent., and in tlie case of

those not treated in the proportion of 29.5 per cent.

The number of living foetuses in the first class was 75 6

per cent., in the second 76.4 per cent. ; 40.5 left the

hospital cured.

This writer adopts the fol'owing conclusions :

1. Mercury exerts no injurious effect either upon the

pregnant woman or upon the life of the foetus.

2. The inunctions are not llie cause of the abortion.

— Wiener Medicinische Wochenschrift, 1S69, p. 39.

We give to the above the remarks of Dr. F. Weber
in the Berliner Klinisc/ie Wochenschrift, who quotes
the statistics founded upon 40 syphilitic pregnant
women, of whom 12 in the first half and 28 in the last

half of pregnancy were submitted to energetic treat-

ment by means of mercury, and followed in some cases

by iodine, general baths, cauterization of the labia ma-
jora, vagina, and cervix utei i. Drastics, which were also

employed in the case of other syphihtic patients, were
the only means omitted. Of the 40, 33 Itft the hospital

cured, and the pregnancy remained normal; 7 were de-
livered in the hospital, 3 at the ninth month, of infants

completely developed, 4 prematurely, 1 at six months,
2 at seven months, and 1 at eight months. The chil-

dren of the last four showed no traces of syphilis, but
died of inanition at the end of two days. Of the four

mothers who were prematurely delivered, one, in addi-

tion to her syphilis, had erysipelas of the face accom-
panied with intense fever, and another had a recurrent

fever. The progress of the labor was normal in six,

excepting in the case of one who had the recurrent
fever and a slight puerperal endomeiritis.— Gaz. Med.
de Strasbourg.

ExTRACTUM CoNii IN Mastitis.—Dr. Allstiidter (of

Pest) has found the use of this remedy valuable in pre-
venting inllamraation of the breasts of recently con-
fined women as a consequence of over-distension of the
milk-ducts.

The doses are to be repeated four or six times daily.

Care is needed in the selection of the extract, as it is

very variable in quality.

—

Allgem. Med. Central Zeitung.

Camphor in Hospital Gangrene.—Fifteen cases

have been reported by M. Netter ( Gaz. Med. de Paris),

in which the administration of camphor has arrested

the progiess of hospital gangrene although the disease

was very severe.
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NEWSPAPER ADTERTISIXG.

WiTHis the past few months we have received,

mostly in an anonymous way, many newspaper p.ira-

graphs concerning medical gentlemen. Tliey are as

various in their style as in ti.e subjects of which they

treat. They are not confined to any particular set of

individuals, but embrace men of high and of low degree.

From the fact that all these notices are laudatory in

character, we have a right to conclude that either the

secular press is beginning to appreciate the profession

as a learned and skilful body, or tliat the profession

itself is waking up to the idea tliat it must be its direct

instrument for pufiSng. Probably both these elements

are at work in causing this paragraph epidemic, and

under the circumstances it seems that we must submit

to its ravages. Each one who becomes the subject of

such notices has the ready excuse for its appearance,

in that he is in no way directly or indirectly account-

able for the same ; and if crowded to suggest some pos-

sible reason for it, generally points to others who are

older and better known than he who are brother vic-

tims. Thi're is always some extenuation for the fault

of a youngs'.er when his teacher is guilty of the same

misdemeanor. Why should be be blamed any more

for being called a skilful operator, a distinguished pro-

fessor, a profound diagnostician, and an over-run practi-

tioner, than Dr. A. or B., who " has just performed,

with his usual skill and success, his one hundred and

tenth operation" on Mrs. B., the wife of the prominent

citizen residing in High Street ? It is certainly a poor

rule that does not work both ways. If any of these vic-

tims of notoriety are asked how it is possible for any dis-

interested newspaper itemizer to describe so accurately

all the difl'erent stejis of an operation, and use the purely

technical terms with such precision, the reason is ex-

plained in no more satisfactory way than that which

could be given for the descriptions of operations by

some member of the profession who enjoys the universal

esteem of his brethren. If the younger physician or

surgeon is to be brought to account, why should the

older one be allowed to escape without a satisfactory

explanation ?

While we are willing to allow the possibility of an

occasional flattering notice appearing in the public

prints without the knowledge of the principal, and

wholly beyond his control or prevention, we never-

theless believe that a great majority require some more

satisfactory reason than that usually given. Every

one in or out of the profession naturally desires a

good reputation for learning and for skill with the

general public, but there is always an honorable and

legitimate way of obtaining it. If a medical man
delivers some popular scientific lectures, he honestly

labors for a scientific reputation with the public. In so

far he does credit not only to himself but to the learned

profession which lie represents ; but when such efforts

are made for the ostensible purpose of making business

or advertising a specialty, the case wears an altogether

different aspect In the role of a lecturer he appears

as would any other scientific gentleman. Placing

himself before an intelligent audience, either in the lec-

ture hall or through the columns of a popular magazine,

he stands as a public character upon his own merits.

His reputation is a reward for services in the cause

of popular scientific education. But when we step

aside from this, and see special operations described and

remarkable cures referred to as the result of the special

skill of this or that surgeon, we are constrained to say

that the same gentlemen, by causing or allowing such

things to be said of them, no matter who they may be,

lay themselves open to the imputation of being sneak-

ing quacks. The higher their professional standing, the

more heinous is the offence to their professional brethren.

It is idle to suppose that the fundamental objection to

such practices is professional jealousy. The real ele-

ment of the wrong-doing towards the profession is the

false pretension to a non-discriminating public of ex-

traordinary abihties. It the public were, in point of dis-

criminating power, on a par with the profession, there

would be no danger from any special pretensions. It is

in this view that the code has f irbidden the direct and

the indirect self-laudation. All that the profession de-

mand is fair dealing in the matter; it is either right to

cause one's self to be puffed in the newspapers, or it is

wrong, and if wrong, the wrong-doers should be

brought to some account.

It is useless to enumerate the many covert means ac-

tually used by advertising individuals ; some have their

names and residences upon the begging pamphlets of

circulars from Hospitals and Infirmaries, which are

plentifully distributed in the pews of our fashionable

c'.iurches; others, for the sake of having their hos-

pitals puffed and subscriptions obtained from the pub-

lic, consent to the infliction of being mention din con-

nection with the institution as celebrated, skilful, and

self-sacrificing medical men, who have for a long time

devoted themselves to such and such a specialty. The

profession are well enough aware what gratuitous

medical services to any institution really mean. Con-

sidering the struggle for such places on the part of our
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best men, it is hard to believe that the services offered

are unconnected with selfish motivis for professional

advancement and pres'ige. If such gentlemen would

stop there it would be well enough, but that they

should be advertised on account of their connection

with the institution is hard indeed.

But we will not serve our purpose by going more in

detail in regard to the contrivances of these evil-doers.

Whatever may be said by the offenders in regard to

being accessory to such acts of impropriety, it is a sig-

nificant fact that when threatened with expulsion from

a society, unless some means are used to prevent fur-

ther paragraphing, the notices do not appear. Perhaps

from that time the ambitious individual ceased to make

any more important discoveries or to perform any more

skilful operations.

It may be recollected that in a previous article we
strove to point out the reasons why county societies

should enforce articles of discipline. Such cases as

those to which we have referred are exactly in point,

and the experience in more than one instance has

proved the utility of such tribunals. The injustice of

allowing one class to assume privileges at the expense

of others equally entiiled to the same, is apparent, and

no matter who the person may be, whether the Presi-

dent, a professor, or an humbler member, strict justice

should be meted out. If some of our more prominent

men are disposed to turn quacks, they must be punished

as such. The example which the Society may make

of them will have a salutary effect upon the lesser

lights, who from their weaker understandings and sus-

ceptibilities might more easily fall a prey to the common
adversary. Even if a conviction could not always be

obtained, some facts of importance might be elicited

which would minister to the curiosity of that portion

of the profession who are at a loss to conjecture how
continuous newspaper puffing can be carried on consist-

ently with professional honor.

HfDieras aittr llotitcs of Oooks.

The Medio.\l Register of New York and Vicinity, for
the year commencing June 1, 1871

,
published under the

supervision of the New York Medico-Historical Society,
'

A. E. M. PURDY, editor, vol ix., N. Y. : William 'Wood
& Co., 27 Great Jones street, N. Y. : 1871.

This useful annual is again before us. In the way of
furnishing all necessary information concerning socie- I

ties, medical colleges, hospitals, dispensaries, in fact
\

everything pertaining di'ectly or indirectly to meiiical
]

matters in and around New York, it is everything to t

be desired. The present editor has done his work care-
i

fully and well. The volume is appropriately inscribed
to the late Dr. W. B. B.bbins, who was one of the
presiden s of the Medico- Historical Society, and one of
its active members. A well-executed, though not

!

striking likeness of Dr. Bibbins forms a frontispiece.

The Meoic \-l WoRi.n.—This is a new monthly medi-
cal journal published in this city, and edited by Reuben
A. Vauce, M.D. The first number made its appearance

on the l-;t ofJuly, and contains ihe following articles :

—

Ou the Physical Diagnosis of Brain Disease, b}- tlie edi-

tor
; On the Va'ue of Torsion as a Haimostatic, by Dr.

Cha«. Phelps ; Cutaneous Eruptions caused bv Wear-
ing Red Flannel upon the Skin, by Dr. P. De Marmon

;

A case of Osteo-Sarcoma following a Fracture of the

Fibula, by Dr. E. Bradley. Under the caption, Selected

Articles, is an abstract of lectures on the Int.;rnal Dis-

eases of the Eye (wiih illustrationsj, by J. Soelberg
Wells. Lastly follow miscellaneous items comprising

twelve pages of the forty. The articles of special value

a-e those by the editor and by Dr. Phelp=. It is well

printed. The publishers are Wm. Baldwin & Co., 21
Park Row. The subscription price is $1 50 a year,

much too small to insure its pecuniary success.

Ucports of Socictic0.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Slated Meeting, June 15, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, in the Chair.

SUGAR FORMATIOM IX THE LIVER.

Prof. J. C. Dalton read a pappr on "Sugar Forma-
tion in the Liver," of which the follow ing is an ab-

stract:

—

The present condition of our knowledge on the
glyco_'enic function is as follows: It is universally

known that the liver, in healthy animals, when ex-
amined within a few minutes after death, contains an
appreciable amount of glucose; that this glucose in-

creasi'S in quantity in the liver tissue after the circula-

tion has ceased; that it will even reappear in the liver,

separated from the body, after having been entirely

washed out by a continued watery injection of the

hepatic vessels; and that it is produced by a catalytic

transformation of the amyloid sub-tance or glycogene,

under the influence of an animal f ruient. AH these

facts, due to the remarkable discoveries of Bernard, have
been abundantly confirmed by other experimenters,
and are estabUshed in a manner which leav.-s no room
for question. After dftailing the esperiments of Pavy
in 1858, Ilarley in 18G0, Meissner in 1862, Ritter in

1865. Schilf in 1866, Eulenber- in 18 i8. Prof. FUnt, Jr.,

in 18G3, and Prof. Lusk in 1870, the speaker remarked
as follows:

—

Two years ago I was desirous of ascertaining the

exact time within which glucose would fail to appear

in the liver extract examined by the ordinary method.
For this purpose I experimented upon dugs, by cutting

out a portion of the liver in the same manner as Prof
Flint had done, slicing it into boiling water, and making
an extract of the coagulated liver tissue b_y rubbing it to a
pulp in a mortar, and treating dilTerent portions by boil-

ing with pure w.iter, boiling with an excess of sulphate

of soda, and lixiviating with cold water through finely

powdered animal charcoal. In one instance the liver

substance, immediately on being removed from the body,
was crushed between two slabs of ground gla.ss, rubbed
to a pasty mass with animal charcoal, and lixiviated with
cold water. The result was that, when the preliminary
opeatio::s were completed in sev. nteen seconds and
twenty-lwo seconds, the final extract of the liver

tissue gave no reduction by the copper test: but at the
end of fifty seconds it gave, rather slowly, a distinct

though not abundant indication of sugar. In one in-

stance different portions of the same liver were treated

by boiling water, and afterward with animal charcoal,

aPthe end of seventeen seconds, and at the end of one,
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two, three, four, five, and seven minutes successively.

In the first instance (seventeen seconds) there was no
indication of sugar by Trommer's lest; in the second

(one minute), the sugar reaction was delicate but d's-

tmot. In the remaining five specimens the reaction,

as appreciated oy the eye, was constanily more and
more marked. The appearance of the different test-

tubes, after the completion of the experiment, was very

striking. In the first, representing the liver extract at

the end of seventeen seconds, the liquid remained per-

fectly blue and transparent; the remainder all showed
a yellow or reddish color from the reduction of the

copper, and varied only in tlie intensity of the hue and
the quantity of deposit, which increased exactly in pro-

portion to the time which had elapsed before the end
of the operation.

According to these result', therefore, fifty seconds

was tbe shortest time within wliicli the liver tis.sue,

renioved from the living animal, could be found to give

indication of the presence of sugar.

These experiments, however, were not fully satis-

factory to nie for several reasons. In the first place,

when a substance like ghico>e invariably appears in an

aTiimal tissue after deaih with such ra|iidity that the

interval is to be counted by seconds, it naturally sug-

gests the propriety of extreme caution in adopting the

conclusiou that it was not there before, at least in

minute quantity. Especially as nearly all observers

are agreed that sUght disturbances of the circulation or

rt-spiralion, the struggles of the animal immediately
before the operation, or the compressing effect of

ligatun-s, will cause the appearance of glucose in the

liver tissue at the instant of its removal, the necessity

of such caution becomes very evident. Schiff stites

that in various aniraab, by simply compressing the

abdominal aorta for ten minutes, or tying the principal

blood-vessels of i ne limb, he has produced a condition

of diabetes; and, on killing the anitnal, has found
sugar pre-'ent in the liver, though examined with all

the requisite precautions. Even the use of ether is

interdicted in experiments of this nature, owing to its

liability to bring on a saccharine condition of the liver

during hfe. According to the original observations

of Bernard, the glucose produced in the Uver was
supposed to be constantly carried away by the blood
of the hepatic vein.*, to be replaced by a Iresli supply
of new formation; so that a comparatively large

amount of su;;ar might be supplied by the liver in

twenty-four hours, and yet only a small quantity be
present in the oignn at any one time. We all know
that, in point of fact, the amount of sugar in the liver

tissue increa.«es after stoppage of the circulali'in, just

as urea accumulates in the blood after removal of the
kidneys, or carbonic iicid in the lungs after the stoppage
of n-spii ation. The question is whether this increase

of sugar is simply the accumulation of a substani e

already existing in small quantity, or a matter entirely

q[ post-mortem production.

It must be remembered, furthermore, that the chem-
ical tests for glucose, as well as for other substance-,

have their limits in point of delicacy ; and it is possible

that they may fail to dt-tect its presence, in some in-

stances, simply on account of its minute quantity.

There was a time when it Avas impossible to detect the
presence of urea in healthy blood ; and it w;;s only after

the requisite improvement in our chemical manipula-
tions that this substance could be distinguished as a

normal ingredient of the circulation. This considera-
tion is ol some importance in the present cormection,
because the quantity of liver tissue examined in the

above ex|ierinients is of it-elf necessarily small I have
j

fouud it difficult to cut up in sufficiently thin pieces,

and immerse in the boiling water within the requisite

time, more than about 140 grains of the liver tissue.

If a much larger quantity than this be used, it requires

more time for completing the operation, and gives rise

to the presumption that the sugar afterwards found may
Ijave been produced by fermentation during the interval

which has elapsed.

For these reasons T was anxious, in the first place,

to determine the exact limits of sensibility of the vari-

ous tests for sugar, and the best manner of employing
them; and secondly, to contiive some plan by which
a larger quantity of liver t'ssue might be used for ex-

periment, without increasing the time consumed in the

operation.

Prof. Dalton then described the subjoined various

tests for the detection of sugar: Trommer's test, which
is the most convenient and generally useful of all the

means, and is quite sufficient for ordinary purposes;

.-lumen's Bismuth solution, and Soleil's sarcharometer.

The defects of each were noted, and before experiment-

ing with Fehling's solution, he remarked that tlie polar-

izinc apparatus cannot be relied upon for the detection

of glucose in physiological investigations.

Bv far the most sensitive test for glucose yet discov-

ered is that by Fehling's solution, which is a double

tartrate of potash and copper dis-olved in an ailcaline

liquid, and containing, in a given volume, a definite

quantity of the copper salt. The extreme sensibility

of this solution may be well shown by using it in dilute

form.******
The most effectual way of using this test, for very

small quantities of glucose, is to make the following

mixture: Fehling's solution, one part; water, two parts.

Of this mixture five cubic centimetres are placed in a

narrow tcst-lube rather less than half an inch in diam-

eter and about three and a half inches long. The tube

should be placed in an oblique position, one inch in

front of a background of black glass. It is fixed in this

position by means of a cork collar, which embraces it

at its upper extremity, and which is held by a metalUc

ring and screw attached to a wooden framework be-

hind.

The dilute copper solution is then raised to the boil-

ir.g-point by the flame of a spirit-lamp, care being

taken not to apply the flame to the sides of the test-

tube above the level of the hquid. When the copper

solution has thus been brought thoroughly to ebullition,

the boiling is allowed to subside, and the saccharine

liqniii is then immediately added, drop by diop, from

another test-tube in which it has been already kept hot

for the purpose.

In this way the hot saccharine liquid, flowing down
the inclined sides of the test-tube, mingles gently with

the surface layer of the copper solution ; and when re-

action takes place, it is indicated by a thin yellow or

orange-colored ring at the surface of the mixtui e, which

contrasts distinctly with the clear blue color of the re-

mainder. Boiling must not be continued after the

addition of the saccliarine liquid ;
for in that case the

min'ite quantity of copper precip.tate, which is per-

fectly distinct so long as it remains at rest, is broken

up and diffused by the mechanical agitation, and be-

comes quite imperceptible in the excess of the blue

liquid.

The principal condition necessary for success, when
testing by this method for sugar in minute quantity,

is to have both liquids, at the moment of their admix-

ture, as nearly as po.-sible at the boiling-point with-

out being disturbed by actual ebullition.******
In every case there should be two test-tubes, con-
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taining equal quantiies of the copper solution, placed
side by siile in a similar position. Both tlie fluids are

to be treatel in the same manner, eX'^epting tliat the
saccharine solution is added only to one of them—the
other being used simply for comparison, in order to

secure accuracy in the result3. By this means the
danger of mistake from spontaneous decomposition of
the test-liquid is avoided.

If Fehling"s test be used in the manner now de-
scribed, with a solution of glucose made in the propor-
tion of one part per 10,000, three drops of the sac-

charine liquid added to the hot mixture vrill cause
the appearance of a faint yellowish ring on the surface
of the copper solution ; but it is very delicate, and
requires for its production every possible care in the

manipulations.******
]

If one cubic centimetre of water, containing ^Ju
'

of a grain of ghicos;^, be placed in a narrow test-tube,

and one drop of FehUng's solution added, the reactii>n

on boihng is prompt and very strong, easily visible

in all lights and from a consider.ible distance.

With a .similar quantity of water cont:iining y^
of a grain of glucose, and treated as before, the reac-
tion is a little tardy in its appearance, but is perfectly

distinct in o!iaracter—most marked wh^n viewed
against a black pround. With weaker solutions, the
reaction is less distinct, and soon becomes entirely

imperceptible.

This accordingly is about the limit of the practical

operation of Fehling's test. In delicate examinations
the degree of concentration is always of some import-
ance; since the same quantity of glucose, dissolved in

double the quantity of water, will often fail to give a
reaction, though easily detected in the more concen-
trated form.

'

For the purpose of reducing the liver tissue to a
state of fine comminution in the shortest possible time,

Prof Dalton employs a machine of simple construction,
but very effective in its operation, known as the
" crimping machine." (This apparatus was exhibited,
and its effectiveness shown )

|

When a portion of the liver substance is passed be-
tween the rollers of this machine, it is crushed at once
into a state of far finer comminution tlian could be
effected by any cutting process with knife and scis.sors.

The greater p.irt is reduced to the condition of a loose
granular debris, and the whole of it is so bruised and
lacerated that the contact of alcohol or boiang water
will instantly affect its entire mass. By this means
from 1,.500 to 2,000 grains of the liver tissue may easily
be separated from the body of the living animal, thor-
oughly comminuted and immersed in alcohol or boiling
water, wit!iin the space often seconds.
The mode of operating for the removal of Uver tissue

from the living animal was then described.
After remaining fur ten minutes in the alcohol, the

liver tissue is pounded and ground to a pulp in a porce-
|

lain mortar, the pulp thoroughly mixed with tlie same
alcohol, and the mixture then slowly percolated in a

|

displacement apparatus. The moist fiver tissue remain-
ing in the apparatus is pressed in a linen bag, and the

j

expressed liquid filtered and added to that which has
already passed through by percolation.
The alcoholic solution is then mixed with an equal

'

volume of water, the turbid mixture clarified in a dis-
placement apparatus, with two ounces of coarsely pow-
dered animal charcoal, and evaporated to dryness

'

over the water-bath. The dry residue is finally dis-
i

solved in fifty cubic centimetres of water, ajrain de-
,

colorized with one ounce of finely powdered animal i

charcoal, and filtered. The perfectly clear and color-
|

less watery solution is now examined for sugar, by
placing one cubic centimetre of the liquid in a narrow
test-tube, against a black ground, adda g one drop of

Fehhng's Solution, aud raising the mixture to the boil-

ing-point.

1 In order to determine the prbporliori of S'lgar pres-
ent in the liver tissue, one cubic centimetre of Feh-

j

ling's solution, diluted with water td five times its

volume, is placed in a large-sized test-tube against a
white ground, aud raised to the bo'ling-point. While
the ebullition continues, a measured quantity of the

liver extract is slowly added, drop by drop, until all

the copper oxide present has been precipiiated, and
the reitiaining liquid, when filtered, has no longer any

I
blue color. The composition of Fehling's solution is

I

fuch that, to accomplish this result with one cubic

1 centimetre of the test-liquid, it requires exac ly .077 of
a grain of glucose, which quantity was accordingly
present in the portion of liver extrai-t employed.
From this is calculated the amount of glucose in the
whole fifty cubic centimetres of liver extract, repre-
senting a certain quantity of liver tissue; and thence
the proportion of sugar per thousand parts in the
liver tissue itself. The quantity of liver substance
used in each experiment was ascertained by com-
paring the volume of the comminuted liver tissue and
alcohol with that of another previously weighed por-
tion of liver, treated in the same way and mixed with
the same quantity of alcohol.

It is essential that the final watery solution be abso-
lutely clear and colorless. Otherwise, in testing for

small quantities of glucose, it is sometimes difficult to be
certain whether a genuine reduction has taken place

or not ; and especially in using the volumetric method
for quantitative determination, the extraneous matters
pre.senl interfere with the test, and prevent our fixing

the precise point at which all the copper of the test-

liquid has been reduced.
I have now experimented in this manner upon

twenty dogs. In four of the cases the method em-
ployed was that by boiling water ; in the remaining
sixteen cases, that by alcohoL The animals were ex-
amined four, eight, twelve, and twenty-four hours after

feedin;r—the food consisting always of the fresh or

cooked meat of the buliock's heart. The longest time
wliich elapsed from the separation of the liver to its

immersion in the alcohol or boiling water was thirteen

seconds; the shortest time was six and one-quarter

seconds. In every instance the final watery solution

gave a decided and perfectly unmistakable sugar reac-

tion ; amply snflieient, in all cases in wh'ch it was at-

tempted, to allow the quantitative determination of

the glucose by the volumetric method. The proportion

of glucose in 1.000 parts of the liver tissue was thus

ascertained in one-half the cases. In the remainder its

presence only was determined, without regard to actual

quantity.***** *

There is no doubt that the quantity of glucose in the
liver increases immediately after death ; although, ac-

cording to nn' experiments, this increase is not always
so rapid as might be inferred from the general state-

ments of some writers.
* * * * * *

Peof. Dalton draws the following conclusions:

—

I. Sugar exists in the Uver at the earliest period at

which it is possible to examine the orjan after its sepa-

ration from the body of the living animal.

II. The average quantity of sugar existing in the

liver at this time is at least two and a half parts per
thousand.

III. The Uver-sugar thus found does not belong to
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the arteriiil blood with which the orjran i* supphed, but

is a normal inr.redieiit of the hepatic ti-sue.

Dr. Detmold inquired of Prof Dalton how he ac-

counted for the absence of suL'ar in the experiment!! of

other mi'n. Why did not Sohiff find sufrar 'I Were
these physiologis:s as careful as they sliould have
been ?

Prof. Dalton replied that, undoubtedly, other experi-

meut'-rs took as much care as he did. At first he did

not find sugar, but it wa^ due to the quantity uf liver

ti,*sne employed. About two hundred grains of liver

tissue i^ the riuht quantity for experimeuts. The liver

is thoroughly comminuted by the " crimping machine,"
and complete percolaiioa follows—only sugar being
taken out.

He also said that another great reason of his success

was the employment of a large quantity of finely

powilered animal charcoal, rendering a clear watery
solution.

Dr. GonvERNEUR M. Smitr remarked :

—

1 have 1 slen d, Mr. President, with great interest to

the el iborate paper which has been presented to the

Academy this evening by Dr. Dalion, on " Su'jar For-
mation in the Liver." Interested more particularly in

the study of practical medicine, I scareely feel like lu:-

ceding to the invitation to take part in the <hKcussion

of a question .'^o purely physiological as the one which
has ju<t been offered. As it has so occurred, however,
that my attention has been somewhat directed to the

subject of glycogenesis and the formation of other
proximate principles in the vegetable kingdom, and that

I have laid som^ inferences befire the Academy, in a
paper on " Vegetable Assimilation," about two years
and a half ago, and have lately called attention to the
morbid production of sugar in the animal kingdom, as

occurring in diabetes, I will, perhaps, venture to add a
few words on this o 'Casion, in the hope of turning the
debate in a practical direction, but without diverging
from the subject legitim;itely under di-^cussion.

It seems to be proved bj' the experiments of Ber-
nard, Flint, Lnsk, and Dalton, that the liver possesses
the property of generating saccharine material. This
animal sugar can be traced from its source to the right
s:deof the heart and to the lungs; but in these emune-
tories it for the most part disappears—in the blood of
the general circulation it can scareely be detected.
A question which is at the same time physiological

and relevant to the one under discu.ssion is, the use of
this sugar, which is found in such a comp.iratively
small portion of the vascular system? Tlii-! point has
not been alluded to this evening, nor do I know that
physiolo.;ists have come to any definite conclusions con-
cerning it. Until we are furnished with more light on
this subject, we are incompetent to elucidate various
morbid conditions which appear to me probably have
a more or less dependence upon varying supplies of
hepatic sugar.

Derangements of the glycogenic function of the hver
have been almost entirely overlooked as causes of dis-

ease, though much attention has been bestowed upon
the subject in reference to diabetes. In the various
forms of functional and organic disorders of the liver,

morbid conditions have been attributed to abnormal
qualities of the biliary secretion, while they may have
been at lea>t partly due to a defective supply of sac-
charine material. If the liver during health is con-
stantly generating sugar, such production is for some
beneficent purpose. This function is as liable to inter-

ruption as are the other vital operations, and interrup-
tions of physiological processes induce morbid s-qiiehe.

A diminished formation of sugar in the animal econo-
my must be characterized by as remarkable abnormal

phenomena as are those which mark a too bountiful
generation of saccharine material. In diabetes we at

times preclude the use of sugar and of proximate prin-
ciples liable to conversion into that body, for the reason
ih.it the body is already surcharged with it. There is,

doubtless, an opposite condition to this, in which the
animal organism suffers from an insufficient supply of
sugar; and such condition, so for as I am aware, has not
attraced very special notice. Patients suffering under
such natural deprivation can to a certain extent be re-

lieved by artificial means, in the same manner as we can
supply deficiencies of iron and of phosphorus?. It is

certainly reasonable to suppose that Ivp.itic glycogene-
sis may under peculiar circumstances be either arrested
or so modified that the supply of sugar in the economy
may be greater or less than in health. The symptoms
indicatin'j' such conditions must vary in degree accord-
ing to the intensity either of the interruption or aug-
mentation of the function.

Now, in order that we can more thoroughly appre-
ciate the pathological states just alluded to, we must
better comprehend the physiological uses of the glyco-
genic function of the liver.

It may not be inappropriate in this connection to

review for a moment tlie uses of sugar in the vegetable
kingdom. It is not proposed at tliis time to speak of
the method of generating sugar and other pro.ximate

principles in full-growing plants, for this subject I

have presented on a former occasion, and illustrated

with chemical diagrams.* The subject can be most
readily studied in examining the growth of embryotic
plants.

The seeds of plants ordinarily contain a la^ge amoimt
of starch, which mati.'rial is chiefly stored either in the

cotyledons or in the surrounding tis-ues. In some
sceils the fixed oils are found abundantly as a substitute

for starch, and sub.serve a similar purpose; but on this

point it is unnecessary to enlarge. When these seeds

containing starch are placed under circumstances fivor-

iiig germination, the starch is converted into dextrine,

and then into sugar. The latter, being soluble, is readi-

ly absorbed by the cotyledons, radicles, and plumules of

the embryo.
The sugar thus appropriated is disposed of by the

plantlet in two ways: one part is converted into acetic

acid, which in turn is tran.sformed by oxidation into car-

bonic acid and water. An evohiiion of heat attends

these processes of vital chemistry, and the yoimg plant

is thus early enabled to maintain a suitable degree of
temperature. Another part of the sugar is converted
into permanent ti-sue, either into cellulose (CnHjoOjo),
which is i.someric with sugar, or into some other struc-

ture composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
This brief ex|iosiiion must suffice to show the chief

uses of sugar in tiie vegetable economy; and if the bot-

anists have been correct in th<'ir interpretation of the

phenomena characterizing nutrition and assimilation in

plants, we are perhaps in this particular partially fur-

nished with a guide to the study of the uses of sugar

in the animal kingdom. It is scarcely neces-ary to add
that while it is pos.sible to follow certain parallels of

similarity between the organic kingdoms of Nature, we
sliouM bear in mind that in some e-sential functions

tiiey are as diverse as they are congeneric in others.

A few words now in regard to the physiological uses

of the glycogenic function of the liver, in the hope of
throwing light upon some pathological and other con-
ditions the causes of which liave not as yet been satis-

factorily explained.

In the paper on Diabetes which I read before this

* Bulletin of the N. Y. Acad, of Med., ToL iil.
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Academy* in February last, a divergence was made
from the culiject, for a moment, in ortler to suggest a
new function for tlie liver during lactation. A repeti-

tion of the general view then expressed m::y not be

inappropriate on this occasion. After cit ng some in-

stances of the increased production of hepatic sugar

induced by certain reflex influences, tlie following the-

ory was advanced :

—

It is well known that sugar occurs in milk in the

largest proportion of any of the oiganic lacteal proxi-

mate principles. It was suggested that tliis sug.ir was
not formed de noi-o by the breasts, as has been contended
by physiologists, but was elaborated by the liver, and
simply separated from the blood and appropriated by
the breasts as kictose. possibly after having undergone
a slight transition. To obtain the necessary quantity

of saccharine material, the gluca^mia must be greater,

however, than ordinarily occurs. Such increased glu-

caemia was thus accounted for : The mammai-y irrita-

tion accompanying the latter part of utero-gestation

and during lact;ition (and even uterine irritation ccca-

sionally) could initiate an impression which was con-

veyed to the brain and thence reflected to the liver, in-

ducing an augmented generation of sugar. This in-

creased influx of sugar into the circulation, which under
morbid circumstances would be chiefly eliminated from
the blood bv the kidneys, as in diabetes, is in this in-

stance mainly appropriated by the breasts and made
subservient to the nourishment of the nursing child.

Simon years ago noted that milk was richer in sugar
early during lactation than at later periods. This pi-e-

nomenon can now, perhaps, thus be explained : The
breasts when about to assume activity, and during the

first few months of lactation, are in a condition better

calculated to excite the peculiar erethism or sympathy
referred to, th n at a later time when the secretion is

fully established, and when the mammae partake more
of the character of those glands whose functions are

permanent.
Without repeating other details, it is only necessary

to say, that in order to test the truth of my supposition,

an analysis was made fur me of the blood ai d urine of
a healthy nursing woujan. The blood was found lo

contain sugar; the urine was free fi-om this principle.

While the theory appeared to be both plausible and
probable, th's sing'e analysis was insuffi^ ient!y corrob-
orative to assure me that the theory was founded on
fact; at the same lime other circumstances which were
detailed seemed additionally conclusive. A few days
after reading the paper I met with a statement, which
was subsequently offered here, which appeared to sub-

stantiate the views before expressed. M. Biot had
frequently no'ed a concurrence of transient glycosuria

and lactation, but, so f r as I am aware, had not ac-

counted for any such coincidence further than that there

appeared to be a connection between tlie p'lenomena.
With the theory before advanced, it now seems easy

to explain the relation>h-p. Nature provides such a

liberal amount of sugar during lactation, that more is

generateil by the hver than is required by the breasts,

and a part is eliminated by the kidneys, as in morbid
conditions.

Such appears to be at least one use for the glyco-
genic function of the liver. It remains to consider the
use of the fuiiet on, as it is being ordinarily and con-
stantly performed.

Sugar can be readily traced from the liver to the
right side of the heart and to the lung-^ ; in the blood
of the general circulation its amount, as physiologists

assure us, is qiit' infinitesimal. Is this sugar desiroyed

• ^iKmrnT. Recobd, March 15th, ISTl.

j

in the lungs and eliminated as carbonic acid and water,

—an evnhiticin o^ heat attending the metamorphosis?
1 Such disposition of it in the animal economy would in

I

some re-pects correspond with that recognized as oc-

I

curring in the vegetable kingdom, thougii the process

I

is not identical. In fully developed plants carbonic

acid, whether derived from the air, soil, transformation

I

of sugar, or otherwise, is for the most part doubtless re-

tained and decomposed, to procure carbon and hberate

oxygen ; but the planllet growing from the seed de-

stn 'ys the sugar and eTolves a small amount of carbonic

acid.

I

If sugar is disposed of in the lungs after the manner
, indicated, we have a partial explanation of the method
of maintaining anim.d heat. The temperature of the

centric parts of the body is somewhat hii:her than that

of the peripheric portions, and such fact is perhaps thus

1 to be accounted for.

It has occurred to me that there may be another

way in which the sugar may be made use of in the

I

economy. Is not a part only disposed of in the manner
I indicated, and is not another portion converted into

' some other material, some tertium quid which the

physiologists have not recognized ? Tliis unknown
principle may pass on into the blood of the general cir-

culation, and in it5 various coursings be either broken

up and evolved throush the skin as carbonic acid and
water, with the evolution of heat, and thus aid in main-
taining the heat throughout the body, while another

portion may be converted into tissues composed of car-

j

bon. hydrogen, and oxygen.
Dextrine in plantlets is the intermediate material

j

between starch, out of which it is formed, and the

sugar which is. recognized as being finally destroyed

and disposed of as before described. Sugar in the ani-

mal economy may be regarded in a somewhat analo-

gous view, a part of it being intermediate between the

I

material out of which it is formed in the liver, and some
substance into which it is converted in the luncs, to be

finally disposed of in the blood of the general c rcula-

tion.

It appears to me, Mr. President, that the conclu-

sions herewith given respecting the several uses of

hepa'io filycogenesis are legitimately drawn from the

scientific premises which at present are in our posses-

sion.

I have purposely omitted all allusion to the forma-

tion of sugar in the economy otherwise than in the

liver.

A final question of interest in this connection re-

mains to be considered, viz.: what morbid phenomena
cliaracterize deranj.'ements of the fiinciion we have

been considering ? To the production of sugar occur-

ring in diabetes no particular allusion will be made, as

this subject has so recenly occupied the attention of

the Academy at two of its sessions. The phenomena
accompanying melituiia are so remarkable that they

can readily be recognized. There are doubtless various

abnormal conditions depending upon deviations from

the norm d proiiuction of sugar. Some such conditions

may have been traced to these causes, while others

have probably never been thus attributed.

In various functional and organic diseases of the

liver, if the biliary secretion is impaired, it is reasonable

to suppose lh.it there is often a concomitant derange-

ment of the glycogenic function. The biliaiy and tlie

glycogenic functions may both be disturbed in the same
individual, or again it may happen that one function

may be d' ranged while the oiher is not interfered n iih.

Assuming ihe uses of sugar in the economy are

such as have here been given, it may be legiiimately

inferred that if the glycogenesis were diminished or
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arrested, pntients should have a diminished temperature

and slmuld em-cinte. Now. in pei'sons si.fferin<r froiii

various ohionic aEFect ions of ihe liver, and evenof otiier

viscera, the liver deing & condarily involved, we find

both lhe,'e condition-:. Even in confiimtd diabete?,

where there is a .'urplus of sugar, the same may occur,

for the ,=ugar is c'liefly excreted through the k:dneys,

the deranged system not appropriating enoush to main-
tain a normal and uniform temperature, and to prevent

emaciation. Thire are many persons who are not con-

firmed inva'ils, but who are dyspeptics; in such the

continual sensations of chilhne.<;s and the lo-s of flesh

may be partially .ittributable to a f.iilure on the part of

the liver to produce sugar. In various disorders in

which there may be a sympathetic or secondary dis-

turbance of the liver, we may trace similar syniptoms
to the same cause. And again, an ordinary lean

|
h}--

sique may sometimes indicate a diminished glycogenic

function, and not simply a defective power ot assimi-

lation.

I have been led to believe that there may be an in-

creased glycogenesis without a necessary concurrence of

diabe es. Can we not in this way at times account for

ohe.iiti/ ? May it not happen that sugar may be niortidly

gener.ited and become chiefly a-simi!aud as fi', and
consequently not be excreted by the kidneys? Such
view seems to be both plau-ible and prob.^bly true. We
occasionally observe a transient mehturia occurr ng in

obese persons, the sugar being generated more gener-

ously than can at all seasons be assimilated. 1 hese

cases either correct themselves, so to speak, or can rea-

dily be relieved by dietetic means. Occasionally, how-
over, the assimilative powers no longer can appropriate

the excessive saccharine material, and the patient i m»-
ciates and falls into confirmed diabetes. I have met
with one such insance in a person of full hahit.

On a former occasion it was my aim to show the re-

1 itionships which existed between certain nervous con-
ditions and increased henaiic ;;lycogeni s'.s. There may
be oppos te condiiions, in which the nervous system is

so pros rated that it is unable, either temporarily or
persistently, to stimulate even the normal amount of
sugar formation; but time forbids an enlargement on
this point.

Thus far allusion has only been made to baneful

effects attribuahle to differences in the g'cin^'/^ of sugar
generate 1 by the liver. There may be variations in the
quality of the glycogenic function which occasion un-
favorable sequelse. Either an abnormal form of sugar
may be elaborated, or some material wh ch is not sugar,

and though allied to it in character, is a morbid product,
and fails to supply the economy with a princ p!e sus-

ceptihl.; of bein^^ utilized in a healthful manner. The
function is not arres:ed, but perverted.

There is another manner in which the saccharine
material may possibly heci me partially noxious. It is

well known that su.jar, when ariifieially act d upon by
ferments, undergoes a peculiar metamorphosis. It is with-
in the range of possibility th.it sugar, when genera'ed
and ca'ried into the blood when the systi m is suffering

under various morbid cotiditions, may be transformed
into princi[iles which may either prove inimical, or at

least may be unsu.ted to replice sugar in the economy.
I have ventured, Mr. President, to offer these few

thoughts as they have occurred to me from time to

time in considering the subject which at presetit is un-
der discu.ssion. Seveial relevant topics, both physi-
ological and patholo.:ical in their nature, have been
brought loiward this evening, which require further

elucidation. It remains for us to give to these further
study.

In answer to Dr. Detmold, whether grape sugar

,

gives the same reaction as glucose, Prof. Dalton rephed
in the affirmative.

The Pres dent asked how the different results were
accounted 'or in his experinu nts upon dogs, the time

Consumed in diking out the liver being t' e same.

Prof. Dalton stated that it was probably due to indi-

vidual pecuharities and different food.

Ill reply to the President, whe her the presence of

sug r in the animal economy was a physio'ogi'-al change
or a morbid one, Prof Da!t >n remarked that he only

intended to state the fact that sugar could be found in

the liver at any period of life.

Dr. J. C. Pkters:—It is apparently evident, from
the very accurate experiments of Dr. Dalton, ih;.t sugar

is formed in the liver during lile, and is not merely
conveyed there by the portal system.

But we know that all or most of ihe .«ugar which has

been ingested, or which has been I ormed f oni amylaceous

substance* in the mouth, and by ihe s. liva which has

been swallowed down into the stomach, is al sorbed by
the gastric-portal blood-ves-sels, and thus conveyed to

the liver.

Again, pancreatic juice, or the so-called : bdominal
saliva, possesses in a remarkable degree the power of

converting starch into dextrine and giape-sigai-, and
thu- ads in the metamorpho-is of s arch which has

passed from the stomach into the duodenum and es-

caped the action of the saliva.

Finally, the strongly alkaline intesinal juice also cer-

tainly converts starch into .sugar; although some un-
altered start'h and all the sugar which has been formed
in the sma 1 intestines are ab-orbed hy the portal blood-

vessels of the lesser bowels and conveye I to the liver.

Hence, much sugar and some inioinpletely altered

starch reach the liver from the s'omach: nd bowels. As
arterial blood does not normally contain any amyloid

substance, staich must be completely converted into

sugar in the liver; and if this does not take place, we
may have the occurrence of amyloid degeneraiion of the

liver and other organs.

We know that Ihe hepatic nudeated cells, besides

secreting bile, also assimilate from the ported blood and
dehverover a peculiar substance which is notdischarged

bv the bile ducts, but enters the blood throuvh the

hepatic vein.s. This substance is not albuminoid, but
ami/loid, forming an animal starch closely resembling

the amylaceous substances developed so abundantly

in the vegetable kingdom, Claude B. rnard called this

substance—which he thought was formed in the liver,

but which may in part be absorbed from the gastro-

int -slinal miic- us membrane —g/ycngen, because it yields

sugar when mixed with ferments,

ilinute granules of this glycogen are normally formed

in the hepa ic cells, their 'a'oniic composition b6ing

identical with that of starch, dcxtiine. a- d grape-.sugar

;

and when d ssolved in water, the}', like dextrine, are

immediaUdy transformed into grape-sugar.

Ti.ere are many other facts which go to prove that

glycogen and sugar are conveyed to the hver, rather than

formed in it. Tlius, in fully-fed animals, espe^ ially after

a meal containing starch, the quantity of sugar in the

p rtal, systemic, venous, and arter al hlood is increased.

More sugar is also certainly obtainable hom the livers

of herbivora than from those ol carnivirous anima's. and
still more from those of herbivorous animals recently fed

on amylaceous food.

But glycogen continues to be formed in Ihe livers of

actually s arved animals, and in tho.se fed lor a month
or more exi lu^ivelv on flesh; but this does not prove

that S'tgar is absolutely formed in tl e liver; for small

quantities of amvloid matter are always found in flesh,

as Well as inosite, or muscle-sugar.
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Again, it is supposed by some physiologists tliat the

hepatic cells have the power of decomposing the neutral

fats of the food into glyceiine or fat sugar, and into tlie

fatty acids, and that this glyceiine is the source of the
liver-glycogen.

By other authors, even the albuminoid substances

are supposed to be decomposed in the hepatic cells and
other parts ; for the continuous foiination of sugar iu

the eggs of birds during incubation shows that glycogen
may be formed independi-ntly of amylaceous food, and
its origin from albuminoid matter is thus rendered proba-

ble.

It is believed by some that the glycogen found so

abundantly in the muscles of the embryo is not obtained
from the milk-sugar of the mother, but that it and the

inosite formed in the muscles after biith are also derived

from the decomposition of albutiiinoid substances into

glycogen. It is also asserted as more than probable, that

both glycogen and tannin are formed in tlie liver by the

splitting up of albumen. It is further stated by Haugh-
ton that albumen is resolvable into glycogen and urea,

a change which is supposed to account for the origin of
the sugar formed in the system in diabetes—at least in

those cases in which no starch or sugar is pai taken of

in the food.

Dr. Dahon agrees with the best physiologists in the
assumotion that glycogen and sugar are absolutely

formed in the liver ; but it is very important for the

practical physician to know that mucli of these sub-

stances may be conveyed to the hepatic ti.'^sue, not only
from the stomach and bouels. but also from the muscles
and system at la'ge; and it is equally important for us
to know how albumen and fat may be split up into

glycogen, sugar, and other nutritive or excretive sub-

stances.

In the treatment of diabetes we may cut off starch

and sugar, but we have also to prevent albumen and fat

from being converted into glycogen and sugar.

The President announced that Dr. Stephen Smith
would read a paper, July 6th, on " Fracture and Dislo-

cation of the Odontoid Process."

The Academy then adjourned.

[OJicial]

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meeting, April 12, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

Dk. Finneli, e.xliibited portions of the intestine and frag-

ments of the liver removed from a male patient, aged
30. A short time ago he fell through a hatchway, a
distance of tliirty feet, sustaining injuries of the abdo-
men. He was taken to the Park Hospital, complaining
of distress across his umldlical region. After remaining
in the hospital for a month, he was weU enough to leave,

but an attack of acute rheumatism of tlie wrists com-
pelled him to be transferred to the medical division of
St. Vincent's Ho.spital. Two weeks after his admission
into the latter institution, he died rather suddenly of
peritonitis.

At the autopsy the peritonaeum was the seat of
intense inflammation caused by a rupture of one of
the intestines and the escape of its contents. There
were also extensive adhesions of the intestines to each
other, and also considerable pus in the peritonaeal cavity.
The point of interest centred in tlie question as to
whether the peritoniti-^ was latent during the six weeks
that elapsed from the injury, or was caused by a rup-
ture of adhesions formed immediately after tlie aooi-

I

dent. He was inclined to believe that the latter was
1 the ca'^e.

j

Dr. Janew.iy had seen cysts which had at first formed
as a protection and limitation to the peritonit s, after a

time rupture, oausing a secondary attack which proved
fatal.

POISONING BY 0X.4LIC .ICID.

Dr. Finnell also presented portions of the intestinal

tract removed from a female, aged thirty-seven, who
had accidentally poisoned herself by taking oxalic acid

instead of Epsom salts. An ounce of the poison was
probalily swallowed. The mistake was discovered at

once. Dr. Fmnell was sent for; and in the course often
minutes he was by her side. Rancid lamp-oil and
c!ialk were at once administered, but very little if any
of either was retained. The symptoms prngressed,

however, and at the end of ten hours .she died. At
first she complained of a great deal of burning pain at

the pit of her stomach, also in the genital organs. She
passed no water during the whole ten hours. Two
hours after the accident the pulsation of the radials

disappeared. Slie was for the greater part of the time
able to walk about the room until towards the middle
of the day, when she complained of numbness from
the shoulders to the tips of tlie fingers. She was con-

scious to within a few moments of her death, occupying
herself in pulling from her throat strings of ropy mu-
cus. The autopsy was made six hours after death.

The whole inte>tinal tract was very much reddened,
more so than the stomach itself

granular kidneys.

He also exhibited a pair of gianular kidneys removed
from an Englishman, twenty-four years of age, who
had suffered, while in London two years ago, wiih acute
nephriti.s, and who, after coming to this country, and
passing through the usual symptoms of Bright's kidney,
was finally attacked with convulsions and died. To-
wards the close of his life he had forty convulsive seiz-

ures wiihin three days. Chloroform kept them in com-
plete abeyance, and the patient was under its influence

for twenty-four hours at a time. He died comatose.

ASPERGILLUS GLAUCCS.

Dr. H. Knapp presented a fine specimen of A-'per-

gUlus filaucus, and exhibited the same under the micro-
scope. It was removed from a patient who, after suf-

fering for a long time from anral catarrh with its attend-

ant deafness, developed a whitish, mottled, feli-like de-

posit in the aural canals and tympanums of both ears.

Under the ndcroscope this deposit exhib.ted the usual

characteristic appearance of the fungus. He presented

the specimen on account of its rarity, it being only the

spcond one of its kind (vide Med. Record, vol. iv., p.

452) which he has seen herein seventeen hundred cases.

In answer to the question as to treatment, he stated

that it was very simple, the principal condition being

to syringe the ear with plenty of wa'er. Along with
this he used nitrate of silver applications.

THROMBOSIS.

Dr. Jaxeway exhibited a specimen of thrombosis of

the right heart, taken from a patient aged 21, who died

at Bellevue Hospital. He had been suffeiing for sev-

eral months witli phthisis, and gave physical signs of
cavities, localized bronchitis, etc. At the autopsy the

princ p il lesions found were in the lungs ami heart.

The latter organ showed its valves and walls normal;
but in the right ventricle, along its septum and a'ong its

lower border, imprisoned between the irabeculte, were
numerous small white thrombi, some soft in the centre,

some round ; others projecting and in the form of a

wedge. The lungs presented cavities in their apices,
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dilated bronclii, localized pneumonias, and filirous no-
j

dules ; in one of the pulmonary ark-ries, in the lower
lobe of the right lung, there was a p'ug ol a wedge
shape, in appearance exaclly like that found in the heart.

The patient died of exhaustion.

CARCINOMA OF PTLORtTS. THROMBOSIS OF MIDDLE CEREBRAL
ARTERY. PARTIAL DESTRUCTION OF VISION, ETC.

j

Dr. Flint exhibited a specimen of cancer of the

pylorus, removed Irom a German aged 57, who was ad-

mitted into Btllevue Hospital Feb. 17, 1871. Tlie pa-

tienthada well-defined tumorin the nei^ibborho'id of ihe

pyloric orifice of the stomach. Tliis tnmor was mova-
ble, and over it was heard, by Dr. McBtide, senior assist-

ant at Be levue, a distinct double murmur. Dr. Fiint

was specially iuteres'ed in the specimen because of a

similar one which had been previously presented to the

Society,whHre the double murmur existed, and aneurism
was diagnosticated. Another point in the case which
looked towards aneurism was the existence of a good
dealofpainof alaneinatingcharacter; vomiiing was aUo
a very prominent symptom. The patient was exiremely
feeble, and presented the well-marked straw complex-
ion which is somewhat characteristic of cancer. Dur-
ing his stay in the Hospital an event occurred of con-
siderable mteri-st, independent of the other .symptoms.
On the 9ih of March, whde getting out of bed fr some
purpose, he was sud.lenly seized with complete blind-

ness, and paralysis of the right upper extremity. At
first it was coinplet", but the day following he com-
menced to recover the use of the right extremity, and
progressively inipruved. The improvement was con-
siderable before his death. The paiient was so debili-

tated that it Stems somewhat uncertain whether or not
there existed a partial paralys's of the left side, or a
simple weakness. He improved, as regards hi-i vision,

progressively but slowly, but remained with vision

very much affected up to the time of his death. He
died of exliausiion.

The autopsy was made by Dr. Janeway, who fur-

nishes the following account of lesions:

—

Brain and Afeiiibiaiie.''.—A firm white clot blocks up
the middle cerebral aitery near its origin; on the left side
and at ea^h extremity is a red thiombus ; no marked
disease of arterial coats at this point.

The posterior lobe of left side is half the size of the
other, of a paler color

; its convolutions narrowed ; the
gray matter and white dimini-hed in size, and the whole
patch, one and a half inches ia extent, remarkably
firm, much moie so than the rest of tiie biain-tissue.
On the right side in the posterior lobe there is a small
patch, on the convexity, of softened brain-tissue, white
and Semi-diffluent. In the centre of this is a small ar-

tery plugged by a clot. The other vessels are normal,
and the posterior cerebral of the left side was carefully

examined without discovery of lesion.

Heart.—Normal in size, some evidences of fatty de-
generation of walls, in the form of whiiish spots in

muscular fibre
; valves normal, and no thrombus or vege-

tation present.

Lungs.—Nothing special found.
Liver.—A little below the usual size, otherwise nor-

mal.

Spleen.—Normal.
StonuKh.—At' the pyloric extremity is a firm tumor

involving almost the wliole of it. Dimensions of tu-

mor, superficially, four inches by four. It has everted
thickened borders, and an irregular surface depressed
at numerous points, and on it weie gangrenous jirocess-

es here and there. The stomach at this point is three

or four times its usual thickness. A section shows all

the coats involved of a grayish-white color, firmly bound

together, and from one-quarter to one-third of an inch

thick. No whitish pulp can be scraped from the sur-

face of section, but in a few places a co'.loid maiter is

perceptible. The peritoneal coat in most places seems
uiiinvolved. The duodenum and pancreas were closely

al (ached to the stomach at the point of disease. The
stomach beyond the disease, towards cardiac orifice,

presents no special evidence of disease, and its mus-
cular coat is not thickened. The di»ease stops abrupt-

ly at pylorus.

Intestines.—Appear normal.

PLEURIST ASSOCIATED WITH ANEURISM. ALMOST A
NATURAL CURE OF TUE LATTER.

Jennie Mason, 28, Domestic. Admitted March 21st,

1871. Mother died of consumption. Patient was per-

fectly well up to three years ago. Since that tmie

has complained of shortness of breath, hu^ky voice,

Ci 'Ugh with muco-purulent ex[)ecto;ation, several al-

t.icks of hemoptysis, pains in left chest and shoulder.

Three months ago had thrombosis of light leg. On ad-

mission complains of great pain in iheleft s'de—axillary

region. Speaks in a whisper. Absence of vocal iremitus

on left side below fourth rib in front. Flatness in

same situation. Absence of respiratory soun Is in that

part. Crepitant rale and bronchial breathing in left

a.xiUary region; broncho-vesicular respiiation above
f.iurih rib in front, and same in infra-scapular region.

At lower portion of scapular rcj^ion bronchial breath-

ing.

March 29th.—Coughed up suddenly eight or ten

ounces of bright-red blood. After this she gradually

s.ink and died, 2:15 a..m., March 3()th.

Autopsy, March 'iUl.—Female exterior well devel-

oped. Bubo scar on right groin. Circular white cica-

trices of skm of chest and legs. Left side much larger

than right.

Bra in

.

—Normal.
Lunijs.—Left pleura nearly filled with sero-pirulent

fluid. The left lung adherent to the chest. Wall, from

first to fourih nb anteriorly, sloping back to sixth in

axilla. The lower lobe was attached lo the eightli rib—
axilla. A space was left between the two lobes and
over apex, each admitting two fingers. A space above

and behind was left for serum.

Upper lobe pneumonic. Lower bronchi somewhat
dilated, and contain blood. Lung-tissue pneumonic and
j)anly broken down.

IJeart was displaced by effusion, laterally. Apex at

fifth rib, right side of sternum. Right auricle 'beneath

first rib. The line of left pleura was at right sternal

border. Slight lymph and serum in pencardium.
Valves and walls normal.

Aortic aneurism. A moderate amount of endo-arte-

rilis in arch. A small oval opening at posterior aspect

of the descending arch leads to an aneurinnal sac, which

is of the size of a small orange, siluated aga nst the pos-

terior and upper aspect of the left upper lobe. Below
it rests on the left bronchus. This bronchus shows, on
it? U[iper wall, a clot protruding throuijh an uleerated

space one-half inch in diameter. The clot and the pro-

trusion of the wall inwards at this place prudueed almost

comp'ete obstruetiun of the bronchus. The bronchus

bi low contained clotted blood. The aneurismal sac is

filled with fiim laminated fibrine.

Abdomen.—The diaphragm protrudes, ai ched towards
abdomen as low as the point of junction of eighth and
ninth cartilages. Tlie left lobe of the liver is pushed
downwards and towards right.

The spleen is pushed downwards and forwards.

Liver.—Size about normal. A small tight adhesion on

ri"ht lobe. Several cicatr'ces on surface of ri-ht and
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left lobes, ami a s:nall gummy tumor in right lobe in

one oftlie cicatrices.

Spleen.—Adiieient and thickened cansule. Pulp
Bemi-difl3ut'iit.

Kidnejs appear normal in size without any marked
change.

Uterus.—Old adhesions bind the uterus posteriorly to

the rectum. Uteru^ is retroverted. Tlie tubes convo
luted, closiid by adiiesions at their fimbriated extremities,

dilated at their outer part, and contain a fluid with blood

pigment.
Dii. Flint remarked that the occurrence of an aneu- ism

in a girl of that age was of much interest, as was like-

wise ilie almost c miplete cure of the aneurism by its

being lilL-d wi h dense himinated fibrine. A question

came up in regard to the influence which the long-

continued pressuie of thi: effusion in the pleura might

have liad upon the contents of the said aneurism by

inviting a s il.dificaiion.

Dr. Van Geison was much interested in tlie existence

of a double murmur in the case of cancer of the |iylorus.

As far as he had been able to ascertain, no tnention was
made of it in niediual literature, although Stokes had

hinted as lo its possibility. The question in liis mind
was how was it produced?

Db. Flint could understand how a systo'ic murmur
could be produced in an artery by the pressure of a

tumor upon it. But in regard to the diastolii; murmur
he was somewhat in doubt. He tliouglit it might pos-

sibly be produced by a recoil in the artery after the

manner of the dicliro ic pulse. In any event it was
an imi:ort:int f.ict, and deserved to be placed on record.

Dr. Loomis did not see why the latter e.xplanation

could not be accepted if there was pressure eiiouL,'h.

Dr. Van G-iiisoN thought that from the history of

the case tire exislenc » of toe double murmur m ght lead

us to infer that the turiror was a large one, and firmly

adherent to adj^icent [larts.

Dr. Loomis thoughi, th;it the cure of the aneurism in

Dr. Flint's second e;ise might be due eitlier to pressure

upon the artery supplying it, or directly upon the

tumor i'self

Dr. Rooers, in connection with the existence of

aneurism at an early age, referred to a speeiiiien which
he had presented a year ago, removed from a young
man aged 'JS. Tne patieirt had had syphilis.

Dr. Janewav stiited th:it aneurism occurred not un-

frequently quite early in persons who had suffered from

syphilis, Tne latter was one of the common causes of

chronic endo-arteriiis, the forerunner of aneurism.

(To be continued.)

Corrcspouticncc.

THE VARIABILITY IN THE TYPES OF
DISEASES—A LETTER TO DR. NOTT.

To THE EorrOB OF THE MEDICAI. RECORD.

Sir—I beg to call, through the Record, Dr. Nott's
attention tj what I think a few errors in Iris paper
published in your issue of July 1st.

In his strictures on Dr. Bennett, while not admitting
what that gen le nan says about inflammation, he says :

'' In certain cases of acute inflammation, in subjects

of full haliit whei-e the heart's action is above its nor-
mal standaid, I f'el assured tliat bloodletting and the

antiphlog Stic regimen generally will often moderate
its course and limit iti extent." Now, here Dr-. Nott
certainly shows himself at variance witli the weight of

modern authority in regard to the physiolorjy of the

disea-ed condition in question, and a striking tendency
to cling to the teachings of those old a iliphloiristic

days tliat called eummotion force. He speaks of the

heart's action being above its normal standard. Just

here I would refer him to page :!50, voL 1, of Flint's

Physio'o-'y. Does not the heart rather act with an in-

cvesLSjdfreqiienci/ to make up for \osl puiver? If in the

beirinninir of acute disease—say pneumonia—when a

portion of lung is temporarily dead, and the right heart in

a state of repletion as a con.seqnence, if tlie strength of

the pat'eut would permit I am sure Dr. Bennett hioiself

would bleed; but oh medianical principles. Would not

a m' iderate loss of blood, under such circumstances, tone

the heari. ?

While on this subject I would ask, is it not highly

probable that Verat Vir., in proper doses, in this con-

dition, acts as a heart-tonic, by dimini-hing ihe frequen-
cy of the beats and increasing their poicer ?

If it be a cardiac dejiressant, and the heart, in acute

disease, as we are taught, acts with an angmented fre-

quency to make up for lo^t power, then it seems to me
it cannot be a proper remedy.

I do not know what Dr. Nott means by "sthenic"

disease. I believe, with Chambers, rhat ''Disease is, in

all cases, not a positive ejcistence, Ijut a negative ; not a

new excess of action, but a deficiency ; not a manifesta-

tion of life, but partial d^:ulh. : and therefore that the

business of the physician is, directly or indirectly, not to

take aivay material, but to add ; not to diminish func-
tion, but lo yive it play ; not to weaken life, but to re-

new life " .• and with Skey, in the pre'ace to his charm-
ing If tie brochure on Hysteria, where he says: ''A

weak coniliiion of the animal bo ly is intelligible

enough, bur an abnormal condition warr'antir-g a reduc-

tion of vital power by artificial agency, I cannot un-
derstand."

Nor does Dr. Nott appear at all in accord with one
of our best authors in his own specially, in regard to

inflammation. I refer to Prof Tliomas of New York;
and I feel sure that the views he e.x[ire<ses on p. 194,

2d ed. of his very valuable work on Diseas-s of Wo-
men, will be endorsed by almost every gynecologist of

his city.

I beg, too, to refer Dr. Nott particularly lo the close

of Dr. Uall's address before the Biiti.sh Mediral Asso-
ciation in 18G8. He holds that ' perverted hmctions
in disease, however exaggerated, are due to /ui'^Hre and
not to ex.'ess of the vital powers."
On p. 104, 4th par., 2d column of Record, I am

sure Di-. Benaett himself would eiidoise what Dr. Nott
says. If pneumonia is complicated wiih lyphoid fever,

of course ''ammonia and brandy " miglit be " lo idly
"

called for; and if wiih malarial lever, quinine should be

freely use I. What Dr. Nott calls these " types of

pneumonia," 1 think would be more properly called

pneumonia conipUcated with tyj>hoid and nialariul fevers.

In conclusion, I would ask Dr. Nott if the " high bil-

ious f'vers" he treated thirty or forty years ago would
have lasted nine, fourteen, and twenty d.iys, if they had
had the nlmrtive treatment, so strongly enforced by
Flint and Maclean, rather than the antiphlogistic.

When the reachings of the ancients do not conflict

with the revelations of modern medicine, let us cor-

dially accept thern
;
but their lieresi 's we must reject.

I vvould not throw discredit upon the sages of anti-

quity—they pel formed their part in advancing science

—butwhj will not admit that where they walked in

darkness, we now have light to guide us ?

I wri e not in a spirit of controversy—-indeed I would
not atteirrpt one with Dr. Nott, so learned and justly

famed, and of whom the South are so proud—but I
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simply hope to induce him to reflect a little more on
some points which, I am inclined to think, have not

made tlie right impress on his mind.
Wm. a. B. Nobcom. M.D.

Edenton. X. C, JuIt S. 1S71.

A REMEDY FOR HAEMOPTYSIS.
To THB EurroR of the Medical Record.

Sir—I would like to call the attention of the profession

to a metliod of treatiiieiit of hsemopty>is, which, while
most simple and efticacious, I have not seen described

* by any. viz., the throning of the atomized v. ipor of a

saturated solution of gallic acid directly into the mi>uth

and ihruat. 1 have repeatedly found the most gratify-

ing success follow at once, even in cases of profuse hicni-

onhage. Uidike oilier styptics thus administered, it

quiets the sp:ismudic cough, which seems thedirict re-

sult of the pre.-ence of the blood, requires but a mo-
ment to prepare, and, aside from its efficacy, it inspires

immediately the confidence of the patient. For about
trto years, I have adojited this metliod, and have been

I surpri>ed that no siunlar experience has found its way
' into the medical journals. My habit has been to have

an atomizer and bottle of gallic acid always at hand, and
when summoned hastily, to mix the acid in a tutnbler

of co'd water, and use even without wailing for the ex-
cess ot acid to subside. It has proved successful in sev-

eral case? where the blood was streaiiiin,' from the

mouth with every expiration. E. Holdex, M.D.
XEW.UtR, N. J.

-^—
ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List nf Chanijex of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Sfedic'il Department U. S. Army, from
July i, 1671, to July 18, 1S71, inclusive.

WiHTZ, H. R., Surgeon.—By S. O. 38, Headquarters
Department of Ariz.ma, so much of S. O. 22, Iroin those
Headi|uarters, as directs tbis officer to proceed to Camp
Lowell. A. T., for duty, is revoked.

GnisELEK, J. S., Surgeon.—By S. O. 258, War De-
partment. A. Ct. O., July 1, 1871, leave of absence ex-
tendei six months.
McClellan, Elv, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 261,

War Depaitment, A. G. 0., July .5, 1.n71, relieved from
duty in the D partmentof the ilo., to proCi;ed to Phila-

delphia, Pj., and report by letter to theijurgeon-Gener.d.
Jaxkw.vy, J. H., As-istani Surgeon.—By S. O. 120,

Headqiiarleis Department of tii'; Mo., July 3, 1871,
assigned to duty at Fort Hays, Kansas.

Happersett, J. 0. G-., Ass-stant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

126, Headquartjis Department of the .\lo., July 13,

1871, a*s.gned lo duty at Fort Garland, C. T.

WooDaiLL, A. A., Assistant .-uraeon.—By S. O. 272,
War Department, A. G. 0., July 13, 1871, leave of
absence extended 1 1 days.

GiBsox, Jos. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 272,
War Department, A. G. 0., July 13, 1»71, granted
leave of absence lor 30 days.

BccHANAN, W. F., Assistant Surgeon—By S. 0. 143,
Heaii(|uarters Department of the East, July 6, 1871,
assigned to duty at Fort Hamilton, N. Y. H. A.-^sign-

ment suspend-d until further orders, by S. 0. 14'J, De-
partment of the East, July 13, 1871.

AzPELL, T. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 10.5, De-
partment of Cal., June 17, 1871, to report in person to

the iledical Director of the Department.
Fitzgerald, J. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

121, Headquarters Department of the Mo., July 5,

1871. granted leave of absence for 30 days.

SiTER, Chas., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 72

District of New Mexico, June 23, 1871, to proceed to

For: Stanton, N. M., for duty at that post.

Delanv, Alfred, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 120,

Headquarters Department of the ilo., July 3, 1871, to

proceed to Sante Fe, N. M., and report to the Com-
manding Officer, District of New Mexico, for assign-

ment to duty.

Hall, Jno. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 152,

Headquarters Department of Dakota, July 8, 1871, as-

signed to temporary duly at Cbeyenne Agency, D. T.

Btbxe, C. B.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 93,

Hea Iquartera Department of the Columbia, June 29,

1871, upon being relieved at Camp H.uney, to proceed

to Camp Warner, Oreg., for duly at that post.

Reynolds, Frank, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 93,

C. S., Headquarters Department of the Columbia, upon
being relieved at Fort Stevens, to proceed to Camp
Harney, Oreg., for duty at tliat post.

EwEN, Clarence, As?istant Surgeon —By S. 0. 154,

Headquarters Depariment of Dakota, July 11, 1871,

relieved from attendance as witness bef ire G. C. M.,

and directed to return lo his post (Camp Baker, M. T.).

ODoxNOGiiUE, F., -Medical Storekeeper.—By S. 0.

261, War Department, A. G. 0., July 5, 1871, granted

leave of absence lor 60 days on surgeon's certificate of

di-ability.

ilKCHEM, A. F., Surgeon.—Died at Pleasantviile,

Harfoid Co., Md., July 14, 1871.

Hero Jnstrumcuts.

HENRY'S SCROTAL. FORCEPS.

Dr. M. H. Hexrt, of this city, editor of the American
Journal of ayphihgra-

phy and Dtrmatoloyy,

puolisiies in the last

number of bis periodi-

cal the following de-

scription of an iustru-

meut for ihe amputation

ol the redundaul scro-

tum iiij^e treatment of

vaf:c icele:

—

Tue main part of the

instrument, Fig. 1, has

two double curved

blades, made of steel,

ten inches long, sulti-

ciently heavy lo give

strength, and admit of

pressure without injury

when used. The han-

dles a are large enuugh
lo admit finger or thumb
without cramping.

The lower li.dl of the

instrument be.ow the

joint is feiies; rated in

both blades; the coa|>-

tiiig surfaces ae evenly

notched to prevent the

tissues Irom slipping

—

affording, accorUing tn

experience, a more se-

cure hold on the sot

parts with less pressuie

and less injury than

smooth surfaces. The
fenestra aflfjrd the sur-

gfon the facility of in-
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serting a'l liis ligatures before dividing the parts, sliould

he elect tills meihod of bringing the edges tcetlier.

The tliicki.ess of tlie upper blade from the line of inser-

tion of the ligature-, leaving ample tissue to as-ist

union, and if tiie incision be a clean one the equal pres-

sure or tension will prevent, as far as any eff.rt or care

can control, ulceiat on through the stitclies before union

has taken plaoe. The curve in the blades is made ac-

cording ti) natural lines, which it is desirable to follow

in removal of the scroium.

The handles are curved 80 that, while tliey maintain

a direct median line, ihey do not interfere or press on
the genital parts; beside givin? additional security and
compactne-s to the whole. The screws in the handle

and the end uf the blades c give additional security du-

ring the operation without the aid of an ajsisiant.

Th^ extra blade, Fig. 2, is made of steel, nickel-plated,

and is niaiiitaihel in the right blade of the focc-ps by
two small pins ami the slight tension put on the spring

of themet.il. Itiseasdy ins rtedwih a little pressure;

and removed as e.isily bj- inserting the nail or the han-

dle of any instrument between the two blades and dis-

lodiring it.

When the operat ir prefers the glover's, or running

stitch, the extra blade is used as a guide in the ampu-
tation of the part-. When this is accomplished, by
displacing tlie Ijl.ide, a free border is exposed—about

the sixt.i of an inch in thickness—and in a minute or

so the wound can be stitched perfectly without any in-

conveniei;ce. The forceps are, of course, not removed
until this is accomplislied.

itUtiicrtl Stents ant} Ucius.

Case of Poisoning from the Bite of a Rattle-
SXAKE.— James Herbert, a young man living at Point
Pleasant, X. J., had a liabit, when he saw a snake ly-

ing in liis path, i>f catching it by the tail and cracking
its heal off. By mistake he "caught a Tartar" iii

the form of a young rattlesnake, and was bitten

through the finger belore he could accomplish his pur-
pose. Dr. Robert LairJ, of Squaw Village, N. J., saw
him an hour alterw.ir.l and found him in convulsions,

finger and hand swollen, pulse intermitting, eves glar-

ing and bloovlshot, teeth set. He immediately placed
a light ligature about the wrist, scarified and cauter-

ized (he wound, and apphed a poultice of strong ammo-
nia and tobacco. The patient, before the doctor's arriv-

al, having taken half a pint of whiskey, be gave him a
hypoJeruDC injection of morphine. The convulsions still

continuing he pried open liis mouth and gave hira gr. xx
of hydrate of c.iloial every ten minutes; af er taking
the fifih duse the convulsions ceased, he sank into a

deep sleep of several hoars' duration, and afterward
had no more of them. Tliree da3's afterwards he was
sitting up conv..lesctntu

CcxDCRASGO, the so-called South American specific

for cancer, is still a popular sensation. It is to be
hoped that all the papers say of its wonderlUl virtues,

and all that Di-. B'.i^s, of Washington, claims for it, are
true. There is, however, a little loo much of the news-
paper element in its notoriety to sati.sfy the minds of
scientific men. Dr. Bliss, its principal advocate, has
already become a majtyr to the opinions of his skep-
tical professional brethren in Washingion and else-

where, but is deteimnied to vindicate himsilf, and to

prove the value of ihe remedy—at least so tlie daily
papers infoi m us. In reply to an application for some
of the specific, we learn also from a daily paper that he
says :

" I receive but a small quantity at a time, and it

being my purpose to treat a few cases here, where they

I

can be under my own observat on, it will be impos-
sible for me to send any of it aw.iy. The remedy, as

well a-mysrlf, having been attacked, I desire to demon-
strate to the public what it will do, which necessitates

the above ccurse."

Further on in the same newspaper par.igraph he in-

forms all interested that he expects to receive by the

15 h of August, at the furthest, a sufficient amount of

the drug " to supply the profession or the public, as

they may desire." Again, in the same paragraph, we
have the following remarkable assertion :

—

' From the statements of the physicians of Quito,

and my own experience in its use, I am convinced

that the ' cundu ango ' is quite as reliable as a specific

in cancir, sciofula, and other blood diseases, as cin-

chona and its alkaloid have proved to be in zymotic dis-

eases."

The profes=ion throughout the country will doubtless

be anxious to verify the above when the supp'y of

the remedy shall be ample, and when Dr. Bli-s has

vindicated himseif before ihe public by ihe trea mentof
such ca.'^es as he may now have under his own observa-

tion. The profession will be patient.

1
The Dbio Clerk L.\w.—The examinations by tie

Board appointed in accordance with Chapter 2l)2 oi

the Laws of 1871 have commenced. The .subjects for ex-

amination are—Chemistry, Poisons and iheir Antidotes,

!
Practical Pharmacyatid Officinal Botany, MateiiaMedi-

,
cii, Adulterations of Drugs, and Prescr prims. The days
of examination are fixed for Tuesdays a id Thursdays,

from 10 a. m. to 3 p.m. Dr. R. Od/en Doremus is the

President of the Board. The oflice is at 72 Union
Place.

The Epidemic which has bfen prevailing amotg
the horses of this city and vicini y is on^ of cerebro-

spinal meningitis. It has proved singularly intrac-

p.ble. Horsemen inform us that ihe disease spends its

force upon mares; stallions and geldings being very

seldom attacked.

XXcvo publicatious.

Books Received.

Haxdt-Book of the Treatment of Women's and Chil-
DRKx's Diseases, according to the Vienna Medical
School, witli I'resciiptions. By Dr. E.mil Dillnber-
GER. Translated from the Second German Ed. br
Pat. KicoL, M.B. Phila. : Liud-ay &Blakis:on. 1871.

A Manual of Midwifery: Including the Signs an 1

Symptoms of Pregnancy. Obstetric Oper.itions, Dis-

ea.ses of the Puerperal State, etc., etc. By Alfred
AIeaDiiWs, .\1.D., Lond. First American, from Sec-

ond L jndon Ed. Phila. : Lin is ly i!c Blakislon. 1871.

The Physici.vn's Prescription-Book : Containing List

of Terms, Phrases, Contractions, etc, e:c., to which
is a Ided a Key containing Piescriptions in an L'nab-

breviated Furm, with a Literal Translation, etc., etc.

By Jonathan Pereiba, M.D. F.R.S. Fifteenth ed.

Piiila. : Lindsay (fc Blakv'on. 1871.

Opium and the Opiu-M Appetite : With Notices of Alco-
holic Beverages, Cannabis Indica. Tobacd and Coca,

and Tea and Coffee, in their Hygienic Aspects and
Pahologic Rnlations. By Alonzo Calkins, M.D.
Phil. : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1871.

The FederalGovernment : Its Officers and their Duties.

By Hon. Ranso.vi H. Gillet. Woolworth, Aius-
worlh &i Co., XewTork and Chicago. 1871.
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(Driginnl Communications.

A CASE OF ACUTE ATEOPHY OF THE
LIVER, WITH REMAEKS.

Br W. M. CHAMBERLAIN. M.D.,

XEW YORK.

The following history is incomplete in many points

connecteil with the scientific inquiries which it sug-

gests. The extreme rarity of the disease and th

pecuhar circumstances of its inrasion, prevented the

early recognition of its essential nature. Thus, while
the therapeutic indications were fairly met, the patho-
logical elements were not fully appreciated until the

autopsy had been made, and it was then too late to re-

cover them.
Perhaps enough of interest remains to warrant pub-

lication. The reader, who may desire to pursue the

subject, is referred to

Kokitansky
; Path. Anatomy ; Bd. iii.

Lebert; Ueber Icterus Typhoides; Virchow's Archiv,
1854.

Frerichs ; Diseases of Liver. Sydenham Soc. Ed.
Bollinger: Deutsches Archiv fur Khn. Med. Dec.

1868.

Kohts ; Icterus bei Phosphorvergiftung. Deutsches
Archiv fiir Klin. Med., Dec. 1868;
and to the chapters oi" Budd, Niemeyer, and Murchi-
son.

Mrs. C, a married lady, 22 years old, healthy and
well developed, about 5 It. 2 inches in height, weighing
from 120 to 130 lbs., had reached the middle of the

ninth month of her second pregnancy, without any
special disturbance of her health.

Her previous confinement occurred during the pro-
gress of an attack of diphtheria, and was not under mj'

observation ; but it is said that for severnl weeks after-

wards she suffered from an extremely irritable stomach,
and for a long time rejected almost all the food which
she took.

She lived in a cleanly and elevated portion of the
city, in a well-appointed house, and no local or con-
tiguous sources of disease were noted.
On Friday, June 23d, she took a considerable walk,

and on Saturday was much occupied with her domestic
affairs. On Sunday she began to suffer from a diar-

rhoea, with tenesmus, and on Monday the 26th I first

saw her at 9 .\.m.

The dejections were of a light drab color, contain-
ed no blood and but little mucus. They were neither
large, frequent, nor very fluid; but the tenesmus was
quite urgent. There was marked heat of the skin,

acidity of the stomach, gastralgia, and thirst
;

pulse
about 120. Xo notable error in diet, or anything
which should have caused a catarrhal attack, was re-
ported.

The urine was abundant and apparently norm.il;
being carefully boiled and treated witli a third of its

bulk of strong nitric acid, no albumen was found.
Slight effervescence, with ammoniacal odor and deep-
ened color, indicated an excess of uratei=. Believing
that the symptoms indicated a sympathetic irritation

from pressure of the uterus on the lower bowel, she
was advi.«;ed to keep the recumbent position with hips
raised on a pillow, to drink Vichy as an antacid and di-

luent, and a suppository of a quarter of a grain of mor-
phine was pliced in the rectum.

She was much relieved, and slept well on Monday
night, and on Tuesday morning was comparatively
comfortable; but the pulse remained high, and there

had been three or four movements of the bowels, pre-

serving the characters above named. The treatment
was continued, and occasional five-grain doses ofDover's
Powder were added. Having spoken to her of the
possibihty that labor might be hastened, I was not sur-

prised on Wednesday morning at 8 to be informed
that it had begun. Nothing appeared unusual when
I first saw h.cr on that day, except the pulse, which
was 120, full and soft—and the temperature, which
was 103°. On remarking this, her husband informed

me that he had often counted her pulse at So when
she was perfectly well and calm, and that it became
rapid with every slight disturbance. Her pains in-

creased in frequency, were not remarkable for force

;

but by 10 A. M. were attended with unusual suffering,

and chloroform was employed, 1.5 or 20 drops at a time,

at intervals from lOi to 12. She was never entirely

unconscious. At 12i, dilatation being complete and
the head in the basin, the membranes were ruptured,

and delivery followed with the third subsequent pain.

Labor was thus comparatively brief, and unmarked by
any complication. The child, a Small male, not evi-

dently premature, did not breathe well, and was allow-

ed to remain attached to the undelivered placenta for

fifteen minutes or more, while various methods were
employed to stimulate his respiration. Finally the

after-birth was dehvered with but httle haemorrhage

;

the uterus contracted firmly; the patient was thor-

oughly bathed and changed.
The condition of the child continued so unsatisfac-

tory that I remained for two hours in attendance on
him. Then returning to the mother I found her very
restless, complaining of pain in the bowels, with a hot
skin and a pulse of 120. The uterus was small and
firm, the flow moderate—the after-pains slight. Sur-

prised at the return of a disease whose exciting cause

had, as I thought, been removed, I directed a supposi-

tory (J grain of morphine) to be placed in the rectum,

and the compound powder of ipecac, in five-grain doses

once in three hours. At 8 p.st,, finding her much re-

lieved, I left her for the night, with orders that the

powders should be continued ; and if there should be
much pain, the suppositories also employed. She had
in the three preceding days used several of the latter,

and knew their composition and their effect. During the

afternoon there had been two rather free movements
of the bowels, which seemed unusual, but presented

the same appearance as those which preceded labor.

There were three more considerable evacuations during

the night. Fifteen grains of Dover's Powder were ad-
ministered and four suppositories introduced, but the

nurse asserts that two of them were immediately re-

turned undissolved. Thus she retained 1+ grs. of

powdered opium and i gr, of morphine—perhaps the

equivalent of 4i grs. of opium, between 8 p..m. and 4
A.M., being sleepless and in pain— which was re-

ferred principally to the rectum. I saw her at 7 a.m.

Thursday, She was apparently semi-narcotized; the

pupils equally and strongly contracted ; respirations

from 9-12 per minute; pulse 100; temperature 102^
Sleep was continuous, if undisturbed, but she would
answer every question, however quietly spoken, and
maintain indefinitely a perfectly rational conversation

in weU-chosen and clearly articulated words, with many
little turns of wit and fancy ; then she would sleep

again, and when roused say that she was " very tired,

but free from pain."

Diarrhoea appeared to be suspended ; the bladder

had been twice evacuated during the night; lochia

scanty ; uterus firm ; no tympanitis or tenderness on
pressure. It appeared as if" she had taken a full dose

of opium, much to her advantage ; but as the last in-
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stalment had been given three or more hours pre-

viously, its effects would probably soon begin to pass

away. There was some nausea and much pruritus,

particularly about the nose. She remained in this con-
dition all day—the effect of the morphine just about as

manifest at 4 p.m. as at 7 a.m., the nausea gradually

increasing; two movements of the bowels only.

At 7 P.M. Drs. Livingston and Stephen Rogers saw
her in consultation. No definite theory of the disease

was est;ibhshed ; an expectant attitude maintained

;

no apprehensious of a serious nature were felt by us.

Coffee was given by the moutli, and ij'-uth of a grain of

atropine hypodermically. It was believed that the

diarrhoea and tenesmus were sufficiently controlled for

the time, as but two or three evacuations had taken
place through the day, and that the effect of the mor-
phine would pass away during the night.

The lochia were very scanty ; no urine had been
passed since the early morning. It was therefore

drawn by the catheter, and found to be scanty, feebly

acid, and dark-colored. The mind remained perl'ectly

clear ; the pupils had returned to nearly normal size

;

somnolence was less marked, but nausea more urgent.

An intense acidity of the stomach was complained of;

the fluid vomited was very dark-colored, and grew
more abundant and darker as the night went on, until

it resembled clear and strong coffee, but contained no
grumes or granular matter.

Sinapisms to the epigastrium—lime-water with milk,

ice, and iced champagne and brandy, failed to prevent
a return of intense retching about every two hours, and
toward morning I gave her a few whiffs of chloroform
as each paroxysm approached. This seemed to re-

lieve her most.

On Friday morning there was well-marked icteric

stain of the skin, sclerotic, and of the scanty urine

;

there was a sense of great prostration and oppression

without any acute pain, the mind remaining clear and
hopeful. In consultation the prognosis was thought
to be very grave. As the day advanced, the pupils

grew unnaturally wide open, the pulse accelerat-

ed and weakened; there was marked coolness of the

surface; at -4 p.m. the temperature had fallen to 9Gi,

the skin icteric, with dark mottling. Prompt and
thorough stimulation by dry heat, friction, etc., had but
temporarj' good effect. An ounce and a half of brandy
was given in small instalments, and, by quelling the

efforts at vomiting witli chloroform, it was retained.

Up to this time, questions were answered promptly,
and generally correctly ; but now paroxysms of ma-
niacal excitement, witli much jactitation, began, and
grew constantly more severe. Nothing but chloroform
exercised the least control over thera. A few inspira-

tions from an open handkerchief sufficed, and it was ad-

ministered about every half-hour during the night.

The vulva had been assiduously fomented through the

whole day, but the lochia were absolutely suspended.
The catheter brought but an ounce or two of dark
urine. Tiiere had been occasional discharges per rec-

tum through the day.

Dr. Jacobi was added to the council. The urine

was again tested with heat and nitric acid, and now
showed a moderate amount of albumen. Dr. Rogers
reported, from the microscopic examination of a pre-
vious specimen, the pretence of a few epithelial casts

;

and of the vomit, that it did not contain a single blood-
corpuscle. It was sufficiently evident that some ani-

mal poison was disturbing all the centres of hfe. She
had taken little or no food since the beginning of the
attack. It was now quite sure that she would vomit
whatever might be introduced by the mouth, and re-

turn whatever might be placed in the rectum.

There seemed to be small prospect of advantage
from any form of medication. The abdomen and back
were encircled with a large fomentation of Fol. Digitalis,

covered with oiled silk. The jactitation was so inces-

sant and extreme that this was removed after two
hours, in the last of which there were two profuse and
thin movements from the bowels, without any apparent
effect upon the maniacal excitement. Cljloroform was
continued, being administered at intervals of half an
hour through the night until morning, when mania
was gradually replaced by coma.
Dayhght showed intense icterus, with purplish

patches on the neck ; frequent regurgitations of black
vomit occurred, the facial and laryngeal muscles suc-

cessively became paralyzed, catalytic heat was deve
oped, the surface was bathed in warm perspiration, the

pulse was large through the morning, but became ir-

regular in the afternoon ; a slight convulsion occurred
at 6 P.M., and she died at 8.

Autopsy at 2 p.m. Sunday, 18 hours after death, and
16 hours after the ice envelope. Examination of the

abdomen only permitted. Present: Drs. Living-
ston, Rogers, Jacobi, Noeggerath, Pooley, and myself
Rigor mortis moderate ; skin of a light orange color

:

abdominal fat very yellow; abdominal muscles of a dark
red ; cavitj' of the abdomen quite dry

;
peritoneal sur-

faces everywhere smooth and glistening : no lymph ; no
adhesions ; large omentum beautifully spread over the
intestines, in which there was a moderate amount of
air. There had been no post-mortem purging, and there

was no fluid in the large intestine.

There was more fluid and less air in the small intes-

tine. The stomach was half filled with fluid, and
capped by the liver, which had rounded itself backward
beneath the diaphragm so as to be entirely out of sight.

Removing the stomach, it was found to contain two or

three pints of fluid like the vomit of the two preced-
ing days—the same in the duodenum and jejunum.
The internal coat of the stomach was free from disease

—neither capillary injection nor softening.

The liver was of a lighter color than normal, its sur-

face smooth, not wrinkled, its substance a Uttle less firm

than natural. It weighed 2 pounds 8 ounces avoirdu-

pois, or 40 ounces. The weight of the body being
about 120 pounds, that of the liver was as 1 : 48. [Bar-

tholin gives the relative weight of healthy Uvers as

1 : 36, HaUer, 1 : 25. Frerichs asserts that it may vary in

healthy human subjects between 1 : 17 and 1 : 48. and
Bidder & Schmidt find a variation in healthy animals

of from 1 : 14 to 1 : 38.] On section, the cut surface was
of a generally hght color, the lobules not well defined,

but the centre of each was marked by a blackish stain

in the situation of the intra-lobular vessels. The con-
ditions of firmness, color, etc., were nearly uniform
throughout ; but the whole organ was thin, and the left

lobe particularly so. The spleen rather small, lobulated,

firm, normal color. Mucous surface of intestines healthy,

as far as examined. Uterus firm, globose, rising two
inches above the crest of the pubes; cavity lined with a
dark smegma, the surface beneath being quite smooth,
the site of placental attachment hardly discernible.

Broad ligament, ovaries, and bladder normah Kidneys,
normal size, firm, dark-colored ; section showing the
cortical substance well defined from the tubular, but the

calyx of each Malpighian cone showed beneath its lining

membrane a chocolate-colored extravasation, following

up nearly to the cortical substance [identically described

by La Roche as an occasional lesion of yellow fever].

In the left kidney a httle catarrhal semipurulent fluid

could be expressed from the tubes. From the micros-

copic examination of the liver Dr. Jacobi reports, '' He-
patic cells much shrunken, enveloped and compressed
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b_y young cells and connective tissue, and an excess of

oil-globulet;.". Dr. Rogers reports:
—''Hepatic cells

broken down, enveloped in oil-globules of various size, I

their nuclei wanting." Probably Dr. Rogers' section

was fcoin a portion further advanced in disease. I

-A. certificate was rendered— •' Death by Cholsemia :

and Ura;mia from Acute Atrophy of the Liver."

We have here death after six days ; with icterus, I

black vomit, coma, suppression of urine, and extravasa-

tions into liver and kidneys, with a distinctly febrile

invasion. Thus the case is sufficiently assimilated to

yellow fever to have passed unquestioned as a typical

case of that disease if it had occurred in the course

of an epidemic (vid. La Roche on Yellow Fever). Had
the patient taken a poisonous dose of phosphorus there

would have been essentially the same ante-mortem

and post-mortem phenomena (according to BolKnger

and Kohts. Vide Deutsches Arcliiv fur Kliuische Medi-

cin, December, 1868J. The same post-mortem ap-

pearances result from icterus rapidly developed in the

course of typhus or scarlet fever, or pyaemia (Murchi-

son and Budd on the Liver). Also from poison of ser-

pents (Budd), and from an intense local malaria (vide

report of four ca.ses occurring all in one family and one

house in Limerick, Ireland, in 1834, copied by Budd
;

and the epidemic of 1858 in the island of Martinique,

mentioned by Murchison).

From the cases of acute atrophy of the liver detailed

by Frerichs, it is distinguished by the slow approach of

the cerebral disturbance, here confined to the last three

days ; while it is in most other respects quite similar,

particularly in the microscopic elements of the liver. It

is to be regretted that the existence of tyrosine and

leucin was not suspected, and therefore not demon-
strated.

The decrease in size of the liver does not appear to

be strictly pathognomonic; as the liver of inanition

after stricture of the cesophagus is considerably smaller

(Frerichs). " It is a question, whether the condition

of the liver in acute atrophy be the cause of all the

formidable symptoms with which it is associated

"

(Murchison).
" The secretion of bile may be suppressed, and the

secreting substance of the liver more or less disorga-

nized, without any process of inflammation ; these may
result from powerful and depressmg emotions, more
frequently are produced by some poison, introduced

from without or engendered by faulty digestion or as-

similation " (Budd).
Frerichs has collected reports of 31 cases, of which

26 were under 30 ;
22 were females, and 11 were preg-

nant females, all of whom aborted in the course of the

dis-'ase. Thus, youth, the female sex, and pregnancy
are clearly predisposing causes, and abortion of preg-

nant females a nearly uniform consequence. Profuse ute-

rine hemorrhage attended several case-. Similar obser-

vations are make by Scanzoni and Kiwisch and Lebert.

With regard to prognosis, Frerichs says it " almost
invariably terminates in death." Murchison, " All treat-

ment has hitherto been found unsatisfactory."

Acute atrophy of the liver is a rare disease, or at

least seldom diagnosticated.

Murchi-son found but one case in 1.5,000 admissions

to the London Fever Hospital. Frerichs has been
able to collect from all literature but 31 cases. Prof.

Loomis has seen one case.

It is worth remark that the child in this case, at the

end of a full month, remains icteric, with costive bow-
els, a tendency to heavy and prolonged sleep, and a

strong sulphurous odor exhaling from the skin. These
conditions are now slowly passing away, it nurses

well and is ga.'ning weight.

THE HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA IN
VARIOLA.

By WILLIAM A. CORWIN, M.D.,

ASSISTANT SUBGEON U. S. SAVT, XT. S. S. BESICIA, ASIATIC SQUADRON,

HAItBOR OP -YOKOHAMA, JAPAN.

Some time since much interest and discussion were ex-

cited in the medical world by the investigations of

Professor PoUi, of Milan, as to the value of the sulph-

ites in tlie treatment of zymotic diseases. Experience

has in part verilied what theory anticipated, and the

value of this line of treatment, we believe, has been
demonstrated clearly in direct proportion to its use in

this class of all'ectiuns during the initial stage.

The sulphites, among their advocates, have nearly

passed through that phase of professional opinion

which at first elevates every new remedy to the rank

of a " panacea," and then allows experience to deter-

mine its true value and real worth. Whatever may
111- revealed concerning their therapeutic value in the

future, it is quite certain that in the whole range of

materia medica there is nothing that acts so effica-

ciously in the amelioration or cure of that dread scourge,

.':niall-pox, as docs sul[)hur in its various combinations,

as sulphurous or liyposulphurous acid with an alkaline

base, when administered during the premonitory fever.

If these observations shall be corroborated in the

practice of others, the facts will be valuable not only

as a guide to practice, but as, in a great measure, fur-

nishing additional proof of the truth of the fermenta-

tion theory of variola and its congeners.

It was the supposed identity of the process of fer-

mentation outside the body, with the morbid process

giving rise to that train of symptoms, and anatomical

changes which we call in one case, "small-pox," in

another, " measles," and in a third, " scarlatina," that

led the learned professor at Milan to institute the ex-

periments with the sulphites, knowing, as he did, their

inlluence on common fermentation processes.

j

This '"supposed identity," supported as it is by
! many connnon phenomena, and by a nearly common
'i
liistory, is rendered still more probable when a reagent

is discovered, which exerts a .specific influence in both

cases, alike destroying each set of closely resembling

phenomena.
The U. S. S. Benicia arrived in the harbor of Yoko-

hama, Japan, November 22, 1870. At Yokohama,
and at other prominent Japanese seaports, small-po.x

may be said to be endemic, occasionally prevailing

among the foreign residents, and then assuming an epi-

demic form. It has so prevailed there during the past

winter to an unusually severe extent, causing consider-

able mortality not only among the permanent foreign

residents, but also among the English and French

I

troops stationed there, and the merchant and nava
shipping in port. We were destined to have our share

the first case occurring in a seaman on the 18th Decem-
ber, 1870.

The patient was at once separated from the rest of

the crew, until arrangements could be made for trans-

ferring him to the General Hospital ashore, where the

case proveil confluent, and resulted fatally in a few
days. Jileasures were at once taken to secure a suit-

able building for our own hospital purposes, and thus

have our sick under the immediate care of our own
medical officers.

A second case followed on Christmas-day, and tiie

disease gradually progressed until sixteen of the ship's

company, including two wardroom officers, were " on
the list." The cases were of more than average severity

four proving fatal. Of the latter all were confluent,
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three of the patients being men of intemperate habits,

and the fourlh, a negro, svho died during convalescence

from the disease, from a sudden attack of cedema of the

lungs.

A Large roomy dwelHng-house, selected with excel-

lent judgment by Surgeon H. C. Nelson, U. S. N., and
situated on the bluifs to the rear of the city, had been
secured as a temporary hospital, and thither the cases

were transferred as fast as they declared theraselyes,

beginning with the second.

On the occurrence of the third case it occurred tome
to try the effects of the bisulphite of soda; but tliis drug
could not be obtained. So, with the concurrence of

Surgeon Nelson the hyposulphite was employed in

draclim doses, and we had every reason to be gratified

. with the result. This treatment, used in the premoni-
tory fever only, was commenced with the fourth case,

and its effects carefully watched. They were those of

an alterative, mild hypnotic, and laxative; its adminis-

tration being in most cases followed by a subsidence of

the fever, a tardy or incomplete development of the

eruption, and relaxation of the bowels with watery
stools. Upon the full development of the eruption the

remedy was generally discontinued, and a supporting

regime adopted, egg and brandy mixture, with easily

digested food. The good effecls of the salt were gen-
erally manifest after the first dose ; the patient losing

the heat and dryness of the skin, expressing himself as

much more comfortable, and passing a good night. In

two or three of the cases the eruption was delayed
from twelve to twenty-four hours after the usual time

for its appearance, and in one patient the eruption con-
sisted of irregular erythematous patches with successive

crops of minute vesicles in the flexures of the limljs.

The average duration of the first three cases (fatal) was
six days. Of the cases that recovered one was malig-

nant, the rest of all degrees of severity. Their average
duration was twenty days.

What I particularly wish to have noted is the fact,

that in direct proportion to the early and free use of

the remedy, really harmless for evil while so potent for

good, was the disease amehorated and its average
duration shortened, and this in an epidemic of more
than usual severity.

It may be objected that the cases enumerated are too

few to establish the value of the remedy. This is more
than is claimed for the results given. My only oljject

is to add a trifle to the evidence constantly accumu-
lating in the columns of the various medical journals as

to the value of sulphur and its lower combinations with
oxygen in the treatment of the zymo-sej, and to ehcit,

if possible, from the profession at large the results of

wider observation and experience. ( Vide note on top-

ical use of Sodae Sulphis in Ery.sipelas, by Dr. Addinell

Hewson, Transactions Coll. Phys., Phila. 1867 ; also

note on Sodje Hyposulphis as a propliylactic in scar-

latina. Dr. N. L. North, Ailken's Practice, Am. EJ., page
318)

Theorizing upon the modus operandi of drugs in

the modifying of disease, is, for the most part, idle

work with the knowledge we now possess, but if the

above-named agents exercise so defined and specific an
effect on organic germs without the body, certainly a
partial experience, if favorable, should induce their fur-

ther trial in disease.

Salivation PROorcED bt Artificial Teeth.—Dr. P.

A. O'Connell, Boston, Mass. (Boston Med. and Surg.
Journal), believes that wearing artificial teeth, which
are mounted on red rubber, is capable of producing sal-

ivation. The red rubber receives its color from the
sulphuret of mercury.

ON VEEY WIDE STRICTURE OF THE
URETHRA.

BEING A PAPER READ BEFORE THE WESTCIIESTER COUNTT
MEDICAL SOCIETY.

By Z. EDWARDS LEWIS, M.D.,

OF WEST FARMS.

FORMERLY HOUSE SURGEOX TO THE ^KW YORK HOSPITAL, AND
ASSISTANT DF.SlONSTR.iTOR OF ASATOMY IN THF, UNIVERSITY

MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Mr. Presidext, and Gentlemen:—The paper to which
I have the honor of asking your attention to-day

is entitled, " On Very Wide Stricture of the Ure-

thra," in contradistinction to the many which have
been written on " very narrow stricture." And by the

terra " wide stricture " I do not mean to indicate the

incipient condition of ordinary stricture, which in the

absence of treatment is sure to be gradually changed
into the condition of impermeability, that loudly, nay
imperatively, calls for benevolent interference ; but
I refer to what I beheve to be a distinct species of

stricture, which ought to be recognized as such, and
which may be defined as a slight pathological narrow-
ing of the urethra, with marked indisposition to pro-

gressiveuess, and occasioning little or no local disturb-

ance, but giving rise to constitutional symptoms.
It is probably safe to assert that wide stricture is

invariably a sequela of gonorrhoea; though I have seen

it in one case where the patient, with every disposi-

tion to aid in the investigation, and freely acknowledg-
ing impure connection, absolutely denied that he had
ever had any urethral discharge, or any other of the

ordinary symptoms of urethritis. In this case, as the

diagnosis was clear beyond cavil, and was justified by
the result of treatment, I was compelled to assume
that there had been a concealed gonorrhoea, with in-

flammation of sufficient intensity to cause a pathologi-

cal alteration in the urethral walls, and yet too slight

to attract intelligent observation.

The diagnosis of wide stricture is always reasonably

easy to the practised hand, after the attention has once
been directed to the urethra as the seat of disease

;

but the fact that occasionally so few and so slight

symptoms are present that the patient himself only
notices or regards them on account of their persistence,

will explain the frequent overlooking of this locality in

the efi^ort at diagnosis, especially when it is noted that

in these cases the symptoms are mainly or entirely

reflex. It is a curious fact, and yet one to which ob-

servation and deduction sliould have led, that these

reflex symptoms are strikingly analogous to those ex-
cited by diseases of the womb in the female; and a

strong point in the analogy, which should be marked,
is, that while these symptoms are excited by wide,

that is, in a certain sense, by slight stricture, so, also,

very intense pain, and very grave constitutional dis-

turbance, are often occasioned by very slight, and,

judging a priori, very insignificant womb disease. A
bearing in mind of tins pathological parallelism would
throw a flood of Ught upon many a case of otherwise
doubtful diagnosis.

The symptoms of wide stricture, in the order of their

frequency of occurrence, and prominence in the mind
of the patient, are—weakness of the back

;
pains, vary-

ing in intensity and in clearness of definition, located

at times on the right s^ide and at times on the left, now
iu front and now behind, but almost always in the

hypochondriac or lumbar region ; a very slight mucous
or muco-purulent discharge from the urethra, observed
occasionally or constantly; distressing seminal emis-
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sioD$, by no means confined to the niglit, and some-

times carried to the extreme of virtual impotence
;

finally, grave general demoralization of both mind and
body. Positive interference with micturition is never

present.

The concurrence of ail of these symptoms almost ob-

viates the necessity, though it should never prevent

the emploj-ment of other and positive means of diag-

nosis ; but the presence of even one, and that the most
indefinite of them, should direct attention very strong-

ly to the urethra as the seat of the disease, and should

occasion an exhaustive examination.

The best instrument of positive diagnosis, and in-

deed the only one of practical value in very wide stric-

ture, is the flexible bulbous bougie, which is to be
employed in accordance with the following rules : Se-

lect a bougie whose bulb will just pass through the

meatus iirinnriiis—notoriously the narrowest point in

the healthy urethra; oil the instrument well, and, re-

taining the pendulous portion of the penis firmly, but

with a light grasp, in a somewhat dependent position,

pass the bougie into the urethra with gieat delibera-

tion, holding the stem the while very delicately be-

tween the thumb and forefinger. If wide stricture ex-

ists, in all probability there will be no obstruction to

the free introduction of the instrument till it has enter-

ed for a distance of about oi inches, when it will be
checked in its onward course. By careful manipula-

tion the arrest is to be made perfectly certain, and
then the bulb is to be pressed against the obstruction.

Generally very little pressure is needed to carry the

bulb through the stricture, sometimes so little that the

confidence of the operator in his just acquired certainty

is almost staggered ; however, he is reassured, and
confirmed in his diagnosis, if, after waiting a moment, he
very gently and cautiously withdraws the bougie ; for

the bulb, with its sharper posterior edge, is caught
even more firmly than in entering, and in most cases

comes through with a slight jerk. Where gleet is one
of the known symptoms, and sometimes where the dis-

charge is so shght as not to have attracted attention,

the bulb comes out loaded with pus.

The case is now satisfactorily made out, if it can be
differentiated fi'om the incipient stage of ordinary
stricture by the length of time through which it has
existed, and by the severity of the constitutional dis-

turbance. In a type case under my care, two years
ago, in which all the symptoms were present in a very
aggravated degree, the man being totally incapacitated
for his work—a mason's—by the pain and weakness in

his back and by his general debility, and having been
for some time completely impotent by reason of pre-
mature emissions, and where the disease had incon-
testably existed for at least five years, and probal)ly for

nearer seven, the stricture causing all the trouble was
but just detected by a Xo. 14 bulb.

It is pertinent right here to enter an earnest protest
against the practice, still persevered in by some sur-

geons, of using steel sounds in examinations for diag-
nosis in suspected disease of the urethra. These in-

struments are inefficient and bungling even in cases of
tight stricture, where they indeed reveal the existence
of an obstruction, but give no farther light ; while in

wide stricture they are worse than useless, even harm-
ful ; since the weight of a sound large enough to touch
the obstruction is so great as often to carry it through
into the bladder almost without any pushing, and so

the operator concludes that there is no stricture, misses
the diagnosis entirely, and fails to cure his patient.

Much more sureli' does this follow if the surgeon holds

to the opinion—fortunately now obsolete in all regions

of authority—that the terms No. 12 and full-sized

sound are interchangeable, and that the No. 14 is the He
plus ultra for urethral dilatation.

The prognosis in wide stricture is always good when
predicated upon correct treatment; in fact so good that

the patient may almost be jiromised a cure within a

reasonable time, if he strictly follows the directions of

liis surgeon. The length of time required for the

treatment I have found to vary but little from that de-

manded by the gradu.al dilatation of ordinary stricture

of parallel severity. Sometimes the resemblance
already remarked between the symptoms of wide
stricture and of womb-disease extends even to the

rapid improvement in the constitutional symptoms
r.nder treatment.

The correct treatment in these cases I believe to be
invariably by gradual dilatation, aided by such reme-
dies addres.sed to the constitutional symptoms as the

exigencies of different cases may indicate; the patient

being in the meanwhile absolutely prohibited from
taking any kind of alcoholic stimulant. I have known
a couple of glasses of wine to throw a case back at

least a week. When the constitutional symptoms are

marked I always employ a combination of quinine and
iron by hydrogen with the most beneficial results.

The fittest instruments for gradual dilatation are the

conical pointed steel sounds with Thompson's curve.

When the stricture has been acouratel}- measured with
the bulbous bougie, a steel sound of the next larger size

is to be selected with which to commence the treat-

ment, and as this has a point four sizes smaller than its

shaft it will pass into the stricture with the utmost

e.ase, and by its own weight or with the slightest press-

ure will enter the bladder, and thus begin the dilata-

tion. It is to be left in situ from a few seconds to a
few minutes, according to the sensations of the patient,

and then withdrawn with the same delicacy with

which it was made to enter, as the rapid withdrawal of

a sound is generally quite as painful as, or even more
so than, the rapid introduction thereof. This operation

may be repeated on the second or third day with the

same instrument, which, on being withdrawn, is to be
immediately replaced by the next larger. The treat-

inont rests here for two or three d.ays, when it is to be

continued with gradually increasing instruments and
intervals of time, until that sound can be passed with

e.ise through the stricture which just fills completely

the meatus externus, when the patient will, in nine cases

out of ten, be entirely cured, may be taught to use the

sound for himself, and dismissed with the injunction on
no account to omit its introduction once a week for at

least six months. If the patient can be retained under
observation, and the instrument always passed by the

surgeon, so much the better.

The importance of the complete dilatation of the

stricture to the full calibre of the normal urethra can-

not be overestimated or overstated. It is impertinent

to object that a stricture which is only detected by a

No. 14 bulb can be of no injury to the patient, since it

leaves abundant room for the flow of urine, as a

sufficient answer to this is that such a stricture Jias

done grave injury, and that the patient has been re-

stored to perfect health by the complete dilatation of

the constricted portion of the canal. If a contracted

meatus e.rfernus, either congenital or due to stricture,

prevents this complete dilatation, it is absolutely neces-

sary that this contraction should be divided or the pa-

tient must go uncured. The majority of patients'

urethrse will admit No. 18, though full dilatation is

sometimes reached with a smaller instrument. On the

other hand, in some oases even No. 18 will not do. In
the case referred to above I almost feared to lose my
No. 18, as I saw the ring below the handle disappear
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through the mpatHs, and I was obliged to have a No.
20 manufactured to complete the cure. Indeed, this

point was admirably illustrated in the treatment of

this patient. He got better steadily as the dilatation

progressed, but with the Xo. 18 he stopped, and there

was no improvement for a couple of weeks or more.
Almost from the first introduction of the Xo. 20 the

improvement commenced, and went on to complete re-

lief. The aim should always be to dilate up to, if not
even a little beyond, the full normal calibre of the

urethra.*

A consideration of the patliology of wide stricture is

not precluded by the scope of this paper, but neither is

it particularly called for. since there are no distinctive

features ; nor would it be so much in place as in a sys-

tematic treatise upon the general subject of which this

is only a subdivision. It would throw no light upon
the reflex symptoms, which await for their explanation
the opening of the whole subject of reflex phenomena.

In conclusion I venture to insist upon the necessity

of using the utmost delicacy in treating these cases of

stricture of the urethra, as well as all other?. And in

saying this I do not mean simply to use a hackneyed
phrase, but rather to state as a fact, and to enforce the
statement, that in no other surgical operation is there

more need of gentleness, delicacy, and the total ab-
sence of anything like violence ; and, further than this,

that in none is a favorable termination of the case more
dependent upon the exercise of these qualities than in

the treatment of stricture of the urethra.

POPLITEAL ANEUEISM
SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY THE APPLICA-

TION OF THE
" ARTERY COXSTEICTOR " TO THE FEMORAL AR-

TERY IX SCARPA'S SPACE.

By S. FLEET SPEIR, M.D.,

BBOOKI.TX, N. Y.

W. S., ret. 25, steward of a vessel, was admitted to
the Brooklyn City Hospital, April 20, 1871. Dr. Burt,
Resident Surgeon, gathered the following history :

—

Two months ago he cut his right foot upon the dor-
sum. When the wound was in its worst condition, a
swelling appeared in the popliteal .space about the size

of a walnut, near the seat of the present tumor ; it

gave him no pain, and disappeared entirely before the
wound healed. After the healing of this wound, he
complained of nothing until the following accident,
which occurred two weeks ago. While on board ship,

a heavy sea knocked him off his feet ; he fell alongside
of a heavy spar and struck the inner side of his knee
against a cleat. On the following four days he had
considerable pain, increasing at night, but "he did not
give up work. On the fifth day he was compelled to
take to his bed, from which he was not removed until

he arrived in New York, suftering intense pain all the
time.

On examination after admission to the hospital a
popliteal aneurism was discovered in the right limb,
with considerable cedema of the right leg and foot.
The leg was bent at right angles to the thigh, and he
complained of great pain.

Jpn'l 22.—Treatment was by opiates to relieve pain.
Bowels moved yesterday ; urine drawn off with the
catheter; knee swoUen, tender, and very decided pul-

* Professor Gonle.v, of New York, has ha<I an instrument constructed
by Tiemann & Co. for nse in cases requiring excessive dilatation, which
ob>iates the necessity for sounds of unusual size. It may be described
as a very strong and large (No. 12) two-bladed Thompson's dilator, i ,

which, when hiUy opened, exceeds, at its widest point, size No. 20. L hemorrhage.

I
-sation posteriorly and laterally—controlled by pressure

on the femoral artery.

April 26.—After consultation with my colleagues, I

decided to apply the " Artery Constrictor " which I

recently presented to the profession for trial, and which
has been made known by pubhcation in the " MmiCAL
Record" of April 1, 1871.

Assisted by Drs. Kissam and Hutchison, and the resi-

dent staff, I cut down upon the femoral artery at the

point of election in Scarpa's space, and applied the " Con-
strictor " to the femoral artery after opening the sheath
and separating the artery from the vein. All pulsa-

tion in the tumor ceased at once, and the constrictor

was removed. A little blood making its appearance
(a drop or two), the vessel was examined and injury

to the external coat was suspected of being its cause
(for I had drawn the constrictor very tightly down
upon the artery) ; however, this was not the case, and
I judged that a small branch had been cut off in taking

up the main artery. So, to make everything secure, I

reappUed the constrictor to the artery a little above
the first point of application, and then removed it.

The vessel was now examined carefully, and found to

be perfectly occluded and a clot forming within it, and
all as satisfactory as could be wished. The wound
was then brought together with silver sutures and ad-
hesive strips; and an intermitting digital pressure kept
up for a while with a view to produce a large and
firm coagulum in the vessel.

AprU 27.—A large part of the wound appears to have
united by first intention. One point, however, appears
irritated by the adhesive straps where they were irregu-

larly applied.

April 29.—There is some suppuration from the point
of the wound above indicated. One of the sutures was
removed yesterday. There has been no pulsation in

the tumor since the operation. The leg has decreased
in size, and still keeps at right angles to the thigh.

The temperature of the limb has been good, and is sus-

tained by cotton batting. Patient now has but little

pain in the limb, and is only troubled with a feeling of

soreness in his back and side from lying. Eats moder-
ately—urine still drawn off by catheter.

May 3.—The point from which suppuration was
somewhat free for the last few days now discharges but
little. The rest of the wound has united by primary
adhesion. Patient feels good and is doing well.

May 12.—The wound has entirely healed. Patient
can straighten the Umb, and sit up in bed. The sweUing
has disappeared from the limb with the exception of a
small hard tumor in the popUteal space. He complains
only of a dumb sensation in the foot. Eats well and
receives no opiates.

Remarks.—The successful result obtained in this case

affords an opportunity to draw attention to the applica-

bility of the ''Artery Constrictor" to the cure of
aneurism. Although a popliteal aneurism is not regarded
nowadays as worthy of more than a passing notice,

yet I trust that the method used and the rapidity of the

cure in this case will be suflScient excuse for reporting it.

There are three points in this case which are espe-

cially worthy of attention : First—The apparently
severe use of the constrictor upon the vessel without
causing sloughing or separation of the external coat—in

other words, the complete occlusion of the artery, by
invagination of the external and middle coats without
interrupting its continuity.

Second—The great tendency to, and partial accom-
plishment of, union by the first intention due to the

freedom from any foreign substance in the wound.
Third—The entire absence of any risk of secondary
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This last consideration would seem to commend the

artery constrictor as particularly applicable to the cure

of aneurism of large vessels in the neck, where one of

the chief dangers appears to be from secondary

hemorrhage. That fact that the woimd may be entirely

healed before the time of the separation of a ligature

from a large vessel (the moment of greatest danger)

appears to offer a great advantage and a sure protection

against secondary hemorrhage.
In the application of the artery constrictor to the

treatment of aneurism it is necessary to have the instru-

ment of a size in proportion to the vessel to be con-

stricted—that is, for large arteries a large instrument.

Another important point is to fle.x the limb in such a

way as to relax the parts around the artery and the

vessel itself before the application of the constrictor.

This allows more freedom to the vessel for contraction

and retraction, and gives a more perfect invagination.

This proceeding was not made use of in iJie case now
reported, but was suggested by it as an additional means
of obtaining a perfect result.

A CASE OF PLACENTA PREVIA, WITH
REMARKS.

By B. G. McCABE, M.D.,

MONTICELLO, XEW YORK.

Placenta previa being of comparatively rare occur-

rence and fraught with such alarming consequences, it

seems eminently proper that each member of the pro-

fession, when opportunity affords, should throw what
light he can on its nature and treatment, especially if

of a practical character. And it is for this reason alone,

rather than to offer any new theory, or to advocate an}^

favorite hypothesis, that this article has been prepared.

Mrs. L. H., aged 33 year,«, was pregnant with her fiftli

child. Everything went on well until the commence-
ment of the ."eventh month of her pregnancy. On the

12lh day of June was first called to see her. I found

her suffering from quite a severe attack of hemorrhage
(which had been coming on gradually for about a week)

;

the mouth of the womb high up and not dilated suffi-

ciently to admit with ease the jioint of the index finger.

I directed the patient to be placed in a cool room, with

light clothing, apphcations of cold water to the vulva,

and enjoined perfect rest, cool drink.s, the feet and hips

to be elevated, which, in a few hours, checked the

hemorrhage. I informed the family of the nature of

the trouble, and requested that I might be called im-

mediately if she was taken worse. In two or three

days, on getting up, the hemorrhage returned again, but

there being but slight dilatation of the os uteri ordered

the same applications to be made, and in addition the

alum plug and tampon, which was continued with inter-

vals of a day or two, till tlie 21st of June, when .she

was taken with more active hemorrhage, and with
slight labor pains and some dilatation of the os. Know-
ing the difficulty with which the mouth of the womb is

generally dilated at that early stage of pregnancy, and
hoping that labor might come on, I though it best to

watch the patient and wait. Early on the morning of

the22d, the hemorrhage coming on more violently, the

08 having dilated to the size of a half dollar, and fearing

that the strength of my patient would soon begin to

give way from the protracted hemorrhage, I determin-

ed to wait no longer, but to proceed at once to deliver

her. Summoning my partner. Dr. E. F. Quinlaw, ulio

put her under the influence of ether, I proceeded as fol-

lows: Placing her in the position for turning, I gradu-

ally and slowly dilated the mouth and neck of the ute-

rus with my fingers, brought it into a conical shape, till

able to introduce the whole hand. Passing it along by
the side of the placenta, when above it I ruptured

the membranes, grasped the feet which I found occu-

pying the riglit side, and when brought down waited a

few moments and gave her 3 J of Squibb's fluid ext.

of ergot; then delivered the cliild, which 1 found .alive,

although partially asphyxiated. The placenta soon fol-

lowed, and the uterus contracted down actively and

firmly. The mother and child at this time (tea days

after the delivery) are both doing weU.

A few practical thoughts on the above. I gave ether

in this case, not from choice (as I prefer chloroform in

obstetrical operations), but for two reasons: 1st. I

expected to keep her for some time under the influence

of the anesthetic, as the os and cervix uteri are more
thickened and contracted at seven than at nine months,

taking a longer time to dilate them. I therefore con-

sidered ether the safer of the two. 2d. Because I

wished, after turning the child, to rally her from the

anaesthetic sufficiently to enable me to give ergot, so as

to insure permanent contraction of the uterus, which it

did. If given prior to the an.a-sthetio, unless one is

quite expeditious, it will materially interfere with the

operation of turning; and the amount of time taken

up in bringing the patient under the influence of tlie

anaesthetic, and the trouble and time required in dilat-

ing, the most expert cannot always foresee. I appre-

hend that m.any fail in dilating the os uteri as early as

desirable from their being in too great haste to accom-
plish it. In this case, no doubt, by taking a longer time,

1 might have dilated sufficiently to have introduced my
hand several hours earlier. From the experience I have

had in several of these cases, during the past 25 years,

I am of opinion that any physician is justified in not

wailing till the os is dilated to the size even " of a half

d liar" before he operates, especially if at or near the

fill time, the hemorrhage is active, and the os dilatable.

It is a nice point, to be sure, and requires the greatest

coolness on the part of the accoucheur, to act just at the

proper time, but I think it is better to be ready a little

too soon than a little too late. I believe there is but

little danger from violent hemorrhage, while dilating

the OS after the first gush of blood is passed, if the points

of the fingers when once inserted are not withdrawn,

but gradually and persistenthj carried up till the work is

accomplished, as you have as good a plug while doing

it as one could desire. Counsel is always desirable,

and the timid should by all means avail themselves of it,

or pass the patient into other hands.

Ucjjorts of ijosvitnls.

:ilANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.

cases of cataract.

Reported by DAVID WEBSTER, M.D.,

HOUSE SITRGEON TO THE HOSPITAL.

SENILE CATARACT.

Case I.—Service of Dr. Roosa.—W. H. H., aged fifty-

five, operated Nov. 30, 18G9. Corneal fl.ap extrac-

tion; Beer's knife used ; no anresthetic. Iris wounded
in making section, and iridectomy therefore performed.

Lens easily evacuated ; no vitreous lost. Small

amount of cortical substance removed with Daviel's

spoon, and a little remaining in pupil. Flannel re-

tentive bandage.
Dressing reapphed in forty-eight hours; no swelling

of lids and no pain.

Dec. 6. Eye opened; hne of suppuration in wound.
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Ordered stunulants, quinine, and atropine. Eye open-
ed every day subsequently.

Dec. 10. Suppuration limited under improved nu-
trition.

Jan. 2, 1870. Cornea almost entirely clear, but pupil
blocked up by a mass of lymph and pus, the result of
capsuhtis. This mass is rapidly absorbing; perception
of light good.

Jan. 7. Dismissed temporarily.
Jan. 24. Iridectomy upwards and inwards under

ether. Lance-shaped knife used; segment of iris easily
removed. Hemorrhage into anterior chamber from
iris. Dr. Agnew's black silk dressing.

Feb. 3. Reads Xo. 20 with glass readily.
Feb. 10. Vision = i ; reads Snellen JSTo. Si with

+2*.
Feb. 27. Vision = i.

March 12. Vision = J.

Case II.—Service of Dr. Eoosa.—Gabriel B., aged
forty-five. Operated January 13. 1870. Extraction
by corneal flap, with Beer's knile, lower section. Ijfo

anesthetic ; no injury of iris ; no iridectomy. Lens
very hard and amber-colored, but extracted without
difficulty. Dr. Agnew's black silk dressing apphed.
On night of fourth day had slight pain over brow,

lasting only a short time.

Opened eye on sixth day: wound healed kindly;
counts fingers readily.

Jan. 2.5. Continues to improve; sclerotic injection
still considerable.

Feb. 3. Vision = -^,t.

This patient returned home and resumed his occupa-
tion as a farmer, which he has been doing since with
very good vision, but tbe exact amount has not been
measured.

Case in.—Service of Dr. Eoosa.—Susan T., a^ed
sixty, operated Feb. 7, 1870. Extraction bv corneal
flap with iridectomy. Beer's knife used. Ko an»s-
thetic given; lids held by assistants; lens extracted
without difficulty; no loss of vitreous. Dr. Agnew's
black silk dressing applied.

Patient passed a very comfortable night; complained
somewhat of subjective flashes of light for the next
two days. Atropine in corner on third day. Opened
eye at end of fifth day; cornea clear; pupil apparently
black : instilled atropine and closed it again.

Feb. 17. Everything looks well ; can now see rin"
on finger ; atropine three times a day.

Feb. 2.5. Dismissed with vision = ^.
March 3. Vision = J.
March 17. Some capsule in pupil but hole in centre

otic
March 30. Vision = ^.
May 12. Vision = l. Patient was advised to sub-

mit to a needle operation.
Case IV.—Service of Dr. Eoosa.—William K., a<red

fifty-six, operated Feb. 3, 1871. Extraction by conTeal
flap upwards with iridectomy to allow lens to escape.
Beer's knife used. Case conipHcated by ptervo-ium
March 23. Vision = ^.

J f ^

March 24. Vision, with glass +3, = -Jj
-i-. or -,-V

— •

that is, he calls E, F, and O ha mistakes for'C. With
+2i reads Snellen No. 12 at nine inches.

^ April 14. Vision = /„- with +4, and he reads
Jaeger Ao. 14 at one foot with -1-2^.

Jlay 10. Vision remains about the same. DeUcate
membrane in pupil.

^ Case V.—Serrice of Dr. Eoosa.—Sarah M., a^ed
70, of feeble_ constitution and poor appetite, operated
May 18, 1871. Extraction by corne.il flap upwards
without anaesthetic. Beer's knife used. The section
was large, including about half the cornea. No loss of

vitreous; a slight amount of cortical matter left in
pupiL The iris was cut while completing the section
and hence iridectomy had to be performed. Dr.
Agnew's black silk dressing was applied.
June 12. Has had a low grade of iritis, with very

little pain, which has been treated with atropine six
times a day, and leeches to temple. She was built up
meantime, with milk and beef-tea and spiritus fi-u-
menti.

June 15. Dismissed, still improving.
June 24. Vision = jV, and rapidly improving.
July 3. Vision tV, and with -i- 2* reads words of

Jaeger No. 1 7.

TEAtrMATIC CATARACT.

Case VI.—Service of Dr. Eoosa.—Victor E.. a^ed
26, entered hospital Jan 30, 1870. Six hours pre-
viously, while engaged in bottling soda-water, a
bottle which he was in the act of filling burst, and a
piece of the glass flew up and struck his right eye.
A wound of the cornea presented itself, about four

lines in length, extending fi-om the infero-temporal to
the infero-nasal corneal margin, irregularly curved its
convexity reaching upwards about one-third of 'the
diameter of the cornea. The inferior lip of the wound
was everted, the iris prolapsed, and softened and opaque
lens matter protruding, as weU as partly filling the
anterior chamber.
A four-grain solution of atropine was frequently in-

stilled, the eye being kept closed during the intervals
by means of a retentive bandage.
About one week after the accident Dr. Eoosa per-

formed a paracentesis through the wound to relieve
tension, and, at the same time, endeavoring to get rid
of as much as possible of the free lens matter. The
bandage was continued for two days longer, and then
a shade was used in its stead.
The same operation was subsequently twice repeated

at intervals of eight or ten days, with marked benefit,
the atropine being meanwhile continued.
The acute symptoms having mostly disappeared, and

the patient being able to count fingers when held near
the eye, he was now, March 18, aUowed to go home
for a while.

April 9. He was again taken into the hospital, and
was operated upon by an iridectomy upwards under
ether. Dr. Agnew's black silk dressing was apphed,
and no pain and very little inflammatory reaction fol-
lowed.

Afril 27. Dr. Eoosa stirred up the remains of the
lens with a delicate lance-sbaped needle. Considerable
pain and inflammatory reaction followed, which was
however, promptly relieved by leeches apphed to the
temple and ice-water applications.
May 25. Vision = },;. and constantly improving by

absorption of remains of lens.

June 25. Vision = ^,t, and still improving. There
is some shriveUed capsule in the field of the iridectomv
which has, probably, undergone calcareous degenera'-
tion

;
and there is synechia anterior, or attachment of

the iris to the lower lip of the healed wound.
The projecting lip of the corneal wound is very

much reduced in size, so that the fine of union bulge's
but very httle.

July 1. Beads, with lens +2i, Snellen No. 3* with-
out hesitation, at the distance of one foot

DOUBLE COSGENITAL CATARACT.

Case VIL—Service of Dr. Eoosa.-Abbv D., ao-ed
50, servant, Irish, entered hospital Feb. 18,"l871, with
congenita! cataract of both eyes.
The cataract was of the stellate varietv. consisting of

an opaque, central nucleus, sendmg off branches ^to-
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wards the periphery of the lens, the interspaces being
more or les^i transparent. The iris was in a healthy

condition, the pupil dilating readily to atropine.

The patient has had bad vision since her earliest recol-

lection. She came to the hospital on account of floating

scotomata in the visual field of the left eye, which liad

existed for three years, and which were rapidly grow-
ing worse, so as to seriously interfere witli her domes-
tic duties. She has been troubled with chronic rheu-

matism since twenty years of age.

Dr. Roosa performed au iridectomy downwards on
her left eye on the day of her admission to the hospital.

No accident attended the operation; the wound healed
kindly, without pain or other bad symptom, and the

patient was dismissed in ten days.

April 8. Patient caught cold by falling asleep lying on
a damp kitclien floor; eye began to pain her next day,

after reading her prayer-book in church. The follow-

ing day the pain abated, but tlie day after she read the

New York Ilei-dhl, and the pain returned, and has since

been persistent.

April 15. Readmitted to the hospital. There was
severe pain, much cihary injection ; the lens presenting
a dirty, cloudy appearance, especially a portion of it near
the lower pupillary border. Phakitis was diagnosti-

cated. The patient was treated with potass, iodid.,

potass, bromid., quinine, and iron in succession. Full

doses of chloral and of codeine failed to relieve the
pain, as did also leeches applied to the temple. We
were obliged to resort to liypoderniic injections of a

solution of the sulphate of morphia, which were re-

peated daily and sometimes twice a day until the 22d
of May.
May 15. Dr. Agnew, upon consultation, thinks the

patient has a low grade of phakitis with efiusion of
lymph, caused by rupture of the suspensory ligament
near the canal of Petit, and that the disease will run a
tedious course.

May 22. Dr. Roosa, assisted' by Drs. Loring and
Pardee, extracted the lens by corneal flap downwards,
made with a Graefe's knife, and enlarged with the

Graefe's knife invented for that purpose. Whole lens

removed, except that a small portion of matted cap-
sule remains. Retentive bandage applied to both eyes,

and black silk pinned on over it.

June 2. Patient had hypodermic injections of mor-
phia for two nights following the extraction, since

when she has taken no anodyne, and complained of
scarcely any pain. Corneal wound healed well.

June 5. Dismissed, in good spirits, without pain, but
apparently with commencing atrophy of globe. Per-
ception of light remains.

June 19. Injection almost entirely disappeared,
cornea clear, membrane in pupil, and patient says sight

is improving. Atrophy does not seem to have pro-
gressed, and the sunken appeaiance of the eye is, pet-
haps, largely due to the falling away of the adipose
tissue of the orbit.

Dr. Roosa believes that the point of great interest in

this case is the following : No injurious impression
seems to have been made by the iridectomy. There
could hardly have been an injury to the lens, since
more than six weeks elapsed from the time of the ope-
ration, during which interim the eye was well, until

the outbreak of what seemed to be an irido-choroiditis,

but which soon ran into a true phakitis. As is well
known, an eye affected with congenital cataract is far

from being a sound one. The uveal tract is probably
in a pathological condition whicli causes the loss of nu-
trition to the lens, and this morbid state, of course,

renders the eye very liable to inflammatory reaction.

The iridectomy, by cutting off a very little of the

already scanty blood supply, may have been the fea-

ther weight which turned the scale when the injurious

influence of checked perspiration (i. e., when the patient

lay down on the floor) attacked the eye.

It is possilile, then, that we are notobliged to suppose

any injury to the lens or its suspensory ligament by
the knife in order to account for the phakitis. If so,

the case is entitled to be considered as somewhat rare.

IJrocjrcss of iHctiical Science.

A Simple Dressing for Fracture op the Glaviole.

—Dr. Lewis A. Sayre, of New York (Am. Prac-

/itioner), has finally reduced the treatment of this

fracture to two strips of adhesive plaster, without any
n.rillary pad ; and as such he now gives it to the pro-

fession as the simplest and most efficacious plan yet

devi.sed.

His method of keeping the inner portion of the

clavicle from riding over the outer portion is bij putting

the clavicular portion of the pectoralis major muscle on
the stretch, and compelling it to ptdl the clavicle in

place, and thus overcome the tendency of the clavicular

portion of the steino-cleido-mastoid to elevate it,

which it will always do unless this precaution is taken.

After drawing the arm backward and retaining it

there by a strip of adhesive plaster, pass another piece

of plaster from the well shoulder across the back, and

by pressing the elbow well forward and in-

ward, the first plaster around the middle of the

arm is made to act as a fulcrum, and the shoulder is

necessarily carried upward, onturird, and bad-ward;
and the plaster, being carried over the elbow and fore-

arm (whicli is flexed across the chest) to the opposite

shoulder, the place of starting, and then secured by
pins or stitches, permanently retains the parts in

position.

Dr. Sayre formerly commenced the first plaster on
the inner side of the biceps

;
but he found that that

muscle would roll around and the plaster would lose

its hold, requiring tr- be renewed occasionally
;
and if

it completely encircled the arm for the purpose of a

stronger attachment, it would arrest the circulation,

and thus prove dangerous. He uses strong and good
adhesive plaster (Maw's moleskin is the best) cut into

two strips, three to four inches wide (narrower for

children). By this plan of treatment the patient is

only detained from his daily avocation a suRioient

length of time to properly adjust the stiips of adhesive

]ilaster.

In one instance a prominent lawyer of ISIew York
City sUpped upon the ice and fractured his clavicle on the

way down-town. He was brought to his office. Dr.

Sayre dressed him in the manner described at 9 a.m.,

and before 11 he was pleading his case in the open
court. A blacksmith wa.s brought to his office with a

fracture of the left clavicle. He dressed it, and in less

than an hour the patient was again working at the

forge with his other arm, and continued his labor

without any interruption. In both cases the union

was perfect and without antj deformity. In closing,

Dr. Sayre could multiply these cases by many similar

ones, and he therefore feels quite confident that if any
surgeon will follow the plan suggested, he will have

ecjually good results.

A MiGRATORT Testis.—A patient, 27 years of age,

had chronic dysentery. Examination revealed a small

pyriform tumor in the left inguinal region, the manipula-

tion of which caused nausea and faintness. The dis-

covery of but one testis led to the following lii-^tory :

In 1857, while trimming trees, he fell astride of a hmb.
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thence fainting to the ground. For a few days the

scrotum, unlacerated, was exceedingly sensitive, and
the inguinal tract of the left side was quite painful.

Three days after the fall, the reduction of swelling and
pain permitted a close examination, when the absence

of the left testis was ascert-ained. No ill effects follow-

ed. He entered the hne during the war and marched
without inconvenience. During 186.5 a tumor appear-

ed occasionally at the internal ring, but was in exercise

retracted. Oflate the tumor has descended almost through
the external abdominal opening, accompanied by a

dragging dull pain ; it corresponds in size, density, and
sensitiveness with the right testis. The canal will ad-

mit the finger. There is no cicatrix on the scrotum.

—

Cincinnati Lancet and Ohserver.

New Test for AtBirrMEN.—Dr. C. M. Tidy has noted
that a mixture of equal volumes of acetic and carbolic

acids is a far more dehcate test for the presence of al-

bumen than any other method as yet proposed. In
using this test with urine it is necessary to shake the

test tube, as some opacity is produced by the mere ad-

mixture of fluid, which, however, disappears on agita-

tion.

—

British Medical Journal.

RtTPTUKE OF THE RECTrM AN"D Bl.IDDER.—Dr. 0. C.

Gibbs {Buffalo Med. and Surg. Journal), relates an in-

stance of this kind, where the patient, a man of 55
years of age, had fallen backwards upon a sharpened
stake, which entered the rectum, lacerating both it and
the bladder. The stake, which was broken off and left

in the wound, was withdrawn soon after the accident.

ScTere hemorrhage followed. "When seen by the doc-
tor, several hours afterwards, the hemorrhage had
nearly ceased; no urine could be passed through the

urethra, but when the attempt was made, it spirted

from the anus instead. As the patient refused to have
a catheter passed and submit; to other treatment, he
saw him but once afterwards. He afterwards learned

that the patient, about the fourth day, began to pass

some water by the urethra, and a few days later had
entire control of it, and passed it wholly through this

passage. In two weeks he was out doing hght work,
and a few weeks later was able to do full work as a

shoveller on the railroad.

Electricity ix Cancer.—The London Correspondent
of the American Practitioner recently heard at the
Clinical Society the description of a case of encepha-
loid of the femur treated with electricity. The pain
had gone beyond the control of morphine up to twenty-
four grains per diem hypodermicall}', and enormous
quantities of chloral. The continued current was based
upon it, with the effect of destroying the pain and les-

sening the tumor somewhat, but death ultimately

followed. Fourteen cases of cancer were also referred

to by Althaus in which the remedy bad been used. In
all of them pain was destroyed ; in two the tumor <iis-

appeared
; in the remainder the disease progressed to

death. The two successful cases were in the breast;
the others were advanced cancers of the womb. These
are unpublished cases. Althaus' apparatus consists of
a gilt needle for introducing the continued current, or,

when the tumor is large, a number of them joined to

one wire. The theory is (partly at least), that a caustic
alkali is set free or formed interstitially. Twenty-five
applications were used in one of the successful cases.

During the treatment the patients experienced no in-

convenience ; attended as usual to their dailv work
and pleasure. He says that Althaus has a broad, high
forehead, with a large, open face, lighted up with in-

telligence. With the most varied information on] all

subjects he is as modest as a child.

Ttphoid Fever Treated with Strtchkia.—John E.
Owen, M.D., Chicago, 111. (Chicago Med. Journal), ob-

serves, that during the last four years, both in hospital

and private practice, milk and the acid and strych-

nia mixture have been administered to patients with
typhoid fever with success. The mixture is prepared
as follows ; 5 .Acid sulph. arom., 3 iij. ; strychniae sulph.,

gr. Jj
; syrup. simpU., 3 v. M. Dose—a tablespoonfuL

There is one noticeable feature in cases treated by
strychnia, viz., the dry, brown tongue soon becomes
moist, and remains so during the treatment ; this is

effected, he believes, mainly through the agency of

strychnia, by increasing the nutritive and assimilative

fimctions of the system.

Bromide of Potassium in Crocp.—S. B. Kieffer,

M.D., Carlisle, Pa. (Chicago Med. Journal), cannot,

after experiments from good authority, regard the

bromide of potassium as a solve}}t, so to speak, of false

membrane ; but he does believe, and on this principle

he has prescribed it, that just in proportion as it

is a sedative to the cerebro-spinal system directly, so it

is a stimulant, indirectly, to the nerve-filaments and
circulation of the throat ; and, as the inflammation in

membranous croup is usually, if not always, of the

asthenic character, it has the power, by its specific ac-

tion, of equahzing the circulation and arresting the

fibro-albuminous deposit. And when the disease is not

too severe, or has not progressed far, the system thus,

by its own inherent power, will be equal to the task of

repairing the evil. His combination is about as follows

for an infant:— R. Bromide ofpotassium, gr. xx. ; chlo-

rate of potassa, gr. x. ; ipecac, gr. j. ; ext, of liquorice,

3 ss ; water, f. 3 iiss. M. S., a teaspoonful every hour.

Dr. W. TV. Dale (Med. Times), who has been using

the same treatment, informs us that membranous croup,

spasmodic croup, and laryngitis, alike have lost for him
nearly all that dread and anxiety with which he once

met them.

Kew Treatment for Small-pox.—Dr. J. J. Garth
Wilkinson, of London, Eng. (Canada Lancet), has

called the attention of the medical world to a new
method of treating small-pox, which he has tried in

four cases of varied degrees of violence, with complete
success. In these cases he used hydrastis canadensis

and veratrum z-iride, both internally and locally as a

lotion. The former, he says, extinguishes the varioloid

poison, while the latter subdues the inflammation and
primary fever. In regard to diet, he advises a judicious

use of brandy and water, claret, Carlowitz or Hunga-
rian wines (port when the patient has begun to amend),

beef-tea, and. in consequence, fruit. He claims for

this treatment that it abridges the duration of the dis-

ease, makes it almost painless, subdues the inflamma-

tion and primary fever, annuls the secondary fever,

checks pustulation, prevents itching and stench, and
saves the patient from any but the slightest pitting.

He also claims for the hi/drastis that it is an effective

prophylactic or preventive to ward oft" the approach
of the disease. The plant named hydrastis canadensis

is found within the limits of Xew York State, and
probably elsewhere in the United States and Canada.

The plant is popularly called orange-root, and some-
times yellow-puccoon, but it must not be confounded
with another plant commonly called puccoon.
To quiet nervous res'lessness, both during the course

of the disease and the period of convalescence, he advo-
cates the use of bromide of potassium.

Vomiting a Prominent Feature of Kjdnet Disease.

—Dr. Calvin ElUs, Boston, Mass. (Boston Med. and
Surg. Journal), reports three cases of disease of the kid-

ney, in which vomiting was the sole symptom.
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' Ether Sprat to Spine in Anjimia.—Dr. John
Rose reports the case of an ansemic girl, aged 13 years.

who had chorea following rheumatism, who was suc-

cessfully treated by ether spray, applied along the spine

for four or five minutes each time ; and after fifteen

sittings, a very marked improvement took place, fol-

lowed by complete recovery.

—

Medical Xews.

Htdrochlorate of Qnsijre is HoopiSG-CorGn.

—

Dr. Breidenbach has used this drug in this disease, and
finds it of essential service. He prescribes it in doses

varying from li to 15+ grains a day. In the most
serious cases, after the use of the remedy for forty-

eight hours, the frequency and violence of the attack

began to diminish. To prevent relapses, he continued

the use of the hydrochlorate for some time in smalkr
doses.

—

London Practitioner.

Luxation- of the Semi-lusar Bone.—Mr. Erichsen
reports one case only, and that was one of luxation

upon the dorsal aspect of the wrist. A few ca?es of

compound luxations of the semi-lunar bone have been
from time to time reported, but none corresponding to

that reported in the Baltimore Medical Journal by C.

Granville Stone.

Invagi.vation of the Colos in the Rectum.—Dr.

Gruersant (Mel. Xews and Library) alludes to the rarity

and gravity of invagination of the colon in children,

and states that it always depends on a general depraved
condition of the digestive apparatus. It is accompa-
nied with colic, vomiting, and symptoms of strangula-

tion, and presents itself in the form of a mucous tube
of variable length, escaping at the anus. The general

condition must, first of all, be combated liy medical
treatment, such a^ by tonics and astringents, for this

aflfection is met witli in weakly children. It sometimes
happens that the portion of intestine invaginated be-

comes gangrenous, and is expelled from the bowel,
when the affection persists for .my length of time. At
the commencement of the prolapse of the intestine,

the surgeon may make efforts mechanically to press

back the bowel, but this can only be done by means of

a thick gum elastic catheter, oUve-shaped at its ex-
tremity, or else with an instrument devised by the au-
thor, consisting in a metallic ring secured to the ex-
tremity of a piece of whalebone, in such a manner as

to make a right angle with it, the ring having a di-

ameter of about three-fifths of an inch, and the handle
being about eight inches in length. The portion of in-

vaginated intestine being engaged in the ring, which is

previously greased, the instrument is gently pushed
and turned towards the cul-de-sac, where it becomes
arrested if the invagination is old, but yields readily to

pressure if it be recent. This method of reduction may
only be palliative, yet the hope may be indulged tliat

the bowel will not become invaginated afresh.

The Fse of Caustics in the Tre.itment of Menor-
rhagia.—Dr. Lombe Athill contributes some observa-
tions on the treatment of a form ofmenorrhagia to the
British Medical Journal of June 27th. in which he
mentions four cases of this affection depending upon
" granular " condition of the mucous membrane of

the cervix and body, and in three cases connected with
sub-involution of the uterus, which were treated by
the appUcation of fuming nitric acid and nitrate of
silver to the whole of the diseased surface, the os hav-
ing dilated so as to admit the index finger as far as

the disease extended, even to the fundus. Only the
most happy results followed this mode of treatment.
The acid was applied by means of a swab, a tampon of

wet lint being put to the os, and strict rest in bed
for several days being required of the patient, during
which time injections of warm water were used.

Pertussis Curable bt Local Treatment.—Dr. W.
F. McNutt, San Francisco, Cal. (Boston Med. and Surg.

JournaT), mentions that his own experience, as well as

that of Dr. R. T. Maxwell, his partner, is that mof;t

cases of whooping-cough can be cured by local treat-

ment, and that one need only try the treatment to be
convinced of the fact. But why, he remarks, attribute

the pathology of this disease to Niemeyer, as some do,

or call the local treatment of this disease new ? Drs.

McNutt and Maxwell have always used a solution of

nitrate of silver, gr. xv. to the ounce, applied by the

spray atomizer ; this has been found to be a satisfactory

formula.

There is no doubt in the mind of Dr. JfcXutt that

local appliances are all that is necessary for treatment
and cure of whooping-cough. And there is very little

doubt that there is a variety of substances that can be
used for the purp ise. The solution of nitrate of silver,

however, will seldom fail to effect a cure.

Placenta Prjevia.—Dr. E. R. Willard, of Wilming-
ton, m. (Chicago Med. Examiner), publishes an inter-

esting history of six cases of placenta previa which
came under his observation. He finds that the appli-

cation of a sheet—the same as for paracer.tesis abdomi-
nis—answers admirably in making pressure upon the

abdomen, for the purpose of restraining internal haemor-

rhage. The external flow can also be more effectually

controlled by continuous firm pressure with a proper

fitting tampon. In the absence of anything better, he
has found a small-sized glass speculum, properly pad-
ded, and inserted wrong end up, to answer a good
purpose. This procedure necessitates the constant per-

sonal attention of the physician until the accouche-
ment is complete.

Medical Uses of Carbolic Acid.—Dr. N. S. Davis,

Chicago, 111. (Chicago Med. Examiner), in his "Report
on the Medical Uses of CarboUc Acid " to the Illinois

State Medical Society, refers to two cases of cancerous

disease and ulceration of the os and neck of tlie uterus

which were much relieved by using the solution of

carbolic acid internally, at each meal time, and a

stronger solution twice a day as a vaginal wash. They
were kept comparatively comfortable for many months,
but the effects were only paUiative. A nirighboring

physician informed him that he had a case of cancer-

ous disease, of well-marked character, that had been
kept stationary and the patient comfortable more than

twelve months, under the constant use of carbolic acid.

Dr. Davis has also used it with temporary benefit in

two cases of cancerous disease of the stomach. He
does not regard carbolic acid as a specific for the cure

of any form of disease, but from its mildly sedative

influence on the organic nervous system and mucous
surfaces, coupled with strong antiseptic properties, it is

admirably adapted to meet certain indications that arise

during the progress of a great variety of diseases.

Innocent and Morbid Growths.—J. N. Danforth,

M.D., Chicago, 111. (Chicago Med. Journal), in a paper

on the " Microscopic Appearances of Cancer-cells," lays

down the following simple rules for drawing the distinc-

tion between innocent and morbid growths:—When-
ever a description of one of the cells of a microscopic

specimen is a description of all of its cells, the chances

are as ten to one that it is not cancer ; whenever, on
the other hand, the cells of such a specimen are so va-

ried in form and size that philology and ingenuity and
imagipation, and the most unflinching resolution com-
bined, utterly fail to accomplish the task of describing

them, the chances are as ten to one that the specimen

is from a malignant growth, whatever may be its name
or location.
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Delivery of Estra-utertse Fcetus inKoron the
Abdominal Walls after Four Years.—J. H. Beech,
M.D., of Coldwater, Mich. (Cliicago Med. Journal), re-

cords an unusual case of this character. The patient

was 28 years old, weighing about 98 pounds, a primi-

para. The partially decomposed male fcetus weighed
about seven pounds. She is now attending to some
household duties, although there is a shght discharge

from the external wound, which is about three lines in

diameter, and when injected will hold about two fluid

drachms.

Carbolated Cerate Dressixg is Varicose Ulcer of
Leg.—Prof. Andrews, of Chicago, 111. {Chicago Med.
Examiner), recently had an obstinate case of varicose

ulcer of leg of 15 years' standing, which was cured by
the injection of tinct. ferri murias into the varicose

veins, and a dressing of an antiseptic ointment, com-
posed of carbolic acid cryst., 18 grs. ; adipis, 3 j.

Carbolic Acid i>- Diphtheritic Affections.—Dr. F.

C. Hotz, Chicago, 111. {Chicago Med. Journal), wishes
to draw the attention of the profession anew to this

remedy, by reporting a number of cases of diphtheria

which, during the last winter, he treated with the most
gratifying success with carbolic acid. He used for this

topical medication the acid in the following form :

—

B- Acid, carbolic, cryst, alcohol, aa 3j. ; aquje, 3v.

;

tinct. iodin., 3 ss. M. This makes a perfectly clear,

transparent mixture, of a brown-red color, which soon,
however, passes over into a pale yellow. The combi-
nation with iodine and alcohol effectually moderates
the very unpleasant smell of the carbolic acid, and in-

creases its antiseptic effect. This solution was appUed
to the diphtheritic exudation three or four times in

twenty-four hours, by means ofa camel's-hair brush. In
adults and older children, it was in a diluted form (15
to 30 drops to a cup of water) used also as a frequent
gargle, and for injections into the nostrils if the nose
was implicated.

The Frequency of Affectioxs of Articclatios k
Children.—According to Dr. Guersant (Med. Keu-s and
Library), the order of frequency in which the different

articulations are attacked in children is as follows :

—

The occipito-altoid and alto-axoid articulations are

less often attacked than those of the other regions of

the vertebral column, which, in their turn, are much
less frequently involved than the articulations of the
limbs.

Chronic arthritis of the temporo-maxillary articula-

tion is exceedingly rare.

The scapulo-humeral articulation, the articulation of
the elbow, the wrist, and the phalanges, are very lia-

ble to inflammation, and this form of morbid alteration
in children is often seen.

The articulations of the lower extremities, especially

of the knee, are often attacked with white swelling.
The coxo-femoral articulation, which is frequently

attacked with coxalgia.

Removal of the Extire Elbow-Joixt.—Dr. Cheever,
of Boston, at a late meeting of the Massachusetts Medi-
cal Society (Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), exhibited
a boy on whose elbow he had operated by removing the
entire joint, for disease, eighteen months before. The
wounds had closed, the motion of the elbow was re-
stored, and the arm was strong and useful The opera-
tion was performed by subperiosteal section, a single

incision being made posteriorly. The condyles were
now reproduced, and the muscles had reunited to them.
The only applications made were cold water, and oc-
casionally liq. sodie chlorinatfe.

Labial Tumors.—Dr. Frank A Ramsey, of Memphis,
Tenn. (Journal of the Gyncecohgical Society), in answer
to a question of Dr. Storer, stated that in his practice

at the South he had seen solid labial tumors more fre-

quently in the black race than in the white. In this

enumeration, he had not included instances oflabial cyst,

or abscess. Thus, in fifteen instances of labial fibroids

that he had attended, twelve had been in the black, and
but three in the white. He had never seen a specimen
at all approximating in size to that removed and exhib-

ited by Dr. Storer, of Boston.
Dr. Wheeler asked of Dr. Ramsey what had been

his experience as to the comparative occurrence of
fibroid deposits in the black race, in other parts of the
body. Dr. Ramsey could not speak confidently upon
this point.

Ixtra-Lterixe Polypi.—Dr. Frank A. Ramsey, of
Memphis, Tenn. (Journal of the Gyncecohgical Society),

has found small intra-uterine polypi, from the size of a
pea to that of a marble, very common at the South.
He has seen perhaps twenty cases of the kind within
the past five years. The affection was most frequent,

he thought, between the ages of 30 and 35, and in

those who had borne no children for several years.

The OS uteri in these cases was almost always dilatable.

CoxGEXiTAL Atresia Tagix.e.—Dr. H. P. Stearns,

of Hartford, Ct. (Journal of the Gyncecologinl Society),

visited a married woman, aged 25 years ; had men-
struated since 15 years ofage, and had been married two
years. She had very little discharge at her monthly
periods, and it was attended with severe pain, lasting

generally seven or eight days. Her husband stated

that intercourse was imperfect, unsatisfactory, and
something must be wrong. Examination showed the

external genitals well developed, the labia and nymphas
of normal size, and the mons veneris well covered with
dark hair. On examination with the finger it was
found impossible to penetrate more than one and a half

inches. After the operation the husband was well sat-

isfied with the improved accommodations afforded.

Two points in this case appear to Dr. Stearns worthy
of remark : First, that three separate and distinct septa

existed, instead of one, occupying about one and a half

inches, with no obhteration or apparent contraction of
the canal ; and, second, that she should have menstru-
ated through so minute an opening during so long a
period, and with no greater derangement of the gene-
ral health. Indeed, she stated that up to the age of 20
or 21 years, she had very good health, and since then
she has suffered more at her monthly periods, and her
general health has become deteriorated, but not to such
an extent as to prevent her attention to her ordinary

household duties.

IsFAXTiLE Paralysis.—Dr. Brodhurst, of London
(St. Thomas Hospital Reports), regards this affection aa

not a consequence of spinal congestion, but purely

peripheral, a malady affecting the ultimate fibriUae of

distribution of the nerves among the muscular elements.

The Use of the ^sthesiometer ix Diabetes.—
Professor Laycock (Medical Times and Gazette) lately

called the attention of his class to the fact that anaes-

thesia is one of the morbid conditions in diabetes

meUitus, and that the defective nutrition and abohshed
functional activity of the cutaneous glands depended
upon a centric neurosis, of which the hunger, thirst,

and abnormal productions which characterize the dis-

ease are also signs. It is this effect in trophic innerva-

tion of the skin which renders diabetic patients so
peculiarly predisposed to cutaneous diseases, and upon
which the harshness and dryness of the skin depend.
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THE NEW DRUG LAW.
The enforcement of the new Act known as the Irving

Drug Bill has called forth a great many comments

from the apothecaries of our city. Some time since we

presented our readers with an abstract of the law, and

remarked at length upon the absurdities of its pro-

visions. On its face it bore the evidence of a wise

enactment, and, as we predicted, it is being looked

upon favorably by the people. It was framed to

create pohtical capital, and in so far it has succeeded.

The people were made to beheve that by a rigid ex-

amination of proprietors of drug shops and of their

prescription clerks, wholesale poisoning by incompetent

persons would be prevented. They do not care to

look beyond this, and are anxious to see the law car-

ried out to the full letter and spirit.

It is needless for us to say that the act is unjust in

matiy particulars, not the least one of which is that it

is so thoroughly partial, being confined to the apothe-

caries of New York City alone. If the law is such

a salutary one, why not have its provisions ex-

tended throughout all the cities, towns, and villages

of our State ? Why not have its penalties reach

every retailer of poisons within the jurisdiction of the

Legislature ? Again, the fact that every pharmacist,

whether he have a diploma or not, has to submit to the

examination, is a direct insult to the College of Phar-

macy and our medical colleges. But this is no more

than can be expected from a Legislature made up

mostly of illiterate vagabonds, pot-house politicians,

ruffians, and thieves. The fee for a hcense is also un-

necessarily targe, and adds to the burden of indignity.

There are many other points to which we might draw

the attention of druggists and physicians, but as we
have already on a previous occasion presented them to

our readers, we pass to the consideration of another

branch of the subject.

The pharmacists of the city are not responsible for

the Act, neither can they endorse it as a wi.se piece of

legislation. Every one who knows anything of the

practical workings of such a law is ready to predicate a

failure of any really good results. As law-abiding citi-

zens they are, however, compelled to conform to it.

Under the circumstances it is peculiarly proper that

they should do so. The public, from a superficial view

of the requirements of the bill, seem anxious that the

examinations should be enforced, and it is unwise at

least for the druggists to protest against them. Very

many have done so, and have gone so far as to s.-xy that

very few of their number can be found proficient

enough to pass. The conviction is thus forced upon

their patrons that the druggists as a class are in-

competent. We know so much to the contrary that we
are surprised and ashamed to see so many, in letters to

the secular press, prospecting failures in these ex-

aminations. It should be the pride of every knight of

the pestle to bo ready and willing to undergo any ex-

amination to prove his fitness for his responsible calling.

Upon the question of examination alone no one should

ol)ject. For the credit of the profession of pharmacy,

we hope that there will be an end to these complaints

of the rigidity and the indignities of the examination.

The clause concerning examinations is, after all, the

only part of the bill that reflects credit upon the phar-

macists, that proves to the community how much is

expected of them.

The Board, a,s at present composed, is a good one.

Although Dr. Squibb would have added much to the

-strcngti of the Commission, it is probably his own fault

that he is not a member. Whether this conjecture be

true or not, it is certain that his name upon the list of

examiners would have given universal satisfaction. As

far as we have learned, the examinations have been

carried on in the proper spirit, and every druggist

throughout the city should be ready to prove that if he

does believe the law to be a foolish one, he is not will-

ing that the public should vote him a cowardly igno-

ramus. —•—^
Dr. James B. Cutter, of Newark, who it will be

recollected was so unfortunate as to commit the crime

of abortion, and still more unfortunate in being publicly

pimished for the same, again comes up for notice. We
learn from a daily paper that he has been expelled from

the Essex County Medical Society on account of his

crime. We are not aware of all the circumstances

attending this expulsion, whether he apologized to the

Society and they refused to accept the same, or whether

he satisfied the committee as to the depth of his repent-

ance. We merely record the fact, assuming that the

grounds for action were judiciously taken.

In the account of his case to which we refer, there is a

great deal of maudlin sympathy expressed for him. The

cause of his expulsion is assigned to professional jeal-

ousy, which, in the eyes of the public, seems to prove that

Dr. Cutter is such a brilliant light in his profession, that

he is intolerable to all the other respectable physicians,

who are of course lesser lights. Alas ! greatness some-

times brings upon its unfortunate possessors dreadful

penalties. It is also stated that the public are with him

(probably in recognition of past services to the common-
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wealth), and that he is determined to remain in New-
ark; also that a strong effort is now being made to

expel him from the N. T. Pathological Society. This

seems to be another one of those newspaper advertise-

ments with which the principal has nothing whatever

to do. It is hard to be a martyr, but still harder to have

the newspapers expose one's sufferings. We hope the

profession do not intend to expel Dr. Cutter fiom his

town ; if they have any such intention, they may now
know that he is not only repentant but defiant. We
are a little surprised to learn what the X. T. Patholo-

gical Society is determined to do. Dr. Cutter's case

has not as yet even come before the Committee of

Ethics, and how it is possible for the newspapers to

be so well informed of the intention of that body is

certainly an enigma. Dr. Cutter is in trouble enough,

and we hope tlie daily press will not borrow any more

for him.

Hcjjorts of Societies.

The Centennial Anniversary of the New York Hos-

pital was celebrated July 2ith, at the rooms of the His-

torical Society. The present Board ofGovernors assem-

bled, and the meeting was opened by the reading of the

minutes of July 24, 1771. Mr. James W. Beekman
dehvered a very interesting address upon the early his-

tory of New York, and the circumstances which led to

the establishment of the hospital The address was
carefully prepared, effectively delivered, and was full of

facts of interest to every Knickerbocker. This was all

very well ; but how much better and more appropriate

it would have been for the Governors to have made it

possible to celebrate the hundredth anniversary in the

" Old Main House." In view of the wanton destruction

of the old edifice two years ago, the anniversary address

may be viewed as a rebuke of the action of the Board

at that time. No one can sympathize with the Govern-
ors in their talk over old times, wlien they have so de-

liberately sacrificed one of the oldest landmarks on Man-
hattan Island.

The affair reminds us of the boy who, after having

murdered his parents, asked the Covirt formercy because

he was an orphan. There might have been some good
excuse for this anniversary if it were made the occasion

for the inauguration of the new hospital buildine, con-
cerning which so much has been promised and so little

fulfilled.

Apropos to the lamentable boiler explosion which
i

is of so recent occurrence in this city, we notice

that, according to the Lancet, a select committee of the

House of Commons has reported in favor of a remedy
which would undoubtedly prove perfectly effectual. The
committee beheve that the great majority of explosions
arise from negligence, and they recommend that full

responsibility for personal damage shall in every case

rest upon the owner ; and shall only be rebutted by
proof that the accident arose from causes beyond his

control.

[Official.]

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIEXr.

Sfated Meeting, April 12, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

TCBERCtlLOUS DISEASE OF KIDSETS.

Dr. Sew.u,l exhibited two kidneys taken from a man
aged 28, who died two weeks before the date of the

meeting of the Society. Dr. Sewall saw him only three

days before he died. The only history obtainable was
that in the latter part of the war, while in Virginia, the
patient had a severe attack of intermittent fever, which
reduced him very much. Since that time he represented

himself as never enjoying good health. When Dr. S.

saw him he presented the general appearance of a
patient in advanced pulmonary phthisis. Physical ex-
amination of the chest failed to give any signs of the

disease. On further examination a firm and resistant

swelling, partly superficial and partly deep-seated, was
discovered in the left lumbar region, extending as far

forwards as the anterior superior spine of the ihum. No
diagnosis was made. The patient gradually sank with-

out brain symptoms, and died in the course of three

days.

On opening the abdomen at the autopsy, both kidneys
were filled with enormous abscesses, apparently con-
taining broken-down tuberculous material. The right

kidney weighed 15 ounces, and the lefl weighed 84^

ounces. All along the left side of the spine the glands
were enormously enlarged, and converted into a great

cheesy mass extending four or five inches along the
side of the spine. The spleen was diflluent. In con-
sequence of being hurried in the post-mortem, no ex-
amination was made of the lungs. The microscopical
examination exhibited irregular granular formations in

great abundance, with imperfect cells, some fatty matter,

and a great deal of amorphous stroma. Some part of
these kidneys had a little healthy structure, which pro-
bably was sufficient to secrete what little urine he made.
He beheved that the specimen illustrated primary
tuberculosis of the kidney, an opinion concurred in by
Dr. Janeway.

ABORTIOS. THREATENED IXTRA-UTERrSE DECAPITATIOS.

Dr. BLrsrEsrnAL presented an ovum from a woman
married three months, and supposed to have been ten
weeks pregnant. She had had a discharge of blood
upon two or three occasions during this period, without
being able to ascribe it to any over-exertion. Some
three weeks ago (April 12) Dr. B. was called to her, and
found her in labor. Means were used to control the
discharge of bloody fluid and keep the ovum intact, but
to no purpose. It passed the same evening. So far

this was an ordinary history. On examining the
ovum, however, the foetus within it was found to have
an unusual length of neck. Across the neck was a
small band of fibrine, which, in Dr. B.'s opinion, would
have eventually led to intra-uterine decapitation. This
latter accident was certainly exceedingly rare, at least

he (Dr. B.) had never read nor heard of au instance of
the kind.

ISFLAMMATIO.S- OF THE DECIDUA.

Within a few days (April 12) he was called to attend
another lady, the mother of six living children. She
being determined to have no larger family, has been in

the habit of introducing instruments herself to bring
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on miscarria":?, despite the warnings she has constantly

received of the danger of such practices. This woman
was seized with hemorrhage, Apiil 4, and in the course

of twenty-four hours soaked three or four napkins.

She stated that she was ten weeks pregnant, hut had
not used any means this time to bring on miscarriage.

As the sequel proved, her assertion was not trustworthy.

Upon inspection, after its escape, the ovum was found
ruptured at one place, and the bajr containing the fu'tus

was hanging over the edge of it. The decidual bag,

instead of its usual semi-transparent appearance, was
opaque and )-ellow, as though fiUed with pus. On
lifting it up tlie bag burst, and the fcetiis was found ly-

ing in a mass of fibrine. In Dr. B.'s opinion this con-

dition of things had been brought about by the intro-

duction of some instrument, probably a catheter, which
had produced an inflammation of the ovum, causing a

thickening of the surrounding tissues until it reached the

decidua, when the inflammatory action resulted in a

fibrinous deposit, and ultimately in miscarriage. Dr.

Jacobi, to whom the specimen had been shown, pro-

nounced it unique.

Dr. Terry remarked that there were several _cases

on record in which the heads of the foetus were absent,

suggesting the possibility of intra-uterine decapitation.

BLOOD-SAC IN LEFT PLEURAL CAVITT.

Dr. Saml. Gr. WniTTALL exhibited a specimen taken
from a colored man, 33 years of age, single, and by oc-

cupation a waiter. He was admitted into Colored
Home Hospital, March 29th, in a very feeble condi-
tion. His mental faculties were markedly impaired,

and his statements were not at all reliable.

From other sources it was ascertained that he had
been confined in the Tombs for about six months,
during which time he had probably been insufficiently

nourished.

From the date of liis admission until the day of his

death his general condition improved, though his

mind still remained somewhat deranged. The treat-

ment consisted of tonics and nourishing food.

On the 3d of April, in the afternoon, he became wildly
maniacal

;
part of the time he would remain upon his

back in bed singing loudly fragments of a hymn, then
throw himself from the bed to the floor wiih a sudden
spring, aUghting at full length upon his back. While
in this position he struck out violently with his legs,

regardless of any obstacles which were in the way.
His upper extremities were kept perfectly quiet. Five
hours from the attack, during a severe paroxysm, he
ceased to 1 reathe. The faeces, but not the urine, were
passed unconsciously. The struggles of the patient were
of a voluntary nature, and not at all epdeptiform in

character.

Autopsy—21 hours after death. Body not markedly
emaciated. The brain weighed 41 oz., and was healthy
in appearance ; so also were the meninges and vessels.

The right lung weighed 18 oz., was free from adhe-
sions, and, with the exception of slight congestion, was
healthy. The cavity of the pericardium contained an
excess of transparent serum. The heart was healthy,
but displaced considerably to the right. It weighed
11^ oz. There were numerous fatty patches in the
aorta, immediately above the valves. The spleen weigh-
ed 6J oz., was congested, and studded throughout with
small tuberculous nodules, some of which were soft-

ened in the centre. The liver weighed 60 oz., and was
moderately congested. Underneath the peritoneal
covering were a few tubercles, but none in the paren-
chyma of the organ. The kidneys were somewhat en-
larged and congested (weight of each 6J oz.), the cap-
sule firmly adherent, cortex thickened and pale. They

were found granular and fatty upon microscopical ex-
amination.

The chief object of interest in this case was found in

the contents of the left pleural cavity. Upon searching

through the lower costal cartilages of this side, a large

quantity of dark bloody serum escaped, and when the

sternum was lifted, what appeared to be the left lung
was found adherent to the parietes by universal and
moderately firm adhesions. The incision through the

lower portion of the false membrane, made in cutting

through the cartilages, revealed \\-itliin the sac a large

amount of fibrinous coagula. By carefi^il enucleation the
whole mass was separated from its attachments, and re-

moved, with the heart and pericardium. At first it was
exceedingly difficult to ascertain what relation there

was between the left lung and morbid product, as

the whole was enveloped in one continuous sac. Care-

ful examination, however, proved that the lung was
connected with the blood-sac simply by adhesions, and
could be readily separated from it. It was healthy, but

compressed to about one-fourth its normal size, and
pushed inward and upward along the vertebral column.

The blood-sac, thus isolated, was found to have occu-

])ied the whole of the pleural cavity from apex to base,

and to have produced the compression of the lung
and the displacement of tho heart. In the interior of

this sac were found coagula of both recent and .ancient

date. On the inner wall of the sac the fibrine had as-

sumed a slightly laminated condition. After fully two
quarts of serum had escaped, the mass weighed 51

ozs., including the lung, which weighed perhaps 15

ozs. The intercostal and oesophageal glamls of the left

side were enlarged and cheesy, and there were a few
tuberculous nodules scattered over the pleura. The
glands and pleura on the right side were healthy, nor

were there notable changes in the other lymphatics.

There was no evidence of injury, nor could I detect any
ruptured blood-vessels.

The sac-wall was found upon microscopical examina-
tion to consist of connective tissue, well formed on its

outer or pleural aspect, but not so hilly developed upon
the inner surface. In the latter place it was composed
cliiefly of caudate and club-shaped cells. No capilla-

ries or other vessels could be detected. In view of the

history of the patient, his long confinement and proba-

ble deprivation of proper food, and in the absence of

any observable cause for the hemorrhage, it seems
proper to regard it as of capilKary origin, and as a pos-

sible manifestation of scorbutus.

In this connection I will refer to a case which came
under my observation .about three years ago, in which
there was a large hematoma of the dura mater.

The patient, CaroHne Wills, aged 40, was admitted

into the hospital in the spring of 1868. She was so

imbecile that it was impossible to obtain any history.

Her answers were extremely tardy, her utterance

tremulous and stammering. There was also a tremu-

lous motion of the hands, but no paralysis. The patient

denied that she was sick, but remarked that she was
'• as well as anybody." She would give the same re-

ply to various cjuestions, and that reply would nearly

alw.ays be :
" Mj^ name is Caroline, that is all ;

" some-
times she would omit part of the sentence, and answer,
" Carohne, that is all," or, " That is all." By repeating

the same question, however, several times, her mind
seemed to recognize its true import, and slie would
respond correctly. Her appetite was good, bowels

constipated, heart and lungs healthy. There was an

anaemic bruit over base of heart, and some oedema of

lower extremities.

Five days after admission she was seized with the

symptoms of meningitis, which ran its course to a fatal
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termination nine days from the attack. She died of

coma.
Autopsy—twelve hours after death. Rigor mortis

marked. Right lung healthy. Left lung intensely

congested and bound to parietes by firm chronic adhe-

sions. Heart healthy ;
aorta somewhat fatty. Abdo-

minal organs healthy, except the liver, which was
shghtly fatty, and deeply fissured transversely from tight

lacing.

Upon examining the cranial cavity the usual lesions

of simple meningitis were found particularly marked
upon the right side. The brain substance was healthy.

In endeavoring to lift the dura mater from the left

hemisphere, it was found to be adherent to a membrane
of a bluish color, underneath which could be felt a

semi-fluid material. The attachment between the dura
mater and the membrane was so shght that a separa-

tion was easily effected by gentle enucleation. A closed

sac containing six ounces of brick-dust colored diffluent

material was now brought into view. Thi.s sac had no
connection with the arachnoid, but simply rested upon
the left hemisphere, which it had compressed to fully

half its usual volume. The posterior extremity of the

sac was attached so firmly to the lateral sinus, near its

junction with the jugular vein, that the scalpel was re-

quired to separate it. The sinu.s upon this side was
smaller than normal, and contained a fluid precisely

similar to that found inthe sac. No connection, how-
ever, could be traced between the two cavities. The
jugular vein, after its exit from the skull, appeared to

be' normal. Tiie sinuses on the right side were greatly
distended and empty.

This ha?matoma, a dried specimen of which I present,

covered the whole of the upper and outer portion of

the hemisphere, but did not encroach upon the base.

Its upper surface was rotund, corresponding to the
curve of the calvarium ; its under surface flattened, and
marked with depressions caused by the cerebral con-
volutions.

A microscopical examination of the contents of tlie

sac revealed the debris of disintegrating blood. The
sac-wall was foimd to consist of fibrillated fibrine.

Notwithstanding Virchow's theory of the origin of
these htematomata, it is difficult to account for the con-
dition of things shown in this case upon sucli a suppo-
sition. The fact that the sac-wall was only slightly

attached to the dura mater ; the fact that the adhesion
was very firm between the sac and lateral sinus, and
that the contents of the two cavities were identical

;

and the fact that there was no evidence of a proliferac

tion of connective tissue, or of the presence of vessels
in the false membrane, would seem to point to a rup-
ture of the sinus, and not to pachymeningitis as the
source of the hemorrhage. It seems probable, however,
that the blood-sac found in the pleural cavity may have
had its origin in a form of inflammation analogous to
pachymeningitis hemorrhagica.
The Society then went into executive session.

Stated Meeting, April 26th, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

CUTANEOUS CANCER.

Dr. Finnell presented, on behalf of Dr. Charles Phelps,
an amputated leg from a patient at St. Vincent's
Hospital. The disease first showed itself about three
years ago, in the integument of the central portion of
the limb over the tibia, and from that time commenced
gradually to extend until it covered a circumference
equal to tv.'o-thirds of the space between the knee and
ankle joints. The specimen was a rare one, from the

fact that the disease was confined entirely to the in-

tegument.

TRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF SPLEEN.

He next exhibited the spleen, kidneys, and heart re-
moved from the body of a woman aged sixty-five, who
was struck ia the lelt side of the chest by a case of
goods descending through a hatchway. She imme-
diately complained of a good deal of pain at that point,

and gradually sank under it for two weeks, when she
died. The owners of the hatchway, being called to

account, claimed that death had been caused by intem-
perance. The autopsy, however, made at the instance
of the Coroner, showed that death was really the result

of a rupture of the spleen. The organ was rent for sis

inches in a longitudinal direction, and a large amount
of effused coagulated blood was found in the fissure!

The kidneys showed also extravasation of blood. The
heart was exceedingly fatty. From her gall-bladder

were removed two biliary calculi, one of the size and
shape of a marble, smooth on its exterior; the other
much smaller and covered with facets.

SUDDEN DEATU EROM INJURIES OF THE ABDOMEN.

There were no evidences of any external injuries.

In referring to the latter point, he beheved it was not
unusual for fatal injuries of the abdomen to exist and
yet show no bruises upon the surface. Such was the

case, for instance, in the recent affair in which a police-

man foolishly and thoughtlessly struck a drunken
brawler across the abdomen with a club. It will be .

recollected that the injured man died soon after reach-
ing the station-house. Death in this case was no doubt
caused by a shock; but this shock was intensified in its

results by the previous debihtated state of the de-
ceased, he having led a life of dissipation. Dr. P. be-
lieved that many cases of sudden death could be more
satisfactorily accounted for by such a supposition than
by the fashionable verdict of congestion of the brain.

Tiie point of interest to him was whether, as a rule,

such cases presented any marks of external injury on
the one hand, or any internal extrav.asation on the
other—anything more, in fact, to account for death than
the mere shock to the great sympathetic.

Dr. Flint recalled a circumstance in point :—Two
waiters in a hotel were engaged in a playful scuffle, in

the course of which one gave the other a gentle tap

upon the epigastrium, when death ensued almost in-

stantly. There were no marks of external injury.

Dr. Finnell had seen similar results follow the kick
of a horse

;
but in a great majority of such cases there

was some extravasation.

Dr. Van Geison alluded to a case which had some
bearing upon the fact in a medico-legal point of view.

A couple of Germans were celebrating a birth-day, and
having drunk freely of lager beer, were aroused at 3
o'clock by a party bent on a disturbance. A slight

Iracas was the result, after the German fashion—a great

deal of loud talking, but no very hard blows. The dis-

turbing party was said to have been struck by a ham-
mer at a point corresponding to the apex of the heart,

death resulting twenty minutes afterwards. Both the

brothers were indicted for manslaughter, and ho was
called upon to testify for the defence. The question

was. How far was that blow instrumental in causing

death ? The autopsy was very negligently made, and
only the cavity of the chest had been examined. The
verdict of the coroner's jury had been death from pa-

ralysis of the heart. The whole history of the case

pointed, however, to apoplexy as the real cause ofdeath.

The deceased was fifty years of age, had been a very
hard drinker, had had secondary syphilis, and his arte-
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ries were probably in an atheromatous condition. If

the brain bad been examined, all doubts would have been

dispelled; as it was, however, the jury refused to be

satisfied, and both brothers were found guilty of man-

slaughter.

EXSECTION OF DEAD OF FEMCB FOR MORBUS COXARICS.

Dr. Sayre exhibited several specimens of exsection

of the head of the femur for morbus coxarins. The

first was from a child four and a half years old, who
had suffered from hip-disease for two years, at the

end of which time it exhibited all the characteristics of

tlic third stage. The disease was caused by a fall

down a flight of stairs.

Dr. Sayre saw the case for the first time April 2d,

and then opened a large abscess. On account of the

size of the latter, the operation for exsection was post-

poned until the 22d, in order to give the sac a chance

to retract. The head of the femur was found lying

loose in the cavity, and the unhealthy portion of the

cervix was removed by the saw. The child was placed

in wire breeches, and in the course of the next twenty-

four hours was well enough to be driven out to take

the air in Central Park. Since then there had not been

an untoward symptom. The point of interest was the

speedy and satisfactory recovery of the patient.

A second specimen was from a child five years of age,

sent to Bellevue by Dr. Dunster. The case had advanced

to the third stage. The head of the femur was removed

on the 23d of February. An attempt was made to ad-

just the wire breeches ; but not having a pair to fit. Dr.

placed the child on its belly, and made a plaster-

cast of the back and posterior portions of the lower

extremities, by which means the hip was kept perfectly

steady and the patient made comfortable.

A third specimen was removed on the 28th of Feb-

ruary, from a boy nearly nine years of age. His case

had likewise advanced to the third stage. The disease

was the result of a fall from a wagon two and a half

years before. After the operation the wire breeches

were used. The wound was nearly healed ten or

twelve days ago. The only drawback was a bed-sore

on the sacrum and on the back of the heel. There was
very little shortening in the last two cases.

Dr. Flint asked if Dr. Sayre had found any connec-

tion between morbus coxarius and pulmonary phthisis,

in regard to cause and effect; whether, in a word,

there was any special liability to phthisis when the

matter was so long pent up as it must have been in

these cases.

Dr. Sayre replied in the negative, and stated that

he had performed in all thirty-nine operations, with

eight deaths. In only two was there any tuberculous

disease of the lungs found post-mortem. Kine of the

thirty-one are living, and have as yet shown no signs

of phthisis.

SWALLOWING OF A Pi.V, ETC.

Dr. F. V. White presented a pin an inch and a quarter

in length, which had traversed the alimentary canal of

a girl seven years of age. The little patient had been

playing with a spool and a pin, and had accidentally

swallowed the latter on the 11th of February last.

Aside from a slight difficulty in deglutition, there was no

other evidence of serious inconvenience. The mother

administered a dose of castor-oil, and the discharges

were watched. Nothing appearing, a second and a

third dose of the oil was administered, when the pin

made its appearance, sixty-nine hours after being

swallowed, lying longitudinally in a mass of fseces, with

its head downwards. In connection with this case he

referred to a rather remarkable one {Med.- Chirurcj.

Trans., vol. xxvii., Neio Series, p. 5), which he had

met with in his reading. The patient was seven years

of age; had been troubled for four years with great

difficulty in urinating, and had finally died without a

diatrnosis. At the autopsy the vermiform appendix w.is

found adherent to the right side of the bladder, and in

the cavity of the latter was found a stone which had

for its nucleus a pin. This pin was supposed to have

been swallowed, to have found its way into the vermi-

formis process, and thence by contiguous ulceration

into the bladder.

In conclusion, he asked what wfis the best treatment

for such cases, to insure the safe passage of the foreign

body.

Dr. Flint thought that generally cathartics were

counter-indicated, 'it being safer to leave the case to

nature, and administer as much solid food as the patient

would take.

FISII-BONE in LARYNX.—THE UTILITY OF LARYNGOSCOPE.

Dr. Van Geison presented a small fish-bone, which he

had removed from the top of the larynx of a lady who
came into his office five weeks before, suflering from

extreme dvspnoea. He immediately made a laryngo-

scopic examination, and detected the foreign body

lying diagonally across the top of the larynx, just ready

to drop into the box below. She was directed to keep

perfectly quiet, when the bono was removed with an

ordinary dressing-forceps. The practical lesson to be

drawn from the specimen was, that every physician

should be sufficiently skiUed in laryngoscopic examina-

tions to be ready for such emergencies. He was con-

vinced, ft-om the position of the fish-bone, that it re-

quired a very short time, or a very little change m
position, to have placed it beyond the immediate reach

of the operator, in which case the melancholy history

of a patient recently reported by Dr. Buck, in which

tracheotomy had to be performed after four ^ears of

great suffering, would have been repeated.

Dr. Loomis presented a heart, with the following his-

tory, from Dr. Miliiken, House Physician of Bellevue :—

Henry Clemens, admitted AprU 11, 1871, veX. 32; single;

cabinet-maker by occupation ;
nativity, Switzerland.

Patient gives herechtary history of pulmonary

phthisis. Had an attack of acute articular rheumatism

when 17 years of age, from which he made a good re-

covery. States that neither at that time, nor since

has he experienced any prfecordial pain ; but has no-

ticed that, after indulging in tobacco (for he has been

an inveterate smoker), he would suffer from palpitation

of the heart. He has had a cough, dating some time

back, with some expectoration of a pearly-white ma-

terial, which he says he coughs up at night, at which

time his cough distresses him most. About two weeks

aco, for the first time, he noticed that the sputa was

sfreaked with blood. His cough remained about the

same in character until one week ago, when he ex-

perienced a severe paroxysm of coughing, which was

instantly followed bv hajmoptysis, which continued for

two or three days. "Since the occurrence of hajniopty-

sis he has had night-sweats, loss of appetite, depreciation

of strength, and experienced a feeling of general mal-

aise and inaptitude for any kind of work. He com-

plains also of insomnia and restlessness ;
and, though

he is up and about, his haggard countenance and relaxed

look speak well of the enfeebled tone of his general

strength. His pulse is about 80, regular, but quite

feeble ; respiration somewhat hurried, but easily per-

formed.

HEART DISEASE WITHOUT MURMURS, ETC.

Some depression in both infra and supra clavicular

spaces. Both sides of the chest move synchronously
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Tvitli respiration. Duluess under both clavicles.

Breathing under left clavicle has a hollow intonation,

acconfipanied by large metallic rales. Breathing under
right clavicle seems high in pitch, and prolonged. Vo-
cal fremitus increased at left apex.

Posteriorly.—Crepitant and sub-crepitant rales dis-

tinctly heard over left side, with rude breathing.

Breathing is exaggerated over right side.

Heart.—Action regular, but quite feeble. Apex-beat
on a level with nipple in fifth interspace. Heart-sounds
feeble ; after repeated examinations, no murmurs could
be detected.

He was then put upon tonics and an anodyne cough-
mixture.

April 15, 7 p. M. While at dinner he became suddenly
unconscious, and fell from his chair. Breathing became
stertorous ; muscles in tonic spasm ; eyes rolled back,

sclerotic only remaining visible ; left pupil somewhat
dilated, reacting very slowly to light ; right pupil nor-

mal. He was then carried to his bed, when he was
found to have riglit hemiplegia, right facial paralysis,

with complete insensibility to pain on that side of his

body; retention of urine and constipation of bowels;
right lateral half of the body was found to be cold,

wliile the left side was warm and perspirine. There
was great difficulty in swallowing fluids. Pulse 120,

and full ; temperature, 104'. Urine was not examined.
April 16, 11. .30 a.m. Patient groaned and muttered

during the entire night. There is some froth about his

mouth. Pulse 120, andfeeble; temperature, 102 \ In-
continence of urine. Complete abolition of sensation on
right side, although to-day he has moved the right leg

a little. Right arm and right side of face remain com-
pletely paralyzed. Both pupils the same to-day.

Apiril 17. Consciousness has returned, although at

times he is aphasic. Answers questions slowly. Skin
hot and dry. Moves his right leg more than on the
previous day. Right arm and face still paralyzed.
Laughs on the lelt side of his face. Swallows with
difficulty.

April 18, 10 A. M. Patient is somewhat delirious and
very restless ; there i.s some rigidity of the muscles of
right arm. Condition growing worse. Pupils about
the same. 6 p. M.—Muscles of both arms rigid; flex-

ors greatly predominate over extensors
; thumbs drawn

in palms of hands. Urine retained ; bowels ob.stinately

constipated; subsultus tendinum, hiccough tracheal,

rales. Eyes rolled back in their orbits; conjunctivK
congested

;
mouth wide open. Died 9 p. m. same day.

Autop.<^y.—Brain.—AVeight, 2 lbs. 14 oz. ; sub-arach-
noid fluid, 50 cubic centimetres; sero-lymphin meshes of
pia mater, at convexity and base ; 5 cubic centimetres
of ojialescent fluid in ventricles. A reddish clot blocks
up middle cerebral artery of left side, f inch beyond
origin, commencing i inch behind bifurcation of said

artery. Lengtli of clot, t of an inch. In either branch
its color is reddish gray. Left corpus striatum and por-
tion of white matter around it is considerably softer
than the rest of the brain tissue. Nothing else special
about the brain.

Heart.—Weight, 14 oz. Both right and left cavities
contain large clot of blood

; substance of heart relaxed.
Stenosis ofmitral orifice—only admits little finger ; some
shortening of chorda; tendinese. The stenosis is due par-
ticularly to the thickening, shortening, and adhesion of
the chordre tendineas of the valve. The anterior portion

valve forms a bony mass occluding that portion of
the orifice. On the auricular aspect the surface of
the valve is ulcerated, the bony matter laid bare, and
soft reddish vegetations on the free border of the valve
and upon the ulcerated surface. Pulmonary and tri-

cuspid valves normal. Little thickening at base of aorta.

Lunrjs.—Right one adherent ; left one coated with
recent exudations. Greater part of upper lobe in state

of red hepatization anteriorly
;
posterior part of upper

and lower lobe of right lung is firm, of reddish-brown
color, not granular. Slight amount of .serum ; does not
give way under finger (from induration).

Kidneys, 4i by 2. On surface of left one are a

few small cicatrices, with atrophy of cortex ; one small

yellow infarction. Kidney tissue normal.
Liver, 13 by 6. Slight nutmeg appearance.
Spleen, b by 3. Soft; otherwise normal.

The case is of special interest—1st. Because with this

marked stenosis no murmurs existed ; and 2d. That
there should be such marked symptoms of apoplexy
without any lesions to account for the same.

Dr. Flint remarked that the absence of murmurs
might be accounted for:—1. On account of the rigidity

of the valve not allowing a vibration ; and, 2. The
smoothness of the ventricular surface of the valve.

Dp.. Looms, in answer to a question from Dr. Flint,

remarked that he (Dr. L.) had forgotten to state that

the kidneys were not much diseased, and contained
only two or three infarctions.

Dp.. Van G-eisox asked how the remark made by Dr.

Loomis to tlie efiect that the patient had a " full he-

reditary history of pulmonary phthisis," coincided

with that gentleman's expressed views as regarded the

new doctrine in vogue.
Dr. Loomis remarked that he did not believe that

tuberculosis could be inherited per se, but that tliere was
a transmission of the hereditary vices of constitution

which permitted of the occurrence of an inflammation

of the peculiar character which preceded, or rather in-

vited, cheesy degeneration.

Stated Meeting, May 10, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loosiis in the Chair.

AXGINA pectoris.

Dr. Finxell exhibited the heart, kidney, and portion

of the apex of the lung of a German physician, who
died at the age of 64. For several years he had been
afflicted with angina pectoris. He had tried all sorts of

medication, and finally in desperation resorted to whis-
key, of which he would drink large quantities. He
finally died rather suddenly. A certificate was rendered
of nervous apoplex3^ which not satisfying the coroner,

an autopsy was ordered. Both kidneys were imbedded
in fat, and were granular. The heart showed very little

change, with the exception of a slight thickening of

the coronary artery and the margins of tlie aortic valves.

There were deposits in the apices of both lungs.

EPILEPSY AND IXDUR.4TI0N OF CEREBELLUM

Dr. F. presented a second specimen, a portion of

the cerebellum taken from the body of a colored man
52 years of age. For several years past he had been
the subject of epileptic attacks, and just previous to

death he had fourteen fits in tlie space of two hours.

The autopsy revealed a marked aniemic condition of

the brain and a slight induration of the cerebellum.

SCIRRHUS OF ABDOMEN.

He next exhibited a specimen removed from the

body of a woman 54 years of age, married and child-

less. For the past three years she had been sufiering

from abiiominal pains, which were accompanied by the

appearance of a tumor in the left side. She had suf-

fered besides with umbilical hernia for over thirty years,

and the truss which she had worn the most of that time

had produced considerable induration at its points of
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contact. The CRse was looked upon by some as an
ovarian tumor of the left side. Dr. F. saw the patient
during life, and was inclined to tlie same opinion.

Wliile the patient was being prepared for the prelimi-

naries of tapping she died. At the autopsy the abdom-
inal cavity was found more or less filled with a serous
iiuid, the result of a serous inflammation caused by a
scirrhous mass ou the right side. It w.-is sub-peritoneal,

and seemed to involve the sub-cellular tissue princi-

pally, and to some extent the abdominal muscles. It

seemed to have had its origin iu the umbilical irritation.

ADHERENT PERICARDIUM AND ITS RELATION TO S0DDEN
DEATH.

The fifth specimen was a heart taken from the body
of a colored man who, after having rheumatism at differ-

ent times for several years, died suddenly at the age of

42. No other lesion than a completely adherent peri-

cardium was found at the autopsy. So close was this

adhesion that tlie membrane seemed as if a part of the
heart itself. The question was, whether this adherent
pericardium had anything to do with the cause of death.

Dr. Loo.mis did not think it had.

Dr. Lexte, wlio was of the same opinion, related two
ca>!cs in point. During the war there was a cadet at

"West Point who, when half through his course, was
seized with symptoms of cardiac disease, which event-
ually became so marked and annoying that he was com-
pelled to give up in turn the horseback exercise, double
quick, and even the ordinary drill. Dr. Lente was re-

que.'ited by some of the friends to see the patient, wliich
he did in company with the post surgeon. The evi-

dences of severe cardiac disease were very marked
on auscultation. Although it was evident that he would
be incompetent for active service, it was thought best
to allow him to pursue his studies in the prospect of
being fit for office duty. He graduated, and was ap-
pointed on Gen. Sherman's staff; while serving thus
he was shot through the right chest, the ball passing
from the epigastrium to the shoulder through the liver

and lung. He, however, recovered from this, although
his right side was more or less disabled. He came on a
visit to the country, andwhile riding a fractious horse,
being unable on account of his wound to manage him,
was thrown and almost instantly killed. At the autopsy
the pericardium was found universally adherent. This
condition did not, however, have anything to do with
the patient's death.

Dr. L. also had a case in a child who had been ex-
amined by Dr. Cammann, and was pronounced to have
heart disease. The patient finally died with some
acute chest affection, and at the autopsy an adherent
pericardium was found.

Dr. Looms remarked that it was not uncommon to
meet with sncli cases, in which an adherent pericar-
dium had nothing whatever to do with the cause of
death.

Dr. Janewat remarked that death might occur in
such cases as the result of the f:Uty degeneration of
the heart substances underlying the pericardium.

Dr. Lente exhibited a proliferous mammary cyst,
which he had removed from a patient who had been
sufiering from the disease for three or four years.

amputation in continuity in cases of progressing
osteo-myelitis.

Dr. H.iMiLTON presented two limbs which were am-
putated in continuity, showing the effects of such a

i

practice in cases of progressing osteo-myelitis.
In the first instance the man was injured two years

ago in the ankle-joint, suslaining a comminuted frac-

ture of the tibia, of the fibula, and of the metatarsal

i bones. Dr. H. performed Syme's amputation six
' months ago. The wound never healed entirely, and
about a month after the operation the patient began to

complain of pain in the tibia, which continued to in-

[

crease until it became intolerable. The symptoms of

j

osteo-myelitis soon became declared, and amputaliou

)

was advised. Dr. H. at first thought of removing the

j

limb at the knee-joint, in pursuance of the rule not to

amputate in continuity. But, beUeving that the disease

might be arrested before it had proceeded far up the

j

bone, he determined to remove the limb below the

j

knee, if possible. With this end in view the point of
section was made in the upper third, two and a half

inches above the diseased point. The case progressed
very favorably, and recovery was complete.

Specimen Examined Ticenfij-fonr hours after Opera-
1 tion.—"The soft parts were greatly condensed and
thickened, cutting almost like cartilage. Three large

deep ulcers extended quite down to the periosteum.
No loose or exposed bone was found anywhere. A
deep sulcus and exuberant ensheathing callus around
both tibia and fibula, uniting the two bones firmly,

showed the original seat of fracture near the junction
of middle and lower thirds. Long axis of upper frag-

ment of tibia was displaced outwards.
" A firm hard mass, about two inches broad by one

thick, enclosed in dense fibrous tissue, occupied the situa-

tion of the removed os calcis. Thi.s, on section, proved
to be firm, dense, newly-formed bone, composed prin-

cipally of cancellous tissue. Between it and the end
of the tibia was a small well-defined cavity, containing

a dark-reddish pultaceous material. The sinus in the
original line of incision communicated with this cavity.

"On the posterior and external aspects of the lower
end of the tibia (which was consideraljly expanded)

j

was a regular smooth mass of newly deposited ossifio

I matter of a deep-red color, and containing large chan-

I
nets for vessels, readily Been on removing the perios-

I

teum. The line of separation between the new and
old bone was well marked and distinct.

" On section of the tibia longitudinally, the whole
medullary canal was found filled up with a soft pulpy
masj, extending up to about three inches below the

point of section. A well-marked subperiosteal ossifio

deposit on contiguous surfaces of tibia and fibula ceased

at the same point. The medullary canal at point of
fracture was completely filled up with internal callus.

The bridge of bone uniting tibia and fibula at point of

fracture was quite dense and eburnated. Just above the

point of fracture the tibia seems to be simply expanded,
no new periosteal deposit having taken place.

'' The periosteum was greatly thickened and adhe-
rent throughout."

From the date of the operation the patient has been
completely relieved of pain, and he is now, April 27,

well.

A second specimen of the same sort was the result

of an amputation. The operation was performed about

the same time below the knee-joint. Following the

amputation the patient suffered a great deal of pain in

the lower end of the femur, which extended iteelf up
towards the hip. Finally an opening showed itself as

high as the trochanter major. Exploring this with a

probe, bare bone was found. It was evident from the

intense pain and the other symptoms, that the patient

was suffering from osteo-myelitis. A consultation was
also had in this case, and the question arose whether it

would not be necessary to amputate at the hip-joint.

Considering the usual fatal results of that operation, Dr.

Hamilton took the responsibility, when the patient was
brought on the table, of deciding to make the experi-

ment by an amputation through the diseased structure.
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The section was made three inches above the condyles,

leaving the bone at the point of amputation apparently

as much diseased as below. The patient was relieved

immediately, and also completely recovered.

The specimens had an important clinical interest, not
only as regards the result, but as regards the manner in

which the result was obtained.

Dr. Mareoe endorsed the practice as a good one,

and could see no reason why the same rules should

not be followed as regards bone as obtained with the

soft tissues. He had had occasion to illustrate this

principle of treatment in .some inflammatory diseases of

bone, although he never had precisely such cases as

were reported by Dr. Hamilton.
Dr. Satre remarked that he had in several instances

carried a seton through the whole length of the bony
canal, and with excellent results, keeping up a constant

discharge for many months at a time.

CALCCLrS REMOVED PER rRETHRAM.

Dr. Little presented fragments of a calculus re-

moved jier urethram from a girl four years of age. She
had suffered from symptoms of stone for five months.
She was then sent to St. Luke's Hospital. The
urethra was dilated with a conical pointed bougie, so

as to admit a No. 12 sound. A litholriie was then
introduced, Dec. 19, and the stone, an inch in diameter,

was seized and crushed. Very few fragments passed
after the first operation. The second seizure was made
Dec. 29. Small fragments were removed at this

time by the ordinary dressing forceps, and without any
laceration of the canal. July 11 a third seizure was
made, and Feb. 9 a fourth. Recovery was com-
plete, and uncomphcated with any incontinence of

urine.

REMOVAL OF TESTICLE.

The second specimen was a testicle removed by oper-

ation from a patient twenty-seven years of age. Six or
seven years ago, while in "the army, he '• strained " his

testicle while jumping over a fence. Since that time,

after a smart attack of inflammation, the organ gradual-
ly enlarged until it attained the size of the double-fist.

The specimen had not been examined, and was refer-

red to the Committee on Microscopy.

ALVEOLAR SARCOMA OF SHODLDER.

A third specimen was a tumor of the shoulder, also

removed by operation. The patient was a female,

aged 45. A year and a half ago she discovered a mov-
able growth in the right axilla, which gradually in-

creased in size until March 31, when she was admitted
into St. Luke's Hospital At that time the tumor ex-
tended from the axiUa backwards upon the shoulder,

and forward under the axilla. Its circumference at its

base was 19 inches ; from its inferior in axUla over its

summit to the superior border. Hi inches. There was
some doubt at the consultation as to whether it was
attached to the bone or not. It was thought best to

cut down and perform an explorative operation, and
remove the tumor if it proved to be warrantable. The
mass was found to be capsulated, and disconnected with
the bone. A flap was made by incisions along the
anterior border of the deltoid, under the clavicle, and
along the anterior border of the axilla. The tumor
was found, on examination, to have been developed in

the substance of the coraco-brachiahs and the short head
of the biceps. Dr. DelaGeld examined the specimen
microscopically, and pronounced it alveolar sarcoma.
The tumor weighed two pounds. Adjourned.

Stated Meetiiuj, May 24, 1871.

Dr. A. LooMrs, President, in the Chair.

ESTEROLITE.

Dr. Rogers, on behalf of Committee on Microscopy,
made the following report :

—

The specimen of substance which had produced fatal

obstruction of the bowel, presented at a recent meeting
by Dr. Lente, has been carefully and repeatedly ex-
amined by the committee.

It wdl be remembered that it is ovoid in shape, and
when presented measured about one by one and three-

fourth inches in its diameters. It also will be recollect-

ed that it presented numerous deep and gaping fissures

reaching from the surface down to, and exposing, a

nucleus. When slightly warmed it furnishes a decided

though not strong stercoraceous odor. Its color on the

surface is chestnut, its deeper portions varying from
nearly white to nearly black, generally a lightish brown.
The nucleus is nearly one-third of an inch in diameter,

is of calcareous hardness, very dark brown, and when
thrown into dilute nitric acid dissolves in part, with
effervescence, leaving a residue which is totally insolu-

ble in water, but which is mostly soluble in alcohol,

producing a very dark green tincture.

The mass of the specimen is formed by numerous con-

centric layers about this nucleus, while at the same time

there is a radical plan observed in its formation, so that it

fractures in straight Unes from the centre to the circum-

ference. This portion of the formation is to a great

extent dissolved by alcohol, leaving a dark-yellowish

residuum which has no definite formation, and is solu-

ble in neither acid, alkaline, nor hot nor cold ethereal

fluids, such as alcohol, chloroform, and sulphuric ether.

When the alcoholic solution, which has an amber
color, is allowed to slowly concentrate, it deposits a
considerable amount of a fine white crystaUine sub-

stance, which, if examined by the microscope, is shown
to be made up of two leading forms of crystals, the one
a tabular and notched crystal so characteristic of choles-

terine, the other long prismatic or beam-like crystals,

said to characterize excretine.

It is totally unaffected by water or glycerine, and
but very slightly soluble in chloroform; insoluble in

acids, and very shghtly soluble in ether. Liquor

potassje affects it somewhat by removing a certain por-

tion of fatty principle. When burned, its smoke emits

a faint but not disagreeable odor of burning animal
matter, and a black copious ash remains, which is par-

tially dissolved, with effervescence, by dilute nitric acid.

Its marked diminution by drying, shown by the fis-

sures and the properties above described, indicates the

specimen to have been an intestinal formation, an en-

terolithus or enieroliie. Its nucleus may have been
some substance taken with the food, some article of

medicine, perhaps a pill, or possibly a concretion of

bihverdin, but its true composition the committee have
not been able to ascertain.

riEROMATA UTERI CACSISG MISCARRIAGE.

Dr. Fixnell exhiV)ited the uterus of a colored woman
aged 3G, in whom death was caused by uraimic con-

vulsions. She had aborted several times at the fifth

month, the last miscarriage having occurred shortly be-

fore death. The kidneys were found to be waxy. The
uterus contained several good-sized fibromata, one of

which encroached very considerably upon the cavity

of the organ. He was inclined to the belief that this

latter condition of things had not a little to do in bring-

ing about the miscarriages referred to.

Dr. Loomis had seen a woman go to full term who
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had a' multiple fibromata of the uterus, as did also Dr. ' Dr. Janew.w had presented one such cyst very

Chamberlain-. In tlie latter case the woman died of| nearly as large, having its origin in an extravasation

some other disease, and seventeen distinct tumors
|
between this organ and its capsules.

were found, but they were almost all subperitoneal.

HTPERTROPHT OF HEART.

Dr. Finxei.l exhibited a second specimen—an hyper-

trophied licart removed from the body of a baker aged

30. He was never known to have had rheumatism.

and was considered to be a fine healthy man. His

death was very sudden, and occurred while he was
bending over his trough and kneading dough. The
heart was found much hypertrophied and considerably

dilated, the left ventricle being mainly affected. The
mitral valve contained calcareous patches, and the mar-

gins of the aortic valves were much thickened. The
heart weighed twenty-four ounces. The verdict was
death from heart disease. In answer to a question, he

Stated that the brain had not been examined.

THE TIABILITT OF LIFE INSURAKCE COMPAKIES.

Four years ago the employer of this man presented

him with a life insurance policy of a thousand dollars,

and the question came up whether the company could

contest the widow's claim on the plea that the appli-

cant was diseased at the time the insurance was taken.

Dr. Sands thought that such a step, if it were taken,

would establish a dangerous precedent. If the appli-

cant applied in good faith, and passed the necessary

medical examination, the insurance should be paid. If

there was any responsibility connected with the trans-

action it rested upon the medical man who examined
for the company. His opinion was concurred in by
Dr. Sayro.

Dr. Fin-nell thought it probable that the hypertrophy

existed longer than four years, and that the area of pre-

cordial duhiess must have been greatly increased at the

time of the examination.
Dr. Sewall did not think it possible that any life in-

surance company of good standing would dare to take

such a course ; not only would a nonsuit be entered

but (heir future business would suffer in consequence.

Dr. Janeway did not think that four years was too

long to produce the hypertrophy. The dilatation great-

ly predominated, wliich would occasion aortic re-

gurgitation
; which condition would doubtless lead to

a fatal result. But this opinion could not be a positive

one without any examination of the brain.

caxcer of stomach, etc.

Dr. Finnell next presented a series of specimens
removed from a man aged 75 who had died of can-

cer of the stomach. The patient entered St. Tin-
cent's Hospital with the symptoms of jaundice and dif-

ficult deglutition. A large fluctuating tumor was
noticed in the left inguinal region, but no opinion was
formed as to its true character or its origin. The symp-
toms of gastric irritation with which he suffered in com-
pany with jaundice were referred to this growth as the

cause. He died at the end of seven days after admis-
sion. At the autopsy the tumor was discovered to be
a cyst springing from the lower portion of the kidney.

It contained over a quart of clear fluid. There was
also a large cancerous ulcer at the pyloric orifice of tlie

stomach, and that portion of the organ, together with
the hver and surrounding parts, was involved in the

disease. The gall-bladder contained over seven hun-
dred biliary calculi, resembling a quantity of ground
coffee.

Dr. Finxell did not recoUect having seen so large a

sohtary cyst of the kidney.

LUMBAR COLOTOMV.

Dr. Erskine SIasox presented a specimen illustrative

of one of the effects of lumbar colotomy. The patient

was a woman 39 years of age, who had suffered from

venereal stricture of the rectum for the past two years.

When she first came under Dr. Mason's care he dis-

covered a very tight annular stricture about one inch

aliove the anus. This he attempted to dilate with bou-
gies, but failing to accomplish much, he divided the

stricture on the 2d of July, 1870, with Cooper's her-

nia knife. After this he dilated with his finger, then

passed a bougie, but on withdrawing the latter he met
with a resistance which on examination proved to be

caused by another stricture an inch higher, and spiral

in form, extending a distance of two inches. This was
notched with the knife and then dilated rapidly with

bougies until the largest bougie could be passed with

facihty. This relieved her condition very much. Bou-
gies were introduced at intervals of three or four days,

Iler diarrhoea and pain, from which she had suffered,

abated.

About this time she was suffering from some uterine

disturbance, when she was transferred to the medical

wards. For some reason or another the use of the

bougies was discontinued. After the lapse of a month
it was noticed that the constriction again returned,

and when at the end of that time she came again in Dr.

ilason's hands, rupture was resorted to for a second

time. He last saw her to make an examination lagt

March. She was then suffering agony ; the stricture

had returned, and just allowed the introduction of the

end of the index finger. The rectum for a distance of

throe or four inches was ulcerated. Lumbar colotomy

was advised as a last resort. The patient was a very
intelligent woman, and having been a medical student

withal, was well informed in regard to the operation,

was well acquainted with the necessary steps of the

same, and, in fjct, urged its performance. In the fol-

lowing April Dr. Mason again came on duty, and Dr.

Budd, who then had charge of 'the patient, kindly

transferred her. Her condition was no better. She
had been taking large quantities of opium, and that,

together with the pain, began to tell upon her nervous

system. She had suffered considerably from profuse

diarrhoea, but this was afterwards checked.

The operation for lumbar colotomy was performed

May 8th, after Amussat's plan. She was placed under

ether. Two or three quarts of water were thrown up

the rectum, and a tampon introduced to prevent regurgi-

tation. A pillow was then placed under the right side.

The rules for finding the colon, as laid down by Mr.

AUingham in the last volume of St. Thomas's Hospital

Reports, were strictly observed. It will be recollected

that he has described the results of a large number of

experiments upon the cadaver to prove the accuracy of

his plan. He takes the two points, the anterior supe-

rior and the post superior spinous processes of the

ihum, then, when midway between the two, makes a

point half an inch posterior to this, and then comes
down directly upon the colon. Before operating. Dr.

Mason verified the procedure in three or four cases

upon the cadaver, and in two other instances since the

death of the patient. The woman was very well devel-

oped, and there was considerable adipose tis-ue to divide.

After cutting through the quadratus lumborum muscle

he came down upon the lumbar fascia directly under-

neath, which was a portion of intestine very much dis-

tended. When the fascia was divided the characteristic
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greenish hue of intestine was plainly recognized. The
intestine was carefully examined, and Drs. Wood and
Watts, who assisted, thought with Dr. Mason that they
recognized some of the longitudinal bands of the colon.

Having made out those points to their satisfaction, Dr.

Mason introduced two sutures, one above and one be-

low, and drew the intestine up into the wound. The
intestine was then divided longitudinally for the dis-

tance of perhaps half an inch, when, to their great grati-

fication, out gushed a fluid which was believed to be
the injection previously administered. This being done,

the edges of the gut were stitched to the wound. The
patient went on very well until the following Thurs-
day (May 11). At il o'clock that night, while being
moved from one bed to the other, she complained sud-

denly of a pain in the back, and this continued more
or less until Friday 3 p.m., when Dr. M. saw her. To
his surprise he found her with an anxious expression of

countenance, hands, arms, and face quite cold, respira-

tion thoracic and very rapid. He at once concluded
that pus from the wound had made its way into the

peritoneal cavity. The sutures were accordingly re-

moved, but the wound was found to be firmly united

throughout the whole of its extent. Two teaspoonfuls

of pus were then evacuated, afibrding the patient much
relief Tiie wound was erysipelatous. He saw her
again at 9 p.m.. when she was passing rapidly into a

comatose condition. Then the erysipelas had extended
itself along the back, and the edges of the wound pre-

sented the appearance of commencing hospital gangrene.

She died two hours afterwards, four days and eleven

hours after the operation. During the last five hours
of her life she had complete suppression of urine.

Autopsy made by Dr. .Janeway, thirty-seven hours
after death. Rigor mortis almost wanting. Skin slightly

jaundiced. Edges of wound everted and presented a gan-

grenous appearance. Blood throughout the body black

and fluid. Upon opening the abdomen, no general perito-

nitis was found ; the cavity contained about three ounces
of bloody serum. Peritonaeum covering the spleen was
adherent to the diaphragm by old adhesions. The lower
end of the great omentum was bound down in the pelvic

cavity by old adhesions to the uterus, thus puUing down
the transverse colon and its splenic flexion—tlie latter

towards the median line, so that its course lay over the

anterior border of the kidney. The descending colon, in-

stead of occupying its normal position, lay over the hilus

of the kidney and outer border of the psoas muscle ; was
empty and contracted. Tliere was a clean transverse
opening through the peritonaeum half an inch above
the crest of the ilium, an inch and a half in length

;

through this opening a knuckle of the jejunum passed,

and was stitched to the skin on either side of an open-
ing corresponding to the inner one. This portion of

jejunum was eight inches from the duodenum. The
peritonceum covering this portion of the intestine for

four inches upwards and eight inches downwards pre-
sented evidences of recent inflammation. These por-
tions of intestine had become adherent to one another
and to the peritoneal opening, so as to close the latter.

The raucous membrane of the jejunum at the artificial

opening was simply congested. There was no evidence
of peritonitis around the opening. Ascending portion
of the duodenum was adherent to gall-bladder by old

adhesions. The uterus was adherent to the rectum,
closing Douglas's cul-de-sac. She evidently at some
time has had puerperal peritonitis. Microscopical exam-
ination of kidneys showed blood effused in a few Mal-
pighian bodies. The latter were granular, in some their

capsules were thickened. In the convoluted tubes the
epithelium was granular, increased in size, nearly filUng

the tubes, but intact. Straight tubes; epithelium de-

tached, showing in some places the tubes almost entirely

denuded. Tlie stroma showed increase of connective
tissue, with some free oil globules. The liver structure

showed the liver-cells large, granular, and fatty.

The points of interest in the case were sunmied up as

follow :
—

I. The false position of the jejunum, so enormously
distended, and the non-appearance of a knuckle in the
wound.

II. The abnormal position of the colon

III. Ko peritonitis immediately around the wound

;

and

—

IV. The relief of rectal pain after the operation.

Dr. jANEW.iT thought that in a similar case a diagnosis

might be made by examining the fluid contents of the
gut chemically for biliary acids.

Dr. Janewat exhibited a specimen of intussuscep-

tion occurring in an adult male in conjunction with
scurvy. It was situated fifteen feet li-om the ileo-

coecal valves, and its occurrence was evidently from
above downwards. The patient died with pleurisy and
eS'usion, pneumonia and scurvy. It was evident from
the congested appearance of the invagination, and of the
efi"usion of blood below it, that the accident occurred at

least twenty-four hours before death.

m * m
ASMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List nf Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department U. S. Army, from
July 19, 1871, to August 4, 1871, inclusive.

Miller, G. ilcC, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 154,

Headquarters Department of the South, July 20, 1871,

to proceed with command from Montgomery, Ala., to

Atlanta, Ga., and report thence by letter to these
Headquarters.

Cron'khite.Hexrt M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

278, c. s..War Department, A.G.O., relieved from duty in

Department of Texas, to proceed to New York City,

and, upon arrival there, report by letter to the Surgeon
General.

Pope, Bexj. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0., 293,
War Department, A. G. 0., July 29, 1871, to report to

the Commanding General, Department of the South,

for assignment to duty.

Wilson, Wm. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 278,

War Department, A. G. O., July 18, 1871, relieved

from duty in Department of Texas, to proceed to New
York Cit}', and, upon arrival there, to report by letter

to the Surgeon General.

Hall, Jxo. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 187,

Headquarters Department of Dakota, July 14, 1871,
upon being relieved by A. A. Surgeon McChesney, at

Cheyenne Agency, D. T., to proceed to Fort Shaw,
Mon. T., for duty as Post Surgeon.

Hartet, p. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 144,
Headquarters Department of Texas, July 14, 1871, as-

signed to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Quitman, Tex.,

and by S. 0. 145 C. 5. Department of Texas, granted
leave of absence for thirty days, with permission to

leave the limits of the Department.

ifteiical Stents avib Utvos.

Cholera.—The cholera is prevailing to an alarming
extent in some of the Baltic ports. It has also carried otf

many victims in Poland, Prussia, Gallicia, and Hunga-
ry. Cases have also occurred in Hull, whither it has
been brought by emigrants from North Germany on
their route to America, i
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Thejatest advices state that the disease has declined

in St. Petersburg, though it would appear to have in-

creased in Moicow, and to be extending its ravages in

a southward direction. The disease is reported to have
again made its appearance at Teheran and other places

in Persia, and the deatlis in Teheran to have reached
ninety per diem. The disease has also appeared in the

south of France, and one case lias occurred in Hull,

England.

TuE American Dental Assochtion held its annual
meeting, August 3d, at White Sulphur Springs. Dr.

Harriman, of Boston, read a paper on the formation of
teeth, showing them to be fibrous. The views express-

ed caused some surprise and considerable comment,
being regarded as a bold departure from old established

theories. A discussion then I'oUowed on Dental His-
tology, and was participated in by Drs. Atkinson. Judd,
McQuillay, Harriman, and Walker. The report on
Dental Therapeutics was followed by a paper on the
same subject by Dr. Bogue, and a discussion by Drs.

Toft, Judd, and Atkinson. A paper on Anaesthesia was
read by Dr. Dickerman.

Dr. B. Howard, of this city, has been tendered by
the trustees of the Ohio Medical College, the Chair of
Surgery left vacant by the death of Prof. JBlackraan.

DiARRn(EAL Diseases.—At present there is a marked
endency to diarrhceal diseases among adults.

Prof. L. A. Sayre.— TVie British Medical Journal
of July 22d, speaks of the presence in London of Prof.

Lewis A. Sayre, of this city, and of his having lectured

upon the subject of joint diseases in St. Bartholomew's,
St. Thomas's, the Middlesex, the Children's, and other
hospitals, and remarks that tliis is the second time that

an American surgeon visiting that country has brought
to the cognisance of the proifession there what claims

to be a distinct improvement in surgical practice.

TnoMAS Hawkes Tanner, M.D., F.R.C.S., who died

in England on the 7th ultimo, within two days of his

47th birthday, was well-known in the United States as

the author of the " Manual of the Practice of Medicine,"
and a " Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Infancy
and Childhood," the former of which went through si.K

editions, increasing in size from a pocket manual to a

work of two large volumes. He was also the author of

a work on the '• Signs and Diseases of Pregnancy,"
"Chnical Medicine," an " Index of Diseases," "Mem-
oranda on Poisons," " A Clinical Report of Cancer of
the Female Sexual Organs, etc." Since 1854 he had
been suBering from renal disease, resulting from an
attack of scarlatina, which gradually weakened and ulti-

mately ended in urajmic poisoning and death.

German Killed and Wounded.—The following is the
detailed account of the losses of the German army in

the late war :

—

1—OFi'TCEBS.
Dead. Wounded. Missm?. Tobil.

North German Confederation illS 2,972 30 3,920
Bavaria 15li 564 — 720
Wttrtemberg »S 04 — 82
Baden 23 VA — l.i4

Hesse 44 0.3 — 107

1,105 3,725 30 4,990

2—xox^;OM5nssioxED officers axi) men.

Dead. Wonnded. Missing. Total.
North German Confederation..... 14,S39 71.792 5,!102 92,5.3:^

Bavaria 1,527 10,217 — 11.741
Wurtcmberg 004 1,088 — 2.302
Baden 424 2,578 203 3,254
Hesse 681 1,407 — 2,148

18,131 87,742 6,163 112,038—British Med. Jour.

Prof. T. Gaillard Thomas having resigned his posi-
tion on the stall' of Bellevue Hospital, Prof. Edward
G. Janewat has been appointed to till the vacancy.
The place thus made vacant by Prof. Janewat in the

staft" of the Charity Hospital has been filled by the ap-
pointment of Dr. William M. Chamberlain.

The Hotel Dieu.— It is proposed in the Gazette

IMidomadaire that the new Hotel Dieu of Paris be con-
! verted into the Hotel de Ville, and that it be replaced,
< according to the views expressed by the Societies of
Medicine and Surgery, by small hospitals erected out-
side the city wall.

Dr. Geo. C. Blackman, of Cincinnati, O., died July 23,

aged 57. He was born in Connecticut, and graduated
at the Medical Department of the New York Uni-
versity in 1844. In the face of great poverty he de-

termined to pursue his medical studies abroad, and for

this purpose entered the merchant service as a surgeon.

He made various voyages to London, and during his

sojourns in that city made the best of his time in

attrndance upon the hospital clinics. During one ot

his voyages he translated and edited Vidal de Cassis on
Venereal Diseases. A vacancy occurring in the sur-

gical cliair of the College of Ohio, he was called to fill

it. lie was afterwards appointed surgeon to the old

Commercial Hcspital, the Cincinnati Hospital, and tiie

Good Samaritan Hospital. Ho soon distinguished

himself as a clinical teacher, and as a bold and
successful operator. He also served during the war as

a surgeon of volunteers. Although enjoying for many
years a large and lucrative practice, his habits of

liberality were such that, aside from a life insurance

policy, but little provision is made for his family. His
disease is said to have been cirrhosis, with abdominal
dropsy.

Roosevelt Hospital, between Fifty-eighth and
Fifty-ninlh streets, is nearly completed. The main
building is being decorated and painted, and the kitchens

and laundries are being fitted with every modern im-
provement. The adjoining offices and reception rooms
will be completed as soon as possible, there being
eiglity men at work at ihera. The building, on the

whole, is admirably arranged, no expense liaving been
spared to have everything complete. It will most
probably be opened early in September.

A Poisonous Wound fro.m the Fin of a Fish.—Dr.

Maus R. Vedder, of this city, writes:—Mr. S., a fish

dealer, while handling a black bass, received a punc-
tured wound from the fin of the fish, at the distal ar-

ticulation of the left index finger. (The fin of this fish

is considered poisonous among fish-men generally, be-

ing used by the fish as an implement of defence.) This

was immediately followed by a sharp pain and some

I

inflammation, which lasted, however, but a short time.

About the third day all these symptoms increased in

great severity, at which time he applied to me.
I found at the seat of the puncture a circumscribed

inflammation, while the finger was tense and throbbing

with most excruciating pain, extending from the seat of

the wound up the entire arm. The glands of the axilla

were swollen, with a faint red line following the course

of the lymphatics. The patient was restless, his ex-
pression anxious, and he complained of pain and sick-

ness of the stomach; pulse, 116, full and hard. I or-

dered an anodyne and a poultice. The inflammatica

and swelling increased, till about the fourth day, when
four non-communicating abscesses formed—two upon
the finger, one upon the dorsal, and one upon the

palmar aspect of the hand. These were opened
and followed by a considerable discharge of pus
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when all tlie unwonted symptoms abated. The ab-

scesses on the palm and back soon healed, while those

on the finger continued to slough and disciiarge. At
different times I removed portions of the flexor

tendon, and bits of periosteum. About the sixth

week, the first, second, and third phalanx were near-

ly denuded of periosteum, and exfoUation com-
menced, while the joints of tlae phalanx were destroy-

ed ; the finger was completely flexed on the palm of

the hand. At this stage it became evident that it was
useless to endeavor to save the finger, and after Dr.

Simmons had placed the patient under the influence of

ether, I amputated at the metacarpo-phalaugeal articu-

lation, and the patient is now in a fair way to recover.

New York Phtsiciaxs.—According to the Xew Yorlc

Medical Register for 1871, there are, in Now York City,

Brooklyn, and their vicinity, fifteen hundred and fifty-

three physicians in good standing. Estimating the

population of New York City and Brooklyn and the

adjacent country at 1,400,000, there is a reputable

physician to D51 inhabitanis. This would be a good
percentage in favor of the physician, if the army of

quacks and other irregular practitioners were not solici-

tors of patronage.

Harlem Medical Association' of the City of New
York.—This Association, organized August 6, 1869,

has the following officers, for the year 1871 :

—

President,

H. H. Gregory, M.D. ; Mce-Presidenf, J. 0. Farrington,

M.D. ; &«-ef(jn/,H. G. Forbes, M.D. ; Treastirer, A.'S.

Brockwav, M.D. ; Trustees, Drs. J. 0. Farrington, A.
N. Brockway, M.D., and Ira B. Read.

St. Francis Hospital.—This institution, in charge

\ of the Sisters of the Poor of St. Francis, is located on
East Hamilton Square, Jersey City, N. J. The sub-

joined medical men are on its staff:

—

Attendimj Surgeon,

J. J. Prendergast, M.D. ; Attending Physician, Henry
Mitchell, M.D. ;

Consulting Surgeons, Drs. James E.

Wood, Willard Parker, and T. E. Varick ; Consulting

Phtisicians,T)i-s. Alonzo Clark, T. Gaillard Thomas, and
A. A. Lutkins.

Statistics of the Medical Professiom ix the Uni-
ted States.-—Dr. J. M. Toner, "Washington, D. C.

{Boston Medical and Surgical Journal), has completed a

synopsis of the list of all the physicians of the United
States who have paid the special internal revenue tax of

ten dollars on their profession for the year ending April

30, 1871, and forwarded it to W. B". Atkinson, M.D.,

Permanent Secretary of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, as requested by a resolution of that body, for

publication in its forthcoming volume of Transactions.

The list, he says, as it is at present, may be considered

a complete •' Medical Eegister of the United States."

TVhole number of physicians of all classes 49,798
' " " regular physicians. - . 39,070
" " " homoeopathic " ... 2;961
" " " hydropathic " ... 133
" " " eclectic " ... 2,860

Miscellaneous and unknown " ... 4,774

This gives a ratio of 16.8 physicians to one homoeo-
path in the whole number, and 13.1 regular physicians

to one homoeopath. Estimating the population of the

United States in round numbers at 39,000,000, we
have one regular physician to every one thousand of

the population. The proportion of homceopathic phy-
sicians to the whole population would be about one in

every 13,000.

The Oldest Mam.—Jacob Foumais, a Canadian
Frenchman by birth, died July 22, 1871, in Kansas
City, at the age of one hundred and thirty-four years.

He was probably the oldest man living in America.

The First Surgical Operation" ix the late N. Y.
Hospital.—Dr. Solomon Drowne, of Ehode Island, on
the 13th of July, 1776, amputated the arm of a wounded
Continental soldier at this hospital, undoubtedly the

first surgical operation that ever took place there.

The New York Hospital and the Asylum for
THE IxsAXE.—The career of usefulness of the late New
York Hospital has lasted eighty years

;
nearly 14.5,000

patients have been received, of whom 15.000 died.

During the fifty years of the separate existence of the

asylum for the insane, opened in 1821, over 6,000
patients have been treated there, of whom more than

2,000 are reported cured, and about an equal number
discharged improved, while the average accommodation
is far less than 150 patients at a time. When the hos-

pital began, lunatics, small-pox, syphilis, fractures, and
maniacs appeared together on the reports of diseases.

The Alumni Association of Bellevue Hospital
Medical College.—The officers for the year 1871-72

are as follows:—Pc&sidenf, WiUiam T. Lusk, M.D.

;

Vice-President, Charles A. Leale, M,D. ;
Recording

Secretary, Eeuben A. Vance. M.D. : Corresponding
Secretary, Frank H. Bosworth ; Treasurer, H. Eaphael,

M.D. Executive Committee, T. B. Pooley, M.D.,

James F. Ferguson, M.D., Bradford S. Thompson,
M.D., G. W. Terriberry, M.D., Joseph Cushman,
M.D., Ira B. Bead, M.D., E. L. Mola, M.D., A. N.
Beach, M,D., Frederick A. Castle. M.D.. Robert New-
man, M.D., Peter R. Cortelyou, M.D., Thaddeus M. B.

Cross, M.D., Leroy Milton Yale, M.D.. andE. T. Marsh,
M.D.

The Warren Prize.—Dr. Horatio C. Wood, of

Philadelphia, editor of Xew Remedies, has been awarded
this prize, by the staff of the Massachusetts General
Ho.-ipital, for his essay on nitrite of amyl.

University of Pennsylvania.—Dr. Hayes Agnew,
M.D., has been appointed to the chair of Principles

and Practice of Surgery, rendered vacant by the resig-

nation of Dr. Henry H. Smith.

A New Medical Institution.—The Sisters of St. i

Mary, of the Episcopal Church in New York City,
]

offer to take charge, without reward, of a hospital,

where a gentleman or lady taken sick at a hotel or

boarding-house, no matter how ample his or her
means, can command the special conditions most con-

ducive to comfort and recovery. The announcement
states, that " it is a remarkable fact, that while there are

in New York numerous institutions for the relief of the

sick poor, so that every age, sex, and reUgion, and almost

every class of disease, has its special provision, persons

who have means, but have no settled home, must, as a

rule, lack the care, when sick, which is received as a

matter of course by those dependent upon public

charit)'."

An opportunity to make some provision, under pecu-
Harly favorable conditions, is now presented by the

generous offer of the Sisters of St. Mary. The institu-

tion would be in effect a boarding-house arranged
expressly for sick persons. All that is required to in-

augurate the plan is suflicient means to meet the first

year's rent of a commodious dwelling, and to procure

the necessary furniture. ^

The undersigned unite in expressing their sense of

the urgent need of such an institution, and the great

benefit that would result from its establishment : Drs.

Edward DeLifield, Isaac E. Taylor, Willarl Parker,

Fordyce Barker, Lewis A. Sayre, Edmund R, Peaslee,

Jame"s E, Wood, Alfred C.'Post, John C, Peters,

Andrew H, Smith, and fourteen others.

Subscriptions may be sent to Eev, G, H, Houghton,
D,D,, No. 1 East 29'th Street.
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©rtcninal Communications.

BILLS OF MORTALITY.

Bv SAMUEL HEXRT DICKSON, M.D., LL.D.,

PBOFESSOB THEORY AST) PEACTICE OF PHTSIC, JEFFERSON MEDICAL
COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA.

Thf.se funereal record^, mortuary registers, wherever
publisheil, slioiild and must constitute an important

branch of study to the practitioner of medicine. They
show, more or less perfectly, often very iiiiperrectly,

without doubt, the prevaiUng character and tendencits

of disease in each locality. I am well aware of ilie

not undeserved but somewhat exagcrerated depreciation

of medical statistics generally by QueteU't, and but too

familiar with their numerous defects and fr.quenl uii-

trustworthine>s. But it is certain, nevertheless, that

these gleanings of information are better, far better,

than ignorance or mere conjecture. And there is one

point of view in which their value is definite and very

considerable. Their errors and defects being of the

same nature everywhere, they are fair as conifiarative

statements, and may be accepted as measures of pro-

gress or the reverse, of advancement in any direction,

or retrogression. As with all their faults, then, they are

necessary to ns, and must be held and referred to fi om
time to time, it behooves us to regard them carefully

;

to remedy and supply their deficiencies ; to make them
correct themselves by extension and accumulation ; to

establish the greatest possible precision and unilbrmity

of language employed, and to secure tlie most able and
faithful registrars.

For myself, I avow that I am and have always been
deeply indebted to the earnest and painstaking officials

who, in all our large cities, are engaged in this work of

registration. I kiiow, by some personal experience, its

great difficulties, and am prepared to make all due al-

low,ance. Their labors are complex and tedious, and
for the most part altogether inadequately appreciated.

The materials supplied them are .so ignorantly and
carelessly put together, so vaguely and unintelligently

rendered in many rnstances, that it is rather to be
wondered at that they contrive lo accomplish their

tasks so efficiintly. We have, by their aid, ascei tained

approximately the current death-rate of the inost popu-
lous towns of the civilized world ; in Great Britain, of

the whole coun;ry ; we a'.so know from them, perhaps
more and more clearly with every coming year, the

modes in which, throughout each region, the causes of
death produce their effects.

There are many points, however, connected with
tliese, and perhaps of equally profound interest, on
which the tables, prepared in their present shape, give

us no instruoti'n. We are anxiois to know the pro-

portion of deaths to cases, in all forms of disease, to be
calculated upon as matter of probable expectation ; we
wish to estimate, if possible, the average duration of

attacks, fatal and convalescent. Our journals and mon-
ograph essays on special diseases aid us here, though
somewhat vaguely. We recur to the cohmins of our
life insurance offices, to discover what these financial

statisticians regard as the value of life un !er known
circumstances. But such documents aflord oidy dim
and misty information.

Collating carefully all that we can acquire from these

various sources, it is painful to be compelled to the

conclusion, that after all our scientific pro.;reS5 and im-
provement in mechanical arts, and our vast accunuila-

lion of knowledge of every kind, our boasted civilization

amounts to httle more than an enhghtened asthenology :

as Struve phrases it, " the art of preserving feeble

life." Many deny indeed that we have in any degree
enhanced the average longevity, except in limited locali-

ties, where a de'ected source of evil has been a'so found
to be susceptible of direct abolition or removal. We
must be cautious not to fall into hasty conclusions. The
surrounding conditions are ever varying; clianges for

better or worse are usually slow, and compensations
interfere to complicate onr problems. We are forced

to acknowledge that we have gained little, if even we
have incurred no loss, and that Elam is scarcely to be
contradic'ed when he alhrms that '• our power over dis-

ease is in nowise proportioned to our improved knowl-
edge of it." We refuse, however, to assent to his in-

ference, that "our treatment is less efficient now than
it was thirty years ago.''

The case, I think, m^iy be fairly stated thus: that

while it is cert.ain that all who are born must die [A.sgill

and J.'remy Taylor to the contrary notwithstanding

—

see Southey's " Doctor," vol. vii.], and although it is

probable that the average standard of civilized health

is somewhat loaered, yet the Healing Art has so far

prevailed that iiiralids live lomjer than formerly, and the

s-kV suffer much less from thtir maladies. At first sight,

this may seem to imply a greater average duration of
life, but it does not follow. Infants die earlier in our
dense populations ; there are more still-born children,

that is. who die at and just before birth ; epidemics and
contagious diseases

—

nova fihrinm collars—sweep off

strong and adult life in masses so much more crowded,
an<l with so nuich more rapid extension, as commerce
and locomotive facilities have rendered prompt and
easy the communication or conveyance of diseases and
c.iuses of disease. It is true that we have got rid of the

black death atid the pl.igue, and vastly narrowed the

ravages of the small-pox
; but we have our invasions

of cholera, diphtheria, spotted and relapsing fevers, and
that most dreadful of all known forms of pestilence

—

scarlatina—in their stead.

A writer in the ]Vestmiiister lievietr, July, 1869, with
abundant details which seem to make good his position,

maintains that " the medie.d profession has of late years
done more to assuage suffering and prolong life than it

has ever done before; and that if it, were not for the
labors of that profession the dealh-rate in England
would be greater than it actually is." E.xamining, it

appears fairly, the reports of the Registrar-General, he
at last concludes from the statements before him, which
he quotes freely, " that in si)ite of these labors and of our
improved hygiene, the death-rate has increased from
22 to 23 per 1,000 per annum." Hence he infers that
" there must exist some secret or nnrecogidzed agency
at work v.'hich is slowly but surely destroying the

health and strength of the British people." He sums
up in the following strong language :

— "' Eviiience of the

most rcl a le k nJ justifies the belief that, in England
at all events, the human constitution is deteiiorating;

that it is more prone to disease than it was thirty years
ago : and that within the same period, notwithstanding
the boasted progress meanwhile of the science and ait

of medicine, the average duration of life has lessened.

According to ihe returns of the ReL'istr.ir-General,

almost all diseases notable for their fatality are, in pro-
portion to the number of persons living, much more
fatal than formerly."

Registration in our own country is so limited in its

extent, and so imperfectly regulated, as not to allow our
speaking very positively on the subject ; but there are

not wanting reasons for our arriving at a similar con-
clusion in regard to our condition. I an» sufficiently an
optimist, however, to consider this slate of things as

transient, and to indulge a cjnfidetit hope that our in-
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choate and hurried civilization will go on to remedy its

own defects, and will tend to develop an improved in-

telligence concurrently with progressively elevated

moral and physical qualities. Meanwhile the waste of
human life among us appears to be enormous, when we
compare the actual increase of our population with
what it should be with our abundant means of living,

and the astonishing influx of immigrants from every
quarter of the globe. A careful collation and compari-
son of the "'bills of mortality" published in our great

towns, and the tables furnished by the lustral and
decennial census throughout the land, would enUgbten
U3 greatly, without doubt, on these interesting topics.

The material for such work is not at present within

my reach, and if it were the task is a hu<^e one, and
would. I fear, prove far beyond my ability. A division

of labor may accomplish some useful results, however,
and with that view I shall attempt the exploration of

a limited portion of the vast field before us.

Among the reports annually issued by the Boards of

Health of American cities, those of Philadelphia are

distinguished always for tlieir fulness and minuteness,

and the careful preparation so creditable to those con-

cerned in getting them up. This is emphatically true

of the Report for the last year, 1870, which is indeed

rather a volume than a pamphlet of the usual size, and
contains much that every phys cian should make him-
self accjuainted with. Selecting it, then, as a very

favorable specimen of this class of documents, I will

oSkt a few comments upon it, following no formal

order, but going on simply from page to page.

At the very beginning we are struck with the

announcement that the deaths of 1870 exceed those

of 1869 by 1,964, or 13.20 per cent. This is so

large an excess that we are led at once to inquire

whether this degree of unfavorable diflerence is unpre-
cedented, and why it should have occurred. The whole
number is 1 G.750 : now, on looking back over the records

of the past ten years, we find that it is less than that of

1S65. when it was 17,160, or that of 1664, set down as

17,582. The smallest annual aggregate within the de-

cennial period was that of 1S67, 13,939 ; the greatest

that of 1S64, just given above ; the average for the ten

years being 15,706. Estimating the population, as it is

in the U. S. Census, at 670,000, the proportion of deaths

would be 1 in 42 and a fraction ; the proportion for

1870 is not much above this—1 in 40, almost exactly.

This is a very fair showing of comparative healthfnlness,

though it differs somewhat from the too favorable state-

ments repeated in each successive report, founded upon
an exaggerated account of the population, which is

placed as high as 800,00 J by some, and by none lower,

during the time specified, than 750,000. I cannot be
far wrong in accepting the official table ; for if it give

too small a number for 1870 it would be too large for

1861, and it would surely be safe to regard it as the

average of the entire period of ten years.

We seek dubiously the cai:se of this excess of deaths
in 1870—fully 1 ,000 above the average number. The
official report, signed by the Health Officer, the Registrar,

the President ol^ the Board of Health and its Secretary,
emphatically repudiates ihe a-cription of it "'to any
special cause, as it was equally divided among the I

various diseases, and no one disease of such severity as

'

to cause any alarm. This statement is made to dis-

abuse the minds of those who are disposed to attribute

the augmentation of deaths to the prevalence of any
epidemic during the year." On the other hand, the

Port Physician, Dr. Goodman, affirms: " The epidemic
atmosphere, during the past year was most apparent
everywhere"—instancing relapsing fever with 162
deaths;, yellow fever with 13 ; but omitting any refer-

ence to scarlet fever, immolating 9-j6 victims. Xor
does either document mention in this relation the deaths
by cholera infantum, amounting to 1,002. The summer
was a very hot one, but there were no other obvious
contingencies not<rd of evil character.

The excess of births over deaths is only 444 ; a strange
contrast with that of 1S61, which is given as 2,803.
What can have occasioned so marked a difference?

We can only accept the suggestion that there is great

neglect of returns of births, nor are there aay means of
entbrcing compliance with the law on this subject. It

surely calls for legislative action.

The proportion of early deaths is frightful, as indeed
it would seem to be almost everywhere. Prof Jacobi,

of Xew York, has made some startling disclosures as

to infant mortality there, and a recent lecture of Dr.

Parry, in Philadelphia, contains matter of similarly

painful import. It is shocking to find that 7,432

—

nearly half the deaths of 1870—were of children under
five j'ears of age. Cholera infantum carried off 1,002,
of whom all but one were under five years, and all but
one natives. Tliese victims sank under the high tem-
perature of the third quarter, in which alone there is

any notable excess of young deaths, which in the sec-

ond quarter is no more than 87. It is almost con-
fined to July and August, being in these two months
1.086. The Board ascribe this terrible mortahty to
"' the unwise and imprudent purchase of green firiit."

But this can hardly be a satisfactory view of the cause

;

for we remark that 755 died in the first year of life,

when we can hardly imagine any fruit, green or ripe, to

be employed as food or luxury : and 230 in the second
year, when possibly some such indulgence may have
been allowed by an ignorant or busy or careless parent
or nurse, but could hardly have been carried very far

in so early a stage of infancy..

Let us indulge the hope that among the impending
achievements of the hygienic optimist we shall wit-
ness tiie introduction of some means of cooling our
habitations in summer as effectually as those we now
possess for u-arming them in winter. A gardener of
the Duke of Devonshire boasted to us that his art had
attained an absolute independence of seas m an J climate,

and that, with money enough at command, he could

offer his employer any known fruit at any time of the

year. Human Hfe may not be worth so much as a
rare fruit or flower, and it is not probably so much
under our control ; but if we can manage to de:end our
little ones from the summer's heat and the winter's

cold, they will not be likely to die either of croup or
cholera. Exceptional or sporadic instances of either

may occur, perhaps, but we shall not have to lament
any sweeping "massacre of the innocents." The hot

air, to which I ascribe these summer deaths, is always
and of course /o»? air also, for free ventilation is a cool-

ing process. And when we look over the Ust of " filthy

alleys, cellars, cess-pools, and other nuisances visited

and abated," we perceive many injurious elements
combined for desiruc ion. Let it beobserved, however,
that all these horrors exist throughout the year; it is

oidy during "' the heated term " that they are direfully

fatal.

It should not be forgotten that we are all—Kelts

and Teutoijs tosrether—exotics here on this coi:tinent,

invaders and intruders, and have to undergo, from
generation to generation, the slow acclimating process.

It remains questionable whether we shall ever be thor-

oughly acclimatized; thus far there has been Uttle ap-

parent progress, if diminished proclivity to climatic

maladies constitute the true test.

A well-written letter and table furnished by Dr. J. H.
Taylor, "" Physic ian in charge of tlie Municipal Hos-
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pita!," affords us the following history of a pestilence

newly inlroduceil among us—relapsing fever. Of 5'JO

patients received during the year, this malady yiehled

490. There were 216 white.s", of whom died 4, — 1 in

COi; of colored there ^yere 244, of wdiom 62 died,= 1

in 3J. It is not easy to explain this prodigious dilTer-

ence in proportional mortality. Negroes do not die

thua of yellow fever, nor of scarlatina, nor diphtheria.

The colored hybrid is farther removed from the black

than from the white, as Knight has shown that, in all

hybridism, the better element prevails and raises the

product more tlian half way. It is to be regretted that

this distinction is so generally ignored, and that all who
are of the lower race are spoken of under one head.

A mulatto is, in all grades, essentially not a ncgrn.

lie has acquired, by birth and blood, peculiarities which

expose him specially, and specially protect him. He
is as liable as his white progenitor to malarial fevers

and to yellow fever, and dies as readily of scarlatina

and diphtheria. I am curious to know where he

stands as to the proclivily of his dark ancestor to the

access of relapsing fever, and his promptness to sink

under its attack. This strange malady was first im-

ported into this country from abroad ; but we are as-

sured that we have the happy facility of generating it

for ourselves. Dr. Parry gives, in the Amerknti Jmir-

ncd of the Medicul Sciences, a very clear statement of its

spontaneous independent origin in Philadelphia. He
proves also that it does not arise from destitution, as

has been assumed in Europe, where it has been known
as " the famine fever." By general consent its con-

tagiousness is admitted, as well as its tenacious ad-

lierence in particular localilies. Dr. Goodman is con-

fident " that no less than 5,000 cases occurred in Pliila-

delphia during the 3'ear ending Sept. 1, 1870, with 200
deaths, = 1 in 25. The prevalence of such an epi-

demic," as Dr. G. justly observes, "involves untold

misery, suffering, and destitution among a class little

fitted to bear them." We must ask whether it is not

possible to prevent all this. If possible, civilized

Cliristianity must acknowledge it as a duty to abolish

as rapidly as possible the polluted haunts in which it

is known to be bred, and from which it is propagated
and, perhaps, radiated widely.

*

One paragraph of Dr. Goodman's letter should be
recited here, and emphatically repeated and reiterated

and dwelt on until the evil it alludes to is corrected.
" I liave seen," he says, " several deaths from want of
knowledge how to get destitute sick into the alms-

house for treatment; some have been so sent from
post to pillar, endeavoring to obtain admission, that

I have finally sent tliem to the Hospital for Conta-
gious Diseases, to «/i-c them from starration and death /"

It is rare to find a hospital founded on true philan-

thropic principles. Such a one was the " Roper Hos-
pital," of Ciia leston, Suu:h Carolin.-i ; of which the
fundamental rule was, that a sick patient was to be at

once received and taken care of without question

—

without delay. No matter whether young or old,

black or white or yellow, rich or poor, free or slave

—

and it was in a Slave State, before emancipation was
anything but a dream—he was detained no longer
than to ascertain the existence of real, not feigned
disease. In every city on the globe then- should be at

least one such institution, which should serve as a

home for the utterly friendless when ill, and at least as

a temporary refuse for those who require time to pro-

cure the "orders" and " certificates " ultimately within
their reach, but not immediately accessible in their

hour of need. These ni.ny be finally disposed of else-

where as privileged.

While cellar-life is permitted in cities, and their

streets are paved with cobble-stones which invite and
retain in their interstices, and in the foul beds of ashes

and other refuse on which they repose, all sorts of an-

imal and vegetable pollution; and while narrow alleys

and closed courts abound, crowded with children, cows,

horses, and pigs, into which no breath of heaven's

sweet diluting air can penetrate, it will not be possible

to prevent the generation, epidemic spread, and melan-
choly mortality of pestilence of indefinable variety.

Let us hope that the earnest recommendations of Dr.

Goodman on these points may not pass unheeded.

A letter Irom the gentleman just named, and one
from Dr. J. Howard Taylor, Lazaretto Physician, con-

cerning the yellow fever which showed itself at the

Quarantine station below the city, and in one of its

wanks, give the details of the casi'sof that disease with
satisfactory fulnes-. Imported in and by the brig

Home, from the West Indies, it attacked 29 out of 103,

tlie population of the Lazaretto
;
carrying off, with

cliaracteristic malignity, 18, among whom, we grieve to

notice, were the estimalile Quarantine Physician Dr.

Tliompson, the wife of the steward of the hospital, and
one of the oldest and most faithful nurses. The city

cases amounted to 17, of whom 13 died I They were
all in one neighborhood, and are asciibed unhesitatingly

by Dr. Goodman to local sources. " I am unable," he
says, " after the most carelul investigation, to ti ace the

epidemic (of l~ case.i) to any exotic cause, and am com-
pelled to look upon its origin as entirely xjioradic."

lie emphatically localizes it by speaking of it as " the

Swanson street Epidemic of 1870." Now, from iiim-

s ]( we learn that one of the crew of the Home was
taken sick July Stli, in Swanson street, in one house

and removed to another, throwing up the black V(imit

three times while walking between them, and that

three others of the crew of the same infected vessel

lodged at a boarding-house in the same street, where
one of them " had yellow fever eight days," and was
sent to hospital on the 19th July.

The first case which he reports as "not traceable to

any exotic cause" was taken ill on 8th August and
died on the 12th. This man, he tells us, was stationed

on Windmill Island, on which the deckluad of logwood
from the Home was landed by a barge, and that he was
frequently at a tavern in Swanson street, from the 1st

to the 9(h August.

Dr. Taylor's cautiou.ely and in every way well- writ-

ten letter mentions incidentally the imperfect insula-

tion of the dangerous brig and her no less mischievous

cargo and other belongings. " Those employed in dis-

charging her had the unrestricted freedom of the

shoie, including frequent visits to Philadelphia
;
while

to the citizens of the neighborhood it gave an object

of interest and curiosity requiring many visits to sat-

isfy." After all this it surely appears to b" a hardy
assertion ihat no exotic source can be traced for the

Swanson street cases, of which it is on tlie other hand
absolutely clear that if the foul West India vessel was
not the causa caiisans, her presence was the causa sine

qitd non, and that not one of them would have died of

yellow fever if she had not brought it into the Dela-

ware River. The language of Dr. Taylor is in strong

contrast with the dogmatic assertions of Dr. Goodman,
when he has occasion to refer to " those cases occurring

ill tlie city and outside, though contiguous to the Quar-
antine limits, but directli/ trnceahle to the hri<j Home.'"

Passing now to the "bill of mortality" proper, we
glance hastily at the nomenclature, and indorse earn-

estly the recommendations of the Registiar as to its

restriction and improvement. Like him we are hearti-

Iv ashamed of the ridiculous and di.sgraceful language

of some of the medical certificates, and long for the
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adoption of some regular form by which every practi-

tioner shall be obliged by law, and under penally, to

govern himself in making his returns.

There aie, however, certain corrections which we
would suggest as being at once fea?ible in some degree,

if the attention of phy,>iieians were called to ihem in

any wa}'. General terms, for instanre, are employed,
sucli as Cancer, to which 104 deaths are ascribed

; then

we have properly given the local seats of which we
think and inquire—cancer of the bn-ast, the eye, the ute-

rus, etc., 155 more. " Congestion" numbers G victims;

then we have congestion of the biain, 378 ; of the

lung.s, 154 ; then of the chest, etc., etc. By and by
we have " di-ea?e of the brain, heart," etc., etc. ; tlien,

separately, effusion on the brain, 56; dropsy takes off

236; dropsy of the abdomen, chest, heart, etc., as many
in addition.

Certa n vague terms should be abolished : Old Age,

Debility, Inanition, Hemorrhage, Fever, Convulsions.

Death from old age without di.seiise is unknown. Debili-

ty is the almost universal direct cause of death. I

once S.1W in the hands of the Registrar of one of our

cities a certificate to the lollowing purport :
—

" E. R., set.

67. She died because she was too weak; she could

not live." Signed , M.D., etc. Inanition means
starvation—a very rare calamity, we trust—and either

suicidal or from occlusion of cesophagu?, which should

be specified. Hemorrhage must issue from some ascer-

tainable locality. Fever must have a specific character,

or at least a "trivial" name; and Cotivuhion.i, inciden-

tal to numerous deaths, are never the true cause of any.

A calf bled fieely enougli, and a chicken decapitated, die

in convulsions.

The greater number of deaths is, as usual, attributed

to " consumption of the lungs
;

" there is an item

"consumption of the bowels," an antithesis of which
the meaning is not clear. It is won by our notice how
little the record of phthisis differs from year to year,

whatever capricious change may occur in the succes-

sive seasons. Its ratio either to population or to

absolute number of deaths varies only by mere
fractions. For the last ten years its average propor-

tion to population has been about 1 in 335 ; the high-

est rate is that of 1870— 1 in about 200; the lowest
that of 1866— 1 in 345. The average proportion to

absolute number of deaths during the decennium
has been 1 in 7* ; the highest again recently in 1S70
—1 in 7J, the lowest in 1SG4— 1 in 8}. Yet the

number of deaths from consumption in 18()4 was only
inferior to the highest in 1870 (in 1864 taking off

2,089; in 1870, 2,408); the favorable ratio being ac-

counted for by the great excess of the whole number
of deaths in that year: 17,582. During the 10 years

including 1861 and 1870 there was little variation until

the last, which presents the remarkalile addition of 333
beyond ihe preceding year. The most notable differ-

ence occm'ring previously, happened between 1861^
deaths 1,817, and 1864—deaths 2,089=272. Phthisis

had been increasingly fatal for a considerable course of
years up to 1864 ; tlience until 1870 we mark a small de-

crease. I have belbre me the record of consumption in

an unbroken series from 1848 inclusive. For the first

three years the deaths are set down as between 900 and
1,000. In 1851 a marked diminution appears, only 801
being ascribed to it. But the next year shows as

m.irked an increase to 1,204— an unfavorablediff>.-rence

of 403. Henceforward, augmenting with the grow-
ing population of the city, we find a pretty sicady an-

nual increase, with the e.xception of 1859, when the

number was 154 less than the preceding, and 117 less

than the foUo'tting year.

These statistics do not accord with the general belief

that consumption has become either less frequent or

more curable than in times past. Let me repeat that

my calculation of proportions has been founded— not
unreasonably or unfairly, I think—upon the last census.

If Philadelphia is ratd too low to-day, the effect of

Ihe error is remedied by assuming the statement as the

average of ten years, at the comujencenient of which
period it would be as much overrated.

It is to be feared that the profession has indulged too

sanguine expectations on the one hand from certain

proposed specifics, and on ihe other from the unduly
eulogized improvements in our general therapeutic.

Ne.xt on the list of fatal diseases stands cholera-infan-

tum, 1,002. I will only add to what is said above on this

head, 1st, That it is questionable whether there is any
specific or separate disease to be specially designated

by this trivial name; and 2d, That if there is, the diag-

nosis must be always diflicult, and often impossible.

True cholera may perhaps attack infants of tender age;
they are ready subjects of diarihoea, dy-entery, enteri-

tis, intussusceptio. etc. Every practitioner knows how
common a habit it is to class all the ' summer com-
plaints" of children under this dreaded title, especially

when they prove fatal If the simple diagnosis above
suggested were made, there would be but few anoma-
lous examples to constitute the nondesciipt but fatal

pestilence which holds so prominent a place in city

mortality in America. It is unknown

—

eo vomine—in

Europe. You will not find it in the index to Aitkin's

great woik, nor that of Kicmeyer; nor in the carefully

constructed "Nomenclature of Diseases," drawn up by
" A Joint Committee of the Royal College of Physi-
cians in London "—without question the highest names
of our profession—submitted to their examination
throughout the world, and at this moment under con-
sideration before the American Medical Association, by
whom it has been referred to an able committee for re-

vision and report.

With humiliation and profound regret I turn to the
third malady on this gloomy catalogue,—scarlatina,—

a

hateful pestilence, foremost among the opprobria medi-

corum. Its victims amount lo 956; they counted in 1861
the largest number 3'et known in this locality—1,190;
in 1809 there were 799. What a waste of fresh young
life ! AVhat an infinite mass of sufiering and sorrow
is here indicated I This malignant exanthem seems
to have found congenial so 1, and to have become fixed

everywdiere after it once intrudes its unwelcome infec-

tion : it is never entirely wanting on the bills of mor-
tality of any of our large towns. It is clearly an ex-
otic, but, like many other exotics, is thoughtlessly re-

garded by some as indigenous. Almost all admit its

contagiousness. In either ca=e a persevering effort

should be made to " stamp it out," as the local author-

ities of more than one city have boasted to have re-

pressed cholera and yellow fever ; thirty deaths by
which last have given rise to more panic, and afforded

occasion for more fine writing and ingenious special

pleading, than the hundreds carried off every year by
our more familiar and tenacious disorders. To these

we submit with true Mahometan passiveness and ac-

quiescence.

Small-pox claims 9 deaths; Philadelphia having
thus far escaped the wandering or ejjidemic tendency
which this disease has shown in many parts of Europe
and our own country. It is or should be under
control and prevented from spieading. AYe have or-

dinances for its insulation, and a separate hospital for its

subjects. The newspapers tell us of a " Doctor " sent

to prison for visiting patients with pustules on his

body. We have no laws for the insulation of scarlet-

fever ; no arrangements are proposed or instituted
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to preserve the community from its indefinite propaga-

tion ; no obligatory measures of disinfection and pu-

rification enforced or even suggested.

Pneumonia—or, as it is siyled, " inflamnialioii of the

lungs"—comes next, witii 811 deaths. Lookiiig back

through tlie Mortuary Register, we shaU find it in any
lustral or decennial period second on the li^t, as it is in

1870 the fourth; an unfamiliar position, owing to the

e.Kcessive prevalence of so-called cholera inlantura and

of scailatina. The reports of fourteen year% from 1855

to 1870, inclu-ive (with tlie exception of 18G8 mislaid),

give a total of 10,022, an annual average of 715. It is

curious to observe how little special notice is t:iken of this

large mortMlity. In tlie comments upon the detailed ta-

bles which ,ihvaysaccomp;iny thoin, we shall never fail to

find remarks made upon items comparatively unimpor-
tant and insignifi^'ant—as apoplexy, croup, diphthciia,

whooping-cough, measles, hernia, tumor, etc., etc. ; but

not a word of this oonstpnt cause of the greatest num-
ber of deaths next to consumption.
Nor is tliii indifleience confined to the formal

documents of the official Registrar. Consulting the
" Report on Epidemics, et?.," presented to the College

of Physicians of Philadelphia for 1868, in the hope of

finding there the mortality of pneumonia in that year,

I was surprised and disappointed at the omission of the

anticipated item. Erysipelas has a special notice, and
rubeola, and croup, small-pox with its single victim,

and pertussis, coup de soleil, gout, and rheumatism. A
brief paragraph is given to the respiratory system, as

follows; " Dis-ases of the respiratory system—includ-

ing phthi.4s—caused, in 1866, 1,342 deaths ; in 1867,

1,082 ;
and in 1868, 1,227, or 9.16 per cent, of the mor-

t;dity from all causes."

I have elsewhere endeavored to attract the attention

of my brother practitioners to this not unimportant
topic. In all our S}"stematic works on medicine pneu-
monia is treated of as one of the most curable, and in-

deed self-subsiding of maladies. It is indeed the

chosen theme of the llomceopaihist, and of the advo-
cates of the Medccine Expectante, and the " Restora-
tive System." On the conirarv, taking a wide view
of its prevalence and danger in all temperate climates,

I have proved it to be among the most fatal of human
diseases, giving rise to a mortality of not less than one
in five of the sick, as is shown by most extensive sta-

tistics, gathered from all accessible and authentic

sources, to the amount of fully 100,000 examples in

tables quoted. This is the average result of the details

communicated from hospitals and private practice, in

war and in pence, among soldiers and civilians, rich

and poor, in cities, country places, barracks, and field

service.

Nay, it is not thus fatal in temperate regions only.
Barth fives us a statement from the "Bulletin of the

Statistical Society of Mexico," where pneumonia is very
frequent and phthisis is said to be rare, that "of a

total of 27,799 deaths occurring within a period of

four years, there were 3,666 from pneumonia, about 1 in

7r, very nearly the proportion of consumption on this

side of the Potomac."
Here I lay down my pen. My purpose in preparing

th's paper was to urge upon my medical brethren the
necessity of taking action upon the subject discu.ssed,

and rescuing the profession from the shame of a regis-

tration whose defects are all owing to their neglect,

and whose value to the community would be vastlv en-
hanced if they would aid the olficials engaged in" it in

the peiformancii of the dniies which they so creditably
endeavor to fulfil, but which are rendered so much
more difficult by the want of skilful and prudent direc-

tion.

It would be an ea«y task to any well-read physician

to prep.'ire a tabular formula to be furnished, under the

proper authority, professiond and leg:d, to all recog-

nized practitioners, who should be compelled, at the

risk of due penalty, to make use of it in writing mor-
tuary certificates and making returns, and to govern
themselves by it, and confine themselves exclusively to

the precise phraseology which it should indicate.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

EXTRACT FROM A PAPER READ BEFORE THE KINGS COrXTT
MEDICAL SOCIETV,

Br JOHN J. CALDWELL, M.D..

BIIOOKLVX, X. V.

sciRRnrs OF the right .mamma.

Case I.—Mrs. L—, aged 39, married, had two children
;

resides in the Eastern District, Brooklyn ; says she has no
hereditary taint. November 15, 1869, called at the office

to consult us concerning her breast. On examination

we found the mamma on the right side presenting all

the characteristic features of scirrhus; fully two-thirds

of the gland was involved, with indication of the same
trouble about the glands of the axilla. At the base of

the tumor was an ulceration of four inches in leng:h and
between one and two inches in width, with irregular

ragged edges, discharging that peculiar fluid indicative

of the disease. The hard, stony impression to the touch,

the sharp and lancinating pain, the cells peculiar to the

disease under the mieroscnpe, induced us to believe it

truly malignant. Her history is as follows: About
one year ago she noticed a small hard tumor of the

right breast, which grew larger and more painful, until

her friends induced her to go to the clinic of the Twenty-
third Street School, where (as she says) she was in-

formed by the medical gentlemen that her trouble was
cancer, and that her only remedy was the knife.

We determined to try the electrolytic powers of the

galvanic current. On the .ibove-mentioned day we
commenced treatment, a few minutes' application at

each sitting. Ordered the ulcer to be dressed with
solution of carbolic acid and glycerine.

Nov. 17.—The acute pain almost gone; rest and
appetite better. (If electricity had no other merit,

the fact of its great anajsthetic power to local pain

would moke it a blessing to the healing art.) Made
another application of electricity, duration of which
was long enough to produce a livid congestion of the

skin of the tumor.

Nov. 20.—Much improvement in the ulcerated track

noticed, with eflbrts of healthy granulation.

Nov. 22 and 27.—Tumor softer and sm.dler; bright

granulations throughout the ulcer; no more pain.

Made application of galvanism on both days.

Nov. 29, and Dec. 2.—Still improving. Continued

the treatment.

Dec. 9, 12, and 30.—Tumor decreased fully two-
thirds; general appearance much better; leaden or

doughy appearance of the face gone. Continued
treatment.

Jan. 3, 1870.—Called to report great progress; breast

about well; retracted nipple commencing to bulge.

Mrs. L. delighted, and continues to call at ten days'

intervals until the middle of March, 1870, when she

was discharged cured. <SV«fe she has been delivered of

a healthy chiM, and is able to nurse it well. In the ap-

plication of electricity to tumors we apply the positive

pole covered with sponge to the ba^e, while to the sur-

face the negative pole with a metallic brush attached.

Time of each sitting from five to ten minutes.
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REMOVAL OF A XASO-PHARTNGEAL POLYPUS BY THE GAL-

VASO AND FAHADIC CURRENT.

Case TI.—Mr. F— came under our obsei v;ition Feb-
ruary 10, 1871. for the treatment of na?al polypus of over

three years' starnhng, the history of which ran a- lollows:

He had consuhed the first surgeons of New York and
Brooklyn, and had spent a httle fortune in this effort,

without rehef. After exploring the cavity and finding

the tumor so soft, so yielding as to resist all instrumen-

tal interference, w"e Commenced the treatment by the

application of the constant current. This was repeated

day after day until the last of March, with partial suc-

cess, when we began the application of the Faradic

current, which was continued up to April 1.3th, when
we discharged him cured ; or, as he said, in a condition

which he had not experienced for over three years.

Mode of applicaiion: a positive pole with a curved
electroid passed into the nasal cavity of the affected

side, the negative po!e similarly constructed applied

back of the velum palati. Duration of application,

three to five minutes. In the nose, throat, and other

passages, the parts must be educated to the treatment.

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF ATROPHY AND PARTIAL PARA-
LYSIS OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY.

Case III.—This case was a little patient from Savan-
nah, Ga., Miss S— , aged 10 years, staying at the Arling-

ton House, New York, where we treated her for hip-joint

disease (in the second stage) of about one year's stand-

ing. We had to contend with much atrophy and loss of

power of the muscles of the affected limb, especially

lower leg. After she was able to wear the portable

splint, we subjected her to daily application of elec-

tricity of the Franklinio or friction machine, com-
mencing the treatment in the month of August. 1869,

and continued ils use until Ja-iuary, 1871, when we
had the pleasure of discharging her cured—no limp or

shortening, no atrophy or deformity—use and strength
of the liiub perfect.

ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM.

Case IV.—In June, 18G9, we were called to see Miss
C—, of Warren street, suffering from acute rlieumatism
of the joints. She informed us that she endured these

attacks every spring or summer for years past. We
found her intolera'ole to the slightest touch or move-
ment about the affected parts, so much so that we had
to commence the treatment (Faradic current) at some
distance from the seat of trouble, and gradna'ly ap-
proach it. After ten or fifteen minutes of Faradaism
the pain and tenderness was much subdued; hence-
forth she could tolerate the bed-clothes, and place her-
self in any position.

June 7.—Made our second visit, and found her greatly
relieved ; had slept soun ily for the first time in many
nights ; less swelling and redness about the joints. Ex-
amined the urine; found it laden with uric acid and
urates. Ordered the saline portion; repeated the
Faradic treatment.
June 9, 1869.—She is much improved. Urine of

lighter color
;

less acid. Continued the treatment.
June 12.—No pain

;
joints a little stiff. Application of

electricity was continued for ten d.-iys longer, which
ended the attack in a shorter period than any of the
many seizures she had endured for years past. In her
family it was hereditary. Ever since she has bt'cn able
to ward off the attack by the application of the
current.

FACIAL NEURALGIA.

Case V.—Miss F— , Court street, aged 35, has been a

sufferer many years from facial neuralgia. Tried many
remedies in vain.

Oct. 5, 1869.—Made an application of the galvanic
current, the positive pole to the orbit, while witli the

negative pole we passed a small metallic brush over the

distribution of the facial nerves. The result was hap-

py, affording instant relief. By the next morning her
attack was renewed with violence. This occurred for

several days, when we obtained information of a syphi-
litic taint; therefore we placed her upon the specific

treatment, and continued batter}' current with much
success. Since then she has had no return of her
trouble.

This is a selection of many cases that have come
under our observation in the application of electricity

to medical and surgical cases during the past two years.

I have tried almost every electrical battery and ma-
chine of the present day. and find none so portable and
so reliable at all times and under all circumstances as

those made by the Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing
Company of New York.

Since the above report of cases, I have treated the

Rev. Dr. G , a prominent Catholic clergyman of
this city, who suffered from mahgnant tumor involving

the right side of the face, neck, trachea, and ot'ner vital

organs, to that extent wherein surgical interference

was almost out of the cjuestion. He had consulted

prominent members of the profession both at home and
abroad without encouragement or success. The growth
was rajiid, and pointing to an early dissolution by suffo-

cation, indicating all the characteristics of scirrhus.

On June otli, 1871, he called at my office to consult

me concerning 'his trouble, whereupon I informed him
of its serious and questionable nature, and that in my
opinion little encouragement could be given save that

which might beaftorded by the judicious use of electri-

city. Our mode of treatment in this case was daily appli-

cations of the galvanic current from a 16-cell battery
(of G. F. Manufacturing Co.).

This treatment was continued from June 5 to July 7,

twenty-four apphc.itions in all, wiih great success, the
tutnor having entirely disappeared, relieving him of all

ils distressing features.

REPEATED OYAEIOTOMY—EEMOYAL
OF A SOLID TUMOE—RECOVERY.

By EDWARD T. CASWELL, M.D.,

SURGEON TO THE BHODB ISLAND HOSPIT.^L, PBOVIDENCE, B. I.

In the Medical Record of August 1, 1S67, I re-

ported a case of successful ovariotomy performed by
my former partner, the late Dr. Miller. A few weeks
since I removed a second ovarian tumor from the same
patient, and as the case presented some peculiar fea-

tures, it may be well to place it on record. The reader
is refeiTed to the above-mentioned number of this

journal for the previous history of the ca^e. I would
merely add to the statements there made, that from a
more extended ncquaintance with ovarian tumors, I

have been led to doubt the truth of the assertion that

the tumor then removed was malignant.
The patient was an Irish woman, at present

about fifty years old. The first operation was per-

formed on October 10, 1860. She recovered from
that operation with an abdominal hernia in the
lower part of the line of the incision. This
did not, however, cause her any special incon-
venience, and she wms enabled to work in a cotton-mill

for the greater part of the next three years. In ilay,

1870, she first noticed that she was again increasing in

size, and in August of that year it became necessary to
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tap her. Tiiis operation was repeated in the following

January, and again in February. At each time 1

drew otf from ten to fifieen quarts of limpid, yellow-

ish serum. The presence of a large tumor was very

manifest after the removal of the fluid, and in conse-

quence of the combiued pressure of ihe tumor and the

fluid, the hernia had attained a considerable size. The
patient was very anxious to undergo a second opera-

tion, and was very confident of success. Although I

was much less sanguine, I consented to perform the

operation, for I felt sure that at the worst it could but

slightly shorten a sufiering and wearisome life.

The operation was perlbrmed at noon on the 16th of

ilay last, at a private house, in the presence of some ofmy
colleagues of the hospital and other medical gentlemen.

The hernia at that time was nearly as large as the sur-

face of a pint bowl, and was easily replaced, although

it was at once reproduced. The opening through

which it protruded was distinctly marked by sharp

edges, and seemed to be about one and a half inches

broad and two inches long, its lower point being about
two inches above the symphisis pubi?. Tlie integument
at the upper portion of the hernial opening seemed to

be considerably thickened, althoiiffh in the line of the

incision above that it was unusually thin. Prior to the

operation it had been suggestefl to me to close the

opening through which the liernia proceeded, and thus

effect a radical cure of the complication. When, how-
ever, we saw the size of the opening, it seemed hardly

'

probable that I could secure so desirable a result, and i

the sequel will show, I think, that I was fortunate in i

not attempting it.

After the patient was completely etherized I com-
menced the operation, by pinching up a fold of the thin

integument above the hernia, passing ray knil'e through
it, with the blade directed upwards, about a quarter of

an inch to the riglit of the old cicatrix. I tlien made
an incision about two inches Img through the skin

alone. This was immediately followed by a copious
discharge of fluid, similar to that I had drawn off on
previous occasions. To my surprise I found I was
already in the abdomin.il cavity, and therefore pro-
ceeded, by manipulation of the walls and of the tumor,
to remove all the fluid possible. I obtained two
quarts and a pint. Proceeding in the examination, I

found below my incision, at the upper part of the hernial '

protrusion, a loop of intestine on the left side, firmly
|

glued to the old cicatrix, and on the right, a little lower
down, another loop similarly attached. The pressure
of these loops would have prevented all efforts to
relieve the hernia, and it was surprising to see under

j

what unfavorable circumstances the intestines had per-
formed their natural functions.

The tumor presented itself as a large, smooth, slightly
[

lobulated mass, feehng quite firm, filling the pelvis and I

dipping down deeply into the iliac regions. It pro-
ceeded from the right ovary and had no adhesions.
Thinking that there might be fluid in some portion, I

passed a small trocar into the mass at two or three dif-

ferent points, but without finding an3' fluid. The in-

cision was several times enlarged, and it was not until

it reached about seven inches and extended above the
umbilicus that I could turn out the tumor. During the
manipulation of tlie tumor some hemorrhage occurred
from it, but to no great amount. The pedicle was easily

found, and proved to be rather small, and not long,
j

As the tumor was of such size, and as the lowest point
!

of the incision was about four inches and a half above
]

the symphysis, the lifting out of the tumor produced a

manifest ascent of the uterus. Therefore, as quickly
I

as possible, a double ligature of strongly twisted silk

was passed through the pedicle ; both sides were

firmly tied, and both ends of each ligature cut off.

The pedicle was then cut and allowed to sink back
with the uterus into the pelvi-:. No vessels required
ligation, and after the pelvic cavity was carefully

c'eansed, the .•^idesofthe incision were drawn together
with five deep sutures passing through the peritonaeum,
and three superficial ones, all of silver wire. I may
regret that I did not examine the stump of the old
operation, but I thought the additional manipulation
necessary miglit he the straw that would break the
camel's back. A thick p.rl of cotton batting and a
broad flannel bandage completed the dressings. The
operation and dressing occupied forty minutes, and at
its close the pulse was lOS.

The tumor weighed ten pounds and a quarter, was
lobulated, firm, and of a grayish and blackish color.

On the surf cce there were two or three small cysts as

large as a hazelnut. Upon section it cut rather firmly,

and yielded an abundance of thick colloid-like fluid. It
was as the Germans «.ay snftreiek, and would perhaps
be clas-eJ under the cysto-sarcoma. although the sarco-
matous element greatly predominated.

I will not weary the reader by quoting from my
record the details of the subsequent history of the case.

She was surprisingly eomfortal)le for the first few davs
after the operation. During the whole period of con-
valescence her pulse was never above 104, and generally
it ranged from 88 to 9G. The abdomen was much of
the time distended with wind, and this was but par-
tially relieved by the pass.ag<; of the long lube, or by in-

jections of spearmint tea and turpentine. The catheter
was passed two or three times a day for ten days. She
suffered during the second and third weeks at times
tVom an obstinate diarrhoea. The superficial sutures
were removed on the 23d, and the deep on the 30th of
the month. Tlie wound united by first intention, with
the exception of the lowest portion, which was filled

with granulations. From the first she was well
nourished witli beef-tea, and brandy and wine whey.
Opium was administered freely, and quinine was given
alter the first few days continuously.

At one time only was I fear.''ul of losing my patient,

and the phenomena that were then presented I am
quite unable to explain. On the tenth day after the
operation she was feelinc; very comfortable, and her
pulse had been as usual 88, bnt at 4 p.m. I found it 48.

It, however, came up to its usual standard in a f>w
seconds. At 11 p.m. the same thing occurred, and she
said that she felt pain in the region of her heart, and that
her head would burst open

; but these sensations soon
pas-sed off. At G a.m. of the next day, the 27th, I found
that she had passed a very goo 1 night, and felt very
well. Her pulse was then 88. While I had my finger

on her pulse, talking with her, it seemed suddenly to

drop right down to 42, aud the next second was not
perceptible. The head was thrown back and the eyes
rolled up. I seized some tincture of camphor, which
was the nearest thing I could reach, and administered a
teaspoonful. It produced vomiting, and she at once
r.illied. There was no disease of the heart manifest. I

ordered carbonate of ammonia and brandy every fifteen

minutes alternately. She passed through the dav with-
out a recurrence of the attack, but in the evening an-
other occurred in my absence, of a less severe character,

though lasting longer. From that time they were not
repeated, and with the exception of the diarrhoea my
patient met with no further obstacles to recovery. She
wa-; allowed to get out of bed at the end of the fourth

week, and in three weeks more she walked down-
stairs to her own house, which was a short distance oft",

feeling as well as ever. The hernia has returned to its
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former dimensions, and a 'well-fitting pad on a broad

board affords her entire comfort and stcuritv.

Augusts, ISTl.

progress of ^etiical Sctciicc.

A New Method of Disixfection.—Edward U. Hos-
kin, M.D., of Boston, Mass. (li'>ston Med. and Suvgicul

Journul), has designed a new and simple apparatus,

which he calls an " Eudipile," the object of which is to

vaporize certain chemical substances, and thus thor-

oughly to disinfect the air, walls, ceiling, and the en-

tire contents of any apartment. It consists of a bottle,

wick, and—attached to the free end of the wick—

a

bulb of spongy platinum. Into the bottle should be

poured an alcoholic .solution of the substance which it is

desired to vopoiize ; the wick is then to be lighted, and
the flame extinguished ss soon as the ball becomes red

hot, which requires but two or three minutes. The
ball is now fed continuou,sly by the wick, and will con-

tinue red hot as long as any fluid remains in tlie bottle,

and, in this condition, it will readily vaporize the sub-

stance in solution, minute particles of which are thus

scattered throughout the atmosphere. A bottle hold-

ing two ounces will throw out a constant stream of

vapor for about 16 hours, at an expense not exceeding

twenty cents.

Lupcs Retarded by the Galvaxo- Cautery.—An ob-

stinate and extensive ca.se of lupus of fifteen years stand-

ing, involving the right nnd left alte nasi, under the

observation of Dr. D. AV. Cheever, at the Boston City

Hospital (Boston Med. aiid Surg. Juurnal), was relieved

by the judicious use of the galvano-cautery. When
the patient was discharged, the edges of the ulcer

presented healthy granulations, no new tubercles or ul-

cerations having appeared.

Fractures of the Femur and Lower Extremity.
—Dr. Srromeyer (British Med. Journal), in his ambu-
lance at Floing, close by Sedan, where a good deal of

hard fighting took place, treated then thirty-four frac-

tures of the femur, and in twenty-four there was a pros-

pect of cure
; four were doubtful case.?, and only six

died. His table of resuhs in frac'.ures ol'tlie leg is also

very satisCactory. Out of thirty-one fractures of tibia

and fibula, or both, caused by gun-shot injury, only
three died, while the result was doubtful in six in-

stances.

TRACnEOTOMY IN Croup.—Prof Eteiner, of Prague
(Am. Jotirn. of Obstetrics), in a paper on " Tracheotomy
in Croup," translated by John C. Jay, Jr., M.D., N. Y.,

says the wound requires treatment in manv cases.

When its neighborhood is much infiltrated, and u hen,

in consequence of the subsequent necrosis, more or
less loss of tissue obtains, he ordinarily uses a solution
of potass-chlorat. (| to 1 drachm lo 3—4 oz. water)
applied by means of little dossils of charpie. The
greatest cleanliness is necessary in the removal as soon
as possible from the wound any secretion which may
have been expelled from the trachea. If the loss of
tissue undergoes a gangrenous degeneration, he uses,

instead of the chlorate of potassa, chloride of lime com-
bined witli the internal administration of a preparation
of quinine with acids and wine.

TnE Cephalotribe.—In a recent discussion on the
application of the cephalotribe by the members of the
Phila. Obstetrical Society. Dr. Ellwood Wil.son did not
credit, the statement of those physicians who reported

successful deliveries with it in pelves whose conjugate
diameter ranged from two to one and a half inches.—
Am. Jour, of Obstetrics.

Encysted Hydrocele.—Dr. Guersant (Med. Xews
and Lihranj) observes that this form of infantile hydro-
cele consists in a small tumor, of greater or less size,

developed in the course of the cord. It does not pro-

duce any change of color of the skin, is fluctuating and
transparent, more or less resisting, shpping rcaddy be-

tween the fingers as they grasp it, descending when
we endeavor to bring down the testicle, and again

mounting upwards towards the ring when we relin-

quish our hold. This is a proof of its undoubted con-
nection with the cord of the testicle. This tumor is

developed without appreciable cause, does not produce
pain, remains a long time stationary, and sometimes
increases in volume. It never terminates in any alarm-

ing manner. It should not be confounded in children

with varicocele, for he has never observed these venous
dilatations in the youngest children, and he makes the

same remark in regard to hfemorrhoids ; neither should

it be confounded with a hernia, for it does not pass

back into the abdomen. The surgeon should be aware,

however, that false encysted germs, very rare tumors
having special characters,—non-transparency, for exam-
ple,—are met with in this region. In encysted hydro-
cele, the simple injection of a'cohol has generally been
sulficient to produce a cure. A small seton, introduced

in the same way as in an abscess, has also given good
results, without very intense inflammation and with-
out any recurrence.

Chi.or.^l in Senile Gangrene.—Dr. J. C. Butcher,

North Lewisburg, Ohio {Leavenworth Med. Herald),

publishes a case of senile gangrene, in which the admin-
istration of chloral had a magical effect in giving rest

to the patient. Previouslv, morphia was given by
hypodermic injections, and vomiting followed the next
day after its administration. He finds that small doses

of chloral produce the same effect as large on< s. His
formula is as follows:

—

V,.. Chloral, 3 i. ; simple syrup,

3J. i[. Dose, a teaspoonful every hour.

Treatment of Albuminoid Dise.ase or the Kidney.—
Dr. James H. Hutchinson, Physician to the Pennsylva-
nia Hospital (Medical Times), says that the treatment of

these diseases differs from that usually employed in

other forms of Bright's disease. There is no indication

to increase the flow of urine, for it is already sutficiently

free, and the dropsy which is present depends simply

upon the condition of the coats of the blood-vessels,

which allows the ready passage of seruiD through them.
The indication is rather to endeavor to prevent the
loss of albumen, and with this view he prescribed to

two of his patients ten grains of gallic acid, four times

daily, and lor the older one, since he had a syphilitic

history, ten grains of iodide of potassium, a'so three

times daily. In the case of a boy, with the troublesome
symptom, gastric irritability, he resorted to the use of
lime-water and hydrocyanic acid and morphia. In
many cases it resists every remedy, and, by the vomit-
ing it induces, und^'ubtedly hastens the fatal issue, es-

pecially when diarrhoea exists at the same time—

a

coincidence whicli is by no means unfrequent in cases

similar to these. These symptoms depend, he says,

probably upon the disease of the blood-vessels of the

stomach and intestines.

DipnTnERi.\.—Dr. James E. Reeves, Wheeling, W.Va.
(The Med. T/i/iO-), states that experience has abundantly
satisfied him that the use of sti ong caustics is not ad-

visable in the treatment of diphtheria—that in nume-
rous instances they aggrava;e all the symptoms, and
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thus gi-eatlj' endanger the patient. The tinctura ferri

chloridi maybe applied in lull strength to llie diphtheri-

tic patches and to the surface around their borders, by

means of a ciimel's hair pencil ; but even this practice

he has generally abandoned during the last five or six

years, and now contents himself with gargles or the

atomized spray of the chlorine and iron mixture (IJ.

Potass, clilorat, 3 ij. ; acid liydrochloric puri, 3 iss.
;

aquse, 3vij. ; tine, ferri chloridi, 3J. M.) every hour

or two when the patient is awake. At the same time

this mixture may be internally administered, in the

dose of from twenty drops to a teaspoonful, with or

without a little simple syrup, every two or three hours,

with the addition, if need be, of sulphate of quiuia.

Warm atomized inhalations of the chlorine and irou

mixture, according to the above formula, promise, he 1

thinks, the greatest hope in cases of diphtheritic croup.

Labor Occurring with a L.vrge Ov.^rhs Ct.«t.—

A

case of this character is published by Dr. J. C. Reeve,
j

of Dayton, Ohio ( Am. Practitioner). The patient, agfid
|

28 year.s, with a large ovarian cyst on the right side,

was delivere 1, before the operation of tapping, of a

healthy male child weighing seven pounds. About
tv/o months and a half after delivery ovariotomy was
performed, and tlie cyst removed. Its weight, includ-

ing fluids and solids, was 87 pounds. The patient died.

Mr. Clay, of Manchester, in reporting a case of the kind,

in which he tapped during pregnancy, and in which,

ten days after labor, rupture of a large cyst into the

bladder occurred, with recovery, says:—

•

" I have diagnosed nearly two thousand cases of

ovarian disease, but in the whole of that experience I

have only seen two coses of pregnancy co-existent

with extensive ovarian disease.

—

Trealment of GoNORRnffiA BY Warm Water Injec-

tion's.—Dr.' John O'Reilly (Am. Practitioner), in re-

commending wai m water injections in the treatment of

gonorrhoea, says that the subjoined conclusions maj^ be
drawn from his experience : 1st. That gonorrhoea yields

to local treatment, and even water injections. 2d. That
water injections or medicated lotions owe their effi-

ciency to their frequent appUcation. 3d. That the

common small syringe should be done away with in

treating this disease, and none used but those throwing

a continuous stream. 4th. That large injections, by
fully distending the mucous membrane of the urethra,

insure a speedier cure than those less copious.

Sulphate of Bebeeria is Chronic Inflammation of
THE Uterus.—A writer in the American Practitioner;

having had his attention directed to Dr. Merrill's article

upon " Uterine Diseases" in this Journal, in which he
advocated bebeeria as a deobstruent in these disorders,

was induced to prescribe it in a case of disordered

menstruation, with profuse leucorrhoea in the inter-

menstrual periods. At first he gave three grains of the

sulphate of bebeeria, with one-eighth of a grain of the

extract of cannabis sativa, three times a day—subse-

quentl3- the quantity of bebepria in each dose was in-

creased to four grains, of hemp, to half a grain. This

treatment was cjmmenced just after a very painful men-
struation. The next period was almost painless, the

patient not finding it necessary to remain in bed during
it. The improvement up to the present time has been
constant, and he has every reason to believe it will be

permanent. The treatment was continued for two
months.

Results of Excision of the Tonsils.—Guersant, of

Paris {Med. Xews and Library), alludes to the positive

results of excision of the tonsils in children. Deaf chil-

dren sometimes hear after the operation ; while those

who speak indistinctly often pronounce much better.

Those who sing irain also in clearness of voice, although

it is true that though some adult vocal artists have
gained, others have lost. Finally, and this is one of

the greate.-t advantages resulting from the operation,

those who have narrow chests breathe more freely

;

and the ribs, from being depressed as they were before,

frequently return to their normal condition, and the

chest assumes its proper health.

The Management of Seb.\ceous Tumors.—Dr. Guer-
sant, Paris {Med. News and Librart/), does not hesitate

to say that as the bistoury sometimes induces erysi-

pelas, he has reliuquislied the use of cutting instruments

in extracting wens, seated on the hairy scalp, the face,

and especially the eyelids, and applies to all, indiscri-

minately, the Vienna caustic, unless they are seated

on the inner surface of tlie lid, when the knil'e will

be required to remove them. These cysts are laid bare

by the slough produced by the caustic, and sometimes
disappear without further interference. The cicatrices

follow'ing these operations are regular and not pro-

minent, but they ditfer from those consequent on inci-

sions, by being a little longer delayed in their forma-

tion.

The application of the caustic should be made by
means of gum resin plaster, with which rather more
than the mere surface of the tumor should be covered.

Bff ire doing this, however, an oval or linear opening

should be made in the centre, of a shape and size cor-

responding to that we wish in the skin, for the dis-

charge of the cyst^. The Vienna paste is then applied

over the surface thus exposed.

Cholera Infantum.—Dr. Galloupe, of Lynn, Mass.

(Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), has employed with
good success the following combination as diet in cases

of cholera infantum : cream, one tablespoonful ; water,

lour tablespooufuls ; hme water, one tablespoonful.

Plugging the Posterior Nares Prelimixart to

Operations on the Cavities of the Face is recommend-
ed byM. Verncuil, as calculated to obviate the necessity

of withholding an anaesthetic in operations of this

character, on account of the danger of blood flowing into

the air-passages during the unconsciousness of the

patient.— Gaz. Mid. de Paris.

GoNORRHCEA TREATED WITHOUT INJECTIONS.—Dr. A.

Given, of Louisville, Kentucky [The Am. Practitioner),

for the past twelve years has treated successfully gonor-

rhoea in all its stages without injection, as follows:

The majority of his cases recovered in from two to

eight days, without any of lite unpleasant symptoms
wliich so often occur when injections are used. After

a full dose of sulphate of magnesia, the patient is direct-

ed to take the following:—Balsam copaib., sweet spts.

nitre, paregoric, aa one oz. ; Norwood's tr. of vera-

trum, one dr. M. A teaspoonful every four or five

hours until the acute symptoms abate, when a dose every

eight hours for a few days is nearly always suQicient

to efiect a cure. Locally the patient applies cloths

wet with cold alum-water constantly to the penis until

pain and heat subside. He has found the foregoing

treatment well adapted to both the acute and chronic

stage, but most useful in the earlier periods of the af-

fection.

Solution of S.intonine.—Dr. John Harle}', of Lon-
don, gives, in the February number of the Practitioner

a formula for making a solution of santonine. This

remedy, as it is well known, being nearly insoluble in

simple cold or hot water, and to a very limited extent

only by chloroform, absolute alcohol, the strongest
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acetic acid, turpentine, hot olive-oil, and hot glycerine.
The following are his directions:—

•

J}. Santoniiii, in pulvere, gr. xij.

Sodas bicarbonatis, gr. xx.
Aqute destillatfe, 3 iij.

Put the soda and water into a flask, keep the fluid
near the boiling-point, adding, as it disappears, about
two grains of the santonine at a time, until the whole
IS dissolved. Solution is effected in about half an hour,
during which time the water is reduced to 3 ij. If
need be, reduce by boiling to this bulk, whcn'3'j. will
contain a full dose—six grains. If an alkahne n-'action
be objectionable, neutralize with acetic acid. The so-
lution is of a bright color and permanent, strongly al-
kaline, free from odor, and, excepting that of carbonate
of soda, of taste. It may be diluted to any extent with
hot or cold water. Excess of acetic acid, after some
hours, and mineral acids immediately, precipitate the
whole of the santonine. A pleasant mixture may be
made by adding to the solution a little syrup and
flavoring water.

Erotom.\nia.—Dr. R. L. Parsons, Resident Physician
of the New York City Lunatic Asylum (The journal
of PsijcholiHiiml Medicine), in an interesting article on
;' Erotomania," says that this affection has been observed
in persons of both sexes, and of ages ramming from
childhood to an advanced period of life. Wonien are
much more suliject to all forms of the disease than men.
Whatever may be the cause or form of the disease, there
is always an impairment, and sometimes a marked per-
version, of one or more of the mental ficulties. Cases
of self-abuse, in which there is no such impairment,
should not be included under the disease. Erotomania
IS usually classified as one of the forms of emotional
insanity. Insane delusion may or may not exist. The
voluntary power is always weakened. There is often
melancholia, with extreme depression, both mental and
physical, and in these cases tbere is usually a suicidal
impulse, which is sometimes very strong, and may be
accompanied fcy a desire for self-mutilation. The suici-
dal impulse probably arises from the conflicting and
pamful emotions caused by a sense or.-liame and moral
degradation, and a feeling of utter inability to resist the
debasing sensual impulses and desires. Among the
causes of the sentimental form of this disease may be
enumerated—a life of indolence

; the reading of senti-
mental and voluptuous romances; a lack of the habit of
self-control, especially of the emotions; too great se-
clusion from tlie society of the opposite sex ; and the
habit of self-abuse. These same causes are also efficient
in the production of aidoioinania, the physical form of
the disease. Cutaneous eruptions, pruritus, hemorrhoids,
ascarides, amenorihoea, ovarian disease, lack of cleanli-
ness, and erethism, are also efficient local causes in the
production of aidoiomania.

^
Wherever there is an evident exciting cause, the ob-

vious indication for treatment is a removal of the cause.
Hence all local sources of irritation are to be removed-
liabits that act as causes are to be combated; the gen-
eral health and tone of the system are to be improved;
and proper physical and mental employment are to be
provided. The brain is also at fault, and hence we
can rarely secure the co-operation of the patient. For
this reason constant watchfulness and other measures
of restraint are required to prevent a continuance of
evil habits. If self-abuse be either a result, or both a
cause and result, it is absolutely essential that the
habit be prevented. This point is unfortunately very
difficult of attainment. Among the moans of prevention,
nonfinement of the hands, and local applications that
produce a considerable degree of pain and soreness, are

worthy of a trial. In several cases in which there was
an excessive erethism of the external genitals, an abla-
tion of the clitoris and of the labia minora has been fol-
lowed by the most satisfactory results. In cases of
erotic mania, marriage has been advised as a means of
preventing an otherwise i'atal result. When this is im-
practicable, an attempt maybe made to substitute an-
other object for the affections.

Glos-so-Labio-Laryngeal Paralysis.—Prof. William
A. Hammond, M.D. {.Twa: of Psijchohgiml Medicine)
states that to Duchenne belongs the. credit of the dis-
covery of the malady, as also of its latest working-up

;

for he has recently gone over the ground again, chang-
ing the name o{glosso-Iarynr;e(d jMralysis to fflosso-lahio-
hn/nfieal paralysis. This is quite a rare aflection.
Prof Hammond has seen altogether in the city ofNew
York eight cases of the disea.se. The treatment of his
published case consisted in the internal administration
of strychnia as follows: ^ Strychnia; sulphatis, gr. j.

;

quinine sulphatis et ferri pyrophosphatis, aa3j.'; acid'i
phosphorici diluti, 3 ij. ; syrup. Zingibeiis, 3 ij. M. S.A teaspoonful in a wine-glass of water three times a
day

;
together with the application of the primary gal-

vanic current to the base of the brain three times weekly,
and the apphcation of the induced or Faradic current
to all the muscles of the buccal cavity, the hps, and
the muscles of expression which are involved in the
disease.

^

The tongue is commonly flrst affected. The patient
discovers that he cannot clearly articulate the linsuo-den-
t,il consonants. A little later he is unable to raise the
tip of this organ to the roof of the mouth, or to employ
it to keep t!ie food between the teeth in mastication.
Soon the first act of deglutition becomes difficult—the
alimentary mass cannot be readily carried back and
pre.s.sed against the constrictors of the pharynx; and
hnally the torgue lies utterly inert on the floor of the
mouth. With reference to the causes of glosso-labio-
larj'ngeal prralysis, very litt'e is known. Age seems to
exert a predisposing influence on the development of
the disease in question. The patient alluded to in this
paper is the youngest on record to manifest it, being
but thirty-two years of age. It has been positively
stated that the di.sease never appears under the age of
forty-five. In this case Prof H. was unable to dis-
cover any probable cause. One of his patient.?, a very
small man, fifty years old, dated the origin of his mal-
ady to some one's coming up behind him and lifting him
by his bead, " to show him London." A numl;;er of in-
stances where incurable afl'eetions were bronglit on by
this same silly trick have been noted by Prof. Ham-
mond. The prognosis is wdiolly bad. Of some forty
cases of the disease, (uUy reported, every one has gone
on steadily, or with only slight remissions, to a fatal
termination.

In regard to the question of treatment. Prof H. tells
patients there is no use in it; and for only one of his
for.mer cases has he attempted to do anything with any
hope of cure; in this latter case the improvement, was
only temporary, and soon the current ceased to elicit
any response. Phosphorus and strychnia are the only
agents that promise to be of any service, and if a
patient insists upon being treated, the physician may
employ them to give him a transient respite or to
alleviate his di.?tres.s.

Eleotrolvsis.—Dr. A. D. Rockwell, New York {X.
_}. Med. Journal), refers to the relations which the very
interesting and suggestive phenomena recorded sus-
tain to the practical application of electrolysis in the
treatment of disense, which are not sufficiently under-
stood to render the subject a complete or exact science.
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Clinical experience teaches that living is more readily elec-

trolyzed than dead tissue. This is accounted for from the

fact that living tissue is capable of the process of absorp-

tion, and that its solutions are warmer and therefore bet-

ter conductors. When, therefore, a tumor capable of

being electrolyzed is submitted to the action of the gal-

vanic current, a threefold action is produced. I. Its fluid

constituents suffer decomposition. Hj'drogen and al-

kalies, soda and potassa, go to the cathode, and oxygen
and acids to the anode. While electrolytic action thus

t takes place at both poles, it is evident that this action
°

is most vigorous and more readily produces absorption

in Uving tissue at the cathode. At the anode, however,

decided chemical action takes place, and successful re-

sults are obtained by it. But since electrolytic action

is modified by the composition of the electrolyte and
the character of the poles, it is probable that a more ex-

tended clinical experience will establish more definite-

ly the important fact that some conditions of disease

are most successfully treated by the positive, and others

by the negative pole. II. -\bsorption is hastened by
the chemical effects of the current and tlie mechanical

and irritating effects of the needles, and may slowly

continue for weeks. III. Disintegration and atrophy
take place. If the part acted on by the current be a

small wen, wart, or naevus, the tissue may become
changed in color, dried and shrivelled, and almost en-

tirely disappear durin? the operation.

In treating the various forms of tumors, aneurisms,

and varicose veins, serous effusions, wounds, and ulcers,

both poles may be made to operate simultaneously ; or,

if only the negative pole is used, the current is com-
pleted by placing the positive, connected with a sponge-
electrode, on a neighboring part.

The Removal of ax Inverted Womb.—Dr. Thomas
Hay, of York, Pa. (Med. and Smq. Reporter), late-

ly removed an inverted uterus with an intramural
fibrous tumor of the fundus. Four weeks afterward
the patient was up and abojt her room, and the oper-
ation bade fair to be a perfect succe?s.

Toxical Effects of Htdr.ite of Chloral.—Dr.
Nathan R. Smith, of Baltimore, Md. (Boston i(eil. and
Surg. Jour.), describes a singular affection of the fin-

gers of bo'h hands, attended with desquamation of the
cuticle and superficial ulceration, especially about the
borders of the nails, following the use of chloral, in

liberal doses, as a hypnotic. !

This distinguished Professor also reports two deaths
in Baltimore, manifestly from the toxKmii caused by

;

an overdose of chloral The?e cases are, it appears to

him, amply sufficient to establish the toxical effects of
this powerful agent. It is probable that its poisonous
effects are exerted in two wavs. 1

1st. When given in a large dose, and especially when
;

the system may have been charged with it by its pre- i

vious administration, it at once overwhelms the powers
of life, and causes immediate death. Upon what organ
or organs does it exert its deadly effects? It must be
either upon the heart or the brain, perhaps on

:

both. It is believed that chloral, entering into the
blood, develops chloroform in that fluid—the amount
developed being determined, not merely by the quantity
taken, but by the condition of that fluid. 2d. It ap-
pears, when given in small doses, and continuously for

some time, to induce a form of toxiemia similar to that
caused by the continued administration of ergot. Its

effects on the fingers of both hands, in the two cases
related, wouldjustify such a belief It is wellknown that
animals fed on spurred rye suffer gangrene of the ex-
tremities.

If chlorof jrm, developed in the blood from chloral.

is productive of such disastrous effects, primary and
secondary, he inquires, Can the direct inspiration of
cliloroform be as innocuous as it is thought to be ? In
closing, the remark is made :

'" Whoever will take the
trouble to look over t!)e medical journals and retrospects

of the last two years, will discover that pya;mia, or
septicaemia, occupies far more space in surgical records
than it did before anjesthetics were so generally em-
ployed.

Clcb-Foot from Spinal Lesions.—According to
if. Michaud, club-foot may be caused either by mus-
cular spasm during the latter half of foetal existence

;

malposition, whereby some portion of the fcetus acts

mechanically in arresting the development of the limb
;

or paralytic, and caused sometimes in such cases by
changes in the substance of the cord. Recently SI.

Vulpin, speaking in his lecture of the muscular changes
in club-foot, remarked that probably these alterations

depended upon spin.il lesions, and two microscopic ob-
servations by M. Michaud tend to confirm this opinion.

In the case of the first patient who had an equino-
varus accompanying paralysis, the autopsy showed fatty

degeneration of the muscles of the calf, and atrophy of
the cord,with disappearance of nerve-cells from the an-
terior cornuiB, these latter lesions being most marked
in the cervical and lumbar regions.

Tlie second case was one of congenital chib-foot of
the equine variety. The fresh cord appeared normal,
but, after section and staining with carmine, a limited

myelitis at the inferior portion of the cervical region

was apparent, the anterior cornuoe being displaced by
the development of the white matter.

In a female who had a congenital luxation of the hip,

with atrophy of muscles, M. Vulpin found the cord
altered. Surrounding the central canal was a prolifera-

tion of connective tissue, as shown by the process of

staining with carmine, and which extended into the

cornuae, and separated them from the central gray mat-
ter.

—

Lyon Medical.

Treatment of Hydrocele bv Injection of Chloro-
form ASD Compound Tincture of Iodine.—Dr. Moses
Barrett (Trans. Wix. Slate Med. Soc.) reports a case of
hydrocele of the left testicle, in which about 4 oz.

of fluid were drawn off, and the following mixture in-

jected into the sac:— 3- Chloroform and comp. tinct.

iod., of each 1 drachm; aqua, ad I oz. This was
allowed to remain between three and faur minutes.

Sharp pain in the scrotum and back was experienced,

with nausea and faintnes=. There was, for a few days,

some swelling and tenderness of the scrotum, which
was reheved with a lotion of acet. plumb. The recov-

ery was perfect.

T.ENIA Mediocanellata.—Prof Joseph Leidy, M.D.,

of Philadelphia (Proc. Academy of Xatiiral Sciences),

made the following remarks on Taenia mediocanellata

at the March meeting of the Academy of Natural

Sciences:—Recentlj', one of the ablest and most re-

spected practitioners of medicine submitted to his ex-

amination a tapeworm which had been discharged from
a young man after the use of the aspidinm Jilijc-mas.

The patient had been previously treated for another

affection, in which raw-beef sandwiches had been pre-

scribed for food. After looking at the worm, Dr.

Leidy remarked that it appeared to be the Tcenia medio-
caneUata, a species which he had not before seen, and
added that the patient had probably become infected

from a larva swallowed with the raw-beef sandwiches.

The specimen consisted of the greater part of the worm,
broken into several pieces. Including some lost por-

tions, it was estimated to have been upwards of thirty
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feet in lenfrit. Unfortunately, the head proved to be
absent; but, so far as characters could be obtained from

the specimen, in the form of. the segments, position of

the genital orifices, and the condition of the ovaries, it

agreed wiih the description given of T. tnediocaneUaia

rather than TS'ith T. solium. From a want of acq\iain-

tnnce with the former, he did not feel entirely satisfied

that the specimen actually belonged to that species.

Subsequently his friend brought to him the anterior

part of the body, probably of the same individual tape-

worm. He observed that his patient continuing to

complain, another dose of the male-fern was adminis-

tered, which was followed by tlie expulsion of the por-

tion of the worm shown, 'i'he head of the parasite was
included, and it confirmed the view that it pertained to

the Tienia mediocanellata. The case serves as another
caution against the use of raw flesh as food.

Osseous Tl'mor united to a Molar.—W. G. Beers,

L.D.S. (Canada Joiirn. Dental Science), gives an illustra-

tion representing an hypertrophy of the cementum
united to the first inferior molar, left side, which was
removed from the moulh of a young nun, aged 17, at

one of the convents in Montreal. The tumor had been
gradually increasing in size for some years without
causing any pain until a few weeks before its extrac-

tion, when a dull ache was felt, similar to that con-

nected with periodontitis. There was no peiceptible

discharge or tenderness. The tumor distendt-d both the

inner and outer sides of the alveolus, and disfigured the

cheek. The crown of the tooth was perfectly sound
and well developed. A section of the tumor showed it

to be cementum—weight, seven and a half penny-
weights.

Infantile HrnKOCEpnALUs.—Dr. Hugh Carmichael
(The Doctor')^ in a pamphlet on this subject, shows that

the disease has too often been improperly treated, from
the too prevalent idea that it depends on inflammation.

This idea he forcibly combats, holding that it is far

more often due simply to irritation, and will yield to

calmatives judiciously administered. He relates cases

in which children, apparently moribund, have recovered
under calmatives, such as digitalis, cherry-laurel, etc.

In some cases he has employed opium.

Cancer.—Dr. G. Von Schmilt (The Doctor) blames
the authorities of the Middlesex Hospital for not giving
him the run of their cancer wards to try his vaunted
method, by which, he says, "more than one-half could

be saved—completely cured." The editor of The
Doctor ,=ays that the following remark does not encourage
us to pin our faith to the writer: "Does there really

exist a cancerous virus ? To this question I answer
without liesitation—yes, there exists a cancerous virus

as a syphilitic one. What is the nature of this virus ?

It is an organic animalcule like the syphilitic virus, and
the product of a morbid alteration ; but in cancerous
aflfections, it must be admitted in principle that it is

much easier of development without pre-existing seed, I

by the concourse of circumstances, which depend upon
the state and the exercise of the fimctions of the

weakest and most sensible organism.'' His new method
consi.sts in the use of a diet-drink internally, and certain

applications to the part. The principal drugs used are

celandine, a plant belonging to the papaveracfe and
quaco, to the Eupatoria;, and of which the author seems
to have learned the value from the Japanese or Malays.
With these and galbanum, myrrh, petroleum, etc., he
makes ointments and plasters, which he dignifies with
names taki'u from the Malays, viz., calfonia, cabbazazer,
jinkalkakkit, kurawaif.

BoNT Ancuylosis T heated bt Subcutaneous Section

OF THE Bone.—Louis Stromeyer Little, P.R.C.S. (The
Doctor), read a paper before the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society, London, giving an account of a
case of bony anchylosis of the knee-joint in a child

aged fourteen, in whom the limb was fixed at a right

angle. The anchylosis was divided subcutaneously by
means of a carpenter's chisel, and by an extending ap-
paratus the limb was straightened so as to allow of
locomotion three weeks after the operation. The
author discnssed the plan of dividing the long bones
by means of a saw for the cure of deformity, and con-
cluded that for bony anchylosis of the knee-joint sub-
cutaneous osteotomy by means of a saw is impractica-

ble. The case is believed to be the first instance where
subcutaneous osteotomy has been performed in England
for the relief of bony anchylosis of a large joint.

Raw Beef in the Vomiting of Pkegnancy.—James
S. Bailey, M. D., Albany, N. Y., writes :—In October
last I was called to see a female patient, aged nine-

teen, three months advanced in pregnancy. She stated

she had been unable to retain anything she had eaten

dating the last three days; that she had vomited more
or less every day from the time of conception. She
now was so much exhausted that she was unable to sit

•^P- ...A careful investigation of her case convinced me that

the irritable condition of her stomach was entirely due
to reflex action.

The raw beef was immediately suggested to my mind
as likely to be retained, as I had several times previous-

ly employed it successfully in similar cases. I ordered
my patient to take teaspoonful doses ofraw beef, chopped
fine, at intervals of three hours, with a little Cayenne
pepper and salt sprinkled upon it.

At first the idea of eating raw meat was quite repul-

sive, but upon tasting it it was not found to be so dis-

agreeable.

After the second teaspoonful was taken the vomiting

ceased, and during the day the nausea disappeared.

My patient not only acquired a taste for this food,

but rapidly improved in flesh and appearance, without
a recurrence of this troublesome symptom.

Hvpodermic Injection of Morphia in Dysentery.—
Cases of dysentery cured by hypodermic injections of
morphia alone are recorded b_v Dr. Thomas J. Gallagher,

of Pittsburgh, Pa., in the N. Y. Medical Journal. The
pain and tenesmus are instantly relieved by this method
and the cure is much quicker than by the usual procedure

;

also the administration of frequent doses of nauseous
drugs obviated. From one to two injections, mostly
but one, daily, is all that is required.

Velamentous Insertion of the Cord.—Dr. Jas- T.

Whittaker, of Cinciimati (Cin. Lancet & Ohserver),

observes that cases of velamentous insertion ol' the cord

!
have always been regarded as of great rarity. Spalth,

' of Vienna, had detected it but four times in one thou-
sand placentas. Spalth had also remarked that al-

I though usually such cases ofl'ered no anomaly in the
' progress of the labor, yet instances had occurred where-
in they had become pathological by a rupture of the

vessels of the cord, by implication in the "bieak" of

the membranes.

Complete Excision of the Astragalus and Os Cal-
cis.—Dr. T. G. Morton, of Philadelphia (.-im. Jotirn.

Med. Sciences), prefented a case of excision of these

bones, at a meeting of the College of Ph3'sicians and
Surgeons. A verj' perfect recovery followed, both as

regards motion in the new joint, and in the usefulness

of the foot, which was shortened about one inch.
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MEDICAL PROGRESS.
Medical progress is not always in the right direction;

sometimes it goes in a circle, and leads us, at the end of a

term of years, lo the same standpoint in matters of prac-

tice with that occupied by our predecessors. Medicine,

like pliilosophy, has been vexed with a love of change;

too often for change's sake, under the promptings of a

lively imagination and in ignorance of what has been

done in the past. Framers of mongrel systems and

would-be reformers impose on the ignorant crowd their

obscure utterances and inane dogmatisms as real dis-

coveries and inspirations of genius ; and they indulge

themselves in the illusion that they are quickening

medical progress, while, in reality, they are retarding

and obstructing it by the crude materials which they

collect, without knowledge or discernment. But not-

withstanding these and additional impediments inter-

posed by the rank growth of noisome empiricism,

poisoning where it professes to heal, true and legiti-

mate progress in medicine was never so conspicuous

nor so much accelerated by zealous efforts and generous

rivalry as at the present time. A slight sketch of the

advances made in the several departments of medicine,

in little more than the last fifty years, while reminding

us of the extent of the domain in process of cultiva-

tion, may serve, also, to incite to renewed efforts for

further improvements, and to remind us of the many
blank spaces left in medical education. Ko attempt

will be made— none could be expected, in our narrow

limit.'', even if the requisite ability were enlisted—to

give a critical history of the several steps by which

the present high vantage-ground has been gained. The
few additional points suggested in making our sketch

will not, it is hoped, be thought out of place by our

readers.

Disease in every form and variety is now scrutinized

with a method and precision beyond all former prece-

dent. Its intricacies and mysteries are being revealed

by an advanced diagnosi.-;, which to the study of disor-

der of the circulation and morbid physiognomy in the

facies, decubitus, state of the brain and senses, and in-

spection of the excreta, now adds a detection of new or

previously unexplained symptoms by applied physics

and chemistry. With the aid of scopic, acoustic, and
metric instruments, some of them invented for the pur-

pose, the clinical inquirer is enabled to inspect the in-

ternal organs by looking into the cavities and seeing

their textural changes. Thus, by the same means
through which the field of observation of the entire

organism is enlarged, a nicer appreciation of its several

parts is gained. During the period, and it is not a

long one, between the invention of the stethoscope and
that of the ophthalmoscope, what a number of ingenious-

ly devised in.*trumcnts and apparatus have been brouglit

into use for extending diagnosis! The learned touch

has also its aids for a better cognizance of the pulse and
temperature of the body by the sphygmograph and the

thermometer. Chemistry is conjoined with micro-

scopy in our examination of the morbid changes of the

Ijlood and other animal fluids, and a knowledge is thus

obtained of the extent of the metamorphic phenomena
which are both the causes and results of disease. His-

tology, by the same means, has given us the cell-doc-

trine, which lies at the foundation of minute anatomy,

physiology, and pathology. Hardly had this doctrine

obtained general credence, when an important modifi-

cation of it is made in admitting that the nucleus of

the cell maybe eliminated, and the cell itself shown to

contain a hving albuminoid substance, a life-stuff, "pro-

toplasm," out of which, in successive evolutions and de-

velopments, the whole organic world is formed. Ex-
perimental physiology continues with increasing acti-

vity and definitencss of purpose its explorations on
mooted questions in the processes of assimilation and
disassimilation, and in the offices performed by certain

portions of the nervous system. Among other points,

we have yet to ascertain beyond dispute the part per-

formed by the liver in the making of sugar, and by the

kidneys in the forming of urea and the urates. Great

progress has been made in ascertaining the true func-

tions of the several parts of the nervous system, as, for

instance, in determining those of the sensitive and mo-
tor divisions, and the escito-motory for reflex action.

Attention has been more particularly directed to the

central organs,—the encephalo-spinal axis,—the great

origin of nervous power and laboratory for its genera-

tion, and through which mind and motion are made

manifest. Cerebral physiology still shows progress in

localizing to some extent the functions of different por-

tions of the brain, as faculties of the mind. The first

systematic attempts with this view, in which the con-

nection between cerebral development and functional

activity was pointed out, were made at the beginning of

the century by Gall and Spurzheim ; and although these

innovators were not quite successful in forming a com-

plete system of mental philosophy, tiiey opened the way
and set the examfile for further investigations which

have enriched cerebral physiology. If we find, through

microscopic anatomy, in the nerve-cells of the brain

the material cause, if not explanation, of volition and

thought, it remains for us to determine the conditions
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for the fullest cell-growth, and how far cerebral nutri-

tion can be modified, as in the supply of the phosphates,

to meet functional requirements. We are left also yet

to discover the changes wrought in the nerve-cells by

mental exercise.

Materia Medica has made wonderful progress, chiefly

by large additions and in part by substitutions, within

the period of our present sketch. In the former are

chlorine, iodine, bromine, and their alkaline and metallic

salts; also the acids—benzoic, carbolic, gallic, hydro-

cyanic, hydroiodic, sulphurous, tannic, and valerianic

—

with their basic combinations. From vegetable tonics

and narcotics have been procured the alkaloids—quinia,

morphia, strychnia, etc. ; and thus we get the active

principles in small bulk, and easily administered, from

the crude and heterogeneous substances in which they

had been buried and concealed, to the great gain of our

therapeutics on the score of precision and power. But

in substituting these alkaloids for the articles—barks,

roots, leaves, or extract—from which they are obtained,

it must be remembered that they do not represent all

the active properties and medicinal effects of these

articles, which contain other principles besides the al-

kaloids, and of these in some cases more than one.

Quinia is, for the most part, an efficient substitute for

Peruvian bark, but it is not an entire equivalent to this

latter, which will cure intermittent fever when quinia

and other cinchona alkaloids and their salts fail So

also of the sedative and hypnotic efiects of morphia,

as compared with those of opium. What a boon in

these later times has been granted to us in the anodyne

and sleep-procuring properties of morphia, hydrate of

chloral, and bromide of potassium ! What an almost

divine gift in the discovery of anjesthesia being pro-

duced by the inhalation of the ethers, nitrous oxide,

and the chlorinated compouods! Additional evidence

of progressive medicine is found in the more philoso-

phical apphcation of electricity, electro-magnetism,

and other modifications, to the cure of difi'erent diseases

of the nervous and muscular systems, anomalous

chronic affections of the viscera, and morbid growths.

By induction it becomes also an important diagnostic

aid in distinguishing the different kinds of palsy, and
the real from the feigned.

Materia AUmentaria rests on a better foundation than

before, in it? nicer appreciation of the different kinds

of food, and the relatively nutritive properties of their

several proximate principles. Food, ceasing to be re-

garded as exclusively a hygienic substance, is not held

back in reserve until the violence of the disease is sub-

dued; but its administration forms a part of our thera-

peutical treatment, not only to repair but to prevent

waste, and thus preserve the integrity of the organs

from destructive metamorphosis, ililk, now more than

ever, is acknowledged to be in a high degree both

nutritive and medicinal, and to be our most re-

liable resource in a large number of chronic maladies,

and a sustaining febrifuge in fevers of the most malig-

nant kind. Cad-liver oil, which of late years has

brought such a powerful reinforcement to the Materia

Medica, is entitled to a high place in the alimentary de-

partment, for supplying lost fatty matter in chronic

diseases with defective nutrition and emaciation. Both
animal and vegetable substances are now prepared for

ready use in a concentrated form, to keep unchanged

for long periods and in all climates ; and thus valuable

additions are made to mihtary and naval hygiene and
to hospital supphes, and the restorative comforts of the

convalescing invalid at home.

Hygiene has made considerable advances in deter-

mining not only the best means of preserving health,

,
but also of preventing disease in crowded populations

I

as well as in individuals : the selection of proper food,

and a better appreciation of the effects of the circum-

fusa in regard to noxious airs and gases, and the dis-

covery of various disinfectants and deodorizers, sys-

tematic ventilation, etc. Meteorology, now carefully

studied by scientific observers in all parts of the earth,

gives a rich record, from which hygiene cannot be slow

to borrow. Medical climatology, embracing an inquiry

into the operation of atmospherical, marine, and geo-

logical agencies on the human frame, offers a wide

field for observation, with a view of our learning, with

some degree of certainty, the precise climatic condi-

tions on wljich an invalid may hope for permanent re-

hef Among the earliest writings on medicine are those

relating to the influence of climate on the physical and

mental character and diseases of the inhabitants: but

the progress of improvement in a better knowledge of

the subject has not been by any means commensurate

with the lapse of time and increased scientific appli-

ances. Where shall we send our patients laboring un-

der phthisis? is a question to which no satisfactory an-

swer can yet be given. Increasing importance is

attached to hygiene, which, in its full measure of ap-

phcation, teaches people how to hve for the preserva-

tion of their health, and with it the acquisition of

personal comfort and greater probability of usefulness

and long life. But, while recording progress, we are

obliged to acknowledge that this has not been acceler-

ated by full or regular instruction in the medical schools

of our country at large. There is in most of them a

blank to be filled in this particular. People ought not

to wait for their compulsory attention to the subject by
the attack of every epidemic and nearly all endemics,

wLich bring with them a stern rebuke for neglect of

the laws of hygiene. Cholera has been the best cleans-

er and scavenger of cities and towns, by its inciting

their inhabitants to sanitary reform : much yet remains

to be done both by corporate bodies and individuals,

who must be enlightened and encouraged in no small

degree by medical journahsts, who are left to be their

chief teachers on the subject. Diseases become pre-

ventable to a great extent by persistence in system-

atized public and private hygiene.

Pathology has been called the science of disease, and
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t is advancing at such a rate as to afford good promise

of its meriting tliis designation, by its ascertaining the

precise characters of morbid changes of structure and

dtrangements of function, and the circumstances, both

external and internal, under which they begin and ter-

minate. Morbid anatomy, the last stage in patliologi-

cal researches, and too apt to he regarded as pathology

itself, is cultivated with rare patience, perseverance, and

minuteness unknown in former times. By the aid of

microscopy and chemistry, the different elementary

forms of amorphous and malignant growths and degen-

eration of tissue, and changes in the blood and other

animal fluids, are revealed; and although these discov-

eries may not furnish positive indications for the-

rapeutic guidance, they do good negatively, by showing
]

the fallacious, if not actually mischievous, effects of

previously accredited medication. Humoral pathology,
j

in abeyance for a time during the reign of solidism, is

again in the ascendant, and rests now on accumulated
.,

evidence, contrasting in the clearness of ils demonstra-

tion with the old doctrine of peccant humors. Under
the general name of blood poisoning, we find the

etiology of many of our worst forms of febrile and other

diseases. Additional light has been thrown on the

nature of gout, tubercle, cancer, and scrofulosis, and

hopes are entertained by philosophical observers that ra-

tional pathology will lead to " a specific treatment of

each diathesis, founded on an exact knowledge of the

physiological laws of its manifestation." The inocula-

tion of tubercle and the subsequent infection to which

it gives rise are worthy of notice as indicative of patho-

logical progress, and as serving to aid us in the etiology

of consumption. If pathology is to merit the title of

the science of medicine, it must be in its bringing to-

gether, in one connected series, etiology, diagnosis, and

morbid anatomy—an exhibition of the phenomena of

disease from ils inception to its close, and of the struc

tural changes which it has left. Mere dead-house i

pathology, which shows us these latter, goes but a little

way towards a solution of the problem of disease : it i

furnishes an element in the investigation, but it has no 1

valid claim to represent tlie whole complex series. In I

t'.ie many fields for pathological research continually

offered, none can attract us more than diseases of tlie

brain. Great as have been the advances in this study

during the period which we are now slightly sketch-

ing, the field is still open for further explorations.

Cerebral pathology, in its largest acceptation, has

been studied with a patience and careful observa-

tion, and an enlarged spirit of philosophy, which have

brought us to a better knowledge and more enlightened

treatment of insanity.

Medical Psi/chohgy has been brought in as a timely

assistant in teaching us to compare the healthy with

the morbid state of mind, and to note the gradu.il

conversion of the one into the other. We learn,

at the same time, how to bring back the eccentricities,

wanderings, and more violent disorders of the men-

tal faculties to their original equilibrium. Improved

semeiotics, by an incorporation of the initiatory signs

or prodromes of insanity with the symptoms indicating

the wear and tear of body and mind, will enable a

discerning physician to adopt timely preventive meas-

ures against tlie explosion of mania, in the one case,

and a softening of the brain, with imbecility and par-

alysis, in the other.

Therapeutics has received large additions, but cannot

be said to have made decided progress on, fixed prin-

ciples of universal experience and recognition. The

means to carry out the various indications for the treat-

ment of disease are more numerous and powerful than

tliey ever were before; but we .ire still unable to pre-

dicate of the symptoms a selection of remedies specially

and certainly adapted to the cure. Great changes,

amounting to revolutions in practice, have been effected

of late years. Blood-letting and the reducing treatment

in nearly all its details have been put aside in favor of

free if not indiscriminate stimulation; but this extreme

change is only a revival under another hypothesis, with

a greater show of organology, of the Brunonian practice,

which bore such extensive sway at the early part of the

present century. Mercury, not long ago deemed to be

indispensable in the treatment of many diseases, is now

decried as dangerous and hurtful. A question may be

put, in no skeptical mood, whether the now popular

therapeutics will not give place to a restoration, in a
'

modified form, of the depleting and mercurial practice?

Are there not already more than inklings of a beginning

reaction in this matter? Fluctuations of opinion on

the modus operandi of old remedies still retained evince

activity in the search, although the true end may not

have been reached. Digitalis, for example, still pre-

scribed in diseases of the heart, ceases to be recom-

mended as for any alleged sedative in morbidly increased

action and hypertrophy, but claims our faith in its utility

as a tonic in feeble states of this org.an. Quinine retains

its place as the favorite antiperiodic, but when given, as

it is, in the phlegmasia, it must be to meet new indi-

cations not contemplated under its previous use. Arse-

nic is given in a more extended circle of diseases than

formerly, and in some of those of the skin it takes pre-

cedence of all other remedies. We see now both

quinine and arsenic, and iodine and bromine, with their

compounds, replacing to a considerable extent mercury

as an alterative in numerous chronic diseases. Water,

as an indispensable staminal principle, of which so much

of the animal frame is composed, and to the textural

formations and metamorphoses and the functions of

the org.ins it largely contributes, must always engage

attention as an agent of hygiene. Its use therapeuti-

cally, also, has always been recognized, and in later

times has acquired vogue in connection with the limited

and exclusive doctrine of hydrop-ithy. A wide field

still remains open for experimental observations on the

Watery Regimen and Balneology, for the purpose of es-

tablishing correct principles to encourage and guide us
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in directing the use of water in a long list of diseases,

both acute and chronic. Of a kindred nature, and

promising still more marked and varied therapeutical

powers, are the waters of mineral springs, so bountifu'ly

spread over tlie surface of the globe, and particularly

abundant in different regions of the United States. There

is a rich literature on tliissuliject in France, Germany, and

Italy, from wliieh much might be drawn for our guidance

at home, in aiididjn to what has been contributed by a

few American writers. The Journal of the AVaters of

Bareges, edited by Barthez in the last century, ought

to find imitations among us at tliis time, when the fever

of journalism is at such a height. Physicians residing

at the different springs can do good service in this way.

Phanndcolngij has aided therapeutics by introducing

new and delicate processes for the separation of the active

principles of drugs from the crude matters in which they

were imbedded, and for rendering their administration

more easy and efficient. Reference has been already

made to this point when speaking of the advances made
in Materia Medica. Among the many examples of the

fact we may mention the fluid extracts, as compared
with the ordinary extracts and syrups. We may also

speak of the readiness with which the most powerful

medicaments, the alkaloids, for instance, are introduced

in their concentrated strength into the organism by
subcutaneous or hypodermic insertion and injection,

• itself a strong evidence of therapeutical progress.

Surgery continues in the line of progress, and at the

same time of reform, which has distinguished it since the

time of John Hunter in the last century. In its plastic

and orthopajdic departments it shows itself to be emi-

nentlj' conservative in the saving of limbs and other

parts, and in the removal of deformities. Much is due

for these results to an increasing knowledge of patholo-

gy—a better appreciation of the connections between
the constitutional disorder and the local injury, and a

clearer insight into the recuperative powers of the

several parts of tlie organism. Much also is due to the

endless ingenuity in the devising and successful use of

instruments, and of the mechanical helps to meet every
fresh exigency. In cases for surgical intervention, not

only the how, but the when and the wherefore are

questions to be carefully and conscientiously studied

before an operation is performed.

Obstetrics, no longer a mere art, is making good its

claims to be regarded as. a science, while Gynajcology
opens out the way to an extended series of observa-

tions on the infirmities and diseases of women, and of

inquiries into the modifications of their moral nature,

caused by the peculiarities of their physical organiza-

tion, and, e converso, the influence of their mental .on

their bodily constitution. The trouble and anxiety of

the accoucheur are increasing with the greater delicacy

of the female frame and predominance of the nervous
temperament in civic life, owing to a neglect of the

laws of hygiene ; especially in relation to air, exercise,

and food during girlliood, or the formative period of

sexuality. Either the physician is not consulted, as he

ought to be, or he fails to exercise his ever-reserved

privilege to give earnest and unmistakable advice for

the education ofthe young ofboth sexes. Not the least

interesting feature of medical progress is theincrea-e of

specialties in the separate study and practice of particu-

lar branches of medicine or surgery. Thus we have

ophthalmologists, aurists, orth.opoedists, sypliilographers,

dermatologists, etc. Fears may well be entertained

that this minute subdivision of subjects and addiction

to one of them exclusively will lead to a neglect of the

vital connection and sympathies of the chosen organ

with tlie rest of the organism, and their reciprocal in-

fluence on each other. It must, at the same time, be

admitted that the specialist gives a thorough investi-

gation of his subject, and acquires a greater readiness

in the details of practice than the general practitioner.

Clinical Medicine, regarded by some as different from

old-time practical medicine, is essentially the same

thing, as both are wrought out at the bedside of the

patient, whether he be the sole occupant of a sick-

chamber, or one of many in the wards of a hospital.

But clinical medicine of the present day, as the conver-

sescence of the radii representing the several branches

of medicine, direct and collateral, is illuminated in pro-

portion to their greater and increasing light. We have,

in consequence, a more thorough and more carefully

prepared diagnosis of disease, and a more careful selec-

tion, after critical examination and comparison, of the

therapeutical appliances for its cure. We cannot be se-

cure against all danger of intruding hypotheses, but a

more jealous vigilance is exercised to resist their intro-

duction. The attempt made to give clinical medicine

somewhat of a mathematical bearing, by what has been

called the numeral method, has not been successful. The

phenomena of disease and the effects of remedies are

too fluctuating and unstable to be measured absolutely

by notation, as a means of re.aehing positive conclusions

which sh.all guide for the future in determining tlie

true nature of the disease and its correct treatment.

Clinic medicine and clinical teaching exhibit better

methods of investigation than ever before, but the cu-

rative process is attended with the same difficulties and

uncertainties tliat were noticed in our speaking of

therapeutics. What a contradiction in the treatment

of the same disease of similar classes of patients in the

same city is exhibited in the clinical returns of two
London hospitals, in one of which milk, and in the

other alcohol, were the chief remedies for typhus fever 1

Medical Jurisprudence is enlarging its boundaries and

increasing its efficiency for the detection of crime and

the protection of the wrongfully accused innocent.

But, while we have American treatises of the highest

order on the subject, we look in vain for full systema-

tic instruction in a medico-legal course in our medical

schools, as an integral part of their currienluni, and a

branch of medicine a knowledge of which is indispen-

sable for tlie attainment of a degree.
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Ucuicius aiilJ notices of l3ool\3.

Opium and the Opium Atpetite. With Xotices of

Alcoholic Beverages, Cannabis Indica, Tobacco and
Cocoa, and Tea and Coffee, in their Hrgrienic Aspects
and Pathologic Relations. By Aloxzo Calkens, JI. D.
Phila. : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1870. 12mo. pp. 390.

The liabit of using opium and other stimulants is

now so rife with the American public that a special

literature on the subject seems to be demanded. There i,

is no doubting the fact that there is being developed
a .sreat interest in the general subject. Scientists, po-
litical economist^, moralists, and indeed almost every
class of tlie thinking community, seem anxious to con-
tribute their moiety of facts toward the solution of

the great problem of our civilization. The journals

teem with analyses and statistics; medical men still

contribute the results of their e.^periments upon the

lower animals, and their observations upon the human
family: the results of tlie treatment in asylums, etc.,

etc. Facts from every qi;arter are eagerly received,

whether from llu; scientist proper, the sensational writer,

or the jobbing legislator. The work before us partake.^,

in reality, neither of the strictly scientific, the pen-

sationaL or the ethical—it is in fact a strange and un-
systematic mi.xture of the three, presenting the general
and professional reader simplv with an array of sigr]ifi-

cant lacts; nothing more. In the matter of historical d.-ita

the author shows an extent of study very praiseworthy
in itself, but tliere is such a want of arrangement, of
generalization, and of perspicuity; such a number of
Latin quotations, more for the sakeof displaying the
author's knowledge of the classics than for any other
purpose, that the great object of making the work at-

tractive and interesting to the reader is totally defeated.

These circumstances are to be the more deplored as very
many, if not the majority, of the experiences of the suf-

ferers have never before appeared in print. A labored
study of them proves the old story, that the opium
habit is easy to form but almost impossible to break.
It has seemed to be the design of the author to minister
more to the wants of the general reader than to the
physician, as many assertions are dogmatically made
which are not accepted by the profession in general,

while many others are referred to as settled which, in

reality, have no scientific significance. But after all the
work may .serve a good purpose in warning such as

may be tempted to invite the dangerous habit of opium
eating of the terrible ordeal through which they must
of necessity pa.?s. The relative effects of the different

poisons, opium, alcohol, tobacco, cannabis indica, etc.,

are truthfully described, but here as in the other parts
of the work there is a strange want of that scientific

analysis of the facts which is of such interest to every
unprejudiced searcher after truth.

Ucports of Societies.

[Official]

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

State! Meeting, June 14, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, Presidext, in the Chair.

Dr. Rogers, on behalf of the Committee on Microscopy,
reported the specimen presented at a previous meeting
by Dr. Lente to be an intestinal concretion.

Dr. Fisxell completed the history of the renal cyst

presented at the last meeting by slating that it contain-

ed twenty-eight ounces of a highly albuminous liquor.

He next exhibited the heart of a boy five years of
age. The patient had been cyanosed since birth, final-

ly anasarcous, and sank into a comatose condition, in

which he died. At the autopsy a communication an
inch in diameter was discovered between the two ven-
tricles. During life a very distinct murmur was recog-

nized.

WILL QUIXISE PRODUCE ABORTIOX ?

Dr. Caro presented a foetus with envelopes accompa-
nied with the following history :—The patient from
whom the specimen was discharged was a lad}' forty-

three years of age. She was married- in her twenty-
eighth year. In the course of a year she gave birth

to a child ; a year after she had a miscarriage, and two
years after another child. Since that time until her

conception, a few months since—a period of eleven

years—she has had no children. During the whole of

her married Ufe she has enjoyed good health. In
January last she ceased to menstruate, but her menses
occurred again in the course of the two months follow-

ing. Since then she menstruated al.iout every three

weeks, and was menorrhagic. In April the breast pre-

sented the characteristic areolar appearance. Although
pregnancy was su.spected, no positive diagnosis could

then be made. The month aft<T, profuse menstruation

again appeared. Dr. Caro then made a careful vaginal

examination, but fearing to introduce the sound, he was
unable to decide whether the uterine contents was
the product of actual conception, or a tumor. But in

order to prevent flowing, the fluid extract of ergot was
prescribed in five-drop doses every two hours. No suc-

cess attended this treatment. Having noticed that Dr.

Angelo Monteverdi in a recent It.dian journal recom-
mended quinine as an active and eflicient emmenagogue,
Dr. Caro determined to try its effects. He accordingly

procured some of the fluid extract of cinchona and
administered it in teaspoonful doses in warm water

every four hours. After the third dose the uterine

contents were discharged. He also mentioned that Dr.

Savre had pubUshed in the American Practitioner a

somewhat similar case in which quinine was adminis-

tered, and in which the result was equally prompt.

On examining the specimen the foetus was compara-

tively dried, and the rotundities of the limb and body
were flattened. There was no amniotic fluid in the sac.

The placenta was fatty.

Dr. Leste remarked that he had met with a c^e
in which the same condition of foetus was present, due

to the previous dribbling of amniotic fluid at the com-

mencement of each catamenia. It was evident that

the production of miscarriage was the only hope, and

Dr. Sayre had advised him to try the quinine as an

emmenagogue. Although miscarriage occurred, he could

not say tliat quinine had any direct effect in produ-

cing it.

Dr. Rogers called the attention of the Society to the

evidences of intra-uterine inflammation of the foetus,

shown by numerous adhesions of contiguous parts of

the body.

Dr. Loomis referred to a case of a lady with incipient

phthisis to whom he had given, during the last four

months of her pregnancy, ten grains of quinine daily.

The quinine arrested the development of the phthisis,

thus fulfilling the indications ; but it exercised no influ-

ence upon the uterus, as a fine healthy child was born

at the full term.

Dr. C. C. Lee states that he hal frequently givea
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large doses of quinine to svomen in the earlier months
of pregnancy, who were suffering from malarial poison,

and had never seen any bad effects in the shape of mis-

carriage. He had in such cases not unfrequently given

thirty or forty grains a day.

Dr. Newman stated that Dr. Sayre had reported

two cases in which quinine seemed to act as an emme-
nagogue. In neither of these was it claimed that the

remedy induced abortion, but that it aided uterine con-

tractions when abortion was threatened.

Dr. Caro said that Dr. Monteverdi affirmed that

quinine would bring on miscarriage in any case, and
that it was consequently dangerous to administer it to

pregnant women.
Dr. Rogers remarked that he had frequently given

quinine in large doses to women in all stages of preg-

nancy, but had never met with a miscarriage as the

result.

OVARIAN TUMORS.

Dr. Lexte exhibited a polycystic ovarjan tumor re-

moved by operation from a patient of the Woman's
Hospital. The pedicle was very short and thick, and
was secured by silver wire (cobbler stitch) and drop-

ped back. In the neighborhood of the ligature there

was a mass <\hich looked very much like a portion of in-

testine, and at first it was supposed that such had been
included in the ligature. But the gentlemen present

finally concluded that such an accident was under the

circumstances impossible, and the wound was closed.

She died very shortly after from exhaustion. The
darkish looking mass supposed to be intestine was
found at the autopsy to be the result of a circumscribed
subperitoneal effusion of blood, extending from the point
indicated, to the diaphragm. The amount extravasated
was not more than two or three ounces. Tliere were
no evidences of peritoniiis an3'where, neither of pyae-
mia.

LITHOTRITY.

Dr. Lente also presented two specimens, removed re-

spectively from old men who had been the subjects of
lithotrity.

The first case, while suffering from tertiary syphilis,

developed symptoms of stone. Dr. Van Buren per-

formed lithotrity upon him. Subsequently, having
some difficulty in urination, the patient was advised to

use the catheter. This he did for a while, but he be-
came quite careless in its employment, and would
sometimes neglect it altogether. Some time after the
operation he received a severe fall which jarred him
very much, and this resulted in the development of
symptoms of peritonitis and the appearance of a tumor
in the right lumbar region. There was considerable
difficulty as to the precise nature of the tumor. Dr.
Van Buren being of the opinion that it was syphilitic.

The patient afterwards put himself under the care of
Prof Tliompson, and finally came to Dr. Lente. The
urinary difficulty increased as well as the tumor, and
the patient finally sank and died.

At the autopsy the tumor was found to be caused
by the right kidney, which was much enlarged and
infiltrated with a cheesy-looking material. Dr. Lente
was of the opinion that this organ was the seat of
tuberculous deposit. The ureter of this kidney was im-
pervious throughout. The left kidney was compara-
tively healthy. The liver was cirrhosed. The bladder,
on account of the objections of the fi lends, could not
be removed, but it was fmnd, by passing the finger
into its cavity, to contain a bloody fluid, and the mucous
membrane of the organ to be disorganized and appar-
ently destroyed. Three phosphatic calculi were abo
discovered, and at the bottom of the bladder, in the

neighborhood of the prostate, were felt small hard pro-
cesses which appeared to be cancerous.

cnEEST degexeratios of abscesses.

Dr. Ketes, who assisted at the autopsy, was of the
opinion that the cheesy deposit in the kidney was the
result of an abscess. He believed that the outgrowths,
which were for the most part situated around the in-

ternal orifice of tlie urethra, were syphilitic.

Dr. LooMis was of the same opinion as Dr. Keyes in

regard to the deposit in the kidney. It was very rare
for a tuberculous kidney to appear independently at

that age.

Dr. C. C. Lee, in connection with this deposit, referred

to the acknowledged cause of what is erroneously call-

ed scrofulous testis, that condition being in reahty
nothing more than the cheesy degeneration of pus
formed originally either by primary abscess of the scro-

tum or of the epididymus.

Dr. Loomis remarked that this same cheesy degen-
eration occurs in the pus of catarrhal pneumonia, and
is so often referred to the deposit of tubercles. This
cheesy deposit may exist any length of time in the
lung-tissue, or it may soften and give rise to ulceration

and gangrene, forming the third stage of phthisi.s.

Dr. Keves referred to a case of abscess of the an-
trum, in which by long imprisonment the cheesy degen-
eration had occurred, and had in its turn been changed
into a tough, whitish, dry, elastic material, very much
resembling india-rubber.

LITHROTITT. RENAL ABSCESS, ETC.

Dr. Lente presented a second kidney removed from the

second case upon which lithotrity had been performed.

The operation was done in October last. Everything
progressed favorably except that there was a difficulty in

introducing the catheter, on account of an enlargement
of the middle lobe of the prostate ; also t' at there was
a slight attack of cystitis. After a time pain in the

right lumbar region appeared, and extended through to

the epigastrium. It was at first supposed to be mus-
cular, but the patient becoming more and more anaemic,

and the pain continuing, the urine was examined for

albumen and casts. His micturition was ciuite fre-

quent. Finally the urine became entirely suppressed,

and the patient rapidly lapsed into a semi-comatose
condition. Dr. Loomis, who saw the case in consulta-

tion, supposed it to be one of Bright's disease. Digi-

talis was advised, and after the free administration of

the infusion the urinary flow returned in the course of

twenty-four hours. Dr. Lente mentioned that in con-

nection with the infusion he had made use of a poultice

of the leaves of digitahs around the whole trunk of the

patient. A week after this the patient had a similar at-

tack of suppression and died.

In the situation of this pain over the kidney. Dr.

Lente, after persistent eflbrts. detected deep-seated

induration and finally fluctuation. It was evidently

to his mind caused by a peri-nephritic abscess. Hav-
ing satisfied himself on this point, he passed an explor-

ing needle through the tissues of the part for a distance

of two inches and succeeded in evacuating a quantity

of healtliy matter.

At the autopsy, the right kidney was found tlie seat

of fatty degeneration, its pelvis was much dilated, and
at its posterior portion was perforated. The perfora-

tion was situated two and a half inches to the right of
the median line, and under the twelfth rib. It commu-
nicated with the fistulous track left by the abscess. At
the most dependent portion of the dilated pelvis was a

small uric acid calculus.

Dr. Lente, in regard to the evacuation of deep-seated
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cavities containing pu?, remarked that, «-itli the ex-
ception of Bowditch and Raver, no one had recom-
mended the practice. He believed that it was the true

principle to evacuate p'.is wherever found, especially

when, as in the case just cited, there was danger of

the discharge of an abscess into the peritonaeum.

Dr. Post believed that the law to evacuate pus
wherever found was well established.

Dr. Leste, in connection with this last ease, referred

fo one which occurred to him some years ago. He
diagnosticated calculus. Shortly after, the man in jump-
ing from a height sustained a severe jar, and became
paraplegic. This condition was then followed by re-

tention and unconsciousness. Fluctuation was then dis-

covered over the right kidney, and an opening was
made and pus evacuated. The man subsequently re-

covered.

Dr. Lee remarked that the occurrence or non-occur-

rence of casts was of mucii less importance in regard to

prognosis, in eases of Bright's kidney, than the estima-

tion of the quantity of urea excreted. When there was
a marked diminution in urea there was always danger,

while this was b)' no means the case when casts were
present. Again, it was well known that Bright's dis-

ease could progress steadily, and yet few if any casts

show themselves.

Dr. LooMis stated that, within the last six months,

he had made a sufficient number of investigations to

enable him to assert that, in the majorit)- of cases of

Bright's kidney, wliere no casts showed themselves,

they could be made to appear in the course of forty-

eight hours after digitahs had been administered in di-

uretic doses. This latter, in the shape of infusion of

the leaves, in 3 ss. doses, was the only reliable rem-
edy to wash out the uriniferous tubes.

Dr. Keyes remarked that the specific gravity of the

urine of Dr. Lente's second case was not low at any
time.

REAPPEARANCE OF AN EPITHELIAL GROWin THIRTV
TEARS AFTER AN OPERATION.

Dr. Mason presented an epithelial growth, removed '

a few weeks before from the right side of the lower lip

of a man aged 70 years. The point of interest about
j

the case was, that just thirty years ago an operation for

the same trouble was performed upon the same locality.

He had repeatedly met with cases in wliieh from a few
months to four or five years had elapsed before the re-

appearance of the disease, but none in which there was
such a long arrest as in the present instance.

OBSTIN.WE SECONDARY HEMORRHAGE.

Dr. Newman presented two specimens, the miin in-

terest in each being centred in the occurrence of

troublesome and profuse secondary hemorrhage. The
first was a tumor of the scapula, removed trom a
gentleman aged 26. The history seemed to prove that

the growth was congenital, and that it had gradually

increased, so that up to the time of the operation it

had acquired the size of an orange. There was never
any particular pain in the part, and i:s removal was re-

quested because, from its situation, it gave the patient

a hunchbacked appearance. The diagnosis waa quite

difficult. In general physical appearance it reseuihled

a fatty tumor, but, was a little too soft. The patient

was seen by Dr. Sayre, who succeeded in making the

diagnosis of encysted tumor. Tiiis conclusion was
arrived at from the fact that in pinching the growth,
the thumb and fingers almost met through the sub-

stance. The operation was performed January 22,

with the assistance of Dr. Mason. The intention was
to take out the cyst entire, but before this was accom-

plished the cyst burst, discharging a dark, grumous-
looking fluid. After considerable dissection, every por-
tion of the wall of the sac was removed. It was ne-
cessary to ligate three arteries, when bleeding ceased
entirely. Dr. JT. was satisfied at the time that every
bleeding point was secured. The wound was then
closed with silver sutures, followed by adhesive straps

and a compress bandage. Shortly alter the operation

blood began to trickle through tlie bandages, and the
patient was found lying in a pool of blood. The wound
was opened and found to be filled with clots. The
source of the blood was an exceedingly small vessel.

This was with difficulty secured, and it was two months
before the wound was healed by granulation.

The second case was a tumor of the labia m.njora.

The bed from which it was removed was an inch and
a h.alf in depth. The nourishing artery of the part
was twisted, and the hemorrhage ceased. There were
occasionally small hemorrhages until the foui th day.

These were in turn controlled by compresses, and all

danger offurther bleeding seemed to be at an end. On the

twelfth da}', however, an alarming secondary hemor-
rhage occurred, which reduced the patient in a short time
almost to syncope. This was arrested, after a good deal

of trouble, by the application of plugs saturated with
persulphate of iron.

Dr. Lente thought it a good plan in such cases to

introduce through the sides and into the bottom of the
wound, by means of curved needles, two sutures cross-

ing each other, and then pursing the tissues by tying

the ends of these sutures together. This was a plan

adopted by Emmet with great success.

Dr. Newman remarked that the wound in his case

was loo deep to allow of such a procedure.

Dr. Post presented two foetal lambs joined tcgether

by the dorsal region. There was only one head. The
specimen was sent him from Turkey.
The Society then went into Executive Session.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, July G, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee in the Chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-

proved.

A reporter of the N". Y. Times being present, the

President requested him to withdraw, and censured

the unknown member who had invited him to be

present.

NEW ventilator.

Dr. Vi'. F. TnoMS exhibited a new variety of venti-

lator, to be used with advantage for summer and
winter veniilalion, with drawings descriptive of the

same.

FRACTCRES and dislocations of THE ODONTOID PROCESS.

Dr. Stephen Smith read a paper on " Fractures and

Dislocations of the Odontoid Process," showing the

immense strength of the process and the tenacity of the

ligaments surrounding it. He remarked that fractures

of this bone are more common than generally supposed.

There are three varieties of fracture—occurring generally

in syphilitic and scrofulous patients :

—

1st. Those occurring from spontaneous causes. 2d.

Those resulting from direct violence, such as blows and
gunshot wounds. 3d. Those occasioned by sudden

movements of the bead.

Fractures of the process are usually associated with

fractures of the atlas and axis. Cases occasionally re-

cover permanently, but generally with anchylosis, and
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sometimes with a false joint. Fractures may occur at

the base of the process, and thus liberate it. Dr. Smith
presented 22 cases in all ; of these 19 were males and
3 females; 19 died, and 3 recovered. The longest

period which a fatal case lived was 2" months. The
oldest patient w;is GO years, the youngest six months.

The speaker said tliat the statement that persons who
had been hung usually had fracture of the odontoid

process was incorrect. The prognosis is generally

favorable when immeiliate displacement does not occur.

The treatment consists in supporting the bone, by
position and by external appliances. Dr. Smith referred

to the important medico-legal aspect of these fractures.

In the discus.sion which followed, Dr. A. C. Post said

that he had never met with an unequivocal case of

this fracture.

Dr. B. Howard asked at what age and in what sex

cases most frequently occur.

Dr. Smith answered in middle life, and in males.

Dr. Joel Foster inquired if Dr. Smith knew of any
cases resulting from lifting children by the ears. Dr.

Smith answered affirmatively.

Dr. How.vrd remarked that in several examinations
of criminals who were hung he had never met a case

of this fracture.

The President sf.oke of the strength of tlie occipito-

axoid and other lig^iments as a prevention against

fractures and dislocations.

Dr. Smith mentioned the ease with which factures

may occur during life in healt'.iy people as being re-

markable, when we consider the great degree of arti-

ficial violence required to produce fracture after death.

Dr. a. C. Post thought that the reason why frac-

tures of the odontoid process were so rare after hanging,

was because the noose was applied below the second
cervical vertebra. Dr. Smith agreed with him.
The President referred to a paper prepared by Dr.

Vincentis Luis Ferrer, of Havana, on the best methods
of preserving vaccine virus, the paper being transmitted

to the Academy by Dr. G-iovanni Ceccarini, of New
Tork. Specimens of vaccine virus accompanied the

paper. The paper and specimens were referred to the
" Committee on Vaccination," and the thanks of the

Academy tendered to Dr. Ferrer.

The Aca'lemy then adjourned tiU the third Thursday
in September.

AMERICAN OTOLOGICAL SOCIETY.*

The fourth annual meeting of the Society was hel 1 at

the Ocean House, Newport, R. I., July 19. 1871, at 10|
o'clock, A.M., the President, Dr. H. D. Noyes, in the
chair.

Present—Drs. H. D. Noyes ofNew Tork, 0. D. Pom-
eroy of New York, John Green of St. Louis, H. G-.

Newton of Brooklyn, C. J. Blake of Boston, W. W.
Morland of Boston. J. Orne Green of Boston.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-

proved.

The President appointed Drs. J. Green, Pomeroy,
Morland, Newton, and Blake as a committee on the
nomination of new members, nomination of offijers, and
as an executive committee. This committee reported
the nondnalion oftlie following gentlemen:—

Drs. Samuel Sexton of New York, R. il. Bertholet
of Philadelphia, Robert Willard of Boston, George B.
Pomeroy ofNew York.
By a suspension of the b3'-laws these gentlemen were

elected by a viva-voce vote, and Drs. Sexton and Ber-
tholet took their seats as members.

* The report was received too late for last number.

—

JEd.

The following bulletin of business was submitted to

the Society, and as each paper was read it was referred

to the publishing committee:—
I. Report on the Progress of Otology. Dr. A. H.

Buck of New York.
II. Case of Horny Growth from the Auricle. Dr. A.

H. Buck of New York.
III. Necrosis of the Mastoid Cells in immediate

neighborhood of Ext. Auditory Meatu-^. Dr. Charles
Lai'jrht of New York, through Dr. Buck.

IV. A singular case of Nervous Deafness treated un-
successfully by Galvanism. Dr. R. F. Weir of N. Y.

V. Tumor of the Cavity of the Tympanum with
Otitis Media Serosa. Dr. R. F. Weir of New York.

VI. Some cases of Polypus and their Treatment.
Dr. W. W. Seely of Cincinnati.

VII. Exhibition of Anatomical and Microscopical

Specimens. Dr. C. J. Blake of Boston.

VIII. Case of Abscess of Cerebellum. Dr. W. W.
Morland of Boston.

IX. A Case of Reproduction of the Membrana Tym-
pani. Dr. H. W. Spencer of St. Louis.

X. On the Conclusions to be drawn from the Secre-

tions in Chr. Purulent Inflammation. Dr. Charles J.

Pardee of New York.
XI. Results of the Aural Examination of 60 Lunatics.

Dr. 0. D. Pomeroy of New York.

XII. Investigations on Inflation. Dr. 0. D. Pome-
roy of New York.

XIII. Fibrous Tumor of the Auricle with Plutograph.
Dr. R. M. Bertholet of Philadelphia.

XIV. On Atomizing Apparatus. Dr. II. D. Noyes
of New York.
XV. Five cases of fatal Otorrhoea, with remarks on

the course by which they becotne fatal. Dr. J. Orne
Green of Boston.
A vote of thanks was given Dr. Blake for the pleasure

afforded the Society in examining hiscas;?s of s;)ecimen3

illustrating the minute osseous anatomy of the ear.

At 2| o'clock, after the reading of tlie eleventh papsr,

the Society adjourned till 5J o'clock, p.m.

SECOXD SESSION.

The Society was called to order by the President at

5i o'clock, and the minutes of the fir.-t session Wi-re

read and approved.

The resignation of Dr. H. L. Shaw as Corresponding
Secretary was received, and being understood to be
absolute, was on motion accepted. It was moved and
voted that the committee on nomination of officers be
instructed not to nominate a coi responding secretary.

The reading of the papers was then concluded. It

was voted that the rules in regard to assessments, the

revision of proofs, and adjournment, be the same as

adopted last year. The committee on the nominaliou
of officers reported the following list :

—

President—Dr. II. D. Noye.s.

Vice-President—Dr. E. L. Holmes.
Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. J. Orne Green.
Publishing Committee—D.-. R. F. Weir, Dr. C. E.

Hackley.
Commiitee on Progress of Otology—Dr. C. J. Blake.

All of whom were duly elected.

The minutes of this session were read and approved.

The resignation of Dr. A. D. Williams as a member of

the Society was reported by the secretary and accepted

by the Society. Adjourned 7i p.m.

Ax Old Practitioner.—Dr. Theophihis Clark, of

Tinniouth, Vermont, ninety-eight years old, is still

practising.
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Corrcspontjcuce.

MEDICATED BOUGIES FOR GONOR-
RHCEA.—THE TREATMENT OF

HEADACHES, ETC.

To THE ElUTOH OK THR ilEDICAL KECORD.

Sib :—I notice in .1 recent number of the Medical Rec-
onn, some remarks on tlio use of ''Medicated Bougies

in Goiiorrlioca." For over ten years I liave used medi-

cated urethral bougies in the treatment of this disease,

and also of gleet, Wt, I must confess, -with not much
better success tliau I obtained fi om the use of astrin-

gent injeciions carefully and faithfully' employed. At
first I used pipes of astringent substances, but found

them objecticnable on account of their friability, break-

ing oil" in the urethra, etc. I then formed bougies out

of a rod of lead of the proper thickness, by cutting

them tlie required length, carefully rounding the ex-

in-mity of each; and after splitting the top of the

bougie to the extent of a quarter of an inch, the ends

were flattened, as in Fig. 1. Then by punching a hole

in two narrow strips of

isinglass plaster placed

crosswise, and thrust-

ing the rod through the

opening thus made, a

lead urethral boujiie is

formed, which may be
used alone, or medi-
cated with astringent

or sedative substances.

Befure the bougie is

introduced it should be
dippeil into warm oil

or water; and after its

insertion the strips of
Fig- 1- Fio- 2. isinglass plaster are to

be moistened and applied to the glans penis. In this

manner the bougie is firmly secured in place, and, if

necessary, tlje patient can pursue his ordinary avoca-

tions without interfering much with the treatment.

In some c.ises the simple introduction of this lead bou-
gie has been found of use. By immersing it in acetic,

nitric, or other acid, until a coating of the compound
thus produced was obtained, and then inserting it into

the uretbra (allowing it to remain from a few minutes
to one or more hours), a speedy cure has in some cases

followed. I have sometimes with advantage coated a

smaller bougie with carbonate of lead, mixed with co-
coa-butter 10 a consistence hard enoug'i to admit of

introduction into the urethra, and yet to melt at tem-
perature of body. In this way the extracts of opium,
fjelladoima, hyoscyaraus, etc., tannin, and the various

astringent preparations of lead, zinc, etc., may be in-

troduced. Soluble substances may be combined with
a solution of gelatine, and the bougie dipped into this

preparation untd a sufficient co.iting is obtained. The
advantage of this mode of treatment is its convenience,

as well as llie certainty of having the astringent or sed-

ative substance in constant contact with the affected

parts; but invariable success is no more to be expected
from this than from any other method.

Headache.—Of course, in the treatment of this affec-

tion, whether it be idiopaihio or symptomaiic, tlie

most important indication is to discover and remove
the cause. But among the various remedies used for

its relief, it would seem that the apphcation of heat and
cold has not received the attenti(Ui it deserves. Now,
instead of applying to the head a cloth wrung out in

cold water, or an evaporating lotion, a more rapid and
much better effect can be produced by the same appli-
cations applied to tlie necl: ; or a piece of intestine of
the required length may be filled with ice-water or
pounded ice, and wrapped like a collar round the same
part. Should it be necessary to use cold to the head, a
"beef-bladder" fiKed WMth "ice-water or ice (the neck
of the bladder being tied round a cork) is a most efficient
and clean mode of employ inn it. Heat may be a^iplied
in a similar manner, and will often succeed when cold
fiils to produce relief. The hot water may be put in-
to a bladdei-, or into a rubber bag closed by a clamp,
which may be obtained at a moderate cost. As a
counter-irritant, I prefer a plaster made of fieshly pow-
dered capsicum to that of mustard, as it is quite as ef-
ficient, more cleanly, and may be left on for a number
of hours without blistering the lenderest skin. In a
case of severe nervous headache the happiest etlect
m:iy sometimes be obtained from a capsicum plaster
placed over the nape of the neck, shifting it when neces-
sary, or when it becomes unbearable, 10 the forehead
or between the scapula, at the same time constantly
applying to the face sponges squeezed out in very hot
water. By this means the heailache has often been
cpiickly relieved, the patient falling asleep, and waking
free from pain. AVhen the headache is accompanied
by throbbing in the carotids, temples, or forehead, a
s -nsation of fulness, pressuie, or heaviness over the
eyes, a "pumping headache," as it is sometimes called,
prompt relief may sometimes bo obtained bv cold ap-
plications to neck, and a capsicum plaster or' hot appli-
cation to epigastrium. If there be much m-rvons ex-
citement, with a quick, irritable pulse, small doses of
tincture of digitalis or of aconite will be of service.
For the irregularity of pulse and other symptoms accom-
panying a throbbing or "pumping headache," espe-
cially if there be giddiness, flushing of the face, etc.,

one-twelfth or one-sixteenth gr. doses of extract of
belladonna every two or four hours will be found in-
valuable. For persons of studious, sedentary, or in-
temperate habits, headache, particularly the variety-
known as Clams, will generally yield to the acetate
of strychnia, extract of nux vomica, or extract of ig-
natia amara. In nearly all cases the judicious emplov-
mcnt of cold or heat will greatly facilitate the trea"t-

ment, and of themselves often sufBce to cure.
Colic.—In cases of simple uncomplicated colic I know

of no remedy so effectual and so .=peedy in giving relief
as the tincture of nux vomica, in two-drop doses every
hour. Eurely more than two doses are required, when
aided by a warm bath, or a hot bran poultice over ab-
domen.

I have hastily written these items, which, if you
think worthy of a space in your valuable journal, are
at your service.

Your obedient servant,

C. J. Clebokxe, M.D.
St. Alban's Pi-ice, Gjut Feiuiy Road, Pa., Aug., 1871.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-
cers of the .Vedical Department V. S. Army, from
Aiigvst ,1, 1S71, to August 18, 1871, inclusive.

]MrLLS, Madison, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 1C5, Headquar-
ters Department of the East, Aug. 4, 1S71, granted
leave of absence for 30 days.

Ca.vpbeil, Jno., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 309, Headquar-
ters of the Army, A. G. 0., Aug. 10, 1871, leave' of ab-
sence extended 40 days.

Wright, Jos. P., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 172, Headquar-
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tersDepartnientof Dakota, July 31, 1871, grantedleave

of absence for 30 days.

Town, F. L., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 172, Headquarters

Departraeat of the East, assigned to duty as Post Sur-

geon, Fort Preble, Me.
Gibson-, Jos. R., Assistnnt Surgeon.—By S. 0. 304,

A. G. 0., Aug. 5, 1S71, leave of absence extended 3

months.
CowLES, Edw., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 172,

Headquarters Department of the East, authorized to

avail himself of leave of absence granted in S. 0. 224,

A. G. O., current series.

BrcHAXAX, W. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 167,

Headquarters Department of the East, Aug. 7, 1871,

directed to comply with orders assigning him to duty

at Fort Hamilton, X. Y. H.

MiDDLETos, p.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 171, c.

8., Department of the South, when relieved by Assis-

tant Surgeon Pope, to proceed to Lexington, Ky., for

duty at that post.

McEldeert, H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 308,

War Department, A G. 0., Aug. 10, 1871, reUeved

from duty in Department of Texas, to proceed to Bal-

timore, ild., and, on arrival, report by letter to the

Surgeon-Genera'.
Miller, G. McC ,

Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 171,

Headquarters Department of the South, Aug. 11, 1871,

directed to proceed to St. Augustine, Fla., tor duty at

that post.

AzpELL, Thos. F., A.ss'stant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 148,

Headquarters Department of Cal., Aug. 3, 1871. assign-

ed to duty as Post Surgeon at Camp Halleck, Xev.

Pope, B. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 171,

Headquarters Department of the South, Aug. 11, 1871,

assigned to duty at Elizabethtown, Ky.
Deiaxy. A., As.sistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 92. Head-

quarters District of Xew Mexico, July 31, 1871, as-

signed to temporary duty at Fort Union, N. M.

iHctiical 3tcm0 onli Hcius.

Roosevelt Hospital.—An examination of candidates

for the position of senior and junior assistant to the

Roosevelt Hospital will be held at the house of Dr.

Robert Watt^, 49 West 36th Street, on Tuesday, Sept.

12th, at 8 P.M.

Candidates must have passed their final .examination

for the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

Applications may be addressed to Dr. Erskine Mason,

113 West 44th Street.

Robert Watts, M.D.,
Secretary Mtd. Buard.

Dr. W. W. Dawsox has been appointed to the Chair

of Surgery in the Medical College of Ohio, vke Dr.

Blackman, deceased. He also succeeds the latter as

Chief of the Staff of Good Samaritan Hospital.

An Olo Mother.—Mrs. Betsy Hudson, of Warren,

Pa., aged 65 years, recently presented her husband
•with a plump, healthy baby.

Death of .*. Poughkeepsie Piitsiciax.—Dr. Richard

A. Varick, aged 66, for forty j-cars a physician in

Poughkeepsie, X. Y., was found dead in his bed on the

morning of August 10th.

CnjiXGE OF Climate as a Ctratite Measire for
Coxscmptiox.—E. Hoklen. M D., Xewark, X. J. (Am.
Jour. Med. Sciences), in his interesting paper on '• Ostra- ,

cism for Consumption," says that, after all, change of

climate, invaluable and promising as it is as a curative

measure for consumption, must yet fall far short of

general applicability, since its successful prescription

implies means, and means in abundance.

For a patient to leave home without near and dear

friends would be madness, but without ample means
it is suicide ; and worldly and paradoxical as it may
seem, there has been no truth more strongly forced

upon him than that life, like every other blessing, is

purchasable with money.

The Earliest Advocate of a Womax's Meoical Col-
lege.—The late Dr. Bartholomew Fussell, of Chester

Springs, Pa., a prominent member of the Society of

Friends, was the earliest advocate of the education of

women as phvsicans in this country, and as far back as

1840 instructed a class of women in medicine. He was
also one of the founders of the Women's Medical Col-

lege in Philadelphia.

XEWFOuxDLAxn CoD-LivER OiL.—Tliis cod-liveroil

has gone up in price lately, owing to the immense de-

mand for it in Europe, and now it is sidd to the mer-
chant at the rate of 130 cents a gallon. List year
330 tuns of it were exported, the value being 260 dol-

lars per tun. Of the common cod oil, unrefined, 4,521
tuns were exported, the value being 144 dollars per
tun.

CRorp.— The first account of this disease in the Eng-
lish language, by this name, is to be found in a letter

from Dr. Patrick Blair, of Cupar Angus, to the celebrat-

ed Dr. Mead, of London, dated July 6ih, 1713.

The Oldest Max ix the World.—The oldest man in

the world has just died in Poland. He was named
Semen, and hved in Pod.>lia, on the estate of the Prin-

cess Cretwertinska. He recounted the events of 1767,

when he was a soldier. He had just entered his 139th
year.

The First Apmixisterer of Oil of TrRPEXTixE in

T^xia—Dr. Walker, of Leeds, England, in 1812, ad-

dressed a letter to the London Medical Society, assert-

ing that he had been, in 1798, the first to employ the

oil of turpentine in taenia, and that he had given it

with success in ninety cases.

Druxkexxess IX THE L'xiTED States.—It is estimated

that there are in our country 600,000 confirmed drunk-
ards—or 1 in 67 of the population; and 100,000 are

yearly added to this number. During the ten years

from 1835 to 1845, 300,000 persons died from the effects

of intoxicating liquor; the same cause sent 100,000 to

the Poor-house during that period, and bequeathed to

the country 1,000,000 orphans. One thousand mur-
ders a year may be traced in this country directly or

indirectly from this cause; 1,008 die from it every
week.

Opium Produced is Australia.—One hundred and
fifty pounds of opium, the produce of Australia, was
sold in the Victoria market last year. It was of good
quality, having eight to ten per cent, of morphia. The
yield was from fifty to eighty-four pounds per acre.

—

Pacific Med. and Surg. Journal.

Dyspeptics.—Dr. C. A. Xichols, Supt. Gov't, Hosp'l

for the Insane, Washington, D. C. {Am. Jour. Jjisanity),

believes there are more dyspectics among farmers and
mechanics than among lawyers, doctors, and divines.

There are both & propliyJaxis and a vis mcdicatrix na-

turce in a strong brain, because strong vita'ity is ususdly

associated with it.

Puerperal Ixsaxity.—Dr. J. P. White, o!' Buffalo,

N. T. {Am. Jour. Inmniiy), regards sub-involution of

the uterus as a frequent cause of puerperal insanity, a
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condition which has been frequently overlooked ; and
by addressin^r remedies to its restoration, the best in-

terests of patients are consulted. Hypertrophy of the

uterus, in case of puerperal mania, exists in a large

number of cases.

Laryngismus STFiouLrs.—The difficulty in finding

a correct interpretation of the symptoms, and even ac-

curate names, has been so great that the disease has be-

come known by the name of " Kopp's a?thma." Prof.

Jacobi states that even lids is incorrect ; for Kopp, who
vrwte ill 1S30, has not beeu tlie first to give an exact

description of the diseosf, as he was preceded by Ham-
ilton, in 1818, .John Clarke, in 181.5, and Alexander
Hood, in 1827.

—

Am. Journal of Obstetrics.

The Removal of a Large IsTRA-tiTERiNE Fibroid Tu-

mor.—Dr. H. P. C. Wilson, Surgeon to the Union Pro-

testant Infirmary, Bahimore {Richmond nnd Louisville

Med. Journal), successfully removed from a woman,
aged 43 years, an intra-uterine pedunculated fibroid

tumor, weighing two and a quarter pounds. Dr. Wil-

son does not remember a case reported of the success-

ful removal of a larger intra-uterine fibroid tumor.

Cases of Ovariotomy.—Of the 100 cases of ovari-

otomy reported by Mr. Thomas Keith, of Edinburgh,

81 recovered. In the first 50 the mortality was '22 per

cent. ; in the last 50 it was only 16. He remarks that

the larger portion of those who died were poor, worn-

out women. If there had been an earlier operation in

some of them, he says, tlie mortality w'ould undoubt-

edly have been much lower.

The Rainfall in the United States and Eu-
rope.—The quantity of water which fills in the United

States, under the form of rain or snow, nut only is not

less, but it equals and even surpasses that which falls

in Europe. According to the m>;st recent data there

falls annually in Bo.-ton, 38 inches of water; in Phila-

delphia, 45 inches ; and in St. Louis, 32 inches. While
in Europe, the annual quantity of water which falls at

a given point is in Eni:land, 32 inches; in France, 25
inches; in the centre of Germany, 20 inches; and in

Hamburg, 17 inches. The number of rainy days

in the United States is also not less than iu Europe,

with the exception, perhaps, of the British Islands and
!N'orwa3'. On the other hand, it appears to be greater

than in Eastern Europe.

—

Boston Med. and Surg. Jour.

Quality of Water-Supplt in Relation to Sanitary
Condition of Towns.—Dr. Letheby read a paper re-

cently, before the ''Association of Medical Olhcers of

Health " in London, on the above subject, and remarked
that, in the course of large professional experience on
this subject, his attention had been especially directed

to the comparative value, in a sanitary point of view,

of hard and soft waters. The result of his investigations

was an unmistakable advantage in favor of a moderately

hard water, such water being not only blighter, cooler,

and more sparkling, but less likely to absorb organic

miasms, and to become charged with living organisms.

In addition to this, there was strong evidence thai the

calcareous matters of such waters were of physiologi-

cal value to the animal system. Lake water is vapid,

mawkish, unaerated as regards carbonic acid, of unsta-

ble temperature, and so prone to be loaded with organ-

isms as to have been r.-garded with repugnance in all

times. In proofof this he adduced the evidence ofFron-

tinus. Curator of the Roman aqueducts in the first cen-

tury, and of Fabretti, at the close of the seventeenth. At
Boston, it was found that the water brought from Lake
Coohituate was bad on account of animalcules. He quot-

ed from the evid-nce of Mr. Homersham, C. E. (Report of

the Royal Commission), to the effect that the soft water
of Manchester was injurious. Among foreign authori-

ties, Moleschott attributed frequent diarrhoea in the

Xetherlands to the still-running river water. Boussin-
gault asserted that the saline substances in water were
necessary for alimentation; Dupasquier, Riche, Os-
terlin, Poggiale, Boudet, Tardieu, Lelbrt, Bouchardat,
Agassiz, and other eminent men, also spoke to the same
eii'oet. As to the variability of temperature of lake-

water, and the uniform coolness of spring waters, the
evidences of MM. Commaille and Lambert at Home
were adduced. There were, it was true, objectors, but
tlie_v were few, and their statements incomplete. The
best and ta'lest men were to he found ovt-r lime and
coal formations, and drank hard water. The same was
the case with the Patagonian savages, the most gigan-

tic of the human race. Experience showed that the

same was the case with cattle, sheep, and horses; the

finest came from hard-water districts.

Government Commissioners in England, France, and
Austria had decided in favor of liard water, and con-
demned the misapplication of the term " mineral impu-
rity " to minerals found to be universally present in

natural springs and streams. A more striking fact than
all was the liigh death-rate in soft-water districts.

—

Br. Med. Jour.

Cases of Ovarioto.my.—AVashington L. Atlee, M.D.,
of Philadelphia, the successful American ovariotomist,

(.l»i. Journ. Med. Sciences), publishes six more cases of
ovariotomy. His recorded cases now amount to two
lain !red and nineteen.

The Frequency of Rickets.—Dr. Parry, of Philadel-

phia (.4m. Jniirn. Med. Sciences), is of the opinion that

the frequency of rickets in this country is much under-
estimated. Dr. Gee has asserted that 30.3 per cent, of

all the .sick children coming under his observation at

the Children's Hospital in London sufler from this af-

fection. Bitter states that his investigations in the

Jledical Polyklinik at Prague have shown that 31 per
cent, of all the children under five years of age there

treati-d are rickety.

Dr. Parry has been for some time investigating this

subject in llie chililren's department of the Philadelphia

Hospital, and he does not hesitute to assert that 25 per

cent, of all the children between two months and lour

years old now in that institution are rickety.

Friends' Asylum for the Insane, PniLADELPniA.

—

J. 11. Worthington, M.D., Superintendent of this insti-

tution, says that at the time of the last annual report,

there were 55 patients remaining in the Asylum, 20 of

whom were men and 29 were women. Since then 36
patients were admitted, 15 of whom were men and 21
were women, making a total of 91 who have resided

there during the year. The average number under care

was about 61. Of these 91 patients, 3 died and 26
were discharged, leaving 63, of whom 27 are men and
35 are women, under care at the present time. Of the

30 recent cases, 10 were discharged, 14 of whom were
re^to^ed, 1 was much improved, and 1 was improved.
One thousand six hundred and seventy-four patients

have been treated in the asylum since its opening.

SuMAcn.—It is stated that the consumption of Ameri-
can sumach in Great Britain is over 20,(j00 tons per an-

num, and that it is yearly increasing. In the United
Sia;es 3,500 tons of native, and perhaps 3,000 or over
of foreign are used

;
probably 500 tons of native growth

are exported. Sumach is used as a dye-stuff and for

tanning morocco.

Poppy Farming in Queensland.—A successful at-

tempt at poppy faiming is reported from Queensland.
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A specimen of opium, grown by Mr. Tatnel in tbe Too-
woomba district last season, basbeen exbibited, consist-

ing of five cakes weighing one pound each, which was
part of the produce of a quarter of an acre of poppies.
The quality was so superior that the whole exhibit was
purchased by a medcal gentleman in Toowoomba at

£.3 lOj. per pound. The net proceeds of the crop will

amount to £23 or £.30.

—

The Pharm. Journ. and Trans-
actions.

Indun Qui.vine.—The India papers— TAf^ Calcutta
Observer and Englishman—give a very unsafi-faciory
account of the results obtained in the manuficture
of bark alkaloids lately attempted by the English
Government.

TiNCTURA Htosctami.—Mr. Edward Davis, F.C.S.
(Pharm. Journ.), finds that it is necessary that this tinc-

ture should be prepared fiom leaves of second year's
growth.

\'iT.\L Statistics of Boston.—There were 8,092
births in Boston, Mass., in 1870, 3,492 marriages, and
6,093 deat!:s. There was an excess of 224 males over
females in the births, and an excess of 110 males in the
deaths, or tbe births, only 25.84 per cent, were chil-

dren of native-born parenls.

Tbe Admixisth.^tiox of CnLORoroRM.—According to
the London correspondent of the American Practitioner,
chloroform is universally the anae-thetic used in the
London Hospitals. To his inquiries about ether, it was
answered that only as a local anesthetic was it ever
used.

.
Future Parisian Subjects for Dissection.—

A

French journal says that a society has been formed in
Paris, now numbering more than a hundred members,
ea'.'h of whom declare that it is Ids wish that his body,
after death, be used fjr the promotion of anatomical
science.

Roman Life.—The tables of Ulpianus show that
the mean term of Roman life was thirty years. This
was the average length of life at tbe coinm'encement of
the Christian era.

The Society for the Protection of Infant Life, of
Paris, has re-umed its operations, and is prepared to
undertake, gi-atuitously, the surveillance of infants sent
to be nursed ouiside the walls of Paris, including a
monthly report of the condition of the child as found at
the vi<its of the inspecting physician. To encourage a
faithful performance of duty, annual prizes are awarded
to nurses who thus distinguish themselves.
A piizj of .500 or 1,000 fr. is offered this year for the

best thesis on a ' Study of tbe Causes of the Excessive
Mortality of Infants, during the First Year of their
Existence, and of the Means for its Prevention.''

—

Qaz.
lied, de Paris.

TnE Composition of Some Secret Medici.vfs. Dr.
Wittstein's Handbook of Secret Medicines, recently
published, gives the following as the composition of
certain famous nostrums :

—

Jloff's E.dract of Malt has been repeatedly altered
in its composition. It is now a good beer, of a pretty
constant alcoholic strength of 3 per cent., but varyintr
in amount of extract between 5.3 and 10 per cent.
The beer sometimes contains an infusion of a bitter
herb (buck-bean, blessed thistle) and of the bailc of
Rhamnus frangula. According to one original recipe,
beer wa; mixed with a small quantity of strong infu-
sion of marshniallow root, coiiander, staranise and
grains of paradise, and with some simple syrujx glyce-
rine, oil of lemon or of orange, and of beer coloring
(caramel). The consumers can make it for. at most,
one-sixth of its price.

Syrup of Horseradish by Giimault.—Hager "ives
the following: 50 parts each of fresh scurvy grass, buck-
bean, and watercress, 60 of horseradish, 40 of fresh
orange berries, are infused with 3 p. cinnamon in 50 p.
wliite wine, and after a day expressed; 250 p. su^ar
are dissolved in the filtrate.

Xew Yorlc Pills, by Sampson, of New York.—The
1-} grain pills consist of, powdered cocoa 25, extract
of cocoa 30. powdered iron 35 parts.

prandreth's Pills contain re^in of podophyllum in-
spissated juice of poke-berries, saffron, cloves, oil of
peppermint.

Jliilloway's Pills are composed of aloes, myrrh, and
saffmn.

Morrixon's Pills, 2i grains each, consist of aloes,
cream of tartar, and colocynth

; another kind contain
the same ingredients besides gamboge.
Radvays Ready Relief, according to Peckholt, is an

ethereal tincture of capsicum, with alcohol and cam-
phor.

Radway's Renovating Resolvent is a vinous tincture
of ginger and cardamom, sweetened with sugar.

Vital Statistics of the British Islks.—The enu-
merated population of England and Wales on April 2d,
according to thft census recently published, was 22,-
704,108 souls, an increase of 2,637,834 over that of tbe
census preceding it by ten years. The increase from
1851 to 1861 was 2,138,615, being at the rate of 12
per cent, for the ten years; whereas that for 1861-1871
IS 13 per cent.

In 1801, when the first census was taken, the popu-
lation at home amounted to no more than 8,892,536,
a number almost equalled by the mere ini renient of pop-
ulation since 1832. The number of inhabited houses
has increased by more than half a million. The average
number of persons to a hou^e is 5.3. With regard to
the proportion of sexes of the population, there is an
excess of 623,302 women and girls, which, subtracting
the estimate of soldiers and sailors abroad, is reduced
to 474,048.

Summing up the totals for the British Isles, the
following is the result: Including 207,198. estimated to
be abroad in the army, navy, and merchant service,
the population is enumerated as 31,817,108. Of these
Enulaad ha.s 21,487,688; Wales, 1.216,420; Scotland,
3,358,613; Ireland. 5,412.759; the' Isle of Man, 53,-
876; and the Channel Isles, dO,6G3.—British Medical
Journal.

Uciu |3ublicntion3.

Practical MrowiPERT and Obstetrics, including
AiuEsthetics. By John Tanner, M.D., M,A., LL.D.
Phila. : J. P. Lippincott & Co. London : J. & H.
Churchill. 1871.

RESTORATm: Medicine ; An Harvelan Annual Oration,
delivered at the Royal College of Phvsicians. London.
By Tnos. King Chambers, M.D. PhUa. : H. C. Lea.
1871.

On some Disorders of the iNERVors System in
CHiLDnooD. By Cblvs. West, M.D. Phila. : H. C.
Lea. 1871.

The Antiseptic System : A Treatise on Carbolic Acid
and its Compounds, etc. By Arthur Ernest San-
SOM, M.D., Loudon. Phila.: J. B. Lippincott & Co.
1871.

On Bone-Setting (so called). By Wharton P. Hood,
M.D., M.R.C.S. London and New York : Macmillau
& Co. 1871.
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©rigiiml Communications.

TKEATMENT OF SIMPLE FRACTURE OF
THIGH WITH PLASTER-OF-PARIS

SPLINT.
By JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

LATE HOUSE STUGEON, BFT.T.FTTTE HOSPrTAL,

Is presenting this subject to the attention of the

reader, I shall limit my remarks to the practical facts,

more particularly the miniiti» of application, as to it in

great part success is due. I shall also menlion the most
common dangers, and the means of avoiding them,
and prove the practical utility of the method by tubu-

lated result^. What else may be added will be explan-
atory, or cautionary to the reader in its use. Tlie

plaster-o!-Paris splint has, during the past eighteen or
twenty month-, been continunlly applied to simple frac-

ture of the thigh in this hospital, witli better results,

and attended with more comfort to the patient, tlian

with any treatment heretofore adopted. But while it

is productive of such very good results, it is essential

that care be taken in its application and subsequent at-

tention. To avoid certain dangers (which are very lim-

ited in number), the conditions liable to produce them
must be considered, and fir sake of comparison, I will

consider the dangers and advantages together.

Ar/e.—To patients of all ages it is applicable, and
particularly useful in those too young to be control-

led, since, when once hardi-ned, no efforts of theirs can
displace the fragments or interfere with the dressing.

For the same reasons it is to be used if the patient su'-

fer from delirium tremens or insanity. In old people
it is equally advantageous in another point of vievv: it

enables them to exercise in open air, thus avoiding
the influence of cunstant conBneraent upon the nature
or time of union. The dangers to be avoided in old

age, in fact at any age, are of excoriations and slough-
ing at the prominent points and points of continual
pressure. If the patient be cadaveric, simple-minded,
or has a diminished nervous sensibility, naturally or

from preceding or attending injuries, extra care is es-

sential. If he is emaciated, pad well the prominent
points, more particularly the ihac crests, tuber ischii, and
pubes. If he is no» compos mentis he may make no
complaint, even say he feels well, splint causes no pain,

etc., etc., while in reality he is be:ng deeply excoriat-
ed. I recollect one case in particular of this kind,

where the patient made no complaint of any moment,
even said the spUnt gave him " no pain," and it was
only by a close examination that a deep slough was
found ove- the pubes, so deep as to necessitate the re-

moval of the entire splint and the subsequent applic;i-

tion of a Buck's extension. If diminished cutaneous
sensibility exists, the same conditions may follow.

The Situation, of the fracture is not material, for to
all simple fractures of the thigh it is applicable.

In complications of the soft parts or of the joints, if

not too extensive, it is used with a success equal to any
plan

;
but if the vessels are imphcated it is dangerous,

as it prevents acute observation of the limb below the
injury. If a danger of gangrene be present, its use
should be entirely ignored.

In compound fractures it is equal, if not superior, to

any other kind of dressing. But as the last two re-

quire an especial consideration, the subsequent remarks
will be directed to treatment of simple fracture of the
thigh with the plaster-of-Paris splint. If, then, a pa-
tient comes under your care, you are first to consider
the amount of swelling in or liable to occur in, the

limb. This will depend in great part upon the tin^e,

situation, and manner of the receipt of the injury.

Time is important, for if seen immediately after the in-

jury, there will be but flight if any swelling. The
swelling will be the greatest when the celhilar tissue

is most abundant; hence the importance of situation.

Direct violence is also well known to greatly influence
it. These points considered, if then little or no swell-
ing exists or is hable to occur, apply the splint at once

;

but if the limb is much swollen, or in danger of becom-
ing so, apply Buck's Extension, conjoined with cooling
loiions to the part injured. The safer method is in all

cases to treat in this manner until the swelling disap-

pears. In hospital practice, as may be done in private
if the patient be ne.ir at hand, it is always applied as
soon as the swelling ceases to advance ; "then, as it di-

minishes, the fragments are firmly supported by cutting
up the splint in a manner herealler to be described. I

have seen it applied, and repeatedly applied it before
any sweUing occurred, and no trouble followed, for the
probable reason : it is a well-established fact that if mo,-t

fractures are set at once, the irritation of the soft pans
produced by the displaced fragments is prevented, as

also it supports the circulation of the limb, thus dimin-
ishing the amount of fihro-serous effusion, the same as
if a simple roller be applied. I would not recommend
this course unless tiie surgeon be thoroughly acquaint-
ed with its use, and at a moment's calk The patient in

a proper condition, what are the things necessary ?

First, the plaster bandages. These should be made
of loose-textured, unl)leached, or washed cotton cloth,

torn in strips the same as the ordinary roller. After
which its meshes should be thoroughly filled with fresh

dry plaster rulibed in, then loosely rolled. The atten-
tion should be fixed to the quality and freshness of the
plaster, as that poor in quality or long exposed to the
air makes an impeifect splint ; also, if too tightly rolled,

the plaster on tlie outer surface of the roller will set

before complete internal saturation occurs. Of these,

for the thigh of a medium-sized man, ten or twelve in

number, each sixteen feet in length, will be sufficient.

An abundance of old blanket, similar to that used in

the army, should be procured—or in its stead woollen
flannel. The stanchion for counter-extension represents
a German idea, and was introduced into this hospital bv
Prof H. B. Sands. It is made of iron

; the upper, the
upright portion, being eighteen or twenty inches in

length, round, an inch or so in diameter, and should be
covt-red by bandages. or any soft cloth to prevent the
iron from injuring the perina!um. The lower extremity
is rectangular, the superior portion or surface Ix-ing

at right angles to the upright part, and about four

inches in length ; the short and only side of the rec-

tangle is one to two inches in length, according to the

thickness of the table-top to which it is to he fastened.

The free extremity of the remaining side is |)crl(>rated

by a screw, large and eyed, so that it can be firmly

screwed against the projecting edge of the table. A
washer is used to prevent the screw marring the table.

This, as described, can be readily made at any smithy.

Another, more elaborate, is made by Tiemaim, but is

practically no better.* A wooden bar, five or six feet

in length, six or eight inches in width, and sufficiently

strong to suspend the patient, should be had. It is

well to bore into it near the end, so it cannot slip off

the stanchion.

Dry bandages, pins, three or four pillows, a pail of
water, warm or cold—warm being the better—t 'citl er

of which a little salt may be added to facilitate the

setting. A quart or so of dry plaster for an emer-

* For outlines of stanchion, see illustration.
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gency. Then, -with an assistant to give the anss-

llietic, if necessary, and another to manage the pul-

leys, if needed, tlie outfit is complete. It is quite as

well to omit the anaesthetic if the limb can be reduced

to its proper length and maintained. The pulleys are

not necessary in all case^;, as in children and in some

adults. The' traction of one man, or the combined of

two or three, will be found sufficient in many cases to

reduce the fracture; but as they seldom pull steadily,

and lire easily, the better plan is to use the pulleys on

all occasions if they can be had.

Before the splint is to be applied to the thigh, it is

essential that something shall be firmly attached to the

leg, from which to make exiension. For this purpose

a Buck's extension is used, and with great success if

the traction be not too strong, when there is danger of

pulling it off

The" better plan is, in my opinion, to apply to the

leg, two or three hours before, an ordinaiy plaster

sphnt, the same that is used in fractures of the tibia

and fibula. From this, extension is to be made by

passing a bandage (clove-hitch) around that portion of

the splint surrounding the ankle—one upon each side

being the better, for then traction is made in a straight

line with the body — tying the extremities of the

bandages together below the foot, thus affording a

point of attachment for the pulley,* The leg spfint

hardened, the patient is placed upon the table, being

nearest to the side of the table corresponding to the

broken thigh, and while the old blanket or flannel is

being apphed to the remainder of the limb and to the

pelvis, the patient is auKsthetized. One thickness of

blanket or two of flannel is sufficient, which should be

tightly drawn and pinned, using care not to put the

pins over bony prominences, else pressure will cause

pain, with a danger of ulceration. An extra amount
of blanket, sometimes termed a " relay," of say three

or four thicknesses, is placed in the perineum, folded

so tliat it shall extend from the median line of the

perina-um over three or four inches of the upper and

inner surface of the broken thigh, and passing obliquely

outwards and upwards, its extremities overlapping

over the crest of the ilium, its use being more thor-

oughly to protect the bony crest from pressure of the

splint, but more especially to form a cushion between

the perinanim and its greatest counter-extending por-

tion. This applied, the stanchion is fastened to the

table, directly in front of the perinasum ; the body is

then drawn down so that the stanchion shall press

lightly against the relay. The fractured limb being

supported, and the foot of the other placed upon a

chair or stool at the foot of tlie table, the pelvis is

then swung to height sufficient to admit the ready pas-

sage of the plaster roller between it and the table.

The manner of swinging is to pass around the pelvis,

just above the trochanter major, a strong wide bandage,

the extremities of which should be tied together, and
sufficiently short that when the wooden bar is passed

beneath the united extremities, and its lower or par-

tially perforated end placed upon the upright stanch-

ion, and its upper extremity upon something, say a

chair—several inches liigher—for then the sling will

not slip up, the pelvis will be properly swung. The
position of the bandage is important, for if it should be

carried so low as to press upon the trochanter major,

it will strongly tend to rotate the upper fiagmeut in-

ward. The shoulders and back should then lie raised

to the same height as the pelvis by aid of the pillows

aforementioned. The ta.ble being securely fiis'.ened,

the pulleys properly arranged, and the patient com-

pletely anesthetized", extension is begun. This brings

the perineum, which is protected by the relay, firmly

against the stanchion, thus furnishing the counter-ex-

tending force. Cautiously observe that the stanchion

does not press against the i;rethra or testicles, hence it

must be either to tlie right or left of the median hne

;

and let it be on the side of the fracture, for it wilt

more firmly hold the pelv's and thus prevent the body

twisting.

* This loiot shoiUd be made, not nt the pole of the foot, as incorrectly

represented in lirst iUtisLnition, but below, at the rook, as shown in the
second.

As soon as the requisite amount of extension is made,
which is to be ascertained by measurement at the usual
points (and to make the measurement accurate it is

necessary to cut a small fenestra over either malleolus),

observe carefullj- that the limb is not too much everted,

as is its tendency. Satislied of its correctness, have
it firmly held in position while you are applying the
bandages, which should have been put to soak about
four or five minutes before.* It should be commenced
by splicing the leg splint, and continuing it upwards.
It is better to nearly complete its thickness as you pass
up the limb, than to carry a single layer or roller from
its lower to its upper extremity, as it is liable to render
the setting of the plaster unequal, which diminishes the
strength of the splint. In carrying it up the thigh it is

as well not to reverse the first layer. When the upper
portion of the thigh is reached it is continued around
the pelvis in the manner of the ordinary spica, the
perineal portion of which must be firmly drawn against

the relay of blanket, being carefid that no portion of
the plaster bandage touches the skin. The portion
around the pelvis should be firmly drawn, and not ex-
tend above the iliac crests. Four or five thicknesses

are quite sufficient, it being made the thickest at the
point of fracture. If the fracture is located in any por-
tion of the upper third, it is safer to brace the sphnt by
applying to its upper and antero-lateral portion two or
three thickne-ses of old blanket, cut in proper shape,

and thoroughly saturated with plaster mud. This is to

be confined and covered by an additional plaster roUer.

This completes the application.

* One or two minutes should be given for the Bupcrflnons water to
drain from them. This will render the application of the splint cleaner,
and it will harden quicker.
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After which, without letting up the extension, the

body is lowered to the table and the suspending band-

age cut off. lu this situation the patient rema ns until

the plaster splint becomes thoroughly hardened, when it

may be covered with a dry roller, or not, as best pleases

the surgeon. The projecting portions of the blanket are

to be cut off, and the upper and inner portions of the

splint protected from the discharges by oil-silk. The

patient may then be provided with crutches and or-

dered up. It usually tal<es from an hour to an hour

and a half to apply the splint, the time, of course, dc-

-t

pending upon the skill of the st;rgeon. When applied

you have then to watch it, and your guide will be the

sensations of the patient, together with the circulatory

appearance and temper.it'ure of the foot. If he com-

plains of pain in the linA, numbness or tingling of the

toes, with a lowering of the temperature, and a deficient

circulation in them, the splint should be cut up at the

seat of the pain ; when, if the sensations continue,

it should be cut its whole length, and comfortably

closed with a dry roller. The situations most subject

to pain are over the instep, malleoli, knee, and at seat of

fracture. Following this, observe that the tissues over

the pube? and tuljer isohii do not bfcome excoriatel.

With proper care they ought not ; but if they should,

then trim out the splint around the excoriated portion,

and tuck cotton batting between it and the skin. It is

certain, I think, that with the splint once hardened and

cut up, its relation to the limb can easily be controlled

with a dry bandage, thus obviating all danger. To cut

it, the best is the ordinary shoe-knife ; it cuts easily

until thoroughly dried ; then, to facilitate its division,

nitric acid can be used in the course of the proposed

section ;
this will render the cutting easy, but ruin the

knife. Water, although not acting so quickly, meets
the indication. One splint usually suffices. If it breaks,

and it is most liable to at or just above the knee or

ankle, reinforce it with an additional plaster roller.

The splint is usually kept on six week^, but the same
rules govern its length of application as of other ap-

paratus. When it is desired to remove it, if cut; re-

move the dry bandages, and lift the limb from its

grasp ; if not, then provide the patient with a tub or pail

of warm water and a sponge, or put him in a warm bath,

when the splint will become so thoroughly soaked that

the bandages can easily be unrolled. Passive motion and

moderate bandaging of the limb, together with cold

douching, should be employed until its functions are

restored. This completes the treatment. Now for the

results. The results, as are shown by the attending

cases, are better than from any other apparatus. How
are we to account for it? Is it due to the extra care

given; to the anaesthetic; to the splint itself; or to

all combined? It cannot be due entirely to attention,

for all possible care is given to other apparatus. That

the anesthetic has an influence is shown by the fact

that the best results occur witli its use, but without it the

results are better, much better with tlie plaster-of-1'aris

splint than with any other appliance. How, then, are

these results secured ? Can it not be explained in this

manner : the splint is appl ed during complete muscu-
lar relaxation, with the length of the limb in the great

ni:rjority of cases entirely restored? Once reduced it is

tlius held and the splint applied, which from its nature

closely fits each inequality of the limb and pelvis,

taking a firm hold of the ankle, knee, and dorsum of tlie

loot, particularly the latter, as points from which to

maintain the extension ; also recollect that the perineal

portion of the spica was drawn firndy against the relay
;

that it closely fits the flaring ilia, and as a firm coap-

tation to the fractured bone it has no equal. Also the

conicity of the thigh assists in preventing sliortcning,

and while the patient is walking the weight of the splint

exerts no little influence. And if the splint is ajiplied

with tlie leg slightly abducted, on the paicnt's arising

the limb and splmt combined tend strongly to gain the

median line of the body, thus maintaining,' the perineal

portion of the spica firmly in its place, and increasing the

amount of countL-r-extension. Last, but not least, all of

the joints below the seat of fracture, except the phalan-

geal joint and metatarso-phalangeal, are artificially an-

chylosed, so to speak, and the hip itselfscarcely movable.

If, then, muscular contraction is an element to sliorten-

ing, it is greatly lessened by not only the confinement

of the muscles themselves, but, by rendering tlie joints

of the limb unniovable, we obviate the possibility of

any inadvertent movements, while the firm inu-cular

confinement almost entirely abolishes the power of con-

traction. And here let the fact be strongly impressed,

that to secure tiiis uniform quiet the splint must eh Sely

coapt the hmb. This coaptation, as before explained,

is easily obtained by cutting up the splint and removing

a piece in its long axis if necessary, then firmly closing

it with a dry roller. In the face of these facts why
ought there to be any shortening? The reason seems

to be that it has not as yet been thoroughly system-

atized. This is but a re-introduction of an old plan of

treatment, dismissed often before on account of the

danger attending its use, and the muss attending its

application. The pre-sent plan secures neatness in ap-

plying, and with attention, is free from danger to the

patient.

The following statistics include the first cases treated,

when it was less perfectly applied, and in one instance

with the patient standing. Two or three of the sma 1

patients walked upon their splints. For three of the

following cases I acknowledge my indebtedness to Drs.

Nichols and Vandewater, of Centre Street Ilo.spital.

Since the collection of these cases, others with equ:illy

good result have been treated in Bellevue Hospital, but

not having the particulars for classification they are

omitted :

—
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AVERAGE OP AGE, SHORTENING ON ADMISSION, TIME SPLINT ON.

No. of Cases.

7 Oases.—18 years and under.
No ann^sthetic used

3 Cases.—IS years and under.
An anffisthetic used

4 Cases.—Over 18 years. No
nna;«thetic

5 Cases over 18. Antesthe
tic used

Avenige of Average
age. of shortening

on admission

10 1-4 years.

9

31 '^

45 1-2 **

1 1-4 inches.

5-6

1 1-16 "

1 1-4

Average
time

splint on,

41 days.

31 "
,

43 '*
.

44 " .

5 with no shortening, 2 with an average of 1-7 inch .^ihortening.

1 with no shortening, 3 with an average of 1-8 inch shortening; 1 walked
on sphnt.
with no shortening, 2 with an average of 1-7 inch shoitening.

5 with no shortening, 4 with an average of 2-7 inch shortening.

13 with no shortening, lU with an average of 1-5 inch.

The cases in "which the anaesthetic was used were, as
a rule, the worst—the patients being older, more muscu-
lar, with greater shortening ; this is particularly ob-
servable in the lust two classes.

No. 221 East TniKTY-FmsT Street.

PERINEAL UllETHROTOMY.

FIVE CASES AND SIX OPERATIONS.

By HENRY S. HEWIT, M.D.,

SURGEON TO CHAHITY HOSPITAL ; LECTURER ON SURGERY, ETC., ETC.

C-iSE First.—In September, 1855, at San Francisco, I
was requested by a physician to visit a boy seven years
of age. I foiuid the patient suffering from extensive
urinary infiltration of the connective tissues of the
belly and thighs, vvitli numerous apertures caused by
slougliing, through which urine was escaping. Sev-
eral days previously, while standing on one foot upon
the rim of a barrel, he had slipped and fallen astride of

the sharp ends of the staves. Blood flowed profusely
from the urethra immediately after the accident, but
no urine.

A few hours subsequently, evidences of extravasa-
tion made their appearance, followed by sloughs and
external drainage, as described. Treatment had con-
sisted only in futile eflbrts to pass instruments, and in

palliatives to allay distress. Depression and constitu-
tional disturbance were remarkably shght, considering
the surgical condition.

Immediately upon apprehending the nature of the
case, I advised external urethrotomy, to which a prompt
assent was given

;
and accordingly, on the day but one

following, assisted by Dr. H. L. D. Sheldon (now of
the navy, I believe) and Dr. Charles Bertody, of San
Francisco, I introduced, under ether, a staff of suitable

size as far as it would go, cut down upon it, identifying
the anterior sound portion of the urethra; continued
the section througli a mass of slough till I succeeded
in making out the distal extremily of the vesical por-
tion, and passed the staff through it into the bladder.
A flexible catheter was then substituted, and secured

to the penis by narrow straps of isinglass plaster.

A catheter, changed every three days, was retained
about three weeks. Before this period had elapsed it

was obvious, from the percolation of urine between the
instrument and tlie sides of the canal, that integrity
was restored, and that the artificial tube was useless.

In six weeks all the external openings had closed,
and in two months health and strength were re-estab-
lished. It is not in my power to furnish any particu-
lars of the subsequent history of the ease.

Case Second,—In Sej.teinlier, 1867, after a consulta-
tion at Paterson, N. J., witli Dr. George W. Terriberry,

that gentleman requested me to visit a patient of his

wiio had an impassable stricture.

I foimd Michael Fitzsitnmons, a laborer, married,
aged thirty-eight years, in the last extremity of chronic
retention from a traumatic stricture, passing his urine
continuously by drops, and with the utmost pain and
difficulty. The patient was worn out with suffering

and irritation. Complete stoppage seemed imme-
diately impending. In the brief interval allowed for

my visit, no instrument could be made to pass, and the
case was one which might properly be considered an
impermeable stricture. His history developed an acci-

dental injury by falling astride of the narrow edge of a
flooring-timber. This was followed by an outflow of
blood from the meatus, and swelling of the perineum,
but was not accompanied or followed by extravasation
of urine.

A flexible catheter was passed soon after the acci-

dent, and retained for a couple of days, when it was re-

moved by the patient, and its re-introduction never
afterwards accomplished.
The urine resumed its natural course in a small and

diminishing stream, and his condition was as described
two years from the injury, at the period when I first

saw him.

Treatment by some unknown person in this city had
produced a long false pass.Tge, into which sounds were
regularly passed, until the patient became too feeble to

attend longer, or even to leave his house.

With Dr. Terriberry's sanction, I proposed perineal

urethrotomy, and at his request proceeded, on the day
but one succeeding, to perform the operation, assist-

ed by him. Drs. Van Riper and Von Geislen, of Pater-
son, and my friend Dr. L. P. G. Gouley, now physician

in charge of the Small-pox Hospital, Blackwell's Island.

Ether was given, and a staff passed, avoiding the
false passage, to a point six and a half inches from the
meatus, and pressed firmly against the anterior portion

of the strictured canal.

The usual incisions wefe made, the point of the

staff recognized and slowly pressed on, as careful

progress was made by the knife througli dense cica-

tricial tissue nearly to the edge of the prostate. The
staff was then pa.ssed inio the bladder, and a No. 17
English sound introduced immediately afterward.

The operation was followed by considerable shock.
In two days I visited the patient, and found I could

not pa.ss the sound. Several resisting bands anteriorly

to actual commenQement of the tightly -strictured por-

tion weie divided with the point of a bistoury on the

finger as a guide, and the sound, same No., introduced.

No fui ther difficulty occurred. Surgical fever and con-
stitutional irritation rapidly subsided. Instruments
were regularly passed. Tlie recovery was comphte in

six weeks. The patient was taught to use a No. 15

English scale for himself.
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Several months aftern'ards he presented himself at

my office in a sound and healthy condition. He died

two years subsequently from an acute disease.

C.vSE TniRD.—Louis Meisan, French, aged 45, occu-

pation chef de cuisine, admitted to Ward 3, Charity

Hospital, January 25, 1870.

Stricture and urinous abscess in perineum. In

1845, while serving as a soldier in thetFrench army
in Algeria, he contracted gonorrhoea, for which he was
treated with strong injections of a solution of nitrate of

silver, frequently repeated, and continued for fifteen

days. Since that time he has never been free from

gleet. In 1860 discovered the first evidences of stric-

ture. The difficulty increased to such a degree that he

was compelled to seek surgical assistance. The stric-

ture was treated in Paris by divulsion, with Holt's in-

strument employed by a French surgeon.

The patient remained in a comfortable condition till

1866, when recontraction commenced, more or less an-

tagonized by the occasional passage of sounds, till

August, 1869, when his condition became insupport-

able, and hardnes.s, thickening, and tenderness de-

veloped themselves in the perineum. He now entered

St. Vincent's Hospital, where he remained till the

beginning of January. Becoming discontented (very

unreasonably, as I should judge), he left, and remained

among his friends for a few days, and finally brought

up in Charity Hospital, in the division of which I was
in charge. Examination brought to our knowledge an

abscess in the perineum, discharging pus and urine, and
a long and very painful and rigid stricture, commencing
si.K inches from the meatus. A good deal of mental

depression and irritability were manifest, and some
irregular fever of an intermittent type. The consti-

tution and general appearance indicated great pow-
ers of life and undiminished vitality. A flexible bulb-

ous bougie, about No. 5, passed without difficulty, but
was strongly held in the act of withdrawing. Smaller

conical fle-xible bougies were entangled and arrested.

Solid sounds gave extreme pain. Abscess in the peri-

neum was treated by poulticing, and the general febrile

disturbance with quinine and valerianate of ammonia

;

extra articles of nutrition and wine were ordered.

Feb. 7th.—After consultation, with the sanction of

my colleagues I proceeded to perform external urethro-

tomy. Ether was given. The bulbous soft bougie,

which passed the most readily, was introduced to as-

sist in the recognition of the urethra. A free incision

was made, and the urethra identified and divided on a

guide subsequently passed, to the extent of two and a

half inches.

No. 25 solid sound, French scale, was passed easily

immediately afterward. The operation was followed

by a severe attack of surgical fever, treated by quinine,

wine, and occasional small doses of morphine. During
this attack a sharp but limited pneumonia occurred.

On the 4th of March the general convalescence had
fully commenced. Sounds had in the mean time
been passed as often as once in three days. The high-

est reached was 28 of the French scale. This
was found too large, producing slight extravasation
of blood into the corpus cavernosum of the right side,

and 26 was settled upon as the highest number
adapted to the calibre of the urethra. At the end
of March he was discharged perfectly well, and able to

pass a No. 26, French scale, upon himself without dif-

ficulty. I have since received a letter acknowledging
his obligations to the Institution, and confirming his

complete recovery.

Case Fourth.—Two operations.—Bernard Slattery,

a native of Ireland, 54 years of age, butcher by trade.

was admitted to Charity Hospital, Feb. 17, 1870.

Obstinate and irritable stricture of long standing; urine

passing guttatim, or in an exceedingly small stream at

frequent intervals, preceded by acute pain. Haggard
appearance, anxiety, debility, and anorexia. Every
effort at exploration, whether by hard or soft instru-

ments, elicited complaints of extreme pain, accompanied
with bleeding from the meatus, and constitutional irri-

tation. His history revealed that at the age of 20 he
contracted a clap, for which no local treatment was
adopted. Four months subsequently, and while he
had a discharge, probably simply gleet, he fell upon the

perineum. This accident produced pain and swelling

in the perineum, but no outiiow of blood, and from
this date commences the gradual progress of the forma-
tion of an irritable semi-traumatic stricture, with its

concomitants of kidney derangement, chronic cystitis,

and constitutional irritation. From the age of 30 to

present time the habits of this patient have been more
or less intemperate as to liquor, occasionally drinking
to very great excess.

At the age of 24, about three years and a half after

the accident, complete retention of urine occurred, for

which the bladder was punctured above the pubes (as

confirmed by the cicatrix), after other measures of. re-

lief had been employed without avail. The urine re-

sumed its natural channel again in four days. A few
years subsequently he was treated in Edinburgh by
gradual progressive dilatation, and obtained a " fair

round stream," which he maintained for a considerable

period, by means of the regular passage of a bougie,

size not stated. In I8G3 he arrived as an emigrant,

and fell into the company of a genteel stranger, who
treated him in the most friendly manner, got him
drunk, and sold him as a substitute. lie served till

18(15 in the army, and lost the third finger of his right

liand in battle. While at Carlisle barracks he "expe-

rienced another attack of complete retention, for which
he was treated by an army surgeon. No instrument

would pass, and a moderately large flexible bougie

was tied in contact with the obstacles for some hours.

As the result of this treatment the urine spon-
taneously resumed its difficult and painful outflow.

Subsequently to the period last .specified he grew
progressively worse, and was admitted in the condition

above described.

On consultation, it was deemed unadvisable to waste
time by efi'orts at dilatation. Accordingly, on the 26th

of February the operation was performed. A grooved
guide was passed, after ether had been given, to the an-

terior border of the stricture, five and a half inches from
the meatus. The incision pursued the usual course and
direction. The knife made its way through a thick

layer of dense gristly tissue, and finally encountered

the extremity of the staff. This was pushed Ibnvard,

and a passage made by slow degrees to what was sup-

posed to be the track of the urethra, nearly to the

edge of the prostate, when a director was passed into

the bladder, and the remaining section completed upon
it. The prostate was discovered to be hardened, en-

larged, and irregular. It was with great difficulty

that a French 17 soUd sound could be made to pass

through the gland and enter the viscus beyond.

Shock, succeeded by surgical fever and extreme
prostration, followed the operation. The periodical in-

troduction of sounds called forth expressions of extreme
suffering, and always induced aggravation of the

general unfavorable symptoms. The highest number
reached was a French 19, under ether, and its pas-

sage was so difficult through the prostate that I for the

future confined myself to lower numbers.

It became necessary to give ether every time instru-

ments were used, and the patient progressively de-
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clined in strength. Trine passed by both perinseum

and urethra ; albumen made its appearance with casts,

and considerable oedema of face and extremities super-

vened.

In April the ^vound in the perineum closed, and a

moderately good stream flowed by the urethra. There
remained great irritability of bladder, anorexia, and
frequent vomiting. Under these circumstances instru-

ments were seldom employed. During the excessively

hot weather that occurred in June the skin began to

act freely, and marked improvement took place. In-

strumentation was resumed, and it was discovered that

much recontraction had taken place. The urethra at

this time wa.s in such an irritable condition, and the de-

bility of the patient, notwithstanding the improvement
just mentioned, so great, that much inlerference was
considered unadvisable. My own opinion was that he
would speedily die.

During the summer ether was occasionally given,

and sounds passed, gradually diminifhing in size.

In August he was able to leave the hospital. He
was then passing a moderately good stream, and
believed himself able to resume some employment.
On the 9lh of October he again souglit admission.

The recontraction was now almost complete. Cys-
titis and vesical tenesmus w-ere present, and indura-

tion, with swelling, existed in the scrotum and
perineum. The swelling was so considerable at times

as to lead to the belief that extravasation was taking

place.

The urethra was so irritable that it could not be ex-
plored without giving ether, and under the anxsthetic
the most careful and patient efforts on the part of my
colleagues and myself failed to pass an instrument of

any size. Under soothing and supporting treatment
some improvement followed, and on the 12th of No-
vember 1 was fortunate enough to introduce a No. 2
(En dish) steel sound, which was followed immediately
by a No. 3.

A consultation called soon after decided that a repeti-

tion of the urethral section was expedient, and in fact

demanded by the exigencies of the case. An examin-
ation of the urine made at tliis stage revealed no tube
casts, and very little albumen.
On the ISthof November the operation was repeated.

A subcutaneous injection of one-half grain of morphine
in solution having been administered, the patient was
etherized in bed, and brought insensible to the operating
table. Theguide(ofthesizeofaNo.3 English) figured in

the subjoined cut was passed, and the section performed
upon it. The dense tissues recognized in the former
operation were encountered. The section wns made
much longer than usual both anteriorly and posterior-

ly, and several nodules of induration in the submucous
membrane of the urethra were discovered, and divided

subcutaneously. Posteriorly the section was carried to

the prostate and its capside divided. The finger was
passed into and through the gland, and a large number
of concretions of uric acid scraped out with the
nail.

Nos. 28, 29, and 30 of the French scale were passed
with ease, and the patient sent back to bed with orders
to receive hypodormically a second dose of one-half
grain of morphine. He awoke soon afterwards in good
condition. Postponed shock, however, occurred in the
course of the following night, calling for the exercise of
the most vigilant and active treatment. Having happily
escaped this danger, he made from this time forward fair

progre.=s.

Sounds were passed every three or four days, at

first under ether, afterwards without. Urine ceased
Sowing by the wound on the 1st of January, 1871. In

March following he suSered a relapse of great constitu-

tional irritabihty, associated with swelled testicle,

and pain and induration in the perineum. This was
attributed to excessive instrumentation, which was
suspended, and the calibre of the sounds for fu-

ture use diminished from 28 and 30 French scale to 23
to 25. In June, 1871, he left the hospital, and reported
himself in ccfmfortable condition to the writer. Urine
could be retained three and four hours. The stream
was fair and round, and the general condition good for

a man who had suffered so much.
Case Fifth.—James McMahon, tailor, aged 29 years.

Admitted to Charity Hospital, Dec. 17, 1870.

This patient, on admission, presented the symptoms
of chronic gleet ; and an examination by Dr. Mason, in

whose charge be was. revealed prostatitis with .sup-

puration. After palliating and soothing measures had
been employed. Dr. Mason punctured the tumor in

the perineum without obtaining pus. On the 27th he
coursed the incision more deeply, and evacuated a giU

of matter, with great relief to the patient.

The anterior history revealed three attacks of gon-
orrhoea, the last contracted six months previously.

The constitutional condition unmistakably evidenced
syphilitic poisoning, although the fact of primary in-

fection was denied. The abscess continued to dis-

chargeforsometime,andfinallyformed achrouic fistula.

Strictures were recognized at the meatus and in the

membranous urethra. Constitutional irritability was
excessive, and efforts at instrumentation developed
orchitis and urethral fever, assuming an intermittent

type.

I found the patient as above described on as-

suming charge of the division, and with Dr. Mason's
approval called consultation with the view of making
perineal section. The consultation, consisting of Drs.

Mason, Eager, Keyes, and Lee, advised the operation;

and accordingly on the 20th of February, having
adopted the same precautions as mentioned in the pre-

vious case, proceeded to oper-
ate, using the staff and urethral

knife, which I have adopted for

the easy and rapid section of
urethra when a guide can be
used. I was pleased with the

action of the instrument.

The surgeons present also ex-
pressed their satisfaction at the<

rapidity and certainty withl
whicli the urethra was slit to re-

quired distance. Tliis case pro-

gressed well. Full-sized sounds
were regularly passed after the

first week. The fistula closed

on the 14ih of May.
The accompanying cut re-

presents the staff and urethral

gorget to which I have alluded.

It is, of course, adapted only
to cases which will admit a staff

of the size of a two or three

English sound. The button
on the end of the rectangular

blade fits into the groove of
the staff, and enables the oper-
ator to make the subsequent
division of the urethra

—

iuto

cito jaciende.

On May 17th the patient was
in good condition, passing a good stream ; liealth,

strength, and appetite restored. Ordered discharged

cured.
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OBSERVATIONS ON BLOOD-LETTING.

Bv C. C. P. CLARK, M.D.,

OSWEGO, NEW YORK.

Toe many signs that appear, in medical journals anJ

elsewhere, of renewed attention on the part of the pro-

fession to the subject of venesection, cannot but be re-

garded as of good omen. We know that the remedy

liad fallen into nearly absolute disuse ;
but it is incredi-

ble that means so often resorted to as this was half a

century ago, by medical men of sense and experience,

should' be absolutely or nearly useless. That it was
then carried to excess, just as, at diflerent times, mer-

cury, opium, purgatives, etc., have been, and as, per-

hap's, stimulants are now, will hardly be denied; but

that, in common with these others, it had some element

of utility in its influence over morbid conditions, can

hardly be doubted.

It is suftgested, in explanation of the change in

practice with regard to blood-letting, that the type of dis-

eases has changed. No doubt diseases change, and it

may be that external morbific agencies in general have

undergone some large modification. It may be, even,

that the human system has been revolutionized with

respect to its tolerance of this agent. But while these

last changes are httle probable in themselves and are

certainly not proved by any clear evidence from anj'

quarter, it is well known that the style or fashion of

practice, the mere "follow your leader," is greatly

mutable even in this comparatively scientific age. He
who has seen, for example, the decline of purgation

and the rise of stimulation that have taken place in

the practice of the average medical practitioner within

the last twenty-five years, will hardly need to call

upon a dens ex machiua in order to account for any
change in the methods of our art.

Tliere is a false notion in the popular, and to some
extent in the professional mind, with regard to the

normal injurious effects of the abstraction of blood.

It is matter of daily observation, that the loss of a pint

or more as tlie result of accident, by a healthy person,

very seldom does harm. On the contrary, it is very

often followed by improved feelings of health. I have
no doubt that there is a large grain of truth in the old

English adage, that

'
' A bleeding in the spring,

Is physic for a king."

It has the effect of a few days or weeks of low diet,

and goes in substitution of that spring-fast which is

as old as the wisdom of the Egyptians, and of which
utihty, to all but the invalid, the nursing, the nursed,

and the exceptionally laborious, is hardly doubtful.

It has frequently happened to me to be applied to

bj' patients, most often emigrants from England, whose
common practitioners retain thebenefits with the disad-

vantages of a pretty stiff conservatism, who, with no
sign that I could see of sickness or plethora, or even
with auKmic look, desired to be bled. I used to hesi-

tate a little about mechanically following their wishes.
But since I found that a bleeding never did them harm,
but, if they were to be believed, almost always renew-
ed their vigor, I discard scruples and open a vein for

all that apply.

The case is different if the subject of treatment be
seriously ill. All powerful remedies must now be
touched with the greatest caution. " A little thing,"

says the poet, " may harm a wounded man." A sick

man's situation is not less susceptible of damage. I

verily believe that if the carcasses of those who have
been sent to an untimely grave by unduly vigorous

medication should reappear above the soil, they would
show thicker upon ihe hills of New England and her

western neighbor, than would the Union and the Con-
federate dead together on the bloodiest regions of the

South,
Dangerous though it be with the dangerously sick,

there are familiar facts which go to show, that even in

the prostration that accompanies long-continued fevers,

the loss of blood may be not only innocent but saluta-

ry. It is according to my observation, for instance,

liiat in that condition loss of blood from the bowels or

from the nose is seldom of bad augury, and often seems
to be salutary.

It is in the beginning of inflammatory and congestive

diseases that the lancet finds its chief place. It is

when, in pneumonia, the heart begins to stagger with
the accumulating burden whose avenues of exit through

the lungs are partly closed ; it is in inflammations and
congestions of other organs, when the capillaries of the

affected part h.ave not yet lost their power of rallying;

it is in violent fevers, when the vigor of glandular life

is not yet too far impaired by the generating or the

generated poisons to find relief in an abatement of its

aliment, and, thereby, of its necessary funclioual activ-

ity.

My first lesson in the power and usefulness of the

lancet was given me twenly-foiir j'cars ago by Dr.

ZaL'cheus Bass, of Middlobmy, Vt., then a practitioner

of more than a quarter of a century of experience, and
still, to the great benefit of his patient.-;, of vigorous

mind and body. It was a ease of double pueumonia in

a woman of previous good health and of great vigor

of constitution, then, if I remember rightly, near her

grand climacteric. I had already bled her twice. It

was the third or fourth day of the disease, and the con-

stant aggravation of the symptoms, especially of the

dyspnoea, gave me great alarm. The gravity of the

case necessitated many minutes of deep thought on the

part of my consulting friend. At length he said

:

"This woman will die within thirty-six hours if she is

not bled ; she ma}' die in six hours if she is bled; bleed-

ing is the only thing that has any chance of saving her."

Three times within the ensuir.g twenty-four hours I

opened a vein in her arm, taking each time si.K or

eight ounces of blood, each time with evident advan-

tage. She finally recovered. Since that time it has been a

general rule with me to bleed in pneumonia, in cases

seen early. Seldom do I think I find it to be contra-

indicated, and I do not remember having in any case

regretted its use. Whatever theory or authority may
teach, I have no more doubt that it will, in many cases,

abort a pneumonia, especially when followed by a full

opiate, than I have that quinine will abort an inter-

mittent.

The following case made a deep impression on my
mind, especially because of the large quantity of blood

abstracted. A healthy lad of Irish parentage, aged five

years, was found at breakfast time by his parents in a

convulsive and comatose state. The spasms were gen-

eral and mostly tonic. In the course of the morning
he was visited by several physicians, who prescribed

for him varioush'. I saw him between two and three

o'clock P.M. on the same day. The coma and con-

vulsions had continued unaltered. He had a slow and
very weak pulse, a cool surface, and contracted pupils.

It was plainly a case of acute cerebral disease. I open-
ed a vein in his arm, and let the blood flow till the

pulse " came up " in force, volume, and frequency. It

did not satisfy me in these particulais till I had taken

considerably more than a pint of blood. By that time

the convulsion had materially abated. Half an hour
afterward his appearance was altogether that of gentle
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sleep, though be could not be aroused from it. The
next niornintr he spontaneously awoke quite well. I

have treated in the same way similar cases nt the same
stage in older patients when the condition was that of

almost absolute collapse, and always with ihe same
happy result. Tney invariably die under any other

treatment.

It is only of late years that I have practiced vene-

section in continued fevers. In typhoid or malarial

epidemics I do not resort to it. It is a not unreasona-

ble theory that in these diseases the vital and nutrient

properties of the blood are so impaired by some fer-

ment or other poison, that Ihe whole existing supply of

that fluid is needed to feed the organic functions.

But there is a fever of not infrequent sporadic occur-

rence in this northern country, that in my early experi-

ence was very fatal. It is the inflammatory fever or

synochus of Cullen. It generally atticks young and

robust alults, of the male sex most often. During its

formative stiige it is generally accompanied by moder-
ate irregular chills, wliich for some days ma\- be almost

constant. Intense headache, backache, a distressing

sense of fi)ti>;ue, sleeplessness, dull cornfse, congested

conjunctiva, pyrexia, a full and somewhat fruquent

pulse, and a fuired tongue attend. At a later stage

typhoid symptoms ensue. Opium, quinine, purgatives,

veratrum viride, and all other remedies that I liave tried,

give no relief A full bleeding, if practised within the

first three or four days, cuts short the disease. Un-
der any other treatment that I have tried or seen tried

it is the most fatal febrile disease that I am acquainted

with.

On the whole I am certain of having saved more lives

by the lancet than by any other means except opium,

and I a;n more certain of having saved some by that

instrument than evt-n by opium itself This convic-

tion, the late almost entire disuse of the remedy, and its

recent resuscitation, are my excuse for offering these

sc.rttered observations.

August 12, ISTl.

Pro0rrss of illcliif al Science.

C.\SE OF LiTHOTOMv.—GcorgB E. Post, M.D., Profes-

sor of Surgery in the Syrian Protestant College, at

Beirut, writes—Mohamme I Ali, of Beirut, retat 12 years,

has had symptoms of vesical irritation for two years.

He first came under my observation Oct. 25, 1870.

On sounding, I found the bladder apparently filled by
a s'ngle smooth stone. Oct. 31st I put the patient

under the influence of chloroform, and made a curved
incision three-quarteis of an inch in front of the anus,

and, on reaching the membranous portion of the ure-

thra, made a bilateral incision of the prostate, by
means of the double prostatome of Dr. A. C. Post, of

New York, using the blades of the second size, making
an opening an inch and a quarter in extent. I then
introduced the lithotome cache, and incised each lateral

lobe of tlie prostate obliquely, as far as to tlie investing
capsule. By this means I gained an opening through
which a spherical body of an inch in diameter might
have passed with little stretching. On passing the
forceps into the bladder, I found the stone retained by
the contraction of the muscular coat of the viscus near
the fundus. I passed a large scoop above it, and
brought it down to the floor of the bladder, and then
seized it by its shortest diameter, and commenced a

slow tra-^ition with a rocking motion, and, after the ex-
ercise of a good deal of muscular force, delivered what

one of the students facetiously called ' a paving stone."

The stone was oblong in shape with rounded angles,

and flattened. The three diameters were respectively,

length, 2,% inches; breadth, l-j-* inches; thickness, liV
inciies. A section taken across any of these diameters

would give the figure of a parallelogram with rounded
ansles.

The weight of the stone when diied was 102

grammes, equal to nearly I. GOO grains, or three ounces
and a thii d. The perineal and prostatic openings rapidly

contracted, so that within a quarter of an hour from
the time of the operation, the opening in the prostate

seemed no larger than at the time of the completion of

the sections. An elastic catheter was introduced,

and the patient was put to bed. Not an untoward
symptom followed. He had hardly the ordinary reac-

tive fever which follows lithotomy. On the fifteenth

day all the urine flowed by the urethra, and on the

sixteenth day he was discharged from the hospital,

with an unhealed cavity that would have held a pea.

A few days later the cavitj' was entirely healed, and
the physical state of the boy was marvellously im-
proved.

This, for the age of the boy, will rank high among
the cases of successful lithotomy. It is my tenth case

of perineal extraction, and I am happy to say that they
have a'l been successlul. I have in all these cases per-

formed the bilateral operation, with the double pros-

tatome of Dr. A. C. Post.

The operation has been also successfully performed
here in one case by an Enghsh surgeon, with the

same instrument.

Abscess of the Spleen.—Dr. Gluge, of Brussels, re-

ports a case of this rare aflection, which terminated in

recovery. It had been severally diagnosticated to be
rheumatic; a lesion of the eighth intercostal nerve;
Rayer, who examined the patient, thought that it was
an inflammation of the surface of the spleen, and it

was suggested that it might be an encysted abscess be-

tween the spleen and diaphragm. An exploratory
puncture demonstrated the presence of pus, and an in-

cision through the anterior portion of the ninth costal

interspace gave exit to a quantity of this fluid, a por-

tion of which, being subjected to microscopic examina-
tion, was found to contain elements of the spleen.

Recovery followed easily upon the application of suita-

ble measures of treatment.

Primary abscesses of the spleen are rare, but cases

may be found as reported by—Heusinger, Entznenffdung

und Vergroesserung der MHz. Eisenach, 1820, et Nach-
tnege, 1823. Heinrich, Krankheiten der MHz. Leipzig,

1847. Cruveilhier, Athts. Hv. II. Eokitanski, Pathol.

Annt, III., p. 300. Gluge, Atlas, liv. Y.— Gaz. Med.
de Paris.

Chloral Hydrate in Tetanus of the Newly-born.—
Dr. AViderhofler showed lately to his class an infant

three months old, who was attacked with the tetanus of

the newly-born on the seventh day after birth, and
had been treated with chloral-hydrate in doses of one to

two grains on the occurrence of each convulsion. It was
in danger during a fortnight. During the intervals it

was nursed by iis mother, and at the time of its exhibi-

tion it was a handsome child. This was the sixteenth

case of this disease cured by the chloral-hydrate which
Dr. Widerhofler had observed. All other methods had
been invariably unsuccessful, not only in his own expe-
rience, but also that of Yogcl and all other Gem.an
authorities. The doctor administers two to four grains

of the remedy by enema to infants who cannot take it

per oreni.— Gaz. Med. de Paj'is.
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Dextral Pre-eminence.—Dr. William Ogle, of St.

George's Hospital, London, in a paper read before the

Eoval Medical and Chirurgical Socii-ty, combats the

commonly accepted doctrine that dextral pre-eminence

is based "on conventional agreement enforced by edu-

cational influence, and has no foundation in physical

conformation. The preferential use of the right side

is not confined to the arm, he says, but extends also to

the leg, which is not subject to education like the

arm, liie tendency, in both cases, manifesting itself be-

fore education begins, and persists, frequently in spite

of efforts to overcome it. It is transmitted in families
;

is more common by far in males than females, and is

not limited to the human race, but has been proven to

exist in some classes of animals. In k-ft-handed per-

sons, the faculty of speech has been demonstrated to

reside in the riglit, instead of the left cerebral hemi-

sphere, as shown in four cases of aphasia following left

liemiplegia in persons of this class
;
a comparison of

the brains of these persons with the brains of those

who had dextral pre-eminence showing also that in

the former the right hemisphere is the most complex

in its structure, and, in the latter class, the complexity

of arrangement is greatest in the left lobe.

Finally, the question is considered—What is the

cause of the greater development, as a rule, of the

left hemisphere ? It is argued that it depends proba-

bly on the left hemisphere receiving a freer supply of

blood than the right one. The results of the author's

observations as to the relative sizes of the arteries on

the two sides of the neck are given ;
from which it

appears that the left arteries are, as a rule, slightly

large!- than the right ones. It is also shown that, in-

dependently of the size of the vessels, the stream of

blood is less hindered on the left side than on the

right. Lastly, it is shown that this explanation is con-

sistent with," and corroborated by, the pecuUarities of

the cerebral blood supply in those other animals

which, like man, manifest a tendency to use one side

preferentially to the other—such as monkeys and par-

rots.

—

Medical Times and Qazette.

Coucn FOR Bandaging.—The correspondent of the

British ikdical Journal describes a couch used in

Vienna to faciUtate the application of the gypsum or

starched bandage, which is an improvement upon any-

thing we have seen in the New York Hospitals. It

consists simply of a board as wide as, nnd shorter than,

an ordinary sofa, on which slides a shallow box hold-

ing a mattress ; this box and mattress are not quite as

long as a man's body, and lie towards one end of the

board ; at the other end of the board is an upright rod

of iron, with a flat horizontal ledge on one side, and

covered with sheet India-rubber. When the patient

is to have his hip put up in a gypsum bandage, his

back and shoulders are laid on the mattress (the whole
concern being previously put on the operating table),

and his sacrum on the iron ledge, the upright part of

the iron lying against the perinaeum. The assistants

have simply to hold the lower limbs in a proper posi-

tion, while the pelvis is quite free, over and under, for

bandaging.

Spasmodic Muscular Contraction—Arterial Com-
pression.—M. Broca had under his care, a few
months ago, in the Hopital de la Pitie, a man who had
broken both bones of his leg an hour before his admis-

sion to hospital. The muscular contraction was so vio-

lent that it was impossible to reduce the fracture. M.
Broca thereon employed a method which he had
found successful in cases of painful cramps of the lower

limbs, viz., compression of the femoral artery. Almost
immediately the muscles became relaxed, and reduction

was effected with ease. Subsequently, in re-applying

the sphnts, the contraction returned, and was again

overcome by the same means. The Journal de MCdecine

et de Chirurgie Pratiques for March, in relating the case,

says that the simple and easy means employed by M.

Broca ought always to have a trial before giving chloro-

Ibrm, which is often done in such a case.

Keratectomy.—In traumatic and idiopathic cases o.

suppurative ophthalmitis, the operation of keratectomy

is proposed by Mr. W. Spencer Watson, of London, and

in one case has been successfully performed by him.

Its object is to establish a fistulous opening in the

cornea, through which the morbid products of the in-

flammation may escape freely, until such a time has

elapsed that the tissues may have recovered. It is

suggested that in some cases ofsuppurative ophthalmitis,

keratectomy might prevent the anticipated mischief.

—

Lancet.

Ovariotomy.—At the meeting of the Royal Med. and

Chir. Soc, on the 13th of June, T. Spencer Wells pre-

sented a fourth series of one hundred cases of ovario-

tomy, which, following the order of former papers, he

had arranged as follows :^
Series 1. Cases in which ovariotomy was completed

—100 cases: 78 recoveries, 22 deaths.

Series 2. Cases in which ovariotomy was commenced

but not completed—6 cases : 2 relieved or cured, 4 died.

Series 3. Cases where an exploratory incision was

n)ade—7 cases : 5 recovered from incision, 2 died.

He showed that the mortality after ovariotomy was

steadily diminishing. Of his first 100 cases, 34 died
;
of

liis second 100 cases, 28 died; of his third 100 eases,

23 died; and of his fourth 100, 22 died. Of this fourth

series, 44 had been in hospital, and 56 in private practice.

In private practice the mortality was only 14 per cent.,

while in hospital it was 31 per cent. The author be-

lieved that the mortality in private practice might be

tiiken as a guide to what might become the general

average mortality after ovariotomy, and he was convinced

that it might be reduced to about 10 per cent, without

excluding those extreme cases when the operation was

performed as a last hope.

—

Br. Med. Jour.

The Madura Fungus-Foot of India.—Mr. Jabez Hogg
contributes to the Medical Tunes and Gazette of July 22d

an article on the above disease, in which he attempts to

disprove the parasitic origin of the affection, as is claimed

l)y Dr. Vandyke Carter, of Bombay, who first brought

the disease to the notice of the general profession in

1860. Having had an opportunity to examine three

specimens, he has failed to find anything of a (fungoid

character in their composition. He gives, in addition to

his own, the opinion of another observer who has

examined several specimens, and who says, that although

the soft parts are infiltrated with lumps of " truffle-like"

bodies, he is not prepared to say that the fmgus causes

the disease ; it rather to him seems probable that the

primary disease was caries of the bones, and that the

fungus became developed subsequently and accidentally.

Dr. Hogg says that " the foot-disease of India appears

to conjmence in an error of nutrition; phlegmonous in-

flammation and diffuse suppuration foflow, and spread

from one tissue to the other. Specific blood-poisoning,

hypertrophy, and increased cell-development soon pass

into complete disintegration of tissue-vessels, nerves,

etc. . . . The slow disintegration of the various

structures in the disease is no doubt greatly exaggerated

by the ordinary eflects of a tropical climate."

Digitalis Infusion.—According to Richelot (L' Union

Med.), the infusion of digitalis is more eflective in

dropsy than the decoction. Half-drachm to six ouncos

of water should be used in twenty-four hours.
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Anthrax and FuRrscLE or toe Face have been
treated of by M. J. L. Reverdin in the Archh-es Gtne-
rales de Medecine, his conclusions being as follows:

—

1. Anthrax and furuncle of the face possess unusual

gravity.

2. This gravity is due to the facility of their compli-

cation with phlebitis.

3. Phlebitis easily causes death, either by extending

to the sinuses of the dura mater or becoming tlie source

ofpurulent infection.

4. Antlirax of the lips is more frequently complicated

with phlebitis than the other varieties, which can be
explained by the peculiarities of their structure.

5. Anthrax of the lips has nothing in common with
the disease know as malignant pustule.

6. Invasion of the orbit by phlebitis, as shown by
exophthalmos, announces the certainty, almost, of the

extension of the disease to the cerebral sinuses.

7. An incision made early and as freely as possible

seems to be the best means of preventing, and some-
times arresting the pUebitic complication.

Tubercular Ulceration of the Mouth and Tongue.—
M. U. Trelat, Surgeon to la Pitie, describes these ulcera-

tions, so commonly seen in the mouths of phthisical

patients, as tuberctilar in their origin and not dependent
upon cachexia, as has been commonly supposed.

He states that the persons affected are always tubercu-

lous, and in two cases which he has seen, the ulcers

preceded any signs of disease of the lung by seven

and eight months respectively. It is the rule, however,

for the inverse order to be the case. They may be

found upon any part of the cavity of themoulh, cheeks,

or pharynx, but the tongue is the most frequent seat

They are essentially chronic, and are progressive in

their course, though rather indolent in the initial stage.

They never retrogress spontaneously, and he has never

known a person to recover from them. They are quite

superficial, never having cavities on the one hand, nor

the vegetations common to cancroid and carcinoma on

the other. Their base is pinkish or yellowish gray, and
they are covered with a very adherent mucus ; are of ir-

regular form, and, especially on the tongue, have an indu-

rated base. The author considers the mode of develop-

ment in the initial stage as quite pathognomonic of its

character. There is found on the mucous membrane an

elevated surface, round, and 1 to 4 millimetres broad,

showing on its surface, which is still covered with
epitheUum, one or several follicular orifices. This spot is

of a pale yellow color resembling that of phlegmonous
pus. At the end of a few days the epithelium becomes
destroyed, and an ulcerated surface soon appears. Sev-
eral may sometimes be seen in difi'erent stages of devel-

opment.— Gazette Medicale de Paris.

Differential Diagnosis of Mild Rachitis from
Chronic HYDRocEPHALrs.—Prof WilderhofFer, Clinical

Professor at the Hospital for Infants in Vienna, says,

regarding this subject, that in rachitis the form of the

h?ad is more or less angular, but there is a characteristic

disproportion between the face and the head. The an-

terior fontanelle may be large, but the sagittal suture

is ordinarily closed at the eighth or ninth month ; the or-

bits are normal ; the eye-ball is not prominent Later

there are several alterations in other parts of the skele-

ton, such as the flattening of the chest transversely, en-

largement of the epiphyses of the radius and ulna, etc.

On the other hand, in chronic hydrocephalus the
cranium tends to assume a globular form ; the sagittal

suture and the posterior fontaneUe are both open
; the

head is large, out of proportion to the face; the tempo-
ral bones are spread outwards at their superior ends, in-

stead of maintaining their vertical position. Inconse-

quence of intracranial pressure the superior wall of the
orbit is depressed, pusliing the eye outwards and giving
to the expression the appearance of fright.

In rachitis there is a tendency to partial convulsions,
and specially to spasm of the glottis ; in chronic hydro-
cephalus there is a tendency to general convulsions.
Lastly, the first disease is most frequently accompanied
with diarrhoea; the second, with constipation.— Gazette

Medicale de Paris.

Pneu.mothorax Complicating Labor.—Dr. E. D.
Bowers writes :—Mrs. H., a primipara, had been in labor

all day. During a violent parturient effort, while the
head was pressing the perinaeum, the patient faintly ex-
claimed, ' I cannot see," 'Am choked for breaili," her
voice reduced to a whisper. Her face and neck pre-

sented a distended and puffy appearance, a condition

which in a .short time extended over the trunk as far

down as the lower border of the ribs, presenting to the
touch that peculiar crepitation denotive of pneumo-
thorax.

L^terine effort being suspended, labor was terminated

by use of forceps. With the exception of considerable

pain of a pleuritic character, her recovery was as rapid

and complete as is usual in an uncomplicated labor.

Three years prior, patient had suffered from an attack

of pneumonia, with a severe pleuritic complication.

Was pneumothorax induced by a breaking up of old

pulmonary and costal pleuritic adhesions, rupturing air,

cells and allowing air from the lung to permeate the
cellular structure ?

Chloral.—An article, lately issued in pamphlet form,

from Dr. J. B. Andrews, Assistant Physician at the N. T.
Slate Lunatic Asylum, in Utica, contains some inter-

esting facts regarding the action of this remedy on the

inmates of that institution. Its influence, as shown by
the tracings of the sphygmograph, is:

—

1. To reduce the number of pulsations (in experi-

ments) from 84 to 45

;

2. That the primary effect is to increase the force

of the heart's effect and arterial tension

;

3. That in large doses, -nithin safe Umits, the pulsa-

tions are not reduced in number proportionately to the

size of the dose, but the effect is more prolonged

;

4. That the secondary effect is to diminish the force

of the heart's action and the arterial tension.

The phenomena attending the action of the remedy
are apparent in from twenty minutes to an hour after

it is taken, occurring in the following order, and con-

sisting of a sense of heaviness of the head, a tinghngof

the extremities, a feeling of weight, as if the part were
asleep, and gradually increasing drowsiness. There is

an inchnation to talk, with thickness of the tongue and
inability to speak plainly, especially if the patient is

talked to or otherwise disturbed. If he is quiet, he
yields readily to sleep, and this intoxicating stage will

not be noticed. Then occurs the profound sleep of the

chloral. On awakening, if the effects have not com-
pletely pa.ssed off, there may be a recurrence, in a mild

desree, of the stage of intoxication.

The temperature of the body is somewhat reduced

while under the influence of chloral in the usual dose,

which tends to confirm the assertion that it produces

capillary contraction. The usual reduction, according

to Bouchut, being -,V to -p; of a degree, centigrade, the

lowest he has seen being l-,v of a degree. Bouchut
also states that the urinary secretion is profoundly

modified, this being most marked on the day following

the administration of the remedy, at which time it is

increased in density, and, according to Prof. Whewell,

contains mo-e uric acid. The result of the experi-
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ments confirm the opinion that has been expressed,

tliat chloral does not lead to cerebral congestion.

There have been used in the Asylum since February,

1870, ninety pounds of chloral, which have been admin-

istered to 370 cases. The average time of administra-

tion being, in the case of men, 39 days, and in women,
43 days. In one case of melancholia, with wakeful-

ness, it was given in twenty-grain doses for 257 nights

without losing its effects as a hypnotic, its action being

tested by occasionally intermitting the dose. Sixty

grains were administered, during an attack of ma-
nia, for 195 nights in succession. In several ca.ses

the medicine has been repeated once, twice, or tiiree

times daily, in from ten to forty grain doses, the av-

erage dose being 30 grains and the extreme 10 to 120

grains, the latter dose having been given in a case of

profound melancholia, with good effect.

The ill effects which have been observed are :

—

In some cases it has induced nausea and vomiting.

Unless largely diluted it produces a burning sensa-

tion in the fauces and stomach.

In many cases its influence is very rapid, the person

falling asleep at once, which sometimes gives alarm to

those unused to it.

It does not appear to have been of much service in

neuralgia. In some cases it has produced sleep, but the

patient has been restless and disturbed, and tlie pain

continued after wakening.

PCTJCTCKE OF xnE IxTESTISES, FOR THE ReLIEF OF

Tympanitis, was spoken of at length in the meeting

of the Academy of Sciences, at Paris, on the 10th of

July, when, in addition to the cases reported by
other physicians, M. Fonsragrives stated that he had
already performed the operation eighty times with
favorable results, the instrument used being a very

fine trocar, and the operation being followed by' no
more serious symptoms than attend the tapping of a

hydrocele.

Compression of the UrERrs i.v Expulsion of the
Pl.\centa h.Ts been treated ofat length by Prof. Cr^de, of

Leipzic, and more recently by Dr. Chantreuil, of Paris.

The latter has tried it in five hundred and forty cases,

with the result of expediting very much the delivery

of the afterbirth, and favoring an early return of the

uterus to its normal size. When the uterus has reached

tlie maximum of its contraction after the expulsion of

the infant, it is to be grasped between the palms of the

hand placed in front and behind it, and steady pres-

sure maintained. The result in the majority of cases

is, that the deliver}' of the placenta is accomplished
in a much shorter time than is usual, without being
followed by hemorrhage or other unfavorable symp-
toms.

Phosphates in Pregnancy.—Mr. Metcalfe Johnson,
of Lancaster, recommends in the Medical Times the

hydrated phosphate of lime of the British Pharmacopoeia
as a remedy for the sickness of pregnancy. He gives

it in doses of from three to ten grains each, three times

daily, suspended in water, and flavored according to the

patient's taste. In some cases the relief has been so

striking that patients have sent to ask for "some of

that medicine that relieves the sickness." Mr. Johnson
thinks the drug may supply phosphates to the nervous
system, and also to the embryo, and that if phosphates
be not supplied, the child may grow at the expense
of the mother's osseous and nervous system.

—

T/ie

Doctor.

Remittent Fever produced by an Algoid G-rowth.
—M. Palestra, in a note to the Academy of Sciences,

reports the result of a microscopic examination of the

waters of the Pontine marshes, and the atmosphere of
the city of Rome, and claims to have discovered the

presence of an algoid growth which is able to produce,

when inhaled, remittent fever. The form n'hich he
fiiids most common, and always in proportion to the

amount of putrefying vegetable matter, is slightly gran-
ular in appearance, and resembles somewhat the form
assumed by the Cactus Peruvianus. It is always
surrounded by a quantity of little spires vuVu of a
millimetre in diameter, yellowish green, trans-

parent in color, contained in larger sacs tSit to jf.u of a

millimetre in diameter, which are of very characteristic

form.

He finds that an acidulated solution of arsenic, sul-

phite of soda, or neutral sulphate of quinine, destroys
their power of growth and eftects immediate changes
in their appearance. Anything which favors the putre-

faction of vegetable matter will increase the rapidity

of development of this organism, as it is only under
such conditions that it finds the soil necessary ibr its

growth.

Sudden Death in Patients Suffering from Can-
cer.—Dr. Robert Barnes reports a case of this nature,

in the Br. Med. Jour, of July 19(h, occurring in a woman
GO years of age, whose pelvis was filled with morbid
growths, involving uteru.s, vagina, rectum, and bladder.

The manner of her death led him to suspect pulmonary
embolism, but an exceedingly careful examination, post-

mortem, showed nothing of this nature. It was found,

liowever, that the viscera and membranes of the abdo-
men were all more or less studded with cancerous de-
posits ; but what appeared of most importance was the
condition of the glands and tissues surrounding the

aorta and vena cava, which were so profoundly involved
that in many places the walls of the aorta were bent in-

ward and rendered nodulated, the calibre of both ves-

sels being rendered smaller and their walls rigid from
the pelvis to the diaphragm. Dr. Barnes surmises that

the immediate cause of death, therefore, was over-dis-

tension of the heart from its inability to force the

column of blood past these obstructions, and he calls

attention to the fact that a greater amount of care in

the avoidance of exertion might have prolonged the

patient's life.

Fungus as a Cause of WnoopiNG-CouGn.—The germ
theory of disease,which some pathologists seek to extend
so widely, has been applied by Dr. Letzerich to explain

the extremely infectious disease, whooping-cough. He
thinks he has discovered a form of fungoid growth
which vegetates in the epithelium of the air-passages,

and by its irritation produces the convul.sive attacks of
coughing. The expectorated mucus in patients suffer-

ing from this disease is said to contain masses of
brownish-red spores with occasional threads ofmycelium,
which in later stages of the disease become very
abundant. The spores are colored blue by iodine and
sulphuric acid. These observations were controlled,

first, by cultivation of the spores on pieces of bread
soaked in milk, and further, by introducing masses of
the fungous growth thus obtained into the trachese of
young rabbits. This n'as effected by tracheotomy; but
the animals rapidly recovered from the effects of the
operation, and in a short time became affected with a

cough of a very violent and noisy character—in fact, a
genuine whooping-cough. The rabbits tims affected

were killed, and their air-passages and lungs found to

contain an enormous quantity of the same fungus as

that met with hi the sputa from human \vhooping-
cough, and, in fact, the mucus expectorated by the
rabbits showed precisely the same appearance.

—

Ilalf-

Yearly Abstract.
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Chloral-Htdeate in Tetanus Moxatorum.—Dr.

'Widerhoffer, of Vienna, showed lately to his class a

child three months old, -which was attacked by tetanus

monatoruTn at the end of the first week after birth, and
was treated with chloral-hydrate in doses of one and

two grains at the time of each onset of convulsions. It

was in danger for a fortnight. During the intermissions

of the spasms it was fed from the breast by its mother.

It is now a fine, healthy-looking child. This is the

sixth case (out of ten or twelve) that Dr. "Wiiierhofifer

has had recovered under treatment by chloral ; under
all other methods all his other cases died. Considering

that Vogel and other German authorities on children's

diseases had until quite recently never seen a case of this

affection recover, such a success may be taken to indi-

cate a real advance in therapeutics. Dr. Widerhoffer

gives from two to four grain doses of chloral by the

rectum, if the infant cannot take it by the mouth.

—

Lancet.

New Plan of Dressing Wounds.—The latest novelty

in the mode of dressing wounds following amputation
or other causes, is reported to The Lancet by its Paris

correspondent. It originated with M. Alphonse Guerin,

and consists in introducing cotton-wool into the stump
or wound immediately. The amputated limb, to take

this example, is then wrapped round with dry cotton-

wool, a bandage being then applied, and tightened a

little on subsequent days, if necessary, to maintain mild
compression. The dressing, however, rernains undis-

turbed until the twentieth or twenty-fifth day, when,
on removing the packet of wadding, a glassful of pusis

found in the folds of the cotton, and the wound is dis-

covered to be quite healed. Notwithstanding the high
mortality which existed during the German siege, M.
Guerin obtained six successful results out of nine am-
putations of the thigh treated with this method, and
all of his cases of amputation of the leg did well.

Human Small-Pox and Cow Small-Pox.—At a late

meeting of the Medico-Cliirurgical Society of Montreal,

Dr. Francis W. Campbell (Canada Med. Journal) read

an extended paper on "vaccination and re-vaccination,"

and claimed to have proved the following : 1st, That
cattle, in many ages and different countries, have been
afflicted witli small-pox. 2d. That this disease has ex-
isted among the inferior animals simultaneously with
small-pox in man. 3d, That it appeared among the cat-

tle in England at various times during the 17th century,

and that even comparatively recently it has shown
itself with considerable severity. 4th. That when the

disease appears among the inferior animals in a malig-
nant form, it produces by inoculation a disease of simi-

lar severity in man. 5th. That as man has received this

affection from the cow, so likewise has it been produced
in the cow from man. 6th. That the direct inoculation

of the cow witli human small-pox has produced a mild
and mitigated disease ; and that such disease, reproduced
by inoculation on man, accords entirely in its character,

in its progre.'^s, and in its protecting influence, with
the varioliB vaccinje as described by Dr, Jenner, thus
irresistibly proving his fundamental proposition, that

cow-pox and small-pox are not dissimilar, but identical,

and that the vaccine disease is not the preventive, so

to speak, of small-pox, but the small-pox itself

The Removal of Nevoid.—Mr. James F. West,
F.R.C.f?., senior surgeon to the Queen's Hospital (Can-
ada Med. Journal), says the advantages which, in his

experience, the ecraseiir offers in the removal of I

nasvoid growths, are, that hemorrhage is avoided—an
important element in all operations, but particularly .so

with children—and that you have a linear cicatrix and
comparatively small wound, and thereby prevent or

diminish the deformity which, by other operative pro-

cedures, will almost of necessity be produced. Chais-

saignac, also, claims for it that less inflammatory action

and less suppuration attends its use than that of the

knife
; and consequently, that the wounds resulting

therefrom heal more readily, and are less likely to be
followed by pyjemia. On the.se latter points he will

not now offer an opinion ;
but as to the smallness of

the resulting cicatrix, a great desideratum in all opera-

tions about the face, and as to the freedom from hem-
orrhage, even when dealing with large growths of this

kind, he is quite decided.

A New Test for Hysteria.—A French work just

issued bv Dr. Chairon (Canada Med. Journal), chief

medical officer to the Tesinet Asylum, entitled " Clini-

cal Studies on Hysteria," announces the discovery by
him of a new pathognomonic sign of hysteria, which,

should it be confirmed by experience, will prove to be

a valuable contribution to medicine. Since Dr. Chai-

ron has become connected with the Institution he
has passed under view twenty-six thousand female pa-

tients, amongst whom were a great many cases of hys-

teria. He says that he has ascertained that in every

one of them the commencement of the affection has
been marked by the special sign, insensibility of the

epiglottis.

The determination of this symptom, which is con-

stantly present, is very simple. It is sufficient to in-

troduce gently the finger into the mouth, so as not to

frighten the patient, and place it on the base of the

tongue. It will be found that the epiglottis may be
touched, displaced, and scratched with the n.iil without
producing the least regurgitation. When this system
exists there will be found invariably a congestion of one
or both ovaries, u,sually of the left.

Singular astliis proposition is, the author proceeds to

prove its exactitude, and has, with that object, quoted
a great number of cases collected at Vesinet.

A F-iTAL Case of Zinc Poisoning.—Dr. J. R. Bron-
son, of Attleboro (Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), de-
scribes a case of zinc poisoning occurring in the wife of

Col. Horton, of Attleboro, who died from the effects of
the salts of zinc, contained in water used for culinary

purposes. A heavy responsibility rests upon those who
are advocating the continued use of the galvanized

pipes for water conduction.

Abortive Treatment of Felons.—A correspondent
of the Boston Journal of Cheinistry writes that it is

well known by physicians that pressure causes absorp-

tion; and in view of this fact, ten years ago he adopted
the plan of applying several coatings of collodion over
the finger or place where the pain is felt on its first ap-

pearance. On drying, the collodion contracts with an
even pressure, and if kept on for twenty-four hours,

the symptoms will usually entirely disappear.

Of late he has been in the habit of soaking the affect-

ed pari in quite a strong solution of carbolic acid for a

few minutes before applying the collodion. The pain

for some hours will be quite severe, but an anodyne
will afford relief

Cod-Liver Oil in Eczema.—A highly respectable

medical gentleman of Charlestown, Mass. (Bostoyi

Journal of Chemistri/), advocates the use of cod-

liver oil in eczema, and notes the case of a child,

twenty-two months old, who had been afflicted with
the aSeciion for nineteen months. Its entire body was
covered with the eruption. The u.se of the oil was
suggested, and the child is now nearly well; scarcely

a trace of the disease remains. This has been accom-
plished during dentition.
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PREVENTION OF ABORTION.

The discovery, at a railway station, of a trunk con-

taining the remains of a victim of criminal abortion,

has succeeded in creating a sensation in the public

mind which may lead to some good result. Causing

as it has the exposure, not only of the supposed perpe-

trator of the deed, but of others engaged in the same

nefarious business, it may, temporarily at least, check

the operations of the greater number of the craft who

have been and are still working in obscurity. Aside

from this, the discussion which this and other sus-

pected cases has occasioned, cannot fail to awaken the

public, not only to a positive knowledge of the enor-

mity and growth of the crime, but the better to pre-

pare it for solving the important question of pre-

vention.

The persistent efforts of the medical profession to

present the subject in a proper light to the public have

not been barren of good results in overcoming, to a

great extent, a false prudishness. This is strikingly

shown in the freedom and candor with which the

secular press makes its statement of facts. So far,

then, one of the great barriers to the free interchange

of opinion is removed, and the ultimate prospect of

initiating a reform is proportionately good. The peo-

ple, also, are beginning to appreciate the importance and

necessity of frankly meeting the question, not only by

the toleration of references to tlie enormity of the

crime by the press, but by the favorable reception of

properly written treatises upon the subject from the pro-

fession, by a desire to applaud the actions ofjudges who
measure out the severest penalties against the popular

criminah, and by endorsing the pulpit in its radical and

efiFective denunciations. Already the crime is becom-

ing associated in the popular mind with certain death.

This is as it should be, as it is one of the most power-

ful arguments in favor of prevention. A fatal result

is a fact which no sophistry or logic can contradict;

and the prominence given it by the writers of the

daily press is productive of the greatest good to that

class of the community which can be reached by no

Other means than fear. It also becomes a question

whether the profession cannot help to strengthen the

conviction, and keep alive this wholesome fear by the

proper and authoritative statements. The medical man
is well enourrh aware that, all other things being equal,

forced abortion is at the best an exceedingly hazardous

operation, and that in the vast majority of cases death is

inevitable. If the prospective victims of the abortion-

ists could be made to understand and to believe this, a

more efficient means of prevention could be adopted

than any appeal on behalf of humanity to the unborn

could elfect. To many the contemplation of the crime of

consenting to the death of the offspring is nothing com-
pared with a reasonable certainty that death to the

mother may be more than probable.

The public mind being excited on the subject, the

profession have more than the ordinary opportunity

for doing good by throwing the weight of its influence

in the proper direction. With the view of suggesting

what such duties should be, we will present our read-

ers with the following sensible and comprehensive

resolutions, presented by Dr. D. II. O'Donnell, of Mary-
land, at the last meeting of the American Medical

Association :

—

"Resolved, That we repudiate and denounce the

conduct of abortionists, and that we will hold no in-

tercourse with them either professionally or otherwise;

and that we will, whenever an opportunity presents,

guard and protect the public against the machinations

of these characters by pointing out the physical and

moral ruin which follows in their wake.
" Resolved, That, in the opinion of this Convention, it

will be unlawful and unprofessional for any physician

to induce abortion or premature labor, without the

concurrent opinion of at least one respectable consult-

ing physician, and then always with a view to the

safety of the child—if that be possible.

" Resolved, That we respectfully and earnestly sug-

gest to private teachers and professors in public insti-

tutions the propriety of adopting, according to their

judgment, thi; means best suited for preserving their

pupils, and those who may hereafter come under their

care, from the degrading crime of abortion.

" Resolved, That we respectfully call the attention of

the clergy of all denominations to the perverted views

of morality entertained by a large class of females-

aye, and men also, ou this important question, and the

ruin which has resulted and continues to result daily to

the human family from such views.

" Resolved, That we respectfully solicit the different

medical societies, both State and local, to send dele-

gates to the clergymen in their respective districts, to

request their aid in so important an undertaking.

" Resolved, That it becomes the duty of every physi-

cian in the United States, of fair standing in his pro-

fession, to resort to every honorable and legal means

in his power to crush out from among us this pest of

society ; and, in doing so, he but elevates himself and

his profession to that eminence and moral standard for
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wMch God has designed it, and which an honorable

and high-toned public sentiment must expect at the

hands of its members."

The means of prevention referred to in the final

resolution are very many and important. Not a few

have already been resorted to in the shape of enlisting

the aid of the pulpit and press in educating the people

to a proper appreciation of the wickedness and danger

of the crime, etc., etc. But this has not been sufficient,

and the emergencies of the hour call not only for

further efforts in that direction, but for an expression

of opinion in regard to an> increase in the severity of

punishment to the abortionists. On a previous occasion,

in remarking upon the general subject, we referred to

the practicability ofsuch a measure, and now reiterate it.

The idea was, however, not original with us. It has

long been entertained by medical men. The prospects

of some change in the law are now, we are pleased to

say, foreshadowed by the remarks of Judge Gunning

S. Bedford in his charge to the Grand Jury concerning

the punishment of abortionists. He suggests that the

crime should be considered manslaughter in the first

degree. If this suggestion could be carried out, and

our next Legislature alter the law accordingly, the

murder of the unborn would be less likely to be a mere

matter of dollars and cents.

TnosE who shrewdly surmised that the official agita-

tion of cundurango in the State Department at Wash-

ington was a puff preliminary to private specubtion in

the mysierious virtues of that plant, have had their

prediction fulfilled sooner than they could have ex-

pected. It was, perhaps, fitting that the only person

who has succeeded in discovering any efficacy in the

administration of the drug .should vindicate his supe-

rior acuteness by getting up a "corner" therein; and

accordingly Dr. Bliss has philanthropicall}' abandoned

the emoluments of private practice in the national

capital, and devoted his energies to the diffusion

of cundurango in New York at the moderate price

of §100 per pound. It is to be regretted that the efforts

of the Government to promote the success of Dr.

Bliss's enterprise have been to same extent frus-

trated by the obstructive jealousy which notoriously

governs the medical profession,—the physicians who
were requested to buy cundurango having unanimously
reported that they found it entirely inert, and analytical

chemists having wickedly omitted to detect in the

samples sen t them any principle which could be up-

posed to possess a curative action. It is still more un-

fortunate that of the six patients treated with the new
£.nd infallible remedy, wliose cases have been reported

in medical journals, four have died before they were
quite cureil. But these, after all, are small matters

from a commercial point of view, and Dr. Bliss is able

to point triumphantly to the fact that two of his three

recorded patients survived the ingestion of numerous
doses, and would, perhaps, have recovered altogether

if it were not that his stock of the drug was suddenly

exhausted at the most inopportune moment. He is,

moreover, happy in the privilege of referring in his

printed circular to Vice-President Colfax, whose

opinion on any question of pathology or therapeutics

must of course be accepted as conclusive.

Having been at the pains to send his partner all the

way to South America, to buy up all the cundurango

wood that could be procured, it is natural that Dr.

Bliss should attach a high value to a substance of which

he alone appreciates the full merit, and that he should

decline to sell less than twenty-five dollars worth at a

time, in order that the afflicted poor may be deterred

from buying it in inadequate doses. The petty preju-

dice entertained by the medical profession generally

against advertisements of a panacea fjr " cancer,

scrofula, and other blood diseases " will not, we are

sure, be allowed to carry weight with an enlightened

public when opposed to an official correspondence-

between the Secretary of State and our Consul at

Equador ; and the adverse reports of proverbially ill-

informed army surgeons, as well as the bigoted ex-

clusiveness of the " regular " physicians in Washing-

ton, will be attributed to their proper cause—envy of

the superior attainments of a gentleman who has fore-

stalled his rivals in a great discovery, and who naturally

wishes to turn this discovery to the best advantage.

Ucoicius aitlj notices of Oooks.

A Practical Treatise on tiie Medical and Sur-
gical Uses op Electricity, including Localiz-
ed AND General Electrization. By George M.
Beard, M.D., and A. D. Rockwell, 'm.D. With
102 ilIustration.s. Wm. "Wood & Co., New York. 1871.

pp. G98.

Tnis is one of the most elegant volumes in its typograph-
ical appearance that has been issued from the New
York medical press. Printed with clear type upon
good paper, and neatly bound, it is both attractive and
convenient to read. Its authors, now well known to
the medical public, have devoted exclusive attention for

several years to the various applications of electricity in

medicine, and are endorsed aud supported by men of
the very highest professional repute, who place many of
their.own patients under the care of these gentlemen
for special electrical treatment.
The subject-matter of the volume before us opeiLS

with forty-two pages devoted to electro-physics, and
altliough we consider that this subject might well be
dispensed with in a work devoted to medical therapeu-
tics, we arc glad to see that they have bestowed much
less space to tliis tlireadbare, worn topic than the
numerous other authors on the same subject, who seem
to take it for granted that their readers cannot possibly
have acquired any information at all on the physics of
electricity, a subject which has been ding-donged into

the ears of the advanced scholar in the public schools

and private institutions of this country since Franklin
raised his famous kite at Philadelphia. We trust one
of these days to see a medical work on electricity, which
will refer the uninformed reader to works on natural

philosophy for a knowledge of the physical laws of
electricity.
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The subject of electro-physiology, which occupies the

next fifty pages of the work, is an important one to the

medical man, on which he looks to be informed by pro-

fessional writers on electricity ; and while the resume
given of the existing knowledge of electro-physiology

is accurate and up to time as far as it goes, we should

have preferred to have had forty of the previous pages

contain additional matter of this kind. A condensed

history of electro-therapeutics, which follows, is well

compiled and not tiresome to read over, and satisfies us

better as to what such a chapter should be than the

pedantic histories we have seen elsewhere. In their

description of apparatus, too, our authors have very

wisely departed from the example of their predecessors,

who seem to take delight in displaying an acquaintance

with the innumerable varieties of apparatus which
have been devised from time to time; and they describe

only those forms of apparatus, galvanic and faradic,

which they have found to best answer the requirements

of practice; and they give us several correct indications,

the fulfilment of which, in any other form of apparatu-,

will be hkely to give equal satisfaction. The form of

battery, or machine, although in some respects of im-

portance, is in the main of much less importance than a

knowledge of the proper use of it ; and this is one
reason why we would have welcomed additional in-

struction in the division allotted to electro-physiology,

which must after all be the starting-point for all rational

employment of electricity in any and every of its

forms. Tlie well-known apparatus of Kidder, of New
York, is the faradic apparatus justly recommended by
our authors. We have seen the instruments of Du-
chenne, GuifTe, Seiler, DuBois-Reymor.d, and several

other foreign medical electricians, and we have seen them
at work ; and we are satisfied tiiat for all ordinary pur-

poses, and for most of the special indications, Kidder's

battery answers equally as well, while it has the merit

of preater simplicity in construction.

For the battery-current, our authors recommend the

zinc-carbon elements of Stohrer of Dresden, which re-

quires the use of two fluids, and is therefore tolerably

constant ; but where a battery is not required for a long

period at a time they recommend the elements of Sniee,

which, having but one fluid, is inore manageable, and of

constancy sufficient for most purposes at its first imincr-

sion
;
though it loses power so rapidly that, for contin-

uous use, another form of elemenl is more desirable, as

that of Stohrer, Daniel, Siemens, etc. By having an
arrangement for removing the elements from the

solution when the battery is not in use, the force of the

battery is conserved in great measure.
An important point in this connection, which has ap-

parently escaped our authors, is the necessity for the

use of a galvanometer, if anything like accuracy is re-

quired in the scientific, physiological, or therapeutical

applications of electricity.

The deflection of the needle will indicate the condi-

tion of the battery, and haying once adopted a standard,

we are able to regulate tlie number, arrangement, and
degree of immersion of elements to he used in a given
instance, so as to make allowance for any discrepancy
between the action of the battery at one time and at

another. The testing of the current by one's own sensa-

tions is insufficient for the scientific use of electricity,

and much of the confusion in the results attained by
dififerent observers may be traced to a want of due atten-

tion to this point. We think our authors might have
alluded here also to the value of the rheostate as a re-

gulator of the resistance of a current, of which they
barely more than make mention, at page .551, in connec-
tion with the subject of Brenner's investigations into

the normal physiological reaction of the acoustic nerve,

when subjected to the influence of the current from a
galvanic battery.

The main subject of the book is that of general

electrization, as it is called by our authors, a department
to which they have devoted the most of their attention,

and which is beginning by their efl'ortsto attract atten-

tion abroad, so that in some recent works it is mention-
ed as the American method of electrization. It con-

sists in passing a faradic current, or the current from
an inductive apparatus, over and through the entire

body; one pole being connected to the feet or hands of

the patient, and the other gradually perambulated, as it

were, over the entire cutaneous surface. Special direc-

tions for this purpose, distinctly written and illustrated

by an excellent series of woodcuts, are given, to which
we refer the reader. The action of electricity applied

ill this manner is said to be that of a stimulating tonic,

under the influence of which the whole system, or

nearly the whole system rather, is gradually and suc-

cessively subjected.

A very careful perusal of the cases narrated further

on in the body of the work, and a slight personal

knowledge from a very few cases subjected to the in-

fluence by ourselves, after having witnessed some of

the manipulations of the authors a few years since,

draw us strongly to the conclusion tliat tlie action of
electricity applied in this way is much like that of gentle

but positive friction applied to the entire surfiiee ; and
s'milar in its influence to shampooing, delicate flagella-

tion, the various applications of heat, etc. We recog-

nize that the skin aflbrds a vast surface upon which to

act in influencing morbid processes ; and the continued

passage ofan electric current over the skin must rouse its

component parts into action, under the influence of

which waste and repair may again go on in their natural

channels, and the incubus be removed upon which the

diseased state depends. Electricity no doubt is the

pleasautest and most efficient means we possess of dis-

siiiating the inactivity of the cutaneous surface so fre-

quent in chronic disease, be it of the digestive, respira-

tory, or glandular system ; and this we are disposed to

think it is, aroused by electricity, and not any special

virtue in the electricity itself, to which the favorable

results are due. It is not unlikely that systematic

shampooing, friction, etc., over the entire surface would
produce equally favorable results; for they have fol-

lowed the resort in many instances to systematic mus-
cular action, of course aflccting or moving the skin too,

as employed in the Swedish Movement Cure. That
general electrization does produce the beneficial results

there is no doubt, and hence it should be practised

under suitable circumstances by those who have the

time at disposal necessary for its employment.
Our authors are decided advocates of the feasibility

and propriety of galvanizing the sympathetic in the

neck. Their experience as yet is not very great, so that

they do not speak in its favor with great positiveness
;

and we have had ourselves no experience of this kind

at all, so that we are unable to pass any judgment upon
this point. The subject is in great dispute ; the possi-

bility of influencing the sympathetic by the application

of an electrode over the unbroken skin being positively

denied by some very reliable authorities.

The subject of local electrization, made so famous by
the labors of Duchenne, is duly considered in the volume
before us, with ample directions for the employment of

the necessary electrodes and the selection of cases.

Some special diseases in the treatment of which elec-

tricity seems particularly adapted are briefly discussed,

and theii^ treatment illustrated by cases, among which,

to do the authors full credit, they have not failed to

give due prominence to their unsuccessful eflorts.
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The subject of electro-surgery receives a little atten-

tion ; but the experience of our authors having been

chiefly directed to medical electrization, they do not

handle the subject with as much slvill and confidence as

they do the mass of the volume ; though they give us a

very good account of the history, theory, and practice

of electro-surgery, vfhh a mass of notes and references

to which those interested may resort for further informa-

tion on the subject.

A glossary and index complete the work, which is

preceded by an arguinentative preface, a copious table

of contents, and an extensive list of authorities quoted

and referred to.

In the arrangement of their n:aterial, in the presenta-

tion of their subject-matter, in the scope of tlieir studies,

in the manly though modest manner in wliich they

press their own views, and in the very attractive man-

ner in which the volume is published. Doctors Beard and

Rockwell must be complimented as having produced a

very readable and instructive work on medical electri-

city, and one which will, perliaps, answer the require-

ments of the busy practitioner better than any single

work on tlie subject which has appeared in original

English or been translated from a foreign language.

A Manual op Midwifery, including the signs and
symptoms of Pregnancy, Obstetric Operations, Diseases

of the Puerperal State, &c., &c. By Alfred Mead-
ows, M.D., London; Member of the Royal College

of Physicians ;
Physician to the Hospital for Women,

and to the General Lyiug-in Hospital ; Fellow of the

Berlin Obstetrical Society, &c. First American, from
the second London Edition, pp. 473, octavo. Phila-

delphia : Lindsay & Blakiston.

In his preface the author describes this book as in-

tended for the use of students. Measured by the

monumental treatises of Cliurchill and Cazeaux, it is

comparatively a small book. As a magazine of statis-

tics and obstetrical history and bibliography it is in-

ferior to them. It is, nevertheless, a very good
book. The author is a man of very clear and just

mind. He writes from a large personal experience iu

obstetrics, from full and ready knowledge of the stand-

ard authorities, and of the more recent current litera-

ture, and he has made a clear and symmetrical state-

ment of the present aspect of theory and practice in

this department.

There are no striking novelties in the book. It is

not written to exploit a pet theory, to parade a pro-

fessional success, or to display a great learning. It

gives appreciation, always generous, and never enthusi-

astic, to all co-workers in the field. It wastes no time
on doctrines which are outgrown, and methods which
are obsolete. Fully possessed with the importance of

his subject, the author gives us his best thought, un-
stained by pedantry or self-conceit. There are some
verbal blemishes ; e. g. the words " peritonic " and
"peritonitic " for peritoneal, '• tubarian " for tubal,
" diagnose " for diagnosticate, and occasionally a thick

sentence, as when he talks of " the hypera;m;c con-
dition of the blood," but they do not materially impair
a direct and lucid style.

He gives to each topic its fair proportion of space,

and keeps out all irrelevant matter. He treats all

themes with facility, and refuses to claim more for

either science or art than a prime regard for truth al-

lows. That the book is written in the paramount in-

terest of the patient will commend it to every working
man. The chapters on Craniotomy and the Cesarean
sections are particularly valuable, and the author's
attitude in giving frequent preference to the latter over
•the former is in strong contrast with that of Dr.

Barnes. The chapter on Puerperal Fever also so di-

vides and discriminates the various conditions often

classed under that general term, as materially to aid

the practitioner in understanding what he may have
to deal with in any given case.

Handt Book op the Treatment of Women's and
Children's Dise.vses : According to the Vienna
Medic \L School, with Prescriptions. By Dr.

Emil Dili.enberger. Translated from the Second
German Edition by Patrick Nicol, M.B. Reprmted
from the English Edition by Lindsay & Blakiston,

Philadelphia.

This "Handy Book " appears to be the third of a Series,

the two preceding having been devoted to General
Medicine and Surgery respectively. The present

i=sue is a neat thin octavo of 195 pages, containing

brief essays upon 114 morbid conditions, thickly

strewn with 3G0 formulte for prescription. Neither feti-

ology, semeiology, or patliology are considered ; thera-

peutics alone are represented. The boolc cannot be
commended to students of medicine, and is not likely

to satisfy practitioners who wi*h to bo well informed
upon any of the topics discussed. That is the general

fault of books of this class. As a specimen of its kind
this is unusually interesting and valuable, for it presents

very largely the methods and results of Austrian medi-
cine, and the details of Austrian pharmacy, for com-
parison with methods and details more familiar to us.

Furthermore, the author is evidently well versed in

modern medicine of all lands, although he professes to

adhere to that of his own.
Many of the essays seem to be as tliorough and com-

plete OS the plan aUows. The opinions of Brann, Skoda,
Oppolzer, Spaeth, Arlt, and Luszinsky are fairly present-

ed. The modern doctrines of inflammation, the febrile

process, and tlie nervous system govern the thera-

py. Notwithstanding the marked continental ten-

dency to polypharmacy, there is less that is traditional

and old-fogyifh than might well have been expected.

The diseases of women are better treated than those

of children, according to our ideas. The chapters on
puerperal eclampsia, milk fever, and Brighl's disease

are, as might be expected, particularly good ; while
those upon vesico-vaginal fistula and placenta prasvia

are not up to the American and British standard,

the same is true of ovariotomy. In the treatment

of croup less space is given to the approved plans than
to the reprobation of calomel and iodine medication.

Altogether the book is very readable, and not. desti-

tute of mnemonic value to those who are more or ess

familiar with the sources from which its ideas are

drawn.

Hcports nf Societlc©.

lOfficial]

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, June 28, 1S71.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

insanity, compocxd fracture of skull from a blow
—death from probable nervous exhaustion.

Dr. Finnell exhibited a portion of the brain, skull, and
dura mater removed from an insane man, who died

suddenly eight days after having received a fracture of

the skuU. The injury was inflicted with the hilt of a
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sword, in an attempt to quiet the pntient while he

was sufteriiiji IVom a violent attack of acute mania.

The etfuct was all that could be desired in tlie way of

controlling the paroxysm, and was explained by the
[

existence of a compound compUcated fracture of the

skull. A surgeon was called, and finding the bones de-
;

pressed, proceeded to trephine. A button of bone
was removed, and, as the specimen showed, a portion of !

the dura mater with it. The brain was lacerated and '

softened
; otherwise there seemed to have been no signs

|

of marked inflammation in the neighborhood.

Dr. Rodgebs thought that the removal of the dura
'

mater was caused by the firm adherence of that mem-
|

brane to the bone, the result in turn of a chronic in-

flammation of the membrane, often met with in the

insane, lie also believed that the sudden death of the

patient, after an apparent mitigation of the symptoms,
was due to exhaustion of the nervous force.

Dr. Fis.nell believed that in the majority of eases
;

in which the trephine was used, the desired result

could be better accomplished by the rongeur and the

forceps. By means of the former, enough of the edge
of a fragment could be gnawed away to allow of tiie

introduction of the elevator.

INTERESTISG CASES OF CARDIAC DISEASES.

Dr. Loomis exhibited two specimens of disease of

the heart, with similar histories and similar valvular le-

sions. Both of the cases were under his observation

for a considerable time before their death, and exhibit-

ed points in diagnosis of more than usual interest. He
gave the following accounts of them:—

The first one was taken from the body of an English

laborer, 31 j'ears of age. He was an inmate ofBellevue
Hospital since the third of last September. lie dated
his first illness to ten years ago, when he had an attack

of acute articular rheumati.sm, which confined him to

his bed for five or six months. Soon after his recovery

he noticed that he had shortness of breath and vertigo,
j

especially alter exertion, that he had a cough unac- :

compauied by expectoration, which he never had be-

fore. He got along pretty comfortably until thefiiU of

18G8, when he was compelled to enter Charity Hospi-
^

tal on account of an attack of subacute rheumatism, '

with more than usual dyspnoea. His dyspnoea was so

great that he was unable to lie down ; and his cough
was attended with a frothy expectoration, occasionally

mixed with blood. He remained four months, at the
end of which he felt so far recovered as to be able to

go into the country and do the chores around a farm.
He lived in that way working for his board, but always

,

sufiering from dyspnoea when called upon for extra ex-
,

ertion, until last September, when he sought admission
on account of weakness and dyspnoea, bein-f unable to

work any longer. At the time of admission he was very !

anoemic and pale, and on slight exertion his lips would be-

come blue, and his difficulty of breathing would be verv
!

great. He had a cough, and complained a good deal of
pain in the right side and in the region of the heart.

Examination at the time of his admission revealed the

physical signs of chronic bronchitis. The feebleness of
the vesicular murmur was particularly noticeable all

,

over the chest. This was not due to emphysema, for
|

although there was a loss of the normal pulmonary
resonance, it was not vesiculo-tympanitic in character—in fact it was rather duller than natural. !

The apex of the heart beat half an inch below, and
one and a half inches to the left of the left nipple—per-

haps when he entered not more than an inch to left. 1

The impulse was more forcible than natural, and was
|

accompanied by a purring thrill. The area of precor-
dial diilness was somewhat increased to the left—not

enough to indicate very great hypertrophy. The area

was increased also upward.
On auscultation, four nmrmurs were distinctly heard.

There was a murmur he/ore the first sound with great-

est intensity at the ape.\—mitral obstruction ; a mur-
mur following the sound, most distinct at apex, and
conveyed behind and to the left—mitral regurgitation

;

a murmur at the base, presystolic, and conveyed along

the artery — aortis obstruction; and occasionally a

murmur at the base with the second sound heard as

low down as the ensiform cartilage—aortic regurgita-

tion.

Under digitalis and iron he recovered sufficiently to

bo able to attend to some of the duties of a helper

about the wards, and he would be comparatively free

from attacks of dyspnoea if he did not go up and down
stairs.

Nothing was worthy of note in his c.ise until the

fifieenth of tlie present month, when he caught a severe

cold while sitting on the balcony. AVithin twenty-four

liours he became the subject of general anasarca. His
dyspnoea then became extreme, forcing him to assume
a semi-recumbent position, and he was only able to

crawl from his bed to the water-closet, a distance of

twenty feet. Digitalis did not seem to relieve him as

before. On the '23d in^^t., while returning from the

water-closet, he fell dead.

At the autopsy the brain was not examined. The
lungs were found presenting the appearance of brown
induration. The tissues of these organs were hard, re-

sistant, containing but little air, and being of a very

dark color. The liver was about its normal size, but
was of a firm, dark color, presenting rather a nutmeg
appearance, and having all the characteristics of chronic

hyperaemia. The kidneys were hard, but of normal

size, and presented the chaiacteristic appearance as

described by some of the German writers as the in-

durated kidney of heart disease. It is a pecuhar con-

dition of the kidney which I do not think is met with

except in company with obstructive or regurgitative

disease.

The heart was a little above the normal size. The
right ventricle was considerably dilated, and also hy-

pcrtrophied. The auriculo-ventricular orifice is not

very much, if any, increased in size. It admits the

three fingers, but no more. The aortic valves are

thickened, ulcerated, and have calcareous deposits in

them. It seems as if there should have been a good deal

of regurgitation, but when placed together they close

the orifice very well. The right and left auricles are

very much dilated and distended with blood, so that

the auricles were as large as the ventricles when the

lioirt was removed from the body. The mitral orifice

will not admit the end of the little finger. The valves

are thickened and hardened, and the cordiB tendinese

are shortened, and also thickened, so as to give the

auricular portion of the mitral a funnel-like appear-

ance. In fact it is as good an example of mitral steno-

sis as I have ever seen.

The other heart was taken from a man twenty-four

years of age, who was admitted into Bellevue about two
nioiiths ago for the first time. He dated his first ill-

ness to five years ago, when he had an attack of acute

articular rheumatism, and kept his bed six months.

During this sickness he had considerable precordial

pain, and before he got out of his bed he suflered

from palpitation. Within a few months after this he

had a profuse hemoptysis and a cough. That cough
has been with him ever since, and the expectoration

has been frothy. He suffered a good deal from dys-

pnoea, but got along pretty well if he did not indulge

in severe exertions. By and by his heart bothered him
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with palpitatioQS at night, and they would keep him
awake, and occasionally he would have giddiness. He
came into the hospital with dyspnoea and vomiting

;

the latter Orst appeared about two da^'S before. The
heart's action was very forcible at that time. Physical
examination of the chest revealed the existence of
marked pu'.monarj" emphysema. The apex of the heart
beat three inches below and two inches to the left of
the left nipple. Auscultation detected a murmur before

the first sound at the apex— mitral obstruction ; a
murmur after the first sound at the apex, conveyed
back and heard behind—mitral regurgitation ; a mur-
mur at the bas3 with first sound heard along the
arteries—aortic obstruction. Along with the existence

of these murmurs, the diagnosis of hypertrophy with
dilatation was made. Digitalis and iron, freely ad-

ministered, controlled his bad symptoms so effectually,

that in the course of two or three weeks he felt so
well that he took his discharge. He returned in ten
days with the same symptoms. The remedies formerly
used failed to have any effect, and one morning he
turned over in his bed and died.

At the autopsy the lungs were found emphyse-
matous, and subject to the brown induration. Dr.
Delafield, who was present at the examination, stated

that he had never seen the two conditions coexisting
before. The heart is hypertrophied, both in the right
and left side. The right ventricle is as thick as the
left ventricle in a normal condition, and its cavitv is

is very much dilated. The auriculo-ventricular open-
ing is enlarged, and will adtnit the four fingers. The
aortic valves are much thickened. The left ventricle

is very considerably dOated, the walls being twice
their normal thickness. Both right and left ventricles

are very much distended. The distention was even
greater than in the first case. They were also filled

with blood. The mitral valve is thickened, indurated,
calcified, and ulcerated. There is also marked stenosis
of this valve, the stenosis being mostly caused by the
calcification. In both cases casts and albuminu-
ria were absent, and in the latter no anasarca. Both
cases died suddenly, apparently from over-distention
of the auricles. Both had marked mitral stenosis.

In the second case the liver presented the same ap-
pearan:e as in the first, and the kidneys were even
harder. Both cases were in the same ward ; both
under observation at the same time ; both died the
same day (24th) ; both suffered from dyspnoea, the re-
sult of the brown induration ; both illustrated the fact ,

that mitral obstruction is most apt to produce destruc-
j

tive changes in other organs of the body than any other
cardiac valvular lesion ; and in both the diagnosis as
made out before death was exactly verified at the autopsy.

;

Db, C. C. Lee was surprised to find that no great
j

amount of hypertrophy existed in these cases of ob- I

structive disease. In view of the acknowledged thera- I

peutic value of digitalis, he also thought it strange that
'

the remedy should not be more extensively used. He
jhad not unfrequently met with cases in which it had

not been employed at alL

Dr. Loomis said that this latter was in a' measure
explained by the want of reliabiUty in the druz. As
usually found in the market, it was good for nothing.
He was in the habit of relying entirely upon the infu-
sion made from the ftesh English leaves ( | ss—Oj.). |

There was an exception to its universal use in cardiac
disease, and that was in cases of pure hypertrophy
without dilatation.

Dr. Rogers asked why death in Dr. Loomis' cases
could not be explained by syncope, the ventricles not
being able to send the requisite quantity of blood to
the brain.

Dr. Loomis thought that the distention of the aiu-i-

cles was in itself a sufficient cause for death.

Dr. Fissell remarked that it was the rarest passible

condition to meet with distention of the auricles in

cases of sudden death.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

WAY^E COUXTY, IXDIAXA, MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, July 6, 1871.

RENEWAL or PEESCRIPTIOSS.

James F. Hieberd. M.D., of Richmond, Ind., remarked
as follows:—^A gentleman aged 27 years, in Brooklyn,
N. Y., waited on his sick father until the father died, and
he was much exhausted. Wishing to procure sleep, he
took a vial that had held an anodyne for his father, and
sent it to an apothecary for a renewal of the prescrip-

tion. The bottle was labelled '" Hydrate Chloral," and
the dose directed on the label was two teaspoonfuls at

stated intervals. The apothecary refilled the vial, and
the gentleman took a teaspooniul and a half of the

medicine without consulting a physician. He soon
after became unconscious, and died in a few hours

despite the exertions of the medical attendants.

The coroner's jury returned a verdict of death from
an overdose of hydrate chloral taken by the victim oa
his own responsibihty, he being ignorant of the effect

of the medicine. These facts are derived from the
Medical Record of May 15. 1871.

Who is to blame ?

One man is ready to say the victim alone is to

blame. If he chose to prescribe for himself with-

out consultation with his physician, he only can be
held responsible for the consequences. And liis is true

to a certain extent
Another man will say the apothecary is really a

party to the wrong, as he should not have renewed the

prescription without an order from the physician who
made it. And it is true the apothecary should not
have renewed the prescription without an order to

that effect from its maker.
"What is the common method of having prescriptions

renewed ?

When I call to see a patient and decide that I wish
him to continue a medicine heretofore prescribed, but

which has'bfeen exhausted, I merely direct verbally

that the prescription be refilled. A messenger is sent

with the old label, and the apothecary regards its pre-

sentation as an order for renewal from the proper

authority, and renews it accordingly without question.

Brooklyn doctors and apothecaries follow the same
rule, I fancy. It is quite likely, in fact, that this pre-

scription had been renewed several times before—all

that any one deemed necessary to have the bottle re-

filled being to present it with its label at the counter

where it was originally compounded. Under this

showing we must therefore hold the apothecary

blameless in the case under consideration, as he had
done nothing more nor less than to follow the custom
of the day and place.

This leaves the onus of the error with the victim or

the doctor. That the victim was at fault there is no
room to question. There is no excuse for the rashness

of a sane man who deliberately takes medicine pre-

scribed for another, without positive knowledge of the

powers of the medicine he takes. The penalty of such

rashness in this instance was the demise of the party

who had the temerity to engage in it. And with this
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aspect of the affair we have nothing to do as simple

practitioners of medicine. If men choose to talce medi-

cines that proTe poisonous without consulting us, we
are in nowise morally or professionally responsible for

results.

Then in what way had the doctor any lot or part in

this Brooklyn man's death ? Only this : it was the re-

newal of the doctor's prescription that afforded the

man the privilege of poisoning himself while thinking

he was soothing himself to needed and refreshing

sleep. If the pharmacist had been under instructions

not to refill any prescription of the doctor's making
without a written order, he should have declined to

give the medicine to the messenger who brought the

bottle ; the young man, unable to procure the medicine

without an order from the doctor, would have con-

sulted him, and all mischief would have been avoided.

It is quite possible that the apothecary would have

dispensed the medicine without the written order if it

had been insisted on ; but in that event all responsi-

bility would have attached to him and to the party who
demanded the medicine, and no color of wrong could

have been attributed to tlie doctor. As it i.s, however,
the doctor must be held for the renewal of the pre-

scription, and must boar whatever that entails. This is

not as it should be. Whatever of evil grows out of

the wrong iiahits of a doctor he is responsible for, and
is doubly culpable if he be aware of the wrong habit

and refuses or neglects to amend it.

There are several objections to the unauthorized re-

newal of prescriptions, most of which would be abated

by the adoption of a rule bj' medical men that no pre-

scription was to be renewed except on the written

order of the original maker. If, under such circum-
stances, the pharmacist should some time refill without
such order, the doctor would have no responsibility ; and
while he might deprecate any mischief that came uf it,

he would feel no more concern for the wrong than if it

had come through any other channel.

As doctors, our reasonable duty is to t.ike such
measures tliat no apothecary can fail to comprehend
when a doctor has authorized the renewal of a pre-

scription tliat has been before compounded
;
and this

can be easily and certainly done by having a rule that

no renewal shall ever be ordered except in writing,

and from this rule there must be no swerving under any
circumstances.

To test the sense of this Society in this behalf, I

offer the following resolutions

:

Resolved, By the Wayne Co. (Ind.) Medical Society,

that members of this Societ}', when ordering the re-

newal of prescriptions, shall do so in writing.

Revived, That the several apothecaries within the

territory represented in this Society be served with a

copy of these resolutions.

The resolutions were unanimously adopted.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meetinrj, Sejitember 4, 1871.

Dr. T. C. Fi.nnell in the Chair.

The Secretarj' announced the absence in Europe of

the President, Dr. Jacobi, and his regret at being una-
ble to be present at the meeting.

The Chairman announced the admission to member-
ship of Drs. Edward W. McDonald, Allan M. Hamilton,
Celestia A. Loring, Geo. Bayles, Nathaniel R. Mosely,
Francis V. White, Sarah A. Coon, and Edwin D.
Eamsdell.

NOMINATIONS.

The following nominations, to be voted upon at the

next regular meeting (Oct. 2), were then made :

For President : Drs. Abraham Jacobi, Austin Flint.

For Vice-President: Drs. Ellsworth Eliot, T. C. Fin-

nell.

For Recording Secrelari/ : Drs. A. E. M. Purdy, Alou-

zo Chadsey.
For Corresponding Secretary : Drs. B. S. Thompson,

F. A. Castle.

For Treasurer: Drs. J. E. Janvrin, S. Caro.

For Censors: Drs. Stephen Rogers, John C. Peters,

T. C. Finnell, W. M. Chamberlain, Charles S. Wood,
C. C. Lee, Edward S. Dunster, F. P. Foster, S. A.
Raborg, S. Caro, David Magie.
For Delegates to the Slate Society, for three years, to

fill vacancies caused by the appointment of Dr. T. A.
Emmet as Permanent Member, and by the decease of

Dr. J. J. Connolly : Drs. S. J. Clark, A. Chadsey, J.

H. Beaming, S. A. Raborg, B. Peuauet, M. H. Henry,
E. B. Warner, W. B. Neftel, C. A. Leall.

TnK JACOB! PRIZE.

The Secretary announced that the Comitia Minora
had adopted the following circular, and appointed the

Prize Committee as therein designated :

—

"Prize Essay on 'Diseases of Children.'— Open,

for Universal Competition.—The President of the iled-

ical Society of the County of New York, Dr. Abraham
Jacobi, has placed in the hands of its Treasurer four

htindred dollars (§400), to be awarded for the best essay

on '.1 History of the Diseases of Infancy and Child-

hood in the United States, and of their Pathology and
Theraj'entics.'

" Competitors will send their essays, in English, with

motto attached, and the name and address of the

writer, with the same motto, in a sealed envelope, to

the present Secretary of the Society, Dr. Alfred E.

M. Purdy, 12.3 East Thirty-eighth Street, New York,

on or before January 1st, 1873.

"The Committee are authorized by the Society to

withhold the prize if the essays submitted should not

merit it.

"Austin Flint, M.D., i

Ernst Krackowizer, M.D., [ Committee."

Edward S. Dunster, M D.^

deceased members.

The Secretary announced the death, since the last

meeting, of the following members: Drs. George Wil-

son, Cyrus Ramsey, Montross L. Smith, and J. J. Con-
nolly.

On motion of Dr. Chad.sey, the chair appointed as a

committee to present suitable resolutions upon the sub-

ject at the next meeting, Drs. J. C. Smith, R. A. Barry,

Freeman Nichols, and S. J. Clark.

amendments to bv-laws.

Notice was given of several amendments to the By-
Laws, to be submitted for adoption at the next meet-

ing:

—

The first, second, and third of the proposed amend-
ments provide for a committee on Registration, as one

of the permanent Committees of the Society, in ac-

cordance with a resolution of the State Society, and

defines the duties of this committee, to prepare and
keep on file, open to inspection, a list of the respectable

practitioners in the county of New York, and, so far

as practicable, to prepare also a list of all reputable

physicians and surgeons who have heretofore hved and

practised within the present county limits.
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The fourth and fifth amendments change the regular
j

day of meeting of the Society from the first to the last

!

Monday in the month.
|

The sixth makes the affirmative action of the Comi-

tia ilinora, upon admission to membership, subject to

the approval of the Society by a two-third vote.

The Secretary read the names of deUnquent delegates

to the last meeting of the State Society. The meeting

then adjourned.

Correspouticncf.

QriXIXE AXD THE ERUPTIOX OF
VARIOLA.

To THE EdFTOB of THE ilEDlCAI. RECOED.

Sir:—As it has been asserted that "quinine" has a

tendency to prevent the eruption of variola, I will

mention a case recently occurring in my practice which
seems to corroborate that view, in so far as there was
no pustulation. Mis3 M., aged 20 years, vaccinated

in childhood, was exposed to variola at various times

during the preceding 30 days. When I saw lier, July

29. she had been suffering two or three days with se-

vere headache and pain in the back. Suspecting vari-

olous disease. I prescribed quinine in five-grain doses,

three times daily, with the view to test its efficacy in

aborting the eruption, as well as to relieve if possible

the headache. On the morning of the 31sl the erup-

tion, however, came, and on the following day was so

profuse as to promise a case of confluent variola. Tinc-

ture of iodine was applied to the face to prevent pit-

ting, and quinine continued in two-grain doses three

times daily during the following seven days, by wliich

time the eruption had almost wholly dried up without

pustulation^ with the exception of a few on the back
and arms. Now it seems to me probable that the qui-

nine had some agency in preventing the pustulation of

the eruption, and although iodine may have had some
local effect to that end, I cannot think the whole erup-
tion on the body was influenced by it. Many years

ago I used tincture of iodine successfully for that pur-
pose, applying it in the early stage of the eruption, and
prevented any marking.

I should recommend the further trial of quinine, as it

is useful in allaying the pains and possibly preventing
the pusttdation of variola. Eespectfullv yours,

K. B. BosTECor, M.D.
Tboi, S. T., Sa Foorth Street.

tion. I was informed that previous to the summer of

1869 there was no disease at that post attended with-

higher mortality, or which gave the medical officers

stationed there more trouble and anxiety, or was treat-

ed with less satisfactory results. The introduction of

the bromide of potassium was attended with the most
marked success, not one case having died during the

two summers ; in fact, the drug was regarded by the

medical officers stationed there as a specific, and was
quite as prompt and efficient in this respect as quinine

in controlling ague. The medicine was usually pre-

pared by mixing from twenty to forty grains of the

bromide with two ounces of mucilage acaciae ; the

dose being from ten drops to a teaspoonful and
regulated according to circumstances. Occasionally a
drachm of krameria was added to this preparation. It

is well to remark, however, that the mixture proved
more efficacious when recently prepared, as it is liable

to become sour when kept for any length of time. In
addition to the administration of medicine, careful at-

tention to hygienics was enjoined : a warm bath, as

preferable to a cold one. with gestation in the open
air—preferably in a sail-boat—and above all strict at>-

tention to diet. The food found best to prevent the

little patient from starving to death was a highly nitro-

genous one, being prepared by pounding a small quan-
tity of fresh beef in a linen cloth, and expressing the

juice, to which is added a very small seasoning of
cayenne pepper. From two drops to a teaspoonful

may be given from time to time. Minute quantities

of brandy were administered when its use was in-

dicated.

AVithin the last month I have pursued a course of

treatment similar to the above, and have had the most
gratifying results to follow. The therapeutical value of

bromide of potassium has already been mentioned in

Circular Xo. 4, Surgeon-General's Office, in a report of

Surgeon George E. Cooper, U. S. A., to whose practi-

cal shrewdness and intelligent observation I am indebted
for whatever value may be attached to the foregoing

remarks. Very respectfully,

Irvixg C. Eosse, M.D.
War Department, SiiT:geon-Geneiars }

Office, Army Medical Maseam, f
Washington Cit;, D. C, August 11, ISTl.

Hcuj instruments.

SPECIFIC TREATMENT FOR SUMMER
COMPLAINT OF CHILDREN.
To THE EorroR of the Hedical Kkcord.

Sir :—In view of the fact that the mortality reports of
our cities at this season of the year show such a large
ratio of deaths among children from '' cholera infan- '

tum," it may not be amiss to make known the results
'

of a practical experience, which to me have been a
i

source of no little felicitation, and to hope that they may
prove beneficial to others. In recording these observa-
tions I beg to offer my humble testimony in support of
a plan of treatment mentioned by Dr. Salvatore Care
in your issue of June 15. 1S69. During a residence of
two summers at the Artillery School Fort Monroe,
Va., I had occasion to treat a great number of infantile

diseases, among which were many severe cases of
cholera infantum and other ailments incident to denti-

TIEMANN'S STOMACH-PUMP.
Tdk stomach-pump is such an important instrument

that no practitioner of medicine should be without
one. By it an operation can be performed which can
be done by no other contrivance—an operation which,

in the large majority of cases, is the direct means of

saving Ufe. The circumstances demanding its use are

such as to admit of no delay—no opportunity, perhaps,

of sending to an instrument-maker or borrowing of a

neighbor-physician. Especially is this the case in

country practice, and it would not be saying too much
that many a case of poisoning is allowed to die which
the possession of this instrument and its prompt use

might save.

The various stomach-pumps heretofore in use have
been more or less comphcated, apt to get out of order,

and more or less inefficient. We present an improved
instrument of this sort to our readers, which was de-

vised by Messrs. Stohlmann (fc Pfarre, of the firm of Geo.

Tiemann & Co., and is represented in the accompany-
ing cut.

The syringe is constructed of hard rubber, is of the

capacity of half a pint, and is provided with the ordi-
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nary stomach-catheter, •which is attached to its nozzle

by a bayonet-catcli. The nozzle is separated from tlie

chamber by means of a perforated diaphragm, against

which rests the base of a conical plug-valve. The
piston-rod is perforated to communicate with a nozzle

at right angles wiih it, and just below thef handle.

This shoulder is supplied also with a conical plug-

valve, the apex of which is directed towards the piston.

To this second nozzle or shoulder is attached, by the

bayonet-catch, an india-rubber tube, the distal extrem-
ity of which is provided with a fenestrated cup-shaped
weight.

The arrangement and construction of the pump is

such that by a working of the piston the fluid is

made to pass through the stomach-catheter, thence
through the tubular piston, and finally through the

rubber tube into the bowl. The current can be
made to pass only in one direction, and this is, after all,

sufficient, and can be employed to pump fluids into the
stomach as well as out of it. The former operation is

done by merely shifting the relative positions of the
stomach-catheter and rubber tube. The former is at-

tached to the piston-nozzle and the latter to the nozzle
proper. A bowl, with the injection, receives the cup-
shaped extremity of the rubber tube, and the current
through the instrument, although always the same, is

thus practically reversed.

The instrument is exceedingly simple, not hable to
get out of order, and can be used at a moment's notice
with as much ease and efficiency as any ordinary hard-
rubber syringe.

AN INSTRUMENT FOR THR0WINC4
SPRAY INTO THE MIDDLE EAR.

Br CHARLES E. HACKLEY, M.D.,

STRGEON TO THE >'EW YORK EYE AND EAR INFIBILUIY, ETTC, ETC.

Si-vcE the discovery of the pos=ibihty of making appli-

cations to the middle ear through the Eustachian ca-
theter, many aurists have resorted to this method of

medication, and many different appliances have been
devised for its accomplishment.
About six years ago I had a nebulizing apparatus

made on the plan of Richardson's, but with a long
nozzle in the shape of an Eustachian catheter, the bot-
tle holding the liquid to be nebulized being very small.

It was hoped that the spray produced would be forced
into the middle ear ; but I was never able to convince
myself that this really occurred.

On the other hand, it was a matter of daily observa-
tion that the sudden impulse given by Politzer's meth-
od of inflating the ear, forced air through the Eustachian
tube, and when the membrana tyrapani was ruptured,
even through the external meatus.
Here was a hint on which Mr. Bishop, of London,

acted, and devised his nebulizer for the Eustachian
tube, which is figured in the translation of " Troltsch
on the Ear." The translutor remaiks, " It is a very
awkward instrument;" and adds, "I prefer one made
similarly to Richardson's local anaesthesia apparatus.
The tube is like that of a Eustachian catheter, and is

introduced the same way."
An objection which might be m.ide against Mr.

Bishop's apparatus, in this country at least, is its cost.

For the past year I have been using his principle,

difl'erently applied. As the same principle may be used
for throwing nebulized fluids into the posterior nares,

larynx, etc., when only a momentary application is

desired, a description of its application may be inter-

esting to those economically inclined.

My apparatus consists of an air-bag, an Eustachian
catheter, with a hard-rubber nozzle to fit in its mouth,
a piece of rubber tubing, and a hypodermic syringe

—

all of which articles are in the possession of most sur-
geons paying any attention to ear diseases.

The nozzle of the air-bag is inserted into one end of
the rubber tube, the tip to fit in the catheter being
placed in the other end. The hypodermic syringe is

tilled with the liquid to be employed, then its point
passed through the tube and out through the calibre

of the hard-rubbe? tip fof the catheter, as shown in the
cut.

The mouth of the Eustachian catheter B being fitted
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over the hard-rubbsr tip A, and held there, if sudden

pressure is made on the air-bag, while the piston of

the syringe is forced home, the hquid will be thrown

through the catheter in the form of spray.

In using this apparatus for tlie treatment of ear

diseases, the catheter should be carefully introduced

through the nose, and placed in position. Then, while

the diagnostic tube is placed in the ear, the hard-rub-

ber tip should be inserted iu the catheter, and air alone

forced through to determine whether the catheter be

properly in position. If found to be so, the piston

may be pres.sed on at the same time that air is forced

through. During this experiment the catheter may be

held in position by clamps for that purpose, or may be

held by the fore and middle fingers of the left hand,

while the thumb of the same hand presses on the pis-

ton, the other hand being used to work the air-bag.

It is well to have a small round opening made in the

air-bag, as at C ; while the air is being forced out this

may be closed by the finger, which then being removed,

the bag refills more readily than it would otherwise.

In passing, it may not be amiss to note a hint

taken from Dr. Robert Watts, viz., the use of the ordi-

nary air-bag instead of the double bulb for the nebu-

lizer, when we do not desire a long-continued current.

The fineness of the spray being in proportion to the

pressure, other things being equal we may in this way
obtain a nmch finer spray than by the ordinary double

bulb apparatus.

In making applications to the posterior nares or la-

rynx, etc., a Ccitheter having the nozzle more curved,

as at D, may be employed. This extra curve may
readily be given by holding tlie instrument in hot

water, and then bending it.

Tlie bulb and tube of Davidson's syringe may replace

the ordinary air-bag and the rubber tube. A very fair

spray for a momentary application may be obtained by

inserting the nozzle of the hypodermic syringe through

the tube of Davidson's syringe, into the calibre of the

nozzle, and compressing the bulb while driving home
the piston. Davidson's syringe employed for this pur-

pose should have a large bulb.

Powell, R.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 317, War
Department, A. G. 0., August 16, 1871, relieved from
duty in the Department of the Columbia, and ordered
to proceed to New York City, reporting by letter, upon
arrival there, to the Surgeon-General.

Wilson^ Wm. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 339,

Headquarters of the Army, A. G. 0., August 30, 1871,

granted leave of absence for 3 months.
Delaxt, a., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 103, Head-

quarters District of N. M., August 21, 1?71, to proceed
at once to Fort Bayard, N. M., for duty at that post.

H.tRVEV, P. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 50,

Headquarters Mil. Div. of the South, c. s., leave cf ab-

sence extended 30 days.

iHctiical Jtcms nnti Iteius.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.
Official Lint of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the' Medical Department U. S. Army, from
August I9lh, 1871, to September Ath, 1871, inclusive.

Mills, M.^dison, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 340, War De-

partment, A. G. O., August 31, 1871, leave of absence

extended 30 days.

Moore, Jno.,' Surgeon.—By S. 0. 183, Headquarters

Department of the East, c. s., granted leave of ab-

sence for 20 days.

Clemexts, B. a.. Surgeon.—By S. O. 172, Depart-

ment of Texas, August 23, 1871, granted leave of ab-

sence for 30 days, with permission to apply for an ex-

tension of 15 days.

Aldes, C. H.,' Surgeon.—By S. 0. 91, Headquarters

Department of the Lakes, c. s., granted leave of ab-

sence for 30 days.

WixxE, Chas. K., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 236,

War Department, A. G. 0., August 22, 1871, to report

on the 1st of September prox., to the Comd't General

Department of Dakota for orders.

KoERPER, E. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 171,

c. s.. Department of Texas, granted leave of absence

for 30 days, with permission to apply for an extension

of 30 davs.

GiRARD, A. C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S.O. 171,

Department of Texas, August 22, 1871, assigned to

duty at Kinggold B'ks, Texas.

A New Medical Baronet.—The honor of baronetcy

has been conferred on the celebrated English patholo-

gist and surgeon, James Paget.

Death of a Fkexch Anatojiist and Physiologist.—
Dr. Liegeois, Vice-Professor at the Paris Faculty, and
autlior of well-known works on anatomy and physiolo-

gy, recently died suddenly at Paris.

A Meteorite.—The recent fall of a twelve-pound
meteoric stone, at Searsport, Mass., was preceded by
an explosion like the report of a heavy gun, followed

by a rushing sound like the escape of steam from a

boiler. The sound seemed to come from the south and
to move northwardly. The stone dropped with such
force that it sank two feet into the ground, but was
seen to fall, and was quickly dug out. It was quite

hot and broken, however, and could only be removed in

()ieces. Its color was gray, except the outside, which
was black, and showed plainly the effect of melting
heat.

—

Med. and Surg. Journal.

Medical Dept. of University of New York.—Dr.
Erskine Mason, formerly Demonstrator of Anatomy in

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, has been ap-
pointed Adjunct Professor of Surgery in the Univer-
sity Medical College.

Presbyterian Hospital, Philadelphia.— John A.
Brown, of Philadelphia, has given §300,000 to this pro-

jected institution, stipulating th.it it shall be used exclu-

sively for the support of the hospit.al, and not for the

erection of buildings. Prof. Saunders gave the land

and buildings.

A New Insane Asylu-m.—Ground for the new In-

sane As3duni, iu Buffalo, N. Y., was broken August
22d. The building will be 1,900 feet long, and its

grounds cover an area of 217 acres.

Minctes of the Twenty-second Meeting of the
American Medical Association, held in San Francisco,

May 2, 3, -t and 5, 1871. We have received an official

copy of tlie above from the Permanent Secretary, Dr.
W. B. Atkinson, of Philadelphia, Avho is also the pub-
lisher. The record is an abstract of the proceedings,

and contains copies of all the resolutions, etc., passed
at the last meeting of the Association. So far as it

goes it is complete and authoritative, but we believe

that the value of the record would have been increased

by full reports of the various committees and of the

discussions upon the different topics presented, more
especially the one upon the woman question. The
pamphlet, which comprises 43 printed page.', is sold at

25 cents per copy.
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British Medical Association.—The thirty-ninth

annual meeting of this Association was held in Ply-

iiioutli, Kngland, August 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th, 1S71.

The Hastings Medal for 1870 was presented to Dr. J.

il. Fothergiil, of Leeds. Birmingham is to be the nest
place of meeting, in 1872, and Alfred Baker is the

President-elect.

St. Fr.iscis' Hospital, Jersey City.—Owing to the

large increase in the number of patients at St. Francis'

Hospital, it has been deemed expedient to reorganize the

medical staff by increasing the number to eight. The
staff, as reorganized, consists of the following gentle-

men: Surgeons—Drs. Varick, Prendergast, Reeve, and
MoGil. Physicians—Drs. Lutkins, Culver, Morris, and
Mitchell. The first regular meeting of the new staff

was held July 28th, to perfect their organization and
i-elect oflicers for the ensuing year. Dr. Prendergast
was chosen President, and Dr. McGiU, Secretary.

Dx K. W. Taylor has been appointed Clinical Pro-
fessor of Diseases of the Skin at the Woman's Medical

College.

Bellevue Hospital, New York.—The new amphi-
theatre, or lecture-room, connected with Bellevue Hos-
pital is now completed, and will be formally opened
liy the Medical Board of the Hospital, September 15th.

The amphitheatre is a large and commodious room,

capable of seating 800 students, and the seats are very

comfortably arranged. The ventilation is excellent,

and the light is reflected from tlie rotunda which en-

circles the ceiling. The lecture-room is the largest and
most complete in this country, if not in the world.

The following gentlemen compose the Medical

Board : President—Dr. Isaac E. Taylor. Consulting

Physician—Dr. John T. iletcalfe. Consulting Surgeon

—Dr. Win. H. Van Buren. Visiting Physicians—Drs.

Alonzo Clark, Benjamin W. McCready, Isaac E. Tay-
lor, fordyce Barker, Alfred L. Loomis, Austin Flint,

Austin Flint, Jr., William T. Lusk, and EJw-ard G.
Janeway. Visiting Surgeons—James R. Wood, Lewis
A. Sayre, Stephen Smith, Alexander B. Mott, J. W.
S. Gouley, Frank II. Hamilton, John J. Crane, Henry
B. Sand--, and Thos. M. Markoe. Examining Physi-
cian—Dr. Wm. P. Ackerman. House Physicians—Drs.

T. K. Cruse, S. T. St John, and W. F. Alexander. Sen-
ior Assistants—Drs. D. C. Lee, S. M. De Varona, and
W. G. Wylie. House Surgeons—Drs. W. D. Schuyler,

F. G. Metcalfe, and W. J. Miliken. Senior Assistants—
Drs. J. A. McCreery, J. A. jMcBride, and E. W. Ben-
net. Ambulance Surgeons—Drs. Baily and Harrington.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.—The Alumni
Association of this College will publi>h during the year,

under the auspices of the Faculty, the first Decennial
Catalogue of the Alumni of the College. Alumni are

requested to send to the Secretary, Prof. A. Flint, Jr.,

their names, addresses, public positions held, etc.

The Kew St. Thomas' Hospital, of London, was for-

mally opened September 5th, 1871.

The Introduction of Culoroform into Anaesthe-
tics.—In a pamphlet issued by Mr. George Waldie, of

Linlithgow, '• The true Storj^ of the Introduction of

Chloroform into Anaesthetics," he discusses with some
warmth the question of the introduction of chloroform
into anKsthetios, maintaining that justice was not done
to his brother, Mr. David Waldie, by the late Sir James
Y. Simpson, in his account of the discovery of its value

as an agent for the reUef of pain.

TiscA Major.—Mr. Spencer Wells finds that in

some cases of menorrhagic bleeding a preparation of

17«ca major, the well-known greater periwinkle of

English shrubberies, is preferable to lime, gallic acid,

or ergot. He prescribes it according to the lormula
given by Mr. Squire, viz., an infusion of 2 ounces of
dried herb to 20 ounces of boiling water, strained
when cold.

CuNDURANGO.—We bclieve that a fresh supply of this

bark has been received. A physician of this city

who recently applied for four ounces, was furnished
with it, the bill being headed Bliss. Keen & Co., and the
amount charged, $50.00. The above firm are said to
have estabhshed a '' laboratory '' in Kew York.

Cholera.—There is an increase in the amount of this

disease in the English ports, cases having been recently
reported in Liverpooland London. The Lancet, in review-
ing the numerous articles concerning prophylaxis and
treatment, which have made their appearance in the
medical journals, remarks, that " the chief difference of
opinion in the profession has reference to the treatment
of the diarrhoeal stage of the disease. Everybody is

agreed that when collapse has set in the recovery of the

patient is likely to be furthered not by active medical
treatment, but by gentle and unirritating means for

restoring the lost fluid of the tissues and of the blood,

by giving saline and other drinks, never forgetting the
inestimable preciousness of cold water, with or without
the addition of a few grains of soda or caibonate of
ammonia, as suggested by Dr. Murray in a paper read
recently before the British Medical Association. Dr.
Murray also recommends, in the treatment during this

stage of the disease, in protracted cases, the use of
Liebig's extract 'of meat, and of hot saline enemata,
given after each motion. The use of astringents in this

stage of cholera would be absurd, and the use of
opium more than absurd. Very much the same words
would characterize the use of alcohol." Dr. Murray
says that a " cholera pill " to be used in the diarrhoea of
the first stage, which is in very gmeral use in India, is

con;posed of one grain of opium, two of black pepper,
and three of assafcetida, some physicians varying it,

by the substitution of capsicum ibr black pejiper, and
the addition of camphor.
The disease continues to spread in Germany, four

cases being reported at Berlin, of which two were fatal.

The sum of the epidemic in St. Petirsburg, up to the
26ihof July is:

Cases. Recoveries. Deaths.

6,971 3,692 2,876
In Paris, during the week ending August 18, 31

deaths from cholerine and 1 from cholera are reported.

Miss Putnam.—" Miss Putnam," says a Paris paper,
" the young American who has for some years been
following the course in I'Ecole de Medecine, submitted
her Graduating Thesis to the Faculty. It was read
in the large Lecture-room of the College, before a
numerous audience, and was received with warm com-
mendation. The President of the Board of Examiners
found it deserving of the highest note, ' extremement
satlsfait:

"

This mark is rarely given for a thesis. Miss Putnam
has also received the highest mark at each of her
five examinations.
She was ready for graduation a year ago, but the

war broke up the schools, and she has devoted the
year to work in the hospitals. She is the fii st woman who
obtained admission to L'Ecole de Medecine, butnot the
first who has graduated, as Miss Garrett took a year's

course, and received her degree a year or more ago. She
writes that one of the dedications of her tliesis was as fol-

lows : "To the professor, whose name I do not know,
who alone voted in favor of my admi.ssion to the Ecole,

thus protesting against the prejudice that would exclude
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women from superior studies." One of the Professors

on the board took up the dedication, read it aloud to

the audience, and then defended himself from tlie ac-

cusation. '' lie had never voted, he had no such pre-

judice, he did not believe that it existed in the faculty,

&c.," and he considered the claim for right to partici-

pate in the superior studies a most legitimate demand.
Miss Putnam writes, " I confess I should not be

sorry to have that part of the seance stereotyped for

the benefit of Nevr York schools of Jledicine."

' The Discoverer of Silver Islet.-—Mr. Joseph Whar-
ton, of Philadelphia, at a recent meeting of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, remarked that a let-

ter received from Thomas Macfarlane, the discoverer of

Silver Islet, in Lake Superior, near the north shore,

states that ores to the value of $500,000 have been

taken out. A coffer-dam has been built around the

islet, at a cost of $60,000, to increase the area fur work-
ing. The ore is worth about Sl,.500 per ton.

Defects in the English Social and Economic Condi-

tion.—Professor Fauoett observes {The Z)odo)-), "Assume
that there are 1,000 poor children, and that 500 of these

die before the age of five; whereas, if they were as

well cared for as the children of more wealthy parents,

only 200 of them would die before this age ; the death,

therefore, of .300 is to be traced to defects in our social

and economic condition."

The Catacombs of Paris.—These remarkable Cata-

combs extend over at least a tenth part of the entire city,

and have an extent of about tliree millions of square

yards. The distance from tlie surface of the ground to

the bottom of the Catacombs is about seventy English

feet. Six millions of skeletons people this wonderful

city of the dead—three times as many as crowd the

busy streets above, and every year the number increases.

Once in every five years the "common graves" in the

great cemeteries of Pere la Chaise, JVIontmartre, and
Mont Parnasse are opened, and the remains of the un-

known and nameless occupants are transferred to the

Catacombs.

Salivation Consequent upon Artificial Teeth—Dr.

Charles E. Buckingham {Boslon Med. and Stiri/. Jourit.),

in answer to Dr. O'Connell's question, asserts that he

has seen several cases such as he describes, where the

teeth were upon red rubber plate. While writing, he
can recall three such cases seen within a twelvemonth.

Insanitt.—John P. Gray, M.D. (in a paper on "In-
sanity : Its Dependence on Pliysical Disease," read be-

fore the Medical Society of the State of Xew York),

asserts that it mny be safely assumed that experience

has given the subjoined fundamental staiting-points:

—

1st. Disease of any part of the organism may be the

pathologic cause of insanity. 2d. In such cases in-

sanity is not manifested until the brain is actually in-

volved. 3d. Disease of the brain or its membranes may
be the primary, exciting cause of insanity, and other

parts of the organism subsequently become affected,

dth. Insanity more frequently has its primary origin in

pathologic states outside the brain than in primary
diseases of the lirain. 5th. There are physical symp-
toms and signs of brain- diseases which experience has

enabled us to recognize as pathognostic of certain brain-

changes, by knowledge of which we are able to an-

ticipate and understand the progress of cerebral dis-

eases.

Among the most important practical considerations

overlooked in insanity is the fact that organic changes
in the brain are likely to occur very soon after the first

morbid functional action is set up. To the lack of

recognition of this fact must be attributed the vast
multitude of chronic cases. Any I'odily condiion which
disturbs the mind is too important to be overlooked or
ignored. Prolonged wakefulness, though it may not
apparently disturb the mind, indicates a condition of
the brain which is not natural, and which should be in-

quired into. AVhen this is associated with depression,

groundless apprehensions, suspicions, and uneasiness,

the CISC is one of grave import, and should command
medical attention. Such a condition is significant of
physical disturbance, and foreshadows insanity.

Criminal Abortion.—Ely Van De Warker, M.D.,
Syracuse, N. Y. {Jour. Gynfecolofjicat Society of Bos-
ton), says that the practitioner ought to bear in mind that

instrumental abortion, procured with malicious intent,

presents almost always features of malignancy. It is

isolated by these features from other accidents of the

puerperal state. The innocent abortion is preluded
by nature with organic changes which fit the womb
for the expulsion of its contents. In the forced abor-

tion demands are made upon a healthy organ for it to

instantly violate the laws of its physiological action.

This he believes to be the key to the difference be-

tween the two cases.

Dr. Andrew Van Dyck, of Oswego, died at Oswego,
August 31, 1871. He was born at Kinderhook, Jan.

27th, 1801, and was a son of Dr. Henry Van Dyck,
who practised medicine and surgery nearly fifty years
in the town of Kinderhook. He graduated at the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of New York,
March 25th, 1822, and immediately thereafter com-
menced practice at Kinderhook in partnership with his

father. He removed to Canada in the winter of 1827

—

his diploma bearing date " Toronto, January 2J, 1827."

He remained in Canada until 1838, when, on account

of the political troubles there, he returned to Kinder-
book and resumed practice with his father. He re-

turned to Oswego in t!ie fall of 1843. In 18G3 he was
commissioned by G-overnor Seymour a member of the

Voluntary Aid Corps of Surgeons. He was appointed

Collector of the Poit of Oswego by Abraham Lincoln,

on the IGth of January, 1S65. for four years, and at the

ex|iiration of his term was reappointed by the same
President. He was afterwards renominated to the

office by Andrew Johnson.

nmi) publications.

Pni.NAM's Handy Book Series. Stimulants and Nar-
cotics, Medically, Philosophically, and Morally Con-
sidered. By Geo. M. Beard, M.D. New York:
G. P. Putnam & Sons. 1871.

Cancer, its Classification and Remedies. Bj- J. W.
Bright, M.D. Phila. : S. W. Butler, M.D. 1871.

Essay on Growths in the Larynx, with Reports, and
an Analysis of One Hundred Consecutive Cases

treated iy the Atitlior, etc., etc. By Morell Mac-
kenzie, M.D., Lond., M.R.C.P., Physician to Hos-
pital for Diseases of the Throat, and to the Royal
Society of Musicians, etc., London. Phila.: Lindsay

& Blakiston. 1871.

A Treatise on Localized Electrization and its Ap-
plication TO Pathology and Therapeutics. By Dr.

D. B. Duchenne. Translated from Third Edition of

tlie Original by Herbert Tibbitts, M.D., London.

Phila. : Lindsay k, Blakiston. 1871.
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(DruVma Cccturcs.

A CLIXICAL LECTURE OX THE
DIAGNOSIS AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY
OF CORPOREAL ENDOMETRITIS

(alias " Jfenorr/iaffia").

Bv Prof. ALEX. J. C. SKENE, M.D.,

OF THE LOSO ISLAND COLIJ^GE BOSPITAI-

(Reported by Edward Scnman Bunker, M.D.)

Gentlemen :—When you cngape in the every-d ly
duties of active profps-iional life, ^ ou will be const;iiiily
brought in coiil.ict with cases of obscure u!erine disease,
and I am sure I do unt ma;,'iiify my office wlun I sav
to you thiit in no department of practic.d meilicine will
your diagnostic skill be more severely tixel

; for the
reason, perhaps, that in no depariment has ihe pathol-
ogy of d.sease, for the last qua; ter of a Cjiitury or more,
been more unsettled.

I am glad to be able to say to you, however, that
throu;jh the instrumentality of earnest workeis in this
depirtment of study, bot'i in Europe and in this coun-
try, the confu-ionand obst-uii;y of uterine diseases have
given way to more cleaily defined and rational views
of the pathology ol these affections.

I ask you, therefore, to study, not so much your older
texL-books on tliese subjccts.'as the cases 1 sliall pre-
sent you from time to time in actual practic-.'. and such
as you will encounter herL-after in your own fields of
observation. Study these in the light of the more ration-
al pathology of io-dai/, and you cannot fail to have
clearer and more practical views than yon can possibly
obtain li-oin the exclusive study of te.\i-hooks.
With the view of ilustrating a very common form of

difficulty.—yet onf, I fear, often overlooked, and there-
fore badly ma:iaged,—I have .^elected ttiis patient from
my Hospital wards as a te.\t for my lecture this hour.
In the h.story of the cas • you will encounter a train of
.symptoms with which the busy practitioner is made
very familiar

; and yet, strange as it may aipear, these
symptoms have received theVidest latitude of patho-
logical interpretation.

First, k't me attract yovir attention to the qenernl
condilwn of the patient before you. You observe that
she has the appearance of a good constitution, and she
tells us that she has had good health until lately. She
is twenty-eight years of age, and has had two healthy
children, the youngest being now a year and a half old.
It has not been nursing the mother for the last nine or
ten months. About si.K months ago, wliile menstru-
atmg, .she contracted a severe cold, aid, as a result, !

there was an immediate suspension of the menstrual
jflow

;
and her ill-l)ealth, she tells ns, dates from that

time. Since then her menstruation has been somewhat
[

irregular as to time, and, when it does occur, the flow
1

IS invariably too free, and lasUs longer than formerly
when her health was good. She also complains of a
dull, aching pain about the ?acrum,»with distressful bear-
ing down of the whole pelvic contents,—womb, blad-
der, and rectum.

This is, briefly, the history whic'i t'.ie patient gives
us. There is uotliiug unusual in it; the history of one
IS the history of scores of such cases encountered by '

the general practitioner^ We come, then, din ctly to I

the practical question. What is the naMire of this ail- I

ment, and how can it be remedied ? We shall only at :

the present time, answer the first query by affirmiu''
our belief, after a careful analysis ( f the ca,«e, that the
t-ouble IS wholly LOCAL. In years gone by, doctors

follovi'ing the standard authoritii s of the time, would
have been content to b.ise thi-ir diagnnsi-; on tiie facta
aheady obtained, and would have ca led this a ci-e of
meiwri-h'ii/ia, and treated it accordinj;ly. Indeed, yon
will be ^onl(what intensted, in read ng nioden ti^xt-

books even, to liiid that, chapters are given to men-
orrhagia, its diagm sis and tieatment. But you can
at om.-e see that this nomencl.itu:e le.ids to errov, by
eonlounding si/mjitoiiis with disease—an error which is,

I fear, of freq lent cccurrenee.
In o:her departments of medicine, such blunder-s in

the nomenclature of (iisetise would very surely provoke
laughter. You woild haidly excuse yo;ir

| rofcssor of
practice for diagnosticating a c^seof lung disease as one
of •' expectoration

;

" and yet his error, in iny judg-
ment, would not be more ludicrous than it is to discuss
the subject of memirrha^ia as a disiiuet. iiffectian. Tlie
e.xcessive menstruation is but the result of some condi-
tion, local or general, which. wliMi found, is the diseasa
of which nienoirhauia is one of tln' svmptouis.

Taking this view of th • matter, then, we have not
been content, as you will see, to rely on tlie gem ral

symptoms already dotai'ed by the patient. She has
stated fact.s in the history of tlie ca.si', and ^iven us sub-
j 'Ctive symptoms. It has been our duty to CNtend the

}

iiives ig.ition, and ascertain, if pos>il)le, lie morbid con-
dition of wh'ch menorrhagia is the symptom. Hence
we made a careful local examination

; and I now state
to you the result tlu-reoJi

On making a digital ex.amination, with the patient
.standing erect, we found the uterus a li tie lower than
it ought to be, while it s ill occupied its normal axis;
in other wonH, we had polapsus in the first or slight-
est degree. By pressing the uterus downwards, with
tlie left hand upon the abdomen, and gettin;,'- behind
the fundus so as to crowd it forward, we got the itn-

pression that th organ was increased in size. Grasp-
ing the organ between the forefinger of each hand we
detected tendirm ss on pressure. Tnis was most
marked ovi-r the body of the organ, tlio :gh iherc wng
slight tenderness in the cervix. On exposing the neck
of the uterus with a speculum, we (jbs rved that it waa

j

slightly enlarged, and that tliere was hyperajmia or

I

congestion affecting more particularly thy mucous
I membrane. There was also a slight loucorrhce.il dis-

I

charge from the cavity of the cervix. The os uteri was
more open th.an normal, and the lips immediately
around it denuded of epithelium. In short, we had
the signs of what is calle 1, in some of your books,

\

" endo-cerrici/is." (We will avoid this Giieco-Latin
bastard, and substitute, forthj present, the [ilirase "cer-
vical endometritis."; A small flexible uterim; sound
was then carried up to the fundus uteri, by which we.
detected: first, that the cavity was consideraldy en-
larged, as it measured altogether over three in'hes and
a half; and also that there was tenderue-'s on pressure,
most marked at the int-rn.al o.s, or junction of the body
and cervix. We noticed, als >, that tlur mucous mem-
brane bled more easily when tiuehed by the sound
than it would in a healthy condition. No oth-r evi-
dence of di.sease in the pelvic organs could be obtained
on a careful examination, except that the bladder and
a portion of the rectum were dragged down a little

with the slightly prolapsed uterus. Those of you who
are advanced in your surgical studies will have noticed
that m.any of the signs we have described are such as
you would expect to find in inflammatory affections;
and I may state to you, just here, that from the data
before ub we are warranted in setting this down as a
case of eorporeat endomelriii's.

But allow me to cons der a 'ittle more in detail the
signs and symptoms on whic'i we base our diagnosis.
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This is the more necessary because I fear you will find

your text-books rather obscure on the diagnosis of en-

dometriti?. Some writers on this subject do not even

allude to the rules laid down for the diagnosis of in-

flammation involving oiher organs of the body. The
indications of inflammation as given in surgical works
are, as you know, derangement of function, increased

heat, pain, tenderiiess, swelling, and general constitu-

tional disturbance. Now let us consider, for a moment,
hovf far these general indications of inflammation are

available in the diagnosis of endometritis.

Fiindiimal Deranrjement.—Every one versed in physi-

ology is familiar with the fact that an inflamed organ

cannot perform its function normally ; and the uterus is

certainly no exception to the general law. Thus, conges-

tion of the mucous membrane of the cervix gives rise to

leucorrhoea ; and hyperemia of the membrane of the

uterine cnviti/, in obedience to the general law of in-

flammation above stated, causes derangement of men-
struation. The catnmenial discharge may be profuse,

scanty, irregular, or painful ; or the menstrual function

may be suppressed altogether. Now, when either of

these derangements is present, and we can find no con-

stitutional cause to account for it, we may reasonably

infer that the mucous membrane is at fault. On first

thought it may appear strange to you that opposite

conditions, like menorrhagia and amenorrhcea, should

arise from apparently the same condition, viz., conges-

tion of the uterine mucous membrane ; but this occurs

in accordance with the same law whii'h in one stage

of disease causes dryness, and in another, profuse se-

cretion from the bronchial mucous membrane. Now,
having emphasized the fact that liyperaemia of the ute-

rine mucous membrane causi'S derangement of men-
struation, shall we at once leap to the conclusion that

derangement of menstruation always indicates a hyper-

semic state of the uterine membrane? By no means.
You will bear in mind that certain general conditions

of the system, such as ansemia, hydrsemia, and plethora,

may affect menstruation while llie uterus remains
normal ; but such causes could not well be overlooked,

or mistaken for a heal trouble. Again, cardiac and he-

patic diseases affect menstruation, but they do so by
causing passive hypersemia of the mucous membrane,
which is then but a link in the chain of pathological

sequences ;
hence, in these cases, the derangement of

menstruation holds good as a symptom of local trouble.

One point more ra this connection. From the fact

that menstruation is, to some extent, under the influ-

ence of ovulation, it is believed by many that de-

rangements of menstruation frequently arise from dis-

ease of the ovaries. This is doubtless true to a limited

extent; but observe, it does not materially affect the

value of the symptoms under consideration. In the

first place, ovarian diseases of an inflammatory character

are rare ; whereas menstrual derangements without
ovarian disease are very common. In the second
place, diseases of tiie ovaries, such as cystic degenera-
tion, etc., occur while the menstrual function con-
tnues normal. Again, in pelvic peritonitis and cellulitis,

where the ovaries sufl'er to a great extent, menstruation
is c^ten normal, except that there is pain,—accounted
for by the e.xtra-uterine disease.

Perhaps the menstrual derangement most frequently

observed in endometritis is that which we find in tliis

case, namely, menorrhagia and irregular catamenia.

2. Increased Heal.—This, doubtless, is a most valuable

sign of endometritis, but it has heretofore been over-

looked as a diagnostic sign,—no doubt from the difii-

cnlty of obtaining it. In some cases patients complain
of abnormal heat in the pelvis; but, of course, nothing
definite can be learned from thut. I have carefully

searched recent medical periodicals for information on
this subject, hoping that I might find something on the

use of the thermometer in the diagnosis of uterine

disease; but I am not aware that the instrument has

ever been used for this purpose, except in this hcspital.

I have tried the uterine thermometer which I here

show you, but my observations have been thus far so

limited that I am not yet prepared to di.-cuss the re-

sults obtained. I am inchned to the opinion, however,

that we may derive valuable information from its use.

3. Pain.—The pain complained of by those suffer-

ing from uterine disease, you wiU bear in mind, does

not indicate with certainty the exact location of the

trouble. It is not of much value, therefore, in the

diagnosis of endometritis. The peculiar backache,

and the sense of fulness or heaviness in the pelvis, are

only valuable symptoms when taken in connection with
the more positive signs.

4. Tenderness.—This is given as a sign of metritis by
Dr. Bennet and those who copy him, and is by them
regarded as quite diagnostic. But his mode of de-

tecting it is obviously imperfect. He fails in sufficient-

ly localizing the tenderness. All that can be learned

from his mode of examination is, that there is " tender-

ness of the uterus ;" but whether due to trouble of the

hmly, cervi.r^ or cavity is not clearly pointed out. I con-

sider with Dr. Bennet that tenderness is one of the

most reliable signs of endometritis, and, by touch and
the uterine sound, we can detect the exact location of
the tenderness as certainly as in the examination of

any organ of the 1 ody. By grasping, for instance, the

uterus between the finger in the vagina and the band
on the abdomen (as we do in the case before you),

tenderness can readily be detected, and at the same
limj, by making pressure laterally, ovarian tenderness

may be easily excluded. Having made sure of the

presence of tenderness—a most important point—we
next proceed to ascertain whether it is located in the

mucous membrane of the uterine cavity, by using the

uterine sound through the speculum. This will requite

care, tact, and some practice in the use of the instru-

ment, in order to make the examination accurate and
satisfactory, especially where the cervix is tender also.

The sound should be passed, if possible, into the cavity

of the body without causing pain in the cervix, and
then, by making pressure on the membrane at various

points, its sensitiveness can be easily tested. In cases

where there is tenderness of the membrane of the

cavity, and not of the cervix, the examination is more
easy and satisfactory. I have noticed in a great many
examinations of cases of endometritis that the ten-

derness is most marked at the os internum.

5. Swelling.—It is a fact, fully confirmed by observa-

tion, that most of the changes in the size of the uterus

are due to changes in its cavify ; and it is equally true

that sweUing of the mucous membrane from congestion,

or inflammation, produces enlargement of the whole

organ. Hence, increased size of the uterus, not ac-

counted for by other lesions, is a most valuable sign of

endometritis. Enlargement of the cavity is detected

by means of a sound passed through the speculum.

The best instrument for this purpose is the one I show
you here. As you see, it is an ordinary uterine sound
or probe, made of pure flexible copper wire. A canula

made of a piece of gum-elastic catheter, and half the

length of the sound, is slipped over it like a sheath, and
drawn back towards the liandle. The sound being car-

ried up to the fundus uteri, this canula is slipped down
till the ivory ferule rests against the cervix. I then

withdraw, as you see, both probe and canula, retaining

the latter in position with my forefinger ; and now you
can read off the depth of this patient's womb, measured
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along the sound from it-: point to the ferule of the can-
ula. Tlie importance of making these careful '"sound-

ings " can sc ircely be overestimated.

C. Symptoms manifested bi/ the General System.—Y"ou
may di>ul 'tour ability to make a disthiction liel ween the

constitutional symptoms aiisin'.' from endnmetrilis and
those oc?asianeJ by other affections of the uierus; still I

believe that, in raanv cases, a difference can be observ-

e 1. Whe:i the cavity of the bo'ly is diseased, the diges-

tive or.;ans are mo:e frequently dera:iged than when
the cervix a'one is involve I. Capricious appeiit-. nau-
sea, constipation, and fl italence a e the most prominent
Constitutional troubles. The mammary glan is are o:t n
sympithtically affected. They frequently become en-
lar_'e I, a;id the areola takes on a darker color. All the

conditions which constitute what is known as "' spnrions

preyimiicy" come from corpoe.l endometritis; rarely,

if ever, from any other inflammatory trouble of the

uteru.s. Now it is possible tliat all these conditions

may come fiom endometiitis limited to the cervix, or

simple leiicorrhoea ; but su -h results are rare compared
with the frequency with which they accompany corpo-
re.il endometritis. This accords with other facts in

sym-itomatology which are well i^nown and recognized.
AVe know, for instance, that nausea and vomiting are

r:irely, if ever, produced by a vaj-iiiitis however s.-vere;

but sliglit trouble of the body of the uterus, as a rule,

gives rise to more or less gastric derangement. The
effeC'S of corporeal endometritis on the nervous system
are not diagn.st'c; beiause the same disturbances may.
and do, arise fiom di-e se of t!ie cervix.

Of all the signs of endometriti.«, however, the appear-
ance of the membrane would be the most certain if we
co'ild only ses it. Could we only examine the cavity
of tite utertis by means of the end sco[ie, our knowledge
of the pathology of this affection, and our di.ignostic

ability, would of course be much more perfect. The
endoscope ha-; been used to examine the uterine cavity,

but the results, so far. have uot been as satisfactory as
desired. I have reason to hope, however, that the time
will come when we sliall be able to throw light into
tlie uterus, and thereby see the exact pathological con-
ditions, as we now do in other hidden cavities.

One more valuable aid to diagnosis I may mention,
and that is, the early clinical history ; bv which we
often le.irn the influences to which tlie patient has been
exposed, and from which we may trace the probability
of endometiitis. The natural history of disease is no-
where of more importance than in the study of uterine
ailments.

Tliere remains another important subject connected
with what we have been considering: I allude to the
diffetcntial diagnosis of actice and passive hypenemia
of ihe mucous membrane of the utetine cavity. But I
shall not occupy your time, at present, in discussing
til s ma'ter. because it will frequently come up here-
after in connection witli our clinical course. I raav
briefly state, however, that you will find the vast ma-
jority of cases of passive hyperaemia of the uterus due
either to imperfect involution, or else to conditions
which obstruct the portal or abdominal circulation;

such as renal, cardiac, or hepatic diseases, or fecal accu-
mulation in the large intestine. The appearanc3 of
that part of the uterus seen through the speculum will
greatly aid you in your diagnosis; the one case present- I

ing the bright color of arterial blood, and the other the
dark venous hue of passive congestion.

I have thu=, gentlemen, briefly presented, in con-
nection with the case examined in your presence, some i

of the leading points belonging to the symptomatology
and diagnosis of corporeal endometritis. These will

be found to include :—1. Derangement of functions

:

j

2. Increased heat; 3. Pain; 4. Tenderness; 5. Swell-

I

ing ; 6. Constitutional symptoms ; 7. The presence of
I cervical disease ; 8. Clinic il liistory. Let me urge you,
in conclusion, to carry the subject wi h you "to the
bedside of your patients; give it your earnest and
untiling stu ly ; for you may rest assured, t'.iat such
clinical observ a'ions will stand j'ou vastly I et'er t!;aa

i
the vague opiuions and raisleatiing ideas which you will

j

ilevelop by theorizing on the subject.

(Dr'uViiuil Communications.

SPINAL IRRITATION.

By ALEX. HUTCHINS, A.M., M.D.,

BKOOK1.TN, X. T.

Eliz.\ S., age IG, was in a state of well-nigh com-
plete convalescence fiom a severe attack of pneumonia,
when, during the storm on the night of Jan. 1. the ra'n
leaked through the wall, wettiig the bed in which she
lay. She nianif.sted no especial symptoms of having
suffered from the exposure until the evening of the 2d,
when she complained of pain in t!ie extremity of the
great toe of the right foot. She had noticed tlie sensa-
tion known as formication during the day, but the pain
was severe enough during the niiiht to prevent her
from sleeping, and though various domestic applications
Were made to the part, the pain, instead of being re-
lieved, was intensified in the morning.
The history of the case, for the two weeks followin"

the attack, was appalling. It is scarcely possible to
render in words anj' intelligible account" ot the girl's

sufferings. The pain was, at first, limited to the lireat
toe, confined almost exclusively to the extremity all

possible efforts to divert attention during tnanijulation
failing to demonstrate anythi ig but moderate sensitive-
ness in any other part of the toe, and even that refera-
ble to the extremity, while the slightest pressure on
that, whether of the finger of the attendant or patient
or of the covering, gave unmistakable evidence of
causing the most intense and excruciating a^ony. The
pain, continuing to increase in inU'iisitv, was limited
to this part until the 6th, when a similar pain, preceded
by formication, was manifested in the heel of the same
foot, the intermediate parts submitting to pressure
without causing any uneasiness. On the 10th pain was
developed apparently in the tendon of the tibialis aniir
ens, and from that time any attempt at extending the
foot was attended by the most aggravated sufferino-.

On the 14th pain was developed inthe tendon of the
semi-tendinosus, the leg graduallv flexing toward the
thigh till it remained .it about 120°, capaVle of exten-
sion, but not subu.ittiug to it from the intensity of
suffering caused by the forced movement. Simultane-
ously With this was perceived a pain deep-seated in the
(high, in its middle anterior and inner portion. Thus
the girl was suffering in all these points incessant ex-
cruciating pain, during sleepless nights and days, worn
and exhausted, unable to move herself or to be moved
from the aggravation of suffering caused by each at-

tempt.

The points in the case were, the pain itself:—the
only symptom of disorder from the commencement and
during the progress of the disease; the constitutional
disturbance being in nowise proportionate to the in-
tensity of the suffering; the evidences of exhaustion
traceable to no other cause than the continued misery
and long deprivation of sleep :—the progress

; preceded
by formication, and this speedily followed by the pain
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which she described as the same in eacli part attacked

:

—the intensity ; evidenced l_iy the haggard countenance,
the wild expression of lier sunlien eye, the dilated nos-

tril, the wrinkled chin drawing up the contracted, trem-
bling hp, the incessant shriekmg of the patient day and
night:—the persistence; in nowise paroxysmal, and
scarcely adraitiing of being described as intermittent,

except so far as it was aggravated by necessary move-
ment of the limb, and by pressure, of whatever sort :

—

its limitations ; being confined exclusively to the parts

above detailed, the otlier and intermediate portions of

the limb, as well as the remainder of the bod_v, being
normal in sensibility, temperature, and capacity of

motion.
During this period of fifteen days the treatment was

confined exclusively to the internal and externa! exhi-

bition of various anodynes and anKsthetics, with a view
to relieving the pain and procuring sleep; all, however,
failed to secure ihe desired end, except when, occasion-

allj', the excess of medical ion would cause a temporary
stupor.

Oil the 15th day of the disorder a symptom was de-

tected which developed the probable nature of the case,

and decided a new [jlan of treatment. Her spine had
been examined at the onset of the disease, and several

limes after, but no evidence of any affection of the part

was discovered : on this day, however, she complained
of a sense of constriction about the pelvis, and this

having been considered a pathognomonic symptom of

irritation of the spinal cord, in its lower portion, an ex-
amination was again made, which resulted in the detec-

tion of tenderness (not very marked) over the upper
part of the sacrum. She was immediately cupped to

twelve ounces, the result being an almost instantaneous
relief f om the severity of the pain ; in a short time she
fell asleep, without opiat?s, and slept for six hours.

Upon awaking the improvement was most marked.
On the following morning, the 17th, croton oil was
ordered to be rubbed in over the sacrum, and a copious

vesication was kept up by the irritant for some weeks.
Under this treatment, the improvement of her condi-

tion was astonishing. Feb. 2d, the pain had entirely

ceased, except when pressure was ap; lied to the pre-

viously painful parts. She could maintain a standing
posture, and was able to touch her to.'S to the ground

—

on the 12th her whole foot. On the 18th she had a

slight menstrual discharge, the first in three months.
On the 1st of March she could strai[;hten her whole
limb without uneasiness, and by the 16th was held to

be completely restored to health. The only additional

treatment consisted in the occas'onal use of an opiate
suppository and an ad libitum allowance of port wine
and bark, and this was continued I'rom Jan. 25th to 1st

of March.
The analysis of th's case furnishes evidence, concise

and direct enough to amount to a demonstration, that
irritation to a definite porlion of the spinal cord or its

coverings can be the sole cause of intense pain at

various points on the surface, which are supplied
with nerves emanating from the affected part. The
manifestations at the periphery were the symptoms of

the disease at the centre. Applying the piinciples

which govern the use of local bleeding and counter-
irritation for the relief of congestion and irritation of
other internal organs, the instantaneous and ultimately
complete relief olitained by the u'C of these agencies
in the case quoted, make it a moral certainty that this

protracted persistent pain was due to congestion and
irritation of the spinal cord, at a particular portion in-

dicated by moderate tenderness over the region of
the affected p'lrt, wiiich tendcrne.«s did not develop
until some time after ihe comraencemt-nt of the dis

ease. Granting that this proposition is true, the case

proves tliat the manifestations of the disease may be
anomalous and sufficiently erratic to baffle direct in-

quir}'. Given, as a naked datum of possible causes, a

certain section of irritated spinal cord, it would be im-
possible, even by the utmost refinements of anatomical

and physiological research, to detail, by « priori argu-

ment, at what particular point in the periphery the

disease would he manifested, unless indeed the point

d'appui being known at the centre, microscopy ,will

demonstrate the continuity of the individual nerve-

fibre to its particular termini in the periphery, or (this

continuity being denied, or not proven) physiology will

exhibit an accurate statement of the mode by which
nervous influence is transmitted.

There being, then, certain limits to our most refined

investigations, success in this line of a priori argument
is to be held in abeyance. The question of most real

importance is the inverse of the last. Given, the

manifestation at the periphery—in the first place, can

it be positively affirmed that there is irritation at the

centre ; and, in the second place, having decided the

irritation to be at the centre, can the precise point be
indicated (i priori f

In respect to the first question, it maybe confidently

affirmed that it amounts to a question of diagnosis. If

it be held that disturbance at the periphery be, in some
cases, indication of disturbance at the centre, previous

investigation must be interrogated as to what other

causes can give rise to similar symptoms. If it is ad-

mitted that some portion of the spinal cord be at fault,

this one case must prove that passive congestion or

irritation of the cord is not always, at an early stage,

manifested by any condition of the superimposed in-

teguments amenable to physical exploration
;
therefore,

arguing from the periphery alone, the doctrine of ex-

clusion can alone settle ihe diagnosis. When the dis-

ease is situated in the heal or the superior portion of

the trunk, the urgency of the symptoms, the distinc-

tiveness with which central, thoracic, and abdominal
symptoms have been detailed, as well as the proximity

to the various centres, serve to faciliate the diagnosis,

whether the argument be by exclusion or direct ; but
when the pelvis or tlie extreraisies furnish the seat of

manifestation of the disease, the doctrine of exclusion

can alone give satisfactory information, and even this,

in these cases, has to deal with the often indeterminate
questions of uterine irritation, hysteria, neuralgia, and
the like.

In respect to the second question, having settled

the fact of irritation at the centre, can the precise point

he indicated ? The answer is—Yes, unquestionably.

It is an entirely different matter to argue from origin

to ultimate distribution rather tiian from ramification lo

trunk. The crudest anatomy serves here. It is im-

possible that irritation of the cord in the sacrum should

manifest itself at the olecranon, or irritation of the

cord in the cervical region should aflect the patella.

It is unquestionably a fact, that the disease known
as spinal irritation, whatever be its essential elements,

furnishes a convenient city of refuge for a vast variety

of uncertain diagnoses. It is always well to be safely

harbored in the world's esteem, and if a patient's van-
ity is tickled by being lifted to a position among the

aristocracy of lame-backs, and if a backbone is dem-
onstrated to be possessed by any who may have had
good reason to doubt whether they ever had one, so

much the better for their medical attendants. How-
ever, if the name of the disease s'gnifies anything in

fact, it is desirable to be able to discriminate and de-

tect it, for the benefit of those who do not wish to be
placed on the retired list labelled "' valetudinarian.=."
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As respects the tendency of the disease, it is to re-

covery, by virtue of the recuperative powers incident

to the econom\'. Perhaps ihis is true of the majoriiy

of the cases, though, tlie cause being Icept up, tlie

Fymptonis may continue in a modified form durinjr a

period of years; or, the irritation increasing, paralysis

may result in those parts which are dependent for ner-

vous influence on the affected portions of the cord.

Besides the ordinary means for relieving local con-
gestion, counter-irritation has its place in the armory
of defence. The various anodynes have likewise their

place in treatment. When the disease is idiopathic,

and not of too great extent, these agents, judiciously

followed up, will usually furnish effectual and perma-
nent relief The hygienic and other measures applica-

ble to convalescence from intense nervous exhausiion

are to be persistently adhered to, and all influences

lll<ely to reawaken. the disease carelully avoided.

THE CARLSBAD WATERS IN DIABETES
MELLITUS.

By ADOLPH KESSLER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

As long as ihe true cause and essential nature of dia-

betes shall remain obscure, and as long as pathological

anatomy shall furnish only negative or at best incon-

stant and insignificant results, a rational treatment of
the disease will be out of the question. The various

theories that hare been advanced within the last twelve
or fifteen 3-ears, since which time especial atteni ion has
been directed to the malady under consideration, have
failed to clear up and to p!ace beyond doubt its patho-
genesis and etiology ; and despite the powerful strides

experimental physiology and physiological chemistry
are making, there is but little prospect tliat ihey will

throw any light upon them in the immediate future.

The object of this paper, however, is not to discuss

the pathology or even the therapy of diabetes, but to

show the favorable eflVc's of the natural Carlsbad
waters, as demonstrated in a well-pronrunced and
rather .serious case under my treatment. During the
years 1866, '67, and '68, which I spent abroad, I had
abundant opportunity to observe their beneficial effects,

not only at the spring itself, but at the clinics of
Vienna, Prague, Berlin, Wiirzburg, etc. The late Pro-
fessor Oppolzer, whose loss to practical medicine is

almost irreparable, was especially fond of their use and
emphatic in their praise. What I had seen in hospital

and private practice strengthened mo in the belief that
among all the remedials emnloyed they take imques-
tionably the first rank. Without being specifics or

benefiting alike all cases, they palliate many unfavor-
able symptoms, decrease the secretion of sugar and the
quantity of urine, retard the development of the pri-

mary (diabetic) disorder, and effect a more or less last-

ing improvement, sometimes a permanent cure.

Although, generally speaking, not partial to that
branch of medical literature which confines itself to the
relation of ordinarj' cases and of particular modes of
treatment, I may claim for tlte case I am about to nar-
rate something more than a usual interest and impor-
tance, especially in consideration of the fact that
hydrological therapeutics, according to a methodical
plan, are with us yet more an exception than a

'

rul'*.
I

Mr. N., a merchant, aet. 44, consulted me in the sum-
mer of 1870 about his ratiidly declining health and
strength, which he himsflf ascribed to diabetes. He

J

!
had always enjoyed good health until about nine

' months ago, when, in consequence of business troubles
and severe mental excitement, it began to fail. The
true character of tlie disease W'as for some time con-
cealed under prominent rheumatic and neuralgic symp-
toms, and only when the daily quantity of the voided
urine commenced to assume inordinate proportions, and

J

his thirst became morbidly increased, was it properly
recognized. A chemical examination of the urine dis-

closed sugar, and confirmed the diagnosis of diabetes
mellitus. The patient was placed under the diet and
regimen usually prescribed in such cases, was directed

to abandon his active business life and to move in the
country, and took successively opium, bromide of
potassium, and arsenic. All this, liowever, failed to

afford any relief, and the disease, far from abating, grew
constantly more serious and alarming, depressing alike.

body and mind. When I saw the patient the first

time in July, 1870, his staltts ^frce.sfn^ was as

follows:

—

Severe but rarely intermitting headache, chiefly in

the occipital region ; a diffuse bronchial catarrh, with
copious expectoration; occasional paroxysms of dysp-
noea, aggravated by continuous exercise; vehement
rlieuniatic and neuralgic pains in the upper and lower
extremities and lumbar region ; a rough and dry skin,

with a decided decrease of the normal bodily tempera-
ture ; an unquenchable and tormenting thirst ; an im-
mense increase of the urine, the quantity of which
varied but slightly from day to day, but exceeded the
normal measure from five to six times; a consider-

able waste of the mu.scular and adipose tissues ; a mor-
bid pallor of complexion

;
great physical prostration and

nervous irritability
;
sexual impotence; a melancholy dis-

position of mind, and partial anasthesia. Auscultation
and percussion of the chest revealed no signs of tuber-
cles, and an exploration of the abdominal viscera fur-

nished negative results. There was incipient cataract

in both eyes, and only wi:h great difficulty and after

repeated trials in changing positions did I succeed in

making a satisfactory ophthalmoscopic examination and
in gaining a view of the interior ocular membranes.
Both retinae were found to be in a slightly congested
state. The functional disturbances of vision corre-

sponded with the anatomical lesions. The patient was
unable to read common book and newspaper print, and
could only make out Nos. 19 and 20 of Jaeger's test

letters; convex glasses improved considerably the sight,

but the eyes .soon grew tired, and a blur or mist that

came over them prevented him from continuing long
in his attempts at reading. The specific gravity of the
urine during the .several days that I examined it varied

from 1.036 to 1.020; and the tests for sugar—Moore's
and Trommer's—revealed a considerable quantity of
saccharine matter. Of albumen, however, there were no
traces present.

The diagnosis of diabetes mellitus being thus fully

established, 1 resolved at once to test the efficacy of

the Carlsbad waters, and prescribed, therefore, a metho-
dical "cure" in strict accordance with the rules and
regulations as laid down in my treatise "On the Ex-
ternal and Internal Use of ^Iineral Waters " (jV. Y.

Medical Journal, August and September, 1870). The
patient commenced taking the Schhssbrunnen, and after

a period of nearly three weeks the denser and warmer
Sprudel; he drank both in their natural state, and in

nearly the same degrees of temperature in which they
are taken at the spring.

For the benefit of those that may not be acquainted
with the chemical constitution of these famous water,s, I
subjoin here their analysis, as made by Prof Ragsky, of
Vienna :^
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Schlossbnmnen. Sprudel.

(In 7.G80gr. =lli ounces.)

Sulphate of Soda 17.2-155 gr. 18.2100 gr.

Sulphateof Potas.sa 1.4045 " 1.2504 •

Chloride of Sodium 7.5282 " 7.0105 '

Carbonate of Soda 9.6029 " 10.4593 "

Carbonate of Lime 3.0058 " 2.2870 "

Carbonate of Magnesia 0.3870 •' 0.9533 "

Carbonate of Strontian 0.0046 " 6.0001 "

Carbonate of Protoxide of / q qI^G " 0215 "
Iron.

i

Carbonate of Protoxide of I /, A^ro u n nnin "
Mangane.se

)

Phosphate of Alumina 0.0023 " 0.0030 "

Phosphate of Lime 0.0030 " 0.0015 "

Fluorcalcium 0.02!)1 " 0.0270 "

Fluorine 0.7305 " 0.5590 '

Bromide of Sodium, "|

Iodide of Sodium,
|

Boric Acid,
,-

Traces Traces
Lithia, Rubidium and

|

Caesium, J

40.1523 gr. 47.7108 gr.

Carbonic Acid -<
l<>-2!>40 gr., 5.8070 gr.,

carDomc Acia
^ ^^ 20. 0200 C.I. or 1 1 . 8820 C.

I

Temperature 125° F. 105' F.

The clianges wrounht l)y the Carlsbad waters were
truly marvellous, so much .so that they would scarcely

have been creiiti'd, had they not been so obvious as

to dispel all doubt. The improvement of the patient

was rap d and steady. In le.ss than two months from
thecoiumencementorthe "cure" the production ofsufjar

had nltogether ceased, and Ihe quantity and specific

gravity of the uiine were reduced to the normal stand-

ard. The most exact examination by vaiious methods
failed to disclose a trace of the former diabetic dis-

order. The visual disiurbanee, heretofore so clearly

developed, disappeared, and the convalescent felt able

to write and n ad without the slightest effort, and
witliout the use of glasses. Headache, rheumatic
and neuralgic pain^, bronchial c.itarrh, and the otlier

complicating symptoms enumerated above, sul sided

;

strength of body and serenity of mind returned, and
the weight incroa-ed about filleen pounds. All these
favorable changes uereeft'ected by theintern.aluseof the

Schlo.ssbrunneu and Sprudel, together with the external
use of alkaline baths; and although the gentleman re-

sumed his ordinary Imsiness occupations and the mode
of life of his former days—only %\ ith slight modifications
upon whicii I ii;si-ted—and although more than a year
his elapsed since he underwent a thorough tre.'itment,

no relapse ol'any kind has occnrred, and he enjoys at

present to all appearances the best of health.

Whether the improvement will remain permanent or
a recrudescence will ensue in the future, is of course
impossible to tell; but the present aspect of the case

seems certainly to speak in favor of the first coniin-

g'^ncy
;
and even if the latter should happen, the efficacy

of the Carlsbad waters in arresting the development of
and improving diabetes is none the less demonstrated.
That much is clear; but how do they operate, and in

what maimer do they prove remedial? Tlieir physio-
logical and therapeutic eflects are well known, and ex-
perience has proved them to exert a beneficial influence
upon diseases the cause and nature of which remain
still a mystery. Chiefly operating upon the mucous
membranes, the glandular and lymphatic systems, the

cutaneous surface and kidneys, they regulate seere-

tons, resolve glandular tumois, liquefy the blood,
cotniteract the formation of acids and concretions,

calm the excited nervous system, and are therefore ex-
cellent curative agents in a number of diseases, such as

acidity of the stomach, in certain forms of dyspepsia,

arthritis, lithiasis, bihary calculi, induration of Ihe

glands and uterine tissue, in chronic catarrhal affections

of the mucous membranes, chronic skin-diseases, ner-

vous disorders, hyjieriemia of the liver, and diabetes.

In what manner do they prove remedial in diabetes?

—

a disease whose nature is still unknown to us. AVe
can only hy pothelically answer,—perhaps \'y decreasing

the stasis oi blood within the liver, or by operatingupon
the function ol the liver itself, or by arresting the de-

compo-ing influence of the ferment. Althouiih power-
less to destroy or oxidize sugar, yet they may—and do
most likely—prevent sugar formation by causing indi-

rectly its transformation in consequence of neu:ralizing

an undue acidity of the blood. Whatsoever their pai-

ticul ir modus operandi, they cei tainly exert an ameliorat-

ing influence up(jn dialiete.s, and many well-aulhentieat-

e 1 cases are recorded by Seegen, Fleckles, Duiand-Far-
del, and other careful observers, showing that they have
efl'ected a permanent improvement and thorotigh cure.

In other cases, however, the amelioration is oidy tem-

porary, decreasing the th rst and excessive secretion

of urine, arresting the anomalous production of sugar,

impioving the appetite, sleep, and nervous system, and
thereby imparling more stretigth and vitality to the

body and mind; and although this favorable condition

may last for years, and engender the belief that the

disease is perfectly eradicated, the patients die at last

from tubcicu!o=is or other exhausting complications.

Yet to resume briefly, if we consider the insufficient re-

medial agents at our disposal, and the experiences con-

cerning the eflieacy of the waters of Carlsbad, the fact

stands prominently forth that the latter hold deservedly

the first rank m the treatment of diabetes, and should

supplant all other remedies in its treatment. A few
words more about the dietetic measures I saw proper

to enforce in the case under consideration, and I have

done.

It is certainly rational and essential to preset ibe for

diabetic patients a diet of animal food, and to restrict

as much as possible the use of bread and other amy-
laceous nourishment. But a diet exclusively of animal
food—a measure that has for many years been consid-

ered a conditio sine qua non of proper and success-

promising treatment—is generally distasteful, and but

reluctantly complied with if at all tolerated for any
length of time; patients get disgusted at this depriva-

tion, especially when they fjiil to notice any change for

the better, relax in their effijrts to adhere strictly to the

injunctions of the physician, and resort at last to the

forbidden but much coveted articles of daily consump-
tion. Moreover, recent observations have disclosed

glucose in the liver and sugar in diabetic stomachs,

even al'ter an exclusive animal diet had vigorously been

adhered to for some time, thus proving that the pro-

duction of saccharine matter is independent of the in-

gestion of substances known to be readily convertible

into sugar. These considerations influenced me in

prescribing my patient's diet and regimen, and I pre-

sume they will before long be generally recognized.

He had not tasted bread and other amylaceous food

for months, but felt an almost irresistible craving after

it, which he was sure he would not much longer be

able to successfully withstand. This deprivation of a

much-coveted article of food which enters so largely

into the usual dietetic wants of man, appeared to be a

source of great depression and misery, and aggravated

consideraljly his condition. I allowed him, without

hesitation, a moderate quantity of toasted bread and
German Zioiehack —rusk—at all his meals, and he wel-

comed the change with the utmost gratification almost

as a relief. The bulk of his diet, however, consisted of
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animal food, the various kinds of meat, fish, oyster?,

eggs, cream, and other protein substances ; of certain

vegetables and fruits thai are not liable to the saccharine

change ; and besides a modest allowance of coffee and
lea, and of the best qualities of Bordeaux claret in a di-

luted form.

The chief object of this paper is to call the attention

of the profession to tlie efficacy of mineral waters, and
to make propaganda for their more extensive employ-
ment in the treatment of chronic diseases. Wliile the

use of these remedial agents, which are prepared by
nature herself, and by her endowed with wonderful

healing powers, is much in vogue in Germany and tlie

otiwT European countries, it is with us here yet in

its infancy, and even when resorted to, not surrounded

with those safeguards that alone render it benL-ficial.

Too much is left to the discretion of the patients them-
selves, and they are but too often allowed to make
their own choice, and to imbibe large quantities of

waters that are anything but indifferent, but, on tlie

contrary, influence powerfully the animal economy.
And wlien they happen to take the right waters, tlie

efficacy of the latter is not seldom interfered with and

wholly annulled by the non-observance of tliO'^e hy-

gienic and dietetic conditions which are absolutely in-

dispensable for the display of curative effects. Mineral

waters, whose component and soluble elements, con-

sisting of salts, alkalies, gase.s, etc., are readily assimi-

lated and actively engage all tlie organs of secretion

and e.xcretion, quickly pas into the blood and pcr-

raeate^the tissues of the body ; what wonder, then, that

their power for tvil is as great as their power for good,

unless they are rationally and properly employed, ac-

cording to just indications, wilhacareful regard for in-

dividual conditions and idio-yncrasie-', in a systematic

and methodical form, and witli a due observance of

the proper hygienic and dietetic regimen. If admin-
istered in this way, tliey are surely destined to play a

leading role in the medicine of the future.

A CASE OF OPIUM POISONING TREATED
BY THE SULPHATE OF ATROPIA, WITH
REMARKS.

By J. B. MURDOCK, M.D.,

OSWEGO, N. Y.

I HAVE read in your journal a number of cases of opium
poisoning treated by the hypodermic injection of a

solution of the sulphate of atropia. As the value of this

treatment is not yet settled, I send another ease which
lately fell under my oliscrvation, to be added to those
already reported, should you deem it worthy of such a

place.

Mrs. S., a stout lady, aged 30 years, possessed of
a happy home, an indulgent husband, two interesting
children, the youngest four years old, is the subject of
this history.

On the 9th of last month her husband came home
about noon, at his usual hour for dinner. Not seeing
his wife, who usually met him at the door, he inquired
for her. lie was informed that soon after breakfast
she had taken a short walk, and on her return, com-
plaining of a headache, had gone to her room, leav-

ing directions that she did not wish to be disturbed
until dinner-time, for she wished to have a good nap.

Mr. S. immediately went to the door of his wife's

room, and called to her, but not succeeding in

arousing her at once, burst the door open and found
her lying upon the bed in an insensible condition. He
also found under the bed an empty two-ounce vial

labeled " Laudanum," and a letter directed to himself

from his wife, in which, after bidding him and the chil-

dren good-by, she says, '' Oh, my head, my head, I

must do it." It was also ascertained from the drug-

gist, whose name was upon the vial, that she had pur-

chased from him that morning an ounce and a half of
laudanum.
At 2 o'clock P.M., four hours after the poison was

thought to have been taken, I saw Mr.s. S., in con-
sultation with Dr. J. K. Stockwell her attending phy-
sician, and Assistant Surgeon H. E. Brown, U.S.A.
We found Jlrs. S. lying upon her back in the bed,

suffering with the usual symptoms of opium poisoning.

The narcotism was complete. Surface of body pale, and
covered with a profuse cold perspiration; cumplexion

of face of a dark livid hue; rcspiralion eight per min-
ute

;
puke 120. small and irregular

;
pupil contracted

to a point.

Before my arrivivl. Dr. Stockwell had given, by the

mouth, one-fifteenth of a grain of the i-ulphate of atro-

pia. But not f..'eling sure that any of it had reached
the stomach, and as it had produced no effect, it was
resolved to repeat this remedy hypodermically, also to

use the stomach-pump.
The stomacli, as was expected from the long interval

which liad elapsed since the poison was taken, wns
found empty. It w:is, however, well washed out, and
a quart of strong coffee thrown in and allowed to re-

main.

While Dr. Stockwell and myself were thus engaged
with the stomach-pump. Dr. Brown had injected un-

der the skin (if the forearm one-quaiter of a grain of

the sulphate of atropia. I feared the result of so large

a dose of this powerful narcotic. The pupil responded
to its action promptly. In ten minutes it was dilated

to its utmost capacity, and the patient began to show
signs of life by uttering a pitiful moan.

In half an hour the respiration h.ad incrcised to ten

per minute ; the pulse remained at 120, but was stronger

and more regular ; the surface of the body became
warmer, and was suffused with a scarlet efflorescence.

This was particularly marked in the face, which changed
from its du«ky hue to a bright florid. Dr. Brown says

that this change of color began on the side on which
the hypodermic injection was given, but this I did not
observe.

In an hour the patient began to show signs of re-

turning consciousness, and I left her with hopes of re-

covery.

At 9 p M. of the same day I again saw the patient.

She had so far revived as to recognize her friends, and
would answer questions when aroused by a good
shaking, but would at once relapse into her lethargic

state; the pupil still widely dilated, respiration eleven

per minute, skin warm and of a scarlet liue, pulse 120
per minute.

August 10th, 10 A.M.—Dr. Stockwell, who remained
all night with the patient, informs me that she remained
as I saw her the evening previous until about 4 o'clock

in the morning, when suddenly the respiration in-

creased from eleven to nineteen in the minute, and was
of a sighing character, the jaw dropped, and the pulse

ran up so that it could not be counted. She was
thought to be dying, but under the use of friction,

stimulants, and a little nourishment, .she again revived

after remaining three hours in this condition. She is

now quite herself, and although quite restless and
weak, has no doubt passed the crisis.

I did not see Mrs. S. after this, but Dr. Stockwell
informs me' that she continued to improve from this

time.

He gave her occasionally for two or three days a
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ponder of one-sixMi of a grain of morpliine -with

one iniin of quinine, which qnieteil her res:k-s=ne=s

and iriijiroved her appetite. On the tliird day after this

attempt at suicide, tne catamenia, which had heen sup-

pressed for ti;rc-e periods previous, returned, and with

it her spir ts and healt'i.

Tliis case is interesting from the fact that the mel-
ancholy eondition of the patient's mind which culrTii-

n;ited in this attempt at suicide was influenced or in-

due- d.by some uterine trouble wljich hadcnised a sup-

pression of the menses. A similar condition of mind,
although in a l.-ss degree, was observed a year ago,

when sije missed five periods. At neither of these

times was Ms. S. ever considered insane. She was
Bometimes qiiite low-sp'rited and complained a good
deal of headaciie, but tliis attempt at suicide is the

only insane act slie i< known to have committed.
This case is ,ilso interestins a; being another to be

added to tiiose aheady pubH^hed showing the aiitago-

nisra which exi-ts between belladonna and opium.
The dose of sidphate of alr<>p a, one-quarter of a

!

grain, is so much larjer tlian I have ever seen recom-
j

mended to be given hypod.-rmically, that I am iiiclined
]

to think that in this cjse some of the injection must
have been lost. And notwithstanding it was in this

ca.se the means of saving life, it also came very near
destroying it. The quantity of the antidote should
bear some proportion to the quantity of the poison ab-

sorbed. But I should be slow ever to recommend so

laru'e a dose as wa? used in this ca=e.

I think one-fifteenth of a grain of the sulphate of
atropia, injected every fifeen minute? until the effect

is ob-erved upon tlie pupil, would answer all the pur-

poses of a large quantity.

Hcports of ^osvitals.

RUPTURE OF THE HEART FROM EX-
TERNAL PRESSURE.
Bt B. F. SHERMAN, M.D.,

OGDESSBURGH, K. T.

E. P., about forty-five years old, in perfect health,

while exerting his utmost strength in pushing a freight

car on the railroad track, was struck in the back by
another car in motion. He immediate'y fell, or as one
witues.= swore, threw himself out-ide the cars and off

the track, and died ins'ant'y. without speaking or
moving. Examination three hours after death. Coun-
tenance and externa! surface of the body Woodless, with
DO marks of violence except the following, viz.: over
the left mammary region were small but distinct ecchy-
raosed lines of quadrilateral form, inclosing a spnce of
about 6x8 inches, just tlie s'ze of what are cal ed the
•'dead woods" on freight car.=. On the back, upon the

riu'ht scapular region, were similar marks, but less dis-

tinct.

The removal of the integument and muscles from the
chest revealed the fracture of two ribs upon the right

side, the fourth two inches from the cartilage, and the
seventh half an inch from the cartilage, with infiltration

of blood about thesi fractures opening into the chest.

The whole pleural cavity on both sides was found dis-

tended with warm fluid blood, except in the most
dependent part were clots of considerable size. The
pericardium was rupture I upon the right side, a slit

four inches Ioul'. The right auricle was ruptured at

the entrance of the cavas, an irregular opening suffi

cient to admit the end of three fingers: the right ven-
tricle had a rough oval opening near the septum between
the ventricles and one-third from the apex. This open-
ing looked like that, made by the exit of a rifle-ball, or
of some force from within out. There was no other
injury or abnormal appearance.

CHARITY HOSPITAL, BLACKWELL'S
ISLAND, N. Y.

A NEW MODE FOR THE TRE.\TMENT OF SCPPURATISG
ECBOES.

Bt ST. GEO. \Y. TEACKLE, M.D.,

HOUSE^SmGEON.

Numerous and comprehensive are the articles upon this

subject that have appeared fiom lime to time in the
medical journals of this country and Europe. It is,

therefore, not for the purpose of claimiiig the credit of
making a new di.scovery in treatment of .suppurating

buboes that prompts me to publisli this,—for the mode
of procedure I am about to mention differs but little

from that proposed by Langeston Parker, and others,

and was first suggested by the repeated failure of a
plan publ shed in the Lancet for Febiuarj', 1871, of
withdrawing the pus from the bubo with an hypoder-
mic syringe, and immediately afterward by the same
instrument injecting astr.ngent solutions into the cav-
ity ;—tint it is simply to dring before the profession a

plan of treatment which with me, as regards cure, and
the leaving of a small, if any, cicatrix, htus proved re-

markably expeditious and successful. The mode of
procedure is tins, viz.:

—

As soon a< fluctuation is detected in the bubo, to

make an incision into it about a third of an inch in

length, and having squeezed all the pus out through
this opening, to take an ontinary male urethr.d .syringe

and inject alcoholic tr. io.iine, the quantity reiiulated

by the size of the bubo ; then, having squeezed out
the injected fluid, apply a sponge compiess large enough
to cover tlie bubo completely, phicing a piece of lint

between the sponge and skin of the patient, and over
all a tightly fitting spica bandage. Aj";er twenty-four
hours t.ie dressings should be removed ar.d the bubo
gt-ntly squeezed, to d .scharge any pus that may have
collected, and the compress and bandage again applied
as above mentioned.

Tlie patient should be kept in bed for four or five

days, and his general health attende 1 to.

I liave treated four cases in this macner and in all

have had rema k.ible success, as the histories of the
cases below appended will show.
Case 1.—Jas. il., aged 25, S. U. S. Admitted into

Charity Hospital July 4, 1871.

Patient states that he contracted a venereal sore

several weeks ago; period of incubation four days.

Three weeks ago he experienced pain and no-
ticed a swelling in left groin, and about one week liter

the same symptoms made their appearance in right

groin. When admitted had suppuiatnig bubo in left

groin; supeijacent integument red and somewhat
thinned; also, had suppurating bubo in right groin

in inflammatory stage
;
red, very painful, and indurated.

July Ctl).

—

Treatment. An incision sufficiently large

to admit the nozzle of an ordinary male urethral syringe

was made into bubo on left side, about an oitnce of pus
evacuated, alcoholic tr. iodine injected immediately, and
a compress and spica bandage applied as above mcn-
tioi ed.

July 7ih.—Compress removed, slight ihin discharge

oozed out of incision, and compress was reapplied.

July 8th.—Compre.ss again removed, discharge h:irdly

perceptible, healthy action has been induced, and ad-

hesions have taken place to some extent beneath the

undermined int'gument.
July loth.—Complete resolution has taken place, and
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patieDt would be discharged hut for the bubo in right

groin, to which a poultiue farinie hni was appUed.

July 20lh.— Fluctuation being detected in this, a

small incis onwas male, about an ounce of pus evacuat-

ed, and similar treatment as above mentioned pursued.

Julv 28tli.—There's scarcely any sign of buboes, the

cicalrices of the incisions being scarcely perceptible,

and very little induration remaining
Case II.—Maggie P., aged 21, S. U. S. Admitted

into Charily iHo.^pitol July 1, 1871.

Patient states that she contracted a venereal sore

two weeks ago; period of jncnbation three days. On
admission had suppurating bubo in left groin, which
first attracted her a'teiition a week ago. Integument
over bubo presents a puri)lish color, but is very little

diseased and of nominal thickness.

July 6t'i.—Fluctuation being delected a very small

incision was made, about an ounce of pus evacuated,

tr. iodine injected, and compress applied. Tlie com-
press w:is rt-moved and reapplied for five consecutive

days, when adhesions had taken place, and patient was
discharged cured with scarcely any induration re-

maining.

Case III.—Mary K.. aged 34, S. TJ. S. Admitted
into Charity Hospital May 3, 1871.

Patient contracted a chancroid in April, 1871 : itbe-

came phagedenic in character, and was cauterized with

NOi, and afterwar.Js dressed with

5 Acid Tannic 3 i-

Glycerine | i.

June 15th.—Chancroid healed and patient was about

to be discharged when she I'alled attention to a bubo in

right groin. This was indolent in character, and was
painted with tr. iodine.

July 1st.—No improvement in bubo. The following

ointment was ordered.

B Potas.s. iodid 3 i.

Iodine gr. v.

Ungt. hydrarg 5 '•

Mix.
After using above ointment for several days inflam-

matory action was manifested, and a poultice of farinse

lini was applied.

July 24th.—Fluctuation was detected, and the afore-

mentioned treatment resorted to. In this ca=e the

compress was reta ned in position with great difficulty

owing to the obesity and lestless disposition of the

patient, and a roller was placed under the spica bandage
on top of t!ie sponje.

July 28th.—Patient d'scharged cured with the ex-
ception of some indu'-ation. This induration could not
be expected to disappear very soon owing to the long
duration of the bubo.

Case IV.—Julia M., aged 17, S. U. S. Admitted
into Charity Hos;iital July 25, 1871.

States that she contracted a venereal sore five weeks
ago

;
period of incubation four days. About one week

after she experienced tenderness and noticed a swelling

in botli groins. Had them poulticed; one in leftside

opened spontaneously. When admitted had large bubo
in right groin, very much elevated; integument cover-
ing it very thin and of a purplish color.

July 26tli.— Treatment. A small incision was male
into it attended with a free discharge of several ounces
of purulent mat'er, and the above-mentioned ti ealment
was applied. Owing to the extensive suppuration, it

was feared that the superjacent integument would
slough, as it was apparently diseased, but on removing
the compress two days later there was very liitle dis-

charge, adhesive inflammation already having been in-

duced.

August 2d.—Patient completely cured.

In none of the above cases was it deemed necessary

to administer an anaesthetic. The operation is attend-

ed with some pain, but it is of short duration.

Since the above was written I have pursued the same
plan of treatment in about fifteen cases, and in only

two of the cases was the result at all unsatisfactory.

progress of iHetiicol Science.

The following abstracts of some of the papers read

at the meeting of the British ifedical AKSociation at

Plymouth, on the 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th of August,

are taken from The Doctor.

Dr. J. Hughlings Jack.son read a paper on Tu.mor of

THE Middle Lobe of the Cerebelll'.m.—This case was
observed in the London Hospitul by the author and by
Mr. Stephen Mackenzie. There was found, on post-

mortem examination, a tumor of the miildle lobe of

the cerebellum, which had pressed on the corpora

quadrigemina and on tlic veins of Galen. There was
also a small tumor of the right corpus albicans. Much
fluid was found in the cerebral ventricles, and the

horns of the lateral ventricles were greatly dilated. The
chief symptoms during life were—(1; enlargement, of

the head, (2) double optic neuritis, and (3) reeling gait,

followed by permanent rigidity of the legs and parox-

ysms of convulsions somewhat like tbo-e of tetanus.

These seizures, the author supposed, furnish some evi-

dence in support of the view that the changes in

tetanus are in the cerebellum.

Mr. Furncaux Jordan read a paper on The Exten-
sion OF Inflammation from tue Epididymis to tub
irRETHRA."—Inflammation of the prostatic urethra

from any cause (injuries, operations, fjreign bodies,

urinary obstructions, or adjacent inflammations), may,
he said, extend to the epididymis. It would be an ori-

ginal discovery to find any variety of firost;itic inflam-

mation which might not run by continuity along the

submucous connective tissue of the vas delerens. He
was not aware that any one had observed the converse

of this. He had recently watcht^d a case in which in-

flammation unmistakably travelled from the epidi-

dymis to the urethra. A married man, free from dis-

ease and the history of disease, suffered I'roni the effects

of a severe blow on the Fcrotum. On the subsidence

of scrotal swelling, the left epididymis was found to be
enlarged, painful, and tender The next day the ad-

jacent portion of the vas deferens was tender, and
swollen to the size of a goose's quill to near the in-

guinal ring. The following day tlie swelling of the

cord extended to the ring. -A. few days later a slight

urethral discharge appeared, and all the symptoms of a

mild urethritis. Mr. Jordan believed any new fact to

be of value which would help to explain urethral dis-

charges.

Comparative Advantages of Lartngoscopic Treat-
ment, AND Direct Incision into the Larynx formed
the subject of a paper by Dr. Morell Mackenzie. He
stated that the relative advantages of these two
methods must beconsirlered in relation (1) to the quick-
nes=i of cure, (2) completeness of removal and prob-
ability of recurrer.ce, {i) danger to life, nnd (4) resto-

ration of voice. From an experience of 100 cases treat-

ed, a month was estimated to be the average duration
of laryngoscopic treatment. External treatment, on
the other hand, required only a fortnight. As regards

the second question, complete removal was able to be
effected in 97 per cent, of the cases which underwent
the full course of laryngosaopic treatment, and recur-
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rence took place in about 7 per cent. In twenty-eight
cases of direct incision, collected from all sources, ten

died in a short time) and in the remaining eighteea the

growth was incompleteh' removed in three cases, and
recurrence took place in three cases, or, in other words,

in 20 per cent. As regards danger in life, no death

occurred in the laryngoscopic case?, whereas, of the

twenty-eight treated by external operation, three im-
mediately terminated iatally, Gdied at the end of a few
months, and one from an independent disease. With
reference to restoration of function, perfect voice was
regained in 77 per cent, of those who underwent
laryngoscopic treatment, and a more or less serviceable

voice was restored in 16 percent. Of the eighteen pa-

tients who survived direct incision more than a lew
months, only nine* completely recovered their voice,

four had persistent hoarseness, and six permanent
aphonia. Consideration of the above statistics estab-

lishes the permanent value of laryngoscopic methods of

treatment, and justifies one in saying that extra-

laryngeal treatment ought never to be adopted unless

there be danger to life from suffocation or dysphagia.

Dr. Wilson Fox read a paper on Treatment or Hy-
perpyrexia, AS Illustrateo is Acute Rhecmatism,
BY THE External Application of Cold.—He said cases

of acute rheumatism in which, after a course of variable

severity, the temperature suddenly rises from 103' or

104° to 107°, 108=, or 109% have usually proved fatal

within a very short time alter the latter temperature
(109°) has been attained. In the majority, indeed, of
pubhshed instances this has been the case within one
or two hours ; and Wunderlich regards this terminal

rise as " preagonic," or as one of the phenomena of

death—a view still further borne out by the fact that

a future elevation is often continued for one or two
hours after life has apparently ceased.

He published last year a case in which, by means of

repeated immersions in the cold bath, life was protract-

ed for nearly thirty-six hours after the patient's tem-
perature, while suffering from acute rheumatism, had
reached 109°, death finally taking place by exhaustion at

a temperature of 104 '4°. This case had been compli-

cated by a large bleeding, practised before the bath

was employed, in the hope of thereby producing a re-

duction of temperature, when this had reached 109°,

and when the patient was violently delirious. Vene-
section to more than twenty ounces had no effect what-
ever in checkins this rise ; and the hope was expressed
that cases of this nature, treated by the cold bath and
without venesection, might yel show a favorable ter-

mination, and this hope has been realized in two cases.

The patients, a man and a w-oman, have completely re-

covered under this treatment, after rapidly attaining a

a temperature, in one case of 110°, and, in the other, of
107-3". Both were first attacks of the disease ; and,

indeed, this ordinarily fatal mode of termination ap-

pears to be more common under these circumstances.

Dr. R. W. Crichton read a paper on The Value of
the Sulphate of Iron as a Local Applic.a.tion in

Phlegmasia Dolexs.—This method of treatment was
first adopted by the author many years ago, from the

great success reported by Velpeau from its use locally in

erysipelas. It had been empio3-ed exclusively in that

form of phlegmasia dolens commencing at the calf of
the leg and extending upwards to the groin, where the

veins are chiefly involved. It had been applied as a

* These cases are tabulattni in the Thyrotomy table in ttie author's
" Essay on Growths in the Larynx." In this table, however, the re-

suit of Case 27 is entered as • not stated." but since the publication of
the volume Dr. S. Cohen has infonued the author that the result " was
complete restoration of voice.'^

lotion (twenty or thirty grains to one ounce of water),

as hot as the patient could comfortably bear it, gen-
erally by means of spongio-piline. All the cases so

treated had made good and rapid recoveries, contrast-

ing favorably with cases formerly treated by leeching

and hot fomentations. Muriated tincture of iron was,
at the same time, given in large doses. The same
method of treatment was suggested in other cases of
phlebitis.

TnE Lesions or Enteric Fever as an Occasional
Cause of Permanent Injury to Nutrition was spoken
of by Dr. Clifford AUibutt. He drew attention to the
convalesence from enteric fever, which is well known
to be often so tedious ; and he raised the question

whether the specific lesions of that disease, affecting as

they do the instruments of absorption, might not
sometimes be the cause of permanent marasmus. In
enteric fever the local mischief falls not only upon the
patches of Peyer in the ileum, but spreads itself

throughout the network of the mesentery. If a rat be
fed upon tallow candles and then killed, the presence of
the fat in great quantities in the mesenteric network
and glands shows how active is that system in taking
up this element of nutrition. Any disease, therefore,

which interferes with this system, like enteric fever

within it, or chronic peritonitis out-side it, would have
its visible effect in hindering the absorption of fat and
in preventing the laying on of adipose tissue. These
considerations occurred to the author in consequence of
his advice being sought in several cases of marasmus
pure and simple, without local disease, without fever,

and without adequate loss of appetite. In all of those

a severe attack of enteric fever had preceded the maras-
mus. The patients, who were almost denuded of
ad'pose ti.ssue, had, previous to the attack of fever,

been in good heal.h.

Pneu-mothoras Treated by Aspiration.—At the

London Hospital, Dr. Ram.skill had recently under his

care two patients who suffered from pneumothorax.
They show, says the Lancet, the great value of the
pneumatic aspirator in the treatment of the disease.

In the case of a phthisical girl, set twenty-eight
years, the smallest needle of the aspirator was intro-

duced, in which air was discovered in the left pleural

cavity, posteriorly between two of the lower ribs, and
seventy -four ounces (by measure) of air was drawn off,

and the relief given instantaneous.

In the case of a male patient, set. fifty years, the
richt side of whose chest was resonant from the second
rib, and tympanitic from the root of the lung down-
wards, and whose liver was pushed below the ribs, the
small needle was introduced at the ninth intercostal

space, and between sixty and seventy ounces of air

was pumped out. The patient recovered.

—

Ibid.

Pathological Appearances in the eves in Trichi-

nosis.—Dr. A. Kittel, in the TlTeH. Allq. Med. Zeit., men-
tions that in 1870 there were in Elbau, in Saxony,
no less than ninety persons who had partaken of
the flesh of a pig recently killed. Soon after the stiff-

ness of the muscles of the neck was remarked, it was
noticed that the expression of the eye was very rigid,

although the eyeball could be moved about without
difficulty. This was attributed to the presence of tri-

chinse in the muscles of the eyeball. The patients were
conscious of stiffness and diSiculty in motion of the

eyes. In a few days oedema of the eyelids was noticed,

and of the tissues around the orbit. Afterwards the

conjunctiva oculi became oedematous so as to resemble

the appearance in gonorrhoea! ophthalmia. There was
injection of the conjunctiva of the eye, and the palpe-

bral conjunctivae were very red, and also a little cede-
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matous. When the oeJemaof the eyeball was at its

lieight, the ej'eball was rather prominent, and its mo-
tilitj^ disturbed. The iris contracted, and there was
great mydriasis, so that there was no motion of tlie

iris even in changing of tlie light. The power of see-

ing was so far disturbed that the patients ?aid they saw
everything as if surrounded by a ludo. Such appear-

ances were only noticed in the severest cases of trichi-

nosis; tlipy were bilateral and symmetrical. Prof
Klob and Dr. Bonor have noticed trichinte in the mus-
cles of the eyes in which paresis occurred during life.

Tlie curious rigidity of expression, the unsteady glance,

and the impossibility of fixing any point for any length

of time, are expliiined partly by the paresis of the mus-
cles and partly by their being pushed forward. Tlie

disturbance of vision may arise from pressure on the

optic nerve. Whether the mydriasis is owing to irii-

tation of the sympathetic, as is seen in cases of helmin-

thiasis, is doubtful.

—

Ibul.

P0PLITE.*L AnEURI.S.M CuRED BT COMPRESSION.—Dr.

A. Scarenzio (L' Ippocratico^ July, 1871), relates how an

elderly medical mim observed in December, 1861. a pul-

sating tumor in the right popliteal space. His friends

recommended ligature of tlie femoral artery, which
patient did not Uke, and therefore attempted his own
cure by pressing the artery a'_'ainst the hor.zontal ramus
of the pubes. The tumor, which had been before this as

large as a lemon, ceased to pulsate, and became quite

small, although the compression was intermittent, and
lasted only forty hours in five days.

—

Ibid.

Loose Cartilages is the Knee-Joint.—Among the
p.ipers read was one by Mr. W. J. Square, upon the

above disease, with special reference to its treatment
by .subcutaneous incision and removal of the cartilage.

The author stated that since he published his account
of this operation ten years ago, when he related nine

cases, he had performed the operation fifteen times.

The twenty-four cases had all been operated on with-
out selection, and all had recovered without drawback.
The operation, as practisjd by the author, consists in

the conduction of the cartilage to the inner and lower
p.irt of the joint, and maintenance there by an assistant.

A tenotomy knife is then introduced, and the capsule

of the joint freely incised upon the cartilage. The
knife is then directed so as to open the cellular tissue

over a convenient part of the fascia. The cartilage is

now presSL'd and lifted out of the joint into the cellu-

lar bed prepared for it, and slides along for about three
inches. It is fixed in sitn with a firm pad and adhe-
sive plaster, the foot and leg being bandaged up to the
edge of the cartilage, and the limb placed in a sphnt.
If no inflammation ensue, the cartilage is excised about
a week alter the operation. In reply to a question as

to whether he fixed the cart lage by passing a needle
through it, and then cut down upon it, he said he had
done so on two occasions, and found the plan very in-

convenient, as there was great diflioulty in withdraw-
ing the needle, which stuck firmly.

He believed that this affection was not dependent
upon rheumatism, but upon violent use of the knee.
Mr. Longraore stated, however, that only one case had
occurred in nine years of his e.xperienoe among the
soldiers in Italy.

—

Brit. Med. Journal.

Gelatine as a Vehicle for Powerful Medicines.—
Dr. T. Huseman {Centralblntt Med. IF/s.) gives an
account of the method of Prof. A. Alrnen, of Upsala,
lor the administration of medicines by means of the
gelatince medicatince lamellis. This method, which has
been extensively used in Sweden, renders the adminis-
t-ation of powerful medicines easy and exact. Glue
('3 grammes) is dissolved in warm water (230-200"

Cent.), and then the medicine added. The solution is

poured upon a plate of pla«s to solidify and dry. The
stiflened mass, of the thickness of paper, is divided into

squares, each of which contains a certain dose. A
slight addition of glycerine serves to make the other-

wise bciltle gelatine tough and flexible as paper. Too
much glycerine makes the gelatine soft and too

readily moist. With insoluble drugs, it is necessary

that the medicine be added to the glue in a thick emul-
sion; gum-acacia being preferred to gum-tragacanth.

The gelatine must not be placed dry upon the tongue,

but must be moistened ami swallowed with a glass of

water. The chief drugs used by Prof. Almen are

:

Acetate of morphia, tartarized antimony, acetate of

lead, sulphate of copper, extract of opium, opii levan-

tici, extract of belladonna, comp. extract of colocynth,

calomel, powdered ipecac, infusion of ipecac, powdered
d'giialis, infusion of digitalis and camphor. Atropine and
physo.stigmatis, prepared in this manner for local appli-

cation to the eye, have proved useful, but the prepara-

tion of mustard and cantharides for application to the

skin have not been thoroughly tried.— The Press and
Circular.

Epidemiologt of S.mall-Pox.—Dr. De Rinzy states

that in the Punjaub, where small-pox is always raging,

and slays its victims by thousands, the mortuary sta-

tistics show that the mortality from it begins to decline

every year in June, the decrease in the number of

deaths being ste.adily progressive in July and August.

In the month of September or early in October the dis-

ease reaches it3 minimum of destructiveness. The
deaths show a marked increase in November, and the

increase continues, but somewhat unsteadily, in the

succeeding months up to the end of May or beginning
of June, when, as already stated, it attains its maxi-
mnm. The cause of the fluctuation is altogether un-

known.

SosPARiTET is the name of a new article for the toi-

let, said to be composed of camphor and phcnic alcohol,

skilfully disguised by a combination of essential oils,

glycerine, and .spirit. It can be used, properly diluted,

as a mouth-wash, a few drops being poured into the

water with which the teeth are cleansed, in order to

remove any unpleasantness of the breath arising from
smoking, disordered stomach, or decayed teeth. A
tablespoonful mixed with half a pint of water makes
a capital hair-wash, and a couple of tablespoonfuls is

a good addition to the morning bath. It seems to

make an agreeable form of disinfectant for toilet use.

The Use of Carbolized Catgut Ligature.— Dr.

George Buchanan, of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary

( TVie Practitioner), relates a good example of a circum-

scribed traumatic femoral aneurism becoming diffuse,

which was successfully treated by laying open the sac

and applying a ligature above and below the wound
in the artery. Carbolized catgut ligatures were used,

because he believes that they produce obliteration of

the vessel without ulcerating through the coats, as or-

dinary ligatures do; and although this process is of no
importance in the case of vessels such as the superficia

femoral or brachial, yet undoubtedly it is the cause of

the secondary hemorrhage which is so frequently the

cause of death after ligature of the larger vessels near

the aorta. If, then, it can be established by the publi-

cation of a sulfic'ently large number of examples, that

ligature of vessels on the antiseptic principle, with carf

bolized catgut ligatures, is followed by obliteration o-

the canal without ulceration of their coats, one of thf

objections to Ugature of the great vessels would be re-

moved.
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An Enormous Specimen of Odontolithus.— J. J. Vin-
|

cent, D.D.S.. of Amherst. Mass., recently exhibited

a specimen of t.irtar, or odontolithus, which measured
three and a half inches in length and half an inch in

breadth ; the base was nearly half an inch thick. The ;

patient, wife of a clergyman, aged 35 years, positively !

gtated that she had always been in the habit of brush-

ing her teeth inside and outside three times daily. The
specimen was removed from the coronx of the teeth

of the lower jaw, viz., the incisors, bicuspids, and ca-

nines. A species of infusoria, Denticida Jtominis, was
i

found in it. [

The Use or Iron is Scarlatina.— Kussell Aldridse.

M.D. (British Med. Journal}-, is desirous of drawing the

attention of the profession to the use of iron in scarla-

tina. He has given it for the past two years with
great success, so much so as to induce him to believe

that in it we have a powerful remedial agent for that

disease. Kot only does it shorten and lessen the sever-

ity of the attack, but it also fortifies the patient against

the after-consequences—dropsy, etc. The form which
he has mostly used has been the liquor of pernitrate of

iron in syrup or glycerine, in doses of ten minims every
three hours lor children of from one to six years, in-

creasing, according to age, to fifteen, twenty-five, or

thirty minims. During convalescence he has given
citrate of iron and quinine, ammonio-citrate of iron, or

syrup of phosphate of iron, according to circum-
stances.

No Mental Stmptom for Brain Lesion.— T. S.

Clouston, M.D., Med. Supt of the Cimibcrland and
j

Westmoreland Asylum, Carlisle (The Practitioner),

states that at present there is absolutely no mental
symptom or train of mental symptoms, which, taken
by themselves, are certainly diagnostic of any particu-

lar brain lesion. And if this is all thai has been gained

by centuries of the old method, we cannot lose much,
and might gain something, he says, if we began a new
method and concentrated the greater part of our at-

tention on the bodily conditions, deeming nothing too

trivial to be observed, and nothing too irrelevant to be
noted.

Phtsiological Effects of ANj:sTnETics.—Dr. J. L.

Prevost, of Geneva (The Practitioner), in his "Note on
the Physiological Effects of Ansestheiics," says in con-
clusion, that his experiments lead him to believe that
chloroform, in order to ana-sthetize the nervous cen-
tres, must reach those centre?, and that it only anaes-

thetizes the part with which it is in actual contact,

whether in the case of the brain or in that of the spinal

cord.

Gangrenous Vulvitis in Children.—Dr. Guersant
(Med. Xews and Library) publishes the following treat-

ment of this aflection. It may be local or general, the

principal indication being to combat the disease which
debilitates the patient. The various kinds of tonics, as

cinchona, bitter tonics, broth, wine, coffee, etc., may
be placed in the first rank. The local treatment is not
less indispensable. Applications of lemon-juice, pow-
ders of cinchona and camphor, vinous lotions, etc., may
answer the purpose, but these means often fail. The
best means of limiting the gangrene is the use of iron
heated to a white heat. Cauterization should go be-
yond the boundary of the slough, which may si iU often
be crossed by the disease the next day. When this

powerful local agent succeeds, there remains a large
ulcer, a real burn of variable depth, which requires the
same dressing as burns of this region. It is important
that sl'ghtly camphorated powders of cinchona and
charcoal should be applied ; and lotions, including
aromatic wine or chlorinated water, may be found of

service. Finally, all possible precautions for the pre-

vention of adhesions of the labia are of the highest im-
portance. The dressings should be carefully made and
frequently renewed.

Coxalgia.—Dr. Guersant (Med. Xews and Library),

referring to the treatment of coxalgia, thus remarks in

regard to ab.~cesses :—When the abscess becomes de-

cidedly prominent, it is our duty to open it. As a
general rule, we postpone this as late as possible, to

avoid the exhaustion consequent on a long suppurative

discharge. When we decide to open it, we sometimes
have recourse to puncture with a long, flat trocar de-

vised by M. Guerin, and to suction by means of a

syringe, which may be screwed to the canula ; some-
times to simple puncture, or the application of a drain-

age-tube, according to the method of M. Chassaignac.

Sometimes the purulent collections emptied by the

trocar do not fill up afresh, ilost frequently the ab-

scess is reproduced as before, or else the puncture be-

comes the seat of a fistulous tract. Advantage may be
derived in such cases from iodine injections (one part

of tincture ofiodine to two parts of water), according to

the suggestion of M. Boinet. The drainage-tube has

the advantage over ordinary setons of allowing of de-

tergent injections into the purulent collection, by adapt-

ing to it the canula with a syringe.

Irrigation of the Pharynx,—Dr, Guersant (Med.

News and IJbrary) alludes to those cases of very in-

tense inflammation of the pharynx where the patients

have much trouble in opening their mouths, and can

scarcely separate the teeth. For these cases, and es-

pecially for children, in simple or violent inflammation

of the tonsils, in abscess of those organs, in pseudo-

membranous stomatiiis, in diphtheritic membranous
stomatitis, in diphtheritic pharyngitis, or gangrenous
inflammations, or even in chronic granular or other

forms of angina, much advantage is derived from irri-

gations of the throat. As a syringe or an irrigator

must always be used, it would only be a question of

having a suitable canula to depress the tongue and
make the fluid spirt into the different parts of the

throat. The ordinary gum canulas do not depress the

tongue, and may be bitten and broken by children. In
order to overcome this defect, he has had construct-

ed an instrument which is called the canula tongue-

depressor, made of bronzed aluminium, that metal

having the advantage of not being altered by sulphurous

water, which may be u?ed under certain circumstances,

in chronic amygdalitis for example. It has the shape

of the extremity of a spoon-handle, is slightly curved,

from five to six inches in length, and one-fifth of an
inch thick, and hollow in its whole extent. Its extremi-

ty, which is designed to depress the tongue, has on its

circumference and on its convexity a certain number
of small holes, like those of a watering-pot. At the

other end is a true canular extremity, which may be
adjusted to the caoutchouc tube of an irrigator, or even
of a syringe.

These irrigations may be repeated several times a
day. Older persons easily accustom themselves to its

use, and even children at last consider it an amusement.
In certain forms of chronic amygdalitis, and in granular

inflammation, he has obtained good results from irriga-

tion, by the use of sulphurous waters, as practised by
Dr. Lambron, at Luchon.

Dahlberg's Tincture. — Tinctura colocynthidis,

known a'so as "Dahlberg's Tinctuie," is made as fol-

lows : Colocynth pulp (cut small and free from seeds),

3!; aniseed, 3i; proof spirit, lib. Digest for eight

dajs, expre.-s and filter. Dose, G to 20 drops.

—

Phaim,
Journ. and Transactions.
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CUNDURAXGO UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF
THE STATE DEPARTMENT.

The profession are growiiifr more and more suspicious

of the reputed effects of Cundurango, and of the disin-

terestedness of Dr. Bliss. Tlie reports in the daily

papers, the manner in which the remedy was first

brought to the notice of the profession, and the at-

tempts to obtain a monopoly of the drug, are facts with

which our readers are already familiar. Notwithstand-

ing, however, that a prejudice has thus been created

against the vaunted discoverer of this wonderful reme-

dy, and, as a matter of course, against the remedy

it<elf, the profession in their eagerness to find a cure

for cancer are not tired in looking for reliable facts.

But no Irustworthy accounts of the efiects of the Cun-

durango have reached them except negative ones.

This does not, however, deter us from seeking more

light. The distrust of its virtues is not yet so strong

but that we are ready, nay anxious, to be con-

verted to different opinions. Dr. Blis?, it is true, has

forfeited the confidence of the profession, has degen-

erated from a conscientious observer to a mere specu-

lator, but there are others, however, who can never

descend to such a grade, who have made the best

use of cultivated powers of observation, of extensive

experience in the treatment of cancer, and are able to

judge properly whether the Cundurango is a boon to

humanity or is wor^e than nothing. Very few of such

gentlemen have had the privelege of experimentiiicr

with the drug. All of these, it would seem, have had

Buch opportunities granted them on an understood

condition, that their reports of its efficacy should be

sent to the State Department. As a matter of cou:--

tesy no medieid gentleman could object to such a

condition, especiiilly if ho have reason to believe that

the Department makes the best use of the information

thus obtained. But how cm we explain the fact that

reports adverse to the opinions held by Bliss and other

interested parties are not only withheld from publica-

tion, but that medical men are peremptorily refused

the privilege of consulting such reports? Some gen-

tlemen have been told that the various opinions of

medical men now on file in the office of the Secretary

of Stale will not be published until they are com-

pleted ! We may excuse this on the ground that

time is required to unravel the mass of red tape in

which State documents are ofBchally enveloped; but

under the circumstances, beUeving that Bliss, who
is known as a politician, is too much interested in

the sale of his remedy to favor the dis.semination

of damaging opinions, we strain our charity.

If there arc any real merits in Cundurango, it is time

that the profession should hear ofthem, and we intend to

do all in our power to enlighten our readers at once. We
are willing to give it every chance to speak for itself in

the legitimate way, and invite such as have tried the so-

called specific and have sent documents to the Depart-

ment, to furnish us with duplicates. The discussion

belongs legitimately to the medical profession ; and

save in a purely official way, the Honorable Secre-

tary has no more to do with the matter than has Mr.

Colfax to become an authority on pathology. We pre-

sent our readers with one of the reports made to the

Board of Governors of the New York Ilospiial, and

sent by the Committee to the Department of State.

It may be considered a sample of others, to which the

profession are positively refused access:

—

' The undersigned, a committee of the physicians and

surgeons of the N. Y. Hospital, to whom were a<l-

drcssed certain packages of a remedy known as Cun-
durango, and claimed to be a cure for cancer, which

had been sent from the Department of State in Wash-
ington to the Governors of the Hospital, and by tliem

referred to the Medical Olficers of the Hospital for

trial, repoit :

—

That they distributed it among medical gentlemen of

known capacity, to be administered by them according

to directions accompanying the remedy, to patients

under their charge suffering from cancer.

From the written reports of these gentlemen the

committee derive the following particulars, which they

herewilh submit

:

Dr. Jons DoLK, of Amherst, Mass., writes:—"June
22d. His patient was a lady, 44 years of age, mother

of two sons. She had a hard, nodulated, fiattened can-

cer, involving the entire right mamma, which was ad-

lierent to the ribs, and covered a space of between

three and four inches in diameter. From the surface

there oozed a thin serous discharge. In the right ax-

illa and supraclavicular region there were hard nodules

evidently involving the axiUaiy plexus of nerves and

causing severe neuralgic pains extending down the arm.

Ill the left mamma, which retained its form, though

wasted, a hard, small nodule was felt. The disease had

existed about two ye.nrs and a half, and fiist developed

it-elf loc'dly in the rip;ht mamma snon after a severe

blow on the part. For .several years prior to the ap-

[learanceof the cancer her health had been deteriorated

bv lepeated hemorrhages from hemorrhoids. These

had been successiully operated on by ligation about

three months before commencing the Cundurango
treatment."

Dr. Dole writes :
' I can say but little concerning
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the action of cundurango, as most of the effects were
negative. It was adrainistfred in the form of a decoc-

tion (each dose representing what virtue could be thus

extracted from exactly eighty grains of the powdered
wood and bark), given twice a day, at S o'clock a.m.

and r.jt., two hours after food. You will remember
Mrs. W.'s condition when she left Xew York. The
following changes took place : 1st. The third day of

admiuistratim she reported (unasked) entire freedom
from pain in the no^lule under the nipple of the hft

breast, which, up to that time, had been for weeks the

seat of severe and consant lancinaling pain. This pain

never returned. 21. On the filth day healthy granula-

tion? appeared at the edges of the sore, finally spring-

ing up in all parts of it. the whole surface presenting

from that time a normal appearance : the right arm
could be moved with more freedom. 31. The consti-

tutional symptoms not modified ; appetite, pulse, respi-

ration, and t^mp.-rature remaining the same. Bowels
somewhat more constipated, but not markedly so.

The neuralgic pains continued with unabated severity

during the whole time of admini.-traiion, and were
quieted by Mcilunn's Elixir Opii, given p. r. n. I

noticed also the odor of per.-piration, which was very
marked and peculiar, hke the odor emitted from an un-
cut ca lavcr ; odor of urine strong, but not unlike that

of urine in many acute diseases. Afier each dose of
the medicine (at an interval of from 15 to 30 minutes)
a peculiar restlessness showed itself, which continued
from two t) three hours.

Su.«MARy.—Medicine continued seventeen days—

a

decoction representing IGO grain? by weight per day;
total relief cif pain in left breast; improvement in char-

acter of sore, and increase in power of right a'm, with
part'al restoration of power of moiion without pain.

Xoticeable change in odor of perspiration, and a peculiar

restlessness following the administration of dose.

Should say I witnessed this phenomenon fifteen time.?.

Constitutional effect nil. The appetite gradually failed,

but notmorerapidly than could be accounted for by the
discontinuance of tonies. In conclusion. Doctor, allow
m3 to say, I am very sceptical concerning the power
of this remedy, but there was a curious coincidence
between its administration and the modification of local

symptoms. I tried to guard against any hasty conclu-
sions in the matter. I have hope enough in it? power
to try it again in a case where the constitutional power
was greater than in the case of Mrs. W. Tne exhi-
bition was stopped eight days before her death

; but I

was absent, and cannot report on the effects of the
change. D.\ B. assures me that the sore continued
healthy until death.

Dx. F. A. BrRRALL, of Ifew York, reports, July 10th:
I have been using an infusion of cundurango prepared
according to the officinal formula in a case of rodent
ulcer, or, as the disease is termed by C. S. Moore,
F.R.C S.. rodent cancer. The ulceration occupied the
helix and posterior portion of the right external ear, and
the adjacent part of the scalp. The patient had previ-
ously been using a lotion of a watery solution of car-
bolic acid, tannin, and glycerine, and the lotion was
continued. During the six weeks which were neces-
sary for a trial of the cundurango the ulceration pro-
gressed slowly but steadily. No marked general symp-
toms accompanied the use of the medicine.

Dr. H. B. Samds, of New York, writes July, loth

:

My experience in the treatment of cancer by the cun-
durango plant is confined to a single case in which the
remedy was administered according to the prescribed
directions for a fortnight. The patient, a lady residing
in this city, suffers from cancer of the rectum, and at

the time she began to take the medicine referred to

the disease was .nlready far advanced, causing a pretty

close stricture of the gut It was noticed that during
the brief period the cundurango was used the cancer-

ous growth increased with greater rapidity than at any
previous time, and several large nodules of the morbid
deposit appeared in the pelvis, causing a protrusion of

the abdominal walls. The patient is still living, and
intends to make another trial of the remedy whenever
it can be obtained.

In conclusion, the Committee do not consider the

exaggerated pretentions claimed for the cundurango
pi mt as a cure for cancer substantiated by the results

of ihe trials herein reported. Tliey would not, how-
ever, discourage more extensive and th trough trials of

its virtues, especially if such trials could be prosecuted

without enlisting popular sympathy, which has already

been prematurely evoked, and that without at all pro-

motini; the attainment of truth.

GcRDON- Buck, M.D.
J
Com. of Physicians

T. M. Markoe, M. D., vice >• and Surgeons,
\V. H. Draper, M.D., absent. ) N. Y. Hospital.

Sew Yokk, July 20th, ISTl.

The report can speak for itself. TVe cannot say how
many similar documents are kept from the medical

public, neither can we do more than conjecture the

motives actuating the powers that be ; but we have

a right, in the interest of truth, to invite all who have

tried the remedy to pubUsh their results without delay.

We open our column? to such, and may be able to satisfy

the suspicions of the profession, long before the Honor-

able Secretary may have accumulated what in his

opin'on may be sufficient material to make his official

report valuable.

Hcuifius aiiti llotircs of Oaolis.

TWESTY-SEVEXTH ANXUAL REPORT OP THE MAN-
AGERS OF THE New York St.\te Lun.vtic Asylum.
Albany, 1870.

In the professional part of their Report the view of
insanity as a bodily disease, easily curable in its early

stages by medical treatment, is strongly insisted upon.
If this theory were urged only to encourage the send-
ing of p:itients to asylums at the earliest possible period,

we should hardly care to criticise it. Representations
which would fall under tlie ban of medical ethics, if

used f.tr personal ends, are conventionally proper when
made in behalf of public institutions. But the only se-

rious argument for the policy of placing all the insane

in asylums built and organized as hospit.'ds has no other

foundation. When all can be placed under treatment
in such hospitals, it is claimed the sources of chr nic

lunacy will be dried up, and a great burden and re-

proach to the community removed. Now, to prove such
a policy mistaken, it should be enough to say that

the experience of every civihzed community condemns
it. If it were correct, we ought to find a reduction of

the numbers of the chronic insane in proportion to the

increase of asylums ; but the fact is, the burden of
chronic insanity has grown heavier in a direct ratio to

this increase.

In EiiglanJ, where the policy of hospital asylums has
been carried to twice the relative extent reached in

this country, there has been a steady increase in the

number of incurables. So plain is the inference, that no
European writer now believes an exclusive system of
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hospital asylums either possible or desirable to be '

realized.

And yet the argument for such a system is based up- I

on the statistics of these asylums. From 70 to 90 per

cent, of recoveries having been reported in recetit cases,

it has been boldly assumed that these recoveries -n-ere

wholly due to asylum treatment, and that all cases of

insanity might be cured in like proportion. Thus Dr.

Thurnam, an English alienist, writes :
" Of a certain

number of cases brought under asylum treatment with-

in three months of the attack of insanity, 80 per cent.,

or four-fifths, were restored." Dr. Gray not only grasps

at the inference, but substitutes it for the facts. He
says: "Dr. Thurnam, a distinguished writer on the sub- I

ject, states that if cases were treated within three

months of the first attack, four-fifths would recover;

but if twelve months elapsed four-fifths were incurable, '

and so in proportion as the term was longer or shorter."

How entirely fallacious this inference is, may easily be
shown. The cases referred to were placed in an asylum
for the reason that they were dangerous, or needed
special care. What warrant was there lor classifying

them together as one disease for scientific purposes ?

In fact, they diflVred among themselves very widely in

their nature. Those whose mental disorder dated b.ick

" three months or less," were cases of the type of deli-

rium. Some exliibited the delirium of alcoholic, puer-

peral, and similar forms of blood-poisoning, in persons
of an insane temperament. Others presented simple
paroxysms of maniacal excitement from moral causes.

These attacks are sudden and violent, making it neces-

sary to send the patient at once to an asylum : but they
are transient, and he is quickly in a condition to be
discharged. On the other hand, those patients brought
to the asylum " after a year or more of their disorder,"

i

were cases of insanity proper. The technical insanity

of medicine, it should be remarked, is, by its defini-

tion, a chronic disorder, and it is chronic not only in
I

its fully developed stage, but in its stage of invasion.

Most of these cases never exhibited any acute stage.

They were never " recent cases," in any practical sense.

It was never possible to have brought them to an asy-
lum ''within three months of the date of their attack."

Their insanity came on almost imperceptibly, and dif-

ferent observers might differ several months, and even
years, as to when it began. Now, a large majority of
the patients of asylums are of this class, and nine-
tenths of their number, from the first, gave no reasona-
ble hope of recovery.

i

That the recoveries from mental disorder, of what- i

ever type, are due to medical treatment, must also be
considered an unauthorized conclusion. The theory of
insanity as a bodily disease really represents as yet no
practical truth. It is strictly entitled to mean only that
the most hopeful mode of .studying insanity is in its re-

lations and analogies with bodily disease. In a techni-
cal sense, of course, it is wholly incorrect. Those cases
alone in which no bodily disease can be found to ac-

count for the mental disorder are classified in medicine
as insanity. And it is clearly false as implying that we
have any such knowledge of the pathology and thera-

peutics of insanity as we have of bodily diseases. The
necessary antecedent of this knowledge, cerebral phy-
siology, is as yet nearly a blank for us. As Maudsley
says, " We are only on the threshold of the siudv of
the nervous system as an instrument subserving mental
function. We know little more positively than that
it has such function ; we know nothing whatever of
the physics and of the chemistry of thought," We
need hardly say, then, that no plan of medical treat-

ment is even proposed for any of the forms of mental
disorder, while the practice of empiiical medication

j

in them is strongly condemned by the best authori-

ties.

Another matter noticed in the Report is that of the

cost, to the public, of pi^ients in asylums. The liospital

system is defended by Dr, Gray, not only fiom the

curative point of view, but on account of its direct

economy. In a pamphlet written in 1S68 by Dr. Chapin,

of the Willard Asylum at Ovid, the average weekly
cost of support in several asylums lying in adjacent

States was given in a tabular form, and as the cost at

the Utica Asylum chanced to be greatest of all, it was
put at the bottom of the column. This table Dr. Gray
copies into his report, and remarks :

' It will be ob-

served that TTtica is the base of the cone ! This pam-
phlet purports to be a Report of a Committee of the

American Medical Association. A similar report by
Dr. Charles A. Lee makes the weekly charge at I'tica

$o.r)3
;
at Harrisburg $4.38, and at Korthampton §4,78.

Neither of these statements (sic) are correct as regards

Utica, whatever may be the facts touching the other

institutions mentioned. Public institutions can well

bear the discussions of the questions of expense of the

care of the dependent." Now, a moment's examina-
tion of the comparative cost at these three institu-

tions may be pardoned. Since our former calcula-

tion, more perfect details of the expenditures of the

I'tica Asylum have been published in the Report of the

Board of State Charities (N. Y.) for 1808. From the

sum of these expenditures we, of course, omit the

estimated value of "products of the Asylum farm and
Rarden," It is customary to exclude the proceeds

of the "plant," as it is termed, of a public institution

in estimating its current expenses. A small item of

"cash refunded patients on leaving " is also to be thrown
out Next comes the large item of "buildings and
repairs," including perhaps something which may be
construed as "extraordinary" expenditures. Here,
however, we are left uncertain. How prone to con-

lusion upon this point of "ordinary," and "extraordi-

nary " expendituies are all kinds of financial statements,

from ministers' budgets to housekeepers' accounts, it is

needless to say. But from their nature, and from the

custom of asylums, there can be no doubt that all the

remaining items belong in the calculation. Well ; omit-

ing all those named, the weekly cost per patient at

Utica amounts to §5.45; adding the item of "build-

ings and repairs," this cost is §6.50, The weekly cost

reported by Dr, Gray is §4,72. To reach this figure it

is necessary not only to exclude the entire expense of

"buildings and repairs" from the calculation, but

several other items ako, amounting in the whole to

§.-|4,.341. The weekly cost at the Northampton Hos-
pit-il for the Insane for 1868—including all the items

omitted by Dr. Gray, except less than half that for
•• buildings and repairs," rejected as " extraordinary "

—

was §3.99. At the Harrisburg Asylum (Pa.) for the

same year, the cost was §4.82, including both ordinary

and extraordinary expenses, and all the other items.

Finally, it appears that the expenditures of the Utica

Asylum for 1868 were more than eighty thousand (§80,-

OOiO, or 70 per cent, greater than those of the three Mas-
sachusetts hospitals lor an equal number of patients!

It is by representations like these, skilfully urged in

annual asylum reports, that the main efforts to improve
the condition of the insane in this country have so long

been directed in behalf of a system of close asylums
lor all. That an unreasonable devotion to this system
i^, in a great degree, responsible for the abuse and
ni'glect which a majority of the insane in the United
States still suffer, we cannot doubt. We freely admit
that for a civen proportion of this class the hospital

asylum is all that can be desired, and that it should
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remain the crowning grace of lunacy provision. Yet,

if it is to re i;ain, the policy of wliicli Dr. Gray is

one of the foremost advocates, cannot bo too soon
abandoneiJ. The current of professional opinion, abroad
and at home, is opposed to it. In France, Ger-
many, and Great Brita'n the mammoth asylums are

confessed lo bs the most serious obstacles to a proper

sysem o[ provixion for all the insane. The Massachu-
setts Board of Chariii<?.s, in one of its last reports, lil^e-

wie expresses the wish that only 07ie instead of three

State Hospitals had been established in that State as

ample for hospital purposes. We are led to hope, in-

deed, th.at the question is already settled, in principle,

at least, in this 8t:ite ; inasmuch as our Board of State

Charities, in their Special Report to the Legislature of

March 9, take the ground t!iat the present and pro-

posed State Asylums, when finished, "will liave a

capacity " largi-ly in exce.ss of the present require-

ments" for hospital purposes.

We regard the appointment of a special pa'hologist at

Utica, to utilize the pathological math-iel as it occurs in

the eitablishm.nt, as a measure promising most impor-
tant results; inasmach as the clerical and otiier unpro-
fessional duties of the superintendent must preclude all

possibil ty, on his part, of pursuing such researches to

any extent. But we should h^iil it as a still more im-
portant improvement if the medical staft" was increased

to that degri-e as to prevent the lunatics from losing

their indivtduaUtij, so that they might not be treated

en maaae, as they must be where 600 patients, labor-

ing under phi/sical and consequent mental disease, are

placed under the medical care of two physicians. Noth-
ing is more evident, even to the most superficial observa-

tion, than that each case ought to be studied .separately,

each patient indh-idtiaHy considered; and that much
time and study must be devoted to physiology, patho-

logy, pathogen}', and etiology, in their relation to di.s-

eases implicating the fiinclions of the brain, by those
who have the management of this class of diseases, if

they wish to keep abreast of the science of the day;
and especially if tliey expect to add anything to our
knowledge of disorders of the mind. With the excep-
tion oF H class of chronic cases long past recovery, and
who would be far bett.r olV out of an asyhim than in it,

a careful exam nat on should be made daily of the phys-
ical condition of each patient; an accurat_* history kept
of the progress of the ca<e, and in all resp-cts the .symp-

toms as care'u'ly studied and note! as in llie clinical

wards of an ordinary hospital. Why shoul 1 they not
be? The di-easc-s are not less complex in lunatic asy-

lums; they certiiinly are far mere obscure, and require

more time and study in ilnir investigation. What can
twoms-n do, in an asylum of GOO patien's. towards car-

rying out any elTicient or sufficient system of physical

and moral treatment?
The moral ireatuient, as has been well snid, is much

more physical than is generally supposed, and simply
means the recognition by the patient of a disagreeable

condition of inf riority to tho^e not socially his supe-
riors. What really influences recovery is purely phys-
ical—an improved hygienic condition, and a certain

amount of medical treatment.

Tliese remarks are equally applicable to nearly all our
lunatic establishments, and in all of which the medical
element is ridiculously weak in point of numbers.

TWENTY-ElOlITn An15TJ.\L KEPOUT of TIIE M.\Jt.^GEKS
OF TIIE State Lun.wic Asylum for tue ye.^u 1870.

Albany, 1S71.

Tuis pamphlet of 79 pages shows very completely
the working of our State Asylum for the past year.

On the 1st December, 1869, there were iu the asylum

603 patients ; during the year since elapsed there have
been admittid 4S1, which shows, by comparison with
former years, a continually increasing number of appli-

cations. The whole number under treatment during
the same year was 1,0S4—of tiiis number 153 were
discharged recovered ; 92 were discharged improved

;

134 were discharged unimproved
; 7 not in.sane, and 75

died. On the 30ih of Novemlxr, 1870, there were in

the asylum 643 patients. The percentage of recove-
ries during the year was 31.S0.

The whole nutnber of patients admitted to the asy-

lum since its opening is 9,706, of whom 3,725 recovered,

and 1,471 were disi-harped improved; showing an
average of recovered and improved of more than 50 per

cent. We regret that these two classes were put to-

gether. For many reasons it is desirable to know, as

near as possible, the exact number of cases cured ; or,

what is a far better term, recovered.

Improvements have been made in the buildings, so

that 100 additional patients can now be accommodated;
with the two additional wings added, the establishment

can now accommodate 600 patients, though the build-

ing was originally designed lor 500. The report does

not enable us to estimate the cost of bo.Tid and main-
tenance per week, inasmuch as undt-r this head are in-

eludeil medicines, attendance, fuel, I'urniture, washing,

salary of chaplain, apothecary, and book-keeper, and
all wages of laborers within the buildings and on the

grounds and farm. We see no propriety in including

sever.al of these items in the cost of maiiiten.-mce. The
tntal amount of expenditures for the vear, including ad-

ditions, alterations, and repairs (§21,205), is $226,068;
.$17,077 remaining to new account.

A large portion of the report is taken up with indi-

vidual histories of patients, with autopsic e.xaminat'ons

made by the special pathologist, Edward R. Dun. The
number is too few to adujit of generaiizatiun. We
have, however, a tabulated report of analyses of mine
of patients in the a.sylum during the yea-, from which
some useful conclusions are drawn. For instance, not
a s ngle case of albuminuria cr Briglit's disease was de-

tected in the analyses of the urine of 500 patients; nor
is a di ibetic condition of the urine recorded in a sing'e

instance in the s.nme number of analyses, although the

ti'st for sugar was applied in all eases whi'r^' the specific

gravity reached 10.30. The abnormal appea'ance most
worthy of notice is the great frequency of deposits of

crystals of oxalate of lime. An excess of phosphates
was found in a large number of instances

;
but no 9!(a7i-

titative analysis seems to have been made. The differ-

ent firms of mania were not characterized by any spe-

cial alterations in the urin<'. As yet we fail to discover

any very important results from the labors of the spe-

cial pathologist; but it is very desiralile that the patho-

logical appearances in aU fatal cases of insanity should

be carefully observed and faithfully recorded and tabu-

lated, in connectioti with the .^j-mptoms during life.

When a sufficiently large number of such observations

have been ma !e, very valuable resnlts may doubtless

be obtained. Hitherto our lunatic a,sylums have failed

to contribute anything very important to the pathology
of insanity. This eftbrt is in the right direction, and
much credit is due to Dr. Gray for instituting the

movement.

IKS.\NITY : ITS Dependence on PiiysicvIj Dise.\se. By
Joirx P. Gray, M. D. Read before the State Medical
Society, February, 1871, pp. 9G.

Dk. GiiAY states, that from an experience of over twen-
ty years, during which he has had charge of the insane,

a jihi/siea! cause of the di.sease was found, where full and

reliable information cou'd be obtained, and that some
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disease! con'lition of the 1 ody outside of the brain

penera'.ly preceded the cerebral syniptoni?, and conse-

quent insanity. Tlie late D-. Briiihaii, -svith Pinel,

Esquirol, Geo'iret, and most of tht' early writers o'.\

this class of di-ea=es, believed ihat moral cnuses -were

far more operative ihan physical in producing them;
but of late most alienists, both at home and abroad,

pive a larse preponderance to the latter. The f ict is,

it is qai'e irapos>ible, as a general rule, to discriminate

them with exactnes.s. For example, suppose some
k hereditiry taint exisi;:, giving ri>e to some defect or

peculiarity of character, unless there be some manifest

defective development of the brain in cmseqiience, it

would le, p rliaps. as correct to as-ign the cause as

moral as physical. But it is impossible to deny
that such p^i uliarities or vices of dis'dsition may not
be owing to abnor nal physical conditions of the brain.

In reahiy we have reason to believe that all niond

cau-es operate through physical changes produced in

the brain. Life, aa has been well observe I, in all its

forms, physical or mental, morb d or healthy, is only a

relation ; its phenomena result from the n c'procal

action of an individual action a-id extc nal forces

;

health, as the consequence and cvid'-nce of a successful

adaptatio'i to the conditions of existence, im['lies the

preservation, well-being, ai-.d <!evelopnient of the organ-
ism ; while diseas;> marks a failure in or^ianic adaptation

to external conditions, and leads, therelbre, to disorder,

deeay, and deat'i.

If ih's be so, the harmonious relation between llie

organism and the external no:lJ, the cundit'on of men-
tal and bodily health, may be distuibcd either by a
physical cause in the organism, or by a moral cause in

the external circunjstances ; or, which is pro' ably more
frequent stll, by a concurrence of causes, arising part'y

from one and pa: ilj' from the ot'.er. Let us suppose,

for example, that anxiety or grief, produced by lo-s of

propety or friends, lias evidently led to in-ani'y; there

has evidently been some inherent infinnity ol nervous
clenien". co-opera'ing; for in most individuals no sueh
result would have followed. The nervous sys'era would
probably have'been in a state of sutfic ent sonnilnes.-;,

or been in pos-essi.nn of s ifficient reserve power, as to

adapt itself, within certain liini's. to the varying exter-

nal eondil on ; so that the re'ation wnul I not be mor-
bidly disturbed, or mental d sense initiated. We there-

fore deem it, in manycaes. impossib'e to iliserimina'e

between moral and physic .1 causes of in<aniiy, nor do
we co:.sider it eondueive to exact know'e Ige to attempt
to show the exact line between tliem. The Creator only
of both body ami soul— spirit and mind—knows t'le

mysteii >us laws which bind them together; and hence
we can hardly agree with our auhov in saying, that" we
believe that physcal knowle Ige will so advame, tliat

every process in the eom.plc.x phenomena of phy-ieal
life, in health anJ disease. >hall be read and revealed
and understood." Still it is very true, that m nt:d dis-

eases should be studied, like all others, through physi-
ology and patlio'ogy, and that the observation of physi-
cal lesion> is of vast importanc •. It i- impo: lant, how-
ever, to bear in mind, that tlie v sible patliologcal

changes in nerrous ma'ter are rather to be rejiardeJ

in the light of effects than cwme-s, of long-cjnt'nued func-
tional disturbances demonstrated by morbid conduct
and morbid feelings rather than morbid aulopsio ap-
pearmces.
We must al.so express our doubt in regard to the

truth of another statement of our author's, and that is,

that " the vast multitude of chronic cases is owing tr>

the lack of recognition of the fict, that organic changes
in tiie brain are hkely to occur very soon after the
first functional action is set up." There are, by no

means, suffic'etit pathological facts on record to sus-

tain such a conclusion. Patients do not often die in the

early stages of insanity, an 1 when they have done so,

feu- careful autopsic examinations have been made.

Beside.s, our author has elsewhere very posiiively, if

not truly, attributed the multiplication of such cases to

o;her causes, r.s lack of early treatment in insane hospi-

ta's. etc.

The work is, on the whole, creditabh ti Dr. Gray,

and may be read by the profession with pleasure and

I

piofit.

; A Tre.\tise on Diseases ov the NEnvot;s System.
Bv WiLUA-M A. H.vM.\i<>SD, ILD. D. Appleton & Co.

j

1S71.

' A GOOD work on dise.-.ses of the nervous system has
; been needed long enough, and if the present '.realise

does i.ot lul'y realize our ideal of w hat a work on this

subject ought to be. it does at lea I indieate a progress

in this department— a development in tl'.e ( athology,

diagnosis, and therapeutics of nervous diseases, and

cannot fad to bo of positive value, even to those who
are most ready to see its shortcomings. In some re-

spects the work is nit fully up to the very latest

experience; it does fail to do full credit to all the

laborers in this department ; it is very far from being

! complet-, but it is in advance of any other single vol-

i ume that we have.

I

The pathological arrangement of ihe diseases which
the author has adopted has the advantage of clear-

ness and method, but the very great disadvantage of

being oftenttnes undemonstrative and undemonstra-

ble. It has compelled the author to strain analogies

' and over-e.-tiniate symp'oms, and, what is worse, to

overlook facts and opinions that are opposed to his

j

own.
Ill the chapter on aphasia the author appears at his

i best. It is the clearest presentation that has yet been
' given of the subjeet, and we are pleased to see a well-

I
deserved tribute to the founders of phrenology.

.\ltoge;her too much stress is h.id on the vascular

con^iition of the central nervous system; and through-

out the work it is implied that the diagnosis of comjes-

iion or ancemia is sufficient for the pathoh'gist or the
' therapeutist. Aside from the enormoes difficulties in

the way of asceria n ng in many patients whether the

I

brain or spii!al cord is very .slightly congested or very

I

sliL:htiy aniemic, even with all ihe aid of experienced

;
ophthalmologists, there is no telling just what relation

anseniia or congestion bears to the pathology of many
j
of the d seases of the nervous system.

1
The results of treatment wdl liot settle the question,

at least in difficult cases. The profession will demand
bettJ.'r evidence than has yet been aflbrded by Dr.

Biown-Sequard, or by his followers, of the power of

ergot to reduce hyperasmia of the cjrd, and the present

volume does not give addtional evidence sufficient to

cotivince an honest inquirer. It is more tiian probable

that it does have some such effect in some cases, espe-

I

cially when given in large doses; but the positive de-

monstration of this influence in actual cases of disease

of the cord is oftentimes impossible. It fails utterly

in cases of spinal congestion, when other remedies, as

phosphorus, iron, and cod-liver oil, are somewhat suc-

cessful. We should be glad to have the subject studied

clinically and with greater care than has yet been

given to it.

There is no doubt that cases of spinal congestion

recover or improve while taking ergot alone ;
but such

cases oftentimes improve and recover without any
treatment whatever, under general tonic and hygienic

I

influences, especially if they are used in time.
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Beyond measure we are amazed that Dr. Ham-
mond should claim to have been the first to deipon-
strate, in ISGl, the action of ergot in causing contraction
of blood-vessels, for it is well known that Brown-
S^quard, in his leatures delivered in 1858-1859, and
pabUshed in 1861, called professional attention to this,

stating that he had performed numerous experiments
on animals with ergot, and had very carefully studied
its effects on different tissues. Criciiton Browne, who
ha? recently experimented with ergot in the treatment
of insanity, acknowledges his indebtedness for the
suggestion to the writings of Brown-Sfiquard, and his

veracity in that regard has not been questioned.
The first part of the chapter on insanity is admirable,

but the attempt to represent the ditferent phases of
insanity by photographs is a serious mistake. That
the insane reveal their insanity in their faces all will

admit ; but the svmptoms in the countenance by
which we judge of the sanity or insanity of any one
are not fixed, but evanescent. They consist in the
p'.ay of the features, in the varying expressions of the
eye, which can no more be photographed than a streak
of lightning. The features of the insane, whenfixed
and placid, are in no sens3 diagnostic of the morbid
condition of the brain. Dr. Hammond has been driven
to for.Ti a history to some of his cases to suit the
photographs, and if we are to judge by the photographs,
has read them wrongly and absurdly. In fig. 15, p.
369, one might honestly doubt ju5t what emotion was
depicted by the blank and expressionless photograph;
but ' apprehension and terror " are precisely the emo-
tions that it does not reveal. In fig. 12, ji. 350, the
pho:ograph does not correspond with t'.ie descrip-
tion.

The chapter on spinal irritation is verv interesting,
and if rightly studied can be made of great practical
value. Th3 assigned pathology is doubtful and unde-
monstrable. We liave no right, until we know more of
the subject, to classify it as ana;mia of the cord.
The treatment recox.raended is judicious, but the

prognosis is not so good as the author represents.
Spinal irritation is a very coquettish disease ; it comes
and goes like the clouds of S'lmmer. ' Cured "

is a very
strong word to apply to it. Those who carry out the
excellent plan of treatment the author recommends will
be sure not to get anything like the results he claims.

;

They will meet with a larger proportion of failures;
i

they will find many improve, and verv rapidly, and
i

then easily fall back into the weak and' beggarly ele-
j

menls. Without any treatment whatever.°pa ien's
with spinal irritation may temporarily recover at a day's
notice.

The chapters on sclerosis are excellent presentations
of the patholojy of the subject, and the distinction be-
tween the diflerent varieties of palsy agiians is well
drawn

;
but here, and indeed throughout the work, some

of the cases are manifestly strained to suit the pathology.
'

The author fails to consider that diseases of the nervous
system are sharply defined only in a minority of cases.
It would be very pleasant if'patients would always
have just those symptoms, and no more, th:»t will serve

j

to classify them under some well-reco?nize i affection;
but disease is not thus accommodatingr

Disease of the anterior and posterior cohimns of the
cord, and probably also of the sympathetic, and the
various morbid conditions of the "b.-ain, are frequently i

complicated, dove-tailed together, and no mortal who :

derives his inspiration from a lower source than Heaven
j

i tself can tell just what special name to give them.
They belong to the army of the great unclassified. I

Of the classes into which physicians are divided—
'

those who have too Uttle and those who have too much ,

faith in medicine, Dr. Hammond certainly belongs to
the latter.

He forgets that serious symptoms of nervous dis-

ease do sometimes disappear under time and hvgiene,
and in spite of medicine

; and he does not give due stress

to the fact that general sustaining treatment is often-
times of very great service, even when no special
medication is employed.
The author recommends electricity, either as an ad-

juvant or sole dependence, for nearly every disease.

Many important diseases of the nervous system, that
are frequently met with in practice, receive no
mention, which is especially unfortunate, from the fact
that no exhaustive treatise on diseases of the nervous
system is now in the market.
The leading merit of the work—and in a department

which, like neurology, has been fearfully bemuddled,
a merit that cannot be over-estimated—is its clearness.
Apart from the quotations and errors of type, there
is not a muddy sentence in it. When he is right, he is

clearly right ; when he is wrong, he is clearly wrong.
The leading fault of the work—and in an age like the

present, when c.mdor and caution count for more than
statement, and are indispensable for those who seek for

the highest in science—a very grave fault is over-
posiliveness, amounting to recklessness. This tendency
appears at its worst in a branch which, like neurology,
is young and growing, and which, hkesome animals,
every year casts off its skin. If the author bad taken
his inspiration less from the French—of whom Goethe
once said,'' if a thing is not positive, they make it so "

—

and more from the English, and especially from Darwin,
he would have done more wisely and made a bet-
ter and more convincing book. An indiscriminate
sprinkling of " probably," and " it may be," and • per-
haps," would have helped the work wonderfully among
all mature and thoughtful minds. The secret of success
for a scientific writer of our times consists in a frequent
use of the subjunctive mood.
The statements made in this work, that galvanization

of the sympathetic causes contraction of the vessels of
the brain ; that the question of anaemia or congestion
of the spinal cord can be settled b3' an injection of
strychnia ; that the condition of the retina, as shown
by the ophthalmoscope, indicates the condition of the
brain

;
that hydrate of chloral—one of the greatest medi-

cal discoveries of modern times—is a dangerous remedy,
have a basis of truth; but as here put, without due
qualification, they are false and misleading.
The closing chapter on neuralgia is unworthy of the

work ; it is written as though bj' one out of breath.
Five times the space and care should have been given
to it ; for at present there is no good treatise on the
subject in the English language, and Anstie's work,
which will surely be good, is a very long time on the
stocks.

The section of the work devoted to diseases of the
peripheral nerves is also exceedingly incomplete and
unsatisfactory.

The City of Suicides.—The ratio of suicides has been
established by Mr. Deeaisne recently, before the French
Academy of Sciences. It is, in London, one in 175
deaths; in New York, one in 172; in Vienna, one in

160 ; but in Paris it has reached one in 72. The number
of suicides from drunkenness, which in 1848 was 141 for

all France, reached 401 in l86G.~Brilish Med. Journal

Cases of Ov-\riotomy.—Dr. Washington L. Atlee, of
Philadelphia (Am. Journ. ifed. Sciences), has published
222 cases of ovariotomy which were performed under
his own eye.
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Ufports of Societies.

[ Official]

NEW YOPvK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Stated Meeting, SepUmher 13. 1871.

Dr. a. L. LooMis. President, in the Chair.

EXTENSIVE SYPHILITIC DEGFXEBATIOS OF SKIX OF FORE-

ARM, .*XD .VMPl'T.tTlOX.

Dr. FisxELL pre>ented the arm ami lorearm, removed I

bv amputation, from a female patient of St. Vincent's

HospitJil. The limb was the subject of extensive

syphilitic ulceration of the integument*, particularly

of foiearm ami h.-md, the mi Idle and rin<r fingers of

which, from a large ulcer on their dorsal nspccts, were

firmly contracted. The elbow, from the same cause,

was fixed at an acute angle. The disease had affected

the pans for two years; and showing a tendency to

inc'ea>e despite treatment, the request of the patient

to have the limb removed was granted. The incision

was the ordinary circular one. and was made a short

distance above the elbow. The operation was per-

fofmed on Mi n'lay, and the patient was doing well,

the stump being dressed with a mixture tf carbolic

acid, sweet oil, and chalk. This pat ent was th:rty

years of age.

HYPERTROPHY OF LEFT VENTRICLE AND ATROPHIED KIDNEY.

A series of specimens, consisting of heart and kid-
,

neys removed from a man of -l-o. The latter organs i

were much below tl:e normal size, weigiiing respect- 1

ively two and two and a half ounces ; were
markedly granular, and contained cysts averaging in

size Irom a millet seed to a good-sized j/rape. The
heart .showed i-im|'le hypertrophy, withdilatatiun. and

weighed twenty ounces. There was also cirrhosis of

the liver. The patient during hfe sutlVred from the

ordinary symptoms of Bright's Kidney. The c^irdiac

disease was snppo-ed to be due to the existence of the

renal afl'ection. The immediate cause of d.ath was
suicide by a pistol-shot wound of the brain. Lying in

;

the apex of the lung, and simply embedded in its lis-
i

sue. was a small buck-shot. 1

Dr. Howard remarked that inasmuch as the missile

had been deeply indented, it must have first struck

some hnrd substance, such as one of the ribs.

Dr. Notes thought that the patient might have been
struck by a stray duck-shot.

Dr. Loosiis slated that hypertrophy of the left ven-

tricle witli atrophied kidney was the rule rather than

the exception. He is always in the hal)it, when he
finds a case of chronic Bright's disease, of turning his

attention to the heait, and seldom if ever fails to find

hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

THE EFFECTS OF ABORTION.—THE "' TRUNK MYSTERY."

Dr Finnell also exhibite 1 the uterus and appenda-

ges taken from the body of a young woman. Alice

Bowl-ib}', who died by abortion. The case was the one

associated with " the great trunk mystery." The young
woman, finding herself pregnant, came to New York
to have an abortion produced. She ei.tered the house

of one Rosensweig. who performed some operation upon
her which resulted in her death. She left her home on
AVednesdav, and probably on the same day the abortion

was produced. On the following Saturday evening

her remains were found packed in a trunk at the Hud-
son River Railroad depot, checked for Chicago. The
autopsy was made by Dr. Cushman, to whom Dr F.

was indebted lor the specimen. The body was far

advanced in decomposition. On opening ihe abdomi-

nal cavity there were marked evidences of metro-

peritonitis; the uterus was eidar;.ed, and gave other

signs of having contained a foetus; Ihe mueous mem-
brane of the cervical eanal was torn in several p'ace.=,

as if by some b'.unt instrunient. He. Dr. F, thought

it rather remarkable that death should have occurred

so rapidly in this case, and that decompo.^ition should

have been so far advanced so short a time after the

operation.

Dk. Rogers remarked that the facts connected with

this case were curi >us and interesting. This young
woman was said to lave left her home en the afternoon

of the 23d; that while her mother went home, she took

a detour to New York. Kothing more was luanl of

her until Saturd.iy, the 26th—three days niter. She

was found in that trunk in 5-uch a state of decomposi-

tion as to attract the attention of the people employed

in the depot. It wou'd seem that she must have been

dead at least 24 hours to have ariived at that state of

decomposition. Supposing the oper..ti< n was per-

formed on the night of her arrival, she must have died

on the morning of the 2.3th. to I'.ave given time for the

decomposition to have advanced. It was altogether

probable that she died within 24 hours after the opera-

tion, and taking that apparent fact in connection with

the alleged cause of death—metro-peritonitis— it made
a very unusual case, more especinlly when the lacerated

condition of the tissues about the neck of the uterus

was tnkeu into consideration. The question might be

agitated whether the woman did not die during the

cperation, from mere shock, or whether it were not

possible that a uterine had been opened and air entered

the circulation.

Dr. Caro suggested that she n ight have died of

hemoriliage.

Dk. Castle remarked, that on the Monday following

the discovery of the trunk with the remains of Alice

Bowlsby, he ma ie an autopsy of a female who had died

aftr the removal of an abdumii:al tumor, and although

only six hours had el.ipsed since death, the body was

in a verv advanced state of decomposition.

Dr. Finnei.l stated that there was a marked differ-

ence in the rate of decomposition in different cases,

and referred, in passing, to one of chloral poisoning, in

which in a liew hours after death the flesh fell in pieces

from the bone.

NErRALGIA OF EXTREMITY FROM INJIRY OF SPINAL CORD ?

Dr. Card presented the bones of the firearm re-

moved by amputation fiom a young man, who suffered

a compound complicated fracture of ihe r;idiu3 and

ulna, the result of the premature explosion of a cannon.

It was necessary to amputate the thumb immediate-

Iv al'terwards. In consequence of the earnest soHcita-

t'ions of the patient, an attempt was made to save the

.irm, and it was supported in the usual way by ^plints.

Three weeks after the accident the patiei.t began to

complain of severe p.iin. particularly in the httle and

ring fingers. At the end of a month he came from his

home in Massachu-etts to this city to consult Dr. Caro.

At that time it w.is found that the bones had not

united. Drs. Sand.^ and Seguin were called in consul-

tation. Dr. Caro believed the ulnar nerve to be in-

jured. The pain ccnld be controlled for a time by

anodynes, but e.-ich in its turn lost its effects after be-

ing employed for a time. Morphine, chloral, chloro-

form, and bromide of potas,sium were respectively em-

ployed, and were repeatedly substitnted for one an-

other. Drs. Rogers, Gouley, and Hamilton also saw

the case at different times in consultation. It was

finally decided to amputate ;
but the relief of the pain

was only tempoiiiry, and although the wound was
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healing nicely, it was still necessary to keep up full

doses of the anodynes.
Dr. Xoyes asked if electricity had been employed.
Dr. C.\ro answered that such troatmont had been

suggested, but that Dr. Seguin had concluded that it

would be useless.

Dr. Card, in answer to a question, stated that there
was no tenderness along the spinal column.

Dr. Castle remarked that the case brought to his

mind some investigaiions of Brown-Sequard relative

to the influence which irritable stumps had in inducing
changes in the white substance of the cord. The
length of time in Dr. Caro's case, between the reception
of the injury and the supposed appearance of changes
in the cord was, however, much shorter than any cited
by Brown-Sequard.

EXTENSIVE NECROSIS OF THE TIBIA—AMPUTATION'.

Dr. Howard presented an extensive necrosis of the

tibia, with partial anchylosis of ankle, removed by am-
putation of the leg, from a man aged 30 years, who pre-
sented himself at the clinic of the L'niversity of Vermont,
fifteen 3'ears after having, as he expressed it, taken a
cold in the leg. The disease went through its ordi-

nary course, sinuses formed, principally on the posteri-

or of the leg, and tlie patient was reduced to the last

stages of attenuation in consequence. Amputation
was decided upon to preserve his life. After dissection

a large sequestrum was found in the tibia. The ankle-
joint was completely anchylosed.

Dr. Post thought that the formation of sinuses on
the posterior aspect of the tibia was perhaps unique.
He at li>ast had never seen a similar ca<e. He thought
that under ordinary circumstances, especially when the
joint, as in the present instance, was destroyed, the
dead bone might have been removed and the leg left

intact.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

CorrcsponlieiTcc.

THE CRIME OP ABORTrOX—A NOTE FROM
DR. CUTTER, OF NEWARK, N. J.

To THE EdiTOE of THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir:—Is a recent issue of the Medical Record is an ar-

ticle in which you say I have been expelled from the
" Essex County Medical Society," and add that you are
not aware of the circumstances attending my expulsion,
but assume that the grounds for action were judiciously
taken; and further you speak ofmaudlin sympathy being
expressed for me, and professional jealousy assigned as
one of the causes. You also allude to newspaper par-
agraphs in which it is said that strong eflbrts are being
made to expel me from the New York Pathological
Society, and hint at my being indirectly tlie cause of
their appearance. My object in writing tliis is to cor-
rect some errors that appear in said article, and to en-
deavor to set myself right in this matter. I would
s'ate that the newspaper paragraphs were not author-
ized by me, nor were any published at my request, I

being entirely ignorant of them till my attention was
called to them.
As regards your statement that I was expelled from

the ' Essex Countv Medical Society,"— it was not the
"Essex Co. Med. "Society," but the "E^sex Medical
Union," a local social organization. My resignation
was tendered the Society, which they refused to ac-
cept, and their prerogative I do not question.

No one can feel more keenly the unfortunate position

in which I was placed, nor can one regret it more
deeply.

" Those who have had appeals made to their svmpa-
thy require a strong resolution to follow the dictates of
duty." Respectfully yours,

James B. Cctter, M.D.
6Si Bboad ST., NewtABE, X. J.

We owe it to Dr. Cutter to state that the delay in

the appearance of this note has been due to the fact

that until the present, we have not been able to find

room for it. As an explanation, the communication

must stand on its own merits.

—

Ed.

THE INHALATION OF OXYGEN GAS IN
CHOLERA.

To THE EdITOB of THE MEDICAI. KECOIID.

Dear Sir :—Several years ago I called attention to

the use of the remedy mentioned above in Asiatic

cholera. Letters were addressed to the various Boards
of Health, and to many of my friends in the professios,

but nothing came of it, except the opinion, pretty
unanimously expressed, that it would very likely be
found to be a good thing, and that it had been suggest-

ed before. At that time there were various diRicuIties in

the way of its application, but now these have been
lessened. In the large cities oxygen gas is carried

about for every-d.ny consumption, and can be obtained
as easily as air. In smaller places, the necessary salts

and the simple apparatus for their decomposition can
be obtained by an express order. The value of the

agent for the relief of some of the symptoms of this

direful disease cannot be questioned. No one can
doubt that the cold congestive stage will be mitigated,

and if care be taken not to heighten tiie subsequent
febrile reaction, the mortalit}- will assuredly be lessened.

I trust you will feel it vour duty to call upon all

public authorities having influence on sanitary questions,

and upon the medical profession generally, to have all

the necessary preparations made before t!ie time shall

arrive when the work must be done in a hurry.

Respectfully yours.

C. F. Hetwood, M.D.
123 Madison .^vestf-

THE PHENOMENA OF DEATH FROM
STARVATION.

To THE Editob of the Medical Recobd.

Sir:—A friend of mine was asked the following ques-
tion at one of the recent examinations in London; and
as it is a question which may be asked again, both
there and in this city, I trouble you with the question

and ortswer, which answer I cannot find eiiher in D.d-

ton, Dniper, Kirke's. or Marshall's Phvsiology. If it

is wrong, I would like one of our nble pr 'fessors in

this city to enliihten many of the readers of your va!- M
uable paper. '• What are the phenomena of death by •
starvation, and what is its immediate cause, as shown
by the experiments of Chossit ? " A desire for food, a

peculiar sense of sinking referable to the gistric region,

general f.iintnes-s, secretion of gas into the stomach,

and sometimes actual pain, and when these sensations

are not relieved the process of desiructive a.=simila-

tion is the only source from whence the blood derives

i;s materials of supply
;
general emaciatiim, the foce

grows lividly pale, the cheeks sunken, and the pupils

become dilated and fixed in a wild stare, which is
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never veiled by the eyelids; the movements of the

body are slow and difficult, the vo'ce grows feeble,

and tlie mind weak; all the tissues show the effect of

impaired nutrition in the deficient manifestation of
their vital powers, the body loses weight, and this loss

is most rapid the few days immediately preceding
death

; the tissue which wa>t^s most is fat, and those

which lose the least are the osseous and the neivous;
there is a great loss of heat, the daily fall being about
half a degree of Fahrenheit until tlie temperature is 75°

or 77°; the stomach is much contracted, and its mucous
membrane thrown into tliicic folds or ruga?, the gall-

bladder full to distention, and the intestines contracted
like the stomach: the respiratory movements become
slow, and tlie pulse falls considerably in frequency

;

the urine becomes scanty, and when the loss of
sirength becomes considerable, furious delirium gener-
ally manifests itself. In man total privation of food
is not borne above a week, although much depends
upon the peculiar constitution, age, health, habits, etc.

Very respectfully,

Hans Powell, M.D.
1S4 East Broadway, N. Y.

THE SUMMER COMPLAINTS OF CHILDREN.

To THE Editor of the Medicu. Record.

Sir,—Your valuable pjiper of Sept. loth 1871, con-
tains a correspondence by Dr. Irving C. Rosse, entitled
" Specific Treatment for Summer Complaint of Chil-

dren," in which the correspondent congratulates himself
upon his success in using the Bromide of Potassium.
Allow me to make the remark, that with ihe same sin-

cerity some other physician might recommend the car-

bonate of potasli, and still anotiier swear by the oily

emulsions mixed with opiates.

In my humble opinion the chief cause for the great
mortality from summer complaint exists in the fact,

that the different physicians have their specijics for

summer complaint. We may have specifics lor diseases,

but it is dangerous and oft.-n ruinous to apply a speci-

fic to a whole class. As long as summer complaint is

erroneously considered a disease, instead of a class of
diseases, there will be no abatement of its great mor-
talitv.

PSAIRIE DD CHIEN, VTIS.

Very respectfully,

S,MiL Steigeb, M.D.

PRACTICAL REMARKS ON TREATMENT OF
SUFFOCATIVE CAPILLARY BRONCHITIS.

Mr. Editor:—Some time since, having had occasion
to notice in a late number of the Medical Gazettt some
allusion (contained in an article emanating from the
able pen of Dr. Roberts, vice-president of the New Yo: k
Academy of Medicine) to the often fatal results of
capillary bronchitis in children, the importance of the
subject induces me to ask of your kindness the inser-
tion of a kw practical remarks in reference to its treat-
ment. I have generally noticed this disease from early
infancy to puberty, but more frequently during the
period of dentiiiun. Its frequency during the early
period of life (although by no means confined to it) is,

1 believe, attributed by some writers, such as Bartbez,
Billiet, and others, to a peculiar looseness of texture
of the infantile muLOus membrane, ever prone to an
undue secretion of mucus, constituting the chief cause
of danger in the disease under consideration.
The indica'ions a:e indeed obvious to gel rid of the

mucous material as speedily as possible, and restrain

the hypersecretion of the membrane, for the fulfilment

of wh ch the stimulating expectorants readily suggest
themselves to the mind of the practitioner. Among
that class of remedies, the sulphate of zinc and tincture

of sanguinaria have, for the last twenty-five years,
been my favorites, and rarely, if ever, in the hour of
trial, have they failed me, either singly or collectively,

aided in some obstinate cases by the application over
the whole chest, and at suitable intervals, of Stocke's
liniment.

With those simple means at my command, and close

watching, I do not remember in a long series of years
but one or two failures. To a child, say from six to

eigliteen months of age, I generally administer at the
beginning of the disease from one-half to one grain of
the sulphate, and from five to ten drops of the tincture
every two or lour hours; but whtn called at a later

period, and especially when it threatens sufli'ocation, as
much as three of the former to thirty drops of the
latter, from one-half to two hours apart, regardless of
vomiting. In acute cases generally from four to eight
hours suflace to put the patient out of danger.
As regards the effects of the above-named remedial

agents on the adult mucous membrane, the following
case will serve as an illustration :

—

'• In the afternoon of the 21st of October, 1SG6, 1 was
requested to visit Dr. Steiue, a German jiractitioner

lesiding within a stone's throw of my oflice in Iloboken.
Being at that time absent, I did not reach his bedside
till near 10 p.m., and then found him in the following
condition :— Insensible ; dorsal decubitus, with shoulders
propped on pillows; surface of body cjld and clammy;
lace and extremities livid; eye fixed and insensible to
li.uht

;
pulse feeble and rapid ; trachea and bronchial

t ubes full of mucus ; in fine, in a state of collapse. From
his numerous and distressed family, surrounding as it

seemed to be his death-bed, I gleaned the following
history:—That for about ten or twelve days past he
had complained of a troublesome cold, for the relief of
which he had sought the advice of one of his Teutonic
col'eagues residing in the city of New York, whose
last prescription had been ihe application of cold wet
towels to the chest. In compliance with this sugges-
tion he gave it during the forenoon a lair trial, but soon
alter seemed to get worse, till the present urgent
symptoms supervened. At first, impressed with the
hopelesness of his condition, I was disposed to set aside
any fruitless attempt and allow the patient to depart in

peace, considering the unavailing eflibrts previously
made by two or three of the more brilliant luminaries
of the Hoboken medical fraternily; but, impelled to
action by a crowd of anxious and beseeching relatives

and friends, and bearing in mind the old aphorism,
^Melius est a' ceps remediuni (jueim nullum," i deter-
mined on a forlorn-hope trial of the efiects of zinc and
Sanguinaria. I hastily sent for an eight-ounce mixture
containing 3 iv. of the sulphate and 3 ij. of sanguinaria
tincture, and ? vj. of water, and set about giving at
first one-half and soon after a full tablesjioon, every
half-hour, of the mixture, which, on account of the tor-

pid deglutition, I had great difficulty in getting down.
I covered the patient de novo with warm mustard poul-
tices, and put hot bottles about the body. By 12 m.
the skin had lost a great deal of its icy and clammy
coldness

;
pulse a shade better and more resisting ; tried

in vain the feather to the throat to excite vomiting,
continuing the mixture as .stated above. 3 a.m.—Pulse
stronger, skin warmer; all at once patient made an
effort as if wanting to vomit, which, aided with the
feather and the lowering of his head over the bedside,
brought to a sr.cccssful issue the long-wished-fbr ob-
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ject, and a quantity of frothy mucus was ejected with

the contents of the stomach. He was soon after able

to take and Iceep down brandy and beef-tea. Skin be-

came warm and moist; pulse natural; mucous rattle

soon di.s:ippeared, and by 4i a.m. be fell inio a quiet

and apparently refieshing sleep. Left him then, and at

my next visit, 9 a.m., Iiad the satisfaction to shake

hands with him, he sitting up in bed.

The recovery was so rapid that he was able in three

or four (lavs after to resume his practice. He was a

man on the wrong side of fifty, and ulliinately died, in

a little over a year after, of apoplexy.

My purpose in publishing the above remarks has

been to direct the attention of the profession towards

the practical apphcation of two remedial agents in a

disease in which 1 fear great diversily of opinion has

existed ia reference to the period at which stimulating

expectorants ought to be resorted to, an 1 show that

they cannot be u?ed too soon, viewing the disease as

more of a passive than active character.

As to the individual claim of the above-menlioned

remedies, 1 may mention the sulphate of zinc as a

prompt and stinmlating emetic in an affection in which

the vitaUty is fast ebbing, which ought, in my opinion,

to occupy the foremost rank ; and as regards sanguina-

ria, the experiments made by the late Professor R. P.

Thomas, of Philadelphia, with the alkaloiii (sanguina-

rine) on himself and others, go to prove that in mod-
erate doses it has always acted (in his hands as the

tincture has in mine) as a pure si imulating expectorant,

and never exhibited narcotic or sedative properties, as

Barton and Bigelow have taught us to believe. In my
humble opinion, it is deserving of further investigations

in the treatment of acute and chronic affections of the

bronchial mucous membrane.
J. M. .Julian, M.D.

HOBOKES, N. J

lUtu Jitstrumcnts.

A MODIFICATION OF THE ^STHESIO-
METER.

Br A. L. CARROLL, M.D.

The subjoined illustration represents a form of

jesthesiometer which Messrs. Tieniann and Co. have
made at my suggestion, and which will, I think, be
found convenient by tlioss who are engaged in the

study of nervous diseases. To apply the a;sthesiome-

ters now in use to the discrimination of tactile s?nsi-

biUty, as distinguished from sensiljility to pain, it is

commonly necessarv to cover their sharp points with

bits of cork or similar substances. There are, how-
ever, cases in which it is requisite to use the sharp

points, either alone or in alteination, with blunted

ones. The instrument now presented fulfds either in-

dication, by means of its bifucated extremities, so that

by reversing it the blunted or the sharp points may be
applied perpendicularly to the surface of the .skin. The
scale is marked both in millimeters and in fractions of
an inch, to facilitate comparison with the records of
English and of Continental ob-ervers.

I have adopted the general form of Dr. Hammond's
jesthesiometer (which is itself a modification of Dr.

Ogle's '• diaphsemetric compass ") rather than that of
Dr. Sieveking, commonly known as Weber's, on ac-

count of its easier portability.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List nf Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers nf the Medical Department U. S. Army, from
September 5, 1S71, to September IS, 1871, inclusive.

Peters, De Witt C, Surgeon.—By S. O. .337, War
Department, A. G-. 0., Sept. 5, 1871, relieved from
duty in Department of the Mo., to proceed to New
York City, and upon arrival report by letter to the
Surgeon-General.

Wjv'E, Charles K., Surgerm.—By S. 0. 204, De-
partment of Dakota, Sept. 7, 1871, assigned to duty at

Fort Shaw, Mon. T.

McElderry, H., A.ssistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 346,
Headquarters of tlie Army, A. G. 0., Sept. 4, 1871,
granted leave of absence for four months

Croxkiiite, H. M., Assistant Su'genn.—By S. O.
359. War Depaitment, A. G. 0., Sept. 14, 1871, gi ant-

ed leave of ab.sence for three months.
Girard, a. C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 177,

Department of Texas, August 29, 1871, assigned to

duty at Fort Brown, Tex.
Stei.v.metz, Wm. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

177, C. S., Department of Texas, assigned to duty at

Fort Duncan, Tex.

Harvey, P. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 177,

C. 8.. Department of Texas, 'assigned to duty at Ring-
gold Barracks, Tex.

iHelJical Jtcms nnt> Um&.

New Source for Benzoic Acid.—The urine of horses
and cattle is utilized in Northern Prussia for the manu-
facture of benz lie acid. One house at Konigsberg
supples tl e market from this source. The e>tablish-

ment makes 7,700 lbs. of benzoic acid annually, for

which 3,850,000 lbs. of urine are required, not to speak
of ship-loads of fuel to evaporate it. Benzoic aciJ is

now cliiefly used in the manufacture of a red color for

woollen goods, and is also highly prized in making
certain kinds of perfumery.

—

T/ie Med. Press and Cir-

cular.

TuE Deatu of Htpe Salter, M.D.. F.R.S., is re-

cently announced in the Eng'ish journals. Dr. Salter

had earned a well-deserved reputation by his writings

on diseases of the thorax, especially asthma, from
which disease he had for many years been a sufferer.

The cause of his death is stated to have been pulmon-
ary abscess.

Prize Essays.—In accordance with the will of the

late Dr. Lacaze, a prize of 10,000 /!'r»»cs is to be award-
ed by the Faculty of Medicine of Paris every second

vear to the best work on phthisis and on typhoid fever

alternately. The first prize will be awarded at the end
of the academical year 1871-2, for the best work on
phthisis. Essays (with a distinguish ng motto and the
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author's name in a sealed envelopel must be sent

in before July 1st, 1872. The prize is open to for-

eigners.

New Hampshire AsvLtrnr fok the Lns.4Ne.—The Thir-
tieth Annual Report of this asylum gives the follow-

ing' e.xhibit : During the year ending April 30, 1871,
3S-8 persons were treated—192 men and 19G women.
Of this number, 253 were patients at the opening of the
year, May 1st, 1870, and 135 have been admitted siice.

The total daily average residence for the year has been
two hundred and forty-two and eighty-two hundreths;
the average of men being 119.8, and that of women

. 123.74. One hundred and thirty-one persons— 66 men
/'and 65 women—were discharged, in different states of
mental liealth; and 32, 16 of each sex, died. The year
'closes with 225 patients, 82 men and 81 women. The
recoveries were nearly forty-nine per cent, on the whole
number of admissions. Chloral- hydrate has been found
to be a reliable rem.edy in wakefulness at this institu-

tion
;
the patients were selected from the more common

forms of mental disease, as melancholia, mania
aiuta, puerperal and general paresis. It was given in

doses of from 20 to 30 grains, just before the patient
, retired lor the night.

The medical officers are as f.llows: J. P. Banrroft,
M.D., Superintendent, Treasurer, and Physician ; J. P.
Brown, Assistant Physician

; Austin Thomas, M.D.,
Second Assistant and Apothecary.

The Origin of CnoLER.i.—Dr. John C. Peters, ofNew
York (.V. Y. Med. Journal), in a valualile paper on the
" Origin and Travels of Asiatic Cholera," says we are
driven back on liriti.sh India as the only country in the
world having the unenviable reputation of being the
abode of endemic cliolera; for none can deny the fact that
it is endemic in Calcutta, where the lowest number of
deaths from it per year, since 1811, was 2,502, (he
highest 6,417. In Madras the lowest number of deaths
in one year was 574, the highest 3,G35; in Bombay
the deaths from cholera, among from 6,000 to 21,000
white troops, have varied from 4 in one year to 1,085,
i. e., from 1840 to 1868 ; among 26.000 to 47,000 native
troops, from 4 to 190 per year; among 5,000 to 8,000
prisoners, from 1 to 203 per year.

Dr. J. G. RtcnARDSON, at a stated meeting of the Bio-
logical and Microscopical Section of tlic Academy of
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, exhibited .several sliiles

of microxcopic objecls mounted in a saturated solution of
acetate of poiafh, as recommended bv Max Schultze
(see remaiks of Dr. James Tyson, Mnliail Times, No.
18, p. 345), and desired further to ask the attention of
the Section to this new and valuable preservative men-
struum. He stated that according to his experience,
confirmatory of that recorded by previous observers,
it po.ssessed two great advantages, especially for betrin-
ners in microscopy. The first of these consists in this,
that after meeting during an ordinary examination
with an interesting specimen (such as a group of tube-
casts or some well-displayed alveoli filled with cancer-
cells in the edge of a thin section from a malignant
growth), it is by no means necessary to remove the cover
and thus run the risk oflosing the object, because a small
quantity of the acetate of potash solution, placed at the
margin of the thin glass, will readily diffuse itself be-

. neath it, and accomplish the purpose designed. He
had found it advisable to apply a drop of the solution
at two opposite edges of the cover, so as to obviate
any strong currents which might disarrange the speci-
men

;
also, to allow it twenty-four hours to penetrate

completely before wiping ofi''tl)e excess with a moist-
ened cloth. The second additional advantage gained
by the employment of this preservative fluid' is the ab-

sence of any disposition to mingle with the ordinary
white zinc cement, preventing the latter from running
under the thin cover when applied around its edge.
In no case was any tendency observed to such a mis-
fortune, so liable to occur with most preservative
Uquids, unless cells are employed.
The specimens esliibited comprised one of blood,

three weeks old, showing clearly the leucocytes and
red blood discs—the latter, although flattened, were
not crenated, and retained a large "proportion of their
coloring matter; one of tube-ca^ts from the urine of
Bright's disease, containing fatty epithelial cells ; one of
a specimen of croupous (fibro-corpuscular) lymph stain-
ed with carmine, containing well-defined 'leucocytes

;

one of a thin section from a fibromatous tumor; one of
crystals of uric acid, which had been .slightly granular
when mounted, but .showed no further deterioration
during the following two weeks.

In a reply to a question from Dr. L. S. Bolles, Dr. R.
stated that the solution employed was made by simply
dissolving an avoirdupois ounce of the dry acetate of
potash (as sold by all druggists) in half a ffuidounce of
river-water, and allowing ic to become clear by stand-
ing a day or two.

Dr. \V. S. Halsey inquired w heti.er this solution
would not be apt to react with some of the crystalline
urinary deposits in such a way as to in'erfcre with its

use in their preservation.

Dr. Richardson replied that such would probably be
the case in some instances, as on one occa.sion, when
attempting to mount some octahedra of oxalate of lime,
he had found their places occupied after twenty-four
hours by stellate groups of feathery crystals,—very
likely the result of double decomposition

; a slide upon
the table, however, indicated no such action a.s re-
gards uric acid, and of course no similar danger of chemi-
cal reaction is to be apprehended with specimens of ani-
mal or vegetable tissues.*

New York State Lunatic Asylum, Utica.—From
the Annual Report of this institution, for the year
1870, '.ve learn that the general statistics from its open-
ing, January 16, 1843, to December 1, 1870, are:

—

Total number of admissions, 9,706; total number of
discharges, 9,063 ; total number ofdischarges recovered,
3,725; total number of discharges improved, 1,479;
total number of discharges unimproved, 2,534 ; died,

1,213; not insane, 112. Nundjer of patients at the
commencement of the year : Men, 298

; women, 305
;

total, 603
;
received during the year, men, 247 ; women,

234; total, 481
; whole number treated, men, 515;

women, 539; total, 1,084; daily average under treat-
ment, 629^. Discharged recovered, men, 75; women,
78 ;

total. 1.53
; discharged improved, men, 38; women,

34
;

total, 72 ; discharged unimproved, men, 71 ; wo-
men, 63; total, 134; discharged not insane, men, 6

;

women, 1 ;
total, 7; died, men, 42

; women 33 ; total,

75. Whole number discharced, men, 232 ; women)
209; total, 441. Remaining November 30 1870, men
313 ; women, 330 ; total, 643.
The resident medical officers are : John P. Gray

M.D., Superintendent and Physician; A. 0. Kellogg'
M.D., First Assistant Physician ; Judson B. Andrews,
M.D., Second Assistant Physician; Walter Kempster,
M.D., Third Assistant Physician; E. R. Hun, M.D.,
Special Pathologist.

• Although this assertion is, I presume, strictly true, yet the fact that
we ci\n rarely obtain animal structures without some portion of their
natural fluids (which often contain crystallizable PnUne^) mny prticticat-
ly require it to be somewhat modified. At all events, I have, since the
above was written, observed a verj' few columnar crj-stals form around
a specimen of encephaloid cancer of the liver, preserved for three weeks
in acetate of potash solution.

—

Note by Jh'. liichttrdson.
No further change has occurred in the last month.
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New York Catholic Protectory, Westchester.— I

The report of Llie male departiiw^nt of tliis institution,

establislii-d eigiit years ago, for 1870, gives ti^e follow-

in" exhibit:—Numbrr of inmates, in tlie year ending

Ja°iuary 1, 1S70, was 763; number admitted during

the year ending December 31, 1870, 920; dischavped,

in lei.tured, an I a' sconded during ihe year ending

January 1, 1871, 780 ; died during the same period, 7
;

number remaining during the san;e period, 900. From

the Sisters' report, of ti.e female department the fol-

low.ng fats are gathered:—Tlie number of girls in

this d'epanment on the 31st of December, 1869, 213;

number of girl- received in 1870, 2.54; total number for

1870, 467. Di>charged in ls70, 93 ; sent out to ser-

vice,'l5; transferred to House of Goo .1 Shepherd, 4

;

absconded, 1; tot..l, 113. Toial number of girls re-

maining January 1, 1871. 3.54. Dr. C. F. Rodenstein,

of We-teheste;-, N. Y., ihe Attending Physician, says

that duiing the year nine deaths have occurred—two

from parul-nt pL-ritonitis, three from tiie sequelm of scar-

let fever, twuof wl;ih -we: e preceded by uncmic convul-

sions ;
one Irom typhus; one from compression of the

brain, in consequence of a Iractureof the .tikull. One of

the Christian Brothers died of consumption, and one of

the Sisters of Charity from the rupture of an aneurism.

The prevailing diseases were as follows :—Measles, 29
;

intermittent lever, 38 ;
simple pneumonia, 13; oliga;mia,

17
;

purulent ophthalmia, 272 ;
trachoma, 13 ; eczema,

14- scaljits, 17; funmcle, 13. Stirr/ind Ca.te.'!.—Frac-

tures of the femur, 1 ; of the tibia, 6 ; of the fdiula, 2
;

of the radius, 4 ; clavicle, 2 ;
anchylusis of the knee-

joint, 1; of the thoulder-joinf, 1.

Rush Mi;dical College, Chicago, III.—The annual

announcemetit and catalugiie of this medical college for

1871-2 states that about fifteen humlred medica.1 men

have graduated from there since its organization in

1843. Xiiiety-une students received diplum:is at the

late commencement.

Kings Countt Lunatic Asylu.m.—Dr. E. R. Chapin,

Resident Physician of this institution, in his annual re-

port, states that the whole number of patients under

treatment at present is 957, of whom 203 are females.

The Fon.«XTiOM of Teeth.—In the Dental Conven-

tion, at While Sulphur Springs, Dr. Harriman, of Bos- I

ton, read a paper on the formation of teeth, showing
]

them to be hbrous. Tlie views expressed caused some

Burprisj and considerable discussion.

Trassactioss of the Wisconsin St.\te Medical

SociETT.—The Medical Society of the State of Wiscon-

sin convened at Philharmonic Hall, in the city of Mil-

waukee, June 15, 1870, and was called to oider by the

President, Dr. R. Matks. Tlie roll being called, about

thirty members were found to be present.

Dr. Dariui iMason read an interesting and compre-

hensive essay upon the Properties and Uses of Carbolic

Acid. This was followed by papers on CoUe's Fracture,

bv Dr. William Meacher ; An Historical Outline of Trau-

matic Surgery, by Dr. Christian Linde; Lithotomy in a

Child, aged live years, by Dr. J. C. Davis; Trismus

Nascentum, by Dr. S. A. Ferrin. The Report on the

Properties and Uses of Hydrate Chloral being called

for, it was read by James Cody. Several members par-

ticipated in the discussion. The essay on Iiitra-uterine

Medication, by Dr. J. K. Bartlelt, compri-ing twenty-

Siven pages of the one hundred and thirty-one of the

transactions, is a very creditable contribution to the

literature of uterine diseases.

The beautifully printed pamphlet closes with essays

on the subjoined subjects: Constitutionality of Disease,

by Dr. L. G. Armstrong; Criminal Abortion, by Dr. E.

A. T. Brewst T ; a Case of Opium-Eating, by Dr. Ira

Manley ; and Management of Torpid Bowels, by Dr.

James Johnson. Last, but not least, is the excellent

Constitution and By-laws of this prosperous society.

Dr. H. P. Strong, of Beloit, is tlic President, and Dr.

J. T. Reeve, of Af.pletoii, S-'cretary, for the year 1871.

Salt ix the Sea.—Accoi ding to M. Nadie, a French

cliemist, the Mediterranean Sea contains of salt 2.710

per cent; the Atlantic Oce.an, 2.789 per cent.; the

English Channel, 2,595 p. r cent.; the Pacilic Ocean,

2.587 per cent,; the Lake Ormiah (Peisia), 19,05 per

cent. The specific gravity of the water was found to

range from 1.029 to 1.030 per cent.

Coxo-Femoral Dis.xnTicULATiox.—The first regulai

coxo-feinoral disarticulation was probably nia'le by

Kerr, of Northamplom, England, in 1774, and was for

liip-juint disease, or coxalgia, on a. little consumptive

girl, who lived to the eighteenth day after it.

Rs.MovAL OF the Toxgue.—Mr. MacGillivray, Sur-

geon to the Bendigo Hospital (Australian MeAl. Journal),

reports the successful removal of the whole tongue for

epithelioma.

Uciu piibliriitious.

Books iRECEiVED.

HE\DAcnES, TiTEin Causes axi) their Cure. By
Henry G. AVkiuiit, iSLD., M.R C.S.L,. L.S,A., etc.

From the fourth London ed. Phila, : Lindsay it Blak-

iston. 1871.

The Teeth, a^'d iEIow to Save Them. By L. P. iJlEiiE-

ditd, il.D., D.D.S. Phila. : J. B. Lippmcott & Co.

1871.

The SPHTGMOGKApn and the Pirrsioi.oGT op the
CmcuLATloN. A iMonograph read before the iMedical

Society of Xew Jersey. ^'ew York : W. Wood & Co.

1871.

Practicat. Therapeutics : Considered chiefly with Re-

ference to the Articles of the iMateria iMedica. By Ed-

ward John Waring. iJI.D., F,L,S. Second American,

from third London edition. Phila. : Lindsay A Blak-

iston. 1871.

The Anatomical Remejujr.vxcer ; or Complete Pocket

Anatomist ; containing a Concise iDescription of the

Human Body. Third ed.. with Corrections and Addi-

tions. By C. E. Isaacs. ill.D., late Demonstrator of An-

atomy, University of New York. New York : W. Wood
& Co. 1871.

A Practical Treatise on Fractures AisD Disloca-

tions. By Frank Hastings Hamilton, A.M.. iJI.D,,

LL,D,, Prof, of Practice of Surgery with Operations.

Bellevue Hospital Jledical College, etc., etc. Fourth

ed, , revised and improved. Phila.: H. C. Lea. 1871.

Skln Diseases, their Description, P.vrnoLOGV. Diag-

nosis, AND Tre.\t.ment. By Tilbury Fox, iJI.D.

(Lend.), iM,R.C,P , etc. First American, from la,st

London ed. Edited by M. H. Henrj-. iiLD.. Surgeon to

the Now York Dispensary, Department of Venereal and

Skin Diseases, Fellow o'f the Xew York Academy of

iMedicine. Xew York : W. Wood & Co. 1871.

j

The Am.^teur Microscopist ; or. Views of the iMicro-

I

scopic World : a Handbook of Jlicroscopic illanipulation

and Jlicroscopic Objects. By JoilN Brocklesby, AiJI.,

Prof, of iMathematics and Xatviral Philosophy in

Trinity College, Hartford, etc. Xew York : W. Wood
& Co. 1871.
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©riiVutal Commuuiciitioits.

KEMARKS ON

SOME POINTS IX THE PATHOLOGY AND
TREATMENT OF HEART DISEASE.

Bt warren stone, M.D.,

op NKW 0BI£A2IS.

Diseases of the heart have occupied the attention

of many of the first men of our iirofession since the

days of Laeniiec, but they have done httle more than
to point out the pathological anatomy and the physical

signs by which the various lesions may be detected

before death. Patliological anatomy only discloses the

results of disease; pathology contemplafes'disease in its

course from its begiiniing to its end. The great secret

of success in the treatment of disease consists in an-
ticipating it, or in detecting it early before irreparable

injury is done, and in a knowledge of its natural his-

tory, so as to be able to see from a present condition

what will follow if not coimteracted. This principle

holds good in all acute diseases. Take pneumonia for

instance : if it is seen and detected in its incipiency, in a

large number of casjs it can be aborted. Prof. Ben-
nett telis us that the only evidence of inflammation is

exudition. It is nonsense to say that there is no
pathological condition antecedent to exudation. The
pulse, the respiration, and the fine crepitation of en-
gorgement indicate very clearly what the condition
will be in twenty-four or thirty-six hours ; but much
may be done to ward oft' or lessen the exudation that
will follow. I feel quite certain that many of the
disease-! of the heart maj' be warded off, or very much
mitigated. A large proportion of diseases of the heart
arise from inflammation, which occurs mostly in the
young; and a much larger number than is supposed be-
gin purely as fuuction.al derangement-, which, if not re-

heved. lead on to dilatation, insufliciency of the valves,

and all the consequences of obstiucted circulation

through the organ. Unfortunately inflammation of the
heart is not always seen at the onset ; but it occurs in

conneciion with other di-eases, for which the pliysician

is likely to be consulted, and he should be on his

guard. If he waits for positive physical signs, it will

be too late. In certain forms of rheumatism peculiar
to children, I think the heart is generally implicated

;

and it often occurs as a sequel to measles and scarlet

fever, also in the rheumatism tlial so often attends
chore.i. The rheumatism of children is generally seated
in tlie muscles or fascia, and is very painful, scarcely ad-
mitting of motion. In my experience great perturba-
tion of tiie heart is full evidence that it is implicated,
and it is folly to wait for friction sound or murmur.
I give about equal parts of tart, emetic and morphia
fa little more of one or the other, as may be indicated)
to relieve pain, quiet excitement, and procure proper
rest ; also acetate of potass, freely, and frequent small
doses of calomel. Calomel is not relied upon by some,
because they have no faith in it, and by others, because it

is difficult to get its effect in these cases; but given in

connection with the above its effect is as certain as it

is efficient. Peiicardial effusion will disappear, and
lymph, freshly deposited on the valves of the heart,
absorbs as readily as we see it from the chambers of
the eye. It is far better to anticipate exudation of
lymph, as I am sure we can, if the above treatment
is instituted as soon as the case can be distinguished.
What I wish more particularly to speak of is the

second class, or functional difeases which lead to organ-

ic derangement. These begin later in life, perhaps the

most of them after middle-age, though in some cases

quite early in life. It begins by irregular action of the

heart, not mere palpitation, but irregular action, such r.s

more or less obstructs the circulation, and even severe

cardiac asthma. My attention «as called to this class

of diseases of the heart many years ago. Several who had
consulted me for this irregularity, had, in one, two, or

three years, confirmed disease of the heait, and died

from it. I had an Oj portunity of making a, pust-mortan
examination in one of these cases, and found
the heart pale and lax, and ddated so that the valves

were insufficient, but not diseased. This irregu-

larity is connected with some derangement of

stomach generally, which iuipiirs nutrition. There is

a law that when the nerve function is deranged in

an organ, nutrition is impaired also, and wliile the

heart is frequently over-distended with blood, by
reason of the irregularity of its action, which some-
times almost obstructs the circulation, the nniscles are

beciming feeble and dilatation follows. This irregular-

ity is dilScult to explain, and does not follow any law,

hut is so disturbing as sometimes to threaten lili', while

the organ carries on the circulation perfectly well when
its action is regular and natural.

I was called to a gentleman, five years ago, who
was in an extreme condition. He was a dyspeptic,

and subject to piilpitation. He said he had sjient

Sunday out of town with some friends, ate rather

freely, and was afterwards subjected to severe ex-
c'tement, which brought on agitation of the heart,

and he was barely able to reach home. When I

saw him his heart was acting with great irregular-

ity, the circulation very mucli obstructed, and grew
worse in .spite of all I did. He became cyanosed, his

urine was suppressed, and he expectorated specks of

blood. Ue was ordered an ounce of the tincture of
digitalis, with half a drachm of saturated tincture of

veratrum, to be ta!\en in dos;s ( f a tcaspoonful. The
eflcet of this was watched, and in a little more than
twenty-four hours he took the whole, the heart was
at'tiiig naturally, and all the functions were established.

On careful examination no organic d'soase could be de-

teeted. I do not give so large doses usually, but the case

was extreme, and the engorged state of the organs did

not admit of ready or free absorption, and the case be-

ing under constant, observation, the medicine was con-
tinued, as no ill effect was produced when the circu-

lation was established. This gentleman is alive yet,

and is now travelling in Europe, and, as I have heard,

with great benefit to his general health.

Mr. II., a stout and rather plethoiic man of sixty-

six, a pretty free liver, sent for me in the falL

I found him laboring under the symptoms of heart

disease in the last stage. He was sitting in a chair,

resting his head on a pillow placed on a table,

his lower extremities were very much swollen, and
he had some water in his abdomen. TIjc heart

was extremelj' irregular, but no murmur could be de-

tected. His urine was scant and high colored. I

ordered him small doses of calomel, and the tinct. of

digitalis and veratrum, in doses of twelve minims of

digitalis to three of veratrum, three or four times a

day. This quieted the heart very much, and the calo-

mel soon began to increase the flow of urine, wlien it

was assisted by the comp. powder of jalap, as often as

his condition would bear. Under this couise the

dropsy disappeared, the heart became pretty regular,

and he soon gained his strength and felt as well as he
had for some years. He told me that he had been sub-

ject to the irregularity of the heart for many years,

but he was a vigorous man ; and although he occasion-
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ally liad temporary dyspcpfia, his food ^vas appropri-

ated vveU, and the muscles of his heart dil not de-

generate, and dilatation was scarcely perceptible. The

next year he was elected to Congress, and as his poli-

tics did not please the party in power, liis seat was
contested. He spent an exciting winter in Washing-

ton, and he returned in a worse condition than before.

I thought he must die, but I put him on the same course

of treatment, with a httle addition to the quantity of di-

gitalis and veratrum, and he recovered slowly. I kept

him under observation for some time, regulated his

diet, exercise, etc., and kept him under the use of the

digitalis and veratrum for some time. He went into

business, and was able to exercise freely. I had not

seen him fdr a year or more, when lie called on rae to

know wliether he might not resume his medicine again,

as his heart began to be unruly, as he termed it.

I am sure that remedy not only quiets this condition in

a remarkable degree, bat it has a curative effect when
continued for a long time in appropriate quantity.

Digitalis is beyond a doubt a stimulant and tonic to the

muscles of the heart, and the veratrum calms the ex-

cited and morbid condition of the nerves with equal

certainty. The two seem to act in harmony, and, I

think, modify the action of each other. This irregu-

larity ahnost always attends valvular dis^asvs of the

heart as they advance, so as to produce derangement of

the stomach by obstructing venous circulation, and

hence the frequent attacks of cardiac asthma when the

heart is capable of carrying on the circulation quite

w^ell wlien its action is regular. An old lady of seventy

years I had examined a year or two before, and found

quite a loud murumr at the mitral orilice, which did

not seem to interfere materially with the circulation;

was seized with cardiac asthma, after having sutfered

a series of troubles, and it was thought by her physi-

cian that she would die, at least could live but a short

time. I was sick at the time, and did not see her until

she had several paroxysms, mostly at night. I saw her

in the morning, when she was quiet. She was lying

horizontal, with head low, breathing quite easy. The

doctor directed my attention to the loud murmur. I

told him that it did not evidently obstruct the circula-

tion wliiL' the heart was quiet, and explained my views

of the immediate cause of her attack, and advised the

remedy. She took it in small doses (for the doctor was

afraid of it), and had no more asthma attacks for some

months, wlien she moved into the country. She died a

j-ear or so afterwards, but not from heart disease.

A little excrescence or atheromatous deposit that

serves to break the current of blood will cause a loud

sound, without materially interrupting the circulation.

Mrs. C, a lady of middle age, came Irom the country,

laboring under general dropsy, with heart disease. Her

physician, who was an intelligent man, and had been her

medical attendant, thought her liver was enlarged and

indurated. I could not Tell, as the abdomen was much
distended. Notwithstundiug a loud sound at tlie mitral

orifice, she could lie down and breathe very well

when the heart's action was regular; but she could not

bear exercise. She had cardiaj asthma mostly at night.

She took digitalis and veratrum iu the proportion of

ten minims to two and a half of the veratrum three

times a dav, and she was directed to take it ofteuer if

the heart became excited. On one occasion she had a

severe attack of cardiac asthma, and she took six doses

at an hour's interval. I ibund her the next morning

with a pulse fil'ty in a minute, when it was usually a

hundred; but she was veiy cheerful and felt no unpleas-

ant sensation. She took, also, very small doses of calo-

mel until the flow of urine (which at first was scant and

high-colored) began to change in quantity and quality,

when the comp. powder of jalap was given, which gave
so much relief that she was disjiosed to take more than

was directed. Under this course the dropsy entirely dis-

appeared, and the heart became quiet and reguLar in

the course of two months, and she had gained her

strength so that she could take long walks. 1 saw her

the day before she left the city
,
just as she came in from

a shopping expedition, up two flights of stairs, without
disturbing the heart or respiration. Patients laboring

under irregularity of the heart's action generally consult

their physician early, when much may be done. In

addition to the digitalis and veratrum, the stomach re-

quires attention. In those who have lived rather free

and indulged in stimulants too freely, small doses of

mercury act favorably, and afterwards tonics. In thin,

pale sulijects, iron tonics act well, and I have observed

good elTects from strychnine. A favorite prescription

of my worthy colleague, Pi'of. Bemiss, is coinpo.sed of

equal parts of tinct. of nux vomica, digitalis, and iron.

It is all important to regulate the habits of living in

every respect. This is a subject of more importance

than might at first appear. I have sketched very briefly

my experience, and related sufficient cases to illustrate

my views.
m --*- »

CASES ILLUSTEATIXG SOME OF THE
MORE UNUSUAL FORMS OF EAR DIS-
EASE.

Br ALBERT H. BUCK, M.D.,

NEW YORE Cixy.

* Accnmnhdion of Sfrumin the Cavity of the Tiinrpannm ;

Pimcture of the Membrana Tympuni ; Almost Com-
plete Recovery of the Hearinij.

Oy the 14th of September, 1870, Charles Rourke, ast.

16, of scrofulous aspect, consulted me with reference to

some afi'ection of his ears. His statement was that four

weeks previously he had noticed a throbbing in both
ears, accompanied by more or less deafness and a mod-
erate di'gree of pain, and that these .s-ymptoms had con-

tinued unclianged up to that time. '\Vhen questioned,

he stated that he had suffered pretty constantly since

childhood from nasal catarrh. On examination I found

the right membrana tympani moderately sunken and
somewhat opaque. The left membrane was decidedly

sunken. Its color was a peculiar greenish brown, and
in the superior posterior quadrant the long process of

the anvil could easily be seen through the membrane.
After inflation with Politzer's air-bag, a delicate line be-

came visible, running horizontally across the left mem-
brane and dividing it into two unequal halves : its ap-

pearance was as if a hair had been stretched across the

membrane. The hearing, which before the inflation

was one incli on the right side and four incites on the

left, for a watch of 12 to 15 feet hearing distance, was

* LrrERATURE.—1. Diagnose und Therapie dor .\nsanimlang ser»iser

Fliissiglteib in dcr Troramelhohle. Adam Politzer. Wiener Med.
Wocln^iiscitrift. IStu.

2. Uetjer l>ewcerliclieExsudatein der Trommelhuhle. Adam Politzer-

Wiener J/crf. J're^ne. IStJt).

3. UebiT das Vorltommen seriiser Fliissigkeit in der Paukpnliiihle

(Otitis mcnia serosa). Emanuel Zaufal. Archiv fur Ohrenheilkuiide.

Band V. ISfiO.

4. Serous Accumulations in the Tympanum. S. Moos. Archives of
Opht/iafmolnff!/ and Otology. Vol. 1. No. 2. lS7t).

5. Paracentesis Tympani. By W. H. Fitch, M.D. Chicago Med.

j
EJ-aminer. Febntary, 1S71.

1 (). Uelier Sekretionen und Ansammlungen von Fliisslgkeiten in der

1 P.mkenhulde ; deren Wesen, Diagnose und Therapie. Fred. Eugen
1 Weljor. Monntiiclfriftfur Ohreniieilkuitde. X. 1. 1S71.

j
7. Zaufal, Tiber die Operation der Paracentese des Trommelfells.

I Wiener Med. Wocheii.'iclu-ift. XXI. 8. 1871.
I S. On the Accumulation of Serum in the Tympanic Cavity. Diagno-

sis and treatment. By Mr. Ed\\-in Millingen. Jfed. Timea and Gazette.

I March 25, 1S71.
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after the inflation increased to seven inches on tlie

right and four lieet on the left side.

Treitment.—Inflation of middle ears by Politzer's

appiratus, with a view to promoting absorption of ihe

fluid or possibly of dislodging it, either backward into

the cells of the mastoid process, or forward through the

Eustachian tube into the pharynx.
These inflations were repeated three times during the

subsequent ten d lys, but without producing any per-

manent change either in the hea- ing or in the level of

the fluid. Tlie marked iruprovenient in tbe hearing,

immediately following the inflation, lasted but a few
hours at the most.

Oil the 24th of September I made a vertical incision,

three lines long, in the posterior half of the membrane
at the junction of the upper and lower quadrants. The
pain caused by the pimcture was trifling, and la>ted but
a minu'e or two. The middle ear was then forcibly

inflated by Politzer's appar.itus. Three or four drops
of fluid were thus driven out throush the perforation

into the external auditory canal. It was soaked up
with small balls of cotton, twisted round the end of a

malleable steel probe, and was found to be slightly

tinged with b'ood, which probably came from the

wound in the membrane. After the operation the

hearing distance increased to 18 inches for the watch.
I next saw the patient on the 2Sth of September.

There liad been no inflnmmatory disturbance in the ear

since the operation. The hearing distance had increas-

ed to five feet on the le:t side. The perforation in the

membrane bad entirely healed, but the water line was
still visible, thou;;h at a much lower level. Some
ecchymosis could stiU be seen in the neighborhood of
the linear cicatrix.

Patient visited me again on the 10th of October.
The hearing distance had then returned to 18 inches
for the watch. After inflation it rose temporarily to

two feet. In the belief that the catarrhal closure of the
Eustachian tube had been the chief cause of the relapse,

and that a permanent cure could only be effected alter

the mucous membrane of the tube had been restored to

a comparatively normal condition, I instituted the ful-

lowing treatment and kepi it up faithfully for nearly a
month:—Spraying of nostrils with a solution of n'trate

of silver, gr. ij.— 3 i. ; application of the same solution to

the upper part of naso-pljaryngcal cavity by means of a
suitable syringe; inflation of the middle ear by Polit-

zer's apparatus. These applications to be made three
times a week.
By the 26th of November the naso-pharyngeal

catarrh had so nmch improved that I ventured to re-
peat the operation of puncturing the membrane. The
inci-ion was made in nearly the same spot as before,
but was perhaps not quite so long as the first. Verv-
little fluid was evacuated by the subsequent inflation."

As b.rfore, the puncture was not followed by any un-
pleasant symptoms. Two days afterwards, on examina-
tion of the membrane, the level of the fluid appeared
quite as high as beibre the operation. I therefore in-

cised the membrane again, this time lower down and
throughout a greater length. After inflation of (he
middle ear, a mass of bubbles could be seen lying in

• front of the punctured membrane. They were soaked
up with balls of cotton, and the hearing distance was
then found to have risen to eleven feet for the
watch.

Patient returned on the 30th of November. No un-
pleasant reaction had followed the operation. The
water Une had entirely disappeared, and the membrane
had lost its peculiar greenish hue. Hearing distance
for the watch, 7 feet; increased by inflation to 11 feet.

The following day I again tested his hearing with

the watch, and found that he could hear it at a distance

,
of 1 1 feet from the left ear.

Remarks.—The accumulation of fluid in the left

tympanum may be accjunted for in either of the fol-

lowing ways: either there had been an acute catarrh
of the middle ear, accompanied by an unusually abun-
dant secretion of mucous, or the catarrhal process bad
been chiefly restricted to the Eustachian tube, causing
it to remain closed for a prolonged period of lime. In
the latter case the smaU body of air in the tympanum
would soon become absorbed, and the efiects of this

absorption would be. first, to draw the niembrana
tynipaci as far inwards as its elasticity would permit;

I and s-'cond, by the removal of the normal atmospheric
1 pressure from the walls of the vessels, to favor the

I

transudation of serum. In the present case the last
' hypothesis seems to me the most probable of the two.
Tlie fluid evacuated from the cavity of the tympanum
appeared more like serum than mucus in character;

I

the inembrana tympani presented none of the appear-
I ances of congestion which are usually seen in acute
' catarrh of the middle ear ; tbe serum, moreover, did
not cease to accumulate until after the Eustachian tulie

had been restored to nearly its normal condition. All
these circumstances, it seenisto me, favor the adoption
of the last hypothesis.

Tlie diminution in the hearing of the right side was
probably due to the lesions of a chronic catarrh of the
middle ear. No material improvement took place dur-
ing the course of the treatment.

A Second Case of Serous or Mucous Accumulation in
lite Middle Ear.

Cornelius Crowe, xt. 28, presented himself to my
clinique at the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary Nov.
2, 1870. iHe stated that ten days previously he had
" caught a bad cold in the head." It was accomfjanied,
he .said, by a s use of fulness in the right ear, occa-
sional tinnitus, slight de.ifness, and a disagreeable reso-
nance of his own voice when speaking. On inspection

I found the right niembrana tympani in neatly its nor-
mal position ; the manubrial and peripheral plexuses
of vessels were very much injected, and in the pos-
terior superior quadrant a perfectly circular outhne
could be seen, which conveyed to the eye the impres-
sion of a bubble. On auscultation, during inflation of
the middle ear, tlie air was heard to pa.ss freely and
without rales through the Eustachian tube. During
Ihe act of inflation by Valsalva's experiment, the bub-
ble could be distinctly seen to rise and fall with the
changes of pressure.

Treatment was commenced, but patient did not
return after the first visit.

Remarks.—In this case, although the disease proba-
bly originated in, or was, at least, synchronous with,

the nasal catarrh, its chief seat seems to have been in

the tympanum and not in the Eustachian tube, as was
' evinced by the auscultatory signs, by the normal posi-

I

tion of the membrane, by its congested appearance, and
' by ihe tinnitus. For this reason the fluid C(mtained
within the tympanum was probably mucus and not
serum.

Case of Moibus Brightd vtith Exudation of Blood into

the Tympanum.

Mary Casey, »t. 3.3. presented herself to my clin-

ique at the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary March 29,
1871. She s:ated that two months before she had
noticed a roaring sound in the right ear, accompanied
b}^ a moderate degree of deafness. These symptoms
had continued since. By questioning her, I ascertained
that for a much longer period she had suffered from
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anasarca and other symptoms which pointed clearly to

the existence of renal disfcase. Her aspect, moreover,

was that of a person afflicted with some serious chronic

malaJy. On inspection of the ri^ht ear, I found the

membrana tympani in apparently its normal position.

The short process and handle of the hammer were of

their usual wliiteness. The upper half of the membrane
was perfectly normal in appearance, but the lower half

had a peculiar redness, which, from its uniformity and

depth of color and abruptness of outline superiorly,

conveyed the impression that blood had been extrava-

sated mto the cavity of the tympanum, and had filled

it up to the level of the umbo of the membrana tympani.

Her desire to return to her home in the country the

same afternoon, and her feeble condition, rendered it

advisable not to attempt any treatment at the time.

She has not returned since. (A somewhat similar case

is mentioned by Schwartze in the A rcliiv fiir Ohren-

heilkunde, Vol. IV. page 12.)

Horny Growth of the Membrana Tympani.

Archibald Lindsay, set. 36, was admitted to the New
York Eyeand Ear Infir[nary June 21, 1871. He stated

that 14 years ago, during exposure to severe weather,

he first began to be troubled with noises and slight deaf-

ness in both ears. These symptoms had continued

since, thougli at times they would be less marked than

at others.

In both ears the watch could only be heard at a distance

of two inches ; in conversation with him, however, I was
not obliged to raise my voice appreciably. On inspec-

tion the external auditory canals were found to be fill-

ed with inspissated cerumen. To facilitate the removal

of these hardened plugs of wax, the patient was direct-

ed to fill the ears night and morning with a warm solu-

tion of bicarbonate of soda (gr. x.— 5 i.). Three days

later the cerumen was easily removed by .syringing. On
examination of the membranes the following appear-

ances were then noticed :—On the left side there was
nothing specially noteworthy ; on the right the upper

three-fourtlis of the membrane was occu[iied by a flat-

tened, sharply-outlined mass of a pale yellow or yel-

lowish-white color. It stood out from the level of the

membrane to a distance of a line, and terminated

throughout its entire lower border with abrupt edges.

Along its upper and anterior boundary the mass be-

came gradually merged in the skin of the auditory

canal. Its surface was smooth and slippery, and when
touched with the probe conveyed the impression of

being quite hard. The portion of the membrane that

remained uncovered by the mass was of a uniform

milky appearance, similar to what is frequently seen in

cases of chronic catarrh. By the removal of the har-

dened wax, the hearing distance was increased to two
feet on the right side for the watch. With a view to ob-

taining more light on the nature of this strange mass,

I directed the patient to continue the u^e of the soda

solution for a week. V.^hen he returned the mass

was found still to occupy the same place. Its surface

was more or less softened by the prolonged moisture,

but in other respects no appreciable change had taken

place. Patient did not return for further treatment.

REM.1RKS.—I interpret the case to be one of liorny

growth from the dermoid layer of the membrana tym-

pani, produced possibly by the long-continued irritation

of a ceruminous plug in the meatus. The case, so far

as I know, is unique.

Acute Inflammation of the Jt/iddle Ear and Mastoid Celh ;

Perforation of the Mastoid Process by an Operation;

Recovery.

Last December Mrs G-., a3t. 47, was taken ill with a

severe earache in the right ear, followed soon after by

a purulent discharge from the meatus. Throughout
the month of January the pain continued with only

occasional intervals of relief; it then gradually became
less severe, and up to the first of April she was able to

go about and attend to her household duties. About
this time, however, the discharge almost ceased, the pain

became very severe, and for several nights she was un-

able to sleep. She vomited the greater part of her

food, and ."ipoke at times incoherently. At noon, April

8, 1871, I saw Mrs. G. for the first tmie. She was evi-

dently in great sufforing. "When asked direct que.-tiou*

she would answer them satisfactorily, but at other

limes she kept up a constant muttering to herself.

Her pulse was 104 and feeble, though regular. There

was 1^0 special heat of skin. The meatus of the right

ear was so much swollen as to be virtually closed.

The discharge of pus took place through the Eustachian

tube. By a snuffing and hawking motion she was able

to spit it out. The riglit mastoid process was very
tender, but there was no appreciable swelling.

Treatment.—A free incision, dividing the periosteum

of the mastoid process, to be followed by warm fomen-

tations to the part ; sal Rochelle as a laxative ; beef-tea

diet.

In the evening I went prepared to trephine the

mastoid process, but found her so much better than at

my morning visit that the operation seemed unneces-

sary. There was then a free discharge from the right

meatus and the pain had very much diminished. At
my visit the following day I found that she had
passed a very comfortable night. Her appetite had
returned, and the discharge from the meatus continued

to be abundant. For the next ten days the treatment

consisted in simply syringing out the ear two or

three times a day with lukewarm w'ater.

By the 18th of Apiil the swollen condition of the

meatus had so far disappeared, that with the speculum
I could a.-certain the existence of a small mass of gran-

ulations springing from the posterior superior wall of

the meatus, about midway between the commencement
of the cartilaginous portion and the outer orifice.

These were cauterized daily with the sohd nitrate of

silver. Her general health had steaddy improved since

the 8th ult.

Up to the 1st of June no change occurred in Mrs.

G.'s condition worthy of note. Nitrate of silver, acid

nitrate of mercury, alcohol (95 per cent.), and 1am-
inaiia bougies were successively used to check tlie

growth of granulations, and allow a free exit for the

discharge of pus from the tympanum. Her general

health remained good, and there was only now and
then a paroxysm of moderate pain in the ear. At
times the discharge would be somewhat bloodj^

About the 1st of June, however, she commenced to

suflfer from severe pain not only in the ear, but extend-

ing over the whole right side of the liead. The pain

was pretty constant, though usually more severe at

night. All caustic applications to the granulations in

the meatus were stopped and leeches were applied

from time to time to the mastoid process ; these, how-
ever, only afforded temporary relief. On the l4th of

June the pain became unusually severe, and was refer-

red chiefly to the side and top of the head. There w-as

also some nausea after meals. Although several

searches for dead bone had been made on previous oc-

casions, it was not until the 16th of June tliat a small

sinus was discovered running from the centre of the

mass of granulations in the meatus upwards and back-

wards into the mastoid cells. On consultation with

Dr. Robert F. Weir, it was thought best, in view of the

severity of the symptoms, to establish a counter open-

ing in the right mastoid process.
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The patient being under the influence of ether, an
incision li inch long was made through the sl<in and
subjacent tissues at a distance of a third of an inch

from the attachment of the concha, and in a direction

nearly parallel to it. A second incision was carried

from the middle of the first backwards to the distai:ce

of an inch. Both these iuci.-'ions were extended down
to and through the periosteum. The angular flaps

were then everted, exposing to view the mastoid pro-

cess over a space the size of a nickel cent. The bone
was found to be in a softened condition over the lon-er

part of the process, so that it could readily be broken
down with a small gouge. An opening was thus cs-

t:iblished tlirough which a probe could be passed int;o

the sinus communicating with the meatu?. Two
probes, introduced from the opposite openings, we-e
found to meet in the mastoid cells. No loose fragments
of bone were encountered, and no appreciable amount
of pus escaped from the new opening. The wound
was then stuffed with hnt to prevent union by adhe-
sion.

The imm^iate eifect of the operation was to relieve

her from the severe pain in tlie head and fiora the

nausea. On the third day after the operation she had
another paroxysm of pain in the right side of the head.

It lasted but a few hours, however, aud did not after-

wards return. The external sinus communicating
with the bone was kept open by a suitable tent. Tlie

discharge was at first very abundant, but it gradually

diminished in amount, and on the 18th of July the

t-.'nt was left out altogether. Since the operation her
general licalth had steadily improved, and she was soon
again able to attend to her household duties.

On the 5tli of September patient reported that for

nearly six weeks there had been no discharge either

from the meatus or from the externnl wound. She
could hear the watch at a distance of 4 inches from the

right ear, and experienced no difficulty whatever in

understanding ordinary conversation. On inspection,

I found that the granulations in the external meatus
had entirely di-appeand. The entrance to the sinus

had evidently closed. Owing to the decided narrow-
ing of the meatus, I could not obtain a view of the

membrane. The Eustachian tuljo being closed both to

the catheter and to Pulitzer's mode of inflation, I could

obtain no inf irmation by auscultation conoerning the

condition of the middle ear. A small scab marked
the location of the external sinus.

Chronic Purulent Inflammation of the Middle Ear, with
Dcstrndion of a Lnnje, Part of the Upper Boni/ Wall of
the External AiidiPjri/ Canal, tlie Hammer, tlie Anvil,

and the Upper Two-thirds of the Membrana Ti/mpanl.

Thomas Nile, jet. .34, presented himself to my chn-
ique at the New York Eye aud Ear Infirmary May 3,

1871. Since 9 years of age he had been troubled with
a constant discharge of matter from the right car. At
times he had suffered fiom pain in the affected ear,

but scarcely at all of late years. He did not reinetn-

ber to have ever seen any fragnienls of bone in the
discharge. On examination I found the right auditory
canal filled with a thick, offensive pus. After its re-

m6val by svringing, the fo'lowing appearances were
noticed :—The meatus, in its outer half, was perfectly

normal ; it then suddenly emerged into a large cavit}',

at the bottom of which could be seen tlie red, granu-
lating inner wall of the tympanum. The membrana
tympani had been entirely destroyed with the excep-
tion of its lower two-fifths, which stretched like a low
)pariition-wall across the deeper end of the cavity.

The upper portion of the inner half of the bony meatus
had also been completely destroyed. The hammer

and anvil were both gone. The mucous membrane of the

tympanum was so much swollen that notliing could
be seen to mark the exact locality of the fenestra ro-

tunda or stirrup. Its whole surface was of a uniform
red and granular appearance. The stirrup, how-
ever, or at least its base, must still have retained its

connections and movability, for, on testing the hearing
with the watch, I found that ho could hear its ticking

distinctly at a distance of 5 inches from the concha.
The left ear was comparatively sound.

A Case ofMeniere's Disease ; Sudden and Complete Deaf-
ness ; almost entire Recovery of the Hearing.

Mr.«. H., iBt. circa 40, consulted me August 1, 1871.

She stated thiit last Christmas morning, while in

the enjoyment of her usual good health, she was
suddenly seized with a severe pain in the head, accom-
panied by dizziness, nausea, and loud noises in both
ears. She was walking about the room at the time,

biit when the attack commenced she was obliged to

take hold of something to keep from falling. The ob-

jects in the room seemed to h/r to be turned upside

down ; she also saw double. Soon after lying ilown
upon the bed she vomited. Her friends came into the

room, and she then became aware that she had suddenly
grown deaf, not being able to hear a word that was
sjiokon to her. The nausea and occasional vomiting
ceased within a few hours after the administration ot

suitable remedies, and with it dii^appcarcd the severe

pain in the head. Her hearing also began to return,

and, by the end of six days, she was able to hear quite

distinctly again. The double vision histed some weeks
longer and then gradually passed ofi". Q'he subjective

noises, however, and a moderate degree of deafness

had continued to annoy her up to the time of her visit

to me.
On testing the hearing, it was found to be diminished

on the right side to 2J feet, on the left to 2 inches, for

a watch of at least 12 feet hearing distance. The vi-

brations of the tuning-fork (C), no matter where it was
placed on the cranium, were best heard in the right

ear. As far as could be ascertained by inspection and
by auscultation during catheterization of the Eustachian
tubes, there w-as nothing in the condition of the meatus,
membrana tympani, middle ear, or Eustachian tube to

account for the difference of heating between the two
ears. In both there were signs of a slight catarrhal

affection. The left pupil was fully twice as large as the

right, and both responded to the light. Frotn her
physician. Dr. Carl Reiucke, I a.scertaiued that the

ophllialmoscopic examination had yielded only a nega-
tive result. The attack had not been accompanied by
paralysis o*" either facial nerve. Auscultation of the

lieart revealed the existence of a loud mitral regurgitant

murmur.
Remarks.—The history of this case is itnfortunately

incomplete. I thlly expected to ascertain further facts

at a second interview, but the patient, to whom I

probably did not give a sufficiently encouraging prog-

nosis, has not since returned. Although the to-exist-

cnee of valvular disease of the heart would naturally

suggest the idi'a of embolus of some intra- cranial vessel,

the rapidity of the recovery and the absence of motor-
paralysis point still more strongly to the labyrinth as

the seat of the trouble. The complex of symptoms
tallies pretty accurately with what is cnllcd ''ileii it-re's

disease." A setous or sero-sanguineous effusion into

both cochlese, causing increased pressure on the termi-

nal fibres of the auditory nerve, would afford a plausi-

file explanation of a part of the symptoms—the subjec-

tive noises and deafness; while the vertigo and the in-

ability to keep her balance may have been due to a
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similar eftusion into the semi-circular canals. The shght
degree of permanent injury to the auditory nerves is

au interesting feature of the case, for in most of the

cases of Menii^re's disease wliich have tlius far been
published, the deafness which followed the attack was
much more marked.

Tliose interested in the subject will find a very fall

account of the disease in Vol. II., No. 1, of the Archives
of Ophtlialrnologj' and Otology :

—

A Clinical AIlaly^is of the Inflammatory Afl'ections of

the Inner Ear. By H. Knapp.
On Vertigo Occurring in Affections of the Ear faudi-

tory vertigo). By Dr. Gustav Brunner, ol Zurich.

OPHTHALMIC NOTES.

I. Case of Acute Gl.^ucoma ; Iridectomy
; Operation

AWAKES Acute Glaucoma is tde other Eve.

II. Cerebral Hemiopia occurring on Similar Sides,

StaTIuNARY, EeSULTING FRO.M an ArOPLtCTIC At-
T.iCK.

By RICHARD H. DERBY, M.D.,

OPHTHALMIC STHtGEON TO THE DEilILT AND NEW YORK DISPENS.

LATE AS.SISTANT OF PBOF. VON GRAEFE, IN BERLIN.

I. Ida K., aged 40, presented herself on the 29th of
June, 1870. During ihe past year she had repeatedly
seen rainbow colors about the lights, and latterly she
remarked tliat her reading-glasses were not strong
enough. Otherwise, up to the time of her present at-

tack, no trouble with her eyes whatever. Three days
ago, while washing, she felt suddenly ill and nauseated,
and severe pain in her left eye. Patient went to bed,

and leechts were applied to the left tenip!e. The fol-

lowing morning tlie pain liad subsided; toward even-
ing the sight of this eye was somewhat obscured.

Now the tension of the left eye is much increased

T+3. Pupil irregubrly dilated. Aqueous humor
cloudy. Details of ihe fundus not discernible. With
this eye patient could count lingers when held at a dis-

tcnce of 4^ feet. Vision /,r. Eccentric vision less cer-

tain downwards, inwards, and upwnrds.
Riaht eye.—Hypermetropia -Jr. Vision 1.

"With the ophthalmoscope fundus seen to be nor-
mal.

On the 30th of June a broad iridectomy was made
on the left eye downwards. On the 6th of July the
vision of the left eye had imiiroved to -,V Eccentric
vision no longer uncertain as before.

8th July. Until last evening positively no symptom
of trouble in the right eye. Then she ctmi plained of
temporary obscurations of this eye and sense ol' pres-
sure. Tliis morning patient complains of nausea,
severe ciliary neuralgia (.right). The riglit eye presents
an exquisite [lieture of acute glauc ima. Pup 1 irreg-

ularly dilated
; tension decivledly increa-ed. On account

of the cloudiness of the vitreous, fundus no longer to be
seen. Vision i. No limitation of the visual field. On
the 11th of July an iridectomy was made downwards
on this eye, and on the 16th the vision was J;.

The observation that in cases of inflammatory glau-
coma the operation of iridectomy on the one side may
lead to the outbreak of glaucoma on the other eve,-

was fir*t made by Von Graefe.* Since then Mooren
has written to the same effect.f In h's la-t article on
the Pathology and Thernpeutics of Glaucoma, { Von
Graefe finds the outbreak of glaucoma in Ihe second

* .\rchiv f. Oplith. viii.. 2. p. 5.5.

t Ueber sympatlilsclie Gesiclit.=^Ktilnin?en, p. 98.

t Archiv f. Ophth., xv., 3, pp. llli, 117.

eye, within two weeks after iridectomy on the first,

occurs only in cases where au eye afllicted with primary
inflammatoiy glaucoma has been operated on during the

period of irritation, and in such eyes as these, where
the second ej'e had already shown signs of the pro-

dromes of glaucoma, this succession was especially fre-

quent. Glaucoma was developed on tlie second eye
within fourteen days after the operation on the first, in

more than 30 per cent, of the cases.

11. Mr. C, aged 56, consulted me on (he 10th

of iMay, 1871, -on account of deranged vision. On
either eye the vision was |, and there was an entirely

symmetrical defect in each field of vision. The entire

right half of each visual field failed. The remainder
of the visual fields was for color as well as for the or-

dinary test normal.

The ophthalmoscope revealed nothing abnormal in

the optic nerve or retina. Hypermetropia -/,;.

From the history of the case I gathered the follow-

ing facts. On the 25th of December, 1869, patient

had an apoplectic seizure, resulting in hemiplegia as

well as hemiopia of the right side. The hemiplegia

soon passed away, but the condition of the eyes re-

mained the same up to the present lime. The hemi-
opia in this case is evidently to be referred to a paraly-

sis of the lef tractus opticus, resulting from apoplexy in

the left hemisphere. The prognosis of the case Wiis favor-

able, at least as far as the danger of total blindness

was concerned. Accordmg to Von Graefe, entire blind-

ness can superveue on a one-sided apoplectic affection

only

—

(fi.) When an apopletic affection develops itself

in the other hemisphere
;

(/).) When fresh effusions into the hemisphere origin-

ally affected cause general cerebral derangement, per-

haps througlr an:emia

;

(c.) When a ba-ilar disease, directly affecting the

trunks of the optic nerves, supervenes;
(<l.) When a limitation of space in the cranium in-

volves comjiresiion of the cavernous sinus, and, in con-
secjuence, venous strangulation of the papilla;

(e.) When the continued progress of the encephalo-
meningitic disease causes a secondary neuritis.*

The history of the case made it evident that the

original attack was simply one of apoplexy; there had
been no evidences of meningeal disease, and the fact

that the condition of the eyes had remained the same
during .so long a period made it extremely improbable
that a change for the worse might occur. The patient
might, on the other hand, have another apoplectic attack,

and such a manner of life as would least conduce to

this was recommended to him.

EUPTUEE OF TENDON OF PLANTARIS.
By ELLIOTT COUES, M.D.,

ASSISTANT SURGEON, U. 8. ARMY.

The c.ise of th's accident that recently came under
my notice may interest others besides myself, not only
on account of its infrequency, but because it shows
how unquestionable a '"diagnosis by exclusion " may
sometimes be.

An elderly man, in stepping briskly up a steep em-
bankment, felt something give wa}' in his leg, heard a
distinct snap, and thought some one had struck him
with a stone on the lower part of the calf. He was
quite lame when I saw him a few minutes afterward

;

a particular spot half-way up the leg behind was pain-

* Clinical Lectures on Amblyopia and Amaui'osis, translated by Haslcet
Derby, M.D., p. JJ.
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ful; and after ihe usual interval there was a good deal
of swelling and ecchymosis in the same place. There
was not tlie slightest injury of either knee or ankle.
The patient limped about for a week or ten days.

In this case the injury was equally remote from
either knee or ankle; the patient's sensations, as above
related, showed that some structure in tlie leg had given
way, and the subsequent sytnptoms were those of
laceration of sclerous fibre. It certainly was not the
tendo Achiilis, as rupture of this would have been visi-

ble or tangible upon examiua; ion, and moreover, would
have been followed by more serious resulis. As the
only other tendon that could be snapped without extra-
ordinary violence is that of the plantaris, the
diagnosis is evident. Probably a quick motion caught
the calf muscle unawares, and before this could con-
tract the strain upon the plantaris was more than the
latter could bear. The rarity of the accident may be
inferred from the fact that it is not mentioned in some
standard treatises.

roBT McHenbi, Md., Sept. 19, 1S71.

C^riaiiuil Cfctiirc0.

A CLI^aCAL LECTURE ON

PROLAPSUS UTERI, WITH AN ILLUSTRA-
TION OF ITS SURGICAL TREAT.AIEXT.

Br PROF. ALEX. J. C. SKENE, SI.D.,

OF THE LONG JSLAiTD COIXEGE HOSPrrAL.

(Reported by Edward Seaman Bunker, M.D.,)

Gentlemen :—Some time ago I stated to you that tlie

uicrus was a movable organ, circumstances changino-
its I osition to a limited e.Ntent without causing trouble;
but in Ihe case before you it has got a long way beyotid
the hmits of its normal privileges. Hence this lady
finds herself an invalid.

Observe here, if you please, that the vagina is turned
inside out, forming a sack whicli contains the uterus
and bladder. We can satisfy ourselves that such is the
case, first by carrymg this probe into the cavity of the
ulerus, and tlien by introducing this catheter info tlie

bladder. You remark that Ihe catheter passes down-
ward towards the vaginal outlet, whereas if the blad-
der were in its normal position Ihe instrument would
ascend behind the pubt-s. Now, gras;>ing the walls of
t!ie vagina, so as lo approximate them above the
fundus uteii, we readily exclude inversion, hyperlrophy
of the cervix, tumors, and all those afi'ections which re-
semble in some degree prolapsus uteri. We must be
thus careful in making a diagnosis, because we are told
by good autliorities tjiat other conditions may be mis-
taken for prolapsus uteri, as, for instance, hypertrophy
of the cervix. To exclude this last-named affection we
have only to measure the cavity of the whole organ—
which you see in this ca^e is only three inches." We
are able in this way to satisfy ourselves that the prolap-
sus is real, and nut merely apparent. Again, by re-
storing the uterus and bladder to their normal position
in the pelvic caviiy, and examining the abdomen, we
prove that these organs have not been crowded out of
place by any unnatural pressure from above. AVith
the uterus and bladder thus replaced we can examine
the introitus vulvje. You see that the parts are very
much relaxed. Tlie perineum is divided down to th';
sp'.iMicter ani, and doubtless this accident, which evi-
dently occurred some time ago, has permitted the fall-
ing of the womb.
Keep in mind the physical conditions while we take

the history of the case. This lady is 55 years old, and
has had a number of children. Her general health has
always been good ; but nearly fifteen years ago, after
the birth of her youngest child, slic began to liave pel-
vic tenesmus, or dragging downward of the pelvic
contents, and also irritation of the rectum and bladder.
These symptons were greatly aggravated by walking,
standing, or lifting heavy weights. During the first

years of the trouble she liad some menstrual derange-
ments, but in due time that function ceased entirely.
Sinceihe menopause, leucorrhoea has been a constant
and distressing symptom.
Some years ago sh.; noticeil at the introitus vulva; a

timior presenting, which she thought to bo her womli.
This increased in size until it got to be as you see it

here. This chnical history is such as we usually
obtain in what may be called chronic prolapsus uteri,

where the displacement increases year after year. Tlie
slight descent of ten years ago has gradually become
the complete prolapsus now existing. Could we have
watched the progress of this case li-om the beginning,
we should have seen first that the divided perineuin
permitted Ihe vaginal walls to bulge downward, so as
to engage in the introitus vulva; ;'then, acting liice a
wedge, the prolapseil vagina distemled the pelvic outlet
more and more, jnst as in hernia the ingninnl ring is

gradually enlarged by the intestine crowding into it. As
the vaginal walls descended, the uterus and bladder fol-

lowed; and the ligaments which aided in supporting
the pelvic organs kept "[laying out more line," as the
sailors say. Thus all the neigiiboring soft parts became
implicated in the uterine displacement. That von may
readily understand tlie causes of this trouble, recall
wliat has been said regarding the agents which hold
the uterus in its normal position. The books tell cor-
rectly that descent of the womb is caused by

1. Increa-ed weight of the organ from subinvolution,
tumors, and the like.

2. Almormal pressure from above, as in a case which
we recently had in hospital, where we found, post-mor-
tem, a peculiarly enlarged spleen which pressed the
uterus down to the flior of the pelvis.

3. General relax:ition of the ligaments and vagina,
with atrophy of the pelvic areolar tissue.

4. Loss of the normal supports of the vaginal walls,
as in the case before us.

This patient at her last confinement met with one
of the common accidents of childbirth, namely, rup-
ture of the perineum, which at least permitted, if it

did not actually caus , prolapsus of the pelvic organs.
Had the perineum been restored at once, the patient
would have been spared these years of discomfort

;

truly a stitch in time would have saved t'.ie formida-
ahle operation which we must now undertake. In re-
c -nt cases of p-^olapsus of the first or second degree,
you may get satisfactory results from keeping the pa-
tient in a horizintai po-ition, and, after elevating the
uterus, injecting some astringent solution into the
vagina.

But in cases like this you must choose between a
mere palliative treatment and an operation for radical
cure. By applying some suitable instrument to sup-
port the displaced organ we could relice this patient
to some extent. Without discussing the subject of
pessaries to-d:iy, I will simply remark that no verv
satisfactory results could be expected from their use in
a case like this. At best, uterine supporters are merely
[lalliative, not curative. We look to opeiative surgery,
as developed in recent days, for the relief of this afflict-

ing malaly.
In operating for the cure of prolapsus the aim has

always been to contract the vaginal walls, and thus
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check the downward tendency of tlie uterus bv |
tried makmg both operations at the same sitting, and

strengthening its support b^low. Various modes of
|

have succeeded well. I shall tlierefore proceed at mice

effeciing this^'liave been tried. Our fathers applied the
|

to restore the perineum the maniiLT that I have

actual cautery to the vaginal walls
;
this caused slough-

in"' of the parts, and the resulting cicatrix narrowed

the vagina. The operation was eflectual in excess : the

uterus was certainly fixed in its place, but at the same

time its functional activity was seriou.«ly obstructed.

Between this rude, destructive procedure and the beau-

tifuUv scientific and conservative operation devised by

our own Marion Sims, thtre intervenes a long course

of tentative surgery whicli we should find highly inter-

esting and instructive had we but time to dwell upon

its details. We must content ourselves, however, with

remarking that Dr. Sims first discovered the key to an

operatioa which promises, when brought to perfection,

to re-e-tablish the complete anatomical and functional

integrity of the parts. His operation consistecl in

paring out a V-shaped piece of the mucous membrane

of the anterior wall, and bringing the freshened sur-

faces together by silver-wire su:uri-s. Tims a pocket

was formed, the wide and open end uppermost ; and

time proved that this was olijectionable, because the

sack fil'ed with the secretions of tlie parts, and in some
cases the cervix uteri got caught in the pocket. Dr.

Emmet overcame these objections by making a triangle

instead of a V. I have never been able to understand

why these gentlemen preferred to make the piece they

brought together triangular in shape; nor do I believe

that the union obtained in that, way can be very

strong. ! also believe that leaving a piece of the mu-
cous membrane hi the centre, to be enclosed when the

denuded surfaces are brought together, is objectionable.

In short, of the modes of operating now belbre the pro-

fession, I think tha- of Dr. Morton, of St. Mary's Hos-

pital, London, England, the best. He takes out an

elliptical piece, about li inch widi', and the whole

length of the anterior vaginal wall, and brings the

edges tOLiether with wire sutures. "When the parts

have healed, he retrenches the introitus vulvre by pen-

ntconhaphy. 1 have operated after his plan, and ob-

tained satisfactory results. I adopt his mode of operat-

ing, as far as I understand it, with one important

exception. Lack of time and patience induced me to

try some way of escape from the leJious and difficult

task of retrenching the vaginal wall with the organs in

the pelvic cavity
;
and I found it perfectly practicable

to perform the operation while these were still pro-

lapsed. The elliptical section of the vaginal wall is

easi'y dissected out with the forceps and scissors, as

vou here see; and while waiting for the slight bleeding

to stop, we introduce the sutures. Then drawing the

edges together, we .secure the siitches with perforated

shot. This much of the operation is as easily done as

taking out a section of the skin on the SMrface of the

body and then sewing up the opening. You see it is

painless, also; though no an;cstlietic lias been used, the

patient makes no complaint.

You observe that we have reduced the size of the

tumor very considerably; and now I restore the uterus

to its proper place, at the same time turning the va-

gina imtskk in. The principle of this procedure is like

turning the finger of a glove after sewing. You see

how this simplifies the operation. In the space of a

few minutes we have accomplished what would have

occupied a long time if we had been working in the

pelvic cavity. And the results are, I believe, better,

because we can make more perfect work. Restoring

the uterus does not disturb the stitches in the least.

Dr. Morton lets the parts heal, and after removing the

sutures he operates to restore the perineum. But
time is so valuable to my hospital patients that I have

alr.'ady taught you.

The after-treatment in this case will be very simple.

The patient will be kept quiet in bed, and have her

water drawn with the catheter every four or five

hours. If she has pain, we shall give npium, but that

may not be necessary. The vagina will be carefully

washed out once a day with a little warm water and

carbolic acid. In some c ises it is necessary to give

opium in order to confine the bowels for a week or

thereabouts; but this patient is of a constipated habit

and will need no care m that respect.

At the end of six days, if the union appears good, I

shall remove the sutures from the vaginal wall, and af-

terward take out those in the perineum.

In conclusion, let me give you a few practical hints

which may guard you against mistakes in operating.

Before you begin your operalion, always take a pen

and ink" and mark out precisely the lines of incision on

the anterior vaginal wall. An experienced and dex-

terous surgeon might get on safely without such guid-

ance, but you will not feel justified in taking the

risk.

Have the bladder partly filled with water, and intro-

duce a curved sound. This will keep you apprised of

the position of that important organ. Always use

scissors in making your dissection. You will have

much le-s hemorrhage than if you employed a knife
;

and that is a point of vital moment, for the use of a

styptic would spoil the whole operation. Some opera-

tors- say that in this locality you will even get readier

union liy first intention by using scissors. Certainly

you will succeed as well in that regard as if you used

a knife.

Go completely through the vaginal wall, and be ex-

tremely careful to go no farther. By so doing you

will greatly facilitate the dissection, and have much
less hemorrhage. The vaginal wall is easily separated

fiom the l.)laddfr, exorpt at the lower end, where the

urethra begins.

Be very"careful not to carry your stitches into the

bladder.

As you replace the uterus, after retrenching the va-

gina, introduce the sound or redresser to guide it to its

proper place. If you simply push the uterus up with-

out the sound to "guide it, the fundus will fall back-

wards in the position of retroversion.*

progress of iHftiirnl Scirncc.

UvA Ursi as an Emmenagogl'E.—At a late meeting

of the Gyna-cological Society of Boston, Dr. H. R.

Storer (Journal Oyna-rolof/kal Soc), in a discussion on

Dr. ITjaltelin's monograph on " The Gynecology of Ice-

land," stated that the use of uva ursi as an emuiena-

gogne or oxytocic was not a familiar one to himself Dr.

Wheeler h.id heard of its employment, but could not

recollect by whom. Dr. Warren thought it had been

by the late Dr. Josiah Noyes, of Needham, who used

it like secale cornulum.

Maxagemkxt of Violent Epistaxis.—Dr. George H.

Bixby, of Boston (Journal Gynu-coJogical Soc), relates a

case "of violent and prolonced epistaxis checked by a

current of .salt water passed continuou.sly through the

nares by a fountain syringe for the space of two min-

utes.

* Tills ratient was seen five months after tlie operation. The uterus

was found to be in its normal popition, and the patient had not experi-

enced the slightest return of her former s>Tnptoms.
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Cardiac Myalgia.—Dr. E. Hale, of Chicago, 111.

(U. S. AM. and Siirff. Journal), has for several years
been convinced of the truth of Prof Inman's proposi-
tion, viz. : that palpitation of tlie heart is the analogue
of [jain in the muscles under the immediate influence
of volition, and believes that a large proporlion of cases
which are called nervous disorders of the heart are
really viyahjic affections of that organ. He al>o alludes
to myalgia of the heart following rheuinatisni, even
when no valvular lesions are present ; cardiac disorder
brought on from over-exertion, severe muscular ellbrts,

and ihe like—the latter was quite prevalent in the
army, where it was brought on by long, raiiid, and
forced marches. It is often caused by atldetic sports,
such as; base-ball, rowing, leaping, and running. What
is the condition of musc'e after such exertion ? A
knowledge of the physical condition of t'.ie mu,scles dur-
ing intense myalgia can be gained by examining mus-
cle in cases of tetanus, and in animals hunted for a
long period before death. He notes anotlier muscular
disease of the heart called cramp, or spasm of the heart.
Happily it rarely, if ever, aU'ects the whole heart at

once ; a portion of the heart may be alTected with pain-
ful spasm without its rhythmical action being suspend-
ed. Tills may be the ca.se in angina pectoris, and it is

more than probable that this painful affection hitherto
supposeil to be neuralgic, may often be myal;,dc in its

character, or, when recurring in a weak heart, consist
of both conditions combined.

HrSTERIA FROM COMPRESSION OF THE OvARIES.—Dr.
Chairon thinks he has discovered that compression of
these organs may so excite the reflex sympathies of the
epiglottis and of the larynx m to produce the globus
hystericus, dysphagia, etc., which pertains to fits of
hysteria.

Treatment of Tympany by Lobelia.—Dr. Geo. 11.

Bixby, of Boston {Jourii. Gyiirrroh/jica! So':), reports a
case of the treatment of tympany by lobeha. The em-
ployment of this drug for the purpose indicated was
novel to him, and from its general repute he was preju-
diced against it. In the case referred to, however,
where the tympany had been very maiked, and had
persisted for a couple of months, immediate relief was
obtained by lobelia injections, in the proportion of one
drachm of the tincture to an ounce of water. Dr. B.
lias never seen so sudden and so .«atisfictory a result
produced by any remedy, as in the instance referred to

Carbonate OF Am.monia in Pxei-monitis.—Dr. Nelson
Nivison, of Geneva, N. Y. (Xuti'iual Ahd. Jonrna!), has
long been in the habit of giving carbonate of ammonia
in pneumonitis, and in nearly all cases of embarrassed
pulmonary circulation. When this occurs from hepati-
zation of the lungs there is no remedy so eiTectual.
Whether it operates by stimulating Ihe nerve-centres,
and through them the innervation of the respiratory
organs, or whether it modities the cliem'cal or vital
properties of the blood, or produces botli efl'ects simul-
taneously, w^e may not, he says, in the present state of
our knowledge be able to determine. Clinical observa-
tion ha^ most strongly impressed upon bis mind the
conviction that in some way it very efficiently aids in
the resolution and absorption of tlie fibrinous blood
constituents, which by their coagulation solidify the
parenchymatous structures of the lungs.

Hydrate of CnLORAL in Deliripm Tremens.—Dr. J.
Fulton, editor of Canada Lancet, bears his testimony to
the u^e of chloral-hydrate in dehrium tremens, and can
confidently recommend its use in such cases. The dose
he is in the habit of giving is 30 grains, in a wineglass
of sweetened water, every hour until sleep is induced.

;

One of the Means Naturally Provided for Promot-
ing Sleep in Infancy.— Dr. A. F. A. King, Washing-
ton, D. C. (Xatioiial Medical Joiirnar), publislies an
ingenious paper, showing the use of the sounds of the
heart and lungs in the mother's breast— this last being
the natural resting-pl.ace for tlie young infant—lulling

the child to sleep. In the quiet seclusion of the lying-
in chamber, and with the delicate sensibility of the
child's tympanutn, not yet obtunded by the noise and
bustle of the outside world, he remarks, how perfect
must be the slumber of the infant when lulled to rest
by the Lethean music which nature thus pours in its

almost stethoscopic ear.

Glanders in the Hl-.man Subject.—Dr. II. Gallo-
way, Rochester, Minnesota (Trans. Minn. Slate Med.
Soc), records a case of glanders, occurring in a laborer,

xl. 24, which was relieved by the following treatment

:

^ Carbolic acid (liquid), in. xx. ; acet. arid, Z ss. ; tinct.

myrrh, " ij. ; aqua, q. s. ut ft. 3 vj. M. S g. : To be
used with the nasal syringe. The carbolic acid was
also to be given lis follows: I? Carbolic acid, m. viij.

;

.dyeerine, 3J. M. Sig. : Teaspoonful to be taken every
hour, omitting four doses during night-time.

The Termination of Malignant and Non-Malignant
Dlseases in Minnesota.—On the effects of climate. Dr.
F. H. Millijan, of Wabasha, Minn. (7>v(h.s. Minn. Med.
Soc), who has seen several cases of cancer of the uteru.s,

remarks as follows: " In my opinion, our climate, from
some cause which I do not understand, is I'avorable to
the rapid termination of malignant diseases."

Struma nf ijlands, etc., are reported to bo compara-
tively less prevalent here than in other States, more
prevalent among Americans than foreigners, and the
general opinion is that the climate of Minnesota is favor-
able to the mitigation and cure of this class of disease.

Remittent Fever.—Dr. Christoe, Flesherton, On-
tario {Canada Lancet), finds that remittent fever may
be produced by sundry vegetable offal and dirty water
within or in the vicinity of habitations. In one case, a
peculiar kind of fungn.s, soft—gelatinous and tongue-
shaped, and throwing out an offensive odor—was found
in a rotten stump of a tree. His usual mode of treat-
ment, and in his hands quite successful, is to purge tlie

bowels with pills composed of podopbyllin, leptandriii,

and e.xt. t iraxacum. Two every sx hours until tho
bowels are freely evacuated, ordering a [lill to be fciken
every second or third night aftciwards. He also or-
ders a quinine mixture, something like the following :

I( Quinia sulph., gr. xxxvj. ; acid nit. dil , 3ij. ; tinct.

amantii, syr. ani.antii, fliv jj. ;
potass chlor,. 3j.; aqua,

ad 3 vj. Ft. mist. Sig. : A tablespoonful every four
hours.

In addition, he orders tepid baths to alleviate tho
fever; cold to the head, if delirious, or even if very
hut, and acid drinks, preferring the muriatic. When
convalescence becomes establislioil, one of the mineral
acids, such as the nitric, and tincture of cinchona are
all that are necessary. Sometimes he finds the follow-
ing to answer every purpose to establish convalescence :

1^ Quinodiue, gr. i.
;

potass, chlor., gr. v.; podophyllin,
gr K ; hyd. cum cieta, gr. lij. ; soda bicarb., gr. v. Ft.
pulv. Sig. : One every four to six hours In children,
especially where vomiting exists, the stomnch reluctant-
ly tolerates bark or any preparation of it, and he seldom
attempts it until that organ is quieted, and with thaiC;

object in view he gener.dly prescribes liyd. cum creja
potassa ehlor., and soda bicarb.

A Novel Case.—A case was read at a late meeting
of the Obstetrical Society of London, reported by D'.
Ronth, in which a cMM born in the twenty-sei.V3ncl
week of gestation, live I eigh'een days.
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Trassplastat[os of Mrcocs Membrane.—At a
] tients with sypliilitic necrosis of the iilnarecently did tell

meeting of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of ! him. that forty grains three tinies a day had no eflfect,

Tienna, Dr. Czerny {Am. Practitioner) exhibited a while fifty, three times a day. were at, once followed

case of transplantation of the mucous membrane of the by a manifest improvemenf. The iodide of potassium

nose upon a srranulating surface of the upper arm. He has been given with impunity in the quantity of two or

spoke of three ca«es he had experimented on in this ', three ounces in the twenty-four hours lor several

way, and one in which he had taken tlie mucous mem-
brane from the mouth. The mucous membrane in one

instance was taken from an extirpated poh'pus, and
transplanted two hours after its removaL It had lost

on its new ground iu villi, and had changed into base-

ment epithelium.

loniDE OF Potassium is Tektiart Syphilis.-—Pro£
Freeman J. Bumstead. ofXew York {Am. Practitioner),

in his " Hints on the Treatment of Syphilis," is con-

vinced by no fmaU experience, that the iodide of

potassium cannot be rehed upon alone for permanent
relief in pure cases of tertiary syphilis ; and that the

judicious use of mercury, especially by inunction, con-

currently with the iodide, affords a much greater de-

gree of security. The '• mixed treatment," administered

in the form of large doses of iodide of potassium inter-

nally, and repeated courses of mercurial inunction

externally, has relieved more desperate cases of syphiUs

than anv other mode of practice with which he is ac-

weeks and even mouths, but this amount is unnecessa-

rilv large. He has never had occasion to exceed three

drachms a day, and from a drachm and a half to two
drachms is usually sufficient.

WnoopisG-CouGti.—Dr. iliUer, member of the Escu-

lapian Society of the Wabash Valley {Am. Practition-

ec), finds that bromide of ammonium, in combination

with tincture cf veratrum, is exceedingly uselul in

whooping-cough.

PtTERPERAL Masia.—Prof. Freiderich Weber. St.

Petersburg. Russia (Juurn. Gynecological Soc), affirms

that the prognosis of puerperal mania is not only favor-

able, so far as fataUty is concerned, but it presents far

greater prospects of recovery than any other mental

disease. The first step to be taken in the treatment of

puerperal mania is to protect from violence the patient,

her surroundings, and especially her inf.mt. This may
be best effected by the prompt use of the straight-jacket.

During the paroxysm, purgatives, followed by a two-
quainted. The books tell us that mercury and iodide

\ grajn doge of opium, prove "effectual in restraining the
of potassium should not be used at the same time

] s^me. In cases of congestion of the head, the opium
for fear of severe salivation through the evolution of

the biniodide of mercury in the sy.~tem. Experience

he says, better than books, teaches us that this fear is

groundless.

Of the three methods for the external use of mercu-
ry more commonly employed—viz., inunciion, fiimiga-

tion, and hypodermio injection—he decidedly prefers

the first named, for which he has given minute direc-

tions in the third edition of his treatise upon venereal

diseases. Moist mercurial fumigation, so strongly re-

commended by Mr. Langston Parker, is indeed less

repugnant to sensitive patients; but, judging from his

own observation, is less convenient, and requires more
time for each bath than most patients can well spare.

It is pretty generally conceded by those who have

should be combined with some cathartic medicine, and
leeches should be applied to the temples. If there are

local inflammations, they sliould be treated locally. In
chronic cases, the use of the bromide of potash is fol-

lowed by good results. The diet should be of the most
nutritious character. Tepid baths are useful in quieting

the paroxysm. As the majority of these patients are

of deUcate constitutiim. frequently chlorotic or anaemic,

iron and quinine are especially indicated. Close atten-

tion should be paid to the extraordinary appetite.

A Case of Calccxus Xephritis.—Dr. Wm. M. Cham-
bers, of Effingham, III. {Cliicago Medical Examiner),

reported a case of calculus nephritis, in which recovery
followed the subjoined treatment :—Externally, a blis-

ter; internally, with the following mixture:— JJ- Po-
made an impartial trial of hypoderniic injections in the

, ^^J acetatis, ? k; vini colchici, ? ss. ; spts.nitrosi dul-
treatment of syphilis, that tins method is not to be re-

| ^j, ^ - . ^^^{ ^^^- ^.^^^^ ^ ^^ .
-fl ^^ belladonna, : j ;commended for general adoplion. Mercurial supposi-

|

lories introduced into the rectum were recommended '

by Lebert. Berl. Klin. Wochenschrifl. Prof Bumstead
i

made a trial of them recently in "four cases at Charity

Hospital, with results so unsatisfaci ory in controlling

the disease that he abandoned tlie experiment.

In alluding to the errors too often committed by
practitioners in the treatment cf old and obstinate cases

of syphihs, he states that the most heinous of all is an
ignorance of the dose of iodide of potassium requisite

to give this agent its full effect and to test its power.

By many men d 'ses of two, five, or seven grains, given

three times a day, are regarded as the utmost Umit, be-

yond which it is unnecessary to go. If the symptoms
do not yield to this treatment it is concluded that the

iodide is not the remedy, and something else is tried.

To think of a patient suffering with the nocturnal agony
of periostitis, or threatened with destruction of the pal-

ate or of the nose, being thus tampered wiih. is almost

enouffh to make one's blood boil. Whv. the iodide

aq. cinnamoni, 3 ss. M. Sig. One teaspoonfiil every

three hours.

A calculus of phosphate of Ume, weighing five grains,

passed the urethra the day following.

Mcs::le-Graftixg.—Dr. Benjamin Howard, of Xew
York (-V. 3'. Med. Journal), publishes cases of true

muscle-grafts, which elucidate the physiological action

in cicatrization induced by skin-grafting ; the principle

of which not having been previously taught by previous

operators.

In the case of Major K . with total destruction of

the calf of left leg, at Gettysburg, in 1S63, the wound
had been reduced to about four inches in length by
about an inch in width when first seen by Dr. Howard.
At first skin-grafts were used, whicli for a time had an
excellent effect upon the callous edges ; but they halted,

causing him to propose another experiment. Three
cleanly-cut excavations were made, about equidistant,

in the base of the ulcer, large enough to receive respec-

m:iy be used with safety, and must be used, if its full tively, the first, a flax-seed ; the second, a barley-corn
;

effect is to be attained, with an unsparing liand. Re-
\

and the third, a pea. A piece of cleanly-exposed muscle,

Uef will be had, and important organs will be saved by : more than a quarter ofan inch square, was exsected from
giving one hundred grains a day when the disease only , the biceps of the patient's right arm. This was divided

laughs at fifteen or twenry. Patients find this out 1
into three pieces, corresponding to the size of the ex-

the;iiselves when the physician has stinted them in the cavations, and they were then deposited so that their

use of this remedy; and will teU him, as one of his pa- 1 surfaces were level with the base of the ulcer. The
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next day the grafts were so firmly united that neither

of tliem could'be detached with the point of a S;-a'pel.

On the second day the pale surface of the ulcer had be-

come so vascular "as to vie with tlie florid muscle-grafts.

To his surprise, tliis quickening was shared also by a

distant pa'.t of the original wound, separated from the

main Ijody and the muscle-grafts by a wide bridge of

cicatricial' tissue. The margins of the wound were

equally improved. This centripetal cicatrization pro-

ceeded most rapidly from a poiut nearest to the larg-

est muscle-graft, o\er and beyond which new skin

was quickly tlirown, the site of the graft being af-

terward marked by a circular elevation in the newly-

formed promontory. The other grafts acted with less

vigor ; the second in size was reached and covered with

skin by approaches from the margin in about eighteen

days. The smallest became too luxuriant, remained

elevated above tlie surface, and was the last point to

become completely cicatrized.

Dr. Howard thought i*, possible that the previous use

of skin-grafts in the above case might in some way
modify the result. He therefore performed the same
operation on another of his patients with an extensive

burn. Three muscle-grafts, from the biceps olthe oppo-

site arm, were inserted about eq\iidistant from each other

iu the wuuud. The first day after tlie operation the

granulations assumed a brighter appearance, those over-

lapping the edge.s of the wound alter the second day

began to subside, when simultaneimsly the edges be-

came typical in sljape and color, and crept forward at a

pleasing rate. After the first week he was prevented

from seeing the case for ten days, when a narrow
hard scab was all that remained.

These facts, he says, plainly .show that neither the

increased vascularity of the surface of the wound, nor

the centripetal cicatrization induced by the skin-graft,

is in any way due to the epithelium in the graft. Tlie

accelerated growth of the edges and granulation of the

base has been the greatest when the contiguous graft

was ihe largest. For several cogent reasons, Dr. How-
ard states that it could but be unwise to propose mus-
cle-grafting as a substitute lor skiu-grafting. Besides

the greater ease witli which one can obtain the skin-

graft, it ma)' act not only as does tlie muscle-graft, but

also by i:s germination, as the muscle-graft cannot

;

the centrifugal and the centripetal extension of new
skin both combining to complete the cure.

Man.^gement of EriLEPTio M.ANiA.—Frank A. Ram-
sey. M.D., Knnxville, Tenn. (;V. Y. Med. JnnrnaJ),

writes as follows in regard to the treatment of a male
patient, ast. 2.5, with epileptic mania : Under the in-

fluence of bromide of potassium, grs. xxx., and hydrate
of chloral, grs. xv., given when the patient is very
boisterous, and grs. xxx. of the bromide, gtts. xs. of

fluid extract of can. indie, civen regularly morning,

noon, and night, the intensity of the exhibitions of

mania is very much modified ; and though talkative,

with incoherency of ideas, he is now quiet for periods of

greater lensth; hut any relaxation iu the adminislra-

tion of the bromide and hemp is very soon followed by
more intense exhibitions of mania.

Fatal Case of Hohse-Siioe Pessary within the
Bladder.—Dr. H. R. Storer, of Boston (Journ. Gyncr-
cohgical Soc), reported, on behalf of Dr. 0. Goss, of

Lake Village, N. H., a fatal case of this character. The
instrument had been introduced by an irregular prac-

titioner. Dr. Storer remarked that this constituted, so

f.ir as he was aware, the sixth case in whic'.i a pessary

had been car. lessly introduced into the bladder. Dr.

Goss's was the first fatal case; he sincerely trusted

that it m'ght prove the last.

TiiEATMF.NT OP PuERPERAL EcLAMPsiA.—Dr. Harvey
.Tewett, Canandaigua, N. Y. {Iluffalo Med. and Surg.

Journal), says, if puerperal eclampsia is the Mesult of

uiieraia, or any other poison acting upon the excito-

motory spinal nerves, as the result of non-elimination

during the period of gestation, we are, in the treat-

ment of this disease, to address our remedies to the

casting oft" of this poison by the use of drastic cathar-

tics, as the only channel available in the exigencies of

the c.ise; and in no case under his observation, when
it has been faithfully carried out, has it failed to pro-

duce satisfactory results.

The Sulpho-Carbolates as Gyn-ecological Agents.

—Dr. Theophilus Maek, of St. Catherine's, Ontario

(Joiirn. Oi/na'colof)ical Soc). finds a special advantage

from the sulplio-carbolate of zinc. In cases of ulcera-

tion or erosion of the os and cervix, lie has employed

it by irrigation, in the proportion of half a dr.ichm of

the salt to the pint of tepid water. As an intra-uterine

application, he has applied it both by injection and with

a mop, and finds it to relieve septicajmia, whether used

before or after the removal of decomposuig matters from

within the cavity of the uterus.

It is also beneficial iu chronic vaginitis, attended with

fetid discharge; being used in .soluiinu with glycerine,

in doses of ten grains at a time, applied by the tampon.

Ekythematous Rash following the Use of Qi'inine.

—Dr. Geo. P. Andrews, of Detroit, Mich. (Detroit Re-

rien' of Medicine and Phannaci/), alluJes to the peculiar

eflectof quinine, which he has ob.-^eiveil a luimber of

times in his own practice, viz. : a bright scarlet, ery-

thematous rash, lasting but a short time, and passing

away. In one case tlie patient " rolled uiioii the floor,

and was almost crazy with the itching and burning."

Dr. Andrews is satisfied that the quinine was the

clear cause of the eruption in these case.s, for there was
no erythema during any of the paroxysms that pre-

ceded giving the quinine. The ca,se was that of an

elderly lady in whom quinine produced cramps in her

bowels and the exiremities, so that the quinine pois-

oned her.

CoLLoniUM CUM Ol. Ricini.—A writer in llio ,4)--

cJiire.i Oenerahn de Mederine recommends a mixture of

collodion and castoi-oil in cholera. The al;:id stage of

cholera is arrested by painting thirty or forty grammes

over the abdomen. It stops the vomiting of cholerine

and cholera, and provokes a sudoral ei isis, in which the

p.iisou is eliminated.

Treatment of Intra-articclar Gun-shot Frac-

TuuES.—Langenbeck assumes as a general rule that for

gun-shot fractures of the shoulder, elbow, or f lot, sec-

ondary resections are proper ; whereas, in the cases

of hip and knee joints, and extensively comminuted

fractures of all articulations, prompt resections are ne-

cessary. Langenbeck, contrary to the assertions of

certain surgeons, advocates conservative surgery iu the

treatment of wounds of the knee, and reserves ampu-

tation or resection for cases where the soft parts arj

extensively injured, the condyles crushed, and hemor-

rhage serious. For wounds of the articulations of ihe

foot"", resection, he thinks, constitutes the true triumph

of modern surgery.— Oaz. Hebdom.

Insufflation of the Tympanic Cavity.—Dr. Peter

Allen has added a very simple modification toPoIitzers

process, which consists in replacing the tube which

.serves to carrv the air into the Eustachian tulie by a hol-

low rubber ball, which being pressed again-t the nares

at the moment of deglutition and it- contained air ex-

pressed, the air finds its way into the cavity of the tym-

^
panum without the necessity for the introduction of a

f sound.

—

Medical Society of London.
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CuRK OF Hydrocele by the Seton.—This method is

a modification of what is known as Pott's treatment,

and has been lately recommended, especially by Mr.

Henry Smith, an English surgeon, as perfectly safe,

convenient, and efl'ectual, patients being able to go

about and even attend to their various occupations dur-

ing the progrefS of cure ; two cases only, out of thirty

operated upon by him, suffering subsequently even in-

flammation—one of these the result of imprudence in

exercise—and no return of the disease in any. The
operation is described by Mr. Smith as follows :—Sim-

ply to puncture the tumor with a common suture needle,

armed with a single thread, and, having brought the

thread out a distance of one or two inches from the

point of entrance, it is disengaged from the needle, and

the two ends are tied lightly together. He further ad-

vises that this thread, as a rule, may be left in from

eight to ten days, and at any time, if the inflammation

seems inclined to fall short of the degree required, it

may be increased by moving the thread.

Thomas R. DupuH, M.D., Odessa, Ont. {The Canada
Lancet), having had some experience in this treatment,

is inclined to think that there is more risk in this treat-

ment than by the injection of a stimulating fluid, which
is quickly brought into contact with the interior of an

already empty sac, which subjects all parts at once to

the same grade of excited action, and which does not

interfere with the tissues external to the parts acted

upon.

The Corrosive CnLORiDE of Mercury.—Prof F. J.

Bumstead, of N. Y. {Am. Practitioner), in '"Hints on
the Treatment of Syphilis,'' affirms that the corrosive

chloride is the least desirable of all the preparations of

mercury for intLrnal administration. He usually em-
ploys in his own practice either the pil. hydrargyri or

the proto-iodide, or sometimes the hydrargyrum cum
creta. The proto-iodide is found to be too irritating to

the bowels of some patients, and in all cases should be

given half an hour or an hour after meals, and not on

an empty stomach. The mercury, with chalk, acts

mildly but effectually when well prepared, and is con-

veniently combined with quinine, and put up in cap-

sules. He most iivquently. however, employs the blue

mass, made into pills of two or three grains each, with
the addition of one grain of the dried sulphate of iron

;

one pill to be given three or four times a day, an hour
after eating. These pills rarely act upon tlie bowels,

or require the addition of opium.

OiDiDM AuRANTiACUM is the name of a fungoid

growth appearing recently on the bread distributed

m several instances to French troops, il. Poggiale,

to whom had been submitted a specimen for examina-
tion, reported to the Academie de Midecine that, the sam-
ple of bread was very much altered by ihe presence of

a substance varying in color from a yellowish white to

reddish orange, which filled the cavities of the bread
and imparted to it a nauseating odor. Microscopic ex-

amination showed in the interior of the mass tubular

fibres of a grayi.sh white color, carrying on their upper
extremities orange-colored spoiules, which were devel-

oped with prodigious rapidity under the influence of

heat and moisture. The same cryptogam was observed
in 184.3, in Paris, Marseilles, and Algeria. It is thought
that the growth is introduced into the bread in the

iusks of the grain since it has thus far been noticed.

Treatmext of Ldpus Exedexs.—E. Andrews, M.D.,
oF Chicago, III. {Chicwjo Med. Examiner), takes the

following course, recommended by Dr. R. Volkmann,
of Halle, in the treatment of lupus exedens : With an
instrnnit^nt like a small spoon, all the tissue which will

yield to its scraping action is first scooped away; then

with a tenotome, or other small knife, innumerable
minute slashes and stabs are m.ide into all the affected

vascular ti-sue around, the surgeon cutting until it is

reduced to a sort of mince-meat, without, however, de-

stroying the vitality of an)' of it. The ulcers then

begin to heal, and the contraction of the multitudinous

small cicatrices reduce the affected surrounding tissue

to a nearly natural condition. Dr. Andrews has re-

cently tried this plan with excellent elTect in Mercy
Hospital. The patient had lost the septum narium and
part of the border of the nose and of the upper lip.

He removed all the diseased parts which would yield

to a vigorous scraping action, and then slashed and
stabbed all the red tissue in the vicinity. An imme-
diate improvement began to take place, and in about
four weeks the parts were healed. The tip of the

nose, which had been drawn down, closing the orifice

of the nares, and rendering respiration by that passage

impossible, was supported by a gutta-percha tube, and,

as the cicatrix grew firmer, showed its power to main-
tain its position without further help.

The Specific Gravity of the Calvaritjm coNsin-

ERED AS A SiGX OF Age—Profcssor Tourdes has under-

taken to solve the problem, if the specific gravity of

the bones of the calvarium bear a sufficiently direct

relation to the age as to make the fact of medico-legal

value, and with this view reports his examination of

51 caivaria, 39 of which were from male subjects, and
12 from female, the causes of death having been sud-

den. The influence of age is shown in ttie following

table :~

Mcdium. Maximum. ^Tinimnm.

Cliiltlren 1,514 1,023 1,224
Middle age l,72t> 1,!«2 L.'JOT

Oldage 1,():;6 1,"S 1,453

The following conclusions are the result of his ex-

aminations:

—

1. The densit_v of the calvarium in 51 experiments was
found to range'between 1.882 and 1.214 ; above 1,800
is exceptional, four crania only reaching this degree of
density.

The general medium was 1.G49, the greatest number
of cases ranging between 1.600 and 1.800.

2. The density was a htlle greater in the masculine

sex.

The medium being 1.672 for ma'cs, and 1.6G5 for

females, a female presenting the maximum of 1.882

;

but in the fiist eleven cases comprising the highest

density, but one female was to be counted.

3. The influence most noticeable was that of age,

the density being at its maximum in infancy: average,

1.514; at its maximum at middle age, 1.726; and di-

minishing with advancing age, the average became
1.63G in the latter period.

Fractured Cl.avicle.—Dr. Slayton, of Spencerport,

N. T, {Buffalo Med. and Surf/. Juurn.), at a late meeting
of the Monroe County Medical Society, gave the detail

of two cases of I'ractured clavicle, treated successfully

and recovered fiom, without deformity, under the use
of the bandage proposed to be used in this class of

cases by Dr. Moore, at the meeting of the State So-
ciety at Albany, in April, 1870.

Dr. Montgomery also gave details of two cases

treated according to this method, one of which proved
a perfect success, the other a partial success. Dr. E.

M. Moore gave an account of an unicjue case of dis-

location forward of the sternal end of the clavicle, which
being reduced, and his bandage for fracture of the cla-

vicle apphed, was recovered from completely, with no
apparent deformity.
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HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS.

If any special evidence were needed to prove how abso-

lutely necessary it is that reforms should be made in the

matter of hospital appointments, it is certainly furni.slied

every day to any intelligent reader wlio will glance at

the names of most of the successful candidates for public

positions, and reflect for a moment on the almost Jitter

absence of any prnfesxioiial claims possessed by many of

these appointees beyond poUticalandfamily influence. To

those who have never given this subject any attention

this assertion may seem a harsh one; but to those who

have watched the course of the appointing bodies in

this city during the past twelve or fifteen years, it is

known to be a plain and truthful statement. No one

regrets this more than we do. We have waited pa-

tiently for a reform, in the vain hope that the baneful,

ay, the disgraceful effects of this system would become

patent to those who not only held the power, but the

means of correcting the evil. Instead of any prospect

of improvement from these sources, we are forced to

the conclusion that we are daily drifting from bad to

worse, and we intend now to step into the breach and

do battle with our very best energies against this

monstrous wrong both to the interests of the profes-

sion and the public. In no other city in the world

where science and liberal principles find any home,

could such a state of affairs exist, and we intend New
York sliall be no exception to the rule that has worked

grand results in other countrie.s. We are not unmind-

ful of the barriers that stand in the way of a reform of

this character ; but we have an illustrious precedent for

the course we are taking. When, thirty-five years ago,

Mr. Wakley commenced his labor of reform in the Lon-

don hospitals, it did seem a Herculean task, and one

less gifted than he might easily have failed : but he

saw the sources of the evil ; he knew that it was nursed

for the personal benefit and aggrandizement of a few,

whose legitimate claims would never serve them : that

the great mass of conscientious and educated men were

with him, and with such a reserve he knew how the

battle would end. We need this reform now in New
York that was made in England thirty years ago.

When a vacancy occurs in the medical or surgical staff

of a hospital we want the claims of each candidate

carefully considered, and acted upon in an honest and

straightforward manner, and in the interest of science

;

for the fair fame of the profession and the benefit of

the public we want the best candidate app'iinted. In

a recent discourse " On Research in Medicine," deliv-

ered by Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson, before the

St. Andrews Medical Graduates' Association, he thus

alluded to the late editor of the Lancet, as " the strong-

est man in the practical reform of our craft in our time

—the Cromwell of phvsic^the man wlio, opening the

locked doors of hospitals, nailed them open, and who

left behind him a work which, though its blasts and its

hurricanes are subdued—though its noble Saxon tongue,

ringing hke the hammer of Thor on an anvil of silver,

liath caught the Norman lisp, and though the hand of

the poet—born, not made—moves it no more, is, not-

withstanding, under the momentum of his genius, still

one of the most powerful class-journals in the world."

A NOVEL method of dodging discipline was presented

at the last meeting of the Medical Society of the Coun-

ty of New York. It appears that one of the members

of that body had been brought before the Comitia Mi-

nora, charged with violations of the Code. An exami-

nation of witnesses and of the accused was made as

usual in private, and the Committee agreed upon a re-

port to be presented to the Society. What this verdict

was does not appear. The accused, not waiting for the

rendering of the report, appealed to a Judge of the

Supreme Court, and obtained an injunction ag.ainst the

Comitia Minora, forbidding them to make any commu-

nication whatever. Tliis naturally roused an indigna-

tion in the Society, and it was impossible, when the affair

leaked out, to restrain discussion. Dr. M. H. Henry,

in a well-timed speech, insisted upon presenting the

liicts, rightly claiming that the injunction had nothing

to do with the freedom of the Society at large, and suc-

ceeded in resolving the meeting into a Committee of the

Whole. An earnest and proper appeal was then made

to summarily expel the member for the insult which he

liad given to the Society. This insult was the more ap-

parent when it was known that it was as impossible for

the accused to be acquainted with the contents of the

report as for the Society itself. No one knew the tenor

of the report save the members of the Committee them-

selves. The conservative element, however, ruled the

majority in favor of respecting law and awaiting a final

decision of the court when the case should come up for

a hearing. This decision did not, however, prevent a

pretty free expression of opinion regarding the unmanly

conduct of the accused, his culpable want of confidence

in the integrity of the members, and, above all, the vir-
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tual acknowledgment of his guilt by shirking a fair

triaL The latter inference is foftied upon every unpre-

judiced mind, irrespective of any of the peculiar merits

of the case. We once heard of a reply of a client to his

attorney, which may have an application in this case :

—

" Pat," said the attorney, " I shall see that you get jus-

tice." "But sure, your Honor," repheJ the accused,

" its the justice I'm alraid of."

The prevention of the crime of abortion is a subject

in which the New York Academy of Medicine has

declared a deep interest as shown by the manner in

which it indorses the determination of .Judge Bedford

and District Attorney Garvin to punish such as are

convicted. Let its example be followed by similar or-

ganizations, that the public may be aware that the en-

tire profession of medicine are ready and willing to

work hand in hand with the judiciary in the attempt

to stay the growth of this the most horrible of all mur-

ders.

Ucuimus aiiti lloticcs of Cooks,

Essay ox Growths rs the Lartxx ; with Reports, and
an Analvsis of One Hundred consecutive Cases treated
by the Author, and a Tabular Statement of a'J published
Cases treated by other Practitioners since the Invention
of the Laryngoscope. By Morell M.\ckeszie. 31 D.,
Lond, JI.R.C.P.. etc.. ^vith numerous illustrations in
ohromo-lithography and wood-engraving. London,

. 1871 : J. & A Churchill, 8vo, pp. 2(J.j. Philadelphia

:

Lindsay & BlaMston.

Is typographical appearance, quality of paper, ele-

gance of illustration, and value of subject-mjitter, this
volume reflects great credit upon its learned and skilful

author, and upon the celebrated London publishers to
whom its issue has been entrusted.
The work begins with a histoiy of the literature of

the subject, and continues in sections devoted to a con-
sideration of the c.iuses of laryngeal growths, their
symptoms, diaenosis, pathology, prognosi>. and treat-
meat. Then follow four appendices, containing succes-
sively:—Reports of one hundred consecutive cases
treated by the author ; short reports of a few ca^es in
which radical treatment was not adopted ; table of one
hundred consecutive cases treated by the author : table
of all published cases treated by other practitioners
since the invention of the laryngoscope.
The history is succinct and accurate, and we pass it

by, inasmuch as it is already familiar to American sur-
geons, in the language of Green, Buck, and Elsberg, of
New York, and has been adverted to in several of the
reports of similar cases given in various medical peri-
odicals pubUshed in the United States.

Chronic congestion of the mucous membrane of the
larynx is, according to our author, by far the most im-
portant feature iu the production of simple morbid
growths in the larynx; and catarrh, therefore, their
great predisponent. Our author states distinctly that
neither syphilis, nor phthisis, nor any other constitu-
tional condition appears to fevor the trrowth of these
neoplasms : and regards as exceptional the imperfect
papillary growths that do occasionally appear in the
larynx in the latter stages of larygneal phthisis.

A peru-al of his own cases narrated in Appendix A
confirms this view of the matter ; still we cannot resist

the belief that the catarrhal condition existing in tuber-

culous and syphilitic laryngitis exerts a greater influ-

ence upon the production of growths in this lociility

than our author appears to acknowledge. It is true

that his personal experience exceeds by lar that of any
other individual who has had anything to do with such
cases, as well a? his success in their management; but
a large proportion of the casss seen by the writer of

this notice, whose observations, though not counted by
hundreds, can be counted in dozens, were distinctly

connected with phthisis, which in some instances pro-

ceeded to its fatal termination after the successful

removal of the local growths : and not a few preceded
by syphilis, if not connected with other evidence of the

dyscrasia at the time of observation ; the instances in

which there were no other symptoms of disease repre-

senting but a minority of the whole number of cases.

The catarrhal condition oflarynx predisposing to the

formation of growths may be that of ordinary colds,

that accompanying some of the exanthemata, that

attendant upon croup and whooping-congh, and that

produced by the inhalation of iiTitating vapors and
solid particles. These growths occur at all ages, and
are sometimes congenita', and our author has met them
most frequently in middle Ufe ; 71 of his 100 cases

having occurred between the ages of 20 and 50.

This is perhaps the general experience, as in another
table (Appendix D) of 163 cases in which the age is

stated, 112 occurred between the ages of 20 and 50.

Attention is called to the probability that many cases

in children are overlooked by practitioners who do not
use the laryngoscope, and also on account of the greater

difficulty in detecting their existence at an early age.

Of his own cases the number in males was 62 to 38
in females, and in his tabulated cases from other prac-
titioners, 135 males to 52 females ; the predominance
being attributed to the greater exposure of males to

the exciting causes of hypersemia.

Of the 100 cases of the author, 74 involved the vocal

cords alone, and 11 others the vocal cords in conjunc-
tion with other par's of the larynx.

Tlie reason for this peculiar susceptibility,of the vocal

cords is not apparent, and our author does not touch
the subject. It would be a very interesting point to

determine, and we trust his indefatigable research will

soon furnish us with a reliable theory to account lor

it.

The character of the tumors which have been re-

ported are papiUomata, benign epithelial growths, fibro-

mata, myxomata, lipomata, tiasc-iculated sarcomata,
cystic growths, adenomata, and angeioraata. Of these,

papillomata are by far the most frequent, 07 of the

author's tabulated 100 cases of benign growth having
been of this character.

The pathology of these growths and the methods of
diagnosing them are fairly discussed in the volume, to

which we refer the interested reader for details, as our
space will not permit us to make anj' special remarks
except upon the treatment of such growths, the point

of greatest importance, and one on which the experi-

ence and judgment of our author is worthy of the
greatest attention. iMany of them are removable
thr ugh the mouth by means of suitably curved instru-

ments, but some of them require the division of the
larynx, and others the per.'brmance of tracheotomy as

a provisionary method of safety previous to subsequent
removal through the mouth.
The principal instrument for removal through the

mouth is the forceps, of which several varieties have
been devised by our ingenious author. One important
point which his instruments seem to possess above
those of other operators being their form, in which the
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descendiii-T portion makes more of a right angle wit!)
the horizoiual portion than the catheter-like curve of
most other instruments ; the advantage gained being
better avoidance of the epiglottis in their introduction
into the larynx. Other instruments are wire-loop
ecraseurs ; straight, curved, and guillotine knives and
scissois; galvauo-caustic loops and knives, which, how-
ever, are not recommended on account of the incon-
veniences atlenJii'g their use

; besides which, caustic
solutions are sometimes made applicable, and in other
instances advisable, for destruction of residuary tissue
which cannot be removed by instrumental procedure.
The only preparatory treatment conmieiided by our

author is tiie preliminary inhalation of a few whiffs of
chloroform. to obtund sensibility, or tlie local effect of
fucking ice. He justly condemns the Continental prac-
tice of obiunding sensibility by the rtpeated loca! ap-
plication of strong .solutions of morphia, alternated with
pencillings with chloroform, carried on for several hours
preceding the operation, on account of the serious narcot-
ism which is apt to follow it. Our own practice has been
to obtund the sensibihty by frequent touchings with the
operating instrument, taking advantage of any favorable
opportunity to seize the growth in the forceps, or pierce
it with the knife, and we have sometimes succeeded, as
our author has more frequently done, in seizing a growtli
at the very first attempt, witliout the institution of any
preliminary manipulation whatever.
Our author does not approve of the operation of di-

viding the larynx for the removal of laryngeal growths
for the purpose of saving time in the treatment ; and
Slates it as a cardinal law, that even where laryngosco-
pic treatment cannot be pursued, an extm-lari/ngeal
methml oufiht xever lo be adopted unless there be ilanr/rr
to life fnm stiffocatioii or di/xphagiti, and he makes
the remark ttiat destruciion of tlie vocal function is

often the result of the most available e.xtra-laryngeal
method of operating, in addition to the dangers of the
operation itself. He calls attention to two cases in
his table of thyro:omy, in which the patients hlmost
died from the passage of blood down the windpipe.
We do not agree with him that in all cases tracheo-
tomy should be performed in the first instance as a
preliminary measure of safely; fur there are growths
inaccessible to laryngoscopic manipulation in which
there is nothing to be gained by the measure. If a
tumor of this kind is not very large, with extensive at-
tachments, and unhkely to "be followed by severe in-
flammation, the operaiion could well be performed at
one sitting. If, on the contrary, it be one requiring a
tedious dissection, with cauterization of the tissues from
which it grew, an opening in the trachea will secure
the avoidance of unpleasant complication which might
follow mllammation and the effusion of fluids contain-
mg the glottis.

It is true that the results of thyrotomy in relation to
life are to be seriously considered, nine cases havin"
terminated fotally out of twenty-eight on record • bu't
we do not think our author has any right to contrast
these results with the favorable results of his ninety-
three cases treated laryngoscopically, for we must five
the operators credit, at least in the majority of cases of
having opened the larynx only in cases where removal
of the growth was otherwise impossible. It is doubtiul
]f there are any cases at all on record in which the in-
tra-laryngeal method has been Ibllowed by dealh as a
direct result of the operation ; and the probability is
that irearly all of the twenty-eiglit ci es would have
died if not operated upon, while certainly an equal pro-
portion would not have so terminated if the cases treated
laryngoscopically had been let alone. Every one of any
experience in the man.igement of these growths must

have met cases where small growths have existed
dozens of years without endangering life, and v.-hich
would not be submitted to operation at all but for the
constant annoyance of the hoarsemss which they pro-
duced. Where a growth is undoubtedly malignant, we
should consider the external operation decidedly prefer-
able, in view of the better opportiiiiity it aftords lor
complete removal of diseased structure, and also, as
often desirable, a surrounding zone of healthy tissue.

It is impossible to give a proper rrsicmr of the cases
narrated in the essay. The records are well tohl, and
efficiently illustrated

; and it is not in mere compliment
that we say no practitioner engaged in tlie surgical
treatment of laryngeal tumors can afford to forego the
study of Dr. Mackenzie's volume.

The PRiNcm.ES and Pu.\ctice or Dextistky, includ-
ing Anatomy, Vhysiology, Pathology, Therapeutics,
Dental Surgery, and Mechanism. By"Cii.\i'iN A. Har-
ris, M.D., D.D.S., late President 'of the Baltimore
Dental College, etc., etc. Tenth edition. Revised and
edited byPiiii.ip H. AlsTEX, M.D., Profes.sor of Den-
tal Science and Mechanism, Baltimore Dental College.
Philadelphia: Lmdsay & Blakiston. 1871. 8vo, pp
784. '

"
The Teeth and How to Save Tiiem. By L. P. Meke-

DITII, M.D., D.D.S. Philadephia: J. B. LiPPlKCOTT
& Co. 1871. 12mo, pp. 208.

Within the past fifteen years there has been no
specialty in medicine or surgery that has taken more
extensive strides towards perfection than has that of
dentistry proper. Not only has it vindicated its claim
to the appellation of a specialty, but it has now-
grown into a prol'ession by itself, dividing iu turn into
numerous branches, each of which is cultivated with
an assiduity worthy of the interests at stake. None,
perhaps, has done more towards accompli>hiiig thisend
than the distinguished author of the Principles and
Pradiee of JMnlisIri/, Professor Harris. During his
lifelime acknowledged by scientific dentists to be the
highest authority in his profession, he spared no pains
to keep it good during the successive issues which it

was his privilege to superintend. Since his decease,
the work has been edited by Prof. Austen, who has
emulated the example of the author, by continuing the
work in an eminently praiseworthy and conscientious
manner. With the aid of his distinguished confreres,
all acknowledged adepts in their respective depart-
ments, he has given us a work, in completeness of
detail, conciseness, and practical value, une(|uallecl any-
where. To such as are practising dentistry its utility is

beyond price. It is in itself an encycloptedia.
Dr. Meredith has also performed a useful task with

his veiy readable and practical work entitled "77(6
Teeth, and llow to Save Them." Ostensibly calculated
to inform the public as to the proper care of the teeth,
and when and how to seek aid from the dentist, it

contains a vast amount of interesting information for
the surgeon and physician. The author has succeeded
admirably in pointing out the proper relations which
should exist between patient and practitioner, and has
indirectly done a service to the entire medical jiro-

lession. As a contribution of facts and experiences it

is one of the most interesting works of its kind that we
have seen for a long time.

Headaches : TnEiR Causes and TnEiit Cures. By
Henry G. \Vi!I6iit, M.D., M.R.C.S.L., etc., etc.
From Fourth Loudon Edition. Philadelphia : Lindsay
& Blakiston. 1871. 13mo, pp. 154.

We have taken occasion to notice the previous edi-
tion of this work some time since, and as no material
changes are made in the present one, we simply reiter-
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ate our good opinion of it. As a treatise upon hearlaches

proper, its particularly commendable feature is the mas-
terly manner in whicli tlie etiology of the respective va-

rieties of these affections are presented. The treatment

advised in each is judicious, and in the highest degree

practical.

A Practical Treatise on Fractures and Dislo-
cations, By Frank Hastings Hamii.ton, A.M.,
M.D. , LL.D. , Prof, of Practice of Surgery, with Opera-

tions, in Bellevue Hospital Medical College; Surgeon to

Bellevue Hospital, etc. Fourth Edition, revised and
improved. PhOa.: H. C. Lea. ISTl. 8vo, pp. T82.

The fourth edition of this standard work has been
enriched in many ways. The discussions wiiich were,

in the earlier editions, necessary to the elucidation of

many principles of treatment, h.ive been omitted, to

give place to material of a more practical value. The
illustrations, wliieh added so much to the usefulness

of the work, have been, in the majority of cases,

improved by being recut, and by the substitution

of many original figures, not omitting some very excel-

lent and graphic ones from Bigelow's treatise on The
Mechanism of Dislocation and Fracture of the Hip. It

is unnecessary at this time to commend the book,

except to such as are beginners in the study of this

particular branch of surgery. Every prrclical surgeon
in this country and abroad knows of it as a most
trustworthy guide, and one wliieh they, in common
with us, would unqualifiedly recommend as the highest

authority in any language.

Ucports of Societies.

(OfUdal)

NEW TORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Sept. 27, 1871.

' Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

TRAD.MATIO CEREBRAL EFFUSION FROM A BLOW.

Dr. Fixnell presented a portion of the right hemi-
sphere of the brain of a boy aged si.t years. While
engaged in a dispute with a comrade he was struck

with a hoop-stick upon the side of the head. Three or

four smart blows were inflicted, and immediately after-

ward the boy ran home complaining of nausea and
headache. In the course of an hour he was seized

with convulsions, which continued to recur at short

intervals until the third day, when he died. The autop-
sy was made at the instance of the coroner, when it

was found tliat the calvarium was exceedingly thin,

being not much thicker than ordinary writing-paper.

There was extravasation at tliree or <bur dilferent

points in the neighborhood of the injury. After the

first convulsion there was delirium, which continued
throughout his illness.

• ANOTHER VICTIM OF ABORTION.

Dr. Fisnei-l also exhibited the uterus of a victim

of abortion. Finding herself pregnant, the deceased
decided upon producing abortion, and resorted to an
establishment kept by the notorious Mrs. Burns. The
operation was performed by the injection of warm
water into the uterus. On the third day after the

injection symptoms of peritonitis developed, and the girl

died three weeks after. Dr. F., with Dr. Marsh, made
the autopsy, when it was found that there was a large

amount of pus in the peritoneiil cavity, the pelvic organs
and intestines being thoroughly agglutinated. The girl.

in her ante-mortem examination, stated that she had been
pregnant three or four months ; but this statement did

not accord with the advanced changes in her breast, nor
with the appearance of a corpus luteum in the left

ovary, whicli measured three-quarters of an inch in

one direction and a quarter of an inch in another.

LUMBAR COLOTOMY FOR CANCER OF RECTU.M.

Dti. Mason presented a portion of rectum and colon

removed from a patient upon whom the operation for

lumbar eolotomy was performed for the relief of cancer.

The patient was sixty-four years old, and h,ad given

birth to fourteen children, ten of whom are ahve and
well. There was no hereditary taint of car.cer in any
branch of iier ancestry. She had always enjoyed good
health until four years ago, wlien she began to suffer

from general debility. About five years ago she began
to suffer pain on defecation, and this increased to such
an extent as to bring on a voluntary and obstinate con-

stipation. She entered the Charity Hospital on the

8th of last May, was extremely feeble, and her suffer-

ings were fiightful. For some days she would have
no movement whatever, then this condition would
alternate with diarrhcea and bloody discharges accom-
panied by bearing-down pains. On examination a

tight stricture was discovered about two inches from
the anus, and tliis, with the whole recto-vaginal wall,

was infdtrated with a cancerous mass, as well as the

neck and posterior portion of the fundus uteri. There
was a small recto-v;iginal fistula high up. Lumbar eolo-

tomy was advised, with a view of affording temporary
relief and of prolonging life, and the operation was per-

formed May 27. She bore the operation lemarkably
well, ami rtipidly recovered from its eftVcts. Her dis-

tressing bearing-down pains, and constipation were
much relieved, and she was in a condition, temporarily

at least, to make life tolerable. During the summer
months the disease reappeared, and she died on the 27th
of August, just three months after the operation.

At' the autopsy all the org.-ms of the pelvis were
found matted together in one cancerous mass, not ex-

cepting the bones and muscles. At a point midway
between the promontory of the sacrum and the anus,

the rectum had entirely disappeared.

Dr. Koehler presented a double-headed monster,

which he had assisted in delivering. The phy.sician

with whom he had consulted had so thoroughly dis-

sected tlie specimen that much of interest in it had
been destroyed. There were to be seen two distinct

heads, two spines as fir as sacrum, and each chest was
supplied witli its respective organs. The abdominal

and pelvic cavities were, however, in a rather muti-

lated condition, and gave no satisfaction in the cursory

examination made at the time of presentation.

A committee was appointed, consisting of Drs. Lewis
Smith, AVatts, and Koehler, to examine further into

the exact condition of the specimen, and report accord-

ingly.

slate-pencil removed from bladder.

Dr. Hutchison presented a fragment of a slate-

pencil from tlie bladder of a man aged .30. He was
married, and was the father of two or three children,

and a resident of Stamford, Conn., whence he was sent

to Brooklyn for operation. It appeared that he had
been using the pencil for sexual excitation, and it had
passed beyond his reach into the bladder. When he
presented himself for treatment, he was exceedingly

anxious for an operation. Three methods of removing
the foreign body were thought of, that by lithotrity,

by simple removal with a large forceps:, and by bi-

lateral section of the prostate. The latter was pre-
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ferred as being the one that wouia consume the least
time. By this lattc^r method the pencil was removed
without accident or complication. There was no flow
of urine through the wound until (he fevenlh oreisrhth
day, and then only one or two drops. There was no
incrustation upon the foreign body ; it having remained
in the bladder only four days.

CAROIXOjrA OF UPPER .MAXILLARY A.VD NASAL BONES.
Dr. H. also pre.sented the upper jaw of the left side

removed from a female aged 52. The patient, a fe-
male, entered the Brooklyn City Hospital, Sept. 8.
She stated that the disease first" made its appearance
in an ulcer at tlie root of the second bicuspid tooth.
This was soon accompanied by a swelling in the cor-
responding ch ek, which rapid"ly grew in'size, presfincr
the eye upward and inward. The molar tooth and
second bicuspid were removed, but with little benefit.
There was but little pain connected with the tumor, '

except during the first month.
[The steps of ihe operation were as follows:— 1st.
'

Removal of fir,«t inci.sor tooth of left superior maxillary
bone. 2il. Incisions involving the least hemorrhage : i

fa) From before backward, along the inferior surfice of
palatal process of superior maxilla; (b) an incision
toward the left side, along the posterior border of pala-
tal process of superior maxilla. 3d. Curved incision

|from a point midway between eye and ear to the angle l

of the mouth. Flap dis.sected up, exposing tlie tumor,
jThe amount of hemorrhage quite small. 4th. The zv-

gomatic process of temporal bone cut by means of a
strong pair of bone-forceps ; then a cut through the

'

lower portion of the frontal process of malar bone into
}the sphcno-maxilhiry fissure; then through the nasal

process of sub. max.; then introduced one blade into'
the left nostrd, the other into the month, and cut

|through the palatine process of sup. maxilla. Then by-
depression ihe tumor was easily lemoved. Tlie hori-
zontal plate of the palate hone was not removed. Hem-

I

orrhnge was arrested by torsion, and the parts smeared
wiih impure earbol'c acid, stuffed with lint, and edges
brought together with wire sutures.

The tumor, when removed, weighed 4 oz. ; it was
lobulated in appearand, with .m elastic feel, hard in
some parts and almost SL-mifiui<l in others. The por-
tion below the eye was softer than at any other point.
Microscopic examination revealed compound and sim-
ple cancer cells (free nuclei) fusiform caudate cells;
Iree fat, occasionally a small amount of fibrous tissue'
but the cells greatly predominated, and the spiral-
shaped cells were the most abundant.
The patient made a good recovery.

EPITTIELIOMA OF LOWER LIP RETURNING FOR THE THIRD
TIME.

Dr. HuTcnisoN presented a third specimen, consist-
ing of an epithelioma of lower lip and jaw, removed
by operation from a male patient, aged G7, who en-
terel the Brooklyn City Hospital, Aug. 22. A little
more than a year ago he had a small ulcer removed
from the hp, in the situation where he was accus-
tomed to carry his pipe. Tlie disease subsequent-
ly returned, and he entered the hospital a .second time
when a second operation was perlbrmed; tlie dis-
ease again returning and involving the symphysis
menti, a more radical operation was called for. The
mouth was enlarged, the jaw-bone cut through in
Iroiit, and the edges of the section trimmed. An at-
tempt was made to bring the parts together, but incon-
sequence of an undue constriction of the larynx they
were only approximated in view of a subsequent modi-
fied operation to overcome the difficulties in the way.
The Society then went into Executive Session

NEW YOEK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, September 21, 1871.

Dr. W. C. Roberts, Vice-President, in. the Chair.

j

antiphlogistic treatment or women and children.

The following gentlemen -were elected Resident Fel-
I
lows

: Drs. Christopher M. Bell, l<:dward Frankel, and
: Joseph W. Howe.
I

The Recording Secretary read a letter from Dr. W.
H. Dickinson, of London, thanking the Academy for
his election as Corresponding Fellow.

I

The Vice-Prcsidi nt acknowledged Ihe receipt of two
copies of the Edinhuryh Mrdkal Joiiriuil, and a Cata-
logue of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Har-
vard Universily.

t

Following an appropriate address of welcome by the

I

Vice-President, the Report of Section on " Disea.ses of
I

AVomen and Cliildien " was then read I y the Scerc-
tary, Dr. Charles A. Leale, who stated, in opening, that

' as the antiphlogistic treatment of the diseasis of wo-
men and children had been most generally discussed, he
thought it advisable to give a brief account of the sub-
joined opinions of the various members of the Section

j

on this subject :

—

Dr._ Wm. M. CnAJiBERi.AiN, in alluding to the anti-
[ihlogistic treatment of tlie dii;ease.s oi" children, re-
marked that the term was a very old one, dating back
to the time of Stahl and Van Ilolmont, and is under-
stood to mean whatever relates to the treatment and
cure of the febrile condition, and the process and cure
of inflammation. He then gave the following theories
of inflammation, as laid down by Dr. Jacobi: First.
Iiilhimmalion consists in traumatic influence on the
b'ood-vessels, either by direct injury or chanced action.
Sicond. Di.sordir of the circulation. Third. Exudation
of the fluids and formed elements of the blood. Fourth.
\uliitive disorder in the change and growth of cells.

Dr. Peaslce divided the process into stages, as follows:
Hyperacniia, or active determination of blood; Conges-
tion approaching or attaining to capiflary stas's ; and
Exudation, _/(Vs;, of liquor sanguinis; second, of fibrin

;

and third, of cell growth. These processes are to a
certain extent distinct and opposite. Active determi-
nation is increased capillary circulation

; congestion is

ntarded capillary circulation, and a rational therapeu-
tist treated them diflerently. Venesection may be
salutary in the commencement of pneumonia and mis-
cli eviius after hepatization has taken place. Nitrate of
silver applied to a healthy conjunctiva will produce
hyjieramiia; if applied to a congested conjunctiva the
I'oiigeslion is relieved. Depressants become phiog-is-
tics, and irritants become sedatives, according- (o the
stage in which they are used. He remarked t at ae-
ciirding to Jacobi, the proximate cause of fever in
children has always to be looked for in the nervous
.system; hence the importance and value of those them-
jieulic agents which affect the nervous sysiem either
through cutaneous or mucous surfiices, such as Aeat,
cold, opium, veratrum, aconite, camphor, ergo', qui-
nine, etc. He has always recognized coW as an anti-
phlogistic, but generally used it by cold affusion or
sponging, and not by the full cold "bi th. In the ex-
anthemata, cerebral disease.', intermittent, remittent,
and typhoid fevers, when attended with groat heat of
the skin, sponging with cold water is both grat-ful and
salutary. In pleurisy, pericarditis, or catarrhal fever,
he generally preferred warm sponging or the warm
bath—to relax the astringent capillaries and restore
the suppressed secretions of the skin. The success in
attempting to control inflammatory process by cold
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will depend upon t!ie situation of the disease, and the
assiauit\' of its applic ition. He would not attempt to

control in9ammation of the liver, lungj, or kidneys, by
cold, but would treat synovitis of the knee-joint by
ice-cold applications.

Inunction he spoke of as being a very old remedy,
and pretty generally approved by the profession ; he
generally used fresh lard. The modus operandi of this

form of treatment was not very apparent to him ; the

only r.it:onal solution seemed to be the protection that

it afforded to the cutaneous nerves from the air. Opi-
um he selJom uses in the'febrile state of children, ex-
cept occasionally in (he form of Dovers powder. In
peritonitis, pleuriti?, or pericarditis, where the leading

indications were to restrain motion of the serous sur-

faces upon each other; also in dysentery and muco-
enteritis, its use has been followed with the best re-

sults. As an anodyne in the fever dependent upon lo-

cal pain, and as an antispasmodic to the non-striated

muscl ', no remedy could compare with it. But its uss

in children is hazardous, and it should be prescribed

with great care, not only on account of the idiosyncra-

sy of c'lillren, but on account of the variable toleration

of tlie druj. Veratrum has not produced pleasant or
satisfactory results in bis hands. Even in small doses
it has produced depression and vomiting at times, before
its effects could be detected by the pulse. If it had
be?n combine I with hyoscyamus in mucilage, as recom-
mended by Dr. Jaeobi, he thought the result might
have been different. Tincture of aconite he considers a
valuable cardiac and arterial sedative, also a diaphoret-

ic, in the febrile complaints of children ; he gives one-
half and one drop doses of the oflB.einal tincture, largely

diluted in water, and repeated once in two or tliree

hours. The views of Jaeobi upon camphor, quinine,

and ergot, that they act as sedatives by their effect upon
the vas]-motor nerves, has interested him; but the effect

of the latter agent he considers as analogous to sulphuric

acid, which has quite a reputation as an anti-febrile reme-
dy. He is not a'ware that it either reduces the power
or frequency of the pulse, or lo wers the temperature of
the body.
Dr. W. C. Roberts gave the explanations of inflam-

mation as offered by Bennet, Andral, Jaeobi, and others,

and further remarked that as a secondary consequence
of inflammation Kaltenbrunner had said that, if alcohol

be applied to the web of a frog"s foot, the blood pre-

sently flowed toward the irritate! part, causing accele-

ration of the circulation. If the dose of alcohol is in-

crea-^ed, the phenomena of congestion increase consid-
erably, and extend over a larger space ; at length points
of stagnation appear in the fjcus of the affected parts,

and announce the estabUshment of inflammation. If

the dose of alcohol be still further increased, the points
of stagnation become larger and more numerous ; the
circumferential disturbances of the circulation extend
themselves, and at length implicate the whole of the
circulating system, and give rise to a fever which is

adled to the inflammation, the circnlation in the oppo-
site foot being as much accelerated as in that operated
on, and the general system disturbed.

Dr. a. C. Post stated that he never reported to

venesection in the infiint, but when local depletion is

demanded he uses leeches, which have been of great
service, especially for the relief of the intense pain oc-
curring in acute otitis. He applies the leech to the
membrane of the tragus, and has procured by it more
favorable results than any other means of treatment.
He considers the antimonii potassio-tartras in gV gr.

doses one of the best antiphlogistic remedies we have.

In regard to blisters, he thinks that they are generally
left on too long ; woald never leave one on a child of

two years, longer than one hour and a half. His di-

rections are to remove them before any vesication ap-
pears—thereby preventing absorption. He does not
doubt that a sedative effect is produced by blisters, but I
believes they have been a much neglected as well as a I
much abused means of treatment.

'

Dr. Post stated, in answer to a questiofi of Dr.

Roberts, that it is by contiguous sympathy the result

is obtained when we excite cutaneous circulation to

relieve a remote inflammation, viz. : applications to

the surface of the scalp relieve the brain, and over t!ie

epigastrium the stomach. He thinks that the effect

of local blood-letting is in proportion to the means to

which we approach the seat of disease, as when we
reheve a congested os uteri by scarification. He has

often seen patients much benefited by the application

of leeches to the ala nasi to relieve an over-congested

brain ; half an ounce thus taken from the Schneiderian I

membrane will do more g od than four ounces taken '

from the temple. He alwaj-s applies the leech to the
\

membrane covering the septum, where no visible scar

is left, and the hemorrhage can easily be controlled by
pressure. He mentioned the case where a physician

in his endeavors to make a high application. lost the

leech for some time until it was coughed up, and ex-

pectorated by the patient.

Dr. Mark BtrMEXTn-U, thought that a great change
had taken place in the treatment of inflammatory dis-

eases of children; that at present there were few phy-
sicians residing in cities who resorted, as was formerly

done, to eiiher bleeding or blistering. He has used
leeches in brain diseases and the like, but now prefers

other methods of treatment, except where there is

great hypsrsemia. During the stage of congestion he

generally prefers ice-cold applications. In the treat-

ment of croup he prefers either ipecacuanha or the

sulphate of copper to tartar emetic, only using the

latter for its emetic effect. When there is a full pulse

and considerable febrile movement, he administers di-

gitalis, and sometimes veratrum viride. In inflam-

matory diseases of the brain, throat, and pulmonary
organs, good results are produced by mercurials fre-

quently administered in minute doses. Prelers large

sinapisms to blisters, also warm water applied over a

large cutaneous surface. He does not use applications

of ice to the abdomen during an inflammatioD, prefer-

ring large, hot flax-seed poultice=, which he has seen

produce remarkable results. With reference to qui-

nine and iron, although he does not consider them,

properly speaking, antiphlogistic remedies, yet he often

uses them in inflammatory diseases, more especially

for their tonic effects, where they are oftentimes of
j

great service by enabling the patients to withstand the

disease, and to convalesce more rapidly.

Dr. H. p. F.aexham said that he had been much
pleased with the effects produced by aconite in the

j

treatment of inflammatory diseases of infancy. As a

hypnotic, he has given the hydrate of chloral in one
and a half grain doses to children six months old. He
stated that alth'>ugh more palatable when given in

combination with a syrup, yet it was prone to decom-
position, to prevent whicli he usually added a few
drops of chloroform to the mixture.

Dr. Sewall stated that in treating inflammatory dis-

eases of children it was necessary to begin early in

guarding against debility. He regarded the treatment

by counter-irritation as very important. For several

years past he has ceased to use the tincture of aconite

for young children, on account of the bad effects

noticed.

Dr. C. Prince spoke of the effect of hot water in

arresting hemorrhage, and mentioned a case of cancer
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of the uterus frum -n'hich the hemorrhage was very
troublesome. Astringents and sedatives were used

without benefit. Tbe patient fell inio the hands of

another medical man, who applied hot water locally,

with tlie etfect of promptly checking the hemorrh;ige.

Dr. Hubb.\rd does not abstract blood as much as he

formerly did, and now prefers that treatment which pro-

motes soonest a diaphorelic effect. In pneumonia he

uses hot poultices, followed by the oil-silk jacket.

Opium and veralrum viride are his favorite remedies
in peritonitis.

Dr. CuuEcn stated ihat his inclinations were differ-

ent from many in the profes-ion, who think that in

minute doses of aconite they have an antiphlogistic

remedy replacing other active drugs and tlie use of the

lancet. In the early stage of pneutnonia and pleurisy

he has often prevented tbe unpleasant sequelaj which
often occur, b}^ bleeding.

Dn. H. D. BfLKLEY has for many years used large

sinnpisms, followed by tlie oil-silk jacket. In regard
to veratrum viride, he h:id a patient admitted to the

New York Hospital with traumatic pneumonia, where
fifteen drops of Norwood's linctnre were given at a

dose. He has often given ten drops, which produced
a happy effect. He believed membranous croup to be
a very rare di-ease.

Dr. Gr. M. Smith believes we have articles in the

materia medica which in most ca.ses can be used to

advantage where bloodletting was formerly resorted to.

He remembered Dr. Wood, several years ago, to have
stated that a great change had taken place in filjro-

serous disease; and on post-mort( ni, where formerly a

large branch of fibrin would be found, now we gen-
erally see only a few particles.

Dr. Alfre[) Undeuhii.i. thinks that diseases have
changed during the past thirty years, when the best

physicians both bled and made free use of leeches. Dur-
ing an active inflammation he would now bleed and
give calomel. He is also very fond of using the vera-
trum viriile.

Dr. E. R. PEASLEEsaid that he did not accept alcohol

as an autiphlogislic remedy, and thiuks that those wlio
call it such nn'ght go farlher and call beef-tea by the

same name. When he gave brandy in advanced pneu-
monia, it was to sustain the patient. Alcohol is .i^iven

to sustain the nervous centies. Wben we arc afiaid

that our patients will die from a stasis of the blood,
he would give alcohol, not as a nervous antiphlogistic,

but as a stinuilant. Antiphlogistic-; to him are those
remedies that modify the inflammatory results. In-
flammation to him is an acute process that lasts only
lor a short time, alter which we m.iy have congestion
that may exist for a period of time or the products of
the inflammation. He mentioned the experiments of

Louis upon the cases of pneumonia admitted to his

hospital. In tho.se cases where he bled during the
early or acute stage of the inflammation his patients
would usually pass comfortably through the disease;

while in those oases where the disease had gone on
unchecked for four or five days the convalescence was
protracted for five or six weeks. He thought, there-

fore, that when bloodletting was of any use, it should
be done at once—-as soon as the inflammation is recog-
nized—and not resorted to for the relief of the products
of inflammation.

In answer to a question by Dr. A. C. Post, as to

what was the condition where a cilium remained in the

eye, or where a constant irritation existed—as, for in-

stance, a fish-bone lodging in the rectum, he stated that

we may have a succession of inflammations, causing
chronic congestion. Suppuration may occur without
inflammations, as is seen in the flap. Inflammation, to

his mind, was a distinct process. He would not call

the healing of wounds by adhesion the consequence

of an inflammation. In every part where we have an
inflammation there is an increased amount of blood,

perhaps pain, whereas the increased heat may not be

detected. We are all taught that an inflammation of

the brain is a very serious process
;
yet we would

be unwilling to adnrit that it always follows an injuiy,

even where a portion of the skull has been kicked

away by a horse, and part of the brain-tissue cut o9".

In an inflammation we have an increase of the fibrin

of the blood.

Dr. Roberts inquired how this fibrin was produced.

"\'irchow states that it is derived from the connective

cells.

Dr. Peaslee said that some think that the excess is

all manufactured in the inflamed part. During an in-

flammation there is no growth, but a loss of ti>sue, and
the idea of fibrin being a debris he regards as ridicu-

lous, as we cannot under any circumstances call it an
effete material.

poisoning by chloral, etc.

Following the report of Dr. Leale, Dr. Hubbard re-

lated a fiital case from the use of ninety grains of hy-
drate of chloral. The patient was a female, about

twenty- eight years of age, and had taken the cliloral

through the advice of a female friend, to pr. 'Curc sleep.

The prescription had been repealed at a neighboring

drug-store, and read: ''two drachms of hydrate of

chKiral in three ounces of water." Tablespoonfnl to be

used as directed.

Dr. Roberts stated that there was some uncertainty

as to the quantity required for a dose of chloral, and
the right time to use if, and he wished the members
woidd give their views in relation to it;

Dr. Stephen Rogers said that it did not aiipear to

him that the ease related by Dr. Hnbbard could be

called an authenticated case of poisoning by chloral, as

no post-mortem was made of the Ijrain, heart, etc.

In regard to the symptoms of chloral poisoning, he

recollected when a wife of a Feflow of the Academy
had taken one hundred and fifty grains within a period

of nine hours, the symptoms were like those of poisoning

from belladonna. There was delii ium and luicon; cious-

ness for several hours, with no ability to respond after

partial consciousness had returned. In this case

the poisonous symptoms were noticed at the third

hour.

Dr. Roberts remarked that it appeared to be accu-

mulative.

Dr. J. C. Peters exhibited maps illustrating the

present course of cholera in every town throughout

the world, with the exception of Constantinople,

where it has just broken out. It requires about two
years for cholera to travel through Asia. He thinks

that a slight epidemic will reach New Yoik Viy next

spring.

the prevention of abortion.

Dr. Stephen Rogers, in alluding to the .subject of

abortion, read the obligations of the Berks Medical

Society of Penn. to the Academy, for first moving in

the matter at a previous meeting, and .stated that recent

occurrences had come to pass which demanded that

the Academy take the advance again in passing reso-

lutions in regard to the crime of abortion. He next

read resolutions pledging all the influence of the Aca-

demy in suppressing this crime, which were adopted.

At the instanc<' of the author of tlie resolutions, the

following committee were appointed by the chair to

modify them, if need be : Drs. Stephen Rogers, E. R.

Peaslee, and W. C. Roberts.
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The resolutions were ordered to be published in the
New York medical journals and daily paper?.

The Vice-President announced that Dr. Sigismund
Waterman would read a paper, Oct. Gth, on " The
Solar Spectrum as an Application to Medical Science."
The Academy then adjourned.

Corrcsponticncc.

TEEATBIENT OF BURS^ ON PALM OF
HAND AND FRONT OF WRIST.

To THE Editor of the Medical Eecord.

Sir—In the issue of your Journal for March 1st ap-
peared an article by Prof. Frank Hamilton, on the nature
and treatment ofbursse on the front of the wrist and palm
of the hand. Touching treatment he says :

" I am per-
suaded, however, from my own experience, that no
surgical interference is ever proper, except it be to open
the sack freely, whenever suppuration is imminent or
has already taken place." He also says that pressure
may be resorted to, but thinks that generally it will be
best to leave these cases entirely to nature. A num-
ber of cases are detailed, and most of them, it seems to
me, are so exceedingly imperfect and unsatisfactory in

their history as to render them useless for the purpose
of illustration or for aiding us in determining a proper
treatment in which death or serious trouble followed
an operation.

Now, Dr. Hamilton is distinguished authoritv, and
bis opinions and advice always carry weight. " Few
surgeons perhaps, unless of large experience, would
care to risk an operation on one of these cases, after
reading the above opinion of Prof H., backed by the
unsuccessful and even fatal cases he cites. And yet the
disease is often a very annoying one if allowed to pro-
gress, being usually accompanied by considerable pain,
and the use of the hand being not unfrequently im-
paired in no small degree; to say nothing of the un-
hands;ime appearance, especially in the female, and the
constant danger of suppuration being produced, and
very serious consequences resulting from contusion
or other injury. It is desirable, then, to rid our patients,
if we can do so safely, of these annoying tumors.
Rarely can they be cured without an operation. Is
surgical interferenie, as incision, excision, injections,

the seton, etc., so fraught with danger to tlie patient as
to render it unjustifiable? From Dr. H.'s article it

would seem to be so. In our surgical works, however,
active interference is generally advised, and few serious
accidents are recorded.

Mr. Syme recommends even so severe a procedure
as laying open the cyst and dividing the annular liga-

ment. Mr. Erichsen sometimes injects iodine, and
sometimes uses the seton. He prefers the latter method.
When the tumors are large, and situated on the sole or
side of the foot, he advises excision of the saclv. Du-
puytren resorts to incision in palm and wrist, with in-

troduction of seton. Malgaigne has seen death result
from this procedure. Whether'death would not have pro-
bably resulted, on account of some peculiar condition of
the patient, after many other comparatively small opera-
tion.'^, we are not informed. The same remark may be
applied to the fatal cases cited by Dr. Hamilton. Mal-
gaigne advises a small incision into the cyst, and then
subcutaneous incision of the sack at several points.
Gross' method of operating is essentially the same.
AVhen milder means fail, he recommends that the sack
be cut up as minutely as possible with a delicate bis-
toury inserted subcutaneously. These are the princi-
pal operations that are resorted to ; but as we have no

intention of entering at length upon the subject, we _
forbear to cite further authorities.

We beg leave, however, to briefly relate the history "
of a case in point, the termination of which will show,
so far as a single case can, the safety of operative inter-

ference and the beneficial results thereof
My brother G. J., now jet. 31, grocer, healthy, about

five years ago received a rather severe injury of right

wrist joint. He supposed the injury to be a sprain,

and it passed as such, in due time recovering, without
other interference than the application of domestic
remedies. The joint, however, was not restored to its

full strength, and the tumor formed by the head of the

ulna was perceptibly diminished in size. It now ap-

pears that the ulna was separated from its attachments
to the neighboring parts, or the epiphysis separated
from the bone, and the ulna has ever since remained
very movable. S^me months after this injury a

tumor appeared on the iront of the same wrist, i-nime-

diately above the annular hgament, and this tumor in-

creased in size continually for years, notwithstanding
the employment of pressure, iodide of lead ointment,

etc. Pain existed, but not in any very great degree.

The power of the joint, however, after a time became
materially impaired, and great annoyance was caused

by the hand " going to sleep
"' when left in one posi-

tion for even a few minutes, while a sensation of
numbness was almost constantly present. After a year
or two another tumor appeared in the palm of the hand,
which on examination was found to communicate un-
der the annular ligament with the tumor on the wrist,

and latterl}' the contents of either cyst could be readily

pressed into the other. About one year ago, which
was about four years after the injury to the joint, the

tumor of the wrist, wiien pressure was exerted in the

palm, was the size of half a pullet-egg. At that time,

by my advice, my brother consented to an operation,

which was performed by Dr. W. B. Allen, of this city.

A longitudinal incision one and a half incli in length

was made in the wrist, above the annular ligament, the

sac freely opened, its contents expressed, and then a

portion of the sack itself, at least one square inch in

size, was removed with the knife. This sack was near-

ly i inch in thickness. The contents of the cyst con-
sisted of a heaping tablespoonful of ovoid, yellow,

opaque bodies, smooth and glistening, quite hard, but
could be broken up between the fingers ; and they
varied in size from a small melon-seed to a large lima

bean. Cold-water dressings were kept applied to the

wound for a day or two ; no suture was used. Speedy
union occurred, and perfect recovery resulted, with
scarcely tlie soreness of a simple cut of the hand
experienced. The usefulness of the hand is in a large

measure restored, and no unpleasant sensation is ever .

felt. Were it not for tlie original injury to the ulna,

the joint would be as perfect as the other.

It is interesting to inquire what would have been
the final result in this case had Prof Hamilton's treat-

ment, viz. "leave entirely to nature," whicli was pur-
sued for four years, been continued. Would not the

case have progressed, until the hand, whose functions

were much impaired already, had becom-." entirely use-

less ? Or would suppuration have occurred, and perma-
nent contraction of the fingers, or some worse evil re-

sulted ?

It may be of interest to state that a small tumor,
similar in character, appeared on the other wrist of this

patient about one month ago. We shall feel very much
hke resorting to an operation in this case, at least to a
simple incision, if it progresses at all rapidly. At pres-

ent it gives no annoyance.
Tours, etc., S. L. Jepsox, M.D.
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Uciu instruments.

RECTILINEAR ECRASEUR.
By J. C. NOTT, M.D.,

KEW YORK.

The last lecture I heard from M. Nelaton, in Paris,

was on the use of the ea-aseur linii're of Chassaignac

for removal of liemorrhoidal tumors. He made tn'o

fatal objections to it:—1st, in internal hemorrhoids it

is sometimes followed by dangerous hemorrhage; 2d,

from the amouut of tissue embraced it not unfroquent-
ly causes stricture of the anus. These objections 1 can
fully endorse from my own observation.

About twelve months ago 1 contrived a rectilinear

kraseur, which I think, properly employed, is free from

I removed five internal hemorrhoids, at one sitting,

from a patient, a few days ago, in the presence ol' Drs.

Keyes, Castle, Yale, and Dudley, and after the eflVct of

the ansesthetic passed ofl', the patient never complained

of pain. This is a result which is impossible after

ligatures. The clamp and actual cautery used by some
surgeons give good results, but are much more trouble-

some.
Where the hemorrhoids are external, instead of us-

ing a Ugature I clip them off with scissors as soon as

the clamp is removed.

The principal advantages of this instrument are:

—

1st. It is easily and rapidly applied, and requires

much less time in its action than that of Chassaig-

nac.

2d. It removes in a riijht line the exact amount of

tissue desired, and ii not followed by pain.

the above objections, and fulfils all the indications bet-

ter than any operation yet devised. It is almost en-
tirely free from subsequent pain.

A glance at the above drawing will show that this

instrument has two parallel blades coming together like

a clamp. One blade has a narrow fenestra running its

whole length of about three inches, and the other pre-

sents a rough edge (like a fine saw) so constructed as to

pass into and fill up the fenestra when the clamp is

closed. There is a shoulder projecting on each side of

the blades, for the purpose of crushing more perfectly

the tissues operated upon, a httle beyond the tljin edge
of the blade.

This instrument does not completely sever the tissues

(as does the fcraseur of Chassaignac), but crushes them
down to a very attenuated pulp. It the hemorrhoid is

This instrument is applicable to the tongue, cervix

uteri, penis, tumors on cervix uteri or vagina, the

vagina in operations for procidentia uteri, etc.

I should not omit to mention that after I had work-
ed out in my own brain the above instrument and
e-^hibited it to Prof Isaac E. Taylor, he showed me
one he had invented twelve years previously, identical in

principle though differing in shape and some niinutite

of construction ; his is curvilinear, mine rectilinear,

etc. His instrument, though invented twelve years ago,

was never published that I am aware of, has not been
exhibited for sale by the instrument makers of New
York, and having only within the last four years been a

resident of this city, it is not remarkable that I never

heard of it until it was shown to me by him. His

instrument, I think, was designed particularly for the

within the sphincter, it is safest to tie a ligature in the

sulcus made by the fcraseur for fear of some second-
ary hemorrhage—the tissue is so compressed that a

very small pedicle is left for the ligature, and the vitality

of the part being completely destroyed the ligature

causes no pain, and the tumor drops off in a day or

two. I cut away with scissors the part of the tumor
outside of the ligature at the time of the operation.

removal of uterine growths; but although the principle

is excellent, I think the size and shape make it incon-

venient and inapplicable in most cases where an ecra-

seur can be used.

I have also had a pair of artery forceps constructed

on the same principle, for arresting hemorrhage in

arteries. About both these instruments I shall have
more to say on a future occasion.
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ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Clinnges of Stations ond Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department U. S. Army, from
September 19, 1S71, to October 4, 1871. incUi^ive.

Head. .T. P., Siirgeon and Merlical Director.—By S.

O. 212, Department of Dakota, Sept. 16, 1871, granted

leave of absence for twenty days.

Heger, a., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 212. Department of

Dakota, C. S., to perform dvities of Medical Director

during temporary absence of Surgeon Head.

Clements, B. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 59, Mil. Div.

of the South, Sept. 27, 1871, leave of absence extended

fifteen days.

McKee, J. C, Surgeon.—By S. O. 20j, Department

of the Ea=t. Sept. 27, 1871, granted leave ol absence I

for twenty days.
I

McClellan', Ey., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 383,
|

War Department, A. G. O., Sept. 30, 1871, granted i

leave of absence for thirty days, with permission to
,

apply for an extension of si.xty days.
j

Middletox, p.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 196,

Department of tlie South, Sept 16, 1871, assigned to

duty at Frankfort, Ky.

Tremaine, W. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 1G7,

Department of the Mo., Sept. IS, 1S71, granted leave

of absence for thirty days.

Monroe, F. Le B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 166,

Department of the Platte, Sept. 22, 1871, assigned to

temporary duty at Fort Laramie, Wy. Ty.

fiiRARD, J. B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 370,

War Department, A. G. 0., Sept. 21, 1871, leave of

ab.seiice extended sixty days.

Lauderdale, J. V., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

363, War Department, A. G. 0., Sept. 20, 1871, re-

lieved from dut}' in Department of Arizona and to pro-

ceed to New York City.

KiMB.\LL, J. P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 210,

Department of Dakota, Sept. 1-t, 1871, leave of absence

granted I'or thirty days, with permission to apply for

an extension of sixty days.

Fitzgerald, J. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

170, Department of the Mo., Sept. 22, 1871, assigned

to temporarj^ duty at Fort Harker, Kans.

CowDRET, S. G., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 170,

C. S., Department of tlie Mo., to accompany Gth In-

fantry to Camp Supply, Ind. Ty., and, on arrival, re-

port to Commanding Otftcer for assignment to duty.

Cherbonxier, a. v.. Medical Storekeeper.—By S.

0. 361, War Department, A. G. 0., Sept. 18, 1871,

assigned to charge of Medical Purveying Depot at

San Antonio, Texas.

iftctiical 3tfm3 anti Items.

The AoADE.My of Medicine and the Abortiovists.—
At a meeting of the New York Academy of Medicine

held on the 21st September, 1871, the following pream-

ble and resolutions were unanimously adopted :

—

Whereas, In charging the Grand Jury, on Septem-

ber 6th inst. Judge Gunning S. Bedford said :
' Of late,

we have been living in an atmosphere of abortion.

The very air is indeed heavy with the dark deeds of

these heartless and unscrupulous specimens of human
depravity, professional abortionists. Let the warning

word this day go forth, and may it be scattered broad-

cast through the land, that from this hour the autliori-

ties, one and all, are to put forth every eflort and
strain every nerve until these tratfickers in human life

be exterminated and driven from existence, by fully

vindicating the majest}' of the law in all of these

cases of its fiendish violation. Let me express the

earnest hope—shared in a.s I feel confident it will be by
you, and bj- all right minded citizens—tliat the Legis-

lature at its next session wiU amend the statute-book,

so that instead of reading, ' any person who shall ad-

minister to any woman with child, or prescribe for any
such woman, or advise or procure her to ta'.ie any medi-

cine, drug, substance, or thing whatever, or shall use,

or employ any instrument, or other means whatever,

with intent thereby to procure the miscarriage of any
such woman, unless the same sliall have been necessary

to preserve her life, shall, in case of the death of such
.chilli, or of such woman, thereby produced, be deemed
guilty of manslaughter in the second degree,' it may
real, shall be deemed (juilty of murder in tJic first degree.'

Then the punishment would be death. Now the crime
being simply manslaughter in the second degree, the

punishment is only imprisonment not exceeding seven
years."

Re.ioh-ed, That in the opinion of the New York
Academy of Medicine, the author of that language has,

by so pulilio a declaration of his sentiments, his inten-

tions, and his hopes, given us reason for renewed ex-

pression of highest commendation ; has vindicated the

already widely expressed support fiora the medical

profession of the country of llie course he has hitherto

pursued, and ha*, we trust, greatly strengthened the

esteem and confidence in which he is held by the

public.

Reiolced, That this Aca.lemy, in the discharge of the

duty its professed objects command—to promote public

health and public morals—i)ledges all its influence and
efforts in support of any legislative or other measures
which our law officers may propose as offering a reason-

able promise of miiigating, if not of removing, the pes-

tilence of criminal abortion which is upon our country.

Resolved, That to remove all doubt from the public

mind in regard to the position of the New York Acade-
my of Medicine in this important matter, to secure the

influence upon the State authorities desired by this

expression, and to stimulate the medical profession

generally to similar acts, a copy of this preamble and
these resolutions be forwarded to Judge Bedford, to Dis-

trict-.^ttorney Garvin, and to the New York Bar Asso-
ciation ; that the leading daily papers of this ciiy audits

medical journals be furnished with the same; and that

the secular and medical papers and journals throughout
the county be requested to copy.

Goitre in Minnesota.—Goitre has claimed consider-

able aitentitpn by ihe surgeons in Minnesota, and is

reported to be comparatively prevalent. Dr. J. B.

McGaughey, of Winona (Trans. Minn. Med. Soc.),

attributes the cau.se, in that part of the State, to calcium

and its salts in the water, Dr, Milligan, of Wabasha,
says that among Germans goitre is very common ; no
cure has been effected in adults when the disease exist-

ed prior to residence there, but in those before the age

of puberty cures may be effected. Dr. Ames, of Min-
neapolis, reportiS 20 cases in five years. The water is

impregnated with carb. andsulph. of lime, and magnesia.

Dr. S. Blood, of Owatonna, finds goitre most prevalent

among Germans; and Dr. L. Redmon, of Preston, finds

it quite prevalent among Norwegians, and regards high
northern latitudes as productive of the disease. Treat-

ment: Soft water to drink, and iodides internally and
externally.
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Mexstrcatiox IX A Woman Aged Sixty-four Years.
—Aberrations of this kind occur occasionall}- ; they

differ from those cases of prolonged menstrual period,

wliich are more frequent, and which plivsicians meet
nith, and liave on account of their rarity and pecuhar
nature a claim to passins: notice. During the late sum-
mer Dr. Thomas R. Dupuis, Ode.ssa, Ont. (Caiiwln

Lancet), attended a woman with menorrhagia over 56
years of age, and from statistics it is found that per-

haps one or two in a hundred may retain this function

up to 5(1, 60, and even 70 years of age, the proportion

growing less with the increase of years. Dr. Dupuis'
patient, however, had ceased to menstruate between
llie ages of 45 and 50, and had no .symptoms of any
return of the catamenia fiom that time till the period

of discharge here referred to, March 25th, 1871
;
she

being then 64 years of age. He saw her August 9th,

and up to that liine she iiadhad no signs of any return

of the catamenia.

Severe Medical Examinations in London—Out of
sixty-eight candidates who presented themselves before

the Royal College of Surgeons, England, in May last,

twenty-seven were rejected.

Extirpation of tue Kidney.—Prof Simon, of Prus-

.sia, has successfully extirpated the loll kidney entire,

from a lady residing in Savannah, Georgia. This makes
the tliird operation of the kind that Prof. Simon has

performed successfully.

Tue Successor of Niemeyer.—The chair vacated

by the death of Prof. Niemeyer, of Tubingen, is filled

by the election of Prof Leibermeister, of Zurich.

The Vienna Medical School.—About two thou-

sand persons, including between fifty and sixty Amer-
ican physicians, annually attend the lectures of the one
hundred professors and assistants of the Vienna School
of Medicine.

Transactions of the Minne.sota State Medical
Society.—This pamphlet contains the proceedings of

the Annual Meeting of the Minnesota State Medical
Society, which was held in St. Paul, February 7th and
8th, 1871, with the following creditable p.apers:

—

Case of Ovarian Tumor, by D, \V. Hand, M.D., St.

Paul; Remarkable Medullary Tumors, by A. E. Senk-
ler, M.D., St. Cloud; Case of Tubular Pregnane)-, by
W. W. Mayo, M.D., Rochester; Dislocation of the

Hip, reduced by Manipulation, by Solomon Blood,
M.D., Oivatonna; Post Natal Atelectasis, by S. D.
riagg, M.D., St. Paul ; Case of Elephantiasis Griecorum
Tuberculorum, by Chr. Gronvald, M.D. ; Case of Glan-
ders in the Human Subject, by H. Gallowa\', Rochester,
Minnesota; and Report of the Conunittees on Surgery,
on Analysis of Plant supposed to be the Wild Parsnip,

on Practical Medicine, and on Epidemics, Climatology,
and Hygiene. This new Society has one hundred and
twentj'-eight working members, and has tlie following
officers:

—

President, YrnnkYm Staples, M.D., AVinona;
First Vice-President, F. H. Milligan, it.D., Wabashaw

;

Treasurer, S. B. Sheardown, M.D., Winona; Corre-
sponding Secretary, Albeit E. Senkler, M.D., St. Cloud

;

Recording Secretary, Charles E. Smith, M.D., St. Paul.

The Diseases of Iceland.—Dr. Hjaltelin, of Ice-

land (The Gyna'.cology of Ireland), says that insomnia
is most prevalent in Iceland during the short days of

winter. Cancer of the uterus is unknown there, while
mammary carcinoma is very common ; scarlet fever
never occurs, while measles is very prevalent

;
pulmo-

nary phthisis is seldom or never seen in the native in-

habitants, while epidemics of influenza are frequent
and extraordinarily fata!, and true hydatids are of
almost universal occurrence.

The Foundling Hospice of Moscow.—Dr. de Val-
court, writing from Russia to the Gazette MtdicaJe of
Paris, mentions some interesting facts regarding this

institution, which is sustained on a magnificent scale.

It is capable, he says, of accommudating one thou-
sand infants. Each foundling has a nurse for itself

The nurses are mostly peasants, who, for a salary of
about $140, come to Moscow, remain in the hospital in

the care of the child given to them until it is vaccinated,

then, going to their homes, they take the baby with
them. If the child becomes sick, they can return with
it to the hospital and remain with it themselves. Not-
withstanding the expense of this system the moitality
is frightful. For example, in the year 1870, 14,295
babies were offered at the hospice. Of this number
631 were refused

; 10,661 being admitted, of this latter

number, 7,660 were less than five days old. The mor-
tality in both hoiipice and villages was 60.5 per cent,

fir infants of from 1 day to 28 days, and 80 per cent,

before 1 year. This sad result is obtained notwith-
standing the cleanliness and good care to which the
infants are subjected at the hospice, and the surveillance

in the village chosen for the nurse.

Infants aged less than five days are easily admitted
to the hospice; but if the umbil cal cord has separated,
it is necessary to present a certificate of baptism and
give answers to certain questions. The child once ad-
mitted, the administration refuse to inform the mother
regarding the whereabouts of the child, only saying if

it is living or dead. If she desires to retain it, it is

necessary to make a peiilion to that effect, and some-
times to pay an indemnit}^, without which the inlant
will not be returned, the mother not being allowed to

see it until it is decided to restore it to her. The
mothers of the clnldren are thus induced to place their

infants in the hospice as soon as they are born, and
before their maternal love has become developed. On
the other side, the babes are confided to the care of
the women whose only motive i.s to earn this paltry
sum, knowing that if the inlant dies, no reproach rests
upon them, and that they will be given another child.

National Medical College, Washington, D. C.—
Drs. Antisell (who recently sailed for Jajian) and
Crosby have resigned their chairs in this institution.

To the vacancies thus created Dr. W. W. Johnston
has been elected to fill the chair of Theory and Prac-
tice of Medicine; Dr. A. F. A. King to that of Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Women and Children

; and
Prof. Fristoe to that of Chemistry.

Death of Prof. Robert Bextley.—This distin-

guished scientific and literary man of England, died
September 13, 1871. He was an honorary Fellow
of King's College, London, and was noted as a bot-
anist. He was born in the year 1821. In 1847 he be-
came a member of the Royal College of Surgeons. He
wa> Dean of the Medical Faculty, Professor of Botany
in King's College, London, Professor of Materia Medi-
ca and Botany in the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain, Professor of Botany in the London Institution,

and formerly Lecturer on Botany at the Medical Col-
leges of the London, Middlesex, and St. Marv's Hospi-
tals. He was a long time a member of the Council of
tlie Royal Botanic Society, was President of the British
Pharmaceutical Congress in 1865, and was re-elected to
the same office in 1866. He was a frequent Contribu-
tor to the PJiarmaceuticaJ Journal, and was ona of its

editors, was the author of a Manual of Botany, and
with Dr. Farre and Mr. Warrington, edited Pereira's
ifanual of Materia Medica and T/ierapeutics. Mr. Bent-
ley was the sole proprietor and publisher of the Temple
Uar magazine.
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Cases of Puerperal Masia rs St. Petersburg.— I

Prof. Freiderich Weber, of St. Petersburg, Russia, as-
1

serts that from 1856 to 1865 he made a careful report 1

of forty-six cases of puerperal mania, one of the rarest
j

phenomena of childbed, which occurred at Obachow
Hospital, twenty-three of which he treated himself.

|

Scanzoiii reports at 'Wurzburg only five cases in the
|

course of forty years. The majority of Dr. Weber's
\

cases were between the ages of twenty and thirty;
j

twenty-five out of the forty-six, or fifty-six per cent. I

He affirms from data that young women are espec'ally

predisposed to puerperal mauia. Frequent births in

young women predispose to puerperal mania, for the
j

reason that it induces a condition of anaemia. Of these

forty-sis cases, there were cured, 23 ; discharged con-

valescent, 15; died, 8.— Journal Gymecolngical So-\

ciety.
\

The Syrian Medical College—Dr. E. E. Lewis,

of Beirut, Syria, writes that, at tlie commencement ex-

ercises of tliis new medical college, six medical students

received diplomas. Eleven appeared for the final ex-

amination, but the test was so severe that five were
rejected.

Cholera Infantum is Philadelphia.—From 1835

to ISio, in Philadelphia, the number of deaths among
children under 15 years of age was over 25,000 ; and

of these more than 2,500, or on^-tenth, died of cholera

infantum alone.

New Specimens in Botany.—So thoroughly have
plants been classified and named, that the multitude of

attentive English botanists failed to discover one new
specimen to add to the flora of Great Britain during

the past year. Scottish Highlands, Irish bogs, Eng-
lish downs, the mountains of Wales, tlie cliffs of the

Orknevs. and the meadows of the Channel Islands,

have all been searched in vain for an unknown plant.

Lancixo the Gums in Difficult Dentition.—Dr.

Hatcb, of Sacramento, Cal., recently reported four

cases of fa'al hemorrliage from lancing the gums in

children who were already diseased, and who had
taken calomel

The iMEDic.\L Societies of New York City and
Brooklyn.—According to the Xew York Medical Reg-

ister for 1871-72, the number of active members of the

subjoined Medical Societies of the cities of New York
and Brooklyn is as follows : Medical Society of the

County of iNew York, 364 ; New York Academy of

Medicine, 288 ; New York Pathological Society, i61

;

Society for the Rehef of Widows and Orphans, 1-12;

Medical Library and Journal Associations of New
York, 262; New York Medico-Legal Society, 114;
New York Physicians' Mutual Aid Association, 270;
and Medical Society of the County of Kings, 183.

Statistics of Philadelphia.—The total number of

interments returned by the Board of Health for 1870
was 16.750. This is an increase of 1,964, or 13.28 per

cent, over 1869, which gives one death to every 40.24

inhabitants, or 2.41 per cent. Of the deaths recorded,

there were 8,717 males and 7,963 females, showing an
excess of 824 males, or 10.35 per cent. Scarlatina con-

tributed most to the increased number of deaths in 1870,

which caused 956 deaths, 157 more than in 1869, and
far more than in any preceding year.

Contraction of Heart and Arteries.—In the Hast-
ings Prize Essay, Dr. Fothergill teaches us tliat, in

cases of poisoning by digitalis, the heart and arteries

alike contract to an extent proportioned to the dose
given.

Control of Hemorrhage by Ipecac—Wm. Martin,
M.D., M.R.C.S., Bidingsville, Indiana {X. Y. Me<l.

Journal), reports a case of injuiy to right tonsil, attend-

ed with hemorrhage, controlled by the administration

of small (loses of ipecac, until a gentle vomit ensued.
Natural plugging followed after contraction of tissues.

He has also tried it many times in obstinate contrac-

tion of the uterus, and never experienced ill eftects.

A Rare Malformation in the Brain.—In demon-
strating a brain recently to one of his dis.secting clas-'es,

W. W. Keen, M.D.. of Phila. (Am. Journ. ifed. Sciences),

met wi'h the following malformation, the first of which
he believes to be very rare. 1st. The fornix, instead

of being solid from side to side, consisted of two lateral

halves, with a triangular space between them. This'

space was If inch long by f of an inch wide. It began
just at the posterior border of the fornix, where the

two posterior pillars were barely united, and reached
nearly to the anterior pillar, where also slight union
existed between the two halves. Through the opening
the velum interpositum was seen. 2d. The fifth ven-
tricle was exceedingly large—the largest he liad ever
seen. It measured % of an inch wide, and If inch long.

Neither this ventricle nor the lateral ventricles were in

any way diseased or distended with fluid. The dura
mater corresponding to the right parieial bone was
ossified in its outer layer. The anomaly noted in the
fornix points, doubtless, to its normal origin and devel-
opment by two lateral halves, whose separai ion is marked
usually by the divergence of the anterior, and posterior

pillars only.

Resection of tre Long Bones.—Dr. Joseph W.
Thompson, Paducah, K}'., writes that he is preparing a

report on Resection of the Long Bones, and any assist-

ance which may be given by the profession will be
appreciated. Those cases performed during our late

war are especially desired, as sufficient time has now
elapsed to make practical deductions from that class of
cases. The notes of the cases should be in the follow-

ing form : Date of wound, and at what battle wounded ?

Date of operation, and with what kind of missile was
the wound inflicted ? Where is the seat of resection ?

How many inches of bone were exsected ? Has bony
union occurred ? What is the extentof the shortening
(measure accurately) of the limb ? Are the functions of
the limb impaired? Is it better than no hmb ? Do ab-
scesses continue to form around the seat of resection ?

Do you know of any resected Umbs that have been cut
off as nuisances ? Do you know of any deaths resulting

from the resection ? Give the name and post-office ad-
dress of the case, and the condition of the limb at this

time. Also, the post-office of the operator.

Obstinate and Fatal Dysentery.—The most obsti-

nate and fital disease with which the physicians of the

English Hospital at Metz, in the late Franco-Prussian
war, had to deal with, was dysentery of a very chronic
character. The patients were treated first by chlorodyne
or opium, with occasional doses of castor-oil ; no perma-
nent relief followed this plan. Opium allayed pain and
gave sleep temporarily, but the disease was not influ-

enced. The ipecacuanha treatment was then tried,

and with fiiir success ; doses of five to fifteen grains of
the powder were given three or four times a day ; it

rarely caused vomiting, except at the first dose, some-
times not even then. The spa-m and pain were in

most cases relieved after a few doses, and the patients

greatly improved. Sulphuric acid and opium, with oc-

casional injections of sulphate of copper and opium,
appeared to assist in completing the cure.— Corresp.

Med. Times and Gazette.
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©rlginnl Communications.

INFLAMMATION OF THE CAPSULE OF
TENON.

A Paper read before the Medical Libraiit and Jouhnal Asso-
ciation, October 13, ISTl.

By CHARLES S. BULL, M.D.,
Ophthalmic Surgeon to the N. Y. Dispensaby, Clinical Assistant

TO THE Manhattan Eye and Ear Hosfit-U., and the N. Y.
Eye iNFIRilAEY.

Inflammation' of the fibrous capsule ol' the eyeball

is of comparatively rare occurrence as a primary afF,;c-

tioii, thouc;h it is usually present in all cases where the

globe has been destroyed by a suppurative panophthal-
mitis. The first detailed account of this affection ever
written was published by Dr. OTerrall in the Dublin
Quarterly Journal of Mediail Sciences for 18-11, but I

have unfortunately been unable to obtain a copy of it.

The subject is mentioned by very few authors, and
there seems to have been very little known about it.

The little attention which it has attracted may perhaps
be explained by the fact that an idiopathic case is of
very rare occurrence, and when the inflammation sets

in as a complication or neces.sary consequence of a

panophthalmitis, its symptoms are covered up and em-
braced by those of the greater affection, and hence the
subject is overlooked.

Mackenzie .says: This affection is generally con-
sidered to be of a rheumatic nature, though it may
have a traumatic origin. It is characterized by the fol-

lowing symptom* : Pain in the eye, forehead, and tem-
ple, which rajiidly increases in violence, and in the

j

course of two or three days becomes insupportable. It

is liable to severe exacerbations, and is compared by
[

tne patient to the feeling as if the eye were being
j

dragged out from its socket. In this state the patient
cannot bear the slightest pressure from the finders or
hands of another person, though he frequently experi-
ences relief by pressing his hand against the superior
orbital margin. The pain may prevent sleep for several

nights in succession. The eyeball is protruded from
the orbit, sometimes as much as three-quarters of an
inch, and the power of motion is very much limited, and
may even be entirely lost. The conjunctiva of the eye-
ball is protruded nil round the cornea in the form of che-
mosis, but is not vascular. The eyelids become oedema-
tousand reddened. The swelling and discoloration of the
upper Ud are limited above by a well-defined line, with
about half an inch of pa'e skin between it and the
margin of the orbit. This shows that, the aflection is

confined within the ocular capsule. The eyelids cannot
be closed. The crirnea and iris are perfectly healthy,
and though the patient frequently complains of flashes
of light, the vision usually remains unimpaired.
The eye may recover either completely or incom-

pletely, without the formation or evacuation of puru-
lent matter. When the recovery is incomplete, the
eyeball in some eases remains motionless, adhesion hav-
ing taken place between the solera and ocular capsule,
wljile the thecoe of the muscles and the orifices through
which they pass have become consolidati'd in conse-
quence of the inflammation. If pus collects within
tiie capsule, the fold between the eyeball and eyelids
is obliterated, and a swelling appears, which, if not
opened, may burst spontaneously. The affection may
be diagnosticated from periostitis of the orbit, by the
fact that direct pressure upon the bone causes no pain,
and from phlegmonous infl mimation of the orbital tis-

sues, by the swelling which attends it appearing in the
tarsal and not in the orbital portions of the lids.

Bader* says : This affection accompanies every acute
ophthalmitis, and occasionally occurs also in cases in

which a large portion of the sclera has been exposed
during the operation for strabismus. Slight impair-
ment of the mobility of the somewhat protruded eve-
ball, and swelling and redness of the subconjunctival

tissue and sclera, are observed.

Soelberg Wellst says: The fibrous capsule which en-
velops the eyeball is occasionally subject to inflamma-
tion. This affection is especially distinguished by the
appearance of a more or less marked chemosis round
the cornea, there being at the same time considerable
conjunctival and subconjunctival injection. There is

no apparent cause for this injection, as the cornea and
iris are unaffected, and the sight and field of vision are

normal. The eyelids are sometimes red and swollen
;

the eyeball is slightly protruded, and at the same time
there is a certain impairment of its eccentric move-
ments, and here diplopia arises. The pain may be
somewhat severe, but is never as bad as in periostitis of
the orbit. The progress of the disease is usually slow.

Though generally of a rheumatic origin, it is also seen
in cases of irido-choroiditis supervening upon opera-
lions, especially that of extraction for cataract. It may
also follow the operation for strabismus, if the sclera

has been much exposed, or the capsule of Tenon loo
freely incised.

According to Wecker,J inflammation of the capsule
of Tenon, as a distinct disease, independent of any
other, is a rare affection. When it supervenes upon
an operation for the extraction of cataract, it gene-
rally results from suppurative irido-choroiditis; and the

enucleation of an eye under such circumstances, for

.sympathetic trouble in the fellow-eye, is by no means
unattended with danger, for the capsule, suddenly ex-
posed to the air, may continue to furnish inflammatory
products, and the phlegmasia is propagated along tlie

sheath of the ojitic nerve, and may thus cau>e a fatal

meningitis. Capsulitis also occurs occasionally after

erysipelas of the face, or sudden.exposure to cold and
wet.

Having thus seen what are the views of some few
authorities upon this form of inflammation, it will be
necessary for us to become better acquainted with the
anatomy and relations of this capsule of Tenon. We
know that the sclera moves within a fibrous cap.sule,

called the capsule of Tenon, or subconjunctival fascia,

which is attached to the margin of the orbit behind the

suspensory ligament of the eyelids, and which farther

back is merged into the sheath of the optic nerve.

This capsule isolates the eyeball from the soft parts of

the orbit. The muscles of the globe, loosely attached

to this capsule, pa.ss through it in order to reach the

.sclera. The subconjunctival tis-ue, anterior to the in-

sertions of the recti muscles, is nourished by capillaries

which anastomose with blood-vessels going to the cil-

iary muscle, and therefore over-distension of the latter

betrays itself by enlargement of the vessels upon the

sclera. The capsule of Tenon, in addition to being per-

forated by the muscles, is also traversed by vessels and
nerves. Posterior to the equator the capsule is clearly

defined, sufficiently resistant, and after enucleation ofthe

eyeball, forms a species of cup or cap for the recep-

tion of an artilicial eye. Anterior to the equator it

only pos.sesses a virtu.al existenc:", as it is perforated at

very many points, and its thickness and resistance are

much less marked. From this, arrangement we may
infer that posterior to the equator the capsule presents

an obstacle to the spread of phlegmonous inflanimaticm,

* Natural and Morbid Ctianges of tlie Human Eye. London, 1868.

+ Treatise on the Diseai^es of the Eye. London, 1870.

X Maladies des Y'eiix, Vol. I. Paris, 1SG7.
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arising in front or behind this equatorial line of separa-

tion.

As the connection between tlje capsule of Tenon,
the sclera, and the muscles of the eye is very intimate,

it may be as well to look a little more closely at their

anatomical structure, with special reference to their

topographical relations.

According to Briicke,* it is nowwell known that the

sclera is not everywhere of the same thickness, being
thinnest at the equatorial region, and increasing in

thickness as we proceed anteriorly and posteriorly.

Between the insertions of the four recti muscles it does
not decrease suddenly in thickness but gradually, and
it is also thinner under the tendons ot tlie oblique

muscles. At the point of entrance of the optic nerve
the fibres of connective tissue which enclose its sepa-

rate nervous fascicuU are closelj' connected with the

tissue of the sclera furming the lamina cribrosa.

The sclera consists of fibres of connective tissue,

which are united to form a dense, leathery membrane.
Proceeding from without inwards, we find that the

structure becomes conslarilly denser and more homoge-
neous, as the fibres become more and more closely

united with one another. Upon the internal surface

we meet with a varying number of irregularly formed
pigment cells, some with processes, others without
any.

The vessels of the sclera come from two sources,t

viz.: 1st. From the short posterior ciliary arteries,

which are branches of the ophthalmic artery, and
which perforate the sclera to tliQ number of three or
four short trunks in the neighborhood of the optic
nerve entrance

; and 2d. From the anterior ciliary ar-

teries, which are branches of the muscular arteries,

which are branches of the ophthalmic ariery, and pene-
trate the sclera through the tendons of the recti mus-
cles, generally very near their insertion. The lines of

insertion of the four recti muscles lie in the four sides

of a trapezium. They are covered by the ocular con-
junctiva and subconjunctival fascia, both of which are

very vascular, deriving their blood-supply from the su-

perior and inferior palpebral arteries, the lachrymal
artery, and indirectly from the anterior cUiary ar-

teries.

Another fact to be borne in mind is that the subcon-
junctival fascia is very much thicker and more abun-
dant in the neighborhood of the superior and inferior

recti muscles than elsewhere.

Having thus run over somewhat carefully the struc-

tural and topograpiiioal anatomy of the parts involved,
we are better able to explain the various symptoms
occurring in the progress of the disease, and the very
variable course which it runs. We shall find it most
convenient to distinguish three varieties of inflamma-
tion of the fibrous capsule of the eyeball, each of which
has distinguishing features peculiar to itself, and each
of which tends to run a somewhat ditferent course.

1st. The idiopathic form.
2d. The traumatic form, or that which supervenes

upon erysipelas of the face and upon operations, espe-
cia'ly the extraction of cataract and tenotomy for stra-

bismus.

3d. The syphilitic form.

It will not be necessary to make another division of
tlie inflammatory process into circumscribed and diffuse,

since the idiopathic and traumatic forms may be of
both kinds, wnile the syphihtic form is, so far as we
know, always circumscribed.

* ^Vnatomische Beschreibnng des menschlichen Augapfeb. Berlin,
1S47.

+ Leber, Ajiatomische T-'ntersuehnngen iiber die Blutzefiisse des
menschlicbon Angcs. Wien, ISM. ._^_

1st. The idiopathic form of inflammation is regarded
usually as connected with tlie rheumatic diathesis, and
might therefore be included in the same category with
inflammation of the aponeurotic sheaths of the mus-
cles and the thecae of tendons. It may be either cir-

cumscribed or diffuse, generally the latter, does not
seem to run in any particular direction, and never
results in the formation of pus. The globe is not at aU
or but very slightly pushed forward, though it is some-
times limited in its excursive movements. The patient

complains of a feeling of fulness and weight in the eye,

sometimes amounting to absolute pain. The remaining
tissues of the eye are perfectly normal, and there seems
little cause for anxiety, except on account of the obsti-

nacy of the affection. It usually runs a very slow
course, and like all other subacute rheumatic affections,

is liable to exacerbations from exposure to cold and
wet. It generally subsides without leaving behind it

any limitation of the excursive movements of the eye-
bafl.

The treatment should be mildly antiphlogistic ; a
saline purgative followed by a Turkish or Russian
Bath. Small doses of potass, iodid. and vinum colchici,

frequently repeated, should be administered, and at

regular intervals of three or four days a sulphur bath is

beneficial

Inflammation of circumscribed portions of the sub-
conjunctival fascia has been observed in myopia, in

tumors of the orbit or eyeball, and occasionally after

exposure to cold, but does not at all difier in its symp-
toms fi-om the ordinary idiopathic form.

2d. The traumatic form of inflammation is of some-
what more frequent occurrence than the preceding, and
far more disastrous in its eifects. Passing over that
variety which is said occasionally to supervene upon
facial erysipelas, and which is extremely rare, we may
proceed directly to that variety which follows opera-
tions upon the eye. The only two operations which
we know positively to have been followed by inflam-

mation of the capsule of Tenon, are the extraction of
cataract and tenotomy for the cure of squint. It is

almost impossible to distinguish an inflammation of the

fibrous cap.sule of the globe following a cataract opera-
tion from the coincident inflammation of the other tis-

sues of the eye. For when the supervening inflamma-
tion is diffuse in character, it always fakes the form of
a suppurative panophthalmitis, in which all the coats of
the eye are involved, or if it be circumscribed it .still

involves parts of most of the tissues of the globe. The
operation, whether by the flaps or by the modified
peripberioal method of von Graefe, is almost always
done either upwards or downwards, and although near
the corneal margin the subconjunctival fascia is small in

amount, yet there is more of it in these two places than
at either the nasal or temporal side, and hence the in-

flammation would spread more rapidly there. It is

true, the inflammatory action may first be set up in the
subconjunctival fascia, but the anterior chamber being
open, and the edges of the incised iris still raw, the
inflammation almost immediately assumes a suppura-
tive character, and the iris and choroid become in-

volved. Hence we cannot regard the inflammation of
the fibrous capsule occurring after the extraction of a
cataract as a distinct disease, and may therefore pass it

over as not pertinent to our subject.

We now come to the most frequent form of trau-

matic inflammation of the capsule of Tenon, that fol-

lowing a tenotomy of any of the muscles of the eye
for the cure of squint. The operation is u.sually con-
sidered by the laity, and perhaps by the general prac-

titioner, to be the simplest and least dangerous of any
performed upon the eye, and yet cases do occm", and

I
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they are not very uncommon, in which unlooked for

results, sometimes of a disastrous nature, are brought
about by an extension of the inflammation through
the fibrou5 capsule to tlie globe itself. It is very well

known that clean, incised wounds, no matter in what
part of the body they may be, generally heal quickly

without suppuration ; and in the tenotomy of a mus-
cle, where the conjunctiva is simply incised, and the

tendon divided close to its insertion in the sclera,

there seems to be nothaig which could tend to excite

violent inflammatory action, and we must look far-

ther and more into the details of the operation for an
explanation of these unusual phenomena. As we all

know, the Hrst step in the operation is to make a hori-

zonUil incision in tlie conjunctiva with the scissors over

the hne of insertion of the muscle, and then to intro-

duce the sci.ssors through the wound beneath the con-

junctiva, and separate the subconjunctival ftiscia, or that

portion of it which forms the theca of the tendon, from
the sclera and surroiniding tissue, and this we do either

above or below the line of the muscle. And liere lies

the great danger of an unfavorable result. By going

in too far with our scissors, and separating the fibrous

capsule for too great a distance in any one direction, or

in several directions, from its attachments, we thus
,

allow free access of air and blood lo the parts, besides

bruising the tissues themselves. We should, moreover,
bear in mind what has been previously mentioned, that

the subconjunctival fascia anterior to the equator of the

eye is very loose in structure and small in amount, and
henee would easily yield to whatever exudation was
poured out by the inflamed ves.sels; and being nearer

the external wound, the products of inflammation i

would more quickly lind their way out, and the parts
;

could be more easily kept clean. But if by separating
\

the subconjunctival fascia to a great extent we pass
j

posterior to the equator, we open up a path for the ex-
tension of the inflammation to a region where the

fibrous tissue is much more dense and vascular, and
where the product; of inflammation cannot easily make.'

their way out, and thus by their presence act as a for-

eign body, keep up the irritation, the vessels exude
more and more, the eyeball becomes blocked immova-
bly in the orbit, and, although the eye itself ma}' re-

main perfectly normal, there may be so much pressure

exerted upon the optic nerve by this mass of fibrous

exudation as to produce amaurosis. Hence we should

be careful to separate the subconjunctival fascia just

enough to admit of the introduction of the strabismus

hook beneath the teniion of the muscle, and no more.
Another factor to be considered in the production of an
extensive inflammation is the possible laceration which
tlie muscle may be subjected to in passing the strabis-

mus hook beneath it. We should, therefore, be care-

ful, in passing the hook beneath the tendon, to keep it

applied closely to the sclera, and thus avoid thrusting

it; point through the tendon.

Dieffenbach, in his work on " squint and its cure by
operation," has given quite a full account of the severe

inflammation which occasionally follows the operation,

and its evil results. According to him the inflammation
usually appears just inside the conjunctival wound, and
soon extends in every direction beneath the mucous mem-
brane. Pus is poured out as well as fibrous matter ; the

whole subconjunctival fascia becomes matted together;

and as it is the internal rectus usually which has been
divided, the eye is drawn strongly outwards, and
remains more or less immovable, according to the
amount of exuded matter. Large granulating masses,

sometimes amounting to polypoid excrescences, next
appear at the conjunctival wound, and in other places

tlie conjunctiva lies in thick folds overlapping the cor-

nea. When some time elapses after the operation before
the inflammation sets in, the latter lasts much longer,
and is much more obstinate, than where it sets in soon
alter operation. As the inflammatory action penetrates
more deeply and creeps backward, and as the exudation
from the vessels increases in amount, the eyeball be-
comes more prominent. The photophobia and lachry-
mation are usually intense, and the pain is ascribed
more to the head than to the eye itself. It seems that
there is more direct danger to the coats of the eve
when the inflammation is of a more suppurative charac-
ter than where the exudation is mainly fibrous. It
must not be forgotten how intimate the vascular con-
nection is here between the arteries of the conjunctiva
and capsule of Tenon and the anterior ciliary arteries

and through the latter with the long posterior ciliary

arteries, and how easily the products of inflammation
may pass from the outside to the inside of the eye.

It has been my misfortune to see three ca.ses of severe
inflammation fillowing a tenotomy of the internal rec-
tus within the past six month;, one of which resulted
in total loss of the eye. The first two cases occurred
at the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, and I will
give a few brief notes of the course of the inflammation.

1. The first case was a young girl of 14 years of
age, who had a strabismus convergeiis concomitans of
3'" in the left eye. In the left eye, vision was I, and in

the right eye it was normal. The internal rectus of the
left eye was divided on March 16th, in the usual man-
ner, and eighteen hours after the operation inflammation
set in, which was confined to the space anterior to the
equator and was accompanied by profuse suppuration.
The eyeball was at no time blocked, and the inflam-
mation subsided under the application of iced water,
and nitrate of silver to the granulations.

2. The second case was also a young girl of 1-1 years
of age, who had a strabismus convcrgens concomitans
of 3"' in the left eye. In the left eye, vision was Tr^a,

and in the right eye it was normal. The internal rec-

tus of the left eye was divided on June 10th, and two
days later the wound became inflamed, and the inflam-

mation lasted for eight or ten day.;, running a much
more severe course than in the fir.;t case, though like-

wise of a suppurative character. Iced water applications

and an alum wa;h were employed, anil as soon as the
granulations appeared in the wound, theyWere caute-
rized with the solid stick of nitrate ofsilver. Two weeks
after the operation the wound still gaped down to the
sclera, but by July 5th it had entirely healed. The
movements of the ball are normal, and the squint is

cured.

3. The third case was operated upon at the Eye
Infirmary in this city, and I afterwards saw the patient
at my office. The father had foolishly taken the child

on the day of the operation down to Staten Island,
without any protection from the cold, and that nijht
inflammation set in. .When I saw the child, a week
had elapsed since the operation, and the eyeball had
been lost by panophthalmitis. It was abducted to the
extreme point, perfectly immovable, the cornea entirely
opaque and the whole globe a mass of pus. The con-
junctival wound was gaping widely, and the suppura-
tion was profuse. The eyeliils were very much red-
dened and swollen, and the child complained of great
pain in his head. I saw the child a few times subse-
quently, and at the last visit the inflammation had
subsided, but the eye was soft and stiU remained iu
its abducted position. Another danger which may
result from an extensive inflammation of the capsule of
Tenon is that the inflammatory action may extend up
the sheath of the optic nerve to the brain, and there set
up a basilar meningitis which may prove lataL
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Treatment.—As regards the treatment of these cases

of traumatic inflammation, it is very simple. As soon

as any inflammatory action is suspected, apply two or

tliree leeches to the inner canthus of the eye, close to

the root of the nose, and as many more to the temple,

and foment the parts with warm water so as to in-

crease the heriiorrhtige after the leeches have dropped

off. Apply cloths wet in iced water to the part, and

renew them frequently. Th-s, with perfect rest, and

perhaps a suliue catliartic, will generally suffice to quell

the inflammation, though the bleeding may have to be

repeated. Dieffenbacli reports a case where tlie in-

flammation was so violent, that after applying a large

number of leeches to the temples, the patient was bled

to the amount of 16 ounces from the arm, until he

fainted, and this heroic treatment was kept up for two
days, the venesection being repeated every tliree or

four hours, till syncope appeared. I think we will

scarcely find it necessary to follow Dieffeubach's ex-

ample in treating any case, no matter how severe.

I cannot forbear mentioning here a case reported by
von Graefe,* in which nearly the entire outer half of

the sclera was involved in the ulcerative process. The
patient was a woman, about 40 years of age, who had
been operated upon five months previous to her appear-

ance at his cUnique for a secondary divergent squint.

The eyeball was in a h'gh degree phthisical, and with-

out any perception of light. Nearly the entire external

half of the globe was involved by a fungoid, granulat-

ing, dirty gray tumor, resembling a cancroid growth.

Between tbe many small papillary excrescences were

dirty furrows and excavations, some of which pene-

trated into the cavity of the globe. The eyeball was
enucleated and examined by Virchow, who reported

the following : The mass is opaquely granular, and re-

sembles very strongly a cancroid growth. The dense

tissue, which constitutes the growth, is continuous

witli the sclera, but also contains within itself a homo-
geneous new formalion in which no particular accumu-
lations of cellular structures can be Ibund. Tbe toler-

ably vascular tissue consisted rather of round cells,

with several nuclei, closely pressed together, and re-

sembling pus corpuscles embedded in a basement sub-

stance in part homogeneous, in part 6brous in structure.

Towards the normal tissue this basement subslance

became more abundant, denser, and the cells more
spindle-shaped and stellate, until the ordinary normal
tissue was reached.

3d. We now come to the third or syphilitic form of

inflammation of the capsule of Tenon, which to me is

the most interesting one of all, perhaps because it is the

most rare, and because I have been watching a case for

the last three or four months at the Hanhattan Hos-

pital, in which the disease has run a somewhat singular

course in attacking both eyes of the patient.

We know that syphilitic affections of the submucous
cellular tissue, as well as of the subcutaneous, are ter-

tiary, late manifestations occurring several years after

contagion. The circumscribed form, or " gummy
tumors," as they are called, commence as hard lumps,

freely movable beneath the skin, which at first is not

altered in appearance. They may not be attended by
any inflammatory action, and may occupy a long period

in development. Later they become tender, softer, and
adherent to the skin ; softening commences in the

centre, the skin becomes thinned, ulcerates, and a

small amount of fluid exudes. Microscopically these

tumors consist of loose fibrous tissue, made up of pale,

elastic fibres, inclosing in their large interspaces a

homogeneous granular substance. In this homogeneous

* Archiv for Ophthalmologie, Vol. III. 2.

basement substance we meet with round granular cells

or corpuscles, the larger of which contain a nucleus.

Robin says they are composed of cytoblastions, which
are the nuclei of fibro-plastic cells of a finely granular

amorphous substance, and of fibres of cellular tissue,

elastic fibres, and a few blood-vessels. Their anatomi-

cal elements are not peculiar to syphilis, but are found
in normal tissues and in non-syphilitic tumors.

Syphilis affects the muscles in two ways, viz. : 1st,

The diffuse form, consisting in an abnormal develop-

ment of connective ti.^sue in the inter-fibrillary spaces;

and, 2d, Gummy tumors in the muscular substance.

Bouisson says, "it is difficult to determine whether the

earliest changes take place in the muscular fibrils or in

the intervening cellular tissue, although analogy would
lead us to believe that it is the fibro-ceUular element
connecting the fleshy fibres, or serving as their sheath,

which is first involved. But in advanced cases all the

anatomical elements appear to be affected, and accord-

ing to the progress of the morbid action the muscular
fibres are either surrounded by a material of new for-

mation or are softened and destroyed, or, again, are

transformed into indurated, cartilaginous, or even osse-

ous tissue."

The syphilitic affections of tendons consist either in a
thickening of the cellular elements of the tendons, or in

the presence of circumscribed masses of deposit. They
terminate either in secondary degeneration and soften-

ing, or in ossification. Syphilitic tumors of tendons
appear to depend upon circumscribed hypertrophy of

the normal fibrous tissue, together with an effusion of
serum and plastic material. They are sometimes near
the surfac, sometimes deeper, the former being the

more common. They are the seat of more or less pain,

and have a tendency to spread rather rapidly.

I have been thus minute in describing the syphilitic

affections of the muscles and tendons, because in the
case which I am about to mention the inflammation
involved all these tissues.

S. L., a woman, 32 years of age, married, and a native

of the United States, wasadmitted as an in-patient into

the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, October 7th,

1870.

She stated that she had never had any trouble with
her eyes till the 3d of July previous, when she woke
early with a severe pain in the right eye, and found it

very much congested. She had not been exposed to

cold or wet, and had gone to bed feehng perfectly well.

The redness and pain continued, and she used solutions

of nitrate of silver and sulphate of zinc for five weeks.
The vision grew rapidly worse, and at one time
descended to merely quantitative perception of light.

At the end of this time the pain grew less and the
vision improved, so that by the 10th of August she J
could find her way round the house, and could even "
read coarse print. The eye remained in this condition
till towards the last of September, when the pain re-

turned with great violence and vision again grew J
worse, and she came to New York, and by Dr. Agnew's I
advice entered the hospital. On the date of admission,

October 6th, the right eye presented the following
appearance : Great congestion and chemosis of the

ocular conjunctiva, greatest over the insertion of the

tendon of the external rectus muscle. Here was a
tumor about the size of a Lima bean, 6'" long by 4'"

wide, the long axis lying in the direction of the exter-
nal rectus muscle, and moulded off on every side into

the surrounding tissue. It projected about 3'" above
the surface of the eyeball, and the vessels running over
it were very large and tortuous. The tumor had a yel-

low appearance and felt hard. It was not movable,
but the overlying conjunctiva was. There was an iritis
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serosa; the anterior chamber was abnortnally deep; anil

at its temporal side, connected with the pillars of the

iris and also with the tumor outside, was a small

growth, about the size of a pea, similar in appearance

to the one outside. There was some slight corneal

opacity, and the adhesions between the iris and the

lens were so firm and extensive that the pupil could

not be dilated, and no view of the fundus could be

obtained. The left eye was perfectly normal. She
was immediately placed under the influence of mercury,

by the inunction method, and when symptoms of

ptyalism appeared, the iodide of potassium was given

in strong solution, so that with every drop of the solu-

tion she received a grain of the potash, commencing
with five grains thrice daily, and gradually increasing

the dose up to toleration, which in her case was about

40 grains three times daily. The tumor rapidly dimin-

ished in size under this treatment. Atropine was in-

stilled daily, and iron administered with the potash.

On November 25th she went home, with the inflam-

mation aU gone, and vision perfect. She had no trou-

ble of any kind until the last of March, 1871, when the

inflammation and pain returned in the same spot, and
on the 2d of April she again came into the hospital.

Vision was still normal, but the inflammation and pain

were very severe, and this time followed the course of

the external rectus muscle, extending back beyond the

equator. There was at first no photophobia. The
pain was always worse at night, and being more
thoroughly questioned as to her past history, she ad-

mitted having had most of the secondary symptoms of

syphilis, and in particular a cutaneous eruption, from
which she recovered by the use of mercury and potash.

The vision soon grew rapidly worse, the viti-eous he-

came opaque, so that no view of the fundus could be

obtained, and at the end of the third week after her

entrance, she was discharged, the inflammation having
all subsided, but the vision having sunk so low that

she could only count fingers at one foot from the eye,

and could distinguish the prime colors.

She remained well in every respect till August 7th,

1871. when she was seized with a severe throbbing

paic in the left temple and angle of the left eije, which
soon passed to the eye itself accompanied by conges-

tion and chemosis of the conjunctiva and great photo-

phobia. She came into the hospital on August 18th,

and an examination revealed the following state of

affairs : Intense congestion of all the superficial and
deep conjunctival vessels, both of the globe and lids,

and considerable chemosis of the ocular conjunctiva.

At the line of scleral implantation of the tendon of the

external rectus muscle was a yellowish-re'l tumor,

about the size of a pea, bulging forwards towards the

cornea, and pushing upward the conjunctiva, evidently

attached to the tendon of the muscle or to the capsule

of Tenon in its neighborhood, and surrounded by a

leash of large vessels. It was immovable, but the in-

flammatory action extended for some distance along

the course of the muscle. The tumor was elevated

about 2'" above the surface of the globe, and was of a

soft nature. The iris was not involved. There was a

circumscribed opacity of the cornea at the inferior part,

parenchymatous in character and non-vascular. There
was a general hnziness of the vitreous, but no sign of

any growth inside which might be connected with the

external tumor. The tension was a little below the

normal, and the retinal vessels somewhat engorged.
The same plan of treatment was followed as before,

and with a very satisfactory result. The tumor
rapid!}' diminished, the pain slowly grew better, the

cihary congestion disappeared, and even the circum-

scribed corneal opacity, though never at any time

v.iscularized, seemed to grow smaller. For three or

four days the vitreous was so cloudy that no distinct

view of the fundus could be obtained; but after this

cleared up the fundus was seen to be intact, and re-

mained so for about a week. The retinal veins were
then noticed to be considerably engorged, and in the

region of the macula, and between it and the optic

papilla, there was seen a ruffled, uneven appearance in

the choroid, as if the hexagonal pigmcut cells were
undergoing atrophy. No other changes than this have
been noticed, and the patient was discharged last

week, with directions to report at intervals.

I have seen but one other ca.se of this kind, and this

was in Prof. Arlt's c'iuique at Vienna. The disease

was confined to one eye, but affected the external rec-

tus muscle, and as the patient had had the primary

lesion of syphilis, followed by many of the secondary

manifestations, the case was decided to be a gummy
tumor of the muscle, and the patient recovered under

anti-syphilitic treatment. I have examined somewhat
carefully the literature of the subject, and Dr. Sturgis

of this city has very kindly done the same thing, but

neither of us has been able to find anything bearing

particularly upon this affection. Lancereaux and
others mention .syphilitic afl'ections of the cranial

nerves accompanied by paralysis of the muscles sup-

plied by thorn ; but in this case there was no paralys:s,

which proved that the nerve was not afl'ccted, and
that the disease was confined to the muscle itself.

There was some limitation of motion in the right eye,

which conld be explained by the fact that the fibrous

cajisule of the globe was involved.

The case is, to me, satisfactorily proved to have been

of syphilitic origin for the following reasons

:

1st. The patient had suffered from various secondary

symptoms, such as an eruption upon the skin, alopecia,

and mucous patches in the throat.

2d. The symmetrical manifest.ation of the disease,

the tumor appearing at the same spot in the external

recti muscles of both eyes.

3d. The disappearance of the disease under mercurial

treatment.

In the three cases of traumatic inflammation which

I have mentioned, we have seen that the process

tended to spread in every direction, and in one of

them it involved the whole eyeball. Furthermore, in

the little that has been written upon the subject, it is

distinctly .stated that a traumatic infl.immation of the

capsule of Tenon generally spreads very rapidly in all

directions. Wishing to satisfy myself of the truth of

this statement, and desirous of determining whether
the seat of the injury exerts any influence upon the

spread of the inflammation, I have, during the past

summer, been carrying on a series of experiments upon
rabbits and cats, and, I think, with satisfactory results.

For this purpose I was obliged to keep the animals

confined, and this, with the unavoidable dirt and conse-

quent bad atmosphere, may have had something to do
with the rapidity of development of the inflammatory

process, though the cages in which the animals were con-

fined were large, and were kept as clean as possible, I

employed various means fjr exciting the inflammation,

such as simple tenotomy of the various muscles, some-
times accompanied by loosening of the fibrous oapsu'e

from the sclera, sometimes tiot
;
pus introduced beneath

the conjunctiva through an ordinary incised wound

;

and the introduction of a seton through the tendon of a

muscle and in its sheath. The animals were all perfectly

healthy as far as I could determine, and suffered but

little general disturbance from the local inflammation.

I could detect no difference in the course or rapidity of

the inflammation in the two .species of animals, and the
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results were about the same in both. I found -when
simple tenotomy of the muscle was practised, that the

inflammation was more or less circumscribed, and only
tended to become diffuse when the fibrous capsule was
dissected up from the sclera to a considerable extent
in the course of the muscle, which certainly proves how
necessary it is to be careful iu operating for squint,

and in no case to expose the subconjunctival fascia any
more than we c:in help. In uo case was an eye lost

from inflammation following a tenotomy of a muscle,
though quite a number were limited in their excursive
movements by the blocking of the globe by the pro-
ducts of inflammation. It did not seem to make any
great difference which muscle was divided, though per-

haps the inflammatory action appeared sooner after a
tenotomy of the internal rectus than when the oiher
muscles were cut. The inflammation did not show any
particular tendency to follow the course of the divided
muscle or to creep up its sheath, but seemed to spread
uniformly in aU directions, nor was its course altered

by a more or less extensive loosening of the subcon-
junctival fascia, except that it always spread more
rapidly under these circumstances.

"When pus was used, the results were quite differ-

ent. The pus was obtained from an artificial sore

produced upon any part of the animal, usually on the

back, and introduced into the meshes of the capsule of
Tenon through an ordinary conjunctival incision, gen-
erally over the insertion of one of the muscles. Here
the inflammatory action usually set in wiihin three or
four hours, extended very rapidly in every direction,

and generally involved the whole capsule. The signs

of inflammation were very marked, and the eyelids

became very oedematous, but the conjunctiva was not
often affected. Three eyes were lost by panophthal-
mitis, and though the globe was involved in some few
other cases, yet I could not decide how far the disease

had extended, as the media were cloudy and no view
could be obtained of the fundus. In most of the cases
the inflammation subsided gradually, leaving the eye-
ball more or less blocked in its movements, of course to

a greater extent on the side of the divided muscle.
The three eyes lost by suppurative inflammation were
all examined microscopically, and showed very nearly
the same results, the inflammation having followed a
simOar course in aU. The enucleation was performed
with great difficulty, owing to the dense adhesions be-
tween the globe and the orbital tissue. The eyes were
divided in the vertical meridian, and on being laid

open were found to be a mass of pus. In two there

was no anterior chamber, as the cornea had ulcerated

and the iri* and lens lay close up against the membrane
of Descemet, The lens was opaque in all three, as was
also the vitreous humor. The retina was partially de-

tached and shrunken. After the eyes had been hard-
ened in Miiller's fluid and alcohol, sections were cut
and subjected to carefiil microscopic examination. The
cornea was found to be a mass of granular matter and
pus cells, with here and there remains of the external
layer of epithelial cells. The choroid and retina were
likewise filled with pus cells, and bore but Utile resem-
blance to their normal structure. The sclera was the
least afiected, though even here pus cells were very
numerous between the fibrillae. In fact, the eyes pre-
sented the usual results of a panophthalmitis.

In four cases I introduced a seton through the ten-
don of the muscle, twice through the external rectus,

and twice through the internal rectus, cut it off sliort,

and left it in beneath the conjunctiva. The inflamma-
tory action set in within six hours, and seemed to run
a medium course between that which followed a simple
tenotomy of the muscle and that which supervened

upon the introduction of pus beneath the conjunctiva-

The inflammation generally extended round the en-
tire globe, but was not very violent, and the purulent
secretion was surprisingly slight.

Xo. 7 West Forty-sixth street:.

A FATTY TUMOR OCCUPYIXG THE
SCROTUM.

Reported by GUEDOX BUCK, M.D.,

SCBGEOK TO THE LATE SEW TOBK HOSPITAI., AXD ST. LUKE's
HOSPITAL.

A. D., £et. 40, resident of Scranton, Penn., a railroad

way-master, of good constitution and regular habits,

was admitted into St. Luke's Hospital, July 24, 1871,
with a tumor occupying the left side of the scrotum,
and resembhng in many respects a hydrocele. In shape
and volume it was equivalent to a large-s'zed pear, with
its ape.x upward. It was somewhat flattened laterally,

and at its lower part, anteriorly, a prominence stood
out from the surface, which patient identifies fi om his

sensations as the testicle. Its upper extremity reached
high up in the groin, and from it the cord in a normal
condition was traced upward into the external abdomi-
nal ring. It was of uniform consistence, elastic, and ap-
parently fluctuating, though not as tense as a hydro-
cele of the same size usually is. The following is the

patient's history. About four years ago he first noticed

a lump at the upper part of the scrotum, where the

cord joins it. It increased very gradually in s-ize, unat-
tended with pain or inconvenience, till about six

months ago, since which time it has grown rapidly to

its present volume. The scrotum covering it is every-

where supple and unadherent. Regarding the tumor
as a hydrocele, a puncture was made, July 25, on the an-

terior surface, with an ordinary trocar and eanula. A
spurt of hydrocele fluid followed the withdrawal of the

trocar, to the amount of half an ounce, and then ceas-

ed. The inner end of the eanula had escaped from the

tumor, and was lodged in the scrotal tissue, exterior to

the tumor. A second puncture was made on the enter
surface, a little below its middle, and the eanula buried

half its length in the tumor, but no fluid escaped. A
probe passed through the eanula continued farther on
with very slight resistance, but could not be moved
laterally. A third puncture was then made, higlier up on
the posterior aspect, and again no fluid escaped through
the eanula. The probe was now made to traverse

the tumor, encountering only the slightest resistance,

till it pushed before it the scrotum on the opposite side.

The same resistance to lateral motion of the probe was
observed as in the second puncture. On applying the

usual test, no translucency was found at any point. Fur-
ther proceedings were postponed to the next da)',

when a consultation was held, and it was decided to

expose the tumor by an incision and ascertain its na-
ture. This was done with the aid of etherization, by a
free incision upon the anterior surface on a line with
the long axis of the tumor. The successive layers of

tissue were cautiously divided till the surface of the

tumor itselfwas laid bare, and then, to the surprise of all

present, a well-characterized fatty mass was recognized.

The delicate capsule which invested it was readily de-

tached with the fingers and scalpel-handle, and the tu-

mor enucleated entire. Its upper extremity tapered off"

into two slender prolongations, which extended upward
more than an inch along the cord. The va? deferens,

separated from the other constituents of tlie cord, was
encountered as it passed down over the outer surlace

of the tumor to join the testis below. The promi-

nence upon the anterior surface of the tumor
already noticed proved to be the testis. It was
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lound of normal size and condition, with a small quan-

tity of hydrocele fluid contained in the cavity of the

tunica vaginalis. Two or three small scrotal vessels re-

quired to be ligated. After replacing the testis, the

edges of the wound were brought together and secured

with fine thread sutures. The tumor, lying upon a

level surface, measured 5^ by 5i inches in its diameters

and 2J inches tliick, and weighed fourteen ounces.

It presented the color and other physical characters

of a fatty tumor, had a smooth, even surface, and was
of uniform consistence throughout.

The subsequent progress of the case does not require

any detailed description. Its unexpected fatal termi-

nation from pycemiacan only be regarded as incidental

to the operation. It will sulficc to state that forty-eight

hours after the operation excessive inflammatory
tumefaction of the scrotum, of an erysipelatous nature,

had supervened, and was followed by sloughing of the

subcutaneous scrotal tissue, which was, however, limit-

ed in extent by seasonable free incisions of the indurat-

ed and infiltrated parts. On the ninth day the sloughs

had all separated, and healthy suppuration was estab-

lished, the swelling was steadily abating, and tlie parts

regaining their normal size. Everything progressed

satisfactorily till the twent3'-second daj', when a smart
rigor, followed by profuse sweating, supervened, and
was succeeded by a repetition of rigors at irregular in-

terval, sometimes tn-o occurring within a few hours of
each other. From this time patient progressively fail-

ed in strength, the surface assumed a sallow hue, and
death took place on the 26th August, the ninth day af-

ter the first rigor.

Remarks.—A fatty tumor occupying the scrotum i^

of very rare occurrence. In the present case it had
evidently originated in the loose connective tissue en-
tering into the composition of the cord, and at the

point where the cord enters the scrotum. In its de-

velopment it detached the vas deferens from the other

constituents of the cord, and as in its progressive

growth it descended into the scrotum, the vas deferens

applied itself to the outer and posterior surface of the

tumor, while the testis, with its enveloping tunica vagi-

nalis, was displaced forwards, and formed a bulging
prominence anteriorly and inferiorly on the surface of

the tumor, as already noticed. The author has en-

countered one instance of a male patient with a pedun-
culated fatty tumor, of the size of a hen's egg, develop-
ed over the region of the inguinal canal, from which it

hung pendulous. In reference to diagnosis it may be
said that a fatty tumor is perhaps the only tumor that

would assume the even shape and present tlie elastic

pseudo-fluctuating sensation so closely resembling hy-
drocele as in the present case. A critical retrospect
recognizes a less degree of rotundity and plumpness
than belongs to a hyiirocele tumor of the same volume.
The first appearance of the tumor high up in the scro-

tum is also noteworthy, as distinguishing it from hydro-
cele, in whicli the fluid necessarily gravitates to tlie

bottom from the commencement of its formation. The
abnormal position of the testi* and the absence of traus-

lucency are points which, taken in connection with
the other characters, would be conclusive as against

hydrocele.

No. 46 West Twenty-nintli street.

Alcohol and Eyesight.—M. Galezowski recently,

at a silting of the Paris Academy of Medicine, pointed

out how many cases he had noticed among the poorer

classes of loss of vision from tlie chronic use of alcohol.

The form of loss of sight is that of amblyopia.

-/

AN EXTEMPORIZED CANULA FOR
TRACHEOTOMY.

By benjamin HOWARD, A.M., M.D.,

OF NEW YORK,

LATE PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL AND OPERATIVE StTRGERY, ETC.

TuE demand for tracheotomy is usually sudden, and
the advantage of it in any case is quickly and fatally

forfeited by delay. Fatal delay occurs for the want of
a canula more often than from any otlier cause, several

days being nrcessary in some localities to procure one.

Temporar}' substitutes for a canula have therefore been
proposed. A goose quiU has been commended, and with
this simple appliance, in the form of a tooth-pick, Prof
Henry Draper, of this city, when on the House Stafl:' of

Bellevue Hospital, prolonged the life of a patient until

a silver canula could be found pm, i.

and introduced. Tlie curved
end of a catheter has also

been recommended, and this,

like a quill, has the advantage
of being usually obtainable,

lioth quill and canula, how-
ever, have too small a bore

;

the goose-quill, besides, can
receive no curve, and there-

fore the end of it which is

introduced abuts against the

posterior wall of the trachea,

and is Ukt-ly thus to be
closed.

Should the curved part of <^-

a catheter be tried, the end
of it must first be cut off,

and any attempt to do that

is pretty sure to spoil it.

Whether the quill or the

canula be tried, neither the

one nor the other can be
mnintained in the wound as

required, and with rare ex-

ceptions thoy are both a de-

lusion.

For an instrument every

way superior to the forego-

ing, the author is indebted to

an emergency encountered
while on a shooting excur-

sion in 1867, which called

for immediate tracheotomy.

A canula must be had. The
tools present consisted of a

pen-knife
;

the materials

—

ammunition. In a short time The nheot of lead rolled around

a canula was readv,—it was ,
"

'f""^'"
''' ''.''

. ,, ,
^ 1 11 (a a) Seam down centre bevel-

made out or a mime bullet. led and dressed smooth.

Such a canula may be made (' <<> si'i» ^^ut »< "PPer end o£

^, mi • r ] I tnbe, turned down at & b (Fig,
thus: Take a piece of lead, o,_ two of them being there

whether in the form of sheet, pierced with eyelet holes,

nine nr hnllpt and if nPCPS- (^^ '^^ Section cut out trans\-erse-
pipe, or Duiiei, ana, ii neces

,y j^^^ two-thirds the circum-
sary, hammer it out as thm ference of the tube, which at

as it cau be used without « (F'B- '-,> 's bent upon itself,

breaking. Of this cut a piece the shape of a parallelo-

gram about 2Jxli inches, or enough larger to allow a

margin
;

roll it around a trimmed stick—ramrod or

pencil—thus making a tube as in fig. 1, and bevel both

edges so that by trimming and dressing the seam may
be smooth and firm. Out the upper end so as to Ibrm

four slips of equal size (bb), and at about the middle of

the tube cut out a transverse elliptical section from

-e/

«/-
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about two-tlurds of its circumference (fig. 1, cc). With-
draw tlie pencil and bend the tube upon itself. Turn
down slips, and in two of them cut eyelet lioles

through which a tape or .string may be passed around
the neck, to retain the canula in its position in the

wound.
Advantages of this expedient:—Lead, the material

used, is particularly innocuous ; and either in sheet,

Fig. 2.

LEADEN C.\XUI..\.

(6, 6) Flange and eyelet holes by which it is recaineil in position,

(c) Appearance of joint when tube is bent npon itself.

pipe, or bullet form, is found almost everywhere within

and beyond the bounds of civilization.

The tools needed are simply a smooth stone and a

penknife ; with these alone, a canula of sufficiently

finished construction may be readily prepared.

By a little skill this canula may be modified both in

shape and size to suit any peculiar anatomical condi-

tions natural or pathological ; in this respect, therefore,

the leaden substitute presents an actual advantage which
does not belong even to the canula of silver.

A CASE OF FACIAL NEUEALGIA TREAT-
ED BY EXTIEPATION OF THE SU-
PERIOE MAXILLARY XEEYE.

Br B. A. WATSON, M.D.,

SUBGEON TO JEESET CTTT CHABTTT HOSPITAI..

T. De T., set. fifty-two years, married, of temperate
habits, a rectifier by occupation for the last twenty
years ; had previously' worked at shoemaking. Dur-
ing the early part of his life, while engaged in shoe-
making, he suffered severely from indigestion and
hepatic derangement, which were usually benefited by
laxative doses of the massa de hydrargyro. He has con-
tinued to suffer more or less from indigestion, but
not nearly so much since he changed his occupation.
The neuralgic disease first made its appearance in the

spring of 1868. At this time he observed, when he
washed his face in cold water, that he had flaslies of

pain about the region of the right cheek and orbit
The pains now were of short duration, lasting only a
few seconds. These pains gradually increased, and he
soon began to suffer severely : was unable to eat,

drink, converse, or laugh without having a most violent

paroxysm, causing him to shriek with anguish. The.se

paroxysms were more severe during the day than the
night. After suffering thus acutely for about six

months, lie found himself pariia'ly relieved. (The ex-
traction of teeth, and medicines used, had failed to give

any relief) This temporary relief continued until

about four weeks previous to the performance of the

operation, when it returned suddenly. The exacerba-
tions assumed a more violent form, marked by excruci-

ating and nearly continuous agony during the day.

His suflerings were now much more severe than on
any previous occa.sion. The pain was not now confined
to the cheek and orbit, but the lip and nose were in-

volved. The slightest touch upon the surface of the face,

a current of air, or a mouthful of water acting on the

palate, would throw the patient into a violent paroxysm
of agony. The condition of the patient was such that

he could not attend to any business ; his general health

was greatly impaired ; he frequently spoke of his hfe

as a burden ; feared the loss of his reason. He had
tried medicines until he had lost all confidence in their

power to relieve his suflerings, and begged for an im-
mediate operation.

I determined to perform Dr. Carnochan's operation,

as modified by Prof. Jas. R. Wood. Dr. Carnochan's
cases are reported in American Journal of Medical

Sciences, vol. xxxv. ; Prof. Wood's in Aew; York Medical

Journal, June, 1871.

I operated .June 11th, 1871, with the assistance of
Drs. Varick, Mulcahy, Wolfe, McGill, Gardiner; Cmig,
and Gray. The patient was placed in a large arm-
chair before an open window, with his head resting

upon the shoulder of an assistant, when the ether was
administered, and " a semi-lunar incision was made in

the right cheek, commencing at the inner, and termi-

nating at the outer, angle of the eye. A vertical in-

cision was then made from the centre of the first, ex-
tending down to the vermilion border of the lip, but
not sufficiently deep to enter the buccal cavity. The
flesh was then dissected up, and held in that position

by an assistant. The branches of the superior maxil-

lary nerve were dissected out from the soft parts, and
an opening made through the anterior wall of the

antrum, by means of a trephine, three-fourths of an inch

in diameter." I now, at tlie suggestion of my friend

Dr. Varick, introduced into the infra-orbital furamen a

small probe, which I passed backward through the
canal; and then, placing the conca\e surface of a

gouge over the probe, and carrying the gouge back-

ward through the infra-orbital plate, the nerve was
easily dislodged Irom its bed in the groove as far back
as the posterior wall of the antrum. A smaller tre-

phine was now used for perforating the posterior wall,

thus opening into the spheno-maxillary- fossa, " and ex-

posing the nerve at its exit from the foramen rotun-

dum, and also Meckel's ganglion."

The nerve was then gently drawn forward and di-

vided behind the ganghon, and a portion of nerve two
and a half inches in length was removed. The hemor-
rhage during the operation was very slight. As soon

as the oozing had stopped, the semi-lunar and the

upper portion of the vertical incision were closed by
hare-!ip pins, the lower portion of the vertical incision

being left open for the purpose of drainage.

Two hours after the operation the pulse was eighty-

four per minute ; skin natural ; some nausea, attributable

to the anaesthetic; all sensation in ihe parts supplied by
the superior maxillary nerve was completely destroyed.

June 12.—Patient has not slept during the night.

Pulse eighty-four; skin natural; tongue dry and
slightly furred; complains of itching of the ate nasi,

which is not relieved by friction. Ordered potass,

bromidi and chloral hydrat. gr. xviii. of each, to be
taken at bedtime, and repeated every hour until sleep

is produced.
June 13.—Took two doses of the medicine in the

I
early part of the evening, and slept until three o'clock
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this morning ; then took another dose^ and slept until

six o'clock. Fee's better this morning; has eaten a

good breakfast, -n-hich he enjoyed
;
pulse 84 ; wound is

looking well. Syringed it out with a weak solution of

carbohc acid in water. There is no pain, but the itch-

ing continues.

June 14.—Has taken one dose of medicine during the

night; slept well; wound is healing kindly
;
pulse 84

;

complains of some neuralgic pains in the left cheek.

Removed the pins and applied adhesive plaster.

Jane 15.—Pains in left cheek continue; pulse 90;

bowels constipated. Ordered cathartic dose of citrate

of magnesia.
June 16.—Feels better to-day. Bowels have acted.

Pn!se 84 ; wound doing well. Ordered tonic doses of

sulphate of quinine.

June 17.—Less swelling about the face than before.

Pulse 84.

June 19.—Patient out walking to-day ;
remained out

two hours.

June 21.—Goes out walking daily, and is improving

rapidly. Has very little pain of any sort. Pulse G8.

Very slight discharge of pus from the wound.
June 25.—Intends to return to business to-morrow.

Wound discharges only a few drops of pus during the

tlay.

He resumed his business tlie next day without pain

or inconvenience.

I desire to add, in connection with the above notes,

that cold-water dressings were applied to tlie wound
after it was closed, and continued for three days. Tlie

wound was carefully syringed out every day for about

two weeks. During the first four days there was a

very slight oozing of bloody serum, and after this fol-

lowed a slight flow of pus. The patient remained in

bed only one day. The wound was perfectly healed at

the end of six weeks. The general health has con-

tinued to improve from the time of the operation to

the present date.

The neuralgia which showed itself on the left side of

the face has disappeared ; it was of short duration and

at no time severe, although the patient— a nervous .sub-

ject—was seriously annoyed by its presence, in antici-

pation of future suflerings.

progress of ittetiicnl Science.

Solution of Santonine.—Dr. John Harley (Practi-

tioner) gives the following formula for a solution of

this orilmarily insoluble remedy:

—

IJ . Santonini, in pnlvere gr. xij.

Sodse bicarbonatis gr. xx.

Aquse destiUatae f 3 i'j-

The Antiseptic Ligature in Varicocele.—Dr. Eraile

Steiger, Prairie du Cl)ien,Wis. (Cliicago Med. Examiner),

recently performed tlie operation for varicocele in the

following manner : 1st. Incision on the left side of the

scrotum, about one inch long, ^o as to lay open the

bundle formed by the fascia of the cremaster. 2d. Fix-

ing of the bundle outside of the external wound, with
help of a sound passed under it, across and over the

margins of the scrotal incision. 3d. Dissection of the

cord, and application of two antiseptic ligatures around
the varicose vein, separated nearly one inch, and cut

close to the knot. 4th. Excision of that portion of the

vein included between the two Ugatures. 5lh. Careful

cleansing of all parts with a solution of carbolic acid
j,

glycerine iv, aq. xij, by sponge and syringe. 6th. Clos-

ing of external wound wilh silk sutures, which had
been prepared by being soaked for six hours in carbo-

lated oil, and covering the scrotum with linen, also

soaked in carbolated oil. Two weeks after the opera-

tion the patient was well and attending to business.

He owes to the suggestion of Dr. D. Mason his prepa-

ration of antiseptic ligatures, consisting of viohn

strings, kept in a bottle of carbolated oil for at least

forty-eight hours.

Ventilation.—Dr. Henry Howard, Supt. of the Pro-

vincial Lunatic Asylum at St. John's {Canada Med.

Journal), from repeated experiments on "ventilation,"

comes to the following conclusions." 1st. Tliat the

proper height at which to expel foul air is between
seven and ten feet from the floor. 2d. That external

air, when admitted above the head inwards and upwards,

causes no sensiljle draught upon the person. 3d. That
this air, when colder than the internal air, falls down
towards the floor, and while passing through the heated

and foul air, tliough it becomes in some degree hea!cd,

is impregnated but very slightly with impure pure

gases, it, after descending, floating up the impure

gases; in fact, there are two distinct currents, the foul

gases and heated air ascending, the cold pure air descend-

ini/. In answer to the question, " How can pure air

pa<s through impure gas and not become impregnated

with it?" he states that air is a mechanical mixture

and not a chemical compound. He wishes it to be par-

ticul.arly understood that heated air is not foul air, but

that heated air and heated carbonic acid and suljihur-

etled hydrogen gases are lighter than pure cold air,

and consequently are floated up together,—the lieated

pure air, however, ascending much higher than the

heated impure gases.

Iodide of Calcium.—Dr. Goodmam (Canada lAincei),

at a recent meeting of the Medical Society for Mutual

Improvement, spoke in favor of the use of iodide of cal-

cium as a remarkably mild and efficient .alterative
;

it ap-

peared to him to be more easily assimilated in disordered

states of the stomach than any other iodide ; he had

used it lately with marked effect in diseases of the

stomach and bowels in the strumous diathesis.

CVNANCIIE TrACHEALIS AND Crural Pulebitis.—Dr-

L. B. Cotes, Batavia, N. Y. {Buffalo Med. and Sury.

Journal), writes that comparatively little or nothing has

been written of the use of veratrum viride in crural

phlebitis. His experience of sixteen years' duration

with it convinces him fully of the power of this remedy
to cut short this poisonous malady, when early and per-

sistently used with appropriate adjuvants. He has had

some severe cases, some of which would have been fol-

lowed with permanent injury to the limb without it.

So sanguine is he of its beneficial influence in control-

hng both crural phlebitis and cynanche trachealis, that

he does not hesitate to invite the personal experience of

medical brethren to a thorongh trial, not doubting but

tlieir reports will be quite satisfactory, showing a less

percentage of fatal antl badly-cured cases.

Ol. Terebinth, in Chronic Ulcerations.—J. Fayrer,

M.D., C.S.I. (Med. Times and Gazette), alludes to the

benefit that may be derived from the internal adminis-

tration of small doses—20 to 30 drops—of ol. terebinth.,

given at intervals of four or six hours for some days, in

the treatment of chronic ulcerations of an indolent

character. He first saw it used by the late Dr. Gilbert

King, Inspector-General of Hospitals, R. N., at Ber-

muda, so long ago as 1844. The effect on the capillary

cu-culation is most marked, and he has freriuently seen

it succeed in promoting healthy granulation in most
obstinate cases of chronic ulceration. To prevent

strangury, it may be advantageously combined with
nitric ether, and occasionally with tinct. opii.
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SrBcuTANEons Division of the Neck of the Femur.
—Dr. William Adams, who claims to have made in De-
cember, 1869, ihe first operation on record for subcuta-

neous diTisioD of the neck of the femur for the relief of

bony anchylosis, has recently published a paper on the

seleclion of cases for this operation, and mentions the

fact (and instances) of four operations of this character

having been successfully performed since the above

date. Referring to thirty-four specimens of anchylosis

of the coxo-femoral articulation to be found in the

London Museums, he thinks that this operation would
have been admissible in twenty-one of them. He
says, " From the facts shown by the specimens above

referred to, with regard to the neck of the thigh-bone,

it becomes of the greatest practical importance to be
able to diagnosticate : 1. The class of cases of bony
anchylosis of the hip-joint in which the neck of the thigh-

bone remains of its normal length; 2. Those in which
the neck of the bone is shortened, but remains of suffi-

cient length to admit of the operation being perform-

ed ; and 3. Those in which the neck has been so far

destroyed as to prevent the operation being performed.

There can be no doubt that, in a large proportion of

cases, this diagnosis can be made with absolute cer-

tainty, and must be based upon the nature of the disease,

or morbid conditions producing the anchylosis, viz.,

whether rheumatic, pysmic, or traumatic inflamma-

tion
;
or whether it is the result of strumous disease of

the joint. Now with reference to these points, the

following are the conclusions at which I have arrived

:

"1. In rheumatic anchylosis, no destruction of bone
ever exists, and the head and neck of the thigh-bone,

therefore, always remain of their natural size.

" 2. In anchylosis after pyjemic inflammation, more
especially in its sub-acute form, from wliich the pa-

tient frequently recovers, destruction of bone rarely if

ever exists, the soft structure only being destroyed.
"3. In anchylosis after traumatic inflammation in

healthy adults, such as that which occurs after wounds
of the joints, and gun-shot wounds in the neighbor-

hood of the joints, when the joint itself has escaped
injury

;
and in some cases of anchylosis, chiefly from

long retained position, as a general rule, no destruc-

tion of bone occurs, even after acute suppurative in-

flammation, the soft tissues only being involved.
" 4. In anchylosis after strumous disease of the joint,

when arrested in the early stage, without the occur-

rence of suppuration, or, at least, of abscess bursting ex-

ternally, there is generally only a superficial caries of
the head of the bone ; and the destruction being thus

limited in extent, the neck of the thigh-bone remains
of its natural length, although practically somewhat
shortened by being depressed, or sunk into the aceta-

bulum. In this class of cases, however, the operation

can generally be performed.
" 5. In anchylosis following the more severe forms of

strumous disease, in which there has been evidence of

caries or necrosis of bone, with abscess bursting exter-

nally, and remaining open a considerable time, general-

ly giving exit to small particles of bone, destruction of

the head and neck of the thigh-bone to a greater or

less extent may be diagnosticated, and in all such cases

the operation cannot be performed.
" Thus it will be seen that out of the five classes of

bony anchylosis above described, in three classes the

head and neck of the thigh-bone remain of their full,

natural proportions. In the fourth class, although
some difficulty may occasionally be met with, the
operation can generally be performed; and it is only
in the fifth class of cases that the operation is decided-
ly negatived."

Ergot of Rye in the Tre.\tment of Mental Dis-
eases.—The use of ergot has been for several years
quite common with such of our physicians as have had
to deal much with diseases of the spinal cord, but, so
far as we are aware, its effects upon mental diseases

have had but little trial. In Ihe Praclitinncr for June,
appears an article by Dr. J. Crichton Browne, the
Medical Director of an English A.sylum, in which he
says that (1st) in recurrent mania, chronic mnnia with
lucid intervals, and (2d) epileptic mania, he has found
it almost uniformly efficacious in reducing excitement,

in shortening attacks, in widening the interval between
them, occasionally in altogether preventing their recur-

rence, and in averting that perilous exhaustion by
which excitement is so often succeeded.

The fact that these mental conditions depend upon
an over-distention of the cerebral vessels, and the ability

of ergot to produce contraction of the muscular coats

of the vessels, and thus exert a controlling power over
their contents, having been, he thinks, sufficiently well
established, it follows that the benefit to be derived

from the use of the remedy in these cases is limited

only by the degree to which pathological changes have
taken place. Maniacal attacks of every kind, frequently
repeated, result gradually in organic degeneration, and
hence become inaccessible to those influences which con-
trolled them in their earlier stages. " It is a striking

circumstance," he says, " that ergot becomes less and
less energetic as mania merges into dementia, and as

epilepsy asserts itself in physical degeneration. In
addition to care that the specimen used has not de-
ter iorated (as it is apt) by age or exposure, a judicious

regulation of the doses is imperative, but they are at

any time large as compared with our former ideas

concerning this remedy, 3 i. to 3 ii. of tincture
; 3 ss.

to 3 i. of the fluid extract, and gr. v. to gr. x. of ergotine,
and even much larger doses, may be administered,

however, without apprehension, during the time neces-
sary to secure its beneficial effects."

Case of Intussusception.—Dr. James H. Thompson,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (N. Y. Med. JournnT), publishes

a fatal case of intussusception occurring in a laborer,

American, aged twenty-five years. On making the
post-mortem four hours after death, in company with
Dr. E. B. Wolcott, Surgeon-General of Wisconsin, one
quart of bloody serum escaped ; the middle portion of the
bowel was intensely congested and partly gangrenous;
about the central portion of the jejunum was found a
pouch, or cul-de-sac, about three inches in length, as

large as and the shape of a medium-sized pear, by its

small extremity communicating with the bowel. The
large and originally free extremity was firmly bound
to the mesentery by ligamentous bands—the result,

probably, of his attack the previous .summer. Through
the aperture thus formed between the pouch and the

mesentery had passed a duplication of the intestine,

in both directions, to such an extent as to cutoff entire-

ly even the passage of air through the gut. That por-
tion of the jejunum had become so firmly twisted and
strangulated, that it was found impossible to relieve it

until a portion of the intestines had been removed, and
then only after a manipulation of several minutes. The
contents above the constriction were fluid and feculent;

below, the gut was empty. The stomach, liver, and
other organs, so far as examined, gave no indication of

disease.

Placental Extraction and Placental Expression.
—Dr. Theophilus Parvin, of Indianapolis, Ind. {Trans-
actions Jndiana Med. Soc), publishes an important pa-
per with the above title, in which he has sought to

epitomize the management of the placenta

—

placental
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extracliou, the placenta to be drawn out in abortion

—

placental expression, the placenta to be expressed,

pressed out in labor.

In conclusion, it seems to him that the practice of

])lacental e-rprexsion rests upon a firm basis, both of rea-

son and experience, and is worthy of general adoption

by the profession. In the first ten years of his profes-

sional life he met with six cases of post-pnrtum hemor-
rhage ; but since pursuing essentially the practice ad-

vised by Crede, he has not had a single case of this

y accident ; nor has he had a single case in which the

placenta was not delivered witlnn, at the most, ten

minutes after the birth of the child. And he would
earnes:ly reque-^t physicians who have not adopted

placental expression as the rule in obstetrics, at legist to

give it a fair trial Xor let any hesitate on the ground
that the third stage of labor is, like earh that precedes,

a physiological process, and therefore in no wi=e to be

interfered with. Probably one of the great perils of

iiioJern medicine is too much nature-worship, too lit-

tle recognition of the power of enlightened art.

The Taste ok Cod-Liver Oil.—Dr. Aubrey Wick?,

in a letter to the Lancet, says that the fishy taste of

cod-Iiver oil may be modified by placing a few grains

of chloride of sodium on the tongue before takinga dose.

With this simple adjunct, patients who before rejected

the oil will take it with apparent relish, de.scribing the

taste as tiiat of herring or sardine. A piece of bread

may be eaten afterwards.

The Endoscope in Gr.ixular Urethritis in the
Male.—Dr. Robert Xewman, of New York {Am.
Practitioner), reports five cases of granular urethritis in

the male successfully treated with the aid of the endo-

scope.

The instrument which he uses is that known as De-
sormeaux's, with the lamp invented by Dr. Cruise, of

Dublin. Repeated use of this endoscope has led him
to make certain subjoined modifications :

—

First. The
graduation of the tubes in spaces of an eighth of an inch,

which allows of more accurate observation at the time,

and saves trouble to the operator and pain to the pa-

tient in searching for the diseased parts in subsequent
examinations. Second. A similar scale for the wires,

whereby the surgeon is enabled to tell tlie exact mo-
ment when the mucous membrane is reached. Third.

A straight tube for examining the bladder of the fe-

male, its far end closed with a glass fenestrum, which
prevents the entrance of water into the tube. Fourth.

A curved tube, closed, provided with a glass fenestrum
at the curve, for the bladder in the male. The corre-

sponding instrument in Desormeaux's set has, as is

known, a sharp angle or corner, which oftentimes

gives con.«iderable pain to the patient when being in-

troduced into the urethra. Fifth. Several holders, with
sponges attached, to cleanse the parts through the

tubes. Sixth. Several small silver cylinders, which fit

into a handle ; these, when tipped with nitrate of silver

previously melted, are used instead of the solid stick of

caustic. Seventh. Several small glass brushes, with
which the solutions used are applied.

Dr. Newman states that since writing the above he
has succeeded in constructing an apparatus which ena-
bles him to substitute the light of ordinary gas for the

unsatisfactory and unwieldy Cruise lamp. It can be
attached very readily to an ordinary gas-burner, is por-
table, and furnishes a very elegant light.

He has also had made several short glass tubes, of
different sizes and forms, with an opening either in the

side or end. These are designed particularly for the

exploration of tlie female urethra. The light is reflected

by the forehead mirror, such as is used in laryngoscopy.

These tubes afford a most convenient means of apply-

ing atomized fluids to the parts. The best atomizers

with which he is acquainted, as well as the tubes, are

made by W. A. Demnth, artist in glass, IIG North
William Street, New York.

Determination of Sugar in Urine.—In a paper read

by Professor Seegen before the Medical Society of Vien-
na, he dwelt upon tlie contradictory results of existing

methods of analysis, especially in regard to the pre-

sence of sugar in many physiological conditions, as, for

instance, during pregnancy, and durirg the period of
suckling, after inhalation of chloroform and ether, etc.

The result of his trials of all existing methods showed
that we have no reagent to prove minute traces of
sugar dissolved in urine beyond doubt, and to the ex-
clusion of all other analogous substances.

All statements as to the presence of minute quanti-

ties of sugar in many physiological and pathological

conditions must be received with caution. Normal
urine does not contain it in sufficiently large quantities

to allow of its determination.

Normal urine contains minute quantities of reducing

substances, but whether they consist of sugar, partially

or wholly, cannot be determined by our known tests.

lie mentioned as a now reagent for albuminous
urine the following :

—

The precipitate obtained by heating urine with nitric

acid is carefully washed, to remove the least traces of

urine, and is then redissolved with a little potash ; a few
drops of Fehling's copper solution is then added; a fine

violet coloration is instantly produced, especially with

a strong solution; the reaction is very characteristic,

and readily shows one per cent, of albumen.

Fatal Poisoning following Local Application of
BicnLORiDE of MKRCtrRV.—English medical joarmds
of September contain the statements of a case of fatal

poisoning by the bichloride of mercury, which had
bi-en applied by a physician to the scalp of a child, for

the purpose of destroying a parasitic growth. But a
single application was made, the solution of the bi-

chloride in alcohol, in the proportion of eighty grains

to the ounce, being painted over the diseased surface

—

as recommended by Dr. Tilhnry Fox.
Swelling of the head and face followed very quickly,

and on the following day ptyali-m was produced,

which was so severe that it caused the death of the pa-

tient on the fourth day.

Nitrate of Amtl in the cramps and collapse of chol-

era is suggested by Balfour Jones (British Med. Jour.),

in consequence of its known power of relaxing spasm
of the involuntary muscular fibres of the blood-vessels

and bronchial tubes.

Treatment or N^vus by the GALVANo-CAnTERT.

—

Dr. Maas, of Breslau, has collected, in the Archiv fiir

C'iinische Uhirurgie, the histories of 112 oases of naivus

treated by the galvano-cautry. The results were as

follows ;

—

Capillary Xcevus, cured 32 ; improved, 1 ; result

unknown, 1. Cavernous or venous ncevus, cured, 72
;

improved, 8; result unknown, 1; died, 3. Arta-ial

or racemose ncevus, cured, 2 ; improved, 1., A'cej'jas com-

hiued ivith other tumors, cured, 6
;

improved, 1 ; result

unknown, 2. He derives from the examination of the

cases the conclusion that the galvano-cautery is fol-

lowed by the best results in nsevus, and is much safer

than the injection of perchloride of iron, or any other

coagulatory fluid. It would, however, be wrong to

say ])Ositively that the remedy is indicated in all cases

of nsevus.

—

Br. Med. Juur.
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Embolism of the Central Artery or the Retkia.—
A case of tliis rare accident is reported in Number 560

of the British Medical Jour., in -which the blindness

came on suddenly, commencing at the centre ofthe field

of vision, but at no time did it become total, a fact wor-
thy of note, as it is unusuaL In this case the retention

of the power of vision in a small portion of the field

would .seem to indicate that some other source of blood-

supply than the retinal artery existed.

PoLTGOxrM Httropiper.—J. S. ITnzicker, iLD., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio (The Clinic), recommends the saturated

tincture of Polygonum Hydropiper (water pepper) as

an emmenagogue. It was first recommended by the

late Prof. John Eberie, in cases of amenorrhoea, in tea-

spoonful doses, three or four times daily. It was ex-

tensively u=ed for many years by all the leading phy-

sicians of Cincinnati, and highly spoken of This repu-

tation it retained so long as the tincture was made of

the right material, and the remedy given in the proper

cases. But when it fell into empirical, both medical

and pharmaceutical hands, and was given indiscrimin-

ately in all cases, and oflen made of the wrong materia],

it had, as a matter of course, to fail in many, and in

consequence, like many other good remedies, was laid

aside and partly forgotten. Dr. Unzicker believes it is

the safest and best remedy in cases where the general

health is not impaired, but when the menses are checked

by cold, mental emotion, or other like cases, where you
wish to bring them on without fear of producing con-

gestion to the head or chest, a sequence to be dreaded.

ALBiTMixfmiA rs Variola.—M. Cartaz read, at the

Lyons Medical Society {ifed. Times and Gazette), an
interesting paper on Albuminuria in Variola, which he
terminated with the following conclusions : 1st. Albu-

minuria is met with in confluent variola in about the

proportion of one in five ca?es. 2(1. It may be—as is

usually the case—only transitory, and exercise no in-

fluence on the progress of the variola ; or permanent,

and attended with aU the consequences inherent in

Bright's disease. 3d. Even when it is only a passing

aScclion, it may in some cases give rise to serious acci-

dents, as in the eclamptic forms of the disease, etc. 4th.

In the hemorrhagic form of variola albuminuria is of

constant occurrence, whether this arise from a lesion

of the kidney, fi-om a mixture of the blood, or from the

two causes united.

A New Method of Performing Actn'RESsrRE is

spoken o£ in IJie Lancet of Sept. 2d, by R. Clement
Lucas ; his mode of accomplishing it being as follows

:

An ordinary acupressure needle, having a ring at one
end, is twisted so as to form a small loop about an inch

from its pointed extremity, or at such a distance as the

surgeon may think most convenient, varying with the

size of the needle. A piece of fine wire is doubled in

the middle, as in ordinary acupressure, and the loop

thus formed is passed first through the ring at the end
of the pin, then through the loop on the staff! After

sufficient has pa.'sed to reach easily over the point of

the needle, tlie loop of wire should be bent up at right

angles, so as to be out of the way. In this way, needles

should be kept ready for use.

In performing the operation for securing the ves-

sel there are three acts. First, the point of the needle

is passed under the vessel Secondly, the loop of the

wire is bent down over the vessel and slipped over the

point of the needle. Thirdly, the vessel is compressed
by pulling the fi ee ends of the wire tight'.y through the

ring at the extremity of the needle, and fiinally secured

by bending back the wire at this point, or it may be
made even more safe by giving the ends of the wire a

twist around the needle close to the ring. To remove

the needle, aU that is necessary is to straighten the wire
bent around the ring at its outer extremity : then on
gently pulhng the needle, the loop of wire glides along
towards the point, and releases the vessel.

Should bleeding now take place, the vessel may
again be compressed by pviUing on the wire, providing
that the pin has not been so fiir extracted as to have
allowed the loop of wire to pass over its point. Alter
the pin has been removed, the wire follows, as in the

mode of acupressure described by Professor Pirie, un-
der the name of " circumclusioD."

Milk as ax Article of Diet.—A writer in the Jour-

nal of Applied Chemistry states that in order to render
milk more digestible its particles should be divided,

which can be effected by bread or some other farinacious

article. TVhen cooked with rice and eggs (rice pud-
ding) it forms the type of a proper food ; containing

nitrogen, phosphates, and starch. ilUk, when used as a
drink, should be boiled, then diluted with water. The
solid matter of milk constitutes a Uttle more than 124^

per cent, of the whole, of which more than one-third is

caseine, or the cheese principle, about one quarter is

butter, and the balance sugar and salts. Of these sub-

stances the butter and sugar supply heat to the body, ^
while the casein contains tissue-making material in a

most concentrated form.

Wrist-Joist Dislocatios.—According to Francis L.

Parker, M.D.. Prof of Anatomy in the Medical College

of South Carolina {Trans. S. C. Med. Assoc n) there are

33 cases of so-called dislocations of the wrist-joint on
record (omitting the cases of W. Parker and Rene), in-

cluding his own, viz., case of dislocation of the wr)st-

joint backwards. Of these 23 are said to have been
luxated backwards and 10 forwards, and of this entire

number only 7, 5 backwards and 2 forwards, are fi-ee

from all objection. Of the 26 cases of doubtful or un-
satisfactory dislocations, 16 were compUcated with
fracture ofone of the bones or processes connected with
the joint ; 3 were compound, 3 were incomplete, 2 were
arthritic or pathological specimens, and 2 were objected

to from other causes. Of the 33 so-called dislocations,

the sex is recorded here in 14 instances ; of these 1

1

were males and 3 were females. Of the 7 cases classed

as genuine ones 1 post-mortem was made (case of M.
Malle), which confirmed the diagnosis; in 6 remaining

cases tie patients regained the use of the Umb in a very

short time, without a tendency to displacement or de-

formity. Of tliese 7 cases accepted as genuine, 2 bai^k-

ward dislocations were produced, the force of the fall

being received, in one instance, on the dorsum of the

hand (Hamilton's); in the other upon the palmar sur-

face (Parker's) ; in M. Malle's case, a forward dis-

placement, the presumption is that the patient fell on
the palm of his hand, but this is not definitely stated;

and in the -1 remaining cases this point is not specified.

He lays down the following practical conclusions which
may be derived therefrom : 1st. The wrist-joint may
be dislocated backwards or forwards without fi-acture or

a rupture of the integuments : both are extremely rare

;

the backwards displacement is the most frequent. 2d.

Cases of so-called dislocation of the wrist may be asso-

ciated with fracture of the radius and ulna, or with
either of these bones separately, with both styloid pro-

ce^es, or either of them, or with fracture of the articu-

lating surface of the radius ; no instance has been re-

corded of a dislocation of this joint compUcated with
fracture of the carpal bones. 3d. Dislocation of the

wrist backwards or forwards may be complicated with
rupture of the integuments anteriorly or posteriorly or

laterally, with or without fracture of the styloid pro-

( cesses.
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A EELIEF FUND FOR THE SUFFERING
MEDICAL MEN OF CHICAGO.

The recent fire in Chicago has proved disastrous to the

majority of the medical profession of that city. In

another portion of the journ.al we give an account of

the extent of the lo.sses sustained. Most of tlic phy-

sicians lived in the burnt district, and the majority of

these have hterally lost everything. This means a

great deal. Medical men, as a class, are not remarkably

provident. Very few, if any, make anything more
than a respectable living from the practice of their pro-

fession, and if a decent house is earned after years of

toil and privation, and if a respectable library is col-

lected as the treasure of old age, we are in a profes-

sional sense apt to call it wealth. When wo imas;ine

that all this, so dearly bought, so justly earned, and

so conscientiously enjoyed, is swept from its possessor,

thereby reducing him to absolute want, we can form

some faint idea of the real suffering to which our good
brethren of the ill-starred city have been subjected.

It is a very easy matter for a physician to lose his

all ; but, as in the present instance, a very hard matter

to make these losses good. He may have had a fine

practice, may have been favored by the patronage of

the wealthy, but these patrons have, relatively speak-

ing, been made as poor as himself. The position of the

medical men there is just this : they are in need of sub-

stantial aid, which, we are happy to say, they are in

the way of getting. From no other quarter could such

assistance come and be more gratefully received than

fiom their own fraternity.

New York has initiated a movement which, we have
every reason to believe, will be followed by similar ones
all over the Union. Already nearly five thousand
dollars have been subscribed here, and the work is

not yet finished. The physicians have thus far given

freely and nobly, never questioning the necessity which
calls forth their charity. We are well aware that of all

the money so liberally sent to Chicago from every quar-

ter of the globe, and which finds its way into the gen-

eral reUef fund, but a very small proportion will be

drifted into the emptied cofiers of the desolate physician.

He does not, as a rule, belong to the whining class ; and

not being by nature importunate for help from out-

siders, he is very likely to be overlooked in the general

clamor after the necessaries. But our Chicago brethren

must be made to feel that there are those of their pro-

fession scattered all over the country, in city, town,

village, and hamlet, who can and will sympathize with

them, and will stand ready to assist in this their hour

of dire necessity.

Not only the physicians in Chicago, but the practi-

tioners of the Northwest have suffered from a devas-

tating conflagration, and these, too, should lay claim to

a share of our pity and of the contents of our purses.

In the present movement for iissistance in New York,

the claims of such are fully considered. We are not at

the present writing informed of what may be doing in

other cities in the same direction ; but if New York is

at present alone in this matter, it has shown and

can still further show how large a sum of money may
be raised when the proper incentive is present.

From all accounts there is not only a great need for

money, but there will continue to be a want during the

coming winter, and there must be more or less of a

demand upon the general profession of the country.

There should be a fund created sufficiently large to give

aid to all the sufferers until they are able to help them-

selves. To this end every Society of any note through-

out the land should organize and send in their contri-

butions. There is certainlj' room for the exercise of

charity in its largest sense. To such as are far removed

from the pale of any local organizations, we would give

the advice^to transmit their contributions by mail to the

nearest depot, to Dr. Hubbard, the Treasurer for this

city, 27 West Ninth street; or to the Record. The

Committee of Ten intend to continue in their work, if

necessary, for months to come, and will soon perfect

an arrangement whereby all moneys can be trans-

mitted directly to responsible parties, who will insure

their judicious distribution.

Dr. Charles F. J. Lord, Hampstead, England, says it

would be easy to fill columns of a medical journal with

illustrations of the abominable abuse of the so-called

medical charities in Great Britain. Some years ago he

attended a grand dinner at one of the medical anniver-

saries, and among the toasts given was, "The Medical

Cliarities of the City and their Officers." A physician

attached to one of these charities returned thanks, and

said, inter alia, " I am proud to belong to a profession

which does much for nothing." It is presumable he

meant for no money return. This boast somewhat an-

noyed Dr. Lord, as in a morning speech in favor of the

Poor-law medical stafi' he had argued that " the labor-

er was worthy of his hire—worthy of a fair day's pay
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for a fair day's good work done." He Kred to see this

man dependent upon the charity of his former patients

and of his city brethren—a man of fine wit, cultivated

taste, and genial heart :—a signal instance of the bom-
bastic yet destructive influence of gratuitous medical

service. How widely these evils have come into oper-

ation let the English Medical Benevolent Fund an-

swer : the Epsom College, too ; the Society, also, of the

Widows and Orphans of Medical Men.
AVhat is true of Great Britain is applicable to our own

country, and Dr. Lord's remark is apropos : " That is

not, and never will be, a good system which teaches

the newly fledged professional man the policy of estab-

lishing himself in a position above his fellows, by found-

ing a reputation on a practice without reward : which

practice, if it were not gratuitous, must and would be

distributed remuneratively among the profession alto-

gether. It fosters, under the name of charity, that

which is not charity ; it often makes the wealthy osten-

tatious, and the poor improvident and exacting ; and

it sows among the profession a seed as poisonous as it

is fruitfiil."

There seems to be a growing disposition on the part of

the students of our literary institutions to prefer scien-

tific to classical courses of study. This is certainly an

indication of better things to come, and augurs well for

the elevation of the standard of qualifications for medi-

cal students, for it is from such classes that we must
recruit our best men. A knowledge of the classics is,

in this practical age, at best, an accomplishment with
which we can well afford to dispense if the same time

is occupied in acquiring a knowledge of the fundamen-
tal principles which underlie every true science. If a
young gentleman wishes to prepare himself for the pro-

per study of medicine, he can discipline his mind as

effectu.-dly by the study of German and French as he can

by mastering the Greek roots and construing Latin sen-

tences ; while at the same time be is acquiring the kind

of knowledge which can always be turned in his future

studies to practical account. A k-nowledge of the

modern languages Ls considered of such importance in

the present day that some distinguished physicians

past their threescore are striving with all the ardor

of youth to acquire it We do not wish to be under-

stood as discouraging the study of the classics, except

when it becomes a question of time, and Ln such cases

we unhesitatingly recommend the so-called scientific

course.

Ucuifius fluti notices of dooks.

Cancer, its Classificatios iXD Bemedies. By J.

W. Bbight. 5I.D. Philadelphia: published by S. W.
Butler, 3r.D. 1871.

This work should have received a more thorough
revision before publication, since the style is too dif-

fuse ; there are unnecessary repetitions, as at page 40

and 101 ; the speUiag is somewhat defective, and there
is a want of clearness in some of the statements, which
might have been corrected with advantage.
The book, however, seems written in a fair spirit,

and the writer reports not only his success, but his

failures. It is a compilation of the opinions of manv
authorities concerning the nature and treatment of
cancer, and in addition to those is the writer's own
experience during filty-five years, which seems to have
been large.

He is of opinion that cancer cel!s " are always local

in their first appearance ; and that they never become
constitutional, except by absorption. . . . That tuber-

cle shows no cancer cells ; it is only born to die, while
cancer cells are born to propaga'e.

" I have shown also that scrofula i.« a distinct disease

from cancer, and that the treatment for the one wiU not
cure the other. Moreover, scrofula is a disease of
youth, while cancer is a disease of age."

With regard to remedies, the author writes: "I
have numbered the principal remedies for external

application used in the treatment of local cancer for the
convenience of the practitioner. These are the princi-

pal remedies used, not, however, to the exolusion of aU
others : for in many cases, especially those of long stand-

ing, you must use constitutional remedies. These, as a
general rule, must be left to the judgment of the phy-
sician, for whom alone this work is written. I have
purposely given the remedies used by the most scienti-

fic physicians and surgeons of the medical world, so far

as they have come to my knowledge, that those who
have not read them may have a choice of remedies. I
have given mine after trying those I thought best."

Any one who is interested in the subject of cancer
will find considerable of interest in this volume.

Emergencies, ant) how to Treat Tiiem. The Eti-

ologT. PathologT. and Treatment of the Accidents,

Diseases, and Cases of PoLsoning which demand
Prompt Action. Designed for Students and Practi-

tioners of Medicine. By Joseph W. Howe. M.D.,
Visiting Surgeon to Charity Hospital ; Lecturer on
Surgery in the lied. Dept. of the University of X. T.,
(fee, &c.

This little work, the only one of its kind published,

treating exclusively of cases of emergency, is a hand-
some octavo volume of 295 pages. The author's large

experience as an instructor has enabled him to con-
dense within this narrow compass all that is practically

valuable in the management of those cases which
demand prompt action on the part of physician or sur-

geon. The style is concise, perspicuous, and definite.

Each article is written as though that particular emer-
gency were present ; there is no waste of words nor
tiemporiziog with remedies of doubtful efficacy. Etiol-

ogy and pathology, a knowledge of which is so import-

ant in the intelligent treatment of disea.se, have been
as fiiUy given as the limits of such a work would
allow, and add much to its value. The articles on
oedema glottidis, asphyxia, and strangulated hernia

are particularly clear and practical, and furnish all the

information required in the management of those

urgent cases.

With the exception of a want of care manifest in the

grammatical structrre of the various formula;, and cer-

tain verbal inaccuracies, the book has few blemishes.

It will be found invaluable to students and young
practitioners, in supplying them with an epitome of
usefiil knowledge obtainable from no other single work

;

while to the older members of the profession it will

serve as a reliable and " ready remembrancer."
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Skin Diseases : titrir Description, Pathology,
DlAGSOSlS, AND TREATMENT. By TlLBURT FoX,
M.D. First American from the last London Edition.

Edited by M. H. Henry, M.D. W. Wood & Co., New
York. 1871.

The increased attention which is being paid to diseases

of the skin by the profession of America seems to have
suggested to the American editor of this hand-book
the propriety of bringing out a reprint of it ; and from
the intrinsic merits of the work, we think that he has

been wise in his choice, for, as he says in his preface,

it is really based on '"sound clinical observation," and
it contains a rational system in the application of thera-

peutics. The first five chapters of the work are de-

voted to the Importance of Study of Skin Diseases,

General Patholopy, Elementary Lesions, Etiology, and
Classification. These chapters are so lucidly and
pleasantly written that their perusal would very favor-

ably impress their reader ; the one idea seems in the

author's mind to be to invest his subject with simplicity,

and in it we think it will be said that he has succeeded.

It will also be observed that he treats his subject upon
the broad principles of general medicine, and avoids

the narrow limits of a specialty, and we think this is a

great desideratum, for, as the book stands, it attracts

persons to the study of its pages, whereas, if the dis-

eases were treated a.s a special and obscure subject, it

would repel many from trying to lamiliarize themselves
with them. The subjects of general patholog_v, ele-

mentary lesions, and etiology- are very clearly and ad-

mirably treated. The classification is noticeable for its

simplicity, and is elaborated upon a clinical basis,

resembling, but improving very nnich upon, one of Mr.
Wilson's classifications. The study of these diseases

will, we have no dcubt, be much simplified by a pe-

rusal of tlie chapters treating of elementary lesions,

general diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment. Eczema
is considered by Dr. Fox £s a catarrhal disease of the

skin, in contradistinction to impetigo, which is of the

pustular variety, and to lichen, which he considers is a

true plastic inflammation of the skin. In these views
it will be seen that our author is at variance with many
other modern observers. He divides eczema into three

forms, eczema simplex, eczema rubrum, and eczema
impetiginodes, and in this he follows Wilson. His
description of this disease, as well as that of impetigo
and lichen, is clear, and the treatment is plainly given.

Under the head of impetigo he describes a disease,

which from the peculiur contagiousness of its secretion,

he calls impetigo contagiosa. There is a difference in

opinion as to the real nature of this disease, but it

seems that it is becoming to be accepted as a special

disease by most modern observers. The remaining
pustular dise?s.s, namely ecthyma, furuncular afl'ec-

tions, and Delhi boil, are considered at some length,

and their treatment is fully in keeping with the rest

of the work. The bullous affections include herpes
and pemphigus, and though only eleven pages are oc-
cupied in their description, all of their prominent fea-

tures are brought out. We find that psoriasis is classed

as an alphous disease, and that Dr. Fox apphes to it

the old title, lepra vulgaris. The chapter on lupus is,

we think, not sufficiently fuU, and we are sorry to see
this disease classed as one of strumous origin, since

many cases of it occur in which such an origin cannot
be proved. The syphihtic skin diseases receive due
consideration, and the desciiption of true leprosy is

short but excellent. Those important classes of skin dis-

eases which are due to vegetable parasites, and which
Dr. Fox, following the nomenclature of the English
College of Physicians, calls tinere. are fully described,

and minute directions are given for the detection of

the parasite. The remaining chapters of the book, in-

cluding neuroses of the skin, hemorrhages, pigmentary
diseases, and disorders of the glands, are equally as full

as the previous ones, and at the end we find a copious
formulary and a glossarial index. The editor has dis-

played excellent judgment in the performance of his
task. The work is well printed upon good paper, and
is handsomely bound.

Ui'ports of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Anniversary Ifeeiiny, October 2, 1S71.

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

TnE President announced the admission to member-
ship of Drs. William A. Ewing, Leopold Gold^chmiedt,
Gustavus Frauenstein, Lew-is Conrad, Wolfgang
Schmidt, Isidor Stachelberg, Henry K. Pratt, William
Frothingham, and John C. Jay, Jr.

MINUTES OF COMITIA MINORA—AN INJUNCTION.

The next business in order was the reading, by the
Secretary, of the minutes of the Comitia Minora for

the past year. This was proceeded with through a
part of the minutes, when it was announced that the
reading of the remainder was prevented by a legal in-

junction, which had just been served, restraining the
Comitia Minora from publishing, in any manner, that

pnrt of their proceedings relating to " charges against a
member," or I'rom making any report upon the same.
Such an unlooked for state of affairs seemed likely to
provoke a warm di.scussion, but, at the request of the
Chair, this was refrained from until the regular busi-

ness could be disposed of

treascrer's report.

This was road by Dr. Janvrin, Treasurer since the
death of Dr. Bibbins, and .showed a satisfactory balance
on hand of $503.87. Accepted and ordered on file.

election of officers.

The balloting for officers resulted in the election of
the following:

President—Dr. Abraham Jacobi ; Vice- President—
Dr. Ellsworth Eliot; Recording Secretary—Dr. Alfred

E. M. Purdy
;
Correspondiny Secretary—Dr. Bradford

S. Thompson; Treasurer—Dr. Joseph E. Janvrin;

Censors— Drs. Wm. M. Chamberlain, Edward S. Dun-
ster, Charles C. Lee, John C. Peters, and Stephen

,

Rogers; Deleyales to Stale Society (for three years, to fill

vacancies)—Drs. J. R. Learning and E. B. Warner.
Prior to the balloting, Drs. Flint, Finnell, and Chad-

sey withdrew their names as candidates, respectively,

for the offices of President, Vice-President, and Re-
cording Secretary. On the first vote for Censors, Dr.

Frank P. Foster, who had been regularly nominated at

the last meeting, was one of the number elected, when
it was discovered that be was not a member of the So-
ciety.

CONCEBNrSG APPEALS TO LAW.

Dr. Stephen Rogers introduced the following pre-

amble and resolution, and moved their adoption :

Whereas, Paragraph 2, Section 1, of Chapter 445 of
the Laws of the State of New York, entitled An Act to
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Regulate the County Medical Societies of the State of
New Yorh, declares that " each County Medical So-

ciety shall have full power and authority to enforce

disciphne among its members and obedience to its rules

and regulations, with power to expel, or otherwise -

discipline, as they may deem most advisable for the

best interests of said Societv " [see Transactions of

State Society, 1SG9, p. 63]; and
nVie/'cas, The Medical Society of the Coimty of Xew

York has, by its regulations, referred all questions of

ethics and discipline to the Comitia Minora, with power
to conduct their proceedings in such a manner as they
m.ny deem expedient, and as may be in accordance
with its By-Laws (see By-Laws, Chap, ix., Art. G.)

;

Rexohmi, That if any member of this Society, against

whom chartres are brought, in the form required by the
Comitia Minora, or any member who shall have thus

preferred cliarges, shall refuse to obey all requests of

the Comitia Minora pertaining to the investigations

into such cliarges, or shall not present to the Comitia
ilinora an acceptable excuse for a failure to obey such
requests, such member is guilty of an ofTence against

this Society which renders him or her liable to expul-
sion; and further, if it appear that any member, so

charged or bringing charges, has resorted, or is about
to resort, to courts of law, instead of abiding by the

rules and orders of this Society and its Comitia Mi-
nora, that act, or that contemplated act, shall be regard-
ed by this Society as that of one no longer a member
of it, and the name of such person shall be, without
further proceedings, stricken from the official list of
members of this Society.

Dr. B. I. E.^PHAEL wished more light upon the
facts which had called forth the resolution, before he
could vote upon it intelligently.

Dr. Mariox Sims considered that the Society had fiall

power summarily to expel a member disagreeable to it

from whatever cause ; but thought its proper course
was to await the decision of the court at tlie hearing
on the injunction, before taking any action, direct or
indirect, upon the case in question.

After some further discussion, the resolution was
laid upon the table.

AMEXDMENTS TO BY-L.iWS—A COMMITTEE WITH NO DUTIES.

The first of the amendments proposed at the last

meeting—that establishing a permanent Committee- on
Registration—was adopted, as follows :

Cn.AP. X., Article 1, to read: "The following per-
manent committees .shaU be appointed by the President as
eoon after his election as may be, viz. : The Library
Committee, Committee on InteUigence, Meteorological
Committee. Committee on Diseases, Committee on Regis-
tration, and a Finance Committee."

The next amendment was

:

Chap. X., XrftHe 11.—"The Committee on Registra-
tion shall prepare a list of all practitioners of medicine
and surgery in the county of New York who, having re-
ceived a diploma from any medical college or institution
recognized by the American JVIedical Association or by
the Medical Society of the State of New York, conform
to the codes of ethics of these societies. Said list shall
include the name of the college or institution from
which the respective persons named received their diplo-
mas or licenses, the date of the same, and the residence
of the person ; and said list may be exammed by any
member of this Society. Any person whose name the
Committee on Registration may find reason for excluding
from such hst, may appeal from their decision to the
Comitia Minora and to the Society at its anniversary
meeting. Though not obligatory, it is deemed very de-
sirable that the Committee also prepare a hst, as nearly

correct as practicable, of the names, period of residence,

date of and age at death, of all the reputable physicians
and surgeons who have lived and practised their profes-

sions in the tenitory now known as New Y'ork Coun-
ty, including such other details as they may think
proper."

Dr. r. Elliot thought the proposed article should be
entitled "A By-Law to provide for the summary disci-

plining of members without the necessary action of the

Society," for it practically gave the responsibility of
decreeing and administrating the second of the three

grades of punishment in the power of the Society

—

reprimand, suspension, and expulsion—to a committee
not elected by the Society, but appointed by its Presi-

dent. If a member's name were dropped from the
list, it was equivalent to publicly accusing liim either of

having no recognized diploma or of having violated the

code of ethics; and to virtually suspending him, itmight
be for a year, he having no appeal to the Society until

its next anniversary meeting; and meanwhile no
member whose name was borne on the list could con-

sult with him without subjecting himself to the charge
of quackery. Moreover, it was not stated in what
manner the committee should perform its duties—what
opportunity should be given a doomed or suspected

practitioner for vindicating himself before having his

name stricken from the roll. If the Society proposed
to delegate its authority of discipline to such a com-
mittee, it ought certainly to provide the proper work-
ing machinery.
Such a plan of discipline as this amendment would

establish, if not in direct violation of the letter of the

Society's constitution fwhich the speaker had been un-
able to examine carefully), was surely in opposition to

its spirit. By existing rules all charges against a mem-
ber were made, not publicly, but secretly, and referred

to the Comitia Minora, an elective body, for investiga-

tion. If the member was here acquitted, neither the

charges, nor even the fact that charges had been made
against him, ever saw the light. But in the event of

conviction by the Comitia Minora, its proceedings

must be reported to the Societ}' for the final decision.

Now it was proposed to give a less respon>ible body,

an appointed committee, the power to spring a trap on
a man—punish him first by a public suspension, and
hear him afterwards, if lie should choose to appeal.

Again, the amount of earnest, self-sacrificing labor

required to effect a thorough registration was doubtless

little realized by those who had no practical experi-

ence in the matter. This work had, for some years

past, been in the hands of a society numbeiing at least

twenty efficient members, and some of these, now pres-

ent, could testify to the time and trouble it involved.

It was almost idle to hope that any committee which
might be appointed, beginning the work de novo, as it

ought, could finish it satisfactorily in a single year.

But the next year a new committee would be assigned

the task and have to begin it over again. The Regis-

tration Committee, to inspire the necessary confidence,

must be composed of men widely and favorably known
to the profession and the public ; they must be men of

such ability and attainments as to command eminence.

Would it be possible to find enough such men who
could be induced to spare the requisite time from their

already pressing engagements ? If the County Society

wished to take into its own hands the burden and the

responsibility of preparing the register, the members of

the Medico-Historical Society would only too gladly

resign them
;
but, in the speaker's opinion, the County

Society was not ready to take this step.

As an amendment to the amendment, he moved such

omissions and additions as to make the article read

:
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• The Committee on Registration shall prepare a list, as

nearly correct as practicable, of the names, periods of

residence, dates of diplomas or licenses, and institutions

from which these were received, dates of and ages at

death, of all the reputable physicians and surgeons, de-

ceased, who hare lived and practised their profession in

the territory now known as Xew York County, including

also official titles held by them at their decease, and such
other details as the Committee may think proper."

Dr. O. White, in seconding the motion, said that the

article, as originally proposed, was certainly contrary

to the existing by-laws of the Society.

Dr. Ellsworth Euot explained that the article had

been presented in accordance with the recommendation
of the President of the State Society at its last meeting. ,

He was confident men of the right stamp could be found

to serve on the Registratiou Committee, and was op-

posed to making it only a committee on dead men.

Dr. F. Elliot said that the recommendation referred

to contemplated chiefly tlie rural counties, where there

was no existing registration, and where it was expected

that every reputable practitioner would be a member of

the County Society. In New York and the adjacent

cities we had already an efficient registration, and the

membership of the Society of the County of New York
probably did not include even a majority of the respect-

able physicians practising within the county limits.

Moreover the St;ite Society could hardly have intended

that any County Society should delegate its power of

discipline to its Registration Committee.
Pending the consideration of Dr. Elliot's amendment,

the whole subject was, on motion of Dr. Raborg, laid on
tbe table.

CHANGE OF MEETING-DAT.

The next of the proposed amendments was the sub-

stitution of ''last Monday" for "first Monday" in

Ch.vp. xi., Arts. 1 and 2. It was amended by changing
"last" to 'fourth" in both cases, and by substituting
" annual " fir " anniversary " in .-1 rt. 1 ; and was then

adopted. This makes the Annual Meeting fall on the

fourth Monday of October, and the Stated Meetings on
ihe fourth Monday of every other month except July

and August.

WOMEK AND GRAMMAR.

The last proposition of amendment was to change
Chap, xiv., A rt. 1, so as to conclude :

" They shall grant

bim a certificate of membership, subject to the approval

of the Society." It was moved to amend this by in-

serting after ' him " the words " or her." The expla-

nation was made that women were already members of

the Society, which, by its action in admitting them, had
practically interpreted the masculine pronoun, wherever
occurring, as including both sexes. A division of the

house being called for, the words " or her '' were de-

clared inserted by a vote of 5.5 to 19. The main ques-
tion was then carried.

Dr. Chadset now moved a reconsideration of Ihe
vote whereby the first amendment was passed, provid-

ing for the Committee on Registration, since the subse-
quent action of the meeting had left that committee
with no duties. The motion was lost.

DR. ROGERS' RESOLUTION AGAIN.

On motion of Dr. M. H. Henry, the preamble and re-

Folution presented by Dr. Rogers were taken from the
table and re-read.

Dr. Henrt.—It seems to me, Mr. President, that if

tbe members had understood the occasion and the pur-
port of that preamble and that resolution, tliey would
never have voted to lay them on the fable ; and for

their enlightenment I will tell them the facts that I

happen to know—that recently a member of this So-
ciei3' preferred charges, in proper form, against another

member, Dr. Ruppauer

—

The President called the speaker to order, and re-

quested him to mention no names.
I Dr. Henry.—I have to say, then, that this member
against whom the charges were preferred (whose name
I am not permitted to mention), did go before Judge
Barnard, and obtain from him an injunction against the

members of the Comitia Minora, and each of them, and
against Dr. Sayre in particular. Now I am advised by
a distinguished lawyer that this injunction is only of

force as against the Comilia Minora and the last-named

gentleman ; and that it is perfectly competent for us, as

a society, and for any member not specially enjoined,

to discuss the whole matter.

The President.—Then I, as a member of the Comitia

ilinora, must retire from the chair.

On motion, the meeting now resolved itself into

Committee of the Whole, "Dr. John 0. Stone in the

Chair, and Dr. Bradley, Secretary.

Dr. Henry, taking the floor, obtained a copy of the

order of injunction, which he read .-vs follows :

Supreme Court—City'^vnd County of Sew Yokk.

Injunction by Order.

Anthony Enppaner, plaintiff, against Austin Flint,

Alfred E." M. Purdy, Wm. Thompson, Ellsworth Ehot,

Thomas C. Finnell, John C. Peters, Abraham Jacobi,

Stephen Rogers, Joseph A. Janvrin, and Lewis A Sayre;,

defendants.

It .appearing satisfactorily to me. by the aflBdavit, as weQ
as the complaint, of the plaintiff, that sufficient giounds

for an order of injunction exist : I do hereby order and

enjoin that the defendants, Austin Flint, Alfred E. M.
Purdy. WUliam Thompson, Ellsworth Ehot, Thomas C.

FinneU, John C. Peters, Abraham Jacobi, Stephen Rogers,

Joseph A. Janvrin, and Lewis A. Sayre, and each of them,

and their agents and attorneys, refrain from proceeding

against the plaintiff in the charges, or so-called charges,

of the defendant, Lewis A. Sayre; and from assuming to

offer, or to receive, any statement-s, documents, or evi-

dence in support thereof, and from presenting, or hearing

the accusations mentioned in the complaint herein ; and

from making or procuring any report or decision therein
;

and from publishing or communicating any proceedings

therein which have been hitherto taken, or any state-

ments, papers, or evidence that may have been offered or

received in support of such so-called charges ;
and from

douig or permitting any other act or thing in aid or

furtherance of tbe proceedings aforesaid.

And it is further ordered that the defendants show

cause before me. on the 10th day of October. 1871. at 13

o'clock, noon, on that day, or as soon thereafter as coim-

sel can be heard, why "this order should not continue

in force and be made perpetual—until the further order

of this Court ; and in case of disobedience to this order,

you will be liable to the punishment therefor prescribed

by law. Dated New York. September 30, 1871.

(Signed) Geokge G. Barnard,
J. S. C.

Resuming his remarks, Dr. Henry characterized the

obtaining of the injunction as the act of a man evident-

ly conscious of guilt, and seeking by this means to pre-

vent any fair hearing of bis case. It was in violation

of every principle governing the conduct of a gentleman

towards his professional brethren. Such an attempt

to gag the Comitia Minora of the Society, and to inter-

fere with the regular course of discipline of the Society

itself, should be properly resented ; and the speaker

knew of no better way than the passage of the pending

resolution to show both the member who had thus

placed himself beyond the pale of professional recogni-

tion, and the judge who had aided him, what was
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thought of their action by a Society chartered half a

century before Judge Barnard dreamed of entering the

law. There was no injunction against the Society's

thus expressing its opinion.

The Cn.viEMAN said that, so long as the injunction

was leeally in force, it was only decorous for the whole
Society to act in ai-cordance with it. He was in favor

of obeying the law.

Ds. UoYES could not fail to sympathize with the

spirit of the last speaker but one, for the course of the

member in question was such as no honorable man,
feeling himself in the society of his peers, could think

of pursuing. But with regard to practical action, he
must agree with the Cliair. The subject, had now been
pretty thoroughly ventilated, and the man chiefly con-

cerned had certainly not improved his standing in the

estimation of the Society or the comraunitj'. There

was no necessity for any hasty or ill-considered action,

niibeconiing the dignity of tlie Society. The case

would come before the court, for a hearing, in a few
days, and after the decision was known it would be time

enough to act. He moved, therefore, that the commit-
tee rise and report that in its judgment the resolutions

ought not to pass.

Dr. Hen-ry seconded Dr. Noyes's motion, saying

that he recognized the force ,of his remarks, and that

lie had himselfaccomplished his purpose, to " ventilate
"

the m itter. The motion prevailed.

The Committee of the Whole now rose; and, in ac-

cordance with its report, the Society negatived the re-

solutions.

Adjourned to meet at the call of the President.

IQfficiaL]

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting^ October 11, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Looms, President, in the Chair.

A BICIPITAL MONSTER.

Dr. Koehler. on behalf of the committee appointed to

examine and report upon the anatomical characters of

the monster exhibited at the last meeting, submitted the

following report:

External Character.—A trunk, with two heads,

threts arms, and two legs.

Skeleton.—Two spines, superiorly two inches distant

from eacli other. Descending, they converge and ter-

minate each into a sacral bone. The third arm, de-

scending on the back of the monstrum, rises from two
scapulas, and contains one two-headed humeral bone,

two radii, and one ulna, terminating into two hands,

w^hich are united by growth on their ulnar sides.

There are two slerna, united by cartilaginous tissue.

From botli scapula of the third arm two clavicles pro-

ceed to tiieir re>pective sterna, and meet them at those
upper angles which are separated by the cartilaginous

substance. These two clavicles are very much curved,

and are each 11 inches long. From each spine rise regu-
lar ribs for the riglit side of the right child and for the

left side of the left. For the other sides of the chil-

dren there rise but rudimentary ribs one inch long.

There is but one pelvis.

Circulatory Sijstem.—There are two hearts. The
heart of the right child had been so dissected and
torn on first autopsy that it could not be examined
fully. The four cavities are present, and the left

side of this heart appears nearly normal
;
the inter-

ventricular septum is perfect. The pulmonary artery is

small, almost rudimentary, and without valves. The
heart of the left child, not having been previously dis-

sected, is more fuUy examined. The cavities of this

heart, and the valves, have nearly their normal size and
developn:ent. The two auricles are separated from
each other, and there is no foramen ovale. The pul-

monary artery is perfect at its origin from the heart,

having valves of normal size, but instead of dividing

in two branches, which are to pass into cither lung, it

can be traced above the lungs towards the neck ; and as

no descending vena cava can be discovered apart from
tliis vessel, it appears that the pulmonary arttry and
descending cava are united in one vessel. The ductus
arteriosus was large, and a probe could be passed

through this vessel from the aorta to one lung. There
are either no branches from the pulmonary artery to

the lungs, or they are minute and rudimentarj'. In

other respects this heart and the vessels in immediate
relation with it present the normal appearance. From
each heart rises an arcus aortse which emits the regular

arteries. The descending aorta of each heart perfo-

rates the diaphragm, and then immediately below it

forms, with the descending aorta of the other child, an
arch which gives off two iliacie. The descending
aortffi and the art. iliacse form a figure representing two
U's, united on their curves.

u
n

There is but one vena cava inferior, which, after

having passed through the diaphragm, divides into two
branches, which pass in either heart.

Lunijs.—Each child has its lungs. The three lobi

of the right side are rudimentary in both children.

Liver.—At first view there seems to exist but one
liver; but on close examinstion it is obvious that it is a
union of two livers, each of which has a gall-bladder.

This double hver extends through the epigastria and
hypochondria of both children.

AUmenliiri/ Canal.—'Each child has an oesophagus
and a stomach. The intestinal tube of each child,

traced from tlie pylorus, runs regularly through the

length of thirty-five inches, presenting a mesenterium.

Then the intestinal tubes of both children run, closely

attached to each other, through the length of si.xteen

inches. Then both tubes become one tube, presenting

a single lumen. This latter portion is preserved in the

specimen to the extent of twenty inches, the remain-

der having been cut off by those who made the first

autopsy.

The kidneys are taken out, also the internal sex-

ual organs. (A physician who witnessed the first au-
topsy states that a uterus and a urinary bladder were
found in the pelvic cavity ; furthermore, that each child

had a kidney on the side opposite to the line of con-
cretion.)

There is an anus. The female sex is distinctly

marked exteriorly.

Aug. KoEHiER,
EoBT. Watts,
J. Lewis Smith.

Dr. Peugnet exhibited a Upoma removed by Dr.

Teats from a patient aged 53. The tumor commenced
growing 20 years ago from the external aspect of the •

left arm, about 3 inches from the acromion process, and
at the time of its removal its measurements were
around its base 13J- inches, vertically 25 inches, and

obhquely 24 inches. The pedicle was exceedingly

small, and was divided by the scissors. There was very

little hemorrhage. The tumor weighed 9 pounds.

Dr.Finnell referred to a patient, aged 60, from whom
he had removed a similar growth weighing 7 pounds,

and which had been growing 12 years.
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Dr. Fixsell presented the uterus, taken from the

body of an unmarried woman, aged 25. Finding her-

self feveii months pregnant she determined to have an

abortion produced, and after re.*orting to means of her

own devising, applied to an abortionist, who consented

to perform the operation, provided she consented not

to divulge. She kept her promise to the last. At the

autopsy, made at the instance of the coroner, the uterus

was found much enlarged, measuring five inches in one

direction and four in another. On the anterior and su-

perior portion of the fundus, and in the substance of its

walls, was an abscess containing five or six ounces of

pus. It seems that a local inflammatiou had been ex-

cited at that point, and the abscess had made its way
toward the peritoneal cavity, and it had progressed so

far that it was impossible to preserve it intact while

opening the peritoneal cavity. Portions of the pla-

centa were still adherent to the internal surface of the

organ. The cervical canal was not in any way injured.

In answer to a question, he remarked that it was the

exception rather than the rule in these cases to find

any evidences of injury to the cervical canal or body of

the uterus.

Dr. .Janewat stated that he had met with two cases

of abscess following confinement. One cf these was
in the cervix, and the other in the body of the organ.

He had also met with a similar abscess in the bladder,

the result of urethritis.

Dr. Vax Gkisos presented a portion of the duo-

denum and pylorus removed from a woman, aged 45
years, who had been suflering for a long lime from
what her attending physician had denominated gas-

tritis. She had been under the care of several physi-

cians, but finally drifted into the hands of an homoeo-
path. Dr. Van Geison was sent for in the last period

of her illness to alleviate an excruciating epigastric

pain, and for which her homoeopathic attendant bad
prescribed without much success. An hypodermic in-

jection of 12 drops of Majendie's solution was admin-
istered. She was also directed to tike 30 minims of

tinci. of hyoscyamus, and an eighth of a grain of mor-
phia, in case the pain should return, and to repeat the

dose every hour. At the time he saw her she was
vomiting incessantly. The character of the ejecta was
very peculiar, and resembled in every respect tobacco
juice. He saw her a second time, two hours after the
first visit, when she expressed herself much reUeved.
Her vomiting had ceased, but her pulse was very rapid,

and she seemed in a moribund condition. Xo diagnosis
was made. A careful search failed in finding any tumor
or in confirming the suspicion of ihe existence of cancer
of the stomach. She died a few hours afterward.
An autopsy was requested, and after much difficulty

it was obtained; in the mean time a certificate was
given to the effect that death had been caused by a
perforating ulcer. On opening the abdomen the first

tiling which presented itself was a portion of the pylo-
rus with a perforating ulcer, with characteristic abrupt
margins. The communication had evidently been es-

tablished very recently, as there were no signs of peri-

tonitis present.

Dr. FiKXELL remarked that in his experience perfo-

rating ulcer had a very short history. The patients,

which were in ihe majority of cases females, would
complain of a very severe pain in the epigastrium, and
would then be seized with collapse.

Dk. Jaxewat had presented a specimen of this ulcer.

The symptoms had been complained of for a year and
more, and there were found at the autopsy two or
three ulcers which had healed.

Dr. Looms remarked that the histories of these ul-

cers were those, of dyspepsia, and that very often the

ulcers form and heal in turn, and the patients die of
some other disease.

Dr. Tax Geisos also presented the uterine contents

which had been discharged by a lady aged 35. The
doctor was called to her on the Monday night previous.

She stated that she had not menstruated for three

months, and had some pain in the uterine region.

Fearing that a miscarriage was possible, she desirt^,

contrary to the ordinary rule, to prevent it. Her
youngest child was three years of age, and since it had
been weaoed she had not missed a single catamenisl

term. About 10 o'clock on Monday evening her pains

became very severe, and were accompanied with more
or less hemorrhage. On Viiginal examination the ute-

rus was found high up, and the anterior lip of the os
was so prominent that at first it was thought to be a
presenting part. She was left for a time, and in the

course of two hours the specimen was discharged. It

consisted mainly of a good-s zed blood clot, in the cen-

tral substance of which were clusters of minute
globules, varying in size from a millet-sccd to a small

grape. No traces of a foetus could be found. Ue ex-
hibited the specimen more for tlie sake of ascertaining-

its true character, stating that he had e.\aniined the

globules microscopically, and found the membrane to

be transparent and the contents to be composed of fine

granules suspended in a fluid. Never having seen the

like before, he suspected that the case might be one of
hydatids.

Dr. Janewat believed it to be an instance of cystic

degeneration of the chorion, the death of the foetus be-

ing caused by the eSusion of blood between the cho-

rion and uterus.

Dk. Janeway presented a cerebral tumor, with the

following history, furnished by Dr. Teakle, Resident

Physician of Charity Hospital :

—

Mary Kelly, £et. 46, admitted (seirice of Dr. ShiflF)

Oct. 2d, to Charity Hospital, unable to speak
;

large

bed sores over sacrum and buttocks
;
partial hemiplegia

leftside. The left calf measured li in. less than the

right. Some facial paralysis ; lower jaw pulled towards

left side. Died suddenly early in the morning of the

10th inst

Autopsy, 11 hours after death. Large woman; well

nouritihed. Rigor mortis marked. Bed sores over sa-

crum and left buttock.

Bmht—Skull.—Very deep Pacchionian depressions.

A tumor about two inches in diameter, and one and a
half inches thick, situated at posterior part of middle

fossa, left side, over petrous portion of temporal bone,

one-third of it encroaching upon tentorium; intimately

adherent to inner surface of dura mater, fiom which it

could not be detached but by cutting. This tumor
pressed immediately upon the pons varolii and crus of

that side, which were softened (almost diffluent). Tu-
mor gritty to the feel; this condition being more ap-

parent at that part attached to dura mater. It appeared

to be made up of small granules, with some trabeculse

running through it here and there, the whole enclosed

in a fibrous sheath. Another smaller tumor about

half an inch in diameter, in centre of middle fossa, left

side, adherent to external surface of dura mater, resting

directly upon the bone, which was eroded. L'pon right

side a number of small tumors from pin-head to half-

pea, attached to outer surface of dura mater, and press-

ing upon the branches of the trifacial nerve, which were
softened and flattened; subjacent bone eroded. Late-

ral ventricles very much dilated (more than twice their

normal capacity). The passage between third and fourth

ventricles easily admits httle finger without tearing

bi ain-tissue. Convolutions flattened; brain-tissue flab-

by ; spinal cord normal.
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Lungs—Left.—A smnll spot of cheesy degeneration
at base anterioriy ; smaller bronchi filled %vith mucus;
balance of lung congested and cedematous.

f Eight, congested and cedematous.

. Heart—normal. Liver—tissue normal
;

prolonged
left lobe. Kidneys—congested ; capsule easily stripped

;

small quantity of pus in pelvis of right; few small

cysts upon surface. Spleen—normal. //(fes/iHes— entire

luwer half of ascending colon adherent to parietes of
abdomen. Ko other abnormalities.

He next exhibited two supra-renal capsules taken
from a patient who had died in his service at Bellevue
Hospital, and who was admitted suQering from chronic
dysentery which had been of three months' duration.

During the last month of illness he had more fever

than the intestinal trouble could account for. With
this there was a good deal of emaciation. The left

lobe of the liver was found very small, and the right

lobe was apparently normal, reaching down to the free

border of the ribs; while below was a tympanitic sound
on peicussion. Four days previous to death .symptoms
of pneumonia developed themselves in the posterior

part of the right lung. With this was excessive ten-
derness from the median line to the right over the
hepatic region, and particularly below the free border
of the ribs. Besides, there was a marked and sud-
den enlargement of the right hypochondrium, with
dullness from free border of ribs downwards three
inches. These symptoms, together with a marked in-

crease of temperature, favored the diagnosis of hepatic
abscess as a sequel to the dysenterj'.

At the autopsy pneumonia was discovered in the pos-
terior part of the right lung, of about four days' dura-
tion. Scattered throughout both lungs were numerous
small miliary tubercles. The heart was normal. The
right lobe of liver was found enlarged, the right lobe
reaching three inches below the ribs. The left lobe was
very small. The large intestine showed evidences of
chronic dysentery ; the mucous membrane was thick-
ened, congested, and ulcerated, the ulcers having the
pigmented border characteristic of long duration. The
kidneys contained miliary tubercles. The supra-renal
capsuk'S were larger than normal, were in a state of
hyperpliisia, and contained clieesy matter.

There was no bronzed color to the skin. The tym-
panitis below the free border of the ribs was occasioned
by the intestine w-hich had crowded itself between the
liver and the abdominal w.ill, and had remained there
for a considerable period. The cause for the pain and
tenderness at that point could not be accounted for.

The capsules measured, respectively, two and two and
a half inches in length.

RELIEF FOR THE PHTSICIANS OF CHrCAGO.

Dr. F. H. HAMtLTOx offered the following, which
was unanimously adopted:

—

Resolved, That the following communication be sent
to our brethren in the medical proliission of the city
of Cnicago.

Beheving that in consequence of the recent calami-
tous fire, many of you have suffered serious pecuniary
losses, and fearing that some may be in actual want, we
desire to be informed what aid we can tender you.
We would be glad to inaugurate measures for the
establishment of a " relief fund," and to appeal to the
medical profession in this city and throughout the
country in its behalf, provided you confirm its propriety
and necessity.

It is perhaps needless to say that while we would
not stay the hand of charity extended to the suffering
people of Chicago without reference to class, this sug-

gestion of relief is not intended to reach any except
those whom we recognize as honorable and legitimate

members of our profession.

Resolved, That upon the receipt of an answer to this

communication, affirming the necessity of aid, the Pre-
sident and Secretary of this Society shall call at once
a meeting of the medical profession of the city.

The Society then went into executive session.

RELIEF FOR THE ilEDICAL PROFESSION OF
CHICAGO.

At the meeting of the New York Patho'ogical

Society, held October 11, 1871, Dr. Frank H. HamIton
presented a communication setting forth the necessity

lor extending pecuniary aid to the medical men of
Chicago who had suffered from the recent fire. The
Secretary of the Society transmitted the document
immediately, directing the same to Drs. Ranch and N.
S. Davis, of Chicago, in care of Gen. P. H. Sheridan,
at the same time asking that the necessary reply
should be sent by telegraph in case the proposition of
the Society should be formally entertained.

On Friday, October 1.3, a few members of the pro-
fession, representing all the Societies, as.=embled at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, when, after the

appointment of Dr. E. R. Peaslee as Chairman, and Dr.

A. E. M. Purdy as Secretary, it was concluded to take
measures to call a general meeting, without waiting for

the reply to the New York Pathological Society. It

was thought that such was the best way to save time,

as it was hardly possible that the physicians of Chicago
could object to the measure, and that when the reply

should come much money might already be rai,?ed and
be ready for immediate transmission. Circulars were
accordingly issued, calling a general meeting of the

profession for the evening of October 16, 1871, at the
same place.

The meeting was largely attended, and was called to

order by the temporary chairman.
On motion, Dr. Peaslee was elected Permanent

Cha-rman, and Dr. A. E. M. Purdy, Permanent Secre-
tary. •

I

Dr. Peaslee gave an account of the origin of the
meeting, and stated its objects.

Dii. S. D. Hubbard was elected Permanent Trea-
surer.

Dr. Frank H. Hamilton remarked that the Secretary
of tlie New York Pathological Society, who was tem-
porarily detained from the meeting, had received a

telegram that evening which might be interesting to

tho.se present. He then read the followina: :

—

"To George F. Shrady, M.D., Sec. N.^Y. Patholo-
gical Society :—More than half lost everything. Ap-
prove idea : further by mail. John H. Ranch, M.D."

In order to explain its significance he then read ihe
communication which had been presented to the Patho-
logical Society.

THE COMMITTEE OF TEN.

Dr. E. S. DrxsTER moved tliat an executive com-
mittee of ten be named by the President.

In accordance with the same the following gentle-

men were appointed, with power to add to their num-
ber:—Drs. Ellsworth Eliot, Fr.ink H. Hamilton, George
F. Shrady, Charles McMillan, E. S. Dunsler, Alfred
Underbill, J. C. Peters, F. A. Burrall, P. A. Castle, and
A. E. M. Purdy.
The following gentlemen were added to that com-

mittee :—Drs. Gov. M. Smith, A. Jacobi, A. L. Loomis,
I. E. Taylor, E. Krackowizer, and T. G. Thomas.
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It was suggested that the matter should be brought

to the notice of medical students of the city, and Dr.

Hamilton was requested to do the same furBellevue

Hospital Medical College, Dr. Loomis for the Univer-

sity Medical College, and Dr. Thomas for the College

of Physicians and Surgeons.

During tlie meeting the members present liberally

subscribed to the fund, and their donations, together

with those who were absent but sent their checks,

amounted in all to two thousand four hundred and forty

» dollars.

After an announcement to the above efl'ect the meet-

ing adjourned. Immediately after the adjournment,

the Executive Committee met and elected Dr. Hamilton
Chairman, and Dr. Purdy Secretary. It was also

agreed to call a meeting of the committee on the day

following.

EXECCTIVE COMMITTEE FOR RELIEF OF PHTSICIANS OF

cnicAoo.

Pursuant to a call, the members of the committee
met at the house of the Chairman, Dr. F. H. Hamilton,

Tuesday, October 17, 12 m. Present—Drs. H;imilton.

Purdy, Eliot, Hubbard, Burrall, Dunster, McMillan, Uu-
derhill, J. C. Peters, and Geo. F. Shrady.

Dr. Ehot suggested that the city be divided into

districts corresponding with the wards, and that each

member canvass one or more districts for the sake of

giving every member of the profession a chance to

contribute. It was also agreed that the membe'S have

the privilege of asking assistance of gentlemen in their

distiicts, and that such appointees should be considered

as invited to meet with the General Committee and take

part in its deliberations.

The following assignments were tlien made for the

several wards: First, Second, and Third, Dr. Loomis;
Fourth and Seventh, Dr. Purdy ; Fifth, Dr. T. G.

Thomas; Sixth and Fourteenth, Dr. G. M. Smith;
Eighth, Dr. Isaac E. Taylor ; Ninth, Dr. Eliot; Tenth
and Thirteenth, Dr. Jacobi ; Eleventh, Dr. Krackowizer;
Twelfth, Dr. Dunster; Fifteenth, Dr. Burrall; Sixteenth,

Dr. McMillan; Seventeenth, Dr. Krackowizer; Eigh-

teenth, Dr. Underbill; Nineteenth, Dr. Peters; Twen-
tieth, Dr. F. H. Hamilton; Twenty-first, Dr. G. F.

Shrady
;
Twenty-second, Dr. F. A. Castle.

It was moved that the President of the General Meet-
ing, Dr. E. R. Peaslee, the Chairman o( the Executive
Committee, Dr. Hamilton, and the Treasurer, Dr. Hub-
bard, be authorized to dispose of and transmit moneys
to Chicago at their discretion.

A list of the names of such gentlemen who had
either been visited or had subscribed was then read,

alter which the meeting adjourned, to meet on Satur-

day, October 21, at S p.m., at the same place.

A second meeting of the committee was held at the

house of the Chairman, on Saturday, October 21, at 8

P.M. Present—Drs. Hamilton, Hubbard, McMillan,
Purdy, Underbill, Dunster, Burrall, Peters, Castle, G.

M. Smith, Eliot, and G. F. Shrady. Also the Ibllow-

ing additional members : Drs. Isaac E. Taylor, Pack-
ard, Caro, De Mainville, Werner, and Messenger.
The following were also appointed : Drs. John Shrady,
B. Howard, G. W. Robinson, H. P. Sheldon, and Fair-

brother.

A REPLY FROM CHICAGO.

Dr. Geo. F. Shradt then read the following letter,

which he had received since the last meeting of the

committee :

—

Board of Healtii,

Office of Sanitary Superintendent.

Chicago, Oct. 16, 1871.

My dear Doctor:—Owing to the general confusion I

did not receive your communication and the resolutions

of the Pathological Society of New York, until yester-

day. I immediately telegraphed you, and in behalf of
the profession of this city I thank you greatly for

their kind and considerate action.

Unfortunately two-thirds of the offices of the medi-
cal men were located in the burnt district, and many of
them lost everything, and are actually dependent tor

the common necessaries of life.

In addition to money, instruments and other profes-

sional appliances will be welcome.
The acceptance of your kind offer is a delicate act

upon my part, and under ordinary circumstances would
be declined; but, as I before stated, many of our medi-
cal brethren have lost everything, and those froiu whom
they obtained their livelihood are in \'\ke condition.

Have not yet had an opportunity to communicate
witli Dr. Davis; but I infer that he has received your
letter and is taking action. I shall see him as soon as

po'silile.

With sentiments of the highest esteem,

I am, very gratefully yours,

John H. Raucii.

The question thou arose as to whether any medical
organization had l>opn formed for the purpose of re-

ceiving the subscriptions, and hearing upon this some
discussion arose as to wliat party or parlies the moneys
should be sent.

Dk. Shrady stated that he had also roceiyed a commu-
nication from the Kings County Medical Society which
might throw some liglit upon the question. This was
an official report sent him iDy Dr. WyckolT, Secretary of
the Society, for publication in the Record, and he took
the liberty of reading it to the members (see page 40(j). It

appeared from this that the President of that Society
had been informed that Dr. De Laskie Miller, of Chicago,

was the Chairman of a Local Committee to receive

such funds. He suggested that there did not seem to be
a doubt that Dr. Miller was the proper person' to re-

ceive the moneys ; but that it was due to Dr. Ranch,
as an act of courtesy, to communicate also with him,
especially as he liad, up to that moment, as far as was
known to the contrary, been the only gentleman who
had given any direct information concerning the want
of the profession in that city. (For later information

see page 408.) In regard to the sending of instruments
he stated that Messrs. Tiemann & Co. had piomised to

contribute through their agent in Chicago, and also to

forward any old instruments sent to their care by the
physicians of this city.

The Sub-committee, Drs. Peaslee, Hamilton, and Hub-
bard, were asked to use their discretionary powers in

the matter.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot stated that many to whom he
applied for subscriptions had expressed a wish that the
physicians who had suffered from the devastating fires

in Wisconsin and other portions of the Northwest
should have their claims to pecuniary aid considered.

This idea was seconded by Drs. Dunster, Messenger,
Purdy, and McMillan.

Dr. Eliot, after stating that the medical students of
this city had so handsomely subscribed to the general

fund that the medical students of these burnt districts

be included, offered the following which was adopted

:

Resolved, That the committee have also the power to

reheve the necessities of the medical profes.sion who
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have suffered from the fires in the Northwest, and tliat

the claims of the medical students, who may from the

same cause be left destitute, be also considered.

Dr. Dunster suggested that fall reporls of the doings

of the committee sliould be presented to the profession

through the various medical journals, and that such

means be devised by them as would be most conducive

to increase and centralize the subscriptions which

would doubtless be made throughout the country at

large.

After a somewhat general discussion upon the sub-

ject, the treasurer announced that all the wards with

the exception of the First, Second, Filth. Eleventh, and

Seventeenth had been heard from. He also stated that

thus far the sum of four thousand seven hundred and

thirty-six dollars and seventy-six cents had been sub-

scribed, and would be deposited as cash in the bank

ready for transmission.

Letters were received from Drs. Thomas and Loomis,

tendering their resignations, and one from Dr. Kracko-
j

wizer, stating that he would be willing, if sufficient

time were allowed hioi, to see every gentleman in his

district.

The committee then adjourned to meet the Saturday
|

following, in the same place at the same time.
[

PtJESUAKT to a special call, the Medical Society of
|

the County of Kings, N. Y., met at the office of
i

the Board of Health, in the Court-House, October 1

13th, 1871, for the purpose of considering how they

might best serve their medical brethren of Chicago in
|

their sufferings growing out of the late conflagration.
;

It wa? clearly shown by those present who are fami- !

liar with that city as it was before the fire, that the
|

physicians there must necessarily have been suflferers

in an eminent degree, since a very large proportion had

their offices in the central or burnt district, and must
\

have lost libraries, instruments, and nearly everything

except shelter, and perhaps that also. No specific fac's

respecting the losses were related, partly from the diffi-

culty attending the transmission of news of that kind,

and partly because physicians are not of a class which
publishes abroad its woes.

A subscription of five hundred dollars was raised on

the spot, and three hundred more was guaranteed by
the twenty members then present. After some discus-

sion the president was directed to forward the money
the following morning, and to appoint a committee of

two from each ward of Brooklyn, to bring the subject

to the attention of the entire Society. At the next

meeting of the Society, four days later, the relief fund

was announced to amount to more than one thousand

dollars, with several canvassers yet to hear from.

This sum was ordered to be sent to four gentlemen

of Chicago, as almoners of the Society, namely, Drs.

Moses Gunn, N. S. Davis, W. J. Johnson, and J. W.
Freer. It has since that time come to the knowledge
of the president that Dr. De Laskie Miller is the chair-

man of a local committee to whom a few contributions

have already found their way for the relief of the im-

mediate necessities of those physicians who have been

desolated by these fierj- trials.

Corrcsijonlrcncc.

THE RELATION OF EPIDIDYMITIS TO
URETHRITIS.

To THE EDrrOR OF THE ilEDIC.U. RECOEI>.

Sir—In the number of your Journal for Oct. 2d, I

notice an abstract of a paper read at the meeting of

the British Medical Association in August last, by Mr.

Furneaux Jordan, on the Extension of Inflammati

from the Epididymis to the Urethra.

The conclusion of Mr. Jordan seems to rest upon t!.'

observation of a single case ; I had seen a similar in-

stance before his observation came under my notic.

and the practical importance of the subject is sufficiti :

reason for giving it immediate publicity.

Case.—Mr. Jacobs consulted me early in September
last on account of a swelling of his left testicle. He is

a Jew, aged about 40, married, and the father of sev-

eral children.

About a week before consulting me, he had bruised

or compressed his left testicle somewhat severely ; it

had been getting larger and more painful ever since,

and for the last two or three days bad become so pain-

ful as to compel him to remain in bed.

Upon examination I found tliis testicle two or three

times the size of the other, hard, hot, and very painful

and tender ; the scrotum over it red and shining. The
enlargement was confined mainly to the epididymis,

and the spermatic cord was perceptibly enlarged and
indurated, and exquisitely sensitive; it was here and
shooting up into the groin that he complained of the

severest pain. He had also a slight urethral discharge,

of a whitish color and creamy consistence, with burn-

ing pains in urination ; the urethral meatus was not

red or swollen. He states that this discharge haJ only

come on during the last few days, and some time after

the swelhng in the testicle.

He denied ever having had connection with any

other woman than his wife, or having intercourse with
her during or immediately after her menstrual flow -

she had no uterine or vaginal discharge. The dis-

charge from this man's urethra certainly had not the

appearance, nor did it run the course of an ordinary

clap ; it did not become more abundant, nor was the

arJor urina; as great as we generaly see in that dis-

ease; it subsided in a few days under treatment di-

rected to both the testicle and the urethra. The testi-

cle was enveloped in a poultice of digitalis leaves, and

oil of sandal-wood with demulcent drinks adminis-

tered; as stated above, the urethral discharge disap-

peared in a few days, when the oil of sandal-wood was
omitted, and it did' not return. Tiie epididymitis sub-

sided more slowly ; after the pain had somewhat dimin-

ished mercurial ointment was applied locally with good
effect. To be sure I had not the advantage of observ-

ing this case before the appearance of the urethral dis-

charge, but I have no doubt of the truthfulness of the

patient's statements, and that this was a case of pri-

mary inflammation of the epididymis propagated to

the urethra through the vas deferens. It seems per-

fectlv reasonable that this propagation should take

place iji one direction as well as the other, though not

as often ; and if tliis be the fact, it is certainly one that

ought to be generally known and borne in mind.

J. H. PooLEi", M.D.

Tonkers, X. T.

KENNEDY'S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT
OF PINUS CANADENSIS.

To THE EorroB of the Medicai. Record.

Sir—Having been requested to state what I know
iherapeutically of Kennedy's Concentrated Extract of

Pinus Canadensis, and furthermore being requested to

send it for publication in the columns of your journal,

I beg leave briefly to tax your patience and generosity.

For the past six months I have used this extract in
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many cases affecting the mucous membranes, and in

almost every case it has given entire satisfaction. In

abrasion of the os and cervix uteri, when applied in

its lull strength by means of a pledget of cotton, I have

found it far more satisfactory than tannin or iodine.

In endometritis it has proved equally satisfactory. I

have used it with perfect success in acute and chronic
,

vaginiti-', by applying it in its full strength every other
|

day. I have also used it in several cases of gonorrhcea,

i and must say that I vastly prefer it to the vaunted

remedy of claret and tannin.

It is certainly a most valuable astringent and tonic;

and I doubt not tliat it will very soon have its place in

our Materia Medica.
W. T. Walker, M.D.

121 E. 35th St.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Officers

of the Medical Department of the U. S. Army, from
October 5, 1871, to October 18, 1871, inclusive.

Mills, M., Surgeon.—By S. O. 395, War Dopt. A. G.

0., October 9, '71, leave of absence extended thirty

days.

MiLn.^r, Jxo. J., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 212. Dept of

the South, October 7, '71, granted leave of absence for

twenty days.

Peters, DeWitt C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 393, War
Dep't, A. Gr. O., Oct. 7, '71, granted leave of absence for

thirty days, with permission to apply for an extension

of sixty days.

Fryer, B. E., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 174, Dep't of the

Mo., Sept. 30, '71, granted leave of absence for thirty

days, with permission to apply for an extension of

thirty days.

Caldwell, D. G., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 214,

Dep't of tlje South, Oct. 12, '71, granted leave of ab-

sence for thirty days, with permission to apply for an
extension of sixty days.

LoBrNG, L. Y., As.sist. Surgeon.—By S. 0., 181 Dep't

of the Mo., October 9, '71,—upon distribution of Com-
panies of Sixth U. S. Cav'y to winter quarters—to take

post at Fort Riley, Kansas.

Patzki, J. H.," Asst. Surgeon.—By S, O. 199, Dep't

of Texas, October 4, '71, relieved at Fort Ricliardson,

and assigned to duty at Fort Clark, Texas.

^c^ical 3tems antr Iteivs.

Tobacco Smoking.—Dr. B. B. Gray {Food Journal,

Eng.), in a paper on '" The Medical Aspect of Tobacco-
smoking," speaks as follows : Tobacco should be used
as supplementary to food, not as a substitute for it.

The season, therefore, for healthy smoking is after a
meal. Tobacco should not be taken on an empty
stomach (unless to stave off hunger) any more than

^ alcohol. Smoking merely to kill time, or to color a

pipe ! is a childish abuse of tobacco. Against moderate
smoking in a healthy person who enjoys it, not a single

argument of any weight has yet been advanced. Per-
haps the most plausible of them is this : that every
smoker daily imbibes a small quantity of tobacco-oil

• and nicotine
;
and as these substances taken by them-

selves in the pure concentrated state and in large doses
are highly poisonous, therefore eveiy habitual smoker
is slowly poisoning himself. Just as reasonable is it to

condemn all alcoholic drinks, such as wine, beer, etc.,

as pernicious, because a draught of pure alcohol will

nearly or quite kill a man ; or to condemn tea and
coffee as dangerous drinks, because thtir active princi-

ples, theine and caffeine, taken alone and in large doses,

are poisons. One of the best-established truths in

medical science is that the same physiological agent,

according to the dose given, may produce effects which
differ not merely in degree, but in kind. The idea of

small doses of tobacco or other such agent slowly accu-

mulating in the system, and at length producing the

effect of a single large dose, is « priori absurd, and also

contradicted by experience.

So much, and often so much nonsense, is prated

about the evils of tobacco, that its virtues rarely get a
hearing, and yet the latter are many and great. To quiet

nervous unrest, to soothe a ruffled temper, to favor

calm and impartial thought, to steady and clear (not to

cloud) a contused over-worked brain, to counteract the

effects of physical exhaustion—these are just the things

which tobacco does ; and if it can effect these ends
safely and pleasantly, who shall deny it a place among
God's good gifts to men ?

A New Ovariotomy Clamp,—Dr. B. F. Dawson,
of New York (Am.. Journ. Obstetrics), has invented a

clamp of entirely new action, which he claims is an
improvement on the somewhat complicated instrument

used by Dr. Washn. L. Atlee, of Philadelphia. The en-

tire instrument, made by G. Tiemann & Co., is so light,

compact, and small, that its case may be carried in the

vest-pocket without inconvenience. It may be used
also in the removal of hemorrhoids, portions of the

tongue, penis, scrotum, and extraneous growths.

National Pharmaceutical Association.—At the

Nineteenth Annual Meeting of this Association, held
in St. Louis, Mo., September 12, 1871, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year :

—

President,

Enno Sanders, St. Louis; Vice-Presidents, C. Lewis
Diel, Louisville, Ky. ; G. F. Markoe, Boston ; and
ilatthew Ash, of Jackson, Mississippi ; Trea.mnr, Chas.

I

Tuft, Dover, N, H. ; Permanent Secretarij, Prof. John
M. Maisch, Philadelphia; Executive Committee, Thomas
S. Weigatid, Philadelphia; Wm.H. Crawford, St. Louis

;

Chas. L. Jefferson, Philadelphia ; Chas. H. Dalrymple,
Morristovvn, N. J., and J. M. Maisch, Phdadelphia.

Cases of Cataract.—E. L. Holmes, M.D., Prof of
Ophthalmology and Otology in Ru^h Jledical College,

Chicigo, IIL (Chicago Med. Journal), during the past
fourteen yeais, has examined 8,0G7 patients affected

with diseases of the eye. Of this number, 243 were
suffering from some abnormal condition of the lens.

Of the forty-six extractions through the modified linear

section, six were total failures, and forty with good re-

sults. Of the forty successful cases, thirty-two in suc-

cession were .successful, with scarcely an accident dur-

ing the operation, or pain after it. Of the six unfortu-

nate cases, two were complicated with extensive poste-

rior synechia, and two wiih serious sequelse of conjunc-
tivitis. All these unfiivorable results were due to iritis,

except one. In a single patient there was a fearful

suppurative irido-choroiditis.

Death of a Liverpool Surgeon,—John William
Irvine, M,D,, L,R,C.S., S,S., a visiting surgeon to West
Derby Union Hospital, Liverpool, Eng., recently died
at the early age of thirty-three. He contributed
several essays: one on "Fever in Liverpool," and
another on "Resection of the Clavicle, with Formation
of the Entire Bone," When he was stricken down
with relapsing fever he was engaged on a paper for the
"Liverpool Medical and Surgical Reports" on amputa-
tion at hip-joint; that paper being the result of three
successful hip-joint amputations, alter failure of resec-
tion of the knee-joint and disease of the femur.
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University of Toronto, Canada West.—Dr. Alleyne
Nicholson, late Lecturer on Natural History in the

Medical School of Edinburjjh, has been elected Profes-

sor of Natural History in the University of Toronto.

Incomes.—It is said of Radcliffe, that in 1691, when
his fame was so great that everybody flocked to him
for advice, his neighbor, Dr. Gibbons, received £1,000
a year—a large sum in relation to the value of money
at that period—fiom the overflow of patients who
were not able to get admission to tlie great Physician

of the day. In 1707—.«even years before his death

—his fortune amounted to £80,000.

The Eotal OPHTnALMTC Hospital in MooRriELDS,

London.—The London correspondent of the American
Practitioner says, that one of ihe busiest medical scenes

in London is at the Royal Ophthalmic Hospital in Moor-
fields. Its out-praclice especially is enormous. Ninety-

five thousand cases are thus trealed annually. Besides

these about thirteen hundred are received into its

eighty beds during the same time. The out-practice is

attended to daily from nine to twelve. Patients are

formed into lines, and present themselves in turn atone
of the four desks at which the surgeons stand. At the first

desk .stands Mr. Bowman and Soelberg Wells
; at the

second, ifr. Lawson
;
at the third, Mr. Cooper and Mr.

Adann ; and at the fourth, Mr. Critchell. Quite a num-
ber of cases of white atrophy of the optic nerve were
observed, which Mr. Critchell says occurs nine times

out of ten in men, and is oftenest caused by tobacco and
drink. In the way of treatment, the changes are rung
on atropia, nitrate of silver, and tonics. He saw no
sulphate of copper used.

London Ophth.^ljiologists.—Mr. Soelberg Wells, the

renowned ophthalmologist, is a hirge, fine-Iookhigman,

with a German cast of countenance. He scarcely shows
above forty. His hair is prematurely gray. Besides

bis position in Moorfields, he is the ophthalmic surgeon

at King's Hospital. He retains his surgical title of

"Mr.," although he is in addition a "doctor" of Edin-
burgh.

Mr. Bowman would be mistaken for a clergyman.

His manner is singularly gentle, and his features indica-

tive of the greatest goodness. Perpetual good humor
will describe Mr. Critchell. He will take any pains to

explain a case, whether one or many are listening. His
illustrations are frequently in anecdote, and almost

always quaint. Mr. Critchell u.ses Noyes's speculum in

operations. Mr. Bowman alone brings together the

remains of the muscles with ligature after an extirpa-

tion.

H.EMORRHOiDS.—Sir Henry Thompson still favors the

ligature in internal pile. ifr. Heath secures it with
Smith's clamp, cuts and applies the cautery.

Duchenne's Paralysis.—Prof P. T. Miles, of Balti-

more, Md. (Bait. Med. Jonrnal), at a late meeting of the

Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland, exhibited

three beautifully marked cases of Duchenne's paralysis,

with interesting remarks upon the suliject.

St. Michael's Hospital, Newark, N. J.—The new
building situated on the corner of High and Nesbit
streets, Newark, N. J., can accommodate two hundred
patients. The Attendin<j Physicians are :—Drs. William
O'Gorman, Isaac A. Nichols, James Elliott, A. AV.

Woodliull, Fri.lolin 111. Anthon Zehnder, Charles M.
Zeh, Charles Young, J. A. Cross, James Vanderpool.
Out-Door Department— Clinic for Diseases of Eye and
Ear. Charles K'pp, M.D. ; Clinic for Diseases of Throat
and Chest, Edgar Holden, M.D. ; House Physician,

George Swain, M.D.

TnE Medical Relief Committee of Chicago,—Ju.st

as we go to press we receive the Ibllowing:

—

At a meeting of physicians held on the 17th instant,

at No. 797 Wabash avenue, of which Dr. N. S. Davis
was made chairman, and Dr. E. Andrews, secretary,

the announcement having been made that communica-
tions had been received from prominent phvsicians of

other cities, to the effect that contributions, for the re-

lief of the suffering members of the profession here, are

now awaiting the order of responsible parties to receive

and disburse them. Drs. Moses Gunn, E. Andrews,
and A. Fisher having been appointed a committee to

recommend suitable persons for a permanent relief com-
mittee of five, nominated the following gentlemen:
Drs. N. S. Davi.s, DeLaskie Miller. Ernst Schmidt, T.

D. Fitch, and Walter Hay, which nominations being
unanimously approved, the following resolutions were
adopted:

Rexolred, That the committee just chosen is hereby
authorized to receive all donations for the relief of the

respectable physicians who are sufferers by the lafc3

fire, distribute the same at their discretion, and render

a strict account, with vouchers, to any future meeting,

which may be called by the chairman, to consider the

same.
Resolved, That this meeting tender the cordial and

heartfelt thanks of the profession of this city to their

brethren in other and distant cities, for the prompt and
liberal offers of assistance to the many among us who
have lost, by the late terrible fire, not only their homes,
clothes, books, and instruments, but their practice, and
pledge a just use of whatever is given.

Contributions may be forwarded at once by express,

or draft on New York, to Walter Hay, M.D., Secre-

tary Medical Relief Committee, No. 384 Michigan
avenue.

Donations from publishing houses, instrument-mak-
ers, and physicians, of books, instruments, or apparatus,

will be gratelrilly received, as many of our prolessioual

brethren have saved only their lives.

De Laskie Miller, il.D.,

No. 518 Wabash avenue. Chairman.
N. S. Davis, M.D.,

No. 707 Wabash avenue. Treasurer.

Ernst Schmidt, M.D.,

No. 387 State street,

T. D. FiTcn, M.D..
No. Q9G West Monroe street.

Walter Hay, M.D.,

No. 384 Michigan avenue, Secretary.

The Late Professor Gti.vNiNG S. Bedford, M.D.. was
the first professor who ever held in tlie United States

an obstetrical clinic. It is estimated that annually

10,000 poor patients gratuitously received medical
treatment at his hands.

Board of Examining Surgeons for Pensions, N. Y.
City.—The Board is composed of the following gentle-

men :— Sunieons—James F. Fersuson.M.D., President

;

Charles Phelps, il.D., Passmore Treadwell, M.D., M.
K. Hogan, M.D. ; William O'Meagher, M.D., Secretary

and Treasurer.

Ceylon a Quinine Producing Country.—From in-

formation gained through private and reliable sources,

Ceylon gives fair promise to take rank, at no very dis-

tant day, as one of the chief quinine producing coun-

tries in the world. A pound of this bark contained of

sulphate of quinine 289 grains, of quinidine 47 grains,

and of alkaline cinchonine 14 grains. An ounce of sul-

phate of quinine was obtained from one pound eight

ounces and a quarter of the bark.
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©rigiital Communications.

CHOREA IN CHILDREN.*

Br J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D.,

NEW YOBK.

CnoKEA, or St. Titus', or St. Guy's dance, is a nerv-

ous affection, which is characterized by irregular and
involuntary muscular movements, without loss of con-

sciuusnefs. The movements occur in the muscles of

volition, and there is probably no one ofthem that may
not be engaged, though some are more frequently af-

fected than others. It is not known that nny involun-

tary muscle is ever involved, though Sir William .Ten-

ner has expressed the opiniont hat occ.isionally the pa-

pillriry muscles of the heart are, so that, by their spas-

modic contractions, they produce insufficiency of the

mitral valve. This, according to him, affords explana-

tion of the fact that, in certain instances, a mitral regur-

gitant murmur is heard, which disappears about the

time that the exiernal movements cease. It is rare,

however, that a mitral regurgitant murmur, heard dur-

ing chorea, ceases when the latter terminates, and it is

not improbable that in such cases there is, after all, a

lesion of the valve due to recent endocardiiis, whether
of a rheumatic or other origin. For a valve may be so

thickened by recent inflammation as to cause a murmur,
and, after a few weeks or months, the infiltrating sub-

stance be so absorbed that the nmrmuris no longer au-
dible. If v.'e adinitthe fict that cardiac bruits occasion-

ally appear and disappear with chorea, this explanation

seems to me more plausible than that of Jenner. Ilil-

lier says, in reference to this subject :
'• My own experi-

ence leads me to doubt the existence of dynamic apex
murmurs in chorea, that is to say, murmurs produced in

hearts entirely free from organic change. If such mur-
murs ever occur, they are certainly rare. Organic mur-
murs of the heart, on the other hand, are common in

chorea, and I am inclined to believe that organic dis-

ease of tlie heart often exists in chorea when there is no
murmur." Hillier also calls attention to the fact that

choreic movements are irregular ; but a cnrdiac bruit oc-

curring regularly and uniformly, if not due to organic

disease, would require rhythmical contractions of the pa-
pillary mu.seles to produce it.

Af/e.—Chorea may occur at any period of life; but
while it is comparatively rare at other ages, it is not
infrequent in childhood. A large majority of cases are

between the fifth year and puberty. Under the ago of
five years, the proportionate number diminishes as we
approach the time of birth, and it is rarely observed in

infants under one year. The youngest in the statistics

of Hillier was three months.
In 1870, at the Out-Door Department of Bellevue, a

child was presented for treatment, who, the mother
stated, had had chorea from birth. The choreic move-
msnts were no doubt observed very early in infancy,

though probably the disease was not congenital. The
following table exhibits the relative frequency of cho-
rea at diUerent ages during infancy and childhood :

—

, Lond.Children's Hosp.,
Hillk-r

M, Riifz

Out-door Department,
^ Beilevue

6TEAKS
6 TBS. TO 10.

81
lU

2.37

61
104t
118

16

M. S6e collected the statistics of 531 cases occurring in

* Read before the Medical Library and Journal Association of New
York, October 27, 1871.

t None over 12 years admitted.

the Children's Hospital, Paris, and from them concludes
that the maximum frequency of chorea is between the

sixth and tenth year. Only twenty-eight of his cases

were under si.x years, the remainder, 503, occurring be-
tween the sixth year and puberty.

Causes.—The profession are nearly agreed in regard

to certain causes of chorea, while there is a diversity of

opinions in reference toothers. It is admitted that in a
hirge proportion of cases there is a neuropathic state,

which antedates and predisposes to chorea. This state

is often manifested in the family history by a proneness
to aflections of the nervous system, and iti the individu-

al by a highly excitable state of the emotions, so that

he evinces joy, grief, or anger, from slight causes.

All writers admit that there is often an inherited

predisposition to chorea. In 27 of 48 cases of chorea,

Kadclilfe found that father, mother, brother, or sister

had been or was the subject of one or other of the fol-

lowing disorders—paralysis, epilepsy, apoplexj-, hyste-

ria, or insanity. The children of parents who when
young had chorea, or who exhibit a proneness to neuro-
pathic ailments, are more liable to chorea than other

children. Hence the fact sometimes observed, of differ-

ent children in the same family becoming aftected with
chorea when they attain the ago at which this disease

ordinarily occurs. In one family, in my practice, three

girls, at different times, were aflected.

iS'f.c.—The emotions are strong in girls, since in'them
the nervous system predominates, while the muscular
power is weaker than in boys. Hence a partial expla-

nation of the fact which statistics fully establish, that the

proportion of clioreic boys to girls is about in the ratio

of one to two and a fraction. I have remarked, in this

city, the large proportion of cases in school-girls be-

tween the ages of six and twelve years ; the severe dis-

cipline and confinement of the public schools no doubt
increasing the strength of the emotions, and weakening
the control of the will over the muscles.

Proportion of Males to Females.

27 to 73. Hughes' j Digest of Cases in Guy's Hosp.,

1846.

138 to 393. M. See.

2.J to 40. Out-door Department, Bellevue.

27C to 499. Children's Hosp., Lond. West (Lumleian
Lect.).

4GG to 1,005=1 to 2.15.

Ctcrine Irritation.—The peculiar changes occurring

in the female at puberty constitute an important cause.

Hence another reason of the excess of female cases.

Dysmenorrhoea and pregnancy are causes of a large

proportion of cases in the first years of puberty. In the

male, on the other hand, the changes of puberty do not

appear to increase the liability to the disease, directly

or indirectly, and male cases, after the age of twelve

years, are comparatively rare. Eadcliffe states (/?'-.'/-

noMs System of Med.) that after the ninth year, females

are more liable to chorea than males, in the proportion

of 5 to 2 ; while, before the ninth year, the two sexes are

equally liable to it. Carefully prepared statistics, how-
ever, notwithstanding the high authority of RadcUffe,

show a preponderance of girls under the age of nine

years, though not as great as over that age. In the

Out-door Department at Bellevue, of 35 patients under

the age of ten years, 22 were girls, while of 20 iVom the

age of ten years to sixteen, 15 were girls.

According to West (Lumleian Lect), in 775 children

with chorea, under the age of ten years, treated in the

Lond. Children's Hosp., 64 per cent, were girls.

Aimmia.—Among the most common predisposing

causes of chorea is anaemia. It is present in so large a
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proportion of cases, cxhibitins; itself by pallor of the

countenance and other characteristic Hgns, that medi-

cines designed to improve the quality of the blood are

among the most valued remedies. The peculiar neuro-

pathic state already alluded to, which needs only a slight

additional cause for the development of chorea, is, no
doubt, largely dependent on impoverishment of the

blood, if it is not sometimes due entirely to it. Among
the poor of a large city like New York, or in hospital

practice, the proportion of anaemic cases of chorea is, for

obvious reasons, much larger than would appear from
general statistics.

liheumatism.—Dr. Copland, M. Bouteille, and after-

ward M. Germain £6e, in a more extended monograph,
directed the attention of the profession to rheumatism
as a cause of chorea. Subsequent oljservations have
established the fact that rheumatiifm, or the rheumaiic

diathesis, is so frequently present that it obviou.'^ly sus-

tains an important relation to chorea, though in what
manner is not lully ascertained. This relation between
the two is more frequently observed in some countries

than in others. In England and France, so large a pro-

portion of choreic patients present the history of rheu-

matism either in themselves or familj', that certain phy-
sicians of these countries believe that rheumatism is the

most common cause of the disease. In Germ.any, on
the. other hand, according to Rondjerg, in the majority

of cases no relation can be traced between chorea and
rheumatism, and the statistics of this city, and I think

of this country, correspond with those in Germany.
Various theories have been promulgated in explana-

tion of the relationship of the rheumatic and choreic

diseases. It has been suggested that chorea is due to

rheumatism of the brain or spinal cord. Tliis is simply

a hypothesis, the truth or falsity of which can only be
ascertained by carelully conducted necropsies; but the

theory appears improbable in view of all the facts.

Another theory attributes chorea to the state of the

blood which is present in those having rheumatism or

the rheumatic diathesis, as well as in certain other con-

ditions. This theory is enunciated by Dr. Ogle, as fol-

lows:—"Recognizing tlie frequent existence of these

fibrinous deposits or granulations on the heart's valves

in chorea, I should be much inclined to look upon these

post-mortem appearances rather as results of some an-

tecedent general condition of the blood, common also to

the choreic condition. It is very freely recognized that

this affection is frequently, in some way or other, con-

nected with that condition of blood which obtains in

what we call anaemia, or that existing in rheumatic con-

stitutions. In both of these states we know that the

fibrine of the blood is much in excess (as also it is in preg-

nancy, another condition looked upon as obnoxious to

•chorea) ; and in these states we know that the fibrine

with which the blood is surcharged is very prone to be
readily precipitated, either owing to its superabund-
ance, or from other obscure and acquired properties
* * upon the heart's walls or valves, ilay not this

hyperinosis be the explanation of the coincidence allud-

ed to" (British and Foreign Med, Cliir. Rev., January,
1868)—namely, the occurrence of chorea in those af-

fected with rheumatism. Others still hold that cho-

rea is the result of the heart-disease, and not directly of

rheumatism, occurring when the heart is afi'ected Irom
other causes, as well as when the lesion has a rheumatic
origin. This theory is plausible, and probaljly to a cer-

tain extent correct. Heart lesions, observed in chil-

dren, result from scarlet fever in a considerable propor-

tion of cases, though, it is true, the endocarditis and
pericarditis of si.arlet fever are believed often to have a

rheumatic origin, occurring, in some instances, from
scarlatinous rheumatism, but, in other cases, from scar-

latinous Uicemia. Occasionally also the heart-disease

appears to have occurred independently of both rheu-
mati'^m and scarlet fever. Thus, in a fatal ca.=e of cho-

rea with valvular disease, related to the Lend. Path.

Soc, April G, 1869, the child was always healthy up
to the present illness (chorea), and there was no
history of rheumatism in the family. The more obser-

vations accumulate, the more important does heart-

disease in itself appear as a cause of chorea. In nearly

all recorded cases of fatal chorea, which were supposed
to be due to rheumatism, and in which post-mortem
examinations were made, vegetations have been dis-

covered upon the valves—aortic or mitral. We shall see

that certain eccentric causes of irritation aid in produ-

cing chorea, and may not the valvular disease, or the

endocarditis which causes the valvular lesion, operate in

a similar manner as a cause? AVe know that in the

adult severe cardiac disease often profoundly aflVets the

nervous system, perhaps in consequence of the irregu-

lar and embarrassed circulation ; and certainly in the

child a similar cause would be likely'to produce a more
decided efl'ect.

But there is an ingenious theory, whicli attributes

chorea to minute emboli detached from veget-itions on
the valves, and arrested by capillaries in the corpora

striata, or other portion of the cerebro-.^pinal axi.s.

Since attention was directed to this matter, emboli
have been found in one case in the medulla oblongata,

although this portion of the spinal axis appeared
healthy to the naked eye. Further observations are

necessary in order to determine how much truth there

is in this theory ;
but it seems probable, for reasons to

be staled, that if capillary embolism does cause chorea,

it is only in a limited number of cases, and that there-

fore those Biitish observers who regard it as the com-
mon cause, have been led into error by the large pro-

poition of choreic cases which are complicated by val-

vular lesions in their climate.

Tiiat endDolism is not a common cause, if indeed a

cause at all, appears probable from the following facts:

First. In many cases of chorea there are no vegeta-

tions, or other appreciable lesion, which could give rise

to emboli. Secondly. Most patients recover, and some
speedily, by treatment, which we would not expect if

the cause vrere embolism. Thirdly. Embolism is not

infrequent in the cerebral vessels of the adult, v.-ithout

the occurrence of chorea. Indeed, the conditions which
produce embolism are much more common in adults

than in children, while the reverse is true as reg:u-dsthe

liability to chorea. Fourthly. Dogs sometimes have
chorea, but the injection of minutely div.ided fibrine or

other substance in the veins of the dog is not followed

by chorea as one of the phenomena. Fiftldy. Were
capillary emboli the cause, we would expect to find an
occasional embolus in the larger vessels of the brain, so

as to be appreciable to the naked eye ; but I find no
examples of this in all the recorded autopsies which I

have been able to consult. Moreover, it seems im-

probable that capillary embolism, when producing no
lesion appreciable to the naked eye, would so arrest

the circulation, and disturb the function of the brain

or spinal cord, as to cause chorea, for the ill effects of

such an obstruction would be likely to be obviated by
the numerous anastomoses.

It is obviously better, in the present state of uncer-

tainty regarding the exact relation of rheumatism and
valvular disease to chorea, to postpone the acceptance

of any theory till the minute anatomy of chorea has

been as fully investigated as has its clinical history.

Frigid,—A not infrequent exciting cause of chorea

is sudden and profound emotion, especially fright. All

statistics give fright as the cause of a certain proper-
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tion of cases, though there are usually other potential

ob-operating causes, as anaemia or valvular disease.

Friglu was stated as the cause of chorea in 31 of the 100

cases oec'iriiug in Guy's Hofpital, reported by Hughes,

or in nearly one in three. But the statistics of other

observers do not give so large a proportion of cases

originating in this way. Chorea may commence within

a few hours after the fright, or not till the lapse of sev-

eral days (eight or ten). If several weeks have passed

since the fright, as in some i-eported cases, the chorea

is probably due to other causes, lu rare instances,

chorea is said to have been caused by sudden and ex-

cessive joy.

Imitation.—Under unusual circumstances, especially

in a state of great mental excitement, imitation has

been known to cause a form of chorea. Hecker
desc:ibL-s an epidemic of it, occurring in the middle

ages, and spreading through villages. In modern
time-, it is rare tbat chorea originates from this

cause, nevertheless ocoasioaal examples have been
recorded.

But ihe disease which occurs from imitation differs

from the ordinary form, and has been termed chorea

major; while c'.iorea proper, which is the subject of

this article, is sometimes designated, in contradistinc-

tion, cliorea minor.

In chorea major, the patient lc:ips, dances, or whirls

like a top. It has its origin commonly in religious

excitement, and spreads by imitation almost in tlie

manner of an infectious disease. The epidemic of the

Middle Ages was a chorea major .1 have not been able

to find any account of cases spreading by imitation, in

modern times, which were not exam|)les of the same
form of chorea. Tims in the Edin. Journ. of Med. and
Siiry.. for July, 1839, there is a clear description of cho-

rea major, occurring succes-sively in five children in the

same lamily. Dr. Dewar, the attending physician, states

that one of Ihe children whom he was called to see

was sitting near the fire-place, when her bead dropped
on her chest, and she appeared to doze some minutes.

In the mean time the respiration became a little accele-

rated, the face altered and flushed, the eyes wild. In

less than one minute she bounded from one extremity

of the apartjnent to the other, leaping over chairs, a

chest, and then throwing herself upon the floor ; she at-

ten.pted to stand upon her head, rolled upon the floor,

and then, rising, ran with extreme swiftness in the

room, till she finally fell again on the floor, where she

remained motionless some raiuute.s. Tlien, recovering,

she noticed those who surrounded her, and a-^ked of

her sister a toy, which she had allowed to fall. The
whole paroxysm lasted twenty minutes.

Obviously, the symptoms of chorea major differ ma-
teriidly from those of chorea proper, and it is a ques-
tion whether it should have the same generic name.
It is a curious and interesting disease in its psychical

and pathological aspects, but it is so rare in modern
times that a knowledge of it is of littls practical im-
portance.

Inleslinal Irritation.— In rare instances intestinal

1

worms cause chorea, though in these cases there have
usually been some co-operating causes. Tlie following

IS an example, related by Mr. Ogle {Land. Medico-Chir.

Rev., Jan., 18G8) : Ellen L., 9 years old, had been
under treatment about a month with chorea, rheuma-
tism, and worms. She had not slept in four day.s, and
there was constant spasmodic movement of the body
and lace. Her general condition was very unprom-
ising. As she had pass^-d portions of a tape-worm at

intervals during the last,, three months, one drachm of

the oleum filicis maris was administered in mucilage,

which caused the expulsion of the entire worm. From

that time she fully and rapidly recovered from the
chorea, though a mitral murmur remained.

lesions (if Brain and Spinal Cord.— Nearly all

standard authors who reject: cmliolism as a cause of
chorea, believe that there is no anatomical cause of the

disease located in the cerebro-spinal axis. In other
words, they regard chorea as one of the neuroses. This
view is probably, in the main, correct ; but experi-
ments, and also occasional cases, establish the fact that

if not true chorea, at least choreiform movements, now
and tlien, result from a structural afiection of the nerv-
ous centres.

Experiments on certain of the lower animals demon-
strate that irregular muscular movements may be pro-
duced by traumatic injuiy of certain portions of the

cerebro-spinal axis, as the corpora quadrigemina, crura
cerebri, pons Varolii, crura cerebelli, thalami optici,

parts of the medulla oblongata, and the upper portion

of the spinal cord. Pressure on the projecting part of
the medulla oblongata of an acephalous monster also

causes convulsive movements. At the meeting of the

N. Y. Acad, of Medicine, April 20, 1871, Prof Post
related the case of a child who was struck with a billet

of woikI over the occiput, and chorea followed, due, in

all probability, to the injury of the brain which re-

sulted.

If irregular muscular movement?, choreic or chorei-

form, result from traumatic injury of certain portions

of the nervous centres, may they not also occasionally

occur from lesions of the same parts produced by dis-

ease ? Sir Benj. Brodie relates the case of a choreic

girl, dying in St. George's Hospital {Land. Lane, Dec.

19, 1840), in whom, after a careful post-mortem exam-
ination, the only morbid appearance observed was a
tumor the size of a hazel-nut, connected with the pineal

gland. Dr. Broadbent described another case before

the Lt'iul. Path. Soc. (Vol. xiii., page 246 Transactions),

ill which a tumor was found arising from the centre of
the spinal cord; and Chambers one in which tubercles

were imbedded in the cord. Romberg quotes from
Frerichs a case in whicli the medulla oblongata was
pressed upon by an enlarged odontoid process; and
Dr. Aitken {Olasfjow iled. Journ., vol. i.) one in which
the specific gravity of the thalamus opticus and corpus
striatum was greater on one side tlian on the other.

Rilliet and Barthcz relate other similar cases, and add :

" We may conclude, from these difl'erent cases, that

there exist two species of chorea: the one essentially a
simple neurosis, while the otlier depends on an altera-

tion of the encephalo-rachidian system. In a word, it

is of chorea as of convulsions, that it is sometimes idio-

pathic, sometimes symptomatic." Still, the cases in

which it is symptomatic are so few that it is proper to

consider chorea as it ordinarily occurs, one of the neu-
roses until the microscope detects some anatomical
cause in the cerebro-spinal system of which we are

now ignorant.

Anatomical Characters. — So far as ascertained,

chorea has no certain anatomical characters. As we
have seen, lesions are sometimes present which proba-
bly sustain a causative relation to the disordered mus-
cular action, and others are sometimes observed which
are neither a cause nor result, their presence being a
coincidence. But there are two lesions which, though
often absent, have been observed in so large a propor-
tion of fat.al cases that they are justly regarded as an
occasional result when chorea is severe. Dr. Hughes,
of London, collected records of the post-mortem ap-
pearances of 14 cases, with the following result as re-

gards the cerebro-spinal axis: Brain, 14 cases: healthy,

4 cases; only congested, 3 cases; softened in part or

entirely, 6 cases (some of these also congested). In
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some of these cases those occasional results of conges-

tion, namely, transudation of serum and extravasation

of blood, in greater or le=s quantity, were also ob-

served. Spinal cord: healthy, 3 cases; congested, 2

cases (one slightly, in the other the engorged vessels

were large and numerous) ;
softening in medulla oblon-

gata, 1 case ; softening opposite fourth and fifth verte-

bra, 12 cases. In one there were soft, in another firm

adhesion of the spinal meninges, and in one it is stated

that the rachidian fluid was opaque. Of sixteen fatal

c.ises ofchorea occurring in St. George's Hospital, " con-

gestion (more or lefs complete) of the nervous centres

(brain or spinal cord or both) was met with in six

cases." There was softening of certain parts of the

brain in one case, and of the spinal cord in another

(Ogle, Brit, and For. Medico- Chir. Rec, .Jan., 1868).

Other statistics of the anatomical character of fatal

chorea correspond, in the main, with those of Hughes

and O^le. These lesions are probably not present in

ordinary cases, occurring only when the choreic move-

ments are so severe that the patient is deprived of

needed repose, and the important functions of the

economy, as the circulation and nutrition, are seriously

disturbed.

The post-mortem examination of other parts besides

the cerebro-spinal axis furnishes a negative result, if we
except such afi'ections as have been ascerlained to act

as causes of chorea. What portion of the nervous cen-

tre is chiefly involved in chorea is uncertain. Some, as

Sir Benj. C. Brodie (Lond. Lancet, Dec. 19, 1840), con-

sider chorea a disease of the nervous system generally,

while others have attributed it to disease or disorder of

a certain part, as the corpus striatum, cerebellum, etc.

Finally, it is stated that, iu late experiments on choreic

dog.=, the movements do not cease when the spinal cord

is severed from the brain, nor also on division of the

posterior roots of the spinal nerves (Legros et Onimus,

Reck, sur les mouveme.nis choreiformes du cltien, Acad,

des Sci., 9 Mai, 1870, Lyons Med. Jour., June 5, 1870).

In these cases, therefore, the part of the axis which

is in fault wotild appear to be solely the spinal cord.

Symptoms.—Chorea is partial or general. It is par-

tial when it aflfects a few muscles, or groups ofmuscles,

as those of one arm, the face or neck, or of one eye.

It is designated general, when all the limbs, and certain

of the mtiscles of the face and trunk, are involved. Sta-

tistics show that partial chorea occurs more frequently on

the left than on the right side, and in general chorea the

movements on the left side are apt to predominate. The
commencement is usually gradual. Even when finally

chorea becomes general, certain muscles only are af-

fected in the commencement in ordinary cases. The

elfHd in whom this disease is about to begin is observed

to be fretful and impatient fi:om slight causes, and the
,

irregular muscular action at first is apt to be misunder-

stood by the parents, who reprimand him for his

supposed fidgety habit. In exceptional instances,

especially when the cause is a sudden and profound

emotion, the commencement is abrupt, and the disease

is severe and general li-om the first.

In a majority of cases the muscles which are pri-

marily affected are those of the face, neck, fingers, or

hand on the left side. Sydenham erred, unless the

cHnical history of chorea has changed during the last

two centuries, when he stated as the common fact that

a tottering gait is its first manifestation ;
but now and

then such a ca=e does occur. Wherever the choreic

movements first appear, other muscles are soon involved,

so that in the course of a few weeks, sometimes of a

few days, all the muscles that participate are engaged.

A muscle affected by chorea alternately contracts and

relaxes, but less forcibly and rapidly than iu eclampsia,

and the movement is partly controlled by volition.

This produces an unsteady and tremulous ac'ion of the

part, whether a limb, the neck, or face; which at once
arrests attention, and indicates the nature of the dis-

ease. The result is similar as regards the muscular
action, whether the patient wills a movement, or at-

tempts to control those which chorea produces.

If the case is of ordinary seveiity, the movements
continue with but momenlary intermissions, except

during sleep, when they ordinarily cease. In grave

cases patients are often deprived of ihe proper amount
of sleep in consequence of the severity and persistence

of the muscular action, and in exceptional instances,

especially when the result is fatal, the movements con-
tinue in sleep, but the sleep is not sound, and is

frequently interrupted. In profound sleep, the muscles
are probably always in repose.

The older writers have lelt us graphic descriptions of

those diseases which have striking external manifesta-

tions, though often with somewhat of exaggeration.

Sydenham says of chorea :
'• The patient cannot keep

it (his hand) a moment in the same place; whether he
lay it upon his breast, or any other part of the body, do
what he may, it will be jerked elsewhere convulsively.

If any vessel filled with drink be put into his hand,

before it reaches his mouth, he will exhibit a thou.sand

gesticulations, like a mountebank. He holds the cup
out straight, as if to move it to his mouth, but has his

hand carried elsewhere by sudden jerks. Then per-

haps he contrives to bring it to his mouth, and if so he
wiU drink the Uquid off at a gulp, just as if he were
trying to amuse the spectators by his antics I

"

In severe general chorea a similar description is ap-

plicable to the movements of the legs and features.

Grimaces and distortions of the features occur, while
the gait is halting and unsteady, or it is impossible to

walk, and the patient lies or sits. The speech is slow,

thick, and indistinct in consequence of the muscles of

the tongue and larynx becoming engaged, and even
mastication and deglutition are rendered difficult. The
imperfect speech in chorea is attributed partly, how-
ever, to the impairment of the mental faculties. Chorea,

except in mild cases, is accompanied by other symptoms
referrible to the nervous system. More or or less im-
pairment of the mental faculties occurs in severe and
protracted chorea, exhibiting itself in dulness or apathy.

The countenance sometimes presents in aggravated

cases almost the appearance of idiocy. The muscles,

instead of becoming hj-pertrophied, and more powerful

by their frequent contraction, grow softer, more flabby,

and weaker. Indeed, a partial paralysis sometimes
results, so that a degree of numbness is experienced ia

the affected part, and the limb when raised cannot be
sustained. Pain is not a symptom of chorea, but fugi-

tive rheumatic or neuralgic pains are sometimes expe-
rienced. Derangement of the digestive function, ex-

hibited by a poor or capricious appetite, constipation,

etc., are common.
The urine of choreic patients has been examined by

Drs. Walsh, Ford, Bence Jones, Hanfield Jones, Rad
cliffe, and others, and its elements have been found in

most eases to vary from their normal quantity. Dr,

Hanfield Jones read a paper before the Clinical Society

of London, in 1871 (London Lancet, July 1871), on two
cases of chorea in which he had made careful chemical

analysis ofthe urine, with the following result :—During
the height of the disease the amount of the urine was
much in excess of what it was when the disease had
ceased

; the amount of urea excreted during the choreic

period was enormous ; the amount of phosphoric acic

excreted when the choreic symptoms were at theis

maximum was excessive, but the quantity was les;
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than the average during convalescence; a moderate
amount of uric acid during the disease, but none upon
recovery.

Proqnosis ; Course.—Chorea, though obstinate and
often incurable in adults, usually terminates favorably

in children in three or four months. Bouchut consi-

ders its ordinary duration at from thirty to fifty days,

which is certainly shorter than the average duration in

this country, except as the disease is materially abridged

by treatment. The same author states that it may
continue only twenty-four hours, or some days, as he
has observed in the convalescence from scarlet fever.

But treraulousne?s of the muscles occurring in the state

of weakness following a grave disease, and abating as

the general health is restored, I should not consider as

properly choreic, any more than that occurring from

over-fatigue. As the choreic movements gradually

increase in the initial period till a certain maximum is

reached, so their decline is gradual. There are tempo-
rary variations also throughout the disease as regards

the extent of the movement, which are aggravated by
mental excitement, bodily fatigue, cerlain functional

d rangements, especially of digestion, and sometimes
from causes which are not apparent.

Though, as a rule, chorea in children ordinarily ter-

minates favorably under different, and even injurious,

modes of treatment, there arc exceptional cases. Rom-
berg relates the history of a patient who died at the

age of seventy-six years, having had chorea since the

age of si.\ years. In chorea limited to a few muscles,

or a group of muscles, the prognosis is more doubtCul

than when it aflects a large number, since in the former

case the cause is more apt to be some lesion of the

Cercbro-spinal axis. Thus chorea involving only cer-

tain muscles of the neck or of the eyes, is sometimes
due to this cause, and is then very obstinate.

Again, observations demonstrate tliat chorea, when
at first in all probability strictly a neurosis, but of a

protracted and grave character, may give rise to a cen-

tral organic disease. This is the course of most of

the fatal cases, congestion, softening, or other lesion

occurring over a greater or less extent of the nervous
centres. RadcUfife has known cerebral meningitis to

supervene in two instances. With the occurrence of a

lesion of the cerebro-spinal axi.s, new symptoms arise,

such as headache, convulsions, delirium, and paralysis,

and the choreic movements cease or continue accord-

ing to the nature of the lesion.

Chorea, like certain other diseases, either of a nerv-

ous character, or having a nervous element, is more or

less modified by intercurrent inflammatory and febrile

allections. The oft-quoted expression from Hippocrates,

febris accedens solvit spasmos^ observations show to

be founded in fact, the most frequent example of

which occuis in pertussis. In chorea the movements,
as a rule, are either rendered milder, or they ceass as

long as the febiile excitement continues ; but there are

exceptions, and tlie subsequent course of the disease is

not modified.

Di'irjnosis.- -T\i\s is not difficult in ordinary cases.

The irregular movements, with consciousness preserved,

enable us to make a diagnosis at sight. In its com-
mencement, and when it continues in an unusually

mild form, chorea might be overlooked by the physician

as it often is by the parents, the movements being
attributed to a fidgety habit; but medical advice is

seldom sought till the movements are so pronounced
that it is impossible to err, except through gross ignor-

ance or carelessness.

It is important to determine when chorea merges in

an organic disease, and also whether there is a local

cause of the chorea. A careful and intelligent study

of the symptoms and history of the case are requisite

in order to a correct diagnosis in these particulars.

Treatment—Regiminal.—As chorea in a large propor-

tion of cases occurs in a state of ansemia, and the vital

forces are ordinarily more or less reduced, obviously

the regimen should be such as invigorates the system.

Fresh air and out-door exercise, active or passive, ac-

cording to circumstances, with the avoidance of undue
excitement, are requisite

;
and the diet should he nutri-

tious, but plain and unirritating. The various functions

should be preserved so far as possible in their normal
state. In exceptional iustances, when the choreic

movements are violent, the patient should lie in bed,

and the muscular action, if so constant and excessive as

to deprive hiin,of theVequisite sleep, should be re-

strained by light and weU-padded splints.

Medicinal.—Sometimes, among the co-operating

causes is one of a local nature, which is susceptible of

removal, as a carious and painful tooth, intestinal

worms, etc., and measures calculated to effect this are

obviously required. Allusion has already been made
to a case in which the employment of the oleum filiois

mails, and expulsion of a tape-worm effected a speedy
cure.

The remedy which has been most employed in cho-

rea, and which in consequence of the aniemia is plainly

indicated in a large proportion of cases, is iron. It

does not interfere with the employment of other reme-
dies which have a more specific effect. Nearly all the

ferruginous preparations have been prescribed in differ-

ent cases with benefit. Radcliffe, who justly ranks as

one of the first authorities in nervous diseases, gives

the preference to the iodide of iron, believing, that

iodine, as well as iron, exerts a curative influence. I

have of late inclined to the use of the ammonio-citrate,

as it is easy of administration in simple syrup, and is

well tolerated.

Arsenic, highly extolled by Romberg and others, is

a remedy of undoubted value. It is conveniently giv-

en in Fowler's solution. It should be administered in

doses of three to five drops three times daily, after the

meals, as in the treatment of cutaneous or other affec-

tions. Radcliffe has administered by subcutaneous in-

jection Fowler's solution, diluted with an equal quan-

tity of water, in a few cases of obstinate local chorea,

with a satisfactory result. An adult with choreic

movements in one side of the neck of nine years' dura-

tion was nearly cured by fourteen injections, eiuployed

at intervals of a few days, the quantity employed being

increased gradually from three to fourteen minims of

the solution. Another remedy of undoubted value is

strychnia. Trousseau, who prescribed it in most oases,

and liighly extolled it, employed the following for-

mula:

—

R Strychniae sulphat.

Syr. simplic

. .gr. 1.

. 5 iiss. Misce.

A child of the ordinary age, say ten years, takes at

first a teaspoonful twice or three times daily, at uni-

form intervals, and the dose is gradually and cautiously

increased until it begins to produce physiological ef-

fects. Strychnia, when employed to the extent of

causing some rigidity, is more efficient as a remedy,
but smaller doses have been found useful.

Prof Hammond (Diseases of Xervous System, page
617) says :

" My main reliance is on strychnia, which,

I think, should be given in gradually increasing doses,

somewhat after the manner recommended by Trous-

seau. * * This plan of treatment certainly shortens

the duration of the disease very materially, .ind causes

great improvement in the general health of the patient.

Sometimes the effect is so well marked, and is so im-
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mediate, tliat it is not necessary to increase the doses

to the extent of causing muscular cramps, but generally

tlie full therapeutical effect of the drug is not obtained

till the calf of the leg or the nucha has slight tonic spasm.

I have never seen ihe sliglitest ill-consequence follow

this mode of treatment, and the doses are increased so

gradually that, with careful watching danger need not

be apprehended." Dr. Hammond has treated thirty-

two cliildren with this agent without a single failure.

But as chorea terminates ftivorably with smaller and
safe doses, even if the time required is longer, it does
not seem proper to recommend its emplo3'ment to the

extent of producing physiological effects for general

practice. Bouchut, speaking upon this point, says

:

" But, with these piecautious, strychnia is extremely
dangerous, for I have seen, at the HOpital des Enfauts
Malades, a young girl of thirteen years die in tetanus,"

produced by an increased dose of this drug (Article on
Chorea). Dr. West, in his Lumleian lectures, also says:
'• I have seen one instance in which its employment,
while it failed to benefit a somewhat severe case of

chorea, was followed by two attacks of violent tetanic

convulsions which nearly proved fatal," and he adds,
'' the twitching of the limbs of itself prevents our be-

coming aware of the dose being excessive, and a child's

inability to describe its sensations deprives us of an-

other sign." For such reasons, Dr. West does not favor

the employment of this agent. Still, any agent may be
given in an overdose, and it is not difficult to prescribe

strychnia in a dose which will be efiBcient, and yet safe

for children at the age at which chorea ordinarily occurs.

I have employed bromide of potassium in a few cases,

but with so little benefit that I am not inclined to con-
tinue its use fov this disease. Others have not been
more sucoessfuh However efficacious the bromide may
be in epilepsy, it does not appear to be a remedy for

chorea.

Cimicifuga, first employed by Jesse Young, of this

country, is highly esteemed by Philadelphia physicians

in the treatment of chorea. 1 have employed the fluid

extract in doses of half a drachm, increased to one
drachm, for a child from six to ten years of age, and
though it benefits some cases, it has no appreciable

effect either in moderating the movements or abridging

the duration of others.

Ether, assafcetida, valerian, musk, the o.xide and sul-

phide of zinc, turpentine, tartar emetic, opium, and
numerous other remedies have been recommended,
and some of them have seemed useful in certain cases.

In this city sulpliate of zinc has been frequently em-
ployed as a remedy for chorea, and in grailually in-

creasing doses till more than twenfcy grains were
administered three times daily ; but it has not appeared,
so far as I have been able to ascertain, to exert any
marked influence either on the severity or duration of

the choreic movements. Justice, however, requires us
to state that Dr. AVest, who has written most recently

on the nervous disorders of children, thinks that it has
been beneficial in certain cases in which he has em-
ployed it, and regards it on the whole as the best
remedy.

Radcliffe, who has had ample experience in the
treatment of nervous affections, writes: " In an ordi-

nary case of chorea the plan of treatment which I have
now adopted as a rule for some time is to give cod-
liver oil, in conjunction with hypophosphite of soda,

making the draught containing the latter salt the
vehicle for the administration of the cod-liver oil."

Sometimes camphor or the sesqui-carbonate of ammo-
nia is added. Of more than thirty cases treated in this

way, the average duration was under three weeks.
Radcliffe began to prescribe these remedies on theoreti-

cal grounds, believing that phosphorus and cod-liver

oil were required to restore "nerve tone," and the
result of this treatment has certainly been such a< to

commend it to the profession. To children lie gives

from five to eight grains of the hypophosphite of soda
three times daily.

In those severe cases in which the choreic move-
ments prevent tlie proper amount of sleep, a moderate
dose oi hydrate of chloral may occasionally be advan-
tageously administered.

Electricity has been many times employed in the

treatment of chorea, and though some, chiefly electri-

cians, believe that it has a curative effect, others, and
the majority, fail to see any material benefit from its use.

Cold general l^alhs, the shower-bath, frictions along
the spine, etc., have been employed ; but the looal

treatment, which has so far been most successful, and
which promises to supersede all others, consists in the
application of ether spray over the spine. About two
ounces of ether are employed at each sitting, the spray
being applied from an atomizer up and down the

whole length of the spine if the chorea is general.

The operation, which occupies from ten to fifteen

minutes, should be repeated daily or every second day.

Although this mode of treatment is quite recent, a

considerable number of cases have already been report-

ed, in which the spray has apparently had a very
decided effect in controlling the disease.

THE MICEOSCOriCAL CHARACTERS
OE CANCER.

By S. FLEET SPEIR, M.D.,

BHOOKLTN, N. Y.

The Medical Record of May 15th, 1871. contained an
article on "Cancer and Cancer-cells," by Francis Dela-
field, M.D., being a criticism of a paper read by me
before the New York Academy of Medicine, April 6th,

1871. The following reply was written at that time,

and was intended for pubhcation in the Ri;cord, but
it was withheld under the advice of friends whose
judgment at that time was good. It was on this ac-

count solely that I did not answer his objections at

once. I am now advised and urged by the same
friends—for reasons unnecessary here to state—to

present my reply, and also to answer the article in the
" ilEDioAL Record " of July 1.5th, 1871, by Dr. 0. D.
Pomeroy, entitled " Concerning New Instruments,"

being strictures and incorrect statements having reler-

ence to a paper entitled "Aids for the Diagnosis and
Treatment of Certain Diseases," by myself, appearing'
in the Record of June 1.5th, 1871.

The discussion of grave pathological questions should

be entered upon soberly and sincerely. Dr. Delafield's

reputation as a pathologist leads me to believe that his

,

criticism is sincere. I shall therefore take up his argu-

ments in the order in which he has placed them, and!
answer them as briefly as possible. The article referred

to begins with some quotations in abstract from my
paper, which, for the sake of brevity. Dr. Delafield has

so curtailed as to render their significance useless for

my side of the argument. I shall therefore take the

liberty of quoting I'rom his abstract, and also from the

paper, in order to avail myself of it as I proceed. He
quotes thus, speaking of the second question to be an-

swered by the microscope :

—

" 2:1. Is the specimen of cell heterologous'or homol-
ogous, considered as regards the intimate structure of

the tumor itself. That is, are all the cells of the same
kind, or are they mixed with other cells and elements ?

"
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To be properly understood, this passage should be
quoted in full, and would then read thus: "21. Is the

specimen of cell found upon microscopic examination

heterologous or homologous, considered as regards the

intimate structure of the tumor itself, in the relation of

cell to cell ; that is, do the cells in the specimen present

any decided variety of form ? For example, do they tend

to depart from their original cellnhir form and develop

into fibre ; or is there an arrest of the usual evolution of

colls which, under normal conditions, would form a defi-

nite tissue—a tissue which would be made up of a heter-

ogeneous or heterologous mass of cells—for example,

containing a due proportion of embryoplastic, fiisifirm,

caudate, and fibre cells ? or is it composed of a homoge-
neous or homologous mass of cells—cells which do not

tend to develop into fibre, or present the usual develop-

ment of the same variety of coll in normal tissue, but
lend to form cell after cell of the same kind, never

reaching any higher development than the embryo-
plastic form—in this sense a homologous cell-growth ?

"

The explanation here given of what is meant by the

terms homologous and heterologous is important.

Most of the arguments presented by Dr. Delafield are

those which I had anticipated in framing the above
paragraph, and I made it thus long in order that the

reader might answer these objections for himself by re-

ferring to this definition or explanation. I shall now
endeavor to apply it to the cases which Dr. D. has

selected; but I wish to say a word in reference to

"cancer cells" first. Dr. Delafield objects to the cells

figured in the paper as " compound cancer cells," and
says, " they are examples of m:ilformed epithelial, con-

nective tissue and glandular cells, and are to be found
both in morbid growllis an<l in a variety of inflamma-
tory processes." I will willingly believe that they may
be a variety of epithelial connective tissue, or glandular

cells, as it will not conflict in any way with the views
of a paper which adopts the view that "cancers, as a

rule, arise from tissues which were originally normal."

But possibly I have not made my illustrations of the

"compound cancer cells" as correctly as they might
have been presented by a more expert draughtsman

;

still it makes very little dilJerence whether we agree

on this point or not, for I intend to accept and repre-

sent a cell which has been agreed upon as the " com-
pound cancer cell." If my drawings failed to bring to

mind the "compound cancer cell" of authors, I shall

have to refer to some more satisfactory illustrations,

and the reader may make his own selection.

As to the " simple cancer cell " (freenuclei of authors),

we need have no greater difliculty with it than with
the compound cancer cell. It is true that the paper
states that it is present in great abundance in the

fijctus. Dr. Delafield says that, inasmuch as it is pres-

ent in most forms of productive inflammation, he has,

therefore, fears "that an ordinary observer would be
led into great uncertainty to determine whether the

specific cells belonged to a foetus, a granulating wound,
or a tumor." I shall be glad to grant that it is present

in all these places, and there is nothing contrary to it

said in the paper ;
the paper has its foundation partly in

such facts. Should any one be so inconsiderately tor-

menting as to send to a microscopist for examination
the three specimens above mentioned, viz., a foetus, a

granulating wound, and a tumor (I presume we must
suppose our microscopist receives only a portion of
thetu, as an " ordinary observer " would be tolerably

likely to fall back upon unaided vision, and discover

the imposition), how is he to distinguish one from the

other, when the "free nuclei," or " simple cancer cells

"

of the paper are to be found in each of them ?

To explain this I beg to quote again from the paper,

where, afler having spoken of the frequent absence of

the " compound cancer cell " iu the early stages of a
cancer, it being consequently unreliable as an early

sign, the paper reads: "If this be so, what else, then,

is there to aid us in the diagnosis? I think that what
have been called free nuclei by authors in their descrip-

tions of cancer, are the elements upon which we can rely

with great certainty, and are in reality as specific can-

cer cells as the mother cells. I believe that this is no
nucleus, but a complete coll; and, using the number
and arrangement of these cells in a given tumor as a
basis for reasoning, I would have no hesitation in pro-

nouncing upon its malignity as well as the inherent

tendency there might be in a growth to affect other
parts, or to return after excision. ' Thus it is that one
could determine the .specimen which belonged to the

foetus, the granulating wound, or the tumor, viz., "by
the number and arrangement of the.=e cells," and not
by their simple presence; no such idea is intended to

be conveyed by the paper. I have no desire to attrib-

ute to my critic an unworthy motive, but is it not clear

to every reader that I am by him represented as rely-

ing upon the presence of a cell, when I distinctly state

that reliance must be placed upon the number and
arrangement of those cells?

And now, as to Dr. Delafield's criticism on the doc-
trine of heterology and homology, as set forth in the

paper, and the supposed illustrations which he has pre-

sented. He selects, first, a hypertrophied lymphatic
gland, as an example illustrating the form of growth
mentioned in the p^per as Homologous-Homologous,
and therefore, ho says, it must be malignant to be con-
sistent with the paper, whereas, iu point of fact, it is

not.

Now, a hypertrophied lymphatic gland is just the

kind of growth which the p.aper, if /e</i7imo/e/»/ followed,

would group with the benign growths, and it would, in

a most natural way, fall under the class of Homol-
ogous-Heterologous, thus, remembering the part of the

paper just quoted, a hypertrophied lymphatic gland,

being a glandular development, in gland structure, it is

homologous as to its seat or surrounding tissue. It is

heterologous as to its own cells, for it has not only the
heterologous arrangement of a complex and dtfinite

structure, with its duct^, tubes, epithelium, and connec-
tive tissue, in due proportion, but it is also heterol-

ogous, in the strict sense of the paper, inasmuch as

there is no "arrest of the usual evolutions of cells,

which, under normal conditions, would form a definite

tissue," and the cells present the usual development of

the same variety of ceU in normal tissue, " and do not
tend to form cell after cell of the s.ime kind, never
reaching any higher than the embryoplastic Ibrm."

Therefore, when properly placed, according to the pa-
per, a hypertrophied lymphatic gland would be

—

Homologous as to the other tissues, and
i

Heterologous as to its own cells,

and not as Dr. Delafield has placed it

—

Homologous as to the other tissues, and ) ,.^ .

Homologous as to its own cells, ) "

If this be objected to, then—for the sake of the ar-

gument and the further explanation of the paper I may
admit the Doctor's illustration for the moment—even
then the rules of the paper would not make the speci-

men a cancer, for it would not contain either the com-
pound or the simple cancer cell, and as the paper only

included two forms of pure cancer, the Encephaloid
and the Scirrhus—both of these containing either the

compound or the simple cancer cell—it cannot be
classed with them. Being excluded, then, from '\be

benign,
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pure cancers for not containing a cancer cell of some
description, vremighr, from the type of cells in a hyper-
iropbied gland, class it as an epithelioma. In the paper
it was stated that an epithelioma, or echondroma, etc.,

could not become malignant so long as tliey maintain
their structure perfect as such. The liypertrophied

glaud should be examined, therefore, according to the
rules given in the paper for epithelioma, and not as a
cancer, as we shall see presently in another case.

The next example given by Dr. Delafield is, the ex-
uberant granulations on a stump after amputation,
which he classes (in opposition to the plainly expressed
views of the paper) as Heterologous-Homologous, and
therefore cancer. Exuberant granulations are, accord-

ing to the paper, Homologous-Heterologous, that is,

connective-tissue corpuscles developed from connective
tissue, iloreover, tbe cells of exuberant granulations,

if examined throughout their extent, have a decidedly

heterologous character, because they develop rapidly

from the round, oval form to the fusiform and fibre cell,

and they run through the normal evolutions of the
connective-tissue cells, and finally form what is known
as " scar tissue." It might be claimed by Dr. Delafield

that such an abundance of the round, oval cell ought,
according to the paper, to make the tissue a can-
cer. The paper, however, characterized these cells as
" specific " only when found in morbid growths, and
it was also stated that the number and arrangement of
the cells, and not their mere presence, was to decide
the quality of tbe growth. It is not likely that I
would have given careful attention to tbe development
of the embryoplastic cell in the fcBtus, finding it in

great abundance there, and then announce that it was
only to be found in cancers, and in that sense specific.

Dr. Delafield must have felt, when oSe-ing the illustra-

tion from the fcetus, that he was overslrainingthe defi-

nition which has been accorded by common consent to
the word specific. I shall therefore give him credit for

his joke, and pass on to the syphilitic tumors ; and
even here, without the aid of "the explanation given
above. Dr. Delafield classes these tumors (having stated
that they contain the simple cells and fusiform cells) as

homologous-heterologous growths ; thus, without being
aware of it, he has availed himself of my side of the
argument, and the legitimate use of the rules of the pa-
par, and classified the growth correctly, viz., as homol-
ogous-heterologous—a benign growth according to the
paper and his own showing. Why, then, should they
not be benefited by iodide of potassium ?

Dr. Delafield says :
'" Again, when we examine tu-

mors, we find that a large number of those whose
clinical history is the most malignant have a regular
and composite structure." This has not been my ex-

|

perience ; but as he does not give an example of this, I
cannot reply to it unless he includes in the same class

his case of •' ordinary cancer of the breast." Ordinary ,

cancer of the breast would be, according to the paper,
|

either scirrhtis or encephaloid, and could hardly be
|

mistaken. A cancer of the breast which "consisted of
i

follicles and tubules of various shapes, and filled with
cells which are neither compound nor simple cancer
cells," might be, according to the paper, either a hyper-
trophy of the glandular tissue, an epithelioma, or a true
cancer—perhaps a semi-malignant growth—and would
present no difiiculty in its diagnosis.

Epithelial cancer of the conjunctiva is the last illus-

tration which Dr. Delafield has selected, and he has
despatched it with fewer words than any of the other
cases to which he refers, whereas, it is in reahty the
most compUcated of all the cases presented, and affords
me an opportunity to refer to the class of growths

j

known as epithelioma. I have now to regret that Dr.

Delafield, in his examination of this case of epithehoma,
which destroyed hfe within a year, did not ' try and
find out all the elements" of the tumor, ' and what their

arrangement was." Had he done so, I am sure that
his laborious efforts in that direction would have been
much "more satisfactory to himself than to his patient,"
for it would have indicated the malignant character of
the growth. Let us look seriously for a moment at

this case : Epithelioma of the conjunctiva, characters
" formed of regular papillse, covered with weU-formed
epithelium

;

" course, " destroyed life within a year."
Here is a startling case, considering that it is only an
epithelioma, and one which would puzzle a micro-
scopist to decide (by any method with which I have
been familiar) as to its mahgnity. Of what use will it

be to study all the elements and their arrangement in

this case ? Has Dr. DelafieldofiVred any method of de-
ciding the mahgnant course of such cases ? I do not
say that there is not another method, but I feel con-
fidence in the one presented in my paper. Of all

the questions which come before the microscopist, I

believe that of deciding whether an epitheUal growth
will pursue a benign or a malignant course is the most
difficult ; and a method which can do this with even
tolerable precision is worthy of serious consideration.

It is claimed in the paper that the method there offered

is capable of doing this, and I am glad, for the sake of
illustrating its applicability, that the most difiicult case

has been selected for me to answer.
The difficulty in this case arises from the fact that it

requires a careful examination to decide whether the
growth is heterologous or homologous as to the oiher

tissues. Such an examination was not had in this case,

or at least we are not informed of the result of it. The
conjunctiva is an exceedingly complex tissue. It is

composed of basement membrane, stratified epithelium
in several layers and differing from one anoiher, colum-
nar epithehum, and imbedded in the substance of the

coi>junctiva are the glands, lined by cylindrical epi-

thelium
; in certain portions of the conjunctiva we find

no papiike, and in other portions they are abundant.
Now, in order to decide the relations of this epithelial

growth to the other tissues, we must determine from
which one of the above-mentioned elements of the con-
junctiva the growth had its origin, because it would be
heterologous to some and homologous to others. To
simply state that the growth is formed of regular pa-

pillae, covered with well-formed epithelium, only gives

the relations of the growth as to its own cells, which it

appears was heterologous ; but I cannot determine,

fiom the case as staled, what were its relations as to

the other tissues, for it is not apparent whether the

growth arose from the portion of the conjunctiva where
there are no papillse or from the part where they are

abundant, from the epithelial layers, basement mem-
brane, glands, or connective tissue; it might have had
its starting-point from either of these. Here is an op-
portunity then, to study "' all the elements," and to de-
termine this case it is absolutely necessary to knowj
them. But let us suppose, for the sake of the argu-l
ment, that this was a simple hypertrophy of the papil-l

lae of the conjunctiva; which pursued such a malignant
course, in which case it would have been, as Dr. Dela-,

field states, homologous as to the other tissues, andf
heterologous as to its own cell=, and therefore a simple

epithelioma, according to the paper benign, and yet it

was clinically malignant^ Now, according to the paper,

such a beiiign epithehoma could run a malignant course

in two ways : 1st, by attacking the other tissues of

the conjunctiva which were not epithelial; 2d, by de-

veloping the cancer cell in some part of the growth.
I am satisfied that, had it been carefully examined for
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the purpose of determining this point, one or the other

of these conditions would have been found to be

present.

As to the strictures appearing in the Medical Recoud
of July ]5th, 1871, made by Dr. O. D. Pomeroy, on my
article entiiled "Aids for the Diagnosis and Treatment

of Certain Diseases," I would say that his paper struck

me, at the time of its appearance, as one not deserving

even a passing notice
; but it has since been suggested

to me that my silence might award to it a credibiUty

which it ought not to receive.

Dr. Pomeroy's article bears evidence of the author's

never having used or seen the instruments which he

criticises so freely, or, if he has seen them other than in

the woodcuts accompanying my paper, he has entirely

failed to perceive in what respect they differ from the

instruments whicli he has been pleased to call similar.

It can hardly be that he means, by tjje e.xpression

"similar," to say that they are not dilTerent, for the

very instruments with which he compares them differ,

in many important respects, one from another. The
ear-speculum is not the same as any of those referred

to by him, and is only similar in the sense that any
form of bivalve specuknn must be similar in its mechan-
ism to every other bivalve speculum. I made my
claim to originality as moderate as possible, and I am
confident that they are well founded, as I have seen all

the specula to which Dr. Pomeroy has referred.

The ear-scoop figured in my paper resendiles in no
respect that of Dr. Gross, as stated by Dr. Pomeroy.
It is used in a different way, and was intended to ac-

company the ear-speculnrn, and avoid that opaque sub-

stance, " a surgeon's head." Any one who has seen these

two instruments could not by any possibility confound
them.
The third instrument criticised by Dr. Pomeroy is

the lachrymal catheter, which he claims is similar to an

instrument by X. Galezowski, in his " Traile des Mala-
dies des Ycu.k" for 1870, Part First, page 141, fig. 64.

I am acquainted with Galezowski's work ; it is now
before me ; and I had the pleasure of looking over the

proof-sheets and plates of this volume, in Paris, before

its final publication. I also had the satisfaction of see-

ing Dr. Galezowski u.se his instrument, and can find in

the two no point of similarity. Dr. Galezow.ski's in-

strument is a s>jrinrie for injecting the nasal canal. My
instrument is a cathctei- fur the larhrymal passages. I

can only account for the misstatement of Dr. Pomeroy
by supposing that he has not seen my catheter, or else

he has incorrectly read the passage in Galezowski's
work referring to his " Seringue a canule pour les in-

jections du canal nasal."

And now, in conclusion, I beg to express my sincere

regret at the necessity which compelled me to make
these explanations in vindication of the papers refer-

red to.

A CASE OF INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION,
FROM BILIARY CALCULUS.

By henry F. walker, M.D.,

nt:w yoek.

Mr. H., aged 51, consulted me first during March, 1871,

for disordered digestion. Mr. H. is a robust, hearty
man, slightly inclining to flesh, of medium stature, reg-

ular habits.and had never been ill until within the twelve
months previous to my seeing him. He is very reti-

cent, and only in answer to persistent inquiry was I

able to extort anything like a connected history of his

trouble.

About a year ago, after a ride of a dozen miles in a

country wagon, he was suddenly attacked by a violent

pain in the right hypochondrium. This was attended

with fever, vomiting, and a swollen and intensely ten-

der abdomen. He was kept quiet in bed by his physi-

cian, pain was subdued by the free use of opium, and

the swollen abdomen was kept constantly covered with

poultices. In fine, both tlie patient's history and the

phj'sician's treatment indicate that the illness was a

well-managed case of peritonitis. After recovering

from his most acute symptoms his physician had told

him that he was suffering from enlargement of the

liver. From that time until I first saw him his dis-

order seemed like an ordinary dyspepsia. He com-
plained of flatulence with eructations of wind, con.stipa-

tion, his bowels moving only in answer to enemata

;

and a sense of uneasiness ou the right side about four

inches below tlie false ribs. This pain was seldom

acute, but always described by him as a sense of

stricture.

Physical examination gave no explanation of the

cause of trouble. No tumor could be felt, and percus-

sion and palpation showed that whatever the previous

condition of tlie liver might have been, the enlargement

had not persisted. The abdominal walls were quite

ht. The renal secretion was normal in amount, and

was never found to contain albumen, by heat and acid

tests. In one examination only, a few hyaline casts

of medium size were found.

Mr. H. was placed upon treatment for his dyspeptic

symptoms, taking a mixture containing pepsine, but

with little apparent benefit. Tbe ilistrcss increased,

especially at night, and began to he attended with

retching and vomiting. The vomited matter was large

in amount, yeasty, and excessively offensive. He never

Ijut once vomited blood, and then in small quantity.

By microscopic examination nothing diagnostic was
found in the eject a.

During March he had called upon me at my ofiice

from time to time, but on April 1st I was sent for to

see him. He had had a very bad night, with severe

abdominal pain, relieved only on the occurrence of

emcsis. Bismutli was substituted for the pepsine, a

cathartic of calomel and jalap each gr. viij. adminis-

tered, whicli acted promptly, producing characteristic

stools. This cathartic was repealed three times during

the next ten days. Fluid food was ordered in small

amount, frequently repeated. As pain was occasionally

severe, pills of opium containing one grain were given

p, r. n. "There was slight tenderness over the right hypo-

chondrium, but althouijh the symptoms seemed to point

toward obstruction of some kind, no tumor could be

demonstrated. Nausea daily increased, but vomiting

and severe pain occurred usually only at night, yet at

no regular interval after eating. At this dale I learned

that Mr. H. had lost a sister from supposed cancer of

the stomach,

April Tith, Mr. H, had a very severe attack of vomit-

ing and for the first time looked ill, his face becoming
pinched and sunken. The opium was now given by
rectal injections, and no food but beef and chicken jelly

and iced champagne. Milk was absolutely distasteful.

The bismuth was continued,

April 6th and April 8th, Prof Clark and Prof Thomas
saw him with me. Both agreed that it was intestinal

obstruction, but gave no opinion as to its nature.

Each night be vomited profusely, the green watery
fluid gushing from his mouth and nose and filling a

wash-liand basin. Opium by the rectum seemed alone

to control in some degree the irritability of the stomach.

From April 9th to April 12th he was nourished exclu-

sively by enemata of beef tea. April 12. After a very
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severe attack of vomiting, he exclaimed " it has gone,"

and declared that the stricture had disappeared. From
that time he complained of no more tenderness below
the hypochondrium and had no severe vomiting. Re-
peating the calomel catharlic there was no appearance

in the dejecta of anytliing that could have occasioned

obstruction.

April 2.5. The patient said that he had some trouble

with his rectum, that he had felt something there ever

since the cessation of pain above. I made a digital ex-

amination, and withdrew with much difficulty a gall-

stone moulded to the form of the elongated gall bladder,

having even a stem-like papilla, which once projected

probably into the gall-duot. The body was sausage-

shaped, rough externally, Si inches in long diameter

and ] i in the shorter.

The patient's extreme reticence had kept him from

mentioning the troublesome sensation for nearly a fort-

night, although questioned if he had voided anything

by stool, which might have occasioned obstruction.

My reading of tlie case is this : a year ago a huge
gall stone passed from the gall-bladder by ulceration,

the perforation causing peritonitis, .ind lodged in the

upper part of the small intestine and there caused the

obstruction which nearly proved fatal.

The special points in this case are partly negative,

partly positive.

1st. Had we been able to define the tumor in this

case, as we should have done with thinner abdominal
walls, the erroneous diagnosis of malignant degenera-

tion of the intestine could scarcely have failed to be

made, confirmed as it would have been by the clinical

history and the family diathesis.

2d. A gall-stone in the intestine, where it is not

likely to enlarge by accretion, may ultimately be the

occasion of obstruction, though reaiaining innocuous
for nearly twelve months.

3d. Intestinal obstruction sufficient to endanger life

may not hinder the natural action of such cathartics

as calomel, whose especial action, whether absorbed or

not, is on the liver, i. e., above the site of the obstruc-

tion.

ON THE PHYSIOLOGICAL
OF SCARS.

PHENOMENA

Br F. A. BETANCOURT, M.D.,

HOUSE PHTSICIAN OF THE EPILEPTIC AND P.UEtALYTIC HOSPIT.U., BLACK-
"WELL'S ISLAND, N. Y.

I PROPOSE to present a case showing to what an extent

have the sensibility and some of the physiological func-

tions of the skin recovered their normal characters, in

a scar caused by burning in the body of a patient oc-

cupying bed No. .5, in the male ward of the Hospital

for Epileptics and Paralytics, of this city.

The cicatrix to which I allude was accidentally

caused by the ignition of some matches the patient had
in his pockets about twelve years ago. He was obliged

to keep his bed for three months after the accident,

during which time, according to his statements, inflam-

mation set in to a very large extent, principally at the

centre of the wound
;
during the fourth month he was

able to walk, and at the end of the eighth month cica-

trization had completely taken place.

The general appearance at first was that of a very
marked black tint, which gradually changed into a

bluish red one, and at present the bottom presents a

whitish-yellowish look, with some disseminated patches
of a very light rosy color.

The outhnes are marked as follows : ti.e upper bor-

der reaches as high as three inches below the right

nipple ; the lower is traced three inches below the

lower border of the fifth false rib; the inner border
corresponds to the median line of the body, and the

outer one to an imaginary line drawn from the anterior

superior spinous process of the ilium to the right

shoulder articulation.

To .ascertain the state of the sensibility to pain, I

have made use of the galvanic current, and the painful

sensation as well as the galvanic spark have been ob-
tained with the same promptness as in the other parts

of the body taken for comparison.

By using heat and cold, the .sensibility to tempera-
tures was seen to be perfect, this being also the case

in regard to the sensibility to contact.

Two blisters of one inch in diameter were applied,

one at the centre of the cicatrix and the other at a

similar point on the opposite side of the body ; both

were left on for the same length of time, " ten hours,"

and when removed vesication had taken place to the

same extent on both sides, the patient stating that

shortly after the application of the vesicants he began
to feel a sensation of burning at the same time at the

seat of both blisters.

To appreciate the process of absorption, four drops

of the Oleum Tiglii were rubbed on at the centre of the

cicatrix after promoting some irritation of the part.

For three days previous, the patient had been costive;

and seven hours after the said application diarrhoea was
present, lasting nearly two days. A few days after-

ward eight drops of the same oil were applied; four at

the centre of the scar, and four on the opposite side of

the body ; this time not only was diarrhoea present to

a considerable degree, but a healthy and similar pustule

was formed on each side.

The state of the sensibility to points was ascertained

by the use of the ssthesiometer, and compared with
that obtained on the corresponding part of the left side

of the body; the patient was able to distinguish two
points by placing the legs of the instrument separated

to the extent of two centigrammes and a half

With the aid of a surface thermometer the tempera-

ture of the affected side was ascertained and compared
with that of the opposite one; there was but one de-

gree of difference ; that of the former being 92°, and
that of the latter 93°.

I have not been able to detect the presence of any
hairs in all the space comprised by the scar, but it is

remarkable that perspiration, which was completely

absent for some years succeeding the accident, is now
present.

Residing in the same Hospital were two patients on
whose bodies two different scars were present, of very

old standing, caused in a similar manner as that of the

present case, and upon which I have carefully tried the

same experiments without any satisfactory results.

progress of iHetiical Science.

Sesquichloride of Iko.v as a Prophtlactic in

Acute Rueumatism.—Dr. Austin reports, in The Prac-

titioner of September, twenty-nine cases of threatened

acute rheumatism treated with this remedy. He says:
" Whereas threatenings of gout could be very commonly
dealt with in such a manner as to prevent the attack

or render it trivi.al, the onset of acute rheumatism
seemed never to be averted by drugs when once the

prodromata had reached the stage which pretty fre-

quently presented itself before me, viz., a more or less

obscure aching of several joints, a yellow sallowness of
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face, with patches or streaks of dusky redness, blanket-

like furring of tongue, an oily moisture of skin, a dis-

tinct though slight elevation both of pulse and tem-
perature, and a certain anxiety of respiration. So far

as the history of such patients could be traced, they

were almost invariably found to have developed the

full symptoms of the acute disease, and very often (after

once seeing them in the out-patient's room) one encoun-

tered them a few days later in the ward of the hospital.

Very different have been the results of treatment
since I adopted the use of full doses of sesquichloride

of iron from the first moment of such cases presenting

themselves. During the past twelve months I have

done this fuUj'. Whenever a jjatient has presented

himself with articular pain and slight fever that were
plainly of the rheumatic, and not of the gouty type, he
has been at once placed on thirty or forty minims doses

of the tincture of tlie sesquichloride, from three to six

of which, according to the severity of the symptoms,
have been given in each twenty-four hours.

Since July, 1870, I have treated twenty-nine such pa-

tients, ofwhom thirteen had previously had one or more
regular attacks ofrheumatic fever, for the symptoms now
referred to, with full doses of iron ; and of these, seven-

teen have lost all pyrexia and spontaneous joint pain

within the next three or four days. Only three have,

under my own eyes, developed the full acute disease,

and been sent into the ward. Of the remaining nine,

four disappeared altogether Irom my knowledge; the

other five, tliough their symptoms were checked, re-

mained in a state of what might be described eis sub-

acute rheumatism, during from ten to twenty days.

I cannot help remarking with emphasis on the con-
tradiction to old ideas which is involved in the eSect

of this iron treatment upon the furred tongue. Of
course it becomes speedily blackened, but so far from
the furring increasing, or the dryness and foul taste

becoming more pronounced, what commonly happens
is, that after a few days the epithelial coating falls off

in considerable patches, and the tongue soon cleans

altogether."

Toe Compression Treatment of Aneurism.— The
Lancet gives in brief the scheme of treatment so suc-

cessfully pursued by Dublin surgeons in this affection,

as explained by Dr. Macnamara at the late meeting of

the British Medical Association.

The patient having been brought into good general

health, and being neither ansemic nor hyperaimic, an
elastic compresser is applied to the upper part, say of
the femoral artery, a second compressor being arranged
some three or four inches lower. The upper instru-

ment is then adjusted so as to control the artery, and
just arrest the pulsat;on in the sac and no more. " A
roster of intelligent students is now organized, and to

them is intrusted the management of the case. Two
are appointed to take charge of the patient for an hour,

when they are relieved by two others, and so on dur-

ing the day, whereby unwearied attention is secured
during the period that pressure is kept up ; and, as in

Dublin, hospitals are visited at 9 a.m., the treatment
generally commences about that hour and is continued
up to 9 P.M., when all pressure is removed, and the

patient is encouraged to take hLs night's rest undis-
turbed. Next morning the treatment is resumed, and
so on until the case is accomplished. Dr. Macnamara
pointed out that thus every exertion is made to conduct
the case with as little inconvenience as possible to the
patient.

The occurrence of a sharp pain in the neighborhood
of the knee is looked for as the harbinger of cure, since

it depends upon the rapid enlargement of the collateral

circulation.

Iodoform Ointment for Syphilitic Ulcers.—In
the Boston City Hospital iodoform ointment, in con-
nection with iodide of potassium, is extensively and
successfully used in the treatment of syphilitic ulcers

and rupia. Dr. W. Ingall.s, attending surgeon, advo-
cates this formula in two obstinate cases under his care,

R lodoformi, 3 ss. ; Spts. vini reot., q. s. ; Adipis suill.,

Z viiss. M.

—

Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

Liniment for Fissure of the Anus.—M. Van Hols-

beck states that he has succeeded in curing anal fis-

sures with the following application, which had resisted

the division of the sphincter : dissolve one part of tannic

acid in 16 parts of glycerine. A tent wet with this

preparation is to be introduced into the rectum night

and morning. The bowels are to be kept open.

—

Medi-
cal News.

Dtsmenorrhcea.—Dr. W. K. Boling {Nashville Jour.

of Medicine and Surgery), reports the case of a patient

who had suffered from dysmenorrhoea, who had never
I been pregnant, and who had never suffered in her
turns before marriage. A pil. of opium, camphor, and
lupulin was prescribed, with the eliect of quieting the

!

pain, but the after-eSect of the opium being disagree-

I

able, she could not be induced to again resort to

j

opium. She continued to suffer at each period for

: several months. She then, at the beginning of a pain,

sat a lew moments on a chamber in which a drachm
of spirits of ammonia had been placed. In a minute
tlie pain was gone, and did not return. The same
result follows at each period since.

GrANGRENE TREATED BY TURPENTINE.—Dr. Lange
mentions a case of gangrene in which turpentine, after

other remedies had proved ineffectual, not only saved

the patient's life, but a'so nearly all the part^ affected.

A girl eleven years old had gangrenous destruction of

the right cheek. The part was treated with turpentine

on lint, and the dressing changed every two hours.

—

Indiana Journal of Medicine.

Carbolic Acid as a Local Anaesthetic.^Carbolic

acid possesses wonderful powers as a local anfesthetic.

If a portion of skin is covered with a cloth .soaked

in a saturated solution of carbolic acid for half an

hour, and then a streak traced across the surface with

a camel's-hair brush dipped in acid liquefied by one-

twentieth its bulk of water, the skin may be divided

along the course of the streak with a sharp scalpel,

quite down to the subcutaneous cellular tissue, without

causing any pain. Abscesses, whitloes, and buboes may
be opened with great advantage in this manner. Some-
times it is necessary, when making an incision through

the integument, to brush out the wound made with

some liquefied acid before making the incision deeper.

— Dr. J. H. Bill, Braitkwaite's Retrospect.

Chloral in Cod-Liver Oil is said to render it

much less nauseous, and prevents the night-sweats of

the phthisical patient, induces sleep, and creates appe-

tite. The pure chloral-hydrate crystals may be added

to cod-liver oil in the proportion of ten grains of the

former to one hundred and ninety of the latter.

—

Medi-

cal Times.

The First Application of Sulphuric Ether in Mid-
wifery.—Dr. Tyler Smith, in his remarks at the Lon-
don Obstetrical Society, regarding the death of the late

Sir James Y. Simpson, said that Simpson never claimed

to be the discoverer of anaesthesia ; but he did claim,

and claimed justly, the first application of sulphuric

ether as an anajsthetic in midwifery, and the discovery

of the power of chloroform.
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Bromide of Sodium.—As it is generally acknowl-
edged that the prolonged use of bromide of potassium,

in epilepsy and other nervous disorders, is often attend-

ed with serious inconveniences, and even dangers, Dr.

Meredith Clynier, of New York {Med. n'orld), believes

that in the bromide of sodium a happy substitute has

been found that will fully meet every indication for

which the bromide of potassium has been given, and is

free from the objections which are justly urged against

the latter. The taste of the bromide of sodium is much
less unpleasant than that of the bromide of potassium,

being very like common salt, and it may be used to re-

place the latter, mixed with the Ibod, as with bread and
butter, eggs, in milk, etc. Hence it is of more easy

administration than bromide of potassium, to the taste

of which some persons have invincible repugnance, and
increasing with its use. It is of the first importance
that bromide of sodium should be perfectly free of all

impurities, particularly of iodine. Larger do?es of the

hydrated salt are required than of the anhydrous, for

it crystallizes with four equivalents of water.

The doses of bromide of sodium are about the same
as those of bromide of potassium. In epilepsy he usual-

ly gives 20 grains three times daily, and has rarely

gone above that amount. It sometimes seems to cause

or encourage constipation.

BisuLi'HiTE OF Lime .\s a Deodorizer.—Dr. J. D.

Trask, Astoria, L. I. {X. Y. MedimlJournal), in a paper

on " Carbolic Acid as an Anti-zymotic in Puerpural Dis-

eases," calls attention to the bisulphite of lime as a de-

odorizer. The excess of sulphurous acid, passing into

the atmosphere, comes directly in contact with the of-

fensively odorous particles that have escaped, and at

once destroys them. In giving vent to collections of
decomposing purulent matter, as in the peritoneal or

pleural cavity or in chronic abscesses, cloths wet with
this preparation held near the orifice almost entirely

prevent the escape into the room of the offensive

smell, to the great relief of patient and bystanders.

Though the strong solution will destroy fabric?, when
properly diluted, as when used for vaginal injections, it

neither destroys nor discolors bed-linen.

Khinoplastt—^Taltcotian Operation.— Dr. J. P.

Miner, of Buffalo, N. Y. {Buffalo Med. and Surg.

JournaT)^ reports a successful case of rhinoplasty after

the TuUcotian operation. The patient, a young woman,
when first exhibited to the class, was deficient in the

entire lower half of the nasal organ, leaving the nasal

cavity exposed and unsightly. Three inontlis after the

operation the patient was again introduced, with a

restored organ so perfect iu all respects as not to

attract attention as presenting anything unnatural.

It has been examined by many surgeons of great ex-
perience, both in our own and foreign countries, who
pronounce the result in all respects unsurpassed.

The experience in this case leads him to believe that the

Talicotian operation is very difficult and uncertain, and
that, though successful in this instance in a remarkable
degree, yet many partial or entire failures will accom-
pany every such case of success. The risks of non-
union, the Uabilily to death of flap after separating it

from the arm, the certainty that any change or pres-

sure upcra the delicate vessels which supply the part

attached, will interrupt the circulation, or destioy the

vessels altogether, constitutes sources of entire i"ailure
;

while miscalculation in the size, shape, and adjustment
of the new material is liable to cause failure in obtain-

ing proper contour of the organ. The whole procedure
is attended by difficulties and uncertainties ; but if at-

tended by success in one case, the achievement will

amply compensate for several failures.

Chloral-Hydrate and Bromide of PoTASsm.M in

Chronic Alcoholis-m.—Dr. F. Bradnaok {Buffalo Med.
and Surg. Journal) calls the attention of the profession

to an original method of treating chronic a'.coholism,

namely, the combination of unusually large quanti-

ties of chloral-hydrate and bromide of potassium.
He administered to a patient, suffering from six days'

debauch, these remedies in the following proportion :

—

I?. Chloral, hj'drat., 3 ij. ; Potassii bromid., gr. Ixxx.

;

Syrupi simp., ? j. ; Aquae, f 3 ijss. M. Ft. haust. These
enormous doses, 120 grs. chloral-hydrate, and SO grs. of
bromide of potassium, were given to the patient,

merely dividing the mixture into parts, and diluting

each with a little water, both doses being taken within
five minutes. The effects of this prescription were
very gratifying. The patient had a tranquil and un-
broken sleep for fourteen hours.

The details of this case appear to him to prove pre-

sumptively two points :—1st, That in cases of chronic
alcoholism enormous doses of chloral-hydrate are

not only tolerated, but are productive of great good;
2d, That a combination of bromide of potassium with
chloral-hydrate furnishes a simultaneous sedative and
hypnotic so excellent as to seem to indicate its use in

diseases of this nature.

The Value or Circumcision as a Hygienic Mea-
sure.— M. J. Moses, M.D., New York {X Y. Medical

Journal), speaks of circumcision as a hygienic and
therapeutic measure, and is convinced that the Jews of

the enlightened school are inaugurating a dangerous
reform, in the desire to invade the hitherto inviolability

of the Jewish law ; and he would impress upon his

professional bretliren of other creeds the necessity of
explaining to their Jewish patrons the value andsafety
of maintaining circumcision, if not as a religious duty,

as a hygienic measure, the importance of which prob-
ably influenced its institution as a ceremonial law.

Dr. Moses remarks, that if the following plan is

observed, all danger may be considered as provided
against, and need never occur, if the surgeon watch his

case properly.

1st. The amount of tissue sacrificed should be only
just enough to divide the muco-dermoid junction.

2d. The reflected mucous membrane should be care-

fully adjusted to the cut edge of the dermoid fold.

3d. The frajnum should not be wounded or lacerated.

4th. The wound should be kept open until active

bleeding ceases, and the effused lymph has glazed on
the line of approximation.

5th. The dressing should be the ordinary cold-

water dressing, made of very fine linen, lightly appHed.

6th. The surgeon should visit his patient and renew
the dressing two hours after the operation.

7th. A careful and attentive nurse, duly warned as

to any possible accident, should watch the dressing

from minute to minute. T^ie dressing of cold water
should be exchanged for one of soft oiled linen the

morning following the operation.

8th. As soon as the healing has well begun, all

dressing should be discarded, and the parts bathed in

tepid water after each voidance of urine.

9th. The operation should be done by a surgeon, and
the condition of the child, as to his ability to undergo

the ordeal, submitted to his direction.

To guard against hemorrhage, even under these cir-

cumstances, a leliable styptic, tannine, Mon^el's iron,

pulv. niatico, punk, cobweb, the so-called alum-iron,

charpie, etc., should be left with those who are charged

with the care of the child, with careful directions as to

how, and under what circumstances, it is to be ap-

plied.
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THE NEW METHOD OF DODGING DISCIPLINE.

TuE recent decision of Judge Barnard continuing

the injunction against the Comitia Minora of the Medi-

cal Society of the County of New Tork, in the case of

A. Ruppanner agt. Austin Flint et al., is, in view of

all the facts of the case, a rather remarkable one. As
it is on its face calculated to excite an unjust prejudice

on the part of the profession against the said Comitia,

a simple sense of justice prompts us to present some of

the leading points of the case to our readers.

It appears that Dr. A. Ruppanner published in

the New York Medical Journal, vol x., No. 4, Jan.,

1870, a paper entitled " Contributions to Practical

Laryngoscopy," in Case III. of which the history of

an operation for removal of a large malignant tumor

involving the infra-glottic space and trachea is nar-

rated. The reader is left to infer that the operation

was performed by Dr. Ruppanner, as shown by the fol-

lowing statement:—"My friend, Dr. L. A. Sayre, who
had seen at my request the patient at a former consults

ation, consented todivide w ith me the responsibility,

and to aid me with his experience and skill in perform-

ing the operation, so as to give me free scope for observ-

ing the course, position, extent, and nature of the

tumor." Dr. Sayre, who, it appears, was really the

operator, courted an explanation, and an apology was
written by Dr. R., in the shape of a note to the former

gentleman, regretting the oversight, and promising to

publish the said note in a succeeding number of the

same journal. This promise, for some unknown rea-

son, not being kepr^ Dr. S. writes to the Journal, claim-

ing his rights and publishing the note from Dr. R., or

at least the substance of it. Dr. S. also refers to a seri-

ous complication of the operation, in the shape of a

severe hemorrhage, and alludes to the fact that but for

the timely introduction of a feather into the canula

the patient would have been drowned in his own blood.

This fact was, like the other regarding the operation,

accidentally (?) omitted by Dr. R. in his published ac-

count. Dr. R. in reply to this letter writes another to

tlie same journal, the principal purpose of which seems
to be to attempt to prove that Dr. Sayre is anything

but a truth-loving, high-minded gentleman; that he

is ignorant ofmany points connected with tracheotomy

;

that the bleeding was indeed a very small matter;

and that the operation, which he virtually admits was
performed by said Dr. Sayre, w-as, after nil, a very

trivial one. Aside from this, Dr. R. lends himself to an
unmanly attack upon Dr. Sayre, in publishing ex-

tracts of newspaper reports of some of Dr. Sayre's

cases, which reports were sensational enough in their

way, but which had nothing whatever to do with

the question at issue. Then a reply comes from

Dr. Sayre denying the facts therein stated, not only

in regard to the particular points under discussion,

but to the other statements. To any person who
had the time, or inclination, or patience to read the

voluminous pamphlets which arose from this quar-

rel, it was a matter of astonishment how two physi-

cians could be, on the same question, so right and yet

so wrong. The profession, as a whole, did not, how-
ever, care to form any opinion upon the peculiar

merits of the controversy, even the personal friends of

botli parties looking upon it merely as a question of

veracity.

So, according to our understanding, stood the case

when Dr. Sayre preferred the following charges against

Dr. Ruppanner before the Comitia Minora of the Medi-

cal Society of the County of New York, which we
quote from the complaint of Dr. Ruppanner, on file :

'I charge him with having published as his own
an operation which I myself performed, and that he

also [lublished it falsely. I charge him with writing me
a note promising to correct this error in a succeeding

number of the Medical Journal, which promise he did

not keep, and told Dr. Vance that he never intended

to correct it.

"And I charge him also with publishing and exten-

sively distributing to the pres.-, clergy, and laity, a pam-

phlet, falsely charging me with professional dishonor,

and calculated to injure my professional reputation

with those who did not know me."

These charges were presented in accordance with

the By-Laws of the Society, and the Comitia ilinora,

to who.se consideration they belonged, took the usual

cognizance of them, and proceeded to the tiial in the

usual way. A copy of the charges was sent Dr. R.

and he was summoned to appear before the Com-
mittee. It appears that he did present himself and

entered protests which referred to the want of specific

charges as to time, place, etc., and which also referred

to the fact that counsel was not allowed, and to the

additional fact that the summons was not personally

served. It seems, from the sworn statements of the

members of the Comitia, that they "gave respectful

and most careful consideration to each and every
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objection, and by vote overruled the same," and di-

rected the proceedings to continue. As far as we can

learn, Dr. R. failed to put in any further appearance or

to take any further notice of the doings of the Com-
mittee, giving additional reasons for such action, that

he did not receive a copy of the " stenographic notes

of the proceedings on the part of Dr. Sayre (as he

alleges was promised him), and that since the proceed-

ings were commenced two of the members of the

Comitia had departed this hfe, to wit, Dr. W. B.

Bibbins, and Dr. Geo. T. Elliot.

What was done in the meetings of the Comitia sub-

sequent to this does not appear ; but when they are

ready to make their report, an injunction against such

a proceeding is granted by Judge Barnard. The man-
ner in which this notice of the court was received by
the Society our readers are already informed. The

said mjunction was granted on the complaint of Dr. R.,

in which it would appear a conspiracy had been entered

into on the part of the Comitia, abetted by Dr. S., to

ruin the plaintiff and to expel him from the Society

;

and the said complaint contained an ex parte statement

of legal irregularities on tlie part of said Comitia, that

sufficient time was not given Dr. R. to prepare a de-

fence, and that Dr. S. was granted every privilege,

and also the existence of personal malice and the re-

fusal to keep promises solemnly made to plaintiff.

When the case came up for hearing, which was not

(on account of postponements) until Oct. 22, it was
argued and affidavits were presented from the Co-

mitia Minora, absolutely denying the several statements

in the complaint. Notwithstanding this, however, the

injunction was continued, and the case now rests until

it comes up for trial in the Supreme Court.

We have striven to present the facts as we have

gleaned them from voluminous published reports, from

the complaint of Dr. R., and from the affidavits, the

latter of wliich are on file. We are now ready to

glance at the case as a whole, and to attempt to recon-

cile the remarkable decision of his Honor with the

rights wh'ch any Society may have for enforcing dis-

cipline among its members.

The decision starts with an admission that the Society

can expel for violation of by-laws. This is highly valu-

able ruling, no doubt, in cases where it may be ap-

pUcable ; but it has not the slightest relevancy to the

case of the plaintiff. If there be a sustained charge

against him by the Comitia, it is evidently not for vio-

lation of by-laws. From this groundless beginning the

Judge goes on through his decision, misrepresenting

facts to such a degree, and with such effrontery that

even the profession in large numbers have been led by
it to regard Dr. R. as a very much abused person, and
that the said Comitia were mere instruments of prose-

cution in the hands of the said doctor's enemy.
The first error emitted is the declaration that said

Comitia " have no legal right to put a member of the

Society on trial." There is nothing plainer in statutes

than this authority of the Comitia. The qualification

of this assertion of the Judge by adding, " without

substantial and definite charges of some offence of

which they have jurisdiction," is mere twaddle, as the

Comitia are the only judges as to their jurisdiction, and

there has thus far appeared no proof that they have

ever been known to wander beyond it.

Again, the Judge ventures to declare that the charges

which said Comitia were forbidden to report upon
" were fatally defective in form and substance." This

is also a matter about which the Comitia must in the

nature of things be the sole judges, and no magistrate's

dictum is of the slightest weight in it. Whether the

Comitia regarded, as does this Judge, the charges as "a
paper of general vituperation," without an allegation

of the violation of the laws of professional ethics, we
are not yet permitted by his Honor to know. From
the fact set forth in this same document, that the

Comitia were more or less engaged for eight months in

considering these charges, we should at once conclude

that they were more than " vituperation," and contain-

ed subjects within the jurisdiction of the Comitia, the

Judge to the contrary notwithstanding.

The affidavits signed by the eight or nine members

of the Comitia positively contradict the statement of

the Judge, that the aforesaid Dr. R. was denied " a

reasonable time to produce his evidence to meet the

accusation." He was allowed according to the sworn

statements of the several members of the Comitia

Minora, aU the time and much more than all the time

he asked for. He was given every opportuni ty to de-

fend himself at the meeting and out ofthe meeting, that

any reasonable and well-disposed person could ask.

It is equally false that said Comitia granted any

privileges to one party that were not freely granted to

the other. It is true that the accused party protested ;

but it is not true that he protested against the refusal

of the Comitia to grant him certain things that no

right-minded physician would have asked. His pro-

test, as the complaint shows, was against the Comitia's

taking any action whatever upon the charges—a mere

impudent assumption to point out to the Comitia their

duties.

The facts, from all the documents to which we have

access, appear to be that equal privileges were given to

both parties by the said Comitia ; and that while one

complied with the rules of the Society and the Comitia,

the other refused to comply, and exacted improper and

totally unnecessary proceedings, clearly showing a de-

termination to resort to legal quibbles in order to evade

a straightforward investigation into the matter of the

charges.

We challenge authentic contradiction of these state-

ments. There is another conspicuous idea running

through part of this decision, and, of course, the com-

plaint (for the decision is manifestly merely a copy of

the complaint), with no regard to the sworn statements

of the large and most respectable Comitia. This idea
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is, tliat with a foregone conclusion to report adversely

to Dr. R., the Comitia were mere instruments in the

hands of the party accusing. We have found no proof

of a shadow of truth in this allegation ; and we defy

any one to sustain this, as- we believe, unmerited and

libellous fabrication. The very names of the persons

composing that Comitia are enough to stamp the mark
of falsehood upon such an assertion. There is no proof

in the complaint, and we challenge the production of

any from records, of the truth of the allegation of the

Judge that the Comitia ever promised the accused

a stenographic copy of the evidence of the accuser.

Whatever this Comitia promised him they unquestion-

ably furnished. The profession may, and no doubt

upon reflection will, rest assured that the Comitia has

been libelled in this decision. But the most remark-

able and significant proceeding in all this afiair is, as

we have on a previous occasion remarked, the preven-

tion of a purely imaginary calamity by the injunction.

Whether the Comitia, after their eight months of labor,

arrived at any definite conclusion in regard to the

charges, is not known. We might venture the opinion

that, so far as the original chSrges went, the accused

would h:ive been very leniently treated; but, judging

from the univeisal reprobation in which his resort to

the courts is held, he will have extreme difficulty in

returning to his former position of accepted respecta-

bility in the profession. That respectability which

.clung to his professional character, in defiance of the

charges, has, by this unnecessary and utterly foolish

appeal to the courts, rapidly vanished. All understand

that the rights of no member of the Medical Society

ever demand such a resort. Every honest physician

knows that such resort is a subterfuge used only by the

guilty.

In conclusion, we are forced to say, irrespective of

the truth or filsity of the original charges, that tlie act

of obtaining the injunction is under the circumstances

simply outiageous, and must on its face force the con-

viction upon the mind of every unprejudiced person

that it is in itself a palpable evidence of guilt.

Aside from thi.*, it is a direct and unpardonable insult

to a body of high-minded, honorable professional gen-

tlemen, through them to the Society, and through the

Society to the profession at large, and as such should

be properly resented by punishing the instigator. It

may be possible that the Society may remain powerless

to inflict the just punishment of expeUiug the mem-
ber; it may be possible that when the case comes up
for trial Dr. R. may be sustained ; but there is a power
behind even the court of law, and which no mere
legal decision can reach, which no arbitrary ruling can i

aifect, and that is the right of each and every medical

man throughout the land of forming his own opinion

upon the matter, and of judging for himself of the par-

ticular merits of such a case as we are now consider- I

ing. The question is not one between man and man— I

as such it would be of little moment to the profession

;

but it is one of a principle, a principle the violation of

which is an attempt to undermine the very founda-

tion of every honorable feeling which, as members of a

noble profession, we have taken such a pride in cherish-

We take occasion to call the special attention of our

readers and of the profession throughout this country

and other countries, to the report of the doings of the

Committee of Relief for the suffering medical profession

of Chicago, and also to the circular of said committee,

published in other portions of this journal. '

The committee deem it proper to continue their ses-

sions, and to increase the fund to an amount that shall

insure a provision for the sufferers during the coming

winter; and it is to be hoped that their example in this

re.spect may be followed by similar organizations.

Tliere is no reason why many thousand dollars cannot

be raised by small subscriptions, if eacli and every one

who may read this appeal considers it, as he should, his

duty and privilege to contribute. We are assured that

the distribution of the funds is in good hands, and that

the amounts received will be distributed in quantities

proportioned to the respective necessities of the recipi-

ents. New York has given over five thousand, and it

can be accountable for as much more. We learn from

a private note written to us from IJr. N. S. Davis, of

Chicago, that St. Louis lias sent in about a thousand

dollars, and Cincinnati nearly five hundred. There is

also a report that Toledo has contributed two thousand

five hundred dollars. We have not lieard from Boston
,

Philadelphia, or the other large cities, but presume that

our medical brethren in those places are emulating each

otlier in the spirit of liberality.

> ^
The October number of The Doctor contains a leading

article upon the subject ofThe Doctorate, in which, after

quoting some of the advertisements from the secular

papers for the sale of medical diplomas, remarks:

—

" One, for instance, is addressed, in the most bare-

faced way, to imregistered doctors, and is evidently

meant to tell them a diploma is for sale. We set in-

quiries to work about this, and were offered a diploma

of the ' Medical College of New York,' ready signed,

but the name blank, for the sum of £10, which was
sunk to £5 on an insinuation that it was dear at the

money, and ultimately offered for £3 10s. We were
told the College was destroyed in a fire, and some

diplomas, ready signed, fell into the hands of some one

who thus disposed of them. One name appended was

the distinguished one of the late Horace G-reen, and an

inaugural address of his one session was offered into

the bargain. We were also assured that more than

one diploma obtained in this way was registered by

the Medical Council.

" Now, we want to know from our editorial con-

freres in New York, whether such a college ever ex-

isted ; if so, whether it was destroyed by fire ? Fur-
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ther, whether it is customary to keep diplomas ready-

signed, or whether this was probably a forgery ?
"

In answer to the questions, we would state that

there was a college in this city known as the New York

Medical College. Although the institution ceased to ex-

ist several years since, its building still stands. Dr. Hor-

ace Green was at one time its President. The Universi-

ty Medical College building was destroyed by fire a few

years ago, and a new building has since been erected

opposite the Bellevue Hospital. Considering the reputa-

tion wliich Tlie Doctor has earned for itself this side of

the water as a first-class medical journal, we confess

ourselves surprised that it should ask the last question.

Eead\--made diplomas may be issued by quack institu-

tions, but our regular schools have not quite descended

to the level of selling their birtlirights. There is only

one way of obtaining diplomas from our first-class

medical schools, and that is by following out the full

course of study prescribed by law, and by passing a

credit.ible examination at the end of that time. The

Faculties of our medical schools here would no more

think of filling out blank diplomas, and allowing them

to be sold, than any single one of them would allow

his bank-check to be disposed of when he had signed

it in blank. We may dodge discipline by getting out in-

junctions against societies, but we still have enough of

self-respect It-ft not to abet forgery.

The Xeio Yorh Herald of the 10th inst. publishes a

long letter from a correspondent in Ecuador, who has

made a trip into the mountain country where Cundu-

rango grows, and who gives a rather unfavorable ac-

count than otherwise of the reputation which it bears

in the locahty where it is found. Several varieties of

the plant seem to exist, known as Cundurango bianco,

de Paloma, de tumha grande, de tumha chico, de algodon-

cillo, de plantann, de amirilla, and a variety said to be

found only at Loja, a valley in the Andes, about 8,000

feet above sea-level, which resembles C. bianco, but is

claimed by the natives to be, nevertheles?, quite dis-

tinct from it, and the only variety possessed of medici-

nal value. This was the kind presented by Minister

Plores to the State Department, and the sample so pre-

sented is said to have been the only one brought to

this country as yet—the speculators, who have been

buying largely and who have created quite an excite-

ment, having purchased at Quaruma, a placj nearer to

the coast, the variety tumba grande, which is found

there in great abundance, but is not supposed to pos-

sess any medicinal value whatever.

The cases of cancer reported to have been cured

there by the use of this remedy turn out to have been

cases of syphiUs, and not cancer at all, and the writer

says, " in fact, out of all the cases I could collect that

had been treated with Cundurango for serious diseases,

every one died soon after the cure was said to have

been eifected."

The Herald, in its following issue, suggests that the

State Department, before it goes any further in adver-

tising this drug, should ascertain if it have any curative

virtue, and is apparently in ignorance of the facts stated

by us in our issue of Sept. loth, with regard to the

manner in which the State Department has refused to

make public the reports it has already received on the

subject fi-om persons not interested in the sale of the

nostrum.

We also notice the statement in the British Medical

Journal of Oct. 28;h, that the .sample sent by our State

Department to the English Government has been tried

in several cases of cancer in the Middlesex and St.

Bartholomew's hospitals, and has failed to arrest in any

degree the progress of the disease in the former insti-

tution.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeiing, October 25, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, Presidext, in the Chair.

RUPTURE of the UTERUS.

Dr. Finsell presented a specimen of rupture of the

uterus, with the following history prepared by the med-
ical attendant:

—

ifrs. Peene}-, set. 43, large and corpulent, at noon on
September 26th was taken with labor-pains in her
eighth confinement; her fifth, sixth, and seventh having
terminated by instrumental delivery.

Her attending physician found the presentation and
position were those of a natural labor, pains slight and
at long intervals. ''All," he said, "seemed well, but
slow." About 4 P.M. the pains increased in severity

and quick in succession, and at 5 o'clock p.m., on ex-

amination, the uterus was found to be ruptured, tiie

child still remaining in the uterus. The pains ceased.

The case continued in this state for 15 hours longer,

when Dr. was called, who, after giving the most
unfavorable prognosis, by producing version, delivered

the woman of a very large child (probable weight 14
pounds). The patient lived two hours after delivery,

and died at 10 o'clock a.m., having been twenty hours

in labor.

The autopsy made on the morning of the 29th, two
days after death, revealed a rupture of the neck of the

uterus in front and through both lateral surfaces, the

largest rupture being on the left side of the cervix, the

fundus remaining intact.

The abdcniinal walls and omentum showed heavy
deposits of adipose tissue. The peritoneal cavity .showed

but slight eflusion or hemorrhage. The peritoneum
was sliglitly injected.

The conclusions arrived at were that death was prob-

ably caused by fatty degeneration of the uterus, the

large size of the child being an exciting cause.

No ergot or other uterine stimulant was used, unless

a Utile camomile tea could be called such an agent.

MORBUS COXARIUS RESECTION—CHEESY DEPOSIT IN LUNGS.

Db. ilAsoN presented the head and neck of the

femur removed by operation from a lad, aged 10 years,

an inmate of the Colored Home. The patient entered

the hospital last June, in the third stage of hip-disease.

The pelvis was tilted, the thigh flexed and adducted, and

there was a large abscess directly over the trochanter
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and opening just below Poupan's ligament, on the inner

surface of tlie groin ; also a large opening in the mid-

dle and outer aspect of tlie leg. Tlie?e openings com-
municated with the abscess surrounding the liip-joint.

During the previous Fall the patient was run over by
a heavily-laden wagon, the wheel of which passed

directly over his hip. He was on!}' confined for a week
on account of pain, but at the end of that time he was
able to get about on crutches. He was walking on
crutches when he entered.

Placing him under ether, and rotating and flexing the

joint, osseous crepitus was evident. On consultation it

was concluded tliat the patient's only chance lay in

resection of the hip-joint. The operation was accord-

ingly performed July 22d. The shock following the

operation was considerable, but for a week the improve-

ment iu his general health was most gratifying. Dur-
ing the second week, through the negligence of his

nurse, a bed-sore was allowed to form directly over the

sacrum. He was tlien placed in a plaster-of-Paris appa-

ratus, supplied with crutches, and allowed to go about.

This he continued to do, improving all the while, uiitd

August 18, when his right foot was noticed to become
oedematou.s, and also his face to become markedly pnft-

ed. The urine was then examined, and large quantities

of casts and albumen discovered. Under diuretic treat-

ment the bad symptoms disappeared, and the patient

again improved, until September 24, when the anasarca

returned; and on the 2Gth, when diarrhcea appearing,

be died.

The operation was performed in the usual way. The
head of the bone was found lying in an abscess. The
periosteum was detached for some little distance along

tlie shaft to a point a little brfow the trochanter, where
the section was made witli the chain-saw. The acetab-

ulum was extensively diseased, but by the aid of the

finger-nail and gouge a good deal of necrotic tissue was
removed, and the surface was left perfectly smooth.
The autopsy discovered amyloid degeneration of the

kidnc}', and also of the liver. There was a deposit of

cheesy material in the apices of both lungs, and between
the pelvic fascia and the bone there was a large deposit

of this cheesy material.

Q'hc acetaljulum was perforated, and was still exten-

sively diseased.

In conclusion, he remarked that the case was one

which could bear upon a question recently asked Dr.

Sayre by Dr. Flint, to wit : Does cheesy deposit in the

lung ever exist as the result of long-continued hip-dis-

ease? The question was answered at the time by Dr.

Sayre in the negative, but in the present instance it

could he replied to in the affirmative.

Dr. Satre thoughtthat a fracture of the acetabulum
had occurred, as there was a sequestrum at the point

where tlie fissure was situated.

Dr. Mason remarked, if it were a fracture it must
have occurred at tlie time of the injury. lie had not

satisfied himself on that point, as he had brought the

specimen in a fresh state for the inspection of the mem-
bers. In answer to a question, he stated that the

pelvic fascia had not been perforated.

Dr. Hamilton was not disposed to think this a

fracture, as the line of separation corresponded with the

junction of the pubic and iliac bones, which at that time
of life is occupied by cartilage. In his opinion tin's

c-artilage had become implicated in the diseased action.

ABDOMINAL ANEURISM TREATED BY GALVANO-PUNCTURE

—

THE POST-JIORTEM CONDITION OP SAC.

Dr. E. L. Ketes exhibited a specimen of aneurism
which had been seen on the living subject by several

of the members, and which in the matter of treatment

presented some points of interest. The patient was a
female aged forty-two. The family on the mother's

side were healthy, but all of the father's (immediate)

family had died of phthisis. In the latter part of Feb-
ruary, 1870, a small movable pulsating tumor was dis-

covered in the epigastrium, which was diagnosticated

by Dr. Loomis as an aneurism of the superior mesen-
teric. The same diagnosis was made by Dr. Janeway,
and also by several other gentlemen who subsequently

saw the case. Dr. Keyes saw the patient in the month
of March, 1871, and at that time the tumor was as

large as the fist, occupying the epigastric region. The
lower margin of the tumor reached to the umbilicus,

and the greater bulk was to the left of the median line.

The upper portion disappeared under the ribs, and was
softer than the lower portion. On ausjultation a

double bruit was very distinctly heard. On consulta-

tion it was concluded to make an attcnipt to treat the

c;ise by galvano-puncture. To this end Dr. Keyes ex-

perimented upon dogs who were etherized. He
opened them in the median line, and subjected them
to the passage of the galvanic current from a Stohrer's

liattery, needles being inserted into the aorta. A num-
lier of dogs, small and large, were used in these tests,

and many diflerent operative procedure^ employed.

The conclusions (in a general way) arrived at were,

that gold was the best metal from which a needle could

be constructed, as it gave a clot with a less number of

cells in less time than did the other metals used.

That a black adherent clot formed inside a vessel

around the positive needle, unless the current of blood

flowed too rapidly
;
that this needle remained tight in

the vessel w.all, and bleeding did not take place when it

was withdrawn: and that the living membrane of the

vessel was somewhat acted upon.

Around the negative needle, on the contrary, no clot

could be found ; the vessel wall was equally acted upon
at the point of puncture, but the needle was loose, and
bleeding followed its withdrawal.

Gold needles were tried upon the patient, but bent

in the efforts to force them through the skin ; conse-

quently steel needles, gilded at the points, were used.

Insulation was efifectedby a coat of hard rubber, which
is very easily applied with a Uttle heat, and is preferred

by Dr. Keyes to shellac.

Four operations were performed. Hollow needles

were employed in the first two, afterwards sohd needles

were used.

In the first two operations the needles were one niil-

lim. thick, two inches long, one-half inch non-insulated.

They were introduced until blood flowed freely through

them. The passage of the current soon caused the

flow of blood to cease. The needles employed in the last

two operations were soUd, four inches long, one and one-

half niillim. thick. One needle was u.sed in the first op-

eration, two in the second, six in the third, and eleven

in the fourth. The positive current only was passed

through the needles, the negative electrode being

placed near by on the skin. From eight cells to thirty-

three cells StOhrer were used, two batteries being em-
ployed in the last two operations. The time varied

from ten minutes at the first operation, to one hour and

five minutes at the last.

After each operation the walls of the sac became

firmer, and the patient improved in appetite and absence

of pain. Finally, only one sound could be heard over

the tumor, and that a very faint one, and it was thought

that po.ssibly the patient might get out. She reg.nined at

one time sufficient strength to dress herself Strength,

however, began to fail in June, and on July 18th she died.

Only very slight and strictly localized peritonitis was
caused by the introduction of the needles.
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The specimen consisted of the heart and aorta to its

bifurcation. The heart was very small, with "jreat hy-
pertroiihy of the walls of the left ventricle. Valves all

healthy. The whole lining membrane of the aorta

showed signs of chronic inflammation, and there was a

small amount of atheroma in patches. Three aneurisms
were found, one posterior, saccular, from the innom-
inate, just at its point of origin from the aorta. This
was twice as large as an Enghsh walnut, and perfectly

solid, fdled with a firmly organized clot. The second
aneurism (11 inches circumference) was a posterior

saccular aneurism of the aorta, opposite the sixth and
seventh dorsal vertebras. The posterior wall of the
aneurism was gone, the clot softened at this point, and
the bodies of the two vertebrae eroded nearly down
to the canal. The rest of the sac was entirely filled

with a firmly organized clot. These two aneurisms had
never been detected during the patient's life—nor had
they indeed been sought for. They never gave rise to

any uneasiness, and the other aneurism was so large

that it absorbed all the attention. The patient never
had any pain in the back,—a curious fiict, considering

the amount of inflammation around the second aneu-
rism.

The abdominal aneurism was found to involve the

superior mesenteric, and the front wall of the aorta at

its root. It was about three-quarters filled with a firm

fibrinous clot. A central cavity persisted, through
which blood ran to the superior mesenteric. There was
no appearance of concentric siriation about the points

of pimctnre of the needles to indicate any special action

there. The peritoneal surfaces at the points of puncture
were more or less adherent, according to the date of

the puncture.

Dr. Keyes stated, in conclusion, that it was fortunate

in this instance that the other aneurisms existed. Had
this not been the case, the coagulation in the abdominal
aneurism would have been set down to the effect of the

galvanism. As it was (from the fact that the other two
aneurisms were much more firmly conso'idated than
the one operated upon, although indeed the latter only
was in the direct course of the arterial current), Dr.

Keyes was unwilling to decide whether the solidifica-

tion which progressed with the operations was an effect

of them or a simple coincidence. He was confident,

however, that the operations had done no harm, and
thought that further operations upon abdominal aneu-
risms weFC justifiable.

Dr. Keyes stated further that his case was the first

where abdominal aneurism had been operated upon (as

far as he coidd discover), except the case of Del Acqua's,
published in an Italian journal, where the patient died

on the table from rupture of the sac ; and that his case

had proved, what had not before been demonstrated,
that a number of pretty large needles might be thrust
through both coats of the peritoneum, and a considera-
ble anount of electricity passed through them without
exciting general peritonitis.

Dk. Fli.st did not think, from what had been shown
in Dr. Keyes's case, that galvano-puncture was the best
means of curing aneurisms. It appeared that the clot

thus formed was soft and uneven, and liable, in case of
any extra disturbance of the circulation, to be broken
up and to diseharge portions in the general current of
the blood, thus inducing thrombi.

Dr. Weir remarked that the Italian surgeons who
had reported cures of the aneurisms, had used voltaic

batteries of not very great power, the intention being
to form only a small clot as a nucleus which should at-

tach itself to the walls of the sac. He also referred, in
this connection, to a case of aneurism of the temporal
artery which he had cured in that manner, by using, as

did the Italian surgeons, both the positive and negative

poles.

liXTENSIVE DESTRDCTION OF FOOT—AMPUTATION".

Dr. Hewit presented some of the bones of the foot
j

removed in an amputntion. The history of the case was
|

as follows:—Wni. Walsh, aged 16 year.s, fell from a

shed into a paved court, distance 19 feet, producing com-
pound comminuted fracture of the tibia, extending into

the ankle-joint, and fracture of the fibida, at the junction

of its lower and middle thirds, of the right leg, and frac-

ture of both bones of the right forearm.

I saw the case shortly after the reception of the in-

juries, in consultation with Dr. Daniel C. Comstock.
The tibia protruded three inches from the inner side '

of the leg, and had produced a rent in the muscles and
integument about three and a half inches in length.

The first proceeding was to etherize the boy and
saw oS' the roughened and ecchymosed end of the bone.

The examination, which was thus facilitated, enabled
me to recognize the amount of injury and the implica-

tion of the joint. In view of all the conditions I advis-

ed immediate amputation, to which the father of the

boy consented, and the operation was performed on the

spot by an oblique incision, including the rent caused by
the tibia in the flaps. The edges were closed by
silver sutures, the arteries having been secured withsilk

ligatures, and the external dressing applied of a simple

bandage wet with glycerine containing five grs. carbolic

acid to the ounce. Primary union has taken place and
the stump has almost entirely cicatrized. The edge of
the tibia was bevelled with the saw. The fractures of

the bones of the arm have united, leaving the move- J

ments of the wrist and arm unimpaired. I u.=eii for the I

arm the splint which I have devised lor those injuries,

and wliich I intend to bring to the notice of the profes-

sion.

I am indebted to Dr. Darkin for able assistance in

this case, and to Dr. Comstock for his intelligent con-

duct of the treatment and subjoined report of the dis-

section of tlic specimen.

Foot after amputation was found to be as follows :

—

Tibialis posticus, flexor longus digitorum, flexor longus
pollicis, were filled full of comminuted bone from the

size of a pin's head and finer up to tliat of a pea, and
the former was bruised in the muscular part to a jelly

;

the posterior tibial artery intact, but its comites lacera-

ted, especially the anterior; so also were almost all the

veins around the joint. Blood was extravasated around
the joint, also beneath the plantar fascia, the flexor

brevis digitorum, and adductor poUici*:, and abductor

minimi digiti, the plantaris and deep fascia, and the

inner and outer sides of the foot and also of the joint

itself, all as far forward as the outer border of tlie

scaphoid; less on the dorsum than beneath. The tibia

was found to be split ofi" from the epiphysis in the

centre, the enlirgement of the head being split olT an-

teriorly and inwards from below upwards, posteriorly

and outwards, the vertical fracture running anterior and

outwards to posterior and inner surface of tibia. The
epiphysis was separated from the fragments and the

articidar cartilage, and a fracture opening into the

joint from the anterior outer to the posterior inner

.surface. The pieces above the articular cartilage were
badly comminuted, as the specimen will show. Highest

point above inner malleolus of lower fragment is two
inches. The fibula was broken off square across, four

inches above external malleolus; no fracture of head of

this bone. The anterior ligament split from above down-
wards by strain on spreading of m.illeoli; the jiosterior

lower inner point of posterior tubercle of os calcis frac-

tured and entirely separated from rest of bone ; lower
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tibia-fibula articulation entirely separated. Tibia-fibula

astragaloid artiirulalion parliall)- dislocated. The sbeaihs

of tendons internally and externally were filled with a

cero-sanguinolent liquid.

DEFICIENCY Or DIAPHR.^GM ON'E OF THE CAUSES OF DEATH
IN THE NEW-BOR.V.

' Dr. Yak Geison presented a stiU-born infant, from a

lady of middle age, two of whoso children were like-

wise born dead. Her labors were marked by llie pecii-

liarity of being extraordinarily rapid, lasting on the

average only three minutes. The doctor was called

to her second child two minutes after it was born.

Artificial respiration was tried for fifteen minute?, but

without any good result. No autopsy was made in

that cnse, the presumption being that there was some
malformation of the heart. Tlie last labor was compar-
atively a long one, lasting full torty-five minutes, and on
that occasion an opportunity was given the doctor to be
present. When born the infant was almost black. Tlio

cord was cut immediately, and it was allowed to bleed

as much as it would, which, by the way, was not more
than a couple of ounces. Despite every effort the child

lived but sixteen minutes. Feeling for the heart he

discovered that it was situated on the right side, the

apex beating in the fourth intercostal space. On open-
ing the child the central portion of the left half of the

diaphragm was deficient, and with the exception of the

lung, which was in a state of atelectasis, the chest cav-

ity was occupied by the left lobe of the liver, and by a

portion of the s:oinach and intestines. The liver was
of course transposed. The heart was discovered on
the right side in the same relative position it should have
occupied on the left. Dr. Van G-eison presented the

specimen on account of its extreme rarity.

Dr. Janewat said that he had met with a similar

case.

Dit. Flint remarked that Dr. Bowditch, of Boston,
had collected and published about fifty such cases.

In several of them life was prolonged a considera-

ble length of time, and in one the adult age was reach-

ed, the diagnosis having been made by Dr. Bowditch
before death.

Dr. Jacobi stated that in the large majority of the

cases met with, the deficiency of the diaphragm was in

the central portion of the left half In all, the foetal

life was not interrupted, and it was not until the function

of respiration was called into play that there was any
particular danger.

the cause of perforating ulcer of stomach.

Dr. Janeway presented a stomach taken from a pa-
tient 34 yeais of age, single, and admitted to Bellevue
Hospital September 30th, 1870, in the service of Dr. Mc-
Cready.
Her history, briefly stated, was as follows:—Five years

ago she had ha3moptysis ; two years ago she suffered I'rom

fits of vomiting and pain in the head; one year ago she
had relapsing fever ; two months ago became weak, and
unable to do her work ; three weeks ago hail a chiU last-

ing ten minutes, followed by fever, vomiting, and diar-
rhoea. She vomited ever since that time, and was
oWiged to keep her bed. When admitted to hospital was
very weak, and vomited blood occasionally. October
5th, she sufiei ed from great pain in the abdomen, which
became tympanitic. October Grli, pain increased by food
intense, and limited to epigastric zone. The pain con-
tinued, and death occurred on the 9th day of October.

Autopsij.—Lungs.—Retraction, fibrous induration,
and cheesy nodules affected each apex.

Abdomen.—A sac containing air, and a sour-smelling,
black-colored fluid, with a slight amount of pure solid

contents, evidently ingesta from stomach, was situated

in the epigastric and left hypochondriac region. Its

boundaries w-ere a broad ligament of liver, the edge of

the left lobe of liver adherent to abdominal wall by re-

cent exudation, a portion of pyloric end of stomach
also adherent, and the diaphragm.

Liver.—Enlarged, fatty, and its left lobe covered by
recent exudation.

Stomach.—A little over half an inch from the py-
lorus, and situated along the greater curvature, is a

circular opening in the walls of the stomach, one inch in

diameter. This opening was closed to a certain extent

by this round piece of stomach wall, which exactly fills

the opening when stretched. It was black- colored and
evidently dead tissue, retained in position by some
slight attachments of the sub-peritoneal fat, which had a

peculiar macerated appearance. The niucous membrane
for half an inch aroimd the ulcer had been destroyed,

the sub-mucous connective tissue and mu.scniar coat

being laid bare. Beyoiul this point, towanls the cardiac

extremity of the stomach, the mucous membrane was of

a blackish color from hemorrhage, coat('d and infiltrated

towards the outer part also by recent exudation

(fibrinous). These changes include the entire circninfer-

ence of the stomach for a distance of three inches.

An examination of the ga~;tro-epiploic artery showed
a distinct fibrinous plug, oblong, about one-eighth of an

inch long, blocking the end of artery towards spleen,

and this fibrinous plug prolonged by a tapering black

thrombus of different date. In the necrosed portion of

stomach the artery ran through fat tissue, was [lervious

to a bristle, but contained a macerated clot. The por-

tion of artery towards pylorus was permeable.

This case, then, is one of those rare ones in which we
are enabled to see a necrosed portion of the stomach

wall, and a fibrinous phig looking very much like an

embolus (though there was no point to which it could be

traced) blocking its nutrient artery. The other organs

were healthy, with exception of some evidences of peri-

tonitis on the small and large intestines.

RELIEF COMMITTEE FOR MEDICAL
PROFESSION OF CHICAGO.

The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at the

office of Dr. Hamilton, Oct. 21. Present—Drs. F. H.
Hamilton, E. S. Dunsler, E. Eliot, G. F. Shrady, G.

M, Smith, F. A. Burrall, J. C. Peters, S. T. Hubbard,
Fairbrother, B. Howard, Werner, and C. H. Packard.

The tieasurer, Dr. Hubbard, reported that he had,

in accordance with the directions embodied in the cir-

cular from the physicians in Chicago, sent a certified

j

check of two thousand dollars to Dr. Walter Hay, of

that city.

Dr. Shrady asked if any information had been
received from the physicians in Chicago other than

that contained in the circular referred to, and being

answered in the negative, stated that since the pre-

vious meeting he had heard from Dr. N. S. Davis,

of Chicago. That gentleman had informed liim that

the handsome contributions received from Xew York,
St. Louis, and Cincinnati would probably relieve the

present pressing wants of the needy physicians, but

that much more would be required to place them in

comfortable circumstances during the coming winter.

Dr. Eliot ofl'ered tlie following:

Resolved, That the following statement be sent to

the medical journals for publication, after having been
signed by the members of the committee.

The undersigned have been appointed by the phy-
sicians of New York City an executive committee to

receive money from the medical profession for physi-
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cians and medical students in Cliicago and other places

in the Northwest, who are destitute in consequence
of the recent fires. The plan of collecting the neces-
sary funds is to ask a subscription from every physi-
cian in New York City. They recommend that simi-

lar action be taken by the medical profession in other

parts of the country. The committee intend to con-
tinue their meetings during the winter, and longer
if necessary.

Dr. Dcxster remarked that at the previous meeting
he had suggested the practicability of the medical
journals appealing to the profession for aid, and that he
had been informed that the Medical Record had
already done its part in bringing the matter to the

notice of its readers.

Dr. Shradt, in answer to a question, remarked that

the forthcoming number of that journal contained a full

report of the proceedings of the committee, together
with an editorial appeal to the profession throuahout
the country, and such other information as he had been
enabled to gain from correspondents.

After some further discussion, it was concluded that

a general circular be prepared, which should be pub-
lished in all the medicaljournals throughout the United
States.

A fter a desultory conversation in regard to the best
means to be adopted to communicate with the suffer-

ing medical men of the Korthwest, it was agreed to do
so through the secular papers.

The treasurer reported that he had deposited four

thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven dollars, and
that it had been thought best by the sub-committee to

reserve one thousand dollars for the sufferers of the
Northwest
The committee then adjourned.

The committee met at the appointed hour, Oct. 28.

Present—Drs. Hamilton, S. E. Taylor, Ehot, Hubbard,
Peters, Dunster, Jacobi, BurraU, Hahn, and Castle.

In the absence of Dr. Purdy, Dr. Dunster was ap-
pointed Secretary pro iem.

A communication from Mr. B. L. MoTickar, Corre-
sponding Secretary of the Chicago Rehef and Aid Socie-
ty, to Dr. E. Delafield, of this city, was laid before

the committee by Dr. E. Ehot. This communication
detailed several sad cases of necessity among the physi-
cians of Chicago, and asked that some provision might
be made for them.

Dr. Eliot moved that Mr. McVickar be informed by
the Secretary that the letter written by liim to Dr.
Delafield had been referred to this committee, and is

now on file among their papers, and that the cases
alluded to would receive assistance if they will apply
either in person, or through Mr. McVickar, to Dr. Wal-
ter Hay, Secretary of the Medical Relief Committee of
Chicago, to whom our funds have been and will further

be sent.

Carried.

A letter from Dr. Walter Hay, Secretary of the
Medical Relief Committee of Chicago, acknowledging
receipt of check for two thousand dollars, and thank-
ing the profession of this citj' for their noble charity,

was read and ordered on file :

—

No. 38i MiciuGA?* Ave., Chicago,
Kov. 3, 1871.

Tours of the 1st inst.. containing certified check for
$2,000 for the relief of our suffering physicians, is just
received. In the name of the committee and the
beneficiaries of your noble charity, permit me again to
tender you our most grateful acknowledgments."
Tour former donation (together with the aid extend-

ed to us from our professional brethren in St. Louis
and Cincinnati) has enabled us to relieve the most
pressing needs of fifty-three physicians. Our list of
applicants up to to-day numbers ninety-eight, and new
names are daily added to the list.

We have divided our list into three sections, viz.

:

Those known to be irregular, or if regular, disreputa-

able, we have rejected, and referred to the General
Relief and Aid Society. Those not well known to us
personally or by authentic reference have been reserv-

ed for investigation. Those wliose character and con-
dition were well known have been reUeved immediate-

This relief list we have classified into three subdi-
visions : 1. Men with families who have lost both
residence, office, and practice, to whom sums of $50.00
each have been voted. 2. Those whose offices alone

have been destroyed, to whom we have awarded sums
of twenty-five dollars respectively ; and, 3d. Single

men and young men without dependants, to whom
sums of ten dollars have been assigned. We have been
able to duplicate these sums in some instances. This
has enabled us to relieve fifty-tliree, and your last hand-
some donation will permit us to extend our relief list

largely.

As it would be impossible to compreliend the magni-
tude of this calamity, it is equally impossible to ima-
gine the courage with which our professional brethren

meet it. In three different instances men who have
grown gray in the profession and attained some of its

highest honors, have asked, before accepting a check,

"Is there not some one who needs this more than I

do ? " In one case a white-haired professor, who has lost

many thousands, indeed his all, but had secured an
appointment as Distiict Physician, to attend the poor
at fifty dollars per month, said to me: "I will accept

no more aid, I have now an income."

I write immediately to Wisconsin and Michigan for

information, regarding the sufferers there, and will

write to you as soon as I receive replies.

Tery tridj" vours,

Walter Hat, il.D.

S. T. HrEBARD, M.D.,
No. 27 West Ninth St, New York.

A statement, to be published in the daily papers

and medical journals, concerning the action of the

Physicians' Rehef Committee of this city, was read

by Dr. Hamilton, and approved by vote of committee
(see page 430).

The Treasurer reported the receipt of $5,437.91, and
that $4,000.00 had already been sent to Chicago.

Adjourned.

Corrcsjjontience

THE EFFECTS OF CUNDUEANGO.
To THE EDITOB of THE MeDIC.U, KECORD.

The following facts bear upon the subject of the
curative powers of cundurango in cancer. If you
think the communication wiU be useful to your read-

ers it is at your service.

Mr.s. B., aged 38, was for nine months a patient of

Dr. L. Weber, of New York City. She had been seen
several times during that period by Dr. Noegierath in

consultation. These gentlemen diagnosticated uterine

cancer. Upon removing to the country for the sum-
mer the case came to be mine. Dr. Weber saw her
with me several times. There were great emaciation,

obstinate nausea and vomiting, constipation, abdominal
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pains, enlarged infruinal glands, etc., etc. During the

attendance of Df. Weber she had profuse hemorrhages,

which had been arrested before I first saw her. On
May 29th and 30th she had twenty-three ursemic con-

vulsions. The livpodermic use of morphia with ice to

head acted vi ry satisfactorily in this instance. She re-

covered from tlic eclampsia, and for a period of three

weeks her condition improved daily, her appetite re-

turning, the abdominal pains disappearing, vomiting

and constipation being much less truublesome. Tliis

amelioration of her symptoms led the family and

friends to feel doubtful as to the correctness of tlie

diagnosi?. Br. Thomas was then called in consultation.

The previous diagnosis was confirmed by him, and the

unwelcome opinion stated to the husband.

Soon after this interview. Mr. B. and myself read of

the astonishing powers of cundurango, and made strong

efforts to obtain some of it. We failed, apd were dis-

appointed when I old that none could^ be had before

about August 15th.

By dint of great perseverance Mr. B. succeeded in

getting hold of what was told hinr to be " the last quar-

ter-pound to bo had in the city." For this he paid^S-''.

receiving a receipt for that amount from '' Bliss, Keeue

& Co., Dealers in South American Drugs."

The remedy {?) was used strictly in accordance with

the directions given in the printed circular of the above

firm, until the patient died ; fifteen days after commenc-
ing the use of the cundurango infusion.

The patient, at the time of first taking the drug, was
slowly dying from inanition. The stomach rejected

nearly everything put into it, and all nutriment was
strongly loathed. The ciuidurango infusion was well

borne by the stomach, none being vomited soon after

its ingestion. No other effect, attributable to the use

of cundurango, was observed.

T. Blanch Smith, M.D.
Nyack, N. T., Oct. 30, 1871.

BENZOIC ACID
RELIEF OF

OINTMENT FOR
ANAL FISTULA.

THE

The ointment I use in the following proportions,

adding acetate of morphia to quiet irregularity of the

sphineter,'viz. : Benzoic acid, 3ij. ; Acet. morph., gr. vj.
;

Simple cerate, 3 j. ; Glycerine, q. s. to soften if required.

There is an immediate feeling of relief upon its applica-

tion, and I earnestly recommend its use to those who
do not care to resort to the various operative proce-

dures, and when the patient's own finger will accom-

plish the same end. It is well, also to remember, that

per.sons of a sensitive nature olten object to the knife,

and prefer allowing the incipient fistula to run on,

until the pain is too distressing to be longer endured,

while they would willingly make use of an ointment

persistently as directed. B. F. Gibbs, M.D.,
Surgeon U. S, Navy.

New OroJiAxs, La., Oct. 28, ISTl.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir—The Medic.il Record for March 15, 1871, con-

tains an account by Dr. Edwaid C. Huse, of RocUlbid,

III., regarding tlie treatment of anal fistula by injecting

the ethereal tincture of iodine, from which I have al;o

seen the most satisfactory results.

The profession should be further informed that a

plan of treatment ecjually eflective and more simple in

its application is that of inunction by benzoic acid oint-

ment. It has been particularly useful in inaccessibli'

blind fistu'a3.

The writer has given it a fair trial in several cases

of commencing fistula in ano, as well as in those more
completely formed, and has recently used it in his own
case when it also resulted in perfectly healing the parts,

although the sphincter was exceedingly irritable, and

the fi-itulms opening located just within the anterior

verge of the anus.

Around the internal opening there was the usual

cartilaginous tissue ; and from this point there also ex-

tended up the rectum an ulceration of the rectal mucous
and sub-mucous tissues. The whole was most acutely

sensitive.

The ointment of benzoic acid was used every night,

by making a digital application, when it was assured

that the unguent was made to cover the whole ulcera-

tion and enter, under pressure, the fistulous opening.

Within one month I have been gratified to see a fistula

of six mouths' standing entirely relieved.

THE CONSTRINGING INFLUENCE OF ER-

GOT ON THE CAPILLARY BLOOD-VES-
SELS.

To THE EdITOU of THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir—The reviewer who, in the number of the Memcal
Record for Oct. 2d, 1871, did me the honor to criticise

my treatise on Diseases of the Nervous System, has

—

unintentionally, I am sure—done me injustice.

He expresses his amazement that I should claim to

have been the first to demonstrate the constringing in-

fluence of ergot over the capillary blood-vessels.

If he can refer to any experiment on this subject of

prior date to mine detailed in the Amerirrm Medical

Times of June 15th, 1861, I will very willingly admit

that my claim is unfounded.

I have never asserted that T was the first to use

ergot in spinal congestion, but merely that I was the

first to demonstrate its action on the blood-vessels by
experiments on living animals.

The reviewer kindly states that there is not a muddy
sentence in my book. I think that if he will again

read the passages in question, he will perceive that they

are clear as to the point involved.

Very respc^ctfully.

Your obedient servant,
'

William A. Ham.mond, M.D.
162 W. 34tli St., Oct. 28, 1871.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

OJjieicd List of Changes of Stations and Dnties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department IT. S. Army, from
October 10, 1871, to November 4, 1871, inclusive.

McKee, J. C, Surgeon.—By S. O. 223, Department
of the Bast, October 18, 1871, granted leave of absence

for thirty days on Surgeon's certificate of disability.

TiLTON, II. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 223,

current series, Department of tlie Enst, assigned to

temporary duty at Fort Wadsworth, N. Y. H., and to

rejoin his proper station on return of Surgeon MoKee.

Mackik, Ciias., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 81,

Mil. Div. of the Mo., Nov. 1, 1871, granted leave of ab-

sence for sixty days.

Hall, J. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 232,

Department of Dakota, October 21, 1871, assigned to

duty at Fort Benton, Mon. Ty.

Dr. Mary C. Putnam, now of this city, has been

elected a member of the New York Pathological

1 Society.
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illctiical 3tciiis nuU llctus.

Dr. N. S. Davis.—We are glad to learn that Dr.

Davis, of Chicaajo, did not lose his dwelling nor office

during tlie recent fire in that city, although a fine build-

ing owned by him, and situated in the business part of

the city, and which yielded a handsome rental, was
entirely destroyed.

The Medical Profession* of Chicago.—Exchanges
will please publish the following circular:

—

TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION OF THE
UNITED STATES.

The terrible calamity which has recently fallen upon
the city of Chicago and upon various portions of the

Northwest, has awakened the sympathy of the world,

and both money and material liave been sent to the

suifering districts with an abundance and alacrity

which has never before been witnessed
;
but no one

who lias considered the extent of the losses, or the

amount of suffering entailed, can feel any apprehen-
sion that the work of charity is likely to be overdone,

nor, indeed, that it will be possible to fill the measure
of the actual want. There ought to be no relaxation

in these general measures of relief for many months to

come, nor is it probable that there will be ; but there

is one class whose misfortunes appeal most especially to

the members of our profession. More than a hundred
physicians in Chicago, and probably as many more in

otber portions of the Northwest, have lost all they pos-

sessed. The intelligence received by us, from trust-

worthy sources, is of the most painful character; and
it is with reluctance that we make public the fact that

up to this moment seventy-seven physicians in Chicago
alone have been driven to the necessity of placing their

names upon the hst of those lequiring pecuniary aid.

God forbid that we should delay to give them help. AVe
beg you to reflect that the situation of these physicians,

with their famihes, is peculiar. The laborer may find im-

mediate employment at his usual wages ; the merchant
may buy and build upon his credit ; the clergyman has

his congregation, much less able to pay than formerly,

but nevertheless responsible for his support. The phy-
sician has ordinarily none of these resources. AVith

neither house nor furniture, horse, carriage, nor instru-

ments, he must do what little he can, and wail the slow
returns from a population reduced, like himself, almost

or quite to beggary. Our calling is never a lucrative

one, but in Chicago to-day it can hardly be expected
to supply the necessities of life, and perhaps not for a
year to come.

In our opinion these seventy-seven doctors, and
probably as many more, will need from $500 to $1,000
each to carry them safely through the year, and to put
them once more upon their feet. From $50,000 to

$80,000 is our lowest estimate of what should be sent

to the Chicago doctors' relief fund
;
with tliis money

they may be placed upon salaries, and in return per-

form such public services among (he sick and poor as

may be required.

We have already received from the physicians of

New York over $5,000, of which sum $4,000 has been
sent to Chicago. The remainder is retained for the

purpose of aiding the physicians of AVisconsin and
Michigan, and wUl be forwarded to Chicago or else-

where as soon as we receive information as to where
it is especially needed. Many of the other large cities

have sent in similar contributions. We have no means
of knowing how much has been contributed, but we

have no doubt the sura is totally inadequate to meet
the exigencies of the case. It is proposed, therefore,

to continue the organization of the Committee, and not
to cease efforts during the winter, unless its services

should seem to be no longer required.

To physicians living in scattered districts we take
the libeity of suggesting organized action through
county or other local associations. Those who prefer

can send their contributions direct to Walter Hay, M.D.,
Secretary of the Chicago Medical Relief Com., No. 384
Michigan Av., Chicago; or to the Treasurer of this

Committee, Samuel T. Hubbard, M.D., No. 27 West
Ninth Street, New York. AVe earnestly hope that no
physician in the United States wiU omit to contribute

something, however small the amount may be, to this

charity—in any way and through any channel they may
choose—but that they all give, and that speedily. If

our medical brethren knew only a few of the exatnples

of individual suffering which have come to our know-
ledge, but which we do not feel at liberty to pubUsh,
their contributions would not be delayed.

Surgical instruments may be sent to the following

surgical instrument-makers in this city, by whom they
will be forwarded free of charge : George Tiemann &
Co., 67 Chatham street: Darrow & Co., 1227 Broadway

;

Otto & Reynders, 64 Chatham Street; Shepard &
Dudley (formerly Ford & Co.), 150 AVilliam Street;

Stohlmann, Pfarre & Co., 107 East Twenty-eighth
Street.

Books will he received and forwarded by AVm.
Wood & Co., No. 27 Great Jones Street.

It may be necessary to add in explanation of the

diversion of a portion of the funds originally intended
only for the physicians of Chicago, that the probability

of an appeal from the physicians of the burnt districts

of Michigan and of Wisconsin determined the Commit-
tee to reserve a small portion for such an exigency

:

and further, that in consideration of the fact that the

medical students of this citj- have given very liberally

to this fund, it was determined to suggest to those

having in charge the distribution of these charities,

that they will not overlook the claims of medical stu-

dents who may in the same manner have been left

destitute.

Frank H. Hamiltox, M.D., Chairman.
Alfred E. Purdt, M.D., Secretai-y.

Samuel T. Hubbard, M.D., Treasurer.

Geo. F. Shrady, M.D.,

Chas. McMillan, M.D.,
Ed. S. Duxster, M.D.,
A. Usderhill. M.D.,
John C. Peters. M.D.,
F. A. Castle, M.D.,

F. A. BURRALL, M.D.

The Roosevelt Hospital, so long in course of con-
struction, was opened for the reception of patients on
the 2d inst., with appropriate ceremonies, a large num-
ber ofgentlemen anti ladies being in attendance.

The founder, .James Henry Roosevelt, was a native

of this city, of Dutch descent, and at the time of his

death on the 30th of November, 1863, was 63 years

and 20 days of age. He was a graduate of Columbia
College, and a lawyer by profession, although he never
practised to any considerable extent.

In his will the founder of the institution set apart

about $900,000 worth of property for a public hospital,

to be erected under the auspices of gentlemen named.
The trustees have dela}"ed the work until, by the accu-

mulation of interest, the amount at their disposal has
reached a million and a quarter of dollars. Dr. Stephen
Smith, Commissioner of Health, and the accomplished
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architect, Carl Pfeiffer, were instructed to examine the

liospital system of the Suites, and the result of their

researches and study, aided by the suggestions of ihe

trustees, is the present superb building upon the " Pa-
vilion plan," now generally acknowledged to be the

best, as aftbrding the most sunlight and air.

The following description we take from the columns
of The Xew York Htrnld :

" The entire plan comprises
four pavilions, or separate buildings, each being a hos-

pital in itself. An open .space or court-yard of 90
feet is between the pairof tliese buildings, at each end,

and the space between those in the centre is 180 feet,

which is, however, parti}' used by the administrative

building, or that which will contain the offices and
apartments of the officers, also the amphitheatre or

lecture-room, some private patients' rooms, and two
small associate wards on the upper floors for female

patients. In the rear of the administrative is, the kit-

chen and laundry building, containing also the bakery,

engine and boiler, and other room.s. At a considerable

distance from the hospital buildings is a morluary build-

ing, divided into rooms fur curator, laboratory, lecture

or autopsy room, dead _nnd coffin room, pathological

museum, and a keepers' room. Near the morlUcVy
building are to be erected the future stable, carpenter

and other shops, and carriage sheds ;
" the entire space

occupied by tlie hospital being about 200 by ,300 feet,

and bounded by Ninth and Tenth Avenues, and Fifty-

eighth and Fift\'-ninth streets.

" One of the ' pavilions ' is entirely complete and
ready for occupancy. It has a cellar, basement, and
three stories above the latter. In each of the three

upper stories is a ward or dormitory 30 feet wide by
lOG feel long, and 15 feet high : each ward is to con-
tain twenty-eight patients; each patient will, there-

fore, l-.ave over 1,700 cubic feet of air space. In addi-

tion to these wards are a f<-w single rooms for particular

cases, or private patients who pay liberally for accom-
modations. Each floor or ward has also a nurse's room,
ward kitchen and scullery, convalescent dining-room,
lavatiDry or wash-room, a steam drying-room for mat-
tresses, water-closets, slop-sinks, and other accessories

;

also steam vapor-baths. The toilet-rooms are arranged
uiffLTently from the usual way; instead of placing

them against the walls they are placed in the centre

of the room and grouped around a shaft, which ex-

tends through all the stories, cellars, and basements.
This shaft answers two purposes— a.s the plumbers' and
steam-heating pipes are placed within it, it aflbrds fa-

cility for reaching them readily, if need be, and second-
ly, ihe shaft acts as a ventilator by conveying off iru-

pure air. For thoroughly cleansing and disinfecting

these necessary appurtenances, a ' modern improve-
ment ' has been introduced, and, perhaps, it is the first

instance of if. Each toilet is so contrived that steam
can readily be injected into if, and in this way thor-

oughly steamed, cleaned, and disinfected. There is

also a shaft extending from the basement to the upper
story, a.s a receptacle for the soiled linen from each
story, which lessens the labor of the attendants by not
requiring them to carry it up and down stairs; and as

all the soiled linen is dropped into one shaft .and falls

to the bottom of it, into an especial place for it, the
laundry-maids always know where to find it. The
clcin linen for each story is conveyed by dumb-waiters
communicating with each linen room.

'•An additional labor-saving contrivance are Ihe dust
flues which are numerously distributed over the build-

ing in all the rooms, halls, and passages. On a level

of each floor the dust and rubbish can be swept
into a flue formed of glazed pipe, twelve inches in

diameter, and terminating in the cellar into an iron re-

ceptacle, whence all can be removed readily to the
boder furnace and burned. Each ward is also furnished
with outlets in several places for hot and cold water to

supply a portable bath tor patients who are too feeble

to be taken to the bath-rooms. At e.ich end of the
building, and on each story, large fire-hose are provided
and constantly attached, ready for use in ca-e of fire

;

also in each court-yard is a fire-plug with hose attached,

so as to force water upon any part of tie building, if

need be. The fire-plugs are supplied with water from
the tanks within the buildings; but all the hose ate
also connected with a powerful steam pump and engine
in the boiler house. An additional precaution against
lire, and affording safety for patients, is a spacious
fire-proof (stone) stairway. For patients who arc too
weak to ascend a stairway, a steam elevator has been
provided, which also aflbrds an additional convenience
for the officers and attendant*. In the b,i.semcnt of
the pavilion are offices, accident, ophthalmic, and single

wards, with auxiliaiy rooms, as on the up|nr floors.

In all, the pavilion wiU accommodate about one hun-
dred patients. Each pavilion also has apartments for

one or two physicians. The ceUar is mostly used for

air-ducts and hc.ting apparatus, which is ilone by con-
veying a constant supply of fresh air over coils of steam
pipe, and reaches the rooms in a heated degree sufficit nt
to warm them. The fresh air is taken at a height of
sixty feet above the surface of the ground, so as to get
it pure and free of dust A tower or shaft of this

height, and twelve feet in diameter, was built especially

for this purpose. It is open on the top, where the
Ircsh air descends to the cellar, and to the air-chambers
containing the steam coils. The ventilation is so

abundantly provided for that it cannot now be de-
scribed. Each gas-light, even, has a ventdating flue to

cany away its combustion, by which the atmosphere
of the room would otherwise be vitiated.

'• The building is provided with four diflerent systems
of ventilation. First, the natural ventilation of opposite
windows and other contrivances. Second, ridge ven-
tilation, the foul air being conveyed under the lidge of
the roof and there finds escape. Third, and princi|)ally,

by a ventilating chimney 130 feet high and IG feet In

diameter, inside measure. This chimney has an inner
one of iron, like a smoke-pipe of a large steamboat.
This smoke-pipe receives the smoke of four large boilers,

also all the smoke from the kitchen, bakery, and laundry.
The smoke and heat from the boilers i? enoiiirh to heat
the outer chimney, so as to attract all the foul air fnmi
the ducts and flues connected with it from all the build-
ings, and here escapes."

" Ihese three systems are in successful operation. The
fourth system is that of a fan, wh'ch is not yet piovided,
but can be introduced at any time. As an additional
provision for purity of atmosphere, the walls and floors

have been covered with four coats of oil paints, so as

to present a surface which cannot absorb impurities and
which can be washed with soap and water. Near the
beds of the patients are also flues with doors, as a tem-
porary receptacle of necessary articles used in a sick-

ward which might prove offensive. One pavilion is in

course of construction which will only be one stoiy in

height. It is especially designed for surgical patients.

It will have a ward 130 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 20
feet high. The exterior view is very pleasing to the
eye, and the architectural beauty of it was much ad-
mired. The roofs are Mansard, and are surmounted by
towers of .artistic design.

'• The kitchen is a model of neatness and efficiency. It

is 78 feet by 68 feet, and includes laundry, wash-room,
ironing-rooms, drying-rooms, etc., on the main floor.

It is supplied with steam power, washing and mangling
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machines, an immense larder, capable of holding ten

tons of ice and meats. The range is fourteen feet long,

and over it is a canopy to catch the odors and convey

them oif to the pipes. This structure, which is in the

rear of the main pavilion, is so ventilated that the

employes will not be subjected to extreme heat or any

inconvenience. As yet but two pavilions—those on

the east side—are complete. They will accommodate

about one hundred and fifty patients, who will receive

every comfort, including batli-rooms, wardrobes, and

closets on each floor. The main or central pavilion is

completed exteriorly, but not interiorly.

"The trustees propose to complete the other two
pavilions so soon as the appropriation increases to such

a sum as warrants it, as it is not intended to use any of

the original endowment upon the building, but to leave

it as a reserve for the maintenance ol wards for patients

who are unable to pay for treatment." .

The following are the oflicers of the institution :

—

Trustees—Ge^orge T. Trimble, Frederick E. Mather,

Edwin Clark, Ed. Delafleld, Augustus Schell, John M.
Knox, Eoyal Phelps, James E. Roosevelt, Adrian H.

Muller.

Ojjicers of the Board of Trustees—President, Dr. E.

Delafield; Vice-President, A. H. MuUer; Treasurer,

George T. Trimble; Secretary, John M. Knox; Finance

Committee, Edwin Clark, Augustus Schell, Royal

Phelps ; Building Committee, Ed. Delafield, George T.

Trimble, and A. 11. Muller.

Medical Board—Consulting Physicians, Drs. Alonzo

Clark, John T. Metcalf, Willard Parker. Attending

Physicians, T. Gaillard Thomas, William H. Draper,

Francis Delafield, Robert Watts, Thomas M. Markoe,

H. B. Sands, Erskine Mason, and Robert F. Weir,

Pathologist, Francis Delafield, M.D.

Ojfi'-ers of Medical Board—President, Alonzo Clark

;

Vice-President, T. M. Markoe ; Secretary, Robert

AVatts.

Committee of Inspection—Drs. Draper and AVeir.

Committee ore Examinations—Drs. Sands, Watts, and
Delafield.

Superintendent—Dr. Horatio Paine.

House Pliijsician and Surgeon—William H. Schuyler,

M.D.
Matron—Harriet B. Hudson.
The hospital is now open for the reception of about

one hundred and fifty patients; but when completed it

will easily accommodate 400.

Americ.vk Microscopical Society of the Citv of

New Yoniv;.—Annual election held October 2-lth at the

Mott Memorial Building, G4 Madison Avenue, as h\-

lows:— Fi«- President, F. A. P. Barnard, S.T.D., LL.D.

;

Ifirst Vice-President, J. E. Gavit ; Second Vice-President,

H. G. Piffard, M.D. ; Hecording Secretary, J. W. S.

Arnold, A.M., M.D. ; Corresponding Secretary, R. A.

WilUams, Jr., A.M. ; Treasurer, E. C. Bogert; Curator,

Samuel Jackson ; Librarian, J. H. Cornell ; Trustees,

T. F. Harrison, C. Van Bunt ; W. H. Atkinson, M.D.,

D.D.S. ; S. G. Perry, D.D.S. ; D. H. GoodwilUe, M.D.,

D.D.S.

Livingstone.—The Indian Post brings the news from

Zanzibar that Doctor Livingstone has been heard from

as being on the west side of Lake Jauganylra, from

which place he has sent messengers to Ujiji for pro-

visions. A young American named Stanley has gone

by forced marches to Ujiji to join the illustrious travel-

ler.

A New Medical Journal has been started in Lis-

bon, named Correio Medico, of which Drs. Aves
Branco and Silva Amado are editors.

Cholera has ceased in Hamburg, is on the decline in

Konigsberg and Stettin, and is reported to be practi-

cally at an end in Constantinople, where the total

number of fatal cases was about 150.

Yellow Fever still continues at Charleston and
Key West, and vessels from these ports ai e quarantined
in our harbor.

Small-pox in Philadelphia had, up to the first of
this month, caused the death of 293 persons ; the total

number o( cases for the year thus far having been
1,647.

Tni; Deaths from Yellow Fever in Buenos Ayres
during the last three months of the epidemic are esti-

mated at 20,000.

Schweigger-Seidel, the eminent histologist of Leip-
zig, is dead.

Anna Volkow.—At the meeting this year of Rus-
sian naturalists at Kiew, the section of chemiitry was
presided over by a lady named Anna Volkow.

Lady Students.—The much-talked of trouble be-

tween the lady students of the University of Edin-
burgh and the governing body bids fair to be brougnt
somewhat nearer to an end by the marriage of some
of the female element.

New Prize.—The Academy of Medicine of Turin
has announced a new prize, under the name of the

Premio Bianco, which will be given in the beginning
of 1873. The value is 1,000 francs; the subject is

" Matrimonial Hygiene." All manuscripts are to be
sent in before December 31st, 1872.

Ophthalmic Society of Heidelberg.—The next
meeting of the Ophthalmic Society of Heidelberg is to

be held nest August, in London.

Death of an Alleged Curer of Leprosy.—Dr.

Beauperlhny, of the West Indies, who advocated a

certain treatment for the cure of leprosy, recently ex-

pired suddenly.

ttera |lublication0.

Books Received.

BoLYSTON Prize Essay, 1871. Diseases of the Skin:
The Recent Advances in theu' Pathology and Treat-
ment. By B. Joy Jeffries, A.M. , M. D. , Boston : Alex.
Moore. 1871.

A Text-Book op Pathological Histology : An In-
troduction to the Study of Pathological Anatomy. By
Dr. Edward RiXDFLEiscii, 0.0. , Prof.of Pathological
Anatomy in Bonn. Translated from the Second Ger-
man Ed. , with pennission of the author, by William C.

Klomau, M.D., assisted by F. T. Miles. Prof, of Anato-
my, University of Maryland. With 308 Olustrations.

Phila. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1873.

Fecundity, Fertility. Sterility, and Allied
Topics. By J. M,\tiiews Duncan, A.M., M.D.,
L. R. C.S. E. , etc. Second Ed., revised and enlarged.
New York : AViUiam AVood & Co. 1871.

Hand-book of Skin Dlseases. By Isidor Neum.\nn.
Tran.slated from the Second Gennan Ed. , «-ith Notes,
by Lucius D. Bulkley, A.M., M.D., Surgeon to the
New A'ork Dispensary etc. New York : D. Appleton
<fc Co. 1873.

On tile Opathalmoscope in Diseases op the Ner-
vous System and of the Kidneys ; Also in Cer-
tain other General Disorders. By Thomas Clifford
Allhutt, A.m., M.D., Cantab. London and New
York : Macmillan & Co. 1871.
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©ricjiital Communicatioits,

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS APPLIED TO THE
PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

REM.UtKS M-UJE BEFORE THE NEW YORK ACADEMT OF MEDICINE,
OCTOBER 5. 16*1.

By S. "WATERMAN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The object of the present paper is to bring Spectrum
Analysis prominently before the Ame.ican iiieilical pub-
lic. The gre.itest phy-ic st-i in Europe have freely an-

knowle.lged its hiyh importance and usefulness. Its

accomplishments in chemistry and astronomy may be
considered as amongst the higliest triumphs ol the
hu.uan intellect. The material accumulated up to this

pre>ent hour, and bearing direetl_v upon the domain "f

the medical prof ssion, is intensely interesting and .ac-

cumulates dai^y a'ld hourly
; and it is safe to say, no man

can cl.iim to stand at the height of medical culture who
is ijnorant of the results of spectral analysi.s.

Much of this material is Ui ectly applic.ible to the
pr.actice of medicine. Much of it has con'rilmted to

enrioli Physiulojy, Pathdlugy, Zoocliemy, and Botany,
whilst its bearing upon nie lical jurispruJenee maUo^
it imperatively neccs.sary that its voice be heard iijjd

it< revelations heeded where blood is to be identified,

poi-on to be demonstrated, and the mode of death by
irrespirable giisis is lo be

| roved.
Bui. it is not the mere qnaniity of results that gives

spectrun analysis ils superior value, nor how much of
it may be directly employed in the practice of medicine.
Science establishes facts and leaves it to practical minds
to apply them usefully.

By spectrum analysis we understand a scientific pro-
cess in whicli light, solar or ar ilicial, is madt; u-e of lo

analyze and demonstrate substances both O'ganic and
inoganic. The instrument used consists of a system
of prisms and lenses by means of which rays of Utzht

are broken up into a series of colored tints called a

spectrum, and which oflers to the eye all the colors of
the rainbow with e.xtraordina'y beauty and brilliancy.

The instrument thus employed is called a spectruscopc.
You are all fnniliar with the triangular pi^ce of glass

c.alle I a pr.sm
;
you all know that a ray of lijjht pass ng

through it nn Icrgoes certain changes. In the first pl^ce,

the figure of tlie ray is enlarged, it. is bent out of its

course, andspre;id to the right and to the 1 ft. This we
call the rofi'a.:tion of the ray. But the same ray of light

undergoes an Dther remarkable chang.'— it isdecoaiposi-d,

and instead of the white light which enters the prism
we behold a number of tints issuing from it, beginning
with red, changing to orange, yellnw, green, blue, and
violet. The spectrum obtained by artfii-ial light we
call a continuous spectrum, in contrad stincrion to the
sp'-ct'um obtained fiom sunlight, or the light of the
moon and stars, whieli we call an interrupted .spectrum.
When we examine a spectrum thus obtained from sun-
light throigh a narrow slit in the .shutter ofa dark -ned
room, or one

|
rovided for in the spectroscope, we ob-

serve, when prupely focused, that the spectrum is tra-

verse 1 by a number of fine lines, wh ch have been
counted and mapp-d, and according to Ang-tioem's
table there are more than K.i.OOO of them. The most
di-ti:ict of these lines were firstdi-covi red by Wollasfnn
in 1802. Frauenhofer in 1814, hnwev.-r, made first u-e
of tiie-e line< for purposes of exact m a^nrement, as they
recur in all sun spectra with the utmost regul.ii ity. He
designated them by letters of the alphihet, A. B C D,
E, F, G, and H, and these lines have since been known
as the Frauenhofer lines.

These lines are represented upon the diagram, and
yon will at once imd.Tstand what we meant wdien

speaking of a continuous and an interrupted spectrum.
You observe this line marked D. All the progress in

spectroscopy i-; conneced with this line ; it is the source

f om which the marvellous discoveries in solar chemis-

try originated. This line is called the sodium line, and
under strong light and the conibinaliim of several good
prisms it is resolved into two and even more lines.

This line is produced wh' never sodium is burned. It

is coincident with the D line ol tlie sun spectrum.
Professor Kirchhof, of Heidelberg, investigated this

curit)us coincidence. The only ditlicu'ty was this, that

the sun line is daik, but the line from burning sodium
is a bright yellow line. This philo.soplier, however,
fiund means to reveise these lines, and by aremaikably
ingenious reasoning demonstrated that both had a com-
mon ori.;in, and ih.it, therefore, there was sod um in an
incandescent state in the sun. I can but glance at these

interesting facts this evening. These dark lines are all

firoduced liy substances in t.ie highest s'ate ofcombus-
tion in the sun. The E line is the iron line; C, F. and G-

are produced bj' hydrogen, of which there seems to be
an incomprehensibly large quantity in the sun, fbrmirg
solid columns on lire 911,000 mil. s high. Tne line b is

the magne>ium line, and, according to Angstroem, the H
line is produced by calcium.

Professor Stokes was the fir.-^t who ins'itntcd phy-
siological researches with the spectroscope. He pub-
lished his results in 1864, and described and mapped the

s;iectra of ha;mato-cry.-t:d ine in its o.xidized as well as

deoxid'zed state, and the absirption bands of hasmatine.

The oxi lizr'd blood an-wcrs to aiieiial blood, tlie ve-

nous blod to its deoxidized s'ate.

The process of making an analysis by means of the

spi ctr. scope is simple enough. Bodies to be examhied
are either solids, fluids, or gise.--. The s 'l! s must be
brou.srht to a state of incandescence, either by means of
the electric arc i>r the compound oxygen flame, when
they emif rays of all degrc es of ref an.ibi itj'. Fluids

arc placed before the slit in suitable glass vessels, with
plano-iiarallel walls; tubes aso may be used. Finds
give absorption band- in various p ^rts of the spectrum,
t.ias s a-e examined by means of an elect ic induction
spark which passes through iheir (X remely a tenuatcd
atmosphei-e. The apparatus employed CMUsi-tsof a thin-

liored t lermoneter t :be, with a bulb at each e.xtren ity,

into which electiodes of platina or alumiuniii are in-

serted. The till e is filed wiih the gas to he examined,
and then exhausted by ihe ai:-piim() until the ;;,'iiT or

t'le jhr, patt • f'tie ordinary piessure of tl^e air is lelt.

In that sta'e of at ein.atioii the gas olfeis very ^light

resis anei- lo the electric spark, it becomes very lot,

emits tirilliatci; and beautiful 1 glit of various color-',

ch.mging, of cou se, with the diffcre:.t g. ses eniploy-

ed.

j

Thus no known substance can dely the ana yt cal

power of the sp ctrosc i e. lOvery known meial,

alka'i, or :.lkalin ear h, wh n heated up t a g.^-eo is

sta e, stives oil' 1 ght peculiar lo itsel , ii fluen ing a id

;

changing the s;ectrum in a mmne:' ecniar lo its If

I

and ti none other,-—sOiiie of tiicm absorbing all ihe

colors of the spiCtnim with the except'o : of a single
' bri.iihi biind, of wliieh so bum an I iliallium (iiriiish an
' exampl.-. O hers are kiio n by many fl e ' right lin s

ill vario is pa tsof the spectrum as barium, Ciesiute,and

rubi ium, Tiiefl t d<-liow dark ban 1- m the spectiu n

of various i.epths of sh iding, h eadth an pu ity !'

ouiline, T.ie-e 1 1 ck hand- are c. lie . ab.-.o tic liain's.

W en oalore I flu ds are exniineil we witness a i so

modifica t'lna of tl e -^pecrum. N ne. howevei, s so
rich aiit) drsiii^ct in featu es, an I noiie hsei •ittrac ed
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more deserved attention than the spectrum of the blood,

of which we t>hall speaic presently.

()ne word regarding the extraordinary delicacy of

the specirum test, which far surpasses ever_v other test

previou-ly known to us. To give you an idt-a of the

sensitiveness of this test let u^ take one pound of com-
mon tible fait and divide it into 500,000 parts. One
of the?e minute atoms of matter is called a milligramme.

The experienced chemist is able to we gh such a minute
particle only with the most delicate scales, and with
extraordinary care and acquired dexterity. But with
this periormjnce he has arrivi-d at the limits of p'js>i-

bilities. And now let us divide again one of these

minute particles into 3,000,000 part.?, and we obtain an
atom of matter so minute that the human mind is in-

capable of forming any conception of it. Yet we can

demonstrate its presence by the spectrum test with the

utmost certainty and ease. Tlie dusting of a book in

the remotest corner of this room will immediately cause

the sodium to dart forth with is brilliant yellow line,

and thus reveal the presence of this metal.

This delicacy of reaction is not confined to sodium
alone. Lithiuingivesareaction with a ToJuoTru part of a

milligramme; sirontium with a -njifViiu part of a milli-

gramme ; in the ash of a cigar, moistened with hydro-
chloric acid and held in a flame, we obtain simultaneously

the spectra of sodium, potassium, lithium, caesium, ru-

bidium, and calcium.

The marvellous analytical powers of the spectro-

scope have been evidenced in the discovery of seven
new metals, two by Bunsen and Kirchhoff. to wit,

caesium and rubidium ; one by Crooks, to wit, thallium

;

one by Reich arid Eichter of Freiburg, Saxony, called

indium.
. The facility to observe the sodium line in the spectrum
isof great import:mce to the physicist. The presence

of this salt in sufficient quantity in the air is absolute-

ly necessary to life in its many and different forms and
conditions. Its antiseptic properties are specially adapt-

ed to prevent contaminaiion of the air, earth, and
water, and its deiicient supply is probably connected
yri'.h tiie rise and progress of endemic contagious dis-

eases such as cholera, typhus, and others. The never-
faihng source of this salt is the sea. fine particles of it

are continually floating in the air, resulting from the

action of winds and from the slower processes of
evaporation. Thus we meet the compensating power
of natural laws. The storm that brings destruction to

the shore-bound mariner casts abroad over continents

the elements necessary to lile and health; and whilst

life may be saei ificed to its relentless fury, its saving
mission to millions endowed with life testifies to the

greatness and wisdom of the Creator.

Daily spectroscopic observations show considerable

variations in the supply of this salt in tlie air, b}' cor-

responding variations in the intensity and brilliancy of

the sodium orD line. We may thus be able to foretell

hereafter an approaching epidemic, and its departure,

with the same exactitude as we are now able to fore-

tell the approach and cessation of a storm.

Of the various metals speclroscopically demonstrat-
ed in the human body, we may mention potassium,

sodium, lithium, rubidium, cEesium, and calcium. Li-

thium also emanates from the sea, it permeates many
soils, and is found in plants and in the milk and flesh

of animals feeding upon these plants.

Rubidium and caisium are consti tuents ofmany mineral
springs. The celebrated waters orBourbonnesles-Bains,
the springs of Vichy, Gastein, Neuheim, Karishrunn,
and others, owe their curative powers to these salts.

Important in a practical point is the spectroscopic (est

of barium and thallium. In cases of poisoning with

these salts, it is the easiest and the most reliable test to

demonstrate their presence. The objection tliat the

many modifications of the spectrum by so great a num-
ber of substances as can be spectroscopically examined,
is liable to lead to confusion, is devoid of foundation.

Whilst every substance has i;s own peculiar spectrum,

not possessed by any other known substance, it is, on
the contrary a fact, that those who become acquainted

with the various spectra by observation do not need
ihe exact measurement? of the single bands or lines in

order to detect the various constituents. The color.

relative posiiion, peculiar form, variety of shape, and
brightness of band are quite characteristic to insure

ready recognition and exact resuliseven in the hands of

persons unaccustomed to work witli the spectroscope.

As the exhausive analysis of blood by the Sfectro-

scopic test, forms the basis of its applicability to the diag-

nosis and Ihe treatment of disease, I will lapidly

glance over the array of facts known in reference to

ihi? interesting subject.

The first paper on the relations of light of the coloring

pigment of the blood was published by Stokes in 1S64,

and afterwards verified and enlarged upon by Hoppe
Seyler, Stokes pointed out the lact that the blood

causes a peculiarlj' strong absorption of light in the

yellow and green part of the spectrum ; that blood

exists in a double state of oxidation ; that each state

was characterized by its own peculiar modification of
the spectrum ; that the primitive coloring pigment of

the blood could be altered by chemical agents ; and that,

in its altered condition, forming haematine, it would in-

duce corresponding optic changes quite diffi-rent from
those of oxidized bluod. In the meantime experi-

ments were made with hiemato-crystalline, the crystal-

lizable substance of the blood. It was soon ascertained

that it sustained the S';me relations to oxygen as the

blood does; that it was capable of abstracting the oxy-
gen from the air, and part with it under the influence

of the same phj'sical and chemical agents ; and that it

showed also the same opiio relation, and that anj' alter-

ation tliis substance undergoes causes a corresponding
change in its spectral properties also.

As this hEemato-crystalUoe, or hasmoglobine, or
cruoiine as it is sometimes called, plays so very im-
portant a part in spectrum analysis, I will mention a

few of its many remarkable properties. In (brm it be-

longs to the rhumbohedric system. It is the most in-

destructible body known : it retains its integrity for

years in solutions that have undergone the oflVnsive

process of decomposition. It retains also its optic re-

lations to lii'hf, and its peculiar bands, it is reported,

can be reproduced from mummies that have departed
life thousands of years ago. It is of high atomic
weight, the highest known, computed by C. Schmidt
and Hop|ie Seyler to be as high as 13.280. The stabil-

ity and indestructibility of this substance are principal

factors in an individual's life, and as the quantity of

haemato-crystaUine ebbs and rises in the animal eco-

nomy, so rises and faUs the capacity for life and health.

The absorption of oxygen is efiected with the utmost
rapiditj', and Pflueger's experiments on dogs showed
also that tliis vital gas is consumed with equal rapidity

in the economy.
One of the most valuable properties of the spectro-

scope is its ability to determine the quantity of hsema-
to-crystalline as well as the quality, and thereliy to

ascertain the amount of vitality of an individual in a

given case. We can do this in various wa3's, which
being matter of detail I am forced to pass by. One of

these ways is to use smoked glasses of known obscu-

rating powers, a procedure of my own, which I shall

publish at some future day.
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The possibility to measure the vital force is certainly
|

a matter of ihc i>reatest impottance. True, we can
;

measure the temperature, count the pulse, and by prac-
I

tics learn to appreciate its oscillati'iiis, its vol.ime, and
other peculiariti 'S. But are the pulse and the theimo-

|

meter abscluleiy relialjle ? What experienced physician i

ha? not witnessed i[i inflammatory conditions, such, /. c,
j

as peritonitis:, meninj,Mti<, and others, a compressed, small.
|

\viry pulse, which would lead the unwary to administer
j

stimulants, to the imminent danser of the patient, when
after a moderate abstraction of blood the pulse would

\

quickly rise to gi eat strength. Let us confess we are

often in doubt whether a case is truly the result of

anaemia or otherwise, forcing us t> temporize when
the fleeliiig moments aie extremely precious.

How welcome to us is in such moments the infor-

ma'ion which the spectrum test is so well able to

impart ! Resting upon strict Fcientifie principles, and
ba^ed upon nature's immutable laws, what in former

d.iys was revealed to the most favored observer can

now be ascertained by a simple knowledge of spoctial

analysis.

Spectrum analysis is suggestive as to the proper

treatment of abnormal conditions depending upon per-

manent or teniponiry alteration of tlio blood crysla's.

We understiiid now how it, happens that when a man
has inhale 1 the poisonous and much-dreaded fire-damp,

the mephitic exhalations of the coal-tnines for example,

he may be brought to the suriace alive, may linger on
f )r day.*, and yet is beyond the po>sibility to recover,

even if he were plunged into an ocean of oxygen.
Such was the condition of many of the victims of the

late accident in the collieries of West Pittston, Penn-
sylvani.i. In these eases ttie cryst.illizable ingredient

of the b'ood had been affect-d. We know now that

the act of breathing is not a mechanical but a chemical
act, that hseinato-erystalliue alone possesses the mar-
vellous capacity to attract and fix the oxygen, looifely

indeed, so that it may as easily be exchanged for car-

bonie acid
; that the blood in the lungs saturates its.df

wit'.i the vital oxygen, that it is carried by the heart's

a' tion into the remotest recesses of the c:ipillary system
;

that it t'icre parts with its precious burden and supplies

the oxydizable tissues wiih the breath of life, and tliat

it carries back from them the iiTes|iirable carbonic .acid

to be exhaled by the lungs' action, assisted by chemi-
cal processes not yet fully understood.

We know tlie strange and latal affinitv of hasmato-crys-

talline for carl)onic oxide and other irre-pirable gases,

which, once attached to it, form inseparable alliances,

holl in deathly embrace, use up all oxygen, so neces-

sary to the animal economy, to sa isfy their own wants,

as is the ca=e when sulphuretted hydrogen is inhaleil

;

or the deathly messenger depiives the haemato-crystal-

line of its po.ver and capacity to absorb oxygen, and to

convert the hoemato-crystalline in o nxylfemato-erys-
tall ne, as is the ease when carbonic oxide has been
inhaled ; or both elfects occur at once, when, f n- ex-
ample, piussic acid has been bioujht ir.to t'le circulation.

In these cases tr.msfusion is the on!y ra'ional n-rae-

dy, the infusion into the vitiated curient of a fnsh
sup 'ly of hte niito-crystalline, to sustain anew the vital

exchanges. The quantity need not be large. Such
are the philosophical deductions which spe;:trum ana-
ly.sis forces ns to accept. Formerly, when poisoning
look pi ice wiih iire-pirable gases, efforts were made to

neutralize their effects by cliemical antidotes. It was
taken for granted that the same chemical affinities

would be exercised in the human economy as in the
laboratory, and medical men recommended the iuhala-

tion of sulphuretted hydrogen as an antidote in c.ises

of poisoning with chlorine gas, and so the reverse.

Unconseious of the ultcr hopelessness of such proceed-
ing, they thus heaped danger upon danger.

Thanks to our [irogressive age, such destructive

practice lies far behind us.

I have sp 'ken of transfusion in these and other eiises

where the vitality of tlie hsemato-crystalline has been
suspended or destroyed.

This opera' ion is not free from danger; it requires
proper mechanical means, not accessible to all, and
neither the instruments nor the blood iiecessarj' mav be
on hand when wanted. It also requires expeiience,
which not every physician may be able to gather.

In view of this I propose to give the h;emato-crys-
t.iUine internally, not alone in po soning with gases, but
also in cholera and typlnis, which aliect the integrity
fif this li!e-sustaiiiing substance. Solutions of this salt

may be substituted where transfusion is practised, or
a small quantity may be hypoderraically injected. It

can now be purchased in quantity, and experiments
should be in-tituted to test the correctness ol my pro-
position, wlicli is at least logical y antl philosopiiieally

correct. As tliis substance also possesses the respira-

tory power, it. may prove superior to transfusion. Its

indestructibility would insure itjs reaching the circula-

tion in an unaltcie 1 condition.

But evi-n should it undergo a chemolylic change un-
der the influem e of the gas'ricjuiee of the stomach, its

only pos-ible tiansmutation would be into h;ciii;iiine,

which substance, in common with lia;mato-crysta!li:ie,

also pissesses the breathing power of tlie blood, al-

though perhaps in an inferior degree. I shall be in

possession of a large quantity of this salt Irom abroad,
and will have an oppoi tunily to test the value of my
suggest on.

Now all these changes ofhxm.ito-crystalline, as effect-

ed by irrespirable gases or chemical means, tire traceable

upon the spectrum by corresi onding changes of bunds
and liglits. True as the needle to the north pole is

thespe.-trum to the substance it analyze^-.

These two well-defined (bands in the yellow and
green part of the spectrum between D and K are the
world-renowned blond bands of blood in a sta'e of
oxidiitiori. If we deprive the blood of is oxygen by
reducing agents, these two cheerful bands disappeir
and make room for this one broad band I'Ctwcen i) and
E, marked on the diagram as reduced hasmatc-cystal-
liiie. The two bands will, however, reappear if the

blood solui'jn is shaken up with air or nii:;ed with
solutions capable of giving up oxygen.

If blood or hsEinato-crystal'ine is acted upon by any
acid, or alkali, or alcohol, it is ehemolj-seil into albu-

minous substances and a co'ored maiter, wh ch retains

tdl the iron but none of the sulphur of the oiiginal

compound. This is htematine. If we |>laee this sub-
stance before the spectroscope we obtain a quit.j dif-

ferent spectrum, or, better, a number of spectra, the
modification depending upon the agent that has been
employed to separate it I'roin the o iginal eompound.
Here on the diagram is a four-bamltd spectum of

li;cma'ine, obtained by the action of a'ji'ls Uj.on the

blood.

Above this are the bands of reduced haematine. For
hajtnatine m:'y be reduced, Idee hjBinato-cryst.d ine, by
leducing agents. If thus teduced it present-s two 1 ands
rese eblii.g the blood bands, but difi'er;ng from tiiein in

[losition, width, and liepth ol'sliading.

The one above is a one-banded hiema'iiie spectrum
;

it is obained by the action of pure alkaline upon the

blood.

The next five-banded spectrum also belongs to hicinn-

j

tine
;
it results from the act ion of acidu'aled alcohol ; pon

blood.
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Ha;matine is of rare occurrence in the economy. It

lias been detected in the urine, ready formed, in a dis-

ease to which the name "intermittent hiematuria" has

been given. This disease was first described by Dr.

Greenhow, and publislied in the Edinhmyjh Medical

Journal, May, 18GS; and cases liave since been reported

by Sir Thomas AVatson, Drs. EUiotson, Prout, llarley,

Dickinson, and others. I have found it, once in the last

stage of Bright's disease. Hasmatine crystallizes in

rhombic plates.

A new body, termed cruentine, has been discover-

ed and described by Dr. Thudichum. It is derived

from liaematine by the action of sulphuric acid upon
a portion of the nniterial employed to chemoly.se hsema-
to-crystalline, and which roinains insoluble. This
substance, like haemato-crystalline and hsematine, can
exist in a double state of o.\idation ; it can be oxidized

and dei'xid:z>-d at pleasure, and the simple shaking up
of the mi.xturc with air is sufficient to bring it back to

a state of oxidation.

This derivate or decomposition product of the second
order also possesses the respiratory power of the blood
corpuscles.

As is the case with hasmatine, cruentine has its own
spectral peculiarities, and offers a rich harvest to the

spectroscopist. We have seven modifications of cruen-

tine, a few of which only I have represented on the

diagram. Tou observe that they differ from each o:her

and the spectra of htematine as well as haemato-crystal-

line in features cjuite distinct and readily recognizable.

These modifications are dependent, as was already

said of hsematine, upon the chemical agent employed,
and are matters of detail which I am admonished to

discard in this 1< cture.

Being in possession of all modifications to which
blood can be brought by chemical agencies, we are now
jjrepared to understand how this analysis can be ap-

plied in medicine.

Fi'St and foremost, its adaptation to forensic medi-
cine is to be considered. No matter in what manner
blood-stains have been tampered with, be it by macera-
tion, boiling, acids, alkalies, or alcohol, the spectroscope

can tell us all about it. Where no change has been
attempted, we can show the well-known blood bands.

Where LoiUng has been resorted to, we know that the

hoemato-crj'stalline has become coagulated, and we must
obtain the htematine tests ; so when acids and alkalies

have been employed we do weU to use the cruen-
tine reaction with its characteristic bands. We have
already adverted to the fact that hjemato-crystal-

line preserves its integrity almost forever, and that we
can always demonstrate it spectroscopically. Yon may
interrupt me by claiming that a good microscope will

demonstrate blood equady well. To this, however, I

must 1 e-pectfull}' demur. I am no stranger to the

microscope, and know, in the first place, that the de-

fining power of the best instruments falls far below the
response of the spectrum test. But it is entirely use-

less when blood has been acted upon by the various
chemical agents above enumerated, and where tlie cor-

puscles have been disintegrated and destroyed, leaving

no characteristic by whicii the microscope could defi-

nitely demonstrate blood. At this juncture the mar-
vellous power of the spectroscope is seen to its greatest
advantage, and the best authorities abroad have frankly
admitted that no blood analysis is complete without the
apphcation of the specti uin test.

In cases of poisoning by prussic acid, carbonic oxide,
sulphuretted and phosphoretted hydrogen, the spectro-
scope is able to give decided reaciions, provided the
blood can be examined soon after death; and although
the absorption bands of blood efl'ected by prussic acid

and carbonic oxide do not reveal any veiy striking

deviation in relation to spectral phenomena from those

of pure solutions of hsemato-ciystalline, yet have we
ample means to recognize tlicm by the spectroscope.

For example, carbonic oxirle haemato-ciystallinc resists

the action of reducing agents, which blood does not,

and Dr. Gamgee considers this non-reducibility as suf-

ficiently characteristic to determine in forensic cases

poisoning by carbonic oxide.

Spectrum analysis has thrown light upon the nature

of bile in disease, and made us acquainted with many
of its results of decomposition. Normal bile is nearly

devoid of the power to affect the spectrum, and this

negative quality becomes a matter of great diagnostic

value. The presence of the biliary acids was formerly

demonstiated by means of the " Pettenkofer test."

A mixture of .sulphuric acid and sugar with these acids

produces a splendid purple color. The lest, however,
is no longer considered a valid one, for cerebric acid,

lithofellic acid, and even albumen, give this te^t with
rare intensity. The .spectroscope alone is able to give

reliable information, and we possess optic differences

by which each of these bodies m,ay be recognized.

Satisfactory results have been obtained from spectral

analysis of urine. The presence of htEmato-cry.-taliiDe

or ha;matine in the urine is, of course, easil}' deteced.

In dis-'ases where an extensive destruction of blood
corpuscles takes place I have repeatedly discovered a

beautiful band near F, at the commencement of the blue

part of the specirum. When this band becomes visible

in the urine it indicates gravity of disease, and is a

landmark to the practitioner, intbrming him that the

vital powers of the patient are fast breaking up and
passing awav. In my last year's lecture Vjefore the

Medical Journal Association I predicted prismatic pe-

culiarities for purpurine. Want of material prevented

me from discovering and describing two very liis'inct

absoiption bands between D and b and E and F. They
are described by Stokes. As this pigment found in the

urinary secretion is derived from a peculiar morbid
ti'ansrautation of the biliary acids, and indicates yrave

hepatic disorder, ils early discuveri) is of lite cjreatest

diagnostic value. By the spectiutn test we can discover

it in the smallest quantity. The bands represented on
the diagram a:e from au alkaline solution of purpur-

ine.

The spectral appearances of urine in endemic cholera

deserves our special notice.

The early urine of patients under the influence of this

terrible malady contains a peculiar principle, which
under the action cf certain chemical agents has the

property of generating a blue and a red coloi ing matter.

These pigments give peculiar absorption bands. The
blue pigment differs in a most decided manner from the

blue pigment which is derived from indican. It differs

also irom the blue pigment derived frotn bile, but bears

resemblance to the alkaline alcoholic solution of hajraa-

line. The spectrum test may therefore be .ipplied to

diagnosticate true endemic cholera from the urine of
cholera patients.

In addition to the spectral phenomena of cholera

urine we have peculiar absorption bands ch.iracteri-tic

of cholera stools—the so-called " rice-water dejections."

The spectrum resembles that of blood, but differs from

it sufficiently so as to distinguish one from the other

for practical purposes. These bands are not produced

by any ot'ier evacuations known, and we have there-

fore in them a diagno.-tic sign of the highest value to

dislinguiih in doubtful cases sporadic cholera from the

true Asiatic disease.

The source of this pigment in cholera stools is proba-

b'y the hsemato-crystalline split up aud morbidly
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changed by the destructive chemolytio power of the

cholera poison.

The spectroscope has thrown also considerable light

upon the cause of some S3'mptoms in Bright's disease

hitherto little understood. We all know that uncon-
trollable retching and vomiting is often a constant

symptom in chronic renal disease. This is probably

produced by two new bodies discovered by Dr. Thudi-
chuin. Tliey are decomposition products derived from

urochroome, to wit: omicholine and omicholic acid.

They are formed within the economy in certain dis-

eases of the kidney. They possess highly nauseatina-

and emetic propertit-s, and probably cause that uncon-
trollable irritation of the stomach, e.specially in cases

where, by an irrational treatment, salutary evacuations

have been suppressed, and the task to relieve the sys-

tem of this noxious product has been thrown upon the

stomach.
These bodies can be readily demonstrated by the

spectrum lest.

Uromelanine, a decomposition product from urine, is

also sometimes found reaily secreted in the urine, and
can be eas ly detecti-d by the spectrum test. It is often

coincident with melanotio dise:ise, and points at grave

disordered assimilation and imperfect deearhonization

of the blood. A substance always found in connection
witli it is paranielanine. It is an interesting body, as it

yields the spectroscopic characteristics of cruentine,

thus revealing its true origin from the blood.

Spectrum analysis has recently been employed in

experime-.ts to demonstrate minute quantities of

vegetable poisons and their alkaloids, su^.'h as strych-

nine, veratrine, atropine, and others. The experiments,
although not completed, are promising very interesting-

results. M^'tallio poisons, sui^li as arsenic, copper, an-
timony, had, tha'lium, and barinrn, can be mo.-t readily

detected by bringing them into a state of incandese-nce,
when each of them will show its own peculiar modifi-

cat'o'.i of the spi^ctrum. Many of the tinc'ures and
silutions of narcotic poisons give characteristic absorp-
tion bands, and by the aid of the spectroscope we can
detect adulterations of wine, malt, and fermented
liqanrs; by its aid we also di'termine the age of wine=;,

and tiie quality and purity of fixed and volatile oils.

Recently the spectn'scope has been eniplnyed in

ophthalmic practice to determine states of color-blind-

nes? and other abnormal conditions of the retina, and
to determine the capacity of colored glasses for specta-

cles suitable to individual cases where only a certain

amount of light is borne and desirable.

A new spectroscopic test for .albumen is recorded in

the Miernscopicid Journal of the Royal Microscopical
Sonehj. July, 1870.

Certain algM, when decomposing, give up a blue
fluid, called by Cohen phycncyan (Schulze's Archiv,
I8C7, part i.). Sheppard calls it the " dicliroid fluid ;

"

he ol)t nned it from the oscillarice. Under the spcc-
troscooe it gives one absorption band, unless it has
been decomposed in the pres.-nce of albumen, when it

yields two bands. When to urine containing traces

of albumen this pliycoeyan is added, it produces the
second band, and this is considered by Dr. Hogg one
of the most delicate tests for albumen known.

Other interesting material having a purely physiolo-
gical bearing, the identity of Inteine from birds and
mammalia, the various spectra of in'estinal discharges,

both in a normal and abnormal condition, the spectra
of the blue and green pigment resulting from morbid
intestinal oxidation, ancl other topics, must be left to

some futuve hour's consideration. I have necessarily
avoided all detail and omitted inanv interesting topics.

May my efforts stimulate others, placed in more favor-

able positions, to lake up the subject, and to give it

that critical consideration which it so richly deserves.

VITAL STATISTICS AND THEIR CLAIMS
UPON THE PROFESSION.

READ BEFOnE THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE, OCTOBER, I&71.

Br CHARLES P. RUSSELL, M.D.

FELLOW OF THE NEW TOUK AC-U>E5ni' OF MEDICINE ; MEMBER OF THE
NEW YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY ; REGISTILUi OF RECOIUJS OF TUE
NEW YORK HEALTH DEPART1II:NT.

Mr. President .\n-d Fellows of the Academy:—In
the paper which I shall have the honor of reading be-
fore you this evening, I have attempted little origi-

nality. The subject of Nosology is an old one. Its ap-

plication to statistical research on a large s'ale is of
more recent date. Botli have been expatiated upon by
many eminent men, to whom I shall occasionally refer,

and of whose language I shall frequently avail myself
as the best adapted to illustrate the theme.

Permit me, in the beginning, to sketch briefly the ori-

gin and progress of tliose efforts towards nosological

classification and general zation whose fruition we are

now enjoying. The vast tlirongs of figures relating to

life and to death which within a few years have accu-

inulated by such means, arc slowly but certainly un-
folding the mysterious laws of national and cosmical

disease. We may liken them to the myriads of stars

upon whose coun'less array midnight philosophers

have looked and read to the world tlje majestic laws
of space.

We know that in antiquity the study of medieine
was monopolized by the priestly caste. The Hindoos
appear to have been the earliest to turn their attention

to tliis subject, as one of their sacerdotal medical trea-

tises is referred to an age fourteen centuries before

Christ, or 900 years anterior to Hippucrates. This was
called the Ayur Veda, and was a .synopsis by profession-

al writers of still older medical lori'. It contained a
rude class'ficalion of dise.ases, whose principal ilivisions

were :—PsyclioIogii;al Disorders, founded upon the East-

ern supers'ition of demoniacal po;;ses.sioii ; Infantile

Cimplaints, and Affections of the tJ-enerative Fui.ctinns.

It treated also of Surgery, Pathology, Toxicology, Ma-
teria Merlica, and Hygiene. Other works of a similar

character arc mentioned as having been extant among
the Assyrians and the early Egyptians and Greek«.
Althouirh some endeavor to arrange, describe, and in-

dividualize diseases may thus be traced to a period far

anterior to the age of Hippocrates, the descriptions

handed down to us are eSceedingly imperfect. In an-

cient times, as in our own, pestilences naturally attract-

ed most of the popid.ir attention on account of the con-
sternation created by their ravages, and they have
therefore frequent'y received historical mention. But
neither the classic historians of the Jews, the Greeks,
or the Romans described with any precision the plagues
which swept over ancient countries. Notwithstanding
that Thncydides gave an elaborate description of a pes-

tilence by whicli Athens was devastated, its nature
remains a mystery, although it was probably an epi-

demic of small-pox. A great number of plagues were
mentioned by Livy, but it is impossible to determine
their character. Hippocrates and Galen were mnre
precise in their accounts of epidemics and other affec-

tions, but s'ill confounded niany, and failed in accurate-

ly defining others which they may have recognized and
understood. Celsus, who flourished during the reign

of Augustus, left a remarkable and systematic review
of the maladies then prevalent. Notwithstanding the

confusion of diseases and ambiguity of definition which
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charac'erized the writings of these distiutruished phy-
sicians, their delineations were often so perfect as to

serve the purposes of modern observers. Although
they were frequently erroneous in their speculations,

they were clear and perspicuous in their narrations of

paihognomonic facts, and tlius establishod a ba?is for

nosolo_;ical arrangement. But the analysis of diseases,

like the other departments of medicine, was a slou-l}'

progressive science, interrupted and modified by poli-

tical events. During the Middle Ages medicine par-

ticipated with its sister arts in the general obscurity

and barbarism. Its scientific cultivation was confined

to the Saracenic schools—the principal of which
flouiished at Bagdad, Cairo, Cordova, and Fez. The
renowned Arabian physicians Avicenna, Avenzoar,
Theophail, and Averroes were familiar with tlie aph-
orisms of Hippocrates and the Commentaries of Galen.

It appears that on tlie conque.st of Alexandria some
books were saved from the burning of its magnifi'-ent

librarj', among wliich were tiiose mentioned, which
were soon translated by the Arabians. Thus they be-
came di.-ciples of the Greek pathology, resolving dis-

eases into the four great classes whose peculiarities

were severally attributed to the- sanguineous, the bil-

ious, the p'.ilegniatic, and the melancholic tempera-
ment. Many of their religious dogmas were necis.sa-

rily interwoven with the doctrines which they pro-
mulgated.

Alth lugh systems of authentic necrology have been
in vogue for three hundred years in some places—for

example, in Geneva, Switzerland, where all deaths
within that peiiod have been recorded,—it was con-
siderably later that the endeavor was made lo precisely

define and methodically classify disease-. " Plater," in

the language of Ma-;on Good, " may be regarded as the
morning star that first glimmered in the heinisphere of
symptomatology, as Serveto was in that of the circu-

Lition of the blood. The light of both was feeble and
tremulous; but it twinkled in the midst of darkness,
and led on t) the brightness of day. His work, entitled

Praxis Medica, in which he gives an imptrfejt sketch
of a plan of symptomatic nosology, was published
in 1602."

Sydenham subsequently seized the thread which
Plater had first taken up, and in 1675 suggested giving
to diseases short definitions, such as those by which
plants wore distinguished. His recommendation was
not; reduced to practice until 1731, when Franciscus
Boissier de Sauvages, a celebrated professor of m-dicine
at Montpellier, publislied an outline of a nosological

system after the model of that employed by botinists

in the classification of plants—by cla-ses, orders, genera,
and species. Liiinreus was also at this period carrying
forward his remaikable system of botan_y. Sauvages'
treatis , which had previously been strongly endorsed
by Boerhaave, was entitled '• XouveUes Classes de Mala-
dies." He improved it from time to time, utitil in 1768,
shortly after his death, appeared the culmination of his

labors in his renowned work, the Nosologia Metliodica.

This contained the first full and .systetnatic arrange-
ment of diseases ever executed. Sydenham's sugges-
tions had quicketied the well-stored and colossal brain of
Sauvages, until thence sprang forth the wisdom-armed
creation that gave form and substance to every succes-
sive endeavor of the kind. He was fond of acknowl-
edging his indebtedness to Sydenham, whom he
styled, " Anglus Hippocrates."' Sauvages' Ko-ology
embraced ten classes, e^ich introduced by an elaborate
pathological .'synopsis ; 44 orders, 315 genera, 2,500
species, and iniuimerable varieties; with the definition

ofeach, itssyno:i3'mes. history, diagnosis, prognosis, and
treatment. This almost endless caegory called forth

from M. de Ratte, in his eulogy of Sauvages, delivered

before the Royal Society of Sciences at Montpellier,

the exclamation, " Quel nombre prodigieux d'enne-
mis !

" The distinctions of Sauvages were generally

founded upon symptomatic characters. But his system
was too diffuse, to j full of ramifications—a nosological

labyrinth, immense, wonderful, and perplexing. His
herculean labors, however, produced a deep impression

upon the scientific world, and, like all great invetit^ons,

his production was soon subjected to improvements by
other master-minds throughout Europe. Hence t'le sub-
sequent attempts of Linnajus. atUp?ala. in his Genera
Morborura ; of Vogel, at G6ttingen,in his Definitiones

Generum !Morborum
;
of Sagar, at Iglaw, Moravia, in

his Systema Morborum Systematicum ; and of Cullen,

at Edinbureh, in his Synopsis NosologiiB Methoditae.

That of Culien appeared in 1792, an 1 on account of its

intrinsic merits at once supplanted all others. His
method of classification resembled Sauvages' somewhat
in form, but was even more comprehen>ive, while it

was characterized by greater brevity, simplicity, and
accuracy of definition. It contained but four classes.

Pyrexiae, Neuroses, Cachexia, and Locales. He re-

duced the 44 orders of Sauvages to 20, and his 315
genera to 151. He did not attempt to arrange disea^^cs

according to their proximate causes, but more especially

with reference to the pathological elements upon which
they depend. Such a system, however, must neces-

sarily have partaken of the imperfections which marked
contemporaneous opinion or conjecture, and have Ijeen

subject to continual modification. Xaturally, there-

fore, it became gradually overwhelmed, and sank at last

under the waves of increasing knowledge.
Culleu's chief competitors were Selle, Plouquct,

Pinel, Crichton, and Darwin. Time does not admit of
more than an allusion to them. They made few inno-

vations upon Sauvages' system, generally recognizing

the same principle of making divisions dependent upon
the prominence of particular symptoms.
The first attempt made in Great Britain to improve

on Cullen was that of ilacbride, whose four primary
divisions were into Universal, Local, Sexual, and Infan-

tile disorders.

More modern nosologies have been devised by Parr,

Bichat, Vicq-d'Azyr, Riclierand, Young, Mason Good,
and Farr. Young and Good classified diseases accord-

ing to the special functions involved.

Mason Good's division was into affections of the Di-
gestive, the Respiratory, the Sanguineou-, the Xervous,
the Sexual, and the Excernent Function.^, with a dis-

tinct class for fortuitous lesions and deformities.

Professor Carswell ])roposed a clas.sification founded
upon the elementary phenomena and products of dis-

eases—a rather impracticable one in the present stale

of medical observation.

Many other nosological classifications have been pro-

pounded and emploj'ed by eminent men to facilitate

their own special investigations. Some are suitable

only for the practitioner, others for the anatomist, tile'

physiologist, the pathologist, the medical jurist. All

such endeavors to reduce to system havi; helped to in-

creasj our stock of knowledge in fulfilling the specific

objects for which they were devised. In clas-ifying

diseases the extent to which their analy.sis should b-;

carried must depend upon circumstances ; and for sta-

tistical uses the individuality of the facts should be suf-

ficiently preserved, while the distinctions should not be
more subtile than is necessary to separate the facts.

Sucli a system, and one applicable to the wants of dif-

ferent populations, was a problem first solved by D\
William Farr. A St itistical Congress was convened in

Paris under the auspices of the French Government, in
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September, 1855, to consider this siibjeot, and they '

agreed upon a iiompnclature of the c:m.-;es of ileath es-

sentially the same as lliat proposed by Dr. Farr. At I

another Congress, held in Vienna in 185", a uniform
I

nomen'lature and plan of registration for all the Euro-
j

pean States was determined upon. Dr. Farr's cla?sifi- i

caiion was not so generally adopted, but has since been
;

miking its way in Germany and other portions of
|

Earope. This nosological classification, though by no
means perfect, doubtless possesses, in its practical bear-

ings upon public health, advantages over every system

thit has preceded it. Let us examine for a few mo-
ments the principles upon which it depends. Its pri-

mary divisions are five, and are founded upon the man-
ner in which diseases of similar character or type !

affect the population. Thus, we have, first, the great

class of Zymotic diseases, chiefly comprising fevers pnr
excellence—the epidemic, endemic, and contagious or

infectious disorders,—which suddenly attack masses of

people, which .spring from dilTorent sorts of malaria or

Irom specific communicable poison-:, containinate the

atmosphere and the water, and decimate, in a brief

time, civil and military couununities. We read in

sacred history of whole armies having been sndd>>nly

swept away, as that of Sennacherib, which, while be-

sieging Jerusalem, lost 185.1100 men in a single ni'_dit

under the deadly breath of the Destroying Ange!—

a

beautiful metaphor, probably, for the swift and invisible

Vilow of the pestilence. It has been well remarked
that these diseases '"distinguish one country from an- i

other, one year from another ; they have formed
epoch* in chronology, and, as Niebuhr has shown, have
influence 1 not only the fall of cities, such as Athens

i

and Florence, but of empires." This great elnss of

m-iladi'-s is the index of sahibri'y; it is this class which i

varies to the greatest extent in different climates and 1

sea-^ons ; that constitutes the principal difference be-

tween ilie healih of various peoples and periods. It

is eminently proper, theref >re, notwithstanding the

features which serve to disiinguish tlie.se aftections as

clearly from one another as from those of a diflerent

class, that they slionld be gror.ped together. The re- i

semblance in their effects and influence is of vastly '

more importance than the disparity in their several
;

tr.iits. Associated in the same class, and partiking of

their peculiarities in a minor degree, we have epizootic,

pamsitic. and inoculated disea.ses, with t'lose resulting
!

from the deprivation of su.stenance and abuse of drink.

Besides the zymotic di-orders, there is, as Dr. Farr
expresses it, "a legion of diseases, never halting and
not so much controlled by external Circumstances, viz..

sporalic diseases or ordinary maladies of every-day oc-
j

currence." The.se are sometimes hereditary, sometimes
appareu ly .spontaneous or traceable to various exciting

cause-!, but not generally regarded as capalile of direct

propagation. They participate frequently in the fluc-

tu.ations of zymotic diseases, b?ing often modified
thereby and thence a=suminj; difterent types. First

among these are the Constitutional Disenst-s, including

the <iiathetic, as rheumatism and cancer, and the

tubercular, as phthi=is, scrofula, marasmus, and hy-
drocephahis. Next we have the great class of Local
Disorders—affections of special organs grouped in dis-

tinct systems, as meningiiis in the nervous, aneurism
in the circulatory, pneumonia in the respiratory, peri-

tonitis in the digestive, Bright's disease in the uri-

nary, metritis in the generative, necrosis in the loco-

motory and o.s.seous, and lioils in the integumentary.
Next come Developmental Diseases, or those arising

from morbid action of the formative, reproductive, or

nutritive process, as disorders of newly-born childien,

premature and preternatural births, cyanosis, atelec-

tasis, spina bifida, and other malformations; diseases

of women incident to the puerpe-al state or to men-
strual irregularity ; affections peculiar to advanced age,

such as senile gangrene and decay, and disea.ses con-

sequent upon imperfect nutrition, as atrophy. The
fin.il class embraces deaths due to A'iolent Causes : the

direct results of jihysical or chemical forces, whether
applied accidentally, suicidally, or homicidally; and
comprising as a rule cases necessarily subject to judicial

investigation. Dr. Farr remarks that in a political

point of view violent deaths are of great importance,

as they bear more upon the eflicient part of the popu-
lation, lie regards them as a very prominent class

which should be distinguished from all the others, and
thus illustrates his point:— " A watch or machine may
be destroyed by dashing it upon the ground or throw-
ing it into the fire; its motion may also be arrested

by internal causes having their source in its own
mechanism. In the body arc innumerable processes

going on which are not mechanical, and a change in

which will destroy life, as the acid fermentation destroys

milk or wine, without any mechanical agency."

I have taken the liberty to review Farr's classifica-

tion at some length, and have consequently n iterated

points whicli are undoubtedly familiar to most of those

present. Tliere may be others, however, who may not
iiave had occasion to examine this Nosology, and
therefore I have indicated its salient features in order

that my subsequent remarks may be correctly inter-

preted by all.

Before proceeding to detail the difficulties whlh
attend the proper classification of the various causes of

death as they are returned to the Health Department,

I will say a few words with reference to the history of

our municipal registration.

The official memorial of deaths in New York city

dates back to 1798, in which year were registered the

names of five persons, three infants and two adults. It

is somewhat singular that both of the latter were
negroes. In 1799 and ISOO no names were entered on
the register. In 1801 there were 43 ; in 180'J, 843 ; in

1803, 1,134; and in 1801, 725. From that date up to

1811 none wi^re registered, save in 1808, and then but
424. In 1811 only 40 names were recorded. Thus
within 14 years, in an average population of 70,000,

there were registered an annual average of but 230

deaths. In 1812 there were recorded 2,503 deaths, the

first fair approximation to the actual number.

Many of these early entries were very indefinite, as,

for example, '' Mrs. Dick's child, aged two years, place

of death, Greenwich St."—no disease specified ; and
'George Bennison's three children, inteired in one
grave." There were a few re;.'istries of the names of

persons dying elsewhere than in the city, as in Wcst-
( hester, or even Philadelphia ; one being simply re-

corded as " brousht 70 miles for interment " here.

Under the heading of '' Remarks " in these venerable

books is occasionally found some quaint record—as, for

example, we are informed that Wm. Powell died on
Autrusf, 1, 1803, of a " casualty bv taking too large a

vomit." Fortunately, perhaps, for the posthumous
reputation of Mr. Powell's pliysician, there was pre-

served in those days no record of the names of medical

aitendant.s.

Although individual observers have left us accounts

of various diseases which prevailed here in the last

century, principally those of a pestilential nature, no
attempt was made to collect authentic statistics of gen-

eral mortality until 1803, when John Pintard, Esq.,

publis'.icd the first Bill of Mortality, extending from
November 1, 1801, to January 1, 1803. Mr. Pin-

tard at the same time endeavored to direct publia aiten-
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tioii to the importance of a compl/te registration, not

only of deaths, but .-Jso of birtlis and marriages, but

without muoli success, as no laws enci imaging sucli

reg'str.ition were enacted by the State until 1847, and

it was (Uily in 1853 ihat a statute embodying stringent

and speciUc piovi^^ious in these regards was adopted.

But very liitle aitention, compara ively, was paid to

the act, and no attempt made to enforce its require-

ments. The number of marriag,^ and birih returns in-

creased, to be sure, but were still exceedingly deficient,

as they remain to this day, not niu^h to the credit of

tho-e who are delinquent in contributug to such im-

portant branches of registration. Th^^ number of

deaths reported was also lar from being complete. The
City Inspector supplied undertakers with burial per-

miis S'gncd in blank, and they or ihe c:-mete:y keep-

ers returnorl the ceitificates of death at their di-cretion.

The most flagrant abu.^es were thus possible. This

practice coutinuc'd to a certain extent up to the organi-

zation of the Metroprditan Board cf Healih in ISijG,

after whicli no burials were permitted until the proper

certificate of death had been deposited at tbe Central

Office. Imperfect as had been the registration of

death? prior to 1866, tlie cla^silicatiou of tlieir causes

had been even more so. As there wa? no supervision

of any description over the returns, a large luunber of

certificates were necessarily received which a-si;.;ned

the most indefinite and unmeaning causes, such as cvni-

geslion, corpulency, heredilaiy or congenital disease,

e.\lrava-atio;i, inllainmation, inflammatory fever, poly-

pus, ulcjratiou, bleeding. It seems ahnost incredible

that but a little over five years since such certifi'ates

should have been sent forward to serve as a basis for

most vital scientific inquiries. Very little had been at-

tempted at classifying even those diseases which were
recognizable until 1843, when Dr. Griscom, during a

brief term of office in the City In.s;jector's Department,
introJuced the first improvements. Thereafter the

principal zymotic alTections were grouped together,

tiut many other?; were assigned an uncertain and vari-

able position. This w.as a great step in adv.mce, but
was abandoned in 1859 by Dr. Ramsey, then Registrar

of Vital Statistics, who returned substantially to the

old method of simply alphabi-tieal a-raugement. He
made a separate table of Deaths from External Causes,

which, besides those from violence, embr.iced cyan-
osis, malformations, old age, premature births, and
sunstroke—a rather motley assemblage.

In March, 1866, the newly organized Metropolitan
Board of Health entrusted the vital statistics of this

city to the supervision of Dr. Elisha Harris, to whom
we are indebted for the adoption of Farr's system of

classification. Since that lima the causes of death
have been arranged in accordance with that method,
those of each week being sepaiateh' classified, the

weeks being consolidated into quarters, and the latter

into years. As the same system is pursued in Great
Britain and other countries, constant international ex-

changes and comparisons are practicable, which are not
simply confini'd to individual affections, but are appli-

cable as well to immense groups of cognate di^eascs.

In this manner statistics of mortality assume vast

importance, and present for our considemt'on manifold
questions of a physical, political, and social charactrr.

They determine the laws which regulate the duration

of life, and afford b:'.ses for calculations materially affect-

ing the intere.^ts of millions. Statistics are lar from
being the barren array of figures ingeniously and labori-

ously combined into cohuims and tables, which many
persons are apt to consider them. They constitute,

rather, the ledger of Ihe people, in which, as the mer-
chant in his books, the citizen can read at once all the

results of a year or of a period of years as compared
with other years or periods, and can deduce the profit

or the loss which has accrued to the account of mora's,

vitality, education, wealth, or power. It has been well

said that " science has nothing to oiler more inviting in

specu'ation than the laws of vita'ity, the variations of

those laws in the two sexes at different ages, and tbe

iufluence of civilization, occupation, locality, seasons,

and other physical agencies, eiiher in generating dis-

eases or in improving the public health." But putting

aside this broad and philosuphic view of the importance
of mortuary statistics, it is obvious that the application

of their dtduetions must be of great benefit to the

physician as a pr.ictitoner. This was perceived even
as far back as Sydenham, who inculcated the doctrine

that the Irea'mtntof diseases should have a reference

not only to the immediate symptoms and to the season,

but also to the epidemic constitution (if the year and the

locality. It has been said by a distinguished author

that " man is not born, does not live, docs not suffer,

does not die, in the same manner on all points of the

earth. Birili, life, disease, and death all change with
the climate and siil, all are modified by race and na-

tionality." Medicine, with the other natural scienciS,

has now abandoned vague hypothesis for truths deter-

mined by observation. Numerical expressions are now
substituted fur uncertain and conjectural asserticns.

Only a limited number of facts, however, are contained

vvitliin the horizon of a single observer. Power is de-

rived from tbe aggregate observations of many. But
however remarkable may be the circumstances which
are thus brought into view, they must owe all their

value to proper classificaiion, or, in other Avords, to the

manner in which they are presented, both relatively

and as a wdiole. The significance of mortuary classifi-

cation is cut rely dependent upon the accuracy of iiilbr-

mation supplied by death ci.-rtificates. As this becomes
more apparent to the profession, and they recognize the

full bearing upon tlie science of medicine of such
masses of tact-, they must also perceive that every tin-

gle contribution to vital statistics is in its uliimate

value as so much "bread cast upon the waters," des-

tined to be ' returned after many days."

These certificates of death pour into the Bureau ot

Vital Statistics incessantly in a huge chai.tic ra ;ss witli-

out form or meaning;— they mu.-t at once be severally

grasped, analyzed, and arranged in their appropriaie

places. Their resultant figures must not lie. The
whole edifice must be built upon a substantial founda-

tion of truth, or it will be delective, however massive
and imposing in appearance. But in the fir.st place,

gentlemen (and in this lies the inherent responsibility

of the profession itself), the fundamental facts of whcli
I have spoken must be facts, clear and unmistakable,

and each must be so unequivocally presented as to ad-

mit of but one interpretation. These facts are com-
municated to us only upon certificates of death;—they

should not he couched in vague or ambiguous lanmiage,

for upon a proper conception of their meaning depends

the whole fabric which we couslrnct. To many it may
seem superfluous to dwell upon this point, but it is a

vital one, and moreover one .scarcely appreciated by
the prolessiou. Dr. Samuel Henry Dick-on, of Phila-

delphia, in an article recently published in the Meiuc.vl

Record, and having reference to thesame [ oint, says :--

" My purpose in preparing this paper was to urge upon
my medical brethen the necessity of taking action upon
the subject discussed tind rescuing the profession from

the shame of a registration whose defects aie all owing
to their neglect, and whose value to the community
would be vastly enh.anced if they w-ould aid the officials

iu the performance of the duties which they endeavor
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to fulfil, but which are rendered so much more difficult

by the want of skilful and prudent direction." In this

connection, however, I am happy to slate that the pro-

fession of New York, as a rule, are now much more
careful and minute in their return? than formerly; snch

indefinite cau-es as cancer, congestion, dropsy, inlhinnna-

tion, fever, hemorrhage, etc., of which Dr. DicUsoii

justly complains, being here rarely given. It may be

safely asserted t!iat our statistics of mortality are now
more accurate than those of any othercity of the United
States. But there are a few important points oc-

casionally misunderstood or neglected b\' physicians, to

whicli I shall refer, as I am confident that they do not

receive the attenti.ni which they deserve.

The functions of the Bureau of Vital Statistics,

so far as they relate to mortality, are threefold and
distinct. They consist, first, in authorizing the legal

interment of the dead; second, in the accurate registra-

tion of various particulars de-eriptive of each deceased,

for future identification ; and third, in the scientific

and systematic classification and analysis for public

use of those affections which terminate human exist-

ence. Now, as the law makes it incumbent upon
every physician who has attended a person in a last ill-

ness to present to the Bureau of Vital Statistics within

a specified time a certificate of death containing various

detail-, and as such certificates aflbrd the only data upon
which the Bureau is enabled to accomplish the functions

stated, it is essential that each cartificate should be dis-

tinctly legible, and should convey in brief as exact a

statement as the physician can possibly supply. The
certificate upon presentation is first critically examined
to discover whether the death can be attributed to any
cause which will necessitate a Coroner's investigation.

Ill such an instance it is the legal duty of the physician

or tlie friends of tlie deceased to report the death direct-

ly to the Coroners or the Police ; but as neither the

general public nor the profession are fully acquainted
with the provisions of the law, many of these cases are

submitted to the judgment of the Registrar. Section
first of tlie amended law upon this subject, passed at the

last session of the Legislature, reads as follows :
—" Here-

after, when in the ciiy and county of New York any
person shall die Irom criminal violence, or by a casualty,

or suddenly when in apparent health, or wlien unat-

tended by a pliysician. or in anj- su-picions or unusual
manner," the Coroner s'.iall be summoned to hold an in-

quest. Laws to determine the necessity of inquests
have always been extremely vague and difficult of ap-
p'ication. The act of 1847 directed the Coroners to

investigate the death of every person dying " under
sitch circumstuiices as to require an inquest^'' which, ac-

cording to the Revised Statutes, was to be held when-
ever "rt person had been sJain or had suddenly died."

The amended law which I have quoted above seems to

be sufficiently explicit. In order that it may not be
violated it becomes necessary for the physician in every
instance to state clearly the actual character of the fatal

affection, and particularly the nature of any external
cause in diseases which so often depend upon violence

—such as fractures, wounds, erysipelas, peritonitis,

gangrene, pyaemia, tetanus, phlebitis, gastritis, etc. If

such affection have not aris.m from any such cause, its

character should be specifically indicated ; as. if the
Registrar be not satisfied in this respect, the certificate

is necessarily returned for the required information be-
fore the burial can be authorized.

The Coroners, however, do not insist upon the literal

interpretation of the law cited, but leave much to the
discretion of the Registrar. For instance, it may hap-
pen that in an old chronic case, as one of phthisis,

bronchitis, Bright's disease, senile decay, and the

like, the physician may not have visited his patient for

werks or even months before death, and yet may be
morally certain of the cause. In similar instances, as

well as most cases of apoplexy, heart disease, and
trivial accidents, the Coroirer is not notified, although
by a strict construction of the law he might claim an
inquest.

Secondly. Each item of name, age, condition, etc.,

should be obtained from the friends with scrupulous

care, and should be inscribed upon tlie cerlificate so dis-

tinctly as to render a mistake impossible. All these

particulars have to be copied into registers; transcripts

from such records are constantly demanded for legal

purposes, particularly for transmission to Europe, where
in most courts of law they are the only recognized doc-
uments for special uses, and beconje invalidated by
tlie slightest error. Their inaccuracy, therefoie, often

occasions indefinite trouble and prolonged litigation.

Almost daily mistakes of this sort, originating with the

physician, are discovered, and their amendment is fre-

quently attended with great difliiculties.

Thirdly. With regard to causes of death upon cer-

tificates I shall offer a few additional suggestion.s.

The question is frequently put, " What is meant by
first and second causes of death?" The terms are cer-

tainly not e.xact, and are apt sometimes to occasion

confusion. As a general rule, however, it is immaierial

which cause is placed first, provided we can compre-
hend perfectly which was the predominant or oiiginal

agent to which the fatal result may bo imputed. For
example, a child has died from scarlatina wiih the so-

called diphtheria ; it is not material which of the

two be written as the first cause : it will bo registered

as a case of scarlatina. Measles or whooping-cough
will be considered as the cause, although bronchitis,

pneumonia, or meningitis may have been the imme-
diate factor. A death will be ascribed to typhoid
fever, although pcrfiration and peritonitis may have
actually carried off the patient. Cancer will be credit-

ed with the fatal result, although it rnay have occasion-

ed any imaginable complication. Phthisis will be se-

lected, although pneumonia may have accelerated the

death.

In some cases it may be advisable for the physician
not merely to state the causes of death, but to add a

few words of explanation. A person may have suffer-

ed from syphilis and may have died of acute laryn-
gitis, without the syphilis having had any perceptible

influence in producing the laryngitis, although possibly

complicating it ; or, on the other hand, the laryngitis

may have been unquestionably the consequence of sj--

philis. In the former case laryngitis would be chosen
by us as the cause of death, in the latter case, .syphilis;

while it is obvious that whether one or the other were
placed as the first or as the second cause, without farther

explanation, an error might be committed by the Re-
gistrar.

When two distinct diseases exist at one and the
same time—as, for example, small-pox and phlliisi.s

—

it is essential that the one actually causing death should
be specially distinguished. The same is true of many
affections dependent or not dependent upon other co-

existing disorders, as Bright's disease and pericarditis

or pleuritis, phthisis and diarrhcea, rheumatism and
heart disease.

It is also important that the duration of each cause
of death .should be specified. A miscarriage may have
left in its train a metritis, or a metritis may have been
the only attributable cause of a mi«cari'iage

;
the length

of time that each disease has existed before death will

afford a clue to the proper cause. Diarrhoea and ma-
rasmus may be assigned as the two causes of death, and
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are perhaps more frequently returned together than any
otlier two diseases; either may provolce or induce the

other, and it is only from the duration of eacli that we
can deturniiiie which lo select.

It might be aslced, • Why, if confusion is liable to

arise from want of clearness in defining the two causes,

would it not be better to state simply one cause ?
"

We answer, that the statistics of particular affections

are often as interesting and as valuable as those of

groups of diseases; and the different types ami pecu-
liarities by which certain diseases are distinguished at

various periods are indicated to a great extent by the

fluctuations of their complicating disorders.

Theie are a number of diseases, a hst of which is

jJrinted upon the back of the present certificates of

deatli, concerning which certain information i- request-

ed, eitlier for statistical purposes or to ensure correct

classification. I will mention some of them. Cerebro-

spinal meningitis is quite commonly given as the direct

and only cause of death. All of these cases were for-

merly assumed in the Bureau of Vital Statistics to be
those of the malignant purpuric or spotted fever, and
they were therefore all classed with the zymotic dis-

eases. Being struck with their large number. I have
been led to make a special inquiry into the character of

several cases, none of wliich were found to have been
of the epidemic vnriety, but simple inflammations such

as the name would imply. It is therelbre necessary

to discriminate between the two kinds, one of which
belongs to the zymotic class, and the other to the order

of nervous alfections. Enteritis and gastro-enteritis

may be diarrhceal and zymotic, or, on the other hand,

due entirely to local excitement. Erysipelas may ap-

parently arise spontaneously, or. may be supermduced
by traumatic cause.=, wlicn it would occupy a different

position in our list. Gangrene may be of llie specific

hospital variety (zymotic); may be produced by em-
bolism (local)

; may be of the senile description (de-

velopmental) ; or may be the consequence of external

violence. Gastritis may be occasioned by internal

causes (local) ; or may be the immediate result of in-

temperance (zymotic), or may be excited by acciden-

tal, suicidal, or homicidal applications from without (vio-

lence). Mania and convulsions may be of the peculiar

kind dependent upon the puerperal condition (develop-
mental), or may be more directly referrible to cerebral

disorder (nervous).

A miscarriage or abortion may be the result of re-

lapsing fever, syphilis, external violence, etc. Perito-

nitis may be puerperal or spontaneous, or occasioned by
Borne other disorder, as volvulus, oi' m.ay be traumatic.

Phlebitis may depend upon a wound, upon a surgical

operation, as that for varices ; may be of the peculiar

variety known as phlegmasia dolens; may arise without
assignable cause, or may terminate some other affec-

tion. The same is true of pyasmia, and either of these
two diseases is frequently the onln cause of death re-

turned in cases of jmrrperal fever. Tetanus may be
idiopatliic or traumatic, or the trismus of newly-born
children.

I have selected a few of the most prominent diseases

to illustrate the positive necessity of each physician's
being sufSciently explicit in defining a cause of death,

to enable the Registrar to classify it properly. If a

woman die from puerperal peritonitis or puerperal con-
vulsions it will not suftioe if we are informed simply
that peritonitis or urasmic convulsions was the cause :

we nuist know more, or our statistics will be impaired
in value from diseases having been assigned false posi-

tions.

There are a few additional points (not absolutely ne-
cessary for purposes of classification), but wliich should

be made as explicit as possible upon certificates in order

to afford valuable statistical inlbrmation. In cases of

abscess, ulcers, aneurism, necrosis, caries, cancer, etc.,

the location of the disease should be indicated. Heat t

diseases, if an accurate diagnosis have been made,
should be distinguished as whether pericarditis, endo-
carditis, fatty degeneration, valvular disease, etc. The
special variety of hernia should be stated. Malignant
pustule,—can it be referred to epizootic contajiion?

Premature birth,—the cause and foetal age, if ascertain-

able. Preternatural birth (by which we understand
one followed by speedy death after prolonged labor,

inslruinental and manual delivery, etc.) should be de-

scribed. In cases of syphilis the variety, chief location,

and manner of death should be given. Every surgical

operation with fatal result should be specified, as well

as the aflection which necessitated it.

The above mformation need seldom require more
than half a dozen words. But if a little more extended
statement be nec.'issary in order to give a perfect idea

of the cause of death, it is assuredly better that the

physician should devote a few moments to such an ex-

planation rather than be misunderstood. Every day
we receive one or more certificates with these brief but

satisfactor}' endorsements.

There are some terms employed not infrequently

whose vagueness is very objectionable—as, for example,

febn's nervosa^ standing at one time for typhus or ty-

phoid fever, and at another for something else ; and
yaslrie fever, which in one instance may signify remit-

tent fever, in another typhoid, or nothing but gastritis.

It is inexpedient to abandon, as Aitken remai ks, the

universally recognized names of "distinct diseases, or to

substitute new ones in their place. Sauvages and Cul-

len insisted particularly upon this point. " Words,"
says the former, "are good only with respect lo their

signification." However clear may be a persoh's ideas

within himself, he can communicate them to otliers

only by expressions equaUy clear and possessing a defi-

nite meaning.
It has been maintained by some nosologists that it is

possible to eliminate entirely from our nomenclature
all expres-ions of acknowledged indefinitenes.-^. They
would suppress the use of the terms inanition, maras-
mus, convulsions, and old age or senile decay. It seems
to me, however (although no one more fully realizes

the importance of accurate registration), that it would
be impo-sible with our present appliances and means of

diagnosis to avoid the employment of such expressions.

Vagiie though they may be, they yet represent ordinary

conditions often of obscure origin, whose elucidation

would be impracticable. They are, besides, universally

employed, and their statistics are therefore useful for

comparison.

There are a few questions connected with this sub-

ject of nomenclature which seem proper for discussion

and consideration in the Academy. In Ur. Dickson's

article, before referred to, he takes occasion to criticise

the term cholera infantnm as a trivial and unmeaning
one, on account of its not specifically designating any
separate disease, and, even if it did, as being mostly

impossible of diagnosis. I have for some time enter-

tained a similar view, and have not admitted the name
into our statistical tables and reports during the present

year, believing flat it should be abolislied and all the

common diarihoeal complaints of children classified

sitnply as diarrlana. Our daily experience teaches us

that the certificates in these cases are entirely useless

for any .separate statistical application, for the numerous
expressions summer complaint, cholera iiifaninm, di-

arrlicea, enteritis, enlero-colitis, yastro-enterilis, inti'slinal

catarrh, gastro-intesHnal catarrh, and muco-enteriiis, are
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employcil indiscriminately. The word dijsenlery is also

occasional!}' used in eases of the same charactt;i- wliere

no dysentery has been present, but such instances are

too rare to affect the statistics of that disease materiall\-.

According to our returns cholera infantum is a disease

of all seasons, of duration from a few hours to many
months, and of occurrence in children up to ten years

of age, as we learn from the Report of the Metropolitan

Board of Health for 18G9.

Typho-malaria' fti-er is an expression lately become
fashionable. AVhen used to signify the asthenc form of

remittent or intermittent, it would be more to the pur-

pose, I think, to substitute those terms. A fevr of

such cases, however, have, as I am informed, been ex-

amples of continued fever, dependent upon marsh
miasm, non-contagious, and devoid of the lesions char-

acterijtio of true ti/phoid. In others there has been a

su-pected but not demonstrated co-existence of the two
specific poisons. The designation fi//ilio-malaridl wo\ih\

seem a very appropriate and significant one for the

two last varieties.

Diphtheria and croup appear to be often confounded,

or, rather, either the former term or that of diphtheric

croup is quite comraoiil}' employed in place of the

latter. During 1870 there were reported 211 fatal cases

of diphtheria in children under .5 years old, against

381 of membranous croup. I believe that the general

experience of the profession for that year should ex-

hibit a much smaller proportion of cases of genuine
di]ihllieri.i, even if its relative fatality be greater.

This paper has thus far been confined exclusively to

the consideration of nosology, the most im]5ortant ele-

ment of vital statistics. Man, however, is ushered
into existence under natural circumstances almost as

impressive as thoie which circumscribe his duration of
lif^- and which attend its surrender. While millions arc

divesting their being of earthly garb and entering upon
their eternal inheritance, other and greater millions are

assuming the heritage of life in forms moulded by
chance and stamped wi'h ancestral peculiarities. If,

therefore, it be profoundly interesting to contemplate
the multidiide of agencies which impel this innumera-
ble caravan of pilgrims toward their destination, it is

almost equally- instructive to analyze the maiiilbld

causes wliich have contributed to their assembling
together.

The regislntion of births in New York has always
been shamefu'ly deficient, and being elsewhere often

assumed to represent fact, has been a frequent source
of odium against our city. In 1854, the year following
the adoption of a stringent law upon tliis subjtcf, 17,0TG
births were recorded; but as only a voluntary compli-
ance with the law was found to be requireii, the re-

turns gradually fell off until, in 1865, they became re-

duced to about 5,000. During the ensuing yetir, which
was marked by the establishment of the ilelropoiitan

Board of Health, they reached 10,000, and have since
been slowly augmenting. Still, in the past year only
14,.5'24 births were returned, against 27,175 ileaths.

Compare these figures with those of the city of London
for the same year, in wliich there were registered

77,278 deaths and 113.499 births, a birth-rate of 35 to

the 1,000 inhabitants, while our statistics exhibit but 14
to the 1,000. Truly we would seem a degenerate
race.

This culpable failure to return births entails a vast
amount of trouble and even suffering upon innocent
pi'oplo. As I have previously mentioned, certified

transcripts from the public records are the only docu-
ments recognized as proofs in certain eases by most
European courts of law. Identity, legitimacy, inheri-
tance, daily depend upon such proofs. In some por-

tions of Germany, a child is entirely debarred from ad-

mission to the public schools unless his parents furnish

this record of his birth. But a few weeks since I re-

ceived a very eloquent appeal from a gentleman in

Hamburg, whose child hatl been born here in 1867

without the medical attendant having taken the trouble

to return the birth. The writer complained liitterly of

the doctor's negligence, and stated that he was unable

to place his child at school without such authentic

proof of its birth. The physician has now lost all re-

membrance of the case, and it will be extremely diffi-

cidt to remedy the wrong which he inflicted. Tiie act

requires both the parents and the medical attendant to

furnish these returns. Many of the parenf.s, however,
are ignorant or illiterate, and a large majority are

foreigners unacquainted with the Law or unfamiliar with

the language. During the past year there were re-

corded the names of 9,282 children of purely foreign

[

extraction and only 2.553 of native parentage. These
peculiarities of our population, as distinguished from

more homogeneous ones, as well as the somewhat in-

dulgent .administration of our laws, would render incf-
' feetual at present any measures to compel parents gen-

erally to reptjrt their children's birth.s. That duty,

therefore, devolves upon physicians; and in accom-
pli.shing it they must not deem themselves disinter-

j

ested; for thereby they are advancing the interests, not
only of their patient.s, but also of their own profession,

in supplying particulars wliich, when massed into sta-

tistics, become of acknowledged importance to medical

science. The disparity in the sexes born at different

periods; the average number of women bearing twins,

! triplt^ts, etc. ; the proportion of offspring from native

or foreign progenitors ; the ages and oi;cu[iations of

I

fathers; the average number of children born at differ-

ent periods of female life and in different seasons; the

influence upon reproduction of the relative ages of

parents,—these and other kindred questions pt.rticularly

concern the medical man, and the .source of their solu-
' tion lies in the large number of accumulated facts

j

which constitute these statistics.

' Moreover, the actual number of births occurring in a

given community each year is indispensable in conjunc-

tion with other factors for computing the increment of
I population during years intervening between those of

official enumerations, and con.seqnently for the deter-

mination of the true death-rate. The remarkable pre-

cision with which this increase may be approximated

i

is shown by the London tables, according to which the

I

estimated population of that city on April 2d, 1871,

was 3,247,631, while the decennial census taken on the

same night gave a population of 3,251,801: a iliffer-

enee of only about 4,000 in three and a quarter millions

! —one almost inappreciable.

The limits of this paper do not permit me to dwell

longer upon this subject. I trust that .sufficient has

been saiil to persuade those physicians who refuse or

neglect to return their births that in so doing they are

violating a moral, a legal, and a professional duty.

And in conclusion, I ask you, gentlemen, if it is not
time that bodies of intelligent ami public-spirited

physicians such as this Academy of Medicine, should

take cognizance of and condemn so reprehensible a

slate of thinfrs for which doctors are principally respon-

sible, and which in an age like the present is a reproach

upon a civilized community. Its reform concerns you
not only as representatives of a noble profession for

wliose advancement all stand ready to sacrifice person-

al considerations, but also as a body of conscientious

citizens bound by every obligation to contribute what-
ever is equitable towards the success and rejmtation of

I
the commonwealth.
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profivcs0 Df itUtiical Sctcucc.

Diagnosis of Bnicnx's Disease.—Dr. Charlton {Brit-

ish Med. Jo2irnaT), has found creasote so uniformly

successful in checking the vomiting in Blight's dis-

ease, that he has diagnosticated this malady, where
other symptoms were absent, by the cessation of

vomiting under this remedy. As another diagnostic

sign, he states that tenderness on pressure of the

pneumogastric nerve, in its course through the neck, is

evidence of inflammatory disease of some of the organs

to which it is distributed. If only one side is affected,

the nerve on that side will alone ba tender.— Canada
Medical Journal.

Coma Resulting from IIydrate of Chloral.—Dr.

Shaw {Pliiladeljiliia Med. and Surg. Reporter) describes

the effect of a fifteen-grain dose of this substance,

given to a paralytic patient for severe ahdominal pain.

The man soon lapsed into a deep coma, with spasmodic

and occasionally suspended respiration, which contin-

ued eight liours. He ultimately recovered.

G-ONORKHOSA CuiiED IN TWO Days.—A Writer in the

London Lancet claims to cure gonorrhoea and gleet in

from two to six days, by injecting a solution of perman-
ganate of potash, five to ten or filteen grains to the

ounce of water. It causes no pain or inconvenience.

Incontinence of Ukine in the Aged.—Dr. Schmidt
recommends one drop of the tincture of iodine every
two hours for this trouble. He has found marked
relief follow its use.

—

New York Medical Journal.

Oakum as a Dressing for Burns.—Mr. Robert L.

Snow says of oakum as a dressing for burns, that it in-

duces the cicatrization of burns with remarkable ra-

pidity ; it induces healing action in those indolent

ulcers which are the result of defective hygienic con-

ditions; it prevents all smell; it is cheap, saves time
and trouble, and the resulting cicatrices do not contract.—British Medical Journal.

Nitrite of Amyl as a Remedy in Cholera.—Dr. Geo.
Johnson (British Med. Journal) remarks that it is rea-

sonable and right to make a fair trial of nitrite of amyl
in the collapse stage of cholera, as suggested by Dr.
Talfourd Jones. He confesses, iiowever, that !)e is not
very hopeful as to the results of the e.xperiment, for the

subjoined reasons: E.xperiment proves that this agent
has a remarkable power of relaxing the systemic ai'te-

rioles. and so causing congestioa of the subcut.aneous

capillaries; but he is not aware of any experiments
which show that it has a like influence upon the pul-

monary arterioles and capillaries. It is well known
that an agent which has a povveiful influence upon the
systemic arteries and capillaries may have no direct

effect upon the puhnouary vessels, and vice versa.

Then, assuming that the nitrite of amyl has the power
to relax the pulmonary arterioles in the normal slate,

it does- not follow, as a matter of course, that it

could exeit this infiuence when those vessels were
abnormally contracted under the influence of the
cholera poison, or that the relaxing effect, if it oc-

curred at all, would be sufficiently durable to assist the
jiatient's recovery. These considerations, while they
render it doubtful whether the remedy in question will

prove to be a physiological antidote for tlie cholera
poison, yet rallier suggest than forbid a careful tiial of

the drug, if such trial have not already been made.

Xylonite is the name of a new material having for

its basis the product of the action of nitric acid upon
woody fibre. One of its chief uses is in the manufac-
ture of an impermeable sheeting which, if report is cor-

rect, will take the place of india-rubber for sick-room
anil surgical use. As manufactured, it varies in sub-
stance Irom a thin transparent tissue, resembling the

gutta-percha tissue in common use, up to a thickness

suitable for water-beds, water-cushions, etc. It seems
to possess several advantages over rubber, in that it is

not affected by a boiling temperature, and can readily

be washed in soap and water and ironed like linen or

cotton fabrics. It is not acted upon by oil or grease

as rubber is. It can be made of any color, and consid-

erably cheaper than either gutta-percha or india-rubber

;

is mueli more durable under constant use, and can be
kept in store any length of time without deterioration.

A solution of it, resembling collodion, has been formed
which appears to be applicable to all the purposes for

which the latter is commonly used, exceptmg in cases

in which its contraction on drying is desirable.

—

The
Lancet.

The PROrAGATtoN of Cholera.—At the stated meet-
ing of the Academy of Medicine, held Oct<iber 5, 1871
(vid. page 430), the application of the spectro.scope to

the detection of true Asiatic Cholera was alluded to by
Dr. Sigismund Waterman, in his paper on "Spectrum
Analysis." He said that a considerable lessening of the

amount of sodium in the air may cause wide-spreading
epidemics of cholera and typhus fever.

Dr. John C. Peters, in disproving this supposition,

remarks as follows : We need, for instance, only call

to mind the great number of instances in which cholera

has been conveyed across the sodium-salt ocean ; has
broken out in mid-ocean ; and has laged in numberless
seaports, the whole air of which is loaded and impreg-
nated with muriate of soda.

Again, we know how frequently cholera has prevailed

along the whole Russian or north coast of the Black
Sea, where the so-called salt-Z/mrms abound, viz., from
below .Odessa over to the Crimea. These limans are

Ion',' narrow bodies of sea-water, the evaporation from
which, in June and July, leaves vast deposits of salt.

Then the whole coast becomes the scene of great bustle

and commerce. The' shores and neighboiing steppes are

covered with caravans coming for salt. The wagons,
drawn by six or eight oxen each, can load as fast as they
please, lor the salt lies as abundant as sand. In addition,

the Russian government has huge stacks of salt in con-
venient places, each containing 400,000 lbs.

;
and in

182G it collected six millions of poods, or 240 millions

of pounds, from the three Bes!arabian limans alone.

Yet cholera often prevails in all these places, and is car-

ried up into Poland, to Moscow, St. Petersburg, and even
to Riga, in the trail of these huge salt caravans ; aided,

doubtless, by the great grain caravans ; for 50,000 driv-

ers, 200,000 carts, and 600 or 800,000 oxen are employed
in the Odeesa grain and salt-trade. Clarke & Kohl tell

us that all the way up into the country the line of ca-

ravans continue almost without intermission. The im-
mense concourse of wagon.s, the hosts of oxen, and the

crowds of drivers of all nations offers one of those sin-

gular scenes peculiar to the commerce of Russia.

ExGLisn Hospital at Metz.—Duiing December,
1870, and January and February, 1871, while the Eng-
lish Hospital was established at Metz, France, the

ab.sence of pyiifimia was a remarkable tact. A writer in

the Medical Times and Gazette believes that the excep-
tionally intense cold which prevailed at the time pre-

vented its development.
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BONE-SETTING AND OTHER SYSTEMS
OF QUACKERY.

It has oflen been said of the medical profession that it

is so hemmed in with relf-righteous prejudices that it

refuses to look outside for any improvemenis in the art

of healing'. No one who has studied the lii^tory of

medicine for the past century can say that the asser-

tion is not founded on fact. It has seemed to be

the rale, when there is a suspicion that this or that

practice is not " regular," to pasi? it by as too contempt-

ible for notice. The majority of the profession have

been taught to do this, seemingly, in the fear that the

investigation of any new schism invites contamination
;

whilst the better informed have cultivated a habit of

considering it beneath the dignity of science to look

beyond the accepted canons. Not only has the prev-

alence of these opinions been satirized by laymen,

when they speak of medicine as a ''liberal" profession,

biit it has cheated legitimate therapeutics of many a

useful, naj', valuable hint. Science really is so rigid in

its search for truth, and so uncompromising in its de-

ductions, that there is more danger, by fostering un-

worthy prejudices, of being in ignorance of much we
should know, than of being converted to false opinions.

The physician particularly has no right to assume,

because his views do not coincide with those of an-

other in regard to the action of a particular article of

the materia medica, or to a particular method of treat-

ment, that, on that account, some good results claimed

are impossible. Facts are the only true starting-points

of sound logic, and every one .should accept them,

whether he believes the theories which are fastened

to them or not. We cannot hold to the theories of

homoeopathy (so called), neither can we accept the

doctrine so dearly loved by the advocates of the sys-

tem, but the good effects of placeboes, and the oppor-

tunities which the theories have thus provided for

allowing Nature the more fully to exercise her own
curative powers, are facts which we are now very

ready to admit. In so far we have, like men of science,

been ready to profit by the hints which such facts af-

ford. It has not been necessary to this end to accept

the doctrines of infinitesimal doses ; we only go as far

as the dictates of simple reason will allow us.

Tlie bitterness with which the purely doctrinal points

of this absurd system have been discussed has done

more to scare conscientious investigators from the

legitimate search of the truth than anything else that

could possibly be named. To such an extreme has

this been carried, that the mere mention of the system

with the slightest show of favor has been sufficient to

call down upon the offender the stigma of an unmiti-

gated heretic. The fear of being stigmatized as a

quack has been so great, that not only upon the ques-

tion of infinitesimal doses, but upon every other ques-

tion of equal absurdity, few indeed have had the hardi-

hood to open a discussion. W'e are pleased to see,

however, that this foolish want of liberality is begin-

ning to pass away ; that there are men, good and true,

who are willing to examine into the most foohsh doc-

trines applied to the treatment of disease, and strive, in

an unprejudiced and becoming way, to reconcile them

in part, if not in toto, to the present accepted views of

physiolog)', pathology, and therapeutics. Belonging to

this class we may more p.nrticularly mention Dr.

AVharton P. Hood, of London, who has written a little

work upon "Bone-setting (so called.)"*

The substance of the work has already appeared in

the London Lancet, during the early part of the present

year; but so great an interest has been shown in tlie

subject, and so great a desire to become more fully ac-

quainted with the details of the strange practice, that

Dr. Hood has veiy judiciously elaborated the papers

into a volume. He gives the following account, in bis

preface, of the circumstances which favored the produc-

tion of his articles :

—

" About six years ago my father. Dr. Peter Hood,

in conjunction with Dr. lies of Watford, attended the

late Mr. Hutton, the famous bone-setter, through a

long and severe illness. On his recovery, my father

refused to take any fee from Mr. Hutton, out of con-

sideration for the benefit which he had rendered to

many poor people. Mr. Hutton expressed himself as

being thereby placed under great obligation, and as be-

ing very desirous to do something to show his gratitude.

He offered, as an acknowledgment of the kindness he

had received, to explain and show all the dttails of his

practice as a bone-setter. Pressure of work prevented

my father from availing himselt of this offer, and Mr.

Hutton then extended it to me. After some considera-

tion I determined to accept it, and accordingly I went,

when I could spare the time, to Mr. Hutton's London

house, on the daj^s of liis attendance there. My decision

was prompted not oidy by the curiosity I felt to see

* On Bone-setting (so called), and its Belatlon to tbe Treatment ot

Joints crippled by Injury, Rheumatism, Inflammation, etc.. etc. By
Wharton P. Hood, M.D., M.K.C.S., London and Sew Vork. Macmilliia

& Co., 1S7U.
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how he treated the crises that came uiid-'r his care, but

also by the desire to make known to the profession

at some future time any insight I could gaiu into the

apparent mystery of his success."

Taking the fact of the success of the bone-setter in

his particular specially as a starting-point, Dr. Hood
was willing to brave all prejudice and actually to be-

come for a time his pupil. In doing so, he doubtless

risked among many of his brethren a reputation for

ordinary common sense, and as a strict observer of the

ethics of the profession. Of all sy.stems of quackery,

the practice of "bone-setting" is considered, in Eng-

land at least, as the most flagrant and defiant. But,

ignoring every consideration but the one to lathom and

explain a seeming mystery, we have presented to us as

the result many useful hints that may not only guide

us to equal successes, but prevent us, with our knowl-

edge of anatomy and pathology, from making the mis-

takes of which an ill-informed per.-on might be guilty.

It is pretty well known that very many persons,

with limbs rendered useless by injury or disease, after

having been under the care of the surgeon, and having

received an unfavorable prognosis, go, in sheer despera-

tion, to a professional bone-setter, wlio after a few

manipulations discharges them perfectly cured. A
great manj^ of these cures may be explained by the

supposition of hysteria—cured more by mental impres-

sion than by any other means; but that this is not al-

ways the case, every one knows. Dr. Hood's observa-

tions are in keeping with those of many other surgeons,

when he informs us that many patients, "given up"
with incurable stiffness of joints, have motion restored

to them by what at first sight would appear almost

a miracle. Many cases in point are cited in the vol-

ume before us. Having witnessed some of these him-

self, he is prepared to speak authoritatively. Nothing

damages the reputation of a medical practitioner more
than to inform his patient that his disease is incurable,

and find that in a few days he drifts into the hands of a

quack, and is by .some strange proceeding changed to a

well man again. Every one knows that human judgment
is fallible; that the most skilful are apt to err; but the

public are not apt to look upon such errors with be-

coming consideration or charity. In the way of repu-

tation we have everything to lose, and the successful

quack everything to gain. Our duty, then, is to resort

to every honorable means of reducing our chances of

committing errors to a minimum. This Dr. Hood
has endeavored to do, and as the result of a care-

ful study of a certain set of affections so successfully

treated by the bone-setters, he has presented us with

a theory which gives us a very good reason why.
Bone-setters very rarely, if ever, deal with fractures;

their cases are usually those affections which are seated

in the joints. They chri.-ten every trouble about t!ie

joint, stiffened and useless, as dislocation. The patient

is at once told that a " bone is out," and the manipula-

tor informs him that he can put it in place; in other

words, "set it." Dr. Hood concludes that the success-

ful cases are those in which a peculiar form of false

anchylosis exists, a rigidity caused by one or more

bands of false membrane interfering with the motion

of the parts. These adhesions, the result of inflamma-

tory action, are broken up by the manipulations, and

the joint is at once relieved. The point where this

adhesion exists is described as particularly painful on

pressure, and the patient is readily made to believe that

in that situation the bone is out of place. The pain

which a temporary stretching of the band occasions the

patient when he attempts to make a motion of the part

confirms him in such a belief. The bone-setter sup-

poses that his manipulations serve to replace a dislo-

cated bone, when they in reality only rupture this

abnormal adhesion. This is accomphshed by a com-

paratively simple manoeuvre. The thumb of the

operator is pressed firmly upon the tender spot, the limb

below the joint is then rotated in its axis, thus throw-

ing the muscles out of their " ordinary lines of action,"

making them, for the time being, more or less powerless

of resistance, and then the limb is sharply flexed and

extended, the adhesions rupture (not unfrequently

with an audible snap), the pain is relieved, and the

patient is told that the bone is in place ; and all impedi-

ment to motion being removed, he is only loo willing

to believe that the bone-setter is right, and that his

surgeon did not understand the case. Our authoi's

theory may he faulty, but we must accept it until we
find a better ; at all events, he informs us that he has

proved the fact of treatment in numerous cases in his

own experience.

The bone-setters being men of no medical education,

though of considerable ingenuity, make many blunders

in diagnosis, and not unfrequently, by hastening the

destructive processes in joint diseases proper, actually

cause the death of their patients ; but this is by no means

apt to occur to properly educated surgeons.

We cannot be expected in this place to give a de-

tailed notice of this very useful and interesting work,

and tlie only reason why we re.fer to it as we have

done is because of the principles which actuated tlie

author in its production ; and while recommending every

one to peruse it, on account of the many valuable sug-

gestions which it contains, we take occasion to com-

mend any attempt to explore, in the same spirit,

other apparently liidden mysteiies in the hfealing art.

There can be no more forcible argument than is aflbrded

by this instance, to prove the utility of investigating

even the more flagrant systems of successful pretenders,

with benefit to ourselves and patients. Such inquiries,

carried on in the proper spirit, are the best means

of controlling quackery, and exposing, in a legitimate

wav, its fraudulent foundaiions.

We are pleased to see that the English Medical Jour-

nals are making good use of onr remarks upon the

Cundurango frauds. In common with many others,
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they were at first inclined to look upon the drug with

faTor, but they are now beginning to see aright and

to vote it a humbusr.

Ueport0 of Societies.

JMEDK'AL LIBRARY AND JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION OF XEW YORK.

Staled Reunion, October 27, 1S71.

Dn. S. T. HcBBAED, President, in the Chair.

CHOREA IS CniLDRES.

Dr. J. Lewis Smitr read the paper upon this subject,

which we published in our last issue.

Dr. J. C. Peters remarked that the compleieness of

the paper had left little to be done except, perhaps, to

throw a Utile more stress upon some points. It was
almost proven that several different affections were
usually included under the common name chorea

;

these choreiform disorders arising from very diverse

causes and requiring each its special treatment. The
vast accumulation of valuable experience concerning
both the etiology end tlie treatment of chorea had not

as yet been properly classified, nearly every writer on

the subject giving undue prominence to some single

and therefore partial view. He continued :

Thus Lobb anJ many others unhesitatingly pro-

nounce chorea to be a disease of simple debility and
ana?mia, always requiring tonics and ha;matics. S6e,

Roger, Iluglies, Hillier, and their followers maintain
that rheumatism is unquestionably the condition in

connection with which chorea occurs far more fre-

quently than with any other, and perhaps than with all

others conjoined
;
yet they treat tlieir ca,>;es empirically,

without e.special reference to the rheumatic diathesis.

Romberg and his school look upon it as a purely motor
neurosis, all its symptoms being attributable solely to

a morbid irritability of the motor nerves, witliout any
derangement of the brain or intellectual functions.

Aitken, Hammond, and others assume that among (he

earliest symptoms of chorea are those referable to dis-

ordered cerebral action. Another class of authors
have decreed that it is generally a purely spinal affec-

tion. "While some regard it as a special disorder of

the motor nerves and centres alone, others consider
its manifestations to be reflex actions dependent
upon disordered influences propagated through the
sympathetic nervous system from any viscus or other
organ. Finally, a small class of observers incline to

regard the disease as a local affection of the muscles
themselves, entirely independent of the motor nerves,
just as is atrophic muscular paralysis.

Some of these opinions are not so very far diver-

gent as they seem on casual examination. Thus the
great tract of sensory and motor excitability extends
from the corpora striata, optic thalami, and corpora qua-
drigemina, through the cerebral peduncles, tl;e pons, and
the medulla oblongata, down the whole length of the
spinal cord. Hence any one of these parts mav be-
come tlie primary seat of choreic disea.se. Again, the
simple reflex or excito-motor actions are only sent up
as far as the corpora qiiadrigemina ; in fact, they and the
peduncles, pons, medulla oblongata, and spinal cord are,

according to Sharpey, the great centres of motor exci-
tability, through the agency of which all the involun-
tary reflex movements are performed. We are now
prepared to discuss the differing seats and varieties of
chorea.

We know that we have a large class ofcases oCcerelual

chorea, viz., those occurring in comparatively healthy,

but somewhat sensitive subjects, from a severe shock of

fright, joy, anxiety, or other mental eir.otion. There
is every reason to believe that, in some cases at least,

I this nervous shock may be almost as severe as the con-

cussion or shock of physical injury. We know that all

the blood retreats from the surface, and much of it is

forcibly crowded upon the nervous centres, especially

about the corpora stiiata and optic thalami. For-
tunately, in the majority of these cases the patient is

more frightened than liurt ; but in otheis the nerve
cells and fibres undergo some abnormal molecular
ciiange. There may also be produced a dilated and
even varicose condition of the vessels ; or stagnation

in the capillaries, or even capillary thrombi. Tliere

may be an increase of the granular sub.^tance over the

fibrous nerve masses, or an increase of the w.eight and
specific gravity of one striated bodj' over the other ; and
in the most severe and intractable cases there may be
absolute softening of an optic thalamus or a corpus

striatum.

In the treatment of these cases we may, with Har-
ley, prefer conium to all other remedies, for it is a ner-

vine which allays irritation, and in sufficient doses de-

presses the motor function down to complete oblitera-

tion of all muscular movement derived fi om the cere-

bio-spinal motor tract. Harley has given 104 fluid

ounces of the .«uccus coniito one patient in the course

of twelve weeks, with none but good effects; while

his ordinary doses vary from i i. to I iv. or more, two or

three times a day.

Of the milder nervines the one which has the highest

reputation among the Frendi physicians is valerian ;

and. from the evidence adduced in its favor, there can be

no doubt that it exerts a very beneficial influence upon
the milder forms of the disease. Assa/oetida also de-

serves attention.

In the severest and most obstinate cases, where
there are not only congestion but also dilatation of ves-

sels, emboli, thrombi, and softening, the mineral astrin-

gents, especially the oxide and sulphate of zinr^ may
be employed. Dr. Hammond thinks that zinc is proba-

bly more used in this country than any other single

remedy ; he has himself employed it with good results

in gradually increasing doses, from two or three grains

up to twenty or thirty, thrae times a day. But the

sulphate is so acrid and disagreeable that it should

be used only in the above-mentioned cases.

It is rudely estimated that the proportion of cases

of cerebral chorea varies from one-fourth to one-third

of the whole. The number of the rheumatic cases is

nearly equal. The diagnosis of these latter is not very

difiicult, although it requires some nicety. It is well

to remember that those cases in which rheumatism is

rather latent than manifest are most apt to be attend-

ed with heart disease ; that aniemic heart-murmurs
should not be mistaken for disease of the valves ; that

chorea of the papillary muscles may produce such

temporaiy changes in the shape of the auriculo-ven-

tricular openings that a transient regurgitant mur-
mur mav be heard ; that some pains and swellings

of the joints may be caused by the muscular exertion

alone ; and that the urine may become so saturated and
dense from the wear and tear of the muscular and ner-

vous systems, as to resemble the urine of rheumatism.

With all these precautions, some cases of rheumatic

v.ilvular disease will escape notice, for the auricular sur-

faces of the valves only may be roughened and no mur-
mur may be produced.

In the rheumatic cases single doses of calomel may
be used as purgatives when the bowels are consti-
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pated and the evacuations light in color. Subsequently

Rochelle salt may be relied upon. The alluiUes and
aconite and colchicum are also good remedies ;

but actea

racemosa (cimiciruga) is our main reliance. This

remedy, as stared by Dr. Smith, is mainly depended
upon in Philalelphia, and usually it is tried in all cases

indiscriminatelv. It is employed in large dosi^s up to

ha'f a pint of the decoctiou (31. ad aq. Oi.) per

day.

"SVhen we reflect that some oi the vegetations which
form on the valves of the heart in rheumatic cases are

so soft that they may be brushed off with a camel's-

hair pencil, we must admit that some or many of them
are hkely to be carried i;i the general circulation up to

the corpora striata, and form minute embolisms there,

witiimore or le=s serious consequences. The muriated

tincture of iron has been suggested in such cases.

The «p)'k«/ cases may often be detected by the tender-

ness over tlie spine, and for these the ether spray has

been decreed to be the best remedy. Dr. Hammond
says his success has been unequivocal when the atom-
ized ether has been thro« n upon the whole spine, from
the occiput to the s.icrum, for ten minutes every day
—a cure being generally effected in two weeks.

The rejiex cases come from various sources, the most
numerous being due to the irritation of second denti-

tion, worms, constipation, difBcult establishment ofmen-
struition, pregnancy, sexual irritation, and Onanism.
The bromide of 2'otaxsium f.ir dental and sexual irrita-

tion is the bast remedy. Verinifur/es, .such as santonin,

turpentine, injections of quassia, for ascarides, etc., will

suggest themselves to every mind.
The idio-muscular cases are less known, and more

difficult of management. Their existence is assu.med

from the fact that various visible changes have been
found in the muscular tissue. We know that muscle-

tissue or sarcode has a contractility of its own, en-

tirely independent of nervous influence ; also that

muscular tissue has natural electric currents of its own,
which are constantly passing in certain definite direc-

tions, as determined by delicate galvanometers. The
centre of each muscle-molecule is field to be normally
in a s;at3 of positive electricity, whilst its poles or sides

next the other nearest molecules are negative, thus re-

sembling a zinc centre and copper poles when immersed
in dilute ajid. The norma! mu^cle-ourrents are derived

from the molecular chemical changes constantly going
on in the nutrition of living tissues; and are connected
with the processes of osmosis which take place through
the sarcolemma. Disturbances of these chemical or os-

motic processes cause irritability anJ irregular contrac-

tions ofthe mus:;les. Excess oflactic acid, which occurs

in the muscles in rheumatism, may have its share in

producing such disturbances.

The sulp/iur bilhs of the French may be especially

useful in these idio-muscular cases; for the\- are always
made with the sulphuret of potassium, and we know
that sulphuretted hydrogen destroys the contractiUty of

the muscuhir tissue more than almost any other che-

mical agent, except the sulpho-cyanid:! of potassium.
Again, curare, wliich inhibits the conductility of the

motor-nerves, down to their tiaest branches, but does
not destroy the contractility of the muscles, lias utterly

fiilel in the treatment of chorea, showing that this

is often a purely muscular, and not a nervous, affec-

tion.

In that very large class of cases which arise from a
peculiar irritable d-biliti/ of the great motor tract, from
the corpora striata, through the spinal cord, to the very
terminations of the motor nerves in the muscles,
strychnine is the most important remedy. It is one of
the best tonics to the motor centres, nerves, and mus-

cles, and exerts an alterative action on many nervous
and muscular affections ; still it is decidedly wrong to

use it empirically in all cases of chorea.

In the an<cmic cases the preparations of iron are, of

course, the most suitable medicines. They may be
combined with conitim in some instances where the

muscular action is very grea', and with ahes when
there is constipation or amenorrhoea. But it is un-
scientific to rely upon iron in all cases, as has been
done by Elliotson and others,

J rsenic is a nervous tonic, acting, according to Hand-
field Jones, on both the cerebro-spinal and the organic

system, increasing their functional power, and prevent-

ing congestion by contracting the vessel*, especially

those of the skin and uterus ; similarly it is found

to reduce an undue supply of blood to the spleen and
bronchi, and it may act in the same way upon the ves-

sels of the nervous centres. It may cure chorea and
asthma by acting as a tonic of nerves or nervous

centres which are weak and unduly excitable. In

chorea, the voluntary, in asthma the vagi, nerves feel

its beneficial influence. It also produces a diminution

of tissue metamorpho.sis, amounting to twenty or

forty per cent., and thus may repair the wear ami tear

of nerves and muscles in severe chorea. Hughlings
Jackson has a'so suggested that it replaces phosphorus,

or some other isomorphous constituent of nervous tis-

sue, which has become deficient. At any rate there can

be no doubt that arsenic improves the nutrition of the

nervous system. It may be given witli a saline when
there is constipation or a tendency to inflammatory ex-

citement; with iron or cinchona when anjemia with

depression and weakeness i>l t tie circulation are present.

The addition ol a little op.um is useful to obviate in-

testinal irritation, or conium when the choreic move-
ments are excessively severe. Hence we need not

wonder that arsenic enjoys a high reputation in the

treatment of chorea ;
but, like the other remedies, it

must not be regarded as a general specific for all

cases.

Finally, in a small number ot cases there is pain in the

head, with signs of cerebral congestion, and even ot

meningitis. It is to this class only that tartar-emetic, so

highly lauded by West, is appHcable.

Such, ilr. President, are the principles which I think

ought to guide us in the treatment of chorea. It is

true that the majority of Ciises of chorea recover

naturally in the course of a few weeks or months
;

and whatever remedy a practitioner may use will be

followed by a certain, and even a large, proportion of

recoveries. But it is none the less true that the nature

of each case should always be carefuUy diagnosed, and
the remedy selected with equal care and judgment.

Then only will cures be effected in the shortest time

that the peculiarities of the case will allow, and with
the least annoyance to the pat.ent.

Proper diet, cod-liver oil, and the phosphates, the

tepid or cool plunge or shower-bath, are almost neces-

sary adjuncts.

Dr. Garrish thought Onanism a very important

factor in the etiology of the disease.

Dr. Satre related the case of a young woman, in

whom the mental impression produced by a congenital

deformity of the hands (supernumerary fingers) had
brought on severe and obstinate chorea. The nervous

symptoms had promptly disappeared, not to return,

when she learned thas the deformity could be removed
by operation.

Dr. SEGCissaid that the dynamic or gymnastic treat-

ment of chorea deserved more extended notice than

Dr, Smith could afford it in a short lecture ; and he

gave some recollections of its first a2iplication to
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choreic children. Among the first idiots ever sj'ste-

matically educated, some who were at the same time

choreic, improvedunder the physiological traiidnor, both

mentally and physically. The history of one of these

cases, Marquis, was recorded in the " Lefons aux
Jeiines Idiots de VHospice des Incurables," Paris, 183940.
After ihese children were removed toBicttre the num-
ber of the choreics comprised about ten per cent, of

the idiots under training. The success obtained here

induced Drs. Blache and Paul Guersant (boih well ac-

quainted with Dr. S.'guin's " physiological method"
of education) to apply the dynamic part of that

method to the numerous chortios of the Hopital des

Enfanis de la rue de S&vres, where the tre;itiiient had
from that time to the present been in general and con-

stant use, witii the rational addition of snlphuret of

potas-iimi baihs. This treatment at the Hopital de la

rne de Sevies consisted mainly of gymnastic exercises,

from whijh excitement is excluded, tending to promote
the power of steady niu-^cular resistance. There was
neither in books, hospitals, nor schools, such methodical
application of dynamics to the mefiical treatment ofchil-
dren prior to 1839.

Dr. Mart C. Pctxam, ^^ho had closely followed
the clinic of the Hopital des Enfants (rue de Sevres)

for the last four years, replied to a question by Dr.

Seguin, that the gymnastic treatment was still regu-

larly employed there fur all choreics aide to be out of

bed. The milder cases received also snlphuret of po-

t.i.'^sium baths ; those more severe, arsenic ; and the

worst, tartar-emetic.

Adjuiirned.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, October 19, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee in the Chair.

Dr. Charles P. Russell, Register of Records, read
an able and important paper on " Vit.-vl .Statistics, and
their Claims upon the Proles-ion." (Vide p.iee 437.)

Dr. Chadsev, in opening the discussion of Dr Rus-
sell's paper, said that not one-third of the births under
the care of phj'scians were reportsd to the Bureau of
Records; and rnidwives never reported. He considered
the jiaper one of importance to the profession, and de-
serving of an extensive circulation.

Dr. Stephen- Rogers thought there was not much to
discuss, as the author of the paper had gone well over
the ground. The following resolution was presented
and can led:

—

" That in the historic, intelligent, well-prepared, and
important paper just read by Dr. Russell, this Academy
recognizes a reasonable, striking, and urgent, though
temperate appeal to us and to the profession. That
we heartily endorse the principles and objects set
forth in it, and will use both our individual and official

influence towards securing the uniform observance of
its recommendations and suggestion."

The Prksident stated that he had been somewh.it
remiss in reporting births to the Bureau, not being

\ aware that it was such an iiiiportant matter, and so
much depended on birth stalijtics.

Dr. Ucbcard, while approving of the main points
presented in the paper, thought an exact record of birtlis

could not be made until a new law was passed by t!ie

Legi^lature, empowering a house-to-house visitation.

The Board of Heal'h should start a new project.

Dr. Foster would have the Sanitary In-peetors make
these yisitatious in conjunction with their sanitary
duties.

Dr. RrssRLL replied that the time of the Inspectors
was completely t;iken up in s.initary matters. Two
hundred and fifty Inspectors would be required to

make such a house-io-house visitation. lie thought
the physicians should do their duty, although he
favored a new law. He also said that niidwives gener-
ally reported bii ths better than the physicians.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot believed that a line of ten

dollars could be collected from every physician who
neglected to report bnths. He beheved if this law
was enforced, biiths would be better reported by mid-
wives and physieians.

Dr. Russell said it was hard many times to detect

rases of births, and to discover the mediinl attendants.

Reference having been made by Dr. ros;er to fines

collected from physicians who did not report, births

within the specified time—ten days from the birth

—

Dr. Van Kleeck thought it w'as loo bad to fine the phy-
.^icians who did return their birih certifieates, although
tardily, and a'low those who did not, go free. He has
always been in the habit of sending liis certificates to

the Health Board promptly during the la.-;t twenty
years.

Dr. Hlbbard believed in the London metliod ot

collecting the statistics of births, viz., the division of
the city into a large number of districts, with an In-
spector for each district. This system is in vogue in

the city of Providen -e, R. I., and is in good working
order. He hoped that a new law would be drawn up
and presented to the Legislature for action.

Dr. W. C. Robebts, Vice-President, after alluding to

the cultivation of the Department of Vital Statistics by
the former efficient Sanitary Superintendent of the late

Board of Health, spoke .is follows:

—

The system thus inaugurated is pursued, I am con-
vinced, with equal zest, fidelity, and .success by lis

successor, the present Register of Vital Statistics, to

whom we so agreeably li-^tened this evening. The
right, however, of eniertain-ng and expressing indi-

vidual opinions is the inalienable privilege of the

ci izen of a free country ; and if I shall seein to fail to

.share in all the enthusiasm of my learned liiends in

behalf of statistical registry, it is not because I the less

respect tlieir judgment, nor that I undervalne the
])ractical results of their labors in those departments
of the Bureau in which I feel as-urcd of their neces-
sity; and I am sure that however much they may pity

th(^ blindne-'s which le.ids me to entertain opposite, ar.d

as they will consider them, heterodox, ideas as to other
parts of the system, those on which its merits are most
supposed to depend, they will pardon my expre.-sing

them, which I do, not to dogmatize, nor set up n.y
own opinions in opposition to these of abler men, but
to elicit truth by discussion.

Permit me to point out what I consider the essenti.il

and imperative duties of a Health Department. First,

to prevent, as far as possible, the introduction of di-ease

into the city from witl.out. Some diseases, as cholera

and yellow fever, are always imporl od ; others are often

imported, as typhus and relapsing fever and sm.ill-pox,

although they may arise here from domiciliated geiins

Now, t) meet the first of these requirements, so far as

contagion from abroad is concerned, a rigid enforce-

ment of quarantine can alone be depended on, and witli

this, so far as contagion from aliroad is concerned, the
Health Department has but little to do.

But when it is a-certained that a case of disease has
made its way into the city from anywhere, the best

efforts of the Bo.nrd .should be, and are, direeteil to

preventing any further spread. Statistics .showing how
far and how successfully this has been done, would be
undoubtedly valuable as proofs of success, and guides
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ond incentives to further effort. That this is possible

and essential is shown by the success of the eflbrts

made to prevent the spread of the oatile disease in

18G8, and the consequent avoidance of sources of dis-

ease in the use of unwliolesome food ; a point in which,

in other ways, the Health Department exerts a very

wide-spread and salutary influence.

Second, in every large city in which zymotic diseases

have long prevailed annually as endemic^, and have

become domiciliated, tliere remtiin dormant, at all time.",

seeds of contagion which at iiiterv.ils awalien to activity

and exert their deleterious influences. Now, where
these seeds lurk, or what they consist of, may not be

known; but if, as is strongly suspected, they either ex-

ist in decomposing fillh or garbage, or find a nidus

there for their ova, it becomes the paramount duty of

a Health Department to destroy, by all known means
and methods of disinfection, these seeds of infection and
contagion.

Third, and mo=t important consideration of all. In-

asmuch as contagious diseases ari;e, not only from the

zymotic extension and diffusion of germs, but that

tiiese germs escape and are diffused within limited spaces

of the surrounding atmosphere from the bodies of the

infected themselves, iheir skin.s, brtaths, and above all,

their excreta, which is particularly tlie case in diseases

which have their seat in the mucou? membranes of the

intestines (a-s typhoid fever and cholera), and adhere to

clothing, etc., it becomes the duty of the agents of the

Health Department to cause the freest ventilation and
pirity to be maintained in the homes of the sick, tene-

ment-hous.'S especially ; to iso'ate some in upper
chambers, will the least possible contact with the

well.

There is a fourth grand duty which devolves on the

Heallh Department—of disinfecting all filth and gar-

bage collected in the streets, gutter,'!, and privies ; and
it ii to be regrelted that this cannot be done eflectually,

because, unfortunately, the duty of street cleaning is

deputed to anotlier bureau, and under another organi-

zation, and the Heahh Department has little or no
control over it. Until the two deparlments are con-

joined under a common head, and thoroughly and
simultaneou.sly performed, sources of disease will con-

tinue to be rile in our midst.

These observations are not irrelevant, because I pro-

pose to contrast these practical and essential duties

with others appertaining to the Heallh Department, in

which, I regret (o say, I do not repose equal c^mfldence

—those performed by the Bureau of A-'ital Statistics.

These are notably, with other minor duties, the mar-
riage registration act, the birth registration act, the

still-born .net, and the registration of diseases and
deaths—Vital. Statistics as they are, I think, improp-
erly called.

As to tiie first of tlie.se, I cannot see that it properly

belongs to a Board of Health, as having no connection

with causes or removal of diseases and death. Mar-
riages are most imperfectly recorded, and of those that

are, what has the tabulated record to do with the

business of sanitary science? Does it make any differ-

ence wliether there bo more marriages in one }'ear, or

month of a J'ear, than another, etc.? AV'ith the legal

aspect of the marriage registration act it seems to me
a Health Department has nothing to do. It will make
marriages neitlier more nor less frequent, wise, happy,
fruitful, or lasting.

So with the registration of liirlhs, which may interest

the census-taker. The record is confessedly imperfect.

Many children are born and buried without an under-
taker or a certificate. No cause can always be assigned

for the death of the foetus in utero, or for premature

delivery, nor can either be always prevented. I fiil to

see wherein such records are "full of importance and
hygienic significance." The mo.st important <lut_v,

however, devolving on the Register of Vital Statistic.-,

is the recoid and tabulation of diseases and deaths, one
now considered so important a feature in Boards of

Health.

In the Annual Report of the Metropolitan Board of

Health for 18G8, now before me. I find 140 page* of

the volume devoted to the registration of all diseases

and their prevalence and mortality, yearly and quarterly
;

the death-rate per 1,000 annually of the population from
all diseases; an abstract of deaths in each quarter, with
ages, sexes, and percentage, comparisons with former

years, elaborate diagrams of the course of mortality of

the chief fatal diseases, etc. ; statistics tortured, in short,

in various ingenious ways to evolve results, which may
be deeply interesting to those engaged in such investi-

gations, and to the Actuaries of Life Insurance Com-
panies, but are not, I fear, practically important to the

great business of public sanation (the removal of the

possible causes of disease and death, and the suppres-

sion of those actually existent), and which require

large expenditures of money annually for clerk hire,

stationery, and the expenses of printing, iiublishing,

and binding.

The Board of Health, I see by the papers, have
petitioned for the means of carrying on their work,

reciting their labors, sanitary, not statistical; and in

the interim they stand comparatively siifl, and their

employes are unpaid. If you would have fewer items

for the statistician, you Ynu^t continue uninterruptedly

the practical work of the Department. The safety of

one is the safety of all; and as eternal vigilance is the

price of freedom, so is it also that of a city's salubrity.

Destroy the .seed and you will reap no harvest.

You have, my fellow academicians and citizens, a

Board of Health, which, under the quiet but sagacious

vigilance of a head man, whose sole objects are the sus-

taining of the honor and credit of the Board, and tlie

s.ifety of the city; whose competent officials are on the

watch daily and by night, when you are sleeping nn-

su.spicious of danger, to keep the wolf from the door,

and secure your health and that of your familes. This,

from mj- own knowledge and experience, I assert that

it does to the very best of its means and ability. Look
to it that these means are never crippled, and this ability

never impaired. Beautify all your parks and scjuares,

if you will, with millions annually drawn from the c:ty

treasury; carpet 3'our marble palaces of justice with

the choicest productions of the loom ; Ingersoll them
with furniture of reg.d magnificence, and Garve}' them,

ifyou will, with areenbaeks; bat not at the expense of

the custodian of the public heallh and safety.

The Board of Health should be able to say, in the

proud language of a noble Scottish family, " Thou shalt

want ere I want." Salaries equivalent to the social

and professional positions of those employed, many of

y.diom are refined and intelligent gentlemen, in this

laborious, disgusting, and dangerous line of duty, should

be punctually paid them.

No money should be grudged or wanting to effect its

ends, or maintain its efficiency. " Sains populi stiprema

lex!"
The Academy adjourned.

Slated Afeeliiig, A'oi'ember 2, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, in the Chair.

Drs. T. M.\tlocic Cheeseman- and Joseph S. Monell

were elected Resident Fellows,
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TREATMENT OP FRACTURE OF THE FEMCR.
Dr. Frank P. Foster then read a paper on " Some

Points in the Treatment of Fracture of the Shaft of tlie

Os Femoris," in which he advocated the double iiichued

plane with three pulleys. This apparatus, he claimed,

was particularly adapted to fractures of the upper
thinl of the femur, lie also exhibit -d a new sphnt for

fracture of the forcanii, invented by Dr. Blake. !

Dr. Gordov Buck, in opening the discussion, said

that this double inclined plane seemed to be simple,

and ad^ipted to that displacement of the lemur where
the sliori unper fracture is drawn up. In otlier cases

the straight i3.\ture, with a single pulley, would be bet-

ter ada[)ted.
!

Dr. B. J. Raphael tliouaht there was a tendency to

complications in every new apparatus, as in this double
inclined plane with its th.ree pulleys. He adnnred
" Buck's Extension " very much, and knew of no appa-
ratus which could supersede it.

|

Dr. Buck stated that the counler-periiical band in

hisfi.xture was often not used, and only required when
laising of the bed did not answer. Some of his friends

used strips of adhesive plaster for an extension, in lieu

of the perineal band.

Dr. RArriAEL remarked that he had notseen the band
[

used f. >r years ; but had sei-n the sheet used instead.

Tic inquired of Dr. Buck what was the weight used in

his cases.

Dr. Buck replied that in his paper on " An Im-
pi oved Extension Apparatus for the Treatment of
Fracture of t!ie Thigh," publi.shed in the Medical
Record, April 1st, 1SU7, 14G cases, aged from 2 years

to G3 ye:us, of simple fVactuie of shaft of os femoris

were detailed

:

ITnder 15 years of age, 54 cases, of which 45 were
male, and 9 female. Primitive shortening in 4(i of 54
cases, i-inch to 2 J inches—average, 1^ inch. Weight
employeil in 38 cases, 3 [lounds to 20 pounds—average,

not quite 9 pounds. Result of treatment in tlie 04
cases—no sliortening in 33 cases, maximum of shorten-
ing, 1 inch in 2 cases. Average of total, 54 cases, ]

about
(;
inch. 1

Over 15 years of age, 92 cases, of wdiich 79 were
\

male, 13 female. Primitive shortening in 83 of 92
cases, A inch to 3^ inches—average, If inches. Weight
employed in 79 casoj, 3 pounds to 28 pounds—average,

144 [lounds. Result of treatment in 89 cases recorded
—no shortening in 12 cases ; maximum of shortening,
li inch in 2 cases—average, .scascely | inch.

Dr. Buck also said that a former pu|iil of l.is. when
passing through one of the London Hospitals in com-
jiany with llr. Erichsen, had his attention drawn to a
patient with fracture of the thigh. Tins surgeon
brougiit the lindjs together, and remarked that there
was no shortening; but after he had passed out of the
ward the visitor fotmd, upon .ictual measurement, tliat

there was a .shortening of nearly an inch, showing the
importance of actual measurement over bringing the
limbs together.

Dr. Cuas. a. Hart was surprised that no mention
had been made of the triple inclined plane used by Dr.
Robert Nelson, of this city. lie said that Dr. Raphael
was aware tliat it had been used in the case of the late

Dr. Cox. Tlje pulley and bandages were not required
v.iien this apparatus is employed. In Dr. Nelson's
'j.3ses no shortening was the invariable lesult.

Dii. Buck would like to a.sk if the results in those
casi's were discovered by actual measurement ?

Dr. Hart replied that they were measured by Dr.
Nelson with accuiacy. The-e cases were inoorporiited

in a paper, read before the Academy, several years
since, by Dr. Nelsou.

Dr. Bucic said that reported cases were of no value

without accurate mca-uiement, and gave cises where
other surgeons had supposed there was no shortetiing

on bringing the limbs together; but on accurate meas-
urement, shortening of nearly an inch was discovered.

He then gave the following resume of the treatment of
IVaelures of the femur in the late N. Y. Hospital:

—

\Vhen he went on duty there, in 1837, Boyer's S:4int

was in vogue, having been introduced by the late Dr.

Alex. H. Steven.s. an admirer of Boyer. Sloughing almost
always followed this mode of treatment. Then the

.straigiit splint was m.ide use of, renewing the extension
daily after removing the fastenings. As good results

were obtained in this way as anywhere else. Then Dr.

Lente, late of Cold Springs, now of this city, when a

former house-surgeou of the hospital, ealleil his atten-

tion to an article in an Eastirn medical journal, by Dr.

Crosby, on tlie a;)plication of adhesive plaster as an
extension. Then, lie said, " I took it u|i, and have suc-

cessfully u-sed it to this day."

With reference to the treatment of fractures of the

femur as far back as 1840, Dr. Raphael thought a short-

ening of J of an inch was a good result. lie called

attention to the c ise of a boy, in New York Hospital,

with fractured femur, where the fractured limb was
found, on accurate measurement, to be from i to J of
an inch longer than the sound one.

Dr. Hart illusiraied on the black-board the mechan-
ism and jirinciple of Dr. Nelson's triple incline plane.

Dr. Buck stated that perhaps a surgeon could get a.s

good a result with Nelson's apparatus as any other,

provided the limb could be kept in iis place; but wo
must take human nature as it is, and every surgeon
'Knew how dillioult it was to keep a patient still with-

out something to secure the limb. The bed-pan must
be used, &c., &c.

Dr. Hart answered that a trap in the bed did away
with the bed-pan.

Dr. RAriiAEL, in closing, believed that we had, in llio

so-called •' Buck's Extension," the most satisfactory

method of treating these fractures. If it was defective,

why not point out where the delect lies. He tliought

it v.'as useless to originate comiilicatcd contrivances, as

it only tended tomystily the student and practiiioncr.

Dr. F. p. Fo.stei! thought that the three pulleys in

his apparatus were necess.ary ; the height of the foot-

board demanded them. He would be glad to have only

one if it could he done. In regard to the statement of

Dr. Raphael, that he had not seen the perineal band
used for years, Dr. Foster reminded him that when ho
w.as house-surgeon at the New York Hospital, in 18G4,

the perineal band was in use iheie, which fact Dr.

Raphael would recall to mind, as the latter was a visitor

at the ho-pitul at that time.

The President announced that Dr. .7. C. Nott wou'd
read the next paper before the Academy. Subject:—
Natural History of Yellow-Fever.

Stated Meeting, Noremher 16, 1871.

Dr. E, R. Peaslee in the Chair,

NATURAL niSTORT OP YELLOW-PEVER.

Dr. J. C. Nott then remarked as follows "On the

Natural History of Yellow-Fever " :

—

Mr. President : The subject of yellow-fever is so

boundless that it is impossible for a lecturer in a single

hour to do justice to it or to himself. I have probably

seen more of this disease than any member of the pro-

fession in this city, and wdiat I have to say is based

much more on personal observation than on authority.
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My remnrks will be confined to a few points of the

natnraJ history of j't-Uow-fever—those which have not
siifiScii'ntly fixed attention, and which, if properly

studied, might lead to important practical results. My
hope at present is not so much to settle disputed

points as to attract other laborers into the field.

Yellow-fever epidemics were of frequent occurrence
in New York. Phila lelphia, and other northern cities

during the eighteenth and first quarter of the nineteenth

century, and we have no right to conclude that we shall

never set tiie disease again here, be:-ause we have en-

joyed exemption for the last fift\' years. Many towns,

as \'era Cruz and others in tropical America, have
passed long series of years free from this disease ; and
such exemptions characterize it in the Mediterranean
fcjwns.

Attention should be fixed on the fact that in 1856,

abo;it 500 cases of jellow-fever occurred in Xew
York Bay, along the shores of Staten Island, and
L 'ng Island from beliw Quaranline to the sssburbs of

Brooklyn. And during the months of August, Sep-
t.Hmber, and October, 1870. 159 cases occurred on
Governor's Island—of which 52 died—svihin rifle-shot

of Castle Garden. JTo one can assign a reason why
this p9Stilence did not strike the city ofXew York, in-

stead of that little, dry, well-policed military post; and
if it had, 30.000 or 40,000 of our people might have
been sent to their graves in 9) days.

Yellow-fever, when it does appear in Xew York, is

seen casting irs shadow ahead from the tropics for sev-

eral years; and the history of the disease proves that

it i-s one always to be scrupulously watched, even in

our latitude. Tiiere is abundant eviJenC3 that it has
been for the last year in active mo: ion, and no one can
siy where on the Atlantic coast it may not go within
a year or two more.

Before any satisfactory progress c:in be mada to-

wards the prevention and cure of yellow-fever, it is

nce^ary to comprehend its natural history more thor-

oaihly; its causes, the circumstances under which it

ori;,'inntes, its habits, mode of progression, etc. It must
be confe.ss^'d, however, that many essential facts are

wanting, and we are therefore driven to such analogies

as may direct our researches.

Yellow-fever belongs to the great fimily of zymotic

diseases, wliich opens a wide field; and it is necessary,

as a first step, to disentangle it from its congeners, and
to view it, as far as possible, free from complications.

Zymotic disjasis present varied forms, obey diOer-

ent laws ; but niaj', at least so far as their mode of
propagation is conceined, be arranged in a sliding scale

somewhat after the plan adopted bdlow : Ist. Diseases
like syphilis, which are communicable by contact or in-

oculation alone. 2d. Those like small-pox, which are

intensely contagions, and communicable by inoculation,

by Ibmites, and through the air. 3d. Those like scarlet-

fever, which are inoculahle with difficulty or not at all,

and contagious in a less degree than small-pox ; but com-
municable througli the air, and portable by fjniites, etc.

Like syphilis and small-pox, the poison of these is gen-
erated in the human sj'Stem, and eliminated in the same
form in which it entered. 4th. Yellow-fever, which is

»<o« generated in the human system, nor transmitted f cm
one person to another in any way ; but whose germ or
poison is g-nerated outside of the human system, and
is taken in alter the manner of marsh-malaria poison.
Bnt, unl.ke the latt'^r, its germ is portable, and may be
carried in vessels, trunks, baggage-cars of railroads, etc.,

fro:ri one point to another, and thus propagated. In
the exceptional cases, where the disease seems to be
communicited by personal contagion, the germ I be-
Leve is enveloped in the clothing of the subject, and

thus transported. 5th. Marsh-malaria fevers, which
are strictly endemic—of local origin—not contagious,

and not portable.

Little objection, I presume, will be made to the above
propositions, except, perhaps, the single point touching

the contagiousness of yellow-fever.

There is a very wide difference in the character and
behavior of contagious and non-contagious disenses,

between which yellow-fever forms the boundary line.

I will Ci-st sav a few words about the pecuUarities of

contagion : and in the present state of our knowledge,
the best explanation of its generation and manner of

propagation is given by Dr. Lionel Beale. the distin-

guished English microscopist, w^hich is substantially as

follows : 1st. Leaving out of the qviestion its origin,

the morbific germ of any contagious disease (as small-

pox) is communicated from one human body to another,

in some form, as living germinal matter or bioplasm,

which germinates within the body—multiplies greatly

in the same manner as all living matter proliferates and
multiplies. All such germs are lineal descendants of

parent germs—and thrown oS" from one body—com-
municated to another, and thus perpetuated. 2d. Liv-

ing mailer alone can germinate and multiply in this

way. There are no facts to prove that inorganic matter

has the power of increasing and reproducing its kind

in or out of the body. It cannot form an infinitesimal

particle, like the virus of small-pox and other conta-

gions—so increase as to furnish material sufficient to

poison persons, and thus perpetuate itself. When a
dose, large or small, of opium, belladonna, arsenic,

strychnine, mercury, etc., is administered, the effect is

in proportion to the amount taken, and its action ends

here,—there is no multiplication of the poison, by which
increased action can be developed in one individual, or

increase of poison to be handed over to another.

With regard to the origin of such disease-germs, we
are whoUy in the dark. Some of them, at least, have
existed for ages, and been handed down " from sire to

son." Small-pox and scarlet-fever, for example, we
know to have been imported into Europe from Asia

long after the Christian era, and were tot;»lly unknown
among the aborigines of America before the Spanish
conquest. Whether other diseases of this class are

originated de novo, is a mooted question ; for example,

typhoid and typhus fevers, cholera, and some others.

The poison or germ of all conUigious diseases will re-

main in fomites, etc., for such a long time as to render
this point a difficult one to decide.

There arc, however, certain morbid and contagious

poisons that, we have every reason to believe are gen-

erated de novo, such as erysipelas, purulent ophthalmia,

glanders, hydrophobia, the poisonous pus of traumatic

peritonitis, and malignant pustule. Although the foul

emanation flom decomposing organic mattere (human
and other excrements, etc.) may not originate disease-

germs, they undoubtedly so affect the air as to pro-

duce various deranged states of health /uiorai/e to the
development of typhus, cholera, etc., "and this predis-

position seems to be exactly analogous to the prepara-

tion of soil for seed." Xot only does polluted air thiow
the .=ystem from its balance, but, there is reason to be-

lieve, may (urnish the pabulum necessary in many cases

to the propagation of organic germs.
Decaying animal matter (night-soil, etc.) seems t-i

create fjr some poisons great centres or foci, where
specific germs or poisons are able to multiply. Dr.

Lancaster remarks :
'• An interesting question for in-

quiry is thus opened up as to whether the gfrnis of

typhoid fever, cholera, etc., could be made experinien'-

ally to grow or increase upon, or about, organic matter,

just as the germs or spores of many fungi are induced
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to grow in collections of manure." " In such collec-

tions on the eai th's snrl'ace," says Aitkin, " there is

reason to believe that jieriiis of such diseases may find

a restiiio-place. That thus tliey civi' aJirai/s extunt some-

where, althouEjh it may only be now and then, when sea-

sons and conditions con>'pire, that they display their full

power as epid.-mio diseases. As such they s.'em to

occur every now and then as ' mysterious cycles,' the

existence of whi..-h wo avlmit, but do not understand."
" The fallacy that pervades the argument from cases to

prove the de novo origin of lonlagious or epidemic dis-

eases is seen in the fact that the poison of typhus, etc.,

will lie dormant in clothes, bedding, houses, vessels,

etc., for a lonj; time, and then be brought into life."

We all remember ihe well-authenticated example in

London, where criminals, in good heallh theniselves,

were taken into tlie Black Assizes, before the court and
others, and their clothes IxMUg saturated with the in-

fected air of the prison, typhus-fever was communicated
to many present, and among others the lord mayor
and two judges, who died ol' the disease. Tlie odor ol'

a dissect iiig-room, of the pus from peritoneal inflamma-

tion, and many other odors, both animal and vegetable,

will adhere to clothing and rooms for months, or even

ye:irs.

Following tl!e allusion to marsh-fever, the speaker

said that yellow-fever occupies a rather anomalous
position between the contagions and non-contagious
(.hseases. 1st. Its poison is not generated in the human
system, and it is not, therefoie, contagious. 2d. The
poison, generated externally, not only attacks ])ersons

e.Nposed to the infected ptare, but untler unknown cir-

cumstances may sometimes be transported in vessel^:,

trunks, railroad cars, etc., from point to point, and
turned loose to propagate. 3d. Like cholera, it ocra-

sioniilli/ leaves its habitat, assumes a migratory charac-

ter, travelling over great extents of country, and not

unfrequently breaking through the most ligid cpiaran-

tine. 4th. In these migrations it usually seems to have

a prescribed course, along which it pays no respect to

any impediments placed in its way ; but places out of

its Hue of travel are often protected by non-intercourse,

and hence the great importance of quarantines.

In order to show with what irresistible force these

great yellow-fever epidemics sweep over a country, ir-

respective of topography and all sanitary regulations,

an extract from the elaborate " Tableau of the Yellow-
Fever of 1853," by Bennet Dawler, M.D., was intro-

duced.

All epidcTTiic diseases have their i^eriods of adivHij

and repose, and show every possible grade from a spo-

radic case here and there up to the njost intense and
wide-spread epidemics. Yellow-fever is no exception
to this law, and may be truly said to push it to its

greatest extreme. Not only has New York been whol-
ly exempt for half a century, after repeated visitations,

but many of the towns in tropical America, where it

prevails in its mo-t terrible form, have enjoyed simi-

lar exemptions. When the disease appeared in Rio de
Janeiro, in 1850, the inhabitants had lost all remem-
brance of its ever having been in Brazil. A search of

liieir records, however, proves that the disease had
vi.siied that country many years before.

Yellow-fever is essentially a disease of tropical and
bordering countries, though it takes on from time to

time a migratory character, and travels far beyond its

accustomed limits. It comes up now and then in

great epidemic waves, and usually casts its shadow
ahead. It is, I believe, never seen as a vigorous epide-

mic on our Atlantic coast, without first showing great

activity in Insular and Central America. Although
thi^ disease had prevailed on our Atlantic coast repeat-

edly during the eighteenth oenluiy, our records of its

outbreaks are imperfect previous to the one of 17!)3.

In tliat year, afier ravaging nearly all the tropical

towns, itstruck Philadelphia, ami was made memorable
by its ravages, as well as by the writings of Rusli,

Ilosack, and others.

This was truly a great epidemic wave, scattering

death from the month of the Mi.ssissi|ipi through all

our towns along the coast as far as Boston, and even
Quebec, until about 1805, a period of twelve years.

'i'hat epidemic having gradually exhausted itself, we
heard little of yellow-fever again until about 1817,

when, after ravaging the tropics as usual, it struck our
finlf liowns, and ihrongli a scries of years attacked New
Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, Savannah, Norfolk, and, in

short, every town along the Gulf and Atlantic, culmi-

nating in New York in the terrible epidemic of 1822,

when it entered upon one of its periods of repose. It

continued to appear irregularly in our Gulf cities, but
ran-ly showed itself on the Atlantic, even as far north
as Charle-ton.

In that last period of repose it seemed to gain new
strength, and reappeared with a vigor perhaps without
parallel. This epidemic commenced in Rio de Janeiro,

in January, 1850, and travelled night and day fiir six

years, making its expiring efi'ort in New York Bay in

1S5G. I had my eye upon this epidemic from its com-
mencement, watching its steady course and ravages

along the Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico
for several thousand miles. When it struck New Or-
leans it was clear to my mind that our own coast was
doomed, and before it reach(^d Mobile I was so ceitain

it would come that I moved my family into the healthy

pine hills, seven miles from the town, where the dis-

ease had never been. But, in spite of all my prudence,
the disease not only came to Mobile, but lollowed my
family out to Spring Hill, where I lost four of my
children in one week.

I then w-rote to my friend, and former pupil, Dr.

Peter Gaillard, in Charleston, that the disease would
reach Savannah and Charlrston the next year, from
the rate at which it was travelling, and I advised him
to get his family out of the way in time. I wrote an-

other letter to Mr. George Poe, of Georgetown, D. C,
predicting that tlie disea=e would reach Norfolk the

year after (1855), and probably go still further noith.

To my surprise Mr. Poe published my letter in the

National Intcl'igenrer, and I was placed before the

world in the liglit of an unwilling and unwelcome pro-

phet. I would not have been bold enough to risk si.ch

a ]irediclion in print had I been consulted, though I

thouglit I had grounds for it. But unfortunately my
prediction was f'ulfdled to the letter, and my record is

still to bo found on the fde of the Intelligencer. It is au

interesting fact, too, in the history of this extraordinary

epidemic, that in the first three of its six years, irhile

cj'iiJiKCil prinripalli/ to the tropics, it travelled over more
than three limes the distance that it did during the suc-

ceeding three. This is accounted for by the fact that

wdien it pot into the land of frosts it had not more
than one-third ol each year to do its work in. It was
compelled to hibernate, and resume its march the follow-

ing summer. In making my prophecy respecting its rate

of travel. I took this fact into consideration : Not only
does yellow-fever hibernate during its migration at di.s-

tant points, but will half do its work during one au-

tumn in a city, resume and finish it the next season.

18-12-3 was an example of this in Mobile ;
1853-4 in

Montgomery, Alabama; 1857-8 in New Orleans, and
many similar examples might be adduced.

This migratory cliaracter of yellow-fever has a very
important connection with the questions of its coniayi-
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ouf^nesn and portabilily. When a d'sease will travel, as

this has done, several thousand miles during six con-

secutive years, it is often impossib'e to st-parate epi-

demic force, contagion, and portabilily Irnm each other.

Certain it, is that no barrier can stop such a disease in

the general course it has marked cut, and tlie question

arises a^ to the po-^sibility of protecting placts out of

its regular line oi'maich by strict non-intercourse.

The cause of yellow-fever, like lho?e of other zymotic
diseases, is unknown ; but I think it can be pinned
down into narrower limits tliau the cause of any other

epidemic disease, and by the law of excluainn we can

remove from this some of the dilliculties whii:li surround

both contagions and malarial feveis. But it must be

confessed that though we may be able lo say what it !S

not, we are yet far from knowiig what it ix.

YelLnv-fever cannot be an efiect of effluvia emanat-
ing from decomposition or molecular changes in or-

ganic matter ; nor can it find its cause in floating vege-

table germs, fur the plain reason th;it it dues not oper-

ate through the air. If the tnaferiet inorbi existed in

the furm of gaseous emanations, or atmospheric spores,

it would obey the laws of gases and be scattered by
the winds over town and country in a few hours. But
this is not the case ;

it will travel tlirough a town step

by step, from house to house, for a in(jntli orsi.x weeks,

uninfluenced in the slightest degree by winds blowing
akemalely from all points of the compa.ss. In New
York, Phdadelphia, and other northern cities, the dis-

ease always commences near the shipping, and travels

in the most gradual manner, tak'ng several weeks to

extend over a very small portion of a town from its

point of departure.

Dr. Nott then spoke of the gradual progress of the

epidemic in New York in 1S2'2, in Muljile during the

years 1S42-3, and on Governor's I-hind last summer,
and remarked that the only hypo hesis which, in our

pie?ent state of knowle'dge, has any jilausible support,

and which may a;siit in (hrecting our fu'ure lesearches',

is that which supposes the agency of some minute in-

sect or other organic furm, anim:d or vegetable, pos-

ses-iug the powers of self-propag'ition and locomotion,

and which, I'rom its deliberate mode of p' ogression, in

spite of calms or winds from all points of the compa.s>,

would seem to travel upon the ground, where it will be
foimd by the raicfoscopist, if ever detected. An infect-

ed vessel would be the best pla'-e for microscopic inves-

tigation.?, as its |)rc3ence there in an i-itense form
would be certain, from the fact that the di-^ease is read-

ily taken by all who vi-it such ves-els. We have
abundant authority to show tluit yelluw-fever is most
active in its operation near the surface of the earth. It

attacks persons in a larger |iropoition cm aground floor

than on the stories above, ami the immunity increases

as we ascend in a house. This w.-is well csablished by
Ferguson and others in the W^est In lies

; and in

Charleston, S. C, in former year.s, when the disease

was more common in that city, it was the custoin to

send children into the third slory and ke.p ihcm there

during the whole epidemic. It is killed, like insecis

and plants, by a temperature of 32° P. It is more ac-

tive at night than in the day, as is the case with insects

of various kinds. Like fungi an 1 insects, it 's erratic in

its attacks, appearing at points here and there in the

:nost unaccountable way. It may attack the inmates
of a single house, of a siugle bloek, of a ward in a town

;

it may ravage one half of a city or sweep over the

whole, leaving here and there an uiitouehed .spot, as in-

sect*: do in a cotton or grain field.

This disease is, pnr e.rri'Uence, a disease of towns or

crowded populations, and when a town is built on ma-
arious grounds the marsh-fevers (iu the j'ellow-fever

zone) are gradually driven from the town, as it extends,

while they still infest the surroumling countiy.

In spe.dcing of causes, I mu.^t say that I have no be-
lief in the de novo origin of yelluw-fever out of its

proper zone, and believe it is of rare occurrence even
in the tropic', if at all. All imaginable causes that

could have existed from 1793 to 1822, north of the Po-
tomac, have existed during the last fifty years without
produciug the disease. But let one of those big over-

flows of yellow-fever come surging up li-om the Gulf,

and overflowing Philadelphia, New Yoik. Boston, and
all the smaller intervening towns, as ha;ipened in

former year.s, and you will see a germ left beliiud, here

and there, that will spring into life from time to time,

until, as cert:iin other exotics, it dies out.

Another problem, yet unexplained in the r.a'ural h's-

to'y of epidemic di.-eases, is that of variahHili/ of type.

No; only does each one, in different year.s, show marked
differences in combination of s_ymp:oms, in gravity, in

mortality, but in its degree of communicability or por-

tability. Nay more, it is by no means uncommon to

see two diseases, considered specifically different, blend-

ing their types and forming what may be called cross-

breeds or hybrids, as do animals or plants. Measles and
Bcai let-fever are fiamiliar examples; they are Irotli con-

tagious and epidemic diseases, and yet at times they
lo-e the.se charaoterisiics entirely. A sporadic case may-
occur Itere and there, or a family or twu may be at-

tacked in the heart of a city, and yet the disease does
not spre:id, nor is it at such times communicated to un-
protec:ed persons brought into the room with it. At
other times these disea-es are proiuptly communicated,
and sp!ead rapidly as epidemics.

Nut only is such the case with scarlatina and measles,

but even the contagion of ?m dl-pox is more viruli-nt

and more cummunicable at one time than another. We
are at this moment in New York driven lo the most
active sanitary measures by the strong epidemic ten-

dency of this disease.

The blending of typhoid or typhus with mar.sh mala-
ria is well known ai^d famil.ai ly described during o;ir

late civil war as typhu-malaiial fever.

Genuine yellow, and remittent or biliousyellow-fever,

so often spoken of by authors on trupicil diseases, si.ow
the same confusiun of types. The types of .so-called yel-

low-fever present an almost unexplored field— lirst, Ic-

cause our means of diagnosis heieto^ore have been very
imperf -ct ; and second, because comjietent o\ si-rvers

have :iot lived hmg enough in the homes of yellow-fever

to become familiar with all its ph:i.si's.

Dr. Warren Stone, of New Orleans, very jusly re-

m-.irked that wlien he had seen one epidemic uf yellow-
lever he thought he knew all about it. but after seeing

twenty epidemics he discovered that he knew nothing
about it. This is not lo be wondered at when we re-

flect on the hi.-tory of continued fevers. Typhus, ty-

phoid, and ri'lapsing fevers, etc., even within our recol-

lection, were all thrown inio one conPised mass; and
it has only been of late years, through the comliincd

labor of French, Englis'i, German, and American pa-

thologists, that these diseases have beeu separaieil and
classified. Yellow-fever unfortunately has not yet had
the same amount of time and abiiity b: ought to bear
upon it.

When one who has worked through many epidemics
of yellow-lever picks up such writers on the subject as

Aitken, Woml, the Eiiglisli and Ameri.an a- my and
navy surgeons, who have not seen the disease at ad,

or only one or two outbreaks, he is struck at every stop

by ti^e imperfect des;riptions of symptoms, fa'se fac's,

iuid groundless theories. When such men as Audral,

Louis, Chomel, Murchison, and Virehow, shall pass
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their whole lives in the tiopics antl study all the forms

of yellow-fever, we may then be able to separate types,

and to say which is portable and which is not. We
already kiiow, Iruin numerous authorities, that there

are unquestionably cases of bilious fever that resemble

yellow-fever more closely than typhoid does typhus
fever, and that we have no way at present of deciding

between them except by the portability and migrating

character of one, in opposition to the uon-niigratory

aud n(»(-portable character of the other. If we accept

the tlieory so ably sustained by Dr. Lionel Beale, as to

the manner in which contagion operates in the body, is

elinduateil and communicated, we may ofler a plausible

explanation of this blending of types. According to

his idea, the origin of all contagions must be sought in

the form of living i/erms. They enter the system as

particles of germinal matter, or bioplasm, which prolif-

erate and multiply in the bod}'. After a time similar

germs are thrown off, are communicated to other sub-

jects, and tlms perpetuated. If this theory be admitted,

and be equally applicable to all contagious diseases, it

is easy to conceive lliat if two sets of disea.se-germs

enter, or be present in, the system at the same time,

they may be so blended as to form cross-breeds, or hy-
brids, as above stated. "When yellow-fever and marsh-
malarial fevers, whose germs are bred outside of the liu-

man system, are brouj;ht iu contact, the hybrids may
result either from a mingling of the rnateries morhi before

entering the body, or from the combined operation of
the two after entering the body.

Yellow-fever, in many respects, is so anomalous in

character as to stand alone
;
and in nothing does it

show its peculiarity more than in its variuhilitij. It is

perhaps Merer contayious, but varies greatly in inten-

sity at different times and places, in its disposition to

spread, and more especially in its portability. At one
time a port may be tiirown open without quarantine
restrictions to vessels coming in freel}' with yellow-fever
on boa:d from infected ports, and }'et the disease is not
propagated ; while al another time, with fewer chances,
it will lake root and .spiead in almost everv place to

which it is carried. The two focts of portability and
no»j-poit ability are equally well autlienticated, but I
know of no example of such perfect contradicdon in

the history of any conlayious diseases.

Dr. Xott then spoke of the confirmation of the germ
theory of Dr. Beale, as applied to contagious diseases,

seen in the behavior of the vaccine virus; the explan-
ation lor the appaient contradiction in the portability

and non-portability of yelluw-fever in different seasons
;

the link connecting yellow and marsh fevers so closely

—

as seen in the fever last summer on Governor's Island,

described by Surgeon Page ; and the anatomical lesions

seen in different epidemics of yel!ow-fever.

Few of the old and experienced physicians of the

yellow-fever zone, like Drs. Warren Stone, Dowh-r,
Jones, ChaiUij, Harrison, and Hum, beheve in the con-
tagiousness of tiie disease, and their convictions are
based upon facts coming under their own observation.
During thirty years' residence in Mobile my experience
has corresponded with theiis. No stronger evidence
of the non-contagiousness of yellow-fever could be
asked than is .seen in tlie history of this disease in the

^ port and city of New York last summer.. One hundred
and fifty-nine cases occurred on Governor's Island, of
wiiich fifty- two died, and nine of those that sickened
after exposure on Governor's Island died in the city

with black vomit, in filthy, crowded, populous parts of
the ciiy, and yet in not a single instance was the disease

communicated. I visited neai ly aU of these cases with
Dr. ih.ireau Morris, the Sanitary In.spector, and can
vouch for the genuine character of the disease. More-

over, on the 1st October, 1870, all the sick were taken
from Governor's Island to quarantine, without commu-
nicating the disease to any one there. In 185C the
facts were slill stronger; not only was the yellow-fever
confined to a limited part of the island, but attacked all

in the rooms on one side of Rotten Row, and none on
the other. These fads are entirely in accordance with
the opinions of our best writers.

Physicians who have not passed their lives in the
yellow-fever zone, and who rarely see the di-ease, are
sure to form has y conclusions, and cite examples of
contagion that will not bear investigation. E[i)dumic
laws, contagion, portability, and local origin are all

thrown into one confused mass, without inquiring
whether the disease is simply contagious, epidemic, or
poitable.

In conclusion, tlie speaker gave his reasons for believ-
ing in the portaliiliti/ of yellow-fever, and observed:—
That yellow-fever should be at one lime poiiahk, and
at another not porttible, if true, is a fact in the present
stateof our knowledge inexplicable; but there are con-
tradictory facts attending other diseases which are ac-
knowledged to be contagious and portable, that are
equally inexplicable. In a city of lttO,O0t) inhabit ant<,
tiny number of cases from one to ten thousand may

i

occur of scarlet-fever, measle.«, whooping-cough, typhoid
fever, etc., during an autumn, and no one can assign a
reason why the disease should stop at any particular
point in such a long sctde. Befote the discovery of vac-
cine, there was a certain proportion of persons to escape
during the most violent epidemic of small-pox, and a
smtill fraction in eveiy town would be proof against the
virus in any form through life.

Each of the above di- eases, though perhaps never free

entirely from contagion, differs greatly in this character-
istic at different times and places.

I have shown yellow-fever to possess several anoma-
lous characters, and on this point of portability it maj'
present an extreme of the law oivariuhiiity. It'is just as
oa«y to understand how yellow-fever should be at one
titne portable, and at another absolutely not portable,
as to understand the degiei'S above alluded to in other
diseases, running from intense contagiousness to the
very verge, on the other hand, of non-contagiousness.

Dn. Alonzo Clariv, in response to the request of the
President, said that he would have to make the same
excuse that was made on a former occasion, namelv,
that he had occupied two hours of the day in talking
bef >re his medictil class, and begged to be excused. On
another occasion perhajs he would favor the Aiademy
with remarks.

Dr. a. Nelson Beli,, of Brooklyn, was sitrprised at

Dr. Nott's conclusions, and alluded to the epidemic
in Rio Janeiro in 1847. It would have been easy,
he thought, to have said that the epidemic was
carried to the Pacific co.ist from Rio Janeiro. The
vessels which carried the fever to that coast were the
" New World " and " Quito." The fever was not well
marked at Rio Janeiro, and was called " piilcha "

( ?
)

;

it was first seen at Lima, and called "pclluca." The
frigate " Scorpion " and ship " Congress " brought it

here in 1848.

He holds that yellow-fever is a living organic poison
;

and believes not only in the mixed types, but in an in-

tensified poison of bilious and remittent fevers which
precede yellow-fever.

Governor's Island was scarcely different last year,
the epidemic just succeeeding a time of high tempera-
ture. The disease recurred there, as the poi>on was
not previously killed.

In VeraCiuz tlie inhabitants look for "Northers"
with joy, which cau.ses the lever to become dormant
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To show that otlipr fevers precede yellow-fever, he

mentioned that the United States frigate "Sii?quehanna"

Went off San Juan, Xicaivigua, and laul there with a

bad form of remittent fever which ended in yellow-fe-

ver, with black vomit; half of the crew were carried

oflf by it.

In conclu-ion, he thought, with Dr. Nott, that we
have no rea-on t:) fear this fever in New York. He
had yet to learn that a competent vessel inspector had

ever inspected vessels in our harbor. He also hoped

thit the paper would be further discussed.

The Presid 'nt stated that the paper would be further

discussed at the next meeting of the Academy.
On motion, the Academy adjourned.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Officiid List of Clianr/es of SMions and Duties of Qffi-

' cem of the Medical Department of the United States

Army, from November 5, 1871, to November IP, 1871,

inclusive.

Peters, Dk Witt C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 431, War
Dept. A. G. 0., November 4, 1871, leave of absence ex-

tended sixty days.

Fj:yi;r. B. E., A^st. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 87, Mil. Div.

of the Mo., Nov. 9, 1871, leave of absence extended

thirty days.

MoClellan, E., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 440, War
Dept. A, Gr. 0., Nov. 10. 1871, to report in person to

the Commanding General Dept. of the South for as-

signment to duty.

Caldweli., D. G., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 440, War
Dept. A. G. 0., Nov. 10, 1871, leave of absence ex-

tended sixty days.

HoFF, A. H., Asst. Surgeon.—By 8. 0. 4.31, c. s.,

War Dept. A. G. O., relieved from duty in Dept. of

California, to proceed to New York City, and thence to

report to the Surgeon-General.

MoFFATT, P., Asst. Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4jl, c. s..

War Dept. A. G. 0., relieved from duty in Dejit. of the

Columbia, to proceed to New York City, and ihence to

report to the Surgeon-General.

ilUtiical Jtcms anli Ucius.

The First Reunion Dinner of the Alu.mni Asso-

ciation, Mepical Department of the UxivEiury of the

CiTV OF New York, WiiS held November 14, 1871, at,

Dehnonico's, and was largely attended. After the good
things were disposed of the following toasts were ol-

ered and responded to respec-ively as tollows

:

" The University of the City ofNew Yoid-:: Proud of

her past, in the promise of the present, we look forward

to the future, with sure confidence that our mother will

c intinue to be a leader in the edurational wo;k of the

land;" by Rev. Howard Crosby, D.D., T.L.D., Chan-
cellor of the University.—" The Mediciil D"pai tment of

the University of the City of New Yoik: The first to

make New York one of the medical centres of the

world. Wo hail her fmnders as benefictors to our

race;" by Prof. John W. Draper, M.D., LL.D., Pres-

ident of the F.aculty.—" The Med cal Profession : Its

history is recorded in the records of humnnity and in

the annals of science;" by Henry S. Hewit, M.D.,

Class of 1847.—"Medical Journalism: An iin'ettered

press the requirement of all true scientilic progress ;" by

Alfred L. Carroll, ll.T)., C'as.s of 1855.—" Our Alumni

of the Army and Navy: We send greeting to our

brethren, who have so well sustained our honor in the

dangers of war on land and sea
;

'' by Bt.-Col. John
Moore, Surgeon U.S.A., Clas.s of 1850.—"Our Absent

Brothers: From Maine to Texas, in Canada, and be-

yond the sea«, woikin.g for humanitv, we give them a

word of cheer;" by Prof. D. B. St. John Roosa, M.D.,

Cla^s of 1860.—"Our Dead: We pause andd the fes-

tivity of the hour, to cast a flower upon their graves,

and to remember tliem as servants of humanity, who
have attained their reward."—" Woman :

" Lovely woman, man's fulfilment sweet
Completing him, not other^vLse complete ;"

by Prof F. D. AVeisse, M.D., Cla's of 1864.

The Chancellor in his response believed that the best

interests of the different departments of the Uuiveisity

would be served when they shoidd all join hands for

the good of the parent head. In alluding to the ben-

efits which had already acciued to the LiUrary De|iart-

ment by having it properly endowed, he indulged in

the hope that the Medical Department woidd not be

bi^ckward through the exertions of it- alumni of bcin.g

a means to the same end. Prof Draper gave a very
interesting history of the Medical Department, and
pietuied iu his ch.iraeteristically mild and effective man-
ner the trials and triumphs of its founders. Dr. Hewit
made an eloquent appeal in behalf of medicine in its

relation to science, humanity, and religion, which was
deservedly well received. Dr. Carroll, in respo iding

for journalisiTi, alluded to the necessity of being par-

ticular to educate medical men to write. Col. Moore
spoke of the difficulties of the army surgeon as per-

taining more particularly to his forced isolation from his

medical brethren. Prof. Roosa, in an appropriate man-
nur referred to the idisent ones, alluding to the many
distinL'ui^hed alumni filling the different places uf trust

in different parts of the world. Pr^f VVeisse, in re-

sponding to " Woman," made an excellent point in siig-

matizing Adam as a monster, who was not made a

perfect man until the extra rib was taken Iroui hi;n to

form Eve.
The whole affair was an exceedingly pleasant one,

and will be Irng remembered by such as enjoyed the

refreshing interchange (if s ntiments. The dinner was
got up in Dehnonico's best style, which is the most
that can be said in favor of the excellence of any least.

Edward Devendorf, M.D.—At a regular meeting of

the Medical Association of the Eastern Distrii.-t of

Brooklyn, hi.dd on Nov. IGth, 1871, the following reso-

lutions were unanimously adopted :

—

'' Wliereas, It has pleased God to remove fom his

earthly labo) s our esteemed friend and associate, Edward
Devendorf, a member of this Society; therefore, lie it

" Resolved, That while we bow in submission to the

Divine wi'l, vre deploie the los< of a valued friend anil

a go id physician, taken in the prime of his life and
usefulness.

" liesolveJ, That while we feel sor?-o ui at our loss, we
realize that the deepest f/rief saddens the hearts that

were bound to h's by the clo-er ties ofrelat'ouship, and
that we extend to tlie bereaved fam.ily our sincere .sym-

paihy and condolence.
' liesolved, Tiiat a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the family of the late Dr. Devendorf and that the

same be published in the Williamsburgh Times and the

Medical Record of New York.
E. N Colt. Sr., M.D.,

G. W. Baker. M.D.,

W. F. Sanford, M.D."
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©rigiiral Commimications.

ELECTRICITY AND THE SPHYGMO-
GRAPH.

Bt GEO. M. BEARD, M.D.

READ BEFORE THE ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICAL SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

Im studying the effects of electricity on tlie liumnn
body, it is well to avail ourselves of all the tests ami

methods of experiraenting at our command, and after

we have faithfully tried all, our knowledge of the sub-

ject must at best be fragmentary and imperfect.

My object in making sphygmographic observations

after electrical applications was to see how far the ef-

fects of the different currents, by different methods
of application, confirmed observations that I had pre-

viously made with the aid of the ophthalmoscope
and the thermometer. That the cervical sympathetic
can be affected for good or ill, by passing either tlie

galvanic or the faradic current through the neck in

almost any direction, is rendered more than probable

from what is known of the relative conductibiht)' of

the tissues of the body, and is demonstrated by phy-
siological and therapeutic e.\periment>i.* Equally clear

is it tliat in general electrization the sympathetic is

also affected, though probably to a le«s degree than

when powerful currents are localized in the cervical

region.

Indeed it may rightly be doubted whether it is pos-

sible to apply either current, in any direction, to any
part of the head, neck, or spine, without affecting more
or less some of the sympathetic ganglia.

But on the other hand I absolutely oppo.«e the dog-
ma that the sympathetic, even in the cervical region,

where it is most accessible, can be exclusively electrized

on the living human bodj' by any method of external

application that can be devised. Place the electrodes in

such a position that the current, in passing from one to

the other, must traverse some one or more of the sym-
pathetic ganglia, and you electrize the sympathetic, but
you also electrize other parts that lie in the track of

tlie current, and probably also affect, directly or indi-

rectly, by reflex action, distant parts and organs.

The very marked physiological therapeutic results

that follow galvanization of the sympathetic are due,

not alone to the action of the current on the sympa-
thetic ganglia, but also to its action on the pneiunoga.s-

ti ic, on the spinal cord, and very likely also on the brain.

I arn a strong friend of galvanization of the sympa-
thetic and the pneumogastrie, have experimented larcely

with these methods side by side with general faradiza-

tion, and I daily use them
; but to determine in any one

case just how much the effects ar» ime to the action of

the current on the sympathetic is beyond the power of

any man who is not especially inspired. My compara-
tive observations iiave been sufficient to justify me in

the assertion that this method of using electricity, while
it has been underrated by some, has, by others, been
overrated, and that, for ayariety of constitutions, and
in diseases of debility,' it is vastly inferior to general

faradization, t

ify first experiments with the sphygmograph were
made on myself, with the assistance of Dr. L. De Forest
Woodruff, to whose kindh' co-operation I am in-

debted for the opportunity of making these observations.

* For detailed experiments in tllis line see Beard and HockwelPs Medi-
cal arut Surgical Electricity^ 1ST], pp. 274-285.

+ ClifTord AUl'Utt, in July number of the Britifih and Forelffyi Med,-
Chir. Itevietc. has ix strikingl.v able paper on Electro-Therapeuties, the
best, indeed, that has ever appeared in any periodical, home or foreij^n,

and discusses, in a very common-sense manner, this subject of galvani-

zation of the sympathetic.

Some of the experiments with the faradization of l;he

sympathetic and general faradization were made with

Dr. Rockwell and Dr. Sterling. For assistance in the

studv of sphysmography, I am under obligations to

Dr. Roger S. Tracy. A few samples of my observations

are represented in the cuts.

No. 1.—Normal puke.

Ko. 2.—After five minutes* galvanization of the sympathetic.

No. 3.—After ten minutes' galvaniaation of the sympatheliic.

No. 4. Five minutes after the close of the seance (f galvanization of

the sympathetic.

Ko. 5.—After five minutes' farac'.izntion of -\ m| .tthelic.

No. 6.—Af tt r nine minutes' faradization of syujpathctic.

No. 7.—Aft.-r twenty minutes' faradization of 6yn;(jatbt tic.

L.KO. 8.—After fifteen minutes' general faradization.

No. 9. Five minutes after close of stance of general faradizatic
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From these experiments I derive the following con-

clusions:

—

1. Bo h currents—faradic and galvanic—when ap-

plied in such a way as to traverse the region of the neck

in which the pneuraogaslric and cervical ganglia of

the sympathetic are situated, markedly aifect the pulse.

2. The effect is chiefly shown in abruptness of the

systole, and in abruptness of the diastole, and in short-

ening of the interval between the cardiac impulse

aid the arterial impulse. In general it may be said

that the force of the pulse is increased. Its rapidity

may be either increased or diminished, according to

the length of the application and the strength of the

current, and analogy would lead us to believe that the

effect must widely vary with tlie individual. The

arterial impulse increased probably from the effect on

the vaso motor- nerves.

3. The effect of general faradization was to prolong

the systole and the interval between the cardiac and

the arterial impulse. The abruptness, and the systole

that is so marked during and after faradization through

the neck, was not observed aft"r general fara'lization.

A calming, soporific influence is very frequently pro-

duced by general faradizition, and the effect on the

pulse harmonizes with this observation.

4. These effects on the pulse gradually pass away,

but are distinctly traceable for a number of minutes

after the electrodes are removed.

These experiments, taken in connection with experi-

ments previously made by Dr. Kockwell and myself

with ophthalmologists, so far as they go, seem to confirm

clinical experience in the medical use of electricity

in disease in these three particulars :

—

First. Applications tliat are severe and prolonged

may do iniury where mild and short applications would

be useful." The effect of twenty minutes' faradization

through the neck was to very gently increase the ra-

pidity of the pulse and to give great abruptness to the

systole and diastole, and the effects on the person ex-

perimented on were not agreeable. Instead of being

soothed he wa? irritated.

More than in any other way—more than in all other

ways combined—mistakes are made in electro-thera-

peutics by using too powerful currents ; especially is

this true of galvanization, either central or peripheraL

It cannot be too of:en repeated, line upon line, precept

upon precept, here a little and there a little, that the

best results of electrization are obtained, with individual

exceptions, by mild currents and comparatively short

applications. If the current be very gentle indeed, and

stable, the applications to the periphery at least may, in

some cases, be protracted for hours with po.sitive ad-

vantage and without harm.

It is better to give a little more time and much less

intensity of current in all our applications of the gal-

vanic current to any part of the central nervous system,

or even to the periphery.

An application to the sympathetic of a strong current

violently interrupted for one moment may do tempo-

rary harm, wliere an application of a mild, scarcely per-

ceptible current, for five or eight minutes, might do

pood. Even the absorption of tumors and the relief of

the pains that accompany carcinoma are better accom-

plished by mild than by severe currents, as I have
abundantly demonstrated.*

The temptation to disregard this rule and use painful

currents is. even for the experienced electro-therapeu-

tist, very great, and sometimes irresistible.

The dogma, " no smart no cure," which has wrought

* Wtien the needles are used in order to ttecorapoM; tlie tissue—elec-

trolj-zaLion—powerful currents are of course indicated. Ttie at>ove

remarks refer only to external applications—catalyzation.

SO much misery in the world, still lingers even among
the intelligent. The descendants antl near relatives of

the man who growled at his dentist for extracting his

tooth witliout pain or bluster, because he had been ac-

customed to being hauled all around the room during

that operation, are yet very numerous. Even in culti-

vated circles there can be found those who have no faith

in medicine unless it is bitter, and no respect for the

doctor unless he half kills them.

Then again some patients make a virtue of bearing

pain, and will pretend that they do not feel the current

when they know they are suffering all the horrors ot

the damned. Moreover, mercenary patients wish to

get their money's worth, and if they pay so many dollars

for an application they want so many dollars' worth of

agony.

For all these reasons combined, I am, in spite of my
experience and caution, continually making the blun-

der that I here warn against.

A very good device to prevent using too strong cur-

rents is to saturate the sponges or cloths of the elec-

trode with plenty of salt water. Salt water is a good
conductor, much better than simple water, and will

cause the patient to sensitively feel a current, of which,

if the salt water were not used, he would not be con-

scious.

Over the doors of electro-therapeutists, in broad

letters, and in full view from the operating chair, 1

would inscribe this motto: '• Better give much too little

than a little too much."
Secondly. The difference between the galvanic and

faradic currents in their medical action is, in the powers
of electrization, mainly a difference of degree. The
faradic current, when applied for ten minutes, produced

much the same effect as the galvanic apphed tor about

half that time. This confirms our observations made
byDrs. Roosa, Loring, andilackley, on the retina, while

the sympathetic was galvanized orfaradized, and also the

experiments ofDuchenne. Furthermore, it accords with
our daily experience. The prominent effects tliat follow

electrization—relief from pain, improvement of nutri-

tion, increase of appetite and sleep—are produced by
both currents.

In electrolyzation this difference in degree amounts
to a difference in kind, for the reason that the galvanic

current, by virtue of its continuousness, possesses a de-

composing power that the faradic current, from the

machines in ordinary use, does not posses-.

Thirdly. These experiments, taken in connection

with the other experiments I have mentioned, give a

partial explanation of the very remarkable therapeutic

results that are obtained by general faradization.

The faradic current, when applied over the surface of

the body, afiects the brain, the spinal cord, and the

sympathetic—the whole central nervous system—just

as the galvanic does in central galvanization ; and be-

sides, it traverses and exercises all the organs of the

body, and brings into frequent contraction very many
of the principal muscles. The effects of faradization of

the periphery are felt appreciably at the nerve-centres,

and are doubtless reflected in various and complex
ways to all parts of the body.
For these reasons it is that in nervous exhaustion

following or producing local chronic disease, and in de-

bility associated with obstinate or incurable affections

of various kinds, general faradization—even with short

applications of five or ten minutes—sometimes accom-
plishes much more than central galvanization, including

galvanization of the brain, spinal cord, or sympathetic.

I have tried the two methods side by side in a wide

variety of cases in private practice, and in the Electio-

Therapeulical Department of Demilt Dispensary, with
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t!ie special purpose of investigatins; their differential ef-

fects, and with absolute iaipartiality.

I should be very glad if the application of the gal-

vanic current for a minute or two through the neck
would accomplish for the majority of cases as much or
half as much as general faradization, for I should be
saved labor and time ; but I am forced to the conclu-
sion, with which many other physicians who have co-

operated with me, and who have similarly investigated
the subject by themselves, accord, that those who are
familiar with electricity in merely localized applications
have but a feeble conception of what it can accomplish.
The history of electro-lherapeutics of recent times

exhibits a tendency to return to the general method of
using this aient that was adopted in the first eras of its

history. The purely localized methods of Masson and
Duchenne was a reaction from the indiscriminate use
of the electric bath—a method of charging the patient
with statical electricity.

Eemak introduced galvanization of the sympathetic,
which, in the hands of Benedict, Meyer, Drissen, Fieber,

Hitzig, Erb, and others, is used in such a waj' as to be a
sort ofcompromise between purely localized electrization

of the periphery and general electrization. Very fre-

quently indeed the electro-therapeutist of the present
day galvanizes the brain, sympathetic, and spinal cord,
and faradizes some portions of the periphery—all at one
sitting. This method is not exactly general electriza-

tion, but it is next to it, and in cases where general
electrization is indicated may be used alternatelj" with
it.

Central galvanization is a term that I have applied to

a method of applying the galvanic current in such a
way as to affect the whole central nervous system

—

brain, spinal cord, and sympathetic, and the pneumo-
gastric—all at one sitting. The method consists in

placing tlie negative pole over the pit of the stomach

—

a broad electrode armed with sponge or flannel may be
used and held by the patient, or an adjustable electrode
—while the positive pole is applied on the top of the
head, the cranial centre, the forehead, the back of the
neck, the sympathetic on both sides, and pneumogastric,
and down the spine. The stance may occupy from
five to ten minutes. This method, as I have demon-
strated during the past two years, accomphshes far

more than simple galvanization of the cervical .sympa-
thetic, pneumogastric, or of the brain, or of the spine,

when used separately. I regard it as by far the best
method of galvanizing the central nervous system for

a very large proportion of those cases where we seek
to improve its nutrition.

That there are cases which will be more benefited
by localizing the current in the cervical ganglion than
by this method of central galvanization one could very
readily believe; and yet, with our present ignorance of
the precise functions of the sympathetic and the darkness
of its pathology, who shall say what these cases are?
Who can tell a priori with any degree of certainty
when the cervical sympathetic needs galvanizing to
the exclusion of other portions of the sympathetic and
the cerebro-spinal system ? Who shall say how much
the spinal cord is involved in our supposed diseases of
the sympathetic ? Who shall say how much the sym-
pathetic is involved in diseases of the spinal cord ?

It is a mistake to suppose that healthy tissue is in-

jured by being acted upon by a mild electric current,
and that therefore all possible pains should be taken to
confine the current to what is supposed to be the seat
of the disease.

ANEURISM OF AORTA, INNOMINATE
AND CAROTID ARTERIES.

By ELLIOTT COUES, M.D., U.S.A.

Tins case is noteworthy on several accounts, among
which may be named the mediate cause of the disease,

the slight inconvenience the aneurism occasioned for

many months, and the unusual dimensions that it fin-

ally attained. We are furthermore induced to publish
this account as the readiest means of reaching a num-
ber of medical officers specially interested— this aneu-
rism of Musician Alonzo Fin's (Band of the 4th U. S.

Artillery, an Italian, a-t. 44), having been a prominent
item in the medical history of this post during the
past two years. The specimen lias been deposited in

Army Medical Museum at Wiishingion, D.C.
Su-picions of intemperance, as well as of constitu-

tional syphilis, attach to the earlier history of the sub-
ject of this article, hut nothing definite h.is been learned
on these scores. From the first positive diagno.sis of
aneurism, which appears to have been made in Octo-
ber, 1869, to the fatal termination of the case, Septem-
ber 12, 1871, the patient's habits, so far as is known,
were perfectly regular. lie was nominally " on sick

report " between the dates just mentioned
;
but, at his

own request, he was generally permitted to perform
his duties as musician to within about two months of
his death, when the urgency of his symptoms rendered
it necessary to forbid all exertion.

What inherent predisposition or acquired tendency
there may have been towards degeneration of arterial

tissue in this case is uncertain ; but the clevelopment of

the aneurism is unquestionably referable to the man's
occupation, lie is known to have played the biiss tuba
in the military service for upwards of ten years; and
the likelihood is that he used the same instrument years
before. The connection between the arterial dilatation

and the particular kind and degree of respiratory exer-
tion required for this performance is cle.-ir and very in-

teresting, especially in connection with the pulmonary
emphysema noticed below.
When the case came under the writer's observation,

in November, 1870, the phi/aical signs of aortic aneu-
rism were manifest, as they had been for a year previ-

ously accordino: to the testimony of several other medi-
cal officers. Examination of the lungs at that time
gave negative results, and nothing was learned in this

regard until about two months before death. Aside
from the very plain auscultatory indications, I he most
prominent feature of the case was a visibly pulsating
tumor directly over the middle line of tlie sternum,
between the articulations of the first and second pair

of ribs, where the pressure of the tumor had caused
absorption of the bone, permitting hemispherical pro-
trusion of the aneurismal sac through a circular open-
ing of nearly the size of a silver half-dollar. The skin
over the hole was thin and tender, but to all appear-
ance normal.

Up to a few weeks before death, the rndonnl indica-

tions of disease were very remarkably slight, consider-
ing the size and site of the aneuri-m. The man seemed
to be in good health, and certainly performed his daily

avocations without apparent inconvenience. He habi-
tually wore a small bladder filled with ice over the
sternal tumor ; and at one period, while he was under
the charge of Acting-Assistant Surgeon H. C. Yarrow,
U. S. A., he was treated with iodide of potassium,
which, as I am kindly informed by that gentleman,
seemed to impede the progress of the dilataiion.* Lat-

* This m=ght be considered, perhaps, as Iwaringsomewhat upon the
question of syphilis above mentioDcd.
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terl_y, however, no special treatment was attempted, i and, not improbably, this induration of the aorta, just

since nothint; beyond obvious hygienic measures prom- beyond the semilunar valve?, may have favored the

ised to be of avail development of the aneurism by diminishing the re-

After the aneurism had thus for nearly two years ' siliency of the artery, and so interfering with the

grown at such slow rate that it seemed almost station-
|

smooth working of tlie valves. The^e l.ist, however,

ary, a sudden aggravation of previous symptoms, and
I

appear perfectly healthy. The aneurismal sac is of im-

the accession of new ones, showed either that the

tumor was rapidly enlarging, or else that, with the

same slow progress, it at length presented conditions

no longer tolerable. The latter is the more probable

supposition ; for the autopsy showed little indications

mense extent, representing the whole of the ascending
and transverse aorta ; the disease has invaded and
occupies also the whole of the innominate, and part of

the right carotid,* dilating both these vessels to the

calibre of an ordinary aorta, slightly affects the left

of recent growth, while, on the contrary, the many , carotid, and stops abruptly at the origin of both sub-

firm adhesions to neighboring parts that were disclosed

post mortem plainly pointed to gradual changes, slowly

progressing for a long period, ft is probably owing in

a large measure to these adhesions, which served to

anchor the sac and steady it under the heart's impulses,

that the patient's life was prolonged for a time that

clavians. Beyond the left subclavian the aorta appears

perfectly healthy. The top of the main aneurism is

about on a level with the top of the sternum ; no trace

of the original shape and course of the aorta remains,

the whole artery, to the roots of the subclavians, being
transformed into a nearly cylindrical sac, with an esti-

may be considered unusual in cases of aneurism. of the i mated capacity of over a quart. The sac readily en-

diraensions that this one eventually reached. The
j

veloped, to beyond the wrists, both the writer's closed

only sign of recent change in the parts was a special

sacculate dilatation against the tiacbca, as more particu-

larly noticed further on.

About the middle of July, the preseut year, Fin
began to be troubled with a hacking cough and severe

pain in the back between the shoulder blades. Both
these symptoms were clearly referable to backward ex-

tension of the tumor, and pressure upon the trachea.

Very possibly the special dilatation just mentioned oc-

curred at this time ; but we cannot be sure of this.

Dyspnoea shortly supervened from the pressure upon
the air-pas=ages; and obstruction of the oesophagus, as

evidenced by dysphagia, came next in order. There
was copious expectoration, at first cf ropy mucu.', then
of the same tinged with blood, then of livid muco-puru-
lent secretion of offensive odor. These indications,

fists, introduced one after the other through the opening
made at the summit.

lluch of the cavity is occupied by a large fibrinous

mass, that very prettily shows the peculiar laminated

structure characteristic of these concretions. From
some parts of it layers of the substance can be succes-

sively peeled off, like the enveloping coats of an onion-

bulb. There is another similar but smaller accretion,

and there are several fibrinous flakes and shreds in

different places—one long shred reaching from the

j

ventricle into the aneurisai, forming the matrix of an
( extensive heart-clot.

[
As already intimated, the relations of the sac to tlie

sternum in fiont, and to the trachea behind, are in-

!
teresting. The constant pulsation of the stra-ning

artery has caused absorption of the bone, and effected

together with the hectic that awaited upon the last
]
a complete perforation, circular and smooth-edged,

weeks of the patient's life, seemed to be signs of pul- ! through which the tumor, during hfe, protruded and
monary abscess ; and auscultation only served to con-

I

pulsated visibly. Near by are smaller indentaiions,

firm this impression. But the autopsy showed that where the bone has been partialh' drilled through.

the unnatural respiratory murmur was due to empby- Similarly, the trachea has yielded at the point of great-

sema, and the offensive sputa to the ulceration, and est pressure. That tube is extensively ulcerated, several

finally the sphacelus, of the trachea at the place where of the cartilaginous hoop.s being cleanly dissected out,

it was compressed between the aneurism and the dor- and strikingly suggestive of pieces of whalebone pro-

sal vertebrae. There is nothing further to note in the trading from a worn-out corset. The oesophagus is not

ante-mortem history of the case except the mode of, affected, having apparently been shoved aside; but in

death, namely, by rupture of the sac. This occurred !
the thickened and indurated connective tissue of the

-
' ' parts the morbid process has gone on to sphacelus.at a small, definitely circumscribed .spot opposite the

traclifal ulceration, where the sac had pocketed, and
where the interior of the aneurism was only separated
from the tracheal tube by a thin, fluctuating membrane,
rent during a fit of coughing. A stream of blood
poured into the windpipe, and thence out of the pa-

tient's mouth, September 12, 1871.

Autopfif, made in the presence, and by the direction, of

Surgeon J. Simpson, U. S. A. The heart is noticeably

displaced downwards, rather soft and flabby, pale livid-

gray in color, and somewhit enlarged, chiefly by ven-
tricular dilatation. The pulmonary arteries are not
involved. The lungs are extensively emphysematous,
particularly the left one. The aneurism is of the tubular

sort; apparently all the arterial coats are involved, but
this cannot be positively declared, and in fact, i; rather

taken for granted, viewing the regularity of the en-
Lirgement, and the pretty uniform thinness, on the

whole, of the walls of the sac. iSTevertheiess, the tissue,

when held up to the light, is diaphanous in some places,

and less or not so in others. The dilatation commences
at the very root of the aorta, where there is consider-

able gritty deposit, apparently ossific. This may be the
clue to tlie nature of the degeneration of the arterial

t'ssue, of which nothing further has been ascertained;

Here is the source of the offensive muco-purulent ex-
pectoration ; and this is the place where the .sac, after

bearing so hard upon the trachea as to identify its own
with the tracheal parietes, finally gave way. In its

consequences, at any rate, if in no other respects,

this circumscribed pocketed dilatation may thus be con-
sidered as bearing the same relation to the general en-
largement, that the whole of a sacculated aneurism not
commonly representing all the arterial coats, bears to

the artery itself, from whose side it springs.

FOBT McHesby, ltd., October 22, 1871.

Decease of Scotch Putsicians.—Dr. Frazer Thom-
son, of Perth, expired suddenly in the railway station,

j
October 10th, from disease of the heart.

Robert Buchanan, M.D., Knoxland, Dumbarton, died

September 10th, in the 78th year of his age.

* How much of this artery was involved was not ascertained. For
when the parts were removed (as was hastily done under peculiarly

trying circumstances), there was no BUspicion that this vessel was im-
plicated, and it was accordingly severed too low. But since no pulsat-

ing tumor was noticed during life in the neck, it is probable that the
dilatation extended up thLs vessel but little further than is exhibited in

the specimen.
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THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PURU-
LENT AURAL CATARRH.

By CHAS. INSLEE PARDEE, M.D.,

1.ECTUBER ON DISEASES OP THE EYE AND EAK IN THE MEDICAL DEPART-
MENT OP THE UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OP NEW YORK.

A METHOD of treating this disease which enables the

surgeon to apply a remedial agent to each individual

case, with entire confidence in its appropriateness, is a

desideratum.
That it has not been found, is owing to circumstan-

ces, some of which in the future, it is to be hoped, will

not intrude themselves so persistently and with such

damaging effect.

As a rule, patients do not die while under the care

of an aurist, so that he is unable to make the posl-mor-

tem examinations, from which he would otherwise ac-

quire so much knowledge. However, the profession

at large are learning keenly to appreciate the facts :
—

first, that deafness ofvarying degree is almost an inevi-

table consequence of this disease ; secondly, that weak-
ened intellectual and physical powers are extremely
probable if the disease be of long standing

;
and, lliird-

ly, that meningitis, cerebral abscesses, uncontrollable

hemorrhage, and pyaemia are among tlie possible con-
sequences, and thus we are led to hope that their in-

valuable aid in securing poat-mortem investigation of
tliese cases, in the future, will be freely accorded.

Moreover, the extreme difficulty of making an ac-

curate analysis of existing pathological conditions has
had much to do with it. VVe depend very greatly on
an objective examination, which, to a certain extent,

may mislead us, because in the examination of the

deepest portion of the external auditory canal we can
only use monocular vision. This renders it difficult,

with any degree of certainty, to estimate the exact re-

lation of parts, their color, or, in fact, any of the changes.
A greater or less portion of the membrana tj'mpani

usually remains and offers an additional—a mechanical
—obstacle to exact observation.

The product of morbid action, the secretion, how-
ever, indicates with much greater exactitude the char-

acter of the process, and can be always examined.
Now, according to pathologists, the changes, in a gen-

eral way, are developed in this fashion:—first, there is

increased vascidarity, swelling, with a tendency to exu-
dation and hypertrophy, and secretion which is mainly
mucus. The mucous secretion is a characteristic symp-
tom of the inflammatory stage of the disease, or of an
hypera;mie condition of the membrane which lines the

cavity of the tympanum. Secondly, these conditions
may become modified in this way :—the disease may
go on to the development of excessive free-cell for-

mation. The secretion then is purulent.

The tendency of a great number of cases, those oc-
curring in strumous subjects especially, is to relapse

into the hyperiemic condition. A case has been under
observation, the secretiijn purulent, and suddenly, from
a slight cause, a cold perhaps, or irom the application

of inappropriate remedial agents, it gives evidence of
a modification in the course of the disease. The secre-

tion has changed to mucus. Every one who has
had much experience in the treatment of the disease
must have observed this fact, and it is probably owing
to it that some of us have been taught that a great
number of remedies are good for chronic purulent aural

catarrh, and told that we must "ring the changes."
We may " ring the changes." to be sure, but not select

our remedies at haphazard.

The secretion, therefore, indicates the existing pa-

thological condition, and enables us, with considerable

certainty, to apply proper remedial agents.

Now the precise object toward which our therapeu-

tic efforts must tend seems pietly clear.

They must tend to check the hypencmia and set up
a healthier action

; to control and to limit the excessive

development of free-cell formation.

Essentially different ^ applications are required in

either case.

All writers agree that thorough cleansing of the dis-

eased surfaces is of great importance. It is absolutely

essential. The effects of remedial agents are very un-
certain unless brought in direct contact with the dis-

eased parts. Owing to the irregular shape of the

middle ear, and the existence (when it is diseased) of
numerous little holes and crevices therein, the opera-
tion must be performed with the greatest care.

The instruments required to eO'ect the object are, an
ear syringe, a Politzer's air-bag, and a cotton-holder.

Syringe the ear carefully and slowly with warin
water. The secretion in the external auditory canal will

thus be removed. Then fill tlic ear full of warm water,

push a piece of cotton into the meatus to keep the

w-aterin, and force air through the Eustachian tube and
middle ear by means ofPolitzer's air-bag. The secretion

in the tympanic cavity will be blown into the ext. aud.

canal, and can be removed b}' another syringing. The
operation maybe repeated two or three times if neces-

sary. Before applying remedial agent-:, use a soft piece

of cotton on the cotton-holder and gently dry the parta.

It must be done with the greatest care, otherwise too

much irritation may be excited. The cotton docs not
seem to answer for cleansing purposes, as recommended
by some, but for drying after the parts are cleansed.

Remedies are far more eftioacious when applied im-
mediately after the drying process. It is best to use
remedial agents in a fluid form, and the easiest and
most effectual manner of applying them is to incline

the head of the patient to one side and then fill the

auditory canal to tlie meatus. The fluid may be per-

mitted to remain for two or three minutes, and then to

run out. Applied in this manner it searches out every
nook and cranny.
The remedy, as we know, must be selected to accord

with the existing pathological condition, as shown by
the secretion.

If the case gives evidence of hy pertemia, charac-

terized by the secretion of mucus, use the nitrate of sil-

ver. In such eases this remedy is so effectual that a

considerable number of them will recover without
using any other.

Instil into the ear a solution of forty f40) grains to

the ounce of water, and repeat the application every
forty-eight hours until the discharge ceases or becomes
purulent.

In some cases it may be advisable to increase the

strength to eighty (SOj grains to the ounce, after the

weaker solution has been used continuously for a long
time. It is an interesting clinical fact, that after the

nitrate has been in contact with the parts for a minute
or two, the entire effect of the application is secured,

and may be at once syringed out with warm water,

thus preventing any stain about the meatus or auricle.

Without this precaution unsightly stains are left.

A patient under treatment recently, who presented

a perforation of the membrana tympani of about a line

in diameter, was cured by one application of a forty-

grain solution of nitrate of' silver. For two years he
liad had recurrent attacks of pain, followed by discharge

from the ear. The last attack had occurred about six

weeks previous, and the discharge (of mucus) had con-

tinued ever since. He returned two weeks after the
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application was made. On inspection no secretion

was seen, ami the perforation had closed. His hearing

had increased from four (4) to ten (10) inches for the

watch.
I have observed two similar cases, but, of course,

they are exceptional. We are treating a disease which

is exceedingly chronic. Many cases have resisted care-

ful treatment for a year or two years, and if we can

reduce the time of treatment to weeks even, it is some-
thing to congratulate ourselves upon.

The appearance of a discharge of pus is by no means
to be regarded as a discouraging circumstance. Indeed,

as a matter of clinical experience, it is safe to assert

that under the u=e of proper remedial agents we may
confidently expect a gradual diminution in the quantity

of secretion and a reasonably rapid recovery. But the

treatment required is different. There is excessive de-

velopment of Iree-cell formation, which, as we have re-

marked, i^ a proc:-ss to be controlled and limited. The
end is best attained by the use of weak astringents.

Sulphate of zinc, acetate of lead and alum, are all

valuable agents, and usually are quite reliable.

Inasmuch as the desired effect is that of a weak
astringent, other remedies which cause it may answer

the purpose quite as weU. Either of the above-men-
tioned remedies may be u.sed in proportions of from

two (2) to four (4) grains to the ounce of water, instill-

ed into the ear in the same manner as recommended in

the first class of cases. The.'^e remedial agents should

be applied once a day, after a thorough cleansing.

It is obvious that the care of such cases must be in-

trusted only to the surgeon. An incompetent person

might prolong the disease instead of assisting to remove
it. Non-prole-sional persous should not be permitted

to manipulate them at all.

Of course, constitutional treatment, if required, must
not be overlooked. Keither should be any morbid
condition of the pharynx. Attention to the general

health and to the pharynx, in a large number of cases,

is neces-^ary.

Thus, to insure success in the treatment of chronic

purulent aural catarili we may.
First. Recognize the existing pathological condition

as shown by the secretion.

Secondly. Carefully and properly cleanse the middle

ear before introducing remedial agents.

Thirdly. Select the remedy to accord with the princi-

ple involved in the first-named condition of success.

Fourthly. Never intrust the manipulation of a case

to the patient or to his fi-iends, but personally attend

to every detail.

Fifthly. Use proper treatment for the pharynx, and
whatever constitutional disturbance may exist. It is

an important adjuvant to the local treatment.

Kew Yobk, No. 72 West 3oth Street.

CUNDUEANGO.
Aslepias—ifaia-perro—Tumbo- Grande— Tumbo- Chim.

THE NAME, HISTORT, WHE;RE TOUXD, MEDICAL PROPERTIES,

1T8 ACTION, THE DECOCTION, FLUID EXTRACTS.

Bt JOHN J. CALDWELL, M.D.,

BBOOKLYS, S. Y.

CoxcEP.N'iNO your editorial of the loth on Cundurango,
I will submit the following report :

—

In relation to the article of the Herald of the 10th,

on the above-named subject, I am credibly informed
that the writer is not a physician, and wrote from
purely pergonal motives and liad no desire to give true

information. Many of his statements have no founda-

tion in fact. Dr. Ayers, of the U. S. S. Resaca, sent by
the Navy Department to investigate Cundurango, has
not yet made his official report, and until he does judg-
ment ought to be withheld.

Cundurango is of the Quichua Indian dialect, meaning
cundus (condor or eagle), ango (vine), eagle vine, be-

cause of the great height it attains, and of the fact of

the elevated plain on which it is found on tlie Andes
mountains, in the Province of Loja. Republic of Ecundor,

S. A., being five or six thousand feet above the level

of the sea; there it is found growing and clinging to

the trees, often the cinchona, spreading like the honey-
suckle.

Mata-Perro (dog-killer), or the true Cundurango,

can be distinguished fi-om the other varieties by ex-

hibiting in a transverse section a yellow resin, con-

tained in cells, which does not appear in any of the

other varieties.

Tumbo-Grande (or large fruit). Tumbo-Chico (or

small fruit). The former being the female and the

latter the male. The fruit of the Mata-Perro is about

the shape and size of a gumbo, and it is of this variety

that the story is told of an Indian woman who en-

deavored to poison and put her husband out of suffering

from a cancer of the stomach. Much to her surprise, it

eventuated in his cure. It was this fact that brought
this remedy into notice, through the instrumentality

of the Jesuitical priests, of that far-off land, and no
doubt, as Dr. Squibb justly remarked, that these same
learned prelates have a full historical description and
classification of this as well as the rest of the flora of

South America.
Tumbo-Grande is so called because of its large fruit,

being the size of a watermelon. These barks are

mostly used by the Indians, and beyond a doubt the

whole plant is medicinal, and useful for its great altera-

tive quahties. The bark of the Tumbo-Grande is rough

and compact, minus the yellow resin. They present to

the tongue an aromatic impression—Gentian and Sar-

siparilla mixed, the Mala-perro being more pungent.

When green and incised, the bark, a milky substance,

which soon becomes inspissated and has the same bitter

taste, from its many like qualities to the milk-weed.

Dr. Alcides Destruge. a medical gentleman of much
culture and reputation of Guayaquil, has classified it as

one of the asclepiades.

The collection of these barks, like the cinchona, is

made by the natives, who are often hostile : this, to-

gether with the ferocity of the wild animals of these

wildernesses, makes it a matter of great risk. I under-

stand from good authority that of the many hundred
cases treated by tlie fluid extract, offered and adminis-

tered by Messrs. Bliss, Keene & Co., as yet there is

not one successful cure of cancer wholly referable to

this remedy. In this use of the drug I fear the pro-

fession will be greatly disappointed.

We mu.st be impartial, and give every remedy of

repute, in this terrible incubus to the human family, an

honest trial, for if there ever was an opprobrium to the

medical world this great malady deserves the appella-

tion.

In conclusion, I will briefly report, that a few
ca=es of Syphilis, treated by the Tumbo-Grande in this

office, during the past few weeks, have made a remark-

able progre.ss for the belter.

My mode of administration in the use of the decoc-

tion of the bark is fifteen to twenty grains to the oz.,

three timfs a day ; in a few days the patient invariably

complains of irregular, rambling pains all over the body,

though not very severe ; the ulcers begin to granulate,

with a healthy appearance, and the skin trouble mani-

I

festly to improve. In one case of soft chancre with
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bubo, the Jesuit was most happy on this treatment.

The ulcer and bubo disappeared inside of two weeks.
Further experience I will give in detail after due time

and trial May we hope to learn from other medical

gentlemen their experience in this new medicine?
Such has been ray experience with Tumbo-Grande.

But I am firmly convinced that when we become thor-

oughly acquainted with the Mata-Perro, its medicinal

and alterative qualities will be found far greater than
any other of these species. For the information of the

medical fraternity, I will state that the bark I have
used was obtained from F. Bredt & Co., 178 Fulton st.,

New York.

AN.ILTSIS BY DR. ANTISELL.

Chemical Analysis of Wood and Bark.

n . c , J . , ( bark 49.72
Ratio of wcoQ and bark

^ ^^,^^^ 50 28
100 average of three examinations.

Constitution of bark 100 parts.

^[oistu^e 8
Mineral salts 12
Vegetable matters 80— 100

These vegetable matters were separable, by the usual

methods, into the following:

—

Fatty matter, soluble in ether and partially in

strong alcohol 7

Yellow resin, soluble in alcohoL ... 2.7

Starch, gum, and glucose 5
Tannin, yellow and brown coloring matter, and

extractive 12.0

Cellulose, lignine, etc 64.5

81.0

On distillation, no volatile oil or acid was obtainable,

no crystalline alkaloid or active principle was separable

by the usual method of proximate analysi?. Whatever
medicinal virtues the plant may possess must reside

either in the yellow resin or in the extractive. The
former is soluble in alcohol, the latter in water. In
the wafer decoction, some of the resin is diffused, but
the greater portion of resin is not extracted by water.
The therapeutic portion of the plant, judged from ana-
lysis, is among the aromatic bitters.

Ueports of ^osvitftl®.

CHARITY HOSPITAL, BLACKWELL'S
ISLAND, N. Y.

IBANSPLANTATION IN A C.\SE OF SERPIGINOUS PHAGED.SNA.

By E. F. RODRIGUEZ, M.D.,

HOUSE SCTtGEON.

RiCH.tRD C •, aet. 19, single, tailor, native of this

city, was admitted to Ward No. 10, male, December
14, 1870. Five or six weeks previously he had con-
tracted two chancres, which appeared on the lefl side

of his glans penis one week alter his last connection.
These .sores commenced as two little white vesicles,

which in the course of two days became pustules, broke,
and became covered with a crust. They were sited

upon an indurated base, were pretty deep and indolent,
and secreted freely. They also presented a sliglit

tendency to phagedaena. By the local use of a solution
of nitrate of silver first, and then of the lotio nigra, the
ulcers thoroughly healed in the space of one month, and
left two small hard nodes underneath the cutis. Five

weeks after their appearance, a very large bubo formed
in his left groin, extending all along Poupart's liga-

ment. It opened spontaneously after passing through
the usual inflammatory stages. Soon it took on the
characteristics of serpiginous phagedicna, and became
obstinate to treatment. Three weeks after the forma-
tion of the bubo (that is, eight after the appearance of
the chancres) he had a sore throat, alopecia, and com-
menced to be subject to wandering pains along his

limbs, which appeared generally in the evening. Six
months after the primary sores a pustular ulcerative

eruption broke out simultaneously on his legs, which was
effectually managed by the administration of the iodide
of potassium in very large doses. Since then his cervi-
cal glands have frequently become enlarged and painful
(although they did not suppurate) ; and the patient has
at times been suffering from pretty severe nocturnal
osteoscopic pains.

With regard to the different plans of treatment put
in practice during the patient's hospital time, it will

only be necessary to state that they were very numer-
ous, and often contradictor}-.

The patient was etherized four different times, and
his ulcer thoroughly cauterized with the pure nitric

acid. One month before I took charge of the patient
epidermic scales were transplanted over the ulcer, with
no good results.

The foregoing particulars will clearly show the char-
acter of the primary sores. T/iei/ were mixed c/iancrei.

As chancroids they gave rise to the formation of a viru-
lent bubo (on the same side), a buijo which was at-
tacked by serpiginous phagedena. As chancres they
(the mixed sores) gave rise to the secondary symptoms
referred to, and opened the way for the commencing
tertiary manifestation!?. Although the patient denies
having had any roseola, yet we may, by calling to our
mind the many instances where it passes unperceived,
justly suppose that he had it.

With rcg.-ird to the intractable character of the bubo,
we cannot fail to see the close influence which a syphi-
litic blood will exert. But while admitting that it will
keep up the chronicity of the ulcer, and make it re-
fractory to treatment, yet we cannot believe it may
change its c/ianeroidal features. In fact, the serpigi-
nous phagedenic ulcer will not be converted into a ter-

tiary syplulitic one. We need not, with regard to this,

call to our mind the numerous well-recorded cases of
chancroids afl'ecting syphihtic patients, which, although
often very intractable, preserved their chancroidal char-
acteristics throughout their existence.

When I first saw the patient—October 1, 1871

—

the ulcer in his left groin was unhealthy looking, and
four inches long. At its widest part it measured two
and a half inches, and half an inch at the narrowest. It
extended from close to the root of the scrotum upwards
and outwards, along the crural ligament, in a serpigi-
nous way. Close to its lower border two smaller ul-
cers, three-quarters of an inch in diameter, were seen.
A tonic and nourishing plan of treatment was adopted,
the solid nitrate of silver was applied over the flabby
granulations, and in this way a healthy surface was ob-
tained.

Dr. 0. C. Lee, of this city, my visiting surgeon—to

whom for his valuable and kind suggestions I am greatly

indebted—proposed to me to perform transplantation.

October 4, 1871.—Keeping in mind the ideas

adopted by Dr. F. H. Hamilton in regard to this opera-
tion, two pieces of .•kin, each half an inch in diameter,
were taken from the front of the left thigh, at the junc-
tion of the lower with the middle third, the vascular

stratum being reached. Each of them was divided
into four parts. Of these eight sub-pieces, six were
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Rently laid down over the principal ulcer, and one re-

spectively over each of the smaller ones. Short straps,

greased with simple ointment, were applied over the

ulcers merely to protect them, and the patient was
ordered to keep constantly tlie recumbent posture.

The left thigh was to be kept somewhat semiflexed, to

relieve the coubiderable tension of the integuments at

the groin.

October S, 1871.—The straps were for the first time
removed. The tn-o smaller ulcers were completely
healed, and the large one greatly diminished m size

(three and a quarter inches long). Of the si.K jiieces of

skin placed over it, two were destroyed. They had
become, perhaps, on account of their irritating presence,

the centres of the cicatrization which was carried on to-

ward them from the margins. But as soon as the ap-

proaching intrgumeut came very near tliem, they were
seen to spread and become like a grayish-white mem-
brane, which advanced outwardly and eventually com-
pleted the cicatrization. Every morning the straps

were renewed and the ulcer cleansed.

October 27, 1871.— Cicatrization was completed

—

just twenty-three days after the operation.

As the case appears to be very successful, and no in-

ternal active remedy was administered, it is thought
proper to communicate it to the profession.

proijrcss nf iHc'tiical Science.

IPECAcn.\Nii.\ IN Epistaxis.—Dr. John Shrady, of

Harlem, N. Y., has successfully exhibited ipecacuanha
in several severe cases of epistaxis, especially in tlie form
associated with chronic alcoholism. • In one instance,

where from a previous experience plugging the posteri-

or nares was strongly objected to, he used the vinura ip-

ecacuaidia in toaspoonlul doses until free emesis was
produced, with the result of arresting the hemorrhage
in fifteen minutes.

Soda Mi.n'T.—The very popular "soda mint," so

much employed as an antacid and carminative for over-
fed infants and dyspeptics, was originally a lavorite

prescription of Dr. George Norris, of Philadelphia.

His formula was the following : I>. Sodae Bicarb., § ss.

;

Spt. amnion, aromat., 3J. ; aqu» mentha; piperi Oj.

M.—Dose : from a dessert-spoonful to a table-spoonful

for adults; from half to one teaspoonful for infants.

—

Journal of Pharmacy.

Carbolized Gaugi.e for Diphtheria.—Charles Sedg-
wick, Jr. {Xew Remedies), recommends the subjoined
formula : Carbolic acid, 20 minims ; acetic acid, 3 ss.

;

hone}', lincture of myrrh, each f. 3 ij. ; water, to f. ? vj.

The acids to be shaken together Well before the other
ingredients are added.

Carbolized Mi.xture for Ztmotic Diseases.—Dr.
Alex. Keith {Xew Remedies) advocates the fnllowing:
Take of carbolic and acetic acids, each from 1 to 1| f.

drachms; tincture of opium, chloric ether, each 1 f.

drachm
;
water, to 8 f. ounces.

A tablespoonful every four houis until the fever sub-
sides.

Cardolized Glycerine.—Glycerine, 100 parts ; car-
bolic acid, 1 part. ilix. For impetigo, chronic ec-
zema, lichen, pri?rigo, and pemphigus.

—

New Remedies.

Painless Extraction or Teeth.—Dr. A. C. Castle
(Dental Cosmon) observes that he has for thirty years
adopted the plan of obtunding or benumbing the ex-
tremities of the temporal nerves, for painless extraction

of teeth from their sockets, with complete success, never
having used or countenanced the exhibition of chloro-
form, ether, or nitrous oxide gas for this minor suri;i-

cal operation. The benumbing, or mechanical uncrs-

thesin, of the temporal branches of nerves obtunds the

whole nerve to a sufficient extent to allow the teeth

to be removed with sensation so slight, which, if not
attending a special surgical ojieration, would scarcely

be noticed by the patient. One of two modes may be
adopted. Application of ice to the temples, which is

somewhat distressing, the sensation of cold striking

deeply. The other, to which he gives the preference,

is done by an assistant, with each of liis middle fingers

pressing with persistent firmness and force into the

fossa or hollow behind the ridge of the temporal bone,
which forms the external bone circle orbit of tlie eye.

Pressure for one tninute is all that is necessary. The
practice is as simple as it is harmless, and leaves no
after unpleasant sensation to annoy the patient. It is

an instinctive method often adopted by people them-
selves, who press their temples with their fingers to

relieve themselves temporarily of the acute paroxysms
of nervous headache. This temporary pressure, with
sufficient force, is all that is required to remove teeth

painlessh'.

Membranous Enteritis.—J. Jf. Da Costa, M. D.,

Phila. (Am. Journ. Jled. Sciences), describes a com-
plaint, under the name of 7nembranous enteritis, with
seven oases, which he believes is but very incompletely
known, and scarcely recognized as a separate disease

by the profession. The malady in its essential features

consists of a painful and obstinate affection of the intes-

tines in which membranes or skins are voided. It is

not very common, yet it is not very uncommon; for

there is scarcely a practitioner who, when his atten-

tion is directed to the subject, cannot recall one or

more examples; and it is not unusual to meet with
references to isolated instances in our periodical litera-

ture. Unless he is much mistaken, tlie .ailment is the
discharge of the inner coat of the bowels, of which
Pauhis jEgineta .=peak; ; it is, he is more certain, in-

cluded in the fanciful delineation ofinfaretusby Kaempf.
Good speaks of it as diarrhoea tubularis ; Todd de-

scribes it as follicular colonic dyspepsia; Sir James
Sinip-on, as follicidar enteritis; Cruveilhier and La-
boulbone, as pseudo-membr.inous enteritis ; Powell,
impressed with its painful character, calls it "painful

affection of the intestinal canal;" and very recently

Whitehead has treated of the malady in his notes on
mucous disease, besides other authors.

The disease is characterized by attacks of abdominal
pain, followed by the discharge of what looks like

skins or memliranes, sometimes coming off in the

shape of moulds or long tubes. There may be but
one attack, but this is very exceptional; much more
generally one paro.xysm is followed after an interval

of months by another, and yet another, and at times
the disease may become almost continuous, with occa-

lional distinct excerbations. A week, in his experi-

ence, is the shortest time for an attack to last, and dis-

tention, sense of burning, colicky pains, and at times
a sluggish state of the bowels, precede the discharge

by days ; after this has taken place, the abdominal
soreness lessens, the feeling of rawness passes off, and
the patient is well, though he is apt to have a coated,

flabby tongue, to remain dyspeptic, and be readily

fatigued. After a few seizures the patient may gradu-
ally recover, yet is never robust; or the disorder

becomes persistent. He states that the treatment of
the malady must be discussed from a two-fold point

of view : Is*. The treatment most suitable during the
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attack ; 2 J. To prevent recurrence, or, in protracted

cases, to keep the membrane from constantly forming.

The diet should be nourishing, but not excessive in

quantity, for the patient's digestion is feeble. As a

rule, he orders ejrgs, milk, bread, and solid food, which
is better borne than liquids : tea, coffee, and alcoholic

stimulants are only admissible in very small quantities.

Great attention should always be paid to the action of
the skin, and baths, followed by systematic friction,

are very useful. One of the most important points in

the treatment of these cases is to prevent the patient

from using purgatives. To prevent the formation of

membrane, he has seen the best results from a steady
course of iron, particularly of the perchloride. Cod-
lirer oil rany aid in some cases, but it is generally not
well borne. Acids sometimes appear beneficial. In-
jections have been highfy recommended, and those of
nitrate of silver especially. But, after all, their use is

very limited, for the disease is not generally low- enough
down to be reached by them. Electricity he has not
as yet employed fufficientlj' to express a decided opin-
ion about it. Cumming ha? published an enthusiastic

account of its wonderful effects, especially when con-
joined with the pitch pills. He recommends that the

battery be employed fur a quarter of an hour daily.

In conclusion, he says, concerning the management of
the vexatious disease, that the physician should always
search for what may be possibly an exciting cause, and
seek to remedy it.

NiTEtTE OF Amtu—H. C. Wood, Jr., M.D.. Phila.

(Am. Juur. ihd. Science), remarks that there is one
disease in which nitrite of amyl theoretically ought to i

be of great value, viz. : tetanus. There is scarcely any
doubt but that there exists in that affection a condition
of exalted functional activity of oxidation, and conse-
quently of temperature of the body, so that the nitrite

would meet a second indication. There is one fear-

fully painful affection, namely, angina pectoris, in which
a considerable amount of clinical evidence shows the
nitrite of amyl to be of very great value. Quite a
number of cases have been reported, in which the in-

halation has been of very great service in affording
rapid and permanent relief. He has had an opportunity
of using the nitrite in one case of severe suffering con-
nected with valvular disease, and the effect in relieving

the heart pang after the failure of other remedies was
astonishing. In regard to the method of administra-
tion, he is not aware that the nitrite has been given
otherwise than by inhalation. Its totally insoluble and
highly volatile nature renders it unfit for exhibition
either in solution or mixture ; but he does not see why
it could not be given dropped upon a piece of sugar.

In cases of tetanus, it seems plausible that the remedy
would be more efficient if given by the stomach in fre-

quent small doses. When it is to be inhaled, five

drops should be placed upon a handkerchief and held
close to the nostrils, the pulse being c'osely watched
and taken as a guide for the continuance or withdrawal
of the drug. If necessary, the dose should be repeated.
When giving it by the stomach, he does not believe it

would be sale to start with more than two drops until

kj the effects of the medicine so administered have been
• more studied than at present.

Cold Water as as Oxytocic.—S. H. Garvin, M.D.,
Louisville, Ky. (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences), alludes to
the known therapeutic value of cold water, and savs
that its power as an oxytocic has been overlooked, or.

at least, has not been in.sisted on as it should be. Its

efficacy in exciting contraction of the uterus in post-
partum hemorrhage is well established, and four cases,

selected from a number of others successfully treated
i

by this agent, afford ample demonstration of its value

i as an oxytocic.

Treatment op Climacteric Issasitv.—Dr. W. J.

Conklin, Asst. Phys, to the Southern Ohio Lunatic
Asylum, Dayton, Ohio (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences),

says that, like all suicidal patients, there are two periods
of especial danger: 1st. Early in the morning, when
they are very liable to give way to their morbid im-
pulses. Oflen a lunch before rising will, for the time
being, scatter all such notions. 2d. During (he period
of convalescence, when everything seems to promise a
speedy and complete recovery, the nurses are apt to be
less watchful, and the patient may make a successful

attempt during a temporary exacerbation to which all

are so liable. The friends must in aU cases be warned of
the danger of suicide, even if no such intention appears
on the surface. In many cases opium administered in

large doses proves a very valuable agent, but a draw-
back to its use is the liability to the formation of the
opium-habit—a liability stronger at this than at any
other period of life. While the depression is most
marked, or during the paroxysms of excitement, the
following prescription is useful: R. Cliloral-hydrat.,

potassii bromidi, 55 3 ij. ; spts. frumenti, syrupi sim-
plicis, aS f. 3J. M. Sig. : Tablespoonful in a wine-
glassful of water every four hours. A glass of ale will

often act like a charm in calming an excited patient.

Tonic medicines constitute the chief therapeutical means.
He has seen, frequently sccUj great benefit result from
the administration of small doses of quinia in combina-
tion with the pyrophosphate of iron and Horseford's

acid phosphates. Constipation is almost invariably

present. Cathartics oflen fail to move the bowels, and
occasionally do much harm. The real seat of the tor-

pidity is in the brain, not in the intestines ; in fact,

when purgatives have failed, a good dose or two of

opium will oflen accomplish the object; as a rule, gentle

laxatives and tonics will accomplish all that is neces-

sary.

A Means of Arresting toe Spread of Small-Pox.
—John Day, M.D. (Australian Medical Journal), in a

paper " On a Means of Arresting the Spread of Small-

Pox," read at a meeting of the Medical Society of Vic-

toria, explained his modus operandi of perfectly de-
stroying the germs by which small-pox is propagated.

His belief is, that the virus of small-pox is always asso-

ciated with pus-cells, and the only way in which it

can be destroyed is by oxidation. He proposes the.

use of peroxide of hydrogen as the agent for rapidly

and thoroughly oxidizing and destroying the virus-

germs given off from the bodies of small-pox patients.

Peroxide of hydrogen, which, according to Schonbein,

is composed of antozone and water in a state of chem- •

ical combination, undergoes a remarkable change in

the presence of blood, and by mere contact with the

corpuscles, its antozone is rapidly transformed into

ozone—the oxygen of combination.

The paitlcular form in which he would recommend
the use of peroxide of hydrogen is that known as ozone
ether—being a compound of absolute ether and perox-
ide of hydrogen. It is highly volatile, and may be dif-

fused even through very large apartments, such as the

wards of hospitals, by means of a spray-apparatus. It

quickly destroys sulphuretted hydrogen and other nox-
ious gases, and, when once diffused, it is very persist-

ent in its action.

As collodion, cold cream, and lard are occasionally

used as topical applications in the treatment of small-

pox, he mentions that ozonic ether can be mixed with
any of these substances without undergoing any per-
ceptible change in its chemical properties.
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A Case of HTPERTRornr of the Gums and Alve-
olar Processes.—P. H. MacGiUivray, M.R.C.S., Sur-
geon to the Bendigo Hospital {Auntralian Med. Jour-
nal), records a novel case of this affection, with photo-
graph, vrhich has been occasionally met witli by sur-
geons. It is, however, so rare, that he believes only
tour cases have been hitherto recorded. The first oc-
curred in the practice of Mr. Pollock, and is described
in Holmes's Surcjery by Mr. Salter. The second is men-
tioned in Grosses Surgery. A third case occurred in

University College Hospital, under the care of Mr.
Ericlisen, in 1867. A fourth case is referred to by Mr.
Salter, as having been described by Dr. Harrison (it

s!iould be Dr. Waterman), as found in the Bostori Med-
ical and Surgical Journal of April 8, 18G9. Dr. Mac-
Gillivray's patient, a widow, aged 29, differs from those
of Dr. Gross and Mr. Pollock in being, in other respects,
perfectly healthy and well formed. For its complete
removal three operations were required. Examined
microscopically, the removed portions were found to
consist entirely of an increased development of the or-
dinary gum structures.

Injection of the Arteries and Veins of Viscera.
—The veritable injection-composition of Lieberkiihn
is as follows : Take 2 lbs. of virgin wax, and 1 lb. of
resin (colophonii^depurati), break in small pieces, melt,
filter through a suitable linen cloth, pour into a stone
mortar previously warmed, and add the necessary col-
ors; for the arteries have pure vermilion, or cochineal-
for the veins, Venetian verdigris, or Prussian-blue

;
pul-

verize the colors well witli a pestle, pour into small
pan, and gradually heat.

—

The Clinic.

Thrombosis and Embolism of the Bones.—Dr. H
Molli6r6, of Lyons, has been making some important
observations on the above subject. Eight cases in all

are reported, of which two were coinciclent with in-
farction of the spleen and kidney, one of the brain, one
of the lungs, etc. In the first case a firm clot was dis-
covered in one of the lumbar arteries, at the point where
branches were given off to the vertebrse, where it was
firmly impacted, the calibre of the vessel beyond being
lessened. Another clot was found in one of the small
arteries of the spongy tissue, at the point where it

entered the bone. Incisions through the body of the
vertebra showed yellowish-white patches, which were
sharply defined from the reddish coloration of the paren-
chymatous portion of the bone.

Microscopic examination showed alteration of the
medullary substance, its elements being in process of
fixtty degeneration. Several of the vertebraj were
enlarge 1, and a section made near tlie surface showed
a network of anastomosing capillaries, which were dis-
tended with blood-corpuscles.

Case VIII. was a female, who died of leucocythteraia
attended with multiple visceral infarctions. Clots were
found throughout the arterial branches, and a section
of the lust dorsal vertebra presented, near its centre, a
puri form caseous mass, quite round, and leaving behind
it, when washed out by a minute stream of water, a
cavity large enough to contain a pea, having rough and
bony walls.

Kxperiments calculated to reproduce embolism and
infarction of the bones have given results which agree
with the preceding observations, the more so as it is

easy to examine the infarctions in their first stages, and
to ascertain the existence of the initial hemorrhage,
which Dr. Mo]lier6 declares to be the first result of
obliteration of the vascular supply of the spongy bones.
The different pathological facts analyzed by the Doc-

tor in his paper permit the conclusions: 1. That infarc-
tions of the bones exist as well as in tlie case of the

organs ; 2. Tliat these are equally caused by thrombo-
sis and embolism of the capillaries; 3. That these in-
farctions proceed, like others, by three_slages : conges-
tion, hemorrhage, and degeneration.

These facts are of great importance in respect to the
etiology, as yet so olxscure, of several diseases of the
bones, and the generalization of certain morbid produc-
tions of bony tissue, such as carcinoma, sarcoma, and
tubercle.— Oazette Hebdomadaire.

The Food of Paris during the Siege.—M. Payen
tells us (Courr. Med.) how the great city was aide to
find, after the complete exhaustion of its ordinary
food, sufficient alimentary substances to nourish
2,500,000 persons for 100 days. In the first place,

what would at other times have been used for manure
was all turned to account. M. Payen praises much the
preserved Australian beef; it had quite the taste of fresh
beef when taken from the can. A manufacturer near
the Gobelins, during the siege, found means to contrive
a food with dried calf-skin. M. Payen pays full justice

to all the eminent men who have contributed to render
popular the use of horse-flesh. It appears that white
of eggs used for the impression of colors was sold at
the end of the siege to make fried eggs withal. Paris
had large quantities of this albumen in December, 1870.
This was put into soups, &c. Payen remarks that
travellers and sailors may take with them, in a dry
state, always plenty of white of eggs. Gelatine was
preferred with a little gooseberry vinegar, and was
much used as a condiment at the end of the siege.

—

The
Doctor.

French and German Mineral AVaters.—The Gazette
des Eaitx is cited in the Lyon Medical as giving a good
description of the Fij-ench mineral springs, as compared
with those of Germany. France is richer in sulphur-
ous waters, Germany in salines. Nauheim, Homhourg,
Wiesbaden, Kreutznach, Kissingen, and Baden-Baden
are all hydrochloric-acid salt springs. In France there
are none sucli very renowned. Effervescent waters,
such as Schwalbach, are found in France at Forges and
Bagn&res de Bigone, which latter is ferruginous also.

In Germany, Heilbrun, Wildbad, and Kreiitznach are
celebrated for their iodine and bromine waters. In
France such waters are found in Niederbronn, Marlioz
(Savoy), and also at Saxon (in Switzerland). Ems, in

Germany, the sole spa where there is alkaline soda-
water, cannot compare with Vichy in treatment of
gastralgia, obstructions of the liver and spleen, and
gravel, gout, and vesical catarrh. As to the treatment
of diseases of the respiratory organs, the Eaux Bonnes
and Cauterets sulphur springs are most useful. Uterine
diseases are well treated in these last-named baths.

Diseases of the larynx are well treated, also those at
the Raill&re spring. Plombitres is famous for nervous
diseases. The waters of Kissingen, in Bavaria, have
obtained a reputation in obesity, and this is well treated
at Lamotte (Is&re), where there are springs with
liydrochloric and salts.

—

Ibid.

Koumiss.—The use of Koumiss may be regarded as a
variety of " the milk cure." Koumiss is prepared by
the fermentation of mare's milk. It is a sweetish aci-

dulous tasting liquid, which can be taken in large quanti-
ties much more easily than other forms of milk. It is

the chief diet of a hardy race on the steppes of Russia,
near the Lake of Baikal, where, it is said, consumption
is unknown. This exemption from a dire disease
attracted the attention of the Russian faculty, and ol

the government. Establishments for the Koumi.ss cure
were opened in other parts, and a knowledge of tlie

method of treatment is spreading over Europe.
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Some of the details related to us by Russian friends

are very interesting. An abstract of a paper on
" Koumiss," by Dr. Jagielski, appeared in the last num-
ber of The Doctor, and an article by the same author
was some time since published in the Food Journal.

The difficulty of transport, and the impossibility of
obtaining mare's milk in this country, has led to the

preparation of Koumiss from cow's milk. This was no
easy task at first, but has at last been accomplished by
Dr. Jagielski, who has, by repeated experiments, pro-
duced from cow's milk a Koumiss, the counterpart of

that made from mare's milk.

—

Ibid.

Catheter Removed from a Female Bladder.—Dr.
W. T. Briggs, of Nashville, Tenn. (Xashville Journal of
Medicine and .Surgery), reports a case of escape of cath-
eter into the female bladder during its use for the relief

of retention of urine. It was removed by the dilata-

tion of the urethra with a sponge-tent, and the employ-
ment of dressing forceps.

He also, in 1864, removed a catheter from the blad-

der, two weeks after its entrance, by dilatation of the
urethra, with the bougie and forceps. Dr. Briggs re-

marks in conclusion, that in the Medical Fads and Obser-
vations, published in London in 1791, by William Ford,
is possibly the first case on record.

O.v Extraction of Cataract.—Dr. N. J. Martin-
ache, late Master of Chnic of Sichel and Wecker, Pans
{Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal), believes the true
operation for cataract is the extraction of the lens in the
capsule. By doing so, no irritating spur is left in the
eye, and no danger is to be feared after the operation

;

the healing process is more rapid, and the power of
sight is greater than in any other method. He feels

confident that in the future, and before a long time,
the only operation performed will be the extraction in

the capsule, without any iridectomy.

Placenta Previa Treated by Digital Compressiok.
—Dr. R. H. Plummer, of Dixon {Pacific Medical and
Surgical Journal), successfully treated a case of placen-
ta prxvia by digital compression. The compression
was kept up until the head of the child advanced, which
took the place of the fingers in producing the necessary
compression.

Notes on Chloral.—Robert F. Fairthorne (Am.
Jour. Pharmacy) gives some of the physical character-
istics of hydrate of chloral and its behavior when
brought in contact with other substances. Its aqueous
solution produces a dense precipitate when mixed with
solution of subacetate of lead.

_
The hydrate is readily dissolved by alcohol, ether,

oil of turpentine, benzole, bisulphide of carbon, and the
fixed oils. The solution in the last-named article might
prove of value to the physician as a topical application,
perhaps available in neuralgia or gouty afi'ections.

When equal parts of camphor (in small pieces) and
hydrate of chloral in crystals are shaken together in a
vial, and allowed to stand, they become fluid, forming a
clear solution. This might also be of use as an external
remedy.
When hydrate of chloral and sulphuric acid are mixed,

a great reduction of temperature takes place. Both
pure chloral and its aqueous solution dissolve morphia
freely. Quinia is soluble, to a considerable extent, in a
strong solution of the hydrate, six grains readily dis-
solving in one and a half fluid drachms.

Cinchonia, strychnia, veratria, aconitia, are also solu-
ble in the same menstruum.
When chloral and glycerine are mixed a crystalline

substance is formed in a few hours. Chloral is a good
solvent for camphor or for crystallized carbolic acid,

which it deprives of odor to a great extent, and renders
it quite soluble in water.

If caustic soda is added to the mixture of chromic
acid and chloral, a bright green color is produced. With
solution of potassa in considerable quantity, a blue color
occurs.

When alcohol is mixed with solution of bichromate
of potassa and nitric acid, and heated, after caustic
soda is added in excess, a green color is produced which
quickly changes to brown.

Mr. Fairthorne has placed these reactions together so
as to compare them with one another, thinking that
they might possibly lead to the discovery of a test for
chloral.

H.EMOSTATIC Properties of Alnus Incana.—Thomas
R. Dupuis, M.D., Prof. Botany in Royal College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Kingston (Canada Lancet),
recommends the Alnus Incana (Tag alder), so common
in the States and Canada, as an excellent haemostatic.
He has prescribed the bark both externally and inter-
nally, and has never observed any ill effects follow its

use, except occasionally nausea and vomiting when
taken too freely. Four cases are related—three of
wounds and one of serious epistaxis—which were suc-
cessfully treated with this remedy. He has also pre-
scribed it in hiemoptysis and in menorrhagia with bene-
fit

; it is also well adapted to any internal or external
passive hemorrhages iu which astringents are generally
esteemed beneficial.

In closing his article. Dr. Dupuis solicits for the de-
coction of the bark of Tag alder a trial from all those
who may be interested in the development of the medi-
cal remedies of our own country.

Treatment of Diabetes.—Dr. C Moore, of Hastings
(British Med. Journal), lately read a paper on a case of
diabetes of three months' standing. The patient had
previously been rigorously dieted. Under a bread-and-
railk diet (three pints of the latter daily) and the ad-
ministration of effervescing saline-s, with iron, the urine
became perfectly free from sugar in a fortniglit, and the
patient speedily gained flesh and strength. Dr. Moore
expressed himself strongly in favor of the free use of
milk in such cases.

Effects of Bromide of Potassium.—Dr. Julius Levy,
of Berlin, writes that if bromide of potassium in drachm-
doses, three times daily, is continued for months, a
series of boils will be apt to be produced. He says if

some preparation of cinchona be given with the bro-
mide, no boils or other evil sequelae will arise.

Tumors of the Umbilicus Removed by Ligature.—
Dr. Charles David Doig, Abinger, Ontario (Canada
Lancet), reports two cases of morbid growth at the um-
bilical depression, which were successfully removed by
a tape ligature. The children were aged six months
and five years respectively.

J. Edwin Scowcroft, of Bolton (British ikd. Journal),
relates a .similar case of umbilical excrescence in a
healthy child three years old ; it had suffered from this
malady since it was fifteen months old. Nitrate of sil-

ver and perchloride of iron were first applied, but with-
out avail. Upon the application of the ligature the
growth came off on the fourth day.

Atbopia ix Opium-Poisoning.—Dr. Daniel S. Buck-
lin, Lansingburg, N. Y. (Al Y. Med. Journal), records
two cases of opium-poisoning, successfully treated by
atropia. He ordered Fleming's solution of atropia in

ten minimum (20 drops) doses.

Inflammation of the Cornea.—In an interesting and
practical paper on " Some Forms of Inflammation of the
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Cornea," by Charles L. Bull, M.D., New York {N. Y.

Med. Journal), tlie author says that in some of those

cases which commence as iritis serosa, the eyes have a

tendency to increased intra-ocular tension, and later on

in the disease become softer than normal, and it is in

iust such cases that secondary glaucoma is apt to fol-

low.

As regards treatment, atropine is indispensable. Mer-

curials make the matter worse when iritis serosa is the

primary cause. Counter-irritation of the skin by blis-

ters or setons should be used constantly. Puncture of

the anterior chamber is indispensable in all serous inflam-

mations. If synechise exist, an iridectomy must be

performed.

GoNORRHCEAL Ltmphatism.—Dr. 11. Illowy, late Resi-

dent Physician Cincinnati Hospital (Cm. Lancet and
Observer), alludes to the form of rheumatism, eitlier at-

tendant upon or an immediate sequence of blenorrhagia,

which in ITSl Swedianer, and Hunter in 1782, called
'• gonarrhceal rheumatism." Even Hippocrates is thought

by some to have referred to this disease in his aphorism,
" Ennuchi non laborant podagra." Fourcaulc, Fournier,

and RoUet had 115 cases; Brodie and Sordet, 11 cases.

Twenty-three cases are reported in European journals,

and 15 cases by Voelkert, in his monograph.
This form of rheumatism, lie contends, is not' the

direct result of gonorrhoea; it acts only by vitiating

the system, bringing about what, for want of a better

term, might be named " lyraphatism," and this, in its

turn, being the direct exciting cause of the disease. Dr.

Pidoux said the characteristics are more of the tumor
albus variety than of the ordinary rheumatism.

Dr. Illowy adds the histories of six cases tliat have
latterly been under his observation, which, in his opin-

ion, are good illustrations of that condition denomina-
ted gonorrhceal " lymphatism."

Ten Cases of " Ulcus CoRNE.fi Serpens."—Prof. E.

Williams, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio (Cm. Lancet and Ob-
server), describes ten cases of this form of ulcerative

keratitis, and the treatment by incision, which was
first described and practised by Samisch. He remarks,

in closing, that tliis operation proposed by Samisch far

excels all other modes of treatment on record. The
importance of the operation does not simply consist in

the restoration of the diseased or injured organ to use-

ful vision, but in warding oft' the glaucomatous pro-

cess which is frequently set up in an eye with a cloud-

ed pupil. It must also be remembered that by prevent-

ing adhesion between the iris and capsule of the lens,

and between the iris and cornea, etc., sympathetic oph-
thalmia is also avoided.

In the performance of the operation the best instru-

ment for transfixing the base of the ulcer is, in most
cases, a narrow Griife's cataract-knife. In some cases,

however, the chemosis of the conjunctiva so flattens the
cornea that a straight knife cannot be conveniently
used. In such cases a narrow sickle-shaped knife is far

better.

Bromide of Iron.—This remedy is advocated by Dr.
N. H. Norris, of Beloit, 'VVis. {North- Western Med. and
Surg. Journal], as nearly a specific in involuntary sem-
inal emissions and spermatorihcea. He has administer-

ed it three times daily, an hour before or after meals,
in doses of three to five grains, rubbed up in a little

syrup.

Prof. Namais {Practitioner') states that this remedy
corrects defective formation of blood, quiets nervous
excitation, and produces the combined effects of iron

and the bromides. He regards bromide of iron as be-

ing in many instances a therapeutic agent of superior

value in epilepsy even to the bromide of potassium.

Opium in Croup.—The use of opiates in the treat-

ment of true croup is warmly commended by Dr. J. S.

Seaton in the American Practitioner. Repeated doses
of Dover's powder are given until the distressing symp-
toms are abated and an emetic (ipecac) is required.

Excision of the Knee for Disease.—According to

John H. Parker, M.D., Surgeon to the Episcopal Hos-
pital, Phila. (Phila. Med. Times), seven incisions of the

knee have been performed within the past two years
in the city of Philadelphia. They were all, like his

own two cases, satisfactory so far as the local treatment

and its eS'ects were concerned. He regards this pro-

cedure as one deserving of further trial at the hands of
American surgeons, although, heretofore, it has found
less favor in this country than abroad.

Chorea Treated br Calabar Bean.—Dr. F. A. Ash-
ford (Xational Medical Journal) reports a case of

chorea in which he was induced to use calabar bean
from its good effect in a case of tetanus. The patient

was a girl fifteen years old. " Her speech was greatly

impaired, locomotion impossible, acts of volition gave
rise to irregular movements, and muscular activity was
constant and unremitting." Twenty drops of the satu-

rated tincture were ordered to be given until its thera-

peutic effects became evident. Beginning at 4 p.m.,

she received five doses, and was asleep and quiet at 10

P.M.
;
pulse very small. The next morning she talked

much better, and the lower extremities were quite con-
trollable. The tincture was then ordered at intervals of

two hours. By 8 o'clock its effect was extreme. She
could scarcely move a muscle, and her helpless placid

state presented the relaxation from chloroform without
affecting the intellect. The bean was discontinued, and
milk-punch administered, after which she slept till

morning. The next day her menses, which had been
suppressed two weeks before, returned.

Influence of the Age op the Mother upon the
Size of the F(ETUS.—Dr. Wernich {Beitrage zur Ge-
burts nnd Gyn., 1, 3-lG) undertakes to establish the

amount of influence exerted by the age of the mother
and the number of her pregnancies upon the weight
and length of the foetus, as shown by 1,899 births re-

gistered at the Materniti of Jlunich, added to the 4,449
cases collected by Hecker, making in all 6,.34S obser-

vations. The ponclusions confirm those of Hecker and
Duncan, that : 1. The weight of the foetus increases

with that of the mother until she has reached the age
of 3.3, the length of the foetus continuing to increase

until her 44th year. 2. Each infant shows an increase

in both weight and length above that of the preceding

birth. 3. Long intervals between labor are more
favorable than short ones in this regard. 4. Menstrual
regularity in the mother, and the delivery of the first

child at the proper time, favors the chances of vigorous

children subsequently.

Leucorrhcea in Children.—Dr. Guersant (xl/erf. News
and Library) advocates as a frequent wash to the vul-

va, in leucorrhoe:i, water and extract of lead, infusion of
walnut leaves, or infusion of Provence roses; but when
the discharge comes from the vagina he prefers to in-

ject these fluids in the morning and evening carefully

into that canal, using a syringe furnished with a deli-

cate gum-elastic canula, well fastened and capable of

being introduced through the opening of the hymen.
These injections may be made by intelligent mothers,

by placing the child on the edge of the bed and keeping
the labia separated. The surgeon should show the

mother at least once how these washes are to be used.
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THE COUNTY SOCIETY AND THE IN-

JUNCTION CASE.

In a previous issue we presented to our readers a

detailed account of tlio injunction against the Comitia

Minora of the Medical Society of the County of Now
York, in the case of Ruppanner against Austin Flint et

al. Since that time Dr. Ruppanner has taken the pains

not only to publish all the affidavits and other legal

documents bearing upon the case, but to make a special

appeal to the Society on behalf of the course which he

took in defying the legitimate authority of said body.

This pamphlet was duly sent to every member, in order

that a proper understanding of his position might be

had before any definite action should be taken upon the

affair by the Society at large. The letter introducing

the documents was in keeping with the spirit which

actuated the writer in the procurement of the injunction,

and was in the highest dejree presumptuous and imper-

tinent. After stating that he had never avoided a fair

and impartial investigation of the so-called "charges,"

neither had he set at defiance the rules and regulations

of the Society, nor in any manner violated tlie code of

medical ethics; and that he had resorted to the courts

to prevent what be deemed preliminary injustice, to pro-

tect his own rights as well as those of every member of I

the Society, and to have a fair and impartial hearing
!

upon testimony and facts, he sees fit to say that in spite
\

of being compelled to do all this, he "intended no dis-

courtesy to the Society or any of its members," and i

that he believes that every fair-minded and unpreju-

diced member of our honorable profession will, upon

calm and unbiassed deliberation, say that he " acted

right."

Our readers have been already informed of the facts

upon which these assertions are founded. We would

have hardly thought it worth while to present the last

statements of the accused, were it not that the charge

might be made that an "unbiassed deliberation" had

not been invited.

But, strange as it may seem, the very letter written

by the accused was used as the means of his condem-

nation, and with the published affidavits alTorded the

looked-for opportunity of bringing the affair in a proper

manner before the Society, independent of any aid from

the Comitia Minora. The attendance upon the meeting

was unusually large, and, as the result provedj every

member was prepared to mete out strict justice. The

presentation of the case in detail was unnecessary, as it

was evident that every member had read the documents

and thoroughly understood the importance of a prompt

dismissal. The original charge had nothing to do with

the question. No one cared to know which of the two

parties was right, and there was no particular sympathy

for either. The personal quarrel was entirely lost sight

of, the sole purpose being to vindicate the right of the

Society to discipline its members in accordance with its

own constitutional rights, to show to the profession at

large that a member who insults a body of gentlemen,

by enjoining them from making a strictly professional

report, preventing them from discharging their duties

as honorable men gets justice only by expulsion.

The action of the Society in expelling Dr. Ruppanner

on these grounds will receive the endorsement of the

profession everywhere. The case was novel in refer-

ence to the injunction, and could only be properly

disposed of by a suspension of the by-laws. By such

action the Society places itself beyond the jurisdiction

of any court of law, and establishes a principle which

can be taken as a precedent by other bodies likewise

afflicted by unruly and defiant offenders.

Ix the Record for November 15, Dr. Hammond replies

to our criticism of his late work, and repeats his claim

to having been the first to demonstrate the constring-

ing influence of ergot on the blood-vessels by experi-

ments on living animals. He further states, that if we

can refer to any experiment on this subject prior to

June 15, 18G1, he will very willingly admit that his

claim is unfounded.

In Dr. Brown-Sequard's work on Paralysis of the

Lower Extremities, page 77, occurs the following pas-

sage:— " Experiments upon animals have shown to me,

in the most positive manner, that these two remedies

(belladonna and ergot of rye) are powerful excitants

of unstriped muscular fibres ia blood-vessels, in the

uterus, in the bowels," etc. On page 78, the author

says:—"Not only have I seen the diminution in the

calibre of blood-vessels of the pia mater of the spinal

cord taking place in dogs after they had taken large

doses of belladonna or ergot of rye, etc." , . .

" Led by the knowledge of the above facts, we have

employed belladonna and ergot of rye in cases of

paraplegia due to a simple congestion or a chronic in-

flammation of the spinal cord and its meninges,"
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On page 79, Dr. Brown-Sequard distinctly claims to

have been the discoverer of this action of ergot of rye,

and to have pointed out the differential therapeutical

indications suggested thereby :
—' Whatever be the

value of our experiments on animals as regards the

mode of action of these remedies, it is now certain

that Ihey have really a great power in diminithing the

amount of blood in the spinal cord and its membranes."

. . . "We claim to have pointed out, as clearly

as we could, in what cases of paraplegia strychnine, or

belladonna, and ergot of rye are to be employed or

avoided." " To indicate this distinction is the principal

object of these lectures."

The work from which these extracts are made was

published in Philadelphia in 1861 ; and on page 5, in a

foot-note, the author states:
—''The substance of these

lectures, in a condensed form, was part of a course of

lectures on various subject^, delivered in April and

May, 1859, to classes of professors, practitioners, and

medical students in the Universities of Edinburgh and

Glasgow, and in Dublin."

Our amazement at the claim of Dr. Hammond, already

very great, has been increased by his letter to this

Journal, and by reading the passages in question.

What he says on the subject is clear enough, but it is

clearly wrong. As we understand the matter, if Dr.

Hammond had declared himself the discoverer of vacci-

nation, of etherization, of hydrate of chloral, of the

circulation of the blood, or of the continent of Ameri-

ca, he could not have made a claim more unfounded or

unexpected, or one more easy to overthrow.

The governors of the Albany Hospital are beginning

to find that the one-man power, which they have for

some time past striven so hard to maintain, is not the

best calculated to serve the interests of their institution.

In order to support one of the surgeons who had ''ren-

dered great services" to the charity, they allowed

themselves to be parties to all his petty malices, and

in an indirect and underhand way to cause the re-

moval of such as chose to object to the course of their

admired benefactor. Finding that their course has not

been sustained by the general pubhc they are beginning

to look about for expedients. The public have no in-

terest in the quarrels, the likes or dislikes of any one
individual, and are beginning to ask the question, why
the best men of the profession are hindered fiom ren-

dering their valuable services to the needy ? That the

governors have some desire to conciliate public opinion

is manifest by the fact that three of the most distin-

guished members of the old staff have actually had ap-

pointments forced upon them. The hospital, notwith-

standing this, still continues under its short-sighted ma-
nagement, and these gentlemen are forced, out of pure
self-respect, to dechne the honors thus thrust upon them.
On general principles it would seem expedient, under
the circumstances, to turn the tables, either by removing
the one who has been " the head and front of the of-

fending," or by conquering his dictatorial spirit, for un-

der no other conditions should the gentlemen, whom
the governors seem so desirous of appointing, return.

KcuiciDS autr Uoticcs of fioolis.

Odd Hours of a Physici.vn. By John D.^rbt. Phi-
ladelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1871. 12mo, pp.
25G.

It is with a feeling of no small satisfaction that we
welcome a member of our own profession into the
field of general literature. It is so rare nowadays for

a medical man to write upon subjects that have an
interest for outside thinkers, that this fact alone, inde-
pendent of the merits of the volume itself, recommends
the book to a place among the extraordinaries. Since
the scholarly Dr. John Brown, of Edinburgh, gave his

charming Spare Hours to the world, we have had none
of the craft, however well they may have been quali-

fied by cultured thought or classical diction, who has
had the inclination, like the author of the present vol-

ume, to walk in the same paths. The work is the
result of the amusement of a man who, although en-
gaged in the laborious practice of his profession, has
kept his eyes open, and has given us a delightful com-
mon-sense view of human nature and of things in gen-
eraL In the discussion of his topics, not a few of which
are quite abstruse, there is a freshness of thought and
sincerity of purpose which begets in the mind of the

reader a sympathy bordering on enthusiasm. Tlie phi-

losophy of every-day life is depicted by one who has
had an ample experience, and whose battle with hfe

has not resulted in the destruction of that spirit of cha-
rity, that capacity for the enjoyment of the beautiful,

and tliat condition of mind which brings contentment
to every condition of life. In fact the whole work,
notwithstanding the diversity of the topics considered,

has the end in view of teaching the unreasonable the
true happiness of being contented with their respective
lots. The essays, numbering in all twelve, treat of the
following subjects : Success, Spending, Principles, Law,
Correlation, The Philosopher's .Store, To-day, Living
Wise and Otherwise, L^'topia, In the Country, and Ad-
dendum. W'e have read the book with much pleasure,

and shall keep it on our library-table for a frequent
reference and an amusement in our leisure hours. The
author, wlio writes incog., is believed to be a distin-

guished surgeon of Philadelphia, and who, we doubt
not, may be tempted by the success which his little

work is sure to meet to give us his true name, and add
another claim to a reputation already so well deserved
among his brethren.

Pr.\ctic.\l Therapeutics, considered chiefly with
Reference to Articles of the M.^teria BIedicv.
By Edward John Waring, JLD., F.L.S., Member of
the Royal College of Physicians, London, etc. Second
American, from the third London ed. Phila. : Lindsay
& Blackiston. 1871. 8vo, pp. 7G5.

The author, in preparing this last edition of this work,
conscious of the rapid strides which have been made
in the science of therapeutics during the past few years,

has deemed it advisable to virtually rewrite it. Very
many of the articles now out of fashion have been
abridged or expunged, while the new ones receive a
proportionate amount of attention. As it now stands,

it still maintains the enviable reputation of being the

most practical and interesting work on the subject

in this or any other language. Its whole aim seems
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to be, in its description of the uses of the different

articles of the materia medica, to reduce theory to prac-

tice ; and all this is done without any lengthened dis-

cussions, and in a very interesting and straiglitforward

manner. Aside from the description of the uses of the

medicines under their respective heads, there is a care-

fully prepared and elaborate index to the diseases, with

each of the ditTerent articles used in their treatment,

properly paged.

The convenience of this is obvious when a practi-

tioner in any difficult case is forced to look for some
change in his prescription, or to refresh his mind con-

cerning the means he may have at command for the

treatment of any particular disease.

The M.\nagement op Inp.\ncy, Physiological and
Moral; intended chiefly for the use of parents. By
Andrew Combe, M.D. Eevised and edited by Sm
James Clakk, Bart., K.C.B., KD., F.R.S., etc. First

American, from the 10th London edition. New York,

D. Appleton & Co. 1871. 13mo, pp. 397.

About twenty-five or thirty years ago, Dr. Andrew
Combe, of Edinburgh, Scotland, presented, for the con-

sideration of the general public and the profession of

medicine as well, a treatise upon the above subject.

The work, at the time, although coming from an ac-

knowledged respectable source, did not receive that

notice which its intrinsic merits entitled it to. One
reason for this was, that the ideas advanced in regard

to the subject in general were much in advance of the

times. We can judge of the truth of the latter when
we look at the same volume, very little altered, and
fully up to the ideas of all the advanced thinkers of the

present day. It is intended for the general public, its

objects being to teach, in an attractive, logical, and
truly scientific manner, the laws of living as per-

tain to the mother and child, in every imaginary re-

lation in which they may be placed. A strong believer

in hereditary influences, he relates some curious cir-

cumstances in .support of the old-fashioned theory—

a

theory which to-day is gaining to its side some of the

first minds of the profession. The chapter on the

influence of the mother's mode of living during preg-

nancy upon the future child, has special reference to this

point, and to the layman is filled with a great amount
of interesting and useful material The management
of the infant is a subject concerning which our author

may be considered to treat exhaustively. The be.st

means to the end of maintaining the infant in good
health, to wit : the care of the dress, the time for feeding,

quantity and quality of the food, and last, but not
least, the moral training, receive each in its turn due
consideration.

One of the objects of the work has been, to enter a

wedge, in the shape of a practical argument in favor of

teaching physiology and hygiene to the rising genera-

tions, from which the future mothers of our race are to

be selected. We, in common with the profession at

large, are ready to endorse the movement, and are

pleased to see this instructive volume again brought to

light in the shape of a new and revised edition,

with additions from the pen of the late Sir James
Clark, who, considering the subject matter of the

work, appropriately dedicated it to his royal patron.

Her Majesty the Queen of England. We earnestly

recommend every one directly or indirectly interested

in the proper care of the little ones to give it a careful

perusal, assuring them that the statements therein con-

tained are based upon sound principles of physiologj'

and the universally-accepted laws of hygiene. The
student of medicine and the younger practitioner can

consult its pages with a profit, and can find in it sugges-

tions as to the management of mother and infant which
are beneath the dignity of most of the purely scien-

tific works on the subject to notice.

Lethebt on Human Food. A collection and reprint of

four Canton lectures, delivered in 18G8, in London. By
H. Letheby, M.B., M.A, etc., etc.

This book has recently made its appearance in this

country.

Whatever may be said for or against it, we cannot

say that it has not the virtue of being small. It is a

very small octavo. We will preface the lew remarks
we may make upon it by assuring the profession that

in some respects this is a remarkable book ; in other

respects it is an exceedingly common book ; and in

scarcely a single respect is it of the slightest utiUty.

i
A perusal of it will convince any one that it was in-

tended, as the preface informs us, more for popular

than for scientific use ; and after perusing it, one will be

struck with the prudence of the closing lines of that

preface, to the eft'ect that the author sulimits it '' to the

reader, not merely as a claim upon his indulgence, but

as an excuse for many evident imperfections and short-

comings." It is devoted to the subject of human food
;

taking up first its varieties, its chemistry, and nutritive

value; and then its comparative digestibility. Next
it discourses on dietary regulations and cookery, and

preserved food ; and lastly it goes over the popular,

oft-trodden, but dubious path of unwholesome food.

With the repetition the author makes in this book, of

old and new facts in animal chemistry, we have no fault

to find; and will simply remark that it nuikes very dry

reading for the masses, and that it is obvious to us

that the learning these lectures contain will result in

less advantage to the public digestion and assinnlation

than will Mark Twain's fancies relative to the dis-

coverer of America, and to other subjects which at-

tracted his attention while abroad, though the book
contains about as many untruths and absurdities as do

the said fancies of Mark. The book abounds in evi-

dences of ignorance on the part of its author, of such

an inexcusable character that it is incredible that he

could have had any foundation for his preface state-

ment that these lectures " have been printed verbatim

in several English and American journals, and that

American and French editions of them are in course

of pubhcation ;

" and we are surprised that its contents

should have been received as respectable authority

even in London, where the people excel in credulity any

other people of the world, especially about things out

of London. As an example of the peculiar cockney

ignorance above alluded to we will direct attention to

the following statement found in one of the paragraphs

of the book relating to Indian corn, as an article of hu-

man food :

—

" The young grain, called cob, is, however, more pala-

table, and forms, when boiled iu milk, an American

luxury which takes the place of green peas" (p. 19).

Out of whose dictionary these facts were obtained we
are unable to say ; certainly not out of Webster's. The

American method of instructing this kind of philoso-

pher would be to feed him cobs and milk till he learn

the difference between cobs and corn. A million of

cockneys, and perhaps more, would not appreciate the

error and absurdity of this learning about corn, simply

because they know nothing of it. The book contains

numerous statements equally ridiculous as well as un-

true, which most Americans as well as Englishmen are

not qualified, by knowledge, to dispute. We will in-

stance the following, which occurs under the heading

of functions of nitrogenous food, as one of these errors

of fact :

—
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"The miners of Chili, who work like horses, also

feed like them, their common food consising of bread,

bean?, and wasted grain "
(p. 79).

Tlie fact being, that beef, generally dried or jerked,

constitutes a larcre item of the dietary of these Chilian

miners. These, however, are triflinq; misrepresenta-

tions, resulting from an ignorance which we should

perhaps pardon in a royal English officer of a health

board. But what are we Americans to do with the

following bit of geographical and other ignorance, found
in this same book under the heading of poisoned fle.sh,

resulting from the animal or bird eating certain articles

of food

:

'• The pheasants in Pennsylvania and in Philadelphia.

which feed during the winter and spring on the buds of

the laurel, are frequently poisonous."

But this all pales before the ridiculous romance

—

which we all laugh at here, but which in its degree of

misrepresentation is positively atrocious— indulged in

when speaking of this subject still further along. After

stating that his people are often injured by eating the

prairie-bird imported from this country, a result, he as-

sumes without justification, of the poisonous character

of the food eaten by the bird, he goes on to say that
" in certain districts of North America, especially on
the Alleghany Mountains, the fle.sh of all the cattle is

poisonous ; and so also is the milk they yield, and the

cheese which is made from it." This specimen of Lon-
don medical innocence abroad will be recognized by
American physicians as a romance upon the lact that,

in rare instances, in some regions west of the Allegha-
nies, cattle suffer what is termed milk-sickness, dur-

ing which the flesh, and, in the case of the milch-cow,
the milk, is stated to be unwholesome, and that the con-
dition is supposed to be the re.=ult of some article of
food eaten by the animal. This kind of romance and
historical misrepresentations do not constitute the most
serious faidts of the book in question. In its state-

ments of some of the most scientific propositions it is

carelessly discrepant: and its deductions from them,
being without foundation in truth, are calculated to
misguide the ignorant, and to do infinite harm.

For example, in speaking of the composition of

cow's milk, in one part of the book, he gives the solid

constituents in 101 parts, as in the first line of this

table, and in another part ^ in the second line.

Casein 4.10 4.48
Sugar 5.20 4.77
Butter 3.90 3.13

Saline matter 80 GO

Total 14.00 12.93

We admit that this difference amounts to nothing
practically in its bearing upon the relations of a given
quantity of milk to the nutrition of mankind, whether
old or joung

; but when he proceeds lo state that to
reduce cow's milk with the above solid constituents to

an equivalent of the milk of the human female, which
he states contains the solid constituents as given in this

table :

—

Casein 1.52

Sugar 6..50

Butter 3.55
Saline matter 45

there must be 33 percent, of water added, he makes
a declaration which he cannot defend, either by theory
or practical results, and which is in direct conflict with
the plainest arithmetical facts, as well as common sense
truth. If casein be the substance which is in dangerous
excess in cow's milk, how is it to be reduced from 4.48

in one hundred parts to 1.52 in one hundred parts by
adding one-third its quantity of water ? According to

this author's own table, there are about t'jres times as

many grains of casein in one hundred grains of cow's
mUk as in the same amount of woman's milk. There-
fore, to make it the same per cent., three times as much
fluid would be required, that is to say, to every pint of
milk a quart of water must be added. As the per cent,

of butter in the two milks is, within a small fraction,

the same, watering it always deteriorates it, and ren-

ders the addition ofboth sugar and butter necessary to

preserve its similarity to woman's milk. This our
author does not allude to. His theories are, therefore,

defective, and we know that well-observed practice con-
tradict=, in the most positive manner, his whole idea of
diluting cow's milk for infant food. Few of the teach-

ings of the analytic chemist have exerted a more per-

nicious influence in the community, and few have con-

tributed more to swell the infant mortality, than these

deductions from the slight, very slight constituent vari-

ations between the milk from the human female, and
that from the lower animals. We have often had occasion

to express our conviction, and we have yet seen no rea-

son to change our opinion, that the cow's milk sold in

any large city of the world never is made better food
for an infant by adding water to it.

As might be expected, these lectures devote some
space to the discu.ssion of the subject of the effect of

eating the flesh of animals dying of disease, or killed

while suffering from disease. And here again is seen
the same want of accuracy and scientific truth which
pervades the book.
While forced to quote Gamger, Simon, and others

against the idea that such flesh produces disease or
untoward results in those who eat it, and admitting

that pleuro-pneumonic beef is not known to harm the

people of England, he hastens to quote that charlatan

Dr. Livingstone, to support the idea that whatever
careful observation in England and Europe had estab-

hshed upon this subject, pleuro-pneumonic beef, when
eaten in Southern Africa, invariably produces malignant
pustule—a totally groundless fabrication, as we have
abundant reason to believe. Upon this declaration of

a visionary traveller he makes an elaborate statistical

effort to support Livingstone's fiction by showing that

since 1842, the modem date of a pleuro-pneumonic
invasion ofHolland and England.carbuncles, phlegmons,
and boils have been gradually increa-sing, though he
seems to overlook the fact, that while this increase

has been gradual, years of exemption from this flesh

cause of carbuncle have occurred. What kept the car-

buncles going dm-ing these intervals of absence of cattle

disease he does not inform us. After all this effort,

however, he is unwilling to commit himself to a doc-

trine so notoriously undemonstra'ole as that, whether
dead of bleeding, of a bullet, of fever, or of colic, the

flesh of the animal will possess any other properties

than that of a more or le.is nutrient material. He has

had no experience which wiU enable him to say that

disease is ever produced by eating pleuro-pneumonic
bee£ He, however, very justly remarks, that if it be
a general truth that the presence of disease in the ani-

mal at the time it is butchered does not render its flesh

aoxiou.s, it would save a large amount of valuable and
costly food annually in London to have it generally

known and beheved. As a means of ascertaining whe-
ther such be the fact, he suggests the barbarous plan of

assuming, first, that such flesh is poisonous, when eaten

as usually prepared for human food ; and then to pun-
ish the vendor of that poison by forcing him to eat of it.

If he be poisoned, the punishment will be merited

;

but if. on the contrary, he be fattened, all the suspected
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beef he does not eat will be lost, and the communily
will know just what it might know to-day, that such
flesh is not noxious. No one is more willing than our-

selves to award due merit to any book which manifests
evidences of painstaking study and investigation,

wherever written, but weftiil to find any such evidence
in this trashy, ignorant, untruthful, and to some degree
dangerous, four lectures of a medical officer of health
of the great city of London, whence we have a right

to expect far better productions.

The Physician's Dose and Symptom Book ;
contain-

ing the doses and uses of all the principal articles in
the Blateria Medica and officinal pi'eparations, etc., etc.

By Joseph H. Wythes, A.M.. M.D., late Surg. TJ. S.

A. 10th ed. PhHadelphia: Lind.say it Blakiston. 1871.
16mo, pp. 377.

The work has been compiled for the use of medical
students, and as such will serve a good purpose. It

contains a vast amount of information of a practical

character, and is well suited as a mental refresher to

the student preparing for examination.
It contains, aside from the Doses and Uses of Reme-

dies, a Table of Weights and Measurtjs. Rules to Pro-
portion the Doses of Medicines, Common Abbrevia-
tions in writing prescriptions. Table of Poisons and
Antidotes, Index of Disea'e and Treatment, Pharma-
ceutical Preparations, Table of Symptomatology, Out-
lines of General Pathology and Therapeutics.

The Functions and Disorders op the Reproduc-
tive Organs, in Childhood, Youth, Adult Age,
AND Adv.\nced Life, considered in their Physiological,
Social, and Moral Relations. By William Acton,
M.R.C.S., etc. Third American from the Fifth Lon-
don edition. Philadelphia : Lind.say & Blakiston. 1871.
8vo, pp. 348.

The work of Mr. Acton has supplied a want, which
the issue of five English editions, in a very short peri-
od of time, fully proves. He treats of a subject,

heretofore exclusively in the hands of quacks, in a
truly scientific manner, and it may safely be said that
there is not a single condition of healthy or abnormal
function of the sexual organism, from the cradle to the
grave, which does not receive its due amount of atten-
tion. His division of the subject is admirable, and his
advice is in strict accordance with the most advanced
views concerning the proper and healthful performance
of the sexual act.

Kcports of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Adjourned Anniversary Meeting^ November 27, 1871.

Dr. A. Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

The meeting convened at an early hour, the attendance
being exceptionally large.

The minutes of the Anniversary Meeting of Oct. 2,

1871, were read and adopted.

The President stated that it would be impossible to

complete the reading of the Minutes of the Comitia
Minora for the past year, restrained at the last meeting
by injunction of tlie Supreme Court; ina.smuch as the
Court, at the hearing on the injunction-order, had de-
cided that it " continue and remain in full force and

effect until the final termination of this action ;
" i.e.,

of Dr. Ruppaner against the Comitia Minora and Di-.

Say re.

DR. RUrPANER EXPELLED.

Dr. Roosa moved that the by-laws be suspended,

and the motion prevailed, nemine contradicentc.

Dr. Henry arose to ofler a resolution concerning

the olTenoe which had been committed against the

Society by Dr. Ruppaner.
The President said that if that jubjoct was to be

discussed, he, as one of the enjoined parties, must leave

the chair.

Dr. Roosa moved that if the chair were vacated

by the President, it be occupied by Dr. Pea.slee.

Dr. Carroll thought there was no necessity for

referring to any matters covered by the injunction.

Entirely apart from the old charges against him, the

member in question had been guilty of a grave offence

against the Society, in refusing to abide by its rules,

and in obtaining a legal injunction against its regular

procedure—an oflcnce which certainly called for a vote

of censure; and this action might be taken without the

President's leaving the chair.

After some further discussion of Dr. Roosa's motion,

it was put by the President, and carried, in the form

that the meeting resolve itself into a Committee of the

Whole, with Dr. Peaslee in the chair.

In Committee of the Whole—Dr. Pea.slee, Chair-

man ; Dr. Bradley, Secretary :

Dr. Henry, taking the floor, said that he had a reso-

lution of censure to ofler, and referred to a pamphlet, is-

sued a few days before by Dr. Ruppaner, (ntitlcd,. Slate-

ment of the ' Sayre-Ruppaner Case" and Opinion of

ihe Supreme Court. It consists of copies of the legal

documents pertaining to the injunction-order, and of a

prefatory letter, addressed " To the Members of the

Medical Society of the County of New York." From
this letter the speaker read several paragraphs, among
them the following, which, together with statements

in Dr. Ruppaner's athdavits, ho characterized as deli-

berate and malicious falsehood.s, in the liigliest degree

insulting to the Society as well as to the olHcers it liad

elected:

"It is perhaps proper for me to say, that 1 have

never avoided a fair and impartial investigation of the

so-called charges of Dr. Sayre; neither have I set at

' defiance ' the rules and regulations of the Medical

Society ; nor have I, in any manner, violated the code of

medical ethics.

" I have resorted to the courts to prevent what I

deemed preliminary injustice ; to protect my own
rights, as well as those of every member of the Society

;

and to have a fair and impartial hearing upon testimony

and facts.

"In what I have done I have intended no discour-

tesy to the Society or any of its members."

After an allusion to some of Dr. Ruppaner's antece-

dents, the speaker proceeded to comment at length

upon his statements concerning the Society, and his

course in defying its authority. He was about to read

further from the pamphlet, when
Dr. J. L. Brown said that this pamphlet had doubt-

loss been read by every one present, and that it seemed
a waste of time to go on with the citations. After

several calls for the resolution,

Dr. Henry moved that the committee recommend
the adoption of the following :

Whereas, Dr. A. Ruppaner has refused, on frivolous

pretexts, to meet charges preferred against him, to the

Comitia Minora of this Society, by a member, in ao-
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cordance with the rules and by-laws of the Society

;

and
Whereas, The said Dr. Ruppaner ha?, by false repre-

fentations to a court of law, obtained an injiinclion

against s;iid Comitia ilinora, thus impodin? their regu-
lar action, and tliat of the Society, thereby reflecting

injuriously upon the honor and impartiahty of said

Comitia and of the Society, and subjecting the Society
to tedious, expensive, and unnecessary litigation

;

therefore, be it

Remlved, That, in the opinion of this Society, the

said Dr. Ruppaner merits expulsion, and that he is

hereby censured.

Dr. Finnell thought that the passage of any such
resolution would only help the member to the noto-
riety he was seeking.

Dr. Jacobi said it was not for the Society to consi-

der what the member desired or deprecated; it was for

the Society to do its duty ; and the fewer minutes it

took for this, the better.

Dr. Roosa said the question was simply this : Shall

we allow a member accused of an offence—the accu-
sation being properly made to the Comitia Minora—to

scout its authority to investigate the ca.se and report
upon it to the Society, and to deny competence of the

Society to decide upon it ? Shall we allow him to go
before the courts, and procure an injunction upon our
regular mode of procedure in matters purely profe.?-

sional, and having no legal color whatever ? It is ex-
actly as if a cliurch-member, accused of heretical doc-
trines or unchristian practices, should deny the church's
authority to question him, and appeal to the law to

restrain its investigations, and vindicate his orthodoxy
or his godliness. If such a flagrant violation of its rules

were to be allowed to pass without censure, all disci-

pline in the Society was at an end, and it was time for

it to dissolve.

The motion was passed ; and, after some discussion
on parliamentary points, the Committee of the Whole
rose and reported the above preamble and resolution
for adoption by the Society. The report of the com-
mittee was received

;
when

Dr. IIesry moved to amend by substituting a pre-
amble and two resolutions, which he read, setting forth

what was supposed to be the substance of the original

charges against Dr. Ruppaner ; stating that in the opin-
ion of the Society they were sustained; and ending
with expelling him.
The President ruled that he could entertain no such

motion, covering the subject-matter concerning which
the Comitia Minora had been enjoined.
Some di.scussion ensued on the question, whether the

report of the Committee of the Whole had been simply
received, or had been adopted as the expression of the
Society.

Dr. Raphael moved that the subject lie on the table.

Tellers were demanded, and the motion was lost.

On a motion to adopt the preamble and resolutions
reported by the Committee,

Dr. Foi.som remarked that he thought the dignity of
the Society would not allow it to adopt that report
without amendment. If the member " deserved expul-
sion," as there stated, was there any reason for leniency
in his case ? Should not his expulsion be at once ac-
complished, as it might be under the existing suspension
of the by-laws ? He, therefore, moved to amend, by
substituting for the resolution of censure, the resolution,
"That Dr. Ruppaner be now expelled from the So-
ciety."

The amendment was adopted, with one voice in

the negative ; and the report, as amended, was adopt-
ed.

On motion of Dr. E. Eliot, the suspension of the by-
laws was now terminated.

CHICAGO AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND AN APPEAL.

The following letter to Dr. Hamilton, Chairman of

the Executive Committee for the relief of Chicago phy-
sicians, was read by the Secretary, Dr. Purdy

:

No. 384 Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Nov. 8th, 1871.

My dear Doctor—Your generous letter of the 4th
instant reached me late last night. I have not yet had
the opportunity to lay it before our Committee, but will

take the liberty on my own belialf for them, to accept
your noble offer of continued aid to our suffering breth-
ren. In the name of our common humanity I dare not
throw any obstacle between your charity and their

necessity.

You ask of me, in turn, a service which I am most
happy to render, if thereby I could coin my words into

gold to feed the hungry mouths and shelter the chilled

limbs from our fearful winter's cold.

Let me give you a little sketch of our operations thus

far.

In the first place, I must premise by saying that we
considei'cd your charity to us ns a matter purely pro-

fessional, with which the general public and the secular

press had no concern; and, hence, we have kept our

operations strictly within the cognizance of the profes-

sion. Are we not right? What think you ?

Immediately upon the appointment and organization

of our Committee, we published a card requesting all

regular physicians in good standing in the profession, who
had suffered loss by the fire, to present to the Secretary

a written statement of their losses. These, having been
subjected to the scrutiny of the Committee, were classi-

fied as follows

:

First, all irregular, and disreputable regular, practi-

tioners were at once rejected, and referred to the G-en-

eral Relief and Aid Society
;

Secondly, those uidvuown to the Committee were
required to furnish certificates of regularity and standing

from reputable professional sources; and,

Thirdly, those well known were placed at once on the

relief-list, and the money in hand was divided among
them as follows: To the first class, ie., those having
families, and who had lost both residences and offices

(whicli here are generally separate establishments),

was awarded the largest possible sum, $50 ; to the se-

cond, who had lost their offices only, w.as awarded $25
each

;
and to the third (single men without dependants),

$10 each.

We thus were enabled out of about $400, all the

money at our disposal, to supply the immediate neces-

sities of three, five, and nine persons in each of the

three respective classes. One of these, a gentleman of

thirty years' practice, for twenty-eight years a profes-

sor, and for some time president of his college, with his

fifty dollars rented and furnished a little room about
ten feet square, in a wooden shanty, with a pine table, a
small cooking stove, and two Windsor chairs, and ha-s

gone to work. His wife, one of the most thoroughly

refined and elegant women in the West, a scion of one
of your oldest New York families, sweeps and scrubs

the office, and acts as her husband's chemical assistant

from morning until night. Another recipient of fifty

dollars was a man of sixty years of age, whose collec-

tion of five hundred oil paintings, gems of art collected

during forty years, and library of four thousand rare

old volumes, had lor years been one of the hidden treas-

ures of our city, known only to the privileged few.
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Could you have seen the tears start from the eyes of

these Nestors of the profession, not at thoir losses,

—

of these tliey speak with a smile and a shrug—but at

the syrtipathy and the noble charity of their profession-

al brothers, you would, I am sure, have been touched
to the very heart. Another, wliose reputation has ex-

tended even across the ocean, said to nie when 1 hand-
ed him his check, " This is more than I can stand. My
losses cannot shake me, but this breaks me down."

These men have solicited, and some have secured,

appointments from the city to allend the poor quar-

tered in the public barracks, at $50 per month salary,

whose daily incomes were formerly as great.

On the 27th ult. oiir hearts were srladdened by the

arrival of Dr. Hubbard's check for $2,0U0, which enabled

us, upon the same basis of apportionment, to extend
our list of beneticiaries to thirty-live. And again, by
means of Dr. H.'s second check for a like amount, to-

gether with §900 received from St. Louis, anci §1,000
from the Kings County Medical Society of Brooklyn,
through its President, Dr. Burge, we have increased the

number of beneficiaries to seventy-five, of whom seven
are medical students.

The largest amount appropriated to any one indivi-

dual, thus f.ir, has been $13.5, and this sum only to men
having families and without resources.

One gentleman,whose hoiisehoUl furniture cost §0,000,
is now, with his wife and three children, sleeping upon
the floor of two small rooms, of which the rent was
unpaid until your relief came to his aid. Another, with
an iu.sane wife and three children, was occupying one
room without bedding, getting rations from the Relief

Society, and clothed in second-hand garments. The
grown up daughters of one venerable gentleman es-

caped with their night-dresses and water-proof cloaks

alone. The comprehensiveness of the calamity can
scarcely be appreciated by one not upon the spot.

None of our physicians were rich. Some were in very
comfortable circumstances, while the majority were
poor, and many foreigners especially, men of high cul-

ture, very, very poor indeed.

Some, who had been sufficiently fortunate to secure
homes of theii- own, were encumbered by mortgages,
by means of which they will lose eventually their real

estate. Even those who had been so prudent as to in-

sure their property find their insurance worthless by rea-

son of the failure of insurance companies. The strongest

of the local companies express the hope to pay twenty-
five percent, when they can assess their stockholders

—

a vain hope when the stockholde.'s themselves are

ruined. Under ordinary circumstances, when misfor-

tune overtakes a medical man he can fall back on his

book-accounts for relief; but in this case many, very
many of the sufl'erers lost even these ; and even had
they been saved, they would have been worthless, as

the patienis are all ruined ; so that many of us, more
fortunate, who were not " burned out" are dependent
entirely upon the little that we can pick up in cash
from day to day to enable us to live.

Our list of applicants fur relief, up to to-day, numbers
one hundred and fifteen, of whom, as already stated,

seventy-five have received aid in amount varying from
thirty to one hundred and thirty-five dollars. The
remaining forty have thus far been dependent upon
public charity. This list is being swelled rapidly by
the addition thereto of medical students of the Rush
Jfedicid Co'lege which was in the "burned district."

We have thus far placed the students upon the same
basis as physicians, as most of them are poor, many
utterly destitute by reason of their losses, and witliout

the aid received from you would be compelled to aban-
don their studies. Some of them, too, are practitioners

ofsome years' standing, with families, who have hither-

to been too poor to attend lectures.

We would be glad to learn your opinion of our mode
of administration of our Trust Fund.

In compliance with Dr. Hubbard's request in his last

I letter, I wrote to the Governors of Michigan and Wis-

consin for information regarding their suffering physi-

cians. I have to-day a letter from Gov. Fairchild, of

Wisconsin, informing me that he has placed my letter

in the hands of physicians who will at once furnish the

desired information.

I fear my catalogue of sorrows will seem like a drea-

ry reiteration. Unfortunately our sorrows are ail that

we can call our own.
Very truly,

Wm. Hay, M.D.

Dr. Pprdv, as Secretary of the Relief Committee,
stated that, at its last meeting, the members had agreed

individually to contribute each a certain amount month-
ly, for the next four or six months ; and it was desired

that this plan might be adopted by the profession gen-
erally, and that the names of those willing to become
monthly contributors, with the amounts of their sub-

scriptions, be sent as early as practicable to Dr. S. T.

Hubbard, Treasurer of the Committee, 27 West Ninth
Street, New York.
The President, in a brief but earnest appeal, trust-

ed there was no member who would not spare at least

the value of two or three visits each month to aid the

suffering physicians of the West.
The reading of the minutes of this Adjourned Anni-

versary Meeting was, on motion of Dr. Ellsworth Eliot,

postponed until the next meeting.

The Adjourned Anniversary Meeting now adjourned

sine die; and the meeting became the regular

STATED MEETING.

The President announced that the Comitia Minora

had, under the lately amended by-law, recommend-
ed the following persons for membership, subject to

approval by the Society : Drs. William B. Wallace,

Herman Althof, Ramon Amabile, Beverhout Thomp-
son, John N. Merrill, Seligman Teller, Mary 0. Put-

nam, J. E. M. Lordly, Adolph Kessler, P. E. Donlin,

Eilward S. Smith, and Charles M. Allin. The Society

adopted the report, and admitted them to membership.

Dr. Russell asked leave to introduce a matter of

new business, which was ruled to be not in order at

this stage of proceedings.

Voted, that the by law fixing the day of meeting be

.suspended, so that when the meeting adjourn it be to

Monday, 4tli December.
Adjourned.

After the adjournment Dr. Rcssell stated to the

considerable number of physicians who remained that,

as he expected within a few days to have the honor of

appearing before the committee of gentlemen who have

in consideration the proposed changes in our municipal

government, and of offering some suggestions for im-

proving the operations of the Bureau of Vital Statis-

tics, he had desired to be fortified in one respect by the

endorsement of the County Society, which so fully

represented the profession of New York. During the

present year he had made great endeavors to obtain

from physicians a compliance with the existing law re-

quiring returns of all births which they attended. He
; was happy to state that, owing to the general co-opera-

tion of'the profession, some 21,000 births would have

been registered for this yeai', against 14,000 for last.

I Even this figure, however, did not represent two-thirds
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of the actual number ; and although he would respect-

fully urge upon his professional brethren a strict adher-
ence to tlie law, until some change for the better was
effected, it was with the object of entirely relieving the

profession from what was by many considered a most
onerous and thankless responsibility that ho proposed
to ask for a change. The plan which he had in view
looked to the division of the city into a number of

registration-districts, with a resident Subregistrar in

each, to whom parents should be obliged to report their

children's birtlis, receiving therefor a written acknowl-
edgment. The Subregistrar would also visit, once
a year, every family in his district for the same purpose,
and would make his returns monthly to the Central
Bureau. The expense of the whole system need not
e.Kceed $10,000 per annum.

Corrcsjjoiiiicncf.

ABSCESS OF THE SEPTUM NARIUM.
To THE EciTOIt OF THE MEDICAL EeCORD.

Sir—Mrs. Geo. Guion, mt 20, native of the United
States, mother of one child, which is eight months old
is a delicate-looking woman, tall and fair, has always been
rather feeble in health, and especially so since the birth
of her child. She sent for me May ll, 1871, on account
of some obstruction of the nostrils, wliich had been
troubling her since the 7th, four daj's previously, and
had then increased to such an extent as to render
breathing through the nose almost impossible.

It had been accompanied with slight pain, which for

the last twenty-four hours had been slightly throbbing
in character; there was increase of discharge from the
nose of a thin, watery character, and one slight attack
of opistaxis.

It was evening when I visited her. I found botli nos-
trils completely blocked up by smooth, ovoid, mucou,s-
looking swellings, resembling polypi in appearance. Up-
on attempting a more critical examination the patient
nearly fainted, not from pain, but from nervous appre-
hension, and further interference was postponed till

next moi'ning.

Upon examining the case next morning, May 12th,
by daylight, the swellings which had been mistaken for

polypi were found not to be such, but projections of the
mucous membrane of the septum narium. On the side
toward the septum, they could not be circumscribed
with a probe, but were found to be continuous with its

mucous membrane, and pressure upon one swelling com-
municated an impulse to the other.

A puncture w.is made at the lower part of the swell-
ing on the left side with the point of a lancet, when a
quantity of dark sanious pus was discharged with con-
siderable force, and both tumors almost entirely disap-
peared. A probe could new be passed from one to the
other. Here then had been an abscess formed in tlie

septum of the nose, between its mucous layers, and dis-

tending them on either side in such a way as to imitate
very much in appearance polypi of the nostrils.

This affection, though not very .severe or important,
I take to be rather uncommon. I have never seen a
similar case; it is not described in the ordinary text-
books, but a very good account is given of it in Holmes'
System of Surgery, vol. iii. pp. 200-201, where a chron-
ic form of the disease is spoken of, to which the present
case corresponds. I prescribed such remedies for the
patient as were indicated by the condition of her gen-
eral health, but nothing locally except washing with
;Warm water.

May 13.—I found the opening stopped up by a clot

of blood, and the abscess refilled; opened it again, and
to prevent its closing snipped off a little bit of the wall.

May 14.—Patient discharged cured, there only re-

maining some slight thickening of the mucous mem-
brane.

J. H. POOLKY, M.D.
YoKKEM, N. y., Dec. 1871.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List nf Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department U. S. Army, from
Nuvemher 19, 1871, to December 4, 1871, inclusive.

Ghiselin, Jas. T., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 453, War De-
partment, A. G. O., Nov. 23, 1871, to report to the

Commanding General Department of the Columbia for

temporary duty at Portland, Oregon.

McClell.\n, Ely, Assistant Surgeon,—By S. O. 246,

Department of the South, Nov. 23, 1871, assigned to

duty at Crab Orchard, Ky.

Gibson, Jos. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 452,

C. S. War Department, A. G. 0., to report to the Com-
manding General Department of the South for assign-

ment to duty.

Mackin, Jr., Chas., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

450, C. S. War Department, A. G. O., relieved from

duty in Department of the Platte, to proceed to Bos-

ton, Mass., and report thence to the Surgeon-General.

KoERPER, E. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 220,

Department of Texas, Nov. 13, 1871, assigned to tem-
porary duty at San Antonio, Tex.

De Witt, C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 76, De-
partment of Arizona, Oct. 17, 1871, assigned to duty at

Fort Yuma, Cal., relieving Assistant Surgeon Lauder-

dale, under orders for New York City.

iHctiicftl 3tcm3 nntr ITcius.

A Method or Applying Dry Heat and Cold, suggest-

ed by Dr. Roberts, of Manchester, consists in the ar-

rangement of a continuous coil of thin rubber-tubing on
a backing of canvas, to which it is to be cemented.

One end of the tube can be connected with an elevated

vessel containing water of the temperature desired,

and the other end placed in a receiving vessel. The
pad is to be applied to the surface the temperature of

of which it is desirable to modify.

—

Br. Med. Jour.

Chloral-Hydrate, according to Liebig, is manufac-
tured in Germany to the amount of half a ton each
week, which quantity is principally consumed in Ger-
many and England.

Dentists in tde United Kingdom.—Mr. Fox states

that the number of dentists in England is 2,000; in

Ireland, 150; in Scotland, 25.

Preserved Meat from Australia is being introduced

into Great Britain, at a cost of 4kl, to Gd. per pound,

and seems to be rapidly overcoming the disfavor which
it first encountered.

The Medical School of Strasburg has been per-

mitted by the German Government to constitute them-
selves into a self-controlling body. No salaries will be

given them by the Government, but the pupil's fees go
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to the maintenance of the institution and the teachers.

Nearly all the old names appear in the announcement
of lectures for the winter.

Dr. Charles C. Lee has been appointed Assistant

Surgeon lo the New York State Woman's Hospital,

vice Dr. Fredericlc D. Lente, resigned.

Prof. Leibf.rmeister, of Zurich, succeeds the late

Prof. Niemeyer in the chair of Clinical Medicine at Tii-

bingen.

Doctor Lucy Sewell, of Boston, has been solicited

by tlie State Board of Health of Ma.<;sachusetts, to re-

port upon the effects produced on the health of women
by the use of the sewing-machine.

Dr. Don Pedro XfAT.v has been appointed Civil Gov-
ernor of the cily of Madrid, and has at once inaugurated

naeasures for the improvement of the sanitary condition

of the city and its surroundings.

Execotios of Medical Stcdests is Havana.—On
the 23d of last montl;, a number of the medical students

of the University of Havana, Cuba, defaced the grave
of Gonzalo Castaiion, late editor of the Voz de Cuba,

who was shot in a duel provoked by himself. The of-

fence was dignified as a political one, and the students i

were arrested and committed to tlie jail. On the day
|

following their arrest, a court-martial was forced by tlie

mob to sentence eiglit of them to death by shooting,

which to appease the said mob was at once carried out
on the same day. Eleven- were sentenced to six years

of confinement and hard labor in the penitentiary;

twentj'-one were sentenced to four years' confinement
in the penitentiary ; and three to three months' im-
prisonment in the jail. The bodies of the eight who
were shot were refused lo their parents, and were,
without ceremony or coffins, buried like dead animals
in two graves. The names of those shot were, D.
Alonso Alvarez de la Gamba, D. Jose Marcos Llera y
Medina, D. Carlos Augusto Latorre, D. Eladio Gonzalez
Toledo, D. Pascual Kodriguez y Perez, D. Anacleto
Bermudez, D. Angel Laborde, and D. Carlos Verdugo.

It is true the students had nckriLrhtto deface any
grave : it was an evidence of want of common decency
to say the least, and deserved punishment. The ends of
justice would have been met by the confinement of the

ringleaders, but when we learn that they were shot in

cold blood at the instance of a mob, and with the coun-
tenance of the authorities, the whole afJair assumes an
aspect of pure barbarity, the atrocity of which would
shame the veriest savage.

Surgeon William Maxwell Wood, who on attain-

ing the age of sixty-two years has lately resigned the

office of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of the

Navy, deserves, at least, the tribute of a notice as he
retires to private life. He has passed his whole life in

the navy, filling every grade, and acting as Fleet Sur-
geon in the Pacific during the Mexican war; as Fleet

Surgeon in the Chinese squadron during the English
war with China, and as Fleet Surgeon of the Atlan-
tic squadron during the rebeUion. Combining skill in

his profession with the highest tone of character and
energy in organization, he has effected great improve-
ments in the discipline andstandingof the corps. It was
largely owing to his personal exertions that the Staff

R:;nk bill was passed by the last Congress. He retires

from the highest post attainable in his profession, under
a rule of the Department, in the prime of his physical

and mental powers, with the respect and gratitude of

his profession. The country owes to him, to a great de-

gree, the acquisition of California, he having carried to

our fleet in the Paeifie, from the city of Mexico, the
news of the Mexican war, thus enabling our fleet to an-
ticipate the English in the seizure of that province.

Monstrosity.—Dr. Laning, of Syracuse, reports a
curious case of monstrosity, the abnormal development
being confined to the ears. One was three times the nor-
mal size, and covered with excrescences, the other was
a simple muscular plug for the meatus.

Dr. J. SoLis Cohen, of Philadelphia, is winning for

himself laurels as a pulslic scientific lecturer. Recently
he gave a very interesting account of Faber's talking-

machine, and was thus enabled to illustrate in a very
satisfactory manner the mechanism of the human voice.

It is just such lectures as these that can help the public
to appreciate how much of pure science belongs to le-

gitimate medicine.

EnssiAN Physicians.—There are in Russia 10,799
physicians. Of this number 6,113 hold public appoint-

ments, and 4,686 confine themselves to private practice.

This gives only about one doctor to 7,812 of the inhabi-

tants, basing the calculation on the most recent returns

of the population. In many districts in Russia there

is no doctor within less than a day's journey.

An Imperial Student.—The Prince Imperial has
recently joined King's College, London, as an occa>ional

student. The classes which he attends are those

in Mechanics and Physics, under Professor W. G.
Adams. He takes his place in all respects as one of the
ordinary students.

The Application of Forceps.—George Johnston,
M.D., Master of the Rotunda Lying-in Hospital, in Ids

report for the year 1870, states that in 1,087 cases of
labor the forceps was resorted to 83 times.

A Lengthy Skeleton.—Captain Burton, the Engli.sli

explorer, is bringing home from Palmyra, besides a rare

collection of skulls, a human skeleton eleven feet in

length.

Resignation of Madrid Professors.—The Profes-
sors of the Medical College of San Carlos, in iladi id,

have mostly resigned, in consequence of the steps which
the Ministers have taken, a.i they represent, to suppress
sinecures. A demonstration in favor of one of the
Professors was made by 150 students at the oiTicc of
the Minister of Fomento.

A Singular Case of Tattooing.— A remarkable
instance of tattooing of the whole body is to be seen
in the General Hospital in Vienna. The man, a Greek
by birth, had been a pirate, and had carried on brigan-

dage on t'ne Continent. Seven years ago he and five

companions were taken prisoners by one of the wild
tribes of Asia. Three of them were put to death, but
this man, with two others, was preserved alive, and
literally tattooed over the entire body. The proceed-
ing caused horrible pain; and his two companions died
under treatment. His body is covered from head to

foot with delineations of men, animals, and fabulous
things. The coloring material used for the figures ap-
pears to be indigo, the ground, especially on "the chest
and abdomen, being vermilion; here and there, about
a line's breadth of the normal color of the skin can be
seen. The hands and the soles of the feet are colored
red, but have no figures. On the face and neck are
inscriptions and characters resembling Arabic. The
skin has the general appearance, to the sight and touch,

of bluish gray velvet. Professor Hebra, who showed
him to his cLass, has had him photographed in various

attitudes.
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Intra-Uterine Medication.—Dr. Henry Miller, of

Louisville, Ky. (.Im. Journ. Obstetrics), in his "Retro-

spect of Uterine Pathology and Therapeutics in the

United States," claims that he was the first (1855) in

this country to practise intra-nterine medication.

Effect of Strikes on tiik Death-rate.—The pri-

vations endured by the working class, during the late

" strike " in Newcastle, England, had the effect of

raising the death-rate from 2G per 1,000 to 40.

The Surgeon-General.—Brig-Gen. J. K. Barnes,

Surgeon-General, reports that the available funds of

the Medical Department for the past fiscal year were
$1,899,109.74, while the disbursements were: For
payment of claims and fulfilling contracts piior to July

1, 1870, $G5,.508.88; current expenses of the year,

$267,477.08; or a total expenditure of §332,985.93,

leaving a balance on hand of $1,506,183.78.

The nuinber of persona who have availed themselves

of the provision of Congress under acts of June 17 and

30, 1870, to receive artificial limbs in kind, or a stated

commutation in money up to June 30, 1871, was 8,918.

These received :

In kind. Commutation.

Arms 104 4,067

Legs 1,117 3,114

Feet 5 51

Apparatus for resection 22 538

The number of persons furnished with limbs under

acts previous to June 17, 1870, was 7,887.

The health of the army has not been equal to that

of the previous year. The total number of deaths re-

ported was 519, or 17 per 1,000 of mean strength. The
mortality rate is thus greater than that for the previous

year, the chief increase occurring in the proportion of

deaths from disease. The proportion of deaths from all

causes to cases treated was one death to 122 cases.

One thousand and niirety-one white soldiers are re-

ported discharged on surgeon's certificate of disability,

being at the rate of 37 per 1,000 of mean strength. The
number of colored soldiers discharged on surgeon's cer-

tificate of disability was 71, or at the rate of 27 per

1,000 of mean strength.

There are now recorded in the Division of Surgical

Records a total of 235,393 cases, of which 5,210 were
recorded during the past year.

The Army Medical Museum continues to increase in

the number and variety of specimens and its conse-

quent usefulness. The number of specimens added

during the year was 1,516, a present total of 1.5,018.

The number of visitors during the year was 15,000.

Part first of the Afedical iind Surgical History of the

War is near completion, and will be laid before Con-
gress during its coming session. The Surgeon-General
urges an appropriation by Congress to complete the

remaining parts.

The number of vacancies in the medical service of

the army has increased from forty-four to fifty-four.

The number of mihtary posts requiring medical attend-

ance on the 1st of July, 1871, was 206, at many of

which the number of troops was so large, or the na-

ture of the duties so onerous as to require the constant;

services of the medical officers. The Surgeon-General
therefore recommends that the restrictions as to pro-

motions and appointments in the medical corps be

removed, as it would, in any event, require several

years under the presci'ibed modes of annual examina-
tion to restore it to the standard number allowed by
existing law.'. He thinks the stoppage of promotions
and appointments has proved to be prejudicial to the

interests of the service, both in a sanitary and econo-

mical view.

New York Physicians' Mutual Aid Association.—
The fourth anniversary meeting of this prosperous as-

sociation was held at the Mott Memorial Library,

Friday evening, November lOtb, 1871, for the transac-

tion of business, election of officers, etc. The report
of the Treasurer exhibited a sound condition of its

finances, the permanent fund having been increased by
the contribution of Mrs. Dr. T. M. Halstcail, being the

amount due her upon the death of her husband, the

late Dr. T. M. Halstead. During the past year only

two members died, viz. : Dr. S. J. Sawyer and Prof
Geo. T. Elliot.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year : President, James Anderson, M.D. ; 1st Vice-

President, W. W. Reese, M.D., Brooklyn ; '2d Vice-

President, Joel Foster, M.D. ; Recording Secretary,

Joseph S. Monell, M.D. ; Assistant Secretary, S. Ayers,
M.D. ; Corresponding Secretary, H. S. Smith, M.D.,
Brooklyn ; Treasurer, E. H. Janes, M.D.

;
Directors,

Drs. Geo. A. Peters, Erskine Mason, Ernest Kracko-
wizer, Gurdon Buck, M. Herzog, R. J. O'Sullivan, C.

L. Mitchell, of Brooklyn, W. N. IBlakeman, and Alfred
Underbill.

This chartered association is constantly increasing in

numbers, and is in good working order. Its object is

to afford instant relief to widows and children of de-

ceased members; or, in absence of either wife or chil-

dren, to parents, brothers, and sisters, previously de-

pendent upon them. Also in cases of special need, the

sick memtrer may be relieved by drawing upon the

interest of the permanent fund.

The Dir-ectors are very desirous of having every reg-

ular physician in this metropolitan district become a

memhi'r of this Aid Association. In that case the

donation to the family of a deceased member would
amount to a very handsome sum. Any physician de-
sirous of becoming a member can send his application

to either of the officers.

Professor Virchow.—This renowned German patho-
logist, it is said, intends to leave JBerlin and go to

London. He has always been a democrat in politics,

and has in consequence suffered a great deal of perse-

cution on the part of the royal authorities.

Beer in England.—The consumption of beer in Eng-»
land has increased in the following ratio: In 1825 it

was about one-third of a barrel per head a year; in

1850 it was more than half a barrel; and in 1870 more
than four-Cftlis of a barrel.

A Medical Degree Conferred t-pon an American
Woman.—The degree of Doctor of Medicine has been
conferred upon Miss Dimook, an American lady, by the
University of Zurich. She had completed her studies

in the medical school attached to the University.

Death of a well-known Edinburgh Druggist.—
Mr. William Flockhart, of the celebrated firm of Dun-
can, Flockhart & Co., Edinburgh, Scotland, died re-

cently at the age of 63 years. Mr. Duncan, two days
after Mr. Flockhart's death, entered the 92d year of his

age.

The Action of Quinine.—According to Monteverdi,
the action of quinine and its preparations is especially

upon the grand sympathetic nervous system.

To Rid Rooms of Flies.—In a novel clinical lec-

ture " On Flies as an Annoyance to Surgical Patients,"

by Addinell Hewson, M.D., Surg, to the Penn. Hospi-
tal (Phihx. Med. Times), various expedients are noted
to protect and rid rooms in dwellings and wards of

hospitals from these pest?. There are weeds or plants

emitting au empyreumatic odor which answer well the
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purpose. Of such to be found about the country he
knows none more effectual than the wild chamomile, a

species of anthemis, known also as cotula or mayweed.
The odor of this plant is not at all disagreeable, and
branches of the weed when in flower, or some of the

dried flowers, scattered about a room, will soon rid it

of all flies. Another means, perhaps quite as efficient

and certainly more easily resorted to, is to throw some
powdered black pepper on a hot shovel and carry it

about the room.

Ov.\RioTOMr Successfully Performed ix a Child
C,% Years old.—Dr. J. Ewing Mears, Phila. (Phila.

Med. Times), records a successful case of ovariotomy in

a child six years and eight months old, which was per-

formed by Dr. W. B. Barker, of Hig<.;insport, Ohio,

assisted bv Drs. J. J. Bradford and T. S. Bradford, of

Augusta, Ky. It is believed to be the earliest age at

which the disease is known to have been developed.

Dr. Atlee infoiTOs Dr. Mears that in his experience,

embracing two hundred and forty-four operations, the
youngest age at whicli he has performed the operation

is sixteen years.

Traumatic Tetanus cured with Hydrate of Chlo-
ral.—J. Suj'dam Knox, M.D., of Somerville, New
Jersey (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences), relates the case of a

boy set. 14, with traumatic tetanus, which was cured
by hydrate of chloral, in 30-grain doses, taken every
four hours in syr. acacias. The cliloral promptly con-
trolled the spasms, and induced sleep. At the end of
four days it was administered only night and morning.

The Hassler Expedition.—The Hassler Scientific

Expedition, under the auspices of the United States

Coast Survey, and under the immediate direction of Prof
Aga^siz, is one in wliich every scientific man must feel

interested. Its object is to investigate the bottom
of the ocean in its deepest part, to trace the sources of
the currents, and to compare the Atlantic with the
Pacific in order to ascertain, among other things,

whether the one is higher than the other, whether the
temperature is the same, and what are the currents
that come into conflict. In connection with this will

be the study of the transparency of the ocean ; the
specific saltness of sea-water, its specific gravity, and
its chemical constitution, and of ihe animals inhabiting

the sea-bottom, and the fishes of the deep sea, which,
it is thought, may give the means of ascertaining

whether the great oceans in some past time communi-
cated one with the other. Pruf Aga.-siz propose* to

give, as has been his custom, especial attention to the

fishes of the deep sea, and expects to learn much from
their study, and the solution to many interesting

problems. In order to preserve the specituens secured,

something like $20,000 will be required, half of wIulIi
has been raised in Boston. Dr. Thomas Hill, late

President of Harvard University, in charge of the de-
partment of physics of the sea, will superintend the
physical experiments concerning tlie sea ; Dr. White,
of Philadelphia, of the chemical department, will make
analysis of the water and other material connected with
the chemical study of the sea ; Dr. A. Steindacher will

have charge of the geology ol' the ocean, the study of
the natural history of bottom-sea animals and the deep
sea fishes. The expedition wUl be absent about ten
months.

Sea-Sickness.—Dr. De Zouohe {Liverpool Medical
and Snrqirul Report^) attributes the continued retching
in thi> affection to the very acid condition of the secre-

tions of the stomach
;
he finds that if alkalies, combined

with aromatics, are given, it will genera'lv yield.

Anaemia of the brain is the supposed cause of the gid-

diness.

St. Francis Hospital, Jersey City.—Owing to the
large increase in the number of patients in this institu-

tion, it has lately been deemed expedient to reorgan-
ize the medical staff by increasing its number to eight.

The following gentlemen will constitute tlie staff thus
reorganized :

—

Surgeons, Drs. Varick, Prendergast,
Reeve, and McGrill : Physicians, Drs. Lutkins, Culver,
Morris , and Mitchell. At the first meeting of the

new staff, July 31st, their organization was perfected

and officers were elected for the ensuing year, Dr.

Prendergast being chosen President, and Dr. McGill,
Secretary.

Concerning Anti-Vaccination.— '• A rough remark in
our last issue has brought down on our heads a storm
of objurgations. We said that vaccination was decried
by two or three scoundrels and a good many fools,

whereupon we are asked whether we class Mr. New-
man among the scoundrels, or the late Dr. Bedford
among the fools ; what we mean by publishing such
falsehoods; why we are deluding the people; and all

mariner of amenit'cs. The letters we could stand up
against, but the deluge of tracts is too much ; and so
we give in, the more readily because the expression
was inartistic. We beg, therefore, to declare that

people who denounce vaccination in order to sell

nostrums are not scoundrels, but only persons who
risk human lives for gain, and that people who de-
nounce vaccination from philantliropic motives are not
fools, but only persons devoid of the faculty of weigh-
ing evidence."

—

Edinburgh Medical Journal, from the

Spectaloi:

Night-blindness Among the French Prisoners at
Lingen.—In a paper by Dr. Bumke, in the twenty-fifth

volume of Virchow's Archir, translated by Dr. B. Joy
Jeffries, of Boston, Mass. {Bost. Med. and Surg. Jour.),

an ali'ection of the eye known as hemeralopia is ae-

scribed, which has shown itself in the barracks at

Lingen. Intense light is the cause assigned by authori-

ties for this condition of the retina, in which it does
not respond to twilight, moonlight, or artificial illuiui-

nation.

The Distillation or Absinthe.—M. Motet recently

submitted to the Academy of Medicine a full account
of this poisonous compound, and says that " ab-

sitillie," which simply means " wormwood," is made
by the distillation of a number of plants—the tops of

wormwood, flag-root, anise-seed, angelica-root, leaves

of littany {orirjamiia dictamuus), and sweet marjoram.
All lliese are macerated and placed in alcohol of very
high proof, and permitted to remain eight days, when
the mixture is distilled, ha!f an ounce of the essential oil

of anise being added to each three gallons. The first

care, alter the distillation, is to see whether thfe liquor

is of a good color, and whether it will whiten well ; and
should it be found lacking in these essential points, it

is brought up to the proper standard with indigo,

tincture of curcuma, hyssop, nettles, and sulphate of
copper (the ordinary blue vitriol).

" Probably," he writes, ''few persons, in mixing their

absinthe (which, among professional drinkers, is con-
sidered a great art), have ever stopped to consider the
cause of the whitening or clouding, or ever thought
that the belter the liquor mixes the more powerfully
poisonous it is. The white deposit which, in precipi-

tating, renders it turbid, comes from the essential oils,

which are held in solution by alcohol, but which are

insoluble in water or weak spirits."

Nothing, says Dr. Motet, can arrest the progress
of the brain-disease produced by the use of this poison.

Sometimes the symptoms will be more favorable for a

longer or shorter period, but the respite must not be
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considered as a sisfn of approaching cure ; and, a little

sooner or a little later, death stalks in, in tlie midst of

epileptic attacks, at a time when there is scarcely any
human intelligence remaining—when the animal alone

exists, and in a state of degradation of which no descrip-

tion CMn convey an adequate idea.

So deleterious have been the effects of this hquor
that tlie late French government prohibited its use in

the army and nav}', even to tiie officers.

Loose Bodies ix Joints.—James Paget, F.R.S. (iSt

Bartholomew's Hospital Rejyorts)^ in the first paper " On
the Production of some of the Loose Bodies in Joints,"

confirms the view advanced some fifteen years ago by
tlie late Mr. Teale, of Leeds, that in some cases the

so-called loose cartilages met with in joints are actual

fragments of articular cartilage which have been sepa-

rated by a slow process of exfoliation following an in-

jury.

Hypodermic Morphia in a General Hospital.—J.

Pennock Sleightholme, L.R.C.P., London (77ie Prac-

titioner), during the years 1869 and 1870, while house

physician to the Manchester Royal Infirmary, gave at

least two thousand injections of morphia to patients suf-

fering from various diseases. AVith one exception, he

never saw any immediate ill effects follow the use of

hypodeimic introduction of morphia, and only in one
case any evil result from its prolonged use.

In delirium tremens he has frequently given hypo-

dermic morphia in doses varying from gr. i to |, and,

as a rule, he has been disappointed with the effect

of the injection. He is inclined to think that chloral,

in doses of from 30 to 40 grains, is a much more cer-

tain remedy in delirium tremens than either morphia or

bromide of potas?ium. In most cases of acute rheuma-

tism, the injection of gr. ^ of morphia at bedtime has

appeared to him of great advantage, rarely failing to

be followed by sleep. In this disease, he thinks that

in hospital pr.icticc it is tlie best and most convenient

mode of giving an anodyne at bedtime. In cases of

valvular disease of the heart, gr. i of morphia was fre-

quently given hypodermically at bedtime. Its effect

WHS almost invariably beneficial, and it rarely failed to

relieve the insomnia which forms so distressing an ac-

companiment of these affections.

European Statistics.—In the foundling hospital at

Lyons and Parthenay, where the children are principal-

ly suckled, there is respective mortality of 33 and 35

per cent. In Paris, Rheims, and Aix, artificial feeding

is mainly resorted to, and there is a death-rate of 50,

03, and 80 per cent.

According to a recent German author, 34 per cent,

of the population of Europe is below fifteen years of

age. and only 48 per cent, between the ages of twenty

and sixty, or the period of activity, ?. e., one-half the

population are consumers only.
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(Driciiital Ccimmumcatious.

THE OPEEATIOX FOR PROLATSE OF
THE VAGINA AND UTERUS, WITH DE-
SCRIPTION OF A NEW INSTRUMENT.

A PAPER READ BEFORE THE N. T. MED. JOCRSAL .tSSOCIATIOX.

By E. NOEGGERATH, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Is a discussion following the reading of Dr. Emmet's
paper on " Prolapsus Uteri: ils Chief Cau=es and Treat-

ment.," at a meeting of this Association, I stated my
views regarding prolapsus,— tliat there existed two
great varietiesoftl. is affect ion, namely, primary prolapse
of the uterus, and secondary prolapse caused by or ac-

companied with imperfect involution and prolapse cf
part or the whole of the vagina. This division was
made not only Iroin a pathological, but principally from a

therapeutical point of view.

The first kind compiises several varieties, among
which I will name hypei trophy proper or complicated
with other alterations of tissue, and hypertrophic elon-

gation of tlie supra-vaginal part of the cervix. The
latter condition has been called by Virchow prolapse
without locomotion of the fundus. You will have
noticed from the remarks during ihe discussion that

the question is not yet decided wliether descensus of the
neck is the primary or the secondary affection. The
first variety of primary prolapse is cured by amputa-
tion of the cervix, not so the latter. And I will here
remark that most surgeons who have published a de-
scription of their operations are evidently unacquaint-
ed with the proceeding originally recommended and
executed by Huguier. And this is the reason why it

is generally a failure when performed. Instead of
dissecting off part of the connection of the bladder
(rora the uterine neck, and removing a considerable
piece of the supra-vaginal portion of the uterus,

surgeons, as a gener.d rule, content themselves with
simp'e amputation of the cervix. And to complete
Huguier's operation in the manner he proposed at first,

it would be necessary to pass circular sutures through
the tissue of the anterior or the posterior wall of tlie

vagina, if either be prolapsed, in order to produce a

slough and a shortening of the vaginal cavitv.

Let us now direct our attention to that kind of pro-
lapse in which dislocation of the vagina is the most
prominent feature. I will only give a rapid sketch of
the historical development of the operations for its

relief, and then proceed to exhibit a new instrument
for its treatment.

We must look up to Professor Mende as the first

author who proposed, in 1834, to close up the greater
part of the outlet of the vagina near the site of hymen
as a radical cure for prolapsus uteri. He called his

!

proceeding hymenorrhaphia.
At about the same time Dr. Fricke, of Hamburg, per-

formed his operation (episiorrhaphia), which consisted in

removing the posterior margin of the vulva, not includ-
ing any part of the vaginal mucous membrane.
The plan next in order was that of Gedding-, who

removed a strip of vaginal mucous membrane as well as
the margin of the vulva ; he moreover secured the coap-
tation of the entire denuded surfaces by quilled suture.
Mr. Baker Brown removed the mucous membrane only,
having recourse also to quilled sutures.

Dr. Henry Savage's plan includes in the resection
all the redundant vagina at its ano-vulvar margin in the
first place

; and in the second, the removal of a triangu-
lar portion of vaginal mucous membrane, the middle

angle extending to some distance upwards along the
pos;erior wall if the vagina, seeming with quilled
sutures in the usual way. " He claims it" to be the only
plan which brings together effectively again at the peri-

na?um the two isehio-perincal ligaments. It .also short-
ens the elongated sacro-pubic line, contracts the
perinteum to something approaching its natural dimen-
sions, and leaves ample vaginal aperture, although it

causes the posterior segment of the vagina to approach
the pubis, so as to offer an effectual oost,ic!e to the pro-
lapse before it can make the final turn under the pubic
arch.

Dr. Kuchler, of Darmstadt, whose proceeding is very
much like that of Savage, added a second intra-vaginal
suture, which secured the edges of the wound through
the mucous membrane, in the manner adoptcl gener-
ally ill the operation of a ruptured perinseum. Dr.
Breslau, instead of remoi-in{) part of the labia niajora,

dissects their inner surface Irom the outer layer and
leaves them in contact at the outer edge ; and in uniting
the raw surfaces, thus thickens considerably the new
perinaeum.

This first class of operations has now been gener-
ally abandoned with the exception of those cases where
a ruptured perinjeum is complicating or causing uterine
prolapse. Different from tliis is the second method,
called colpo, (—,) or elytrorrhaphia, as first practised bv
Marshall Hall. He removed a long elliptic piece from
the vaginal mucous membrane, and united the edges by
suture. Ireland removed flaps from the sides of the
vagina one and a half inch wide, extending from the
cervix to the vulva. Leioutre added a flap from the
poxUrior wall, and cauterized afterwards. Velpeau took
the third piece from the anterior wall. JoberL de Lani-
balle cSuteiized frequently, and united the edges of the
raw surfaces, thus produced, bj- sutures.

This carries us to the methods employed by surgeons
of the present daj', and above all to tiie proceedinijs of
Drs. Sims and Emmet. The former, with all the origi-

nality peculiar to him, struck at once upon the most
rational method of re-establishing the natural relations
of the vagina; while Dr. Emmet has most successfully
not only simplified the operation, but obviated the only
objection to Dr. Sims's plan; namel.v, the format on of a
pouch at the upper end of the cicatrix, in which the
neck of the womb was occasional'y caught and strangu-
lated. The operations just mentioned are sulBciently
known to you in all their details of execution to need
any further comment, and I will here only repeat what
I have stated on other occasions, that Dr. Emmet's
operation is more successful than any that has ever
been attempted before.

Prolapse of the vagina, usualy preceding prolapse of
the uterus, is caused m mo^t instances bj' an elongation
and hypertrophy of its several tissues, in such a^ man-
ner that the sp.ace naturally allotted to it is no longer
large enough to hold it ia place. A very common and
physiological increase in length and thickness of the
vagina always takes place during gestation ; its elements
multiply and increase in size in a similar manner as it

occurs in the uterus itself.

This fact becomes evident at once by dissecting and
comparing the vagina of a virgin with that of a woman
immediately after confinement, and by the fact that its

roof can be lifted up to the promontory' of the sacrum
in cases even where the pelvis is onlv slightly contract-
ed, a feature which we try in vain to perform on the
non-pregn:mt woman. This elongation in an upward
direction, however, is not a stretching of the canal. We
remark occasionally that notwithstanding the develop-
ment of its diameter towards the upper pelvis, part of
its lower section protrudes between the labia minora.
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This general liypertrophy causes an extensive folding

up of the vau'ina, in such a manner that the lower folds

protrude occasionally outside of the labia majura, while

the re?t of the organ is not displaced. This jirotrusion

of the lower section of the vagina is of course increased

by the co-existence of a low position of the uterus with

a large pelvis and with a ruptured perinseum.

Immedi;itely after delivery the involution of the ute-

rus, as Well as that of the vagina, begins to take place.

This process now is at times impeded either by exter-

nal accidental circumstances or by a process connected

with the physiological functions of the parts involved.

All the causes of subinvolution of the uterus are not

explained, nor do we know why, under certain condi-

tions, the vagina retains the length and thickness

which it acquired during the state of gestation. But
sucli is the fact ; and under these circumstances we
find that the folds which had made their appearance

at the vulva before delivery are pushed out more and
more, as the uterus descends in proce.ss of involution,

the space for the vaginal canal becoming gradually re-

stricted. This part, exposed ti all sorts of mechanical

insults, and in a position favoring passive congestion,

increases in size and grows outside. It further licgins

to drag on the cervix uteri, which follows the down-
ward impulse either alone (hypertrophic elongation) or

it carries along the entire uterus (complete and true

uterine prolapse).

From a very careful analysis of 300 cases of so-called

prolapsus, compiled by Dr. Mayer, Jr., of Berlin, we find

that the vagina formed part of it in 290 cases, the re-

maining 10 being either hypertrophy or hypertrophic

elongation of the uterine neck.

Among the former the anterior -wall was prolapsed

233 times, and in only five instances the neck was not

displaced.

iProlapse of both the anterior and posterior walls took

place 203 times, while prolapse of the uterus with that of

the anterior wall alone occurred 75 times. These statis-

tics, wh'cli will probably not be altered considerably by

enlarging their number, go to show that prolapse of the

anterior as well as the posterior wall of the vagina

phi}" a considerable part in the development of ut'iiine

d sio:-ation! And that is the reason why surgeons op-

erating on these sections of the vagina have been, as a

rule, more sucsessful than those which attacked other

portions of the external genital apparatus.

The reason, however, why so many failed in accom-
plishing their object must be souglit in the fact that

sjrsreons have generally not taken into consideration

the important point, that there exists not only disloca-

tion, bu]t, to an eminent degree, excessive amount of

tissue wherever prolapse has taken place. The first

who removed out of tlie way this hypertrophied mass

by a sort of true operative instinct, was Dr. Sims, fol-

lowed by Dr. Emmet, and this is one reason why their

operations have usually been successful.

The only' objection it have against their mode of pro-

ceeding is this : it requires a protracted operation, and
can only be performed by those few men who are in

the true sense of tlie word surgeon-gynaecologists.

itfow it is my opinion that a specialist has two duties

to perform: first to develop his respective branch of

both science and art by taking it out of the hands of the

general practitioner, to bring it by undivided attention

to as high a degree of perfection as h's gifts permit him
to do, and then to hand back the practical results in

such a shape that the medical profession at large may
scatter the fruits of his researches among mankind.
The plan which I propose as a substitute lias the great

advantage of simplicity, requiring only a short time and
only a very small amount of surgical skill for its per-

formance. It is based on the views exposed in this pa-

per. I simply propose to remove ail of the prolapsed

anterior or posterior wall by scissors, and unite the raw-

surfaces by sutures. To do this safely I have construct-

ed an instrument which I have found to answer the

purpose thoroughly. The instrument itself is not a

new invention in all its features, but only a modification

of E'cord's clamp for the operation of phimosis adapted

to the shape and size of the prolapsed vagina.

The first time I performed the

operati(>n was on iMay 10th of this

V'ear, and the patient an inmate of

the German Hospital, named Joanet

Peusens, a stout, large woman, 43

years of age. She had given birth to

a child six years ago, and been a suf-

ferer ever since. Tne bearing down
and dragging pains in the pelvis in-

terfered at last so much with her oc-

cupation as cook, that she declared

herself willing to submit to any kind

of treatment which promised relief.

Upon examination the uterus was
found retroverteJ, and the neck near

the vulvar orifice. Protruding from

tills I found a large poriion of the

anterior wall of the vagina consider-

ably hardened and thickened. She
was placed on the left .side, the duck-

bill speculum introduced, and the

operation performed, which compris-

ed three different acts, namely, 1st,

The application of seven silver wires;

2d, The clipping off of the prolapsed

portion ; and, 3d, The twisting of the

wires.

Before adapting the instrument, I

marked the site of the sphincter of

the bladder by a pin passed through

the mucous membrane, and seized

all that part of the vagina located

between this point and the uterine

neck. After the prolapsed portion

had been cut away, tliere was con-

si lei-able oozing of blood, which could,

how-ever, be controlled easily by a

firm compression of the clamp, ellect-

ed by the lightening of a screw at the farther end

of the instrument. A small artery which bled con.-ider-

ably, just at tlie anple of the cut where it joins the

neck of the womb, was secured by a ligature.

The patient was kept in bed for a fortnight, the su-

tures having been removed on the sixth day. Tw'enty-

two days after this operation she was subjected to a

careful examination, when it was found that there ex-

isted no longer prolapse, the womb being considerably

higher up in the pelvis, and most of the anterior wall

of the vagina in its natural relations. I remarked,

however, that the urethro-vaginid septum was much
thicker than it ought to be, with a tendency lo show
outside. I therefore removed this small section in the

same manner as related above, after having applied

four sutures. A fortnight afterwards the parts were
found to be in a very sati.^-factory condition. The ]ia-

tient had, however, begun to show signs of disease of

the stomaoh soon after the first operation, which were
at first relieved, but at last assumed again such a severe

character that I was no longer in doubt with regard to

the development of organic disease of this organ,

and she died, in the latter part of June, from a rapidly

developed cancer of the stomach and intestines.

The second case was that of ilrs. iilary Forbes, aged
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47 years, a native of Scotland. She wa? brought to

my oltice for cunsultation by Dr. Griswoki, wlion I

found that tliere existed a ruptured perina?um, complete

prolapse, with hypertrophy of the anterior wall of the

vafjiua, which had carried down a thickened and
indurated neck to near the external orifice. Here was
a condition of things which demanded three diflVrent

operation^, namely, removal ofthe neck, perinajorrhaphia,

and an operation on the anterior wall of the vagina. I

decided to perform the latter, in order to see how the

operation would work under these unfavorable circum-

stances. It was performed, with the assistance of Dr.

Griswold and Dr. Mackenzie, on the 19th of May.
During the progress of my first operation I expected to

cut away pe.rt of the bladder, because we are constantly

taught that the substance of that portion of iho vagina

which is prolapsed consists of the enlarged base of the

bladder, and great was my astonishment upon finding

that no trace of the latter could be detected in the re-

moved portion. On this occasion I attempted to test

this question thoroughly, fearing no ill efl'ects from the

removal of a piece of the bladder, since the sutures for

the closure of this vesico-vaginal h.-tula are already in

place before ihe cut is being made. I therefore pulled

out with a Muscaux's forceps as much as I could get

between and in front of the clamp—a piece two-and-a

half inches in length and nearly two inclies wide.

After its removal I was astonished to find that I had

not opened the bladder, but only cut away a thin sec-

tion of its outer coat, as I found afterwards by the aid of

the microscope. Here again a small artery near the

uterine neck began to bleed, and was readily secured.

During the next few days following the operation

the patient had vesical tenesmus, and the urine had to

be removed a few times by the catheter. The irritation,

probably the result of a partial cystitis, yielded, however,

very soon, .ind the patient made a prompt recovery.

On the 28th of September it was also found neces-

sary to remove the thickened urethro-vaginal septum,

which was done in the manner described above.

I examined Mrs. Forbes again on the first of this

month. 'Ihe patient expressed her satisfaction with

and gratitude for the results of the operation. She is

now able to perform her duties aliout the house with-

out inconvenience, which she had not been able to do

for the last eight years. There exists yet the ruptured

perinaium ; the neck is considerably enlarged, but no

longer near the outlet. No prolapse of the vagina can

be perceived ; the only difference from a naluial con-

figuration of the vagina which can be detected is found

in the fact that its anterior section is even now convex

instead of straight or slightly concave. The centre of

the cicatrix can he felt to the distance of about one
inch as a tldck solid scar.

I will here state that the remark of Dr. Emmet, that

one cause of the failures of operations performed uiih

a view to shnrlen the lateral diameter of the vagina, was
owing to the fact that sutures would not stand the

stretch necessary to produce sufficient tension on the

walls of the vagina, but tear out, is perfectly true. In

this instance the central sutures gave way in a few

days, but the wound healed by granulation, and the

cicatrix is now harder and firmer than it would have

been if the edges had become united by first intention.

This would certainly prove a great inoonvenienee if the

cut should open the bladder. But from my, though lim-

ited,experience it would seem impossible to cut into the

bladder when performing resection of the vagina. Should

this accident ever happen, I would make incisions

laterally- into the vaginal tissue to relieve the tension.

While preparing this paper and reading up the liter-

ature of the subject, I found that Dr. Sims had once

performed a similar operation. Even his first attempt

to relieve prolapse consisted in cutting away the hyper-
trophied anterior wall of ihe vagimi. He was ecpially

surprised to find the bladder intact. His p:itient was
entirely cured. From what I read between the lines I

am inclined to believe that the hemorrhage in this ease,

or the dread of profuse bleeding in future operations,

had deterred him from attempting' it again. I learn

from Dr. Thomas that he assisted in a similar attempt

by another surgeon, and in this instance, although the

sphere of the operation did not leach by far what is

achieved by my procedure, was so learfid that no second
operation lias been attempted. Iff am well informed,

Dr. Nott has clipped off portions of the vagina by his

fcraseur, a proceeding wiiich coul 1 only be applied to

the removal of small sections. With the instrument

before you the operation is compl 'te and perfecily safe,

and so simple that, every physician who has ever

handled a needle and a pair of scissors can perform it

with the greatest ease.

As to its results I will say nothing as yer. The two
oases on which 1 have operated have been satisfactory as

far as they go, and it stands to reason that a part which
is cut away can no longer prolapse out of the vagina.

CASE OF PARTIAL TEMPORARY BLIND-
NESS.

By RICHARD H. DERBY, M.D.,

OPHTHALMIC SOTtGEON TO THE DEini.T AND NEW YORK DISPENSARIES

;

LATE ASSISTANT OF PROF. VON GUAEFE, IN BERLIN.

Miis. D., aged about 30, consulted me on the morning
of the 25th of October, on account of a sudden delect

of vision. At breakfast she had felt perfectly well,

and noticed nothing abnormal about her eyes. At 11

o'clock she attempted to sew, but on trying to thread

the needle she fuund that she saw its point but not the

head. All objects in tlie room afipeared to have lost

their right halves. I saw the patient a few minutes

after the attack, and found the following condition :—
Oc. utr. Emmetropia. Ri;jht cy<'. vision 1 ; left eye,

vision J; accommodation normal; M 10 inches; slight

ilynamical divergence, abouj; 8". With li.e ophthalmo-

scope the fundus perfectly normal.

An examination of the visual fields revealed a nearly

.symmetrical defect in each. The liekls of vision were
both limited by a line running nearly vertic;dly, and
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close to the line of equal division. To the right of this

line, on both eye>. the field faileH. A visiting: card

was held at a distance of ten inches before each eye

successively, and the patient directed to look fixedly

at a small cn^ss thereon. The card was then seen as

given in the diagram.

This aftection of the vision lasted about twenty min-

utes, and «'as then followed by severe headache, dizzi-

ness, arid nausea ; the latter symptoms lasting until late

in the at'ternoon. On the following d;iy there was no

trace of Umitation of tlie visual fields. The patient

told me that she had repeatedly had such attacks as this

before, and that they invariably assumed the same form
;

that as soon as slur noticed this afiection of her eyes

she was prepared for a severe s;ck-headache. From
Dr. Draper, her attending physician, and through whose

kindness I was allowed to sec the case, I learned that

she had at times had distinct epileptiform afacks.

Forster* describes an afiection of h's own eye?, under

the name Amaurosis partialis fu^'ax, which was evi-

dently identical with the present case. The condition

lasts, he savs. usually about twenty minutes and then

disappears, leaving no trace behiml. He says further,

that before ilie iihysician can reach the patient the

trouble has entirely passed away, and tljat all we know
of this form of amaurosis has been gained from scienti-

fic men. who have bad an opportunity to observe it

upon themselves. In the literature such cases have

been reported by Wol'.aston, Brewster. Airy. Listing,

Ruete. and Czermak.
In FOrster's case he noticed, while readir.g, on each

eye a small central scotoma. In a few minutes the

defect had changed its position. Then it gradually in-

creased in extent, and its edges began to scintillate

(flimnierii). In less than half an hour the phenomenon
had entirely disappeared. Xausea, general Si^ns? of

malaise, and severe headache foUowed this disturbance

of vision, as in our own case.

It is ]irobable that this afi" -ction had a cerebral origin,

in the casa we have considered, and did not proceed from

the optic nerv;'. Theophtiialmoscope, asis usual in these

cases, revealed absolutely no change in the fundus.

A CLINICAL LECTURE.

Bt PnoF. JAMES E. WOOD, M D., LL.D.,

BEIXXTTE HOSPrTAL, XOT. 4, 1S71.

1. LrrnoTOMT.

Gestlemes:—This little boy is two years and nine

months old. Every time he micturates—and that is

very often—he cries with pain, especially while pass-

in" the last few drops ofurine. He is emaciated, nerv-

ous, uneasy. He has acquired a habii of crossing his

legs in a fashion that is peculiar and characteris if-. He
clutches his prepuce and pul's away at it frantically, and

in that way he has elongated his foreskin half an inch.

Some time" ago he was observed to pass mucus with his

water, and of late he voids Mood mucis and urine to-

gether. .Now, gentlemen, what ails this Ittle fellow?

The question is of vital importance to him, for unless he

finds speedy rehef he is likely to waste away and die.

The symptoms direct suspicion to the urinary appara-

tus, and especially to the bladder. He has pain on mic-

turition. But this, you say, might be due to some

lesion of the urethra." True; but now you have to ex-

plain the fact that pain is greatest when the act of mic-

turition is about ending. What organ is undergoing a

change at that lime? \Vhy, the Madder, and that only.

» Siiznnssbericht dcr ophthalmologischen Gesellschaft im Jahre

1S«9. Zehendcr, p. 424.

The bladder is contracting to expel the urine, and pre-

sumably it contracts upon some hard s:ib~t.ince that

causes pain. So we are warranted in our indictment

of the bladder. Xow let us bring it to trial. One point

of evidence vre have alrealy examined, nam -ly, the

pain, and that isfo.indto tell strongly on the side of the

prosecution. Kext, tie crossing ot ihe !e^s is corrobo-

rative—reflex action from cystic irritation. Then, what
about the tugging at the prepuce? Well, we often

find, clinically, that in cystic derangements the pain is

referred to the end of the penis. Finally, the blood and
mucus are. at any rate, quite as Ukely to come from the

bladder as from any other source. So we are lorc-d to

believe that the bladder is the culprit, and that it is

guilty of containing some liard, foreign bo ly, probably

a stone. But stop; bs-f.jre announcing tiie verdict, let

us have the testimony of an expert. I pass this expe-

perienced sound down into the bladiier, an^l now, if

you sit very quiet, you can have audible confirmation

of your opinion. Hear it! clink, cUnk—that metalhc

ring of the instrument, as it strikes against the calc.dus

in the b'.ad Jer. The diagnosis is established. Xow, be-

fore we go anv farther, let me whisper in your ears a

little green-room " catch." When the professor of sur-

gery has asked you tiie .symptoms of vesical calculus,

and vou have des'ribed them as we have made tliCm

out here, he will say, " Very well, sir ; but here is an

old man who has no stone in his bladder, and yet he is

troubled with frequent and painful micturition, and,

moreover, he is much given to pulling at the bead of his

penis; how can yon explain his performances?" \\ ell,

gintlemen, you will at once suspect that the poor old

gentleman lias prostatic enlargement, i'. f , a hypertrc-

phied middle lobe of the prostate, scting r.s a ball-valve

at the outlet of the bladder. You will remark ihat the

old patient pulls at his urethra, not at the end of mictu-

rition, but when he is about to attempt urinating, as if

to .straighten out the obstructed canal, and tha', as mic-

turition advances, the pain is lessened You will insist

upon passing your finger into the rectum to feel for

this enlarged prostate body, for it is not a gland, it is

a muscle. The third lobe, by the way, does not exist

at all normally. Finally, you will pass a catheter of

good large curve into the lladder. empty it, and thus

give the old man a few hours of elysian comfort. In

that way you will make out a differential diagnoses,

and ' pass " your professor.

To return' to our little patient. He has a stone in

h'S bladder, which must be taken out in order to save

his life. It must be cut out, for hthotriiy and chemi-

cal solvents a-e not to be thought of in a ca^e like this.

It must be cut out through the perineeum, for that is

the only route 1 y which we can reach the bladder

in children wiihout jeopardin<r the peritonaeum and

other important structures. We must enter the Llad-

der through the prostate body. If we cut anterior to

the membranous portion of the uretl-.ra, we slia'l en-

danger the bulb with its arteries, etc. ; if behind the

prostate, we do fatal m'schief to peritonseum, seminal

vesicles, rectum, etc. ; if either side of it, we go wan-
dering ofi' among vital organs in search of what we are

not likely ever to find. We must then cut through the

prostate" bo ly; or rather through its pericaip, so to

I

speak, for the parenchyma of this organ is scarcely

more than rudimentary in so young a child.

How shall we reach "the prostate ? Now, gentlemen, I

am not g<img to tell you this inorning the history of

operative htholomy, although the subject is exceed-

inely interesting. You can find a fuU account of the

various operations that hive been devised, in ancient

and mediaeval times, in Chelius' Surgery. Sufiice for

our present purposes that we have a choice of three
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modes of entering the pcrlnaeum. FWM, we may make
an incision along the median raphf, m front of tlic

anus, comparable to the Marian operation; or, we
may begin our incision at the niphe a half-inch be-

hind the scrotnni, and carry it obliquely outward to

the left, to a point midway between the anus and the

tuber ijchii. Or finally, we may begin midway between
the anus and the right tuber ischii, and sweep around
behind the scrotum as before, to midway between the

anus and the left tuber i-chii.

The fir>t is the median operation ; the second, the

lateral operation; the third, the bilateral operation.

We might mention also the medio-bilateral opera-

tion, Allastor's median operation, Buchanan's opera-

tion, Sir Wihiiun Ferguson's operation, and others.

All are excfllent, and sanctionid by the higliest au-

thorities. You sh.iU see them all before ihe end of my
lecture sea.son. The median is a very safe operation,

and quite suitable for the removal of a small calculus.

Some of yon saw me last winter remove in this way a

piece of whalelioiie boug'e which had s'ipped up into

the bladder. The lateral opera' ion htis its merits lilce-

wi-e. But in the cnse of this little fellow, I shiill pro-

ceed to the bilateral operation, which enables us to cut

the prostate in its longest diameter, and places us in

the best position for dealing with a large calcidns, in

ca-e we (mi. one too large to be removed by either of
the other operations.

Now the little patient is ether'zed, we lay him on
his back, with his buttocks at the ediie of the table,

and an ass'stant on each side flexes the legs and thiglhs.

I pass in a grooved staff—as large as the urethia will

allow—and my assistant holds it firmly in an upright

position. Then I carry the forefinger of my left hand
into the rectum, for t^be protection of that important
organ. Now I make the crescentic sweep of the bis-

tomy, whicii I described a moment ago. The bleeding
is slight, for I have divided only one artery—the trans-

versa perineal. The point of ray knite has found tlie

stafl" in the membranous portion of the urethra, and
my assistant assures me that he feels distinctly the

grating together of the two instrumen's. Notice how
I have carried my incision upwards behind the pubcs.

That is because I am dealing with an infant. Remem-
ber that in young childien the bladder is always cocked
up in the abdomen, behind and aliove the symphysis
pubis. Now I take out my knife, and insert this

double-edg'd probe-poinfed instrument, known in the
shops as " Wood's Bisector." The beak is engaged
in the groove of the staff. I take the stalf in my left

hand, depress it towards the scrotum, carry my bisec-

tor along the groove, and a gush of mine informs me
that I have reached the bladder. Withdrawing the
bisector, I immediately carry in my fon finger, touch
the stone, remove the staff, introduce a forceps, grasp
the calculus, gently withdraw it, and here if. is—

a

rounded mulberry ealcuhis, lialfan incli long. Ijudse
by its shape that it has no (ello'.v in the bladder, and
my finger assures me that the bladder is now emptv.
I apply a lint-dres-ing moistened with c ilute caibolic

acid, and send the patient away to be put to lied.

Some of you smiled when I called f >r the carbolic acid,

and I hear it wdiispered that Professor Wood swears
by- carbolic acid. No, gentlemen ; I don't swear by
carbolic acid— 1 swear not at all—but I do certainly

believe that it is invaluable as an antiseptic ; and for

confirmation of my belief I only ask you to go into

my wards where it is used freely, and then into other
warils where it is not, and compare the results ob-
tained in each case.

I dill not inject the bladder before operating; I rarely

do, although I prefer to have the bladder partially

filled with fluid, and therefore, when it is practicable,

I require the patient to retain his urine for a couple of
hours before being placed upon the operaling-iable.

An inexperienced surgeon had betti-r inject the bladder,

rather than operate while it is empty.
I did not tie a catheter in the wound, to be left

there 48 hours, more or less. This used to be thought
requisite in order to prevent the urine from reaching
the wounded tissues. But the practice w'as found to

be ineffectual and a source of irritatinn. The urine

will trickle out beside the catheter. Sometimes I

leave one in for a few hour.', to jirevent a copious flow
of urine over the newly-glazed surfaces

; but even this

is hardly worth while.

In conclusion, gentlemen, let me urge upin you the

importance of making yourselves thorougidy funiliar

with the anatomy of the perina?um before undertaking
anj' of these operations. A tliorou;;h anatomist can
opera'e with comparative safety nndtrany circumstan-

ces, and with almost any instrument. A weak anato-
nust is likely to blunder into irreparable mischief You
saw that my assistant, Prcifcisor Sayre, held Ihe staff

firmly and correctly, but we are not always so fortu-

nate. Three yeais ago. Sir Henry Thom.pson invited

me to see him operate for stone, in Universitv Hospi-
tal, London. In the course of the operation, just at the

critical moment, the assistant, anxious to witiK^ss the

proceeding, leaned forward, and let the staff slip from
its place. All was chaos. What did the great surgeon
do in this great emergency? He calndy cut down
amtomically to the bladder, completed his operation,

and then said quietly, "Gentlemen, this is a very instruc-

tive operation ; we have reached the bladder without
a staff, removed the stone, and the patient will get well."

2. XECROTO.Mr. M.\N, JET. 'lO.

Gentlemen, some of you remember this man. He
came into my clinique la'^t winter, suffering from atro-

cious facial neuralgia. All manner of therapeutic agen-
cies had been tried in vain. His sufferings were abso-
lutely unendur.djle. You recollect the operation which
I then performed. I made a ( rescentic incision below
and parallel to the inferior border of the orbit, from the

inner to the outer canihus, and another from the mid-
dle of this, perpendicular to it, and running nearly to

the vermilion border of the lip, without opening the

buccal cavity. I then dissected up the flaps, and
brought into view the superior maxillary nerve us

it emerged from the infraorbital foramen. This I broke
up as tlioronghly as possible. I even dissected out the
terminal fibrilla; as far as I could reach. This portion

of the superior maxillary nerve presented an appear-
ance not uidike the cauda equina of the spinal cord.

I then opened the antrum of Higlimore with a large

trephine, and with a strong sci.*sors separated the su-

perior maxillary nerve from its connection with the

orbital plate of the superior maxillary bone. I next
perforated the posterior wall of the antrum with a

small trephine, and then chiselled out a perpendicular
portion of bone above the openinj made b}' the tre-

phine. The posterior orbital portion of the superior

maxillary nerve was thus permitted to drop down
into the antrum, and the nerve was now afcessible

all the way from the foramen rotundiim of the sphe-
noid through the spheno-maxillary fissure to its point
of exit on the face. With a pa'r of curved .=cii;,sors I

reached in behind Meckel's ganglion and divided the
nerve close to the foram'-n rotundiim. On withdraw-
ing the severed portion of the net ve-trunk, I found that

a portion of the ganglion of Meckel wa.s connected with
it, thongli internal to the nerve. Fina'ly I broke up the

g.inglioii with a blunt instrument. This concluded the
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first operation ; and the patient was immediately re-

lieved from pain. There ivas little ground for hoping,

however, that the cure would prove permanent. The
operation which I have described has been performed
several times, since its introductionby Dr. Carnochan,
and, if the truth were known, I question whether a

single case of permanent cure could be cited. I per-

formed the operation on a lady from 2Sew Jersey a

short lime previous to my ojjeration on this man, and as

yet she has had no recurrence of pain in the region

supplied bj' tlie superior maxillary, but she has been
troubled with pain—slight, however—in the lower jaw.

This patient enjoyed a few months of re.^pite from
suftering, and then came trouble in the lower jaw. A
second operation was demanded. I trephined the in-

ferior maxilla and e.Nsected the nerve. Furthermore,
I introduced a curved bistoury into the patient's

mouth, flatwi-e, on my finger beneath the mucous
meiiibrane, engaged its point in the inferior dental

foramen, and thoroughly broke up the nerve where
it entered the bone. The patient was again entirely

relieved for a time. But his happiness was very
brief. In a few weeks he came back suffering as badly
as ever; and the first operation ever performed in this

badly constructed, this disgracefully contrived amphi-
theatre, was this poor fellow's third experience in neu-
rotomy. This time I divided all the branches of the
trifacial on both sides at their points of emergence
about the face. On the left side I plunged a knife in at

the point where I had removed the disk of hone from
the wall of the antrum, and cut the nerve-twigs in

every direction. I divided the nerves at the supraorbi-

tal, infraorbital, mental, and inferior dental foramina,

on both sides, with a view to cutting off all the con-
nections of nerves on opposite sides. He went away
relieved from pain.

But here he is again, imploring me to operate for the

fourth time. His pain is in the lower jaw, on the left

side ; so I pass my bistoury into his mouth and sever
the nerve as it is about entering the inferior dental
canal. I have already explained the operation to you.
There ! I ai-k him if he suffers anj' pain now, and you
hear his answer, 'No." Tou remark the changed ex-
pre.ssion of his face. Fiom looking the most miserable
of men, he now appears the happiest. This man has no
dread of the knife ; on the contrary, he holds it a luxury
to be cut. ["Yes. I do! "] Now, gentlemen, explain

this case to me. What ails this man ? Who of you will

be pioneers in this wilderness of neurotic afiections ?

There are men who tel! you that it is idle f-^r you to

lo ik towards making orii;inal investigations that will

be of any value to the proiession. Do not believe them,
gentlemen. Every new fact in science suggests a mul-
titude of others yet to be estabhshed. I coun.sel you,
then, apply yourjelve* with energy to the work of ex-
tending the boundaries of experimental knowledge,
and rest assured that you will be successful exactly in

propoi'lion to the skill and fidelity with which you
toil. Find out the I'ac's relating to these neuroses.
Tell us about tetanus; what is its pathologv? Why
is it indigenous, so to speak, in certain localities

—

S:iQolk Co'jnty. L. I , for instance. I know a medical
practitioner residing on ihe east end of Long Island,

who chanced, while stepping about in his stockings, to

run a brad into his foot. He knew too well how such
injuries wet e wont to terminate in that region of coun-
trj' ; so. almost speechless with terror, he sprang upon
a horsi and lode lor his life out of the county. A rail-

way triin overtook li m. He jumped on board and
hurried t : New York lor surgical advice. I saw liiin

at once; he had tetanus aheady—but it was hysterical

tetanus! and he got well.

But tell me, some of you, What is the pathologic a
distinction between hysterical, idiopatliic, and irauniatic

tetanus? You don't know? and nobody can tell you?
Well, then, go to work and find out for yourselves.

Ucports of i^ospitftls.

MANHATTAN EYE AND E-A.R HOSPITAL.

A CASE OF IRTDOTOMY AND A CASE OF
CATARACT EXTRACTION. FOLLOWED BY
SEVERE PULMONARY INFLAMMATION.

Reported by DAVID WEBSTER, M.D.,

HOUSE SCBGEON TO THE HOSPITAI..

Case I.—Service of Dr. Roosa. John P., Irishman, aged

48; admitted May 25, 1871.

Diagnosis: E. E., closure of pupil from old inflam-

mation
;
L. E.. general opacity of cornea, and previous

iridectomy.

About three and a half years ago the left eye of the

patient was wounded by a blow of a pick used for

loosening earth. The result was total leucoma with
synechia anterior of the injured eye, and complete
closure of the pupil of the other eye by s\mpathetic
inflammation.

May 27.—Iridotomy. A Graefe's narrow knife,

used in cataract extractions, was cairied through the

cornea, the anterior chamber, and the iris. Afier sev-

eral inefiectiial attempts. Dr. Roosa succeeded in draw-
ing out a small piece of the brittle iris witli the iri-

dectom}' forceps, by placing the blades parallel to the

surface of Ihe cornea, and cut it off with the scissois.

A bubble of air and some blood were left in the anterior

chamber. A four-grain solution of sulphate of atropine

was instilled, and Dr. Agnew's black silk dressing ap-
plied.

May 30.—The patient had a cough set in several

days before the operation. It is now very troublesome
and distressing. Pulse, 90; re-piration, 25. Com-
plains of pain, substernal and in left side. On auscul-

tation and percussion no evidences of pneumonia were
discovered ; but thei e were moist rales in both lungs.

An expectorant mixture was prescribed, and a large

mustard plaster to left side of chest.

June 1.—Dr. Shultze was asked to examine the pa-

tient's chest, and diagnosticated pneumonia of the left

loner lobe. He advised a large mustard plaster to

chest, and nitrate of soda internally every two hours.

June 2.—The patient has active delirium
;

pulse,

100. Ice wrs applied to his head.

June 10.—The delirium continued three or four days,

and other symptoms proportionately severe; but with
miik and whiskej', or beef-tea, every three hours, and
careful hygienic treatment, the patient soon began
rapidly to recover. It was impossible to keep his eye
shaded during his delirium ; but the room was kept
moderately darkened, and atropine was frequently

dropjied into his eye.

He was discha; ged at this date, counting fingers at

six feet, having been in the hospital 16 days.

Some wei ks later we were informed by his friends

that he could see to make his way about alone with
ease, and tliat he could almost see to read.

Case II.—Service of Dr. Roosa. William K., Irish-

man, aged 5G, operated September 13, 1871. by cornea
flap extraction downwiirds, with Beer's knife, under
ether. It was thought that the iris was cut at the

emergence of the knife, and an iridectomy was per-
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formetl. Some blood was left in the anterior cliaiiiber

;

no vitreous was lost, and no accident attended tin-

operation. The ordinary flannel retentive bandage was
applied over both eyes.

Sept. 14.—Patient has e.xperienced no pain in eye
since operation, and expresses his fears that it is a

"dead bate." The bandage was removed, and atro-

pine instilled without opening the' eye. There was
very little secretion, arul the lids were looking healthj'.

The eye was very carefully cleaned with warm water,

and the bandage reapplied. This was repeated on the

IGth, and again on the 18th, at which time the eye
was first opened ; everything looked I'avorable.

Si'pt. 20.—The patient had some pain in his eye last

nijht, and a severe attack of c.iughing and dyspnoea.

His breathing is accompanied by loud whistling sounds,

whicli, on auscultation, are heard through all the 1 irgcr

tubes, so as to mask any other sounds which maj' be

present. Pulse and heart's action exceedingly irregular,

and considerably accelerated. IJ. Iloffnuui's anodyne.

Sept. 22.—Bandage removed and shade substitute I.

Pupil black; a fine iridectomy; very httle injection of

blood-vessels ; patient counts fingers and recognizes

watch. R. Atrop. ter die.

The musical rales are much less, and the presence

of subcrepitant rule=, w-ith coarse and fine bubbling

sounds, shows that the patient has capillary bronchitis

of both lungs. R. Potass, iod. gr. v. ter die.

Sept. 23.—Patient seems rather worse, but his "ej'e

is still doing perfectly well. Whiskey, % ss., with
milk, 3 iss., three times a day ordered, and the patient

to be kept in bed. Also R. Syr. ipecac. 3 ss. ; tinct.

opii camph., 3 iss. M. One tea.spoonfnl to be taken

three times a day.

Sept. 25.—The notass. iod. stopped, and the other me-
dicine continued.

Sept. 2(5.—The patient called attention to a tumor
situated below the diaiihragm, and extending from the

region of the liver three or four inches to the left of

the median line; flat on percussion, and tender on
pressure. He had never noticed it before. The sur-

geons were unanimous in the opinion that the tumor
consisted of an enlarged liver. He affirms that he
never drank spirits regularly, or in the morning before

breakfast. He had chills and fever when a youth in

Ireland.

Appetite tolerably good ; bowels regular, but dejec-

tions of a pale ash color. R. Acid, nitro-muriatic. gtts.

V. ter die, and the chest to be p;iinted with tinct. io Jine.

Oct. 1.—Much improved. Allowed to walk out.

Oct. 3.—A S3-stol;c mminur shows organic disease of
the heart. The upper lobe of the left lung is decidedly

emphysematous, a condition which is probably due to

tlie e.xistence of capillary bronchitis, and which maybe
expected to pass away with the latter.

The general condition of the patient being much bet-

ter, he was discharc^ed.

V.=J, with -1-4 for the distance, and with -f- 2+,

reads Jaeger No. 11 at one foot.

Sixteen days after leaving the h0spit.1l, this patient

died, while under the care of Dr. E, S. Bates. The
imtuediate cause of his death was general dropsy from
the disea-e of his heart and liver.

We consider the two cases leporled above as re-

markable f. om two points of view :—First, they are

the only cases on the hospital records in which severe
lung complications have occurred durin? convalescence
from delicate and important oper.itions upon the eye;
second, contrary to what one would naturally expect,
the convalescence of the eye was not interfered with
in either case; and the success in the iridotoray case was
greater than was expected.

It is believed that the pneumonitis in the one case,

and the capillary bronchitis in the other, may have been
traumatic, and caused by the irritating effects of ether

upon lungs already rendered abnormally sensitive by
an ordinary bionchitis in the former, and by a cold

caught by fjiking a warm bath the day before the oper-

ation, with subsequent careles.suess on the part of the

patient, in the latter.

progress of iHcDical Science.

A Case of E.\rlt Pregxanct.—William McCol-
lom, M.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., reports the ftVIowing

case:—Jane F., single, born iu Vermont, of .-American

parentage, was reared in poverty until adopted by a
respectable family in easy circumstances, at tlie age of
eleven years. About this time, and soon after she

entered upon her eleventh year, she reached puberty,

and menstruated regularly up to the time of concep-
tion, which occurred in the early part of the month of
March, 18G4, after intercourse with an old sinner sixty

years of age. Her age at the time she conceived was
twelve years and nine months, and at ihc time of her
confinement. at full term, December KHh, 1SG4, thirteen

years and six months. She was at this lime a bright,

active girl, with a childish face, and with a mind cor-

responding with her years; but in other respects had
a womanly development, weighing about ninety-five

pounds, with well-developed pelvis, full rounded limbs,

and finely developed mamma?.
I was in attendance soon afier the commer,.'cment of

labor, at five o'clock p.m. The pains were regular, with
brief intervals of rest, gradufUy increasing lU severity.

On making an examination, found the os dilated to ad-

mit the point of index finger. After an hour and a
half had elap.»ed she was suddenly seized, without pre-

monitory symptoms, with quite severe epilcptilbrm

convulsions, immediately followed by coma and ster-

torous breathing. The pains continued, lessened in

degree offeree, with considerable regularity. She was
bled in the arm, and kept under chloroform until labor

was sufficiently advanced to allow me to apply the

forceps at thiee o'clock .*.M. I delivered her, without
difficnlty, of a living girl, which weighed six pounds
and eight ounces. Afler the delivery of the child she
coniinued in an unconscious comatose state until nine
o'clock the ne.xt morning, when she gradually emerged
from it, and made, together wit'n the child, a good re-

covery. She liad an abundant lacteal secretion, and
nursed the child. She h.id no return of the eclampsia
after an hour from the first seizure. The urine was
not tested for albumen or casts ;

but she had at no time
previous or subsequent to labor symptoms of urKinia.

Cakboltc Acid ix Intermittent Fevsr.—L. P. Yan-
dell, Jr., M. D., Louisville, Ky. (A m. F •actihoner), after

having experimented with carbolic : Ai, according to

Treulich's plan, upon between forty and filty patients

with intermittent fever, asserts that only two reported

themselves cured ; several imagined themselves some-
what benefited, but certainly in almost all there was no
perceptible effect produced. His experience with car-

bolic acid leads him to class it, in point of efficacy, with
corn-meal, table-salt, lemons, coffee, spiders, spider-

web, and the myriad other ague-cures of domestic

medicine, all of which have sometimes broken up in-

termittent fever. The only modern substances for

quinine, wliicli in his hands have proved worthy of

commendation, are sulphate of cinchona and salicine,

both of which are reliable ant'periodics. Next to
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these is a powder consistinpr of lour grains of alum and
three crains of the diied sulphate of iron, giveu thrice

da:ly for seven to fourteen days. In c'.irotiic iiiter-

mitlent, this combination is exceedin;;ly efficacious.

Stryclmia has not yielded satisfactory results in his

practice.

Su: PH0-Dix.\TE OF SoDiCM IX Dyspepsia.—Dr. War-
ren, of B ston (Journ. Gyiicecolof/ical Sor.). lias em-
ployed, with great beneiit, the sulpho-bina'.e of sodium
in dy.«pepi-ia, especially ihat accompanying pregnancy.
He gave it in doses of eight grains, three times a day.

Suppositories is the Use of the Pessary.—Dr.

Iqihrairn Cutter, of Woburn. Mass. (Journ. Gyncecohg-
icul Sue), in an excellent article on "Retroversion of

the Uterus," advocates supposiiories of iodoform, grs.

ij. to grs. X. cocoa butter, before or after the use of the

pessaiy, they being useful to allay vagina! iriitalion.

AP0PLE.XY.— L. S. Pilcher, M.D., U.S.A. (Mich. Univ.

ilfd. Journ.), states that the 158 cases of apoplexy
examined by liim warrant the following general state-

ments : 1st,. The tendency of apoplexy is greater

among males than females. 2d. The tendency to apo-
plexy increases at a definite rate, as age advances,
doubling witli each additional decennial period. 3d.
Tlie medullary substance of the cerebral liemispheres

with the corpora striata and tlialami optici is the por-
tion of t'.ie brain in which apoplectic effusions most
commonly occur. 4th. Apoplectic effusions upon the

surface of the brain, of meningeal orign, not traumatic
in their character, are sufficiently common. Tiieir com-
parative frequency is greatest under the age of thirty

years. 5th. That portion of the br;iin sul3stance wliich

forms the parietes of apoplectic cavities is almost in-

variably sof^iened and broken down, as the result of the

violence of the effusion. 6th. Degeneration of the
walls of tlie capillaries of the brain is the only lesion

invariably existing in individuals who have had apo-
plectic effusions. 7th. In a large proportion of cases

this degeneration is excited and acceleniteil by renal
disease, both alone and associated with caidiac hyper-
trophy.

In a large proportion of cases the immediate cause
of rupture of the diseased vessels is their over-disten-
tion, the consequence of cardiac hypertrophy.

PsErDO-MEMER.\Nous Croup.—lu Concluding a paper
on this subject, with report of a fatal case, D. T. Gil-
liam, M.D., of Nelsonville, Oiiio (The Clinic), gives the
following deductions : 1st. Lime-water is of very qiies-

ttonable utility in these cases ; for to be of a strength
sufficient to be o! any appreciable benefit a? a solvent,
it is so irritating to the mucous membrane of tlie air-

passages as to penetrate and extend inflammation
; it

thereby subverts its own ends. 2d. In the natural
order of things, the false membrane is cast off by be-
coming detaclied from the mucous surface, and not by
a process of di-integraticn from without inward, as we
would to effect by the use of lime-water, lact'c acid,

etc. 3d. A remedy to be rational and effectual, must
exercise a soothing influence over the inflamed mucous
membrane, abate inflammation, and hasten the process
of detachment en maxse. 4th. In steam we have the
agent that most nearly approaches to our ideal of the
remedy indicated. It .nets as a poultice to the in-

flamed air-passages, soothing, mollifying, abating the
inflammation, and by its warmth and moist'ire soften-
ing and promoting the eaily detachment of the false

membrane, cth. Tracheotomy should be performed
early, and vaporization kept up continnallv. if life

would be saved
;
but if tracheolomy be not resorted to

in time to save h!c, it shou'd be performed with a view
to euthanasia.

Excisions of the Head of the Femur.— A.sst. Sur-

geon George A. Otis, U. S. A. (Circ. Xo. 2), finds that

there were sixty-three excisions of the head of the

femur performed during our late war. Of these thirty-

two were primary, twenty-two intermediate, and nine

were secondary operations. Forty- eight were per-

formed by Union, and fif een by Confederate surgeons.

In forty-three cases the injuries wereinflicteil by canoi-

dal musket-balls; in twelve by musket-balls the form
of which is not designated.

Of the thirty-two primary excisions, the operations

were performed in every case within twenty-four hours
of the reception of the injury, and in most instances

within two or three houns. Two of the operations

succeedi;d. In the thirty unsuccessful cases, the mean
duration of life alter the operation was a little over

seven days. Tne inajoiity died in two or three days
from shock, one patient surviving sixty days.

Of the twenty-two intermediate excisions, two
resnlted successfully. The shortest interval between
the reception of the injury and the date of operation

was two days ; the longest was twenty-eight days ;
the

average interval was thiiteen and a half days. Of the

nine S/condary excisions, one was successful.

—

Bait.

Med. Journnl.

Typhus .iND Mesingitic Patients.—Dr. A. B. Arnold,

Baltimore, ild. {Bait. Med. Journal), says it is well

known tliat middle-aged persons contribute the majority

of typhus patients. According to Dr. Mnrehison, the

average a2;e of 3 456 cases of typhus admitted into the

London Fever Hospital was 29.33 years of age. On
the other hand, children and very young persons con-

tribute the greatest class of patients in epidemic menin-
gitis. In typhus the temperature of the body attains

its maximum on the fourth day, ranging from 103° to

104°, and in the succeeding days the heat has a regular

rise and fall in the morning and evening. These tlier-

mometrical variations are of course not observed in

epidemic meningitis.

Simple Luxation' of me Semi-Lusar Bone.—

A

case of simple luXMtion of the semi-lunar bone, on the

anterior portion of the right wrist of a sailor, tet. 25
years—an exceedingly rare accident, is reported by C.

Granville Stone, student at the University of Mary-
land.

—

Bait. Med. Journal.

Spirit from Coffee Pulp.—Experiments recently

carried on in India have proved that coffee pulp will

yield, upun distillation, nine per cent, of its own weight
of spirit, equal in strength to Scotch whiskey.

Still another Speculum Vagix.e.—Dr. J. Byrne,
Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y. [Am.
Journ. Obstetrics), has introduced a new self-retaining

speculum, which, as a perineal retractor, is not inferior

to Sims' instrument. It is adapted to both hospital

and piivate practice, and especially the latter, as an
assistant is not required, and the back position is avoid-

ed. This speculum, when ready for use, consists of six

parts or pieces, so arranged that the whole can be in-

stantly pulled asunder and readjusted in a moment,
the object being to make it portaljle ; and, being con-

structed of German silver wire and tubing, is neither

too bulky nor too heavy to carry in a ves;-pocket.

The Introduction of the Speculum.—Dr. Henry
Miller, of Louisville, Ky. (Am. Journ. Obstetrics), says

that the .spi cnlum was not used in his city before the

year 1835, when the late Dr. A. P. Elston brought
one with him from Pari^. Dr. John Sharpless, of

Philadelpliia, informed him that he was the first to

employ the speculum in Philadelphia, in 1S35, when
it met with the ridicule and censure of the highest

medical authorities of that eity. Dr. Sharpless visited
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Paris expressly to qualify himself for this branch of

practice under ihe celebrated M. Ricord, who assure]

liim that iie was tlie first American whom he had
known to provide himself with a speculum before re-

turning home.

SuDDEx Death after Partcritios.—Four unusual

cases of sudden death soon after parturition are related

by Thomas More Maiden, M.D., M.R.I.A., Dublin, in

tlie American. Journal of Obstetrics. He observes that

ihe cause of death in two of these cases is not, as far as

be h awire, mentioned by any other writer on sudilen

death after labor, namely, one from sloughing of the

cervix uteri, the other from rupture of a varicocele of

the left ovarian vein.

Chroxic Ixversiox of the Uterus.—At a recent

meeting of the Gynaecological Society of Boston, the

Secretary read a commuideation from Prof. S. D. Gross,

of Philadelphia, in reference to his suggestion in

" System of Surgery," 18G4, p. 840, in the treatment

of chronic inversion of the uterus: " In reflecting upon
the nature of this affection—inversion of the uterus—it

has occurred to me that the reduction, especially in

cases of long standing, might be greatly expedited by a

slight vertical incision on each side of the neck of the

tumor, where the chief cacse of the difficvilty is situ-

ated, the piinciple being the same as in the operation

for paraphymosis." lie stated that Dr. Emmet, and
Prof. Gaiilard Ti}oma', of New York, and Prof. Henry
Miller, of Louisville, Ky., had not alluded to his sug-

gestion in their valuable articles on the treatment of

inversion of the uterus ; but in the British and For-

eign Medico- C/iiriirr/ical Review, Dr. Barnes, of Lon-
don, said that he had succeeded in one instance in ef-

fecting reduction by the expedient in question. He
made no reference, however, to the writings of Prof.

Grofs, and it is therefore altogether probable that the

suggestion occurred to him independently of any know-
ledge of the paragraph above described. In closing.

Prof. Gross remarked that it had been a source of sur-

prise to him, that the idea had not occurred long ago
to obstetric practitioners.

—

Jour. Gynaicological Societi/.

Iron in Uterine Injections.—In a discussion on
uterine injections, at a late meeting of the New York
Obstetrical SiK-iety (.Im. Journal Obstetric.i), Dr. Noeg-
gerath believed the subsulphate of iron less dangerous
than the sesquichloride, from the use of which he once
occasioned a metro-peritonitis.

Progressive Muscular Atromt.—A ca^e of " Pro-
gressive Muscular Atrophy, Simulating Glosso-Labio-
Laryngeal Paralysis," is related by T. M. B. Cross,

M.D., New York (Journal Psi/chohr/ical Medicine)
;

from whii-h the sulgoined deductions are drawn : The
motor cells are only pai tially involved at the origin of
the facial nerves. The embarrassment in speech arises

from three factors, namely, the weakened tongue, the

paresis of the lips, and the paralysis of tlie soft palate;

these, conjointly reacting upon each other, are the

cause of all t'le difficulty in articulation, and are Ihe re-

sult of the changes taking pla?e in the nuclei of the

hypoglossal and ficial nerves. The diminution in the

electric conlraclility of the tongue is directly caused
by the loss of its muscular fibre, while the fibrillary

j

contractions which are the precursors of atrophv, to-

gether with the loss of power and the lack of dexteiity
j

in performing nice manipulations with the left hanrl,

show very plainly that the disease has already the cervi- '

cal enlargement.

Fatal Reflex Paraltsis from a vSlight Flesh-
Wound OF thi: Neck.—Dr. Benjamin Howard, New

I

York {Journal Psychological Medicine), reports the case I

of a lieutenant with fatal reflex paralysis from a slight

wound, who was wounded at the second battle of
Bull Run, and was found two days afterward where he
fell.

The patient stated that he was wounded in the neck,

and had not been able to move. On examination, a
wound was found, less than half an inch in depth, and
ab:)ut an inch in length, running transversely across

the anterior margin of the left sterno-cleido-mastoideus,

opposite the cricoid cartilage, and apparently com-
pletely anterior to the cour.-e of Ihe phrenic nerve.

No other wound or contusion could be found. The
patient's mind was clear, and he comphiincd of noth-
ing except total inability of motion, which was found
to exist Irom the site of the wound downward.
Owing to the nature of the circumstances, no notes

could he taken on successive days, but he afterward

learned that on the ninth day aftiT receiving the

wound the patient died in an andiulance en route to

Washington. This seems to have been one of those

rare instances in which shock to one of the sympa-
thetic branches produces, through its connections with
the spinal system, paralysis more or less complete at

all points below.

Cerebral Hemorrhage.—Of 229 cases of cerebral

hemorrhage noted by Prof. W. A. Hammond, in his
•' Diseases of the Nervous System," 204 occurred in

persons over 40 years of age. Of these, 172 were be-

tween 40 and 00, 24 between 60 and 70, 5 between
70 and SO, and 3 over 80. Of the 2.5 cases in persons
under 40, 17 were between 30 and 40, 7 between 20
and 30, and 1 under 20. The disease is said to be
certainly more common among men than women,
though other authors have been led to hoM the contra-

ry opinion.

—

Journal of Psychohtgiral Medicine.

ilANAGEMENTOF EpiLEFSY.—Dr. Brown -Scquard rec-

ommends, in the treatment of epilepsy, the following

combination of the bromides of ammonium and potas-

isum : IJ. Potassii iodidi, 3j.; Pota-iS. bicarb. 3ij.;

Potassii bromidi, ?]. ; Ammonii bromidi, 3 iiss. ; Inf.

columbie, % vj.

S. A te.ispoonful before each of the three meals, and
three teaspoonfuls at bedtime, with a little water.

Dr. Robert Bartholow's {Fisk Fund Prize Essay)
plan of treatment consists in giving a powder, contain-

ing two scruples of bromide of potassium dissolved in

water, three limes a day, and after the cessation of the
paroxysms a drachm dose at bedtime only. It is now
well known that a patient cannot omit his dose for a
single day without danger of having the attacks return,

and he cannot be considered exempt until he has passed
two years without a convulsive seizure.

To prevent the development of biomism Brown-
Sequard is in the habit of combining arsenic with the
biomide of potassium. Since using this combination,
he has not observed so much the debility caused by its

prolonged administration. The use of iron, sirychnia,

the hypophosphites, is also indicated to maintain the
health of epileptics during a course of bromide of po-
tassium. The hygienical means consist of abundant
food, wine, out-door employment, and a careful regu-
lation of the moral life.

STRYcnNi.v IN Hypodermic Medication.—Dr. R. A.
Vance, of N. Y. {Med. World), says that the solution

of sirychnia, for hj'podermic medication, which his ex-
perience has taught him to consider best is one contain-

ing a grain of the drug to one drachm of water; the
solution being effected by the addition of a small quan-
tity of dilute acetic acid. Ilis formula is the following

:

I?. Strychniaj sulph. gr. i. ; Acid. acet. dil. HI. i.
;

Aquse ad 3 i. M. S. Ft. sol.
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This formula will be Tound especially convenient by
those who supply themselves with a case containing a

hypoderm'c syringe and botile, made by Geo. Tieraann

& Co. The quantity called for by the above prescrip-

tion will just fiU the bottle which it contains, while the

strength of the solution is well adapted to the subdivi-

sions of the syringe. Thus, one minim of the liquid con-

tains one-sixt:eth of a grain—the usual dose wiih which
it is customary to commence the treatment of any case

of paralysis. Should it seem desirable to begin with a

smaller quantity (.md this is frequently the case), as

minute a dofe as the four hundred and eightieth part

of a grain—equivalent to one-eighth of a minim—can

be employed.

Extroversion' of the BLADnER.—Dr. John Ashhurstj

Jr., Surg, to the Episcopal Hospital, Phlla. (Am.
Journ. ittd. Sciences), refers to twenty cases (including

]

his own) in which plastic operations have been resorted

to during the last eighteen years, for the relief of ex-

strophy of the bladder. Of these 20 cases, 14 were
absolutely successful, 3 were failures (Holmes 2, Wood
1)—the patients' condition being, however, in no degree

rendered worse by the operation—while 3 terminated
fatally (Richard, Pancoast, Wood), though in only one
(Richard) was death attributable to the interference of

the surgeon. Of the 20 patients, 16 were males and 4
females; 13 were under and 5 over twenty ye.irs of

age, the age of the other two not being mentioned.

A XovEL Method of Producisg Sleep ix Istants.

examine and report ns to the presence of parasites in

the flesh of a cow which was reared and fattened ex-
c'usivelv on the products of sewage irrigation. The
superficial muscles with their associated areolar tissue

and aponem-otic coverings were particularly investi-

gated. Portions of certain muscles were dissected

through and tlirough. The brain, lungs, liver, blad-

der, kidneys, paunch, reed, coecum, and other di-

visions of lie intestinal canal, were all scrutinized. Dr.

Cobbold states that the animal in question was free

' from parasites of any kind, but strong in his opinion

of the dangers of sewage irrigation. He attributed

j

this marked negative result to the following circum-

stances :— 1. The animal did not graze on the farm,

I
but was fed exclusively on vegetable products, cut and

j
carried from the land. 2. The porous nature of the soil

and subsoil alike carried off the sewage, and tiius in-

j
sures the passage of the parastic germs into the soil

I

itse'f.

I The doctor noticed " a remarkable absence at Briton's

farm of those molluscan and insect forms of life which
play the part of intermediary bearers. The only

molluscs found were obtained from a pit of water to

which sewage had no access. Thev were free from

carcasian larvae."

Kew Teeatmext for Wess.—Dr. A. J. Perkins
says, in the Georgia Medical Compatiion. that the
hypodermic syringe is an effectual instrument in the

cure of those encysted tumors of tha scalp n.=nalty—Dr. Curran, writing in the publiii Quarterhj Join-nal
\ called wens, where" the patient objects to the knife. It

of Med. Sci.. of the Medical History of the Himalayas,
speaks of a curious way which the women of the coun-
try have of quit-ting their children when obliged to

leave them. When a mother goes into the field to

work, or is otherwise unable to take her child with her,

she selects some sheltered spot near a stream, in which
she places some straw for a bed for her infant, and then

is to be charged with pure tincture of iodine and the

point inserted well into the body of the tumor, and
as much of the tincture forced in as the tumor will

contain. In a few days the sac shrinks away from tlie

surrounding parts, and may be easily removed.

Costrol of Hemorrhage bt Ipecac.—Dr. Martin re-
directs, by means of a piece of split bamboo, a current of ports to the -V. T. Medical Journal a case cf capil-

water, of from one to two or three inches in diameter - -

on its uncovered occiput and temples. This produces a

soporific effect, wh'ch generally lasts as long as the
water continues to flow. The sleep is said to be very
soothing, and children who have been much subjected to

its influence are known to have been unusually free from
the annoyances incidental to the period of dentition.

Phthisis rx Australia.—^Dr. Singleton contributes an
article on this subject to the July number of the Aus-
tralian Medical Journal, and claims f-r the climate of
Victoria: 1. Unparalleled salubrity, the death-rate be-
ing but 17 per 1,000. 2. From the meteorological
tables of Mr. Elleiy as to the Victorian temperature,
rain-fall, dryness of atmosphere, etc., such a con-
clusion might naturally be deduced. 3. That the mor-
tality there from phthisis is 95 per cent, less than in

England and Wales ; 1 in 808 in the former, and 1 in

421 in the latter country, 4, That a greater disparity

exists as regards diseases of the respiratory organs:
that of England being upwards of 100 percent, higher.

o. That the mortality in Melbourne from phthisis is

little over half of what exists in other large towns in

cotland, England, or America. 6. That some of the
causes of increased mortality in large cities and towns
are now apparent, and can be remedied. 7. That tlie

disease in Victoria has been diminishing during the past

ten years, and this notwithstanding the numerous ar-

rivals of consumptive persons in the decayed stages of

ihe disease, whose deaths have swelled the Victorian
tables.

" Sewage-fed " Beef.—Dr. Cobbold has been em-
ployed by the Committee of the British Association to

lary hemorrhage controlled by small doses of ipecac,

given until vomiting occurrei The tonsil had been
injured, and ordinary styptics not proving efiicacious,

recourse was had to ipecac. As soon as vomiting oc-

curred, after two-grain doses of the medicine given
every two hours, the hemorrhage was effectually

checked.

Fatal Hemorrhage from Swallowixg a Fish

J

BosE.—Dr. A. Y. P. Garnett {Xaiional MedicalJournal)

j
reports the unusual case of death resulting from swal-

j
lowing a portion of the jaw-bone of a fish. Much pain

I

followed, apparently at a point where the bone had
lodiied in the passage down the oesophagus, just at the

I cardiac orifice. By passing a probang, the p.nssage of
the bone through the cardiac orifice into the s;oti;ach

was demonstrated. Believing that all danger was now
passed, morphine was administered to relieve the pain,

which still continued to some extent. On the fifth day,

after having progressed favorably, the patient was
seized with fevere pain in the same location as pre-
viously felt, nnd shortly after vomited a large argular
bone, which was succeeded by a copious discharge of
florid blood. Ice was applied externally, and persul-

phate of iron internally. Through the brisk application
I of these agents the patient at first revived, but soon

j

sank, and died after repeated discharges of blood.

I Propvlomix is RnErMAn=M of the ITTERrs.-—Dr.

D. B. Eees {Chicago Medical Times) reports a case in

I which he diagnosticated rheumatism of the uterus.

Having tried several remedies, he was induced to use

J
propylomin. Recovery was rapid.
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FcN'CTiON OF THE PROSTATE.— Dr. Kraus (editor of

the Vieiiuu Med. Timex) says he believes he has dis-

covered some essential points relative to the function of

the prostate, and presents some statements which he

thinks deserve attention :—

•

1. Seminal fluid, so long as it remains within the tes-

tes, vesicles, and other semin.al pa'^sages, is colorless nnd

scenlless, and in appearance exactly like fresh honej' in

the comb, and in reaction neutral.

2. When it has quitted the passages and arrived in

the urethra, it acquires its white color and peculiar

faint smell.

3. During its passage through the prostatic portion

cf the urethra the prostate empties out its fluid, colors

the semen white, and confers upon it the faculty of

coagulating when exposed to the air. Semen, when
taken from the vesicles, does not coagulate, remaining

clear, colorless, and scentless.

4. Spermatozoa, in the absence of the prostatic

fluid, cannot live in the mucous membrane of the utern-;

of mammalia ; with its aid, however, tliey may live a

long time, often more than thirtv'-si.x hours. From the

above Dr. Kraus coucludes that the pro.-t itic fluid exer-

cises an unlimited influence on the viabilily of the sper-

matozoa, sustaining it when engendered by the secre-

tions of the mucous membrane of the uterus.

—

Med.

I'imes and Gazette.

Tre.vtmekt of Intermittent Fever by Carbolic
Acin.—Dr. Treulich (Boston Med. and Surg. Journal)

publishes eight cases of intermittent fever promptly
cured by carbolic acid. His formula is: ^. acidi car-

bolic!, gr. iij ; inf. gentian, § v ; syr. simpl. 3 ij. M.
Dose, 3j ter die.

Carbolic acid, he affirms, is an admirable remedy for

intermittent fever, even for obstinate cases which liave

resisted quinine. Its action is speedy and ceitain, and
it requires such a sm;dl amount that it cannot possibly

have any injurious effect on tlie system. The average

amount required was four and one-eighth grains. It

costs oidy one thirty-filth of what quinine does, and so is

to be preferred for the poor. This successful use of car-

bolic acid proves to him that the action of quinine in in-

termittent fever is antiparasitic. It also favors the opinion

that intermittent fever is the result of a blood-poison.

A Case of Partridge Poisoning.—Dr. John Homans'
of Boston {Med. and Suig. Journal), reports a severe

case of partridge poisoning, the patient, a male, tet. 40,

being relieved by the usu.il remedies. When ques-

tioned, he said the partridge tasted quite bitter, but

not otherwise remarkable. There was snow on the

ground at the time.

OsTEO-ilvELITIS AND PcRCLEST INFECTION.—il. De-
marquay has promised to give to the profession the

result of his surgical expeiiences during both sieges of

Paris, and is now occupied in arranging for publica-

tion the large q lantity of materials which he has c-'l-

lected. Meantime he has communicated to the Acad-
emy of Medicine in Paris some of his views on the

subject of pyemia. In every case where during life

symptoms of the affection were observed, post-mortem

examination subsequently revealed the existence of

osteo-myelitis in the bone or bones of the fractured

limb. In these the osteo-myelitis occurred in the in-

jured bones alone, in some cases when the primary in-

jury was apparently of inconsiderable severity, and
even where the missile striking the bone had not frac-

tured, but only grazed it. He observes that in spon-
taneous osteo-myehtis death takes place as it does in

the traumitie form of the affection, although in the

former no contact of air can take place so as to alter

the condition of the fluids contained in the medullary

canal, and give to them that peculiar fcelid character so

readily distinsuishable; on the other hand, experi-

ments have demonstrated that absorption of fluids in

ihe medullary canal takes place rapidly under certain

conditions. Similar results have followed from the in-

jection of pus into the medullary canal ; and, in the

"opinion of M. Demarquay and M. Gosselin, osteo-mye-

litis must, for these reasons, for the future hold an im-

portant place in the study of the two forms of hospital

disease known respectively among our French breth-

ren as infection purulente and infection putridc, forms

which, although according to M. Gnf rin, closely related

10 each other, are readily distinguishable at the side of the

patient's bed. The results of various experiments per-

formed upon rabbits, in support of his views in these

diseases, were laid before the Academy by il. Demar-
quay. He had careftdly injected pus into the medul-

lary canal of an uulucky rodent ; the animal died, and

its liver and lungs, containing numbers of metastatic

abscesses, were laid upon the table, lie observing at

the same time that suppuration in those organs was not

a constant acconjpaniinent of infection purulente, but

that in every such case where post-mortem examina-

tion fails to reveal them, the .application of the saw to

a long bone will discover its medullary cavity in a state

of osteo-myelitis.

—

The Doctor.

Chlorate of Potash in Uterine EriTUELioMA.

—

In the liull. Dell Scienze M. d. Bologna, Dr. Ercoli says

that chlorate of potash has been used with success in

carcinoma of the face, both in men and animals, in

some instances. After amputation of the intra-vaginal

pcu-tion of the cervix uteri by galvano-caustic, in a

patient aged fifty, as the hardness of the divided tissue

and its friability indicat>/d that the neoplasm had at-

tacked the part of the neck above the vagina, the sur-

geon used injections with a saturated solution of

chlorate of potash. After three months of this treat-

ment the lancinating pains diminished, as well as the

serous leucorrhoea and the irritation. Since then, and

in consequence of this amelioration, dressings were
made by means of the speculum, each day, with this

solution, and injections morning and evening. The
wound put on a better aspect, and six months after-

wards had lost its tendency towards proliferation, the

bottom of the ulcer sinking and becoming narrowed.

The hemorrhage diminished in frequency and inten-

sity, and the general condition was so much ameliorat-

ed that the patient considered hi rself cured, but the

surgeon did not dare to count on so hnppy a result,

although the curative action of the remedy appeared to

him undeniable in this case.

—

Ihid.

Emphyskma in DiPHTnERiA.—Four cases of emphy-
sema of the surface, in diphtheria, are related by Dr.

Guterbock, in Virciiow's Archivis. He thinks, as ori-

pinallv suggested by Virchow, that the air of inter-

lobular emphvsema finds its way by tlie bronchi into

Ihe cellular tissue. Such cases are therefore much
more serious than those of emphysema after tracheo-

tomy, which operation i.s, in fact, not rendered more
dangerous by the complication in question.

Paralysis of the Muscles of the Pharynx fol-

lowing Embolism of the Left Vertebral Artery.
—A laborer, sixty-eight years of age, received an in-

jury to his chest, followed by pain over the left side of

the occiput and neck, which disappeared in a few days.

No ribs were hroken. About si.x weeks after receiving

the injury he bec.ime sick, and in the course of the day
lost ihe power of swallowing. Numbness of the right

arm and leg was present, but no loss of 1 owcr. Eight
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pupil dilated, but sensitive to licrht. Strenuous efforts

lo swallow failed to accomplish the act, the fluid being
returned through the nose. Strychnia, administered

endermically uniil muscular twitchings were i]roduced,

failed to give reUef. Patient died from exhaustion two
weeks later, and at the autopsy an embolus was found
in the left vertebral artery.

—

Br. Med. Jour.

Treatme:;! or SrpERFiciAL Abscess of the Neck.
—The inutilitj' of present modes of treating this affec-

tion, as it occurs in feeble and strumous cliildren, will

render acceptable to the surgeon any mode of treat-

ment which will enable him to avoid the unsightly

scars which result in the majority of cases. The
method recommended by Lawson Tait, of tapping with
a Pravazo syringe, will not succeed in a certain number
of case=, owing to the character of the discharge being
such that it cannot be made to pass through the

canula ; but in the case of a fluid discharge it has an-

swered in many cases admirably. Dr. Murray {Br.

Med. Jour, of February, 1871) advises the use of a carbo-
lated cord of ca*gut, which is to be drawn through the

tumor. A piece of fine silver wire answers ihe pur-
pose equally well, or better (Dr. Crean, Med. Press and
Circular, Tso. 1, 707) ; and the use of the catsut or sil-

ver seton have the advantage over the plan of tipping,

that they are constant in their operation, cause le-s in-

jury of the skin, and require but one operation for

their introduction, which in the case of a nervous and
easily terrified child is a fact wortliy of consideration.

Cases treated by the plan of " draining " are reported to

have recovered rapiJly, and without a scar remaining.

Arterial Traxsfcsios of Blood is recommended
by Professor Hueter, in the Cenfralblati, in preference
to its introduction by the veins ; two reasons being
that the introduction of air into the heart and pulmo-
nary circu'aiion is thereby prevented, any air admitted
being absorbed in the passaj'e of the blood through
the capillarit-s ; and that a larger quantity can be in

this manner introduced without risking over-distension
of the heart. The introduction of such small quantities

as two, three, or f)ur ounces, he regards as useless—in

mo.st instances from eight ounces to a pound being re-

quisite. He has tried the plan with success in three

cases, where it was used to remove the symptoms ac-

companying intense septicaemia.

EccAiiPTrs GLOBrs.—The smoke of the leaves of

this Australi:in tree is said to afi"ord great relief when
inhaled in cases of asthma. It has also been tried with
great success in dyspnoea from the presence of an
aneiirismal tumor in the trachea.

—

The Practitioner.

PowDEF.ED Camphor is Phagedenic Chancroid, ac-

cording to il. Baudoin {L'AleiUe Med.), serves to arrest

the progress of this disease as well as in the case of
hospital gangrene, as shown by il. Jsetter.

Vaginal Htsterotojit.—According to the XasJivilh
Journal of Medicine and Surgery, the first operation of
vaginal hysterotomy ever performed in America was
by J .M. Brii.'gs, M.D., of Bowling Green, Kentucky,
in 1S30, a physician of more than fifty yiars' experi-
ence, and who now, in his seventy-fifth year, is sldl in

practice.

A Tert Aged Xegp.ess.—" Aunt Vick," of Harpelh
Hills, Tennessee, born in August, 1756, in Camden,
N. C, consequently in her one hundred and sixteenth
year, has lately been visited by Dr. W. K. Bowling,
of the Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery. She
spoke with clearness, though very hard of hearing; has

never been sick, and boa.sts that a doctor never gave
her any '• stull'." She has two children, the youngest
being seventy-five years of age.

Medical Coosellors.—Jas. Paget, D.C.L., F.R.S.S.,
(Lancet), in a chnical lecture on ''Dissection Wounds,"
in connection with his late illness, remarked that
Sir William Lawrence used to say that lie had not
known any one recover on whose case more than seven
had consulted. Our art has improved. He had the
happiness of being attended by nine: Dr. Burrows,
Sir William Jenner, Dr. Gull, Dr. Andrew, Dr. Gee,
Mr. Caesar Hawkins, ilr. Savory, Mr. Thomas S.iiitb,

and Mr. Karkeek. He says, in this multitude of coun-
sellors was safety.

Infant Mortality in Australia.—Dr. Charles Mc-
Carthy (.4 ustraliin Medical Gazette) observes that from
June, 1853, to June 30. 1870, the interments at all

ages in the Mel'ooume General Cemetery amounted
to 52,794, and 19,793 of that number were under one
year, 25,452 under two years, 2II,674 under five years,

and 30,467 under ten years,—that is, that out of every
hundred internjents, 37i were under one year, 4S
under two years, 56 under five years, and nearly 60
under ten years, and this in one of the finest climates
in the world, and in the absence of poverty and priva-
tion.

The Diseases of Alaska.—Dr. W. T. Wythe {Paci-

fic Medical and Surgical Journal), in his "Medical
Notes on Alaska," states that bronchitis is never-
absent there ; catarrh is seen at every change of the
weather. Pneumonia often occurs, and in sporadic
cases assumes a typhoid type. Elieumatism is very
obstinate, and occurs very often, and generally takes
the articular form. Tuberculous diseases are very
common among both natives and whites. Phthisis
pulmonalis runs a fearfully rapid course. Eczema is

often seen, but yields readily to treatment. SyphiUs
is slowly but surely killing all the natives of the north-
west coast. Rheumatism, bronchitis, and scurvy are

the prevailing diseases. Tranverse fractures of the
lower portion of the radius often happen from accidents
peculiar to the country, viz., trapping and rowing. Ya-
rioia has never reached Alaska.

Cancer of Breast.—Prof. Agnew, of the University
of Pennsylvania (Med. Times), in a clinical lecture on
' Cancer of the Breast," with implication cf the lym-
phatics of the axilla, in a female, set. 35, thouglit no
operative proceeding advi.sable in this case. The patient

was directed to take iodide of arsenic in doses of one-
twentieth of a grain three times a day for an extended
period, with a view of arresting, if possible, the cancer-

ous growth, while local applications of opium-plaster
were ordered to alleviate pain.

TrMOR OF the Clitoris.—At a recent session of the
Pathological Society of Philadelphia, Dr. W. Penn
Buck (Phila. Med. Times) presented for F. F. Maury
a large tumor of the clitoris, of three years' growth,
removed from a woman aged 28. At the end of the
first year it was the size of a hen's egg. after which it

remained ."italionary for nine months, when it again
rapidly grew until it attained three inches in diameter.

It was covered by an integument like that of the
scrotum.

Specimens of Xitrated Charcoal.—Mr. Leopold
Babo, of Boston (Journal Gynacolor/ical Soc), present-
ed, at a late meeting of this flouri.^hing socieiy, speci-

mens of nitrated charcoal (or applying the actual

cautery to the cervix uteri. Dr. Storer remarked that

the coals perfectly answered iheir indication.
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MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHY BY SUNLIGHT.

M.vKi.vG due allowance for the overdrawn statements

of enthusiasts, it must bo admitted that microscopy

has done a great deal for every branch of medicine and

surgery. No one is therefore backward in acknowl-

edging the necessity for its cultivation as a science,

and all interested in tlie progress of an art must hail

with satisfaction any means to such an end.

Perhaps no one in this country has worked with

more singleness of purpo'^e in that direction than
' Assistant-Surgeon J. J. Woodward, at Washington.

Possessed with remarkable skill and extended experi-

ence in every department of microscopy, and having

all the necessary apparatus at his command, he has

succeeded in solving many difficult problems of the

science, and in reducing the obstacles in the way
of their solution to a minimum. Not the least of these

is the discovering of a new method of photographing

by sunlight. The profession are already informed of

the result-! of the experiments of this gentleman in the

production of photo- micrographs by the electric and

magnesium liglils, and not a few have seen the surpris-

ingly beautiful and accurate pictures which he has by

such means produced. The use of sunlight in micro-

photography has been attended with so many difficul-

ties, and the results have been so unsatisfactory, that in

a practical point of view it became of little if any

account. But Ass'stant-Surgeon Woodward, as the

result of much study, has succeeded in substituting

\ solar for artilieial light, and has been enabled to make
photographic delineations of the microscopic field,

which in definition and accurate detail challenge

competition.

In his report to Surgeon-General J. K. Barnes,

U.S.A., he thus describes his method :

—

" The details of my new method are as follows

:

The microscope being placed on a slielf at the window

of the dark room, and ils body made horizontal, the

achromalic condenser is iUuminatt-d liy a solar pencil

reflected from a heliostat upon a movable mirror out-

side tlie shutter and thence into the dark room pre-

cisly as described m my original pnpcr on photo-

miciography {Amerimn Journal of Science and Aits,

September, ISCCi). No ground ghiss i-i used, but in-

stead a lens mounfed in a suitab'.e tube is fixed in the

opening of I he slintter through which tlie solar pencil

enters. This lens is an achromatic combiiiation about

two inches in transverse diameter and of about ten

inches focal lengtli. It is placed at such a distance

from the achroiuatio condenser that the f-olar rays are

brought to a locus and begin again to diverge before

they reach the lowest glass of the achromatic con-

denser.
" For anatomical preparations requiring for their dis-

play from two to five hundred diiimeters I use an J of

an inch objective, without an eye-piece, obtaining the

precise power desired by variations in the distance of

the sensitive plate from tlie stage of the instrument.

I have lately given the preference to immersion olijec-

lives, the corrections of which I find are generally well

suited to photographic requirements.
" Now wiih an 1 objective and the jirrangement above

described, tlie field is so brilbanily illuminated ihat the

eye cannot safely be permitted to look down ihe tube.

Tlie image is therefore received on a piece of white

card-board, and silling by the microscope to make the

adjustment, I view the card wilh both eyes precisely

as in the ease of the ordinary solar microscope. With
these arrangements, the card-board placed i'rom two
to four feet from tlie stage of the microscope is suffi-

ciently well illuminated to permit distinct vision, even

when objeciives of the shortest focus are used and

powers of five to ten thousand diameters obtained.

While the object is thus seen on the white screen in its

natural colors, the cover corrections, focussing, manage-
ment of the achromatic condenser, and selection of the

portion of the preparation to be photographed, are

readily managed. When all is satisl'actoiy, I insert an

ammonio-sulphale cell between the large lens and the

achromatic condenser, and draw down the velvet hood

which prevents leakage of light from about the micro-

scope into the dark room ; then going to the plate-

holder I make the final focussing in the usual way on

the ground glass, or on plate glass wilh the help of a

focussing gla>s, according to ihe nature of the object.

"With powers of five hundred diameters or less, I

at first experienced some difficulty in giving the right

exposure; for as the time required was but a fraction

of a second, it was a matter of some difliculty to regu-

late it with precision. At length I succeeded by ar-

ranging a sliding-shutler, with a transverse slit of

vaiiable width, so adjusted as to fall with its own
weight before the tube of ihe microscope, ihe exposure

being made during the passage, and the time of expo-

sure regulated by the widih given to the slit.

" Of course ii occurred to me that for such short

exposures the heliostat might be dispensed with, and I

found on trial without it that a large right-angled prism

used in the position of total reflection, or even an ordi-

nary mirror gave excellent results; the exposures being

even .shorter tlian when the heliostat was used, since

there was but a single reflection. I could not satisfy

myself, however, that the quality of the pictures dif-

fered from those obtained with the hrlp of the helio-

stat, except, perhaps, Ihat in ceitain e^ses the prism

seemed to ofier advantages which will be referred to

heiealtcr. Under these circumstances the heliostat ap-

pears desirable for ordinary use, since the solar pencil

Ijeing thrown in a constant direction, the trouble of
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adjusting the illumination of a series of olijects is con-
siderably diminished ; but I have convinced myself by
trial that equally jrood pictures can be produced with-

out it, even with very high powers, a circumslanca of
considerable interest where motives of economy pre-

clude the microscopist from procuring this convenient
instrument."

There are many other points connected with the

subject, sucli as the proper selection of lenses, and tlie

modifications of the apparatus necessary to obtain dif-

ferent results, etc., but their detailed reference will not

serve our present purpose; we merely desire to pre-

sent to the microscopists, and the profession generally,

the results of the labors of Dr. 'Woodward, and to com-

mend his method to the attention of microscopists as

being one of the best, if not the best, means of bring-

ing the results of their labors in a tangible form before

every one interested in the study of microscopy gen-

erally. We have seen some of the negatives by this

method, and have been surprised at their beauty and

truthfulness.

The Faculty of the Detroit Medical College have de-

cided to allow no students to enter for graduation who
have attended the'.T first course of lectures the winter

preceding, thus relieving this college of the opprohrium

which has been heretofore attached to spring or sum-

mer schools. We commend their action to similar

schools.

We are informed by one of the Jamaica papers that

a surgeon of that island has been lately admitted as a

minister to the Church of England. This is certainly

a very praiseworthy act in itself, and we generally find

that its performance is the result of a solemn duty paid

to conscience. But in the present instance the design

of the newl}--made minister is to continue the practice

of his Irgitimate profession, adding thereto the sacer-

dotal functions. The public are informed that the

surgeon will practise " exactly as before his ordination ;

"

and in another place, that the said surgeon entered the

Church, " not with any worldly object in view, but

simply that he might obtain greater influence, through

Ms formal and solemn recognition of a Minister of his

Master, Christ, to do good to the souls of men,—to

minister to spiritual disease where opportunity olfered,

—to combine, in fact, ministerial with medical func-

tions, where, in course of the active practice of his

secular profession, ichich he has no intention whatever of
abandoning^ he might find a favorable moment to direct

a sick or dying person to that source from whence
alone can be obtained the remission of sins, and life

eternal." It is also stated that he intends to live by
his profession, but to give his ministerial services gratu-

itously. Of course, the good people of his parish will

see that he does not lack patients, but the poor patients

are to be pitied even more than their doubled-headed

adviser. If it were not for the curious advertisement

that is given to this performance, we would be inclined

to look upon the affair as due to the lack of ordinary

common sense, but under the circumstances we have a

right to assume that it is one of those base prostitu-

tions of Christianity of which even the veriest charla-

tan would be ashamed. The old trick of the doctor

being called out of church in the midst of the service

is very well understood by the people, but our newly-

made minister has hit upon an improvement, and we
would not be backward in giving him the full credit

for his ingenuity. We are not informed as to any

special gift he may have for preaching ; but we are not

afraid to predict that he could give a very interesting

sermon from the text, Matthew, chap. vii. verse xv.,

" Beware of false prophets, which come to j'ou in

sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening

wolves."

Is consequence of want of space in our last issue, we
were denied the opportunity of bringing to the notice

of such of our readers as are alumni of the Eush Medi-

cal College of Chicago, the urgent necessity of aiding,

by pecuniary contributions, the rebuilding of that insti-

tution recently destroyed by the great fire. Four years

since the Faculty erected the present building, at a cost

of seventy thousand dollars, and as a building it enjoyed

the reputation of being the best appointed one in the

Northwest. The faculty, with an undaunted spirit,

say, " Tlie College must be rebuilt." Under the cir-

cumstances it is unfair to expect them to sustain all the

pecuniary responsibilities. They are consequently con-

strained to call upon the graduates and such other of

their friends as have the ability and the disposition to

aid in their praiseworthy undertaking.

" For every donation of five hundred dollars the

Trustees will establish a perpetual free scholarship,

which shall bear the name of the donor, and which shall

be conspicuously emblazoned on the wall of the lecture

room. A certificate of this scholarship, engrossed on

parchment, will be issued to the donor ; which certifi-

cate shall secure to the bearer free tuition, and when

found qualified, free graduation. This certificate shall

be perpetual in its operation ; and thus the donor will

have endowed for one student each year a Free Medi-

cal College." All donations may be remitted to Chas.

T. Parkes, M.D., 462 Elston Av., Chicago, who has

been elected treasurer for the fund. They will be

thankfully acknowledged, and faithfully devoted to the

rebuilding of the College.

A New Portuguese MEnicAi. .Journal.— Correio

Medico is tlie name of a new medical journal which has
just been started in Lisbon. Its edit-rs are Dr. Alves
Branco, Physician to the Royal Hospital of San Jose,

and Dr. Silva -Imado, Pathologist and Curator of the

Museum at the Royal School of Medicine of Lisbon.

The rare di.sease, known as "African Lethargus," is

fully described in the first numbers of this journal.
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Ucuimus ant) lloticcs of Oooki

The Antiseptic System : a Treatise on Carbolic Acid
and its Compouuds. with inquiries into the Germ
Theories of Fei-raentation, Putrefaction, and Infection

;

the Theoiy and Practice of Disinfection, and the Prac-

tical Applications of Antiseptics, especially in Medicine
and Surgery. By AnxnrR Ernest Saxsom, M.D.,
London, Member Royal College of Physicians, etc.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1871.

Carbolic acid has, w-ithin the past few years, claimerl

such au amount of attention from every class of practi-

cal scientisis that it is no wonder that it should begin

to have a literature of its own. M. Lemaire was tlie

first who offered liis contribution to this object, and
since 18G5, although the investigations and experi-

ments regarding the effects of carbolic acid have been
numerous and interesting, the accounts of the same
have been scattered into every scientific journal within

the bounds of civilization. This accumulation of mate-
rial has taken place since 1865, when M. Lemairu's

book first appealed. Although it answered its purpose
well, and served to direct the attention of scientific

men into practical currents, it nevertheless had only a

utility for such as were acquainted with the Frencli

language. Dr. Sansom, so well known in this country
by a jiractical work on chloroform and its uses, has

enjoyed, as the pupil of Beale, of London, unusual
faculties for the study of the subject of which his pre-

sent work treats. He brings to its discussion not only

the ardor of an enthusiast, but the calm judgment of a

faithful student of truth.

To a certain class of investigators, whom we must
call the real stuilents in our profession, the perusal of

the work will bo attended by the utmost satisfaction.

No pains have been spared by our author in accumu-
lating ficts, in grouping them in their proper rela-

tions, and in drawing from their testimony the legiti-

mate conclusions of an impartial judgment.
The first three chapters are occupied in the history

and pliarniaceuticnl manipulation and in the combina-
tions of carbolic acid. Then follows, in the succeeding
chapters, a discussion of the phenomena of fermenta-
tion and putrefaction in their relations to the germ
theory, and to the collateral inquiry concerning the

origin of life and to the causation and treatment of

transmissible diseases. Very many interesting data

never befire collected together are presented. The
views of P;istern, Pouchot, and Pennetier, all receive

re-pectfiil and candid consideration, and the reader is

left with the weight of the argument in favor of the

germ theory. Theoretically speaking, this is the most
acceptable one to e.vplain the well-known actions of
carbolic aciil in arresting fermentation and putrefaction,

and until the arguments in favor of sticli a theory are

met with equal ability by the advocates of spontaneous
generation, the conclusions of our author must be
accepted by the profession at large.

It is impossible, in a work like the one we have be-

fore us, to follow the line of the argument, as it neces.si-

I tates the statement of ficts which of themselves com-
prise the greater bulk of a volume of 351 pages.

The application of carbolic acid and of its compounds
to the treatment of medical and surgical diseases is a

subject concerning which every practical man should
take a great interest. In the present work every known
application of carbolic acid is noted, and every care

taken to give such ficts, concerning positive and rel-

ative effects, as are borne out by actual experience. To
the practitioner who ha? not the time nor the inclina-

tion to interest himself in the strictly scientific portion

of the inquiry, this portion of the work will redeem itself

in his eyes, and make it an indispensiihle adilition to his

library. This is the truly practical portion of the work,
and will be found of immense utility to every one
engaged in the treatment of disease. Aside from
recording the results of experience, our author gives iis

some very valuable suggestions as to the use of new
compounds of this acid in the futun; treatment of dis-

eases to which it may be found applicable.

In the appendi.x are nine beautiful full-page engrav-
ings from Beale, bearing upon the subject of infection,

concerning which much of interesting material is pre-

sented. To present our readers with a review of the

facts and observations of the author, not a few of which
are original, we shall give his conclusions in his own
words :

"' I have been led to enunciate the theory that

the poisons of spreading diseases are extremely minute
living organisni.s, having the characteristic endowments
of vegetable growths, analogous to the minute particles

of vegetable protoplasm, whose function it is to disin-

tegrate and convert complex organic products, owing
tlieir specific properties in the special diseases, not to

any botanical peculiarities, but to the characters im-
planted in them by the soil in which they first sprang
from innocuous parents, and from which they are trans-

mitted— this soil (except in the case of their earliest

origin) being the fluids of the animal body."

In conclusion we commend the book as an interest-

ing and profitable one for the student and the general

practitioner. Each can find in it ficls of extreme

interest, not only as bearing upon the theory enunciated

by our author, but as facts ^^c/' se which each can apply

to his individual profit and instruction, being of course

free to draw his own conclusions. As a work upon

a subject in which every progressive student of medical

science should iiavo an interest, it is, in its elaboration

of many abstruse points, and in its eflbrts to force theo-

ry to (onfbrm with the experience of practice, an in-

valuable contribution to science.

The Ete in He.altu and Disease. ]5v B. Joy Jeffries,

A.M., M.D. Boston: Alexander Moore. 1871.

We very much like this book, and very long it has been

needed.
The style is excellent, and the writer tells the lay

reader enough and not too much. Dr. Jeffries deserves

the thanks not only of the laity, but of the profe.ssion for

this most admirable and timely treatise; for whoever
writes a good book for the people, on topics of medical

science, so far increases the good influence of our pro-

fession. Patients who read such books as these will be

more respectful to science, more considerate and reason-

able with their medical adviser, and will pay his fees

more promptly, than those who are left in that ignorance

which everywhere breeds superstition and meanness.

Who now will give us a similar work on the ear, the

tliroat, the skin, and nervous system ? Young men
to the front, and banish Dio Lewis, Hall, Bellows, and

all that noisy bawling crowd of charla'ans to everlast-

ing darkness, prepared for those impudent pretenders

who write on subjects that they know nothing about.

Just as it is the duty of our merchants to purify legis-

lation and drive Tweed & Co. from politics, just so is

it the duty of our profession to purify hygiene anil drive

Lewis & Co. from popular science. The only antidotes

to vice and ignorance are virtue and knowledge. The
only way to get rid of these men whose names we have

mentioned is to put decent men in their places. Dr.

Jeffries has already stepped forward
;
who will support

him ?
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On Some Disorders of the Nervous System in CniLD-

HOOD. By CuAiiLES West, M.D. Philadelpliia: Hen-
ry C. Lea.

Dr. AVest is justly distinguished as a writer in his

department, and he lias properly earned liis fame. This

little work is v .liialjle chiefly for its suir,Q:estiveness.

The style of tlie work is excellent, and all physicians

would do well to give it a careful reading.

But, like nearly all old Englishmen, Dr. West is old

fogy to the death. The Ihempeuties of the work is, to

say the least, ten years beliind the times.

Wlien an Englishman makes up his mind to be an

old fogy there is no lialf-way work about it, and the

more able he is, and the more cultivated and the more
radical he may have been in his youth, the more com-
pletely he shuts his eyes to the progress of the age.

Hand-Book of Skin Diseases. By Dr. Isidor Neu-
mann. Translated from the second German edition,

Vritli Notes, by Lucius D. Bulkley, M.D. D. Ap[)le-

ton & Co. New York: 1872.

DiSE.vsES OF THE Skin j the Recent Advances in their

Pathology and Treatment. By B. Joy Jeffries,

A.M., M.D.

A FEW weeks ago we called the attention of our read-

ers to the admn-able Manual of Skin Diseases by Dr.

Tilbury Fox. We have now two other works upon tlie

same branch under onr notice : tlie one a translation of

Neumann's te.xt-book, the other a prize essay of the

Boylston Medical Committee.
The first German edition of tlie hand-book of Dr.

Neumann was published in 1869, and was followed by
a second and fomewhat enlarged edition in about two
years, and of tliis last edition Dr. Bulkley has made his

translation. The reason of the great success of the

work in Germany was that it supplied a want very
much felt there, in giving in a compact form the mass
of microscopical knowledge of skin lesions which had
been accumulating lor years. This, in short, was the

chief aim of the book, and the two ediiions have been
noticeable for tlie jireponderiince of microscopical anat-

omy over clinical history and treatment. There cer-

tainly is no work extant which deals so thoroughly
with the pathological anatomy of the skin as does (his

hand-'iook, and we may also say, on the contrary, that
there has not been published of late years a work pur-
porting to be a hand-book of skin diseases, which is so

utterly barren in good and clear descriptions of skin

diseases and their diagnostic features as this same
hand-bo:>k. Indeed, in reading over the descriptions

of the various diseases of the skin in this work, a

reader at all familiar with them is in a continual state

of amazement, and he wonders how an author who
occupies so deservedly high a position in the dermato-
logical world could send out a work as a hand-book
which is so wholly deficient in these absolutely essen-
tial features. To the German medical world this want
is not as apparent as it is to our American readers, for

the Germans have long paid much attention to the
clinical teaching of dermatology, and in Hebra's great
work they had access to descriptions of skin diseases
which are uniivalled in any language, so that to tliera

Dr. Neumann's work was a sort of supplement, pre-
senting the microscopic anatomy of these diseases in
an admirable manner. But here in Ameiica little at-

tention has been p.-nd to these diseases until wiihin a

very few years, and our want is for a book of clinical

description ralher than of minute anatomy. In the
causation of skin diseases we lind that Neumann, like

most Germans, attaches most importance to the influ-

ence of external causes, and he almost wholly ignores

systemic conditions as causes. We can only regard this

as a very narrow-minded view, and one not conducive

to material progress in the treatment of these diseases.

The treatment, as given in this work, is in the main
very lame and unsatisfactory ; in fact, it is presented

in such a desnllory manner as to leave the reader in

doubt as to what course he should pursue. So that it

will be seen that the chief aim of the author was to

produce a compendium containing the results of the

microscopic study of .skin diseases, and that such im-

portant parts as clinical description and treatment were
only cursorily treated of and inserted merely to attain

a quasi completeness. It is evident from these facts,

which are not at all overdrawn, th.it Dr. Neumann's
work is not one of large scope, and that the demand
for it in this country would be by those few who pay
especial attention to skin diseases, and therefore to the

student or general practitioner it would be almost a

dead letter. There, however, will come a time when
such a book will be absolutely necessary. Dr. Bulkley

says in his preface that he recognizes the deficiencies of

the work, and tells us that he has endeavored to rem-

edy them by notes; but we think that all readers are

proverbially averse to foot-notes even in small quanti-

ties ; but when they are given in such profusion as are

necessitated by the wants of this book, they, we tliink,

will be passed over unread. It is true that we see evi-

dences of labor on Dr. Bulkley's part to render the

work a complete manual by giving the views of the

authorities of the day upon the various subjects ; but

the effect is lost to the reader by liis having loo many
diD'erent views to remember, and the impression is left

upon his niinil tliat some one is wrong, therefore he won-
ders who is right. Then again, when we consider how
deficient the work is for the American public, it will

be seen that nothing short of a very complete recon-

struction of the whole would make it of use to Ameri-

can physicians. We think that Dr. Bulkley would
have accomplished his task much more satisfactorily

had he done nothing but translate the text, which in

general he has done well. The American ediiion is

well printed, but the illustrations are coarse and harsh,

and do not compare well with the originals. j
Dr. JeflVies' little volume is an attempt, within the

hmits of a prize essay, to record the progress recently

made in the pathology and treatment oT diseases of the

skin. Such a work must of necessity be suggestive

rather than exhaustive, and upon perusal we find that

the value of the work is chiefly to those who are

a'ready familiar with the subject, as it presents in a

compact form the gist of numerous articles which are

scattered through the journals. It is to be regretted

that the author has assumed so dictatorial a style, and

that he has chosen to speak disparagingly of many ear-

nest workers in dermatology. He seems to fix his

views upon a German standpoint, and then glory in

their being unassailable in the fact that they iire

German ; imd this he does to the exclusion, in many
instances, of a just appreciation of the work of others.

Then again, we find liim .somewhat given to reckless

statements ; for instance, he says, while deploring the

existing chaotic condition of dermatological literature,

in speaking of classification, that '-every writer of

even a twenty-page monograph seems to consider that

it must occupy a large and often the most important

part of his special publicaiion." This, we think, is

greatly overdrawn. Then in another plice he says:

"There is not, for instance, any book in English which

a student or a practitioner can study, whilst he follows

the elinique and the lectures at any hospital where
these are to be found." The work di.-plays an exten-

sive acquaintance with general dermatological literature,
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and it is to be icf^reited very much tliat it is marred
Aviili tlie imperfectio:is we have pointed out. The work
originally apoi-'ared in the American Journal of Derma

-

tolo^ and Syphilography.

TnK DitCGGisT's Gexeral Receipt-Book, comprising

a copious Veterinarv Formularj-, with numerous Re-
ceipts in Patent and Proprietary Jledicines. Druggists'

Xostrums. etc.. Perfumery and Cosmetics, Beverages,

Dietetic Articles and Condiments, Trade Chemicals,
Scientific Processes, and an Appendix of useful Tables.

By Hexrv Beasley, author of "Book of Prescrip-

tions, etc." Seventh American, from last London ed.

Phila. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 8vo, pp. 497,

As the title indicates, this work contains a good deal

of information lo such as may stand in need of it. As
is common with works of its class, mixed up with ihe

good is a considerable amount of trash, useless mate-
ria! wiiich it requires some considerable stretch of the

imagination to apply to the praeiieal wants of even the

dru|^gist. This remark applies to the composition of

cosmetics and of the diQerent quack nostrums, new ai;d

old, which, being entirely of English origin, have hardly

a passing interest to the American reader. The
articles described under the head of A'eterinary Med-
icine are exceedingly numerous, and their uses are

detailed in the majority of cases in a very unsatisfactory

way. The real v;due of ihe work to the druggist, for

whom it seems specially intended, is in those portions

giving ree'pcs for the manufaclure of the really salable

compounds. In this regard it contains enough of valu-

able material ti more than cover the price of the vol-

ume for any one who is engaged in the business of

compounding medicines, making perfumes, blackings,

varnishe.«, etc.

Tre.itmext a^td Pretextiox op Dec.w op the
TEE-rn : A Practical and Popular Treatise. By Robert
Artulr. il.D., D.D.S.. etc. Phila.: J. B. Lippincott &
Co. 1871. 12mo, pp. 2.JG.

The object of the author of thi; volume is to impress
upon the public the importance of atfentioa to the

teeth, and an early application to the dentist as the

best safeguard against future trouble. He holds to the

very proper opinion that when t!ie ordinar)' precau-
tionary measures are tnken, there is very little if any
liab lity to decay. Great stress is laid upon the neces-
sity of separating teeh in contact with each other, and
of at'terwards polishing the surfaces, a neglect of both
of which precautions leads almost inevitably to a de-
.truction of the organs implicated. The author is accu-
rate in his descriptions, forcible in his arguments,
and conscientious in his aims. It is a work calculated

I
to do a great deal of good.

Ucports 0f Societies.

NEW YOEK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Xovember 8, 1871,

Dr, a. L. Loomis, Pbesidext, in the Chair.

TEArM.\TIC AXEtJRISM OF SHOITLDER, THE RESULT OF IX-

JURT IX ATTEMPTIXG TO REDUCE A DISLOCATIOX,

Dr. M.*sox presented the os brachii removed from a

man thirty-.-is years of age. He gave the history as

follows :
—

" One da}', on leaving tl;e Chaiiiy Hospiial, I

V. as informed by my house-surgeon that a man had
just arrived, with a large abscess of the shoulder, I di-

[
reeled him to open it. The next day I was informed

that the abscess had been evacuated, that a pint of pus
had been discliarged, but that the patient had nearly

bled to death. The hemorrhage was cliecked with a

great deal of difficulty by lint and persulpha'e of iron.

On the following morning, I found a large, robust-look-

ing man, exceedingly ansemic, with an arm and shoulder

swollen to the size of a man's thigh. It was very evi-

dent from the appearance of things that this was a case

not only of absctss, but of traumatic aneuriani. A few
days afierwards the lint was removed, and a large quan-
tity of fetid pus was discharged. This discharge con-

tinued for some weeks. On rotating the arm crepitus

was discovered at the shoulder-joint, and it was then
supposed to be fracture of the cervical neck of the os

brachii with attendant necrosis."

On consultation it was decided to open the wound,
,ind in case the bone was found to be diseased, to exsect

it. This was done June 2G, the patient having been
etherized. Whi'e placing him under the aiisesthetic,

Di . M. detected the head of the bone lying just beneath
the clavicle. By a slight manipulation tins was reduced
in position. On examination with the finger in Ihe

wound this portion of the bone was found denuded
and dead, and the wound being enlarged it was accord-

ingly reiEOved. In the course of this procedure, a large

quantity of coagulated blood was turned out of the sac.

it was concluded that the posterior circumllex artory

was the seat of the hemorrhage, as a vessel correspond-

ing in its situation was found patulous. This was se-

cured after a good deal of difficulty, on account of the

slojghing tissue in the neighborhood. At one time the

prospect of securing the vessel was so slim, and the

patient was so fast sinking, that the idfa of resorting

to amputation of the shoulder-joint was seriously en-

tert lined.

The patient made a very excellent recovery, and eve-

ry motion of the limb was preserved, save that of rais-

ing it more than four or five inches from the side.

After the operation the patient told for the first time

a true history of his case. It seems that on the 19th of

May, being slightly intoxic::ted, he went to sleep on the

door-step and fell three or fuur feet, striking on a part

of his body w hich he believed to be his shoulder. The
next day he went to his work, but was unable to move
the limb, and hisfellow-woikinen told him he had dislo-

cated his shoulder, twisted and pulled the limb, giving

him a great deal of pain and causing a good deal of

swelling, which appeared rather suddeiilj'. This swell-

ing continued to give him so much pain that he was
forced to entei- the hospital for relief,

XECROSIS or HEAD OF OS BRACHII FROM IXJURT—INA-

BILITY TO USE DELTOID AFTER RESECTION'S,

The second specimen was the head of the os brachii,

removed by operation on the 2.5th August, fiom a col-

ored man, aged twenty-nine years, an inmate of the

Colored Home, AVhile at sea he fell, striking on his

shoulder. An abscess appeared soon after at the point

of injury, and opened itself. He then entered one of

the Boston hospitals, when a free inci.-ion was m.ide

upon the part. When he afterwards entered the Col-

ored Home, Dr. M. found necrosis of the head of the

bone, and removed the s,ame by exsection. The pa-

tient recovered entirely, with good use of the Tmb, but

previous to the operation it was utterly useliss. In

both cases the patients, as is commonly the ca.=e, have
been unable to elevate the limb from the side, although

in both instances the circumflex nerve was uninjured

in the operation. The cause of the crepitus in the

first case was easily explained by the necrosed head of
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a bracl.ii rubbing against the lower edge of tlie glenoid

cavity.

De. Tax Geis5n" thought that the motions of the

limbs would lie increased after the laps of more time.

He had sjen one sueh case in which, eighteen months
after the operation, the patient was able to raise the

arm at a right angle from the side.

Dr. S-WRK supp jsed that the inability to raise the arm
in these cases wa-i due to the fact that the oriijin and
insertion of the deltoid muscle were more or less ap-

proximated as the immediate result of the operations.

Dr. Mason remarked that Dr. Hodges, of Bo^ion, who
had studied these operations very thoroughly, had
come to the conclusioa that the loss of a special motion
was due to an injury to the circumflex nerve.

Dr. Loomis had seen within the last year a case of

an officer who had cxsection performed d'iring the

early part of the last war, and yet, notwithstanding the

lapse of time, was still unable to raise the limb more
than three inches from the side. He had all the other

motions perfect.

A LARGE SEBACEOUS TfMOR.

Dr. Sayre presented a specimen of sebaceous

tumor removed from the right arm of a patient of

Charity Hospital. He was for'y-two years of age,

and the growth had continued for a number of

years. It was remarkable for its size, being ten inches

in its long diameter, and six inches in short diameter,

and weighing a pouml. It was filled with a sebaceous

material of a putty-like consistencj'.

xecrosis of lower portion of femur simulating
WniTE SWELLING.

He also exhibited another specimen, which was one
of necrosis of lower and external aspect of femur
caused by a patient being run over forty years before,

and was supposed, as is usual in such cases, to be a

bona fide wiate swelling of the knee-joint. The
necrosed bone was removed, and the joint found to be
perfectly free fiom disease. This case, in his opinion,

belonged to a class in which a severe bruise of the

external soft tissues of the knee results in a tearing or

cutting of the periosteum overlying the edge of

the external arm of the linea aspera, inducing in

time inflammation of that membrane, and death of that

portion of the bone supplied by it.

CABCINOM.ITOUS TUMOR OF BRAIN—THE TREATMENT OF

CONGESTIVE CONVULSIONS BY VENESECTIO.V.

Dr. Sewall exhibited a small tumor removed from
the brain of a lady who died on the 2Glh of July last.

She was then 49 years of age. About a year ago this

coming December he attended her for a severe bilious

attack, from which she made a lair recovery. During
the following January she was seized almost every day
throughout ihe entire month with sudden attacks of
giddiness, with loss of sight, some numbness of the
lower extremities, during which she was obliged to lie

down. These would last for three or four minutes,
when she would get up ami appear as well as usual.

As she was going through the climacteric period these

symptoms did not appear to have any unusual signifi-

cance. On the 2d of the following Februaiy. she was
seized wiih a very violent epileptiform C'lnvulsion,

which was accompanied with paralysis of the left lower
extremity. A consultation was called, when a pint of
blood was immediately taken, with the efl'ect of reliev-

ing the convulsions and the paralysis. From that time
also her attacks of giddiness seem to have lelt her.

The only remarkable symptom for the succeeding
month or two was a continuously rapid pulse. She

continued in this state until the middle of June, when
she was seized with another severe convulsion, similar

in character to the preceding one, but not attended
with paralysis. Venesection was again resorted to, with
the same happy result. Her general health after this

seemed to deteriorate. Slie had a suffused face
; there

was a ma: ked incoherency in her conversation ; her

gait became tottering. A few days previous to death

she complained of very severe pain in the head, which
continued more or less until July 26, when .she gradu-
ally sank into coma and died. At the autopsy a

tumor about the size of a pullet's egg, iriegnlar in form
.and surrounded with some smaller tumors of a similar

kind, was found situated in the middle and at the base

of the right hemisphere of the brain. Examined under
the microscope it was found to be cancerous.

Dr. Finnell asked why chloroform had not been
administered in the case of convulsions.

Dr. Sewall answered that from the suffused face,

the bounding pulse, and the rapid appearance of the

paralysis, it did not seem that anything but venesec-

tion was called for, and the good effect of that treat-

ment wa? a proof that the opinion was a correct one.

Dr. Caro, who saw the case in consultation, was of

the same opinion. It was impossible not to associate the

paralysis with the temporary conaestion of the brain

as a cause. He, in common with Dr. Sewall. could not

see how the chloroform could do as well ; it certainly

could not relieve a condition dependent, as this was,
purely upon a hypero?mia of the brain.

Dr. Sewall remarked that chloroform might relievo

the convulsions, but this would necessarily only be

temporary, whereas tlie venesection, in this case, not

only arrested the attacks, but at the same time re-

moved the exciting cause.

Dr. Finnell believed in chloroform in all cases of

convulsions. It was the first thing he thought of, and

had never found it to di=appoint him.

Dr. Eager thought that the treatment by Dr. Sew.all

was eminently proper under the circumstances.

Dr. Briddon stated th.at he had seen a Lirge number
of cases of puerperal convulsions, and whenever he

had treated such by venesection he had been uni-

formly successful. Ills point was to use the i-emedy

early. In some cases where chloroform had been used

first, and had the ordinary effect of arresting the con-

vulsions for a time, venesection not only did this, but

speedily restored consciousness.

AVULSION OF A NASO-PHARYNGEAL POLYPUS.

Dr. "W. R. AVniTEHEAD presented a polypus with the

following remarks:

—

There are circumstances connected with the removal

of these polypi which make it extremely interesting,

especially when we consider the diificuHies which often

attend their entire extirpation. The necessity of their

complete removal to prevent recurrence, the formida-

ble operations which are sometimes necessary to get at

these tumors, and the peculiar diSiculties from hemor-

rhage which may embairass the operator, are all subjects

of the utmost importance for the right management of

such cases. It is well known that it is sometimes

necessary to split the palate in order to get at these

polypi, and remove them. Nelaton did not hesitate to

exci.se a considerable portion of the bony vault of the

palate to extirpate a large n.aso-ph.aryngeal polypus.

There pre other operations for their removal, in appear-

ance still more formidable. Gensoul was prob.ably the

first to extirpate the superior maxilla in order to make
these polypi more accessible. A parti.al excision of the

upper maxilla may sometimes be required ; or better

still, when the exigencies of the case call for such for-

I
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miilable measures, the superior maxilla may be par-

tially excise i, and temporarily displaced downwards.
For this purpose an incision tlirougli the middle of the

upper lip around the ala of the nose to the inner angle

of thj eye will leave less disfigurement than any other

incisions. To split the palate woild be followed by less

inconvenience in some cases ; because the palate can

be readily reunited with silver sutires immediately

aftjr the removal of the polypus. This case convinces

me of the inefficacy of the ligature, and indeed of i:s

entire unreUability in the treatment ef naso-pharyngeal

polypi.

Toil can never be quite sure that the ligature con-

stricts the pedicle, or that it even embraces it ; when
one of these polypi has a number of attachments—as

for instance, to the periosteum of the basilar process or

on the under-surface of tlie turbinated bone.«, or in

places quite inaccessible to the ligature as ordinarily

applied—the most effectual way to deal with it is to

remove it by avulsion by mean* of a bioad tape loop,

and with tlie aid of forceps or the fingers. It is when
the polypus is of considerable magni:ude, that one of

the very formidable operations which we have mep-
tioned becomes necessary.

One of the points of great practical interest in the

present case, as you will observe, is that it was quite

impossible to embrace the pedicle either with the liga-

ture or the wire loop of the Ccraseur, and that this

was not discovered until after the breaking of the wire
and the avul>ion of the polypus, in a remarkable man-
ner, witli the fingers.

The history of the case is thus briefly told :—Mi.ss

T., of Connecticut, consulted me about eight months
aero for difficulty in breathing. She stated that some
time previously she had a small polypus of the nose

torn away with forceps tiirough V.ie riglit nostril. At
the time she first saw me a careful examination with
gum-elastic bougies, and by other means, failed to reveal

the presence of a foreign body in the nasal passages.

A few weeks ago she visited me again, and this time
a large polypus was seen to project slightly below the

velum pal.iti when she pronojnced tlie sound of Ah.
A was bougie was readily carried through the nose
into the throat to the outer siJe of the polypus, which
was on the right side. I decided to remove it by
avulsion with a pair of stout forceps, and for this pur-
pose thought that it would po.'^ibly be necessary to

split the soft palate, or at least to follo^w the example
of Jlaisonneuve, and make a button-hole incision in the

velgm to facihtate the removal of the growth.
A day was appointed for an operation. There was

no difficulty in passing a loop of waxed linen thread
around the polypus, through the nose, by means of a

gum-elastic catheter. The thread was drawn up well,

and tightly tied. At Dr. Burralfs suggestion, ndio
kindly assisted me, we used a little wire ecraseur.

Having no annealed iron wire with us I substituted in

its stead copper wire, which nas pa-sed around the
polypus, through the nose, and adjusted to theficraseur.

The patient was etherized, and I commenced to work
the instrument. The wire broke twice. I returned
to my original design, to split the palate and remove the

b tumor by avulsion-gag, with forceps. Wishing, how-
ever, to explore the polypus as tlioroughly as possible

before dividing the soft palate, I introduced, with a

certain degree of force, the index finger of my right

hand behind the velum, and as far up as possible. I

f>u:id tliat I could get a "purchase" on the tumor,
if I may be permitted to use the expression, by hook-
ing my finger behind it, and thnt at the same time I

could slip the thumb of the same hand into the mouth,
and press the tumor anteriorly. In fact, in this man-

,

ner I seized it with the index finger and thumb. By a
firm twist and slight pull I tore out the polypus by
its roots.

You will observe that it is lobulated, and offers the

appearance and shape, at a distance, of a ehil I's heart.

This polypus measures 2f inches in length, and 2| in-

ches in its greatest circumference, and is apparently

muco-fibrous in structure, and has a small pedicle.

THE CUKE or CANCER BT ELECTROLYSIS.

Dr. Neftel presented sections of carcinomatous de-

posit removed post-moi tem from a ladj' who had died

in consequence of mammary cancer. About two ye.irs

ago she noticed a hard and painful lump in right mam-
ma. This increased, and, with the p.iin, extended to

the axilla. These masses were romoved by operation.

Soon after the operation she had an attack of pneumo-
nia, from which she did not recover until the lapse of

several months. In the mean time the wound cica-

trized, but the [)ain still continued, and extended down
the arm of that side, making it almost useles-S. After

several months she felt that the cicatrix became indu-

rated, and from these there seemed to be a string of

smaller lumps, which aroused the suspicion in Dr. N.'s

mind that the disease had translated itself to some inter-

nal organ ; she then insisted upon being treated by elec-

trolysis, and the treatment was pursued in conjunction

with Dr. Bailey, of Albany. To the surprise of Dr. X.
not only did the secondary tumors disappear, but the

patient improved in general health. So marked was
this latter effect that Dr. X. was inclined to believe

that he bad been mistaken. in his diagno.sis of internal

metastasis. After several months tumors again showed
themselves in the same locnliiy; these were treated,

and likewise disappeared. Finally, the cervical glands

beca'Jie affected, and she began to suffer from asthmatic

attacks, in consequence of pressure upon the pneumo-
gastric; these were succeeded by an attack of pleurisy,

due to cancerous exudation, and she finally died deliri-

ous. At the autopsy the liver, lungs, and cervical

glands were found infiltrated with cancerous material.

In speaking of the effects of electrolytic treatment

upon cancer. Dr. N. stated that he had reason to be-

lieve it would always be successful if employed before

the disease had become constitutional.

CARCISOMA OF DCRA MATER ^THE THIRD LEFT FROXTAL

COSVOLCTIOX INVOLVED, AND NO APUASIA.

Dr. Briddox presented a specimen of the above with

the following history :—The patient from whom this

specimen was removed first came under my observation

in the month of June, 1867, and at that time interested

me sufficiently to insure a record which I have not

been able to lay my hands upon, and which was in all

probability mislaid during the removal of my office

papers.

The patient was a gentleman of fine commanding
appearance; he was forty-sis years of age, member of

a he.-dthy family, (vith no hereditary or acquired taint

of disease ; he had lost his sense of smell six or seven

years before, but not regarding it significant of evil,

and experiencing but little inconvenience from the loss,

which had come on gradually, he had paid no attention

to it and had always been accustomed to look upon

himself as a perfectly sound man.
On the occasion ofmy first visiting him he had been

prostr.ited by an epileptiform attack, which had been

preceded by intense headactie and insomnia ; the head

symptoms continued for some lime, accompani.d by

sj:re disrurbances of vision, the precise character of

which I do not remember; my observations extended

over a per'od of some weeks, during which time I as-
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certained that all ihe ot'.ier organs of his body were in

a normal conJition, an J only after some time did I ven-
ture 13 diagnose the probable existence of an intra-

cranial growth.
I next saw the patient in the month of Augu't of

the same year. 1867; he had had another epileptiform

seizari", preceded and followed by healaclie of a very
severe character, and he was fast becoming amaurotic.

After the atia.-k of 1867 I saw no more of him un-
til the second day of March, 1S71 : he had then been
completely bUnd for a period of three years ; his pupils

were dark, clear, and dilated ; the globes were tense,

and I think bulged a little ; at all events I could not in-

sinuate the point of the finger as far between the globe
and tlie wall of the orbit as I tliought I had done on a

former occasion
;
there was no paralysis of tiie muscles

of the orbit, face, or extremi:i;s; his complaint was of
intense pain just above the left f.ontal eminence; it

was described as excruciating in character, a steady
continuous ache, with occasional but irregular remis-
sions ; no treatment appeared to avail, and after a few
weeks it subsided to return. In the month of June,
when I again saw him, he was then becoming childish,

did not respond prompt'y when spoken to, and had
frequent hallucinations of varying character; he would
sometimes liesitate when spoken to, but always found
his words and never misplaced them ; his only com-
plaint w.is of headache; his appetite was good, but it

was manifest that he had entirely h'St his sense of taste.

He would ca'l for all kinds of "highly seasoned dislies,

and on having bread and milk placed before him, would
despatch it with a'l the relish of a gourmatid; in the
same way he would speak of water handel to him in

response to a demand for brandy as of most excellent
quality.

On the 26th of July acute symptoms of pressure ef-

fects b?gan to manifest themselves; he lay in a condi-
tion of stupor, from which it was ditficult to rouse him;
his face and head were £1 jshe J ; there was incomplete
ptosis on the left side, and occasionally his breathing
would become stertorous; there was at this time a
marked difference in the pulsations of the radials. for

which I could not account. As there was no cardiac
mischief or trouble about the great vessels, the left ra-

dial was more than double the volume of the right

;

rate of pulsations. 116. I think the left globe was a
trifle more prominent than the right. During the next
six days the stupor gradually deepened into coma, all

reflex functions were gradually abolished ; there was
complete anesthesia in both upper and lower extremi-
ties, but there certainly was not motor paralysis, as the
patient would occ.isionally move both his arms and
legs.

He died on the 1st day of August
Autopsy, sixteen hours after death. — Calvarium

thicker than usual ; dura mater, or rather the visceral
arachnoid, was adherent to a slight extent to the convex
surface of the left hemisphere along the border of the
longitudinal fissure; on pa.?sing the fingers beneath the
anterior lobes for the purpose of turning out the 1 rain,
it was found adherent to the floor of the anterior fossae

by what appeared to be a growtli having firm attach-
ments to that portion of the base of the cranium. The
tentorium was then divided

; cerebellum and ])osterior

lobes of cerebrum were lifted from their bed. medulla
and cranial nerves being divided from behinl forwards,
and the whole mas rolled out, leaving exposed to view
a tumor which had the following appearance and con-
nections t it was of the 8iz3 of a small orange, of about
two inches and a half in diameter ; its surface was red
and granular, and its consistence firm ; antero-posteri-
orly it reached from the crista galli to the posterior

clinoid processes, covering the cribriform piate of the

ethmoid; laterally it overlapped the le^er wings of the

sphenoid ; it was firmly attached centrally and at its

base to the superior and posterior boundaries of the
ethmoid cells, i.e., to the cribriform laMiella of that bone
and to the body of the sphenoid ; the olfactory bulbs

were flattened in some parts, and in others appeared to

be entirely wantine; the optic nerves were not dLstin-

guishable ; the orbiLd plates of the frontal bone and
lessei wings of the sphenoid were cracked with a chisel,

and the mass was Ifted from its bed ; two or three

small translucent cysts were seen attached to the under
surface of the bone ; these had been confined to the

ethmoid cells, which cavities were. I think, expanded
distmce between orbital plates measuring one inch and
a half Tl'.e crowth had not invaded either the orbit

or the n.asai fossae.

Although placed precisely in the mesial line, its

pressure effects had influenced principally the anterior

and middle lobes of the left hemisphere ; a large portion

of the inferior surface of the anterior lobe was gone,

and a considerable part of th.e inferior surface of the

middle lobe had shared the same fate ; the gray matter

had entirely disappeared, and the white portion adjacent

was diflluent and separated from the tumor by a quanti-

ty of loose conjunctive tissue liaving a considerable

quantity of yellowish serum within its meshes.

On section the tumor presented a pinkish-gray color
;

it was of firm fibro-fleshy consistence, and, fn im naked-

eye examination, I judged it to be a sarcomata.

A microscopic examination was made by Dr. Francis

Delafield, and the growth was pronounced to be car-

cinoma of the dura mater. The accompanying note

from the Doctor refers to its minute structure.
" The tumor is composed of a stroma and of cells. The

stroma is composed of broad bands of fibrous tissue

interlacing so as to leave long and oval spaces, some
broad, some narrow. The amount of stroma varies in

different parts of the tumor, but is everywhere we;l

marked. The cells are contained in the spaces. They
are large, pale, polygonal, mostly with a single nucle-

us. They are packed closely together in the spaces,

in some places forming concentric nf^ls. Small coa-

cretions of lime are found here and there among the

cells."

There are two points of interest in this case to which

I wish to draw the attention of the Society. Inter-

ference with the special senses occurred in the follow-

ing order t The sense of smell was abolished twelve

years ago, that of vision four years ago, and that of

taste three or four months before death. At the au-

topsy we fo'md the olfactory bulbs almost entirely

destroyed, the anterior portion of the op^ic tracts and
chiasm indistinguishable, the inferior division of tha

fifth apparently not involved. Could it be possible

that the loss of smell, occurring twelve years ago. was
occasioned by the presence of this growth; is not such

a supposition at variance with our knowledge of the

usual rate of development of such tumors?
The next point of interest^is the fact that though

situate in the median line, the pressure effects were
mainly, if not entirely, developed upon the left hemi-

sphere, the whole inferior portion of the anterior lobe

was destroyed, and a considerable portion of the mid-

dle lobe. We know that lesions involving the anterior

lobe, and that debatable spot, the left third frontal

convolution, in a large majority of case.s, have bee;,

associated with aphasia and right hemiplegia. Tlio

patient from whom this specimen was taken was
certainly not at any time aphakic or hemiplegic. And
I think the case adds one to the now numerous array

of cases opposed to the proposition enunciated by
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Broca, that the faculty of speech or intelligent language
rcsiiles in the third left ftonlal convolution.

Dr. Thomson- romaiketl that Dr. Briddoii's case, being

of .-ilow grovvih, allowed the other portions of the brain

to compensate lor the loss of left tliird Irontal convolu-

tion. He di'l not believe that it was an accepted theory

that the facultv of speech resided exclusively iu that

locality, ahhoiigli it might be centralized there. It

wa-; only when that portion of the braiu was suddenly

de>troyed ih;it aphasia resulted.

Dr. Weir referred to a case of compound fiacture of

the skull, followed in the course of six weeks after tre-

phining by a cerebral abscess and a loss of brain sub-

stance, involving not only the left tlf rd frontal convo-

lution, but all the parts in the immediate neighborhood.

In that case the patient could talk perfectly well.

Dr. Fi.vnell presented an Indian scalp three years of

age. It seemed to include all the tissues down to tlie

bone. The hair was as perfectly iutact, and was as

firml}' fi.\ed as in a perfectly fi esh scalp.

AXEl'RIS.M OF B.\SI1..\B .VRTERT.

Dr. Loomis exhibited a specimen taken from an un-

married G-erman, 2!) years of age, who was a(hnitted

into B.llevue Hospital the first of last September. He
was perfecilv well for three or four years, until about

two months before he sought relief, when he noticed a

sensation of numbness on the left side of the face, and
a loss of hearing of his left ear. He also noticed that

the saliva drooled from the left corner of his mouth,

and that he was unable to swallow food from the h'ft

side of his mouth, and was conipelled to pi:sh it on the

other s-ide with his finger. At the time of admission

liis general condition was very good, and, a-ide from

the symptoms already noticed, there was a loss of the

sense of taste on the left side. Physical examination
gave negative results. There was no paralysis of any
parts of his body save those ineniioned. On the IGth of

September he was seized with vomiting, after which he

found that he partially lost his power of walking, and
within a finv days after he lost his power of speech and
died. The day

i revious to death bronchial rales appear-

ed on auscultation.

At the autopsy all the thoracic organs were found
healthy except the lower lobe of right lung, which was
congested. Tiic liver was slightly cirrhosed and con-

tained a deep fibrous cicatrix, which wa? evidently of

syphilitic origin. No other evidences of syphilis were
apparent either be.'bre or after death.

On opening the cranium all the membranes were in-

tensely congested. At the base of the brain was an
aneuri-im about the size of a pigeon's e'^p, springing

from the left basilar artery, which pre-sed upon the

medulla and upon the pons. The other arteries at the

base of the brain were in an atheromatous condition.

Dr. L. stated that he had looked over the literature of

aneurism of that localit}', but had only succeeded in

finding a similar one, and that was detailed in Rev-
noils' System of Medicine, vol. iii. The tumor con-
tained red clots in layers on the inside of the sac. The
diagnosis was not made before death.

The Society then went into execiitive session.

^ t a i

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Adjourned Stated Meeting, December 4, 1871.

Dr. a. Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

The minutes of the Adjourned Anniversary Meeting,

and of the Stated Meeting, of November 27th were read,

and, after two unimportant amendments, adopted.

STAXDIXG committees.

The President announced his appointment of the

following standing committees for the 3'ear, r^ niaiking
that, as tlie reports on meteorology, to have any medi-
cal value, must be consideied in connection with the

prevalent diseases, he had, in order to facilitate this,

made the membe s of the Meteorological Committee
also members of the Committee on Diseases.

Committee nn Library: Drs. Jerome C. Smith (Chair-

man), Charles A. Leale, and George \V. Robinson.
Committee on I)i'eUi<jence : Drs. Fred. A. Castle

(Chairman), Lucius D. Bu!kley, Chas. S. Bull, Benja-
min Howard, Samuel Sexton, Herman Althof, Andrew
H. Smitli, Wm. R. Wliitehead, E. Darwin Hudson, and
1'. Biynberg Porter.

Committee on Meteorologi/ : Drs. D. H. Goodwillie
(Chairman), Stilvatore Caro, Chas. S. Wood, C. B. Mc-
tjuosten, and Simeon N. Leo.

Committee on Bixenses : Drs. Chas. P. Rissell (Chair-

man), M. H. Henry, Daniel A. Leavilt, Leonard Weber,
D. H. Goo Iwillie, Gust ivus Langmann, Salvatore Caro,

Chas. S. Wood, C. B. McQuesten, and Simeon N. Leo.
Committee on Ue'iistmtion : Dis. D. B. St. John

Roosa (Chairman), C. R. Agnew, and Joseph Kam-
merer.

Committee on Finance: Drs. Joseph E. Janviin
(Chairman), Edward Bradley, and Horace P. Farnbani.

president's INAVCrRAL ADDRESS.

The Presidknt then delivered his inaugural address,

of which we are foiced, by lack of space, to give but a

brief abstract. It will speedily be jiublished in pam-
phlet Ibrm. Altera feeing allusion to the death of Dr.

IJibbins and Dr. Elliot, tlie speaker referred to the large

accession (seventy) to the membership of the Society

during the year, as indicating the increasing recogni-

tion, by the profession, of the advantages of combined
action; while the many foreign names in tlielistof new
members showed its hearty realization of the universal

brotherhood of science. History taught that these

tei:dencies were developed by a profession ^jari pnsxu

wi h its emancipation from ignorance and superstition;

and the same principles would finally prove tliem.^elves

as true in t'ne domain of politics as in that of science.

He continued

:

" Concerning our recent adm's-ions I have another
remark to offer. It is not a small satisfaction tc mo
that, in this year of my presidency, one of the most ur-

gent questions of the day should have been quietly and
noise'.essly answered. The admission of females into

ihe ranks of the medical profession, or lather—as their

obtaining the degree of M.D. is a matti-r belonging to

chartering legLslatures, and their obtaining a practice

depends on the choi e or prejudice of the public— into

the existing medical societies, has been decided by you
by a simple vote, not attended either by the hi.ssesand

clamors of excited young men in medical schools, or by
the confusion and derogations of the meetings of a me-
dical as.'ociaiion. I think we can say that our action

has finally settlrd a question the importance of which
was recognized by everybody. The vote of the largest

society of the kind in tlie Empire State, and I believe

in the Union, will have the ell'ect of sooth'ng the pas-

sions and levelling )irejuilices in the circles of the army
of medical men, foi ty thousand strong, i:i the United
Slates, and of raising us in this respect to the standard

of European countries. Even the conservative seat of

learning, Edinburgh, has admitted women to medical

studies. Paris has turned out a woman doctor of me-
dicine, who will prove, I hope, none of the least orna-

ments of this Society, the profession of tliis city, and
otir common country. Russia can boast already of her
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Kaschewarowa, and will witlun two years permit any

well-educateil and sufficiently-prepared woman to enter

the halls of medical learning ; and Switzerland, little

but republican Switzerland, enjoys in its University

of Zurich the presence of dozens of female medical stu-

dents. I s?.y "enjoys," for it has been a matter ofj

public congratulation on the part of the professors of
|

that institution that, since the admissionof the females,

not only has the university gained a nnml.ier of hard-

working and successful students, but that, besides, the

general%e:iring of the students of the stronger sex has

been more quiet, sedate, moral, and studious.

"The question whether females will be admitted to

the study of medicine in the existing meuical schools in

our country, will be solved in time. It appears improb-

able, for several reasons, for the present. The stondavd

of many of the voung men entering upon the study of

medicine, as far"as preparatory studies are concerned,

is so little elevated, that the schools will not lack suffi-

cient numbers of students ; for it is true that ours is

one of tlie liberal professions in the Union which do not

consider the previous acquisition of a clas^icnl or literary

education a conditio sine qua non. And further, as long

as new institutions, wortjjy and unworthy ones, male

and female, are daily chartered upon the recommend-

ation of lay members of Slate legislatures, the increase

in number of special colleges for females c^m be con-

tinued ad infinitum. Thus it may happen that, for

some time to come, this question of admitting females

to our medical schools for male students will not be very

eagerly ventilated, as its practical necessity may, to

many of us, not be very obvious. Still let it not be

forgotten in the history of this Medical Society of the

County of New Tork,"that we have opened our doors

to wui-ihy members of the medical profe-sion, male or

female, white or colored, and thus granted reality to

the gospel of American citizenship, the Declaration of

Independence, according to which we are all free and

equal Let it not be forgotten, either, that we, in our

circle, have generalized and idealized the peculiarly

American proverb, 'Help yourself Emancipation,

both of color and sex, means nothing else but to uni-

versalize the postulation of helping one's self. The fu-

ture constitution of an ideal human society will be such

that every member will take such a place, fill such a

position, as are both adapted to his or her taste, and

adequate to his faculties and services. The choice of a

calling will depend on the former, the recognition by so-

cie;j',°position. on the latter. That is the meaning of

' help yourself,' which never excludes tliat everybody

else should al?o help himself, nor renders the helping

(if each other impossible I wish that we, in

our political and social system, and in the institutions

of our private and scientific circles, should forever bear

in mind that we have always been the banner-bearers

of universal liberty; and that, if the public opinion of

Europe, greatly influenced by a monarchical and anti-

republica'n jress and office-holders, has frequently

throw-u the ' help yourself into our faces as a reproof,

wc mean and meant to help ourselves and each other,

and them a'so ! "VVe need not sacrifice truth and mod-

esty to spread-eagleism, when we point to the facts of

our sanitary commission, our Chicago, or to the hungry

of their Ireland, or the wounded and starving of their

Germany and France. And from this general point of

viewing'all questions of great importance concerning

t!ic requirements of progressive development, we have,

all of us, co-operated in solving the woman question in

our department, no matter whether we have all been

equallv entlmsiastic in deciding it, or whether we have

simply followed the dictates ot' our longing for justice

or equity, or i-csolved upon giving every member of

human society a chance to develop his or her faculties,

on llicir own responsibility as to fail u'e or success."

The papers presented and discussed during the year

were of a high order, and creditable both to their au-

thors and to tlie Society. The several meetings had

been occupied as follows :

November Meeting, 1870.—Paper by the President,
on " Crauiotabes," and general introductoi-y remarks.

Cases of, and remarks on, '• Blepharoplasty," by Dr.

Kx.\rr.
Diiaiaher 2ileetinri.—7a.-^^x by Dr. Fordtce B.\ker,

on " Blood-letting as a Therapeutic Resource in Obstet-

ric Medicine."
Jamiiini Meeting, 1871.—Paper by Dr. H. K.napp, on

" Formation of Bone in the Eye."
Fcbruitrji Meeting.—Paper by the Vice-President. Dr.

AusTix Flint, on " The Pathological Relations of the

Gastric and Intestinal Tubules,"

March Meeting.—?a.]>er by Dr. J. Lewis Smith, on

"Scrofula."
April Meeting.—Paper by Dr. Leon.vrd Weber, on

"Abscess of the Appendix Yermiformis.

"

Mil/ M(eti/)g. —Vayier by Dr. 11. B. S.vnds, " On the

TJ.se of the Plaster-of-Paris Bandage, in the Treatment

of Simple Fracture, especially Fracture of the Femur."
" Case of Abcess of the Appendix Vermiformis," by Dr.

Ernst Kr.vckowizer.
June 3feeting.—Paper by Dr. F. N. Otis, on • Syphi-

litic Infection, with Special Reference to the Channels

through which the System becomes contaminated, and

to the so-called Incubation Period of the Disease."

Sqjtembcr Meeting.—Nomination of Officers.

The task of advancing medical science, of stimulating

strictly scientific researches, which our medical schools

cou'.d not fulfil, must, with us, neces-arily fall upon

the medical societies. From this point of view, the

Society had. by approving of and authorizing a prize

on a "strictly scientific subject, which would require

researches of a laborious and partially novel kind,

begim a new era in the efficiency of medical societies,

and proved her earnest appreciation of her position in

relation to medical science.

Having referred to the duties of medical societies,

to the inembers of the profession, and to science, the

speaker had intended to discuss, in a comprehensive

way, their duties, and those of the profession as a

whole, to the public. But there was one subject of

such praclieal and immediate urgency that the con-

sideration of the other public relations of medicine

must be postponed to it. This was the matter of

Infant Amjlums, upon which Dr. Jacobi now read an

extended "essay, taking the Nursery and Cliild's Hos-

pital as a fair example of their working, and showing

by statistics tlie tenible mortahty that seems inevita-

bly to cling to them. He earnestly advocated the

abolition of'all such institutions, and the adoption of

the plan of '-finming out" infants, which had proved

so satisfactory when"' cat ried out under proper super-

vision.

As the next Stated Meeting would regularly fall on

Christmas, the by-law fixing its date was suspended,

and tlie meeting adjourned, subject to the call of ih-

President and Secretar}-.

Death from BicnLORiDE of METnvLENE.—A married

woman, forty-four years of age, who was about to

undereo an operation for cancer of the breast, at Rad-

chfife "infirmary, Oxford, England, expired suddenly

while under the influence of bichloride of methylene.

—

Med. Times and Gazette.
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ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Chaiuies of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Depannent U. S. Army, from
December ath, 1871, io December IHlh, 1871, inclusice.

Fjjantz, J. FI., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4G3, War Depart-

mi'nt, A. G. 0., Dec. 7, 1871, relieved from duty in

Department of the Platte, to proceed to Baltimore,

JItl.. and ou arrival, report by letter to the Surgeon-
Gener.il.

Gibson, Jos. R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 252,

Department of the South, Deo. 2. 1871. assigned to

duty at Yorkville, S. C.

Smart, Ciias., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 209,

Department of the East, Dec. 1-1, 1871, granted leave

of absence for thirty days, oti Surgeon's Certificate of

Disability.

Croxkhite, n. M., Assi.itant Surgeon.—By S. O.

4G3, A. G. O., C. S., to report to the Commanding
General Department of the South, lor at^signnieiit to

duty.

Heizm.^nn. C. L., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 211,

Department of the Platte, Dec. 4, 1S71, granted thirty

da3-s' leave of absence.

Monroe, F. LeB., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 219,

Deparrnent of the Platte, Dec. 1-t, 1S71, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort D. A. R\i;sell, Wyoming
Territorj', relieving Surgeon J. H. Frantz, tj. S. A.

Powell, R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4G3, A. G.

O., C. S,, to report to the Commanding Officer, Depart-
ment of the Gulf, for assignment to duty.

Kimball, Jas. B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4(>4,

War Department, A. G. 0., Dec. 8, 1871, leave of ab-

sence extended sixty days.

Wilson, Wm. J., Assistant Surgeon.-By S. 0., 40;?,

A. G. 0., C. S., to report to the Commanding General,

Department of the Missouri, for assigment to duty.

iUctiical 3tcm3 anti Ucius.

Small-Po.x still continues to exist in this city, and
shows no signs of decreasing. The same may be said

of Brooklyn .and Pliiladelphia, in which latter the dis-

ease prevails to an alarming extent, tlie mortality being
fearful and unprecedented.

CoNCERNixG Contagious Diseases.—The following
will be of interest to the profession, at this time :

Health Department, City or New York,
}

BfREAU OF Sanitary Inspection, Dec. 12, 1871.
(

To the Board of Health—Gentlemen :

Being in the daily receipt of letters from the medical
profession of this city, and from Health Authorities of

other cities of the United States, requesting informa-
tion respecting the details of the methods adopted by
this Department in the sanitary care of contagious dis-

eases, I would respectfully submit the following for
• general infornialion, as having been approved by the

Sanitary Committee having supervision of this Bureau.

How information is received of the presence of Contagious
Diseases.

Sections 122 and 123 of the Sanitary Code require

that such intiirmation be furnished promptly to this

Bureau, as follows :

—

Section 122. ' That every physician shall report to

the Bureau of Sanitary Inspection, in writing, every

person having a contagious disease (and the state of

ids or her disease, and his or her place of dwelling, and
name, if known), whicli such pliy.-ician has prescribed

tor, or attended for the first time, since having such a

contagious disease, during any part of the preceding

twenty-four hours; but not more than two reports

shall be required in one week concerning the same
person; but every attending or practising physician

thereat, nmst, at his peril, see that such report is or has

been made by some attending phj-sician."

Section 123. "That every keeper of any boarding-

lioiKSe or lodging-house, and every inn-keeper and
hotel-keeper, shall, within twenty-lbnr houis, report,

in writing, to the Bureau of Sanitary Inspection the

same particulars in the last section required of any
physician concerning any person biing at any of the

aforesaid houses or liotels, and attacked with any con-

tagious disease."

To facilitate the prompt reporting of such cases,

every physician is supplied, free of expense, with the

lolknving blank firm, whicli, when properly filled out,

can be immediately Ibrwarded by mad to tliis Bureau.

New York 187
Report of Contagious Disease.

To Dr. Moreau Morris,

City Sanitary Inspector, No. 301 Molt St., N. Y.
Name of Patient Age
Residence Disease

Condition of Premises

Residence.

Sanitary Duties^ hoio performed.

Immediately upon receipt of this information, it is

rceoi ded in a blotter kept for this special accord ; the

Health Inspector, in whose district the case may bo, is

at once notified by telegraph of the fact, and it then

becomes his duty to proceed forthwitli to the place

designated, investigate and report to this Bureau his

diagnosis and wdiatever may be necessary lo be done in

respect thereto. By these means prompt official in-

formation is furnished to the head of the Bureau in

each case.

Tlic Board cff Health being empowered by law (Sec.

10, Chapter 74, Laws of ISGO) " to remove or cause to

be removed to a proper place within said district, to be
by lliem designated, any ])erson sick with small-pox

or other contagious disease," it becomes discretionary

with it to decide, whetlier it may be necessary to

cause such removal or not. This question remains to

be decided in tlie discretion of the Ciiy Sanitary In-

spector by authority of the Board, and each case is so

decided upon, according to the digree of isolation that

m.ay be enforced, with due regard to the spread of the in-

feci ion and the protection of the public health, tlie latter

consideration being paramount to all others. Having
no rosponsibiUty as lo the medical treatment of indi-

vidual cases, the Health Inspector's duties arc confined

simply to the sanitary care necessary to protect the

pulilic fi'om the further spread of the infection.

If, in the judgment of the Healtli Inspector, it is

neces.sary to remove the person .sick lo an isolated

hospital, he so reports to the Cily Sanitary In'pcclor,

who then immediately dispatches the ambulance and
causes the removal of the patient. The removal is at

once followed by disinfection of everything upon the

premises that may convey infection, with fimiigation of
the apartment occupied ; the infected bed being gen-
erally burned.

If the disease be small-pox, an Assistant Health In-
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spector is now sent to vaccinate the inmates of the

house, and of a'l that will consent to the same in every

house upon that bloc!:, and the face of the block oppo-

site, thus aftbrding protection probably to nearly all

that may have been exposed directly.

Where casts are allowed to remain in their own
homes, wliere proper isolaiion can be secured, the

dutv of the Health Inspector requires him to give such,

directions and iustructions with special reference to the

the sanitary measures to be continually enforced during

the progres-i of the case. For convenience, and to se-

cure methodical application of the proper and necessary

means for the care of all sources of contagion, the

following card of Regulations is required to be placed

in the hands of the attendant upon the case :

—

Sanitary Regulations against Small-pox, Scarlatina, and
Meashx.

Eveiy case must be reported to tlie City Sanitary

Inspector upon its first recognized appcar.ance.

Care of Patients.—The patient should be placed in a

separate room, and no person, except the physician,

nurse, or mother, allowed to enter the room, or to

touch the clothing or bedding used in the sick-room,

until tlicy have been thoroughly disinft-cled.

Infected Articles.-—All clothing, bedding, or other

articles, not absolutely necessaiy for the use of the pa-

tient, should be removed from the sick-room. Articles

used about the patient, such as sheets, pillow-cases,

blanket.s, or clothes, must not be removed fiom the

sick-room until they have been disinfected, by placing

them in a tub with the following disinfecting fluid:

S ounces of sulphate of zinc, 1 ounce of carbolic acid,

and 3 gallons of water.

They should be soaked in this fluid for at least one

hour, and then placed in boiling water for washing. A
piece of muslin, one foot square, should be dipped in

the same soluton and suspended in the sick-room con-

stantly, and the same should be done in the hall-way

adjoining the s'ck-room.

Feather-beds and pillows, hair mattresse.';, and flan-

nels or woollen goods, require fumi^jlion, and should

not be removed from the sick-room until after this has

been done. Whenever the patient is removed from
the sick-room notify the Bureau of Sanitary Inspection,

when the disinfecting corps will, as soon as possible

thereafter, perform the work of fumigation.

All ves.^els used for receiving the discharges of pa-

tient? should have some of the same disinfecting fluid

constanily therein, and immediately after use by the

patient be emptied and cleansed with boiling water.

Water-closets and privies should also be disiufected

daih' with the sime fluid, or a solution of chloride of

iron, one pound to a gallon of water, adding one or

two ounces of carbolic acid.

All straw-beds should be burned, but must not be re-

moved from the sick-room without a permit from this

department. They will be removed by the disinfecting

corps.

It is advised not to use handkerchiefs about the pa-

tient, but rather soft rags for cleaning tlie nostrils

and mouth, which should be immediately thereafter

burned.
The ceilings and side-walls of the sick-room, after

removal of patient, should be thoroughly cleaned and
lime-washed, and the wood-work and floor thoroughly
scrubbed with soap and water.

By direction of the Health Department, etc.

With the medical treatment of the case the Health
Inspector has no concern, and is S|)ecially enjoined

liom interfering or even making any remark with re-

spect thereto, that matter being left entirely to the pa-
tient's proper medical attendant ; the Inspector's duties

being specially tliose of the sanitary care, and enforce-

ment of such sanitar}" measures as are directed. To
secure the observance of such measures, it becomes the

duty of the Health Inspector to visit the premises and
patient from time to time during the progress of the

disease, and, when the patient finally leaves the room,
to secure the proper fumigation and cleansing of the

sa^ne.

In the performance of this duty the attending phy-
sician should always be advised of the necessary meas-
ures to be applied, and his co-operation secured, in

their enforcement, as he naturally has the confidence

and good-will both of the patient and family.

As a convincing argument of the value of vaccination,

it may be well to give the unanimous opinion and ex-
pression of the medical ofticprs of this department :

—

That it is not only a safe but certain preventive of

small-pox, when properly, carefully, and judiciously

perfbnued, and as a proof of its protective value I can
state that, among over 100,000 persons vaccinated by
the Health Inspectors of this bureau during the past

year, there has not yet been found one who has con-
tracted sraall-pox, or its modified form, who had been
successfully vaccinated previous to becoming infected,

while numbers have fallen victims to this disease who
refused to allow the inspectors to vaccinate them at

the time of exposure. Very many such instances have
been acknowledged to the inspectors at the time of

their first visit to the cases. I am fully convinced that

this extraordinary success is due in a l.irge measure to

the fact that vaccine-virus, while in a fj esli and active

condition only, has been used. Ko crust or .scab has

ever been used by us.

Our practice has been, and is, to use only such virus

as has been taken from a well-selected, healthy child

the afternoon previous, rejecting that whiih had be-

co.me sevent3--two hours old. A supply of bovine

virus, direct from the animal, was u<ed to a limited

extent during the past summer, which gave uo better

results than that from children's arms, and as its propa-

gation was attended with much ditiicuUy, and a suf-

ficient supply could not be maintained for ourku'ge de-

mand, except at a great expense, it was abandoned.

In the use of chiljhood-lymph, with the results as

proved by our statistics of successful vaccination and
re-vaccination, certainly no man should c ivil. The
absolute protection ottered so large a number of per-

sons, of whom by far a larger mnjority had been ex-

posed either directly or indirectly to this fearful disease,

should go far to convince the most sceptical of its in-

estimable value.

To the carelessness and neglect of parents and phy-
sicians, and the opposition of the misinformed, unin-

formed, and injudicious, may bo attributed, in a large

measure, the success of an epidemic form of this loath-

some disease.

MoREAu Morris, M.D.,

City Sanitary Inspector.

Hciu publications.

Books Received.

Lectures on the Clikic.\l Uses op Electricitt,
delivered m University College Hospital. London. By
J. Russell Reynolds. M.D., F.R S., Prof, of Princi-

ple and Practice of Medicine in University. Philadel-

phia : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1870.
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©rigiiml Communications.

OBSEKVATIOXS OX THE

OPERATION FOR HARE-LIP, WITH CASES
AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

By aURDON BTCK, II. D.

BEAD AT A MEETING OF THE MEDICAL LIBBART AND JOUBXAL ASSO-
CIATION, NOV. 3, ItoTl.

Success in the treitment of hare-lip depends so essen-

tially upon the proper execution of the several details

of which the operation consists—such as prrparing the

parts for adjustment to each other, the choice of sutures,

,the manner of inserting them, and their proper subse-

quent management till the process of heahng is com-
pleted, that whatever expedients are best adapted to

attain these important ends are entitled to preference.

The author, having had considerable experience in this

operation, proposes to describe in detail the method
which he prefers, and which has afforded him the most
satisfactory results; and also to illustrate the subject

by cas^s which have recently occurred in his hospital

practice.

1. The management of the patient.

If a child, the arms should be brought down to the

sides of the body and secured by a folded napkin, passed
round them and fastened with pins. The head should
be held steadily in position between the hands of an as-

sistant. If the patient is an infant in the arms, an anaes-

thetic may be dispen-ed with. Its continued admin's-
tration interrupts and protracts the operation. Such
children suffer but Utile mentally, and less physically

than older patients, as may be inferred from the fact

that often they will cease crying in the intervals be-
tween the incisions and sutures, and they sooner be-
come pacified after the operation is finished. In the
administration of an an<esthetic to older chddren, the
effeiit may be best kept up by employing a small

sponge fastened to a holder, instead of the large, hol-

low, cone-shaped sponge with which the inhalation is

ordinarily commenced. It interferes less with the
operative proceedings.

2. Sutures and their management.
Three kinds of sutures may be used.

a. The interrupted thread suture, for which a glov-

er's trocar-pointed needle is preferable to any other.

They may be had of all sizes at the thread-andneedle
stores. To prevent inversion of the eoges of a wound,
which is a frequent cause of the failure of primary
union, the needle should be passed througli the skin,

nearer the edge of the wound on its outer than on its

inner surface, which is the reverse of what is usualiy
done. Thus inserted, the suture, on being tightened,

tends to evert the edges of the wound and confront
them more perfectly. The sutures should also be in-

serted as close together as is necessary to secure the

most exact coaptation of the edges. Their multiplicity

is not objectionable, inasmuch as at the expiration of
twenty-four hours, when agglutination of the edges
will have taken place, their number may be reduced by
removing the alternate ones. Metallic sutures, in the

r judgment of the author, possess no advantage over
thread ; on the contrary, they are not as easily with-
drawn, and their presence is just as liable to cause ul-

, ceration in their tracks as in the case of thread sutures.
Both will remain without producing any harm as lone
as they are needed, provided the edges of the wountT,
which they are designed to maintain in contact, have
previously been hberated so as to be reUeved of all

traction.

j h. Pin suture, or figure-of-eight suture.

The insertion of the pin is easily and accurately per-

formed by the aid of an instrument devised by the

author, and first described in the Med. Record of July
1st, 1869, under the name of Suture Pin Conductor.
It consists of a needle two inches and a half long, of

I

the thickness of an ordinary knitting-needle, slightly

I

curved toward the point and fixed in a handle. From
its point toward the handle it grows smaller round for

a distance of half an inch, which facilitates its passage
through the skin. Its extremity is bevelled off to a
sharp point on its concave side, and is perforated length-

wise for a short distance on its bevelled face, as in the
point of a hypodermic syringe. The mode of using it

is as follows : The edges of the wound to be approxi-
mated having been traversed by the conductor, guided
by one hand, a pin held between Ihi? thumb and fingers

of the other hand is engaged by its point in the per-

forated hole at the end of the conductor, and held
steadily in place while the conductor is withdrawn.
The pin is thus made to follow it with perfect certainty.

The i;reat advantage of the instrument is the precision

with which the pm is inserted, and the facility with
which fresh pins can be substituted for old ones, which
have begun to set up suppuration along their tracks,

without disturbing the newly-formed adhesions. To
guard against suppuratitm along the track of the pin
and upon the suiface under the yarn, the yarn itself,

after being softened with warm water, should be re-

moved at the end of forty-eight hours, and sometimes
' of twenty-four hour.s, so as to allow the constricted

surface to recover itself, and then fresh yarn should be
t applied. This change should be repeated daily after-

ward tiU the removal of the pin, which should be done
not later than on I he fourtli day. If the support of
the pin cannot yet be dispensed with on the fourth
day, it is better to insert a fresh pin near by than to
le.ive the old one in longer than four day.s. The sur-

face underlying the yarn may also, when necessary, be
protected by a patch of three or four thicknesses of ad-
hesive plaster, stuck together and shaped so as to lie

I

upon the skin between the points of entrance and
emergence of the.:)in, and thus separate the yarn from
contact with the stein.

c. Tlie beaded wire clamp suture,

Is Constituted as follows: A darning-needle, two
inches or more in length, is threaded with a soft silver

w ire, knotted at its distal end after havmg been pre-

viously strung with a smooth, round glass bead and a
pirforated leaden shot. The neeJle is made to t' averse

tlie skin at a distance of one inch or moie from the op-
posite edges of tlie woun I. A second bead and shot
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are then strung upon the other end of the wire. While
the edges of the wound at e crowded toward each other

and held in contact, the wire is drawn upon and the

second bead and s!iot are slid down against the skin and
permanently fasten' d in place by mashing tlie second

shot upon the wire with pliers. The opposite edges of

the wound thus held S'Curely in cont;ict and reUeved

of all strain, may be accuraiely adjusted to each other

by any requisite number of thread .futures. This bead-

ed suture may remain undisturbed eight or ten days,

and produces only a superficial ulceration under the

beads, which readilj' heals after their removal and
leaves no conspicuous scar. When piimary union has

taken i)lace only part'ally, or has failed altogether, this

suture is the best reliance fir supporting and holding

ill contact the opposite edges of a wound; while with

the aid of adhesive plaster and supplementary thread

sutures the adjustment is maintained during the slower

process of union by granulation.

Note. — Punchings of harness leather, disk-shaped,

such as may be had at any saddler"s shop, are a good sub-

stitute for shot, and are easily perforated with a glover's

trocar needle. Fig. i! represents the constituent parts of a

beaded wire clamp suture, a. The knotted end of the wire,

threaded with a leather disc next to the knot, and a glass

bead beyond the disc. h. The second glass bead fastened

in place by three or four turns of the wire wound aroimd a

lucifer-match. which is then cut short with scissors, c. A
trocar-pointed needle made for the purpose ; for which,

however, an ordinarj- darning-needle is a good s-ubstitute.

An advantage of this mode of aiTanging the beaded su-

ture is, that it can be tightened or loosened when neces-

sarj-.

3. Preparation of the parts fur adjustment to each

other.

A needle, armed with coarse thread, is pas ed through

the two atigles of the lip on either side of the cleft, far

enough from the border to be out of the way of the

subsequent incisions. The ends of the Ihreads tied to-

gether tijrm loops with which to hold the parts on the

stretch when required. Each ha'f of the lip being put

upon the s'retch b)' means of its loop, and drawn

away from the jaw, an inci-sion is ma'le along the line

of junction between the jaw and the inner surface

of the lip, and catried outward as fir as the molar

teeth. The separation is also continued upward, in

contact with the perio-^leum, toward the cheek. This

being done on both sides, permits the tNvo halves of

the Bp to be approximated and brought into contact

without any strain upon the sutures which are to hold

them together. The next step is to pare the opposite

edges ot the cleft. Each half of the lip is again put

upon the stretch by means of its loop, while the lip

is transfixed near its angle, and an incision carried

upward skirting the border of the cleft, and ex-

tending .soraewliat into the nostril. Th.; stiips thus

detached from both borders of the cleft, but left at-

tached at the angles, are brought down, with their

fresh-cut sui fncfs facing each other, and both are trans-

fixed by a ihteaded needle. The ends of the thread

are tied togitlier, and form a loop with which the

strips being put upofi the stretch, the fresh-cut edges

of the cleft above are held evenly confronting each

other, while sutures are inserted to secure their adjust-

ment. During this adjustment an assistant should

crowd forward the cheeks toward the median line.

Two pin sutures, one below near the vermihon border,

and one above near the columna nasi, are to be insert-

ed and wound with cotton yarn. Between the pin

sutures three or four thread sutures will serve to per-

fect the adjustment of the edges. The strips stiil re-

maining attached at the angles where the two halves

of the lip meet, are to be severed by an oblique section,

so that at their junction they will form a projection

standing out beyond the line of tlie lip border. Three

fine sutures should secure this adjustment at the bordei-.

By this arrangement the subsequent formation of a

notch, which so often mars the result of this operation,

will often be prevented. In making the sections just

described, a Beer's cornea-knife is veiy useful on ac-

count of the facility with which it transfixes the lip,

and the precision with which the in-

cisions can be made. In illustration

( aL^^ ^^ ^^ views just advanced, the fol-

^^-5^1 lowing cases are submitted :^^ Case I.—Simple congenital hare-lip.

John Black, £et. 12, re^-ident of Pier-

mont. on the Hudson, admitted into

St. Luke's Hospital, Jan. 18, 1871.

The cleft, involving the light half of

the lip, divides it vertically, and
extends as a shallow furrow upward along the floor

of the right nostril. The right middle upper in-

cisor tooth occupies the cleft, and stands forward cuti-

spiciiously in advance of its fellows, probably in con-

sequence of lack of support from the absence of the

lip. (See Fig. 3.)

Operation.—Performed Jan. 24th, after etherization

according to the method above descr.bed. A moderate

degree of inflammatory tumefaction followed the opera-

tion. At the end of forty-eight hours the yarn was
changed on the pins. On the third day the upper pin

was removed, and the yarn changed on the lower pin.

Applied two strips of adhesive plaster across the cheeks

to support the parts. On the fourth day removed the

lower pin, and the remaining thread sutures. Con-
tinued the adhesive straps, which were renewed daily

for a week after the operation, when the healing was
complete. A very slight notch remains at the lip border
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wlnre the two halves united. Patient returned home
Feb. 10. Fig. 4 shows the result.

with the aid of etherization, as was done in -the case of

her two younger sisters.

Operation.—After liberating the parts on ciilipr side

of the cleft in the way above described, I proceeded to

i reak down and reduce itito line the projecting portion

of the dental arch with Mr. Butchers' bone-pliers—an
nstrurnent devised expressly for the purpose. It con-

-i ts of two jaws of unequal length, with their con-

fronting surfaces flattened and rouf;lieneil. The shorter

j

lilide is blunt at, its extremity; the longer one is bent
flatwise to a riglit angle at half an inch from its ex-
tr mily, and looks toward its f-llow with a square,

bhmt cutting edge at its extremity.

Fig. 4.

A Hare-lip Family.—Mrs. Molinieri and her three

children, all girls, natives of G-ruoa, Iialy. were ad-

mitted into St. Luke's Hospital, Jan. 1(1, 1871.

Mrs. M. herself bears the marks of a successful oper-

ation, performed in childhood, for hare- lip. She has a

brother ami sister with hare-lip; and besides her thn-c

living children slie has had four otliyrs, all of whom
die! in very early infancy; three of theui had liare-lip,

and the fourth only was a perfect child

Case II. — Jaeinta, the eldest, set. 7, has a single

clelt, involving the left half of the lip and extending
upward into the left nostril. The cleft also extends
backward through the dental arch and bony and soft

palates. The portion of tlie denial arch on the right

side of the eleft projects forward at its anterior ter-

minus in advance of the natural curve, and being un-
coverrd by the lip, presents a conspicuous feature in

the child's disfigurement. The ala of the left nostril is

drawn outward toward the cheek, thereby enlarging

considerably its orilice.

Fig. 6.

A mild attack of measles developed itself soon after

admission, and made it necessary to postpone the

operation to the 31st January, when it was performed

Fig. 6.

The bony projection was seized between the jaws of
the pliers, with its bent jaw applied to tlie anterior sur-

face high up toward the nostrd. The bent jaw was
sunken in the bone, and weakened it so that on bear-

ing down with the pliers I fractured the bone and re-

duced the projection into line. The integrity of the
dental arch was thus restored, and the eleft that had
divided it was bridged over. Where the opposite sur-

f le.-s of the cleft came in contact, they were pared, and
subsequently coalesced permanently. Tliis restoration

of the bony arch also facilitated the adjustment of the

two halves of the lip to each other, and :i(lbrded them
a good support. The closure of the cleft of the lip was
completed according to the method described above.

On removing the yarn from the pins at the end of two
days, the pin tracks weie found already to have sup-
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purated. and the confronted edges had failed to adhere,

except at the vermilion border, where, fortunately, ad-

hesion was secured. It now became important to hold
the opposite edges of the wound quietly iu contact, while
healing by the granulating process should take place.

This was accomplished very satisfactorily by a beaded
wire clamp suture inserted across the upper part of the
lip. and at a distance of nearly one inch from the edges
of the wound on either side. This afforded a constant
support, while the adjustment of the edges of the
wound to each other was maintained by strips of ad-
hesive plaster renewed daily: The granulation growth
was promoted by the application of solid nitrate of
silver. The beaded suture was removed at the end of
the fifth day, and the adhesive plasters continued for

tiiree weeks after the operation, when the healing was
complete. No suppuration or exfoliation of bone fol-

Fig. 7.

lowed the violence done to the jaw. A tooth which
wa.< implanted in the projecting portion of the dental

arch became loose and was extracted. The dental arch

became consolidated and regained its natural curve.

A plug of soft sponge was worn in the left nostril to

counteract a disposition at its outer margin to full in

after the closure of the cleft of the lip. There was no
notch remaining at the lip border where the two halves

joined A great improvement in the child's appearance
was the result, as shown by Fig. 7.

upper lip, from the orifice of the left nostril through the
vermilion border, unaccompanied by any complication.

Fig. 8.

Fig-19.'

Operatinv.—Jan. 21st. By the same method as in the

preceding ca.«es. Primary union followed, and on the

fourth day after the operation the last suture was re-

Case III.— Marie Anne, the second child, at. 4
has a simple ve: tical cleft involving the left half o^ the F.g. 10.
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moved. Adhesive plasters, however, were continued

for a tew days longer, to support the parts and relieve

tlie newlj'-ibrmed adhesions of all strain upon them.

Fig. 9 shows the result without any remaining notch

at the lip border.

Case IV.—Rose, the infant, a?t. 12 months, has a

double cleft of the upper lip, without any complication.

A central, tongue-shaped portion of lip intervenes be-

tween the clefts, which terminate on either side above,

at the orifice of the nostrils. Fig. 10.

Operiitioti.—Jan. 21st. The central portion of lip was
prepared by paring the edges and giving it an angular

shape, so as to adapt it for insertion between the la-

teral halves of the hp. These were prepared for adjust-

ment to each other in the same manner as was em-
ployed in the preceding cases; and the adjustment of

the three portions to each other was seeuied by tra-

versing the three with the upper pin suture. Some
difficulty was encountered in reducing the central piece

to the same level as the lateral pieces, and it was not

entirely overcome. Primary union failed to take place,

as in Case No. II., except at the vermilion border,

and it became necessary to support the edges of the

wound in contact while union by graniilaiion should
take place. This was done by the careful application

of adhesive plaster, which w;is renewed daily till the

twellth day after the operation, when healing was
conrplete. A shght elevation of the central piece of

lip still remained, which time, however, would be likely

t'l diminish. Fig. 11 shows in this cnse, as in the other

sisiers. no remaining notch at the lip border.

The mother, with her three children, returned to

their home, March 4th, rejoicing in the result of their

sojourn at the Hospital.

No. 40 West 29th Street.

THE INFLUENCE OF A DEFICIENT SUP-
PLY OF CHLORIDE OF SODIUM UPON
THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF CHOL-
ERA.

By S. WATERMAN, M.D.,

NEW YOBK.

The proposition advanced in my paper before the

Academy of Medicine, October 5th, •' that the pres-

ence of sodium in the air in sufficient quantity is abso-

lutely necessary to life in its many and diflerent forms
and conditions; that its antiseptic properties are espe-

cially alapted to prevent contamination of air, earth,

and water; and that its deficient supply is probably

connected with the rise and progress of endemic con-

tagious diseases, such as cholera, typhus, and others,"

is cpiestioned in your December number (p. 444), by
my learned friend Dr. Peters.

He states that cholera has been conveyed in a great

number of instances across the sodium-salt ocean; that

it has broken out in mid-ocean, and has raged in sea-

ports where the air is loaded and impregnated with the

sodn-muriate.

To this I deem it necessary to respond, that Dr.

Peters finds fault with my conclusions, but leaves my
premises uncontradicted. It would be difficult, I think,

for anv one to deny that sodium in the air in sufficient

quantity is absolutely necessary to life in its manifold

forms and conditions; nay, it is even very probable, as

Prof. Roscoe s'ates in his work on spectral analysis,

p. 69, "that these minute particles serve to supply the

smaller organized bodies with the salts which larger

animals and plants obtain from the ground. If, as is

scarcely doubtful at the present time, the explanation

of the spread of contagious disease is to be sought fir

in some peculiar contact-action, it is possible that the

presence of so antiseptic a substance as chloride-sodium,

even in almost infinitely small quantities, may not be

without influence upon such occiurenccs in the atmos-

phere."

Dr. Peters also does not deny that the sodium-

chloride possesses greait antiseptic properties, by reason

of which contamination of air, earth, and water is pre-

vented. Now, it stands to reason that a deficient

supply of litis antiseptic agent must favor conditions

favorable to the development of such contamination,

and consequent di-ease. I think this proposition is

logical. That the supply of sodium in the air is subject

to daily oscillations is proved by spectro-scopic observa-

tions, just as the supply of cxygen varies in the animal

economy, and is never constant
;
yet, under normal cir-

cumstances, the quantity oscillates only within narrovir

limits. So also, so long as the supply of the sodium-

salt oscillates within defined linnts. no perceplible dis-

turbance in the life and health of the aniiual economy-

is experienced. But a deficient supply of this anti-

septic element for any lengtli of time must be deiri-

menlal to organic life, and favor contaminations of air,

earth, and water.

Granted, then, that cholera has been conveyed across

the sodium-salt ocean. It is most probable that when
this disease is once fully developed, the presence of the

sodium-salt in the air in sufficient quantity may modify

its violence; but we have not claimed that it will pre-

vent its development. Whenever cholera has broken

out in mid-ocean, the germ of the disease has been
taken on boarri at the ship's point of departure. Its

rievelopment in such cases was most undoubtedly fav-

ored by crowded steerage, tainted water, tainted food,

want of cleanliness and proper ventilation. I deny
that true cholera has ever absolutelv. originated as a

spontaneous disease in mid-ocean. So also as regards

the statement that cholera often rages in sea-ports

surrounded with an atmosphere of sodium. No local-

itv is more favorable to the germination of the cholera

fungus, or whatever that germ may be, than sea-

ports. It finds there its most favorite soil, provided

there is, by the short-sightedness and neglect of man, a

crowded population, abundance of decaying animal and
vegetable matter, narrow, filthy streets, tainted water,

obstructed drainage, foul air, want of cleanliness, want
of proper food, intemperance, crime of all shades and
firms, and in addition, want of intelligent sanitary

measures. In vain does Nature pour out its antiseptic

spray to protect the lives of improvident man ; the
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reeking foul atmosphere renders the benign influence

of the sodium-chloride almost nugatory. AVhen to

conditions thus favorable to the development of chol-

era the supply of the soda-spray becomes deficient

from some cause or othtr, can it be denied that the

disease in question will giow in virulency and become
boundless in its destructive force ?

Dr. Peters further states tliat cholera has frequently

prevailed along the who'e Russian or north coast of
the Black Sea, where the so-called salt-limoi>s abound,
and sodium-cldoride is stored in huge stacks of hun-
dreds of thousands of pound.s. Xo amount of sodium-
chloride, stored in one particular locality, is capable of

preventing the introduciion of cholera, for the simple
reason that this salt, in order to reach the circulation,

must be in a state ol minute division, such only as can
be obtained by evapoiation from a surface covering
two-thirds of our globe, and by the action of storms
and winds over its surface. The thoughtfid physicist

will at once recognize that these fifty thousand Russian
cartmeii, with their million of oxen and a quarter of a

million of cartas, may become excellent agents to carry

along the cholera on the highway of commerce, in spite

of their loads of salt.

The Russian cartmen are none of the cleanest; tiey
sub-ist on inferior food, are fond of alcohoUc drink, in

which they liberally indulge, and on their long journey
the'v and iheir animals are exposed to exhausting in-

fluences. Bui yet, true cholera hax never originated in

these salt-!i7!)oiis. Whenever the cholera reached these
regions, it was in the line of its migration, and had ere
this obtained its characteristic de-tructivcness, which
could not be arrested by the tons of slored-up salts of
which the air may have been defectively supplied. On
the contrary', the mixed crowd of men and beasts, pro-
miscuously thrown together under the circumstances
above enuiuerated, was well calculated to give the dis-

ease a high degree of virulence. In addition to this, it

must not be forgotten that this vast deposit of Salt in

these Russian salt-limous results from the evapora-
tion of Sea-water in swampy grounds, favoring the de-
velopment of malaria and mephitic gases during the

hot months of June and July, just as our sea-raarshes

do along the Atlantic coast, where, in spite of the modi-
fying antiseptic influences of the sodium spray, inter-

mittent fevers abound.
It is to be regretted that in 1817, when the cholera

first appeared in Jessoie, not for from Calcutta, after

an uncommonly long season of rain, spectroscopic
analysis was unknown, and observations were not in-

.stituted registering the daily supply of sodium in the

air. Such observations alone aie destine! to offer a
satisfactory solution to my proposition, which, notwitli-

standing the formidable airay if figures presented by
my learned friend, I shall consider unshaken and not
disproved.

DISEASE OF THE SITPRA-RENAL CAP-
SULES (addisox's disease).

By a. D. ROCKWELL, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Some two years since I presented, for tlie inspection
of the members of the Medical Library and Journal
Association, what seemed to be a well-marked case of
disease of the supra-renal capsules.

At this time the patient had been treated by me
some two montlis. and under the influence of general
faradization and galvanization of the sympathetic, his

strength liad returned in such a remarkable tiegree,

that grave doubts were expressed in regard to the

correctness of the diagn.isis. Within the past month,
post-mortem examination has confirmed this diagno>is,

and although at the time the case was briefly alluded

to in another place, I think it worthy of I'urther re-

mark, not only as additional evidence that certain

organic changes in the cap.5ule of the kidney, and pe-
cular symi'toms to be described, are directly related to

each other as cause and efiect, but as a conclusive illus-

tration of the somewhat remarkable constitutional

tonic properties of general electrization.

The patient, a man aged 4.5, was referred to me by
Dr. H. H. Gregory, of tiiis city, as a fit case for some
form of electrical treatment, since it had resisted ptr-

sistently all ordinary tonic medication. The history of

the case is briefly as follows : The patient had enjoyed
all his life most excellent health until !Nov., 1S67,

when he observed shght symptoms of exhaustion, a

loss of appetite, and some evidence of anaemia.

His condition rapidly grew worse, and through the

month of January, when he first detected a little dis-

coloration of the face and hands, he wa^ unable to

leave his bed. He improved somewhat during the

spring, and was able to engage in light labor. In

August, 1868, he suddenly relapsed into a state of

utter exhaustion ; his skin became .several shades
darker, and his general appearance was that of an ordi-

nary mulatto.

Almost every function of the body seemed to sufler

derangement, and especially the oflJces of sccretinft.

The bowels became distrt ssingly constipated, never
moving except by artificial means. Sleep was fitful

and unrefreshing.

His mouth and throat were excessively dry and
parched ; the skin was shrivelled and devoid of mois-
ture, while the finger-nails were so brittle as to break
ratlier than bend. The left arm was so stiff and pow-
erless, that it was impossible to bend it beyond a rii:ht

angle, nor could he lift it more than a few inches from
his side.

La-^tly, the man suffered from excessive fatigue after

the slightest exertion. It is proper to add that the

sexual dcsii e and power were entirely lost. These
symptoms persisted with but slight variation until

June, 1869. when the case fell under my observation,

and shortly of er I referred it to Prof Austin Flint,

who unhesitatingly confirmed the diagnosis of Addi-
son's disease.

In submittin',;' the patient to the genera! influence of

the e'ectrical treatmei.t, it was Ibund that a mo.-t pro-

found anfesthetic condition of the whole body existed,

and a di cided impairment of the electro-muscular con-
tractiliiy.

It may be safely asserted that a degree of tension of

the electric current was borne by this patient, and
without the slightest discomfort, sufficient to prostrate

a strong healthy man. One peculiarity, however,
must be noticed. By placing the negative pole at the

pit of the stomach, and the positive a little above the

seventh cervical vertebra, distressing nausea was in-

variably produced. The same result was noticed during

mild galvanization of the cervical sympathetic.

Improvement was manifest from the first day of

treatment, and after having administered thirty geneml
app'ications of the faradic current, and galvanized tl.c

sympathetic nerve a number of times, the following is

a fair summing up of the condition in which our patient

was lelt

:

1st He had long been completely cured of his con-
stipation.

2d, Sleep was perfectly sound and refreshing.

3d. The diy and parched condition of his mouth and
throat was entiiely reJieved, and all the secretions of
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the body bad increased in quantity and improved in

quality.

4tli. His finger-nails were restored to their usual

elasticity.

5th. He had approximately recovered the use of his

arm. This improvement was manifest after the third

application.

6th. Thj sexual power and desire had returned in

decided strength.

7th. AbovL- all, his strenjrth and power of endur-
ance hid progressed with the above changes.

At first he was barely able to crawl a single block

;

ht" could afterwards walk a couple of miles without
suffering unpleasant fatigue, and could readily engage

'

in light labor.
[

8th. The bronzinjc of the skin became sensibly light-

er, and had decidedly receded on the sides of the fingers

and hands. I

For nearly two years the patient retained all that he
|

had gain-d
; but a short time ag ) he presented himself

at my offi -e looking more emaciated than I had before
si-en him, but possessing far more eaduiance than when
he first fell under my observation.

After treating him on two different occasions, he
failed to return, but I learneil that he failed rapidly,

and in a few weeks succumbed.
i

The autopsy was performed by Dr. Malcolm lie-
|

Lean, in the presence of Drs. Gregory, Brockway and
Read. The left capsule was slightly removed from its

normal seat at the apex of the kidney, and occupied a
j

position on the upper portion of the intern d border.

The organ seemed to be somewhat enlarged, and was
fo'.ind to be completely filled with a yellowish-white
opaque matter, evidently a degeneration of the origi-

nal deposition, which is said to he of a translucent,

softish. homogeneous character. In the right capsule
t'le third change in the deposit had occurred, viz. : a

'

drying up into a chalky mass.*
Notwithstanding the aut oritaiive assertions of Drs.

Addison, Wilkes and G-reenhow, it must be confessed
that our knowlelge concerning the pathology of this

1

disease is by no means complete. One theory it seems
to me, however, deserves especial consideration.

It is well known that the semi-lunar ganijlion and
solar plexus, and also the pneum^gastric and phrenic
nerve, supply nervous filaments to the capsule, and upon
tliis fact Dr. Hal)ershon and others base the statement
that '• the more fjlly the disease is known, the more
completely will it be traced to the sympathetic nerve."

In consi'leration of the fact that at ihe outset of the
treatment in this case mil'J galvanization of this nerve

I

produced intense nausea, while as the treatment pro-
'

gressed, and the patient improved, this annoying
symptom became less and less marked, until a power-

i

Jul current could be applied without inconvenience, it
'

certainly seems fair to conclude that the great sympa-
'

thetic system may be in some way the meilium through
which supra-renal capsular disease manifests its re-

markable and fatal influence.

CASES IN ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.

By ALEXANDER MURRAY, M.D.,

XEW TOKK.

ITylrocele.—John McCaffrey, aged 40 years, ship-
carpenter, applied to me on the 17th August, 1S69, for

treatment of a hydrocele of the right side of the scro-

tum. He stated that two years ago. while at work in

*The left Ripra-renal capsule was presented at a meeting of the
i». y. P.iiliolojical Society.

^

a shipyard, he was struck accidentally with a s; lint r of
wood on the testicle. Inflammation followed. About
four months before I saw the man he noticed that the

scrotum grew larger and softer, and caused a dragging
pain in the side.

I tapped this hydrocele seven times in eighteen
months, the quantity of fluid drawn off varying, at

each operation, from 27 oz. to 17 oz. He was unwil-

ling to submit to anj' operation for a radical cure,

lest he might lose the proceeds of a few days' work.
He wore a suspensory bandage to support the scrotum.

On the 9th May, 1871, 1 introduced a trocar and canula
for the eighth tapping ; withdrew the trocar, and before

any quantity of the fluid had escaped from the sac I
inserted a platina wire as large as the trocar, connecting
it with the negative pole of the galvanic battery, and
with the positive sponge electrode over the scrotum, I

employed a current, gr.adually increasing it until it pro-

duced p.ain. Alter thirty minutes I allowed the accu-

mulated fluid (17 oz.) to run off, and then continued the
use of the current for five minutes longer.

More than six months have elapsed, and I find upon
examination that there has been no leaccumulation of
fluid, and that the right side of the scrotum is only a
litile larger than the left, wiih no sensation of weight
or pain. There was but slight oedema for two days
after the operation.

A colored man, 43 years of age, was sent to me in

July, 1871, by Dr. K. B. Martin, to try the effect of
electiieity upon a hydrocele of the right side of the

scrotum, with inability to perform the marital act satis-

factorily. He stated that in early Ufe he had greaily

abused his generative organs, and that about six years
ago he had contracted syphilis. He had been under
treatment by several physicians for a year previous to

his visit to me, without deriving any special local benefit.

He wished me to take his case in charge and try what
I could do for him without tapping or using cutting in-

struments. I commenced treatment with labial gal-

vanization to the scrotum, increasing the current to as

much as he could bear for thirty minutes, and repeated
the application every third day. After the third oper-

ation he felt satisfied that electricity was benefiting

him, and as there w.as a manifest diminution of the ef-

fusion he requested that a speedier method of cure
might be adopted. After local anaesthesia with ether
spraj' I inserted two insulated platina needles, one {+)
into the lower, the other (—) into the upper part of the

scrotum, well into the middle of the sac, without allow-

ing the points to touch each other, the practical point

being to act upon the tunica vaginalis and the fluid ac-

cumulation in its sac. A mild current was employed
and increased gradually until the patient complained of
distension and pain, (in his own words) of a burning or

boiling sensation in the scrotum. To relieve this un-
pleasant feeling without removing the needles, I intro-

duced a canulated steel needle half an inch from the

upper needle, passing it obliquely into the sac so as

to touch the upper needle. I then withdrew the canu-
lated needle and allowed the hard rubber canula to re-

main, thus permitting the escape of the nascent elim-
inated gas and some of the liquid, with the result of
producing immediate relief It is evident, from the ef-

fect produced in this case by the usp of the canu'a, that

the current can be continued much longer, and with
little or no pain to the patient, thnn without it. It is.

therefore, a mode of proceeding I would recommend
my professional brethren to adopt, and report with
what result. Some soreness and oedema were com-
plained of for the remainder of the day and night. On
examination, two months subsequenily, I found both
sides of the scrotum equal in size. The man sta'ed that
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tlie fluid had entirelj' disappeared by the second day
after the operation. Four applications of genera! and
local f.iradization were attecded with marked increase

of the sexual power.
A child, 18 month? old, was brousht to my office for

trcatrntnl of a swilHng in the left, groin, which w-as

recognized as an encysted hydrocele of the cord. Ether
spr.iy Wiis used before the introduction of two steel

insulated needles, with gilt points, conuected with the

negative pole of the battery. The current of ten cells

was employed for filteen minutes. On the next day the

coQstant current, without the needles, was applied. In

three days the fluid accumulation was entirely ab-

sorbed.

Fissiiied N^ipphs.—The constant current was used

in four cases of excoriated and fissured nipples in nurs-

ing women. A small nipple electrode of silver or pla-

tiiia was applied to the abrasion=, and into the fissures

on or around the nipples for a few- minutes. A mild

current was used and continued until the diseased part

presented a greyish ash color ; subsequently it was ex-

posed to the air for thirty or forty minutes, to harden or

oxidize the afl^ected part. Any moisture that remained
was dusted over with dry oxiile of zinc. Invariably in

the course of twenty-four to forty-eight hours tlie pro-

cess of healing was complete.

Fistxla in Ano.—In August, 1871, John Connor,

who, for nearl}^ eighteen months, had been suffering

from a fistula in ano, applied to me for treatment, re-

questing a cure if possible without a surgical operation.

I introduced a small probe of platina wire into the fis-

tulous canal, and a wooden scoop into the rectum as a

point d'appui for tlie e.xti emify of the probe. During
the operation a galvanic current of fifteen cells steadily

increased was allowed to pass for fifteen minutes. Tlie

battery having been freshly filled that day, the probe
became heated so rapidly that I w;is compelled to de-

sist from the application sooner than I had wished.

However, I was gratified to find that, at ihe expiration

of five days, the fistula had entirely healed.

Ulctrs of the Leg. —In the treatment of ulcers of

the lower extremities. I have almost invariably applied

the positive pole o! the battery, through a medium of

a disk of platina, silver, or nickel, to the ulcer itself,

closing the circuit, and by means of the wet chamois
electrode close to and around the diseased part. The
disk I have used is about one-eighth to one-twelfth of

an inch in thickness. I cannot recommend pure nickel

for tiiis purpose, as it is diflicult to clean and polish it

as needed before it can be used again. Platina is de-

cidedly preferable, as it is the cleanest and best metal.

A man, aged 30 years, with seven ulcers upon the

lower third of the right leg, applied to me for treatment

during the month of October instant. These ulcers

were of two years' standing, and as the case appeared

to me to be one favorable for testing the relative mprits

of the poles, tVie size and condition of each ulcer being
as nearly as possible uniform, I selected four for treat-

ment by the positive and three by the negative pole.

I firet cleansed the sores with a piece of sponge wet
with a weak solution of chlorinated soda, and having
partially dried them I applied the flat-disk electrode as

before explained. The superiority of the flat-disk over

the button or ball-shaped electrode is evident, when
we consider that ulcers heal from the sides first rather

than from the bottom. I applied the galvanic current

as strong as could be borne to each ulcer for the space
of five minutes, occasionally *iping away any di.—

charge. This treatment was repeated every third day.

In two weeks the healing process, in tlie four under the

influence of the positive pole, was considerably in ad-

vance of that of the tliree ur.der that of the negative.

In general I do not limit myse'f to any specified time

in the galvanization of ulcers, but continue the appli-

cation of the current until they present the appearance

of haviiif) been slii/htly seared tvith the actual cautery.

Detection of a Xeedle in Soft Tissues.—Ann F., aged

26 ytars. seamstress, a slight-built and dehcate woman,
called on me to cure her of an inability to extend or

raise her left hand. She had experienced attacks

of hysteria during the last eight years. Cata'i.enia

regular, but scant3'. Faradization was employed. In

a few minutes she screamed and begged me to desist.

On looking at the hand the abductor musc'es of the

thumb were tense, and a sharp-pointed body projected

beneath the skin. I asked her what she supposed it

was. Slie stated that about six years ago a nee.ile

was broken in her hand, and could not at the time be
extracted. She had forgotten all about it until her

attention was attracted to the painful part. I made
her hold the electrode while I got a scalpel to cut over

the foreign body. I extracted the eye-half of a Xo. 8

needle, bright as when new. The hand required no
further treatment than rest for a few days.

Another case of some interest present ng itself was
that of a boy 8 years old, who had been bitten by a dog
on the right buttock. Ten minutes, probably, had nit

elapsed when I saw the lad. The bitten part was
about an inch and a half in diameter, without laceration

of the cuticle, but presenting a purplish black-colored

contus'on. I apphed the galvanic current with wet
chamois covered electrodes directly to the part. In

five minutes the discoloration had entirely disappeare 1.

On tlie next day a slight greenish stain was all the ev-

idence that remained of the injury.

The following is a short epitome of nine cases of de-

ficient secretion of milk, in which local faradization

was applied directly to the mammary gland.

In lour the electro-magnetic current was applied,

with negative results.

In two the magneto-electric current was applied.

In one of these the result was negative; in the other

success attended after daily application for sixteen days.

In tliree, the magneto-electric current was also ap-

plied, with the result of producing a good S'lpply of the

lacteal fluid so long as the use of the current was re-

peated daily ; but the secretion ceased if it was omitted

for twenty-four hours.

One woman, to whose breast I applied the jralvanii;

current, gave the breast to her child immediately after.

In less than an hour the child was attacked with severe

vomiting, purging, and convulsions, although it had

be°n previously lemarkabK" healthy. I attributed the

sickness to an electrolytic change in the milk, the effect

of the galvanic current.

I have a vaiietv of electrical machines by different

makers, but latterly I have used the newly-improved
induction instrument and the pot table galvanic battery

made by the G-alvano-Faradic Manufacturing Co., Neu'
York. I find them reliable, efficient, and better adapted

for the various purposes of Electro-Therapeutics than

any other with which I am acquainted.

2->9 EAifT 10th St.. New Yoek.

proarcss of iBctiical Sctenre.

Htper.s:mia of the Entire Vaginal Mucous Mem-
brane AND External Gexit.\l Organs rksulting in

THE Formation and Growth of False Membrane.—Dr.

G.irry 11. Miner, of Morris, Conn., reports the follow-

ing case : Mrs. , a j-oung married lady

—

never had children—sent for me, October 1, 1871, and
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state'i that for some time she had been troubled with

inHammation, swelhng, paiii, and tenderness of the ex-

ternal genital organs, wliicli slie had kept to herself (I

suppose for prudish reasons) till now ;
that she was

getting worse, and was obliged to seek relief if it could

be had. I found the facts as she had stated, and that

the inflammation extended throughout the entire va-

gina, attended with a considerable leucorrhceal dis-

charge. Uterus in normal condition. Her general

appearance was anaeniic, pale, thin
;
countenance anxi-

ous; puiss weak; frequent attacks of headache and
gastric irritation ; unable to sit up much. I gave her

at once a strong alcoholic tiuct. of the root of the

iris vcrsicolnrj in full doses, to be repeated every six

hours ; also a full dose of iodoform every twelve hours,

and a very strong solution of nilrat. argenti— 3 i. to

3 i. of water—quite strong, to be used per vaginam with
a female syringe twice a day for two days ; then once
a day for two days, then once on the second day after

that; again once on the fourth day, the eighth day,

sixteenth, and so on. I saw her occasionally ;
she said

she was much better and getting well.

About filteen days after commencing treatment she
asked me to call, and stated that .she had got to be
very well ; but in passing water that morning, after

rising, she discharged at the same time a considerable

quantity of skinny or membranous matter that looked
like light-colored rubber cloih, and wanted me to ex-

plain it. I asked her if .she had expidsive pains, like

parturition. She sai<l no pain at all, that it came away
much like her monthly courses, with little or no sensa-

tion
; she had it rolled up in paper. I unfolded and

spread it; then placed it in water, and found that it

was a complete funnel-shaped tnbnlar oast or model
of the entire vagina and ext^Tnal genitals—I mean of
the mucous membrane lining those organs and the

rugiB or convolutions of that membrane as it is when
not distended—were plainly to bo seen, and are how
like farrows over the surface, looking like artificial

Work. I took it and placed it on my finger, then on my
thuiirb—which it fitted very well and looked much like

the thumb of a light-colored kid glove, except that it

was open at both ends. The length was about three and
a half inches; the diameter of the anterior part, where
it Wiis attached about the os externum, was about one-
third of an inch, and that of the posterior part, before
it contracted to embrace the cervix uteri, was about
one inch. I then, after examining it, distended it on
cork and suspended it in alcohol, where it looks much
like the thumb of a glove, and is in a good state of pre-

servation. It is about as thick as kid leather, but not
as strong.

My theory of the case is, that from some cause the

mucous surface of the vagina became irritated, which
was succeeded by hypercemia of the parts; and in con-
sequence of this excessive action, the vessels took
secretory action and resulted in the formation and
growth of this false or adventitious membrane, invest-

ing all those parts. The remedies applied were suc-
eessCul, abating diseased action ; in consequence the

membrane was detached and east off like a foreign

body from the system.
I have attended medical lectures ; have been en-

gaged considerably in uterine practice for more than
thirty years ; have read some—have had much inter-

course with medical societies and medical men, and
have never met with anything, nor heard of anything
of the kind belbre

; and I believe the case to be unique
and without precedent in all the annals of medical
science. But if I am mist.tken in that opinion, I hope
to be corrected by those who may be conversant with
such facts. I oifer the case for pubhcation, for I think

it ought not to sink in oblivion. The lady is now wel!,

but of sedentary habits, not being obliged to exert her-

self much.

The Effic.vcy of the "Warm B.\Tn.—Dr. Judson, of

Atlanta, Ga. (Atkiida ikd. and Surg. Journ.), reported,

at the Atlanta Academy of Medicine, a case of appar-

ent death of a new-born child, in which cold water,

camphor, and artificial respiration were used without

producing any effect. He then resorted to the warm-
bath, which soon resuscitated the child. Sixteen min-

utes elapsed from the birth of the child until it fir.st re-

spired.

Dr. Gumming remarked that this case recalled Vi

mind one which Dr. John Ross, of Toronto, Canad.i.

and himself treated several years ago. They continued

to work with the child for fouiteen hours after birth,

before it was fully resuscitated.

CtOTn Tents.—Dr. Logan, of Atlanta, G,\. {Atlanta

Med. and Surg. Journ.), exhibited to the members of

the Atlanta Academy of Medicine some cloth tents

made by Dr. V. H. Taliaferro, of Columbus, Ga. Th:;

advantages claimed for the cloth over the S])onge tents

are the following:— 1st. Its cheapness, simplicity, and

easy prepaiation. Any one, with a little practice, ctui

make them. The strips of cloth should be from one-

half to one inch wide, and rolled between the thumb
and forefinger. To make them sufficiently firm, they

require to Ijc rolled very tightly. 2d. The easy and
thorough manner in which medication may be made to

the cavity of the uterus and cervical canal—separately,

or to both at the same time. The point of the tei.t

may be alone medicated, if it is desirable, or that por-

tion only coming in contact with the cervix. 3il.

It does not produce irritation and pain, and hence, is

free from the serious, and sometimes, fatal intlnmma-

tory results of the sponge tent. It is soft, flexible, in-

noxiou'^, and readily adapts itself to the shape of the

uterine cavity. 4tli. The large amount of medicament,

that may be tlius applied acts so gradually on the uter-

ine surface as to criMtc no di-turbances, such as uterine

colics, inflammations, etc., that so frequently occur with

the sponge. 5th. Its easy removal from the uterus,

which the patient may do himself if desirable, by means
of the thread attached to the distal extremity. The
removal of the sponge is often diffioult and painful.

PnoLAPstJS Uteri.—In a discussion on the use of

Meigs' pessary in prolapsus uteri, Dr. W. F. Westmor-
land (Atlanta Med. and Surg. Journ.) remarked that

he did not believe in any definite fixed positions of the

uterus after marriage. He has not used a pessary in

ten years. Has frequently seen ca.ses in which pro-

lapse had advanced even to procidentia, and there were
no distressing nervous sensations.

Dr. Warren Stone treats these cases by placing t' e

patient on her back for a number of days, and direct-

ing attention to constringing the vagina, thus giv-

ing a support to the uterus by its increased tone.

This he effects by a piece of cotton saturated with tan-

nin, alum, or oak-bark, or otfier like remedy. He
never uses a pessary.

An Eczematous Eruption fow^owino Handling
Lime.—Dr. Octerlony, of Louisville, Ky. {liich. ami
Louii.Med. Jo'irn.)j mentioned the case of a lady, who,
in cleaning house, had handled lime upon the walN,
and while her hands were soiled with the lime, ha 1

used them to put back her hair from her face. Tiie

next day there appeared an eczematous eruption upon
the forehead near the roots of the hair, and upon the

neck, and also afieciing the ends of the fingers. There
was great oedema extending to and involving the
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e,vilids. ITnder tlie use of mild, cooling, and aslring-

cnt lotions she soon recovered.

Dimness of Vision following the Usf, of Hydrate
OF Chloral.—E. Burke Haywood, M.D., Raleip;!), N.
C. (Rich, and Lonin. Med. Jourii.), writes that he gave
hydrate of chloral, in twenty-grain doses, for two
weeks, to an old gentleman complaining of buzzing in

the head, pulsation in the epigastrium, and soreness

around the waist. At the expiration of two weeks the

patient complained of dimness of vision, which, rapidly

iiureasing, he suspected that this remedy caused it,

and discontinued its use, when his vision improved,
and gradually became as good as it was before using

the hydrate of chloral.

Chlorate of Potassa in Dtsfntery.—Dr. A. B'

Isham, of Cincinnati, Ohio {The Clinic), says that in

cases of chronic purulent dysentery, which resisted the

us'ial mode of treatment, he has resorted to the use of

chlorate of potassa with success.

Clinioal Treatment of Pneumonia.—Prof Lebert,

of Breslau (Transhi. in the Clinic), says that the

ground basis of the treatment of pneumonia, so long as

its peculiar manifestations exist in moderate grade,

threatening no immediate danger, should be eminently
expectant, chiefly only dietetic-hygienic. He has

treated more than forty cases during the past year,

for the most part negatively, and finds that patients

feel subjectively much better, by this nielhod, than
under the former plans with antunony, digitalis, vera-

trinc, etc. Thej' are spared too, in this way, the lem-
poiary disease caused by the remedy itself Warm bed-
covers aie condemned. In Bresl.m it is tlie custom to

sleep between feather-beds. These have been thrust

aside in his clinic, and patients become accustomed to

the frequent opening of the windows by day, even
in the coldest weather of winter. Notwithstanding
the lessened appetite, the patient, even in still increas-

ing fever, is not to be allowed to fast entirely, which is

too generally the rule ; light gruels of barley or oat-

meiil. in violent thiist in greater quantities, with nour-

ishing and alleviating driidcs. In intense fever, hard
pulse, if no diarrhoea be present, acid drinks are most
agreeable ; the best is cold lemonade, only moderately
sweetrned and prepared from fresh lemons. Mixtures
of fiuit syrups, raspberry-juice, etc., are occasionally

temporarily agreeable, but are usually not long palatable.

Many patients prefer warm drinks, and they suit better

wdien there is inclination to racking cough or diarrhoea.

Common tea, from a teaspoonful to three-quarters of a
cup, is a good drink in relieving irritation. Seltzer-

water with milk is refre-'^hing when the fever begins to

diminish and blood no longer presents in the sputa.

When the appetite is very poor, infusions of quassia

and decoctions of Iceland mo.ss are of value. In very
reduced patients, in typhoid conditions of the disease,

he generally adds to the teas or other drinks a tea-

spoonful or two of ether syrup to the glass or dessert-

spoonful of Rhine, red, or Hungarian wine. Under
such conditions the combination of wine and lemonade
is excellent.

Scarlatina.—Dr. Richard Inglis, of Detroit, Mich.
(Ret'ien) of Afed.), presents .an interesting paper on
scarlatina, in which the early history of this malady is

noted. Ingrassia, of Naples, was about the first to

describe it accurately; it was called by him, in a.d.

1.500, rossalia ; in 1565 it was epidemic in Paris, and
was mimed by Ballonias, ruhioln ; he carefully dis-

tinguishes it from measles, mnrhille. In 1580 it, was
known in Spain as the garoUlln ; in 16S0, in Italy, as

murhillo ir/nei. It w.is not recognized in England as a

disease diflfering from mens'cs until 1650. Probably
the first record of its a]i]iearanee in this country is an

account of an epidemic which broke out in Kingston
township, fifty miles eastward from Boston, in 17;>5.

Dr. Douglas, of Boston, has left a record of it under
the title of the " Practical HiNtory of a new Epidemical
Mihary Fever with an Angina Ulousculosa."

A Case of Mogigraphia.—Dr. Noyes, of Detroit,

Mich. (Detroit Review of Medicine), reported a i-are as

well as a very interesting case of scrivener's spasm or

palsy. The case was that of a bank-clerk, w'ho had
been a long time engaged in writing rapidly and very

constantly, until exhausted. He complained at first

of numbness in thuml.) and index-finger. The numb-
ness grew worse, and after wiiting a while, he was

unable to hold the pen at all. The constant galvanic

current has been used with benefit, in cunneetion with

cold showering.

Dr. Livermore said that he had seen a number of

cases of this aflection in Europe, which were enabled

to write by fitting a block to the pen, to be held in the

ball of the hand.

We would remark that Prof. Eastman, of Eastman's

Commercial Cohege, Ponghkecpsie. has devised an
excellent pen-hokU-r, with an egg-sh.iped attachment

for the palm of the hand, which is well adapted to

cases of mogigraphia.

Cakbolic Cerate.—Charles Boehme (Am. Journal
Pharmr/ci/), says the following is an excellent foimula

:

—R. Adipis, 3 X. ; cera3 alba;, ^v.; terebinth. Can.

?i; acid, carbolici, 5 h Melt the lard and wax to-

gether, add the balsam fir, and when it begins to cool,

stir in the carliolie acid. Tlie addition of balsam fir to

this preparation corrects the disagreeable odor of the

acid, and renders it slightly adhesive.

Zinc Poisoning.—A case of chronic zinc poisoning

is related in the Journal of Chemif:tri/, which was traced

to the use of a submerged galvanized iron pump. Head-
ache, nausea, and g:;stric distress, pain in the larger

joints, and partial paralysis of the lower limbs and right

arm, were the prominent symptoms.

Operation for Contraction of both Knee-Jotnts.

—A novel ease of contraction of both knee-joints, in a

boy 13 years old, the result of abscesses associated with
non-congenital talipes equinus, is reported by J. A.

Grant, M.D., of Montreal, in the Canaila Afedical Jour-

nal, which was obviated by two operations. Two litho-

graphs accompany the history of the case—one showing
the appearance of the limbs before the operation, and
the other after the operation. The boy now moves
about on crutches, with ease and comfort in the erect

position, and is employed as a ferry-man.

Fattt Tumor of the Neck,—Dr. W. B. Slayter, of

Montreal, Canada (Canada Medical Journal), publishes

a case of fatty tumor of the neck, of enormous size,

weighing thirty-one pounds. The patient was 69 years

of age. This w-as successfully removed ;
acupressure

pins were applied to the bleeding arteries, and Richard-

son's styptic colloid, after tinot. ferri had failed, stopped

the secondary hemorrhage.

The Rapical Operation for Prolapsus Uteri.—
Dr. Paul Munde, of Stuttgart (Amer. Journ. of Oh-

stetricfi), publishes the radical operation for prol.ipsus

uteri, as practised by Prof Carl Braun, of Vienna, with

a report (if si.x successful cases. He opens the paper

by saying that the radical operation in question is

by no means new, and has already been described by
its author in the Wiener Med. Wochenschrift, Nos. 31

and 32, in the year 1859 ; it still does not appear to be
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very ginerally known, and certainly is very little, if at

all, practised outride of the scho il where it originated.

The paper is aCk.onipauied by eight plates giving the

mode of operation.

Rel.\x.\tion of the Pelvic ARXicrLATioNS during
Prkgnanct —Dr. F. A. Kin?, Washington, D. C. (Avi.

Jourii. Ol'sfetrics). in an extended paper on this subject,

shows directly tliat the pelvic enlargement takes place,

not by separation of the bones, but by their being

wedged more closely together. Physiological enlarge-

meut of the pelvic canal, in addition to that which
takes place during pregnancy from tliickening of the

intcroiseous cartilages, is further increased duiing par-

turition by the muscular efforts of the female forcing

tlie wedge-shaped sacrum downwards and backwards
between tlie two iliac bones.

In conclusion, he says, the practical inference to be
drawn tlierefrom is;, that square on the b.ick is the pro-

per position for delivery ; that the feet, or knees, should
lind a firm support on a surface disposed evenly trans-

rerse to the axis of the body, and that two sheets, one
for each liand. or the hand of an assistant on each side,

should be so arranged that the woman may pull on
them, not diagonally, but in a line parallel to the axis

f'f her body, so that the spine may exert its downward
force evenly upon the base of the sacral wedge.

Excisiox OF Caxcer of the CEsophagcs.—The last

number of the Archiv jTtr Kliiiische Cliirurgie contains

a paper by Dr. Billroth, in which he proposes, in cases

of carcinomatous stricture of the oesophagus occurring

in an accessible situation, to cut out, through its wliole

circumference, that portion of the tube which contains

the disease. He has not yet performed this operation

on the Imraan .'^abject ; biit he is led to believe in its

practicabilitj', first, from the occasional restoration of

the urethral canal after its division, and secondly bj- the

result of .an experiment which he performed on a dog.

He cut out about an inch and a qu.arter of the animal's

(lesophagiis, fastened the lower end to the edge of the

wound by two sutures, and fed the dog with milk
thro!i'jh an cesophageal tube passed through the mouth
into the stomach. The sutures were removed about a

week after the operation. There was considerable

mucous discharge from the wound. The external

woimd gradually contracted, and the discharge dimin-
ished. About ten weeks after the operation the ex-
ternal opening was completely closed. Bougies were
frequently introduced so as to dilate the cicatrix, and
the dog gradually regained the power of eating llesh,

potatoes, etc., and swallowing them with ease. Three
month* after the operation the animal was killed. The
ce'Oi'hagu-i presented a simple annular cicatrix, scarce-

ly halj' a line wide ; the tube was completely pervious.

Fusion of Leaden Bullets in Gunshot Wounds.-—
Dr. Mulilhauser, writing to the Centralblaii, offers a

theorv of the cause which produces the effects upon the

.soft ti>sues which are sometimes erroneously attributed

to the use of explosive bullet*. According to the cal-

culations of Tyndal and Hagenbach, if a buUet, moving
at a rate of 400 m&tres per second, is suddenly arrested

in its course, its temperature will be raised to 582°

Cent., a velocity of 210 metres per second sufficing,

when thus arrested, to raise the temperature of the

bullet to the fusion point of lead. This fact, he claims,

will account for the many peculiar forms assumed by
balls which have been suddenlv arrested by large bones,

and al-o for the burning and destruction of adjoining

tissues attributed to the explosive missiles.

Artificial Expiration in* Pulmonary Emphysema.—
Dr. J. B. Berkardl {The Lancet of Nov. 25) advocates

the use of this mode of treating the affection, and de-

scribes an apparatus to be used for the purpose of ex-

erting a suction force upon the air contained in the

lungs and bronchial tubes, and thus favoring diminution

in the size of the air-vesicles. Describing some of the

effects of this plan of treatment, he says that even after

the first application the patients experience great relief

and delight in showing that they are now able to take

a deep breath. The sense of oppression gradually

ceases, and the frequency of the respiratory move-
ments, which are at first increased, diminish from 25 to

IG per minute. Expectoration is at first more prol'use,

but soon ceases entirely.

Liebreich's Operation for Extraction of Cataract.

—Prof. Leibrich says that during the four years past

he has in more than three hundred cases employed the

following method for extracting cataract in preference

to the one recommended by Graefe, wliich he had for-

merly employed, and finds it to be, in many nspects,

its superior. The incision of the cornea is to be made
with the smallest possible Graefe's knife in the follow-

ing manner :
" Puncture and contra-puncture are made

in the sclerotic about one millimetre bej'ond tlie cornea,

the whole of the remaining incision passing with a very

slight curve through the cornea, so that the centre of it

is about one millimetre an^i a half distant fiom the

margin of the cornea. This incision can be made up-

wards or downwards, with or without iridectoniy. and
the lens can be removed through it with or without

the capsule. If. as I now practise, the extraction is

made downwards without iridectomy, the whole opera-

tion is reduced to the greatest simplicit}', and does not

require narcosis, assistance, elevator, or fixation ; and
only two instruments, Graefe's knile, and one cysto-

tome with David's spoon (Z>c. Medical Journal, No.
570).

Hydrate op Chloral.—Joseph R. Beck, M.D., Fort

Wayne, Ind. (Pkila. Med. Timex), is decidedly inclined

to the opinion tiiat a do-e of fifteen grains issullirient to

commence with in any ease. In regard to the frequen-

cy of the dose, experience has taught him that it may be

safely repeated every two hours for a limited time—say

twelve or twenty-four hours, if its effect be not induced

sooner.

Ulcus Corneje Serpens.—G. E. Hatton, M.D., Vien-

na (Boston Med. and Surg. Jiiun>.), describes the treat-

ment of this disease by Prof. Saemisch, of Boini, and

states that ether is not needed for the operation in mi^st

cases. Prof. S. has performed the operation more tiian

sixty times, and always with good results. He never

uses ether or chloroform.

Poisoning by Strychnine treated by Inhalation or
Chloroform.—Dr. L. B. Kay, Cnillicothe, Missouri

(Kansas City Med. Journ.), records two cases of tii ,-;

character which were relieved by the inhalation ol'

chloroform for eight hours, when the use of bromide o;'

potassium aud morphine was begun.

QciNiNE IN Malarial Fevers.—Dr. A. B. Palmer,

Ann Arbor, Mich. (Mich. Univ. Med. Jonni.}, believes

that quinine is, under some circumstances, capable of

injuring the system, and is more likely to do ^o when
long continued, for a week or more, in doses of from six

to ten grains a d.ay, than from twenty or thirty grains

given during a single day. In relapsing cases iiis expe-
rience has taught him that eliminatives are quite as lie -

quently required as tonics, though the latier, parlicular-

h' in the form of iron, often combined with grain doses

of quinine three times a day, will ofteu prove useful
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Phospiiokvs in the Human SrOMAcn.—Dr. C. T. Jack-
son (B'/slon Med. and Surg. Journ.) made a cliemioal

analysis of a stomach taken from a young woman who
(lied of tuberculous consumption, for the purpose of as-

certaining the amount of phosphorus contained in the

organ, no such analysis being found in books on Toxi-

cology. The stomach, in its natural state of moisture,

weighed 2.000 grains, and when dried, 380 grains; 200
grains of the dry stomach, burned in a platinum cap-

sule, gave 4.5 ashes, which, on analysis, yielded:

—

Phosphate of lime. . . .0.90 gr.s.=P.05 0.50.3=P=0.233
Phosphate of soda 3.01 " ^P.Os 1.590=P=0.702
Chloride of sod. and

other .salts 0.50 0.935

Insol. siliceous matter . 0.08

4.49

Then 380 grains of dried stomach contain 1.3015
grains of phosphorus, and, of course, the 2,000 grains

of moist stomach the same amount.

EczKMA Cured by Strong Mental Emotion. — Dr.

S. K. Towle, of Milwaukee,Wis. (Boston lied, and S»rq.
Journ.), reports a case of chronic and exceedingly obsti-

nate eczema affecting the perinjeum and -surrounding

part?, which, after many years of intolerable itching,

smarting, advance and retreat, was cured, at least for a

lime, by intense emotion caused by the recent fire in

Ciiicago. The patient, a young lady of Chicago, had
for some time been trying arsenic internaUy and rubber
tissue externally, with, however, but little apparent
relief. At the time of the fire her home was threatened,

but not burned. She says:—"I was not frightened,

but filled with solemn awe, and stood calm and still,

awaiting the approach of the fire, ready to walk quiet-

ly away when it became evident that our house was in

danger." At that time the disease entirely disappeared,
and has not returned up to the present time.

Gallic Acid in Uterine Hemorrh.^ge.—In a late

session of the Gynaecological Society of Boston (Journ.
(rynoscologiml Soc), Dr. Hazel ton remarked that in a
case of flooding from retained placent.i, after abortion,

he had relied on good nourishing diet, with lead and
opium. After the cervi.K had dilated sufficiently, he re-

moved the mass with an ordinary polypus forceps.

Dr. Weston advocated the use of gallic acid. Dr.
Martin had read Dr. Simpson's paper on this remedy,
and had given it a fair trial. According to his obser-
vation, the patient was required to take from one to
two drachms before any effect was perceptible.

Excision op the Hip-Joint in Morbus Coxarius.—
Dr. P. S. Conner, Cincinnati, Ohio (T/ie Clinic), in an
extended paper read before the Meigs and Mason
Academy of Medicine, thus sums up : Excision of the
hip for morbus coxarius is a justifiable operation; it is

only applicable to cases in which there is carious or ne-
cro.sed bone, limited to such an extent of the shaft of
the femur as not to leave the limb useless after its re-

moval
;

it should only be performed when there is no
reasonable ground for expecting a cure from the use of
less formidable measures; and recovery may be ex-
pected in from 65 to SO per cent, of the cases in chil-

dren. It gives far better ground for anticipating a cure
than does non-interference with the process of separa-
tion and elimination of the dead bone, and when re-

covery takes place the joint and limb are much more
useful than when the cure has occurred spontaneously.

The Spinal Ice-Bag in Traujiatic Tetanus.—Dr. P.
H. Spohn, of Penetangui.shene, Canada (Canada Lan-
ce'.), has used the .spinal ice-bag in traumatic tetanus,

and is convinced that it will not prove a "panacea" as

has been advocated by D:-. Chapman and others. Al-

though it did not accompl',=h what he expected, still it

gave more permanent relief than anything else. He
found that the loeal application of tobacco with the
ice-bag was better than tlie ice alone.

Carbonate OF Iron in Malarial Fevers.— Dr. Hen-
ry R. Brissett, of St. John's, N. B. (Canada Lancet),

writes that the following formula is a useful one, where
quinine alone has failed in cases of intermittent and re-

mittent fevers:— IJ. Ferri sub. carb. 3 ss.
;

quinia

sulph., Bi.ss. ; syr. simplex, 3 vi. Mix. Sig. : a tea-

spoonful four times a day.

External Application of Chloral Hydrate.—Dr.

Charles S. Strother, Barnesville, Geo. (Atlanta Med.
and Surg. Journ.), calls the attention of the profession

to the external application of hydrate of chloral as a

powerful and speedy counter-irritant, and, to a consid-

erable extent, a local anodyne. The idea first suggested

itself to Dr. McDowell in 1870, when he accidentally

applied a small portion of cldoral to his own face, in-

stantly producing a burning sensation. It has been
used with good results in facial neuralgia, pleurodynia,

rheumatism, gastr.-ilgia, in uterine and ovarian pain.s,

in advanced phthisis, and in relieving persistent nau-ea
and vomiting. The mode of applying the chloral is as

follows :—Place gi. in a plate or a saucer, add water to

make a saturated solution, and then apply witli the tips of

the fingers, with slight friction, over a space as large as

the palm, or j^ro re nafa. Should the burning be too in-

tense, the parts may be sponged off in a few minutes
with a cloth wrung out of warm water ; and then apply

glycerine with a little spirits camphor, or the glycerine

alone, olive oil, or sweet cream.

CROTON-CnLORAL-HYDRATE.—At 3, recont meeting of

German Naturalists and Physicians, Dr. 0. Liebreich,

to whom medicine is indebted for the introduction of

chloral, called attention to the properties of a narcotic

agent termed " croton-chloral-hydrate," which is made
by passing chlorine into allyl, and is decomposed by
alkalies into dichloride of allyl and formic acid, hy-
drochloric acid being also formed. The first effect of

its administration to animals is marked anaesthesia of
the head, while sensation is preserved over the rest of

the bod}'. Kext there is a general loss of reflex irri-

tability, the pulse and respirations remaining un-
changed. If a large dose be given, death is produced
by paralysis of the medulla oblongata. The animal
may be preserved alive by artificial respiration, the

action of the heart remaining unaltered, whereas the

final effect of chloral is to produce paralysis of the
heart. That death in animals poisoned by croton-

chloral-hydrate arises from paralysis of the medulla
oblongata, is shown by the fact that contraction of the

diaphi-agm is not produced by galvanism of the central

end of the vagus, whereas it follows irritation of the

phrenic nerve. When the animal has so far recovered
that the breathing has become natural, then irritation

of the central end of the vagTis produces contraction of
the diaphragm. The effects of this agent had also been
tried on the human subject in the Berlin Hospital. In
a child to whom it was given, complete anaesthesia

of the parts supplied by the trigeminus nerve was pro-
duced, while tiie reflex irritability of the rest of the

body was retained. The pulse and respirations were
unchanged in number throughout. Further researches

on insane patients gave the same result,- and Dr. Lie-

breich concluded therefrom that croton-ciiloral-hydrate

has the property of inducing profound narcosis with-
out interfering with other organs than the brain;

while a correspondingly deep narcosis produced by
chloral is accompanied by general anaesthesia and by
dangerous lowering of the heart's action.
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REPORT OF THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT.

The report of the HealUi Department for the jear

ending April, 1871, has at length made its appear-

ance. It was unfortunate that the publication of this,

the most important of our municipal chronicles, should

have been retarded by the recent embairassmcnts of

the New York Printing Company, to whom it was en-

trusted. A report upon public Iieallh is the more

interesting in proportion as it deals witli facts yet fresh

in our recollection. Still, the volume before us is full

of matter which cannot fail to be instructive to the

medical man, and which is at once significant in its re-

lations to the past, and suggestive in its bcai-ings upon

the future.

Tlie reorganization of the Board of Health according

to the provisions of the Cliarter of 1870 seems to have

been effected without derangement to the complicated

machinery of the Department. The newly appointed

Commissioners were wise enough to select tor their

principal executive officers men whose long experience

under the Metropolitan Board of Health, and whose

peculiar fitness for their new posts enabled them to

seize with skill the reins so suddenly dropped by

their predecessors almost at the thre.shold of the sickly

season. The old corps of inspectors was likewise, with

iew exceptions, retained. Thus the important Bureaus

of Sanitary Inspection and of Vital Statistics suffered

no interruption to their operations, and the reforms

speedily introduced by their zealous superintendents in-

creased the usefulness and elevated the character of the

work.

The report of Dr. Moreau Morris, City Sanitary In-

spector, is a clear and simple statement of what has

been accomplished in his bureau, and exhibits briefly

the advances which practical sanitary science has been

making. His efforts appear to have been particularly

directed to secure public immunity from every species

of contagion. To this end an acquaintance with the

loca'itie? where contagious diseases exist is the first

e.-^sential. Such information must of necessity be de-

rived from the attending physicians, of whom reports

of these cases are required in every instance. " A daily

record is kept of every such repot t, upon the receipt of

which the Health Inspector of the district in which it

occurs is immediately notiiied by telegraph to his office

what measures are necessary. These measures arc judged

of by the circumstances surrounding each case, no un-

varying rule being applicable to aU. If, in the judgment

of the Health Inspector, he deems it necessary for the

public protection that the patient should be removed to

hospital for isolation, and provided he is willing to go,

the fact is immediately telegraphed to the Central

Office, and an ambulance (obtained from the Commis-

sioners of Charities and Correction') despatched for the

purpose; if, however, the patient declines to leave his

home, a joint report upon the visit of a second health

inspector is made out, and thereupon an order is issued

for the removal, and if necessary the poUce force is

called upon for assistance, the power of removal having

been lodged in the Board of Health by statute." " In

the execution of this duty all the facts and surround-

ing circumstances are carefully weighed, and whenever

it is deemed prudent or justifiable, with due regard to

the public safety, the patient is allowed to remain in his

own premises." In the latter class of cases isolation

and disinfection by the most approved agents are the

measures resorted to. For this purpose a special corps

has been organized, "whose duties have been efficiently

performed under the application of scientific chemical

knowledge, and posi'ive results have been accomplished

such as have been heretofore deemed only problemati-

cal."

The principal contagious disea.ses which demanded

attention and frequently required removal to hospital

(mostly from tenement-houses), were Relapsing Fever

and Small-Pox. But it appears that there were several

serious obst.acles to the success of these important sani-

tary precautions.

1st. Physicians did not respond as generally as they

should have done to the regulation requiring reports of

such cases.

2d. Proper sanitary care was not exercised over

those patients allowed to remain at home under the

care of friends and attending physicians.

3d. The Board of Health had ' very imperfect con-

trol over the sick poor who were proper subjects for

hospital ca-e. When removed from their houses these

persons are delivered to the Commissioners of I'uljlic

Charities and Correction, and placed in hospitals under

their charge. Tliese hosjntah, when inspected, tvere found

to he inadequate in capacity and seriously defective in

sanitary appliances and precautionary measures, both in

their external and internal management." Hence it was

deemed very desirable that the Board of Health shotild

be empowered to provide hospitals for contagious dis-
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ease?, which should be entirely under its own supervi-

sion and control. This power it does not now possess,

except in times of pestilence. We understand that a

bill making an appropriation for such purpose was pre-

pared for presentation to the last Legislature ; but at

the moment of its adoption it was found that through

some " sharp practice " the name of the Board of

Health had been stricken out, and that of the Commis-

sioners of Charities and Correction substituted.

Dr. Morris informs us that the efforts of the Health

Department towards securing an adequate supply of

air and light in tenement-houses have at length resulted

in a general compliance with the law bearing upon those

most essential points, thus insuring a permanent benefit

to their inhabitants. The testimony of the inspectors is

uniform in regard to a marked and gratifying improve-

ment in the matter of cleanliness in tenement-houses,

and an increased disposition on the part of both owners

and tenants to keep hall-ways, yards, alleys, and areas

in wholesome condition. Some valuable suffgestions

for obviating what Inspector Stiles ap;ly terms " the

architectural causes of disease " in such dwellings, are

furni.shed by the various inspectors whose long experi-

ence is the best guarantee of their practicabihty. These

gentlemen are all physicians of high standing in the

profession, and their various reports upon their .several

spheres of duty evince a most thorough acquaintance

with the local peculiarities and sanitary wants of their

respective dis'ricis.

The report of Dr. Charles P. Russel, Registrar of

Vital Statistics, is essentially a loi.g one, but one of

deep interest to the profession. Notwithstanding its

manifold and intricate table.=, the lucid and comprehen-

sive analysis which accompanies them divests tliem of

all their terrors. Dr. Russel has adopted a new system

of recording mortality, which renders his statistics as

nearly perfect as possible. His figures are based upon
the actual instead of upon the regixlered mortality,

which, as he remarks, although closely approximating

each other in the large aggregate, present constant dis-

crepancies from day to day and week to week, which
affect their relations with meteorological phenomena.

We may remark for the benefit of some of our readers,

that the registered mortality of any particular week is

deduced simply from the certificates of death received

during that week, many of which refer to deaths belong-

ing to the previous week. The statistics of most of the

great cities of the world are for convenience founded

upon this registered mortality of stated periods.

After a minute preliminary description of the mortu-

ary and meteorological features of each month and

quarter of the year 1870, there follows a succinct review

of the principal causes which influeuced the mortality

of the whole year, and a compaiison with the four pre-

vious years in respect to peculiarities exhibited by
prominent diseases. We are informed I hat the mortal-

ity of the year 1870 amounted to 27,175, which in a

population, according to the last censu=, of 012,292, was

equivalent to 28.79 deaths in each thousand inhabi-

tants—heing a weekly average of 522. This death-rate

is shown to have been greater than that of any other

American city for the same time, except of New Orleans

(36.24), and Montreal (31.3). It was considerably higher

than that of London (24), but was exceeded by that of

Liverpool (31.1) and of Vienna (29.8). The yearly

mortality here was 360 greater than in 1866 (the chol-

era year), 4,016 greater than in 1867, 2,286 greater

than in 1SG8, and 2,008 greater than in 18C9. This

excess is attributed to an unusual fatality of diarrhoeal

afiiections, small-pox, scarlatina, and phthisis, with the

presence of an epidemic of relapsing fever, which oc-

casioned 184 deaths. The greater death-rate of New
York, as compared with that of other cities, is explained

to have been more apparent than real, as in few cities

is it possible to establish that stringent surveillance

which the isolation of New York renders it practicable

to maintain over the exportation of dead bodies. Thtis

in other places deceased persons are constantly re-

moved and buried without legal authorization, it being

stated that " in Eugland and Wales, notwithstanding

the universal compulsory system of registration, 50,000

interments annually escape the attention of the authori-

ties, and consequently have no authentic record." la

the city of Buffalo the system is so imperfect that but

fourteen deaths in the thousand inhabitants were re-

gistered for 1870.

A most gratifying improvement is shown by Dr.

Russel to have taken place in the health of our tene-

ment-house population. Although they constitute less

than one-half of the whole population, they contributed

in 1808 seventy-six per cent, of the total mortality,

in 1869 sixiy-eight per cent., while in 1870 it was

farther reduced to S'xty-six per cent., equivalent to a

saving of 2,600 lives. Individual tenement-houses are

indicated in which from three to twelve deaths are

certain to occur every year, and an interesting descrip-

tion of the model tenement-houses of London is ap-

pended as a suggestion for the erection of similar

dwellings here.

Dr. Russel's statistics bear a very close scrutiny, and

their entire accuracy is somewhat refreshing to students

of mortuary statistics wlien compared with the glaring

inaccuracies in the reports of former years. We have

often been struck with such figures as appear in the

Report of the Metropolitan Board of Health for 1867

(the only one by us at present), where a table on

page 61 gives the mortality of the spring quarter as

5,121, while the ne.xt table shows it as 4,247-—and a

table on page 65 pives the mortality of the summer

quarter as 7,516, while a subsequent table presents it

as 6,478.

There are embodied in the present report two ex-

tremely valuable paj)ers: one by Dr. Stephen Smith,

upon relapsing fever, and another by Dr. J. C. Nott,

upon yellow fever. The latter has appeared substan-

tially in the Record in the form of a paper read by Dr.
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Nott la^t November, before the Academy of Medicine.

The volume is completed by a very able report on

Sanitary Engineering and Drainage, by General Tsgliert

L. Yield, and another on Explosive Burning- Fluids, by

Prof. C. F. Chandler.

Ucports nf Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, November 16, 1871.

Dr. E. II. PE.iSLEE, PEESiDENr, in the Cliair.

DISCUSSION ON YELLOW-FEVER.

The following remarks un " Yellow-Fever " wore
omitted in the discussion published in our issue of

December 1st:

Dr. a. N. Bell, of Brooklyn, said, like Professor

Clark he would prefer to consider the subject, so ably

presented by Dr. Nott, at a future meeting of the

Acadeui}-, after Dr. Nott's paper shall have been
printed. Nevertheless he should be unjust to liis own
observations no less than to records which he accepted

as true, if he did not ava'l himself of the present oppor-

tunity to express his surprise at some of Dr. Null's

conclusions. First, in regard to the introduction of

yellow-fever at Norfolk in 18.55. and the suljsequent

year at Bay Ridge and Fort Hamilton. These epidcm-
ics, Dr. Nott tells us, were the extreme northern limits

of the great epidemic of Rio in 1850, by the way of

more southern port?, which Dr. Nott designated in .'nl-

vance, making Rio his point of departure. Dr. Bi-11

regarded this progress of yellow-fever northward, in

185.5-6, as part of the epidemic ot our southern At-
lantic and Gulf coast, from and sub.sequent to 1847,

which he considered eminentlj' portable, notwithstatul-

ing the opinion of, and evidence cited by, Dr. Nott to

the contrary. Moreover, there was circumstantial

<>vidence of the strongest character, going to sliow

that that fever was taken from our sliores to Rio, in-

stead of from Rio to us, as argued by Dr. Nott. It

will readily recur to all present, on mention, that during

the Gulf epidemic of 1847-8, in the progress of the

Mexican war, our commerce was unusually exposed,

and a very large number of our vessels thereby became
infected. Following close on this came the gold fever.

Many of these same vessels, having never been thorou.ah-

ly disinfected, entered into the California trade, and
thronged with emigrants, proceeded by the way of
Rio. And there, when the disease first appeared in

1840, as usual with yellow-fever, it was so unlike the

genuine vomito, into which it culminated the following

year, as to have been called by another name—the
" polka." In 1851-2 the harbor of Rio was crowded
with infected vessels, and many of these destined for

the Pacific. How many of them arrived there still in-

fected, and touclied at places where yeliow-fever soon
after for the first, time prevailed, it is, perhaps, impossible

to ascertain. But sonje at least are clearly traceable.

In about the middle of the year 1851 the steamer !

New World, on her way to California, touched at

Callao, after having lost most of her crew by yellow-
fever in Rio. The steamer Quito, also, was disease-

bound in Rio during the same season, and with a new
crew proceeded to the Pacific, and arrived in Callao in

the spring of 1852. And about this time first appeared
on that, coast a peculiar form of fever which the natives

called " pi'lusa," just as in 1849 the precursory form of

fever at Kio was called "polka." From this nucleus

the disease .speedily developed into a peifect type of

yellow-fever, and became domiciled. Nor were these

the only evidences of the portability of the epidemic

of 1847-8. Two vessels, at least, that had (alien

under Dr. Bell's own observation, the United States

frigate Cumberland, and the steamer l^corpion, both

transported the Gulf fever of 1847 to New York in

1648, although it had been dormant on boaid for six

months previous. On breaking ont of these vessels

at the Navy-yard, the disease declared itself among
tho.se working on board ; and had the conditions of

shore and cUmate been favorable, it would doubtless

have been communicated to the people thereabouts

in the same manner as it was communicated to the

inhabitants of Pensacola by the Mississippi and

Dale, from the same squadron, the year before. The
Cumberland and Scorpion were put in quarantine until

frost, when, as usual in such cases, they could be safely

handled.

And here, too. Dr. Bell took another exception to

Dr. Nott's conclusions— the "killing" of yelow-fever

by a temperature of 32°. Dr. Bell much preferred

siixpendiiig to killing, at that temperature, at least, un-

less it was kept up lor a long time. Indeed, one of the

most mischievous f dlacies, in his judgment, connected

with yellow-fever was the prevailing npinion that it was
"killed" by a brief cold temperature. It suspended

.activity even at a much higher temperature tlian 32°,

but it only awaited favorable eondilions, and material to

work upon, to revive again. In Vera Crnz ihe coming of

the " northers" in November, widi a temperature rarely

lower than 48,, is hailed with as much joy as a black

frost in New Orleans. But in neither case is the (ever

killed. And so too in regard to naval and other vessels

sent to Boston or Portsmouth to " freeze out " during

the winter. Who ever heard of the water freezing at

the keelson, or even in the tanks of a man-of-war at

Portsmouth, or, one might say, anyvvhere else? Why,
they are' carefully housed in, and ihese places, ns also

the filthy mud in the timbers of the ship, into which
tlie poison of fever hides itself, are, bj' the depth of iho

hold and the thick planking, cimph-tely protected from

a freezing temperature. But this is l)y no means the

limit of tills freezing fallacy. It is only about a dozen

years ago since in mid-summer eleven tons of ice were
put on board the United Stales steam frigate Susque-

hanna, in the quarantine of New Yoik, to freeze her

out, while the temperature of the water in which she

lay was 70'. And this ship, by the way, furnishes

an unusually good example of the style and nature of

yellow-fever when completely circumscribed. In Octo-

ber, 1857, she was ordered from Spezzia to San Juan
de Nicaragua, where she arrived in December, having

touched by the way at Genoa, Madeira, and Key West.

She remained in San .luan until the first of the follow-

ing April, having had, during the whole period of time

she lay there, a constantly increasing sick-list of pre-

cursory fever ; at nr?t intermittent and remittent, but

all recovering until the latter part of March, whin a
ease became malignant and died. She put to sea on

the 1st of April, and on the 5th arrived off Port Roy-
al. Jamaica, with over a hundred cases of yehow-fever.

On sending most of them to the hospital at that place,

she proceeded to New York, where she arrived about
the middle of April with fifty cases more ; was put in

in quarantine, and treated in part as related. The
remarkable feature in her case is, that at San Juan,

where the Su.scjuehanna lay, there was no yellow-

fever, and the disease had never been known to occur

there. But the Susquehanna had years before con-

tracted the disease. It had long remained dormant,

awaiting a favorable opportuniiy—congenial tempera-
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ture, moisture, and susceptible material. And in this,

also, is exemplified tbe peculiar liability of a ship,

even above the most favorable conditions of shore,

for the rise and spread of disease. A vessel is but a

floatiii<r cellar at best. Ay, more ; a cellar which is

rarely or never thorougldy cleansed, ilany tliere are

now at our wharves whose forecastles are nests of the
fevers that fill our hospitals, and ready at all times to

communicate disease to congenial shores. It ha< been
my province, Mr. Chairman, to have visited such ves-
sels in yellow-fever climates and epidemics, and to have
heard their officers abuse the ports and climates in

which they were, while the quarters of their crews
would have been disgraceful for pigsties.

Dr. Xott has cited a large and varied region of coun-
try over which yellow-fever has at various times ex-
tended, from which he seems to have drawn the conclu-
sion that the conditions of its prevalence are frequently
incomprehensible. But, Dr. Bell remarked, there are

nevertheless certain conditions so uniformly present and
necessary for the introduction of yellow-fever as to

almost amount to demonstration. It is rarely or never
introduced into any place which has not a continued
temperature of about 80', and usually, precedent mois-
ture in conjunction with smouldering alluvium or other
accumulations of organic matter undergoing decay. The
varying conditions of climate and season render such
places insignificant at one time, but deadly at another;
but when once poisoned with yellow fever, whether
the place be circumscribed, as in the case of an infected

ship, a garrison, or a region of country, the duration of
the poiion is, to say the least, very uncertain, and its

danger proportionate to its congeners. Doubtless the
local atmosphere of a confined place, such as an emigrant
ship or barrack, may become so contaminated by a
healthy population as to be adapted to the introduction
of yellow fever independent of the usual conditions,

and such may have been the case at Gibraltar at the
time cited by Dr. Nott, but such exceptions are, to sav
the least, equally common to all other epidemics, and
are not to be regarded as true exceptions in the natural
history of the disease under consideration.

In conclusion. Dr. Bell again expressed the hope that
Dr. Nott's paper would soon be published, and be made
the subject of discussion at a future meeting of the
Academy.

StaUd Meeting, December 7, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

The presentation of the Annual Reports being first in

order, on motion, the Secretary read them by title,

with the exception of the Reports of the Treasurer and
Trustees.

The following nominations of officers for the ensuing
year, to be voted for January 4, 1872. were tlien made

:

For Vice-President, Drs. Samuel S. Purple. S. T. Hub-
bard. Elisha Harris, and A. Nelson Bell, of Brooklvn

;

Triu'itee, Drs. H. D. Bulkley and Isaac E. Taylor; Com-
mittee on Admissions (two vacancies), Dr.s. Gouverneur
M. Smith. Edward H. Janes, Frank P. Foster, and
Isaac E. Taylor; Commitlee on Medical Ethics, Drs.
John C. Pfteis and Alfred Underbill ; Commitlee on
Medical Elucation. Drs. Josiah C. Nott, Isaac E. Tay-
lor, and Frederick A. Burrall.

Dr. Charles W. Packard was elected Resident Fel-
low.

The President announced that the Trustees of the
American Museum of Natural History, old Arsenal
Build;ng, in Central Park, had decided upon Mond.iys
and Tuesdays as private reception days. Tickets, for

Fellows of the Academy and their families, may be-
procured at the office of the Department, No. 265
Broadwa\".

Dr. Bell introduced Dr. L. S. Pilcher, of the U. S.

Navy.
The President annoiniced the receipt of the Proceed-

ings of the Royal Chirurgical Society of London, and
other medical works.

The discussion of the Natural History of yellow-
fever was then declared in order.

Dr. Joiix C. Peters spoke as follows : Mr. Presi-

dent and Fellows of the Academy—As no one seems
willing to commence the discussion, I wiU voluntee".

In the first place I would like to exhibit a map of the
course of yellow-fiever in the United States .-Vimy in

1867. Although I have always been advocating the
portability, communicability, and ever-contingent con-
tagiousness of yellow-fever, yet the greatest aud most
positive light which I have ever received from my
personal observations and readings came from the re-

port on epidemic cholera and yellow-fever in the U. S.

Army during 1867.

I liad previously suspected that tropical and Southern
pliysicians knew very much less about the disease than
they thought they did ; and became very willing to ac-

cept Dr. Warren Stone's estimate of his own knowledge,
viz., that the more he saw the less he knew. Even Dr.

Nott, in his interesting paper on the pathology of this

disease in Mobile, in 1843, has apparently been mis-
taken in six cases out of eight ; and in 1844, in four Cases

out of eight (see Bartlett on Fevers, p. 441).

In 1867 the Southern officials and physicians were so
satisfied about the indigenous origin of yellow-fever
that thej' established no quarantine regulations against
vessels arriving from the infected ports of Havana and
Vera Cruz. In May, twelve vessels arrived; in June
also twelve, and in July eight.

In the absence of a vigilant health board the precise

detaib of the first outbreak of the pestilence in New
Orleans will probablv never be known ; but it is proba-
ble that the barks Jessie and Florence Peters intro-

duced the first f-ases. This thoughtlessness cr igno-
rance led to 1,349 cases and 428 deaths among the U. S.

white troops ; 171 cases and 25 deaths among the colo'-

ed ; and 31 cases and 10 deaths among our noble little

band of army surgeons.

The history of the introduction of yellow-fever in the

city of New York has always been equally positive and
clear. I have private written memoranda from old in-

habitants, kept at the time, from 1800 to 1807. In
1799 there were before July 260 cases at the Marine
Hospital at Staten Island, a great portion of which
came from vessels arriving from the sickly ports in

the West Indies. It next broke out near Old Slip, and
was at first confined to the streets in that neighbor-
hood. Among other vessels the ship Fame arrived

with yellow-fever on board; of seven per.-ons who di--

charged her damaged and putrid cargo at Old Slip, and
pumped out her bilge-water, which was so offensive

that the neighbors had to shut their windows, not one
escaped severe sickness, and two died. Many of the

boatmen whose vessels lay in Old Slip fared no better,

a number of them falling victims to the stench or con-
tagion. The nearest house had five sick and two
deaths ; in the next house three sickened at one time,

and one died.

In 1803 there were 1,639 cases and 6C5 deaths in

New York. The first cases were reported from Coffee-

House Slip, but Dr. Muller, the resident physician, says
the disease was soon found in many other parts of the

city, and fewer places remained exempt than on any
other former occasion. Broadway and some adjacent
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streets retained their healthy cliavacter ; but tlie streets

lying near the margins of t::e North and East Rivers,

and some of those lying: in tlie upper parts of the city,

inhabited by the indigent, uncleanly, and dissolute

classes, suffered the worst ravages of the disease. The
disease did not reach the Xorih River until infected

shipp'ng removed it from the East River. None of the

physicians or nieJioal attendants in Bellevueor Quaran-

tine Hospitals were attacked. The nurses often slept

in the same bed with the sick ; and sometimes waked
up to find their patient dead, }'et did not sicken.

Dk. John R. B. Rogers, Health Officer at Staten Isl-

and in 1805, says there were always from ^0 to 60
vessels, from June to October, w-hich had lost some one

or more of their crews by yellow-fever ; and 'J4 of

them came up to the public wharf at Staten Island
; in

those pure waters none of those who threw out the

ballast, cleaned their timbers, etc., or any of the pilots

attached to the Health Office, or the physicians, were
attacked. But some were who went up into the

poisoned air of the city.

Dr. Rogers was, of course, certain that it did not come
fioin any neglect of duty at Quarantine, and says '' nor

did it come through that channel ;
" but it did.

Dr. Peters then quoted the opinions of Drs. Hosack
and Edward Muller in regard to the preceding epidemic,

and spoke extendedly of the celebr.ited epid>-mic of

1S22, of which he had often heard his grandfather and
other old citizens speak.

It is not true that yellow-fever was confined to the

Hector street district in 1822 ; there was a Lombard}-
street epidemic which originated from the ship Superior

from New Orleans
;
one Caiy, who had been sick of yel-

low-fever in New Orleans and came in said ves.sel, went
to the house of his mother in Lorabardy street about

Sept. 14, when Mrs. Mott, Mrs. Snow, and Mrs. Gary
sicl<ened, and all three dii'd of yellow-fever. There
were 1,236 deaths in New York.
A? n-gards the means by which the disease is dis-

seminat 'd, we need only recollect that the bljod often

ooz s from the gums, lip«, and nose ; the hands are often

stained with blood, and the bed and bedclothes not un-

frequently strewed with bl, ek vomit, with oflVnsive

discharges from the bowels and kidneys, so thai the

patient, in tlie worst cases, half gathered up and cover-

ed under the bedclothes, presents a peculiarly horril'y-

ing and appalling aspect, which once seen leaves an
enduring impression on the observing mind.

The diagnosis from mahgnant, biliary, and congestive

fevers is often difficult, and Southern physicians are of-

ten more perplexed than any rthers; I may say in par-

ticular of Dr. Warren Stone that he knows less of yel-

low-fever than any other physician who has seen so

much.
Besides the three ordinary varieties of yellow-fever,

which only differ in intensity and malignity, the Algic,

Sthenic, Hemorrhagic, Purpuric, and Typhous forms are

well known and described by Lyon.
1 took great interest in the epidemic of 1856 in our

bay, as I had a mother, sister, several nieces, and other

relatives ami many friends living on Staten Island,

and some fi lends and patients on Long Island, near

Fort Hamilton; there I saw Mr. Chandler White,

whose case has many points of interest.

Dr. Nott said it was an open question whether
there w-ere two forms of yellow-fever. To show its

non-contagiousness, he stated that nobody ever tnok

the fever when patients were carried from one point

to another. If five hundred cases of tlje disease were to

break out in Rector street, New York City, not one of

these patients would give the fever if all wei e carried to

St. Luke's Hospital ; it cannot be propagated by contact.

I

He thought that a germ would sometimes produce

yellow-fever, but did not believe that it could be

origii:ated in the system. Dr. Warren Stone, and

other Southern practitioners even went so far as to

assert that it, is non-portable.

I

Dn. Bell, in alluding to Dr. Nott's paper, remarked

that yellow-fever was carried to Norfolk by the steamtr

Ben "Thomas. In showing its non-eontagiousness, he

I

mentioned the case of the surgeon of the Gomer, who
slept with a dead man under bed-clothing covered with

I black vomit, without contracting yellow-fever. In

t reply to Dr. Nott's relied ions on arnjy and naval sur-

i geons, Dr. Bell said they had done more to develop

what was known concerning the history of yellow-

fever than resident Southern physicians. He thought

the theory of non-contagion would be bound out by

the observations of Drs. Harris, Walser, Pilcher, and

others.

Dr. Gopverxeur M. Smith remarked : While agree-

I

ing with the gentleman wdio has just sat duwn in

ascribing honor to the medical officers of the army and

\

navy for the valuable facts which they have established

in relation to yellow-fever, nevertheless it should not;

be forgotten that, nearly half a century ago, medical

science was enriched by data, througli the efforts of a

gentleman in civil life, which contributed more toward

settling certain questions relating to the pestilence

than perhaps have any others which have been promul-

gated bv investigators since his time.

Reference is made to Dr. Chervin ofParis. This gentle-

man, animated by an intense enthusiasm in the study of

tlu! mysteries of yellow-fever, relinquished his practice

and expended his" patrimony while travelling in pursuit

of such knowledge, for a period of eight years, and over

an area of 37° of latitude. He visited all the colonies

of France, England, Spa'n, Holland, and Denmark,

and, crossing the Atlantic, traversed our own c n-

tinent from Portland to New Orleans, wherever

yellow-fever had prevailed in this country. The

medical profession of this city received him with

hospitalitv, and aided him in his important labors,

as did also his profissional brethren throughout his

entire jonrueyings. At home and abroad his services

liave alwaysbeen regarded by the highest authorities

as heroic in their conception and as most practical in

their results.

He jirominently exhibited the fact that the yellow-

fever which prevails on this continent is the same

pestilence, essentially, as that which is recognized as

yellow-fever in other parts of the world, and gathered

inconteslable proofs that the disorder was not con-

tagious. It is unnecessary to repeat at length at this

time the various views entertained by Chervin and

some of the older investigators, for they have been

fully presented to this Academy on a former occasion,

in 1859, bv a Fellow now deceased.

We are to this day, both in the management of ca^es

of yellow-fever and in our riuarantine regulations for

excluding the disoider, guide I in no small degree by

the conclusions of the distinguished French physician to

whom allusion has been made. While duly recognizing

the valuable services of many recent laborers, we are not

to overlook those of our predecessors. The contempo-

raries of Chervin universally regarded him as a unique

savant and philanthropist, and at this time we can hold

him in no less regard.

Dr. ArsTiN Flint, Senr., congratulated Dr. Nott for

putting his views on record, especially his ideas on the

non-communicabili'y and the portability of the dis-

ease. According to his judgment the theory of non-

contagion is not an open question, that claim having

I been well-established. Precisely the grounds proving
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the non-contagiousness of yellow-fever were applicable
to epi lemic cholera.

Dr. Elisiia Harris believed that when the essential
cause of yellow-fever was known, then the e.xplan.ition
of its portability could be explained. The experience
of Chervin was personally conclusive as to it? non-
contagiousness. The transmission of the disea,se is not
as yet within our grasp in the literature of our times.
In showing the eccentricity of this disease he stated
that in September, 186.5, the bark Hecla arrived in the
town of Swansea, Soutli Wales, loaded with iron from

* Cuba. At the date of arrival one case of yellow-fever
occurred

; between that date and October 4th, nineteen
marked cases occurred, and six not well declared ; of
these twenty-five cases, sixteen patients died on soil

where it had never before existed. No one who at-
tended on these cases died, or had the fever. In this
case a very high temperature was wanting for the de-
velopment of the fever. These cases occurred among
the people of Swansea.

Wh."n yellow-fever happens between the first of
June and the first of October, we must lake knowl-
edge of the fact that there is danger, and must have
some certification of the facts before we can judge of
the transmission. Last year it was planted ori the
clran, well-policed Governor's Island; also in 1856,
striking first Mr. Chandler White, Gen. Stanton, and
Judge Rockwell, on Bay Edge, Long Island.
As commerce has such iirge claims, he believed

there was no higher duty than to study the history
of the disease. By accura'e discrimination of the
nature of the disease, it may be possible that in the
future commerce will be little infrinsreJ upon. Enough
has been '.earned that, if the Board of Health had an
absolute control of quarantine, the disease could be
kept out. But as the matter of quarantine is situated,
New York will not be protected.
He exonerated the Quarantine Commissioners, espe-

cially Dr. Bell, one of the Commissioners, and thanked
Dr. Nott for his views just promulgated.

Dr. Pilciier, U. S. Navy, being caUed upon by the
President, said that it; would be a work of supereroga-
tion to remark further, as the subject had been so well
discussed.

Dr. Walser remarked that there were three types
of yellow-fever, namely, the purpuric, reniittent,"and
typhoid.

Dr. B. S. Thompsox, in clo.-ing the discussion, alluded
to^ his paper on " The Yellow-fever Epidemic at Key
West, Florida, in 1S6I"—which epidemic came under
his personal observation—published in the Medical
Record of August 1, 1868, showing the portabiliti/ and
nnn-contarjioHxness of the fever. The wilful or care-
less importation of infected clothing and other mer-
chandi.se from Nassau, New Providence—a portion
of which was publicly sold in the city of Key West

—

was thought to be the cause of this epidemic. The
first patient had purchased a saddle and accoutrements
from this cargo, and very soon was stricken down
with the fever and died within three davs. The epi-
demic at Key West, in 1867, was imported' directly
from Havana, the usual starting-point.
He referred to the peculiar, indescribable odor ema-

nating from yellow-fever patients, which is distinguish-
able on entering the sick-room or ward of a hospital.
This feature has also been corroborated by Dr. Harvey
E. Brown, Asst. Surg. U. S. A.

In his expeiience, patients who could not be re-
strained in going from one unoccupied bed to another
in the ward—which is a mania with yellow-fever
patients—invariably died. And when colored pa'ients
began to talk excitedly and incoherently about reli-

'

I

gious topics and ejaculate prayers, the burial permit

[

was ordered to be filled out, as they generally suc-

1 cum'ed.
The Academy then adjourned.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stilted Meeting, Nbvemher 22, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loosirs, President, in the Chair.

MEDrLLAET SPIN'DLE-CELL SARCOMA.

Dr. Sands presented a large axillary tumor, removed by
operation from a gentleman fifty years of age, who had
become violently insane, the result mainly of appre-

hensions in regard to an operation. He was au inmate
of the Bloomingdale Asylum for some months, and it

was the opinion of Dr. Brown that the mania was of

such a cbaracter as almost to preclude the hope of re-

covery. The patient did, however, improve, and the

operation was perfoimed.

The tumor was situated in the right axilla, nearly

vertically beneath the shou'der-joint, but extendf-d

farther behind than in front, so that it overlapped the

back of the scapula to the level of the spine. Its

longest measurement was from the spine of the scapula

downwards and forwards beneath the arm, being ten

and three-quarter inches. Tiie vertical measurement,
extending from the top of the axillary cavity to the

side of the chest, was seven and a lialf inches, and the

horizontal measurement was nine and a half inches.

These measurements were made on the sixteenth of

last July. The tumor was soft to the feel, but not
fluctuating, and there were some blue veins scattered

over the surface. As the tumor grew rapidly, carcino-

matous disease was feared. During his stay in the

asylum, the tumor, as was shown by mea.surem5nis

taken ten days before the operation, had increased an

inch in size in every direction.

The operation w.as somewhat prolonged, on account

of the softness of the tumor, and the lact of so great a

portion underlying the great pectoral and the latissimus

dorsi muscles. The patient made a good recovery,

there being no suppuration except in the immedia'e

track of the ligatures. The patient recovered entirely

from his mania.

The tumor was examined by Dr. Edward Curtis,

who pronounced it a medullary spindle-cell sarcoma
undergoing fatty degeneration. Dr. Sands believed

that suoli a tumor in such a situation was of very rare

occurrence. About ten ligatures were used, but no
l.irge vessels were tied.

POISONI-VG BV PRUSSIC ACID.—EROSION OF MUCOUS
MEMBRANE.

Dr. Finnrll presented a stoniach from a man sup-

posed to have been poisoned by Prussic acid. There
was a distinct redness of the mucous membrane of t!ie

organ; but the point of interest was a marked extiava-

sation of blood at one point, giving the appearance as

if the mucous membrane had been eroded.

CARCINOMA OF THE TESTICLE IN A CHILD AGED SIXTEEN

MONTHS.

Dr. Francis Y. White presented a tumor of the left

testis of a child 16 months and 14 days old, TL-inoved

post-mortem. His attention was called to the case

March 10, 1871. The enlargement was about the size

of a hi'ii's egg; had been ob.served about two weeks.
The diagnosis was hydrocele, the sac being distinctly
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translucent when tested by the lighted candle in a

darkened room. Local treatment to July was futile
; it

steadily enlarged to the size of a goose-egg. In the

latter part of June another medical gentleman was
called in, whose diagnosis was brematocele. Punctur-
ing the sac was not permjited. The last local a]iplica-

tion w:is an ointment of iodoform, which had tlie credit

of reducing the size found a', de^ith.

There was no marked constitutional disturbance till

the latter part of the summer, when he had derange-

menl of his alimentary canal, occasional vomitings,

diarihcea, and paroxysms of pain. His appetite was
cap i :ious.

Sept. 7.—On his i-eturn from the country his con-
dition pointed to malaria. The 14th, a tumor in tlie

lelt umbilico-lurabar region was oliserved. There
was no hiematuria. He died October 3d from exhaus-
tion.

The autopsy revealed a solid tumor of the left testis;

no adhesions, no hydrocele, the fluid probably absorb-

ed. Upon opening the abdomen the lymphatics were
found enlarged and diseased (the inguinal glands were
not). The greater omentum was studiled with white
deposits. The peritoneal cavity was markedly free I

from fluid. A tumor of the leit kidney occupied the '

greater portion of the left abdomen, encroaching on the

rii:ht. The descending colon was in front. The tumor
appeared in two divisions—one transverse, the other
longitudinal ; its color was a dark mahogany. The
ileum passed through the mass. In endeavoring to

remove the mass intact, it bursted, discharging a vi.scid

mass of blood and broken-down tissues. It would
have weighed two pounds or more. The small intes-

tines occupied the right abdomen
; there were a num-

ber of invaginations. Nothing particularly noteworthy
of the other viscera, abdominal or ihoracic.

At the close of the special meeting of this Society,

Oct. 4th, I presented informally for oliservaiion, the

testis, ihe remains of the kidney, and other of tlie vis-

crra, etc. In the fresh state. Dr. Markoe called the

disease of the testis encephaloid. He had seen this ,

disea-e of the testis as early as six months of age.
j

In conclusion, he stated his belief there was in

connection with the disease a hydrocele, which was
absorbed about two months previous to death. It

was unnecessary to state different theories discussed in

consultation. The ancestral record, as far as traced on
botli sides, was good. Malignant disease was thought
out of the question. The autopsy and the microscope
presented the case in its true light. As the result of
his experience he was led to believe that malignant
disease of the kidney and testis was quite rare at that

age. West gave three cases of the kidney ; Tanner
sel'-cted one case of a child thirteen months, where both
kidneys were diseased, the two weighing five pounds.
Forster, Holmes, and Pt-mberton state that mahgnant
disease of the testis is rare in children. He quoted
from Pemberton on Surgical Cancer, p. 60 :

' Ence-
phaloid cancer of the testicle attacks at any age. The
surgeon's attention will be called when the sexual
functions are in their fullest activity, between thirty

and forty years. Not unfiequently hydrocele of the

tunica vaginalis, before the tunica albuginea gives
way." He gives four cases, viz. : aged severally 43,

32, 36, and 25 years old. Xo children. " Ence[)haloid

cancer of the testicle, in its earliest stages, may be mis-

taken for, 1st, hydrocele
; 2d, hsematocele ; 3d, scrofu-

lous disease ; 4th, syphiUtic disease ; 5th, cystic dis-

ease." Tlie author advises puueture before operation.

It may not be out of place to stale that a number of

authors on disea-es of chillren have nothing on malig-

nant diseases of tlie kidney and testl'.

Dr. Jaxeway, who examined the specimen micro-

scopically, made the following report :—
Examination of portions of testicle and omentum

from specimen presented by Dr. White.

The testicle showed an irregular lobulated arrange-

ment, owing to the development of its connective

tissue trahecute. The Iresh-cut surface presented a

soft reddish gray, varying to white basis substance, in

which a few cysts were visible to naked eye. At one

part the tumor presented a yellow appearance.

Microscope.—The new Ibrniation is composed of a con-

nective tifsue stroma, with blood-vessels forming irreg-

ular-shaped alveoli of varied size. They are in some
parts filled with cellular elements, round or polygonal,

from the size of a white blood-globule to two or three

times as large. In other parts the cellular elements

are more scanty, and there is apparently fluid in the

alveoli; and in a few. a change of cells to a sort of col-

loid variety may be observed. The yellow portiors

showed the cells in a state of fatty degeneration. The
fluid in the cysts was precipitable by acetic acid

(mucin). Tiie tumors of the omentum were white,

soft, easily hicerable. They were (brmed of well-mark-

ed alveoli, packed with cells of similar character to those

in the testicle. The stroma in some parts was scanty,

and contained in many places well-developed spindle-

shaped cells.

Dr. H.\m]LTON had seen two cases similar in charac-

ter to the one presented by Dr. Wliite, and which,

from their progress and their clinical histories, he as-

sumed to be colloid. Both of these presented many of

the aspects of hydrocele. He believed that the size of

the tumor was of great diagnostic value in the case of

infants, as lie had never seen such of any considerable

magnitude which did not have a malignant type.

Dr. Saxds was surprised to hear that the translu-

cency of the sac was so marked. He li:id always been

inclined to thiidi that the test, especially in infancy, was
thoroughlv trustworthy as niakintr up the diagnosis of

hydrocele" He agreed with Dr. Wliite, however, that

at first it must liave been nothing more than pure

hydrocele, the result of commencing disease in the

testis.

CANCER OF COLON.

Dr. Looms presented portions of the colon, caecum,

and ileum removed from a male patient of Bellevue

Hospital, who was admitted Oct. 25. The patient had

always been a hard-working man, was temperate, had

never had syphih.s, and was in the enjoyment of good

health until within two months of his admission, when
he became subject to attacks of very severe colicky

pains radiating from the epigastrium. These pains

would last for a few seconds at a time, and seemed to

be relieved by firm pressure. Four weeks before his

admission, while examining his abdomen, the patient

noticed a tumor in the right inguinal region, which had

the feeling of a ruljber baU, was oblong, and during

the examination it seemed to separate into two parts.

Very soon after this handling the patient passed a

quantity of blood per rectum. He never had vomiting

to any marked degree, but occasionaUy suffered from

diarrhoea. From the time he made this examination

he said the side became very painful. He began to

lose flesh and strength, and when he came under ob-

servation in the hospital he was very anaemic. Ex-
amination of the abdomen revealed a tumor in the

right inguinal region, having its upper border about an

inch below the free border of the liver, extending

downwards about three and a half inches. This tumor
w.as about two inches and a half in transverse measure-

ment. Soon after his admission, a drastic purgative
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was administered, and the tumor was lost at a subse-

quent exiimination. About this time Dr. Loomis pre-

sented the case to the class at the hospital, and went
over it pretty thoroughly as a matter of diagnosis. He
found that the tumor was elastic to the feel, that it cor-

responded in situation and shape to the ascending por-

tion of the large intestine, was somewhat movable,
was dull on percussion—except over its most prominent
portion, which was tympanitic—was smooth, and had
somewhat the feel of a floating kidney. The fact of
the tumor having disappeared after a cathartic, brought
up the probabiliiies of impacted f;eces; but such a con-
dition was excluded, from the fact of the mass not
receiving an indentation as such tumors usually do.

The diagnosis of cancer of the ascending portions of
the large intestine was at length made.
At the autopsy a tumor was discovered in the right

inguinal region corresponding in situation to the swell-

ing found before death. This tumor involved the
colon, caecum, and ileum. It was about three inches

in length and two and a half inches in breadth. It

seemed to have been developed from the submucous
tissue, and it encroached so much upon the calibre of

the gut as to leave but a very small opening between
the ileum and colon. The diseased formation was
uniformly deposited throughout the cireumferenca of
the intestine, and was undoubtedly cancerous in char-

acter.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

Corrrsponticncc.

THE BROMIDES IN DROPSIES.
To THE EDrrOE OF THE MEWCAL HECOIID.

SiR^I take it that very few medicines have had such
general use and commendation as the bromides. The
time that they have been in the hands of (he profession
is very brief, yet all sorts of properties have been as-

cribed 10 them, and their virtues in many different com-
plaints liave been lauded. But among all the varieties
iif conditions under which their administration have
been advised, I do not recollect to have seen any allu-

sion to their value in the dropsies, until by accident I

tried tliem.

In the winter of '69-70, whilst teaching a class of
students in the wards of the Savannah Ho.spitiil, I had
under observation a well-marked case ofmorbus Brightii.

Tlie patient was a young man of 27 years, and ap-
paremly had once possessed a good constitution. Six
months before he had begun to lose flesh and strength,

and a month or two before his feet and abdomen had
commenced to swell. He was now generally dropsical,

and what was more distressing, the lung tissue was
oederaatous, producing very laborious breathing, so
much so that death seemed imminent. Whilst; on my
rounds one morning, and witnessing the dreadful suf-

fering of this patient, which w-as not relieved by any-
thing that had been done, Dr. Newman (at that time
my clinical clerk) suggested the trial of bromide
potass. I ordered fifteen grains every three hours,
until its effect was seen. The beneficial effect was
marked almost from the first dose, and in a few days
he was up walking around, with his legs reduced to
almost their natural size, and the abdomen very much
diminished. I kept this patient under the influence of
this remedy for several weeks, and discharged him
greatly relieved—I may say cured. The albumen had
almost entirely disappeared from the urine, and the
casts and epithelial deposits were entirely gone. Since

that I have used it in every variety of dropsical condi-

tion, and nearly always with good results. In several

cases of ascites wdth anasarca, liave had the fluid to dis-

appear under its use in a marvellously short time. I

have related my experience to other medical m^n of

this city, and learn from them that it has been used by
some of them with the same good results. I have no
theory as to its operation further than to say that it

increases the diuresis.

Yours, etc,

J. G. Tno.MAS, M.D.
Savannah, Ga., Dec, 1S71.

(Dbituary.

HENRY D. BULKLEY, M.D.,

NEW TORE.

Henry D. Bulklev, at the time of his decense, was
in his G8th year. He was born April 4, 1804, at New
Haven, Conn. After the usual preliminary ru'lime'i-

tary education, he entered Yale College, and graduated

there in 1821. He entered upon the studv of medi-

cine in the Medical School attacheil to that Univer.-ity,

under the preceptorship of Dr. Jonathan Knight, and

in or about the yenr 18.30 received the degree of

M.D. He came to New York in the year 1825, and
engaged in mercantile pursuits here for eight years

previou.sly to entering on the study of medicine. He
returned to it in 1833, and remained in it, in extensive

practice, until his decease. At the period of the en-

trance into professional life of the author of this .sketch,

he was physisian, a post which he obtained in 1834 and

continued to hold for several years, to the City Dis-

pensary in Centre street, in the class of Skin Diseases,

and was already renowned as an expert and high au-

thority in the.se diseases, both as to diagnosis and

treatment. This was his hobby, and he rode it till his

death; never, however, allowing his specialty to be

tainted with the slightest suspicion of charlatanry. In

the Dispensary he gave clinical lectures and demon-
strations, and contributed much towards diffusing a

knowledge among the rising members of the profes-

sion, of these complex and troublesome ailments.

He was also connected, a little later, with the move-
ment originated in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, of a course of Spring Lectures, and continued

for some years to lecture to gratified audiences on his

fivvorite theme ; and he was further concerned in two
other private institutions for the gratuitous treatment

of the poor afflicted w-ith cutaneous disorders. Later

still, in 18— , his well-recognized zeal and devotion to,

and eminence in his profession, procured him the ap-

pointment of Attending Physician to the New York
Hospital, in which he continued until tlie discontinua-

tion and destruction of the Institution in Broailway,

faithfully to perform the duties of his position, and ex-

pound his doctrines on his fivorite subject, and the

cases under his care. In 18G7 he was e'ected Presi-

dent of the County Medical Society. In 1869 he was
successful in obtaining the Presidency of the New York
Academy ofMedicine, an honor which he greatly coveted

and enjoyed. lie had been an early member and warm
friend ol the Institution, and during the term of his

office displayed unwonted zeal in contributing to its

success ; always succeeding, by dint of appeal and
persuasion, in filling the rostrum with able and instruc-

tive essayists ; and presiding at the meetings with ad-

mirable talent and uibanity. He occupied also, at in-

tervals, the Presidential Chairs of the Widows aiid
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Orphans' Society, the Medical and Surgical, and Derma-
tological Societie?. His literary achievements were
not great. He edited Cazenave and Schedel on Dis-

ease? of the Skin ; and was for some time editor of the

N. T. Medval Time.s.

In the month of June succeeding to his laying down
his functions, finding his health impaired, he made a

short but very enjoyable trip to Europe, whence he

returned in improved health, good spirits, and was
contemplating a return to active business engagements,

with prospects of a long duration of ii-efulness, when
suddenly s'ricken down by the fell destroyer, who so

unscrupulously thwarts the purposes of men, under

the fiat of that Divinity which " shapes our euds,

roiiffh hew them as we may."
He had suffered from a cold during the week, but

visited a patient on the Saturday night preceding the

Monday on which the pneumonia declared itself, in-

volving both lungs; which, despite the most vigorous

eSbrts of his able medical friends and attendants, Drs.

Wm. H. Draper, Austin Flint, Sr., and Alonzo CLirk.

ran rapidly to a fatal termination, Jan. 4, 1872. He
retained his consciousness till about six hours previous

to his death, and sank from exhaustion.

Dr. B. married, in 1835, Miss Julia Barnes, of Onei-

da Co., N. Y.. who survives him, and by whom lie had

six children, four of whom are living, two daughters

and two sons ; one of whom has followed the profes-

sion of his father, with high promise of future emi-

nence.

From the simple, but feeling and forcible eulogium

pronounced from the pnlpit by his pastor, the Rev.

Dr. Crosby, we learn that Dr. Bulkley in his youth

remembered his Creator and his Saviour, and when lie

was old and dying did not depart from them; and

commenced in early hfe to make provision for the Life

Eternal beyond the" grave. Soon after settling in New
York he united himself with the Presbyterian Church,

and at the time of his death was in full communion
and infiiibership with tlie Sixth Presbyterian Church,

in Fourth Avenue, and a partaker in its sacraments.

From his pastor we also learned, that from (he com-

mencement of his illne^s he apprehended its fital ter-

mination. He had closed his worldly accounts for the

year, and set his house in order ; and it is fair to be-

lieve that he departed willingly, and in peace with

God, and fellowship and good-will with all mankind.

Dr. Crosby spoke of his generous sympaihy with all

;

of his kindness to the sick, and of his moral and social

excellence.

We of the profession know that he was erudite, a

skilful physician, upright and honorable in his dealings:

an honor to his calling. He had, that we know of, no

enemies; and we know that he had many friends.

His pastor observes that the memories of good men are

the legacies of the Church ; those of good physicians

are the legacies of Medicine. We can emulate his vir-

tues and examples. Others will come in to fill his

place, and the world will keep on moving. But we
may rest assured that among his contemporaries, and

for at least a generation to come, his name will be re-

membered with afl'ectionate reverence, and his memory
kept green. His complexion was pale; he was of

medium size and stature
;
grave, but not opposed to

innocent jocularity ; of pleasing manners, and it may
further be said of him, that his modesty was equal to

his merit.

At a stated meeting of the New York Academy of

Medicine, held January 4th, 1872, Drs. William C.

Roberts, James Anderson, and Gouverneur M. Smith

were appointed a committee to take action in reference

to the 'death of Dr. Henry D. Bulkley, and, in accord-

ance with such appointment, presented the following

Preamble and Resolutions, which were unanimously

adopted :

—

W/ierciiD. It has pleased an All-wise Providence to re-

move by de.ath Dr. Henry D. Bulkley, late Trustee and
former President of the New York Academy of Medicine,

after a brief illness :

Rfsolved, That this Academy is called upon to mourn
the loss of a FeUow who was early identified with its

interests, and to the close of his life active in the promo-
tion of its welfare.

Jiesdritl, That in the various official positions to which
he was elected by his colleagues, he has exhibited pure

integrity of character, and contributed by his assiduous

labors in elevating the Academy to its present position

among scientific associations,

Rf^idri'd , That his contributions to medical literature,

enriched as they were by practical conclusions derived

from clinical observation in hospitals and infirmaries

which he had long and faithfully sei-ved, will remaui per-

manent monuments to his professional industry and abili-

ty, especially in the department of cutaneous medicine,

to which he had particularly devoted himself, and in

which he had long been considered an expert.

Remleal. That while this Academy thus bears witness

to his eminence as a physician, it also records its recog-

nition of the fact that both in his public and private life

he exhibited the traits of character which conspicuously

mark the Christian gentleman.
Hmolird. That as a tribute of respect to his memory,

the Fellows of this Academy attend his funeral on the

7th inst., and that a copy of these resolutions be pre-

sented to his family, and published in the medical and
daily journals.

Edmund R. Pkaslee, M.D.,
President.

William S. White, M.D.,

Secretaiy.

At a special meeting of the Medical Society of the

County of New York, held January 7th, 1872, at the

Chapel of the Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church, the

following preamble and resolution, introduced by Dr.

Wilham C. Roberts, were unanimously adopted :

—

Whererm, It has pleased the all-wise Disposer of human
events to take unto Himself the soul of our departed

friend, associate, and professional brother, Henry D.

Bulkley, M,D., therefore.

Resolved, That while expressing its profound sorrow at

the severance of the tie that has so long bound them, the

Medical Society of theCoimty of New York is desirous of

placing on record its high appreciation of Dr. BiUkley's

services a-s.its former President, his eminence as a prac-

titioner of medicine, and his virtues as a Christian and a

man.
Resolved, That Dr. Bulkley's life-long labors in the

cause of medical science as an editor, writer, teacher,

and as physician to the New York Hospital and to several

other charitable and benevolent medical institutions in

this city, have entitled his name to be long and affection-

ately cherished in the memories of his professional breth-

ren and of the public ; while his erudition, genial courte-

sy, and strict integrity and observance of medical ethics

had acquired for him the respect and esteem of all who
knew him.

Resolved, That in the demise of the late Dr. H. D.

Bulkley, this society and the profession generally are

called upon to mourn the loss of a distinguished member,

and the irablic of a righteous man, a kind friend, and

faithfid sen-ant and physician.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be transmit-
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ted to the family of the deceased and published in the
medical and daily journals.

Abraham Jacobi. M.D.,
President.

Bradford S. Thompson, M.D.,
Corresjiondiiif/ Secretary.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Offii'inJ LiM of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the ifedical Department U. S. Arm;/, from
December 19(A, 1871, to January ith, 1872, inclusive.

Frantz, J. H., Sursreon.—By S. 0. 479, War Depart-
ment, A.Gr.O., Dec. 30, 1871, granted leave of absence

for 30 days, with permission to apply for an extension

of sixty days.

Brewer, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 225,

Department of the Mo., Dec. 16, 1871, to report in per-

son without delay to the Medical Director of the De-
partment.

Mackin, Chas , Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 473,

W. D., A. G. Office, Dec. 19, 1871, sranted leave of

absence for sixty days from Nov. 28, 1871.

CRONKHtTE, H. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

261, Department of the South, Dec. 16, 1871, to pro-

ceed to Spartansburg, 8. C, for duty at that post.

Wilson, Wm. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 226,

Department of the Mo., Dec. 18, 1871, to proceud with-

out delay to Fort Union, N. M., for temporary duty at

that post.

iHcliical 3tcms anlo Utws.

Small-Pox is on the decline in this city and Brook-
lyn.

Dr. Alex. N. Gunn, formerly Health Officer of this

port, died December 22d.

Dr. William C. Dewitt, of Saugerties, N. Y., died

suddenly at the bedside of a patient, December 26,

aged seventy-six. He practised his profe-sion for

nearly half a century in his native county of Ulster,

and he always enjoyed the reputiition of being ever

ready at all times, in all weather^, and over all sorts of

roads, to answer the calls of the sufiering. Of him can
truly be said, " Well done, thou good and faithful ser-

vant."

Japanese Students.— Sixteen Japanese students

have this year matriculated in the Urdversity of Berlin,

most of whom are atteniling the medical department;
some are students of jurisprudence and natural science.

Diabetes, Lactic Acid, and Rheumatism.—Early in

the year we referred to (he views of Dr. Cant;uii, of Na-
ples, on the treatment of diabetes with lactic acid, and
it is of interest to note that Dr. Foster, of Birmingham,
who has been experimenting in the use of this remedv,
his found that it has, in one case, repeatedly provoked
attacks of acute articular rheumaiism.

I M. N£laton.—It is rumored that this eminent
French surgeon is to settle in London.

Yegetable Source of Carbolic Acid.— Mr. 'J.

Broughton, quinologist to the Indian Government,
states that from the essential oil of a common hill- plant

—the Andromeda Leschenaiiltii—he finds that a very
pure carbolic acid may be prepared, at a cost which is

slightly in excess of what it may, in ordinary seasons,

be obtained in England.

Primary Amputation of Thigh in a Child One
Year and a Half Old, with recovery and discharge

from hospital in good hejddi on the forty-first day, is

recorded in The Lancet of Dec. 2d.

The Third Volume of the late Sir James Y. Simp-
son's works, comprising Diseases of Women, and com-
pleting the series, will appear early in January.

The Baltic University, at Dorpat, where Bidder
and Schmidt made their researches on digestion, and
Owsjannikon on the spinal cord, is about to be remov-
ed to Velna, in .accordance with the Russianizing policy,

in order to remove it from the German influeuce of the
former place.

A Female Bon'E-setter named Dal Cin, a native of
Northern Italy, is creating considerable excitement in

her own country and in Austria, where she now is. In
Vienna the excitement bid fair to rival that awakened
in Paris by the Zouave Jacob ; but the government
granted her permission to practise only in the presence
of a regular physician, and an investigation of her
mode of procedure by four professors of the Uni-
versity exposed the fallacy of her claims to any know-
ledge of affections of the joints whatever, and it is

said she now purposes going to England.

American Otolooical Society.—The Transactions
of the Fourth Annual Meeting of the American Oto-
logical Society, 1871, contain the following interesting

papers :—Report on ihe Progress of Otology, by Albert
H. Buck, M.D., N. Y. ; A Case of Cornu Humanum of

Bxtt-rnal Ear, by the same author; Necrosis of Mas-
toid Cells in Immediate Neighborhood of External
Auditory Canal, by Charles Laight, M.D., N. Y. ; A
Case of Nervous Deafness in which Galvanism was
used UnsucoessluU}', by Robert F. Weir, M.D., N. Y.

;

Some Cases of Polypus and their Treatment, by Dr.

Seely, of Cincinnati, Ohio; Parasitic Growths iu the

External Meatus, by Clarence J. Blake, M.D., of Bos-
ton, ilass. ; Ali.scess of the Cerebellum following a

Blow upon a Diseased Mastoid Process, by Wm. W

.

Morland, M.D., of Boston, Ma-s. Drs. H. N. Spencer, of

St. Louis, Chas. Inslee Pardee, N. Y., 0. D. Pomerov,
N. Y., R. M. Bertholet, Philadelphia, and J. Onie
Green, Boston, also contribute valuable and scientific

papers.

This flourishing Society may be congratulated upon
this collection of otological papers, so well revised and
condensed by the indelatigable Secretary. The piesent

officers are as follows: —iVes/V7™(', Dr. H. D. Noyes

;

Vice-President, Dr. E. L. Holmes; Secretary and Treas-

urer, Dr. J. Orne Gteen ;
Putjiisliiny Committee, Drs. R.

F. Weir and C. E. Hackley; Committee on Progress of
Otology, Dr. C. J. Blake.

The Relations of Epilepsy to Insanity and Juris-
prudence.—These subjects and their relations are well

discussed by W. J. Conklin, M.D., Assistant Physician
of Southern Ohio Lunatic Asylum, Dayton. Ohio, in

an extended paper read April 0, 1871, before the Ohio
State Medical Society.

Purulent Inflam.mation of the Middle Ear.—Dr.

Albert H. Buck, of New York (Trans, of the Amer-
I'cun Otological Soc), in his " Report on the Progress

of Otology," speaks of the three new plans for treating

obstinate cases of purulent inllammatiun of the middle
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ear:

—

First, the use of absolute alcohol, revived by Dr.

F. E. Weber, of Berlin. Secimd, the very thoroutrh

cleansius of the cavity of the tympanum, viz. : by the

methods of Drs. B. Van Millingen and Luce \. Third,

that recommended by Dr. Hinton, of London, wMch
consists in passing a continuous stream of water from

tlie external meatus into tlie tympanum, so out through

the Eustachian tube and nostril.

Dr. Bui-k states that the use of absolute alcohol has

been tried at the New York Eye and Ear Infirniary,

but not with the satisfactory results claimed for it by
Weber. Hinton's plan seems to be a most rational

mode of treatment; in fict, the only one where a

ti:orough appUcalion of the remedial agent can be

counted on.

Medic.kl Institutions of Di"BI-in'.—Jos. Taber John-
son, M.D., Washington, D. C. (Xaiional Med. Journ<d\,

in an address on the "Medical Institutions of Europe,"

speaks of the six medical colleges in Dublin and six-

teen hospitals, while the population of the city is only

31)0,000. The hospitals are mostly for the treatment

of special class of cases. Thus there is a children's

hospital, one fever hospital, two for surgical cases, an

eye infirmary, two general hospitals, two lying-in,

and one lock hospital.

Unusual attention is given to cleanliness in the

treatment of the diseases of females in Dublin. In

every case of vaginal examination which occurs in the

lying-in hospital, a stream of liydrant water is made
to play upon the cervix uteri until all impurities are

washed away, leaving a perfectly clean os in the field

of the speculum for inspection.

Trismcs Nascentium.—According to James S. Bailev,

M.D.. of Albany, N. Y. (Am. Jom'. of Ohsfelric.-i), tris-

mus is now rarely obs(!rved in lempornte climates, ex-

cept in foundling and lying-in hospitals. In a paper

by Dr. Joseph Clark, rend before the Royal Irish So-
ciety, in 1789, on its occurrence in the Dublin Lying-
in Hospital, up to 1782, of 17,6.50 infants born alive in

that institution, 2,744, or about 17 per cent., perished

wiihin the first fourteen d.iys from birth. It is the

cliief cause of depopulation in the colonies of Demerara
and Essequibo, the mortuary statistics being of tliis

about one per cent, of all that are born. In tlie South-
ern States its victims are cidelly negro infants, and
among those that are filthy and low in their habits,

and from choice or necessity are insufficiently nour-
ished, and neglectful of sanitary hygiene.

Early Pregnancy.—Dr. Thomas Pope, of Cleobury
Mortimer, Ensland (British Med. Journal), writes that

in the churchyard of Rock is a gravestone with these

verses:^
" Ten years. I wa-s a maid.
One year. I was a wife.

One (lay. I wn.f a motlier,

And tlien I lost my life."'

Dr. Pope was apprenticed where he now resides in

179-5. and during the course of this long practice be
has attended three parturient mothers under thirteen

years of age. The mothers and children all did well.

The Legion of Honor.—The grades of Grand Officer

and Commander of the Legion of Honor have been
conferred upon M. Demarquay and M. Ricord, for their

distinguished services during the siege of Paris.

A Beech-Nut Shell Rf.moved from the Larynx.—
Prof W. W. Dawson, of Cincinnati (The Clinic), re-

cently removed, at the Good Samaritan Hospital, a

fraL'ment of beech-nut shell from the larynx of an

infant. Tracheotomy waj performed, when the foreign

body was dislodged by a probe inserted into the orifice

of the wound and pushed up between the vocal cords.

The child lelt the hospital the next day in good con-

dition.

Timely Papers.— Dr. W. S. Everett, Hyde Park,

Mass., and Dr. R. W. Taylor, N. Y. (Boston Med. and
Surg. Joxirn.), present interesting and valuable papers

which deserve careliil perusiil. The title of the former
is, " Sources of Error in the Common Method of Giving
Certificates of Insanity." In the latter, a large class of

a more or less mild character, of unrecognized nervous
-symptoms due to syphilis, are discussed.

Early Menstruation.—Dr. Cheever related, at a re-

cent meeting of the Suftblk District Medical Society
(Boston Med. and Surg. Jonrn.), the case of a girl who
commenced to menstruate at eight years of age.

lomxE FROM Chilean Saltpetre.—The mother-liquors

of the South American nitrate of soda produce 30,001)

pounds of iodine per annum. The iodine is separated

from its combinations by sulphurous acid and sul-

pliites.

Philadelphia Presbyti:rian Hospital.—By the re-

port of the Philadelphia Hospital Finance Committee,
the subscriptions taken up by the Rev. Dr. Saundeis
already amount to §353,000. It is not a year sinec

Dr. Saunders donated his college and grounds to estab-

lish this hospital, and entere<l on the work of raising

fimds to put it in operation and support it. The
grounds (an entire square) and buildings are worth
§160,000, so that in the first year the Presbyterian^
.have a hospital worth $,500,000.

Medical Department of Harvard ITxiversity.—
The number of students in all the departments of Har-
vard University is not so large as last year by 210—

a

falling ofi' of 105 medical students.

The important change in the latter, in the plan of

study and tlie requisites for a uiedical degree, probably
accounts for the deficiency in numbers.

Deaths from Chloroform.—According to the Boston

Medical and SuryicalJournal, seventy deaths from chlo-

roform were reported in England previous to July,

1870. Twenty-nine cases, collected from American
aud foreign journals, have been noted since that date;

nineteen c.nses in the issue of June 15, 1871, and ten

cases in that of December 14, 1871.

The St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal.—
This valuable medical journal will, in the future, be
published monthly, instead of bi-monthly as hereto-

fore. The new editors are Drs. William S. Edgar and
H. Z. Gdl.

Death cf an Italian Professor.—Profes^sor Pietre

Lazzati, of Milan, corresponding member of the Gynae-
cological Society of Boston, died recently.

The Census of the Ignited States.— The official

census returns the entire population at 38,923,210;
distributed, as to color, as follows: While, 33,589,857;
Colored, 4,886 387; Chinese, 63.254; and Indi:ins,

383,712. Of these lai;ter, some two-thirds are esti-

mated as '• nomadic."

Severe Wound of the Brain.—Dr. William Abram
Love, Atlanta, Ga. (Atlanta Med. and Surg. Journ.), re-

cords a case of severe wound of the brain, from an axe,

in a boy fourteen years old. There was a loss of two
fluid ounces of brain substance from the middle ante-
rior portion of the lelt lobe of the cerebrum, a large

I

amount of bony covering, and recovery without ini-

1 pairment of mind. Fond of music, mathematics, his-
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(Driginal Ccctuns.

A LECTUKE ON THE AFFECTIONS OF
THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR V' CANAL.

Bv D. B. St. JOHN ROOSA, M.D.,

CLISICAI. PBOFESSOR OP THE DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR IN
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK: SCRGEON

TO THE MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.

Gentlemen:—The affections of the external auditorv
canal, or of the meatus an r-'iOrius eMerniis, as t!iis pas-
sage is often called, may be conveniently arranged as
f.jllo\vs :

—

1. Diffuse inflammation.

2. Circumscrihed inflammation.

3. Vegetable fungous growths (aspergillus).

4. Inspissated cerumen.
5. Eczema.
6. Foreign bodies.

7. Polypi.

8. Exostoses and hyperostoses.

9. Condylomata.

To avoid any misconception, I would remark tliat

while bony growths (exostoses and hyperostoses) are
classed under the aD'ections of the external au<litory

canal, they are actually con.sequences of inflammations
of the middle ear. It will therefore be more appro-
priate to consider this rather important subject under
tlie head of diseases of the civity of the tympanum.
Polypi, however, do arise from the walls of the canal
when there has been no suppuration in the drum cavi-

ty, although this is a rare occurrence, and wi 1 demand
our especial attention a little later on in this lecture.

Otitis externa is the generic term for all the various
forms of inflammation of the external auditory passage,
but it is not specific enough for any exact study of
these affections.

The subject of inspissated cerumen and foreign
bodies in the meatus is enough for one lecture: and I

shall therefore confine myself, in what I am about to

say, to the inflammatory affections of the auditory
canal, and tlie fungous growths.
Some writers speak of the inflamm.itions of the ex-

ternal auditury passage as being catarrhal ; but as
Trtiltsch strongly insists, there should be no thought of
cat irrhal infl.immation where there is no mucous mem-
brane. The fining of this passage is integument, and in

no proper sense can we speak of catarrh of the integu-
ment.

Inflammations of the external auditory canal are
much more rare than those of the middle ear; of
1.000 cases of the different varieties of aural disease
observed by myself in private pract'ce, but 132 were
cases of affections of the outer ear. This proportion is

about the same in the statistics of other authors .nnd

those of public institutions, as shown by the following
table* compiled by mj'.self.

Chronic sai>-

'

Affection of puration of
External Ear. Middle E;ir.

N. T. Eye and Ear Infirmary, 1869.. 46 324
Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital, 18G9. 17 85
Ophthalmic and Aural Institute

(^Knapp's) 19 84
H. Schwartze (Halle) of 166 cases. . . 15 ."iO

Pioosa (of 500 oases) 11 m
108 643

* New YortJfcdiooi GaztlU, voL v., Xo. 1.

This table was compiled to show that suppuration
from the external ear was rnre in comparison to that
arising in the cavity of the tympanum. This is an im-
portant fact, and one that has been quite overlooked,
so that man}' physicians and nearly all of the laity as-

sume that a discharge fmm the ear usually means mere-
1
ly an inflammation of the auditory canaL Hence an

I
o'orrhoea has come to be lightly regarded, when it is in
reality, in the large majority of cases, a symptom of

I

ulceration of the membranti tympani and of the lining
of the cavity of the tympanum, and hence a very seri-

ous affi-Ctiou.

Let us first consider the more common of the inflam-
mations of the external auditory canal—Diffuse In-
flammation.

Symptoms.—The subjective symptoms of diffuse in-

flammation of the external auditory canal are itching

sensations in the canal, pain, and a sense of fulness. The
objective symptoms aie impairment of hearing, redness
of the canal and of the membrana tympani, swelling,

and, at a subsequent period, suppuration of the epider-
mis and integument. In tl.e lower part of the canal,

dealing as we do with periosteum, the p.iin will be in-

tense, like that from a paronycliia.

In the latter periods of the disease granulations
may form in the canal, although this is rare. I have
the notes of four such cases. One, that of a lady, was
complicated by a precedent inflammation of the cavity
of the tympanum ; but the inllammation of the ex-
ternal auditory canal was an independent one. Very
large granulations, or polypi, sprang up in a few days
alter a poultice had been applied. The second case
occurred in an Irish laborer, whom I saw at my clinic

here in the College. I removed a large pol3'pus, or
granulation, which the patient stated positively had
occurred in a few days, and that he had never previ-
ously suffered Irom disease of the ear. After the treat-

ment had progressed for some time, I found that the
inflammation was confined to the canal and outer layer
of the drum-head. The third case I saw at the Brook-
lyn Eye and Ear Hospital. The trouble in the ear
had lasted seven days, and here also there was a large
polypus. The fourth case is one that I have now
under treatment. A lady suffered from what slie sup-
poses to have been an abscess of the external meatus.
It was lanced, and then poultices were applied. 1 saw
her six days after. She had used the poultices nearly
the whole of the six days. I found the canal blocked
up by a polypus as large as a filbert, growing from
the anterior wall of the canal. The microscopic ap-
pearances of the growths are identical with those of
polypi springing Irom the mucous membrane of the
cavity of tl)e tympanum.
Alihough it is anticipating somewhat of what should

be said under the head of treatment, I will here state
that the undoubted cause of these growths, in the four
cases just given, was the prolonged use of the poultices.
Troltsch called attention to the fact that poultices pro-
duced tedious suppuration ; but I believe this is the
first intimation thit they cause the sprouting up of ex-
uberant granulations, or polypi, as they are called.

The causes of the diffuse form of inflammation are
various. Irritation of the ear by means of ear-picks, by
hair-pins, a favorite instrument with women

; by the in-
stillation of such agents as Harlem oil, Cologne water,
camphorated oil, and so on. are frequent causes of an in-
flammation of this part. There i-< probably some ante-
cedent inflammation of the integument which causes a
resort to those agents, to relieve the troublesome itch-
ing sensations. Cold draughts of air are often spoken
of as causes of inflammation of the outer canal ; but
such influences are more apt to produce an inflamma-
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tion of the naso-pbaryngal space, and through that of

the middle ear. In fact, the causes of external oiilis dif-

fusa seem to be chiefly local, if I may so speak ; that is,

caused by mechanical causes acting locally. Of late an

apparatu.s, consisting of a very small sponge attaeheilto

ati appropriate handle, has been devised, and called an

auriiave, and is sold largely in drug-shops as an instru-

ment lor cleansing the ear. It does a great deal of

harm. By its use the secretions are packed in the car,

and inflammation of the integument or inspissation of

the cerumen is very often caused.

There is altogether too much solicitude on the part

of njothers and other persoiis as to the cleanliness of

their children's or their own ears. The auricle and the

edges of the opening into the canal, which are about all

that the little finger will reach, are the only parts of the

organ that require cleansing when the ears are in a

state of health. Any further manipulations with tow-

el.=, ear-spoons, and so on, are meddlesome, and may
become dangerous to the health of the canal.

Treatment.—An attack of otitis externa diffusa in an

adult may be usually cut short by the use of leeches.

They should be applied, as Wilde so long ago pointed

out, not on the mastoid process but on the tra-

!/us, for the reason wliich Troltsch gives, that in

this place the vessels which supply the canal and

outer layer of membrana tympani are most conveni-

ently and surely reached. Leeches in this form of

disease are not as certain in their efl'ects, however, as

vchen used for an inflammation of the middle ear,

when, as we shall see, they exert an almost magical

influence, so rapid is their eflect. In the early stages

of the disease, when the pain is severe, and suppura-

tion has not yet occurred, but the canal is red, swelled,

and sensitive, great benefit will be produced by sc:iri-

fications of the cartilaginous wall. This scarification

is made with a tenotomy knife, making incisions of

from three-fourths to an inch long on the walls of the

canal, as recommended by Gruber, of Vienna. Warm
water should also be allowed to run into the ear, by
means of Clarke's ear douche, or any similar means.

When patients are told to apply warm water to the ear,

unless they are particularly instructed, they will almost

invariably use the syringe, thinking that is the way in

which the water is to he applied
;
but what is required

is the steady flow of warm water upon the part, and

this is best attained by means of the douche. Patients

should be instructed in its use, and especially should

they be told that, unless the auricle is kept on the

stretch, so that the walls of the canal are apart, the

water will not enter the ear. The douche is the

fame as the so-called nasal douche of Weber, and is

very valuable for the auditory canal, but verj' danger-

ous when used fur the nose. If tlie use of the leeclies,

the employment of scarification, and the warm douche

do not wholly subdue the pain—which is quite unhkely

— a smaU flaxseed poultice may be applied in the canal,

but the ear should not be covered by a large poultice,

as is often done ; sucirpoultices relax the tissue, to so

great an extent that granulations or polypi are apt to

spring up from the softened and loosened tissue, as we'
have seen in the cases that I have detailed. A poul-

tice should never be applied to or on the ear for

more than a few hours. They are almost as danger-

ous a remedy in aural as in ophthalmic practice, where
they have caused the loss of many eyes.

At night the ear should be kept warm by wrapping

it in cotton, and the patient should lie on a p How that

is warmed from beneath, by means of a rubber bag

filled with hot water, or some similar contrivance. By
attention to these details much sufl'ering will be spared

the patient, and the course of the afl'ectiou will be

shortened. In addition to the local treatment it will

sometimes be necessary, although not ofen, to give one
of the preparations of morphine, or a dose of chloral in-

ternally. I have not found much advantage fiom t'ne

addition of narcotics to the warm water instillations,

although there may be some benefit from their use.

Magendie's solution of morphia is the agent I usually

employ in the ear, using about one part to eight of
water, dropped when warm into the canal. The
popular remedies for ear-ache, dependent upon what-
ever cause, are usually sweet oil and laudanum. mola.sses,

Harlem oil, glycerine, and a roasted onion. The oil, lau-

danum, and molasses are tolerably efficient ; but although
they are useful in their property of stilling pain, they
are far inferior to the leeches, scarification, and warm
water. I have seen children, who had been sufl'ering

from severe pain in the ear, drop oft' to sleep in a few
moments after a tablespoonful of warm water was
poured into the ear, and yet I am very sorry to say
tliat there are some rare cases where warm water
seems to aggravate the pain ; but the leeches scared}'

ever fail us.

The onion acts just as the conical flax-seed poultice,

and may be resorted to if the warm water fails, and
' leeches are not to be had. Harlem oil, and all similar

stimulating applications, do nothing but harm, and in-

crease the sufferings of the distressed patient. The
laity resort to such applications, and submit for days
to pain in the ear, without going to a physician,

because they have been taught by sad experience that

doctors pay veiy little attention to an ear-ache—and
yet what pain is worse? Warm vapor of any kind,

the smoke from a cigar, for example, is very grateful

to an inflamed auditory canal or membrana tympani

;

and a steam nebuhzer becomes at some times a very

useful adjuvant in treatment of acute aural inflamma-
tions. Sometimes children, who awake at night with
ear-ache, may be quieted by breathing into the auditory

canal. Some practitioneis are in the habit of advising,

indiscriminately, blisters behind the ear, in all forms
of aural disease, whether acute or chronic. Whatever
may be their virtue in chronic disease, they are only

an aggravation in the acute forms of aural inflamma-

tion, and must give a patient an unfavorable idea of

the benefits of counter-irritation. Speedy relief from
the severe pain is as imperative as in peritonitis or

iritis, and I have dwelt on the various remedies at some
length in order that you may be at no loss for some
agent that will cut short the inflammatory action. I

will tabulate them in the order that I consider them val-

uable : 1. Leeches; 2. Scarifications ; 3. Warm douche
;

4. Conical poultice in the canal ; 5. Steam or warm
vapor ; 6. Opium or chloral.

Most adult patients go about while suffering from
external difl'use otitis. During the more acute st.iges,

it would be better to keep them in doors and in bed.

If this can be accomplished, the use of diaphoretics

will aid the local treatment.

If, in spite of our eft'orts, suppuration is once fairly

eslabhshed, or if the disease has advanced to this point

when first seen by the practitioner, he must endeavor
to limit the suppuration. To this end thorough cleans-

ing of the ears is necessary. This is best accomfilislied

by syringing—a simple procedure, but one which many
physicians are unable to carry out efficiently and with
neatness. The ap|diances necessary for a thorough
syringing of the ear are, first, a good syringe. I think

the small hard-rubber syringe is the best, although a

Davidson's syringe does very well.

Then we need a bowl— a small one, not a large wash
bowl, but one such as is used as a finger-bowl, it being

thin and easily held, and a receptacle for the warm
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w.-iter which is to be used in the syringing process, i

No towels or napkins are needed about the neck, to

prevent spilling the water; no assistant beside the
j

patient, if he be an adult, anil if the procedure be car-

ried out as I will describe. The patient being seated,

holds the bowl well under the auricle, in the hollow !

just under the tip of the auricle, keeping the head per-

fectly straight, and using both luinils to steady the
[

vessel. The surgeon should tlioroughly straighten the

auditory canal with the left hand, and with the right,

placing the nozzle of the syringe well into the meatus,

direct the stream down to the inembrana tyinpani. It

is well to prepare the patient ibr the shock of the water

by allowing a part of the lirst syringetul to pass into

the concha, and not into the canal.

It will be seen that no patient is capable of thoroughly

syringing his own ear, and that no person who ha-i not

besn taught the simple process will be able to accom-
plish the object for which syringing is undertaken,

that is, the cleansing of the auditoi'y canal and the outer

surface of the membrana lympani. Notwithstanding

these facts, patients suffering (rom an ulcerative pro-

cess in the ear, and who require the daily lemoval of

the pus as an essential to recovery, are olten sent

away without oilier instruction than the advice to

•syringe the ear. It is almost as difficult for a person to

properly syringe his own ear, as to cauterize his own
palpebr.d conjunctiva. We certainly would never

think of leaving the latter manipulation to any but a

person who had been t.aught to manage it properly.

The ear affected with chronic external otitis should be
cleansed from one to three times daily, while the secre-

tion is at its height. The parts .should be thi-n dried by
means of cotton twisted about a thin bit of wood, or a

steel cotton-holder. The agents which may be used in

checking ulceration are numerous. I prefer solutions

of nitrate of silver, of alum, and of the sulphates of

zinc and copper, to t'.ie others. The nitrate of silver

I use in strong solutions, from 20 to 40 grains to the

ounce, pencilled over the parts; the sulphates and the

alum in solutions of from 1 to 4 grains to the ounce,

ins'illed into the ear. The choice of the astringent

is, however, much less important than the thorougli re-

moval of the pus, which should be done at least three

times a week, and, if possible, daily, by the physician
hims;-lf.

It is sometimes almost marvellous what may be done
for a neglect.^d suppuration of the auditory canal, how-
ever many .alteratives and other constitutional remedies

the patient may have taken in vain, by the mere daily

removal of the pus and the application of a caustic or

astriuL'ent.

2. Circumscribed or furuncular inflammation of the

external auditory canal is quite a common affection, and
I imagine there are many more cases of this affection

than is shown by the statistics of the writers on otol-

ogy, inasmuch as it is not a serious affection in its

consequ-nces, and very often gets very little treatment.

The subjective symptoms of a furuncular inflammation

of the external auditory canal, are pain and a sen.se of

fulness in the ear. There is scarcely ever any tinnitus

aurium, for the reason that the circumscribed swelling

\ makes no pressure upon the membrana tympani
and ossicula auditus, which pressure is usually the

cause of the sounds in the ear described under the

ti^rm of tinnitus aurium. On examination we find

r iundish isolated sweUings, that are very tender and
.sensitive to any contact. Even the touch of a delicate

probe wiU sometimes cause patients to make an ex-

clamation of pain. These swellings are not usu.ally

very red; for the integument is quite thick in the outer

portions of the canal, and this is the usual site of the

affection. We often find two points of pain and swell-

ing in the same ear, and they are very apt to occur
in succession, so thai we are by no means sure of be-

ing done with a case because one furuncle is cured.

The swellings that occur in the lower portion of the

canal, the bony portion, which is two-thirds of the

whole length, are not usually circumscribed, but diffuse,

and are therefore to be classified under that head.

They are more painful than fin-uncles, from the fact

that the integument is thinner and closely adherent to

the periosteum, so that such an inflammation is analogous
in the fearful pain which it occasions to a p.ironyeliia,

and requires the same treatment, that is, a free inci-

sion through tlie tense and swelled structure down to

the bone. I should also say that the pain experienced
in swallowing, chewing, and the like motions, from the

pressure of the upper jaw, through the glenoid fossa,

upon the swelled auditory canal, is one of the symp-
toms of which patients with either the diffuse or cir-

cumscribed forms of external otitis complain very much.
The causes of furuncular inflammation of the outer

ear are not very plain. Like furuncles in the other

parts of the body, they are often an evidence of a dete-

riorated condition of the general system
;
but again they

occur where the subjects are in good general health. In
such cases some local irritation by mechanical or chem-
ical means, such as have been mentioned in the dis-

cussion of diffuse inflammation, is probably the cause.

The general treatment will be determined by the con-
dition of the patient. The local is simple ; a deep inci-

sion should be made into the swelling, if any one very
tender point can be found. It is a matter of indiffe-

rence as to whether suppuration has or has not occurred

in deciding as to the expediency of an incision. It

should be made as soon as (he case is made out. Leeches
do very little good in furuncular inflammation. After

the incision the ear should be douched every fifteen

minutes or half an hour, by means of Clarke's car-

douche, until the pain is relieved, when it may be used
at intervals. The ear should also be cleansed by means
of a syringe and the cotton-holder of which we make
so much use in aural therapeutics.

Tlie thorough clean>ing will usually relieve the im-
pairment of hearing caused by the swelling and closure

of the canal, while the incision and douche will cut

short the pain. Each new furuncle is of course to be
healt-d in the same way.

3. Vegetable funaous growths.

I It was only a few years ago that a discovery was
j
made as to the appearance of a vegetable fungus or

mould in the ear. This <liscovery, which was made by
Sch wartze, of Ilnlle, in 1867, has cleared up a great many
obstinate cases which were once supposed to be due
to impaction of the wax, or chronic inflammation. In
1844 a case was reported, but it failed to attract atten-

tion until Schwartze published his case and referred

to Mayer's.

The fungus known as the aspergillus, and which may
be fiiund on mouldy bread and on th« walls of damp
rooms, is that which invades the ear. The pencillium

also forms in the auditory canal. The microscope is

required to determine positively that the growth is the

aspergillus or pencillium ; but having once seen a

ca.se, you will nearly always be able to know without
such an examination M'ith what you are dealing.

Dr. Wreden, of St. Petersburg, Orne Green, of Boston,

Knapp and myself, of New York, have published cases

of the formation of aspergillus in the ear. It is now
very well known, as well as its fellow fungus the pen-
cillium, as the cause of an obstinate external otitis, the

pencillium liaving been made to grow with the asper

gillus by Blake, of Boston.
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Subjectively, the symptoms of espergilkis are pain,

tinnitus aurium, vertigo, and impairment of hearing.

The objective appearances consist in the close adher-
ence of lardaceous, yellowish white flakes or scales,

which are easily mistaken for epidermis, to the walls of

the canal and on the outer suriace of the membrana
tympani. These flakes are of a whitish color, and
very adherent. They cannot be thoroughly removed
by the syringe, but the angular forceps is required.

This removal should be only undertaken when the
canal is illuminated by means of the mirror which is

attaclied to the forehead by a band encircling the
head.

These parasitic flakes form very rapidly, so that when
you have on one day thoroughly removed them, on
the ne.\t you will often find them fully formed ; and
again you may remove a cast of the walls of tlie canal

and of the drum membrane. The integument beneath
the mould is found reddened and sensitive. Particles

of dirt are very often mingled with the epidermis and
fibres making up the flakes, scales, or casts that are re-

moved, and in one of the varieties of the aspergillus,

the nigricans, black points are found, which sometimes
cause the mass blocking up the ear to be mistaken for

impacted wax. But if you have once seen and ex-
amined the two products, you will hardly make this

mistake. If you do, the reappearance of the fungus in a
lew hours will correct the erroi-.

As I have said, there is apt to be pain and tinnitus

connected with the presence of the parasite. The pain is

dependent upon the inflammation of the canal, which
has denuded it of its epidermis, and given opportunity
for the appearance of the mould. The tinnitus is de-
pendent upon the pressure made upon the membrana
tympani by the tbrmation. There is often vertigo in

addition to the tinnitus, depending upon the same
cause.

I need not give the microscopic appearances in any
detail. Quoting from my friend. Dr. William B.
Lewi<,* I remark tliat there are three essential parts:
1. The mycelium, a dense network of false membrane,
delicate tibres which form the basis of the structure.

2. The fructifying portion arising from this. 3. The
free spores which lie upon and in the mycelium.
The causes of the affection are not quite clear. But

I think we may a.ssume that the fungus never invades
a healthy ear. We cannot, therefore, promise a patient
who comes to us with this affection that he will be
well when the aspergillus ceases to grow. He may
have suffered from clironic catarrh of the middle ear
previously to tlie attack of the parasite. In the majority
of the cases the inflammation that has preceded the as-
pergillus formation is an otitis externa, which is tract-
able.

I am aware of the view that tlie fungus causes the
inflammation, but my experience has taught me that
the growth of the aspergillus merely aggravates a pre-
viously existing affection of the canal and membrana
tympani.
The treatment is very simple, and consists essentially

in the removal of the fiuiijus as fast as it forms, by
means of the forceps and the syringe. Warm water
should be freely used after the growth is removed.
Then the denuded surface may be brushed over with a
strong solution of nitrate of" silver, or a weak one of
sulphate of zinc may be instilled. The use of the so-
called parasiticides is unneces-^ary.

Other parrs of the integument are liable to the
growth of the aspergillus fungus. Professor William
H. Draper, of this city, saw it on the inner side of the

• American Journal qftu Meaical Sciences, vol. lix., p. 110.

thigh, where it simulated eczema, as; it does in the ear

at times.

I have said sufficiently in regard to polypi from ex-

ternal otitis to show you that they arise from improper
or neglected treatment. The disou.ssion of their na-

ture and the means for their removal I will leave until

we come to the subject of suppuration in the middle

ear, as I may also that of exostosis and hyperostosis in

the canal. Eczema of the passage requires no lurther

mention than that made in my lecture on the diseases

of the auricle.*

Condylomata arising from syphilitic poison some-
times occur in the auditory canal. Stohrt of Wiirz-

burg has reported fourteen cases, occurring chiefly

among women, and one with two exceptions in con-

nection with condylomatous formations on the genitals,

in the axilla;, under the breasts, and between the toes.

The coiisecpiences of these formations may be chro-

nic suppuration and narrowing, perhaps hyperostosis

of the bony canal.

The local treatment consists essentially in carefully

cleansing the ear, as often as may be necessary, while

anti-syphilitic remedies are employed.

©rtginftl Commuiticatioits.

TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF THE AIE-
PASSAGES BY THE MEDICATED

SPRAY.
Whnopinrj-C<nigli, Ulcer of the Trachea from MecJianiail

Obittriiction. Acute Catarrh of the Smaller Bronchi.
Syphilitic Condylonuita ef the Larynx Resulting in Ul-
ceration. Chronic Phthisis, Large E.rcnmtiun of the

JUght Lung. Chronic Catarrh of the Fauces and Nasal
Camties. The Administration of Chlor(form per Spray.

By JOHN J. CALDWELL, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. T,

My treatment of whooping-cough may or may not be
entirely new to the profession, viz,, local medication by
the Spray Atomizer, such as is made and sold by
Messrs, Codman & Shurtleff, and others—my favorite

medicinal agents being bromide of anmionium and
potassium, together with liquid preparations of bella-

donna. Believing in Niemeyer's views of the pathology
of this disease, " that whooping-cough is a catarrh of

the respiratory mucous membrane, combined with in-

tense hyperiEsthesia of the air-passages," I made my
medication directly to the parts affected, and the residts

have been so satisfactory and rapid that I ventured to

submit the following cases for the Record,
Cases 1 and 2 were my little daughters, aged re-

spectively two and lour years. They contracted the

disease in July, 1869, it being at that lime prevalent in

our city, and in their cases the malady was decided and
distressing. After exhibit ng the usual remedies with
little or no relief, I resorted to the above treatment as

an experiment. Getting up steam, and placing my
little ones severally upon my knee in such a position

that the spray should play right into the face, as a

natural consequence they began crying, and that was
just what I expected and most desired, for the dee|)

inspirations would carry the bronjides and belladonna
home to the local trouble. My formula is as follows:—

Jf. V. Ext. belladonna, gttse v.-x.

Ammon. bromidi 3 i.-ii.

Pot. bromidi Z li.-iv.

Aqua dest 3 ii.

* Medical Hecord. vol. vi.

t Archivfur Ohrenheilkunde, Bd, iv., s. 255,
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Of this we use a tablespoonful at each application.

Jiilv llth, children much better; the intermifsions of

greater space. Made another application July l-llh
;

attack very mild ; scarcely any whoop. Contimied
treatment July Kjth ; whoop and fpasniodic action gone,

with a slight cough which passed away in a few days.

Case 3.—August 24th, was called across the street to

!<ee my neighbor's children, three in number; found
them suffering from same aQ'ectiou. The father in-

f iruied me that the distress was so great and constant

that the children could not res', and were becoming
very weak and emaciated; that their physician did not
relieve them, and that as the weather was so oppressive

lie fi-lt fearful for their lives. I administered the spray
treatment to them in turn while tliey were .sitting upon
their fiither's knee. They called on the following suc-

ceeding days, viz., 26th, 27lh, and 2Slh, and on the 1st

of September I discharged them cured.

Case 4.—September 9th. Mrs. McG. called at the office

with her little son, aged two years, afflicted in the same
manner. After three or four applications we had similar

liappy results.

Here we may say, that when the nights are passed
wiih much disturbance from spasmodic coughing, it is

our habit to administer the .same solution by the
stomach, in doses suit.ible for the occasion.

Ca-e 5.—In October. 1870, 1 was called to the family of
Mr. S.. of Sackett street, where I found his five children

suffering severely with whooping-cough. I left the

Atomizer at the house, with a sufficient quantity of the

uiixture, at the same time instructing the mother (who
was a competent, intelligent person) how to administer
it. I now and then called to watch progress, and at

the exfiiration of two weeks was pleased to find that

the patient.s, like the others under my care, had speedily

and entirely recovered.

n.CER OF THE TRACMEA,

from mechanical obstruction, complicated with inflam-

mation of the bronchial mucous membrane, treated by
the Spray Atomizer. My medication w.ns in this in-

stance conjposed of a solution of carbohc acid, tr.

of iodine, and glycerine, and as a counter-irritant I

u--ed pitch-plasters sprinkled with tart, antimony.
Case 6.—Novcmb.'r 18, ISfi'J, Mr C. called" at the

office, complaining of a severe, short, sharp cough.
He informed me that his occupation was that of a

stone-cutter, and that it was very dusty work, and he,

like the other men of his trade, was continually in-

haling this foreign matter, and consequently this cough
was very prevalent among his trade. With himself
the disease had been of so long siandmg that he feared

consumption.
Ordered him a .spray of the above-named ingredient.s,

and suspended him from his vocation during treatment.
November 20th, 24th, and 27tli, continued treatment.
Ordered the pljsters to be removed, the eruptions
cleansed and dressed with belladonna plasters ; con-
tinued this treatment till December 15th, when he was
discharged free from all trouble of the air-passages.

Among the other causes of mechtinical bronchitis are,

for example, the grinders' rot, or knife-grinder.s' disease,

and carbonaceous dust, occurring with miners, inhala-

tion of lamp-smoke and carbonic acid formed in pits and
wells, and cotton particles, and dust met with among
operatives in cotton-mills, needle and glass-grinders,

and gla.ss-blowers.

ACCTE C.\TARRn OF THE SMALLER BRONCni.

Mr. F. S. G. lately returned from Europe suffijring

from the above-named trouble. On examining his

chest I found impeded respiration, with mucous rale in

the smaller bronchi ; at the apex of both lungs discov-

ered impeded and lengthened expiration, a condition
which is very clearly described by Professor Armour, of

our city, as a loss of tonicity and contractility of the

air-cells and smaller bronchial tubes of this portion of
the lung. September Gth, administered spray-atomizer
fluids, containing carbolic acid, tincture of arnica, and
glycerine; also, as a counter-irritant, a pitch-plaster

sprinkled with tart, antimony ; ordered as a constitu-

tional treatment, Wyelh's jireparalion of iron, biirkj and
strychnia, with a generous diet and a favorable atmos-
phere. September 7th, Sth, and 9th, continued this treat-

ment, and September llth ordered the plaster removed,
and the eruption cleansed and dressed with olive oil.

September 13th, 14th, and 2(!lth, continued the spray
and other treatment. September 27th, dischrn-f/ed cured.

The above is typical of many cases treated by this

means with like results.

SYPHILITIC tubercle; or, CONDYLOMATA OF THE LARYNX,
RESULTING IN EXTENSIVE ULCERATION OF TUE SA.ME.

J. McL., aged 50, of robust and athletic habit. He
informed me as to his history, some twenty years since

being led into the wilds of California, where he acted the

part of a vigilance committee officer, and that there lie

had contracted syphilis, which was rudely and imperfectly

treated. June 5, 1871, he came to my office complain-
ing, without any apparent or assignable exciting cause,

of a feeling of tickling in the throat, his voice deep and
hoarse, with a harsh barking cough. These symptoms
of his history led me to beheve his trouble to he syphi-

litic catarrh, with condylomata of the larynx, invohitig

the vocal cords. Consequently I placed him on the

Ricord mixture, and ordered him sprays containing tr.

of iodine and glycerine; this treatment was continued
fur the space of several months, seeing him at short

intervals up to September 30th, witli little or no benefi-

cial results; every v.ariety of specific treatment would
seem of «o avail in his case. Tlie thickened membrane,
the partially occluded respiration, became so alarm-
ing that we called in consultation Dr.s. Beard, Rock-
well, and other medical gentlemen, at which time he
was examined by the laryngoscope, which revealed the
above-mentioned condition of his throat. Here it was
agreed that a spray containing a solution of nitrate of
silver of 40 grains to the ounce should be used, together
with the use of the constant current of eight or ten
cells (Sttihrer's battery).

October 1.—This treatment was continued until

about the 20th of the month, with very little improve-
ment.
November 2.—Throat trouble still more alarming;

another examination by the laryngoscope: thickening

and ulceration clearly defined; present at the examina-
tion, Drs. Beard and De Bow.
November 3, 6 a.m —Called in haste; Mr. McL. re-

ported dying from suffocation. Accompanied by Dr.
Tickers, we proceeded at once to his house, when we
found marked and laborious long-drawn breathing so

characteristic of stricture of the larynx, with stridor

audible at quite a distance, with symptoms of carbonic

poisoning. After placing his feet in hot mustard water
and administering a 2'ric emetic, we exhibited a mixture
of ether and chloroform, with only temporary relief,

after several hours' trial of various anti-spasmodic
remedies. By the happy suggestion of Dr. Vickers we
gave him a hypodermic injection of a solution of atropia,

amounting to about one-sixtieth of a grain. This was
followed by a dilatation of the pupils, as well as a reliei

from his spasmodic stricture; half an hour subsequent,

repeated the hypodermic injection of one-sixtieth of a

grain, which produced a quiet sleep. We also (by the
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advice of Dr. Vickers) coutmued this treatiiieiit for

several days, together with the adm;nistralion of iodo-

form, with pyropliosphate of iron, of two grains each,

morning and eveninjr, witlr very happy results, all ihe

alarming sj-mptouis having subsided. He still keeps
his room, with the endeavor to establisli a dry and
equitable temperature. Thus, together with a generous
diet and a continuation of the ioTloform, we may enter-

tain great hopes uf ameliorating his trouble.

The above is a case wherein the usual and well-known
remedies, the spray and electricity, seemed utterly to

lail of any good results.

CHRONIC THTniSIS, L.4RGE EXCAVATION OF THE RIGHT LUNG.

On the 18th of May, 1S71, Andrew D. cnlled at the

oflice ;
said that two years previous he had been labor-

ing under frequent attacks of cough, with profuse ex-
pectoration and spitting of blood. During this period

he had become greatly emaciated and very weak, sweat-
ing at night, with occasional diarrhoea ; there is frequent

prolonged cough, with copious purulent expectorations,

often causing vomiting. Marked duhiess on left side of
chest, with large cracked-pot resonance, and flattenitig of

ribs under clavicle ; under right clavicle duhiess also

evident, but resonance good over rest of the lung. On
auscultation of left side loud gurgling is audible, with
pectoriloijui/ extending over the whole anterior surface,

but dimini.shing somewhat towards the base. Under the

right clavicle there is mucous rale on inspiration, with
bronchophony. Breath-sounds inferiorly normal. Pos-
teriorly the physical signs are similar to tlio.se in front.

There is considerable dyspnoea on exertion. Heat-
sounds normal

;
pulse 110, feeble; total loss of appetite,

with anorexia and vomiting after taking food.

Tongue slightly furred ; no diarrhcea at present, but
says he is very subject to attacks of it; body greatly

emaciated, and copious sweating at night. Otlier func-

tions normal.

Milk mixed with an equal part of lime-water, and
strong beef-tea with toast, to be taken .''requently in

small quantities.

June 1.—Ordered him cod-liver oil and iron tonics;

also directed liira to spend the warm season in the

country.

September 1.—Eeturned very much improved.
September 28.—Was called at his house, and found

him sutlering from

n.EMOPTTSIS.

Blood coughed up in niouth'iils of a frothy and florid

color, mingled with sputa; amount of hemorrhage was
quite alarnnng. Ordered Idm a spray solution of glyce-

rine and liquid sulphate of iron of equal parts, of a few
minutes' duration, to be repeated every two or three

hours. Thisacled verykindly asahsemoitalic ; also ad-
ministered a solution of bromide of sodium and tr. of ve-

rat. to control the excited heart's action
;

this reduced
the number of his pulse from 110 to 75 or 80, having the

effect of making it normal, soft, and regular. Endeav-
ored to establish stiict mental and bodily repose, rest

in bed, head and shoulders elevated, unstimulating diet,

ice-cold drinks, counter-irritant to the cliest, and fluid

extract of ergot, ^ drachm doses, every three or four

hours. Under this treatment in a few days the bleeding
ceased. Soon after he expectorated the coagu'.um of the

bronchi in small portions. After which, under generous
diet, with inunction o( cod-liver oil from head to foot and
cod-liver oil injection per rectum, he made steady and
rapid proares-s. Here I may state that my attention

was called to his sister (a married lady, 20 years his

senior), who had undergone the same ordeal when
about his age; she also had lost the apex of the right

ung by ulceration from phthi.sis,which resulted in a cica-

trix and restoration to health—a condition of things so

vividly described by John Huglies Bennett in his able

clinical lectures. In the treatment of hemorrhage of

the air-passages, I foimd the spray styptics (especially

when moderated with glycerine) to lie a most reliable,

rapid, and satisfactory remedy, and mention tlie above
simply as a typical case.

CHRONIC CATARRH OF THE FAUCES AND NASAL CAVITIES.

On the 13th of May, 1869, Mr. E. called at the office,

and complained of pain and difficulty of swallowing,
and occasionally became worse ; bad also, on examining
his throat, discovered small phlyetenula or ency.sted

tubercle coming on the soft palate, which, on account

of their color and disagreeable odor when squeezed, ho
believed to be tubercles, and from this he feared he had
consumption. He a'so complained of an irritating, dis-

agreeable sensation of prickling, of dryness in the throat,

which made him unwilling to swallow, but frequently

made him hawk and hack fur a long time; this hack-
ing increased to a troublesome sp.asmodio cough, and
his voice became husky, and finally hoarse ; at night his

nose became stopped and he was compelled to sleep

with his mouth open, and in the morning his tongue
was very diy, followed by slight hemorrhage, and
the elTeci was most depressing. The treatment of the

diseases of the cavitv of the nose is attendant with
more or less difficidties, owing to the fact that the

cavity is large and complicated by many sinuo-ities,

interrupted by many thin bony and membtanous pro-

jections, and therefore little accessible, and for the most
part not accessible atall to instruments by which growths
might be removed, or topical remedies applied.

May 13, 1869, we commenced the treatment in Mr.
E.'s case : A nasal douche, containing glycerine, iodine,

and carbolic acid in solution of one or two quarts of

warm water, temperature of over 100' P., for the reason

that warm glycerine solutions are more efHcacious and
agreeable to tlie inflamed and irritated membrane.
After this exhibition we directed the spray fluid, con-

taining the same ingiedients, directed to the diseased

portion of the fauces and vocal chords. This treatment

was continued in this case for a few weeks with entiie

success.

Since the above I have treated cases, quite a number
of them, with like results. Still, I woidd not have it

understood that all cases of chronic catarrh treated in

this way result so favorably
; on the contiar}', many

of theti), especially those with a specific taint, paitially

or wholly resist all sorts of treatment. We now have
under this treatment a young lady in whom we can

trace no taint whatever. Still, she has been under our

care for over one year—with marked benefit, yet not en-

tirely cured, though she cannot leave off the treatment,

because lier trouble becomes aggravated both as to her

suffering and to the foul odor of her disease. Within
the past two years I have also found the gentle con-

stant cmrent useful in these cases; often, when all

other remedies fail, this will effect a cure.

Of the fluids to be employed for deodorizing and med-
icating the cavity, I cm, loy in all applications a solution

of glycerine, which seems to hold the agents more stead-

fast, and to uiolhfy them; as caustics: nit. silver, carbohc

acid, persuljih. iron, and otlier strong solutions; milder

caustics: sulph. zinc, .'ulph. copper, subacelate of lead,

bichloride of mercurj'; sedative solutions : Prussic acid,

Ir. of opium. These drugs may be added to some of

the above solutions of metallic salts. But if this be
desired, it is better to substitute a solution of nioi phia

for tr. of opium. The Prussic acid is incompatible with

the copper, silver, and precipitated mercury solutions;
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it goes conveniently with the ahim and common solu-

tions. Styptic or hseniostatic solutions: ice-cold salt

water containing an ounce of salt to a pint of ice-water,

which takes the lirst place. If this is insuflicient to stop
hiemorrhage, a fluid ounce of (he tr. sesquicbloride of
iron may be added to each pint of ice-cold salt water.

Stimulating solutions : one ounce of eau de Cologne upon
ten ounces of salt water is a useful stimulant ; strong
spirit of wine may be taken in place of the eau de
Cologne.

Mode of applying these fluids to the nose by means
of the douche and spray apparatus is as follows :—The
lluid of the proper composition and temperature is filled

into the class vessel ; all air in the india-rubber tube is

now replaced by fluid, the escape of the air upwards
being facilitated by gentle manipulation. The glass

vessel is raised and fixed in the position w-hich will

give the desired pressure.

THE STE.\M ATOMIZER

consists of the sphere-shaped brass boiler steam outlet

tube, with packing-box formed to receive rubber pack-
ing, through which the atomizing tube passes steam-
tight, and by means of which tubes of various sizes

may be tiglitly held against any force of steam by
screwing down its cover while the packing is warm.
There is a safety-valve of graduation for high or low
pressure by the spring and i;crew in its top, the non-con-
ductiug handle by which tne boil^'r may be lifted while
hot, the medicament cup and ciip-holder, the support,

the bas ', the glass face-shield with oval month-piece
connected by the elastic band with the cradle, whose I

slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand, where
I

it may be fixed at any height or angle required bj' the !

the milled screw. The upright arm of the Bergsson I

atomizing tube, is formed in part by a rubber tube
which dips into the medicament placed in the bot-

tom of the jar. In this instrument the receptacle

for the medicament, and the shield for the protection
of the face are united in one piece, while the spray
is rendered exceedingly fine by being thrown forcibly

j

against the sides of the jar. Then there is the

elastic bulb which, with its v.ilves, serves to force

air into the elastic chamber, which, alternately ex-

panding and contracting, supplies a steady stream
of air to the atomizing tubes, one branch of which
dips into the vial containing the medicament. The
stopper is made of elastic rubber, and fits perfccily

the atomizing tubes and vial. In addition to its other
uses, this instrument constitutes a perfect douche for

bathing and making medicinal applications to burns,

sensitive eyes, inflamed surface^, painful sores, and for

perfuming or disinfecting the si^.k-roora. The freezing

apparatus for producing local ana!sthesiais similar to the
above, with exception of atomizing tubes (which are of
metal), and is all that is required for produc ng local

anaesthesia by freezing with ether or with rhigolene.

The metallic tubes which accompany this apparatus are .

equally efficient for inhaling purposes, except for liquids

liable to be vitiated by contact with metal, for which
glass, silver, or platinum tubes should be used. Again,
there are glass tubes for throwing spray downwards into

[

the larynx, or, when inverted upward, into the pos-

terior nares; glass tubes for throwmg spray upwards
,

into the posterior nares ; dental tubes, the bifurcated

portion of the tubes designed to deliver spray on
both sides of the gum at the same moment, and a coni- '

oal end of air-tube, over which the rubber tube of

the bulbs is parsed when used, and regulator tocon-
trol amount of liquid. The=e tubes are f^ir teeth extrac-

tion, painless removal of dental pulp and other opera-
[

tiors in dental surgery. With the bulbs they form the

most desirable apparatus yet devised for these uses.

CHLOROFORM ADMINISTERED BY SPRAT.

I have found this agent far more safe when adminis-

tered by the spray atomizer, as per experiments upon
my.<eU', patients, and the lower animals

; the same may
I
be said of ether and alcohol, both ra|iidly and softly pro-

i ducing anesthesia; the theory being that the extra

! amount of o.xygen and attenuation producing this effect

more gradually, thus the nerve, aiterie?, and peripherals

are not so snddenh' paralyzed; aside fiom this we have
[
saved much time, as welt as chloroform and etlier. This
method will be foflnd useful in stricture of the trachea
and oesophagus, asthmatic and other spasmodic trou-

bles. I was quite astonished to find alcohol, when
administered in this way, so rapidly produce uncon-
SLiiousness.

ON THE USE OF DR. SQITIRE'S CATHE-
TER IN PROSTATIC ENLARGEMENT,

AND ITS MODIFICATION.
Bt S. CARD, M.D.

NEW TOBK.

W. P. F., Esq., aged 81, average weight 250, habits

temperate, and is in every respect healthy.

In the month of May, 1870, he complained of diffi-

culty in micturition. My advice was to have the
urinary canal examined, in order to ascertain the
cause of the trouble, as I considered it due to the
enlargement of the prostate. To this he opposed, and
notliing was done. On the 12th of September last,

whilst at dinner, he was suddenly seized with stran-

gury, and was compelled to leave the table, but before

reaching the door he discharged his urine invokintarilj',

but with much pain.

I was immediately summoned, and upon arriving at

his residence examined the urinary canal with a No. 8
elastic bougie, and found an enormous enlargement of
the middle lobe of the prostate. The bougie was pass-

ed with great difliculty, and left in situ for the night.

In the morning it was withdrawn, and urine was
voided quite frcelj^ The evening of the 13th I used a
No. 10, with a iitt'e more ease. Until the 27th, this

bougie was introduced morning and evening, leaving

it in the canal several hours at a time. In the mean
time the compound tincture of iodine was applied in

the perineal region. On the 28lh a No. 12 bougie
was readily passed, and left in situ for two hours. A
professional gentleman, relative of the family, on a
visit, was intrusted to introduce it at night, leaving it

in urethra for two or three hours. Unfortunately, and
contrary to instructions, this gentleman went to an
evening party, left the bougie within reach of mv
patient, who, being desirous to retire, introduced it

himself forced the instrument the wrong way, lacera-

ting a fold of tlie urethra and prostatic gland, causing
some hemorrhage, great inflammation of the adjacent

parts, producing cy.Ho-peritonitis, with great difficulty

of micturition. From the 28th of September until the

1st of October the water dribbled and only by drops

;

there was no possibility of introducing a catheter of

any size.

Applying to Mr. Philip Schmidt (Stohlmann. Pfarre

& Co.) of 107 East 28th street for one of Dr. Squire's

vertebrated catheters, he kindly furnished me with a

No. 8. Oct. 2d, 2 A.M., whilst the patient was .suffer-

ing fearfully from ursemic convulsion, the passage of
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the \ ertebrated catheter was attempted. To ray aston-

isUment, it not only passed wiih faciliiy, but burst the

abscess, and a teacupful of putrid purulent matter ran

freely through the urethra and outside of the catheter,

and about two quarts of highly blood-colored acid

urine passed through tlie catheter. I had despaired

for the life of my patient, but Dr. Squire's invaluable

catheter signally aided me in my dire extremiiy, and

re-established my almost shaken reputation with the

family.

The moment the abscess burst and the urine es-

caped, convulsions ceased, and my patient rallied.
j

During the following 24 hours the catheter was
twice used, and he continued to do well until October

29th, when he died of inflammation of the ascending

colon, peritonitis, and pharyngeal paralysis.

My three cases of prostatic enKirgement, two of

which I furnished Dr. Squire in the latter part of;

August, have taught me that if Dr. Squire's catheter i

could be so devised as to to be left in situ for at least
j

one night, so constructed with a valve as not to incon-

venience the patient by wetting his garments, this

improvement would facilitate the cure, and render the

physician's work lighter.

i asked Mr. Schmidt to modify said catheter, by
having a stopcock and nozzle,

j

,<;o that, after a few hours of re-
[

tention, the patient, by turning

the nozzle, might relieve himself

.

of the accumulated uiine in the
j

bladder, leaving it in siln until
I

the morning visit of the physi-
[

cian, when it could be removed,
|

and the patient left free for the
j

day.
I

Messrs. Stohlmann, Pfarre &
Co. have kinJly made one after

my suggestion, to which I annex
a liiigram and description.

Letter (o) is a regulating screw,

by which the links can be made
film or slack to any degree.

Letter (b) is a stopcock, with
nozzle for the escape of urine,

as indicated by the dart. When-
ever the two buttons (c) stand

]iarallel, the stopcock is then

open for the evacuation of urine

;

but when the nozzle of tlie stop-

cock i^ turned up, or to either

s:de, the escape of urine is en-

tirely prevented.

By removing the ring and the

screw button (i), the in.strument

can be easily taken apart an'!

cleaned. The whole instrument

should be of good silver, and all

tlie links of the chain of hard
' silver soldered to withstand the

corrosive action of the acid urine.

To prevent the urethra from being injured, the links

of the catheter are so countersunk as to form an even

surface, like the probe of Piof. L. A. Sayre of this

cit)'. This catheter has been tried in an ox's bladder

full of water, with a heavy pressure upon it, and has

been found perfectly air-tight.

64S LZXIXGTOS Atxxue.

Memorial to Jesxer.—A memorial window, to cost

£500, is to be erected to Jenner, in a window of the

church in Berkelej', England, his birth-place.

A^* ACT
TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE AGAINST

QUACKEKY AND CRIME.

Whereas, It is generally conceded that voluntary

associaiions of medical men, especially if organized

under State laws, have hitherto exerted a very marked
influence in the elevation both of the professional and

moral standard of their members, for the public good,

the State and County Medical Societies of this State

having been especially conducive to such results;

And whereas, Duly authorized and chartered medi-

cal colleges and universities in this country, and in

other countries, provide ample and available means for

the proper and the es.sential education of those who
undertake to treat the di.seases and the injuries of the

peooie. thus rendering the illegitimate and fraudulent

use of their privileges and their diplomas both inexcus-

able and criminal

;

And u-hereas, Existing laws do not confer power
and authority upon the aforesaid volunteer medical

societies, organized under State law, which will enaUe
them to efficiently guard the public against ignorant

and criminal practitioners of medicine, surgery, or mid-

wiferv, who are mostly without the diplomas of any
medical ctillege or university, or are in fraudulent po-ses-

sion of the same, said medical colleges or universities

being totally unable to reach or control this debased

and dangerous class of practitioners : therefore, /or the

public prutedion , he it enacted:

Section 1. Tliat the existing County Medical Societies

of the various counties of this State, organized and in-

corporated under its laws, and all such count}- medical

societies as may hereafter be so organized and in-

corporated, shall continue and shall be bodies corporate

and politic, in fact and in name, by the name recorded

in their respective articles of incorpoiation, and by that

name shall be known in law and in all courts and place.=,

and in all matters and causes whatsoever, and shall and

may have their respective seals, and may alter and re-

new the same at their pleasure, and that the president,

vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of such incor-

porated societies siiall hold their offices for one year,

and until others shall be cliosen in their places.

Section 2. And be it further enacted. That the exist-

ing organized and incorporated State medical societies

of the State of New York shall continue to be bodies

pohtic and corporate, in fact and in name, and by the

name recorded in their respective articles of incorpora-

tion shall be known in law and in all courts and places,

and in all matters and c.nuses whatsoever, and shall

and may have and use their respective seal:;, and may
change and alter the same at their pleasure ;

and that

the said State societies shall be composed of delegates

elected by ballot from each of the aforesaid county

medical societies of the State, the number from each

such county medical society to equal the number of

members ol assembly from such county.

Also of delegates from other chartered and legally

organized medical societies in the State, and from the

chartered medical colleges of the Stae, tiie number
from each of such institutions to be determined by the

respective Siate societies: and all of such delegates,

when met at the time and place appointei by the re-

spective societies for that purpose, and being met, not

less than fifteen in number, may annually elect by

ballot a president, vice-president, secretary, and trea-

surer, who shall hold their offices for one year, and un-

til others be chosen to take their places. Said S^a'e

societies may annually elect from those wlio have

served as delegates, and h.ive been nominated and de-

clared eligible at a previous annual meeting, two per-
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manent members from each of the senatorial districts,

but no delegate shall be elected a permanent member
until tbe last year of his term, unless he shall havepre-
viouslr resigned his place as delegate. They may also,

at the annual meeii"Jg, elect eminent physicians from
other States, or from foreign countries, as honorary
members. They must have been nominated at a pre-

vious annual meeting, and those elected shall not
j

exceed si.K in number in any year.
|

The governor and lieutenant-governor of the State,

qualifications, any person or persons resident in their

respective counties, who, by sign or advertisement, or

by any means whatever, offer their services'to the pub-
lic as practitioners of either medicine, surgery, or

midwifery, or who by such sign or advertisement
simply style themselves Doctor ; and if such examina-
tion satisfy said censors that the person e.xamined 'is

qualified to practise, said censors may issue a certificate

to such person expressive of the branches of the medical

art they find said person quahfied to practise, and such
the judges of the higher courts during their term of certificate shall be lawful autiiority throughout this

office, and all members of the legislature who are physi- State to practise in all the branches of medicine therein

cians, and all former delegates to the society, shall be, ea- j mentioned ; and any such certificate, permitting to

officio, honorarj- members. The society may also invite practice medicine or surgery, shall be accepted by the
physicians who are present at any meeting to take

i

various county medical societies as sufficient evidence
seats as honorary members.

I
of professional qualification for membership in them.

Permanent members shall have the same privileges Said censors may also revoke any certificate so granted
as delegates.

Honorary members shall have the privilege of a seat

at the meetings, and of taking part in discussions, but
they shall not vote on any question, nor be eligible to

any office ; and said State societies shall annually elect

one censor from each senatorial district of the State,

any three of whom shall constitute a quorum, and they
shall be styled Stale Censors of the respective state

mc'lical societies which elect them.
It is hereby made the duty of the secretary of each of

the county medical societies to lodge in the office ofthe

clerk of their respective counties, if not already done, a

copy of all the proceedings had at their first meeting

;

and it shall al?o be the duty of the secretary of the

Medical Society of the State ofNew York, in like man-
ner, to lodge in the office of the Secretary of this Stale

a copy of their proceedings had at their first general
meeting ; but should this be impracticable in either

case, then a copy of all the proceedings had at the

first meeting after the passage of this act; and said

if, in their judgment, the person holding it has. by
crime or misdemeanor, forfeited all right to the public

confidence ; and the aforesaid censors shall keep a book
or register, in which they shall enter the names, place

of business, name of the college, or other source of the
diploma or license, of all to whom they issue the afore-

said certificates.

Section 5.

—

And be it further enacted, That every
practitioner of hiedicine, surgery, or midwifery in the

State, shall be required, and Ihey are hereby com-
manded, to obtain the aforesaid certificate from the

censors of some county or Slate medical society of this

State, which certificate shall set forth that said censors

have found the person to whom it was issued qualified

to practise all of the branches of the medical art men-
tioned in it ; and said certificate must be recorded in a

book provided and kept for the purpose by the county
clerk of each county in the State. Said book so pro-

vided and kept in the county clerk's office, shall bear
the title and inscription, and shall be colled the Medical

clerks and said secretary are hereby required to pre- Rcf/ister of the respective county in which it is kept

:

serve a record of the same in their respective offices,

for which they may charge fifty cent*. I

And furthermore, the secretaiy and the treasurer of'
each of the aforesaid societies .^hall perform such otlier

[

duties a? may be ordered by the respective societies I

from time to time, and shall receive such remuneration
^

for their services as the said respective societies may
determine. Said societies may determine and annually

I

and it shall provide for the name, in full, of the person
whose certificate is therein recorded, date and place of
its issue, branches of the medical art it permits to

practise, names of the censors who have signed it, and
a place for such additional remarks as may be of public

interest ; and for making such record the county clerk

may collect twenty -five cents. The aforesaid JfeJical

Register shall be always accessible, for reference, to all

registered physicians, ,=urgeons, and midwives of thiscollect such assessments from their members as the
management of said society may require. ! State ; and any person who shall practise medicine.

Section 3.

—

And be it further enacted. That tlie sev-
i

surgery, or midwifery in the Slate, whose certificate

eral county medical societies of this Stale shall, at I from the censors of some county medical society of
their next annual meeting, elect by ballot five competent
members, from ench of such societies, for censors, whose
duty it shall be to secure the faithful execution of the :

provisions of this act in their respective counties. The
ttrn of office of the aforesaid censors shall be respect- I

ively nne, two, three, four, and five \-ears. decided by
lot immediately after their election ; and the vacancy
occunin? each subsequent year shall be filled at the

the State is not found recorded in the aforesaid

Medical Register of the county wherein such person is

actually practising, may be proceeded against for

violation of the provisions of this act.

Siction 6.

—

Aiid be it further enacted, That in the
exercise of the discretionary power permitted by the
fourth section of this act, the said censors maj' register

the names o*", and issue certificates to, all physicians
annual elections, by electing one censor whose term of or surgeons admitted to membership in their respec-
office shall be five years. The censors now in office

j
five county medical societies, without examination,

in the various county societies of the State shall con- ' And also lo all such persons as may furnish evi-

tinue in office till the next annual election, and shall
[
dence, by diploma from some medical college or uni-

discharge the duties prescribed by this act till their versity, or by certificate from a county medical society
successors in office be elected ; and vacancies occurring of the State, which shall satisfy said censors that the
in said body of censors by removal, resignation, or

,
person so presenting credentials is properly and ade-

death, may be filled at any stated meeting, by au ' quately educated to practise the branches to which
election as at the annua] meeting, the person thus such person pretends, and the certificate so issued by
elected fiUinq- the vacancy during the unexpired term.

}

the censors of any county medical society of this State
Section 4.

—

And be it further enacted, Tnat it shall shall, unless it have been previously revoked by such
be the duty of the aforesaid censors, and they are l

society, be va'id for all the purposes of this act, in

hereby empowered, at their discretion to summon every county of this State; and for neglect or failure

before them, and to exam'uie relative to professional I to record the same in the aforesaid county medical
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register of the county in wliich the person holding it is

actually [iractising, the person so neglecting, thirty

days after due notification, shall be liable to a fine of

$25, which the president of any county medical society

may sue for and collect, and such fine, when collected,

shall be placed in the hands of the treasurer of such
society, as part of its funds.

Section 7.

—

A7id he it further enarted, That in the

case of any county of the State not having a county
medical society organized under the State law, it shall

be lawful, and is hereby declared to be the duty of

the censors of the county medical society nearest ad-

joining, to see that the provisions of this act be en-
forced in the county so without a medical society,

till such county, by the organization of a medical socie-

ty, shall qualify itself for the discharge of the duties

herein imposed.

Section 8.

—

And he it further enacted, That the

censors of each county medical society aforesaid shall

notify the resident practitioners of medicine, surgety,

and midwifery in their respective counties, of the

terms and requirements of this act, and shall request

such persons, so notified, to comply with those re-

quirements within thirty days after such notification;

and if such person shall not, within the,time specified

in the notice, or within such farther time as may be

allowed by special arrangement with said censors, not

exceeding ninety days, comply with the require-

ments herein made of physicians, surgeons, or mid-
wives, as the case may be, such per.-on sliall thereafter

be subject to all the pruvi.sions and penalties pre-

scribed by this act for any violation of the same, and
the president of any of the aforesaid county medical

societies may, and they are hereby required to, at once
comnnence the proceeding.*, authorized by this act,

against such person.

Section 9.

—

And he it further enacted, That it is

hereby declared a misdemeanor for any person to

practise medicine, surgery, and midwifery in this State,

unless authorized so to do by a licence or diploma
as herein described, which shall be approved by the

aforesaid censors; and who shall not have a certificate

from said censors, either expressive of such approval,

or of the qualification of such person to practise all the

branches named in such certificate, ascertained by an

examination either by the censors of the State or county
society as herein specified ; and any person found
guilty of such misdemeanor shall be punished by
imprisonment not less than one month, nor more than

one year, or by a fine of five hundred ilollars, at the

discretion of the court before whom such person may
be convicted ; and all such fines, when collected, shall

go into the treasury of the county medical society

bringing the action.

Section 10.

—

And he it further enacted, That the

aforesaid medical societies shall have exclusive control

of the requirements for member.ship in their respective

organizations; shall have power to adopt such rules,

regulations, and by-laws for the government of the so-

cieties, for the management of their afl'airs, for the ad-

mission, for the discipline, and for the expulsion of mem-
bers as a majority of their respective members, at a

stated or at an annual meeting, may determine; but

any member of a county medical society, or any appli-

cant for membership thereto, or any person feeling ag-

grieved by any action t\ken by such society, shall have
the right to appeal to the State medical society receiv-

ing delegates fiom the county society so aggrieving
;

but such appeal shall not relieve any such person from
the liabilities imposed by this act, till the censors of

such Stale society decide the question at issue in favor

of the appcUaut.

Section 11.

—

And be it further enacted, That all

necessary expense incurred in the execution of this act

shall be paid by the treasurer of the respective county
medical societies contracting such expense, except in

cases where such expense may be for service in a coun-
ty having no such medical .society, in whieli case the
county treasurer of the county without such medical
society shall pay all necessary expense.

Section 12,

—

And he it further enacted, That all

acts or parts of acts inconsistent with this act are here-

by repealed.

Section 13.—This act shall take effect immediatelv.

progress of llUtiical Science.

A New I'rkthr.^l Forceps, constructed by Mathieu,
of Paris, appears to possess advantages which render

it useful not only for the extraction of fragments of

calculi and other foreipn bodies from the urinary pass-

age, but also in operations about the throat, nares,

etc., where the distance to which the handles of some
forceps require to be separated, in order to grasp an.

object, puts their use beyond the range of possibihties.

The shaft of the instrument can be made curved, if

necessary, without involving the principle of construc-

tion.

Chloroform ,\n iNiit.iGiBLE Agent for Robbers.—Dr.

Stephen Rogers, of New York, in a reprint on " Can
Chloroform be used to facilitate Robbery?" records

some facts which prove it to be an ineligible agent for

the use of robbers. 1st. As to its use to promote the

greater security from the disturbance of the sleeper,

even were that practicable, the very time that would be

consumed in the gradual and cautious administration of

the vapor—the only possible theoretical manner of ac-

complishing it—would so increase the danger of detec-
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tion that few thieves would think of employing it. 2d.

During the course of the admaii.'^tration of chloroform,

whatever manner may be adopted, the patient or sub-

ject, as a rule, becomes excited, often very violent and
turbulent, with an irrepressible propensiiy to sing or

shout, which is often so loud as to alarm the inmates of

the whole house. He is in a state of wild chloroformic

intoxication. The exceptions to this rule are so few
that no prudent thief would think of running the risk

ofnot meeting one of those exceptions. 3d. Supposing

the two preceding obstacles overcome, and the vicliin

thoroughly quieted into a narcotic sleep, a third and
very frequent complication arises : he begins to vomit,

and, while he does not generally make much noise

about it, still ho may, and he always requires attention

Itst fatal strangulation occur. The knowledge, auiong

the criminal classes, that the abandonment of their vic-

tim with a towel stillover his face, and to the liabilities

of vomiting and strangulation, would often add the

crime of murder to that of robbery, would have great

effect in deterring them from the further employment
of it.

Infusion of Tobacco jn Vaginitis is recommended by
Dr. Lombe Athill, who says that he has very frequenily

had excellent results in his practice from using it as an

injeciion, with th.e addition of two or three drachms.

In two cases in which the opening of the vagina was
very small, and some of the infu.^ion was retained, the

doctor has observed some faintness and nausea.

—

/Ve-w and Circular,

Ovarian Tcmok at the Age of Three Tears.— The
Luncet of December 16 contains tlie report of an opera-

tion by Mr. Alcock for the removal of an ovarian tumor
from a child of this age, the disease having commenced
a year and a half previously. Death followed about

forty-eight hours after the operation.

Hypodermic Injection of Ergotin.—Dr. C. Currie

Ititsliie, of Manchester, reports in The Practitioner, for

December, nine cases of lucmoptysis in which the bleed-

ing was promptly arrested by a hypodermic injection

of a five-grain solution of ergotin. In but one or two
of the casus was a second dose required.

Destruction of Right Anterior Lobe of Brain
WITHOUT Paraltsis.—The Gazette Midicale of Paris, of

Novend;ier 11, contains a notice of a case of tliis nature

in a man aged 32 years, who sufJ'ered a comminuted
fracture of the head and face, and destruction of the

whole of the right anterior lobe of the brain, without

presenting any signs of paralysis or losi of intelligence

until his death, which took place on the sixth day after

the injury.

Hebra on Prurigo, Eczema, and Varicella.—Prof
Hebra announced in one of his recent cliniqnes that:

—

1 . About 90 per cent, of the parent* of children affected

with prurigo die phthisical. 2. Vei-y frequently, women
who have for a long lime suflered wilh eczema of the

scalp, are, in their old age, affected with cancer. 3.

Variola and varicella have between them no essential

differences as regards contagion. He has had occasion

to see a severe epidemic of varioh foUow a sinr/Ie case of
contagion, of varicella ! !— Gazette Med. de Paris.

ExTR.i-UTERiNE FcETATioN.—Dr. Thomas C. Lawton,
of Cranston, R. I. {Boston Med. and Surg. Journ.).

reports an unusual case of extra-uterine fostation. The
patient, aged 02, died recently ; and on post-mortem ex-

amination a foetus, weighing 4^ pounds, was discover-

ed at large in the abdomen, which liad been consider-

ed a movable tumor by nine physicians. This had
been boine by the mother for 29 years, and always de-

clared by her while living to be a child.

TnE Use of Calabar Bean in Diphtheritic Paralysis
oftde Accommod.\tion.—Prof Manz of Freiburg notices

tliat the pupil is generally but little affected in these

cases, and finds that oft-repeated weak solutions of Cala-

bar bean (Calabar bean paper) efl'ects more permanently
beneficial results than the use of strong ones, and tliat

recovery from the paralysis—which tends naturally to

take place—is very much quickened by tlie use of tliis

remedy.—MonatsblattfiirAugenheilk., September, 1870.

Lead Poisoning as a Cause of Optic Neuiutis.—
Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson narrates five cases of defective

vision occurring in patients afi'ected with lead-poison-

ing, in all of whom the presence or previous existence

of inflammation of tlie optic nerve was revealed on oph-

thalmoscopic examination. Xumerons cases of this

kind have been recorded in the German medical jour-

nals, but this form of amaurosis does not appear to

have attracted much attention elsewhere.

—

Rogal Lon-
don Ophthalmic Hospital Report".

PnospnuRETTED Oil in the Treatment of C.\taract.

—Prof Gioppi, of Padua, reports six cases of cataract

in which lie used pho.sphuretted oil, two being cases of

soft, the others of senile cataract. The oil was em-
ployed for two weeks, four to six times daily, in the

form of drops, in the eye and as an inunction to the

circumorbital region, and internally, anc' no local or

general effects were observed to take place, the lens re-

maining the same.— Giornale d' Oftalmologia and Edin-

burgh Medical Journal.

The Miasm of the Pontine Marshes.—Mr. Balestra,

in a series of investigations upon the nature and origin

of the miasma of the Pontine marshes, found tlie stag-

nant waters filled with organisms of various species,

and among them one in particular, vrhich was :djundant

ill proportion to the degree of putrefaction in the

water. Tiiis is a small alga, which floats on ihe surface

of the water and presents the appearance of drops of

i
oil. At a low temperature tlie.se germinate very slow-

I
ly ; but during the warm weather, and when cxiiosed

; to the air, they reproduce very rapidly. The author,

finding that the addition of a small quantity of arseni-

ousacid,or sulphate of soda, or (slill better) of the neu-

tral sulpliate of quinine, destroyed the vitaUly of this

plant, infers that the miasma of the marshes is due to

its existence and propagation
;
and that the well-known

agency of these medicaments in curing fever depends

upon their chemical action upon the plant which causes

it, especially as its spores are found to be disseminated

everywhere through the atmosphere. The plant is not

developed in a dry season, although it makes its ap-

pearance in great quantity during moderately rainy

weather occurring in a warm season. The non-occur-

rence ofthe fever in the winter, according to the author,

is due less to the cold, which prevents the vegetation

of the plant, or retards the decomposition of organic

substances, than to the abundance of the rain wliich

covers the places where these spores exist, their dis-

semination into the atmo.sphere being thereby pre-

vented, and only facilitated by the drying up of the

soil which allows the spores to float readily.

—

Nature.

Obstructed Labor.—Fibrous Tumor of the Ute-
rus.—Craniotomy.—Dr. Alexander C. Graham, of this

city, reports the following interesting case :—On the

night of July 13, 1870, I was sent for in haste to

see Mrs. H. G., Allen street, in labor with her fourth

child. I found the patient a strong, muscular German
woman, 45 years of age, though she was now much
exhausted. The membranes had ruptured nine hours

previous—a short time after the beginning of the

labor ; the cervix was well dilated, the pelvis roomy
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and the soft parts natural. The vertex was occupying

tlie superior strait in the left oceipito-anterior position.

The pains liad been strong, but had ceased entirely a

short time before, and a midwife who liad been in at-

tendance had administered several doses of ergot.

On making an external examination I found a very

peculiar conformation of the abdomen. There were
two well-marked prominences, separated by a deep

sulcus. The lower one was just above the symphysis

pubis, as large as a foetal head, smooth, and of a globu-

lar shape. The other was directly above the lormer,

larger, and of an irregular outline like that of a foetu.s.

I supposed I liad to deal with twins, though I

could hear but one fcetal heart, below and to the left of

the umbilicus, and very indistinct. The patient had
passed her water a short time before, but on attempt-

ing to pass a catheter it was arrested some distance

from the meatus.
No progress being made, I called in Dr. Wm. H.

Johnston, introduced the blades of the forceps without

any dilliculty, and locked them perfectly ; but as soon as

a moderate amount of traction was employed the in-

strument slipped off: several more attempts were made
with no avail. The patient was now becoming very

much exhausted, and, with the consent of her husband,

craniotomy was performed, and a large well- de-

veloped child delivered. We immediately made an

examination, and found a fibrous tumor as large as a

foetal head attached to, or imbedded in, the anteiior

wall of the body of the uterus. A small placenta came
away, and no hemorrhage succeeded.

Patient did not rally afterward, notwilhslanding

stimulants by the mouth and rectum—hot bottles and

frictions, with tincture of capsicum. She died four hours
after delivery, but no autopsy could be obtained. I

learned now that the patient's first two labors had been
natural : in the third, five years previous, forceps had
been used, and the child was still-born. Since tlien she

had complained of pain in the right iliac region, and had
noticed a tumor in the hypogastrium gradually increas-

ing in size.

F.wos Tre.\ted witu Sulphur .\xd Charcoal Oint-
ment.—Dr. SivusPironde, of Mavseilles (Marseille Med.),

says that if favus has not yet attacked the whole of the

hairy scalp, and if the little crusts are somewhat isola-

ted from one another, we may sometimes destroy ihe

parasite without epilation, and recommends for this

purpo.se, after the crusts have been softened with an
emollient lotion, the application of a mixture of equal
parts of sulphur and charcoal, the sulphur incorporated
with a suflicient quantity of lard. The doctor says
that the rapidity with which good results have follow-

ed the application of this ointment have been surprising.

The charcoal appears to deprive the crusts of odor, and
the sulphur to attack the achorion.

—

The Doctor, of
Nov. 1st.

PnosPHORUs Pills.—The following formula for the

administration of phosphorus originated with Di-. Rad-
clill'e. Take of phosphorus six grains, suet six hundred
grains ; melt the suet in a stoppered bottle capable of
holding twice the quantity indicated; put in the phos-
phorus, and when liquid, agitate the mixture until it

becomes solid, divide into three-grain pills, and cover
with gelatine. Each pill will contain one-thirty-third

p irt of a grain of phosphorus.

—

Ibid.

I^RTicARiA.—The following is the treatment of urti-

caria recommended by the Journal des Commissances
Medicares:—Alkaline baths of bicarbonate of soda (300
to 500 grammes), lotions of vinegar and water (one

part of vinegar to three of water), to be applied to the

affected region with a sponge when the itching and
tingling are excessive. Prurigo, as well as uvticaria,

yields usually (o three or four baths made of 20 grammes
of corrosive sublimate dissolved in 100 grammes of alco-

hol at 90 ueg. C, to which 300 grammes of distilled

water is added. This mixture is put into wa*er ordi-

narily used for a bath. Acidulated drinks should be
used during the treatment. Meats and vegetables con-
taining nitrogen, such as cabbage, should be avoided.

—

Jbid.

Am.monia Treat.ment of Sn'ake-Bite.— T/ie Indian
Medical Gazette says thai a report furnished by the
Inspector of Police to the Bengal Government shows
that of 939 ca.=es of snake-bites in which ammonia was
administered by the police, 702 are reported to have
recoveied, and the average length of time between the

bite and the application of the ammonia is said to have
been, in fatal cases, 4h. 12m. 13s., and in cases of re-

covery 3h. 28m. 14-.

Ciiloromethyl as an Ax.ESTnETic.—According to a

report by Dr. Rossi, experiments instituted at the Uni-
versity of Padua upon the use of the bichloride of
methylene as an aniesthetic showed that out of lOS
operations, in only 8 was there any vomiting, and that

in every respect this ciiloromethyl should have prefer-

ence over chloroform for surgical purposes, having for

the la~t tliree years replaced both chloroform and ether

in that city. The London Medical Times and Gazette

gives the experience of Mr. Spencer Wei's in 2.50 oper-

ations with this substance, showing a close coincidence

in general results witti those of the Italian operators.— llie Doctor.

Alcohol withoft Fermentation.—M. G. Bouchar-
dat, son o!' the Professor of Hygiene, has .succeeded in

obtaining alcohol by a chemical process without fer-

mentation, by submitting sugar to the action of nascent
hydrogen. Several varieties of alcohol are produced
among other results of the decomposition.— Gaz. Med.
de Paris.

Alterations in the Non-Striated McscfLAR
Fibres of the Skin.—The smooth muscular fibres

undergo changes in a certain number of d.seases of the

skin, several of which have already been noted by oh-

seivers. In varioln, tumefaction of these fibres is suffi-

ciently marked to be met with in examinations on the
level of the pustules. This form of hypertrophy diSers

from that met w-ith in lichen, icthj'osis, elephantiasis,

prurigo, and sclerema in the a:lult, as has been demon-
strated by Derby, Eos.sbach, and Kobner. In these

latter cases it is not easy to determine if the hypertro-
phy is simple or multiple ; in fact the fibres, like the

nuclei, are hyportrophied, and the muscular fiscia be-

comes more voluminous throughout. This augmenta-
tion of volume is, without doubt, consecutive. Derby
thinks it iscon.sequent upon exaggerated conlractions of

the non-striated muscles whose lunction it is to express

the secretions from the sebaceous follicles. In speci-

mens which are quite contracted these changes appear
to involve the whole thickness of the muscular layer,

there appearing to be, in some cases, a new formation
of these elements. The organic muscles sometimes
undergo a'rophy. This also take-sj place in both fibre-

cells and nuclei, a fine granular deposit taking place,

which, with the cell-contents being later on absorbed,

leaves the fibres and nuclei collapsed. This latter pro-

cess is characteristic of sneile atrophy of the skin.—J.

Neumann in the AUgein. Wiener Med. Zeitunjj.
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THE CARE OF OUR FOUNDLINGS.

The recent opening of a new lying-in asylum and

foundling hospital in this city is a suggestive fact, bear-

ing either upon the ignorance of certain parties having

the matter in hand, or to their persistent stupidity in

refusing to learn from the experience of others. The

necessity for the care of abandoned children has been

admitted by every class of the community, but how this

necessity may best be met is, in this country at least, an

open question.

On previous occasions we have presented facts, found-

ed on statistic.-;, proving the high rate of mortality wliicli

exists in foundling institutions as a class, and which

were in the main based on observations and remarks iu a

paper by Prof Jacobi, of this cit)', " On the Raising and

Education of Abandoned Children in Europe." We
are reminded of those remarks, not only by the found-

ing of the new asylum, but by another paper by the

same gentleman, containing a rL-iteration of sentiments

and additional facts corroborating them. Aside from

this, it appears very opportune to refer to the subject

afresh, with the view of directing attention to this

very important subject, in the hope that the profession

may be prepared to stem the tide of popular feeling in

regard to the erection of foundling institutions, and

to divert it into a more practical and useful channel.

Connected with the subject are considerations of the

highest importance to understand and to appreciate. The

first has a direct reference to the customary associa-

tion of lying-in asylums with foundling institution?.

Such a connection of the two would on its face seem

to be eminently proper, to such as do not care to ex-

amine into its results upon the health of the infants.

But what are the stubborn facts in the case ? Every

one, in common with Prof. Jaocbi, who has profited

by the experience which statistics afford, afSrms that

a lying-in asylum will not only generate diseases with

great certainty and rapidity, but will do more towards

originating and propagating diseases among the in-

fants in adjoining apartments, tlian any other hospital.

Common observation has established this as a truism, and

no enhghtened or experienced physician will pretend

to offer any arguments in favor of such a combination.

But, leaving this out of the question, aduiitting the

evil effects of the proximity of lying-in apartments, we
may for the sake of the argument narrow ourselves to

foundhng institutions by themselves. Conceruing the

direct influences which these may have upon the mor-

taUty of infants. Dr. Jacobi has already given us some

valuable and interesting statistic?, and in his recent

paper on the same subject, read before the Medical

Society of the County of New York, January, 1872,* he

has laid the profession under renewed obligations for his

painstaking endeavors to elucidate tlie subject still fur-

ther, by additional testimony against foundling institu-

tions as such. We shall take occasion, in the course of

our remarks, to quote various portions of this valuable

paper, while at the same time we commend the views

of the author to the thoughtful consideration of the

physician and the legislator, in the hope that the plans

suggested by him, and approved by the experience of

European countries, may receive the attention which

they deserve.

In regard to the direct influence of foundling inslitu-

tions upon the health and mortality of the inmates he

says :

—

"Places inhabited by many can never yield an at-

mosphere as fit for breathing as well-kept private resi-

I

dences. Moreover, young infants, in consequence of

I

their delicate constitution, and their not producing

I

vital warmth by physical exercise, are confined to the

\
house and room during the greater part of the year

and day. Besides, oflensive admixtures to the atmos-

phere of rooms in which many children are living can-

; not be avoided. Even the institutions in which adults

' are kept suffer from the same influences, to such an

j

extent that not unfiequently the very entrance into

such a place is a guarantee of imminent disease, and

j

portions of hospitals have sometimes to be closed.

I
Alvine discharges and urine contaminate tlie air of in-

fants' wards to a considerable degree. From this

source originate the numerous cases of poor sanguifica-

tion, and of constitutional diseafes, such as rickets, scro-

fula, etc., even typhoid fever and scurvy
;
from this

source comes part of the really inimen.se mortality of

foundling hospitals. Whenever the attempt is made
to correct this cause of disease and death, von will find

that this attempt is punished at once. Ventilation is

never complete except by opening windows. To re-

lieve the wards of their unbearable stench—I advise

you to visit a large, fine-looking, whitewashed, clean

ward in a foundling hospital, in a Nursery and Child's

Hospital, at a.m.—you open the window, and in come
the enemies of mucous membranes—intestinal catarrh,

entero-colitis, bronchial catarrh, pneumonia. Of 88
deaths in the Nursery and Cliild's Hospital which I

.shall specify to you, more than 40 are due exclusively,

or partially, to pneumonia."

Again, in his reference to the care of infants, their

food, etc., in the Nursery and Child's Hospital, the

* New York Medical Journal^ January, 1872.
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author speaks, as the result of direct and careful obser-

vation, when he says:

—

" That a baby should live and thrive on artificial

food, in a private family, is by no me^ms a rare occur-

rence. Every attentive person, every medical man,
has ample opportuniiies for such observations. Thar,

!

however, bottle-fed babies in a public iiisiilution should
]

survive, is a rare exception. In th>i wards of infants'

hospitals everywhere the receiving of a baby i;i the

purely bottle-fed department is acknowledged by all as

amounting to a sentence of slow death. Moreover,
the only article of food without which a baby could not

J

be kept alive, viz., mi k, can be more readily and more !

regularly procured by the poorest countrvwoman than
by the richest and most circumspect institution,"

j

As a result of a careful statistical study of the well-
[

kept records of this institution for a given quarter, he

remarks :

—

"Now, then, there are 10 deaths quarterly in SO
children, each one 4 to r> months old at the date of ad-
mission. Grand total of 50 per cent, deaths yearly of
children of 4 to 5 months and unward to 2 years.

Statistics prove that the mortaUty of the infants born
alive, from tlie date of birth to the fifth month, is

larger than that of infants between that age .ind 2
years. Of 3 infants who die before the termination of
their first year, 2 are less than 5 months old, and one
is between 5 and 12 ; and, of 31 who die before the

end of their second year, 2ti have not reached the end
of the first, and but 5 die between their first nnd
second ye.ir. Thus, of the above 50 per cent,, 8 would
belong to the second year, 42 to the first. They were
admitted at a time of life when mortality is but half of

what it is in the first months. Thus it appears that the

mortality of the Xursery, if all of the .admitted infants

were new-born instead of being 4 to 5 months old,

would be so appalling that I am glad I am not requir-

ed to state its exact figures. The worst figures of ihe

European foundling-hells of former centuries are not
more fearful than ours, and, although being an ofBcer

of that institution myself, and believing that I and all

the rest of us have conscientiously tried to do our duty,

I c.mnot but testifj- and bow down to the truth, that,

in spit3 of .ill the efforts of the medical staff, and the
painstakings of kind-hearted ladies, the probability of

the lives of children intrusted to a public institution is

very slim indeed. The younger the children, and the
larger the insutution, the surer is death. Every story
added to an edifice which is me.int to be a temple of
love is an additional hecitomb of the innocents.
Modern civilization, planning for the best, but mis-
taken .about the means, has succeeded in out-Heroding
Herod."

In another careful examination of statistics of the

same institution for a period of a year, he shows that

the mortality of babies intrusted in good health to the

Nursery at the age of nearly three months, is 66.26 per

cent!

It is useless to travel through the columns of figures

which are presented to us by Dr. Jacobi ; suffice it to

say that their results tend substantially to the same

end, that the mortality in the Nursery Hospitals is

frightful, and inexplicable by anything save the con-

struction of the edifices, and the manner in which all
I

similar institutions must be conducted. Taking the i

Nursery and Child's Hospital as the type of a carefully
j

regulated hospital of its kind, and we find the mortality

of the little ones increased to a degree which admits of

no comparison with the statistics from other countries.

This fact is made particularly apparent by a reference

to the fo'lowing statement in the report from which

we have already so freely quoted :—

•

" According to Parr, of 392.224 children born in

England in 18G7, there died before the end of their first

year 65,464, viz.. 16.69 per cent. According to Prof.

Ritter, of Pr.ngue. the mort.nlity during the first year of

legitimate and illegitimate children born alive in 1855-
1861 was 25.36 per cent, in the Austrian Empire. In
Hungary, considered separately, in 1862-1865, 24.95

per cent. In Berlin, according to Chamisso. the mor-
tality of all the infants born alive from 1816 to 1841
was 22.7 per C'Ut. up to the end of their first year
(33.5 of the third, 36.9 of the fifth"). The rate was
lower in 1842-1860; but in 1861-1866 it was 28.4 per
cent."

In view of all these facts it becomes every candid

observer to answer the question for himself, whether

or not our legislators should be encouraged to donate

funds for the endowment of such hospitals, We may
admit that the managers of these institutions are mis-

guided in their efforts to do a charity, and to serve the

interest of the rising generation, but is it not time for

disinterested parties to look at the question in its really

serious aspect ? If would-be managers must have state-

ly and costly buildings, if they can find legislators who
will use their influence in their favor, and procure the

necessary moneys for the erection of such buildings,

we may not prevent them ; except as a matter of opin-

ion, we may not object to the extravagance ; but may
we not hope, in behalf of the poor foundlings, that none

of their little beds be occupied. Ifwe are really to look

after the best interest of these helpless ones, let these

stately hospitals either be empty, or appropriated to

some other less destructive purpose.

But what is to be done with the foundHng, if no safe

place can be found for it in a well-appointed nursery?

The statistics ot Europe answer this question in a very

unqualified way. The nurseries of the Old World have

been converted into mere houses of reception, and the

children are farmed out in the country districts. Ex-

perience in the different cities of Europe, as shown by

the figures which are given us in the report, proves

this plan to be best, i. e., the one which, thus far, is at-

tended with the least possible mortality.

It must be conceded that the same arguments which

may be used against the accumulation of children in a

nursery, and that nursery in the midst of a populated dis-

trict, cau be used to prove t'ue advantages of rearing

nurslings in the rural districts, and in scattering them

among private famiUes. We will not bind ourselves to

general principles in settling this point, but will again

claim the support of the statistical tables of Europe.

One of these may be taken as a sample of the rest: M.

Husson, of Paris, affirms as the result of a far-reaching

and thoroughly trustworthy inquiry, that the mortality

of the infants under one year of age sent out by the
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" General Office of nurse children " is but seventeen per

cent., but one per cent, more than the average mortality

of the same age in all France ! An examination of the

statistical records of the various countries of Europe

proves the fact, that the average rate of mortality in the

country is C.32 per cent, less than when the children

are reared under precisely the same circumstances in

the cities and larger towns.

The system most in favor in European countries is

that of collecting the infants in the nurseries, and then

transferring them to good wet-nurses living in the

country districts adjoining. These nurses are regularly

paid, visited, and suitably watched, all of which is done

at comparatively small expense to the government.

The central offices- are supplied with wet-nurses who
take the temporary charge of the nurslings until they

are sent to the country. So strongly are the European

authorities in favor of this very short stay in the nnr-

sefies, that they use every means to insure an imme-

diate transfer of the infants to their country nurses, re-

garding the sojourn of even an extia day as an item of

no inconsiderable importance. There may be many
difficulties in the way of inaugurating the system, but

we are satisfied tliatwitli the jiroper executive head the

plan can be carried out. In order to reduce it to an ef-

fectual system, the whole administration of the found-

ings should, as Dr. Jacobi suggests, be controlled by the

commonweaUh. "Private or sectarian establishments

ought to be un'Jer governmental supervision
; ought

not to be supported or aided by the State, bnt not in-

terfered with so long as their successes and general

management appear satisfactory ; the department of the

foundlings to be centred in one office ; the necessary

appointments of the head, or heads, to be made by the

Governor of the Slate. The e.xpense of boarding the

foundlings to be borne by the people of the State of

New York."

The lledical Society of this Stite, at its last annual

meeting, was much interested in devising some means

of checking the frightful mortality in our nursery in-

stitutions, and to such an end appointed a committee

(of which Dr. Jacobi is chairman) to prepare an answer

to the different important questions that have arisen.

He has forestalled his report somewhat by the paper

which he has published, artd we hope the members of

the Society are, from the remarks which we have made,

sufficiently informed of its purport to be able to vote

upon the various propositions intelligently, and to use

their influence with the Legislature to the end of sanc-

tioning the plan of "farming out "by some suitable law.

The expense per capita can with proper regulations be

made much less under a well-organized executive than

it now is in our expensively conducted private insti-

tutions, while the saving of infant life will hi immense.

Tub Medico-Legal Society of this city has of late

been more than ordinarily active in devising the means

of properly protecting the people against quackery and

the crimes which grow out of it. Composed as it is of

members of both the legal and medical professions, it

is peculiarly qualified for the work which it has under-

taken. Heretofore one of the main troubles has been

that medical societies proper, from the want of an in-

telligentexaminatioii of existing statutes, have not prov-

ed themselves capable, in their efforts to procure laws, of

disposing, in a practical manner, of the technical objec-

tions to the enforcement of just penalties. This diffi-

culty, we believe, has been overcome by a union of

the two professions of law and medicine in the com-

mittees. The Society has given its attention, through

such committees, to two very important subjects, not

the least of which is one referiing to a law for the

proper punishment of abortionisis. The committee hav-

ing this matter specially in charge have examined the

whole subject in a very thorough manner from a legal

as well as medical standpoint, and have culminated

their labors by recommending the following act, which

has been endorsed unanimously by the Society :
—

77(6 People of the State of New York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. The first section of an act entitled " An
Act relating to the procurement of abortions and other

Uke offences," passed May 6, 1SG9, is hereby amended,

and shall read as follows

:

Section 1. Any person who shall administer to any

woman with child, or prescribe for any such woman,

or advise or procure her to take any medicine, drug,

substance, or thing whatever, or shall use or employ,

or advise or procure her to submit to the use or employ-

mentof any instrument orother means whatsoever, with

intent thereby to produce the miscarriage of any such

woman, unless the same shall have been necessary to

preserve her life or that of such child, shall, in case the

death of such child or of such woman be thereby pro-

duced, be deemed guilty of a felony, and upon con-

viction shall be punished by imprisonment in a State

prison for a term not less than four years.

Sec 2. Tlie eighth section of the first article of the

second title of the first chapter of the fourth part of the

Revised Statutes is hereby repealed.

Sec. 3. This act shall take effect immediately.

James J. 0'De.\, M.D., Chairman,
Elbrtdge T. Gerry,
George F. Surady, M D.,

William Surady,
Stki'mkn Rogers, M.D., ex officio

1)1 ember,

Gunning S. Bedford, member by

invitation.

Every precaution has been taken to cover, by the

wording of thLs Act, not only every direct offender, but

every accessary before or after the fact. The punish-

ment is fixed at not less than four years, but may be for

as much longer a period as the Judge may deem proper,

even to the limit of life.

As we go to press we learn that the Act has been

Committee

:
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favorably received by both branches of t!ie State Legis-

lature, and will doubtless soon become a law.

The same Society, with the desire to do good in an-

other direction, appointed two other committees—one

to take up the consideration of the existing laws in this

State relative to the medical [irofession, with a view to

reform, and the other to inquire into and to report upon

the subject of the right of the people to require that phy-

sicians, surgeons, and midwives be properly educated.

After these respective committees had met a number

of times and separately worked at their tasks, it was

suggested that as the whole subject pertnined to the

same public interest, the committees might advanta-

geously be united. This suggestion was adopted. The

joint committee Avas composed of Dr. T. C. Finnell,

Joseph F. Miller, Esq., Vice-President of the Society

;

Dr. J. C. Peters, Alonzo Greene, Esq., Dr. Henry
Raphael, 0. H. Warfield, E.sq., Hon. A. J. Delany,

and Dr. R. J. O'SuUivan
;
Stephen Roger.s, M.D., Presi-

dent of the Society, being ex-officio member of the

committee.

After many meetings, and an amount of work which

no one unacquainted with the subject of I'raming laws

can appreciate, the draft of an act, wliich we publish in

full in another place {vide page 5,'?6), was adopted by

the joint committee, and, afier discussion, endorsed

by the Society, and ordered printed, preparatory to

presentation to the Legislatui'e. This, in conjunction

with the law on abortion just presented by this So-

ciety, it is believed provide all needed protection to the

people. At some future time we may take occasion to

discuss the provisions of these proposed laws in detail,

and attempt to prove their practicability.

The ne.\t meeting of the State Medical Society will be

held at Albany, February 6. It is to be hoped that the

number in attendance will be large, as many matters

of interest will be presented for discussion. The Presi-

dent for the ensuing yeyr must come from New York,

and the Nominating Committee will have no easy task

in making a selection from the number of available

candidates that will be presented. The Society could

not have elected a better presiding officer from the

central part of the .State than the present incumbent.

Dr. 'William C. Wey, of Elmira, and it is believed that

the City of New York can make an equally liappy and
acceptable choice in a candidate. So much, however,

depends upon the proper selection of the Nominating
Committee, that it is no easy task to foretell who the

canditate may be. Judging from the past record of

Dr. Wey, we have no doubt that the selection of said

Committee will be judicious, impartial, and subservi-

ent to the best interests of the Society. Especial

care, however, must be exercised in the choice of the

member from New York, who must be a gentleman
in whose judgment the delegates from this city have
the utmost confidence.

Ucuicius antj Uotitcs of OooK;

Principles and Pr.wtice op Surgery. By John
AsilllURST, Jr., M. D. , Surgeon to the Episcopal Hos-
pital, Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, etc. Illus-

trated with five hundred aud thirty -three engravings
on wood. 8vo, pp. 951. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea.
1871.

The object of this work, as its title and preface de-

clare, is to "I'nrnish in as concise a manner a=! may be
compatible with clearness, a condensed desci'iplion of

the modes of practice now generally employed in the

treatment of surgical affections, with a plain expo-
sition of the principles upon which those modes of

practice are based." How far the learned author has
fulfilled his pledge will be determined by the verdict

of the profession, and we on our part .shall proceed to

examine and pass judgment to the best of our ability

at such length .is the space at our command permits.

The opening chapter on inflammation is well written,

comprehensive, and thoughtful, and wliile relKiiuing

from dogmatism, conveys distinctly the practical con-
clusions of a careful student and good observer. The
various modern theories, including those of Virchow,
Simon, Bilroth, Cohnheim, and others receive their

due consideration, are intelligibly stated, and liave evi-

dently been carefully weighed and measured by the

miud of the writer. We find nothing from which to

dissent in the chapter on the treatment of inflamma-
tion. We heartily concur in the recommendation to

sustain nutrition and em|iloy appropriate stiniulant.s.

We regret that he has not discussed the therapeutic

value of aconite and the persulphate of iron internally

in local Inflammations, whether idiopathic or traumatic.

He may perhaps regard veratrum viride. which he
recommends, as answering the same indication with
aconite.

The advice to employ tonics in the later stages of
inflammatory affections and during the effort of nature

to repair the consequences of wasting and destructive

processes is valuable, especially to young surgeons who
are liable to overlook or undervalue their necessity and
importance. " Operations in General, and Ana-sthetics

"

next claim our attention, and in tlieir treatiuent leave

little to be desired or added. We agrte with our

author perfectly in his preference for ether over chloro-

form in ordinary surgical cases. The empirical no-
tion that an anxsthetio should not be given when
signs of fatty heart are present, is summarily aud justly

disposed of If the case is a proper one for operation

at all, risk will be diminished by the cautious use of
the proper anaesthetic. The concurrent advice not to

give ether or chloroform to. a woman, unless in the

presence of witnesses, is prudent and sensible, and we
add our own counsel to the same effect in support of

the author, if it can give any additional weight to a

sound professional and social maxim. Indeed, wo
would go further, and say that no surgical examination
or operation should be made or 25erformed on tfje per-

son of a female, without the presence of witnesses, or a

confidential attendant. Hence we deprecate the facili-

ties afforded by the self-retaining specula.

The subject of amputations occupies considerable

space, and is thoroughly and well discussed. We con-
sider it an objection, however, that the author does
not forcibly urge amputation at the knee in jireference

to all other operations when practicable and required.

He does not express a decided opinion regarding the

removal of the condyles or articular cartilage. We
do not see how there can be any difference of opinion
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as to the essential value and importance of doing as

little harm as possible to a patient, and leaving condyle

and cartilage intact.

The stumps which we have seen in which this prin-

ciple had been observed, have been among tlie most
satisfactory in appearance and capacity for supporting

the weight of the body.
'•Efifecis of Injuries in General Wounds." This is

an excellent chapter, replete with surgical wisdom,
common sense, and good counsel. Gunshot wounds
are intelligently appreciated, and the descriptions of

the different kinds of accidents and the special regions

most frequently implicated, are evidences of careful

study and correct and extensive observation.

There is a remark we are fain to make, and one
which, although it cannot be original, we never
see in systematic works. It is, that the shoulder-joint

will bear almost any .surgical interference, the -knee

scracely none. Partial excisions of the shoulder do
well, and make excellent recoveries and useful limbs.

Partial excisions of the knee, or much operative inter-

ference with the joint, are either immediately fatal or

bitterly resented by the economy. Excision of the

knee, although rising in the favor of American surgeons,

can scarcely ever become an operation adapted to acute

or military surgery. It should, as a rule, be reserved

for pathological cases, or traumatic eases which have
become pathological by the lapse of time.

It is questionable whether excision is in any case

preferable to a knee-joint amputation and one of Hud-
son's legs.

I

In the discussion of amputation in continuity, no
reference is made to any of the propositions to hermeti-

cally seal the divided end of the bone by periosteal

flaps or otherwise. This seems to us an important
question, and one which should be made the subject

of investigation and experiment by practical surgeons,

especially since the experiment could not add to the

risk of the patient.
'

In the article on "Injuries of Blood-Vessels," Dr.

Ashhurst refers to the subject of contttsiotts of arUrirs.

Bruising of the coats of an artery by external con-
tusion, or by the touch or abrasion of its sheath by a

missile in its passage through neighboring tissues, fre-

quently induce comphcations unexpected and unrecog-
nized. We have seen sloughing of the axillary plexus
and death by hemorrhage as a result of this form of
injury. The general and particular directions under
this head are correct in principle, and in harmony with
the highest standards of professional authority. " Frac-

tures and Dislocations " contain nothing partifularly

new. The method of reduction of dislocation by
manipulation is described, and the ordinary means and
appliances made intelhgible to the student both by
text and illustration. We regard as an omission, no
attempt to appreciate the method of Dr. Moore, of
Buffalo, in the reduction and treatment of fractures

near the wrist-joint, and we deprecate the continued
recommendation of Xelaton's pistol-shaped splint. We

,

would prefer that a surgeon should put a pistol to our
head to clapping on our arm one of these time-honored
instruments of torture. i

Dr. Ashhurst does not seem to apprehend the ad-

vantages of counter-extension by means of broad
straps of adhesive plaster applied longitudinally upon
the anterior and posterior aspects of the body from the

j)eUis in fiont and tlie nates behind, with the weight
dependnig over a pulley from the shoulder, end exten-
sion by a screw at the foot, attached to an elastic cord

connected with the leg-bands in ordinary use.

We have one case in our mind of a youth treated in
,

the manner indicated, in whom, after refracture (acci-
,

dental) and recovery, no shortening could be detected

by accurate and accomplished surgeons in this city,

London, and Paris.

The perineal band and the muslin bandage ought to

be forever discarded from treatment of fracture of the

shaft of the femur when extension and counter-exten-

sion are to be employed.
No mention is made of Sayre's excellent plan of

treating fracture of the clavicle with adhesive plaster.

We have, however, to thank our author for discarding

the useless and troublesome axillary pad.

Dr. Ashhurst takes decided ground as to the duality

of the essential venereal diseases, rogrrding chancroid

as absolutely distinct from syphilis, although liable to

be complicated and confounded with the latter. The
question is by no means settled. He adds nothing to

our present knowledge, and we rc'jret that he does

not urge more strenuously the use of iron in both chan-

croidal and chancrous affections.

In syphihs, we consider iron, nutrition, tonics, and
hygiene the power ; mercury, iodine, arssnic, and pot-

ash the rudder. The chapter on " Injuries of the Head "

is excellent. The appreciation of the distinctions be-

tween compression and concussion is fine, and the

practical directions sound, surgical, and conservative.

We think this may perhaps be considered the best

and mot original section of the work.

The chapters on "Lithotrity " and "Lithotomy" are

just and discriminating. Relief of retention by means of

the capillary trocar and suction apparatus is briefly allud-

ed to. We believe this method is destined to become the

favorite mode when puncture is indispensable or ad-

visable. Stricture and the accidents and injuries which
diminish or obliterate the calibre of the urethra are

very satisfactorily discussed. Credit is given to the

labors of Van Buren, to whom is due more honor than

to any other surgeon in America for his patient, studi-

ous, and scientific development of this branch of S'lr-

gery, and to Gouley, who has popularized the steps of

the operation, and made it easy and intelligible to every

surgeon.

Our author is not quite willing to accept unhesitat-

ingly the New York doctrine, which recognizes the

advantages of leaving the urethra unencumbered by a

catheter, which is simply a foreign and useless body,

and a cause of irritation after lithotomj' and those

operations which are intended to restore the constrict-

ed canal to its former dimensions. Mason and Stein, as

well as Van Buren and Gouley, and others among the

most experienced and successful operators on the

urethra, refrain from introducing instruments, whether
after external or internal urethrotomy or divulslon (ex-

cepting the first exploratory sounding after operation
,

until the inflammation and irritation re.sulting from the

use of instruments and manipulation have subsidi;d.

The re.sults justify their philosophic boldness and dis-

regard fur prescriptive dicta. We regret that it is i ot

in our power to enter more into detail in the examina-
tion of this work, and we cordially acknowledge its

general excellence. It is Philadelphian "rather than

cosmopolitan in tone, but its author his evidently

tested the writings and experiences of the past and
present in the crucible of a careful, analytic, and honor-

able mind, and faithfully endeavored to bring his work
up to the level of the highest standard of practical

surgery. He is frank and definite, and gives us opin-

ions, and generally sound ones, instead of a mere r6-

sumg of the opinions of others. He is conservative,

but not hide-bound by auihoritv. His style is clear,

elegant, and scholarly. The woi k is an admirable text^

book, and a useful book of reference. It is a credit to

American professional literature, and one of the first
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ripe fruits of the soil fertilized by the blood of our late

unhappy war.

Neuralgia axd the Diseases that Resemble it.

By Fr.\ncis E. Axstie, M D. cLond. ), Fellow of the

Royal College of Physicians ; Hon. Fellow King's Col-

lege, London ; Senior Assistant Physician to Westmin-
ster Hospital, etc., etc. 8to, pp. 29G. London and
N. Y. . Macmillan & Co. 1871.

.

The diseases of the nervous system have assumed such

importance to every practitioner, general or special,

that any new ideas connected with pathology and
treatment, especially if such be founded on carelul ob-

servation or extended experience, are of more than

ordinary value. The reason why these dise.nses have

not been studied as they should Ise, is the difficulty of

making the theories of mere experimenters accord

with what is actually seen in every-day practice.

Yerv rarelv can the two qualities of investigation be

combined in one person. Such a person the profession

have found in the painstaking and conscieniious Dr.

Anstie, of London. His work upon neuralgia is one of

the most interesting, instructive, and practical we have

si'tn for a long time. We have given it careful read-

ing and thouglitful study, and for a treatise of its size

we are free to say that we have never met one that

gives more of practical information and is fuller of use-

ful suggestion. Aside from the admirable descriptions

of the different forms of neuralgia, the body of the

work has the intrinsic merit of being original as re-

gards the pathology and etiology of the disease. The
true pathology of the disease is, according to our author,

centred in a change, molecular for the most part in the

posterior roots of special nerves, a condition resembling

that so often met with in autopsical examinations of

locomotor ata.w, in which neuralgia is a uniform and
distressing symptom. Our .space will not permit us to

follow the autlior in the discussion of this most inte-

resting question ; but we promise, for the investigating

practitioner, who may wish to study this branch of the

subject, a more than ordinary gratilication in acquaint-

ing himself with the detailed reasons given, and the

admirable manner in which the objections to the theo-

ry are disposed of The treatment of the different

forms of neur.ilgia now so generally accepted by neu-

rologists accord with such views of the pathology and
etiology, and make the work as a whole an invaluable

one to every practitioner.

The work has been reprinted by D. Appleion Sz Co.,

but is of much smaller size and of a typographical exe-

cution that bears no comparison with the original.

A CoMPEXDiors GuAMjr.ui of the Gkeek Lakguage.
By Alpheus CnosBT, Professor Emeritus of the

Greek Language and Literature in Dartmouth College.

"VVoolworth. Ainsworth & Co. , 51, 53. and 55 John St.

,

New York. 1871.

This is a condensation of the author's larger Greek
Grammar, which has now reached a 44th edition

;
but,

as the preface tells us, " httle of practical precept has

been omitted from the text of the latter; .... even
slight variations of phraseology have been avoided

;

.... and the division here made into sections and
their parts, and the references to these, apply through-

out to the fuller edition." The omissions are chiefly

of examples, rare forms, and those theoretical discus-

sions which we well remember so fascinated our boy-
hood that the book seemed to us the very poetry of

grammar. In this, as in the larger work, a surprising

degree of compression is combined with the greatest

clearness, by the use of abbreviations, and of varied

type ; and the taste displayed in these minutiiB is no less

marked than are the philosophical analysis and com-
prehensive method which characterize the work as a

whole. That the book is from the Cambridge " Uni-

versity Press " is a sufficient guarantee ol' the beauty

and the accuracy of its mechanical execution. "\Ve

confidently recommend this as one of the best of our

small number of really good Greek Grammars.

Hcports nf Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Silted Meeting, December 21, 1871.

Dr. E. E. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

The Presipext acknowledged the reception of contri-

butions to the library, from the son of Dr. Civiale, of

Paris, and Prof. Agassiz.

A letter from Dr. Prosordff, of St. Petersburg, Eus-

,sia, was read by the Secretary, calling the attention of

the Academy to an instrument for the transfusion of

blood and otlier purposes.

DISCUSSION ox THE " NATURAL niSTORY OF YELLOW
FEVER " CONTINUED.

Dr. Cn.\s. P. Russell remarked as follows : There

are some interesting points in connection with yellow

fever as it prevailed during the past year upon Gov-

ernor's Island and in this city, jhirst. As to its origin.

Although the Committee appointed by the Board of

Health to investigate its cause were inclined to ascribe

it to infected articles thrown overboard from vessels

lying at the Brooklyn docks, opposite Governor's Island,

that explanation would scarcely seem adequate. Such

articles, in most stages of the tide, would more naturally

float with the powerful current in Buttermilk Channel

than directly across it, and would consequently lodge,

if anywhere in the vicinity, along the Brooklyn

wharves or the Gowanus shore. The stringent military

surveillance maintained over the island day and night

would likewise h,ive prevented infected materials from

being smuggled across. The history of Rotten Row is

susgestive of some pernicious local influence. If we
accept Dr. Nott's assurance that the poison cannot be

wafted by the wind, and if we admit the non-contagi-

ousness of vellow fever, we are strongly driven toward

one of two conclu ions—either th.at the disea-e origin-

ated de novo wiihin the tenements alluded to, or was

due to the awakening of dormant germs deposited

there in former years. Practically, the two hypotheses

amount to the same thing, and p<iint to the destruction

by radical measures of that probable nest of still slum-

bering infection. The recommendation of the Board of

Healtli to ttiis end, although partially founded upon

reports by army surgeons, was not met in the proper

spirit by General McDowell, and Rotten Row still

stands.

Secondly. As to the diagnosis of the disease. Although

six fatal cases were demonstrated to have occuri ed in

the city previous to Oct. 1, 1870, in not one instance

waSi the cause of death detected by the attending phy-

sician. Two were returned as remittent fever, one as

tvphus, one as hepatitis, one as coma, and one as para-

lysis. Tins list is quite similar to one given in 1S22 by
Dr. Cuming, then C.ty Inspector, wliich stated that

three deaths by yellowfever had been reported as sim-

ply fever, three "as bilious fever, two as remittent fever,

one as infl.ainraatory fever, one as liver complaint, one

as inflammation of the brain, one as gastritis, one as

inflammatory bihous fever, and one as insanity.
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Last year the very competent surjjeoii at Governor's

Island was equally at a loss, and although the disease

had broken out on Aug. 13tli, its proper character was
first discovered by Dr. Nott six weeks subsequently.

During that pt-riod it had occasioned twelve deaths

upon the island. Such facts aie ver}- signilicant iu

teaching us how essential is a large experience to the

recognition of this insidious disease, which assumes

forms so similar to more famihar affections.

Altogetlier in 1870 there -were brought to light

twelve cnses of the fever in this city, of which nine

proved fatid. Taking into consideration the circum-

stances of its unsuspected existence upon Governor's

Island for s'x weeks, and the unrestrii.ted intercourse

for that period between the city and the infected local-

ity which was visited by lumdreils of the patients'

friends, I think we cannot escape the conclusion that

many more ca?es must have occurred among such visit-

ors, and that a ntimber of them probably died without
their disease having been recognized. I believe also

that such facts justify the assumption that undetected

cases, particularly among sailors and 'longshoremen, are

much more frequent in the city than is generally sup-

posed. Two sailors have recenllv died here of yellow

ilever, one at Bellevue and the otiier at the Fever Hos-
pital. In each the diagnosis was somewhat equivocal,

but was considered to have been conhrmed by autopsy,

which revealed in both cases coffee-colored fluid in

the stoiiLich and intestines, fatty liver, and acute des-

quamative nephritis.

Dr. ELisn.i H.arris said that the cases which had
been mentioned occur every year. The man who suc-

cumbed at Bellevue Hospital pa?sed quarantine on the

steamer Clenpalra without question, was on deck at

the time, but on his arrival at the hospital his disease

was pronounced yellow fever. On the return of the

Cleojxttra to this port, it was ascertained that other

cases had occurred on board, and tliat this man had
been ill several days, but was mustered oil deck in

order to pass the quarantine office.

Every year cases of this sort can pass into the city.

In 18.!)6, 51 cases were brought to this city.

Dr. J. C. Peters alluded to the case of Mr. Cliandler

White, who was the first to come down with the dis-

ease on Bay Ridge. L. I., in 1S5G, and believed the poi-

son must have been conveyed from the ships, then at

quarantine, by the strong south-west wind prevailing

at the time, notwithstanding they were almost one
mile distant.

He thought it was always an imported disease, and
that it was communicated to others in some way, espe-

cially where filth abounds. The large number of ships

anchored oft' Bay Ridge no doubt communicated the

disease. He was also very confident that cholera is an

imported disease. Both are imported and both are

commnnicable, but could be kept out by a rigid quaran-

tine, but more rigid than heretofore.

A map was exhibited by Dr. Harris, showing the

position of the ship Jane If. Gluhlen, and stated that

she was anchored very near the Bay Ridge shore

while discharging her cargo, and that the disease was
probably conveyed from her to Bay Ridge by the wind.

Dr. \V. C. Roberts spoke as Ibllovvs: The cont.igi-

ousnefS, of yellow fever, that is, its communicability
from person to person by means of living germinal mat-
ter, or a virus generated in the body of the sick man,
communicated by him to tlie well, reproducing itself

within his system and extending by zymosis in the

surrounding atmosphere, which is infectio-contagion,

although not yet wholly beyond dispute, is generally

doubted; and although sustained by Hosack, Copland,

Gregory, and Stevens, and not wholly denied by Louis,

is certainly not generally believed in, and if it were so

in any great degree, ought by this time to be estabh^h-

ed on a sulficiently stable basis. Yet, when we consider

that cases have been adduced seeming to have been

produced by contact with the excreta of the sick, as in

cholera and typhoid fever arising in otherwise unin-

fected localities ; when we consider that, with the

exception of the truly malarial and non-contagious dis-

eases, no other diseases fail to possess both an infectious

and contagious property, it seems to me that we must
hesitate before we refuse to assign to yellow fever

mitigated, but sometimes contagious property—a pos-

sibility, at least, tnat there may be generated within

the bodies of the sick a materies morbi capable of eli-

mination and infection—a true, living, animal organic

poison, limitedly such, if you will, ai;d ascribable plaus-

ibly perhaps to the patient's clothing, etc., brought

from infected localities, ships, etc, but still developed,

in rare instances, in such a way as to make its contagi-

ousness at least very probalile.

Itis indeed at all" times d £Bcult tosettle the question

of actual contagiou.sness with positive certainty, even

in diseases confessedly such.

With the highest respect fir Dr. Notfs opinion, and

admitting thathe has the weight of ti stiniony on his

side, I think that analogy and probability arc agaiivst

him, and must consider tlie qnesiion of the conlag ous-

ness of yellow fever as still unsettled. It may be

strange to see Nature dispose of two elements of destruc-

tion—one miasmatic and infectious, the other contagi-

ons, and combine them into an infectio-contagion, but

so she does in numerous instances; and this chaiacter-

istic is generally pos=essed by diseases which are wide-

ly epidemic, migratory, and diffused. It is no more
strange that yellow fever has not been brought here,

where it never originates, since 1822, than that cholera

has not been brought here since 185-i
;
whilst the seeds

of domiciliated diseases, which are constantly latent

among us, germinate every year and produce fruit in

greater or less abundance.

The Prince of Wales is just recovering from an

attack of typhoid fever, contracted by infection in an

unhealihy locality, in which two other persons also

sufft-red. No one about his bed has yet suffered from

contagious infection, and perhaps may not. But can

any one doubt that in his dejecta and soiled clothing

lurk tiie seeds of contagion, to which liis washcrvx o-

nian, perhaps, may alone fall the victim.

If yellow fever is alone diffused by vitiated air shut

up in fomites, unmixed with persona! exhalation or

secretion, it is the one grave exception to the general

rule. The very fact that yellow fever swee| s wiih

ii resistible force in great epidemics over a country, iiie-

spective of topography and all sanitary regulations, is

10 my mind conclusive evidence that it is not ahv:,ys

due to fomitic or aerial transportation, but possesses

elements of intercorporeal reproduction and zymotic

difi'usion which alone could account for its sp:ead, and

must rank it on the list of qualifiedly contagious diseases.

I am of opinion, with Dr. A. N. Bell, of Brooklyn,

that yellow fever is a hving organic poison, as such

po.ssessing contagious properties ; and like him, although

I acknowledge the difficulty of showing clear and un-

doubted eases of direct contagion, am surprised at Dr.

Nott's conclusions.

Dr. Nott, in answer to the request of the President

as to the treatment of yellow fever, replied that there

was no specific treatment. He then described the

svmptoms of the disease, and remarked that the great

object is to preserve the strength by nourishment and

alcoholic stimulants, and keep the patient in a recum-

bent position.
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Tlie collapse comes on dui-ing- the fourth or fifth

day. and if the strength of the patient can be preserved

for lorl_v-eight hours longer, recovery is probable. Bleed-
ing is out .of date

;
quinine has no specific action except

to relieve muscular pain. Delirium occurs in about 1

in 40 or 50 cases, and cupping is beneficial in such
cases.

Dr. Walser, in conclusion, made intere.?ting remarlis

to prove the contagiousness of yellow fever.

The Academy adjourned.

Stated Meeting, January 4, 1872.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Jean P. CuAtrvEAu was elected a Resident Fel-

low.

The result of the Annual Election for officers for the
ensuing year was as follows :

—

Vice-President—Dr. S. S. Pcrple
;

Trustee—Dr.
IsA.^c E. T.WLOR ; Committee on Adminsions—Drs.
GonvERN'EnR M. S.mitii and E. H. Janes ; Comviittee

on Afedical Ethics—Dr. John C. Peters; Committee on
Medical Education—Dr. F. A. Burrali..

RESPIR.^TORY MCRMCRS.

Dr. James R. Leamixg read an able paper on '• Res-
p'ratory Murmurs," of which the following is an ab-
stract :

—

After carefully examining the opinions of different

writers, as Laennec. M. Beau, of Paris; Dr. .Sanderson,
of Edinburgh; Skoila, of Vienna; Dr. Hyde Salter, Dr.
AVatf-rs, of Liverpool; Dr. Caramann, late of this city;

Dr. Gerhard, of Philadel|:ihia ; Dis. Walshe, Corrigan,
and Stokes, Dr. Learning said :

—

It is evident that some consider the respiratory mur-
mur as having a single seat and cause, while others
recognize its composite character. Yet I am not aware
that any one has ever attempted to analyze the inurmur,
and study its consiiluents separately, as well as together.

They speak of the vesicular character, the pulmonary
quality of the re?piiation, but they attempt no analysis.

To show that this may be done, and ought to be done,
in order to attain a higher grade of excellence in diag-
nosis, is the main object of this paper. A clear under-
standing of the whole matter will make it necessary,
as preliminary, to look at the minute anatomy of the
tissue of the lungs and of the bronchial system ; sec-
ondly, the circul.ition of the lungs and of the bronchial
system

;
and, thirdly, the characteristics and constitution

of the residual air, its object and office.

The broncljial system may be and is frequentl}' called
the connective system, or the broncho-respiratory; and
the pulmonary is called the true respiratory system.
They differ iu almost every respect. The office "of the
broncho-respiratory is to convey air into the true res-

piratory sj'stem, while the true respiratory sy.stem is

where the great function of vitalizing the blood is

perfected. The bronchial system is characterized by
cartilagi', in its fibrous sheath, etc.

The bronchial arteries have been called the nutritive
arteries by anatomist.s, but I am not aware that they
have ever dwelt upon the fact that the vense comites
do not attend the arteries into the pulmonary structure,
and consequently this gives them a peculiar character.
The bronchial veins return all the blood of the bronchial
arteries—the nutritive arteries have no veins. Their
blood is re-aerated where they do their work, and finds

its way into the venous radicles of the pulmonary vein
as arterial blood. This anomaly in the circulation is of
great interest in explaining physiological causes and

p.athological effects. In pneumonia, it is this arterj-,

accompanied with its plexes of ganglia of the organic
nerve, lymphatics, etc., that preserves the life of the
part and governs the whole process of resolution. We
can all remember the anxiety of practitioners in the
past to prevent abscess and gangrene of the lung after

inflammation. But time and study of the natural his-

tory of the disease has proved to us that gangrene and
ali.seess are rare accidents, even when no treatment at

all is had. This peculiar vascular arrangement gives us
an early knowledge, in many cases, of commencing
phthisis. Occupation of the air-sacs by tubercle inter-

feres with the circulation of the nutrient artery, and
blood is thrown back upon the bronchial arteiy, result-

ing in bronchonagia—a con.servative act, for, like the

application of leeches, it sets the absorbents actively at

work to remove the cause. In this way cases of early

phthisis are self-cured, or, at all events, ameliorated,

and the physician is guided in his treatment This sin-

gular fact in the circulation was discovered by the lata

Dr. Cammann, in making his experiments to prove the

non-anastomosis of the arteries of the lung. This was
shortly after 1840, and before any experiments had
been made in Europe in regard to this circulation.

Since then, several observers iiave come to nearly the

same conclusion. The view I take is supported by
anatomical fact, a basis on which .ill physiological

theories should be founded.

I remenjber that Dr. Cammann could not reconcile

the incongruity of the apparent f;ict, that venous blood

passed directly into the aerated blood of the pulmonary
vein, and then to the left heart. The fact has been
overlooked, that the blood from the nutrient artery

passes through capillaries in the true respiratory

system, on its way to the radicles of the pulmonary
vein, and, of course, is re-aerated.

I believe I am warranted in holding that there is a

complete difference in the blood-vessels of the connect-

ive and of the pulmonary system. The nutrient arte-

ries of the bronchial system have their venae comites;

the nutrient arteries of the true respiratory system
have no accompanying veins, but pass their blood re-

aerated directly into the pulmonary vein, prepared for

systemic circulation. The nutrient artery is no excep-

tion to the rule of complete dilTerenee in the two sys-

tems, for in its office it belongs wholly to the true

respiratory. The vessels of the bronchial system are

the bronchial arteries and veins: the vessels of the

true respiratory are the pulmonary artery and vein,

and the nutrient artery of the lunes. Where the bron-

chial system ends the pulmonary begins, and the

division is sufficiently marked—it is where cartilage

ceases and alveoli commence.
Following a minute description of the true respira-

tory system, the speaker stated that physiologists

describe residual air as filling the respiratory system
as high up as the third or fourth divisions of the bron-

chia3. It not onlv fills the true respiratory system, but

it distends it. The elements of the distending force

are atmospheric pressure, mu.scular contraction, rare-

faction, the laws of difl'usion of gase=, and that of affini-

tive attraction between oxygen and venous blood.

The residual air occupies its position with such persis-

tence as to be with difficulty dislodged after death,

even with much pressure. It keeps its place with
vastly greater tenacity during life, when each eletnent

of force is in active operation.

During inspiration the contraction of the diaphragm
increases the capacity of the chest; at tlie same time
the epiglottis is raised, and the weight of the atmos-
phere operates actively iu dilating the lungs. Rare-

faction of the newly inspired air takes place upon
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inspiration, owing' to its immediate and intimate ad-
mixture wiili tlie residual air, and this is the third ele-

ment ol" dilating toioe. The residual air is estimated to

be 170 cubic inches, and the inspired air at 20. At
each inspiration, therefore, the residual air will be in-

creased about one-tenth part in dilating power, plus the

rarefaction of the inspired air. But the peculiar ele-

ments of this expanding forc3 are the laws of the

diffusion of gases, and that of the affinitive attraction

between the unaerated blood-globules in the capillaries

of the rete mirabile of the alveoli and the oxygen
which is equally distributed throughout the residual

air. Chemistry demonstrates that gases differently

constituted in certain relations instantly intermix
when brought together. Tlie inspired air and tlie resi-

dual air present these differences. Air entering the

connective .system moves in a body through the bron-
chial tubes till it meets the residual air, when the law
of the diffusion of gases operating, immediate admix-
ture takes place. The residual air is instantly renewed
with oxygen, in accordance with this law. The in-

spired atmospheric air moves through the connective

system as far as the fourth division of the bronchia;,

with no other resistance than the friction of the tubes.

AVhcn it meets the residual air it is immeiiiatelj- con-
sumed, as it were, and does not accumulate, cau-ing

resistance. On this account the inspired air moves
with increasing velocity, producin!» air and tube fric-

tion murmur. Tidal air in health is only heard in

inspiration. Velocity of the moving air in the tube is

the cause of murmur. Any one may demonstraU! tliis

fact by breathing through a tube gently, wlien there

will be no murmur
;
but if the velocity of the moving

air is increasi'd, the sound will be increased in sonority

and raised in pitch ju.st in accordance with the rate of

motion. In health, in unconscious breathing, expira-

tion is not heard, and we know by experience that

when it is heard in unconscious brtalhing, there is

disease
; it may be phthisis, or it may be emphysema.

Other conditions must determine which. A murmur
may be produced at will by hurrying the respiration.

It is heard in systemic diseases like cholera, or in dis-

eases of par; icular organs, as in cardiac apnoea, or Blight's

small kidney. The cause of murmur in air moving in

a tube, no matter what are the other conditions, or the

disease, is the velociti/ increasing the air and tube fric-

tion.

The author narrated Professor John W. Draper's

convincing explanation of one of the efficient causes of

the circulation, based on accurate experimentation of

affinitive attraction in the systemic capillaries. The
same power operates in the pulmonic circulation, but
with this important addition, tliat the affinitive attrac-

tion is not alone in the pulmonic tissues and the blood,

but principally in the venous blood and the oxygon of

the reiidual air. The intricate mechanism of the re-

spiratory act was explained.

These facts in minute anatomy and physiology, and
they hardly admit of any dispute, prove that the re-

sidual air as a body has no more motion than has

the bottom of the deep sea. No change can occur

except molecular, and none other is necessary. The
law of diffusion of gases assures the comparative purity

of the residual air, as well as its constant and guarded
impurity, which is so necessary for the accomplishment
of the vital act. The circulation would not go on
if each blood globule should immediately come in con-

tact with pure air, for then it would lose its impelling

force, and, all the globules alike losing their attraction,

stasis would be the consequence. Instead of this, both

in the blood and the residual air. each globule and each

air particle moves in perfect order, never being in each

other's way. This shows how the individual may
live in bad air for a time, resisting its evil tendencies,

and even of poisonous gases. It shows also why medi-
cal inhalations fail in their object. Medicated vapors
have little or no admission into the residual air. Even
oxj-gen gas, which is sometimes serviceable, can only
supply atmospherical deficiencies. It can neither do the

liarm nor the good that has been predicated for it.

An animal may even live for a time in pure oxygen
gas, the active interchange taking place between the

gas and the blood restoring the necessary grade of im-
purity in the residual air.

The prevailing theories of air and tul-e friction mur-
murs, and the mechanism of the crepitant lale, were
then discussed. All theories, whether of vesicular

murmur or crepitant rale, which ignore the presence of
the residual air are of necessity incompetent. The fact

that residual air has none but molecular motion, may
be demonstrated by a distensible bag, as of india-rub-
ber. If it be lorcibly filled with air, there will be air

and lube friction iimrmur at the mouth only, where the
air moves in a body with velocity. The body of air in

the bag will be increased by particles of air sliding in

among each other, and without sound. But there will

be resisting vibratory sound in the walls of the tense
dilating bag, a susurru.s, different however from that
of the contracting true respiratory system in this, that

it is only heard during dilatation, while the other is

continuous, owing to active muscuhu- contraction. Dr.
Hyde Salter says, after speaking of the occupancy of
the true respiratory system by residual air, and that
about twenty cubic inches of atinospheric air are added
at each inspiration, "each air-cell is therefore a tenth
lar<;er at in-piration than expiration." Now it is in-

conceivable that this slight variation in tlie capacity
of these shallow open cavities should be attended with
any sound. I cannot conceive it possible. For be it

remembered that the air-cells are not nearly closed
cavities, communicating by constricted orifices with the
general cavity of the lobular, but wide-mouthed and
patulous like a tea-cup, and in inspiration the air is not
pumped out of and into these cells, but, as they under-
go this slight change of volume, a small part of their
contents passes just without, them; and then again, on
recovery of their capacity, from without just within
them, if one can speak of within and without in refer-

ence to such slight interchange of situation.

In closing, the author remarked: In this paper I

have endeavored to show that the bronchial respiratory
system is entirely different from the true respiratory
system in anatomy, physiology, object, and use, and
that the physical signs of pathological change are
equally distinct and different ; tliat the risidual air,

occupying as it does the true respiratory system, with
force precludes the idea of currents of air within the
lungs, and consequently the accepted theories of the
vesicular or respiratory murmurs and of the formation
of crepitant rale are necessarily incompetent. If my
points are well taken, and the proof convincing, the
profession will eventually sustain the truth, and much
that has been received as settled Uterature will be
swept away as rubbish, to give room for truer and
better grounds of faith. In physical diagnosis the com-
posite character of the respiratory murmur must be
made evident analytically as well as synthetically.

The rea.sons for introducing a new terminology are,

that broncho-respiratory and true respiratory are de-
scripiive, and indicate tlie seat of the murmurs. The
term vesicular murmur was applied by Andr.-il, suppos-
ing that it described the minute anatomy of the seat
of the murmur. Later investigations show that the
term is misapplied

;
for there are no structures that
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may properly be called vesicles in the lungs. Again,
the terms vesicular and respiratory have been applied
indiscriminately, and their present use would lead to

confusion and misapprehension. In order practically

to study these murmurs it will best be done by select-

ing a healthy person about twenty -five years of age,

with perfectly developed chest, and with muscles not
hardened by manual hibor.

Rexpinitiinj Mnrmtirs.—Placing the ear lightly yet
firmly to the chest, allowing the head to rise and (all

with the respiration, listen to the breath-sounds. The
tidal air murmur will first catch the ear, as modified by

|

t!ie true respiratory murmur, and is like the sighing of
the trees over our he.ids in the forest when the boughs
are gently stirred by the breeze.

Tiie ciiamcter and quality of the respiratory mur-
\

mur depend upon the ab.sence or excess of one or

other of the composing elements. If the true respi-

ratory murmur be maximum in fulness, the tidal air

sound will be short, onlj- heard in inspiration, and will

be of the soft breezy character described as gently
sighing. While, if the broncho-respiratory be in ex-
cess, the tidal air sound will be raised in pitch, harsh,

and will be heard both in inspiration and expiration,

and is a sign of disease, as the other is of health.

The broncho-respiratory murmur may be studied by
forcing the breathing, when it will he heard in both
inspiration and expiration

; and its harshness, loudness,

and pitch will depend upon the force given to the
respira;ion. This murmur may be heard in its perfec-

tion in the chest of a child, before the true respiratory

murmur has been developed.
True Re^piralory Murmur.—The ear accustomed to

auscultation, nfter a few moments of concentration of
attention upon the respiratory murmur, will recognize
its dual composilion. If the chest be perfect in con-
dition, the tidal air sound will be heard in inspiration

only—soft and short, like breathing gently through the
closed teeth ; while the true respiratory murmur will

be oonliunous, increasing in fulness in inspiration, and
diminishing in expiration. It is of a low pitch, and is

like the roaring of the sea at a distance, the waves
breaking on an even shore of sand

;
or, better still, like

the sound made liy bees in cold weather, when the
hive is tapped with the finger. It is like the innumer-
able vibrations of the wings of bees, increasing to

maximum in inspiration, like the coming waves on the
sea-shore, and decreasing in expiration as they recede.

If the breath be held, this nuirmnr may be heard
without admixture, for tliere can then be no bronchial
respiratory murmur. The sound is purely that of the
susurrus of the delicate muscular fibres of the true
respiratory syst'->m, contracting and relaxing over the
ddating and resisting residual air. If the breath be
held after a fiiU inspiration, the nun-mur will be at its

maximum ; if it be held after expiration, it will be at

its minimum fulness. It cannot be exaggerated, as has
been said of so-called respiratory or vesicular murmur.
If tlie true respiratory system be unduly dilated, it

loses its power to contract on the residual air and the
murmur wholly ceases. This is emph3'sema, and is

proof of the muscular origin of the sound, which may
return again after rest. This murmur only oommenoes
to be developed in the child at eight years of age ; be-
comes recognizable at twelve, but is only fully develop-
ed at miturity.

A beginner in auscultation may recognize true re-
spiratory murmur in a good subject with ease. But
when the chest has lost its excellent quality as an
acoustic chamber, by physical changes resulting from
inflammation, or when, from disease of the lung itself,

the natural respiratory murmur has been altered or

lost, or when the chest in its natural conditions is

covered by thick and hardened muscles, the trained

expert-ear only can arrive at diagnostic truth.

Many love and enjoy music, and may assist in pro-
ducing it, but the trained expert alone can lead an
orchestra, and harmonize each instrument into a body
of perfect song. These facts, instead of being a matter
of discouragement, should induce beginners to pur.sue

auscultation with untiring assiduity, knowing that the

end will crown them as masters in physical diag-

nosis.

The ability to recognize true respiratory mur.mur
under any conditions, to analyze its quality, and
measure its power, gives its possessor the means of
knowing even the approach of that most insidious

disease, phthisis, and suggests the method of preven-

tion.

The true respirator}' system, air-sacs, alveoli, nutri-

ent artery, ganglia of the organic nervous system, with
absorbents, etc., all require active use for the preven-

tion of disease. Phthisis does not begin in the lower
part of the lungs, which are constantly and actively in

motion. If we insure the same kind of exercise in the

upper part, we prevent and even arrest incipient dis-

ease.

For more than ten years respiratory murmurs have
occupied my diligent attention. The views in this

paper are not hastily put forward. Some of them are

new, and may receive the harsh criticism innovations

ever provoke. I am not insensible to the opinions of

my professional brethren. I de;ire their approval.

Many on whose judgment I rely believe in true re-pi-

ratory murmur as well as myself. But, wishing above
all things for the establishment of truth, I submit the

whole subject to this learned Academ}', and through it

to the profession.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, U. S. Army, from
Jammry 5, 1872, to January 18, 1872, inclusive.

Peters, DkWitt C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 13, War
Department, A. G. 0., Jan. 16, 1872, to report in per-

son to the Commanding General, Department of the

South, for assignment to duty.

HoFF, A. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 21.3, De-
partment of California, Dec. 11, 1871, on being relieved,

to comply with S. O. 431, C. S., from A. G. 0.

AzpELi,, T. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 221,

Department of California, Dec. 22, 1871, assigned to

duty at Alcatraz Island, Cal.

HEiz>fANN, CiiAs. L., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

3, Military Division of the Missouri, Jan. 4, 1872, leave

of absence extended thirty da^'s.

Yeomans, a. a.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 9,

War Department, A. G. O., Jan. 11, 1872, granted

leave of absence for si.x months on Surgeon's Certifi-

cate of Disability.

Wilson', Wm. J,, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4,

District of Kew Mexico, Jan. 8, 1872, to accompany
Troop H, 8th C.xvalry, from Fort Union to Fort Craig,

N. M., and await at the latter post further orders.

Fitzgerald, J. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 5,

Department of the Mo., Jan. 6, 1872, when relieved at

Fort Harker, Kan., by Surgeon B. E. Fryar, U. S. A.,

to proceed to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., and report to

the Commanding Officer for assignment to duty.
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^cDicol Jtcms anl) Utws.

Small-Pox still prevails in this city and vicinity,

and since our last report the number of victims has

much increased, averaging over SO for each of the past

two weeks. Philadelphia reports the enormous ave-

rage of 200 deaths weekly. The disease threatens to

become an epidemic in stricken Chicago, but the Health
Board lA' that city have taken the matter in hand, and
is confident of its ability to stay its progress. The
people m all places take very kindly to vaccination,

which is an encouraging omen. Our own Health De-
partment, with its corps of efficient inspectors, has
done wonders in tbis way.

Kew Tore Pathological Society.—The following

officers have been elected for 1872 : President. Dr. A.
L. Loomis; Vice President, Dr. Erskine Mason ; Secre-

tary, Dr. Geo. F. Shrady ; Treasurer, Dr. John H.
Hinton ; Editor of Transactions, Dr. John C. Peters.

Spoxtaxeous Gexeratiox.—Prof. John C. Dalton
delivered two interesting lectures, Jan. 12, 13, re,-ipec-

tively, at the College of Physicians and Surgeons. He
gave an exceedingly full historical account of the

experiments of Shnltze, Spallanzanni, Pouchet, Pas-

teur and Jeffries Wyman. Prof. Dalton is a non-be-
liever in the theory of spontaneous generation, as mus>
every one be who examines all the f;icts resnlting from
the multitudinous investigations and experiments of

the physiologists and chemists who have devoted them-
selves to this interesting study. As the question now
stands, the conviction seems irresistible that infusoria

are not produced unless air containing the germs is

brought in contact with a substance suitable for their

development.

Dr. Alex. N. Gcxx.—At a Staled Meeting of the

New York Academy of Mei^icine, held January 18,

1872, the following preamble and resolutions were
unanimously adopted

:

U7(C)T/(.«, Divine Providence has called the members of

this Academy of Medicine, and a verj- large community of

professional and personal friends, to mourn the death of

Dr. Alexander N. Gcnn, an esteemed member of the

Academy

—

i?< .«>/(-.«?. That the Xew York Academy of Medicine
recognized in Dr. A. X. Gunn. during his lifetime, an en-

lightened, conscientious, and most devoted physician.

whose faithfulness to his patients and the families under
his care, and to every duty of his profession, rendered his

life an example worthy of imitation.

Mtsolral. That having in private life, and in the trying

responsibilities of Health Officer of the Port of Xew York,
during a protracted period of service, so discharged his

duties as to merit ami receive perfect confidence in his

spotless purity of character, and in his integrity in all

things, his name will be held in lasting honor among his

medical brethren and the citizens \vith whom he associated.

Romlved, That a copy of these Resolutions be trans-

mitted to the widow and family of the deceased, and that

this Academy hereby tenders to them its sincere con-

dolence and sympathy, and the expression of that true

and universal regard and cordial friendship in which Dr.

Gunn was held by its members.
Resolred, That copies of these resolutions be sent to

the medical and daily journals in this city.

E. R. Peaslee. M.D.. President.

W. T. White, M.D., Stcrftdri/.

Honors Conferred on British Surgeons.—Sir Wil-

liam Fergus;on and Sir James Pagiet have been elected

honorary members of the Royal Society of Natural

and Medical Sciences in Brussels.

French Chemical Prizes.—The following prizes for

1872 are offered by the Society for the Encouragement
of Industry in Pans:

—

Economical preparation of oxygen 2,000 francs.

Economical preparation of ozone 3,000 "

Combination of the nitrogen of the air to

produce cyanides 2,000 "

Synthesis of a useful organic product, qui-

nine, alizarine, sugar, etc 4,000 "

Permanent disinfectant for water-closets. C,000 "

A New Western Medical Journal.—A new raontbly

medical journal, published at Evansville, Indiana, has
come to hand. It is edited and published by Drs. H.
M. Harvey, H. A. Lewis, and W. M. Newell, and is

called " The Westeiti Retrospect of Medicine and Sur-
gery."

Errata.—In the discussion on " Yellow Fever," in

Record of January 15, 1871, page 519, line 33 from the

bottom, the word '' timbers " should read liinbers. Page
521, line lO from the top, "bound" should read borne ;

on same page, line IS from the top, " limbers" should
read limbers.

The Importation of Opic.m.—The money value of
opium imported through the Custom House of New
York City, in the year 1871, was $1,299,091.

Small-Pox in England.—In the year 1870, 1,259
deaths were registered in the seventeen prominent
cities and towns in England. No less than 13,17-1 per-

sons fell victims to the disease, in the same towns, in

the year 1871. The highest sniall-po.x mortality in

London, during the 31 years 1840-1870, was in 1863,

when 2,012 fatal cases were reported. Last jear 7,876
fatal cases occurred in London alone ; of which 2,400
occurred in the first, 3,241 in the second, 1,255 in the

third, and 9S0 in the fourth quarters. The proportion

of fotal cases to the population of the seventeen towns
wa.s 1 8 per 10,000 ; the ratio in London was 24, in

Norwich 30, in Liverpool 39, in Wolverhampton 41, in

Newcastle-on-Tyne 54, and in Sunderland 86.

The Ajiussat Prize.—Dr. Berenger-Feraud, for his

treatise on "Ununited Fractures and False Joints," has
been awarded the Amussat Prize by the Paris Academy
of Medicine.

The Sufferers from the Wisconsin Fire.—Dr. J.

H. Thompson, of Mihvaukie, Wisconsin, Chairman of
Relief Committee of that place, has written Dr. F.

H. Hamilton, Chairman of Chicago Relief Committee of
this city, some particulars concerning the fire in Pesh-
tigo and vicioit}'. Dr. J. F. Kelsey. of Peslitigo, lost

all his property, valued at §4,000. He passed the night
in the river, and is now quite sick from the exposure;
has a wife and one child. Dr. J. J. Sherman, of Minne-
konne, lost $7,000 ; saved a part of his clothing and part
of his Ubrary. Had $400 insurance. Dr. J. H. Antoine,
of Ahne.^se, lost everything. The New York Commit-
tee have forwarded $250.

Sea-Water as a Tonic—At the meeting of the
Academie des Sciences of Nov. 27th, the Secretary stat-

ed the remarkable fact that excellent bread c.in be
made with sea-water instead of ordinary spring-water,
and that this bread appeared to constitute an excellent

tonic. Soup or broth, on the contrary, made with
sea-water proved totally uneatable.

M. Boussingault was of the opinion that during the
process of baking, the chloride ofmagnesium is raised to

a temperature sufficiently high to effect its destruction,

wliich does not occur at the temperature needed for

the making of soup.
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Death of Paul Dcbois.—The funeral of this noted
obstetrician took place on the 4lh ultimo, at the Church
of St. Sulpice, in Pari?, his death having occurred Nov.
29th. The deceased was Honorary Dean of the Faculty

of Medicine, Communder of tlie Legion ofHonor, Mem-
ber of the Academy of Medicine, etc., and had attained

the age of 76 years.

Waxed Paper as a Dressixc is recommended by a

correspondent of the Deutsche Klinik (Xov. 18), whosays
that at St. Hedwig's Hospital it has been found of great

service. It is especially indicated as a covering for wet
compresses and poultices, whose moisture it is desirable

to retain. It is easily adapted to all parts of the body,

and is very light. Its durability, considering its light

texiure, is considerable, and it is much cheaper than
gutta-percha, rubber, or oiled silk.

A Pelvis Coxtracted and Dilated at Pleasure.—
Dr. Winkler (of Jena), describes a pelvis of this charac-

ter in the person of a girl, IG years of age, who applied

to liim to know if she might properly be married. At
the age of one year she had suffered a fracture of the

pelvis. To all appearance she was well formed, could

carry considerable weight, and work with facility. The
dimensions of the pelvis were very nearly normal, but it

was ascertained that the horizontal and ascending rami

of the pubis of the right side had not ossified, but were
constituted simply of fibrous tissue, and could, with the

fingers, be pushed in and out. When the thiglis were
stretched apart, this fibrous tissue was made tense, and
became flaccid when the thighs were brought together.—Archiv filr Gynakol, and Lyon Medicah.

The Jerusalem German" Hospital.—During the last

two years the German deaconesses, in their hospital at

Jerusalem, have cared for 1.414 patients, belonging to

nine religious sects. Out of this large number only 46
have died.

The Hop Pillow.—During the illness of the Prince

of Wales, when all other remedies failt-d to produce a

soporific effect, the old-fashioned hop pillow was placed

under his head and quiet sleep followed.

The American Mother Growing Less Prolific—Dr.

Toner of Washington, D. C. the statistician, in his dia-

gram shows that what is held up as the pecjliar shame
ofMassachusetts is equally true of all her sister States.

It is shown tb.at only one-half as many children are now
bom to each thousand women as in 1800, and that there

has been a regular decrease from one decade of years

to another.

The X. T. Okthopjedic D:spessart.—Dr. T. M. L.

Chrystie, surgeon, writes, that since this institution

was organized in 1S66, 8,810 visits have been made by
patients at the Dispensary rooms, and 1,615 out-door
visits have been made by the assistant surgeons. There
are now under treatment 325 patients, mostly children,

ofwhom 178 are afflicted with caries of the spine, and
93 have hip-joint disease. A new building is required,

which shall contain every requisite for the mechanical
and surgic;d treatment which this class of cases requires.

Contributions may be forwarded either to James
Brown. Esq.. President Xo. 59 Wall st., or to Theodore
Roosevelt, Esq., Treasurer, No. 94 Maiden lane,

A Large Braix.—The brain of tie late James Fisk,

Jr., weighed fit'ty-eight ounces.

EvoLtTios.—The American Journal of Insanity for

October, 1871, opens with an extended and valuable

paper on " Theories of Evolution."' which deserves an
extended circulation. It is a review of " The Orit;in

of Species," " The Descent of Man," etc.. by Charles
Darwin, M.A,, F,R.S.: -'On the Genesis of Specits,"

by St George Mivart, F.R.S., and "Lay Sermons, Ad-
diesses and Reviews," by Thomas Henry Huxlev
LL,D., F.R.S.

The Coast Districts as a Wister Resort for Is-
TALIDS.— Dr. F. Peyre Porcher. Charleston, S. C.

(Tran.sactions South Carolina Medical Association),

says that the whole districts of South Carolina and
Georgia, lying along the sea-coasts, and witljin fifty to

I

seventy miles of it, possesses a winter climate of ex-

I

traordinary mildness, which renders them highly bene-

i

ficial to those who suffer from affections of the chest,

i lungs, or heart. From his own observation, the cli-

mate of this section resembles very closely, if it be not
superior to. that of either Italy or the south of France.

With many charms of scenery derived from the mingled
beauty of land and water, or from the rich and luxu-
riant vegetation of swamps and primitive forests, if it

does not possess all the lovely characteristics of that sur-

rounding the famed Bay of Naples : the climate itself is

scarcely suipassed by that of Nice, Pansilhppo, Soren-
tum, Bai^e and their environs.

" The Investor ant) Kevealer or Anesthetic In-
halation."—The committee of citizens of Boston cho-
sen to raise a Morton Testimonial Fund, claim that no
one, either in or out of the profession, up to the final

experiment with ether at the Massachusetts General
Hospital in 1846. by William T. G. Morton, had ever
dared, in pubhc or private, to saturate a man with
ether, with the intention of producing insensibilitv to

pain, and still less with the idea of urging a surgeon to

perform a long and painful operation upon the uncon-
scious patient '-The Historical Memoranda" states

that • more than a year after the first operations were
performed, the late Sir James T. Simpson sent his

pamphlet on chloroform to Dr. Morton, and after speak-
ing of ether, and of its use as an anae-thetic," he adds,—' Of course, the great thought is that of producing
insensibility to pain ; and for that the world is, I think,

indebted to you."
The Co.Timittee to obtain a proper testimonial for the

family of the late Dr. Wm. T. G. Morton, is composed
of the following gentleman : Drs. Chas. G. Putnam,
Henry I. Bowditch, Geo. Hayward, R. il. Hodges,
Luther Parks, Sa:nl Kneeland, John C. Warren, and
Francis Minot, of BostoiL
The names of the following physicians of New York

and Philadelphia have been added, with the consept of

the various parties : Drs. E. R. Peaslee and Willard
Parker, of New York, and Drs. S. D. Gross, J. "M. Da
Costa, and S. Weir Mitchell, of Philadelphia.

The Oldest Medical Work in Existence.—An
Egyptian papyrus, written in the days of Cheops, the
monarch of the Fourih Dynasty, has recently been pre-
sented to the British Museum by the Royal "institution.

It is 7 feet 6 inches long by 7 inches wide. Its con-
tents are a series of recipes or modes of cure for differ-

ent maladie=, unaccompanied by any diagnosis or
account of tlie disease itself Among the drugs men-
tioned for some maladies are wax, fat, and incen.^e.

One remedy is for a hemorrhage from the head and
other parts of the body, shavings or twigs of acacia,

grains of a substance called A-a.s^)-. to be burnt; also

milk, branches of olive, the hair of a cat, and Jjoney.
Many of the recipes date from an early period, as that
of Amenophis IIL of the eighteenth century.— Com-
pendium of Medical Science.

The Intp.odcction of Stphilis.—According to Prof.

V. Hasner, syphilis first appeared in Prague in 1499.

In 1500, a small hospital was built for syphilitic pa-
tients, probably one of the first hospitals exclusively
for syphilis on record.
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lUcMcal 5ocictn of tl)c State of ?Ccu) Dovk.

SIXTY-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY.

First Day—Morning Session.

The Society met at 11 a.m. on Tuesday, Fi-brnary 6ih,

1872, in the room of the Common Council, Ahjany
;

and ihe meeting being called to order by the President,

Dr. William C. Wev. of Elniira, the exercises com-
menced with a prayer by the Rev. Dr. Snively, which
was followed by the Inaugural Address.

THE president's INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

He spoke of the immediate and remote effects of

medical fellowship as illustrated by the history of this

Society ; especially with reference to its influence on
other societies in this State. To such an extent was lie

persuaded of the necessity of a more enlarged and
specific knowledge and understanding of professional

ethics, that he would gladly see the whole subject made
a branch of medical education in the s^chools.

Tlie tardy publication of its Transactions called for

so'iie action on the part of the Society ; under the pres-

sure of other public busines-', the evil is yearly growing
worse

; the Transactions for 1871 not yet being forth-

coming for many week-;. But for Last year's modifi-

catio!! of the rules, which prevented an anthor from
publishing his paper in magazines or pamphlet form,

muny men would be deterred from submitting to the

Society, papers containing new ami valnahle observa-
tions. In former years the small membership of the

Society, and the difficulties of travel, rendered it quite

nece<.*ai\v that ihe Stale should nmlertike the publica-

tion of the Transactions, which ii has done since 1849
;

but in view of t'le now largely increased member.ship,

and the fact of the delay above referred to, the time
had arrived for a change, and the Pr-sident suggested
two or three methods which would, he thought, be im-
provemenis upon the present one:— First. Asking of

the legislatuie the appropriation of a sullicient sum each
year to cover the expense of publication, which would
be done under the auspices of the Publishing Commit-
tee of the Society. Second. The securing of a grant
from the Legislature of a sum, the interest of which
would suffice for this object; the publication being
in this case, like the preceding, entirely independent
of State control. The third plan would consist in the

raising of money for this purpose, and for meeting the

annual expenses of the Society, by assessing its mem-
bers, and the County and other orL;auiza'ions, including

the medic d colleges actually represented.

A letter had been addressed to the Surgeon-G-eneral
of the United Stites, invitinj him to designate one or

more members of the medical staff on duty in the State

to be present during the meeting of the Society ; which
had been accepted, providing the condition of the ser-

vice woul 1 permit it at the time.

The President also recommended that a committee
be appointed to petition the Commissioners of the Cap-
itol 1 1 arrange in their plans for a room for the annual
meetings of the Society, and to serve as a place of pre-

servation for its papers, volumes, cte.

He next referred to the spirit, which had lately been
manifested, to cut short the process of investigation of

preferred charges against a member, in a well-qualified

medical society, by an appeal to the civil courts, and
said that a course so subversive of morals and justice

stioul 1 be met by prompt expulsion of the offender, and

a ce.ssation of social and professional relations with him,

if the latter action of a society should be prevented

b}' lurtber legal hindrance.

"He pressed upon the Society the necessity (or urg-

ing the Legislature to puss a law to protect physiciai.s,

wrongfully prosecuted for malpractice, from loss on
account of the irresponsible character of the plaintiff.

He referred with paiticular pleisure to the condition

of medical literature in this Siate, both in Ihe way of

journals and books, the reputation of the State in this

regard being already established both at home and
abroad.

In closing, he alluded to the only sad feature of the

vear, the death of four prominent members, viz. : Drs.

Barent P. Staats, of Albany ; Andrew Van Dyok, of

Oswego ; Erastus L. Hart, of Elmira ; and Henry D.
Bulkl(?y, of New York.

MISCELLANEOUS UUSINESS.

The President announced as the Committee on
Business, Drs. Didama. Bozeman, and Murphy.
Dr. Newman moved tli&t the addre-!S of ihe President

be referred to a committee who shall draft appropriate

resolutions. Carried.

The Committee on Credentials was then announced
by the President, as consisting of Drs. Hyde, Jacobs,

and Burton.

On motion of the Secretary, the Society then ad-

journed for five minutes to arrange business.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot then presented, in behalf of

Dr. Lewis A. Sayre, the following draft of a bill to be

presented to the Legislature :

AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF PIIYSfCIANS AND SUR-

GEONS IN CASES OF ALLEGED MALPRACTICE.

Section 1. Be it enacted, that in all suits that may
be brought against any physician or surgeon for alleged

damages in any case arising from any alleged mal-

practice on the part of any physician or surgeo i, that

the plaintiff shall, before such suit shall be commenced,
give a bond in at least double the amount of the dama-
ges claimed in such suit.

Sec. 2. Such bond shall be signed and received by
two good and sufficient sureties, who shall be freehold-

ers, to be duly approved by one of the judges of the

court in which suc'i suit shall be commenced, condi-

tioned that if the plaintiff shall not maintain such suit,

or shall not recover against the defendant, that such
sureties shall well and truly pay to the delijndant all

costs and damages that the defendant may sustain by
reason of such suit, and all legitimate expenses incurred

in defending the same.

Sec. 3. If, during the pendency of such suit, the said

sureties, or either of them, .shall become insolvent or

irrespoi'.sible, the plaintilT shall immediately subst tute

other good and sullicieiit sureties, to be approved in

like manner, as hereinbefore provided for.

Sec. 4. That, in case the plaintiff shall not comply
with the provisions of this act, no such suit shall be
maintained against any physician or surgeon f u- any
alleged damage, in any case of alleged malpractice;

and that any such suit shall be dismissed upon motion
of any defendant, at any time after any process may
have lieen served upon the defendant in any such suit;

and such defendant shall be entitled to, and recover

against any such plaintiff, such costs and damages as

the court may award, upon such motion to dismiss any
such suit.

Sec o. Whenever any plaintiff shall not maintain

the suit, nor recover damages as hereinbefore provided,

the defendant shall immediately commence a suit upon
the bond hereinbefore provided to be sriven; and such
suit shall be a lien upon the property specified in such
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bond, upon a notice of Uk pendens being filed in the

court in which such suit shall be commenced. i

Sec. 6. This act shall take effect immediately.

Dr. AVhite, of BufFaln, offered the following:

—

liefiolicd. That the bill .submitted by Dr. Sayre meets

the approval of the society.

Adopted.

Drs. White and Corliss then made remarks endors-

ing the bill.

The President then announced as a Committee on
Afran'/ementi, Drs. Bailey, Quackenbush, and Bottom.

On motion of Dr. Kendall, a committee of three

was appointed to wait on members of the Legislature

who are physicians, and certain others, and invite

them to be; prLSent at the meetings of the Society, and

to take part in the discussion.

Dr. Henry Jewett then read an account of a ca.se of

Tubal Pregnancy, with remarks, etc.

Dr. Rogers observed that the doctor had omitted to

mention, among the signs of this condition, a bloody

discharge at various periods, accompanied with shreds

of decidua.
TRANSITORT MANIA.

Dr. George Cook, of Canandaigua, then read a paper

upon Transitory Mania, referring to the ca?e of Aratus

F. Pierce, of Lockport, NLigara Co., who killed Wm.
Bullock f >r the seduction of his (Pierce's) sister, and

denying that t'nere was any evidence adduced in this

case which could prove even the momentary insanity

of Pierce ; his acquittal having been brought about

solely by demonstration of public sympathy, and not

on the grounds of justice.

Dr. Quackenbl'SH then introduced to the Socie'j'

Drs. Foster and Small, delegates from the Maine Medi-

cal Society. They were welcomed by the President,

and invited to takj part in the discussions.

A communication was read fi om Dr. N. S. Davis, of

Chicago, accompanied by a report of a Coumiittee of

the American Medical Association, asking attention to

the necessity for more thorough preliminary education

for those entering on the study of medicine, ami, more-

over, the restriction of the duties of medical colleges to

teaching purely, taking from them the right to grant

diplomas.

Pieferred to committee.

THE OBJECTS OF MEDICAL LEGISLATION.

Dr. Stephen Rogers then read a somewhat lengthy

paper on The Objects of Medical Legi.slation. After

first showing the ignorance of even the better classes

of the community with regard to medical matters, their

disposition to patronize quackerv, and the hopeless-

ness of any attempts to improve the condition of things

by education of the people, he assumed that in this, as

a matter concerning public health and welfare, it was
the duty of legislative bodies to interfere, and protect

the pubhc from tlie depredations of unqualified prac-

titioners; that the medical laws of the present day are

totally inadequate for this purpose ; and that the duty
devolves upon the medical profession to do what is in

their power, to improve the present very ianient;ible

condition of affairs. He claimed ihat this was to be done

only by sinking disputes originating in therapeulieal

details and differences—the rock upon which their cood
professions have been wrecked for the past thirty or furiy

years—instead of which must be established the stand-

ard of adequate instruction, if we desire to secure the i

communi y from the imposition of quacks. " Upon the

assumption that a properly edueated physician will, in
|

some form or other, do what appears to him appro-

priate in cases.of disease and in wound-', let us insist
j

j
upon the education, and leave the collateral questions

1
of thera|ieutical belief and faith to the conscience of

I

the inihvidual. There is serious reason for the opinion

I

that the acknowledged failure of legislation, and of the

efforts of County, vState, and Xational Associations to

1 elevate and to place legitimate medicine in its tiue light

j
before the community, is attributable to two circuin-

j

stances, viz., their having been directed to the protec-

; tion of the profession itself, and that these efforts have

I
unifoimly ignored the right of the so-called new schools

'; to any voice in the matter." He called attention to

the utier inability of medical schools or County or other
Societies, under the present law.s, to control the prac-

tice of medicine, and referred to the deterioration in

the value of a diploma outside of medical societies.

"Let it," he said, "be first regarded as an offence

against public safety to attempt the practice of the art

of medicine without adequate prepar ttion, and tliere

will soon follow little difficulty in obtaining laws need-
ed for the punishment of the offender." " There is

little doubt that the degree of estimation in whicli our
profession is now held will diminish from year to year,

so long as we stupidly abandon the community to the

mercies of ignorant and criminal charlatans."

The Society then adjourned until 2.30 p.m.

First Day—Afternoon Session.

The Society having met pursuant to adjournment,
the President announced the Koininating Committee as

follows:

1st District, Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa.
2d " Dr. C. C. Corel.

31 ' Dr. S. 0. Vanderpoel.
4th " Dr. B. F. Sherman.
Sth ' Dr. John P. Oray.
Gth " Dr. Wm. Fitch.

7th " Dr. Harvey Jewett.
Sth " Dr. Julius F. Miner.

chronic cystitis in the female.

Dr. T. Addis Em.met then read a paper on Chronic
Cystitis in the Female, and mode of treatment. In
1858 he operated for calculus, leaving the wound open
by the advice of Dr. Sims, with the object of aiding

the cure of the diseased bladder. He spoke further of
the fact that Dr. Parker had followed ihis course in th'::

male, in certain affections of the bladder, as had also

Drs. Eve and Bozeman in the female. The disease is fre-

quently de|iendent upon too early closure of a vesico-

vaginal fistula following delivery. It is also dependent
upon c.ilculus. Of fourteen cases of this nature on
which he had operated, nearly all had been previously

operated on for vesico-vaginal fistula. Among the

principal causes producing this aBection, the habit of

long retaining the urine was mentioned. The main
reliance in the way of local treatment, in ordinary case.s,

must be in fiequently washing out the bladder with
warm wat«r, u^ing anodynes, and oc':-asionally dilute

acids, if requisite. When this plan of treatment cannot
be pursued, and the ease does not improve, a fistulous

opening should be made from the vagina into the blad-

der, before the kidneys become involved—a procedure
which, in uncomplicated cases, is free from risk. For
tlie mode of operating, the doctor referred to his work
on Vesico-Vauinal Fistula, remarking that great care

needs to be tid^en that the ureteis are not divided, an
openinGT tut little larger than the ureter being theoreti-

rally sufficient. A small piece is sometimes cut out,

and the doctor has used a hollow glass stud, in some
cases, in order to keep the wound open.

Dr. Bozeman followed with some remarks, chiefly re-

lating to the ]iriority of c'aim to the operation, his re-
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marks being, in substance, like those of last year, when
spe.iking of the same subject. He thought that the

oecuri-ence of calculus in the female blatlder after oper-

ations for the relief of vesico-v.iginal fistula miglit be

owing to a fold of the vralls of the hladJer having been

turned in so as to form a projection into its cavity, thus

lavoring the accumulation of the material of the calcu-

lus.

The President announced that the Nominating Com-
mit tee would meet at Dr. Vanderpoel's office at 8

o'clock P.M., and requested that all nom. nations m'ght

be handed in before that hour.

tre.vsurek's report.

The Treascrer, Dr. Charles Porter, then presented

his report, showing a number of societies and colleges

in arrears to the amount of $310. The total receipts

for the year were $1,012.39, and the expenditures

$633.45, leaving a balance in Treasury, Feb. 6ih, of

$378.94.

On motion, the report was referred for examination

to a Committee of Three, consisting of Drs. Teft, Williin,

and Hjsted.

CHRONIC IXTERSIOS OF THE UTERUS.

Dr. White, of Bitflalo, then read a paper on Chronic
Inversion of the Uterus, illustrated by cases, and exhib-

ited to the Society a uterine n-positor, of his inven-

tion, lor use in these ca-es; the instrument consist-

ing of a disc or cup-shaped extreiiiity of a piece of

wood, the oilier end of which is attached to a .spiral

spring, which is intended to rest aga nst the breast of the

operator, and by means of which ela-^tic pressure can

be steadily mjintained while the hinds would be free

—one to manage the extremity applied to the fundus
u'eri, and the other to manipulate the cervi.x through
the hy|iogastrium. He followed Dr. Qaackenbusli's
views with regard to the mo'le of reduction, and agreed
with him th:it a case is seldom or never to be seen
which is not reducible under proper measures, viz,

folding the cervix upon itself, the fandus being returned
last.

Dr. QuACKEKBUsn endorsed Dr. White's remarks, and
called iitttntiun to the direction in which force must be

applied, viz.. nearly at a right angle to the vagina, and
ill tlie direct on of the axis of the uterus. He also re-

marke 1 that ihe uterus seldom or never protrudes from
the vulva in inversion.

OPHTHALMIC CASES.

Dr. Rider, of Rochester, read the notes of several

ophthalmic cases, two of which were of inflammation of

the lachrymal gland following parotitis; the first cases

recorded, he thinks, of this complication. He also

mentioned a case of lodgment of a piece of percussion-
cap in the eye, where it remained for 35 years without
causing irritation; which is the longest residence of a

foreign body in the eye of which jve have any record.

SURGERY OF CHILDHOOD.

Dr. Poolet, of Westchester, then read ap.ipcron the
Surgi-ry nf Ciiildhood, remarking the dearth of litera-

ture on the subject, as compared with the medical his-

tory of their diseases, and indicating several points of

differenc.-! between the course to be fjllovved in ding-
nos'icating and treating their diseases as compared
with those of adults; especially in the treatment of

fractures, and in the u^e of chloroform.

The Society then adjourned at 6 p.m., to meet again
in an hour and a half.

First Day—Evening Mvetinc.

The Society having ajain met. Dr. Rocicwell, of New
York, read a paper on tlie present stare of E ectro-The-

lapeutics, and exhibited to the members a variety of

new apparatus.

Following Dr. Rockwell, Dr. Didama announced that

the Committee on Business had asked Professor Dore-

mus, of New York, to make a few remarks to the So-

ciety relative to the law regulating the examination of

druggists and their clerks in the city of New Yoik.

Dr. Krackowizer, of New York, arose to a point

of order. He believed, lie said, that all present were
sufficiently acquainted with the merits of tliis bill; that

the city of New York was e.xclusively aflected by it,

and he could think of no reason for bringing it before a

meeting of this Society, especially since it would tend

to commit the body to one or the other side of the

question. If it related to our own profession alone,

and should, after receiving the endorsement of the So-

ciety, nevertheless fail to become a law, it would be a

c rcumstance to be regretted, but, i;i the course of its

dut3', unavoid.ible. The assumption, however, of the

cause of one or the other of these parties, could do the

Society no credit.

Dr. Squibb, of Brooklyn, referred to the fact of his

having, at the last yearl}' meeting, advocated the pas.sage

of a bill, on which occasion he made some remarks and
offered resolution.s. He felt sure that tliis Society had
the deepest interest in the passage of such a law, for

the physician diagnosticates in vain if he does not have

the aid of therapeutics in the treatment of disease. The
Society may be of the greatest assistance in increasing

the educational facilities of the phaimacist ; and it was
because the old law did not have an educational basis,

that he did not, after its passage, give it his approval.

The proposed sutstitute for it is open, in a less degree,

to the same criticism. He would, liowever, oppo.se the

discussion of the question by the Society on other

grounds, viz., that it would consume too much time,

and would, perhaps, render it necessary to hear the

other side.

Dr. Kendall rose to the point of order, that a point

of order is not debatable.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot believed that Dr. Doremus
was neither a delegate, regular or honorary member,
and therefore lould not address the meeting.

Dr. Didama, on beha'f of the Committee on Business,

rose to explain that Professor Doremus was present by
invitation of the Committee; that he did not intend to

di-cu-s the question, but simply to make some statements

with regard to the necessity for .so7ne law to regulate

these matters. A motion was then made by Dr. Di-

dama, that Dr. Doremus be invited to address the meet-

ing, which was at length carried ; a motion by Dr.

Krackowizer, to the effect that the action of the Com-
mittee on Business be rescinded, having been lost on a

rising vote.

Prof. DoRE.Mrs then narrated some of the difficul-

ties encountered in the examination of Ciindida'es fcr

licenses, some of them being quite amusing. He re-

marked that substitution in a prescription, by mistake,

of a poisonous sub-tance for a harmless one, was about
as seldom as death by lightning ; but what is ol' greater

importance is the fact that prescriptions may not be
fiitlifuUy put up; cheaper ai tides being substituted for

those ordered, or even half the amount required by the

prescription.

Being solicited to retain the floor, he described to

the Suciely a new process by which perfectly pure
oxygen is being made with the aid of the manganate
of soda or potassa, at an expense of not more than $1.00
per 1,000 cubic feet (the process of JI. TessierJ.
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On motion of Dr. King, the thanks of the Society

Tvere tendered Dr. Doremus.
The Secretary announced that an entertainment would

be given on the next (Wednesday) evening at the Dela-

vaii House, following the President's Address.

Dr. DiDAMA nioveJ, in view of the amount of busi-

ness to be transacted, that when the meeting adjourn

it be until nine o'clock on the following morning.

Carried.

Dr. Krackowizer offered the following :

—

Resolred—That while thanking Dr. Doremus for his

information, and while listening to his remarks on the

action of the druggists in the City of N'ew York, thi-; So-

ciety, representing the professional interests of the whole
State, does not assume to pronounce for or against a

drug-law, enacted for a single city only.

Accepted.
The meeting then adjourned.

Secosd Day—Morning.
The meeting was ca'led to order by the President

at 9 a.m., and the exercise.s of the day commenced with

a prayer by the Rev. Dr. Upson ; after whic!i the

minutes of the previous day's meeting were read and
accepted.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

Dr. Kendall made a verbal report of his visit as a

delegate from this Society to the New Hampshire State

Jledical Society.

THE PROTECTIOM OF FOUNDLINGS.

Dr. Jacobi, Ch.-»irman of the Committee appointed
last year lo make a report on the above subject, then
addressed the meeting. The time allowed him being

too short for the reading of the whole report, he con-
fined himself to a few general remarks and to the reading
of some of the statistics of the Foundling Institutions of
Kew York City, and the following series of conclusions

indorsed by the Committee.

COMMITTEE ON" THE PROTECTIOS OF FOUN'DLIXGS.

In accordance with the facts and conclusions contained

in this report,which we have the honor of presenting to the

Medical Society of the State of New York, we desire to

propose the following :

—

That the life and health of every infant is, both eco-
'

nomically and morally, of paramount importance to so-

ciety and to the Commonwealth :

That it is the duty of society and State to grant every

infant the possibility of living and obtaining an educa- 1

tion

:

That it can imder no circumstances free itself of its
:

responsibilities by throwing them upon private individuals;
]

but should take charge of every infant deprived of its pa-

rental protectors by death or incompetency

:

That science and experience have united on certain

principles to be observed in the raising of the young :

That human breast-milk is more appropriate than
artificial food ; the country more wholesome than a large

city; and an inferior private dwelling better adapted than a

large, over-crowdedinstitution, to the raising of an infant:

That the practice of uniting lying-in asylums with in-
|

fant asylums or hospitals is a direct source of dangerous
,

disease, and fearful moi"tality:
j

That the accumulation of many infants under one roof,
i

under the best possible circumstances, and with as gentle

care as is observed in New Y'ork State and City, is con-

ducive to ill-health and unavoidable mortality ; this sys-

tem having been given up in Europe for this very reason :

'

That, according to the statistics of our own large infant

asylums, especially the Infant Hospital, under the chaise
of the Commissioners of Public Charities and Correction

;

the Catholic Foundling Asylum, under the charge of the

Sisters of Charity ; and the Nursery and Child's Hospital,

under the charge of a Board of lady managers—all in New
York City—their infant mortaUty is immense, and equal

to the mortality of the large foundling hospitals of Eu-
rope before a radical change in their system of manage-
ment was instituted

:

That the necessity of distributing abandoned infants

among private families, especially in the country, is ur-

gent:
That the Medical Society of this State recommend such

a change in the maimer of caring for abandoned infants

:

That the State should see that this change be made
as speedily and fuUy as pos.sible, by aU the pubUc and
self-constitute i authorities concerned in the care of

I

foundlings ; inasmuch as it has positive responsibilities

towards everir' member of society in general and the young
and feeble in particular :

That, however, the State should not interfere with
private charity towards foundlings, so long as the inter-

ests of the infants and the Commonwealth are not in-

jured :

That the State ought not to be held responsible for ex-

penditures not incurred by itself nor imder its own con-

trol ; that private charitable societies should not assume
duties beyond their o«ti means ; and, in particiUar, that,

while private charity and enterprise must be encouraged,
private ambition and officiousness must not be indulged
in at the expense of the taxpayers

:

That therefore, when private individuals or corpora-

tions ask the Commonwealth for permission to administer

charity on a large scale, under the rules and regulations

of a charter, this permission and charter does not involve

that the State should be tributary to such individuals or

corporations

:

That, as medical men and citizens of the republic, we
are of the opinion that the maintenance of large insti-

tutions for the care of foundlings, by the payment to

them by the State of eight dollars per head per month,
is not productive of good results :

That the probability, or possibility, of frequent changes

in the administration of such institutions, which are,

moreover, liable to be placed under the charge of persons

whose qualifications for the solution of questions of the
greatest dilEculty and importance is frequently doubt-

ful, is a source of great danger to both the infants and
to the Commonwealth

:

That the supervision and control of all the aban-

doned infants of the State belongs alone to the State ; no
matter whether they are sustained by the State, or by
private individuals or corporations

:

That we see in such supervision and control no unre-

publicau centraUzation, but the performance of a duty
of the Commonwealth towards the feeble and dependent
young.

In concludin?. Dr. Jacobi desired that the Society
would discuss the quesiions incluJed in the report.

Dr. Joel Foster, ofNew York, lioped, in view of the

importance of the subject, that action upon the paper
might be deferred until the next annual meeting, in

order that the oilier .•-ide of ihe question might have an
opportunity to be heard. He then proceeded to ex-
plain the organizntioit known as the Protestant Infant

Asylum of New York City. He doubted if the plan of

sending children into the country to be nursed, as Dr.

Jacobi proposed, could ever be carried out ; and if so,

whether it would be more saving of life than the plan

adopted by the institution which he had ju?l mentioned,
which required the mother to remain wiih and nurse

her own offsprine. The objection, wliich Dr. Jacobi

had mentioned, of having a lying-in hospital and nur-

sery combined, had been avoided in this case by the

use of separate buildings for these purposes.

Dr. Jacobi was glad to find that Dr. Foster held so

neatly similar views with hitnself on these questions.
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He believed that the plan of collecting babies together

in institutions to be bad. even when their mothers re-

mained with them, as experience had proven that

children, with the care of their mothers, do better at

home, even with apparently much poorer hygienic con-

ditions as regards light, air, food, etc., than when so

collected, even though the mothers should remain wiih

them. As the Protestant Infant A.'^ylum had been in

existence but a qu.irter of a year, it would be unfair to

criticise its resulis even if they were known. It is

not, however, Ihe usual monthly or annual statistics of

such instilutions which are of interest, but the fact of

how many babies are alive at the end of a certain time.

He did not understand what Dr. Foster meant by " the

other fide of the question," for his knowledge of these

different institutions had been obtained solely fiom

their ofTicial records.

Dn. Stephen Rogers moved the nccfplonce of the

report, and, speaking of it, scid 'hat Dr. Jacobi had
omitted to state, as plainly as he thought the circum-

stances merited, the fact that some of the decrease in

mortality in the Randall's Island institution was owing
quite as much to the establi.4inient in the city, in 18G8,

of t'.ie nursery under the care of the Sisters of Charity,

as to improvement in management, etc., in the former

instilu'ion.

Dr. Jacobi, in answer, simply referred to his report

and the futures contained therein, where would be

found mentioned not only the decrease in the number
of admissions, but also an increase in the number of

wet-nurses. R^-port accepted.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON BY-LAWS.

Dr. Wuit?:, of Buffalo, reported that the by-laws of

Ihe Ibllowiiig County Societies—of Niagara, Broome,
Chemung, Rocklavid, and New Yoik Counties—had been

submitted to tlic Comuiittce ; and wherein they differed

from the by-laws, rules, and regulations of the State

Medical Sccielj', and the laws of the State, such dif-

ference had been pointed out and the by-laws returned

lor alteration.

liErORTS OF DELEGATES.

The following reports of delegates were accepted,

and referred to the Committee on Publication :

—

Drs. Ferris Jacobs and John H. Van Kleek, dele-

gates to the New Jersey Stale Medical Society, re-

ported they had performed their duty.

Of Dr. Samuel IJart, delegate to the Rhode Island

Medical Society.

Of Dr. H. S. Shubbuck, to the Pennsylvania Medical
Society.

Of Dr. Newman, to the Connecticut Stat3 Society.

Dr. Kendall, delegate to the New Hampshire State

Medical Society.

COMMITTEE ON PRtZE ESSAYS.

Dr. Wh!t^, on bthilfof Drs. Tl.omasF. Rochester and
Henry W. Dean, Committee on Ptize Es-ays, sub-

mitted their report. But two were offered, viz. : " On
Uses and Abu,«es of Sea-Bathing," and " Why do
Plants Absurb, as Component Constituent?, of their

Frames and Oigans, Certain Chemical Elements in

Preference to Others?' For reasons explained by Dr.

White, no award of the Merritt H. Cash Prize was re-

commended by the Committee. Accepted.

Dr. Rogers moved that the Committee on the Pro-
tection of Foimdlines be continued ; and that Dr. Joel

Foster, of New Voik, be added to it. Adopted.
Dr. Chamberlain, of New Tork, called attention to

page 46 of the published proceedings of 1870. in which

he is misrepresented as using, in reference to Dr. Sayre,

language that could never have been spoken.

'The Secretary regretted that such a mistake should

have occurred, and explained to the Society the trouble

which had been experienced in securing the set vices

of a phonographer during the session ol' the Legisla-

ture.

Dr. White, of Buffalo, moved that Dr. Chamberlain

be permitted to write out his correction of the pub-

li.shed minutes of proceedings of 1870, and that such

correction be published in the minutes of the present

meeting. Adopted.

MEDICAL EDl'CATION.

Dr. F. B. N. Lewis offered the following:

—

Wlien'<(s, The medical faculty of Harvard University

have taken a most important .step toward the more thor-

ough preparation of medical graduates, so much needed
at this time, by extending the time and mode of study,

and by successive and extended examinations ; he it

Jiesolced. That this Society, desiring to encourage any
means pointing to the better education of medical men,
extends its congratulations to the said faculty of Harvard
University, with sincere desires of their success in this

most necessary advance.

Adopted.
A communication was received from J. P. Griffen,

Secretary of Board of Trustees of the Syracuse Uni-

versity, asking the State Society to appoint a Censor,

On "motion of Dr. Bradford, as amended by Dr. Ken-
dall, the communication was accepted and referred to

the Nominating Commitee.

TUB causation of INSANITY.

Dr. Gray, of Utioa, read a paper on Ihe above sub-

ject, an ab.stract of which will appear later in our

columns. Tlicn followed a few remarks by Drs. Cook,

of Canandaigua, and Coventry, of Utioa.

Dr. Husted, from the Committee on the Treasurer's

Accounts, reported that they had found the vouchers

and accounts correct; and that some of the County
Societies were backward in payment of their dues.

Report accepted.

papers read by title.

Dr. Didama, Cliairman of the Business Committee,
rend the titles of the following papers, which were
accepted and referred to the Committee on Publica-

tion : Intussusception, by Stephen Rogers, of New
York; Obituary Notice of Dr. Edward Hall, of Au-
burn, by Dr. Cummins; Memoir of Dr, John H. Rey-
nolds, of Wilton, by Dr. Allen, of Saratoga; Obituary

Notice of Dr. Alfred E, Varney, of Middleville, by Dr.

C. W. Hamlin ; Memoir of Dr. C. Barrows, by Dr.

Hutchinson, of LTtica; Annual Address bcfure Oneida
County Medical Society, by Dr. H. N. Porter; Bio-

graphical Sketch of Dr. Andrew Van Dyck, of Oswe-
go, by Dr. J. B. Murdoch.

photo-micrographs from the surgeon-general's office.

Dr. Squibb pre>entcd to the President of the Society

a collection of photo-micrographs, with accompanying
notes of explanation, enibracing .•-ome of the pmminent
points of the inve-tigations of the Army Medical Mu-
seum, and illustrating the active progress made under
the Surgeon-General of the Army during the pa^t year;

and as supplementary to the report of the committee of
this society on this subject at tl'.e last annual meeting.

Upon tlie single subject of the important investigations of

Cohnheim and others, on the minute blood-vessels, and
the results of these observers in regard to the mechan-
ism and results of inflammation, these researches exhibit
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their importance, ond their value to the profession at

lar.se can hardly he overstated.

He siis;.eested that they be presented to the President

of the Society, and that he be requested to take them

home with him, and not leave them among the recnrds

and papeis of the Society, where they would be of no

service to anybody.

Dk. Ward made some remarks upon the proce?ses ft
reproducing photographs, and presented to the Society,

for publication in the Transactions, a carefully arranged

list of the articles used in microsgopic work, with infor-

mation as to wheie the best kind of each article can be

obtained.

Dr. Corliss presented some hi'/hly intertsting notes

of a case of dropsy, referring in tlie course of his re-

marks to his visit as a delegate to the Connecticut State

Society last year.

BLEPHAROPL.^SXy.

Dr. Noyes, of New York, then de>crib.'d to the So-

ciety some peculiarities in the performance of tliis ope-

ration, illustraiing his remarks with photographs and

blackboard drawings.

PRODUCTION OF VOWf.L ASD CONSONANT SOUNDS.

Dr. Moore, of Rochester, detailed the resulls of the

study of two cases which had come under his observa-

tion, in which unusual facilities existed for such investi-

gation.

He al.'=o spoke of two cases cf Colles' fracture of the

radius, in which the ulna had undergone the peculiar

form of luxation to which he had first cal'ed attention.

We hope to give, before long. Dr. Moore's paper in lull.

The meeting then adjourned until 2.30 p..m.

Second Day—Afternoon.

The Society having met according to adjournment,

the Vice-President ocrupying the chair, Dr. F. A. BuR-
rall, of New York, offered the following

:

proposal to change time of meeting.

Whereas, The present time of meeting of the State

Medical Society is at a season when travel is often im-

peded by snow and cold ; when the medical schools are

in session, and the professors unable to attend without

much inconvenience; and when private practitioners

are liable to be much occupied with care of the sick,

whom they are leluctant to leave ; therefore.

Resolved, That this Society consider tlie propriety of

obtaining a legishitive enactment to enable it to hold

its session at a more favorable time.

A considerable discussion foil wed on the part of

Drs. Cirliss, Peters, Sanders, Govan, Ayres, French,

and Willets ; and, on motion of the latter, the vvliole

matter was referred to the Business Committ^ee.

A radical idea.

Dr. Coventry, of Utica, offered in a resolution certain

amendments of the Constitution of the American Medi-
cal Association to be presented by the delegates o!

this Society at the next annual meeting of the former.

The substance of the amendments being, that the quali-

fications for admission to membership shoull rest on the

legal right to practise medicine, and not be influenced

by d fferences in views with regard to therapeutics.

After some discussion, the motion was tabled.

CHLORAL HYDRATE IN CASES OF RIGID 03 UTERI.

Dr. Caro, of New York, read parts of a paper on
The Use of Chloral Hydrate in Cases of Rigid Os Uteri.

The paper being accepted and referred to Committee

on Publication, th^ Dortor then exhibited one of the

flexible catheters shown by Dr. Squires at the last an-

nual meeting, and related a case in which it iiad proven

very valuable.

" AN ACT TO PROTECT THE PEOPLE AGAINST QUACKERY AND
CRI.ME."

Dr. Rogers, of New York, explained at length the

bill which we primed in our last issue. A lengthy dis-

cussion followed, on the propi iety of encouraging legis-

lative action in beh;df of the medical profession, and a

resolution, proposed by Dr. Hutchinson, of B;ooklyn,

was adopted, as follows:

—

UtsoUed, That the iledical Society of the State of New
York disapproves of the proposed law, now before the

State Legislature, entitled '"An Act to Protect the Peo-

ple against Quackery and Crime."

Adopted.

Dr. Rogers called attention to the law in relation to

criminal abortion, and moved that it be the expression

of the Society that it is commendable and deserving of

approbation. Agreed to.

VENESECTION.

Dr. Tupper, of Washington County, read the u.sual

paper on "Venesection," but the usual discussion did

not follow.

MALIGNANT TU.MOR OF THE OREIT.

Dr. Hutchinson, of Utica, read the notes of a case

of the above nature.

INTRODUCTION OF DELEGATES.

Dr. Quackenbush introduced Dr. Hunt, of the New
Jersey State Medical Society, and Dr. Allen, of the

Penn.sylvania State Medical Society, who, having been

welcomed by the President, made a few remarks.

SOME OF THE CAUSES OF DEATH OCCURRING SOON AFTER
CHILDBIRTH.

A paper on the above subject, by Dr. James S.

Bailey, was read by title and referred.

paracentesis of THE MEMERANA TY.MPANI.

Dr. Prout, of Brooklyn, read the history of a case

of chronic catarrh of the middle ear, in which the above

operation was an important element of treatment.

Dr. Roosa. of New York, rem;irked that the impor-

tance of inflammation of ihis locality w;is not as

thoroughly comprehended or its treatment as well un-

derstood by general practitioners as should be the case;

in evidence of which he pointed out the number of in-

mates in our d'-af and dumb asylums.

Dr. Squibb, from the Special Committee to consider

the question of "Medical Education," presented arc-

port and resolutions.

MEDICAL EDUCATION.

The Committee op the subject of Medical Education,

as received from the American Medical Association, beg
leave to report as follows:

—

The American Medical Ass"ciaiion, at its meeting

in 1869, inaugurated the most important prolessional

movement o! late years.

This movement may be briefly stated as follows:—

It starts upon the basis that the medical schools of

this country entiiely control the entrance intn the pro-

fes-ion, and that by the increasing number, and increas-

ing competition of the schools, the prolt-ssion is recruited

upon too low a standard of both capacity and qualifica-

tion, and from improper material ; and further, that the
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sehoo's practically refuse to correct these increasing

evils.*

Under these circumstance?, the entire profession is

falling behind llie general progress of modern science,

and does not fulfil its whole duty either to itself or the

community. Hence it becomes necessary lor the pro-

fession to .issume the control of admirsion to its own
ranks, without regard to the standards of the schools,

and to adopt some plan of discrimination upon the

basis of .iscertained capacity and qualification.

The plan proposed is by the cstablishiiiei;t of boards

of censors in all State and local medical societios.

These boards of censors are to determine, first, the

capacity and qualifications of young men who seek to

prepare themselves lor the medical piofession. This is

sought for in the Ibllowing n'solmion, whicli was
adopred at the Twenty-second Annual Meeiiug ot the

American Medical As.-ociation ; which is sclf-evidently

at the b?sis of the scheme of rcfirm and it.s tnost

important feature for the present time :

—

"Besoh-ed, That each State and Local Medical Society

be requested to provide, as a permanent part of its or-

ganization, a Board of Censors for deterfnining the edu-

catiot;al qualifications of .such young men as propose to

commence the study of medicine, and that no member
of such societies be permitted to receive a student into

his office until such student presents a certificate of

proper preliminary education hoin the cen.sors ap-
pointed f r tliat purpose, or a degree fiom some literary

college of known good standing."

Next, the Association aims to effect a gradual change
in the present medical organizations liy controlling en-
trance into these societies upon the ba-is of an exami-
nation by boards of censors of all candidates for admis-
sion to membership. Thi< is souglit for by the follow-

ing preamble and resolution:

—

"Whereas, The history of medical legislation in the

various States of the Union clearly shows that no reli-

ance c^in be placed on eiiher the uniformity or the per-

manency of any laws relating to the practice of medi-
cine : and

•' WliereaSj The results of all the efforts made during
the la=t twenty-five years to elevate the standard oi

medical education, through concert of action among the

numerous medical colleges of this country, h.ave proved
with equal clearness that such concerted action, in an
efficient manner, is un:ittainable

;
therelbre, be it

" liexolved, That whatever is done to establish and
maintain a just and fair standard of medical education
throughout our whole country, must be done by the

profession itself, ihrougli its own voluntary organiza-

tions, in the same manner that it now e.4ablishes and
enforces it-i code of ethics. The prol'e-sion is as compe-
tent to declare, through its representatives in the Na-
tional, State, and local Societies, what shall be tlie

standard of attainments (or those to be recognized and
admitted into i s ranks, and to establish the boards or

agencies by which compliance with such standard rhal!

be ascertained, as it is to declare wliat shall be the ethi-

cal rules governing the conduct of those already ad-

mitted.
" i?e.so?i'C(/, That thi? Association earnestly requests

each Sta'e Medical Society to appoint annually one or

more Boards of E-xaminers, compo.sed of five thorough-
ly competent members, whose duty it shall be to meet,
at suiiable times and places, for the examination of all

persons, whether graduates of colleges or not. who pro-

pose to enter upon the practice of medicine in tlieir re-

* Since tliis action by the National Medical Association a prominent
exce]ition to this charge may be found in the instance of Harvard Uni-
versity.

spective States, except such as have been previously

examined and licensed by a similar Board, in some
other State.

" Resolced, That each State Medical Society be re-

quested to make such regulations concerning the pay
of the Board of Examiners, and the fee to be charged

for a license to practice. The former shall in no case

depend on the amount received from the latter.

" Resolced, Tliat each State Medical Society be re-

quested to require its Examining Board or Boards to

e.xaet of every applicant lor exatumation, adequate proof

tluit he has a proper gener.al education, is twenty-one
years of age, and has pursued tlie study of medicine

three full years, one- half of which time shall have been

in some regularly organized medical collcgo, whose cur-

riculum affords adequate facilities ibr didactic, demon-
strative, and ho.spital clinical instruction.

" Resolved, That each State Medical Society be re-

quested to act on the foregoing propositions at the next

regular annual meeting alter the reception of copies of

the same, and if approved and adopted by the State

Medical Societies of two-thirds of the Slates, this Asso-
ciation shall deny representatives from all organizations

wlio longer refuse to comply with the same, and shall

recommend the State Societies to do the same; and all

persons who after that date seek to enter u]ion the

practice of medicine without first receiving a license

iiom I he State Board of Examiners, shall be treated,

ethically, as irregular practitioners.
" Resolved, That in adopting ihe foregoing resolu-

tions, by which it is proposed to treat the medical college

iliplonia the same as the diploma of any literaiy col-

lege, this Association is actuated bv no desire to injure

the medical schools of our country. On the contrary,

by the aiiojition of the fourth resolution, at the same
lime that the value of the mere college diploma is

practically nullified, it is the desire, and confident ex-

pectation, that those institutions will be greatly bene-
fited; because they will be forced to rival each other

in the extent and efficiency of their courses of instruc-

tion, instead of the number of diplomas which they
can annually distribute."

Your Committee fully recognize the grave necessity

for th's movement, and the wisdom of tlie proposed
plan of action, and would, were it possible, add to the

Ibrcible expressions of the Committee of the National

Association in its report, herewith reproduced, and
which should be carefully read and reread by every
thinliing member of the profession.

The quesiion now to be decided is, how far this So-
ciety may wisely go with the best ultimate eifect upon
the progress of this vital reform, which is certainly in-

evitable, if the profession is to sustain its imporiant re-

lations to the community.
Remembering Ihe radical changes proposed in this

])lan, and the liability of deliiating the object by any sud-

den effort on the part of this Society to control its con-
^tituents in the way proposed, your Committee con-

clude to recommend that, for the pre.sent moment, this

Society urges upon its constituent local .societies the

espec'al and careful consideration of this whole subject,

with a view to future action, so that all delegates may
come to tills body after mature thought and discussion

of the matter in all its complicated bearings, and in

readiness to act with that decision and delermin.ation

winch alone can make any action effective or useful.

Many years ago this Society passed a resolution

recommending the Censors of the County Medical So-
cieties to examine the qsaliflcations of young men who
presented themselves to become students of medicine
under the preceptorship of the members of ea,::h local

Societies, and Dr. Bradford, of your present Committee,
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testifies that in Corlland County the resolution was car-

ried out by tlie Board of Cen-ors, of wliicli he was a

member, with good eifect. Tliis initiatory step in the

movement, which now uuderUes this entire plan as pro-

posed, seems to be comparatively simple and easy ; and
your Committee advise that it be now recommended to

the local societies as a fundamentMl portion of the plan,

and as an indication that this work is now to be under-

taken in greater earne.-t by the Society; therefore,

Efsolved, by the Medical Society of the Stnte of Neic
York, That the County Medical Societies which consti-

tute this Society, direct their several Boards of Censors
to examine and determine the educational qualifications

of such young men as propose to commence the study of

medicine, and to certify to the fitness of all such as may
be found qualified.

Be.soleid. That the Censors of this Society for the sever-

al districts be and are hereby constituted Boards of Cen-
sors for examining and certifying such qualifications for

all the counties within their several districts, in addition

to the Censors of the County Medical Societies.

Resolced, That any regularly organized Board of Cen-
sors, whether of the State or County Societies, be com-
petent to conduct and certify to such examinations, for

all persons who may come before them for the purposes
herein specified.

Rev'hed. That no member of any medical organization
represented in this Society, be permitted to receive a stu-

dent into his office until such student presents the certi-

ficate of a Board of Censors showing his qualifications to

enter upon the study of medicine.
ResiAtcd, That the accompanying Report on iledical

Education, adopted by the American Medical As.sociation,

together with this report and resolution, be printed sepa-
rately in the form of a circular, and be sent to the presid-

ing ofiicers of all the organizations represented in this

Society, in sufiicient numbers to supply each individual
member of such organizations.

Respectfully submitted,
E. R. Squibb, i

Ellsworth Eliot, -Committee.
Geo. W. Bradford,

)

By Dr. Gat :

Resolved, That the action of the American lledical

As.sociaiion at its twenty-second session, in the adop-
tion of these resolutions, meets the approval of the So-
ciety

; and,

Resolved, That any county medical society failing to

comply with this request shall be subject to the disci-

pline of this Society.* Adopted.

READING OF PAPERS,

The following papers were then read and referred to

the Committee on Publication :

—

Dr. GtJRDON- BccK, of New York, on Hypertophy
of the Lower Lip, treated by Surgical Operations.

Dr. M. R. Holbrook, on Gunshot Wounds of the
Skull ; and Dr. Gat, on The Defence of Taxis in

Strangulated Hernia, in which he recommended the
prone or semiprone po=ture, as rendering the walls of
the abdomen tense, and thus stretching open the ab-
dominal ring, in preference to the supine position, as

usually adopted.

The meeting then adjourned until 8 o'clock.

Second Dat—Evexisc.

The Society met at the hour above mentioned, in
the Assembly Chamber, and listened to an address by
President Wey, on " Medical Responsibility and Mal-

* See Part 5. Sec. ii. Constitntion State Medical Sodetj-, adopted Feb.
2. 1869. rage 72, Transactions 1669.

practice," which gave very general satisfaction. Fol-
lowing the addres.5, the reguhtr members, delegates,

and invited guests, to the nuniber of about five hun
dred, assembled at the Delavan House, and had a mag-
nificent sufiper; the following gentlemen of Albany
being the donors of the entertainment: Tb.omas Hun,
M.D. ; J. V. P. Quackenbufh, M.D. ; John Swinburne,
M.D. ; Wm. H. Bailrv, M.D. ; Chas. A. Robertson,
M.D. ; L, Babcock, il.D", ; W. C. Wey, 5I.D, ; Chas. H.
Porter, M.D. ; J. R. Boulware, M.D. ; Levi Moore,
M,D.;'jcsepli Lewi, M.D. ; S. O, Vanderpoel, M.D.

;

Wm. n. CraiL'. M.D.; Edward R. Hun, M.D. ; Jacob
S, Mosher, iLD. ; Amos Fowler, M D. Xo speeches
were made,—the general good feeling not seeming to

require it.

Third Day—Morning.

The meeting being opened at 9 o'clock with a praj'cr

by Dr. Bridgman, on motion, the rules, which require

the reading of the minutes, were suspended.
The President announced the following appointments

to prepare obitnarv notices : Dr. Hiram Corliss, on Dr.

B. P. Staals; Dr.'Wm. R. Roberts, on Dr. Henry D.
Bulkley; Dr. T, H. Squire, on Dr. E. L. Hunt; Dr. B.
F. Sherman, on Darius Clark.

The Secretary stated that numbers of gentlemen
having asked for copies of the pubhshed proceedings of
1^70. he would state that a sufficient number to supply
every member of the County Societies had been sent to

their Secretaries; and the size of the edition would not
admit of duplicate copiei< being given.

Dr. Babbit, of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

was then imroduced to the Soch ty, and made a brief

address, which was replied to by Dr. Corliss.

The Chair announced as Committee on Changing the

Time of the Annual Met-ting : Dr. Vamierpoel, of Al-
bany, Dr. White, of Buffalo, and Dr. Hutchinson, of

Brooklyn.

CH.ASGKS IN THE BY-LAWS.

Dr. Peters, of New York, then offered the following

resolutions, which were adopted:—
Resolved. That Art. VI,, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the Code

of Ethics of the American Medical Association, be added
to the Code of Ethics of the Medical Society of the State

of Xew York ; and that the presidents and officers of the
various County Medical Societies be ordered to enforce
the same.

Resolted, As the old laws requiring every physician in

good standing to become a member of his county medi-
cal society have not been repealed, it is, and always has
been, the duty of every such physician to obey the law

;

and, as the penalty for non-compliance has been removed
by law, it becomes a point of honor for every regnlar

physician to do so. The presidents and officers of every
county society in the State of Xew York are requested
to use their best efforts to have these laws complied
with.

TuE Secretary asked attention to that part of the
Treasurer's report which referred to the arrearages of
County Societies and Colleges,

REPORTS OF committees.

The Committee on Nominations presented their le-

port, the foUuwing being a portion of it :

—

President—Cornelius R. Agnew.
Vice-President— B. F. Sherman,
Secretary—Wm. H. Bailey.

Treasurer—Charles H. Porter.

For Censors—.Southein District: Edward R. Squibb,
Samuel T. Hubbard, H. C. Husted. Eastern district

:

James L. Babcock, P. McNaughton, C. C. Covell.

Middle District : M. M. Bagg, Horace Lathrop, Charles
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G. Bacon. Western District : J. F. Minor, C. F. Wyck-
off, D. Colvin.

Permanent Members—First Dislriot: Natlian Boze-
man, James L. Little; Second District: M. R. Hol-
brooii, A. C. Hull ; Third Disti ict : Leroy McLean, P.

v. S. Pruvn : Fourth District : Art!.ur S. Wolf, Henry
H. Green ; Fifth District: G. L. Halsey, Edwin Hiitchiii-

sou; Sixth District: Joshua B. Graves. J. H. Squire;
Seventh District: C. G. Pomeroy, C. C. Murj.hy

;

Eighth District: Charles E. Rider.

For Honorary Mernhers—il. Xelaton, Rudolph Vir-
chow.

Eligible to Honorary Membership—Lewis Oaklev,
Elizabeth, N. J. ; Charles U. Hewit, Red Wing, Minn.

;

J. M. Toner, Washington, D. C. ; Joseph B. Brcwn,
U. S. A.
For the Der/ree of M. D.—Cornelius H. Schaaps,

Brooklyn ; Wm. Lamont, Schoharie.
The Committees on Statistics, Prize Essays, Publica-

tion, and By-Laws, remain as last year.

On motion, the report of Coijimittee was accepted,
and the President and Secretary requested to cast affir-

mative ballots for tKe first four officers named in the
report.

No ballot wa=! taken on the remaining names.
The Committee on the President's Address then re-

ported as follows :

—

ON president's .\ddress.

Your Committee, with reference to the President's

Address, would respectfully report

:

That they have considered the recommendations
therein embodied—One of these, viz., that which
alludes to the alteration of the law «ith reference to

suits for malpractice, you have already acted on, and
we have nothing further to saj'.

First in order, we find an exhortation to further

attention to instruction in ethics for the youth in

medicine ; both by the preceptor and professor.

Questions of ca.suistry and ethics in all relations of

society are notoriously difficult of definition and en-

forcement, and yo'ir committee strongly .sj'mpathizes

with the President's views of the necessity of furilu-r

instruction of the young in these matters. They alsu

believe, with him. that a higher prade of education pre-

liminary to commencing the .study of medicine is a good
basis for a finer appreciation of sound ethics as well as

sound science.

The delay in the publication of our Transactions is

one of such gravity as to compel a change, nnle.-s there

should be a different rcsidt in the future ; and your com-
mittee has carefully considered this subject and con-

sulted with printing firms as regards the cost. This

we find would he, at least, a dollar a volume, and prob-

ably more. An edition of four thousand volumes,

which is the number at present issued, would call for

about five thousand dollars, if we add the expense of

the plates, which are indispensable. If we raised a

fund, the interest of which should be appropriated to

defray the annual expense, and reduce the edition, we
cannot accomplish the object with any capital less than

fifty thousand dollars. In view of all the facts, and in

cons dtation with some of the best, informed gentlemen
in relation to th-s subject, your Committee recommend
that no change be made this year, with a hope, founded

on beUef that the current year will show an improve-

ment in this matter.

The desire for a permanent home for the Society is

a feeling that the Committee entertain in common with

the President, and, as the Society could harily expect

the Capitol Commission to give us the exclusive use

of a hill, which we would occupy but ones a year for a

week, we would recommend that the commissioners be
consulted in the matter, in tlie belief that various asso-

ciations of the State need such accommodation at vari-

ous times through the year, and that such a hall would
be an eminently proper construction by the State. If

we could have the permanent use of said hall for one
specific week in the year, and a smaller room or rooms
for the office and museums of the Society, the object

Would be attained.

We therefore recommend that a committee be aji-

pointed to confer with the Commissioners on the Capi-
tol Building, and urge these views upon them.
The recommendation to cut ourselves olf from all as-

sociation with any man who applies to the court for an
injunction upon a county society, to restrain it in the
trial of a member, is one of great value.

If we were a voluntary instead of a chartered insti-

tution, this is all we could do, except the public decla-

ration that he was not a member, and also his expulsion
from our company. As the law now stands, the Society
is subjected to great annoyance and injustice in this

matter, and several suits have been decided against the

societies. But this plan of giving judgment by default

is one that we can practice, and if cliargis are preferred

against a man who stops the proceedings by law, lie

confesses the charges, and judgment must go against

him. The law may compel us to open the doors of the

Society to his entrance, but it is powerless to compel
an honest man to recognize a trickster whether he vio-

lates the rules of good-breeding or the high moralities

of medical ethics.

p.\pers bead by title.

Obituary notice of Dr. Bibbins, of New York, by Dr.

Ellsworth Eliot.

Report of Dr. Govan, Delegate to Massachusetts
State Medical Society.

discipline of members.

Dr. Roos.v offered the following preamble and reso-

lutions, which were adopted :

—

Wherean, The Code of Ethics, to which this Society
and the various county societies acknowledge allegi-

ance, provides appropriate and sufficient means for ob-
taining redress in all matters of difference between
physicians,

Resok'ed, That any phy.sician preferring charges, or
against whom charges may have been preferred, who
shall resort to courts of law or any legal process, shall be
considered unworthy of membership in medical societies

;

and if a member, shall be declared expelled by the Presi-

dent at a stated meeting of the Society to which the of-

fender may belong.

Remleed, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the
American Medical Association.

Dr. Squibb thought that the attention of the So-
ciety should be e-pecially directed to the fact that,

whether voluntarily or otherwise, the responsibility

of the publication of the annual reports might at

any time be thrown upon the Society. For some
tine past certain members of the Legislatuie had
ound fault with the appearance of th.e repot ts, which,

on account of the lack of interesting material, had
ceas 'd to have any value as electioneering docu-
ments. They were about as tired of pictures of de-

formed babies, etc., as they were of double-headed
calves and big turnips in the reports of the State Agri-

cultural Soeifty ; and unless the Society could give them
prettier pictures, and articles calculated lor popular

reading, they would not be bothered with the publica-

tion of them.
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On motion of Dr. Clark, of Oswego :

Resoh-(d. That the President and Secretary of this So-

ciety be instructed to endeavor to procure from the Legis-

lature such an amendment of the Acts defining and limit-

ing its privileges as shall empower it to elect to perma-
nent membership members of County Societies, without
limitation as to members, who are now eligible, or, as dele-

gates from such societies, shall have attended four annual

meetings of the State Society.

Dr. Corliss felt grieved that the paper on Causes,

Prevention, and Cure of Tubercular Piithisis, for wliich

he had paid a prize of $100, and offered to sustain half

the expense of pub'ication, if printed independently of

the Report of the S.iciety, had never yet been made
public. Since the time of its presentation over 50,000
persons iiad died of this disease in Great Britain and
in this country, and he could not help the feeling that a
general knowledge of tlie contents of ihis paper might, '

possibly, have saved a few- of these lives.

The Business Committee having announced that they

had nothing further to present tor action, on motion,

the Society adjourned sine die.

|)ro0ress of iHct)ical Science.

Management of Dysextert.— J. Hale, M. D., of

Owensborougii, Ky. {American Practilioner), reports

some of his favorite pre-criptions, which he has fonnd

to be useful in cases under his observation. The follow-

ing formula, for dysentery, was introduced in that section

by Dr. Murra}', an eminent practitioner, twenty-five

years since, and has been in general use ever since by
many Kentucky physicians: ^. Sodse su'ph. jj.

;

Morphise siilph. gr. j. ; aquapura, ? vj. S. TalJlespuon-

ful eVi'TV two hours until free watery operations are

produced, then prolong the interval to four hours, and
contuiue until the dysenteric discha'ges, pain, tenes-

mus, etc., cease.

Dr. H:de has used it, with most favorable results,

for the past fifteen years. If properly administered in

the early stage of sjiasniodic dysentery, it seldom fails

to contiol the disease in two or three days.

FiBRo-cYSTic Tumors of the Uterus.—Dr. Charles

C. Lee, Sui geon to Charity Hospital, N. Y. (.V. T. Meil.

Journ.), publishes 19 cases of fibro-cystic lumois. which
were excised by dfiVrent suigeons, under the impres-

sion that they were ovarian cysts. He says that M.
Koebeile is of opinion that fibro-cystic disease never
.appears under thirty ye:irs of age. but, .among these re-

ported cases, two exceptions to this rule are found. In

conclusion, the differential diagnosis between uterine

fibro-cysts and ovarian cystic tuniois is clearly pointed

out.

T^Ni-v SoLirsr is as Infant.—Dr. Samnel G. Ar-
mour, of Brooklyn, N. T. {Detroit Review of Medicine),

describes the following unique case: An infint three

days old, with triamns, was led the mother's milk in

.'mall quantities from a spoon ; on the fifth day after its

birth it commenced passing w-ell-matured Tmnin solium ;

segment after .segment continuing lo pass for five or six

days, when the trismus ceased, and the cl.ild made a

good recovery.

He has carefully extmined the literature of the sub-

ject, and finds no such case on record. Jfeitlier Kii-

chenmeister nor Cohhuhl make mention of the possibility

ofsjch a thing; and VoErel, in speaking of taenia, says:
" They rarely affect children under one year of age

;

nursing perhaps never." How did the tisenia, or the

parasitic embryo, gain entrance to the intestinal canal

of the foetus in utero; for the child was fed on nothing
but the mother's niilk? To aid in the so'ution, he fur-

ther states that two months after the birth of the child

the mother was put on treatment for tfenia, atid has
passed some seventy or eighty segments. But this

does not solve the difficulty ; it only increases it. How,
he inquires, did the embryo parasite pass from mother
to foetus in utero, and gain entrance to the intestinal

canal of the foetus?

The Removal of Plaster-of-Paris Bandages.—Dr.

J. Henry Carstens' paper on " Plasler-of- Paris," trans-

lated for the Detroit Review from Berliner KUnv'che

Wochensch rift, by Dr. Med. B. Fraenkel, gives a con-

cise w-ay of overcoming the obstacles presented by the

I
laster-of-Paris in the application of bandages. It should

be good and freshly but nt. By mixing the plaster with

cold water, or a solution of gum aiabic, a paste is

formed which will harden slowly ; a quickly harden-

ing paste can be made with a solution of sulphate of

potassa or water-glass.

In reference to the removal of plaster-of-Paris ban-
dages. Dr. Carstens remarks that this applicalic.n is very

insoluble in water (1 part in 438) ; in concentrated

S')lutions of chloride of sodium, however, it is quite

soluble (1 part in 122). Common salt has not only the

advantnge of being always on hand, but it does not

injure polished instruments, .as other solutions recom-

mended for this purpose do ; if a plaster-ol'-Paris ban-

dage is mo'stened with a saturated solntiim of salt,

the banda'je becomes in a few^ minutes so vielditig that

a sharp knife finds little resistance; in the cut some
more of the mixture should be applied, and, after re-

peating this three or four times, the bandage can be
easily removed.
To clean the hand and nails of the operator, table-

salt solution is also very useful.

The Theory of Insanity.—Dr. William Car.son, of

Cincinnati, Ohio {The Clinic), refers to the subjoined

proofs of the theory of insanity:— 1. Hered tary taint,

with unquestioned tijinsmission to other members of

the familv—both this and age being predisposing

causes. 2. Exciting cause.s, immoral habits, distrcssin

business, and consequent unusual nervous tension.

3. Physical changes in the brain, which, under the in-

fluence of the predisposing causes, might be considered

a bns's for meiit:.l change. 4. Consistent physical and

mental phenomena of concurrent and cumulative force.

Asthma.—This prescription is particularly recom-

mended in cases of asthma, by J. Hale, M.D., of Owens-
borough, Kentircky {American Practitioner) : E. Ether,

sulph. Jis^s. ; Tr. lobeiise, ?j. ; Tr. opii, Tr. stramonii,

aa 3 iv. M. S. Teaspoonful every hour or two until

the dyspnoea is relieved.

A New Instrument for Treating Genito-uri-

NARY Passages.— Dr. Wm. Abram Love, Atlanta, Ga.

{At'anta Med. and Surg. Jb;/rn.), describes, with cut, his

catheter for treating locally certain di.seases of the

genito-urinary passages, male or female. In irritabilitj'

or catarrh of the bladder, or suppuration in that organ

—whether due to gonorrhoea, gout, stricture, cold, or

inability to entirely empty that viscris, the in.struraent

will be found invaluable. This instrument Las the

advantnge of having the internal orifice acces.sible by

the porte-caustie, by which obstructions may be easily

removed. Another advantage is, that any amount of

surface, from a mere line to the whole length of a

cavity or canal, may be medicated with fluids or solids,
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and the application kept within the desired limits, the

parts above and below escaping the application.

He has not found orchitis to lollow tlie nse of the

instrument, as it does the use of injections in very

many instances.

Puerperal Convclsions.—Six interesling cases of

puerperal convulsions, and management, are recorded

by Lunsford P. Yandell, M.D., Louisville, Ky., in the

American Practitioner. In conclu'iing, he states the

induction of labor in puerperal eclampsia is a question

to be decided by the practitioner in each case. De-
layed long, the measure brings no ri-lief. He would be
inclined to bring on labor as a general rule, there being

no strong reasons against it. Manual dilatation ma}- be
employed in many cases successfully when the os uteri

is not unyielding; or warm douches may be directed

against the cervix uteri ; or finally Barnes' dilators may
be resorted to. The douche, for convenience and
efficiency, is probably entitled to the first place among
these measures. It is never painful or dangerous unle.ss

carelessly used. The stream of warm water must be

directed steadily against and wiihin the rim of the o.s,

and kept up until it becomes dilatable. After this the

hand will secure dilatation, and when two fingers can

be introduced, Barnes' dilators may be employed. The
dilators are especially applicable in cases of hemorrhage,
or where restlessness prevents the use of the warm
water.

The OpHTnALMOSCOPE ix Intracranial Disease.—
Dr. Wm. F. Norris, of the Univ. of Penn. (P/iih.

Med. Time.'), calls attention to two interes:ing cases of

intracranial disease, which were diagnosed by the aid

of tlie oplithalmo.scope. In one case, with failing

vision, intense headache in the right temple, marked
deafness, and the optic disks in a state of serous inliltra-

tion and bulging forward into tlie cavity of the eye-
ball, it was thought that the symptoms were due to a

sy]3hilitio gumma situated in the middle fos-a of the

base of the skulL The patient improved under treat-

ment with mercury and iodide of p>tassium.

The other syphilitic patient, with I'routal headache, i

dizzines', and great diminution of the acuity of vision,

exhibited a commencing atrophy of the nerve, caused by
an interstitial neuritis—a process which probably com-
menced within the cranium and marched downwards
towards the eye (a true " neuritis dcscendens").

Dr. Norris brought these cajJcs before his cla=s to

contrast two vai ieties of so-called neuritis ; the one a

venous engorgement of the optic disk, the other a true

interstitial inflammation of the neive; the one often

accompanied with but little disturbance of vision, the

other always by a considerable impairment of it; tl;e

one may have its origin in any augmentation of intra-

cranial pressure, the other has usually for its starting-

point an encephalitis or meningitis.

Tapeworm treated bt Kameela.—S. R. Knight,

il.D., Phil. (Phil Med. Times), successfully treats cases

of tapeworm by kameela. In the case of a patient,

aged fifty-six, it was given according to the following

formula: R. Kameelas, 3 ss. ; Syr. simpl. f. 3 i. M. S.

Take a tablespoonful at a dose. After one dose a worm
fifteen feet in length was expelled.

Labio-Glosso-Larvngeal Paralysis.— Dr. E. R.
Hun (Am. Joum. of Insanity) thus sums up in regard

to this d'sease : The prognosis in labio-glosso-laryn-

geal paralysis is decidedly unfavorable. Among the

many cases report:'d, not one case of perfect recover}'

is mentioned, and it is probable that the improvement
which seems to have taken place in some of them was
only temporary. Death ta'scs place either as a result of

suffocation from the impaction of a bolus of food in the

glottis, or else the slow accumulation of mucus in the

lungs, which the patient can no longer G9Ugh up, grad-

ually results in asphyxia. Life may be prolonged by
the application of galvanism to the upper part of the

cord and along the tract of the affected nerves, but

nothing as yet known has any power to retard the

progress of the disease in the nerve centres.

LTterixe Hemorrhage.— In a late discussion on

Uterine Hemorrhage, in the Obstetrical Society of

Boston, Dr. Lyman {Boston Med. and Snrij. Joum.)
said that he h&d found sulphate of copper with
" dragon's blood," an old New Haven piepar.ition,

efficient in cases of flowing, in which sulphate of cop-

per alone produced no effect.

Amputation at tue Kxee-Joint.—Dr. Edward S.

Wood, Cambridge, Mas?. (Boston Med. and Sura. Joum.)
reviews the history of this amputation, which is said

to have been performed several times in the 17th

and ISth centuries; but very httle was known about

it until revived by Velpeau, who, in 1829, published the

records of 14 cases, 13 of which were successful

Since 1857, this operation has been adopted by Sir

Wm. Fergusson, Messrs. Coulson, Pollock, and other

noted surgeons in Great Britain, and has also been

warmly advocated by D-3. Markoe, Biinlon, and
Snuth, in our own country.

The advantages which amputation at the knee-joint

has over that of tl\e thigh arc :— 1. That it is vastly less

dangerous to life, the mortality being much less.

There is less shock and less hemorrhage. It is an

axiom in surgery that the removal of every additional

inch from a limb diminishes the patient's cliance lor

recovery. 2. The better character of the resulting

stump over that left after amputation of the thigh.

3. There is much less opportunity for pus to burrow up

the thigh, because no muscular interspaces are exposed,

there being no muscles divided except the heads of the

gastrocnemius.

Amputation at the knee-joint may be done in almost

all cases in which it was fortLcrly custom iry to ampu-
tate the thigh in the lower third, provided that suffi-

cient healthy .skin can be obtained for an ample flap.

Such cases are :—1. Chronic diseases or abscess of the

knee-joint. 2. Compound comminuted fractures of the

leg. 3. Gunshot fractures in the vicinity of, or involv-

ing, the knee. 4. Gangrene of the leg resulting from

injury to the great vessels anfl nerves. 5. Chronic

diseases of the bones. 6. Tumors of the leg.

In 16 cases of knee-joint amputation performed at

the Massachusetts General Hospital, pubfslied by Dr.

James R. Chadwick, the mortality was 43.75 per cent.

;

and if these 16 cases be added to the 164 cases which

Dr. Brinton has collected, the mortality rate of 180

cases will be found to be 33j per cent.

Emulsion of Vegetable Tar and Saponin.—M.
Lucien Leboeuf (Pharrn. Joum. and Trans.) recom-

mends the formaiion of an emulsion of vegetable tar

by means of saponin, as a means of obviating the diffi-

culty met with in the administration of that medica-

ment, arising fiom iis slight solubility in water. By
the addition of a little sugar the acridity of the tar is

covered, and the mixture is rendered jialatalde. Sapo-

nin, being a neutral substance, exercises no chemical ac-

tion upon the tar, v.'hile the qutndty required to eflect

the emulsion (1 part in 5U0) is so small that M. Leboeuf

considers its possible efiect upon the system would be

so slight as to make it unnecessary to take it into ac-

count. This new pliarmaceutical preparation of tar,

dilut-'d more or less with watei or glycerine, might be

used wiih facility in lotions, inject' ons, and gargles.
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LiQ. Magnesia Bisclphatis, for Cardfalgia.—Ac-
cording to George Arnold, D.8.C. (Pharm. Jnurn. and
Trans.) tlie bisulphites prevent butyric acid fermenta-
tion. The great drawback in their use is. that the

chief bisiilpiiiie manufactures are tlioss of lime, sodn,

and potash, these being objectionable, as tliey lend to

injure the coats of the stomach. To remedy this fail-

ing he has prepared a bisulphiie of magnesia ; and
magnesia being free from these objections, it may prove
a valuable remedy, and is worth notice. The dose may
be one I able-spoonful, containing about nine grains of
salt; its action is a mild aperient antiseptic, prevent-
ing buiyiic fermentaiion in the stomach. As far as he
has been able to judge, the preparation has had the de-

s.red efl'cct.

Glue Bandage in Fractures.—George Ro-s, Jf.D.,

house-surgeon, Montreal General Hospital (Canada
Med. Journal), states that the u?e of the f/lne handage as

k primary Si'ttin;^ for fractured limbs has been intro-

duced into this hospital by Dr. McCallum, within the

past three months, and, as far as he is aware, for the

first time in this country. Notes of four cnses of

simple and compound fracture of the leg, so tnated, are

given. In the majority of cases, the patients were per-

mitted to get up on crutches on the third day fiom the

receipt of tlie accident. The bandage will never get

out of order, and consequently never require re- adjust-

ment. The advantages secured by its employment great-

ly counterbalance any slight trouble that it is necessary
to take to insure its proper apphcation at first.

Thoracic Asecrism.— At a meeting of the Medico-
Chirurgical Society of Montreal, Dr. R. P. Howaid
(Canada Med. Jotirn.) referred to two cases of thoracic

aneurisin aSecting the same portion of the aortic arch,

which illustrated, to some extent, the two varieties of
that disease, to which this port on of the aorta is especial-

ly liable, viz., lateral or saceulatir.g and peripherx (or

dilating) aneurism. Some of the most reliable points

in his estimation of distinction in the diagno.-is between
these two forms of aortic aneurism were brought out.

In the sacculated variety, they are as follows : Dis-
tinc'ly localized pulsation perceptible to the eye and
hand, over ascending portion of aortic arch. Intqu.ili-

ty of the pupils and impairment of the voice—implying
compres.?ion or stretching of certain nerves.

While, in the dilated variety, there i? absence of pul-

sation—or if present, not so lucalized—but diffused and
frequently more perceptible above the clavicles than
over tlie arch ; also absence of those signs indicating
intra-thoracic pressure.

The Alkaloios of Opium.—0. Hesse (Joiirn. Applied
Chemistry) li.TS made a thorough examination of the
alkaloids of opium, and finds that they are more
numerous than has usunllv been supposed. Laudanin
has the formula C™ H" X6', and fuses at 166° C. Co-
damin fuses at 126" 0. and its formuh is C-° H" NO'.
Narcotin, forrau'a 0" H== NO', fuses at 176' C.

Papavcrin, C-' H'^' NO*. Krvptopin, C H"' NO'.
Deuteropiii, C"' H=' NO'. Profopin, C-" H" NO'. Lnu-
danosia, C-' H-' NO'. Hydrocotarnin, C = II' NOl
.Some of these alkaloids have long been employed in

medicine, and from nearly all of them secondary pro-
ducts can be prepared by means of acids.

Treatment of An.isarca.—J. Hale, M.D., Owensboro,
Ky. (Am. Practitioner), has used the subjoined pre-
scription in several obstinate cases of anasarca with
complete success : R. Tr. digitahs, rj. ; Potass, iodid.,

3 iij. ; Yin. colchici rad., 3 ij- ; Syr. savsap. comp., ? iij.

;

AquoB puise, 3 i;. M. S. Teaspoonful three or four
times a day. The bowels to be freely moved every

three or four days with pulv. jalapEe comp. He says
that it is very valuable in other forms of dropsy.

Gel=eminom Sfmpeevieens.—In an article on "The-
rapeutical Uses of the Gelseminum Sempervirens," by
Theodore N. Rafferty, M.D., Palestine, 111. {Am. Prac-
titioner), the accidental discovery of the m' d.cinal action

of the yellow jessamine is alluded to. He says that it

is more than a sedative of the nervous system—as laid

down by Pro'essor Wood in his " Therapeutics and
Pharmacology." It acts powerfully and directly upon
the heart, and through it also afiect-s respiration.

AVhen it is taken in poisonous doses it is the heart

which first feels its influence, and where death has re-

sulted it has been from failure of the heart's action. In
his own experience its physiological action has been
delightful, reminding him of the vivid descriptions of

the efiects of opium by De Quincey, in his " Confes-
sions of an English Opinm-Eater." Dr. Raff'erty con-
siders this remedy, which is so much advocati d by Dr.

Wdliams, of Baltimore, Md., in addition to its febrifuge

properties, useful in neuralgia, hysteria, epilepsy, all

of the phlegraasiae, nervous headache, and some
forms of rheumatism. In cases of proti acted labor from

rigidity of the os uteri it is probably as near a specific

as any other article in the materia medica. The most
eligible preparations of gelseminum are the fluid extract

and the tincture; the oidinary dose of the former being

five to thirty drops, and of the latter preparation ten

drops, to a fluid draclim, though it should be given very
cautiou.-h'. In cases of poisoning from gelseminum,
the proper remedies are brandy, opiates, and qi;inine.

The editors of the American Practitioner, on account

of the uncertainty of the strength of its piepaiations,

advise practitioners to begin with the smallest quantity

mentioned above, and to watch carefully its eflect^. It

is a remedy which ought to elicit the attention of the

profession, and be subjected to thorough investigation.

A Remedy fob Scabies.—The following formula is

extolled in cases of itch, by Dr. W. C. Mooi e, of Atlan-
ta, Ga. (Georgia Med. Companion): Simple cerate,

sulphur, flS 3 i. ; Bicarb, sodse, 3 ss. ; L'ngt. Hydrarg.

3j. M. S. Smear a small quantity over the aflected

parts every night. Wash well with soft soap and
water before each application.

Excision of Clavicle for Osteo-Sarcoma.—Dr. N.
Senn, of Elmore. Wi-consin (\orthvesterii Med. and
Stirg. Journ.), removed from a boy, 13 j-ears old, the

left clavicle fur osteo-sarcoma. ' There was only a s'ight

amount of constitutional disturbance following the
severe operation, with almost unimpaired use of the

arm after the removal of nearly the entire clavicle.

The tumor was (?blong and somewhat flat, measuring
six inches in circumference, and three inches in length.

Aneurissi by Anastomosis.—The successful treat-

ment of a grave case of subcutaneous najvus, or aneu-
rism by anastomosis, with astringent injections, is re-

ported by Dr. II. Palmer, of Janesville, Wis. (North-

western Med. and Surg. Journ.). The child, when 9
months old, had a tumor on the right side of the face,

measuring s:x and seven-eighths inches from above
downwards, five inches in breadth, and jirojccting three

and one-fourth inches. Duiing thirteen months, nine-

teen hypodermic injections of a saturated solution of

the persulpate of irun were made, with no unpleasant

result-, except from the first deep injection into the

central portion, which was followed by sliiiht lobular

pneumonia. A few small cicatrices, and some pucker-

ing of the skin, is the only evidence left of the diseased

condition. Three excellent photogiaphs accompany
the paper.
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THE PROPOSED LAW
FOR DEGULATING

THE PRACTICE OF PHARMACY AND
THE SALE OF POISONS

IN THE

CITY AND COUNTY OF NEW YORK.

Os former occasions we have expressed our views of

the present drug law. AVe did not hesitate to say that

it would prove to be a failure in its practical workings.

The more we see of its operations, the more are we
convinced that our predictions will prove true. It was

evidently framed more for the sake of making political

capital and of creating oflBces, than for any possible

good either to the people or to the legitimnte practi-

tioners of pharmacy. The Commissioners of Pharmacy,

four in number, appointees of the Mayor, Iiave absolute

power to license auy and every candidate that may

present himself for examination, irrespective of any

previous educational acquirements. For such services

the Board, with the consent of the Mayor, can impose

any fee they please upon the party desiring a license.

The sum agreed upon is thirty dollars for proprietors of

shops, and ten dollars for assistants. When it is known
that according to law no pharmacist has a right to

carry on his business without such a license, and that

the license cannot be obtained without the fee, the in-

justice of the action is quite apparent. It cannot be

denied that such a measure is dangerously aggressive, if

not extor;ionate. Why have pharmacists to submit to

such a heavy tax merely for the privilege of cairying

on business in New York 1 Why has such a board the

right to ignore the possession of qualifications on the

part of the large majority of well-educated pharmacists

in our midst, and compel them not only to undergo

examination, but to pay a fee for such an examination ?

These Commissioners will not accept any diploma from

the College of Pharmacy or other similar institution in

lieu of such examination. This, on its face, is an insult

to legitimate education, which is only to be explained

by the ignorance and partisanship of the framurs of the

law. Instead of placing a premium upon education, as

every commonwealth that cares for its prosperity must

do, the law not only ignores educational advantages,

but insists upon the penalty of a fee besides. In the

mojcirity of cases the penalty is inflicted upon a class of

individuals who have committed no greater sin than

educating themselves to a profession. It would appear,

by the provisions of this law, tliat because they have

educated themselves, they should be compelled to pay

an arbitrary fee for an examination, no other fitness

lor their calling being admitted. We have in the pres-

ent law the anomah' of a chartered institution of learn-

ing (for such is the College of Pharmacy), the diplomas

of which will not be legally accepted as evidence of

any education whatsoever. If this principle is to be

accepted as a precedent by our law-makers, of what

use will be our schools and colleges, and what will be

tlie encouragement for our young men to educate tliem-

sclves? If no allowance is to be made for educational

advantages, what guarantee have we that anotlier

law may not be passed virtually declaring that the

licenses of the present board are of no account, and

that another examination must be had, and another fee

paid? The supposition of such a provi-ion in a pro-

spective law is not more absurd than the actual de-

mands in the present law.

It is needless to say here that the law met with a

great deal of opposition. It was stigmatized by par-

ties capable of judging of its merits, a.s an outrage

upon common sense. The pharmaceutists obji'Cted to

it on principle. They very properly, in numerous large

meetings, protested against its injustice and its absurdity,

but they were powerless to resist it. It was for the

latter reason more than anything else, and the fear of

still greater oppression, that so many presented them-

selves for examination. We admit that the status of

pharmacy needs to be raised, that more of our young

men should fit themselves to stand any examination

which the State may impose ; but this Board can never

be the means to such an end. It simply sifts, in ac-

cordance with its own arbitrary standard, the qualified

from the unqualified, and then its task is done. Neither

the law nor its commissioners contemplate any provi-

sion for educational advantages. It is free to inflict

penalties, its officers are only too ready and willing to

do such duty ; but where are the means to be used that

sliall render such penalties unnecessary ? Such a result

certainly cannot be attained by ignoring our colleges,

and depriving examining boards of an educational

function.

The desirability of a law to regulate the practice of

pharmacy has been long ago acknowledged. In March,

1839, a law was enacted to protect the people against
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poisoning, and " to regulate the dispensing of drugs."

It contained many very sensible provisions, and during

the period it was enforced accomplished its purpose.

Since that time different articles have appeared on tlie

statute books having the same end in view. The

medical and pharmaceutical professions have taken a

great deal of interest in the subject, and have done

their best to secure the passage of a law that should at

the same time protect the people and do justice to the

skilled pharmaceutist. The most notable effort in this

direction was by the Pharmaceutical Association at its

meeting in Chicago, in 18G9. An act was then framed

which was unanimously adopted as a model. It was

very carefully prepared, very thoughtfully considered,

and very strenuously recommended for adoption by all

the States. The present law, during its passage through

the Legislature, was objected to by many of the leading

pharmacists of the State, and the model act of tlie

Pharmaceutical Association urged as a substitute; but,

as has been seen, to no purpose.

Wlien the opposition to the present law manifested

itself among the druggists of our citj', an Apothecaries'

Union was formed, and, finding it impossible to con-

test the present law as such, it was determined to

substitute a better. As the result of much discussion,

the model act of the Pharmaceutical Association was

adopted, and it was agreed to urge its passage. This

bill, which we heartily indorse as a substitute for the

present law, is now before the Legislature. We hope it

may become a law: it is the only really sensible one

of its kind that we have seen.

The proposed law transfers the duties and powers of

the present Examining Board to the College of Phar-

macy. This institution has done its part, despite great

difficulties, in maintaining a high standard for phar-

macy, and it is time that it should be not only recogniz-

ed by law, but be empowered to decide, a? an education-

al institution, upon the qualifications of candidates for

license. It is proposed tliat the college elect from its

professorial board, or from among its leading member.s,

five gentlemen to constitute the examiners. There are

four grades of registration, respectively a.s follow :

—

I. Graduates of pharmacy, and licentiates in pharmacy,

such as have had four years' experience in dispensing,

or who have passed an examination before the present

board, the Board of Pharmacy, or foreign pharmacists

with satisfactory crelentials.

II. Practising pharmacists, which are to be such

persons only as have kept and continue to keep stores

for compounding prescriptions.

III. Practising assistant pharmacists, such persons,

over eighteen years of age, who have liad two years'

experience in compounding prescriptions. Persons less

than eighteen years of age, or less than four years' ex-

perience, are considered junior assistants or apprentices,

and are to be under the immediate supervision of a

registered pharmacist, until they become graduates or

licentiates in jiharmacy. The Secretary of the Board is

to keep a book of registration, in which is to be entered,

under the supervision of the Board, the name and place

of business of all j^ersons coming under the provisions

of this act. The fee for this registration of proprietors

is two dollars, and assistants one dollar. This registra-

tion is to be renewed every January, and, after a certain

date, every pharmacist is made responsible for the qual-

ity of all drugs, chemicals, and medicines he sells or

dispenses, with the exception of those sold in the origi-

nal pack.iges of the mxnufacturer. It is considered a

misdemeanor to adulterate any drugs, the penalty of

which is a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars. It

is also required that the poisonous minerals and drugs

are to be duly labelled, and that no poisons are to be

sold withoutauentry of the name of the purcha.ser, etc.

All persons applying for examination shall pay to the

secretary a fee of five dollars, and on passing is fur-

nished with a certificate without extra charge. Any
attempt to procure registration by false representations

is punished, on conviction, by a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars.

The expenses to the pharmacists under this act

would be merely nominal, and not at all burdensome,

while the expenses to the city would be nothing. On
the other hand, the present Commission, if not dispensed

with, will, by their own showing, cost the city seven-

teen thousand dollars! All that the College of Phar-

macy asks, ill the passnge of this liw, is its legal recog-

nition as an educational body, and any other sums that

may be in excess of the actual running expenses of its

Board.

We reiterate the hope that this proposed act will

become a law, and we believe that the medical profes-

sion at large will be willing to approve of it in every

particular. It should not lose any opportunity for

making its influence felt in the right direction. It is a

fortunate circumstance that at the time when such an

important measure is before the Legislature, the chair-

men of the respective Committees of Healili in the

Assembly and Senate are gentlemen who are known to

be identified with the true interests of everything con-

nected with progressive and legitimate medicine. Dr.

LocGHRAN of Kingston, the chairman of the Committee

of the Assembly, was a practising physician up to the

time of his election, and is in every way capable of

representing his profession, and the Hon. Augustus

Weismann, of tin's city, the Chairman of the Committee

of the Senate, has a reputation as a practical pharma-

cist second to none other of his craft. No one can be

better qualified to decide upon the true merits of the

bill, and, judging from the stand he has already taken,

there is no fear of his being coaxed into any damag-

ing compromise.

The Doctor, in its issue of January 1, being desirous

of ascertaining the number of recognized medical col-

leges in this city and vicinity, we gladly present them,

with the following fist:—The College of Physi-
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ciaDS and Surgeons, chartered March 12, 1807; Uni- i

versity of City of Xew York, Medical Department,
|

organiztd 18-10; Bellevue Hos|iitil Metlical College, I

cliartt-red ilarcli, ISGl ; Long Islund CuUege Hospital,

Brooklyn, established 1S59, and the Woman's Medical

College of the Xew York Infirmary, organized J\ ovem- .

her, 1868. These are all the strictly regular medical
|

institutions that aie empowered to grant diplomas for

practising medicine and surgery. All are in successful

operatioi^, and diplonjas from any one are legally ac-

cepted as evidence of professional qualificition. '\\ e

have, besides, a College of Pharmacy, organized 1829,

and a College of Deniistry, chartered March, 1SG5;

and last, but not perhaps least, we rejoice in the posses-

sion of a regular College of Veterinary Surgeons, the

professorial chairs of which are held by regularly edu-

cated medical men, the majority of whom are also

veterinary surgeons. i

It would seem that the Xatijnal iMical Journal is
!

likely to come to grief. Drs. S. C. Buset and Wm. I

Lee have reliquisheil their connection with the journal
|

as its editors, in consequence of an unwarranted inter- I

forence with the functions of their office by the pub-

lishers. The latter insisted upon the publication of
j

an article which met with the disapproval of the said

editors. The course taken by the editors is a very 1

proper one, as vindicating a principle, and will be in-
,

dorsed by the profession at large. The publishers
|

presume to issue the forthcoming number on their own i

responsibility, evidently determined to browbeat their
|

subscribers into an acknowledgment that such a
I

course is necessary, and that they are the proper judges

as to what kind of articles should appear. It is, per- .

haps, unnecessary to state that any periodical managed

in such a spirit does not deserve the patronage of a sin-

gle subscriber.

The meeting of the State Society was an unusually :

large one, and many matters of interest were brought

to the notice of the profession. Our report, however, is

a full one, and gives all the particulars.

Dr. C. R. Agsew, of this city, was elected President,

and every one is satisfied.

We take the opportunity, in closing the present vol-

ume, to express our obligations to such members of our

stafif as have given us their assistance. Dr. John

WiNSLOW has kept us supplied with his admirable re-

ports of the County Society, and Medical Library and

Journal Association ; Dr. Bradford S. TnoMPSON has

faithfully and punctually furnished us with the reports of

the New York Academy of Medicine, besides giving us

his valuable aid in the department of Progress in Medical

Science ; Dr. Jasies B. Hunter, as is known to most

of our readers, has retired, to assume the editorial con-

trol of the Aew York MedicaJ Joamal. We have been

sorry to lose him, but are made glad to know that

he brings to his new sphere of usefulness all the quali-

fications necessary to discharge his respousibilities.

What we have lost in one direction, we have, however,

gained in anoiher, in the person ofDr. F. A. Castle, who

has thus far. in the departments of Progress of Medical

Science and of Society Reports, shown himself worthy

of every confidence as to ability and di.-cretion. The

present report of the Medical Society of the State of

New York has been prepared by him, and, as a report,

ranks with those of Dr. Winsloxv, which is saying all

we can for its excellence. Dr. Edward S. Blxkeb,

of Brooklyn, has supplied us with the reports of one or

two lectures, for which he will please accept our thanks

.

With the continued aid of these gentlemen, and others

of our friends who have so willingly as-isled us with

their contributions, we hope to be enabled to give

satisfaction to our readers.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Dec. 15, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, Pkesidest, in the Chair.

EXTESSIVE disease OF FEMUR AND ACETABCJUIM.—COISCI-

DESCE OF CHEEST DEPOSITS IS LCXGS, ETC

Dr. Masos presented a specimen of extensive dis-

eass of acetabulum and femur, removed from a man
aged 40, a patient of Charity Hospital. He was in the

medical ward, and the attention of Dr. Mason was di-

rected to him by his manner of walking. His right

lower extremity assumed the position of a dislocation

upon the dorsum ilii. He was able to walk about per-

fectly well, and Dr. M. asked him the hi-tory of his

trouble. He replied that he had received an injury of

the hip some time before, but had never been troubled

in walking. A careful examination of the hip was de-

ferred, and it was soon after ascertained that the patient

had died of phthisL*:. Dr. M. happened to be in the

dead-house when this man lay upon t'le table, and he

suggested to Dr. Drake the propriety of examining the

hip.

The tissues about the joint were very much sivollen,

but there were no signs of any sinuses in the neighbor-

hood. In cutting down upon the glutic muscles a

large sac containing cheesy material was opened. This

material was of a putty-like consistency. The capsule

of the hip joint was ver}' much thickened. The aceta-

bulum was completely eroded, filled with cheesy ma-
terial, and its brim was perforated in two places, otie

opening being large enough to admit the end of the

litt'e finger. The inner surface of the tuberosity of the

ischium showed marks of extensive disease, as did

also the inner surface of the ilium. In both situations

cheesy matter was deposited. The head, neck, and
trochanters of the femur were completely eroded and
hollowed out.

The specimen was interesting in connect'on with

I the amount of disease that could be tolerated without

inconven'ence ; and secondly, in answer to the question

whether we ever find cheesy deposit in the lung asso-

ciated with di.sea=e of the hip. The disease of the hip

antedated phthisis by many years.

Dr. Fixn'ell asked if a large number of patients did

not get well without any evidence of phthisis after-

wards.
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Dr. Mason remarlced that a great many cases recov-
ered before they reached the slage of cheesy degenera-
tion.

Dr. Petehs related a case of spinal disease, attended
eventually with p«oas abscess, in which, althougli the
disease has existed for many year.s, yet there were no
signs as yet of any trouble in the lung.

Dr. Masov presented a second specimen also of dis-

eased bone, illusirat'ng one of the peculiar condiiions
which is described as resulting from extensive inflam-
mation and long-continued suppuration of the spongy
tissues?. The patient from whom the specimens were
removed had been operated on by Dr. Wood for caries,
and had died witiiin a week or two afterw^irds of
pyajmia. The bones exhibited were the os calcis, the
two internal cuneiform, and one phalanx. These, on
examination, were found to have lost their salts, and
could be compressed between ihe thumb and finger
very much like pieces of soft rubber.

MAMMARY TC.MOR IN MALE.

Dr. Hart presented a suspicious-looking tumor, re-
moved two weeks before from the left mammary region
of a lad aged seventeen. It had been growing three
months, was the size of half a goose-egg, and was un-
attended wilh pain. He desired to be informed of its

charajter by the committee on microscopy. The spe-
cimen was accordingh' referred.

PERIPHERAL PLACENTITIS.

Dr. Rogers presented .specimens with the following
history :—A lady, supposed to be well on in the third
month of pregnancy, discovered a slight flow, which
was att-nded with a little uterine movement and p:iin

in the back. She went to bed, and the symptom^ sub-
sided. Very s ion after she sustained a severe fall upon
the floor, and her symptoms were renewed, with, how-
ever, the dsch.irge of more blood, and with more ute-
rine contraction. Quiet and the recumbent position
gave her relief from the pains, but not until a large
quantity of blood had been discharged. Subsequent to
this she suftered twice or three times a week a little dis-
charge of bloody fluid, each of which was accompanied
with more or less uterine pain. This condition lasted
for three weeks, when one night, after feeling remarka-
bly well, and ;ifter having noticed that the abdomen had
become sudd'-nly very much enlarged, she was seized
again with uterine pains, accompanied with the dis-
charge of a large amount of bloody serum—so larije in
quantity as to s.vlnrate eight or "ten good-sized nap-
kins. The size of the abdomen was much diminished,

|and the pain soon after ceased. Within a week after
she hud another similar discharge, and so it went on for I

a period of about a month after this, there being a
large sanious discharge f.om twice to three tunes a
week. Mixed with this fluid was more or less of a
shreddy material, which under the microscope proved
to be of an inflammatory character. There never was
found in any of the di-eharges any traces of chorion
tissue. After the f mrth month there were symptoms,
which we:e regarded as very unequivo„-al, of the pi esence
of a living foetus in the womb. About two or three
weeks subseqnen'ly, a consultation with a distinguished
obstetrician of the city was solicited, and the diagnosis
of degenerated ovum" (probably hydatid) was mad'.
Dr. R. was in-lined to believe it one of those cases of
solid ut -rine mo'e«. Finally, conjecture was at an end
when the woman fell in labor and gave birth to a five-
months chilli. The p'acenta was unusuallv large, and
its entire border was blackened and fringed with tliis

shreddy materinl. It seemed as if the whole circumfer-
ence of the organ had been the seat of active inflam-
matory changes. In one portion there was a shreddy

condition, showing considerable disintegration. From
t'.ie conditions presenteil. Dr. R. concluded that the spe-
cimen was one of peripheral placentitis. He recited
the case to Dr. Noeggerath, and in reply that gentle-
man stated that the history was exactly one of periplhe-
ral placentitis, and further remarked that Dr. Braun,
of Vienna, was the only one who had written upon the
subject.

HOB-NAILED PLACENTA.

Dr. Rogers next exhibited a hob-nailed pla^'enta, the
result of a purely fibrinous inflamma'.ion, and lastly he
presented the uterine contents of a woman who had
advanced, as was supposed, to the third month of preg-
nancy. The specimen had already been presented to the
Society as an ovum without a foetus. On examination,
no sign of the chorion membrane could be discovered,
and the mass was simply characteristic of dvsmenor-
rhoeal membrane.

PERIOSTEAL CANCER.

He lastly exhibited, on behalf of Dr. Fred'k Elhott,

a thumb removed from a man aged 50. Six years ago
hejamme'l the point of the thumb between two solid

bodies. He did not suffer much inconvenience from it

until a year afterwards, when a fungous growth appear-
ed under the end of the nail. This growth soon as-

sumed large proportions and became malignant. Dr.
E. diagnosticate i malignant disease, and urged its re-

movah The patient did not agree with this proposition,

and drifted into the hands of a cancer-doctor, who ap-
plied various caustics and succeeded in reducing the
mass to a very small fungus. The disease then took a
fresh start, and in the course, of a tew months grew to

an enormous size. The patient becoming discouraged,
linally returned, and the thumb was removed at the
metacarpo-phalangeal articulation. The specimen was
sawn through longitudinally, and showed the last pha-
lanx to be destroyed by cancerous material, and it fur-

ther showed the origin of the disease to be in the peri-

osteum. In connection with this case he exhibited
colored pictures of another thumb of similar character,

which he had removed two years ago.

Dr. Jacobi remarked, in regard to the first case of
Dr. Rogers, that before Dr, Braun, of Vienna, wrote the
monograph referred to, there were others who de-

scribed hydrametra—a condition of things iilentical in

many, if not in all respects, with that presented by Dr.
Rogers. He also remarked that in the ca=e of an ovum
without a foetus, it was not ftiir to decide that preg-
nancy had not existed ; inasmuch as, in the first place,

placental tufts did not ordinarily form before the sixth

week; and in the second place, a foetus might liave ex-
isted, its development might have been arrested, the

foetus absorbed, and also the placental tufts, even after

they had appeared.

MELANOTIC CANCER OF THE ETE.

Dr. Noyes exhibited two eyes which had been the

seats of melanotic cancer. The first eye was removed
by operation hist April, from a man sixty-two years of
age. The sight of that eye was lost M'ihout any as-

signable cause ; after the eye had been destroyed it be-
came very painful, although tliere was no sign of trouble

in the other eye. The intense pain was the only reason

for the removal of the organ. Externally the organ
presented no other abnormal appearance than complete
opacity of the cornea and the entire impossibility of

dis'-erning anytlung in its interior. The cornea was
rather flatter than usual. After the optic nerve had
been divide<l, a growth w.ns noticed upon its exterior,

and also another tumor within the orliit. This latter

was also extirpated. The man did not make a very
rapid recovery, it being ten days before he was well.
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lie continued well until two months ago, when the

stump bio.ime very painful. This was removed by be-

ing cut close to the optic nerve, and all the stroma

containing aii}' diseased deposits was likewise excised.

On examinaiioii, after removal, the interior of the

eyeball was filled with a grayish-black mass, wliich

took I he place of all the internal structures save the

crystalline capsule of the lens. It was a'so discovered

that tlie growth, starting from the choroid, had found

its way throuiih the sclerotic, and had thence insinu-

ated itself alongside the optic nerve underneath its

shealh.

The second eve was removed on account of a glauco-

matous tumor; but in this instance the growth (mela-

nosis; was entirely intra-ocular, the optic nerve not

being involved.

TUBERCULOUS ULCERATION OF L.XRYNX.

Dr. Peters presented a specimen of tuberculous ulcer-

ation of the larynx, occuriing in the person of a man
aged forly-five years. He suflered from trouble about

the throat fur the past eight yeais, during which time

he resided in California, and soon alter lost his voice and
had difficul'y in swallowing. Dr. Snelling made .seve-

ral laryngciscopic examinations, and confirmoil the diag-

nosis. Dr. S.inds hail charge of him during the absence

of Dr. Peters from town. When Dr. P. relurned he

found the patient with a hacking cough of recent origin,

but his chief complaint-s referred to his aphonia and his

dysphagia. During the six weeks previous to death the

phthisis made lapi 1 progress.

At the autopsy the epiglottis was found sound, but

there was considerable ulceration behind it, and the vo-

cal colds were entirely destroyed. There was no evi-

dence of mechanical obslruciion to larynx or pharynx.

The ense was of interest in connection with the fact that

the throat trouble existed for many years before any

dise.is;! of tlie lung showed it<elf

Dr. Looms stated that within the last two years he

had under observation three cases in which symp-
toms of chronic laryngitis were present long before he

could delect any evidence of changes in the iuiig. In

all of these, the immediate development of pulmonary
S'gns was preceded by »n a' tack of lui acute catarrh.

He had been in the habit of regarding such cases as

fjllicular inflammations of the throat, which had, how-
ever, no direct connection with pulmonary trouble,

save as showing a tendency of the patient in that di-

rection.

Dr. Loomis presented a specimen of empyema with
the following his'ory :

—

Reimer De Vire, aged 25, born in Hanover, Gor.

;

occupation, searaaa; admitted to Bellevue Hospital,

Nov. 6, 1871.

Father and mother dead—latter of fever. Rest of

family history good. Patient has Ijeen a moderate
drinker. Hal gonorrhrea four years ago, but only

lasted two weeks. Was never laid up till present

sickness, which began on the 1st instant, after four days
of cold, with pain in the left side, infra-axillary region,

'•stickmg " increased by deep inspiration, coughing, or

movements of his body ; breathing consequently be-

came short; experienced thirst, "drinking all the

time." Tliese symptoms continued up to time of admis-

sion ; complains of dryness of mouth and throat; Iiss

of appetite; the pain mentioned above; constipated

bowel-, not moved for ten days
;
pain in small of back

;

some difficulty in passing water; palpitation of heart;

P. 116, R. 48, T. lOli.

Examination.— Chest—Deficient expansion of left

side; vocal fiemitus weak on same .'ide bi-h'nd, above

angle of scapula, and absent below that point; absent

al-o in front below the nipple, and weak above. Fre-

mitus present on right side. Dulness begins at sixth

dorsal vertebra on leftside, but most marked below the

eighth; dulness in left infra-axillary r<'g:on
;
re>piratory

murmur absent below sixth dorsal vertebra, lift side
;

absent above ; absent in axillary region of the same
side and below the nipple in front. Uronehophony
with ajgophonic quality on left side below sixth dorsal

vertebra, and in the infra-axillary region ; less manifest

in front below the nipple.

Nov. Sth.—Dulness behind begins about the middle

of the scapular region, vocal fremitus feeble same jilace

;

exaggerated respiration in left, supia-scapular region;

bronciiial breathing below the middle of the scapula on

the left side; segophony just below the middle of the

scapula on same side ; broncliophony lower down.

Nov. 0th.—Bowels moved by every dose of cinchonia
;

stools watery. Nov. \lth.—Better this morning; breath-

ing much better.

Examination.—Fremitus and percussion unchanged.

Respiratory murmur and voice sound, same as at last

examination. Pulse being irregular. r..M.—Has not

slept for some nights.

Nov. lith.—Bronchial breathing and rales redux over

lower lobe of. left lung, down to two inches below the

scapula; below that nothing is heard. On tie 12th an

abscess situated in the superficial muscles of infra-

scapular and inter-.scapiilar regions was opened, and

about 3 iii. of pus evacuated; washed out with car-

bolic acid and treated by compres-iou and daily wash-

ing with carbolic acid. Last night at 8 o'clock noticed

a swelling below the ear, between it and the angle of

the intermaxillary bone ; right side had dribbling of

urine during the night. Water drawn olT Nor. loth.

—Had nose-bbed last night. Sudamina and roseola

on abdomen ; P. 110, R. 44, T. 102 ;
con^derable efflo-

rescence over upper part of the chest. J\ov. ICth, p.m.—
P. 114, R. 46, T. 102+. Nov. IT^/i.—Slept well last

night, after taking two spoonfuls of morphine ;
bowels

not having been "moved for six days, three Ward pills

were ordered.

Cheat.—Discharge from the abscess nearly ceased, and

the edges of the incision have nearly come together.

Same signs as mentioned in last examination, except

that bronch. resp. is less distinct, p.m.— P. 118, irreg.

and intermit., R. 56, T. 102A.

N'ov. 18th, A.M.—P. 108, irreg. and intermit., R. 36,

T. lOOi. P.M.—P. 102, reg., R. 30, T. 1021. Abscess

has been poulticed for several days. This evening

there was a sense of fluctuation. A free incision was
made, but nothing but blood escaped.

Nov. IQth, A.M.—P. 120, R. 52, T. 102i.
" " PM. " 118, " 38, " 103i.

Has had a ri"or, and is now covered wiih profuse per-

spiration. Nov. 20th, A.M.—P. 116, R. 60, T. 103S.

Ejcaminalion of C/iesif.—Dulness in left sujira-scapu-

lar and upper part of scapular regions; bronchial

breathing in .same; same signs in font on the left side,

to the nipple ; subcrep. rales lower portion right side

posteriorly; flatness below angle of left scapular ; voice

soutids diminished.

Nov. 2\st, A.M.—P. 110, reg.. R. 36, T. 103*. Has
been sweating; flatness over the left chest in front;

vesiculo-tympanitic on the right. Dulness of left

side posteriorly to angle of scapula, and flat below, and

corresponding murmur and voice s mnds above angle

of scapula ;
below this loss of fremitus and respiratory

murmur; vocal resonance very feeble. The parotid

tumor has almost entirely subsided. Heart is displaced
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to the riglit, n pulsation being very apparent on Ih-it

side in the fifth intt-rcostal s-pace.

Abfce;s in the back, whicii was opened nine davs a™,
was probed this morning and found to extend Irom
two to lliree and a half inches in every direct-on from
the point of incision

; about two drachms of thick green-
isli pus was evacuated. Pus was willtdrawn from
the le/'t pleural cavity by hypodermic syrinse. p.m.—
P. 110, R. 4G. T., no iherm. p.m., 6.30.—Trocar was
introduced ii the seventh left intercostal space, about
two and a half inches outside of the nipp'e, and about
fifty- three ounce? of grayish-colored pus was evacuated.
After tlie operation the heart impulse could be fell in
t'le fourth left intercostal space. Flatness in front in
th3 infra-clavicular and mammary region-, changed to
v siculo-tynipanitic. Bronchial respiration was heard
he'iin I, below the angle of ihe scapula.

Ami: 22,7. a.m.—P. 108, R. 40, T. lOOf. Capillary
circulation poor infiont; impulse of heait seen to right
of sternum; felt alsD in epigastrium; cardiac duhiess
o le inch to right of sternum, recumbent position—vocal
fremitus both sides front; flatness below third rib
fr.jnt, leftside ; tympanitic percussion above that; be!ow
lliird rib voice sounds feeble, above bronchial in char-
acter; respiratory murmur feeble below third rib;
above respiration bronchial tympanitic percussion left

supra-seap. flatne.ss below ; broncho-ves;cular respira-
tion left siipr.i-scapular, feeble respiration, with
Ijronchial expiration, and voice sounds bronchial
in character below spine of scapula; friction sound
m right a.xillaiy region. Paracentesis thor.isis per-
formed at ten o'clock a.m., and thirty-three ounces
of pus, having consistence of milk, and" color of pea-
soup, were evacuated. P. 118, R. 32, T. 102.5. A^ov
2ia, A..M.—p. no, R. 36, T. 994. Succussion, bronchi-
al respiration hard in lower part of le(t inter-scapular
region, metallic tinkle, p.m.—P. 122, R. 40, T. 101^^
A'ov. 2olh, A.M.—p. 140, R. 32, T. 99}. A'^ov'.2oth, p.m!
P. 136, R. 36, T. lOOi. Abscess of back was laid open
this a.m.

; very scanty discharge and a small amount
offibrine. No communication with the pleural cavity
could be found. Dec. 2(f.—Fluid in chest as hich as
third rib. Dec. 3(i—Tapped, and 46 ounces purulent
serum drawn from him. Dec. ilh, a.m.—P. 126 R 38
T. 1001. Dec. ith, P.M.—P. 140, R. 42, irre'g. and
intermit. Dec. oth, p.m.—P. 126, B. 50, T. 100^.° Dec.
6.'A.—Since la-t night all the food he has taken
has regurgitated through liis nose, and the or-
derly says through his ears; suffering from dyspnoea;
has tracted rales; feet cold; pulse decrolio' Urine
examined, sp. grav. 1022 ; Acid,—

; Albumen, traces.

Average Pidse, 28 days a,m. 112
' 30 '•" P.M. 117

Resp. 28 " A.M. 37
" 30 " P.M. 42

Temp. 28 " a.m. lOOf
" 28 P.M. lOli

Died Dee. 6, 1871, at 1 p.m.

Aiifops>/, Dec. 7M.—Brain not examined. Heart
normal. Lungs—Left pleural cavity contained a^, and
was r.early full of purulent serum; large adhesions
between lun:r and chest-wall; lung compressed, at the
apex a small cavity

; right lung infarctions in lower
lobe; liver and kidneys normal. An abscess beneath
the skin of the back, opposite the fourth rib, which
does not communicate with pleural cavity.

S/dted Meeting, December 28, 1871.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

The Committee on Microscopy reported the tumor

presented at the last meeting by Dr. Hart to be fibro-
cellular.

NECROSIS OF JAW CO.MPLETE RESTOR.ITION OF BONY
PARTS.

Dr. Satre presented several pieces of the jaw-bone
removed by operation from » man who had come to
his oliici! four months ago with an enormous swelling
of the right side of the face and neck. He was sah-
vated at the time for what was snppused by another
physician to be ,'iyphilitio disease of the cervical glands.
On examination, however, a fracture of the lower jaw
was discovered, w^hich accident the patient referred to
the extraction of a tooth some time before. There w..s
extensive periostitis and necrosis. The patient was
advised to stop medication and give nature a chance to

throw out enough new bone to warrant the removal of
the old. The idea was to allow the ntcrosed botie to

act as a splint imtil such time as the new bone: was
formed with sufficient solidity to preserve the contour
of the face. Three weeks ago the operation for re-

moval was pe; formed by an incision inside the mouth
and along the internal aspect of jaw. The angle,
ramus, and several portions of the body of the bone

' were removed. The Oferation was performed at the
clinic, and the pa lent had such good use of the jaw
that he was able to eat his ditmer the same' day and
bring his upper and lower teeth in natural approx ma-
tion. Since that time the patient made a rapid recov-
ery, and the swelling of the face, at the time he was
presented to the Society, was rapidly disappearing.

EXSECTIOX OF OS BRACnif.

Dr. Satre also exhibited five inches of the upper
portion < f ths os brachii removed by operation from a
G-erman. aged 37, who had suflered from a swelling of
the right sliouider lor three years, the result, as was be-
heved, of an injury to the part "oy being thrown from a
wagon. Ti;e patient could not tell whether the bone
had been bi oken or not. The arm was twice the size

of its fellow. Just below the acromion process was an
opening in which the finger could readily be insetted,

and from which a large quantity of pus was constantly
discharging. About three inches bi low the acromion
pieces

', and by the side of the biceps, was another open-
ing, and sti.l another about an inch and a half below
the insert-on of the deltoid .Through all of these, dead
bone could be detected. It was deemed advisable to

remove the dead bone, and for this purpose an in-

cision was commenced from the lower opening, and
carried longituilinslly on the external aspect of the
bone, as far as the top of the shoulder. The bone -was

then carefully enucleated, pried up, and sawed off.

The glenoid cavity had been entirely destroyed. The
new bone, -nhich had been thrown out on the internal
aspect of the arm, was so firm that it was unnecessary
to appl}' anj' especial support, and the wound was sim-
ply diessed with otikum. Since the operation the pa-
tient has steadilj improved.
Dr. Hart iele:red to a case of gunshot wound of

lower jaw, from which he removed, six months after

the acc;di>nt. three inches of the external plate of the
bone, together with several fragments. Thi-re was suf-

ficient new bone at the time to keep the jaw in shape.

HYSTERIA AND EROTOMANIA VOLUNTARY INTRODrCTION
'

or sewing-nei;dle3 into the knee-joint—amputa-
tion—recovery.

Dr. H. D. Hewit presented a number of needles re-

moved from the knee-joint of a patient, with the fol-

lowing history :

—

Julia Leary, 16 years, an inmate of the Housj of the
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Good Slicpher'l, came under my care in February of

the pre.-ent year.

She presented evidences or shght ?ynoviti~, which
?he ascribed to an accidental fall a short time previous-

ly. The rioht knee was affecied, .ind was slightly

swollen, tender, and at times excessively painful.

Pain was sometimes present, and at otuers, althongh

bitterly complained of, was discovered by close watch-

ing to be absent or slight.

The usual treatment was adopted: rest in bed, coun-

ter-irriiatiun, tonics, and extension and counter-exten-

sion by means of Sayre's splint. Morphine was u*ed

liypoderniically when the pain was severe. Slipht

hectic existed, but appetite was not impaired, and the

patient preserved her color, spirits, and flesh in a re-

markable manner.
My attention was early directed to the liystei ical and

erotic condition of the patient, and my suspicions

were aroused by the frequent direct lies in which I

detected her. She manifested a strong desire to be
sent to hosfiital, and frequentl}' complained of the

inutility of the means adopted for her relief In March,
paralysis, ancesthesia, and diminished temperature were
suddenly developed in the afl'ected leg and foot, with
swelling of the leg and foot, and lividity of hue. Oc-

casional remissions and exacerbations of symptoms
were likewise observed. Movetnent and pressure were
exoes>ively painful.

Simultaneously with the occurrence of paralysis

small tumors appeared in the ham, whiirh I ascribed to

neuromata of the popliteal nerve.*. Soon afterwards

simil.ir tumors appealed under the skin, over the other

portions of the joint.

Tiie case gradually progressed unfavorably till June,

when I sent Iter to Charity Hospital, in order to obtain

the advice of my colleagues with reference to further

treatment or amputation. Several consultations were
called. All the surgeons who saw her recognized the

decided hy.sterical complication, and hesitited in advis-

ing mutilation. During the summer the patient re-

mained in a very comfortable condition. She did not

lose flesh or color, nor did the joint present the decided

characteristics of ulctraiion of cartilage, and it gave no
evidence of containing pus or any abnormal amoimt of

fluid. The small tumors beneath the skin apparently

increased in number, and were extremely sensitive to

pressure. In October I became satisfied that further

trealmentwiis useless, and determined upon amputation
at the knee-joint, with the intention of making it sub-

sequently a thigh amputation, if the condition of the

knee when opened indicated the nocssity for the lat-

ter procedure. Drs. Mason and Watts gave their

sanctinn, and accordingly, with the consent of the pa-

tient, I amputated at the knee-joint on the 29th of Oc-
tober.

The ampuSation was performed in a circular manner,
with two side perpendicular incisions to facilitate sepa-

ration of the flaps. The moment the dissolution of the

flaps was commenced the edge of the sialpel encoun-
tered hard substances, which speedily dulled several

knives ill suco-ssion. These substances proved to be
sewing-needles, lying imbedded in the hard and soft

tissues of the joint in every possible direction. Forty-
seven were extracted in the course of the operat'on,

and several others were lost. The recovery has been
.satisfactory, and the stump is an excellent one in every
respect. It is proper to remark that the inflammation
developed within the joint was very slight. Softening
at the osteo-caitilaginous border was commencing, pre-

cisely as it is observed in a more acute and rapid man-
ner after gunshot wounds of joints.

The mental condition of this patient was feeble and

depraved, without any very salient characteristics.

Her motive in inserting the needles was to create sufii-

cent disease to warrant her being sent to ho-pital, with
the expectation of being cured and eloping, in order to

resume a life of prostitution.

As is usual in hysterical cases, she was urgent for

amputation. This fact was one motive for my long de-

lay and hesitation.

She steaddy denies having voluntarily inserted the

needles, and persists in explaining their presence by
saying she fell upon a pin-cushion. It had been re-

marked at the House of the Good Shepherd, before her

removal, that she wasted and lost a great many nee-

dles, and she was notorious among her companions for

continually begging for needles.

OBSCCTRE C.VSE OF ANEURIS.M.—.1 QUESTION OX DIAGNOSIS.

Dr. Loomis presented a specimen taken from a Ger-

man mechanic, thirty-one years of age, who was ad-

mitted into Bellevue Hospital the 7th of December, lie

stated that he had always been a healthy man, with the

exception of an attack of measles ten yeais before, and
an attack of intermitient which laid bin up for three or

four weeks. He was of temperate habiis, and gave no

history of syphilis, although he said that he had had
gonorlioea. He also stated that about three months
before his admission he h.ad noticed a slight hacking

cough, unattended with expectoration ; but that he had
been able to continue his daily labor, which was that of

a book-binder, until ten days before admission. At
that time, afier working all day in a damp cellar, he

was seized wiili a chill at night, followed by intense

pain in the left side. The following morning he had
considerable febrile disturbance and nausea, was com-
pelled to keep his bed, the pain in tlie side increasing in

seveiity. He went on getting a little worse daily, the

cough being accompanied by a more profuse and puru-

lent expecto'alion, until five days before his admission,

when he noticed some bloody material in h s .sputa

—

whether it was -streaked or pneumonic in char.icter could

not be ascertained. After this his dy.spncea increased

to such a degree that he was unable to lie down. When
admitted to hospital he bad a constant cough, accom-

panied wiih a muco-purulent ex|iectorat;on. There

were no streaks, nor any other sign of blood in the

sputa at that time. His temperature was then 108°,

his respiration 36. His cough was of an irritat ng and

teasing character. There was a noticeable loss of mo-
tion of left side of the che^t, while the right side ex-

panded more than normal, and the left measured half

an inch smaller than the ri.uht. On palpation there

was entire loss of vocal fremitus on left side over the

angle of the scapula posteriorly and laterally, but ante-

rioily in the infra-clavicular space the fiemitus was in-

creased; while on percu.ssion there was duliussovei'

the whole upper portion of that chest anteriorly and

posteriorly. There was also dullness complete from

below the scapula down to the bottom of the lung. On
auscultation bronchialrespirati m was distinctly audible

over the tipper portion of the left lung anteriorly and
posteriorly, while below the .scapula there was entire

loss of respiratory sound. Taken together, there were
the physical signs of pieuro-pneumonia. There was
very little change in the general condition of the pa-

tient for the ten days following, the temperature aver-

aging 102° and the pulse 108. During this lime there

was occasionally pneumonic sputa, but h s dyspnoea

tiradually grew less, so tliat he was enabled to lie down.

After this he seemed to improve very rapidly, and he

felt himself so far on towards recovery that he asked to

go out. Yet the physical signs did not change from

the time of his admission until his death ; except, per-
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haps, tliat the amount of what was believed to be fluid

in the jileural cavity increased. Tlie patient was not,

however, discharged, but was allowed to go about the

ward. ni~ appetite was good; his fever left him except
at night, and even then there was but a little rise in

temperature, and the pulse averaged 94. On the

18th, eleven daj-s after admission, the horse physician

was summoned lo the bedside of the patient at mid-
night, and found him gasping for breath, and blood
streaming fruni his mouth and nostri's. There wa^ a

pool of blool upon the floor which, by actual weight,

amounted to two and a half pounds. Of course this

suggested immediately the idea of aneuri.-im.

At tlie autopsy this suspicion was confirmed by the

existence of an aneurism the size of an English walnut,

given off from the descending portion of the arch of the
aorta just before it becom: s the thoracic. The opening
into the aneurism was large enough to admit the first

and second fingers. Tlie sa^ pressed upon the left

bronchus, made an opening into i', thus causing the

sadden death of the patient. But the interesting point
is, tliat the tumor so pressed upon this bronchus as to

entirely obliterate its calibre, thus accounting for the

physical signs already enumerated. The lung was
found to be the seat of pneumonia in the third stage,

the lower lobe being farthest advanced. The bronchial

tubes were filled with pus, the obstruction preventing
i's expectoration. At the upper portion of the bron-
chial tubes this pus was mixed with blood which had

|

escaped from the aneurism. The artery was athero-

matous from its origin past the point where the sac had .

been i'evelo;ed. There was no serous effusion of any
'

consequence in the pleural cavity.
]

As fir as this case went, it was in his experience
unique. In searching over the dead-house records of
Bellevue Hospital, he has found but three ca-es that

were simil;:r, but in none of these were the physical
signs detailed.

The interest of the case centred in the diagnosis.

The history was one ol' pneumonia for ten days, no clue

whatever being given to an aneurism until the fatal

hemorrhage occurred. If there had been a dist'nct

hemorrhage before the symptoms of pneumonia showed
j

themselves, the existence of aneurism could be at once
suspected. Dr. L. did not think he could have diag- i

nosticaled an aneurism of that size if auscultation had
been practised with that view. There was, liowever,

one point in the diagnosis which could not explain, on
the supposition of the existence of effusion in left side,

and that was the non-displacement of the heart.

Dti. Sands referred to a case that occurred many
years ago at Bellevue, in which an aneurism was de-

veloped upon the transverse part of the arch. In that

instance bronchitis was developed as t'.:e result of pres-

sure, but, a< far as he could recollect, no n-urmur was de-
tected. Death occurred from rupture of the sac, simul-
taneou-ly in the trachea and oesophagus. The amount
of blood lost was forty-four ounces. He also referred
to the cas3 of the late Mr. Listoii, whose attention was
first directed to the existence of an aneurism in himself
by the occurrence of a he.iiorrhage coexistent with a
husky cough.

Beet-Root Sugar.—A large number of manufacto-
ries of beet-root sugar are found scattered over Europe.
Prussia counting about .300, Austria 150, Ru.ssia

more than 300, France more than 400, and Belgium
100. The quantity of this sugar produced in 1869, in

Belgium alone, being estimated by Wagner at 500,000
eentenaurs.

Corrcspoulicucc.

BROMIDE OF POTASSIUM
BOILS.

PRODUCING

To THE EDITOK of THE MEDICAL ReCOHD,

Sir—I observe in a recent number ofthe Record a state-

ment from Dr. Julius Levy, th;it in giving drachm doses
of the bromide of pota.sh three times daily, continued
for months, a series of boils will be apt lo be produced,

I have at the present time a patient xt. 51, who not
three weeks since was literally covered with small

boils (on the eyelids, limbs, and various parts of the
body), which I am positive resulted from the use of the

bromide, and since its discontinuance the skin has re-

sumed almost its normal condition, ily patient was
taking at the time of the eruption about 20 grains of

the potash salt, and which had been u.sed for a period

of about six or eight weeks. The patient was at the

same time using full doses of the elixir calisaya, iron,

and bismuth.

This case illustrates that the bromide may produce
an eruption of boils with a much smaller dose in a

shorter time than your author states, and also that the
cahsaya is not in all cases a preventive.

Terv tridy vours.

C. W. Frisbii-, M.D.
East Spkisgfield, X. Y,

A REMEDY FOR YARlULA.
To THE EDITOB of THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir—As the "small-pox" prevails extensively in your
city, I avail myself of the columns of your journal, with
your permission, to suggest a very simple but scientific

remeily which promises great results in that loathsome
disease. The idea originated with Dr. Rowand, one of
the surgeons of the Marine and Emigrant Hospital of
this city, whom I have the pleasure of ranking among
my friends.

The ph'hsophia corporis vtvi indicates the accu- .

racy and soundness of his pathological and tlierapeu'

tical deductions. Happily the opportunities of practi-

cally testing the virtues of the remedy here have been
few, and confined hitherto to a solitary case, in which,
however, it acted like a charm, literally arresting tlie

process of pustular development and consequent
desquamation, and suspending the disea-e, leaving no
trace behind, nor a solitary unfavoralle ,symptom, any
more than if the patient had not been afieeted by small-

pox. Accepting the same pathological deductions in

"scarlatina" and "variola," Dr. Rowand naturally

suggests the same rntio medendi in both diseases ; and
when we consider the morbid relations of the kidneys
and skin in both cases. I am not, I apprehend, too san-
guine in predicting equally favorable lesults in both.

Rub U|) three drops of balsam of copaiba with a
little albumen, or mucilage and syrup, and administer

three times a day. The simplicity of the remedy, and
the facility of obtaining it, are .'trong recommenda-
tions, and I hope that its virtues will be fairly tested

in your city hospital.s, where ample opportunities pie-

sent themselves; and that you will be good enough to

give the results to your readers.

I have the honor to be. Sir, yours very truly,

W. Marsden, M.A., M.D., etc.

Pt.Aci; (l".\iiMES, Quebec, 19th January, 1S72,
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EXTRACT PINrS CANADENSIS AND
SULPHATE OF BEBERIA IN UTERINE
DISEASES.

To THE E!>ITOR OF THE ilEDICAL RECORD.

Sir—In .1 recent number of tlio Record ihere is a

communicaion from Dv. W. T. Walker, warmly advo-

cating I he use of Kenneily's concentrated esiract of

Pinus Canndensis.

My experience with it leads me to concur with tlie

writer as 10 its therapeutical virtues in the treatment

of abrasions of the os and cervi.x uteri ;
also of its

eflScacy in acute and chronic vaginitis.

Butin the treatment of endo-nietritis I consider it a

dangerous and uncertain remedy, as recently observiMl

in two cases under my observation. In the first, I in-

troduced a small cotton tent, coated with the extract,

into the canal; half an hour afterwards the patient had

an attack of severe uterine colic, wiiich continued for

forty-eight Iiour?, nolwithstinding the removal of the

cotton, and free use of opium and hot fomentations.

Two weeks later, profiting by my experience in 'his

case, I simply painted the canal of the cervix wiih the

pure extract in anotlier ; in fifteen minutes she was

taken with the most intense pain, which was fin:dly

controlled by the hypodermic use of mor[)h:neaiid hot

fomentations. Thirty hours after, she had a chill, fol-

lowed by severe metritis, which came nigh proving

fatal. It is barely pos.-ible that I may have gone m
both cases beyond the os internum ;

but, as I only met
with one oiher accident in uter.ne therapeutics—

a

severe vaginitis, resulting from the application of

chromic acid to an aggravated case of gramdar ulcera-

tion of the 03—I tnust be permitted to doubt it.

There is another remedy in uterine therapeutics,

which I think is of great benefit in functional d>smen-

orrhoea and menorrhagia, which seem to depend

chiefly on an atony and passive congestion of the

uterus; I allude to the sulphate of bebeia. The fol-

lowing casrs .serve to illustrate its efficacy :

—

Ayourglady, aged 17, at a boarding-school, had been

suffering lor two years from dysmenorrhoea; vaiious

remedies had been tried, but had all failed ;
anodyni'S

aflfording the only relief during the period. I gave her

the sulphate of beheria and lactate of iron, two
grains of each iliree times a day ;

three weeks after she

had a free and painless menstrual flow, if anything too

profusj; since then she has been perfectly regular, and

her general health excellent.

In a ca^e of menorrhagia, depending upon the same
pathological condition, I met with equal success. A
young married lady, multipara, youngest child aged 10

months, was taken, a few weeks after weaning it, witii

a profuse menstrual flow, which continued to recur per-

sistently every fortn ght, sometimes continuing for two
weeks, and which ergot, persulphate of iron, and

astringent injections failed to control. I gave her the

sulphate of b 'beria and lactate of iron. After six

weeks' use of the remedy, she became perfectly regular,

and has been Ko for the last four months; health and

strength fully restored.

These cases fully confirm Dr. A. P. MerrilVs views of

its virtues as a uterine deobstruent and tonic. Per
contra, in the amenorrhcea depending upon a chloroiic

condition of the system and general anaemia, I have

found it to be valueless.

Yours truly.

EnoENE Peugxet.
74 West 35th Street.

l\m Jitstruincnts.

A NEW VACCINATOR.

By ALFRED L. CARROLL, M,D.,

HEALTH OFFICER, TOWN OF C.VSTLETON, ST.VTES ISI..\.ND, N. Y.

The accompanying wood-cut sliows a convenient

sjar ficator for vaccination, which Messrs. Geo. Tie-

manii & Co. have made for me. It is merely a simplifi-

cation of the ingenious instrument devised by Dr. F.

P. Foster ; its advantages consi-ting in its cheapness.

An excellent absorbing surface is exposed, and the co.-t

of the instruments is so trifling, tliat the physician tnay

have a sullicient number to use a fresh one for each

patient in a morning's work, thus insuring gretiter

rapidity in operating, and at the same time avoiding

all possible danger of transmitting any other disease

than vaccinia by inoculating the patient with the blood

of another.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,

from Januarij 19^/i, 1872, to February 4, 1872, inclu-

sive.

Peters, Dk "VVitt C, Surgeon.—By S.O. 16, Depart-

ment of the South, January 23, 1872, as-igned to duty

at Lexington, Ky.

Storrow. S. a.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 19,

War Department, A. G. O., January 23, 1872, relieved

at Fort Jefferson, Fla., and to proceed to Phdadelphia,

Pa., reporting thence by letter to the Surgeon-Gene-

ral.

HuBi3ARi), Van Buren, Assistant Surgeon.—By g. 0.,

19, War Department, A. G. O., January 23, 1872, re-

lieved at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N.

Y., and assigned to duty at Fort JeSerson, Fla.

Brewer, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.

—

Hy S. O. 17,

Department of the Mo., Januaiy 29, 1872, to return to

Fort Larned, Kan., and resume his duties at that post.

KoERPKR, Eoox A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 5,

Department of Texas, January 9, 1872, granted leave of

absence for thirty days, with permission to leave the

limits of the Department.

GiRARD. Jos. B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 22,

War Department, A. G. 0., January 2'i, 1872, assigned

to temporary duty at Newport B'ks, Ky.

Wit,sox, W. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 15,

District of New Mexico, January 25, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Selden, N. M.

FiTZGERAD, J. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 19,

War Department, A. G. 0., January 23, 1872, assigned

to duty at the U. S. Mihtary Academy, West Point,

N. Y.

Moffat, P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 28, AVar

Department, A. G. 0., February 2, 1872, granted leave

of absence for thirty days.

Corson, J. K., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 11, De-

partment of the Piatt, January 20, 1872, granted leave

of absence for thirty days. wit:h permission to apply for

an extension of thirty days.
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^etiical Jtcms anti ltftU0.

Medical Declaratiov Respecting Alcohol.—The
following deciaration of 261 of the leading physicians

and surgeons of London and the Provinoi-s appeared

in the columns of the Medical Press and Circular of

Dec. 21st. and has awakened a good deal of comment
bv medical and secular journals.

'As ic is believed that the inconsiderate prescription

of large quantities of alcoholic liquids by medical men
Jbr their p:itients has given rise, in many instances, to

the formation of intemperate habi:s, the undersigned,

while unable to abandon the use of alcohol in the treat-

ment of certain diseases, are yet of t'le opinion that no
medical practitioner should prescribe it without a sense

of grave responsihility. They believe that alcohol, in

v\-hatever form, should be prescribed with as much care

as any powerful drug, and that the direct-ons for its

use shouM be so framed as not to be interfireted as a

sanction for excess, or necessarily for a continuance for

its use when ihe occasion is past.

" They are also of opinion that many people immense-
ly exagierate the value of alcohol as an article of diet,

and since no class of men see so much of its ill effects,

and possess su(-h power to restrain its abuse, as mem-
bers of thi'ir own profession, ths-y hold that every medi-
cal piactitioner is bound to exeit his utmost mfluence

to inculcate liabits of great moderation in the use of

alcoliolio liquors.

"Beinj also firmly convinced that the great amount
of drinking ol' alcoholic liquors among the working
classes of this country is one of the greatest evils of the

day, di-stroying—more than anything else— the healtb,

happiness, and welfare of those classes, and neutraliz-

in-.', to a large extent, the great industrial prosperity

which Providenr-e has placed within the reach of this

nation : the undersigned would gladly support any wise

legislation which would tend to restrict within proper

limit-; the use of alcoholic beverages, and gradually

introduce habits of temperance."
About the only objection mentioned, relates to the

first parcigraph, and the Lancet article on the subject

puts it as tersely as any. It thinks it is a shabby thing

to attribute to the profession the creati m of intempe-

rate habits. At the very most^ the reckless prescrip-

tion of large quantities of stimulant is a rare and excep-

tional act. It does happen occasionally, but not often

enough to explain the vice in one case in a hundred. A
liking for these thimrs is father to the theory that they
are beneficial, and in too many cases the doctor is

made the scape-goat.

American Medical Association.—The Twenty-third
Annual Session will be held in Philadelphia, Pa., May
V, 1872, at 11 A.M.

Tlie following Committees are expected to report

:

On Cultivation of the Cinchona Tree, Dr. Lemuel J.

Deal, Pennsylvania, Chairman; on the Anatomy and
Diseases of the Ketina, Dr. R. F. Michel, Alabama,
Chairman; on the Comparative Pathology and the

EflFects which Diseases of Inferior Animals have upon
the Human System. Dr. Geo. Sut'on, Indiana, Chair-

man : on the Structure of the White Blood-Corpuscles,

Dr. J. G. Richardson, Pa,. Chairman ; r.n Vaccination,
Dr. T. Jf. Wise, Kentucky, Chairman ; on Skin Trans-
plantation, Dr. J. Ford Thompson. D.C., K^huinnan ; on
the Nature and Process of the Restoration of Bone. Dr.

A. L. McArihu'-, Ilhnnis, Chaii~man ; on some Diseases

Peculiar to Colorado, Dr. John Eisner, Colorado. Chair-
man ; on Correspondence with State Medical Societies,

Dr. N. R. Davis, Illinois, Chairman ; on National

Health Council, Dr. Thomas M. Logan, California,

Chairman ; on Nomenclature of Diseases, Dr. Francis

Gurney Smith, Pa., Chairman ; on What, if Any, Legis-

lative Means are E.xpedient and Advisable lo Prevent
the Spread of Contagious Diseases, Dr. M. H. Henry,
New York, Chairman ; on American Medical Necrology.
Dr. J. D. Jackson. Kentucky, Chairman; on Medical
Education, Dr. J. S. Weatherly, Alabama, Chairman ;

on Medical Literature, Dr. Theoph. Parvin, Indiana,

Chairman ; on Prize Essays, Dr. Alfred Stille, Pa., ,

Chairman. ;j^

On the Climatology and Epidemics, the Chairman of

Committee for each State.

Physicians desiring to present papers before the Asso-

ciation, should observe the fuliowing rule:

—

'" Papers appropriate to the several sections, in order

to secure consideration and action, must be sent to the

Secretary of the appropriate section at least one month
before the meeting which is to act upon them. It shall

be the dutv of the Secretary to whom such papers are

sent, to examine them with care, and, with the advice

of the Chairman of his Section, to determine the time
and order of their presentation, and give due notice of

the same. ..."
The following are the Officers of Sections:

—

Chemistri/ and Materia Medica: Drs. R. £. Rogers,

Philadelphia, Pa., Chairman; Ephra'm Cutter, Boston,

Mass ,
Secretary ; Practice of Medicine and Obstetrics,

Drs. D. A. O'Donnell, Baltimore, Md., Chairman ; Benj.

F. Dawson, New York, N. Y., Secretary; S'lrgerif and
Anatumii. Di-. Jijhn T. Hodgen, St. Louis, Mo., Chair-

man : W. F. Peck, Davenport, low-a, S cretary ; Medi-

cal Jiirifprudence, ITi/fiiene, and Physiology. Drs. S. C.

Busey, Washington, iD.C, Chairman ; E. L. Howard,
Baltimore. Md., Secretary; Psi/chofnt/i/, Dr. Isaac Ray,

j

Philadelphia. Pa., Chairman ; John Curwen, Harrisburg,

Pa., Seo.etar}-.

Secretaries of all medical organizations are requested

to forward lists of their Delegates, as soon as elected,

to the Permanent Secretary, W. B. Atkinson, M.D.,

Philadelphia.

An Annual Exhibition for the Philadelphia Meet-
ing OF THE .Vmerican Medical ASSOCIATION.—The un-
dersigned, Chairman and Secretary ot the Committee
of Arrangements of the American Medical Association,

,

have been authorized to invite attention to the project

of an exhibition ol'objects interesting to the medical [uo-

fession. to be held in Philadelphia during the next ses-

sion of the Association. This exhibition has been sug-

gested as a desirable amplification of what has been
cu^tomaiy on these occasions; and is expec'ed lo re-

semble, more or less, the displays of tliis kind which
are prominent features of the annual meetings of the

British Medical Association.

In accordance with this determination to have an
exhibition on the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th of May, 1872,

during the next Session of the Association, tlie Com-
mittee of Arrangements would respectfully and earnest-

ly appeal for contributions of objects to be exhibited

—

and for other available co-operation—to members of the

medical profession, pharmacists and manufacturers of
chemicals, to opticians, instrument-makers, publishers,

and bookselers, and to all others who are concerned in

manufacturieg or dealing in anything related to the

study and praciice of medicine and surgery and the

associate sciences.

They will gratefully receive choice specimens and
examples (likely to prove interesting through novelty,

raritv, importance, or superior character; of drugs,

medicines, and other remedial appliances—including i
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special (fhemicnls antV pharmaceutical compounds and

materials—as well as the apparatus employed in phar-

niaceiitical and chemical processes ; also of optical and

other instruments of observation and precision ;
of sur-

gical instruments and implements ;
of preparations and

objects in natural history, including hiimnn and compa-

raiive ana'omy, morbid or healthy ;
of models, draw-

ings, pointings, prints, and of printed works—of recent

date or standard character—on medicine, surgery, and

the assiiciate sciences.

The general plan of arrangement, and amount of space

to be allotted to the several departmen's and cullectinns,

will have to be decided by the end of March: and all

the objects to be exhibited must be within reacli of the

committee by ihe second or third week of April next.

In order, therefore, to present coiifu-ion and disappoint-

ment, lists of objects offered for exliibition, and esti-

mates of the amount of space desired for the purpose,

will be required a? soou as practicable after the publi-

cation ot this circular.

Commnniciitions addressed to Wm. Pepper, M.D.,

1,215 Wa'nat street, andF. F. ilaury, M.D., 1,218 Wal-

nutstreet. the Sub-tJonimittee on the Exhibition,will re-

ceive immediate attention. By order of Edward Harts-

horne. M.D., Chairman of the Committee of Arrange-

ments; D. iluriay Cheston, M.D., Secretary.

The Rush Medical College building having been

d stroved by the great Chicago fire, the Faculty, in

order fully to maintain the interests of the college and

to preserve its advantages to students of J[i'diuine,

have secured the lecture und clinic rooms of the Cook

County Hospital, corner of Eighteenth and Arnold

streets, in wihich to hold the usual Spring course.

Long Islano College Hospit.il.—John Byrne. iil.D.,

Surgeon-in-Chief of St. Mary's iHospiial of this city,

has been appointed " Clinical Professor of Gyusecology

ol the Long Island College Hospital"

The Medical Society of tue CorxTY of Ulster (N.

Y.) AND Abortion.—At the monthly meeting held at

Ellenville, on Tuesday, Jan. 0, A. "T. Dou;.;las, il.D.,

Vice-Pre.-ident, in the chair, unanimously adopted tiie

following :— WJiereas, A legal investigation of the case

of Marietta Gray, late of this town, deceased, has clear-

ly shown that her death resulted from an abortion,

criminally pioduced by one Fanton Sherwood; there-

fore,

Resolved. That we most emphatically condemn crimi-

nal abortion, by whom.soever produced; and tl.at we
hereby acknowledge our duty, and avow our determi-

nation to aid by all the means in our power in bring-

ing to justice any person or persons who may be guilty

of the aforesaid crime.

Resolved, That we hereby censure the authorities of

the County of Sullivan for not arresling Fanton Sher-

wood and others (who to their knowledge were reason-

ably known to be the guilty parties), previous to the

verdict of the Coroner's jury, thereby allowing Sher-

wood to escape ; and that we furtlier censure the said

authorities for not taking more active measures for the

apprehension of the aforesaid guilty- parties, and espe-

cially for neglecting to inform the authorities of the

County of Ulster, within whose jurisdiction the crime
was committed.

Resolved, That we urge the proper authorities to the

prosecution of vigorous and unremitting exertions for

the arrest and punishment of Fanton Sherwood and all

others who may have participated in his felony.

Resolve'i, That the Chairman of this Committee be

liirected to transmit copies of these resolutions to the

County Judges and District Attorneys of the Counties
of Sul ivan and Ulster, and also to the Sullivan County
Medical Society.

[Signed] D. M. L.4 Moree. Sec, pro tern.

B. R. Bevier, M.D. )

W. F. Scoresbv, M.D. \ Com.
J. J. Ward, M.D. )

Alumni Association of the Jefferson Medical
College, PniLADEi.rniA.—The Ahinini Association of
this medical college proposes to hold a social reunion
during the n^.eeting of the American Medical Associa-
tion in the city of Philadelphia in June next. The
Alumni of the College are invited. Those who expect
to be present are requested to send ihe r names and
addresses to either of the Secretaries : Drs J. Ewing
Mears, 222 S. Sixteenth street, and R. J. Dunglison,
G36 N. Eighteenth street.

Medical Supply Table of United States Marine
Hospitals.—Circular No. G, United States Marine Hos-
pital Servxe, contains a new Medical Supply Tabb', in

force from Dec. 31, 1871, revi.scd by John M. Wood-
worth, Supervising Surgeon of this service. To per-
mit medical oflicois to indulge in individual preferences,

a secondary list of medicines has been prepared.

New York Medical Library and Journal Associ-
ation.—At the Annual Meeting of this Association the'
following officers were elected: President, Dr. Alfred
Uiiderhill; First Vice-President, Dr. E. R. Pcaslce

;

Second Vice- Presideyit, Dr. W. N. Blakeman : Record-
ing Secretary, Dr. F. A. Burrall; Correspondinc) Secre-

tary, Dr. J. C. Peters ;
Librarian, Dr. A. E. M. Pnrdy

;

Trustees for three years, Drs. S. T. Hubbard, W. R.
Whitehead, L. Weber, E. S. F. Arnold, and G. iM.

Smith; Trustees to fdl vacancies for one year, Drs. C. C.
Lee, J. P. Garrish, and B. I. Raphael.

New journals and books are constantly being added
to the library, which already has thousands of well-
boimd volumes, which are acces>ible to members be-
tween the hours of nine a.m. and nine p.m. First-class

papers are read every Friilay evening, (rom the 1st of
October unt'l July, loUoweil by profitable discussions.

Nearly three hundred medical men are included on its

roll of membership.

The Medical Examiner, Chicago.—The "January
number of this medical journal of the North-west is

presented in a new form and new dn'SS, am] will here-
after be issued .scmz-monthly instead of nionthh/, as here-
tofore. The editors are iDrs. N. S. Davis and F. H.
Davis.

Death of Dr. Renry D. Bulkley.—At a meeting of
the New York Medical and Surgical Society, held
January 13th, 1872, the following resolutions, offered
by Dr. A. C. Post, were nnanimou.-ly adopted :

—

Resolved. That this Society has heard with profound
regret of the death of Dr. Henry D. Bulklev, one of
its original members.

Resolved, That we cherish his memory as that of an
earnest and d ligent worker in the promotion of medi-
cal science, and in the advancement ot tlie healin" art.

Resolved, That our long association with him has
deepened onr conviction of the excellence of his char-
acter as a faithful and conscientious physician, as a
true and warm-hearted friend, and as a pure and up-
right man in all the relations of l.fe.

Resolved, That we sympathize wi;h his family in their
bereavement, and that we rejoice with them that he
was cheered in his dying hours by the hope of a bless-
ed immortality.

Resolved, 'That a copy of these resolutions be for-
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warded to the family of the deceased, and ihat they be

jniljl.sheJ in the iiiedic-al joui-nals of this citv.

Tnos. F. Cock, M.D., President.

RoBT. Watts, M.D., Secretary.

Medical Society of the County of Kings.—At the

Filly-Crst Antuial Meeting of this Society, the follow-

in:; oiticers -were elected :

—

Prenident, Wm. Ilenry

Thay(-r; Vic-President, A. J. C. Skene; Secreiary,

Richard M. Wyckofl"; Assixtant Secretary, Andley Hms-

lett; Treaxurer, J. S. Prout; Librarian, W. W. Reese;

Cfnsnrs, J. H. H. Biirge, S. G. Armor, J. T. Conkling,

II. G. Newton and C. II. Giberson; Orator, A. B.

Crosby; Alternate, Alex. Ilutchins.

Deaths from S.\iall-Pox in MASSACnnsETTS.— Ac-

cording to the third annual report of the Massachu-
setts IBoard of Health, during the last twenty-eight

years, about three thousand deaths occurred m that

State from small-pox.

Death of an ex-Preside:it of the Vermont State

Medical Socikty.— Died recently in Cisileton, Vt.,

Joseph Perkins. M.D., aged 73. He ivus one of the

fou.iders of the Vermont State Medical S 'c'.eij', and

for many years its honored president. For several

years he was Profes-or of Materia Medica and Pres-

ident of the Trustees in Castleton University, and after-

wards professor in the University of Vermont.

Inebriate Reform in England.—Mr. Dalrymple,

M.P., who recently made a tour of inspection of the

inebriate a5\lums in the United States, intends to

bring the result of his observations before tlie English

Parliament. He propos-'S to secure additional informa-

tion by inlrodui'ing a motion to empower t'le Commit-
tee of the House of Commons to invite leading Ameri-
can medical experts to give evidence before it as to the

metho Is and progress of inebriate reform in America.

Newark, N. J., Medical Association.—At a re-

cent meeting of this Association, organized in 1835,

the following officers for 1872 were elected : President,

Dr. Peter V. P. Hewlett ; Vice-President, Dr. Charles

Young ; Treasurer, Dr. J. A. Cross ; Secretary, Dr. A.
K. Baldwin.

Small-Pox in this city is reported to be on the de-

cline.

Medical Society of New Jersey.—The transac-

tions of this Society for 1871, show an active member-
ship of 368, representing IG district societ es. It has
had 19 honorary members. Five active members died
during the year. The following officers were elected

at the annual meeting, held at Flemington, May 23,

1871 : Presi'teiit, Dr. Cliar'.es Hasbrouck, nf Ilacken-

sack ; Vice-Presidents, Drs. Franklin Gauntt, T. J.

Thoraason, G. H. Liirison ; Correspondiui/ Secretary,

Dr. Wra. Elmer, Jr., Trenton ;
Recording Secretary,

Dr. Wm. Piers m, Jr., Orange; Treasurer, Dr. H. R.
Baldwin, New Brunswick.

SfATiSTics OF the Race.—The earth is inhnbited bv
about 1,380,01)0,000 of inhabitants, namely: 380,000^-

000 of the Cau-asian race, 580.000,000 of the Mon-
golian, 200,000,000 of the Ethiopi.ui, 220,000,000 of the

Malay races, and 1,000,000 of ih-^ Amcri an In lian.

All these resp-ctively speak 3,061 laiiguages, and pos-

ses? 1,000 different religions. The amount of dealhs
per annum is 33,333,333, or 91,9J4 per day, 3.730 per
hour, GO per minute, or one per second. This loss is

compensated by an equal number of births. The ave-
rage duration of lile t'nroughout the globe is thirtv-

three years. One-fourth of its population dies before

the seventh ye.ir, and one-half before the seventeenth.
Out of 10,000 persons only one reaches his hundredth

year ; onlv one in 500 his eightieth ; and only one in

100 his sixty-fifth. Married peop'e live longer than

unmarried ones, and a tall man is likely to live longer

than a hhort one. Un'il the fiftieth year, women liave

a better chance of life than men; but beyond that

period the chances are equal. Sixty-five per-ons out

of 1,000 marry. The months of June and December
are those in which marriages are most frequent. Chil-

dren born in spring are generally stronger than those

born in other seasons. Births and deaths chiefly occi

at night. Tiie number of men able to bear arms is bi^
one-eighth of the population.

—

X. Y. Observer Teai--

Booli.

A New Hospital Library.—B.dlevue Ho-pital is

to have a circulating library for the u,~e of its patients.

Warden Brennan will properly take care of ad books
sent to that institution by contributors.

Medical, Dental, and Pharmaceutical Institutions

IN THE United St.a.tes.—There are 5.3 regular medical

scliools in the United States; 3 regular female medici
colleges; 5 institutions representing the eclectic svs-

tem; 7 male and female homoeopathic schools; and 2

botanic. Tiie oldest medical college in this country is

the timedionored Medical School of the Univer.*ity ul

Pennsylvania, founded in 1765. The next oldest, i-

the Medical Department of Dartmouth Collpge, N. II.,

organized in 1796— these two were the only ones

founded in the 18th centur}'.

There are si.x respectable dental school> in this conn

try : the BaUimore College of Dental Surgery, founder

in 1839, is the oldest. The pharmaceuticid assueiatioii

and societies are twenty in number; of these, tin

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy is the oldest, founded
in 1821.

Sm.\ll-Pox Hospital on Blackwei.l's Island. X.

T. Harbor.—Dr. A. E. Macdon dd, chief of staff of

this srnall-pox hospit.'d, reports the following staiis-

tics: Admissions for the year 1871, 1,334 males, 1,161
females; 1,097 native, 1,401 foreign. Deaths, 321
males, 212 females; 303 native, 230 foreign. Remain-
ing, Jan. 1, 1871, 28; admitted during 1871, 2,498.

Total treated in 1871, 2,52G. Percentage of death.s,

21.1. Remaining in hospital, Jan. 1, 1872, 75 native,

97 foreign
;
97 males, 75 females.

Ancient State of Surgery in Scotland.—AVhen
the surgeons of Edinburgh were, in 1505, incorporated

under the denominations of surge. >ns and barbers, it

was required of them to be able to read and write, " to

know anatomic, na'ure, andcomplexionofeverie mem-
ber of humanis hodie, and lykway es to know all vaynes
of tiie samyn, thai he may make flewbotlieniie in den
time;" together with a perfect knowledge of shaving'

beards. These were all the qualifications that seemed
necessary to the ;irt of surgery at the beginning of tbi

sixteenth century. Tiie practice of physic wa-, if pos-

sible, in a slill more deplorable state.— Campbell's Jour-
ney from Elinhurgh to the Highlands.

The CiESAREAN Operation.—The first authentic in-

stance of thi< operat'on in the British Isles, was that

performed with succ^'ss bv Mary Dunally upon Alice

O'Neal, in Ireland, in 1739, after a labor of twelve
days: and the first recorded in the United States by a

gill of fourteen years of age upon herself, in 1822. Of
the first 3S cases operated upon in G eat Britain, cover-

ing the pel i id from 1739 to 1845, but. f ^ur are recorded,

one being that referred to as the work of a common mid-
wife. Several women have been known to reco.'er,

and their children live, after the latter have beer, re-

moved from them through a rent produced by the horn
ofabuUorcow.

—

Am. Journ. Obstetrics.
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